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18S9,

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INDEX ■
TO THE

■ ' •

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS
AND

PAPERS LAID UPON THE TABLE

DURING THE SESSION

CP

1889.
Opened 27 February.—Prorogued 10 October, 1889.

HEFKllENCES TO THE TOTES AUD TEOCEEDINGS, TOE. I — 14TIT PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1889.

A
ABBOTT, JOSEPH PALMER, ESQ., M.P.

Proposed as Speaker, 5.
Sworn as a Member of the Elections and Qualifications Committee, 111.
Appointed Chairman of Committees for day only, 135.

ABIGAIL, J. (See “MINING”).
ABOLITION OF PUNISHMENT BY WHIPPING BILL

Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) for leave to bring in, 252 ; presented and read 1°, 258 j Order 
of the Day postponed, 339, 355 ; Motion male for 2° reading and negatived. Order of the 
Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 372.

ABORIGINES
Annual Report of Board for Protection of, for 1888, laid on table, 150 ...........................................

Medical Attendants at Cumheragtjnga Mission Station :—
Motion made {Mr. Chanter) for correspondence between Dr. G. R. Kalins and the Protection 

Board, and correspondence relating to Dr. Sergeant’s appointment, 89 ; Returns to Order laid 
on Table, 113, 300..............................................................................................................................

ABSENTEE TAX:—
Motion made (.Mr. Creer) in reference to, and House counted out, 213.

ACCIDENT. (See “ RAILWAYS”).
ADDITIONAL SITTING BAY

Motion made {Sir Henry Parhes), that Friday be, and that Government business take precedence 
119 ; Sessional Order rescinded, 341.

ADDRESSES
In Reply to Governor’s Opening Speech :— ' '

Brought up, motion made {Mr. Alexander Prown) for adoption of, amendment moved {Sir Henry 
Parhes), 10; debate adjourned, 10, 12; amendment carried, 11; address agreed to, 15; 
presented, and His Excellency’s answer reported, 17.

Condolence to Her Majesty the Queen and Her Imperial Majesty the Empress,
■ Victoria of Germany :—

Reply to Despatch, forwarding, 13 ............. ............................................................................................
Constitution of Western Australia:—

Motion made {Sir Henry Parhes) for, to the Queen in support of, 313.
Speaker reports receipt of a letter from the Speaker of the Legislative Council of Western 

Australia, transmitting a Resolution thanking the Governments and Parliaments of the 
Colonies for sympathy, 357.

710—A

PAPERS.

VOL. PAGE.

5 655

5 663, 667

1 841
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REFERENCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I—14TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1889. PAPERS.

A
VOL. PAGE.

ADDRESSES AND ORDERS
Alphabetical Registers of ..........................................................................................................................

ADJOURNMENT
Leave given to Select Committee to sit during, 109, 252.

Special, 18, 79, {Easter), 91, 139, {Queen's Birthday), 221, 413, 417, 425, 455.
Op House :—•

Motion made for and passed, 12, 25, 34, 41, 51, 58, 68, 80, 85, 89, 94, 97, 106, 122,126, 136, 140, 
151,163, 166, 168, 172, 176,179, 199, 203, 209, 221, 226, 237, 239, 248, 253, 258, 260, 269, 
288, 314, 322, 328, 356, 375, 386, 393, 398, 405, 432, 439, 455, 458.

Motion made for and withdrawn, 457,
For want of a Quorum after commencement of business, 110, 115, 213, 244, 273, 278, 306, 320, 

330, 343.
Debate •

Motion made for and passed, 125, 131, 135, 145, 151, 160, 163, 166, 304, 348, 389.
Motion made for and passed, to take precedence of other business, 10, 12.
Motion made for and negatived, 101-2,102-3, 155.
Motion made for and withdrawn, 442.

Under Additional Standing Order No. 1 :—Motion made for, on subject stated below, and 
negatived.

Alleged persecution of Mr. Walker, M.P., by the Colonial Secretary and others, 41.
Seed-wheat to Farmers, 51.
Dr. Germont and M. Loir, communications directed to, or intended, for, 67.
Pledges to Dibbs Government made by Mr. Wilkinson, Member for Balranald, 78.
Inaction of Government, with regard to Vine Diseases Board, 89.
Conduct of Mr. Justice Windeyer at Deniliquin and elsewhere, 124.
Darling Island purchase, 131.
Opinion of Mr. Pilcher, Q.C., on the charge made against Mr. John Davies, C.M.G., 135.
State of Railways, 155.
Mr. Fehon, Commissioner for Railways, 168.

. Case of Quartermaster-sergeant Webster, 183.
Public Works in Country Districts and in and around Sydney, 213.
Administration of the Land Act, 302.
Postal and Telegraphic communication to country districts, 313.
Expenditure of Public Money in Sydney and suburbs as compared with similar expenditure in the 

rest of the Colony, 325.
Condition, of Railway Rolling Stock and Permanent Way in relation to the Reports of Messrs.

Thow and Price-Williams, 328.
Railway joliev of the Government, 386.

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE (See also “METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATES ACT 
FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL”).

Case of Regina v. Christenson :—
Motion made {Mr. TrailV) for papers in connection with, 143.

Convictions for Garotting :—
• . Motion made {Mr. Harold Stephen) for return respecting, 425.

Court-house at Bedfern :—
Motioremade {Mr. William Stephen) for new, and House counted out, 244.

• Crown Solicitor :—
Letter from, and statement showing the actions in which costs have been recovered, the amount

of such costs, and how accounted for, laid on Table, 360..............................................................
Mr. Justice Windeyer:—

Petition presented from Jurors and Residents of Deniliquin with reference to remarks made at the 
Circuit Court at Wagga Wagga, and to conduct of the business at the Circuit Court at. 
Deniliquin, and praying for an inquiry. Motion made {Mr. Chanter) that Petition be 
received; Mr. Speaker ruled that subject of Petition could not be debated. Motion made 
{Mr. CrieJc), that ruling be dissented from and withdrawn. Original motion passed, 101. 

Motion made for adjournment of the House to discuss conduct of, at Deniliquin and elsewhere, 124. 
Mr. John Garsed :—

Motion made {Mr. Hurley) for Report of Mr. Healy, Barrister-at-law, on case of, 368 ; Return
to Order laid on Table, 374 ..............................................................................................................

Police Magistrate, Nowra, Clerk of Petty Sessions, Molong :—
Return to Address {Session 1888-9), laid on Table, 124 ......................................................................

Police Magistrates :—
Return showing the names, &c., who have been called upon to retire, laid on Table, 325 ..............

• Supreme Court :—
Rules of, laid on Table, 247, 388, 451..... ................................................................................................

The Late Prisoner Morrison :—
Motion made {Mr. Edmunds) for papers in reference to, 374; Return to Address, laid on Table, 409 

Travelling Expenses, &c., of Judges :—
Return showing for years 1885 to 1888, laid on Table, 355...................................................................

Witnesses sent to Gaol for Drunkenness in Court at Tamworth :—■
Letter from Sir F. M. Darley, Chief Justice, laid on Table, 360.................................... ......................

ADMINISTRATIONS : —
Mr. Dibbs informed House of Resignation of his Government, 18. .
Mr. Dibbs informed House of Formation of New, by Sir Henry Parkes, 19.
New Administration sworn in, Seats declared vacant, 24.

ADVERTISING ON BACK OF POSTAGE AND DUTY STAMPS
Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 388 .......................................... ...........................................

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
Petition presented from Farmers and others, of the Colony, in favour of import duties on, and

for import duties on articles which may bo reasonably made in the Colony, 416, 457..............
“AJAX,” STEAMER:—

Accident to :—
Motion made (Mr. FranTc Smith) for papers, 40; Return to Qrder, laid on Table {not printed), 

121; leave granted to Clerk to return to Department of Public Works, 199.
ALIGNMENT (See “ES3EX-STREET ALIGNMENT BILL”).
ALPHABETICAL REGISTERS :—

Addresses and Orders passed during Session ................................. ............................................;...........
Bills dealt with during Session........ .........................................................................................................

ANDERSON, GEORGE, ESQUIRE, (See “ELECTORAL”).
ANGUS, J., C.E. (See “RAILWAYS”).

1 605

2 1065

2 1063

2 1115

2 431

2 423
„ (1079, 1081, 
^ (.1085, 1087
2 1111

2 1067

2 1061

5 921

4 701, 703

1 605
1 601
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DEFERENCES TO THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. I—14.TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1889. PAPERS.

VOL. PAGE.

A
ANSWERS AND QUESTIONS 

Sessional Order passed, 38.
Motion made (Mr. Wall) prohibiting the asking of Questions without notice, and that all the answers 

should be laid upon the Table of the House, and negatived, 115.
APPROPRIATION BILL

Standing Orders suspended, 424 ; ordered (Mr. McMillan), founded on resolutions of Ways and 
Means, Nos. 13 and 14, 449 ; presented and read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported without 
amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 450 ; returned without 
amendment, 453 ; assented to in Legislative Council Chamber, 460.

ARGYLL (See “ELECTORAL”).
ARMAMENTS (“See “MILITARY”).
ARM1DALE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
ARMSTRONG, Mr. H. C.

Ciaih to Lease op Land at Cieoudae Quay :—
Motion made (Mr. Dickens) for papers relating to, 252 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 328......

ART GALLERY (See “NATIONAL ART GALLERY”).
ASHEIELD (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
ASIATIC OR OTHER COLOURED LABOUR:—

Motion made (Mr. TrailV) that Government should communicate with the Governments of the 
adjacent Colonies with a view to taking joint action in reference to admission of, and with
drawn, 243. .

ASSEMBLY (See also “ADJOURNMENT”; also “NO QUORUM”; also “CHAIRMAN OF 
COMMITTEE ” ; also “CLERK OF ASSEMBLY ”; also “ PAYMENT OF MEMBERS ”; 
also “STANDING ORDERS”).

Opening of Session, 1.
Prorogation Speech, 461.
Usher of Black Rod delivers Messages, 3, 7, 460. *
Members sworn 4(15), 5(116), 12, 13, 14, 27 (9), 93, 183, 215, 232, 252, 427.
Members make solemn Affirmations, 4(J).
Mr. J. H. Young proposed and elected Speaker, 5.
Mr. J. P. Abbott proposed as Speaker, 5.
Resignation of Speaker, 7.
Speaker’s Commission to administer the Oath, 7.
Speaker reports discrepancies between names endorsed on Writs and Lames of Members, 8,11,13. 
Governor’s Opening Speech, 9; Address in reply, 10, 12, 14, 15.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 11, 23, 25, 53, 62 (2), 83, 111, 119, 130, 149, 209, 260, 324. 
Ministerial Statement made by Mr. Dibbs, 12, 18, 19. •
Ministerial Statement made by Sir Henry Parkes, 41, 322, 325, 369.
Sittings after Midnight, 10, 14, 20, 33, 89, 101, 115, 140, 155, 163, 166, 187, 195, 199, 202, 208, 

221, 226, 258, 260, 262, 266, 269, 281, 288, 296, 314, 322, 325, 336, 339, 348, 352, 356, 386,i 
390, 393, 397, 405, 429, 439, 442, 451. -

Production of Records in Courts of Law, 8, 17 (2), 27 (2), 28 (2), 43, 233.
Production of Records before Royal Commission, 19.
Vacant Seats, 24(8), 165, 175, 225, 395, 441.
Leave of Absence to Members, 56, 71, 118.
Limitation of Badness Hours, 57; Rescinded, 438.
Standing Orders referred to Standing Orders Committee, 71; Report brought up, 130.
Sessional Orders passed, 38 (9), 39 (8), 57, 119, 194, 369.

• Sessional Order proposed, 93, 292.
Sessional Order rescinded, 341, 438.
Interruption of Proceedings, 12, 93, 183, 229, 232, 252.
Chairman of Committees appointed for day only, 19, 135, 220.
Standing Orders suspended, 144, 162, 217, 287, 296, 346, 351, 372, 389, 409 (2), 416, 424, 425, 

441; Cases of Urgency, 19, 84, 423.
Proclamation curing irregularities in Election, reported, 11, 13.
Clerk obtains leave to return documents laid on Table, 23, 122 (2), 199 (2), 232, 332.
Speaker directs Member to discontinue his speech on ground of irrelevance and tedious repetition, 

102 (2). .
Bills recommitted, 135, 278.
Recommittal of Bill negatived, 281.
Bills laid aside, 287.
Bills withdrawn, 134 (Private), 291, 320, 342, 372 (2), 404.
Order of the Day discharged, 291, 320, 342, 372 (2), 404.
Orders of the Day of Government Business postponed in a bunch, 136, 237, 346, 372, 412, 453. 
Orders of the Day of General Business postponed in a bunch, 136, 454.
Orders of the Day of General Business ordered to take precedence of Notices of Motions, 346, 

372, 389, 409.
Notices of Motions of General Business postponed in a bunch, 136, 454.
Standing Committee appointed by ballot, 179.
Death of Member of reported, 175, 225.
Counsel heard at the Bar, 309.
Casting vote given by Mr. Speaker, 322.
Member in Custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, and motion made to discharge Member from Custody 

of Sergeant-at-Arms, negatived, 449; Member discharged from Custody of Sergeant-a! - 
Arms, 450.

Votes and Proceedings, Nos. 1 to 105 ......................................................................................................
, Business undisposed of at close of Session .............................................................................................

Attendance of Members in Divisions and Counts Out during the Session..........................................
Business of the Session .............................................................................................................................
Weekly Reports of Divisions in Committee of the Whole, Nos. 1 to 18........................................:....
Weekly Abstract of Petitions received, Nos. 1 to 25..................... .-.......................................................
Standing and Select Committees appointed during Session ..................................................................

Limit oe Speeches :—
Motion made (Mr. Waddell) in reference to, and amendment moved (Mr. Garrard) to refer to 

Standing Orders Committee and passed, 109-10.
Payment op Membees :—

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for provision for, and Amendment moved (Mr. Mayes) to apply to 
current Session, and passed ; Motion, as amended, agreed to, 57.

5

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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BEFEHENCES TO THE TOTES AND PROCEEDINGS, VOL. X—14.TH PARLIAMENT—SESSION 1889, PAPERS.

A

YOL, PAGE.

ASSENT TO BILLS (See “MESSAGES”).
ASSESSMENT UNDER RABBIT NUISANCE ACT:—

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) to discontinue, and House counted out, 273.
ASSURANCE EUND (See “REAL PROPERTY ACT”).
ASYLUMS:—

Mbs. CuKYitonAME, late Supeeintesdent, Pabeamatta :—
Motion made (.Mh Grahame) for papers in reference to removal of, 71; Return to Order, luid on

Table, 101; referred to Select Committee on, 301 ......................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Hoioe) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, 243 ; name added to 

Committee, 272; leave given to make visits of inspection, and to sit during any adjournment,
313; Progress Report brought up, 424 .........................................................................................

Petition from, presented for leave to appear before the Select Committee, and leave granted, 248. 
Petition presented from Sydney Masted for leave to be heard by Counsel or Attorney before the

Select Committee, and prayer granted, 293................................................................................... .
Land at Pabeamatta poe Bbanch Establishment :—

Correspondence respecting purchase by the Government of,, from Mr. John Tavlor, laid on Table, 21 
AUBURN RAILWAY LEVEL CROSSING BILL ’

Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for leave to bring in, 392 ; presented and read 1°, 393 ; read 2°,
. committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 403 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to

Council, 409 ; returned without amendment, 421; assent reported, 428. 
AUDITOR-GENERAL

Speaker laid on Table Reports on Receipts and Expenditure, under Consolidated Revenue Fund,
289 .....................................................................................................................................................

AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM
Report of Trustees for 1888, laid on Table, 194...................... :..............................................................
Report of Management on Technological, Industrial, and Sanitary Museum (to be printed as

supplement lo), laid on Table, 401 ......................................................................................
AUSTRALASIAN STATISTICS '

Preliminary Statements (in parts) for 1889, laid on Table, 23G, 339 ..................................................
AVISFORD (See “ COMMONS ”). .

475

493
615

617

673

337

221

279

919, 925

BACON DUTIES (See “CUSTOMS”).
BAKER

Return respecting death of man named, whilst working on the Hawkesbury Bridge, laid on the
Table, 71 .............................................................................................................................................

BAKER MR. ROAD SUPERINTENDENT. (See “ ROADS ”).
BALL, EDWARD JOSEPH, ESQ., M.P. (See “ELECTORAL”).
BALLOT :—

For Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 179.
BALLOTING FOR SELECT COMMITTEE 

Sessional Order passed, 39.
BANK LIABILITIES AND ASSETS

For Quarter ended 31 December, 1888, laid on Table, 8 .......................................................... ...........
For Quarter ended 31 March, 1889, laid on Table, 118 ......................................................................
For quarter ended 30 June, 1889, laid on Table, 322 ..........................................................................

BANKING, LAND, BUILDING, AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES
For Quarter ended 31 December, 1888, laid on Table, 8 ......................................................................
For Quarter ended 31 March, 1889, laid on Table, 150 ......................................................................
For quarter ended 30 June, 1889, laid on Table, 336 ..........................................................................

BANKRUPTCY ACT OF 1887:—
Rule of the Supreme Court under, laid on Table, 8 ......................................................... ....................
Report of Proceedings under, laid on Table, 135 ..................................................................................

BAR OF THE HOUSE :—
Petition to be heard by Counsel at, 232 ............................................................................................... .
Mr. Charles Edward Pilcher, Q.C., Counsel learned in the Law, heard against the General Post 

Office (Approaches Improvement) Bill, 309.
BARCLAY, ISAAC (See also “ CROWN LANDS”).

Motion made (Mr. Morton) for Select Committee to inquire into claim of, 243. Report brought
up, 265 .................................................................................................................................................

BARRATTA RUN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BARRISTERS’ ADMISSION:— ' •

Rules of Supreme Court, laid on Table, 247 ............ . ... ........................................
BATHURST CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL :—

Petition presented (Mr. Paul) for leave to bring in, 96 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 114 ; 
referred to Select Committee, 130; report brought up, 159; Order of the Day postpon'd, 
239 ; motion made for 2°, and point of Order that Bill was beyond the Order of leave over
ruled ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 292; read 8° and 
passed, 301; sent to Council, 302 ; returned without amendment, 430 ; Assent reported, 437. 

Petition presented from residents of Kelso praying that the Bill may be amended, and read by the
Clerk, 122 ; referred to Select Committee, 149 ..............................................................................

Petition presented from ratepayers, consumers, auctioneers, stock-owners, and others of Bathurst
in favour of the Bill, 159 .......................................... ............................................................

BEER (See “SPIRITS”).
BENN, ZACHARY (See “CROWN LANDS”).
BERRIMA :—

Pasttjees and Stock Pbotection Boabd :—. .
Motion made (Mr. Me Court) for papers relating to appointment of, or of Mr. E. Carter as a

member, 118; Return to Order, laid on Table, 212 ......................................................................
BEXLEY (See “RAILWAYS”). 1
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BILLS (See also “ INTRODUCTION OF BILLS”).
Recommitted, 135, 278. ■
Recommittal negatived, 281.
Withdrawn, 291, 320, 342, 372 (2), 404.
Withdrawn {Private), 134.
Title amended, 260.

VOL. PAGE.

Amendment moYcd in Title and negatived, 347.
Laid aside, 287.

**

Introduced on former order of leave, 296.
Proceeded with by member in unavoidable absence of introducer, 347.

Peivate :— '
Motion made (Mr, Barbour) for fee of three guineas each to Members of Select Committees on, 

and amendment moved (Mr. Abigail) to reduce to two guineas, carried ; motion as amended 
negatived, 392. .

Alphabetical Register of. dealt with during Session ..........................................................................
BILLS OF SALE LAW AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. Walt) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 48; read 2°; committed, 94 ; 
reported with amendments, report adopted, 183 ; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 191. 

BLACK ROD
Delivers Messages, 3, 7, 460. .

BLACKFRIARS’ AND SHEPHERD’S NURSERY ESTATES BILL
Motion made (Mr. Edmunds) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 191; motion made for 

2°, point of Order that Bill should have been introduced as a Private Bill overruled; read 
2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 291; read 3°, passed and sent 
to Council, 301; returned without amendment, 360; Assent reported, 379.

BLACKTOWN (See “RAILWAYS”).
BLAYNEY (See “RAILWAYS”).
BLUE BOOK:— Q

1 001

For the Tear 1888. laid on Table. 113 ...................................................................... ...............
BLUE JACKET MINING LEASE (See “MINING”).
BOMBALA (See “ RAILWAYS”). •
BORES (See “WATER CONSERVATION ”).
BOTANY (See “RAILWAYS”).
BOTANY BAY’

Reclamation of Mud-flats :—
Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for Committee of the Whole, in reference to and negatived, 110 

BOUNTIES (See “SUGAR BOUNTIES CONVENTION”). -
BOURKE (See “RAILWAYS”).
BOURKE-WANAARING ROAD

Bobes foe Watee on :—

3 931

Return respecting laid on Table, 56..............................................................................................
BOURKE, WILLIAM (See “ELECTORAL”!.
BOWERS, JAMES (See “ELECTORAL”). '
BRANDS (See “STOCK”).
BREAKWATER (See “BYRON BAY”).
BRENNING, MISS

4 607

«*-

Motion made (Mr. O’Sullivan) for Select Committee on case of, 237 ; Report brought up, 277 
BRIBERY OE MEMBERS (Sec “PARLIAMENT”).
BRIDGES

2 407

Schedule showing proposed distribution of vote £37,670, for 1839, laid on Table, 85..................
Bullock Island to Mainland at Newcastle :— .

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Worts, 
435.

Hunteb Riyee, at Jeeey’s Plains :—•
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 

435.
Ieon at Cowba:—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
435.

Mueruhbidgee Riyee at Naeeandeea:—

5 91

Notification for resumption of land for Approach to, laid on Table, 429 ..............................
Taeban Ckeek, Pabeamatta Riyee:—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
434.

BRITISH NEW GUINEA :—

5 93

Report of Her Majesty’s Scecial Commissioner for 1888. laid on Table. 23 .......... ...............
BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion of Mr. Dibbs, read 1°, 20; Order of the Daj 
postponed, 48, 78, 124, 199, 259; read 2C, committed, 342 ; Order of the Day postponed, 374, 
392, 395 ; reported with amendments, Report adopted, 412 ; lead 3°, passed, and returned to 
Council with amendments, 417 ; amendments agreed to by Council, 421 ; Assent reported 431 

BROKEN HILL AND PINNACLES TRAMWAY BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Slattery) for leave to bring in, 332.

BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL
Petition presented (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 32 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 

56; referred to Select Committee, 61; report and evidence of Select Committee of previous

6 1267

session referred, 174 ; report brought up, 252 ; Order of the Day postponed, 374, 392, 396; 
read 2°, committed, 457.

2 21.

Petition presented. Inhabitants of Broken Hill, against the passing of the Bill. 84 ..
BRUNKER, THE HONORABLE JAMES NIXON, ESQUIRE, M.P.

Accepted Cilice as Secretary for Lands, 19 ; reported as sworn in, Seat as Member for East Mait
land declared vacant, 24; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

Message from Council requesting leave to examine before a Select Council, and Message from 
Assembly granting leave, 125.

BUCKLEY, THOMAS :—

2 ai

Minutes and Correspondence respecting dismissal of, from the Roads Department, laid on Table, 78 
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committee, and withdrawn, 237.

BUILDING- AND INVESTMENT COMPANIES (See “ COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND IN
VESTMENT COMPANY SALES BILL”; also “FINANCE”).

2 495
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BULLI COLLIERY DISASTER EUND BILL
Motion made {Mr. Q-ould) that Clerk have leave to return documents handed in before Select 

Committee, 8.
BULLOCK ISLAND (See “BRIDGES”).
BUNGENDORE (See “ROADS”).
BURWOOD ROAD (See “RAILWAYS”).
BUSINESS DAYS '

Sessional Order passed, 38.
BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Precedence of Government Business, Sessional Order passed, 38.
Precedence of General Business, Sessional Order passed, 38.
Sessional Order passed, 38.
Limitation of Business Hours, 57 j Rescinded, 438.
Questions and Answers, 114.
Precedence of Government Business on Friday, Sessional Order passed, 119.
Precedence of Government Business on Tuesdays, and House to meet on Fridays, at 2 o’clock, 

and General Business to take precedence, 194.
Standing Order suspended to allow Orders of the Day of General Business to take precedence of 

Notices of Motions for this day only, 346, 372, 389, 409.
BUSINESS OF THE1 SESSION

Undisposed of at close of Session.........................................................................................................
Sessional Paper .....................................................................................................................................

BUTTER DUTIES (See “CUSTOMS”).
BY-LAWS:—

Laid on Table :—
Municipalities Act:—

Borough of Balmain, 13......................... ...........................................................................................
Glehe, 13.........................................................................................................................
Randwick, 13 .................................................................................................................
Yictoria, 77.....................................................................................................................
Camperdown, 172 ..........................................................................................................
Paddington, 172, 300......................................................................................................
Albury, 13, 236 ..............................................................................................................
Botany, 236.....................................................................................................................
St. Leonards, 300 ..........................................................................................................
Tamworth, 369 .............................................................................................................
Newcastle, 451 .................................................. ...........................................................

Municipality of Merewether, 13 .............................................r......................................................
„ Scone, 13 ...................................................................................................................
„ Cowra, 13...................................................................................................................
„ Macdonaldtown, 13..................................................................................................
„ Manly, 13............................................................................................. ...................

Municipal District of Wickham, 13.................................................................................................
Bourke, 23................................................................................................. .
Wentworth, 23..............................................................................................
Silverton, 46..................................................................................................
Hay, 46 .................................................................. .......................................
Cooma, 101,113 ..........................................................................................
Moss Yale, 101, 159.....................................................................................
Broken Hill, 113, 194..................................................................................
Maclean, 202.................................................................................................
Broughton Creek and Bomaderry, 236 ......................................................
Rockdale, 300 .............................................................................................
Hurstville, 313.............................................................................................
Grenfell, 339.................................................................................................
Inverell, 339 ..................................................................................................
Parkes, 351..................................... ................................................................

Nuisances Prevention Act:—
Borough of Randwick, 14 .................................................................................................................

„ East Orange, 150 ..........................................................................................................
,, Burwood, 172..................................................................................................................
„ . Woollahra, 202 ..............................................................................................................
,, Botany, 236 ..................................................................................................................
„ Tamworth, 369 .............................................................................................................
„ Granville, 451..................................................................................................................

Municipality of Kempsey, 13 .........................................................................................................
„ Silverton, 13 ...... ..................................................................................................
„ Cowra, 13..................................................................................................................
„ Macdonaldtown, 13.................................................................................................
„ Manly, 13,300..........................................................................................................

Municipal District of Broken Hill, 194 .........................................................................................
Maclean, 202.................................................................................................
Ryde, 236 ......................................................................................................
Rockdale, 300 ..............................................................................................
Hurstville, 313 .............................................................................................
Grenfell, 339................................................................................................ .
Casino, 339.....................................................................................................

Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act:—
Borough of Goulburn, 14 .................................................................................................................
Municipal District of Balranald, 236 ..............................................................................................

University of Sydney, 97; {Faculty of Medicine), 460......................................................................
Free Public Library, Moss Yale, 295 ..................................................................................................
Public Yehicles Regulation Acts, 1873 and 1886, 409 ......................................................................

BYROCK TO BREWARRINA (See “ RAILWAYS”).
BYRON BAY:—

Breakwater :—
Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer work to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 

Works, 308.
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CABLE TRAMWAYS (See “TRAMWAYS.”)
CAREENING- COYE AND NEUTRAL BAY 

Proposed Reclamations : —
Motion made {Mr. Burns) for papers in reference to, 287.

CARRUTHERS, THE HONORABLE JOSEPH HECTOR, M.P. : —
Accepted office as Minister of Public Instruction, 19; reported as sworn in. Seat as a Member for 

Canterbury declared vacant, 24; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
CARTER, MR. E. (See “STOCK”).
CASTING VOTE :—

Given by Mr. Speaker, 322.
CASUAL LABOUR BOARD

Motion made {Mr. Hurley) that no payments be made to members of, until approved of by the 
House, 56.

Report of Messrs. Mason and Miles on working of, laid on Table, 113 ..............................................
Information respecting, laid on Table, 139..............................................................................................
Return showing amount expended on road-making by, laid on Table, 236..........................................

Commission of Inquiry :—
Special Report of, laid on Tabic, 113 ......................................................................................................
Report together with Minutes of Evidence and Appendices, laid on Table, 172 ..............................
Mr. John Davies’ explanation on allegations made against him in Special Report of, laid on Table,

Adjournment moved {Mr. Traill) in reference to delay in producing opinion of Mr. Pilcher, on 
chargei made against Mr. John Davies, C.M.G., 135.

Opinion of C. E. Pilcher, Esq., Q.C., on charges against Hon. John Davies, C.M.G., contained
in Special Report of, laid on Table, 135 .........................................................................................

Opinions of C. E. Pilcher, Esq., Q C., and E. E. Rogers, Esq., Q 0., on charges made against 
the Honorable John Davies in Special Report oc, laid on Table, 172; Further Correspondence
respecting, laid on Table, 207 ..........................................................................................................

Return showing works visited by, and amount of cost of, laid on Table, 236 ...................................
Fees, &c., to Members :—

Papers relative to, laid on Table, 135 ......................................................................................................
CEMETERIES 

GalonG :—
Notification for resumption of Land for, laid on Table, 429 ..............................................................

Clifton :—
Notification for resumption of Land for extension, laid on Table, 429 ............................... ..........

CENTRAL CUMBERLAND (See "ELECTORAL”).-"
CENTRAL POLICE COURT (See “SYDNEY CENTRAL POLICE COURT BILL.”) 
CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES

Mr. Melville appointed for day only, 19.
Mr. Melville elected, 32.
Deputy Speaker’s {Mr. Melville) Commis.-ion to administer the Oath, 53.
Reports point of order from Committee of the Whole, 119, 397, 429.
Mr. J. P. Abbott appointed for day only, 135.
Mr. Garrard appointed for day only, 220.

CHARITIES (See “STATISTICS”;.
CHEESE DUTIES (See “ CUSTOMS ”).
CHINESE ' .

Furniture Manufactured by :—
Motion made {Mr. Melville) in reference to, and House counted out, 330.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS MINING BILL
Motion made {Mr. Carruthers) for Committee of the Whole, 61 ; House in Committee, resolution 

reported and agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 67; read 2°, committed, reported with amend
ments, report adopted, 136 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 143 ; returned with amend
ments, 175 ; Council’s amendments agreed to and disagreed to, 218 ; message to Council, 
252 ; Council does not insist, 266 ; assent reported, 275.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND PROPERTY BILL
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion of Mr. Burns, read 1°, 39 ; Order of the Day- 

postponed, 72 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 122 ; read 
3°, passed and returned to Council, 124 ; assent reported, 137.

CIRCULAR QUAY;—
Claim of Mr. H. C. Armstrong to Lease of Land at : —

Motion made {Mr. Dickens) for papers relating to, 252; Return to Order, laid on Table, 328 .....
CIRCULAR QUAY IMPROVEMENTS BILL

Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40 ; Message from Governor, 46., 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 49; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, 63; read 3° and passed, 67; sent to Council 
68; returned without amendment, 84 ; assent reported, 91.

CITY OF PADDINGTON NAMING BILL :—
Motion made {Mr. Want) for leave to bring in, 178; presented, and read 1°, 199 

CITY OF REDFERN NAMING BILL
Motion made {Mr. Howe) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 78; Order of the Day 

postponed, 124; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 229 ; read 
3°, passed and sent to Council, 232.

CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL
Motion made {Mr. O' Connor) for leave to bring in, 48.

CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD
Annual Renort for year ended August, 1889, laid on Table, 429 ......................................................

CIVIL JUSTICE (See “STATISTICS.”)
CIVIL SERVICE :—

Report of Board for 1888, laid on Table, 142.........................................................................................
Blue Book for year 1888, laid on Table, 113 .........................................................................................

Appointment of Mr. Hales and Mr. Crane :—
Additional Papers in connection with, laid on Table, 162, 174, 265, 277 ..........................................

Case of Miss Brenning :—
Motion made (Mr. O’ Sullivan) for Select Committee, 237 ; Report brought up, 277 ........ .........

Customs Department :—
Motion made (Mr. Molesworth) for Report of Royal Commission of Inquiry, 278.
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C
CIVIL SERVICE (conlinv.ed):—

Dismissal or Suspension of Clerks from Railway Sep.yice :—
Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for papers relating to, 269.

Dismissal and Subsequent Re-employment of Me. F. B. Hales :—
. Motion made (Mr. J. P. Ablott) for papers relating to, 228,
Government Feinting Office :—

Return respecting Officers in, who hare Sons employed therein, 159...................................................
Motion made (Mr. FranTc Smith) for Report of the Royal Commission, 265. .

Loss of Office by Mr. Gboeqe W. Townsend :—
Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers in connection with, 228.

Loss of Fees hy Clerks of Petty Sessions :—
Motion made (Mr. Home) for papers respecting, 114; Return to Order, laid on Table, 303 ..........

Mr. William Elphinstone Graham
Petition presented in reference to resignation from, 182........................................................................

Police Magistrates __
Return showing the name?, &c., who have been called upm to retire, laid on Table, 325 ...............

Public Money paid to relatives of Mr. B. R. Wise :—
Motion made (Mr. O’ Sullivan) for return of, 239 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 323 ..............

Railway Locomotive Department :—■ .
Return showing increases in the Clerical Staff during time Mr. Sheridan was Chief Cleric, laid on

Table, 265 ..........................................................................................................................................
Salary of Prothonotary of the Supreme Court :—

Further correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 401...................................... ...................................
Sheriff’s Bailiff and Court-keeper at Wollongong :—

Motion made (Mr. Woodward) for papers in reference to, 48 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 124 
Thomas Buckley :—

Minutes and correspondence respecting dismissal of, from Roads Department, laid on Table, 78 ... 
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for Select Committee to inquire into case of, and withdrawn, 237. 

CLERK OF ASSEMBLY:—
Reads proclamation convening Parliament, 1.
Announces receipt of Writs, &c., of General Election, 1.
Informs Assembly of receipt of Commission lor Commissioners to administer the Oatb, 4.
Reads Commissions, 4, 7.
Reads Report of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 88, 119, 130, 149, 324.
Puts Question that Mr. Young do take the Chair as Speaker, 5.
Amends discrepancies in names endorsed on Writs, 8, 11, 13.
Summoned to produce records, 8, 17 (2), 19, 27 (2), 28 (2), 43, 233.
Obtains leave to re;um documents handed in before Select Committee, 8.
Obtains leave to return documents handed in before Elections and Qualifications Committre, 229. 
Obtains leave to return documents, laid on Table, 23, 122 (2), 199 (2), 232, 332.
Swears membeis of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23 (2), 53 (3), 02, 111.
Reads Deputy Speaker’s Commission to administer the Oath, 53.
Reads Petition, 122, 262.
Lays on Table Evidence taken before Select Committee, 237.................................................................
Reads former Order of Leave to introduce Bill, 296.

CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS (See also “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”).
Loss of Fees :—

Motion made (Mr. Howe) for papers respecting, 114 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 303 ..........
CLIFTON:—

Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for Cemetery,
laid on Table, 11 (in substitution) 232.............................................................................................

CLOSURE OF DEBATE :— _
Motion made for, and passed, 102-3,103, 104, 105.
Motion made for, and negatived, 213.

CLUBS :—
Sale of Liquor in :—

Motion made (Mr. TJarold Stephen) in reference to, and negatived, 110.
COAL MINES REGULATION BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 303 ; Message from Governor, 
311; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 317 ; motion made 
(Mr. Sydney Smith) for 2° and Point of Order that Bill was beyond the Order of 
leave and disallowed, read 2°, committed, 374 ; Order of the Day postponed, 390, 404. 

COAST HOSPITAL, LITTLE BAY :—
Report on, for 1888, laid on Table, 142 ..................................................................................................

COBAR (See “MINING;” also “RAILWAYS”).
COFF’S HARBOUR AND WOOLGOOLGA :—

Construction of Jetties :—
Motion made (Mr. See) for papers relating to, 371.

COLO RIVER:— .
Notification of Resumption under “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act” for Wharf

Accommodation, laid on Table, 121.............................................’....................................................
COLOURED LABOUR (See “ASIATIC OR OTHER COLOURED LABOUR”).
COMBINATION TRUCK (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
COMMERCE, TREATY OF (See “ DISPATCHES ”).
COMMERCIAL BUILDING AND INVESTMENT COMPANY SALES BILL :—

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion of Mr. Garrard, read 1°, 114 ; Order of the Day 
postponed, 187 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 342; 
read 3°, passed, and returned to Council, 355; assent reported, 379.

COMMISSIONAIRES (See “CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES”).
COMMISSIONERS :—

Message from, opening of Parliament, 3.
COMMISSIONS (See also “ CASUAL LABOUR BOARD;” see also “ CIVIL SERVICE”):—

For opening Parliament, 3.
Commissioners’, to administer the Oath, 4.
Speaker’s, to administer the Oath, 7.
Deputy Speaker’s (Mr. Melville), to administer the Oath, 53. .
Report of, on Prospect Dam, laid on Table, 78.......................................................... ............... ...........
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COMMISSIONS (continued)
Eeport of Eoral, on Contagious Diseases amongst Babbits, laid on Table, 39 ..................................
Eeport of Eoyal, on Charges against W. M. Fehon, Esq., laid on Table, 154 ..................................
Special Eeport of, on Casual Labour Board, laid on Table, 113 ..........................................................
Eeport of do do 172 ..........................................................

. Eeport of Eoyal, on Alleged Tampering with Letters of John Deasy, Esq., M.P./laidon Table, 247
Eepoit of Fisheries, to 31 December, 1888, laid on Table, 328 ..........................................................

- Eeturn respecting Expenses of Eoyal during the last five years, laid on Table, 409 ......................COMMONSjo j t ,
Haegbaves and Avisfobd :— .

Eeturn to Order (Session 1888-9), laid on Table, 12 ..........................................................................
Peemanent and Tempoeaey :—

Motion made (Mr. IVriqht), for Eeturn respecting, 3G5.
COMMONS ACTS OF 1873 AND 1886:—

Amended Eegulations under, laid on Table, 14 ............................................. ......
COMPETITIVE BATE8 (See “ EAILWAYS ”). ' " ....................
COMPTJLSOBY VACCINATION •

Memorandum of Board of Health on, laid on Table, 313............. ....................................................
CONDITIONAL PUECHASES (See “ CEOWN LANDS”). ............................ ......................
CONDOLENCE (See “ADDEESSES”).
CONSERVATION (See “ WATER CONSERVATION 
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FOND BILL:— •

Message (Vote of Credit), 83; Standing Orders suspended and ordered, 84 ; presented and read, 
1°, 2° ; committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to 
Council, 85 ; returned without amendment, 93 : assent reported, 95.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL .(No. 2) :—
Message (Vote of Credit), 143; Standing Orders suspended, ordered, presented, read, 1°, 114; 

read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to 
Council, 145 ; returned without amendment, 151: assent reported, 101.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 3) :—
Message (Vote of Credil), 216; Standing Orders suspended, 217 ; presented, read, 1°, 2°; committed. 

r( ported with amendments, report adopted, 218; read, 3°, passed and sent to Council, 221 ; 
returned without amendment, 223 ; assent reported, 231.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 4) :—
Message (Vote of Credit), 286; Standing Orders suspended, 287; presented and read 1°, read 2C, 

committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3°, passed and sent to Council^ 
288 ; returned without amendment, 302 ; assent reported, 307.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND BILL (No. 5): —
Message (Vote of Credit) 346 j Standing Orders suspended, 351 ; presented, read, 1°, 2° ; 

committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, read 3° ; passed and sent to Council. 
352; returned without amendment, 356 ; assent reported, 357. '

CONSTITUTION (See “WESTERN AUSTRALIA’').
CONSTRUCTION, Cost of, (See “RAILWAYS ”).
CONSULTATION SWEEPS, TOTALIZATORS, &c. :—

Return of persons convicted of gambling by means of, in Metropolitan District, laid on Table, 339. 
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES (See “RABBITS”).
CONVICTIONS FOR GAROTTING:— '

Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) for Return respecting, 425.
COOK PARK (See “ PARKS ”).
COOMA (See “RAILWAYS”).
COOTAMUNDRA:—(See “RAILWAYS”).
COROWA (See “RAILWAYS”). '
CORPS OF COMMISSIONAIRES :— '

Information respecting, laid on Table, 159......................................................
COTTAGE HOMES :— .........................

Notification of resumption of land at Parramatta under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition
Act for, laid on Table, 322..........................................................

COULTON, CHARLES (See “ELECTORAL”). ................................................
COUNCIL, LEGISLATIVE :—

Speaker comments on amendments made in Bills affecting privileges of Assembly, 393, 396, 411,

COUNSEL (Sec “BAR OF THE HOUSE”).
COUNTRY DISTRICTS (Sec “PUBLIC WORKS”).
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OF 1888 (See “BY-LAWS”).
COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE EXTENSION ACT:—

Notification of Loan of Eight Thousand Pounds lo Municipal Council of Wilcannia for Wafer
Supply Works, laid on Table, 78 ......................................................

COUNTS OUT (See also “NO QUORUM”). .....................................
Attendance of Members in, during Session..................................................

COURT-HOUSE, REDFERN:— ..................................
Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for new, and House counted out, 244.

COWRA (See “ BRIDGES ”).
COYLE, J. E. F.:—

Report of, on River Murray, laid on Tabic, 339 .............................................................................
CRANE, MR, (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
CRICK, WILLIAM PATRICK, ESQUIRE, M.P. :—

Directed by Mr. Speaker to discontinue his speech on the ground of continued irrelevancy and 
tedious repetition, and motion made that Mr. Crick be further heard and negatived, 102.

- Disorderly words used by, reported from Committee of Supply, 412 (2); adjudged guilty of 
contempt; Speaker’s warrant issued, committing to custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 412; reported 
as in custody, and motion made to discharge from custody and negatived, 449; brought to 
Bar by Sergeant-at-Arms, and having offered apology, discharged from custody, 450.

CRIME (See “STATISTICS.”)
CRIMINAL LAW AMENDMENT ACT OF 1883

Additional Regulations under, laid on Table, 8...................................................... ......................
CROOKWELL (See “RAILWAYS.”) '
CROPS RETURNS (See “ LAND, CROPS, AND STOCK RETURNS BILL”).
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C
CROWN LANDS (See also “LAND ACT ’):—

Alterations or Designs eoh Cities, Towns, and Villages :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 61, 113, 170, 236, 301, 351, 400..................................................................

Sites eor Cities, Towns, and Villages :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 61, 113, 170, 236, 301, 351, 409 ................................................................

Reserved eor Preservation oe Water Supply :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 61, 113, 170, 236, 301, 351, 409.................................................................

Dedicated to Public Purposes :—
Abstract of, laid on Table, 61, 113, 142, 170, 236, 301, 351, 409.........................................................

Dedication op certain Lands under 105tii section
G-azette Notices respectisg, laid on Table, 61, 113, 236, 301, 351, 409..............................................

Application by W. N. Hill eor Additional Conditional Purchase Condobolin :—
Motion made (Mr. Cooke) for papers in connection with, 265 ; Return to Order, laid on Tabic,

' 332 .....................................................................................................................................................
Application of Mr. C. W. Porter eor a Pre-emptive Lease :—

Motion made (Mr. J. V. Albotl) for papers relating to, 178; Return to Order, laid on Table, 322 
Application of Robert Lamrock for a Conditional Purchase at Mudoee :—

Motion made (Mr. IVall) for papers in connection with, 341.
Claim of Isaac Barclay :—•

Motion made (Mr. Morton) for Select Committee, 243 ; Beport brought up, 265 ..........................
Conditional Purchases made upon Barratta Run :—
' Motion made (Mr. Barbour) for Select Committee to inquire into, 32; Report brought up, 365 ...

Petition of Henry Ricketson, praying to be heard before the Committee, and prayer granted, 71... 
Conditional Purchase of Zachary Benn : —

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for Select Committee, 272; Return to Order (Session 1887-8) referred
to Committee, 286 ; Beport brought up, 295 ..................................................................................

Encroachments upon J. Peters Land Urikgalla County of Akgyle :—
Motion made (Mr. Teecs) for papers relating to, 363.

Homestead and Pastoral Leases, Central and Western Divisions :—
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return of number of, with rent paid, 61; Return to Order laid on

Table, 88 .............................................................................................................................................
Instalments due by Conditional Purchasers :— .

Petitions presented from Free Selectors, praying that a Bill be brought in for the purpose of
remitting or postponing the payment of instalments and interest on their selections, 8, 60......

Land Boards at Hay and Deniliquin :—
Motion made (Mr. Street) for copy of report on, 332.

]^[rs. Ann Rouse’s Conditional Purchase at Kahibah :— -
a Motion made (Mr. Creer) for papers in connection with, 320; Return to Order, laid on Table, 360 
Mumulgen Reserve, Casino Land District :—

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for papers in eonneetion with, 389.
Pastoral Lease Rents and Occupation License Fees :—

Return of, reduced under the 100th section of the Act of 1881, laid on Table, 66 ..........................
Pre-Lease by John MTnnes, Parish of Tuckerimba, County of Ross :—

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for paper^ 372.
Reserves in Resumed Areas and in Pastoral Holdings ;—

Motion made (Mr. Cruickshank) for return respecting, 258. .
Robert Munford’s Conditional Purchases, aiade at Molong:— '

Motion made (Dr. Boss) for Select Committee, 237.
Sale of Township Allotments, Tocumwal :—

Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers relating to, 258 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 360......
Selections by John Harrison, Lismore :— "

Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for Select Committee, 272; Repent brought up, 277..............................
Special Areas under Crown Lands Act of 1884 :—

Motion made (Mr. Barbour) for return in Ycference to, 71 ; Return to Order, laid on Tabic, 308... 
Tamworth Land Board District :—•

Beturn showing business transacted in, laid on Table, 295 ..................................................................
The Land Law :—

Motion made (Mr. Gormly), for the Government to deal with conditional leases under the 52nd 
section; amendment moved (Mr. Harold Stephen) to relieve the holders under the 54th section 
negatived, and motion put and passed, 33.

Petition presented from certain Crown Lessees, Conditional Purchasers, and Merchants, and
others, recommending certain alterations, 77..................................................................................

WOOROOWOOLGEN RUN —
Motion made (Mr. Ewing) for papers in connection with, 389.

CROWN LAND8 BILL
Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for Committee of the Whole, 40 ; Order of the Day postponed, 4S : 

Message from Governor, 61 ; House in Committee, resolutions agreed to, 62 ; presented and 
read 1°,66; Motion made for 2° and Debate adjourned, 125 ; resumed and further adjourned, 
131, 135, 145, 151, 160, 163, 166 ; read 2°, committed, 171; House in Commiitee, 175, 179, 
187, 191, 199, 202, 208, 221, 226, 232, 237, 239, 248, 258, 262, 266 ; reported with amend
ments, 269 ; Motion made for 3°, and amendment moved (Mr. Lyne) to recommit, 280 ; and 
negatived, Bill read 3°, passed, 281; and sent to Council, 282; returned with amendments, 379 ; 
Order of the Day read ; Speaker called attention to nature of Legislative Council’s amend
ments ; House resolved itself into Committee to consider amendments ; Progress reported, 
and leave given to sit again, 393 ; amendments further considered, Speaker resumed Chair, and 
Chairman reported Point of Order that an amendment proposed, to one of the amendments 
was beyond the scope of the amendment, and not relevant thereto, and Speaker ruled that 
amendment was not admissable; Committee resumed ; Chairman reported that the Committee 
had agreed to some, disagreed to others, and amended others of the Council’s amendments; 
motion made for adoption of report and amendment moved to recommit to reconsider amend
ment in line 40 of section 44; and further amendment proposed tr add words to amendment 
negatived, 397; amendment agreed to ; amendment recommitted and further amendment 
reported ; Report adopted, 398; Message to Council, 402 ; Message from Council insisting on 
some and not insisting on others of its amendments ; Message not insisting on disagreements 
and agreeing to amendment on Council’s amendment, 420 ; assent reported, 434.

Petition presented from James McLanrin, chairman of a public meeting held at Gcrmanton, for
renewal of Pastoral Leases in the Eastern Division, 194..............................................................

Petition presented from G. Arthur Thompson, chairman of a public meeting at Albury, against 
extension of leases in Central Division, and praying the House to restore to the Bill the 
original clause, 262 ............................................................................................................................. 1
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CSOWN SOLICITOR
Letter from and statement showing the actions in which costs have been recovered, the amount of

such costs, and how accounted for, laid on Table, 360 ................. . . .
CULCAIRN (See “RAILWAYS”). . .........................................
CDMMERAGrTJNGA MISSION STATION (See “ABORIGINES”).
CUNDLETOWN

Notification of resumption of land under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for Bock
laid on Table, it .............................................. ........... ;................................................................... '

CITNYNGHAME, Mbs., LATE SUPERINTENDENT OE PARRAMATTA ASYLUM •—.............
Motion made (Mr. Grahame) for papers relating to removal of, 71; Return to Order, laid on

Table, 101; referred to Select Committee on, 301..........................................................................
Motion made (ilfr. Wowe) for Select Committee to inquire into removal of, 243; Name of Mr 

Crick added to Committee, 272; leave given to make visits of inspection and to sit during any
adjournment, 313; Progress Report brought up, 424 ..................................................................

Petition presented from Mrs. Cunynghame, for leave to appear before Select Committee, and leave
granted, 218............................................................ ............................................................................

Petition presented from Sydney Maxted, for leave to appear by Counsel or Attorney, before the
Select Committee, and prayer granted, 293 ...................... ’

CUSTOMS .................................. ■...................
Depaethent

Motion made (Mr. Muleswortli) for Report of Commission of Inquiry into working of Civil Service 
. on, 278. .

Duties on Bacon, Butter, Cheese, and Kerosene :—
Motion made (Lr. J. J?. Abbott) for removal of, and Amendment moved (Mr. Alexander Uromri) 

that for certain reasons their removal should await a systematic revision of the Tariff, and 
negatived, Motion put and passed, 33.

Duties on Timber :—
Motion made (Mr. Tonkin) for Bill to remove, and negatived, 56.

Duties on Imported Agricultural Products :—
Petition presented in favour of, and in favour of duties on articles which can be manufactured in 

the Colony, 416, 457 .........................................................................................................................
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475

493

615

617

701, 703

DAILY PAPERS. 
Return respecting Government advertisements in, laid on Table, 328 . .. .

DALE, DAYID, ESQ.......................
Return of Writ for Central Cumberland, certifying to return of, reported, sworn, 215.

DARLEY, SIR E. M., CHIEF JUSTICE:— . _
Letter fiom, respecting witnesses sent to gaol for drunkenness in Court at Tamworth, lakT on

Table, 360 .................................................. '
DARLING ISLAND :— . ..........................................................

Notification of resumption, under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, for Wharf
Accommodation and Approaches to, laid on Table, 174 ...................... ..................................

Purchase op Land known as:— '% ..............................
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for House to appiove of, and amendment moved (Mr. Garran) 

to refer lo Public Works Committee, 101; and negatived, 104 ; further amendment moved 
(Mr. Stevens'M) to refer to Select Committee, 104 ; and negatived, 105 ; original motion put 
and passed, 105-6.

Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for papers 1 elating to, 114; Return to Order laid on Table, 277.......
Adjournment moved to call attention to, and negatived, 131.

DARLING RIVER t— ' ■ 1*
Locking of :— N’.*'

Motion made (Mr. Wall) for Report on, 228. -s
DAVIES, THE HON. JOHN, C.M.G. (See also “CASUAL LABOUR J)OARD ”) :—

Explanations on allegations made against, laid on Table, 135 ............. ................................................
Adjournment moved in reference to delay in producing Opiniijn of Mr. Pilcher on the charges 

made against, 135. V.h **
Opinion of Mr. Pilcher on charges made against in Special Eeport of Commission on Casual

Labour Board, laid on Table, 135......................................................................................................
Opinions of C. E. Pilcher, Esq., Q.C., and F. E. Rogers, Esq., Q, C., on charges made against, ir. 

Special Report of Commission on Casual Labour Board, laid on Table, 172; Further Corres
pondence, laid on Table 207 ...........'.......

DEASY, JOHN, ESQ., B.L., M.P.:— ......................................................................
Correspondence respecting alleged improper opening of letters addressed to, laid on Table, 15-1,

178 .................................................................................. ................................... .
Beport of Royal Commission on alleged tampering with letters of, laid on Table. 247 ........ .......

DEATH OE MEMBER:— . ...........
Reported, 175, 225. - . . ’ .

DEBATE (See also “ADJOURNMENT”):— '
On motion to print papers, 12, 360.

DEDICATION OF CERTAIN LANDS (Sec “ CROWN LANDS ”)
DEFENCES (See “MILITARY”). '
DEFICIENCY (See “ TREASURY BILLS DEFICIENCY BILL”; also “FINANCE”! 
DENILIQUIN (See “RAILWAYS” ; also “CROWN LANDS”)
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEES (See “ CHAIRMAN OE COMMITTEES”) 
DEPUTY SPEAKER:— ;

Commission to Ninian Melville, Esq., to administer the Oath of Allegiance to Members, reported 
read by the Clerk, 53. ’

DESIGNS FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “ CROWN LANDS”! '
DESPATCHES:-

Laid on Table:— . . . . .
Surrender of Fugitive Criminals, England and Spain, 369 .......................................... ......................

Do do England and Mexico. 369 .................. ............................. .........
Treaty of Ericndship between Great Britain and Servin, notification to terminate 425
Foreign Deserters Act, 1852; Extension of loUnited States of Mexico, 425 ..... ’.... ......
Gold Coinage struck, &e„ Sydney Branch Royal Mint, 12-...... .................................. .......................
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation, between Great Britia'n’ond the United States of

Mexico, 269.................................................................................. •
Inspection of Fortifications and Defence Force, 306 .................................................

DIBBS, THE HON. GEORGE RICHARD, ESQ., M.P.:— ................................................................
Makes Ministerial Statement, 12, 18, 19. ‘
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DISORDER, ,r « • , , jUse of disorderly words by Mr. Crick, reported from Committee of Supply; Mr. Crick heard ; 
motion made {Mr. McMillan), That Mr. Crick be adjudged guilty of contempt; and Mr. 
Crick again heard outside Bar ; adjournment of Debate moved, and withdrawn ; motion by 
leave withdrawn ; Mr. Crick entered the Chamber, and denied having used the words, but 
apologised for the words he actually used, 442. _ . .

jyfr, Speaker resumed the Chair, afc request of Chairman, and Chairman reported that whilst m 
' division in Committee, Mr. Crick, the Member for West Macquarie, had used the words, 

“ bloody Orange hounds and thieves Faint of Order—That Speaker could not take the 
Chair, no authority having been given to the Committee to report overruled ; motion made 
{Mr. McMillan), That Mr. Crick be adjudged guilty of contempt; Mr. Crick entered the 
Chamber, and heard in explanation, and denied having used the words; Question put and passed; 
Speaker’s Warrant issued, committing Mr. Crick to eu itody of the Sergeant-at-Arms, 450. 

DISTRESS TOR KENT ABOLITION BILLj ^ f m n
Motion made (Mr. Walker) for leave to bring in ; presented and read, 1,243; Order ot the Day 

postponed, 341, 392, 396, 412, 457.
DISTRICT COURl'S ACT OP 1858:—

Annual Keturns under the 103rd section, laid on Table, 202 ..............................................................
DIVISIONS :—

In the House
Attendance of Members in, and Counts out ................ ............................................................ *...........
Weekly Reports of, in Committee of the Whole ................................................. ................................
Election of Speaker, 5, 33, 34.
Address in reply to Governor’s Opening Speech, 14.
Duties on Butter, Bacon, Cheese, and Kerosene, 33, 34.
No Tellers, 34, 58, 361.
Duties on Timber, 56.
Limitation of Business Hours of the House, 57, 438, 439.
Payment of Members, 57.
Closing and Purchase of Unnecessary Roads, 58.
North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 68.
Ministerial Elections Bill, 72, 347 (3).
Special Adjournment, 79 (s), 418.
Totalizator Legalizing Bill, 89. , , _
Purchase of Land known as Darling Island, 102 (2), 103 (3), 104 (*), 10j ( ), 106.
Limit of Speeches in Assembly, 109, 110.
Sale of Liquor in Clubs, 110.
Questions and Answers, 114.
Entrance to Port Hacking, 140.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works {Railway Routes), 140.
Divorce Extension Bill, 155 (2), 346.
Crown Lands Bill, 171, 281 (2), 398.
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 172, 195.
Business of the House {Sessional Order), 194.
Adjournment—Public Works in Country Districts and Sydney, 213. , « .
Publication of Obscene Evidenca Prevention Bill, 260.
Eranchise to Members of Police Force, 273.
Breakwater at Byron Bay, 309.
Railway to connect North Shore Railway with Port Jackson at Mdson s Point, 314.
Leave to propose amendment on motion to go into Committee of Supply, 322.
Sessional Order rescinded (Friday Settings), 341.
Sheep District Boards (Powers Restoration) Bill, 3)2. . .
Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, 348.

- Abolition of Punishment by Whipping Bill, 372,
Public Works (Committee’s Remuneration) Bill, 390.
Select Comm'ttee on Private Bills, 392.
Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 397.
Suspension of Standing Orders, 410, 411.
Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 419.
Privilege—Discharge of Member from Custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 449.

In Committee of the Whole: —
No Quorum in, 521.
Chairman gives casting vote, 507.
That the Chairman leave the Chair, report progress, &c., 525.
Offenders Probation Bill, 475.
Ministerial Election Bill, 477,478 (2).
Crown Lands Bill, 479, 481, 482 (3), 483 (2), 485, 486 (3), 487, 488 (2),489 (J), 490, 491, 493,494, 

495 (2), 496, 497, 499, 500, 501 (2), 502, 503 (2), 504, 509, 510, 511 (2), 512 (2), 513 (2), 514, 
515, 516 O, 517, 534, 536, 537, 538, 543, 541 (2), 545 {■), 546..

Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 484.
Wentworth Irrigation Bill, 497, 498.
Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 503.
Publication of Obscene Evidence Prevention Bill, 506 (2), 507 (3).
General Post Office (Appi-oiches Improvement Bill), 519.
Consolidated Revenue Fund B.ll (No. 4), 520.
Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 521.
Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 523, 531.
Fuel Bill, 524 (2).
Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, 527.
Mail Service between Sydney and San Francisco, via Auckland and Honolulu {Resolutions), 529. 
Mining Bill, 546, 547.
Appropriation Bill, 553.

In Supply : —
Additional Estimates for 1889—

That Chairman leave Chair and report Point of Order, &c., 551.
“ That the Question be now put,” 552.
Colonial Secretary— .

Permanent and Volunteer Military Forces— ■
General Staff Military Secretary, 533.
Permanent Submarine Djiners, 534.
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DIVISIONS—{continued) :—
In Supply—{contimied) :—

Miscellaneous Services— .
Subsidy, Municipal Council of Young, 541.
Subsidy, Steam Communication with New Hebrides, 542.
Agricultural College and Experimental Farm, 542.
Pync Part, Balmain, 542.
Bemuneration to Mr. John Davies, Chairman Casual Labour Board, &c., 552 (2), 553.
Expenses, Casual Labour Board Enquiry Commission, 553.

Public Instruction—Museum, 549.
Administration of Justice—• .

Gratuity to Sir J. C. Bead, Bart., &c., 550.
Pension to W. E. Plunkett, to meet abatement under Civil Service Act, 550.

Secretary for Public Works—Broken Hill Post and Telegraph Office, 551. *
DIYOBCE EXTENSION BILL

Motion made {Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in; presented and read 1°, fil : read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, 155 ; Order of the Day postponed, 160; Beport 
adopted, 320 ; Order of the Day postponed, 332 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 346. 

DBAINAGE (See “NORTH SHORE DRAINAGE WORKS BILL”; also “MANLY DRAINAGE 
WORKS BILL”; also “WESTERN SUBURBS OF SYDNEY DRAINAGE BILL.” 

DREDGING OPERATIONS .
Report of Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers on, for 18S8, laid on Table, 198.................. 5

DUBBO (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
DUTY STAMPS:—

Correspondence respecting adverlising on back of, laid on Table, 388 .............................................. 5

695

921

E
BAKINS,*DR. G. R, (See “ ABORIGINES ”).
EDUCATION (See also “WOLLONGONG PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE SALE BILL;” also 

“STATISTICS”):—
Report of the Minister for Public Instruction for the year 1888, laid on Table, 113 ; Appendices

laid on Table, 135 ...........................................................................................................................
Ciiuech and School Lands :—

Regulations for Issue of Mineral Leases on, laid on Table, 451 ..........................................................
High Schools :—

Motion made {Mr. Alexander Prown) for Return in respect of pupils in, 339..................................
National Soholaeship :—

. Motion made {Mr. O' Sullivan) for Establishment of, 2 43. ,
Peofessobs and Lectueees of the Sydney Uniyeesity :—

Return showing amount of Lecture and Examination Fees, laid on Table, 77 ...................................
Public Instruction Act of 1880:—

Regulations under, laid on Table, 388....................................... !.................................... .......................
Resumption of Lands for Public School Purposes :—

Notification of, laid on Table, 46, 170, 225, 286, 460..............................................................................
Sydney Free Public Library :—■

Report from Trustees for 1888-9, laid on Table, 46 ..............................................................................
University of Sydney :—

Report for 1888, laid on Table, 170......................................................................................................
Sydney Grammar School :— 1

Report for 1888, laid on Table, 295 .....................................................................................................  .
EIGHT HOURS BILL:— .

Motion made {Mr. Schey) for Committee of the Whole, 372 ; Order of the Day postponed, 396 ; 
House in Committee ; resolution agreed to ; presented, and read 1°, 412. .

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE (See “ELECTORAL”).
ELECTORAL (See also “MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL”)

W KITS :—
Received by Clerk, 1.
Speaker reports receipt of, 11, 13.

Discrepancies in Names of Members :—
Returns amended by Clerk, 8, 11, 13.

Irregularities in Election :—
Proclamation curing, 11, 13.

Elections and Qualifications Committee :—
Chairman empowered to summon’meeting, 62, 260.
Speaker’s Warrant laid on Table, 11, 25, 93; maturity reported, 23, 53 111; Members sworn 

23 (*), 53 (3), 62 ; Resignation of Member, 93 ; leave given to adjourn sine die, 149, 324. 
Election Petition—Argyle—Rose r. Ball:—-
Mr. Dibbs laid on Table Election Petition from Thomas Rose, alleging that many mistakes were 

made in counting the ballot-papers, that many ofr such papers w'ere declared informal which 
shouldhave been counted for Petitioner, and that other irregularities had taken place, and pray
ing that the return of Edward Joseph Ball be declared null and void, and that (he Petitioner be 
declared duly elected—Ordered to lie on the Tabic, 8; Petition referred to Committee, 23 ;
Report brought up, 149.....................................................................................................................

Election Petition—The Hastings and Manning—M*Kinnon t\ Young and Roberts :—
Mr. Dibbs laid on Table Election Petition from Hugh M'Kinnon, alleging that the polling-booth 

at Beechwood was closed for a portion of the time between 8 in the forenoon and 4 in the 
afternoon on polling-day, that for this and other irregularities Petitioner prays that the 
return of James Henry Young and Charles James Roberts be declared null and void, and that 
he may be declared duly elected, 8; Petition referred to Committee, 23; Report brought up, 139. 

Election Petition—The Richmond—Bourke v. Perry :—■ •
Mr. Dibbs laid upon the Table an Election Petition from William Bourke, alleging that at and 

after the nomination Mr. Perry held an office of profit under the Crown, and praying that it 
shall be determined that the said John Perry was not duly elected, and that the Petitioner
w~as duly elected, 18; Petition referred to Committee, 23 ; Report brought up, 119..............

Motion made {Mr. O'Connor) that Clerk have leave to return documents handed in-before, 229.
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ELECTORAL—{continued') :—

Election Petition—South Sydney—James Bowers and Charles Cotillon: —
Mr. Dibbs laid on the Table Election Petition from James Bowers and Charles Coulton, alleging 

that a large number of the ballot-papers wore not, initialed by the Presiding Officer until after 
the cloning of the Poll, that many of the papers were declared informal which wore not so, 
and many were declared formal which were not so, and praying that the election be
declared null and void, 18 ; Petition referred to Committee, 23 ; Report brought up, 83.........

Election Petition—Bedfern—Anderson v. Schey :—
Mr. Speaker laid on Table Election Petition from George Anderson, alleging that at the election 

the provisions of the Electoral Act were disregarded, as officials were appointed during the 
polling, that ballot-papers were improperly introduced into the ballot-boxes, that votes were 
recorded twice over, that some votes were not the votes of persons entitled to record them, 
that votes were improperly rejected as informal, that undue influence was used by officers, 
that the votes were incorrectly recorded, and praying that your Petitioner may bo declared
elected, or a new election ordered, 260 j Report brought up, 324 ..............................................

St. Leonards :—
Acceptance of office of Colonial Secretary and Premier by Sir Henry Parkes, 19 ; Seat declared 

vacant, 24; Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
East Sydney :—

Acceptance of office of Colonial Treasurer by Mr. W. McMillan, 19 j Seat declared vacant, 24; 
Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

East Maitland :—
Acceptance of office of Secretary for Lands by Mr. J. N. Brunker, 19; Scat declared vacant, 24 ;

' Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27. '
The Glebe :— '

Acceptance of office of Secretary for Public Works by Mr. Bruce Smith, 19; Seat declared 
vacant, 24; Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

Patrick’s Plains :—
Acceptance of office of Minister of Justice by Mr. A. J. Gould, 19; Seat declared vacant, 24; 

Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27. ,
West Sydney :— '

Acceptance of office of Postmaster-General by Mr. D. O’Connor, 19; Seat declared vacant, 24 
Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

Canterbury :—
Acceptance of office of Minister of Public Instruction by Mr. J. H. Carruthers, 19 ; Seat declared 

vacant, 24 ; Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
East Macquarie :—

Acceptance of office of Secretary for Mines by Mr. Sydney Smith, 19 ; Seat declared vacant, 24; 
Issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

Sturt:—
Speaker reports receipt of Writ for, which had been delayed, and Proclamation curing 

irregularity, 11.
Wilcannia :— . ‘

Speaker reports receipt of Writ for, which bad been delayed, and Proclamation curing 
■ irregularity, 13. ’
Cost oe General Election, 1889;—

Return showing, laid on the Table, 93....................",........................ ......................................................
Monaro

Petition presented from Electors in favour of division of Electorate, 154................. .........................
The Richmond :—

Petition presented from Electors of the Tweed for division of Electorate, 154.' ..............................
Tamworth:— •
• Resignation of Robert Henry Levien, Esq., reported, Seat declared vacant, 165; Issue and 

return of Writ reported, 181; Sworn, 183.
Central Cumberland :— .

Death of John Richard Linsley, Esq. reported, 175; Seat declared vacant, 176; Issue 
and return of Writ reported ; Mr. David Dale sworn, 215.

Resignation of Frank Farnell, Esq., reported; Seat declared vacant, 395 ; Issue and return of 
Writ reported; sworn, 427.

Redtern ;— -
Death of John Sutherland, Esq., reported ; Seat declared vacant, 225 ; Issue and return of Writ 

reported, 249; Mr. William Francis Schey sworn, 252.
Newcastle :— , ■

Resignation of William Grahame, Esq., reported ; Scat declared vacant, 441.
ELECTORAL ACT (EXPANSIVE CLAUSES) AMENDMENT BILL

Motion made (Mr. Burns) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 50; Order of the Day 
postponed, 78, 139, 159, 232, 291, 342, 392, 412.

ELECTORAL ACT (PLURAL VOTE ABOLITION) AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Traill) for leave to bring in, 84; presented and read 1°, 88! Order of the Day- 

postponed, 159.
ELECTRICITY (See “STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL”).
ELECTRIC LIGHTING (See “SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL”; 

also “STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL”).
EMPLOYERS LIABILITY ACT AMENDMENT BILL 

Motion made (Mr. Garrard) for leave to bring in, 41.
EMPLOYMENT

Statistical Register for 18°8—Part IV, laid on Table, 101 .................................................................
EMPRESS VICTORIA OF GERMANY (See “ADDRESSES”).
ENGLAND AND MEXICO:—

Despatch respecting surrender of Fugitive Criminals, laid on Table, 389 .........................................
ENGLAND AND SPAIN :—

Despatch respecting surrender of Fugitive Criminals, laid on Table, 369 ..........................................
ESKBANK (See “ RAILWAYS”).
ES3EX-STREET ALIGNMENT BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Playfair) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 106 ; Order of the 
Day postponed, 170 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 291; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 296 ; returned with amendments, 355 ; Order of the Day- 
postponed, 374, 396 ; amendments disagreed and agreed to, 412 ; Message to Council, 419; 

“ Council docs not insist, 421 ; Ass-nt reported, 428.
ESTIMATE? (See “FINANCE”). ' .
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E
EUREKA PATENT SANITARY BURNING- WORKS, AT NEWCASTLE

Report of Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government, laid on Table, 328 ............................ ' .
EURIOWIE (See “TELEGRAPHS”). "
EUROfcA, MACLEAY RIVER

. Notification of resumption of land under “ Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act” for Wharf 
Accommodation at, laid on Table, 121.......................

EVANS’ PATENT COMBINATION TRUCK ..........................................................
Further Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 239 .............

EVELEIGH (See “RAILWAYS”). . ..............................................
EXCLUSION OF STRANGERS 

Sessional Order passed, 39.
EXPENDITURE OF PUBLIC MONEY:—

Adjournment moved on, in Sydney and Suburbs, as compared with similar expenditure in the rest 
of the Colony, 325.

VOL. PAGE.

2 727

5 651 .

5 319

F
FACULTY OF MEDICINE

By-laws of University of Sydney, laid on Table, 97 .......................................................................
FAIRFAX, ADMIRAL...........

Motion made {Mr. Dibbs) for correspondence in reference to Head Naval Depot of H.M. Ships in
the Pacific, 412 j Return to Address laid on Table, 421 ................................... ...

FARMERS:—
Seed Wheat:— ’

Copies of papers in connection with the distribution of, to, laid on Table, 41 ...................................
FARNELL, FRANK, ESQ., M.P.:—

Resignation for Central Cumberland reported, and Seat declared vacant, 395 ; Issue and return of 
Writ reported sworn, 427.

FEES (See “CASUAL LABOUR BOARD” j also “CLERKS OF PETTY SESSIONS”). 
FEHON, W. M., ESQ..—

A Commissioner fob Railways :— .
Report of Royal Commission to inquire into charges against, laid on Table, 154 ................ ....... .

. Adjournment moved to discuss appointment of, and negatived, 168.
FERRY (See “ MURWILLUMBAH FERRY”).
FEVER (See also “ TYPHOID FEVER”) :—

Outbreak of, at Balranald :—
Report of J. Ashburton Thompson, M.D., laid on Table, 328..........................................

FIELD OF MARS COMMON AND RYDE :—
Tramway :—

6

2

4

5

2

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for construction of and withdrawn, 140.
FINANCE :—

Bank Liabilities and Assets :—
For quarter ended 31st December, 1888, laid on Table, 8 ........................................... ...............
For Quarter ended 31st March, 1889, laid on Tabic, 118...................................................... ......
For Quarter end-d 30th June, 1889, laid on Table, 322 ..............................................................

Banking, Land, Building, and Investment Companies:—
For quarter ended 31st December, 1888, laid on Table, 8 ...........................................................
For Quarter ended 31st March, 1889, laid on Table, 150..............................................................
For Quarter ended 30th June, 1889, laid on Table, 336 ................................. ............................

Government Savings Bank:— ......................

Statement of Accounts for the year 1883, laid on Table, 46............................. ............................
Inscribed Stock Act op 1883 :— .......................................

Sixth Report on the Creation, Inscription, and issue of Stock under, laid on Table, 46 ...........
Public Accounts :—

Reports of Board of Audit, laid on Table, 8, 46......................................................................................
Statement, showing Deficiency, &c., as Appendices to the Financial Statement, laid on Table, 66... 

Estimates :—
Message No. 15 (Mr. McMillan) recommending accompanying for 1889, and Supplementary for

■ 1888.and previous years, 62 ..............................................................................................................
Message No. 49 (Mr. McMillan) recommending further Supplementary Estimates for 1883 and

previous years, Additional Estimates for 1889, and Loan Estimates for 18SS, 365 ...........
Ways and Means for 1889, laid on Table, 62..................................................................................

Supply:— .........................

Motion made (Mr. Daman) for House to go into Committee, 20.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, 62.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, and motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for 

leave to propose an amendment, and negatived on casting vote of Speaker, 322.
.'House in Committee, 20, 62, 84, 144, 217, 287, 322, 339, 351, 352, 356. 361, 365, 390, 404, 425, 

429,435, 439, 442 (*), 451. ' -
Resolutions reported, 20, 62, 84, 144, 217, 287, 351, 443, 451.
Resolutions agreed to, 20, 62, 84, 144, 218, 287, 351, 449, 453.

Ways and Means :—
Motion made (Mr. Garran) for House to go into Committee, 20.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, 62.
House in Committee, 20, 62, (Financial Statement), 80, 85 (5), 89, 97,115,144, 218, 288, 332, 352, 

449, 453.
Resolutions reported, 20, 85, 115, 144, 218, 288, 333, 352, 449, 453.
Resolutions agreed to, 20, 85, 115, 144, 218, 288, 333, 352, 449, 453.

Trust Moneys Deposit Account :—
From 1st. April, 1888, to 31st March, 1889, laid on Table, 88.......................................................

Expenditure out op Loan Votes :—

3i

\

Motion made (Mr. Alexander Brown) for Returns respecting, 207 ; Return to Order laid on Table,
247 ......................................................................................................................................................

Rabbit Nuisance Act :— ...................................
Return showing Revenue, Expenditure, &c., under, laid on Table, 262 ..............................................

Roads within Municipalities :—
Return of money expended on, laid on Table, 277..................................................................................

Receipts and Expenditure of the Consolidated Revenue Eund :—
Mr. Speaker luid on Table Auditor-General’s Report on, 289...............................................................
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F •
FINANCE—(continued)

Balances op Eoad Votes :— _
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return respecting, 303; Return to Order, laid on Table, 401 ..........

Loan Votes :— _
Motion made (Mr. Wall) for return respecting, 303; Eeturn to Order laid on Table, 332 ..........

Eoyal Commissions :— _
Beturn respecting expenses of, during the last five years, laid on Table, 409 ..................................

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Government Inspection op :—

Motion made (Mr. McCourt) for, and by leave withdrawn, 272.
FIRE BRIGADES ACT 

Goulburn Board :—
Report for 18S8, laid on Table, 13 .........................................................................................................

Metropolitan Board:—
Report for 1888, laid'on Table, 194........................................................................................................

Wollongong Board :—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 351.....................................................................................................

FIRE BRIGADES ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— ,
Motion made (Sir Henry Parlres) for Committee of the Whole, 202; Message from Governor, 

207 ; House in Committee, 207; Resolutions agreed to, presented and read 1°, 208; Order of 
the Day postponed, 389, 404.

Petition presented (Mr. M‘Farlane) from Borough of Grafton, praying that a provision may be
inserted allowing country towns mentioned in the Bill to withdraw therefrom, 71..................

FISHERIES:- . .
Report of Commissioners on Fisheries of the Colony to 31st December, 1888, laid on Table, 328 ;

Paper in substitution, 351.................................................................................................................
FISHERIES ACT OE 1681 :—

Eegulations under, laid on Table, 13 .....................................................................................................
Working op :— .

Motion made (Mr. PranTc Farnell) for Select Committee to inquire into, 139 ; leave granted to sit 
during any adjournment, and make visits of inspection, 252 ; Report brought up, 346;
Report adopted, 438 .........................................................................................................................

FORBES (See “RAILWAY”).
FOREIGN DESERTERS ACT, 1852:— __

Despatch respecling extension of, to the United States of Mexico, laid on Table, 425 ..................
FORMAL BUSINESS :—

Sessional Order passed, 38.
FORTIFICATIONS :—

Despatch respecting an Imperial Officer for the Inspection of, laid on Table, 306 ..........................
FOSSIL MAN:—

Eeport from Geological Surveyor respecting supposed, laid on Table, 159 ......................................
FOSTER, GUNNER JOHN (See “MILITARY”).
FRANCHISE (See “POLICE”).
FREE PASSES (See “ RAILWAYS”).
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY (See “SYDNEY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY”).
FRIENDSHIP, TREATY OF (See “DESPATCHES”).
FRUIT INDUSTRY:— ...

Petition presented from Fruit-growers, Exporters of Fruit, &e., praying.that suitable Markets be
erected at Darling Harbour, 17.............................................................................................................

Motion made (Mr. Nobis) for an Address to the Governor asking that provision should be made 
for the erection of new Fruit Markets in a central position, and withdrawn, 243.

Pitition presented from George Lovell, acting Chairman of the Fruitgrowers’ Union, praying that
suitable Markets should be erected, 269 .........................................................................................

FUEL BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for Committee of the Whole, 71; Order of the Day postponed, 

84, 124 ; House in Committee, resolution reported and'agreed to, presented ani read 1°, 229 ; 
Motion made that Bill be read 2°, Point of Order-, That Bill imposed penalties, and was 
bevond the Order of leave overruled, read 2°, committed. House counted out, 320. 

FUGITIVE CRIMINALS :—
Despatch respecting surrender of, England and Spain, laid on Table, 369 ......................................
Despatch respecting surrender of, England and Mexico, laid on Table, 369.....................................

FURNITURE (See “CHINESE”). -

YOL. PAGE.
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3 535

2 1053
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GALONG (See “CEMETERY”).
GAOLS:— _

Annual Report on Prisons for 1898, laid on Table, 135..........................................................................
GARDEN ISLAND (See “HEAD NAVAL DEPOT OF H.M. SHIPS IN THE PACIFIC”). 
GARLAND, CHARLES LAUNCELOT, ESQ., M.P. :—

Leave of absence granted to, 71.
GAROTTING :—

Convictions roit:—
Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) for Return respecting, 425.

GARRARD, JACOB, ESQ., M.P. :—
Appointed Chairman of Committees for day only, 220.

GARRISONS (See “MILITARY”).
GARSED, MR. JOHN :—

Motion made (Mr. Hurley) for report of Mr. Healey, Barrister-at-law on case cf 368 ; Return to
Order laid on Table, 374 ..................................................................................................................

GAS (Sec “WINDSOR GAS-LIGHT COMPANY (LIMITED) ACT AMENDMENT BILL”;
also “STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL”).

GATES (See “PUBLIC GATES”). .
GENERAL BUSINESS:—

. Sessional Order passed as to precedence, 38.
Notices of Motions postponed in a bunch, 136, 454. 

i Orders of the Day postponed in a bunch, 136, 454.
Orders of the Day to take precedence of Notices of Motions, 346, 372, 389, 400.

GENERAL ELECTION (See ‘'ELECTORAL”).
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TOL.

G
GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES IMPROYEMENT) BILL (See also “STREET 

NORTH OF THE GENERAL POST OFFICE”):—
Motion made (Mr. O’Connor) for Committee of the Whole, 207; Message from Governor, 217 ; 

House in Committee, Resolution reported and agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 225 ; Motion 
made for second reading, 252 ; Amendment moved to postpone, pending reception of Report 
from Public Works Committee, and nesatived, read 2°, committed, 253; reported with 
amendments, recommitted, and reported 2° with further amendments. Report adopted, 278; 
Order of the Day postponed, 280 ; Motion made that Bill be read 3°, and Contingent Motion 
moved (Mr. Burns) that Counsel be heard against the Bill and passed ; Counsel heard. Bill 
read 3°, passed, ami sent to Council, 309 ; returned with amendments, 396; Council’s amend- 
men's agreed to 103 ; assent reported, 425. ■

GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES IMPROYEMENT) BILL—(continued) :—
Petition presented (Mr. Burns) from Frederick Samuel Ellis Holt and Alfred William Holt, in

reference to, 217...................................................................................................................................
Petition presented from Frederick Samuel Ellis Holt and Alfred William Holt, prjying for leave

to be heard by Counsel against, 232 ; prayer granted, 258 ..........................................................
Petition presented from John Gilbert Tborrpson, Edward Henry Johnson, and James Giles, in

reference tr, 247.......................................................................................................................
GEORGE-STREET (See “ TRAMWAYS ”). •
GERMONT AND LOIR, DRS.:—

Correspondence respecting Letters addressed to, laid on Table, 46 ......................................................
Adjournment of House moved (Mr. Traill), in reference to opening, detention, and interception of 

letters to, 67.
GHINNY GHINNY.

Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for Wharf,
laid on Table, 11 ............................................................................................................................

GIPPS, MR. (See “RAILWAYS”).
GLEN INNES (See “ROADS”; also “RAILWAYS”).
GOLD COINAGE

Struck, &c., at Sydney Branch Royal Mint, Despatch laid on Table, 12.............................................
GOLD LEASES (See “ AIINING ”).
GOODCHAP, C. A., Esq., M.P. .—

Leave of Absence granted to, 56.
GOODS TRAFFIC (See “RAILWAYS”).
GOULBURN (See also “ RAILWAYS”).

Fike Brigades Boaed :—
Report for 1888, laid on Table, 13 ..............................................................................................

GOULD, THE HONORABLE ALBERT JOHN, M.P.
Aecep’cd office of Mir.ister of Justice, 19; reported as sworn in and Scat as Member for Patrick’s 

, Plains declared vacant, 24; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
GQYEBNMENT' 

Advertisements in Daily Papers :— •
Beturn respecting, laid on Table, 328 ...................................................... ...............................................

Business :— ■
Precedence of. Sessional Order passed, 38. .
Precedence of, on Friday, Sessional Order passed, 119.

. Orders of tbe Day postponed iiva bunch, 136, 237, 346, 372, 412, 453.
Inspection of Financial Institutions :—

Motion made (Mr. McConrl) for, and by leave withdrawn, 272.
. Printing Office : — “ ~

Return respecling Work executed at, laid on Table, 113 ......................................................................
Return respecting Officers who have Sons employed therein, laid on Table, 159 ..............................
Mol ion made (Mr. Franlc Smith) for report of Royal Commission on, 265.
Annual Return to Order, (Session 1883-4), laid on Table, 295 ..........................................................

Sayings Bank :—
Statement of Accounts for the Tear 1883, laid on Table, 46 ................................................

GOYERNOR:— . " " "
Message from, 7 ; Opening Speech, 9 ; Address in Reply, 10, 12, 14, 15 ; Answer to Address, 17. 
Prorogation speech. 461. ' ■

GRAFTON (See “RAILWAYS”)
GRAHAME, WILLIAM, ESQ,., M.P.: —

Resignation for Newcastle reported, and seat declared vacant, 441.
GRAHAM, MR. WILLIAM ELPHINSTONE (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
GULGONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
GUNNEDAH

, Water Supply :— .
Motion made (Mr. Turner) for papers respecting, 179 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 236 

GUNS IN STORE (See “MILITARY”).
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H
HACK, A. J. CSee “MINING”). -
HALES, MR. F. B. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
HAMM AND, LIEUTENANT

Message from Council requesting leave to examine Henry Clarke, Esq., M.P., before Select 
Commiitee on, and Message granting leave, 175.

HARGRAVES (See “COMMONS”).
HARBOURS (See oho “ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION BIT L”. also 

“NEWCASTLE HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS BILL”; also WOLLONGONG HARBOUR 
TRUST BILL ”).

Loop-line to connect Wollongong with Illawarra Railways :—
Notification of resumption of land, laid on Table, 401................................................ 5

HARKIS-STREET (See “ TRAMWAYS”). ...............
HARRISON, JOHN (See “CROWN LA1NDS”).
HASTINGS AND MANNING (See “ELECTORAL”).
HAWKESBURY BRIDGE

Return respecting death of the man Baker, killed whilst working at, laid on Tabic, 71
710—C
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H
HAWKESBURY RIVER. 

Petition presented from Eesidents, &c., against the expenditure of a large sum of money m 
dredging, and in favour of constructing a light line of Railway from Windsor Station to
Sackville Reach, 355...........................................................................................................................

HAY (See “RAILWAYS”; also “CROWN LANDS”).
HEAD NAVAL DEPOT OF H.M. SHIPS IN THE PACIFIC

Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) for papers in reference to Port of Sydney (Garden Island Buildings),
412 ; Return to Address, laid on Table, 421 ..................................................................................

HEALEY MR., BARRISTER-AT-LAW (See “(PARSED, MR. JOHN”).
HEALTH BOARD ...

Memorandum by, on question of Compulsory Vaccination, laid on Tabic, 313..................................
HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN (See “ADDRESSES”).
HIGH SCHOOLS (See “ EDUCATION”).
HILL, CAPTAIN W. J.;— .

Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for papers relating to resignation of, from Penrith Volunteer
Corps, 71; Return to Order, laid on Table, 159 ..........................................................................

HILL, W. N. (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATE (Sec “ WORK OF UNEMPLOYED ON ROADS AT HORNSBY 

AND HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATES”).
HOMESTEAD LEASES. (See “CROWN LANDS.”)
HORNSBY (Sec “WORK OF UNEMPLOYED ON HORNSBY AND HOLT-SUTHERLAND 

ESTATES”).
HOSKINGTON (See “ROADS”).
HOSPITALS:—

Coast, Little Bay: —
Report for 3888, laid on Table, 142.........................................................................................................

Sydney and Pbince Aipbed:—•
Return respecting, laid on Table, 374 ......................................................................................................

Fob Insane upon The Kenmore Estate, near Goulburn :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 

Works, 435.
HUNTER’S HILL:—(See “MUNICIPALITIES OF RYDE AND HUNTER’S HILL BILL”). 
HUNTER RIYER (Sec “BRIDGES”).
HURSTVILLE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
HYDE PARK (See “PARKS”).

I
ILLAWARRA HARBOUR AND LAND CORPORATION BILL:—

Petition presented (Mr. Sutherland) for leave to bring in, 33 ; leave given, 41; presented and read 
1°, 48; referred to Select Committee, 67; leave granted to Committee to make visits ot 
inspection, and power to sit during any adjournment, 109 ; Report brought up, 170; Order 
of the Day postponed, 320, 328, 339; Motion made for 2°, and Debate adjourned, 348; 
Order of the Day postponed, 368 ; debate resumed, point of order raised that provisions of 
Bill were not authorized by order of leave or notices in Gazette sustained, order discharged,
and Bill withdrawn, 372 .................................................................. ...............................................

Petition presented from Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough Council of Central Illawarra to be
heard by Counsel before Select Committee, and prayer granted, 139..........................................

Petition presented from Francis O’Donnell and David James, of Five Islands, and John Richards, 
of Unanderra, for leave to appear by Counsel or Attorney before the Select Committee, and
prayer granted, 139.......................................................................... ...................................................

Petition presented from Residents of Illawarra in favour of, 308 ......................................................
IMMIGRATION (See “STATISTICS”).
IMPERIAL TROOPS (See “MILITARY”). „
IMPROVEMENT BOARD (See “CITY OF SYDNEY IMPROVEMENT BOARD”).
INDEMNITY BILL (See “SUPPLY AND INDEMNITY BILL”).
INDUSTRIAL MUSEUM :—

Report of the Committee of Management (Supplement to the Australian Museum Beport for 1888), 
laid on Tabic, 401 .............................................................................................................................

INFANTS HOME, ASHFIELD:— . . ,
Correspondence respecting statements made by Cardinal Moran respecting, laid on Table, 208...

INLAND WATERS CONSERVATION BILL :—
Motion made (Mr. Lakeman) for leave to bring in ; presented, and read 1°, 48; Order of the 

Day postponed, 97, 191; Motion made that Bill be read 2°, and Point of Order that Bill was 
beyond the order of leaie sustained. Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 320.

INSANE (See “ HOSPITALS”) :— .
Report of the Inspector-General for 1888, laid on Table, 101.............................. ..............................

INSCRIBED STOCK ACT OF 18S3 :—
Sixth Report on the Creation, Inscription, and Issue of Stock, laid on Tabic, 46..............................

INSOLVENCY (See “OFFICIAL ASSIGNEES”).
INSTALMENTS DUE BY CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
INTERCOLONIAL DEBTS BILL:— n

Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Sir Henry Paries) read 1°, 79; read 2", 
committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 136; read 3°, passed, and returned 
to Council, 143 ; assent reported, 161.

INTERLOCKING GEAR (See “RAILWAYS”).
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION (See “ PARIS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION”).
INTERRUPTION :—

Of Debate, 12, 93, 183,229, 232, 252.
INTRODUCTION OF BILLS :—

Sessional Oeder:— _ _ _
Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) that motions for leave to bring in a Bill he taken as formal; 

Amendment moved (Mr. O’ Sullivan) and withdrawn; Motion withdrawn, 94.
INYERELL (See “RAILWAYS”).
IRON TRADES :—

Local Manufacturers in :— _
Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) that giving preference to, is inconsistent with the 

principles of free-trade, 168.
IRRIGATION. (Sir/" WENTWORTH IRRIGATION BILL”).
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VOL. PAGE.

J
JERILDERIE (“See RAILWAYS”).
JERRY’S PLAINS (See “BRIDGES”).
JETTIES (See “COFF’S HARBOUR AND WOOLGOOLGA”).
JUDGES OF THE SUPREME AND DISTRICT COURTS

Return showing travelling expenses, for years 1885 to 1888, laid on Table, 355 2 1067

K
KATOOMBA LIGHTING BILL

- Petition presented {Mr. Hurlty) for leave to bring in, 262; leave given, presented and read 1 ,
265; referred to Select Committee, 280; Report brought up," 308; Order of the Day
postponed, 396, 458 .......................................................................................................................... 2

KENMORE ESTATE (See “HOSPITALS”).
KEROSENE DOTIES. (See "CUSTOMS”).
KIAMA (See “ RAILWAYS”).
KING GEORGE’S SOUND

Correspondence respecting armament and garrison for, laid on Table, 342 ...................................... 2
KING-STREET (See “TRAMWAYS”). -

87

345

L
LABOUR (See “CASUAL LABOUR BOARD”).
LAMB’S FARM, LANE COYE

Return to Order {Session 1888 9), laid on Table, 101.............................................. '...........................
LAMROCK ROBERT (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
LAND ACT

Adjournment moved to direct attention to administration of, 302.
LAND AT PARRAMATTA (See “ASYLUMS”).
LAND BOARDS (See “TAMWORTH LAND BOARD DISTRICT”; also “CROWN LANDS”). 
LAND, CROPS, AND STOCK RETURNS BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion {Mr. Sydney Smith), read 1°, 203 j Order of 
the Day postponed, 278, 390, 404. .

LAND LAW (Sea “ CROWN LANDS”).
LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT 

Notifications of Resdmftions undee, laid on Table : —
Cemetery at Clifton, 11; {in stibstitution) 232 ......................................................................................
Wharf near Ghinny Ghinny, Manning River, 11 ..................................................................................
Dock at Cundletown, Manning River, 11.....................................................................:...........................
Residence of Caretaker, Newcastle Reservoir, 11 ..................................................................................

. Sewerage Purposes, Paddington, 46..........................................................................................................
Public School Purposes, 46, 170, 225, 286, 460 ......................................................................................
Water Supply for Town of Nymagee, 97 ..............................................................................................
Wharf Accommodation at Colo River, 121..............................................................................................
Wharf Accommodation at Euroka, Macleay River, 121 ................................................................. . ...
Public Recreation, Sliellharbour, 174......................................................................................................
Wharf Accommodation and Approaches at Darling Island, 174 ..........................................................
Water Supply, Ryde, 199 .........................................................................................................................
Extension of Shea’s Creek, 199.................................................................................................................
Approaches to Overhead Railway Bridge, Narrandera, 199..................................................................
Sewerage of City of Sydney and Suburbs, 232 ......................................................................................
Water Supply, District of Ashfield, 262..................................................................................................
Erection of Cottage Homes, Parramatta, 322.......................................... -......... /...................................
Loop Line, to connect the Harbour of Wollongong with the Illawarra Railway, 401 ............. :.......
Extension of the Public Cemetery at Galong, 429 .................................................................................
Approach to tbe Bridge over the Murrumbidgee at Narrandera, 42S..................................................

LEASEHOLD PROPERTIES ■
Return of, brought under the Real Property Act, laid on Table, 194......................  .........................

LEAYE OF ABSENCE
To Members of the Legislative Assembly, 56, 71, 118.

LECONFIELD COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL
Received from Legislative Council on motion {Mr. Street), read 1°, 252; Order of the Day 

postponed, 291, 374, 392, 402 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report 
adopted, read 3°, passed, 454; returned to Council without amendment, 455; assent 
reported, 459.

LEE, CHARLES ALFRED, ESQ , M.P.
Appointed a Member of the Public Works Committee, 236. •

LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL
Motion made {Mr. WalJcer) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 243; Order of the Day 

postponed, 322, 392, 395, 412, 457.
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:—

Speaker calls attention to amendments made by, in Bills, 393, 396, 411, 419; asserts its rights in 
reference to amending Bill, 421. .

LEMON, SAMUEL AND MARY (See “RAILWAYS”).
LEVEL CROSSING GATES (See “RAILWAYS”). .
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LEVIEN, EGBERT HENRY, ESQUIRE, M.P.__
Resignation of, as a Member for Tamworth, reported, and Seat declared vacant, 1G5 ; Issue and 

return of Writ reported, 181; sworn, 183.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE

Sessional Order passed, 39.
LICENSING- (See also “LIQUOR TRAEEIC (LOCAL VETO) BILL”).

Sale oe Liquoes in Clubs :— .
Motion made {Mr. Harold Stephen) in reference to, and negatived, 110.

LICENSING ACT :—
Spieits, Wines, and Beee '

Convictions under—Annual Returns to Order (Session 18S3-U, laid on Table, )7, 142.................. 3
LIGHT RAILWAYS (See “RAILWAYS”).
LIGHTING (See “KATOOMBA LIGHTING BILL”).
LIMIT OP SPEECHES

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) in reference to, and amendment moved (Mr. Garrard) to refer to 
Standing Orders Committee, 109; and passed, 110; Report from Standing Orders Committee
brought up, 130 ............................................................................................................................. . 1

LINSLEY, JOHN RICHARD, ESQ., M.P..
Leave of Absence granted to, 118.
Death of the Honorable Member for Central Cumberland reported, 173; Seat declared vacant, 176. 

LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL VETO) BILL
Motion made (Mr. Hutchinson, Canterbury) for Committee of the Whole, 317; Order of the Day 

postponed, 346, 374.
LOAN (See “RAILWAY LOAN REDEMPTION BILL”).
LOAN BILL .—

Standing orders suspended, 425 ; Ordered (Mr. McMillan) founded on Resolutions of Ways and 
Means (No. 15), presented and read 1°, read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, 
report adopted, 453 ; Order of Day postponed, 454; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,
455; returned without amendment, 459 ; assented to in Legislative Council Chamber, 460.

LOAN VOTES (See “FINANCE”; also “PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL”).
LOCAL OPTION (See also “ LIQUOR TRAFFIC (LOCAL VETO) BILL”).
LOCKING (See “DARLING RIVER”).
LOCOMOTIVE BOILERS (See “RAILWAYS”).
LOIR, DR. (See “GERMONT AND LOIR, DRS.”).
LONGNOSE POINT (See “RAILWAYS”).
LOOP LINE (See “EAILWAYS”).

583, 587

693

M
MACNAMARA’S ROAD (See “ROADS”).
MAGISTRATES (See “METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATES ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT 

BILL ”)
MAIL SERVICE (See “POSTAL”).
MANLY DRAINAGE WORKS BILL

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40 ; Message from Governor, 47 ; 
House in Committee, 49 ; Resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 50 ; read 2°, com
mitted, reported without amendment, report adopted, 126; re-eommitted, reported 2“ with 
an amendment, report adopted, road 3°, 135, passed, and sent to Council, 150; returned with 
amendments, 208 ; Order of the Day po;tponed, 278 ; Council’s amendments agreed to, 361 ; 
Assent reported, 379.

MANUFACTURERS, LOCAL
Ibox Teades :— ’

Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen), that giving preference to, is inconsistent with principles of 
free-trade, 168.

MARKETS (See “FRUIT INDUSTRY”)
MARRICKVILLE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
MARRIED WOMEN’S PROPERTY BILL

Received from Legislative Council, and, on motion (Mr. Kidd), read 1°, 220; Order of the Day 
postponed, 252. *

MAYORAL ELECTION (See “ CITY OF SYDNEY MAYORAL ELECTION BILL”).
McINNES JOHN (See “ CROWN LANDS ”).
McKINNON, MR. HUGH (See “ELECTORAL”).
McMAHON & CO’S. CONTRACT:—

Return respecting Collection and Delivery of Goods, Great Southern, Western, and Richmond 
Railways, laid on Table, 360............................ .

McMillan, the honorable william ...............................................................
Accepted office as Colonial Treasurer, 19 ; reported as sworn in, and Seat as a Member for East 

Sydney declared vacant, 24 ; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
McMORDIE, MR, D. (See “WATER CONSERVATION”).
McNAMEE, MICHAEL (See “POSTAL”).
McSHARRY (See “RAILWAYS ”).
MEETING OF THE HOUSE:—

Sessional Order passed, 38.
MELBOURNE CENTENNIAL INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION :— .

Statement of Moneys paid to Mr. Oscar Meyer in connection with, laid on Table, 339....................
MELVILLE, NINIAN, ESQ., M.P.:—

Appointed Chairman of Committees for day only, 19.
Elected Chairman of Committees, 32.
Commission to, as Deputy Speaker, to administer oath of allegiance, 53.

4

5
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MEMBERS (See also “PARLIAMENT”; also “PAYMENT OF MEMBERS”):—
Commission to administer oath to, received and read by Clerk, 4.
Sworn, 4 (15), 5 12, 13, 14, 27 (9), 93, 183, 215, 232, 252, 427.
Make solemn affirmation, 4 (2).
Discrepancies in names of, amended by Clerk, 8, 11, 13.
Of Elections and Qualifications Committee sworn, 23 (2), 53 (3), 62, 111.
Leave of Absence granted to, 56, 71, 118.
Leave granted to give evidence before Select Committee of Legislative Council, 125.
Directed by Mr. Spraker to discontinue his speech on the ground of irrelevance and tedious 

repetition, 102 (2).
Discharged from Select Committee, and Member substituted for, 237.
In custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 449.
Motion made to discharge from Custody, and negatived, 449.
Discharged from Custody, 450. ‘

MESSAGES :—
Transmission of between two Houses :—

Sessional Order passed, 38.
From Commissioners :—

Delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 0.
From the Governor :— •

Delivered by Usher of Black Rod, 7, 460.
1. Vote of Credit, 20.................................................................................................................... ...........
2. Assent to Supply and Indemnity Bill, 24.
3. Newcastle Harbour Improvements Bill, 46 ..................................................................................
4. Circular Quay Improvements Bill, 46 ................................................................................... .........
5. North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 46 .............................................................................................
G. Sjfdney Central Police Court Bill, 46.................................................................................................
7. Manly Drainage Works Bill, 47 .......................................................................... *............................. .
8. Potts’ Hill Storage Reservoir Bill, 47....................................'.............................................................
9. Sydney Water Supply (Partial Duplication) Bill, 47 ......................................................................

10. Public Works Act Amendment Bill, 47............................................................................................ .
11. Public Works (Committees’Remuneration) Bill, 47 ......................................................................

Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill, 47 ..........................................................12. _

13. Crown Lands Bill, 61
14.
15.

Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 61..........................................................
Estimates for 1889 and Supplementary for 1888 and previous years, 62

16. Vote of Credit, 83.
17. Assent to Wesleyan Methodist Church Property Trust Bill, 91.
18. Assent to Circular Q.uay Improvements Bill, 91.
39. Assent to Newcastle Harbour Improvements Bill, 91.
20. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 95.
21. Assent to North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 137.
22. Assent to Church of England Property Bill, 137.
23. Vote of Credit, 143 ..... ..................................................................
24. Mount Keira Tramway Acquisition Bill, 154.................................
25. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 161.
26. Assent to Sydney Central Police Court Bill, 161.
27. Assent to Intercolonial Debts Bill, 161.
28. Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 170.....................
29. Assent to Wollongong Public School Site Sale Bill, 170.
30. Assent to Pott’s Hill Storage Reservoir Bill, 171.
31. Assent to Public Works Act Amendment Act, 171. '
31. Women’s College University Endowment Bill, 194.....................
32. Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill, 207 ....................................
33. Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 207.............................................
34. Assent to Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 211.
35. Yote of Credit, 216 .......................................................................
36. General Post Office (Approaches Improvement) Bill, 217 ........
37. Assent to Consolidated Bevenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 231.
38. Assent to Mount Keira Tramway Acquisition Bill, 267.
39. Assent to Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 275.

Metropolitan Magistrates Act Further Amendment Bill, 277.....
Yote of Credit, 286

40.
41.
42. Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 293
43. Mail Service between Sydney and San Francisco, via Auckland and Honolulu, 301 ..................
44. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 307.
45. Coal-mines Regulation Bill, 311................................................................................................ .........
46. Deficiency Debt of 1886 and previous Years, 328 ........................................ .................................
47. Yote of Credit, 346 .............................................................................................................................
48. Assent to Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 357.
49. Further Supplementary Estimates for 188S and previous years, Additional Estimates for 1889.

and Loan Estimates for 1889, 365 ............................................................................................
50. Assent to Manly Drainage Works Bill, 379.
51. ,, Blackfriars and Shepherd’s Nursery Estates Bill, 379.
52. ,, Commercial Building and Investment Company Sales Bill, 379.
53. ,, Parliamentary Bepresentatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 399.
54. ,, Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Bill, 399.
55. ,, Women’s College University Endowment Bill, 399.
56. „ Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, 399.
57. ,, Oakey Park Coal-mining Company’s Railway Bill, 400.
58. Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 401........ ....................... ........ .
59. Western Suburbs of Sydney Drainage Bill, 418 ......................................................... ....................
60. Mining Bill, 423............................................... .....................................................................................
CL. Assent to General Post Office (Approaches Improvement) Bill, 425.
62. „ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 428.
63. ,. Mining Bill, 428.
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M.ESSAG-ES (continued) :— ■

From the G-oyeenor (continued) :—
64. Assent to Auburn Railway Level Oossingr Closing Bill, 428.
65. „ Sydney Water Supply (Partial Duplication) Bill, 428.
66. „ Western Suburbs of Sydney Drainage Bill, 428.
67. it Essex-strcet Alignment Bill, 428.
68. ,, Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 429.
69. „ Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Bill, 429.
70. „ Crown Lands Bill, 434. .
71. „ Broken Hill and District AVater Supply Bill, 434.
72. ,, Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 437.
73. „ Windsor Gas-light Company (Limited) Act Amendment Bill, 438.
74. Railway Loan Redemption Bill, 438............................................................................................... .
75. Assent to Leconfield Coal-mine Railway Bill, 459.
76. „ Warwick Farm Railway Bill, 460.
77. „ Toronto Tramway Bill, 460.

Feom Assembly to Council :—
Transmitting Supply and Indemnity Bill, 21.

„ Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 67.
„ Newcastle Harbour Improvements Bill, 67
„ Circular Quay Improvements Bill, 68.
,, North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 78.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, 85.
,, Offenders Probation Bill, 101. -
„ Public Works Act Amendment Bill, 125.
„ Sydney Central Police Court Bill, 126.
„ Potts Hill Storage Reservoir Bill, 135.
,, Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Bill, 139.

' „ Wollongong Public School Site Sale Bill, 143.
„ Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 143.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), 145.
,, Manly Drainage Works Bill, 150.
„ Bills of Sale Law Amendment Bill, 191.
,, Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, 199.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), 221.
„ City of Redfern Naming Bill, 232.
„ Mount Keira Tramway Acquisition Bill, 236.
„ Wentworth Irrigation Bill, 248.
,, Sydney Water Supply (Partial Duplication) Bill, 280.
„ Crown Lauds Bill, 282.
,, Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 288.
,, Essex-street Alignment Bill, 296*
„ Warwick Farm Railway Bill, 296.
„ Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 297.
,, Mortgages Act Amendment Bill, 301.
„ Blaekfriars and Shepherd’s Nursery Estates Bill, 301.
,, Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 302.
„ General Post Office (Approaches,Improvemcnt.) Bill, 309.
,, Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, 338.
„ Divorce Extension Bill, 346.

- ,, Ministerial Election Bill, 347.
„ Windsor Gas light Company (Limited) Act Amendment Bill, 351.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5), 352.

' „ Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 389.
,, .Women’s College University Endowment Bill, 365.
,, .Public Works (Committee’s Remuneration) Bill, 390.
,, Auburn Railway Level Crossing Closing Bill, 409.
„ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill (No. 2), 411.
„ Toronto Tramway Bill, 417.
„ Western Suburbs of Sydney Drainage Bill, 418.
,, Mining Bill, 424.
,, Appropriation Bill, 450.
„ Railway Loan Redemption Bill, 454.
„ Loan Bill, 455. •
„ Redhead Coal-mine Railway Act Amending Bill, 460.

Agreeing and disagreeing to amendments in Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 252.
Agreeing to the amendments in the Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, 195.
Agreeing to amendment made in North Shore Drainage Works Bill, 125.
Agreeing to Amendments made in the Public Works Act Amendment Bill, 160.
Agreeing to Some, disagreeing to others, and amending others of the Legislative Council’s amend

ments in the Crown Lands Bill. 402.
Disagreeing to amendment made in Sydney Water Supply (Partial Duplication) Bill, 412.

. Agreeing to amendments in Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Bill, 413,
Agreeing to amendments made in the Manly Drainage Works Bill, 361. •
Agreeing to amendments made in the Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 398. 
Agreeing to amendments in General Post Office (Approaches Improvement) Bill, 403.
Agreeing and disagreeing to amendments in the Essex-street Alignment Bill, 419.
Agreeing and disagreeing to amendments in the Wollongong Harbour Trust Bill, 419.
Not insisting on its disagreements to Legiflative Council’s amendments, and agreeing to amend

ment on previous amendment of Council in Crown Lands Bill, 420.
Agreeing to amendments in Toronto Tramway Bill, 454.
Agreeing to amendments in Warwick Farm Railway Bill, 454.
Returning Church of England Property Bill without amendment, 124.

„ Intercolonial Dt-bts Bill without amendment, 143.
,, Commercial Building and Investment Company Sales Bill, 355.
,, Oakey Park Coal mining Company’s Railway Bill, with amendments, 360. '
,, Broken Hilt and District Water Supply Bill, with amendments, 417.
,, Leconfield Coal-mine Railway Bill, without amendment, 455.

Granting leave to Member of Assembly to be examined before a Select Committee of the Council,
125, 175.

PAGE.
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MESSAOrES (continued) :— .
From Council to Assembly : —

Transmitting Broken Hill and Dislrict Water Supply 33111, 20.
„ Church of England Property Bill, 80.
„ "Wesleyan Methodist Church Property Trust Bill, 40.
„ Intercolonial Debts Bill, 79.
„ Commercial Building and Investment Company Sales Bill, 44. ’
,, Oakey Park Coal-mining Company’s Railway Bill, 144.
„ Land, Crops, and Stock Returns Bill, 203.
„ Married "Women’s Property Bill, 220.
,, Leconfield Coal-mine Railway Bill, 252.

Returning Supply and Indemnity Bill, without amendment, 24.
„ Newcastle Harbour Improvements Bill, without amendment, 84.
„ Circular Quay Improvements Bill, without amendment, 84.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill, without amendment, 93. .
„ Wesleyan Church Property Trust Bill, without amendment, 78.
,, North Shore Drainage Works Bill, with an amendment, 118.
„ Sydney Central Police Court Bill, without amendment, 150.
„ Public Works Act Amendment Bill, with amendments, 150.
„ Mount Keira Tramway Acquisition Bill, without amendment, 258.
,> Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill, with amendments, 287.

Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 2), without amendment, 151.
Potts’ Hill Storage Reservoir Bill, without amendment, 162.

,, Wollongong Public School Site Sale Bill, without amendment, 162.
Church and School Lands Mining Bill, with amendment?, 175.

‘ » Newcastle Pasturage Reserve Bill, with amendments, 191.
,, Manly Drainage Works Bill, with amendments, 208.
„ Silkstone Coal-mine Railway Bill, with amendments, 209.
,, Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 3), without amendment, 221.
,, Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 4), 302.
,, Essex-street Alignment Bill, with Amendments, 355.
„ Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill (No. 5) without amendment, 356.
» Blaekfriars and Shepherd’s Nursery Estates Bill, without amendment, 360.
,, Crown Lands Bill, with amendments, 379.
„ Treasury Bills Deficiency Bill, without amendment, 388.
„ Women’s College University Endowment Bill, without amendment, 388.
„ Sydney Water Supply (Partial Distribution) Bill, with an amendment, 389.
„ Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), with an amendment, 393.
,, Public Works (Committee’s Remuneration) Bill, without amendment, 396.
„ Grcneral Post Office (Approaches Improvement) Bill, with amendments, 396.
„ Wollongong Harbour 'irust Bill, with amendments, 410.
,, Western Suburbs of Sydney Drainage Bill without amendment, 421. ,
,, Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Amendment Bill (No. 2) without amendment, 421.

• „ Auburn Railway Level Crossing Closing Bill without amendment, 421.
„ Mining Bill without amendment, 425.
„ Windsor Oas-light Company (Limited) Act Amendment Bill without amendment, 429. 
,, Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill without amendment, 430.
„ Toronto Tramway Bill with amendments, 430. .
,, Warwick Farm Railway Bill with amendments, 431.
,, Appropriation Bill without amendment, 453.
,, Loan Bill without amendment, 459.
,, . Railway Loan Redemption Bill without amendment, 459.

■ Requesting leave to examine a Member of the Assembly before a Select Committee, 125, 175.
Not insisting on amendment in the Church and School Lands Mining Bill, 267.
Agreeing to amendments made in the Oakey Park Coal-mining Company’s Railway Bill, 386. 
Insisting on some and not insisting on others of its amendments in the Crown Lands Bill, 420.
Not insisting upon its amendment disagreed to by the Assembly in the Sydney Water Supply 

(Partial Duplication) Bill, 421. ^
insisting upon its amendment disagreed to by the Assembly in Essex-streut Alignment Bill

Agreeing to the amendments made by the Assembly in the Broken Hill and District Water 
Supply Bill, 421.

Not insisting on amendments disagreed to by the Assembly in the Wollongong Harbour Trust 
Bill, but asserting its rights in reference to such amendments, 421.

METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES BILL
Report for 1888, laid on Table, 194...........................................................................

METROPOLITAN MAGISTRATES ACT FURTHER AMENDMENT BILL
Message from Governor, 277 ; Motion made (Mr. Gould) for Committee of the Whole, 278;

Order of the Day postponed, 390, 404.....................................................................................
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL:— ........................

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 41 ; Message from Governor, 47... 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read, 1°, 51; Order of the Day post

poned, 390 ; Order of the Dav .discharged and Bill withdrawn, 404.
METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL (No. 2)

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 392 ; Message from Governor, 401; 
House in Committee, resolution reported and agreed to presented and read 1°, 404; Standing 
Orders suspended to allow Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 409; read 2°, com
muted, reported without amendment, report adopted ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 
411; returned without amendment, 421 ; assent reported, 428.

MEXICO, UNITED STATES OF :•
Despatch respecting Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation with Great Britain, laid on 

Table, 269
Despatch respecting Surrender of Fugitive Criminals, England and Mexico, 369 ...... .
Despatch respecting Extension of Foreign Deserters Act to, 425 .

MEYER, MR. OSCAR:— .........................................
Statement of money paid to, in connection with Melbourne Exhibition, laid on Table, 339
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MIDNIGHT: —
Sittings after, 10, 14, 20, 33, 89, 101, 115, 140, 155, 103, 166, 187, 195, 199, 202, 208, 221, 226. 

258, 260, 262, 266, 269, 281, 283, 296, 314, 322, 325, 336, 339, 348, 352, 356, 386, 390, 393. 
397, 405, 429, 439, 442, 451.

MILITARY
Abmamexts and Gaeeisons foe King Geoege’s Sound and Thubsday Island :—

Correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 342 ..................................................................................................
Remade Quaktee-mastee Sergeant, William Webster, Nsw South Wales Aetilleey :—

Proceedings of Court of Inquiry and Supremo Court Case, laid on Table, 113 ..................................
Adjournment of the House moved in reference to Inquiry and General Court-martial in case of, and 

negatived, 183.
Case of Gunnek John Fostee:—

Return respecting, liid on Table, 339 ....................................................................................................................
Defence Force of the Colony :— ,

Return respecting Oflicers anl subordinates comprising the Head Quarters Staff, laid on Table, 262 
Defence of the‘Australian Colonies by Imperial Troops :—■

Memorandum by Sir Henry Parkes on, laid on Table, 346 ..........................................................................
Foecf.s of the Colony:—

Annual Report for 1888, laid on Table, 101 ......................................................................................................
Fortifications and Defence Forces : —

Despatch respecting Imperial Officer, for the Inspection of, laid on Table, 306.......................................
Guns in Store for Defence Purposes :—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 313 ....... :..........................................................................................................
Resignation of Captain W. J. Hill, Penrith Volunteer Corps :—

Motion made {Mr. AIJred Allen) for papers relating to, 71; Return to Order, laid on Table, 159... 
Torpedo Cable :—

Correspondence respecting Tenders for, laid on Table, 13 ...........................................................................
MINERAL LEASES (See “MINING”).
MINING (See also “CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS MINING BILL ” also “COAL-MINES 

REGULATION BILL”) : —
Annual Report of Department of Mines for 1883, liid on Table, 172 ; Order for printing rescinded 

and returned to Alines Department, 232.
Annual Report of Department of Mines for 1838, laid on Table, 236 ............ ........................................

Application of "A. .1. Hack for Conditional Purchase on Guyra Gold-fields:—
Mo:ion made (.Ur. Ci niter) for papers respecting. 168 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 247.......

Applications by W. Sully and others for Portions of Land, Thackabinga :—
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers relating to, 320.

Blue Jacket Mining Lease, Canowindra :—
Motion mad) {Dr. Poss) for papers respecting, 114; Return to Order, laid on Table, 247 ............

Cancellation of Gold Leases Nos. 650 and 661 (Mountain Maid), Hunter and Macleay : 
also Applications for same land by Mr. J. Abigail and another, and T. A. Paulson 
and another :—•
Further correspondence, &c., laid on Tahl ', 12; leave given to return to Mines Department, 23 

Church and rcnooL Lands:—
Regulations for Issue of Gold Mining and Mineral Leases on, laid on Table, 451 ..............................

Fossil Man found at Orange :—
Report from Geological Surveyor respecting, laid on Tabic, 159 ..............................................................

Gold-mining and Mineral Leases:—
Motion made {Mr. Wall) for Address to Governor to impose uniform rental on, HO.

Gold Leases at Cobar:— ;
Motion made {Mr. McCourl) far papers having reference to 259.

Mineral Leases, County" of Gough, Parish of Highund Home:—
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers in reference to, 14f; Riturn to Order laid on

Table, 310.................................................................................................................................................................
Refunds on Gold and. Mineral Leases :—

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for list of, &e., 228.
Treatment of Refractory Ores :— '

Motion made (Mr. Tor pi/) for erection of Government works for, and amendment moved (Mr. 
Joseph Abbott) for scientific treatment in bulk in the Colony, 168.

MINING BILL:—
Message from Governor ; motion made (Mr. Sydney Smith), that as a matter of urgency and 

pressing necessity Standing Orders be suspended. House in Comuittee, resolution reported, 
423; resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°; read 2°, committed, reported with amend
ments, report adopted; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 421; returned without amend
ment, 425 ; assent reported, 428.

MINISTERIAL ELECTION BILL:— •
Motion made (Mr. Burley) for leave to bring in, presented, motion made that 2° stand an Order 

of the Day for Tuesday week, amendment moved (Mr. Chanter) for this day six months, 
withdrawn; motion put and passed, 34; read 2°; committed, 72; reported with amend
ments, report adopted, 122 ; Order of the Day postponed, 191, 332 ; motion made for 3°, and 
amendment moved to read “ this day six months,” and negatived ; original motion passed ; 
read 3°, passed ; amendment moved in title and negatived ; Message to Council, 347. 

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT: —
Made by Mr. Dibbs, 12, 18, 19.
Made by Sir Henry Parkes, 41, 322. 325, 369.

MINT (See “SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT”). *
MOLONG (See “RAILWAYS”).
MONARO (See “ELECTORAL”).
MONETARY AND FINANCIAL (See “STATISTICS”).
MORAN, HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL:—

Correspondence respecting statements made by, in reference to Infant’s Home, Ashfield, and the
Night Refuge for Women, laid on Table, 208.............................................................................................

MOREE (See “ROADS”).
AlORRISON, THE LATE PRISONER:—

Alotion made (Mr. Edmunds) for papers in reference to, 374; Return to Address, laid on Table,
409 ...........................................................................................................................................................................

AIORTALITY :—
Comparative Y}ew gf, qf the different Colonies from certain diseases, laid on Table, 13...... ..............
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MORTGAGES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Alfred Allen) for leave to bring in, 109; presented and read 1°, 118; Order of 

the Day postponed, 187; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted 
291; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 301. ‘

MOSS VALE (See “RAILWAYS”).
MOUNT EEIRA TRAMWAY ACQUISITION BILL

Message from Governor, 154; motion made (Mr. McMillan) for Committee of the Whole, 159; 
House in Committee, 162 ; resolution reported and agreed to; presented and read 1°, 163 • 
read E", committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 232 ; read 3°, passed, and 
sent to Council, 236 ; returned without amendment, 258 : Assent reported, 267 

MUD-ELATS (See “BOTANY BAY”). - 
MUDGEE (See “ RAILWAYS”).
MUMULGEN RESERVES

Motion made (Mr. ISwing) for papers in connection with, 3S9.
MUNFORD, ROBERT (See “CROWN LANDS”).
MUNICIPAL (See also “ BY-LAWS ”)

COBPOEATIOK OP THE ClTT OP SYDNEY :—
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for 1888, laid on Table, 23 .............................. ...................

Grants to Municipalities pob Expenditure on Roads :— ....................
Return of, for year 1886 and 1887, laid on Table (not printed), 84.

Roads within Municipalities :—
Returns of money expended on, laid on Table, 277, 396.......................................................................

Roads within Municipality op Poet Macquarie :— ...........................
Motion made (Mr. Huberts) for Return of moneys paid for since Mr. Baker took charee. 434 

MUNICIPAL REGISTR ATION BILL
Motion made (Mr. Howe) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 248; Order of the Day 

postponed, 343. J
MUNICIPALITIES OF RYDE AND HUNTER’S HILL BILL.—

Petition presented (Mr. Frank Farnelt) for leave to bring in, 217 ; leave given, presented, and 
read 1°, 221; referred to Select Committee, 228 ; report brought up, 236 ; Order of the Dav 
postponed, 343, 368. 1

MURDOCH CONSTABLE (See “ POLICE ”).
MURRAY RIVER:— .

Rejiort of J. E. F. Coyle on, laid on Table, 330 ................................................................................. . _
Diversion of Water prom:— ........................................

Report of Mr. D. McMordie on, laid on Table, 154.....................
MURWILLUMBAH FERRY. ............................................ .

Motion made (Mr. Fioing) for papers in connection with, 228.
MUSEUM (See “AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM”).

475

731

65,67

95
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N

NARRABRI (See “RAILWAYS”; also “ROADS”). 
NARRANDERA (See “RAILWAYS ;” also, “BRIDGES”). 
NATIONAL PARK :—

Extract of Deed of Grant of, laid on Table, 97............................
NATIONAL ART GALLERY :—

Report of Trustees for the vear 1888, laid on Table, 207 ......
NATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Motion made (Mr. O’ Sullivan) for establishment of, 243. 
NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP “ VERNON” :—

Annual report for year ended 30 June, 1889, laid on Table, 178.

NAVAL DEPOT (See “ HEAD NAVAL DEPOT OF H.M. SHIPS IN THE PACIFIC ”) 
NAVIGATION TREATY OF (See “DESPATCHES”).
NET-FISHING AT PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for leave to bring in, 320.
NEUTRAL BAY AND CAREENING COVE :—

Proposed Reclamations :—
Motion made (Mr. Burns) for papers, 287.

NEWCASTLE (See also “ELECTORAL”) :—
Notification of Resumption of Land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for residence

of Caretaker of Reservoir, laid on Table, 11 ......................
NEWCASTLE HARBOUR IMPROVEMENTS BILL :— ..................................................

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40 ; Message from Governor, 46 ; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 49; read 2°, committed”, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, 62 ; lead 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 67 ; 
returned without amendment, 84 ; assent reported, 91.

NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL —
Motion made (Mr. Brunker) for Committee of the Whole, 40; House in Committee, resolution1 

agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 48 ; Message from Governor, 61; read 2°, committed, 
reported with an amendment, report adopted, 62; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 67; 
returned with amendments, 191; amendments agreed to, 195 ; assent reported, 211.

Message reported asking for leave to examine a Member of the Legislative Assembly before 
Select Committee of the Legislative Council, leave granted; Message to Council. 125 •

NEWCASTLE PAVING ACT (See “REGULATIONS”).
NEW GUINEA (See “BRITISH NEW GUINEA”).
NEW LINES (See “ RAILWAYS”).
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NEW SOUTH WALES TRAMWAY COMPANY’S BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 84; leave given to bring in, presented, and 

read 1°, 89 ; referred to Select Committee, 93 ; report brought up (not printed), Bill with
drawn, 134.

Petition presented from Municipal Council of Sydney against, 8S ; read by the Clerk, 93 ; referred 
to Select Committee, 101.

NEW SOUTH WALES TRAMWAY COMPANY’S BILL (No. 2). -
Petition presented (Mr. Cullen) for leave to bring in, 280.

NEWTOWN ...
Further papers respecting outbreak of Typhoid Fever at, laid on Table, 8 ; leave given to return

to Works Department, 122 .............................................................................................................
Railway Accident :—

Report of Commissioners laid on Table, 379 ................. ....... ...............................................................
NIGHT REFUGE FOR WOMEN

Correspondence respecting statements made by Cardinal Moran, laid on Table, 208 ......................
NO QUORUM:—

In House after commencement, of business, 110, 115, 213, 241, 273, 278, 306, 320, 330, 343. 
NORTH SHORE DRAINAGE WORKS BILL

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee, of Ihe Whole, 40 ; Message from Governor, 46 ; 
House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 49 ; read 2°, committed; 
reported with an amendment, report adopted, 68 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 78 . 
returned with an amendment, 118; Council’s amendment agreed to, 125; assent reported, 137, 

NORTH SHORE (See “RAILWAYS”).
NO TELLERS

In Division, 34, 58, 861.
NOTICES OF MOTION : —

Of General Business, postponed in a bunch, 136, 451.
Suspension of Sianding Order to allow Orders of the Day of General Business to take precedence 

of, for this day onlv, 340, 372, 389, 409.
NOTIFICATIONS (Sec “REGULATIONS”; also “LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES 

ACQUISITION ACT”).
NOWRA (See “RAILWAYS”).
NUISANCE (See “SI’ARKES’ BRIDGE”). ;
NUISANCES PREVENTION ACT (See “BY-LAWS”). !
NYMAGEE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
NYNGAN (See “RAILWAYS”). •

2

2
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5
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OAKEY PARK COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL:— .
Received from Legislative Council, and on motion (Mr. Frank Smith?) read 1°, 144; Order of the 

Day postponed, 232 ; road 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 342; 
read 3°, passed, and returned to Council with amendments, 360; amendments agreed to by 
Council, 386 ; assent reported, 400.

Petition presented from John Collins, of the Glebe, in reference to, asking leave to appear by
Counsel before Select Committee, 220 .......................................................................................... 2

OATH OF ALLEGIANCE (See “CLERK OF ASSEMBLY”; also “DEPUTY SPEAKER”; also 
“COMMISSION”).

OBJECTIONS TO FORMAL BUSINESS:—
Motion made (Mr. Harold Stephen) for Sessional Order, 369.

OBSCENE EVIDENCE (See “PUBLICATION OF OBSCENE EVIDENCE PREVENTION 
BILL”).

OCCUPATIQN LICENSES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
OCEAN-STREET (See “TRAMWAYS ”).
O’CONNOR, THE HONORABLE DANIEL, ESQ., M.P.:—

Accepted office as Postmaster-General, 19 ; reported as sworn in and Seat as a Member for West 
Sydney declared vacant, 24 ; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

OFFENDERS PROBATION BILL: —
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) lor leave to bring in, 40 ; presented and read 1°, 45 ; read 2°, 

passed, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 94; read 3°, passed and sent] 
to Council, 101. |

OEFICIAL ASSIGNEES :— j
Motion made (Mr Lyne) for a Return respecting, 114; Return to Address laid on Table, 322...... j 2

OPENING OF THE SESSION:—
Proclamation read by the Clerk, 1.
Governor’s Opening Speech, 9. j

ORDERS OF THE DAY :—
Of Government. Business postponed in a bunch, 136, 237, 346, 372, 412, 453.
Of General Business postponed in a bunch, 136, 454.
Discharged, 291, 320, 342, 372(2), 404. I
Standing Orders suspended to allow, to take precedence of Notices of Motions of General 

Business, for this day onlv, 346, 372, 389, 409.
ORDERS AND ADDRESSES:— '

Alphabetical Registers of ............................................................................................................... .......... 1
ORDNANCE LANDS TRANSFER BILL:—

Presented and read \°proforma, 9.
ORES, REFRACTORY (See “MINING”).
OTWAY, CONSTABLE (See “POLICE”).
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PADDINGTON (See “ SEWERAGE,” also “ CITY OE PADDINGTON NAMING BILL”). 
PARIS INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION

Correspondence with the Consul of France, respecting, laid on Table, 194
PARKES, THE HONORABLE SIR HENRY, G.C.M.G........................................

Ministerial Statement made by, 41, 322, 325, 369.
Formation of new Ministry by, announced, 19 ; accepted office as Colonial Secretary and Premier, 

19; reported as sworn in and Seat as a Member for St. Leonards declared vacant, 24; issue 
and return of writ reported, sworn, 27.

PARKES (See “RAILWAYS”).
PARKS :—

Hyde, Phillip, and Cook:— '
Report for 1888, laid on Table, 121..............................................

PARLIAMENT......................................................
Opening of the Session, 1.

Alleged Attempted Beibeby of Membees :—
Report of Royal Commission of Inquiry, laid on Table, 13 .........................................................

Peemises adjacent to House of :— ..................................
Return showing names of tenants of, laid on Table, 118..............................................

PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL:—.............. ‘.........................
Motion made {Mr. O’Connor) for Committee of the Whole, 162; Message from Governor, 170; 

House in Committee: resolution reported and agreed to; presented and read, 1°, 172 ; 
read, 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 195; read, 3°, passed, and 

. sent to Council, 199 ; returned with amendments; Bill laid aside, 287.
PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL (No. 2) :—

Message from Governor, 293 ; Standing Orders suspended; resolution from Committee of the 
Whole on which previous Bill was founded, read by Clerk, presented {Sir Henry Parkes), 
read, 1° ; Point of Order, that Bill was in contravention of the Constitution Act and Amend
ment Act, as the members would be holders of office of profit under the Crown, overruled 
by Mr. Speaker; read, 2°, committed, reported with an amendment, report adopted; read, 3°, 
passed, 296 ; Message to Council, 297 ; returned with an amendment, 393; Order of the day 
read, Speaker calls attention to nature of Legislative Council’s amendment, 396; House 
resolved itself into Committee of the Whole to consider the Legislative Council’s amendments, 
Chairman reported Council’s amendment agreed to, report adopted, 397 : Message to Council 
398; assent reported, 399.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS (See also “PUBLIC 
WORKS (COMMITTEE REMUNERATION) BILL”):—

Motion made {Mr. TPaddell) to submit rival routes of railways to connect towns with existing 
railways to, and negatived, 140.

Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) for appointment of, as provided for by the Public Works Act 
of 1888; Committee appointed by ballot, 179.

Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) appointing Mr. Charles Alfred Lee a member, 236.
Public Woeks Refebeed to :—

Railway from Nyngan to Cobar, 303.
Railway from Kiama to Nowra, 303.
Railway from Marrickville to the Burwood Road, 304.
Railway to connect North Shore Railway with Port Jackson at Milson’s Point; proposed, 304 • 

passed, 314. > r f > >
Railway from Goulburn to Crookwell, 302.
Railway from Culcairn to Corowa, 308.
Breakwater at Byron Bay, 308.
Railway from Grafton to The Tweed, 425.
Railway from Cootamundra to Temora, 425.
Railway from Mudgee to Gulgong, 425.
Railway from Moss Vale to Robertson, 434.
Railway from Molong to Parkes and Forbes, 434.
Bridge over Tarban Creek, Parramatta River, 435.
Bridge over the Hunter River at Jerry’s Plains, 435.
Bridge to connect Bullock Island with the mainland at Newcastle, 435.
Iron Bridge at Cowra, 435.
Hospital for the Insane upon the Kenmore Estate, near Goulburn, 435.
Officers for Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 435.
Reticulation of Western Suburbs, Drainage Scheme, 435.
Extension of Sydney Water Supply to Southern Suburbs (Hurstville, Rockdale), 435.
Cable Tramway from King-street, via William-street, to Ocean-street, 435.
Cable Tramway through George, Pitt, and Harris Streets, Sydney, 435.

Whabfage Accommodation Woolloomooloo Bay:—
Returns (in connection with report) of vessels berthed at Cowper Wharf, during 1882-1888, laid 

on Table, 212 .........................................................................f,............... ’........ ...............................
Dbainage Works foe the Westeen Subuebs (See also “ Westeen Subuebs of Sydney 

Drainage Bill.”)
Report, together with minutes of evidence, appendices, and plans, laid on Table, 371 ...................
Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) that work be carried out, and debate adjourned, 389 ; debate 

resumed and motion passed, 404.
Impbovements to the Entrance of the Richmond River :—

Report, together with minutes of evidence, appendices, and plans, laid on Table, 432...................
PARRAMATTA (See “ASYLUMS;” also “COTTAGE HOMES”)
PASTORAL LEASES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PASTURES AND STOCK (See “STOCK”).
PAULSON, T. A. (See “MINING”).
PAYMENT OF MEMBERS (See also “PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE 

BILL,” also “ PARLIAMENTARY REPRESENTATIVES ALLOWANCE BILL 
(No. 2)”):—

Motion made {Mr. Waddell) for provision for, amendment made {Mr. Hayes) to apply it to 
current Session, and motion as amended agreed to, 57.
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PEEL, G-EOHGKE SAMUEL .
Correspondence respecting Claim of, against Railway Construction Branch, laid on Table (not 

printed), 121; leave given to Clerk to return to the Public Works Department, 199. 
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY COMMONS

Motion made (Mr. Wright) for Return respecting, 365.
PERMANENT-WAY (See “RAILWAYS”).
PERRY, JOHN, Esq., M.P. (See “ELECTORAL’).
PETERS, J. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
PETITIONS:—

Sessional Order as to printing of, 39.
Referred to Elections and Qualifications Committee, 23 (4). _
To be heard in person or by Counsel before-Select Committee, 71, 139 (2), 149, 220, 247, 248, 295. 
Referred to Select Committee, 93, 149.
Read by Clerk, 122, 262.
To be heard at Bar of the House, 232.
Weekly Abstract of, Nos. 1 to 25.................................................................................................... ........

PHILLIP PARK (See “PARKS”). ^
PILCHER, C. E., Esq., Q.C. (See “ CASUAL LABOUR BOARD,” also “ BAR OE THE HOUSE ’). 
PINNACLES TRAMWAY (See “BROKEN HILL AND PINNACLES TRAMWAY BILL”). 
PITT-STREET (See “TRAMWAYS”).
PLURAL YOTE (See “ ELECTORAL ACT (PLURAL VOTE ABOLITION), AMENDMENT 

BILL”).
POINTS OF ORDER:—

Arising in the House, 104, 125, 229, 291, 292, 296, 320 (2), 342, 372, 374, 435, 442.
Reported from Committee of the Whole, 119, 397.
Reported from Committee of Supply, 429, 442.

POLICE :—
Report of Inspector-General for 1888, laid on Table, 13.....................................................................
Report of Inspector-General on organization and working of Police Establishments in England.

and Europe, laid on Table, 13 ..................... ...................................................................................
Case of Constable Otway, tbied at Young :—• _

Motion made (Mr. Maelcinnon) for papers in reference to, 322; Return to Address laid on Table 
(not printed), 409.

Complaints asainst Constable Mubdoch :—
Motion made (Mr. Mackinnon) for papers, 374 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 393 .................

Eeanchise to Membebs of Fobce :—
Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) for, 272.

POLICE MAGISTRATES (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE;” a’so “CIVIL SERVICE ”). 
POPULATION (See “ STATISTICS ”).
PORT HACKING (See “NET-FISHING IN PORT HACKING PROHIBITION ACT AMEND

MENT BILL”).
Entbancb to :—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for Committee of the Whole to consider an Address to the 
Governor to place sum on Estimates for, and negative I, 140.

PORT JACKSON (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
PORT MACQUARIE:—

Roads within Municipality :—
Motion made (Mr. Roberts) for Return of moneys paid to contractors for, since Mr. Baker took 

charge, 434.
PORTER, MR. C. W. (See “CROWN LANDS”).
POSTAGE STAMPS :—

Correspondence respecting advertising on back of, laid on Table, 388 ..............................................
POST OFFICE (See “GENERAL POST OFFICE (APPROACHES IMPROVEMENT) BILL;”

also “STREET NORTH OF THE GENERAL POST OFFICE”).
POSTAL:—

Report of the Postmaster-General for 1838, laid on Table, 277 ..........................................................
Adjournment moved to draw attention to the apathy of the Government in providing communica

tion to Country Districts, and negatived, 313.
Lettebs addbessed to John Deasy, Esq., B.L., M.P.:—

Correspondence respecting alleged improper opening of, laid cn Table, 154, 178 ..............................
Report of Royal Commission on alleged tampering with, laid on Table, 247......................................

Mail Sebvice between Sydney and San Fbancisco, via Auckland and Honolulu :—
Correspondence and papers relating to extension of contract, laid on Table, 273..............................
Message from Governor recommending provision for, 301 ..................................................................
Motion made (Mr. O’Connor) for Committee of the Whole to consider resolutions respecting, 313; 

House in Committee, resolutions agreed to, 369.
Suspension of Michael M‘Namee :—

Correspondence respecting, and appointment of, as Stamper and Sorter, laid on Table, 325 (paper
in substitution), 336 .................................................. ............................................ ..........................

Motion made (Mr. O’ Connor) that Clerk have leave to return documents to Post Office Depart
ment, 332.

POTTS HILL STORAGE RESERVOIR BILL :—
Motion made (Mr.Rruee Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40; Message from Governor, 47; 

House in Committee; resolution agreed to, presented and read, 1°, 50; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, report adopted, 126; read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 135 ; 
returned without amendment, 162 ; assent reported, 171.

PRACTITIONERS (See “LEGAL PRACTITIONERS BILL”).
PRECEDENCE OF BUSINESS (See “BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE”).
PRE-EMPTIVE LEASES (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
PREVIOUS QUESTION :—

Moved and negatived, 273.
PRINCE ALFRED AND SYDNEY HOSPITALS:—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 374 ................. ....................................................................................
PRISONS (See “GAOLS”).
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PRIVATE BILLS (See “ BILLSI”).
PRIVILEGE:—

Discharge op Member prom Custody op Sergeant-at-Arms, 450:—
. Motion made (Mr. Dibbs) in favour of Mr. Crick, and negatived, 449.

PROBATE BILL:—
Motion made (Mr. Lakeman) for leave to bring in, presented, and read, 1°, 239 j Order of the Daj 

postponed, 342.
PROBATION (See “DEFENDERS PROBATION BILL”).
PROCLAMATION

On Opening Parliament, 1.
Curing Irregularities in Election reported, 11, 13.

PRODUCTION (See.” STATISTICS”).
PROPERTY (See “MARRIED WOMEN’S PROPERTY BILL”).
PROROGATION SPEECH

Delivered by Governor, 461.
PROSPECT DAM

Report of Commissioners appointed to inquire into the condition of, laid on Table, 78; plans in
reference to (to bo appended to previous papers), laid on Table, 113 .........................................

Clerk granted leave to return papers (Session 1888-89) to Public Works Department, 122. 
PROTHONOTARY

Further correspondence respecting salary of, laid on Table, 401..........................................................
PUBLICATION OP OBSCENE EVIDENCE PREVENTION BILL:— *

Motion made (Mr. Alexander Brown) for leave to bring in, 130; presented and read 1°, 139 ; read 
2°, committed, reported with amendments, with an amended Title, 260.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS (See “FINANCE”).
PUBLIC GATES :—

Richmond River District —
Motion made (Mr. Diving) for return of, 150 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 231 ......................

PUBLIC HEALTH:— ■
Comparative View of the Mortality of the different Colonies from certain diseases, laid on Table, 13. 

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION ACT:—
Regulations under, laid on Table, 388..................................................................................................

PUBLIC PURPOSES (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
PUBLIC VEHICLES REGULATION ACTS (See “REGULATIONS”; also “BY-LAWS”). 
PUBLIC WORKS ACT AMENDMENT BILL :—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 41; Message from Governor, 47 ; 
House in Committee, resolutions agreed to, presented and read l0, 50; motion made for 
second reading,—amendment proposed (Mr. O' Sullivan) for “ this day six months,” and nega- 

' tived,—read 2°, committed; Chairman reported Point of Order in reference to new Clause 
proposed to be inserted in the Bill; Speaker ruled that Clause was inadmissible; House again 
in Committee; reported with amendments; report adopted, 119; read 3°, passed, tent 
to Council, 125; returned with amendments, 150; amendments agreed to, 159; assent 
reported, 171.

PUBLIC WORKS (See also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 
WORKS ”):—

Country Districts, and in and around Sydney :—
Adjournment moved in reference to, and negatived, 213.

PUBLIC WORKS (COMMITTEES’ REMUNERATION) BILL : —
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole 41; Message from Governor, 46 ; 

' House in Committee, 50; resolution agreed to, presented, and read 1°, 51; Motion made for 2°,
and no Tellers on Division, read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, report adopted, 
361; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 390 ; returned without amendment, 396 ; assent 
reported, 399.

PUBLIC WORKS ACT OF 1888 :—
NOTIEICATION OE RESUMPTION UNDER, LAID ON TABLE :— .

Land for additional Shunting, and other Railway Works at Eveleigh, 46 .. ;....................
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT :— '

Annual statement of Works carried out by, for year 1888, laid on Table, 154, 277 . . ..
PUBLIC WORKS LOAN BILL:— " '

Standing Orders suspended, 425. .
PURNAMOOTA (See “ TELEGRAPHS ”).
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QUARRIES (See “REGULATIONS”).
QUESTIONS (See also “ PREVIOUS QUESTION ”) :—

And Answers :—
Sessional Order passed, 38.
Motion made (Mr. Wall) prohibiting the asking of Questions without nctice, and that all answers 

should be laid upon the Table of the House and negatived, 115.
“QUESTION BE NOW PUT”:—

Motion made for, and passed, 102-3, 103, 104, 105.
Motion made for, and negatived, 213.

QUORUM (See “NO QUORUM”).
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QUESTIONS:—

Abattoirs, The :—
Cattanacli Chemical Company, 73, 82.
Transfer from Treasury Department to Works Depart

ment, 59, 73, 82.
Aborigines, The :—

Boat for, Port Stephens, 117.
Expenditure of Money voted for, 36.
Medical Attendants at Cmnmerasunga Mission Station, 

76, 246.
Typhoid Eever at Cummeragunga Mission Station, 315. 

Actuary :—Government, 268.
Adaminaby :—Court-house and Lock-up at, 353. 
Adelaide Exhibition :—Statement of Accounts of Mr. 

Neild, 345.
Administration of Justice :—

Appointment of Justices of the Peace at Wardell, Bich- 
mond Biver, 264.

Bill to amend the District Courts Act, 415.
Bill to extend the Jurisdiction of Justices, 415.
Case of Edwin v. Master-in-Equity, 408.
Case of Vardy v. Bichards at Water Police Court, 409. 
Case of Ah Tip, 300.
Clerks of Petty Sessions, 293 (2), 303.
Court-house Keeper at Mudgee, 88.
Court-rooms, Chancery Sqpare 95.
Court-house and Lock-up at Adaminaby, 353. 
Court-house, Bulladelah, 159. ‘
Court-house, Cudal, 166.
Courts at Narrabri, 190.
Decree re Stephen v. Erwin, 124.
District Court, Bellinger Biver, 158.
Ex-Bailiff and Court-keeper, Wollongong, 169, 178, 

182.
Pine remitted on Sheep-drover Byrne, 211.
Metropolitan and Hunter District Courts, 311.
Moss Yale, Clerk of Petty Sessions, 277.
Mr. Holding, J.P., 199.

. Old Court-house, Warialda, 224.
Old Court-house Buildings, Narrabri, 189.
Police Magistracy, Queanbeyan, 31.
Postage Stamps as Pees, 190.
Prisoner Newman, Mount Bennie case, 108.
Bedfern, 60.
Begina v. Christensen, 138.
Bemoval of Courts of Quarter Sessions at Muswell- 

brook, 197.
Bemoval of Police Magistrate from Molong, 108. 
Betirement of Police Magistrates, 323.
Shorthand Writer, Equity Branch Supreme Court, 331. 
Site of Old Central Police Court, 54, 83.
Travelling Expenses, &c., of the Judges of the Supreme 

Court, 341.
Warrant issued for Child, William Bobinson, 205. 
Witnesses sent to Gaol for Drunkenness in Court at 

Tamworth, 357.
Advertisements : — Government, in Newspapers, 256, 

424, 427.
Agricultural :— *

Associations, 307.
Establishment of Colleges, 54, 323, 363.
Model Farm, District of Tocumwal, 233. .
Model Farms, 235, 323, 363.
Products sent by Train from Glen Innes northwards 

during 1888, 424. '
Sheds for produce at Darling Harbour, 327. 
Show-ground, Queanbeyan, 227, 264.
Travelling Dairy in connection with College, 388.

An Tip, Chinaman :—Case of, 300.
Alexandria :—Public Park for Borough of, 65, 300. 
Alexandria Siding:—(See “Bailways”).
American Life Assurance Offices : — Action 

brought against Equitable, 359, 364.
Angus, Mr. (See “ Bailways ”).
Annandale :—Light line of Bailway from Wollombi, 81, 

451.
Appeal Court (See “ Crown Lands”).
Apsley Biver Bridge at Walcha, 268.
Armidale :—

Infant School at West End, 268.
Bailway to Grafton, 251.

Artesian Water (See “Water Conservation”). 
Artillery (See “Military”).
Ashfield :—Water Supply, 43.
Assembly :—Payment of Members, 88.
Assignees, Official:—Audit of Books, &c., 112, 320. 
Assurance Fund :—Under Beal Property Act, 82, 391. 
Assurance Societies (See “Life Assurance Societies”).

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Asylums :—

George-street, Parramatta, 189.
Macquarie-street, Parramatta, 174.
Mrs. Cunynghame, late Superintendent of Asylum for 

Infirm and Destitute, 37, 149.
Purchase of Land for Asylums for Infirm and Destitute, 

Parramatta, 76, 138.
Attorneys :—Status of, under Charter of Justice, 307. 
Australia :—(See “ North-western Australia”). 
Automatic Brake :—Fitting Goods Trains with, 409, 

424, 459.
Ballina :—

Bacecourse at, 250.
Boad to Lismore, 100.

Balmain :—Taylor’s Property, Stephen-street, 54. 
Banking Institutions :—Securities of, 242.
Banks (See also “ Savings Banks ”):—

Establishment of National, 300.
Tax on Bank Notes and Cheques, 378.

Barratta :—Boad through Pastoral Holding, 28, 83, 
216, 332.

Barristers :—
Status of, under Charter of Justice, 307.
Supreme Court Buies for admission of, 241.

Barrogin :—Artesian Well at, near Cudal, 206. 
Bathurst :—

High School at, 30.
Licensing Court, 30.
Mr. Lee, Police Magistrate at, 75.
Payments under Stock Protection Act, 220.
Site for Trades Hall. 138.
Overbridge at, 377.

Bathurst-burr, &c. :— '
Eradication of, 66.
On Public Beads, 337.

Batty, Amos (See “ Crown Lands”).
Baynes, Colonel :—Eetiring allowance to, 235 
Bellinger Biver :—

District Court for, 158.
Lands Office, 149.
Beport of Sir John Coode on Entrance, 28.

Bennett, Mr., Commissioner for Boads :—Betirement 
of, 206.

Berger, D.:—Claim against Bailway Department, 60. 
Berrigan :—Tramway from Jerilderie, 55,77,129,185,233, 

349.
Berry, Mr. N. S. C., J.P.:—Charge against, 227. 
Bibbenluke :—Bridge over Bombala Biver at, 354. 
Biloela :—New Government Dock, 284, 319.
Billabong :—Boad to Everett’s Barratta Bun, 332. 
Blacktown :—Proposed Bail way Line to Blayney, 242,300. 
Blayney :—

Proposed Bailway Line to Blacktown, 242, 300. .
Yolunteer Corps, 353.

Blind, The :—Industrial Institution, Boomerang-street, 
246.

Blue Metal Quarry :—Purchase of, at Kiama, 371. 
Bluestone :—Sale of, under Poisons Act, 234.
Boards :—

Civil Service, 142, 173, 264.
Local Land Boards, Members personally interested, 255. 
Marine, 182, 191, 206, 250.
Powers of Local Land, 255.
Tamworth Land, 87.

Board of Inquiry (See “ Crown Lands”).
Bob’s Creek :—Bridge at, 149.
Boggabri Bridge :—Stock Boad from Tariaro, 433. 
Bombala :—

Bridge over Biver at Bibbenluke, 354.
Lock-up at, 181, 354.
Boad from Cooma, 368.
Bailway from Cooma, 400.
Telegraphic communication with Catheart, 353. 

Bomeorah Point :—Boad to, 186.
Bondi :—Tram Extension, 170.
Book-stalls :—Bailway Stations, 212, 223.
Border Bivers :—

Levying of Tolls on, 312.
System of dues, 76.

Boree Lane :—(See “ Boads ”).
Borenore :—Money Order Office, 118.
Bores (See “Water Conservation”).
Borings :—Tweed Biver Heads, 324, 457.
Botany :—

Cemetery at, 134.
Labourers at Shea’s Creek, 77.
Main Boad, 29.
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QUESTIONS (continuedj:—
Botany (continued) \—■

Boad to Bomborah Point, 186.
Tram-line, 60, 66, 77.
Trustees of Reserves, 167, 219.

Botjbke :—
Bores for Water, Wanaaring Boad, 87.
Post and Telegraph Office, 276, 277.
Railway goods traffic with Sydney, 284.
Water Conservation on Wanaaring Road, 44.

Botteke Stephen (See “ Cbown Lands”).
Boweal :—Site for Public Cemetery at, 92, 286.
Beady, Me. Chaeies :—Sericulture on Tweed River, 407. 
Bbaidwood :—

Dacey, Acting G-aoler at, 215.
Railway from Tarago, 128, 338, 408.
Reserves in Electoral District, 291.

Beanoh Lines (See “Railways”). .
BbanXton :—Removal of Mrs. Doyle from Public School, 

378.
Beedeo :—Removal of Post Office to Railway Station, 216. 
Beewaebina :—

Railway from Byrock, 45, 69, 251, 256, 434.
Railway to, 338.

Beid&es :—•
Apsley River, Walcha, 268.
Bob’s Creek, 149. '
Bombala River at Bibbenluke, 354.
Cost of repairing during, 1887-1888, 99.
Death of Workman employed on Hawkesbury, 69. 
G-oolagong, 127. *
G-oulbum River, Muswellbrook to Mudgee Road, 190. 
Hawkesbury, 69, 96.
Macleay River at Kempsey, 44.
Murray River, 71, 108, 202, 212, 224, 234, 257, 353. 
Narrandera, 193.
Nuisance at Sparke’s, 139.
Overbridge at Bathurst, 377.
Over River Darling at Wilcannia, 82.
Over Warrego River, 83.
Pyrmont, 400.
Warrego River at Ford’s Bridge, 276.

Bbid&ewatee :—School at, near Molong, 178,
Beigade Oppice :—(See “ Military ”).
Beoken Hill:—

Road to Wilcannia, 82.
Tramways or Railways to, 321.

Bbookong Sheabebs :—
Petition of, 37.
Imprisonment of, 321.

Beunswick Rivee :—Entrance to, 28.
Buckhebble (See “ Resbeves ”).
Buckley, Thomas (See “Civil Sebvice”).
Buildings :—On Low-lying Lands, 169.
Bulladelah :—Court-house at, 159.
Bulli :—

Colliery Disaster, Royal Commission of Inquiry, 245. 
Trustees of Site for Cemetery, 198.

Bumble, Little :—Public Tank at, 367.
Bun&endoee :—

Robberies at Railway Station, 323.
Captain Flat Road, 337, 359.

Buewood :—Water Supply, 43.
Business Sites (See “ Mining”).
Byene, Shbep-deovee :—Fine remitted on, 211.
Byenes, Mbs. (See “ Ceown Lands”).
Byeock :—

Bores for Water at, 83, 87.
Railway to Brewarrina, 45, 69, 251, 256, 434.

Cadet Coeps (See “ Militaey”).
Campebdown :—Sewerage Scheme for, 87.
Cancekous Meat :—In market, 265, 279.
Canley Tale :—Incorporation of, 70.
Canowindea :—Race-course at, 377.
Captain’s Flat :—

Business Sites, 117.
Mineral Leases, 117.
Bungendore Road, 337, 359.

Cabgo :—
Lockup at, 285.
Unsold Town and Suburban Lots, 335.

Caeeening Cove :—Reclamations, 261, 265, 307, 415. 
Caeeia&es :—(See “ Railways ”). •
Casino (See also “Resbeves”):—

Mineral Conditional Purchases in District, 165.
Money unexpended on Roads in District, 312.

Cassilis :—Railway from Muswellbrook, 198.
Castles, Mb. (See “Railways”).

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Casual Laboue Boaed :— ’

Commission of Inquiry, 234 (3), 256.
Ouarantee Bonds of Fidelity, 124.
Moneys paid to Chairman and others, 60, 129,138. 
Public money expended on Hornsby Roads, 32. 

Cathcaet :—Telegraph Communication with Bombala 
353.

Cattanach Chemical Company (See “Abattoies”). 
Cattle Waggons:—(See “Railways”). '
Cavalby Coeps (See also “Militaey”) :—

Pay and Efficiency of, 154, 173.
Placing on the Partially-paid system, 400.

Cemeteby :—
At Botany, 134.
Newbridge, 242.
Site for Public, at Bowral, 92, 286.
Trustees of Site for Bulli, 198.

Centenaby op the Colony :—Official Account of, 142. 
Centennial Paek:—Amount expended on, Villa Sites, 

55, 245.
Centeal Police Couet :—

Site of, 54, 83.
Salary of Clerk of Petty Sessions, 359.

Chambee op Commebce :—Site for Sydney, 70.
Chabteb op Justice:—Status of Barristers and Attorney 

under, 307.
Cheques :—Tax on and Bank-notes, 378.
Chill-meat :—Railway facilities for Trade, 255. ■
Chinese :— .

Admission of, into the Colony, 74. -
Employment of, on subsidised mail steamers, 300.

City (See “ Railways”).
Civil Sebvice :—

Appointment of Mr. Day to Telegraph Office at 
Richmond, 100.

Appointment of Mr. Shaw, Registrar-Q-eneral’s Office, 
108, 134. . ■

Appointment of Mr. Angus to Railway Service, 129. 
Board, 142, 173, 264.
Charges against an Officer of the Treasury, 338.
Clerks of Petty Sessions, 293.
Commander Home, Governor of Trial Bay Prison, 241. 
Commission of Inquiry, Lands Department, 108. 
Commission of Inquiry, 158, 246, 249, 268, 345.
Customs Department, 167. ’
Department of Registrar-General, 201.
Deputy Superintendent of Gaols at Trial Bay, 257, 259. 
Dismissal of Thomas Buckley from Roads’ Office, 54. 
Ex-Bailiff and Court-keeper, Wollongong, 169,178,182. 
Employment of Mr. Martin at Water Police Court 

Office, 437.
Government Printing Office, 107, 158(2), 247.
Hunt, Major, 257.
Money due to Mr. G. W. Townsend, 228.
Mr. Bennett, Commissioner for Roads, 206.
Mr. Cohen, Lands Department, 272. .
Mr. F. W. C. Crane, Civil Service Board, 212, 228.
Mr. F. B. Hales, 189.
Mr. Hammand, Manager of Telephones, 147, 197.
Mr. Jones, Police Magistrate at The Richmond, 148. 
Mr. Lee, Police Magistrate at Bathurst, 75.
Mr. John K. Moore, late Clerk in theDetective Office, 201. 
Mr. B. R. Wise, 92, 250. ’
Mr. Sheridan, Railway Traffic Auditor, 201.
Mr. Fotheringham, Chief Officer, Pilot Steamer Captain 

Cook, 305.
Mr. Grimshaw, Public Works Department, 315.
Mrs. Cunynghame, late Superintendent of Asylum for 

Infirm and Destitute, 37.
Mr. Oakley, Draftsman, Locomotive Engineer’s Office, 
• 416.
Officers referred to in report of Board, 142.
Private Secretary to Mr. Eddy, 276.
Rabbit Inspectors, 231.
Retirement of Police Magistrates, 323.
Retirement of Colonel Maunsell from, 416.
Salary of Captain Fisher, Stipendiary Magistrate, 130. 
Salaries of Clerks of Petty Sessions, Central and Water 

Police Courts, 359.
Transaction of Business—Equity Office, 388,

Civil Sebvice Act :—
Accounts of, 124, 291, 308.
Amendment of, 247.
Telegraph Masters’ Superannuation, 315.

Claeence Elbctokate :—
Government Reserves in, 279.
Expenditure in, 371.
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QUESTIONS (contirmei) :—
Clarence Eiter :—

Entrance to, 45.
Kailway from Gruyra via Don Dorrigo, 128.
Harbour Works, 316.

Clarence Siding :—Diamond-drill hired for, 349. 
Clarth’s Lease (See “Mining”).
Clerks of Petty Sessions 

Loss of Eees, 303.
Moss Yale, 277.
Salaries of, 293.
Sydney, 293.
Salaries of, at Central and Water Police Courts, 359. 

Clock and Bells (See “Post Office”).
Coal-fields Kegulation Act (See “Mining”).
Cobar:— .

Bores for Water at, 83, 87.
Nyngan-Wilcannia Eailway, 87, 256.
Nyngan Eailway, 161, 257. •

Cockatoo Island :—Penal Establishment, 256.
Coff’s Harbour :—Eailway Eoute from Guyra, 391. 
Cohen, Mr., Lands Department :—Eailway Accounts, 

272.
Collection and Delitery of Goods (See “Bailways”). 
Colleges (See “Agricultural”).
Collieries Disaster Inquiries :—Eemuneration of 

Jury in, 280.
Colliery :—

Bulli Disaster, Eoyal Commission of Inquiry, 245. 
Proprietors, Illawarra District, 153, 316.

Collins Bros. :—Contract with Education Department, 
286.

Colonization Committee :—Communications from Lord 
Emit-ford, 181, 190.

Commissionaires :—Corps of, 158.
Commissions :—■

Bulli Colliery Disaster, 245.
Casual Labour Board, 234 (2), 256.
District Survey and Land Board Inquiry, 280.
Fisheries, 295.

. Inquiry on Lands Department, 108.
Inquiry, Civil Service, 153, 246, 249, 268, 345.
Leasing of Trams, 255.
Mines Department, 130.
Opening of Mr. Deasy’s Letters, 256.
Tanks and Wells, 293, 416. -
Expenditure for Eoyal, for last five years, 408. 

'Commissioners (See “ Bailways”).
Commons 

Field of Mars, 70.
Moama, 108.
Molong Town, 37.
Toogong Town, 290.
Trustees for Tocumwal, 233.

Compensation (See “ Public Works Department,” 
also “ Lands Department).

Compositors (See “ Government Printing Office ”). 
Concessions :—To Consignees by Bail, 220.
Conditional Purchases (See “Crown Lands”). 
Conditional Leases (See “ Crown Lands ”). 
Congwarra Bun (See “Crown Lands”).
Conservation (See “Water Conservation”). 
Contracts (See “ Bailways”).
Contractors :—Payment due to Government, in Gwydir 

Districts, 45.
Convention (See “Sugar Duties Convention ”). 
Conveyancers :—Fees charged by, 415.
COONABARABRAN :—Eoad, 363.
Coode, Sir John :—

Eeport of, on Entrances to Bellinger, Ifambucca, and 
Macleay Bivers, 28.

Beport of Entrance to Clarence Biver, 45.
Coolie Labour :—On Subsidised Mail Steamers, 300. 
Cooma :—

Access to Eailway Station, 368.
Charge made against Mr. N. S. C. Berry, J.P., 227. 
Eailway, 43, 181, 400.
Beserve for Stock-trucking purposes at Eailway Station, 

367.
Boad to Bombala, 368.

Coonamble :—Bailway from Dubbo, 277.
Cooper, W. (See “Mining”).
Coronallo :—Besumed area on, 37.
Corowa :—

Bridge over Murray at, 212, 234.
. Bailway from Culcairn, 324.

Country Corps (See “Military”).
Courts of Quarter Sessions :—Muswellbrook, 197. 
Court-house (See “Administration of Justice”). 
Court-martial (See “Military”).

QUESTION'S—{continued) :—
Craigie :—Beserve at, 354.
Crane, Mr. F. W. C.:—Increase of Salary of, 212, 228. 
Crane (See “Wharves”).
Criminals :—Beleased, from other Colonies, 267.
Crown Lands (See also “ Beserves ”) :—

Applications for Improvement Purchases by Mr. H.
Bicketson, Deniliquin, 332.

Bellinger Biver, 149.
Board of Inquiry, Local Land Offices, 112, 280.
Bourke, Stephen, Selections of, County of Arawatta, 401. 
Case of the Bichardson Family, Merrygoen, Castlereagh 

Biver, 30.
Case of Michael Flanagan, Wybong Creek, 286.
Case of Mr. Kearney, Bowan Park, County of Ashburn- 

ham, 149.
Conditional Lease of John McDonald, Parish of Barra- 

gin, 368.
Congwarra, Tidbinbilla, and Cuppaeumbalong Buns, 311. 
For Public Auction, Namoi District, 181.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases on Leasehold areas, 36. 
Forfeited Conditional Purchase of D. Thompson, 

Grafton, 341.
Forfeited Conditional Purchases, &c., County of Cooper, 

Parish of Willimbong, 375.
Herborton v. Beynolds, Lands Appeal Court, 225. 
Interest due upon Conditional Purchases, 107. 
Interviews between Secretary for Lands and Chairman 

of Local Land Boards, 96.
Kasper Schmidth’s Selection, 290.
Land Boards, Powers of, 255.
, Do Members personally interested, 255.

Land required by the Hon. John Smith, Molong, 242,256. 
Leasehold Areas, 182.
Local Land Board, Deniliquin, 388.
Losses by Free Selectors through Drought, 60.
Mogong and Tilga Holdings, 264.
Mrs. Byrnes, Beed’s Station, near Molong, 74.
Parkes Local Land Board, 312, 351. -
Pastoral Leases, Eastern Division, 30. .
Bents raised of Conditional Leases, 364.
Bescrvations on Leasehold and Besumed Areas, Quean- 

beyan District, 190.
Besumed area on Coronallo, 37.
Bevenue from, 55.
Bevocation of Beserves, 371.
Eeport of Board on Working of Land Boards at Hay 

and Deniliquin, 327.
Selection of Land at Deniliquin, 373.
Selection of Amos Batty, of Barragin, Comity of Ash- 

burnham, 378.
Selection of Daniel Eyan, of Cheeseman’s Creek, County 

of Ashbumham, 378.
Special area brought to Auction at Deniliquin, 36. . 
Tamworth Land Board, 255.
The Land Law, 43.
Unsold Town and Suburban Lots at Cargo, 335, 
Yolunteer Land Orders, 395.
William MTlvcen, Conditional Purchaser, County of 

Pottinger, 45.
Wooroowoolgen Bun, County of Bous, 37.

Grookhaven Biver :—Entrance to, 367.
Crookweld :—Bailway from Goulburn, 338, 498.
Cudal :—Court-house, 166.
Culcairn :—

Eailway to Germanton, 324.
Kailway to Corowa, 324.

Cummeragunga Mission Station :—
Medical Attendance to Aborigines, 76, 246.
Outbreak of Typhoid Fever, 315.

Cunynghame, Mrs. :—Late Superintendent of Asylum 
for Infirm and Destitute, 37, 149.

Cuppacumbalong Bun (See “Crown Lands”). 
Customs :—• '

Commissioners, 92.
Department, 167.
Excise Duty on Colonial Tobacco, 317.
Steam-launch for Officers, 317, 320.

Dacey :—Acting Gaoler at Braidwood, 215.
Dairy (See “Travelling Dairy”).
Dams :—

Parramatta Biver at Marsden-street, 87.
At Little Bumble, Tyeannah Lagoon, 367, 433.

Dapto :—Site for Show Grounds, 198.
Dargin’s Creek :—Diamond Drill No. 7 sent to, 327. 
Darling Harbour :—

Sheds for Agricultural Produce, 327.
Wharfs in, 134, 154, 165.
Produce Depot, 387.
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QUESTIONS {continued) :— •
Darling Island :—Purchase of, by G-ovemmcnfc, 1122, 

113, 1232, 206, 316, 327. - '
Darling Biver :—■

Bridge at Wilcannia, 82.
Construction of Locks, 37, 223, 255.
Sum expended on Navigation of, 275.
Punt for Louth Crossing, 355.

Davies, The Honorable John, C.M.Gr.:—Charge against 
—Seat in Legislative Council, 267.

Dawes Point :—Beserve at, 158.
Day, Mr. :—Appointment to Telegraph Office, Biehmond 

100. ’ 
“ Dead Bird ” Newspaper Publication of, 345. 
Deasy, Mr. :—Commission of Inquiry on Oponine of 

Letters of, 256.
Defence :—Guns in Store for, 249, 308.
Deficit, The (See “ Finance ”). '
Deniliquin

Bore for Water on Moama Stock Boute, 338.
Fire Brigades Board, 219.
Local Land Board, 388. .
Bailway from Jerilderie, 338.
Eeport of Board into Working of Land Board, 327. 
Boad to Maud, 219.
Selection of Land, 373. (
Special area brought to Auction at, 36.

Diamond Drill :—
Sent to Dargin’s Creek, 327.
Clarence Siding, 349.

Differential Bates (See “Bailways”).
District Courts (See “ Administration of Justice”). 
District Courts Act Bill to amend, 415.
Dock :—At Biloela, 284, 319.
Dock Strike in London :—Cablegram to London 400. 
Dog Acts Amendment of, 82,130.
Doyle, Mrs. Bemoval of, from Public School, Branx- 

ton, 378.
Drainage :—Marrickville, 177. .
Dredging :—Tweed Biver, 335, 377.
Dredge, New :—Commission of, 434.
Drivers and Firemen (See “ Bailways ”).
Dubbo :—• '

Eailway to Coonamble, 277.
Eailway to Forbes, 277.
Bailway to Mudgee, 242.
Bailway from Walgett, 283.

Dues (See “Border Bivers”).
Eakins, Dr. G. B.:—Medical Attendant to the Aborigines, 

76, 246. b ’
Eddy, Mr. :—Private Secretary to, 276. •
Edinburgh :—Bevocation of Beserve, parish of, 20C. 
Education ;—

Agricultural College, 54. .
Cleaning Public Schools, 69.
Collins Brothers’ Contract, 286.
Enclosing Public School Grounds, Tatham, 198.
Free Pupils attending Schools in Mudgee Electorate, 

387.
G-ulgong Public School, 353.
High Schools at Bathurst, Maitland, and Goulburn, 36. 
Infant School at Armidale, 268.
Public School, New Lambton, 193.
Public School, Eurimbla, 212. *
Public Schools Penny Banks, 70.
Bemoval of Mrs. Doyle from Public School at Branxton, 

378.
School at Bridgewater, near Molong, 178.
School Childrens’ Deposits in Savings Banks, 265.
School Grounds, Moama, 228.
School Fees in arrears, Mudgee District, 400.
Teachers in Public Schools, 285.
The Sydney University, 77.
Warialda School Grounds, 224.

Electoral

Cost of General Election, 92.
Introduction of New Act, 165.
Bolls for the Namoi, 83.

Electric Light :—Newcastle Harbour, 142.
Employees (See “ Bailways”).
Equity Office :—Transaction of Business, 388. 
Erskine-street :—Wharf Accommodation, 112.
Erwin r. Master in Equity Case of, 408.
Eugowra :—Boad from Leader’s Lane, 378.
Eurimbla Public School, 212.
Evans’ Combination Trucks (See “Bailways”). 
Eveleigh :—Alexandria Siding at, 259.
Everett’s, Barratta Bun :—Boad from Billabong, 332. 
Excise Duty (See “ Customs”).
Exhibition (See “ Paris Exhibition ”).
Fairfield Post and Telegraph facilities, 269.

710—E

QUESTIONS {continued)
Farmers -.—Supply of Seed Wheat to, 29, 35, 111.
Farms (See “Model Farms”).
Fascine Banks On Bivers, 284, 457.
Fees :—

Postage Stamps as, 190.
Shipping Office, 211.
School, in arrears, Mudgee District, 400.
Charged by Solicitors and Conveyancers, 415.

Fehon, Mr., Commissioner (See “ Bailways”). 
Fencing :—•

Along Boad to Jenolan Caves, 107.
Babbit-proof, 55. •

Ferguson, Alexander :—Compensation for land taken 
for Boad at Canowindra, 335.

Ferries :—
And Tolls Dues, 43.
Tolls on, 28, 148.

Fettlers (See “Bailways”).
Field of Mars Common :—

Persons in Occupation of, 70.
Bailway from Byde and, to Sydney, 271.

Finance :—
Consolidated Bevenue of certain Countries and Colonies.

65. . .
Expenditure in Gunnedah District, 311.
Loans Accounts, 249, 259, 262, 280.
Bailway Accounts, Mr. Cohen, 272.
Bevenue from Crown Lands, 55.

. Bevenue Beceipts for Half-year, 235.
Boad Votes, 44, 177.
Savings Banks, 250, 263, 265, 279.
The Deficit, 74.
Expenditure in Electorates of the Biehmond, Grafton, 

Clarence, Macleay, and Manning, 371. ’
Financial Institutions Deposits, &c., 349.
Fire Brigades :—

Amendment of Act, 96.
Deniliquin Board, 219. ■

Fire-pump, Hand Town of Moama, 373.
Fish :—

Commission, 295.
Stocking of Inland Waters, 284.
Use of Sunken Nets, 308.

Fisher, Captain, S.M.Salary of, 130.
Fisheries Act Working of, 409.
Five-Day Creek Stock Eoute from, to Tableland on 

New England, 377.
Flanagan, Michael:—Case of, 286.
Floods :—Wollombi Electorate, 187.
Food and Liquor Adulteration Bill:—Introduction 

of, 401.
Forbes :—

Bailway from Molong and Parkes, 44.
Bailway from Dubbo, 277. .

Foreshores (See “Lake George ”).
Foreman, William (See “Bailways”).
Foster, Gunner John (See “Military”). 
Fotheringham, Mr. :—Chief officer pilot steamer 

“ Captain Cook,” 305.
Fowler, Sir John :—Inspection of Bailway Material, 321. 
Foxlow (See “Boads”).
Franchise :—Extension of, to Police Force, 234.
Free Passes (See “Bailways”). ,
Free Pupils (See “Education”).
Free Selectors (See “Crown Lands”). .
Fruit :—

Inspection of, imported, 233.
Market accommodation, 307. .

Gambling :—Suppression of Totalisator, &c., 75.
Gaols :—

Braidwood Acting Gaoler Darcy, 215,
Commander Horne, Governor of Trial Bay Prison, 241. 
Deputy Superintendent, Trial Bay, 257, 259.
Penal Establishment, Cockatoo Island, 256.

Garden Island :—Tenders for erection of buildinss on 350. b ’

Gates, Public :—Biehmond Biver District, 118. 
George-street North (See “Land”).
German Creek :—Beserve Cavalry Troops, 148, 427. 
Germanton :—Bailway from Culcairn, 324.
Germont and Loir, Drs. :—

Cables from Agent-General, 60.
Letters addressed to, 35.

Gersbach’s Selection (See “ Boads”).
Gladesville :—Water Supply, 368. .
Glebe :—

Disposal of Manure from Island, 257.
Sewerage Scheme for, 87. •

“ Glenara Whisky” :—Greyhound detained by Eailway 
Authorities, 198.
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QUESTIONS (continued,):—
Glen Innes :—

Railway to Inyerell, 29, 202.
Reserves in District, 284.
Road from Tamworth, 235.
Road from Grafton, 289.
Road to Inverell, 289.
Agricultural Products sent northward by train during 

1888,424. .
Goangoba Resebte :—Obstruction on, 138, 2C3.
Goer’s Haeboub :—Shipping facilities west of, 28.
Gold Lease (See “Mining”).
Goods Teapeio (See “Railways”).
Goods Trains (See “ Railways ”).
Goolagong :—Bridge at, 127.
Goulburn:—

Drivers and Eiremen in District, 138, 169.
High School at, 36. ’
Railway to Crookwell, 338, 408.

Goulburn River :—Bridge over, on Muswellbrook to 
Mudgee Road, 190.

Government :—
Advertisements in Newspapers, 256, 424, 427.
Actuary, 268.
Property at Queen’s Wharf, 193.
Wharves, 275.

Government Printing Oeeice :—
Compositors, 107, 158, 247.
Officers’ sons employed in, 158.
Tender for printing work, 112.

Grafton :—
Government Reserves in district, 279. .
Railway from Armidale, 251.
Road to Glen Innes, 289.
Expenditure in Electorate, 371.

Granville :—Post and Telegraph Office, 268.
Grimshaw, Mr. (See “ Civil Service”).
Gulgong :—Public School, 353.
Gungahleen Estate (See “Roads”).
Gunnedah:—

Expenditure in Electorate, 311.
Road Contracts near Mullalley, 182.

Guns :—
Disablement of 25-ton during Easter, 300, 312.
In store for Defence purposes, 249, 308.

Guyra :—
Railway to The Clarence via Don Dorrigo, 128.
Railway to Grafton, 251.
Railway Goods Traffic, from Sydney and- Newcastle, 

299.
Railway Route to South Grafton and Coff’s Harbour, 

391.
Gwydir District Payments due to Government Con

tractors in, 45.
Hales, Me. E. B.:—Dismissal of, 189.
Hamilton Coal Mine :—Disaster at, 407.
Hammand, Lieutenant:—Charges against, 111, 153. 
Hammand, Mr. :—Manager of Telephones, 147,197. 
Harbours :—

■ Eoreshore of Newcastle, 70.
Trust for Port of Newcastle, 54.
Trust for Port of Sydney, 82, 99.
Works, Clarence District, 316.

Hares :—Molong District, 170.
Hawkesbury Bridge :—

Death of Workman employed on, 69.
Timber used for Sleepers on, 96.

Hay :—
Railway Goods Traffic with Sydney, 284.
Report of Board into Working of Land Board, 327. 

Herberton v. Reynolds (See “Crown Lands”). 
High-street, West Maitland :—Works at the Washa- 

way, 147. .
Hill, Mr. W. J. (See “Military”).
Holding, Mr., J.P.:—Charges against, 199.
Horne, Commander :—Governor of Trial Bay Prison, 241. 
Hospitals :—

Completion of Sydney, 182.
Government Pauper Patients in Sydney, 354.
Prince Alfred, 331.

Hotels :—Private Bars in, 364.
Hunt, Major (See “Civil Service”).
Hunter District Court :—Cases at, 311.
Hunter’s Hill :—Post and Telegraph Office, 268. 
Illawarra District :—Colliery Proprietors in, 153, 316. 
Improvement Purchases (See “ Crown Lands ”). 
Industrial Institution :—Eor the Blind, Boomerang- 

street, 246. ,
Infirm and Destitute (See “Asylums”).
Inland Waters :—Stocking of, with Fish, 284.

Q
QUESTIONS (continued) .—

Inspectors (See “Railways”).
Interlocking Gear (See “ Railways”).
Interpreter (See “Oriental Interpreter”).
Inverell :—

Cost of Haulage of an ordinary train from Tamworth, 305. 
Railway from Glen Innes, 29, 202.
Railway to Newcastle, 283.
Reserves in District of, 284.
Road from Glen Innes, 289.
Trial Surveys of Lines of Railway, 251, 261.

Iron and Steel Industries:—Establishment of, 128,186, 
Iron Pipes :—Order for, 251, 258.
Iron Works :—Contracts, Mittagong and Lithgow, 186. 
Irrigation (See also “ River Murray”) :—

Water from Nepean for, 123.
Jenolan Caves :—

Fence along Road, 167.
Telephone to Oberon, 107.

Jerilderie :—
Railway to Deniliquin, 338.
Railway Goods Traffic, with Sydney, 284.
Tramway to Berrigan, 55, 77, 129, 185, 233, 349. 

Jindera :—Road to Yambla Railway Station, 121.
Jones, Mr. :—Police Magistrate at The Richmond, 148. 
Judges of the Supreme Court :—

Free carriage of horse by rail for, 335.
Travelling expenses, &c., of, 341.

Justices :—Bill to extend the Jurisdiction of, 415. 
Kangaloon (See “Water Supply”).
Kearney, Mr. (See “ Crown Lands”).
Kelso :—Lock-up at, 99, 285.
Kempsey :—Bridge over Macleay River, 44.
Kent, Mr. Saville :—Inspection of Oyster Leases at 

George’s River, 401.
Kiama :—

Nowra Railway Extension, 359.
Purchase of Blue Metal Quarry, 371.
Repairs to Telegraph line to Moruya, 391.

Kirkwood, Mr. D. S. :—^Appointment of, as Chief 
Engineer to New Dredge, 434.

Lady Attendants (See “ Railways ”). .
Lake George :—Reserve on shores of, 44, 70, 138.
Land:—

At Junction of George-street North and Queen’s Wharf, 
44,193. _

Purchase of, for Asylums for Infirm and Destitute at 
Parramatta, 75,138.

Purchase of Darling Island, 112(2), 113, 123(2), 206, 
316, 327.

Volunteer Orders, 398.
Land Boards (See also “Crown Lands”).

Members personally interested, 255.
Power of, 255.
Tamworth, 87.
Parkes, 311:
Deniliquin, 388.

Land Law :—Declaration under, 43.
Lands Department:—

Commission of Inquiry, 108.
Men discharged from, with compensation, 395.

La Perouse :—Railway via Botany to Fortifications at, 54. 
Lawrence :—Road to Tenterfield, 289. .
Leader’s Lane :—Road into Eugowra, 378.
Leahy, Mr. Albert, C.E. (See “ Iron and Steel 

Industries”).
Leasehold Areas (See “ Crown Lands”).
Leases (See “ Mining ”).
Lee, Mr. P. M., Bathurst (See “Administration of 

Justice”).
Leichhardt :—Sewerage Scheme for; 87.
Lemon, Samuel (See “ Railways”).
Letter-Carriers (See “Postal”).
Level-crossing Gates (See “Railways”).
Licensing :— .

Bathurst Court, 30.
Bench at Newcastle, 256.

Life Assurance Societies :—
Regulation of, 148. .
Action brought against Equitable of New York, 359, 364. 

Liquor and Food Adulteration Bill:—Introduction 
of, 401.

Lismore :—
Money unexpended on Roads in District, 312.
Reserve Cavalry Troops, 148, 427.
Rifle Corps, 30.
Road from Ballina, 100.
Water Supply, 377.

Lithgow :—
Coal-mine, 231.
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QUESTIONS ('continuedj :— i
Little, Lieutenant (See “Military”).
Little Bumble Public Tank, 367, 433.
Littleton, Sergeant (See “ Military”).
Liverpool :—Loop-line of Railway from St. Peters, 290. 
L6ans Accounts (See “Finance”).
Local Q-overnment Bill :—Introduction of 142.
Local Land Offices (See “Crown Lands”).
Local Land Boards (See “Crown Lands”).
Local Messages (See “ Telegraphs”).
Locks :—River Darling, 37, 223, 255.
Lock-up :— '

Adaminaby, 353.
Bombala, 181, 283, 351.
Cargo, 285.
Kelso, 99, 285.

Locomotives (See “Railways”).
Loir and Germont, Drs. :—

Cables from Agent-General, 60. -
Letters addressed to, 35.

Longnosb Point :—Railway to, 220.
Louth:—

Police Barracks at, 121.
Punt for crossing at, Darling River, 355.

Low-lying Lands :—Buildings on, 169. 
Macdonaldtown :—Railway Station, 295.
Macleay River :—

Bridge at Kempsey, 44.
Report of Sir John Coode on Entrance to, 28. 
Expenditure in Electorate, 371.

Macnahara’s Road :—County of Camden, 153, 316. 
Maintenance Men (See “Roads”).
Maitland :—

High School at, 36.
Railway Service North of, 182.

Manilla River :—Water-gauge fer, 65.
Manning River:—

Entrance to, 55.
Expenditure in Electorate, 371.

Manufactories :—
In Electorate of Upper Hunter, 246.
Wentworth Electorate, 133.

Manure :—Disposal of, from Glebe Island, 257.
Marine Board :—

Regulations, 206, 250.
Vacancy on, 182, 191..

Markets :—
Site of, George-street, 83.
Fruit, 307.

Marrickville :—Drainage of, 177.
Marsden-street, Parramatta :—Dam over River at, 87. 
Martin, Mr. :—Employment of, at Water Police Court 

Office, 437.
Master-in-Equity :—Case of Erwin against, 408.
Maud :—Road from Deniliquin, 219.
Maunsell, Colonel :—Retirement from Civil Service, 416. 
McDonald, John (See “ Crown Lands”).
McIlveen, William (See “Crown Lands”).
McIvor, Matthew (See “Mining”).
McLaughlin, Mr. John :—Special Train hired by, 416. 
McNamee, Michael :—Letter Carrier, 294.
McSharry (See “Railways”).
Meat, Cancerous :—In Market, 265, 279.
Melbourne Exhibition :—Amount paid to Mr. Oscar 

Meyer in connection with, 321.
Members :—Payment of, 88.
Menindie Lakes :—Dam at entrance, 319. 
Metropolitan District Court :—Cases at, 311.
Meyer, Mr. Oscar :—

Amount paid to, in connection with Melbourne Exhibi
tion, 321.

New Zealand Exhibition. 316, 345.
Michelago (See also “Roads”).

Access to Railway Station, 368.
Middle Harbour Steam punt for Spit, 360.
Military :—

Accidents to Gunners, Permanent Artillery, 378. 
Artillery Association, 121.
Blayney Corps, 355.
Cadet Corps, 285.
Cavalry Corps, 154,173, 400.
Chief Paymaster, Brigade Office, 331.
Country Corps, 284.
Court-martial on man named Webster, 59, 99, 141, 215. 
Disablement of 25-ton Gun during Easter, 300, 312. 
Equipment of Mounted Infantry, 70.
Free Passes on Railways, to Members of Naval Brigade 

and Reserve Rifle Companies, 427.
Guns in Store for Defence Purposes, 249, 308.

ESTIONS (continuedj:—
Military (continued) :—

Gunner John Foster, Permanent Artillery, 337.
Lismore Rifle Corps, 30.
Mounted Infantry and Cavalry, 235.
Naval Artillery Volunteers, 354.
No. 12 Battery Volunteer Artillery Reserve, 96. 
Permanent .Artillery (Sergeant Webster, Sergeant 

Lyttleton, and lAeutenant Little), 141.
Permanent Force, 245, 261.
Railway via Botany to Fortifications at La Perouse, 54. 
Reserve Cavalry Troops, Lismore and German Creek, 

148, 427.
Resignation of Mr. W. J. Hill, Captain, Penrith 

Volunteer Corps, 66. .
Retiring Allowance to Colonel Baynes, 235.
Volunteer Force, 128, 177.

Milparinka:—Telegraph Extension, 135 169, 321, 433. 
Mineral Specimens ; Paris Exhibition, 117.
Mining :—

Application of W. Cooper for lease at Inverell, 329.
Bill to Amend Coal-fields Regulation Act, 60.
Business Sites, Captain’s Flat, 117.
Clarth’s lease near Tingha, 316.
Claim of Matthew McIvor to a Tin Mine at Pheasants’ 

Creek, 76.
Diamond Drill hired for Clarence Siding, 349.
Hamilton Coal-mine Disaster, 407.
Leases, County of Gough, 373.
Lithgow Coal-mine, 231.
Messrs. Wade and Duncan’s Application for Lease at 

Baker’s Creek, 316.
Mineral Conditional Purchase, Casino District, 165. 
Mineral Lease, Captain’s Flat, 117.
Mineral Lease at Wentworth Falls, 290.
Mineral Specimens, Paris Exhibition, 117.
Museum, 293.
Prospecting Vote, 45, 257.
Remuneration of Jurvmen, Collieries Disaster Inquiries, 

280. "
Royal Commission, Mines Department, 130 
Survey fee for Gold Lease, 364.

Mining Act :—Applications under 28th Section, 28. 
Mittagong :—Removal of Railway Refreshment Room 

to Moss Vale, 305.
Moama :—

Channel leading to Wharf, 55, 108.
Common, 108.
Court-house Reserve, 109.
Erection of crane on wharf, 228, 337.
School ground, 337, 228.
Clock for Post Office, 337.
Bores for Water on Deniliquin Stock Route, 338.
Hand Fire-pump for, 373.

Model Farms :—
District of Tocumwal, 233.
Establishment of, 235, 323. ’ ■
Sites for, 363. .

Mogong :—
And Tilga Holdings, 264. .

Molong:—
Buckhebble Reserve, 174, 190 
Hares in District of, 170.
Lamp for Railway Crossing, 148.
Police Protection for, 118.
Railway to Parkes, 37, 44.
Railway to Wilcannia, 128.
Removal of Police Magistrate from, 108.
Road in Boree Lane, 276.
School at Bridgewater, 178.
Town Common, 37.

Molonglo Plains (See “Roads”).
Money Order Office :—Borenore, 118.
Mooki River :—Water-gauge for, 65.
Moonie, Mr. (See “Sewerage”).
Moore, Mr. John K. :—Clerk in Detective Office, 201. 
Moree :—Road from Narrabri, 235, 271, 363.
Moruya :—Repairs to Telegraphic-line from Kiama, 391. 
Moss Vale :—

Clerk of Petty Sessions, 277.
Removal of Railway Refreshment Room to, from Mitta

gong, 305.
Mount Lindsay (See “ Reserves”).
Mount Rennie Case :—Prisoner Newman, 108. •
Mounted Infantry (See “ Military”).
Moura :—Revocation of Reserve in Parish of, 205. 
Mudgee :—

Court-house Keeper at, 88.
Railway from Dubbo, 242. . .
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QUESTIONS (continued)
Mudgee {continued) •.—■ .

Kailway Goods Traffic witli Sydney, 284.
Tree Pupils attending Schools in Electorate, 387.
School fees in arrear in district, 400. •

Mullalley (See “Hoads”).
Municipal :—

Endowment to Council of Sydney, 59.
Government Roads through Municipalities, 81, 95. 
■Incorporation of Canley Yale, 70.
Public Park for Borough of Alexandria, 65.
Roads within boundaries, 224, 228, 240, 315, 408. 

Murga :—Eoad from, via Eecdy Creek and Parkes, 212. 
Murphy, Constable :—Case of, 294.
Murray River :—

Bridge over, 71, 108, 202, 212, 224, 234, 257, 353. 
Channel leading to Moama Wharf, 55, 108.
Control and Navigation of, 31.
Destruction of Trees on northern bank, 129.
Diversion of Water from, 185, 275.
Sum expended for navigation of, 275.
Water drawn from, for irrigation, 76.

Murrumbidgee River :—Sum expended on navigation, 
275.

Museum, Mining :—Building for, 293.
Muswellbrook :—

Removals of Courts of Quarter Sessions from, 197. 
Railway to Cassilis, 198.

Mutiny Act :—Amendment of, 234.
Nambucca River :—Report of Sir John Coode on entrance 

to, 28.
Namoi River :—

Land for Public Auction in District, 181.
Water-gauge for, 65.

Namoi, The :—Electoral Rolls for, 83.
Narrabri :—

Business at Railway Station, 83, 153.
Courts at, 190.
Old Court-house Buildings, 189.
Passenger and Goods Traffic from Newcastle, 391. 
Receipts and Expenditure, Railway from Newcastle, 408. 
Railway to Walgett, 83, 157, 283.
Road to Moree, 235, 271, 363.
Road to Walgett, 271, 363.
Unemployed at, 148.

Nabrandera :—Bridge at, 193.
National Bank :—Establishment of, 300.
National Park :—Authority to lease portion of, 90. 
Nautical School-ship “Vernon”:—^Accommodation 

on, 202, 289, 364.
Naval Artillery (See “Military”). ^
Naval Brigade (See “Military”). ”
Neild Mr. J. C.:—Executive Commissioner, Adelaide 

Exhibition, 345.
Nepean :—Water from, for Irrigation Purposes, 123. 
Nets, Fishing :—Use of sunken, 308.
Neutral Bay :—Reclamations at, 261, 265, 307, 415. 
Newbridge :—Cemetery at, 242.
Newcastle :—

Foreshore of Harbour, 70.
Harbour Trust for Port of, 54.
Licensing Bench, 256.
Pasturage Reserve, 169 (2).
Passenger Traffic by Railway to and from Sydney, 387, 

400.
Passenger and Goods Traffic to Narrabri, 391.
Receipts and Expenditure, Railway to Narrabri, 408. 
Railway from Inverell, 283.
Railway Goods Traffic to Guyra and Wallangarra, 299. 
Tram sendee to Wallsend, 178.

New Lambton :—Public School at, 193.
Newman, Prisoner :—Liberation of, 108.
Newspapers :—

Imitations of, carried free by Post, 331.
Government Advertisemenls in, 256, 424, 427. 

Newtown :—Railway Station, 295
New Zealand Exhibition :—Mr. Oscar Meyer at, 316, 

345.
North Shore :—

Railway, 69.
Water Supply, 177.

North-western Australia:—Joint action of Govern
ments in regard to, 276.

Notices of Motions :—For Select Committees, 305. 
Nowra :—

Railway Extension from Kiama, 359.
School of Arts, 367.

QUESTIONS {continued) .—
Noxious Plants :—

Bathurst Burr, 337.
Eradication of Bathurst-burr, 66.
On Stock Routes, 45.
Scotch Thistles, 149.
Richmond River District, 434.

Noxious Trades :—Site for, 377.
Nyngan :—

Bores for Water at, 87.
Cobar Railway, 161, 257.
Proposed Cobar-Wilcannia Railway, 87, 256.
Railway to Wilcannia, 128.

Oakley, Mr. :—Draftsman. Locomotive Engineer’s Office, 
416. '

Oberon :—Telephone to Jenolan Caves, 107.
Official Assignees :—Audit of Books, 112, 320.
Orange :—

Railway from Wilcannia via Nyngan and Cobar, and 
via Molong and Parkes, 157.

Railway Station, 198.
“Orestes” Tug:—Fatal Accident on board at New

castle, 359, 395.
“ Oriental Hotel” :—Lease of, 193.
Oriental Interpreter :—Dismissal of, 100. 
Overbridge (See “Bridges”).
Overtime :—

Payment of, in Railway Traffic Department, 265. 
Payment of, in Locomotive Department, 271.

Owens :—Appointment of, to Postal Department, 276. 
Oxford-street :—Wooden Blocks, Tram-line, 328. 
Oyster-leases :—

Port Macquarie, 317, 329.
Inspection of, at George’s River by Mr. Saville Kent, 401. 

Papers, Daily :—Government Advertisements in, 256. 
Parcels Post :—Complaints in reference to, 354.
Paris Exhibition :—

Co-operation of Colony in, 129.
Mineral Specimens, 117.

Parkes :—
Eailway from Molong, 37, 44.
Local Land Board, 312, 351.

Parkes, Sir Henry:—Passenger by Occasional Goods 
Train from Bathurst, 29.

Parks :—
Phillip, Enclosing of, 32.
Centennial, 55, 245.
National, 96.
Public, Borough of Alexandria, 65, 300.

Parkville :—Railway Station, 286.
Parliament :—■

Premises adjacent to, 96.
The Refreshment Room, 70.

Parliamentary Colonization Committee:—Commu
nications from Lord Knutsford, 181, 190.

Parramatta :—
Asylum for Destitute and Infirm, 149.
Dam over River at Marsden-street, 87.
George-street Asylum, 189.
Macquarie-street Asylum, 174.
Purchase of land from Mr. John Taylor, 75, 138. 

Passenger Traffic (See “Railways”).
Pastoral Leases (See “ Crown Lands”).
Pastures (See “ Stock and Pastures Bill”).
Payment of Members :—Introduction of Bill, 88 
Peel River :—Water-gauge for, 65.
Peel Samuel (See “ Railways”).
Penal Establishment (See “Gaols”).
Penny Banks (See “Education”).
Penny Postage (See “Postal”).
Penrith :—Alleged case of Inhumanity by Police, 323. 
Permanent Force (See “Military”).
Petersham :—

Water Supply, 43.
Water Supply to High Levels, 197. •

Phillip Park :—Enclosing of, 32.
Picton :—Drivers and Firemen in District, 169.
Pipes (See “ Water Supply, also Sewerage, also Iron 

Pipes”).
Poisons Act :—Sale of Bluestone, 234.
Police :—

Alleged Case of Inhumanity at Penrith, 323.
Barracks, Louth, 121.
Constable Murphy, Bourke, 294.
Erection of Barracks, Warialda, 224.
Extension of Franchise to Force, 234.
Holidays for the Force, 82. 268.
Protection for Molong, 118.
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QUESTIONS (continued) :—

Police (continuedj :—
Superannuation Eund, 263.
Supervision in the Suburbs, 251.

Police Maoisteact (See “ Administeation of 
Justice”).

Poet Macquabie Oyster leases, 317, 329.
Poet Stephens :—Aborigines’ boat at, 117.
Post Office Clock and Bolls for, 224.
Postage Stamps :—As Fees, 190.
Postal :—

Appointment of Owens to Department, 276.
Clock for Post Office at Moama, 337.
Facilities at Fairfield, 269.
Imitation of Newspapers carried free, 331.
Michael McNamee, 294.
Parcels Post, 354.
Penny Postage System, 134.
Post and Telegraph Office at Bourke, 276, 277.
Post and Telegraph Office at Granville, 268.
Post and Telegraph Office, Hunter’s Hill, 268.
Bemoval of Bredbo Office to Eailway Station, 216. 
Service via San Francisco, 92.
Water-proofs, &c., for Letter Carriers, 299.

Potts Hill :—Storage Beservoir, 300, 368.
Peemises :—Adjacent Parliament House, 96.
Peickly Peab :—Warialda District, 224.
Peince Alfeed Hospital :—Pauper Patients, 331. 
Feinting Woek Public Tender for, 112.
Peitate Baes :—Subletting of, in Hotels, 364.
Peoduce Depot :—Darling Harbour, 387.
Peospecting Vote (See “Mining”).
Public Health Bill Introduction of, 401.
Public Schools (See “Education”).
Public Woeks Depaetment :—Men discharged with 

compensation from, 395.
Punts :—

Louth Crossing, Darling Biver, 355.
Silt, for Dredging at Tweed Biver, 377.
Steam, for Spit at Middle Harbour, 360.

Pyemont :—Bridge, 400.
Quaeantine :—

Condition imposed on Tasmanian Sheep, 66.
Bemoval of Station, 30, 54, 400.
Sheep Begulations, 74, 142.

Queanbeyan :—
Agricultural Show Ground, 227, 264.
Police Magistracy, 31.
Beservations on Leasehold and Besumed Areas, 190. 
Boad through Weston’s Grant, 264.

Queen’s Whaef (See “Land”).
Babbit Desteuction :—

Drs. Germont and Loir, 35, 60.
Experiments by Babbit Branch to test Wire-netting, 

66.
Pajnnent of Subsidies, 54.
Babbit-proof Fencing, 55.

, Babbit Nuisance Act :—
Amendment of, 261.
Expenditure under, &c., 118, 257, 284.

' Inspectors under, 231.
Bacecouese :—

Ballina, Biehmond Biver, 250.
Canowindra, 377.

Bails:—Cancellation of Contract for Bc-rolling, 193. 
Bailway Act :—Cost of Working Expenses under per 

Train Mile, 408.
Bailways :—

Agricultural Products sent northward from Glen Innes 
during 1888, 424.

Alexandria Siding at Bedfern, 259.
Appointment of Boys, 262.
Appointment of Mr. Angus, 129 
Billabong to Everett’s, Barratta Bun, 332. 
Blacktown-Blayney Line, 242, 300.
Book-stalls on Stations, 212, 223.
Branch Lines, 190, 205.
Brewarrina, 338.
Broken Hill, 321.
Byrock to Brewarrina, 45, 69, 251, 256, 434.
Culcairn to Germanton, Culcairn to Corowa, 324. 
Cancellation of Contract for Be-rolling Bails, 193. 
Capital expended on Lines, 108.
Carriages, 246.
Charges made by Sunday Times Newspaper, 205, 269. 
Chill-meat Trade, Facilities for, 255.
Claim of D. Berger against Department, 60.
Claim of George Samuel Peel, 76.
Collection and Delivery of Goods, Great Southern, 

Western, and Biehmond lines, 312.
Commissioners for, 306, 307.

QUESTIONS (continued):—
Bailways (continuedj :—

Concessions made to certain Consignees, 220. 
Construction of Locomotives, 133, 235.
Contracts with Mittagong and Lithgow Ironworks, 185. 
Cooma, 43.
Cooma Bailway Station, Access to, 368.
Cooma to Bombala, 400.
Cost of Haulage of an Ordinary Train from Tamworth 

to Inverell, 305.
Cost of, in Colony, 289.
Cost of Working Expenses per Train Mile, 408. 
Differential Bates, Great Northern Bailway, 295. 
Drivers and Firemen in Picton and Goulburn Districts, 

138, 169.
Dubbo and Forbes, Dubbo and Coonamble, 277. 
Employees, 54.
Employment of Men from Melbourne who understand 

Telegraph Instruments, 304.
Evans’ Combination Truck, 178.
Extension into the City, 44.
Fettlers, Cooma Bailway Extension, 181.
Fitting Goods Trains with Automatic Brake, 409, 424, 

459. '
Free Carriage by Bail of a Supreme Court Judge’s 

horse, 335.
Free Passes to Members of Naval Brigade and Beserve 

Bifle Companies, 427.
Glen Innes to Inverell, 29. 202.
Goods Traffic between Mudgee, Hay, Jerilderie, Bourke, 

and Sydney, 284.
Goulburn to Crookwell, 338 408.
Great Northern, 299.
Greyhound “ Glenara Whiskey,” 198.
Guyra or Armidale to Grafton, 251.
Guyra to The Clarence via Don Dorrigo, 128.
Inspection of Material by Sir John Fowler, 321. 
Inspectors, 306.
Inverell to Newcastle, 283.
Inverell, Trial Surveys of Lines, 251, 261.
Jerilderie to Deniliquin, 338.
Kiama to Nowra Extension, 359.
Lady Attendants, Bedfern Waiting-rooms, 306.
Lamp for Crossing, Molong, 148.
Level-crossing Gates, Interlocking Gear, 137. 
Locomotive Boilers, 290, 294.
Locomotive Engineer, 294.
Locomotive Engineer—Order for Engines, 250. 
Longnose Point, 220.
•McSharry v. Commissioner for Bailways, 216.
Michelago Station, Access to, 368.
Molong to Parkes, 37.
Molong, Parkes, and Forbes, 44.
Molong to Wilcannia, and Nyngan to Wilcannia, 128. 
Mr. Fehon, Commissioner, 112,
Mr. B. B. Wise, Bailway Free Pass, 29.
Mr. Price-Williams, C.E., 286.
Mr. Sheridan, Traffic Auditor, 201.
Mudgee to Dubbo Line, 242.
Muswellbrook to Cassilis, 198.
Narrabri Station, 83, 153.
Narrabri to Walgett, 83, 157, 283. "
Newtown and Macdonaldtown Stations, 295.
North Shore, 69.
Nyngan and Cobar, 161, 257.
Nyngan-Cobar-Wilcannia, 87, 256.
Opening of Boad from Tindarys to Michelago Station, 99, 

186.
Orange Station, 198.
Orange to Wilcannia, via Nyngan and Cobar, via Molong 

and Parkes, 157.
Parkville Station, 286.
Passenger Traffic between Sydney and Newcastle, 387, 
• 400.
Passenger and Goods Traffic—Sydney to Wellington, 

Newcastle to Narrabri, 391.
Passengers by Occasional Goods Train from Bathurst, 29. 
Payment of Overtime in Traffic Department, 264. 
Payment of Overtime Locomotive Department, 271. 
Private Secretary to Chief Commissioner, 276.
Purchase of Land known as Darling Island, 112(2), 113, 

123(2), 206, 316, 327.
Bate of Payment for cleaning Cattle Waggons and Sheep 

Cages, 294.
Beceipts and Expenditure—Sydney to Wellington, 

Newcastle to Narrabri, 408.
Beceipts for Month of August, 437.
Bemoval of Befreshment-room from Mittagong to Mots 

Vale, 305.
Beport on Accounts, &c., by Mr. Cohen, 272.
Beserves, Counties of Georgiana and Westmoreland, 32.
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QUESTIONS (conti'med) :—
Railways {continued):—

Reserve for Stock-trucking, Cooma Station, 367. 
Retrenchment in Department since Commissioners took 

office, 306.
Robberies at Bungendore Station, 323.
Route between Guyra and South Grafton or CofE’s 

Harbour, 391.
Ryde and Field of Mars to Sydney, 271.
Samuel Lemon’s Land, Line, Orange to Molong, 74. 
Service north of Maitland, 182.
Sheds for Agricultural Produce, Darling Harbour, 327. 
Special Excursion Trains, 178.
Special Train hired by Mr. John McLaughlin, 416.
St. Peters to Liverpool, Loop-line, 290.
Supply of Overcoats to Fettlers, 332.
Sydney and Newcastle to Guyra and Wallangarra, 299. 
Tarago to Braidwood, 128, 338, 408.
Tension of Signal Wires or Rods, 345, 358.
The late William Foreman, Assistant Railwav Guard, 

76. _ '
The Unemployed, Free Passes issued to, 69, 148.
Timber used for Sleepers on the Hawkesbury Bridge, 96. 
Via Botany to Fortifications at La Perouse, 54.
Walgett to Dubbo, 283.
Widow of Mr. Castles, 224.
Widow of Wm. Foreman, 224.
Wollombi to Annandale, Light Line, 81, 451. 
Workmen’s Trains, 202. -

Rainpall :—Report for 1888, 261.
Randwick :—Tramway from Waverley, 75.
Real Peopebty Act :—

Assurance Fund, 82, 391.
Registrations under, 134.
Surveyors under, 75.

Reclamations :—Careening Cove and Neutral Bay, 261, 
265, 307, 415.

Redeeen :—Administration of Justice at, 60. 
Repoematoey (See “ Rookwood”).
Refreshment Room (See “Parliament”).
Regina v. Cheistensen (See “Administration of 

Justice”).
Registbae-Geneeal’s Department :—

Appointment of Mr. Shaw to, 108, 134.
Charges against Officers, 201.
Custody of Wills, 81.

Regulations :—Marine Board, 206, 250.
Released Criminals :—From other Colonies, 267. 
Reserve Coeps (See “ Militaey.”)
Reserves :— *

Braidwood Electoral District, 291.
Buckhebble, near Molong, 174, 190.
County of Rous, 30 (2).
Court-house, Moama, 109.
Craigie, 354.
Dawes Point, 158.
Districts of Glen Innes and Inverell, 284.
Goangora (Kilcargo) Crossing-place, Namoi River, 138, 

263.
Grafton, Clarence, and The Richmond Districts, 279. 
Kangaloon, 157.
Newcastle Pasturage, 169 (2).
On leasehold ■ and resumed areas, Queanbeyan District, 

190.
On shores of Lake George, 44, 70,138.
Railway, Counties of Georgiana and Westmoreland, 32. 
Revocation of, 371.
Revocation of, parish of Moura, 205.

„ „ Edinburgh, 206.
Road Casino to Mount Lindsay, 173.
Stock-trucking Purposes, Cooma Railway Station, 367. 
Travelling Stock, 129, 267, 377, 416.
Trustees of Botany Bay, 167, 219.
Water Conservation, parish of Nyngan, 260. •

Reservoir (See “Water Supply”).
Resumed Areas (See “Crown Lands”).
Revenue (See “Finance”).
Richardson Family (See “Crown Lands”). 
Richmond Electorate :— .

Expenditure in, 371.
Government Reserves in, 279.

Richmond River:—
Ballina Racecourse, 250.
Entrance to, 28 
Mr. Jones, P.M., 148.

• Noxious Weeds in District, 434.
Public Gates in District, 118.
Removal of Wrecks from Entrance, 216.
Shoaling of South Arm, 323 
Erosion of Banks, 457.

QUESTIONS {continued):—
Ricketson, Mb. Henry (See “ Crown Lands”).
Riele Corps (See “Military”).
River Improvements :—Facine Banks, 284.
Roads :—

Application to purchase, 128, 216.
Ballina to Lismore, 100.
Bathurst Bun1 on, 337.
Bomborah Point, Botany, 186.
Boree Lane, Molong, 276.
Broken Hill to Wilcannia, 82.
Bungendore and Captain’s Flat, 337, 359.
Classification of, 246, 265.
Compensation to Alexander Ferguson, of Canowindra, 

for land for, 335.
Conservation of Water, Bourke-Wanaaring, 44. 
Contracts near Mullalley, Gunnedah District, 182. 
Cooma to Bombala, 368.
Deniliquin to Maud, 219.
Fence along, to Jenolan Caves, 167.
Foxlow, 264, 350.
Foxlow, and to Michelago Railway Station, 186. 
Foxlow, Gungahleen Estate, Molonglo Plains, 100.
Glen Innes to Inverell, 289.
Government, through Municipalities, 81, 95.
Grafton to Glen Innes, 289.
Gungahleen Estate, 264.
Jindera to Yambla Railway Station, 121.
Laurence to Tenterfield, 289.
Leader’s Lane into Eugowra, 378.
Maenamara’s, County of Camden, 153,316.
Main Botany, 29.
Maintenance Men, 166.
Money unexpended on, in Lismore, Casino, and Tweed 

Districts, 312.
Mr. Bennett, Commissioner for, 206.
Murga, via Reedy Creek and Parkes, 212.
Narrabri, Moree, Walgett, and Coonabarabran, 363. 
Narrabri to Moree, Narrabri to Walgett, 271.
Opening from Tindarys to Michelago Railway Station, 99, 

186.
Payment of Contractors, 92.
Reserves on, from Casino to Mount Lindsay, 173.
South Head Trust, 127.
Tamworth to Warialda and Glen Innes and Narrabri to 

Moree, 235.
The Unemployed—Road Vote, 87.
Through Barratta Pastoral Holding, 28, 83, 216, 332. 
Through Gersbach’s Selection at Canobolas, 148.
Vote for 1889, 44, 177.
Weston’s Grant, Queanbeyan, 264.
Within Municipal boundaries, 224, 228, 246,315, 408. 
Yarralumla Estate, near Queanbeyan, 223.

Robinson, William:—Warrant issued for child named, 
205.

Rooewood :—Reformatory, 256.
Royal Commissions (See “ Commissions.”)
Ryan, Daniel (“ See “ Crown Lands.”)
Ryde :—Railway from Field of Mars, to Sydney, 271.
San Francisco :—Postal Service via, 92.
Savings Banks :—

Deposits of School Children, 265.
Security of Monetary Institutions for deposits, 250, 263, 

279.
Schmidth J. F.:—Application for compensation for land, 

290.
Schmidth Kasper :—Selection of, 290.
School Fees (See “Education.”)
School op Arts (See also “ Sydney Mechanic School 

op Arts) :— ‘
Nowra, 367.

Scotch Thistles :—Included as Noxious Weeds, 149. 
Seed Wheat :—Supply of, to Farmers, 29, 35, 111. 
Select Committees :—Notice of Motions, 305.
Sergeant Dr.—Appointment of, as Medical Attendant to 

Aborigines, 76, 246.
Sericulture :—On Tweed River, 290, 407.
Sewerage :—

Bourke to Phillip-stroet, Waterloo, 142.
By-laws of Board of, 76.
Manufacture of pipes for, 235, 251.
Scheme for the Glebe, Camperdown, and Leichhardt, 87. 
Scheme for Western Suburbs, 157.
Thompson and Grimes’ Contract for Sydney, 60.

Shaw, Mr. :—Appointment, Registrar-General’s Depart
ment, 108, 134.

Shearers :—
Imprisonment of Brookong, 321.
Petition of, Brookong, 37.
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QUESTIONS (continued):—
Shea’s Cbeek-:—Labourers at, 77, 96.
Sheep (See “ Stock,” also “Railways”).
Sheep-skins, &c. :—Exported to England, 433. 
Shebidan; Mr. :—Railway Traffic Auditor, 201. 
Shippino :—

Facilities west of Goff’s Harbour, 28.
Office Fees, 211.

Shorthand Writer :—Equity Branch, Supreme Court 
331.

Shoaling (See “ Richmond River.”)
Show-ground :—

Queanbeyan, 227.
Site for, at Dapto, 198.
Site for, at Walgett, 185.

Signal Wires or Rods (See “ Railways.”)
Silverton :—Mr. Wise, Crown Prosecutor at, 29.
Smith, The Hon. John :—Land acquired by, in Molong 

District, 242, 257.
Solicitobs :—Fees charged by, 415.
South Australia :—Diversion of trade to, 299. 
Southgate, Clarence River :—Telephone Office at, 364. 
South Graeton :—Railway Route from Guyra, 391. 
South Head Road :—Trust, 127.
Sparke’s Bridge :—Nuisance at, 139.
Special Area (See “ Crown Lands ”).
Special Trains (See “ Railways.”)
Spit, The :—Steam-punt for, Middle Harbour, 360. 
Stationery :—Supply of, to Government, 37. 
Steam-launch :—For Customs Officers, 317, 320.

. Steam-tug Service :—
Accident on board “ Orestes,” 359, 395.
Subsidies to, 148.

Steel and Iron Industries Establishment of, 128, 
186.

Stephen v. Erwin :—Decree, 124.
Stock :—

Bore for Water on, Deniliquin-Moama route, 338. 
Condition imposed on Imported Tasmanian Sheep, 66. 
Noxious plants on, Routes, 45.
Payments under Protection Act in Bathurst District, 

220.
Regulations for the Importation of Sheep, 74, 142. 
Reserves for Travelling, 129, 267, 377, 416.
Road from Tariaro to Boggabri Bridge, 433.
Route from Five-day Creek, Macleay River, to New 

England, 377.
Route through Warrah Estate, 433.
Sheep Exported from Tocumwal to Victoria, 198.

Stock and Pastures Bill :—Introduction of, 291. 
Stock-trucking (See “ Railways.”)
St. Peters :—Loop-line of Railway to Liverpool, 290. 
Strike (See “ Dock Strike in London.”)
Suburbs :—Police supervision in, 251.
Sugar Duties Convention :— Communications from 

Imperial Government, 128, 308.
Sullivan John :—Engineer of the “Leila,” 31, 129.
“ Sunday Times” Newspaper :—Charges made against 

Railway Employees by, 205, 269.
Superannuation Fund (See “Police”).
Supreme Court :—
Survey Fee (See “Mining”).

Extinguishing of Fires, 95.
Rules for Admission of Barristers, 241.

Sydney:—
Endowment to Municipal Council, 59.
Harbour Trust for Port of, 82, 99.
Hospital, 182, 354.
Passenger and goods Traffic to Wellington, 391. 
Passenger Traffic by rail to and from Newcastle, 387, 

400.
Railway Goods Traffic to Guyra and Wallangarra, 299. 
Receipts and Expenditure, Railway to Wellington, 408. 
Sewerage Contract, 60.
Site for Chamber of Commerce, 70.

Sydney Mechanics School op Arts :—Entertainments 
held in, 363. .

■ Tableland op New England :—Stock route from Five- 
day Creek, 377.

Tamworth :—
Cost of Haulage of an Ordinary Train from Inverell, 305. 
Land Board, 87.
Roads to Warialda and Glen Innes, 235.
Witnesses sent to gaol for drunkenness in Court, 357. 

Tanks :— • '
Public, at Little Bumble, 367.
And Wells, Report of Commission, 293, 416.

Tarago ;—Railway to Braidwood, 128, 338, 408.

QUESTIONS (continued) :—
Tariaro —Stock Road to Boggabri Bridge, 433. 
Tasmanian Sheep :—Condition imposed on Imported, 66. 
Tatham •.—Enclosing Public School Grounds, 198. 
Taylor, Mr. John :—Land purchased from, at Parra

matta, 75, 138.
Taylor’s Property, Balmain :—Resumption of, 54. 
Teachers (See “Education”).
Telegraphs :—

And Post Office, Bourke, 276, 277.
Do Fairfield, 269.
Do Granville, 268.
Do Hunter’s Hill, 268.

Appointment of Mr. Day to Richmond Office, 100. 
Catheart and Bombala, 353.
Delivery of Local Messages, 354.
Extension to Milparinka, 153, 169, 321, 433. '
Material ordered from Europe and America, 350. 
Repairs to line, Kiama to Moruya, 391. 
Telegraph-masters’ Superannuation, 315.

Telephones :—
Mr. Hammand, Manager of, 147, 197.
Oberon and Jenolan Caves, 107.
Office at Southgate, Clarence River, 364.

Tenterpield :—Road from Lawrence, 289.
Thompson & Grimes (See “Sewerage”).
Thompson D. (See “ Crown Lands.”)
Tidbinbilla Run (See “ Crown Lands.”)
Tilga :—And Mogong Holdings, 264. j
Timber :—Used for Sleepers on the Hawkesbury Bridge,

Tindarys (See “Roads”).
Tobacco :—Excise Duty on Colonial, 317.
Tocumwal :—

Bridge over River Murray, 108, 224, 257, 353.
Model Farm, District of, 233.
Sheep Exported to Victoria, .198.
Trustees for Common, 233.

Tolls :— .
And Ferry Dues, 43.
Levying of, on Border Rivers, 312.
On Ferries, 28, 148.

Toogong :—Trustees Town Common, 290. •”
Totalizator (See also “ Gambling”).

Use of, 324.
Townsend Mr. G. W.:—Money due to by Works Depart- 
• ment, 228.

Trade :—Diversion to South Australia, 299.
Trade Marks Act :—Amendment of, 234.
Trades Hall:—Bathurst, 138. ■
Trappic (See “Railways”).
Tramways :—

Botany Road, 60, 66, 77.
Broken Hill, 321. '
Extension to Bondi, 170.
Jerilderie to Berrigan, 55, 77, 129, 185, 233, 349.
Royal Commission into Leasing of, 255.
Service, Newcastle to Wallsend, 178.
Waverley to Randwick, 75.
Wooden Blocks, Oxford-street, 323.- 

Tbayelling Dairy :—In connection with Agricultural 
College, 388. '

Travelling Expenses :—Judges of the Supreme Court, 
341.

Trees, Destruction of:—Northern Bank, Murray River 
129.

Trial Surveys (See “Railways”).
Trial Bay Prison :—

Appointment of Commander Horne as Governor of, 241, 
Deputy Governor, 259.
Deputy Superintendent, 257.

Tug Service (See “Steam-tug Service”).
Tweed River :—

Borings at Heads, 324, 457.
Dredging, 335, 377.
Entrance to, 28. .
Fascine Banks, 457.
Money unexpended on Roads in District, 312.
Sericulture on, 290, 407,

Tycannah Lagoon:—
Cleaning out of, 367,433 

Unemployed :—
At Narrabri, 148. .
Casual Labour Board, 32, 60, 124, 129, 138.
Free passes issued to, to Nyn gan, By rock, and Bourke, 69. 
Increase of Road Vote to give employment to, 87. 

University :—Sydney, 77. .'
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QUESTIONS (continued) :— QUESTIONS (continued) :—■
Upper Hunter :—Manufactories in Electorate of, 240. 
Usury :—Bill to Abolish, 242.
Vaccination :—Minute of Board of Health, 312.
Vardy and Richards:—Case of, at Water Police Court, 

409.
“Vernon” (See “Nautical School Ship Vernon.”) 
Veterinary School of Medicine :—Establishment of, 

401.
Victoria :—Sheep exported from Tocumwal, 198. 
Volunteers (See also “Military”) :—

Blayney Corps, 353.
Efficiency, &c., of Force, 128.
Land Orders issued to, 395.
Lieutenant Hammand, 111, 153.
Naval Artillery, 354.
No. 12 Battery, Artillery Reserve, 96.
Reorganization of Force, 177.
Resignation of Mr. W. J. Hill as Captain of Penrith 

Corps, 66.
Wade and Duncan (See “ Mining.”)
Wages :—Labourers at Shea’s Creek, 77, 96.
Walgett :—•

Railway from Narrabri, 83, 157, 283.
Railway to Dubbo, 283.
Road from Narrabri, 271, 363.
Site for Show Grround, 185.

Wallangarra :—Railway Goods Traffic from Sydney and 
Newcastle, 299.

Wallsend :—Tram service from Newcastle, 178. 
Wanaaring (Bourke Road) :—

Conservation of Water on, 44.
Telegraph extension to Milparinka, 153, 169, 433. 

Wardell :—Appointment of J’s.P. at, 264.
Warialda :—

Eradication of Prickly Pear in District, 224.
Erection of Police Barracks, 224.
Old Court-house at, 224.
Road from Tamworth, 235.
School Grounds, 224.

Warrah Estate :—Travelling Stock Route, 433. 
Warrego River :—Bridges over, 83, 276.
Water Conservation :— '

Artesian Water in the Western Division, 100.
Artesian Well at Barrogin, near Cudal, 206.
Bore for Water on Deniliquin-Moama Stock Route, 338. 
Bores at Bourke, Byrock, Cobar, and Nyngan, 87.
Bores at Byrock and Cobar, 83. •
Bores put down in Colony, 215. '
Bourke-Wanaaring Road, 44.
Department of, 206.
Diversion of Water from River Murray, 185, 275. 
Reserve for parish of Nyngar, 206.
Royal Commission on Tanks and Wells, 293, 416. 
Special Vote for, 121.

Water-gauge :—Namoi, Peel, Manilla, and Mooki 
Rivers, 65.

Water Police Court :—Salary of Clerk of Petty Sessions, 
359.

Water Supply :—
By-laws of Board of, 76.
Control of Sydney Board over Kangaloon Reserves, 157. 
Gladesville," 368.
High levels of Petersham, 197.
Manufacture of Pipes for, 235, 251, 258.
North Shore, 177.

Water Supply (continued) •.—
Petersham, Ashfield, and Burwood, 43.
Pott’s Hill, Storage Reservoir, 300, 368.
Town of Lismore, 377.

Waterloo :—Sewer from Bourke to Phillip Street, 142. 
Waterproofs, &c. :—For Letter Carriers, 299. 
Waverley :—Tramway to Randwick, 75.
Wearne & Co., Messrs.:—Contract for Locomotives,

133.
Webster, Colour-Sergeant :—Court-martial on, 59, 99 

141, 215.
Wellington :—

Passenger and Goods Traffic from Sydney, 391.
Receipts and Expenditure, Railway from Sydney, 408. 

Wells, Tanks and :—Report of Commission, 293, 416. 
Wentworth :—

Manufactories in Electorate, 133.
Mineral Lease at Wentworth Falls, 290.
Mr. Holding, J.P , 199.

Western Suburbs :—Sewerage Scheme, 157.
West Maitland:—Works at Washaway, High-street, 

147.
Weston’s Grant (See “Roads”).
Wharves :—

Accommodation, Erskine-street, 112.
Darling Harbour, 134, 154, 165.
Electric Light for Newcastle, 142.
Erection of crane, Moama, 228, 337.
Government, 275.
Moama, Channel leading to, 55.

Wheat (See “ Seed Wheat”).
Wilcannia :—

Bridge over the River Darling at, 82.
Mr. Wise, Crown Prosecutor at, 92.
Nyngan-Cobar Railway, 87, 256.
Railways from Molong and Nyngan, 128.
Railway from Orange, via Nyngan and Cobar, and 

Molong and Parkes, 157.
Road from Broken Hill, 82.

Williams, Mr. Price- C.E.:—Employment of, by Rail
way Department, 286.

Wills :—Custody of, Registrar-General’s Department, 
81.

Wire-netting (See “ Rabbit Destruction”).
Wise, Mr. B. R.:—•

Crown Prosecutor at Wilcannia and Silverton, 92, 250. 
Passenger by Occasional Goods Train from Bathurst, 29. 
Railway Free Pass, 29.

Witnesses (See “Administration of Justice”). 
Wollombi :—

Flood in Electorate of, 187.
Light line of Railway to Annandale, 81, 451. 

Wollongong:—Ex-Bailiff and Court-keeper, 169, 178, 
182.

Wooden Blocks (See “ Tramways.”)
Woolgoolga :—Jetty at, 45.
Wooroowoolgen Run :—Exchange of Land on, 37. 
Working Expenses (See “ Railways.”)
Workmen’s Trains (See “ Railways.”)
Wrecks :—Removal of from entrance to Richmond River, 

216. - 
Yambla :—Road Jindera to Railway Station at, 121. 
Yarralumla Estate (See “Roads.”)
Zoological Society:—Guarantee for Debt of, 350, 355.
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RABBITS:—

Report of Royal Commission on Confagious Diseases amongst, laid on Table, 39..............................
RABBIT NUISANCE ACT:—

Petition presented from Augustus R. Frazer, Chairman of Tenterfield Pastures and Stock Protec
tion Board to compel each district to destroy the pests within its own boundaries, 78 ...........

Petition presented from Cecil Bloxsome, Chairman of the Glen Innes Stock and Pastures and 
Stock Protection Board, to compel each district to destroy the pests within its own boundaries,
101 ................................. ....................................................................................................................

Petition presented from Henry Glasson, Chairman of Carcoar Pastures and Stock Protection Board
to compel each district to destroy the pests within its own boundaries, 113...............................

Petition presented from William Small, Chairman of the Grafton Pastures and Stock Protection 
and Sheep Board, to compel each district to destroy the pests within its own boundaries, 122. 

Petition presented from A. T. Laurie, Chairman of the Port Stephen Pastures and Stock Protection
Board, praying for repeal of, 143.................. ..................................................................................

Petition presented from J. M. Antill, Chairman of Picton Pastures and Stock Protection Board,
for amendment of, 154 ......................................................................................................................

Petition presented from J. Mosely and J. Riddle, Directors of the Narrabri Pastures and Stock 
Protection Board, to compel each district to destroy the pest within its own boundaries, 170 

Petition presented from W. E. Abbott, Chairman of Murrurundi Pastures and Stock Protection
Board, to compel each district to destroy the pest within its boundaries, 217 ...........................

Return showing Revenue, Expenditure, &e., under; laid on Table, 262 ..........................................
Assesment Under :—

Motion made {Mr. Waddell) to discontinue, and House counted out, 273.
RABBIT NUISANCE ACT AMENDMENT BILL : —

Motion made {Mr. Tonkin) for leave to bring in, 48.
RAILWAYS (See “SILKSTONE COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL;” also “OAKEY PARK 

COAL-MINING COMPANY’S RAILWAY BILL;” also, “ WARWICK .FARM RAIL
WAY BILL; ” also “ REDHEAD COAL-MINE RAILWAY ACT AMENDING 
BILL;” also “LECONFIELD COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL;” also “AUBURN 
RAILWAY LEVEL CROSSING CLOSING BILL;” also “RAILWAY LOAN 
REDEMPTION BILL”):—

Report of Commissioners for quarter ending 31st December, 1888, laid on Table, 8 ......................
Do. do. 31st March, 1889, laid on Table. 97 ..........................
Do. do. June, 1889, laid on Table, 295 ..........................

Accident at Newtown :— '
Report of Commissioners, laid on Table, 379..........................................................................................

Application op Samdil and Mart Lemon eor compensation :—
Motion made {T)r. Ross) for papers in reference to, 170; Return to Order, laid on Table, 2l2 ;

Ordered to be printed, 386 ..............................................................................................................
Approaches to Overhead Railway Bridge, Narrandeea :—

Notification of resumption under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for, laid on Table, 199. 
Blacktown and Blayney :— •

Motion made {Mr. Kidd) for plans, &c., of Mr. Surveyor Cummings, and other documents on Mr.
Gipps’ proposed line, 139; Return to Order laid on Table, 313 ..................................................

Botany :— ..................
Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) in reference to, and previous question moved, and 

negatived, 273.
Byrock to Brewarrina :—

Motion made {Mr. Willis) for papers in connection with, 114.
Charges against W. M. Fehon, Esq. : —

Report of Royal Commission to inquire into, laid on Table, 154..........................................................
Competitive Rates prom Sydney and Newcastle :—

Return showing, to certain Stations on the Northern Line, laid on Table, 301 ..............................
Condition op the Permanent-way and Works:— '

Report of J. Angus, C.E., on, laid on Table, 322 ..................................................................................
Report of R. Price-Williams, C.E., on, laid on Table, 322 ..................................................................

Condition of Rolling Stock and Permanent-way :— .......
Adjournment of House moved to consider, in relation to the reports of Messrs. Thow and Price- 

Williams, 328.
Contract for Re-rolling Rails :—

Correspondence respecting cancellation of, laid on Table, 199.............................................................
Cooma to Bombala :—• .........................
Cootamundra to Temora :—■

Motion made {Mr. Rruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works 
425. .

Cost op Construction and op Rolling Stock :—
Return showing of Lines, Sydney to Waratah, Waratah to Armidale, and Armidale to Wallan

garra, laid on Table, 425 .................................................................................................................
Motion made {Mr. Harold Stephen) for opinion of Commissioners on extension of, 229.

Culcairn to Corowa :—
Motion made {Mr. Rruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 

308.
Darling Island, Purchase of Land known as :—

- Adjournrcent moved to call attention to, and negatived, 131.
Motion made {Mr. Rruce Smith) for House to approve of, and amendment moved {Mr. G-arvan) 

to refer to Public Works Committee, 101; and negatived, 104; further amendment moved {Mr. 
Stevenson) to refer to Select Committee, 104; and negatived, 105 ; Original motion put and 
passed, 105-6.

Motion made {Mr. Garrard) for papers relating to, 114; Return to Order, laid on Table, 277......
Dismissal or Suspension op Clerks prom Railway Service :—

Motion made {Mr. William Stephen) for papers relating to, 269.
Evans’ Patent Combination Truck :—

Further correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 239......................................................................
Free Passes issued to FTyngan, Byrock, and Bourke :— ................

Motion made {Mr. Willis) for return respecting, 114.
710—F
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RAILWAYS (continued) :—
George Samuel Peel :—

Claim of, against Railway Construction Brandi, laid on Table (not printed), 121; leave granted to 
Clerk to return to Department of Public Works, 199. -

Goods Teaepio between Sydney and Mudgee, Hay, Jebildebie, and Boubke :—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 325 ......................................................................................................

Goulbuen to Crookwell :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 

Works, 302.
Gbaeton to the Tweed :—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
425.

Hay and Deniliquin :—
Motion made (Mr. Lakeman) for construction of, and withdrawn, 110.

Inverell to Glen Innes :—
Motion made (Mr. Wright) to submit to the Commissioners for their report, 328.

Kiama to Nowba:—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

303.
Land Resumed at Bexley :—

Motion made (Mr. Hurley) that Clerk lay upon the Table the evidence taken before the Select 
Committee of Session 1887-8. Clerk lays evidence on Table, 237 ; Ordered to be printed, 239. 

Level-crossing Gates, Interlocking Gear, &c.
Retura respecting supply of, laid on Table, 142......................................................................................

Light Line prom Windsor Station to Sackville Reach:—
Petition presented from residents of Hawkesbury River in favour of, and against expenditure of

money on dredging the Hawkesbury River, 355.............................................................................
Light Railways :—

Motion made (Mr. Fletcher) for Report of Engineer-in-Chief, 417 j Return to Order, laid on
Table, 429.............................................................................................................................................

Locomotive Department
Return showing increases to Clerical Staff whilst Mr. Sheridan was Chief Clerk ; laid on Table,

265 ........................... .........................................................................................................................
Locomotive Boilers :—

Indent for, laid on Table, 295 ..................................................................................................................
Loop-line to connect the Haeboub op Wollongong with the Illawabea Like :—

notification of resumption of land in Town of Wollongong under the Lands for Public Purposes
Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 401 ..................................................................................................

Maerickvilxe to Buewood Road :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

304.
McMahon and Co.’s Contract :—

Return respecting collection and delivery of goods, Great Southern, Western, and Richmond
Railways, laid on Table, 360............................. ................................................................. ..............

McShaeey v. Commissioner :—
Return to Order (Session 1887-8), laid on Table, 8..............................................................................
Extract from letter from Crown Solicitor in reference to payment of fees in arbitration case, laid 

on Table (not printed), 217.
Miles open, and in course op Construction :—

Return showing total number of, and cost of same, 435 ......................................................................
Molong to Paekes and Forbes

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works, and amendment moved (Mr. Harold Stephen) to also refer a rival route, and Point 
of Order that amendment was in conflict with Public Works Act overruled ; motion carried, 
435.

Moss Vale to Robeetson
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 

Works, 434.
Me. Fehon, Railway Commissioner:— '

Adjournment moved to discuss appointment of, and negatived, 168.
Mudgee to Wellington oe Dubbo :—

Motion made (Mr Crick) for papers respecting, 329.
Mudgee to Gulgong :—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Committee on Public Works, 425. 
Naebabri Station :—

Return respecting business at, laid on Table, 142 ..................................... ............................................
Hew Lines oe Extensions:—

Motion made (Mr. William Stephen) that lands be given free by owners, and withdrawn, 243. 
North Shore Railway with Poet Jackson at Milson’s Point:—

Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 
and Debate adjourned, 304; Amendment moved (Mr. J. P. Abbott) that Speaker communicate 
the Resolutions to the Committee, and carried, Question as amended agreed to, 314.

Nyngan to Cobae :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,! 

303. \
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works :—■ j

Motion made (Mr. Waddell) for Address to Governor to submit all rival routes designed to 
connect towns with existing railways to, 140.

Policy op the Goveenment :—
Adjournment of the House moved to consider the unsatisfactory nature of, 386.

Proposed, to Longnose Point :— ’ "
Motion made (Mr. G-arrard) for papers in reference to, 114; Return to Order, laid on Table, 277 

Refreshment Rooms :—
Report of Government Analyst respecting quality and composition of spirituous liquors for sale

at, laid on Table, 451......................................... ................................................................................
Rolling-Stock, Condition of :—

Report of William Thow, M.I.M.E., on ; laid on Table, 295 ..............................................................
Report of Mr. Price Williams, C.E., on, and on Permanent-Way ; laid on Table, 301; Appendix 

laicl on Table, 303 ..............................................................................................................................
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RAILWAYS (coniimued) •.— ,

Shunting and Otheb Works at Eveleigh :—
’Notification of Resumption of-Land under Public Worts Act of 1888, laid on Table 46 

State of the Railways :— ’
Adjournment moved (Mr. Dihhs) to bring under notice of the Government, 155.

Sydney and Newcastle :—
Return respecting Passenger Traffic, 409 ..............................................................................

Teavelling Expenses of, and Ebee Passes Issued by Railway Commissionees •—
Return respecting, laid on Table, 308 ......................... ............................ ...........................

Teial Subveys, Richmond to Wallebawang, and Richmond to Eskbank .............. .
Motion made {Mr. Edmunds) for papers respecting, as carried out by Mr. Sharkey, C.E., 135 •

Return to Order laid on Table, 207.................................
Wilkin and Cotton’s Railway Signal Wiee Tighteners :

Reports respecting, laid on Table, 360...............
RAILWAY LOAN REDEMPTION BILL.................

Message from Governor, 438 ; House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented, read 1°, read 
2 , committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 453 ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
to Council, 454; returned without amendment, 459; assented to in Legislative Council 
Chamber, 460.

REAL PROPERTY ACT
Annual Returns, laid on Table, 13 ..........................................................................
Return showing leasehold properties brought under provisions of, laid on Table, 194 

Assueance Fund under :— '
Return respecting, laid on Table, 8 ..................................................................................
Motion made {Mr. Copeland) for return showing accumulation investments and disbursements, 130 • 

Return to Order, laid on Table, 277...........
RECOMMITTAL OF BILLS .............................................................

Passed, 135, 278 ; negatived, 281.
EEDFE:RN NAMING BILL ; ” also “ ELECTORAL; ” also “ COURT-

JdUUoJii xtJi«x)jyiiillN ).
REDHEAD COAL-MINE RAILWAY ACT AMENDING BILL: —

Petition presented {Mr. J P. AUott) for leave to bring in, 229; leave given ; presented and read 
1,232 ; referred to Select Committee, -236; Member discharged from Select Committee, and 
onoonc suks*'it|1t®<i, 237; Report brought up, 265; Order of the Day postponed, 342, 386, 
392, 396; read 2 , committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 458 • read 3r 
passed, and sent to council, 460.

Mr. Speaker informed House that he had received a Letter from Mr. Burns resigning from the 
. Select Committee, and Mr. Hurley appointed in his place, 2S7.

Petition presented from Scottish Australian Mining Company (Limited) for leave to 
against, before the Select Committee, and leave granted. 247 

REFRACTORY ORES (See “MINING”). S
REFRESHMENT COMMITTEE:— • • .

Sessional Order passed, 39.
REGINA Y. CHRISTENSON (See “ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE”!
REGISTRATION (See “MUNICIPAL REGISTRATION BILL”).
REGULATIONS:— 1

Laid on Table :—
Criminal Law Amendment Act, additional, 8................ ....... .. .■..............
Fisheries Act of 1881, 13 ....................................................... . . ' ' .........................................
Commons Acts of 1873 and 1886,14 .............. ..........................................................................
Timber, State Forest, and Quarry, 46........................................................................................
Newcastle Paving and Public Vehicles Regulation Act, 46 ......................................................
Transmission and Delivery of Telegrams, 56 ............................................................................
Fire Brigades Act, 351 ........................................................ ........................................................
Public Instruction Act, 388 ........................................................

appear

RELiofor^01” s^ItTtic^P1 Leascs on Churcl1 ^soh^^;toidonmie;«i.::::::

RENT (See “ DISTRESS FOR RENT ABOLITION BILL”)
REPORTS:— ’

Laid on Table :—
Railway Commissioners, for quarter ending 31st December, 1888, 8 ..............................................

Eo do ending 31st March, 1889, 97 ......................................... . . . . .
I*0 do ended June, 1889,295.............................. ...................

Board of Audit on'Public Accounts, 8, 46 ............................................... . . . . . ......................
Royal Commission on alleged attempted Bribery of Members of Parliament"l3 " ................
Police Department for 1888, 13 .............................................................. ’ ...........................
Inspector-General of Police upon Organization and Working of Police ' Estabiishments ‘ in United

Kingdom and Europe, 13 ......................................................
Goulburn Fire Brigades Board for 1888, 13 ......... !...........................................................................
Her Majesty’s Special Commissioner for British New Guinea for 1888, 23 .............
Royal Commission on Contagious Diseases amongst Rabbits, 39.................. ...................................
Sixth, on the Creation, Inscription and Issue of Stock, under Inscribed Stock Act’of 1883 46 ’’ 
Sydney Free Public Library for 1888-9, 46 ....................................
Water Supply and Sewerage Board, for 1888, 61 ...1.....................................................
Condition of the Prospect Dam, 78..................... ;............... ...............................................................
Annual, on the Military Forces of the Colony for 1888, 101 ....................................................
Inspector-General of the Insane for 1888, 101 ........................Hi...............................
Commission on Casual Labour Board {Special), 113, 172.............i..................................................
Messrs. Mason and Miles on Working of Casual Labour Boardi 113...............................................
Minister of Public Instruction on Education for 1888, 113; Appendices! 135 .....................
Trustees of Hyde, Phillip, and Cook Parks for 1888, 121............................... ........................
Annual on.Prisons for 1888, 135 ............................................... .........................................................
Bankruptcy Act for 1887, 135 ..................................................................!..........................................
Civil Service Board for 1888, 142........................................ ........................................................... .
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, for 1888, 142 ..............................................
Vaccination for 1888, 142 ......................... ............ .......................................................................... '
Board for Protection of Aborigines for 1888, 150 .............................................
Royal Commission to inquire into Charges against W. M. Fehon, Esq., 154.'!!!.. ] !.'...................
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REPORTS (continued) —
Laid on Table (continued) —

Mr. M‘Mordio on the Diversion of Water from the River Murray, 154 . ;...................................
Geological Surveyor respecting supposed fossil man found near Orange, 159 ................................
University of Sydney, for 1838, 170 ......................................................................................... • •
Annual, on Department of Mines, for 1883, 172, Order for Printing rescinded and returned to 

Mines Department, 232.
Annual, on Department of Mines, for 1838, 236 ................................ ............................
Annual, of the Nautical School Ship “ Vernon,” 173................................ ...........................
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, for 1888, 191 ....................................................................
Australian Museum, tor 1888, 194, Report of Committee of Management on Technological,

Industrial, and Sanitary Museum (to bepnntel as a Supplement to), 401 ............................
Engineer in Chief for Harbours and Rivers, on Diedging Operations for 1883, 199 .. ...............
National Art Gallery of New South Wales, for 1883, 207 .... . ....................................
Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Mines, 1838, 236 • •
Royal Commission, on alleged tampering with Letters of John Deasy, Esq., M P,, 247 
Postmaster General, for 1883, 277 ...... •
William Thow, M I M E , on Condition of Railway Rolling Stock, &c, 295 .......... .. ...
Sydney Grammar School, for 1888, 295 ... ... ... . .
Auditor-General, on Receipts and Expenditure of the Consolidated Revenue Eund Bill, 289 
J. Angus, C E , on the condition of the Railway Permanent Way and Works, 322 . .. .
R Price-Williams, C E., on the condition of the Railway Permanent Way and Works, 322 , 
Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government on Emeka Patent Sanitary Burning Works, at

Newcastle, 328 ................ .................. ............................. ••• ^................
Commissioners of Pishenes on Fisheries of the Colony, 328 (Papers in substitution), 351 ............
J Ashburton Thompson, M.D , on Outbreak of Typhoid Fever, at Balranald, 328 ...................
Wilkin and Cotton’s Railway Signal Wire Tighteners, laid on Table, 360 .. . . .
City of Sydney Improvement Board, 429 ................ . . . ............................................
Government Analyst on quality of Spirituous Liquors sold at Railway Refreshment Rooms, 451 

Standinu Oedebs Committee —•
Proposed Standing Orders, 130 .................................................................. ................

Feom Elections and Qualifications Committee —
Bowers and another v. the sitting Members—South Sydney, 83 ...........................
Bourke u. Perry—The Richmond, 119 . . ... ................. •
McKinnon v. the sitting Members—the Hastings and Manning, 130 ..................................... ..
Rose v. Ball—Argyie, 149 .... . . .... ............
Anderson v Schey, Redfern, 324 .. . . ........... ..............

Paeliamentaey Standing- Committee on Public Woeks —
Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs, with appendices and plans, 371................. ••
Improvement to the Entrance of the Richmond River, 432 ........................ ........................

Feom Select Committees —
Toronto Tramway Bill, 66................................................................... ......................................
Silkstone Coal-mme Railway Bill, 93. . . ................... . . •
New South Wales Tramway Company’s Bill (Not printed), 134.
Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill, 159................ ..................................... ••
Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Bill, 170.... .................
Windsor Gas-light Company (Limited) Act Amendment Bill, 193.......... .......
Warwick Farm Railway Bill, 217 ........................ ............................ • •
Municipalities of Ryde and Hunter’s Hill Bill, 236........................ .... .......
Broken Hill Water Supply Bill, 252 ................ .... ... ... ...............
Claim of Isaac Barclay, 265........................................ ... ... ...............
Redhead Coal-mme Railway Act Amending Bill, 265 ....................................... •••
Stockton Gas and Electricity Bill, 272 ................................ .. •••
Case of Miss Brenmng, 277........................................... ............................ ■ • •
Selections by John Harrison, of Lismore, 277 ... ... ■
Conditional Purchase of Zachary Benn, Richmond River District, 298..................
Katoomba Lighting Bill, 308 ............................ .................................................... • • •
Conditional Purchases made upon Barratta Run, 365 ....... ... ... . .............
Working of the Fisheries Act, 346 .................................................. ........................
Mrs Cunynghame, late Superintendent of Maequane street Asylum for Infirm and Destitute, 424 

RE-ROLLING RAILS (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
RESERVES (See “CROWN LANDS”).
RESOLUTIONS —

Feom Committee oe the Whole — *
Reported, 48, 49 (i), 50 (4), 51 (2), 62, 67, 163, 172, 207, 2082, 225, 229, 317, 369, 404, 412, 418, 

423, 424, 453
Agreed to, 48, 49 (4), 50 (4), 51 («), 62, 67, 163, 172, 207, 208*, 225, 229, 317, 369, 404, 412, 418, 

423, 424, 453.
Feom Committee oe Sueely —

Reported, 20, 62, 84, 144,217, 287, 351, 443, 451 
Agreed to, 20, 62, 84, 144, 218, 287, 351, 449, 453.

Feom Committee oe Ways and Means —
Reported, 20, 85, L15, 144, 218, 288, 333, 352, 449, 453.
Agreed lo, 20, 85, 115, 144,218, 288, 333, 352, 449, 453 

RESUMED AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”)
RESUMPTION OF LAND (See also “ EDUCATION”) —

Notification oe Laid on Table —
Cemetery at Clifton, 11; (In substitution), 232 ................. .................................................
Wharf near Ghmny Glnnny, Madning River, 11 ..................... . .. .................
Dock at Cundletown, Manning River, 11 ............................................................................................
Residence of Caretaker, Newcastle Reservoir, 11 .................................. ... .........................
Sewerage Purposes, Paddington, 46 . ......................................................................................
Public School Purposes, 46, 170, 225, 286, 460 ......................... ..............................................
Water Supply for Town of Nymagee, 97 .......................................... ........................................
Wharf .Accommodation at Colo River, 121..............................................................................................
Wharf Accommodation at Euroka, Macleay River, 121 .....................................................................
Public Recreation, Shellharbour, 174 ......................................................................................................
Wharf Accommodation and Approaches at Darling Island, 174 .........................................................
Water Supply, Ryde, 199 ..................................................... ................................... ...............................
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RESUMPTION OP UANII (continued') '■—
Extension of Shea’s Creek, 190 !................................................................................................................
Approaches to Orcrhead Railway Bridge, Narrandera, 199..................................................... ............
Sewerage of City of Sydney and Suburbs, 232............................................................................. ...........
Water Supply, District of Ashfield, 262............................................................................... ■..................
Erection of Cottage Homos, Parramatta, 322..........................................................................................
Loop-line to connect Harbour of Wollongong with the Illawarra Railway, 401 ..............................
Extension of the Public Cemetery at Galong, 429..................... ............................................................
Approach to the Bridge over the Murrumbidgee River, 429 .................. , .

RETICULATIOW, DRAINAGE (See “ WESTERN SUBURBS”). ..........................
RICHMOND (See “RAILWAYS”).
RICHMOND RIVER:—

Public Gates in District :—
Motion made (Mr. (Ewing) for return showing, 150 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 231 ...........

Impbovements to the Entrance : —
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans relating to, laid on Table, 432 

RICHMOND, THE (See “ELECTORAL”).
ROADS

Application by Alexander Wilson to Purchase, in Parishes op Warralonoa, and Brymar, 
County op Bland :—

Return showing cost of work, laid on Table, 217 ..................................................................................
Balance op Votes :— ............

Motion made (Mr. Walt) for Return respecting, 303; Return to Order, laid on Table, 401..........
Casual Labour Board :—.

Return showing amount expended on road-making by, laid on Table, 236..........................................
Closing and Purchase op Unnecessary Roads :—

Motion made (Mr. Earhour) for, 57 ; Amendment moved (Mr. Crick) limiting amount to be paid, 
and negatived ; motion put and negatived, 58.

Grants to Municipalities por Expenditure on, poe 1886,1887:—
Return laid on Table (not printed), 84.

Hoskington to the Bungendore Road :—■
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Ablott) for papers, 374.

Opening op Macnamara’s, Parish op Kembla, County op Camden :—
Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for papers in reference to, 144; Return to Order, laid on Table,

346 .............................................. . ...............................’...............................................................'
Rouchel to Scone (Segenhoe Estate) :— •

Motion made (Mr, Fitzgerald) for papers connected with, 56.
Subordinate:— ,

Schedule showing the classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1889 under oflicers of
the Department, laid on Table, 85 ..................................................................................................

Schedule showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1889 under Trustees, laid on
Table, 85 ..................................  ............................................ ............................................................

Tamworth to Warialda, Tamworth to Glen Innes, Haerabri to Moree :—
Return showing money expended on, from 1 Januarv, 1879, to 31 December, 1888, laid on

Table, 322......................................................................................................... . .
Vote op £46,000:— ..........................................................................................

On Estimates for 1889, laid on Table, 85 ..............................................................................................
Within Municipalities :—

Returns shoeing money expended on, laid on Table, 277, 396..............................................................
Within the Municipality op Port Macquarie :—

Motion made (Mr. 'Roberts) for return of moneys paid to Contractors since Mr. Road-Superinten
dent Baker took charge, 434.

ROBERTS, CHARLES JAMES, ESQ., C.M.G., M.P. (See “ELECTORAL”).
ROBERTSON (See “RAILWAY”).
ROCDALE (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
ROGERS, F. E., ESQ., Q.C. (See “CASUAL LABOUR BOARD”).
ROLLING STOCK (See “RAILWAYS”).
ROSE, MR. THOMAS (See “ ELECTOR VL”).
ROUCHEL (See “ROADS”). ~
ROUSE, MRS. ANN (See “CROWN LANDS”).
RULES:— ;

Supreme Court, laid on Table, 247, 388, 451 ....... .................................................................................
RULINGS OF SPEAKER :—

On Points of Order arising in the House, 101, 102, 104, 125, 229, 291, 292, 296, 320P), 342, 372, 
374,435,442. . W ’

On Points of Order reported from Committee of the Whole, 119, 397.
On Points of Order reported from Committee of Supply, 429, 442.

RYDE (See “WATER SUPPLY,” also “MUNICIPALITIES OF RYDE AND HUNTER’S HILL
BILL”).
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65, 67

1079, 1081, 
1085.

s
SALE-YARDS (See “BATHURST CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL”).
SAN FRANCISCO MAIL CONTRACT (See “POSTAL”).
SANITARY MUSEUM:— .

Report of Committee of Management (Supplement to the Australian Museum Report for 1888)
laid on Table, 401 ............................................................................................................................

SAVINGS BANK (“See GOVERNMENT SAVINGS BANK”).'..............................................................
SCHEDULE :—

Showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1859 for subordinate roads under the
oflicers of the Department, laid on Table, 85............................'.....................................................

Showing classification and proposed distribution of Vote for 1889, for subordinate roads under
Trustees, laid on Table, 85 .............................................................................................................

Showing proposed distribution of Vote (£37,670) for 1889 for Bridges, iaid'on Tabiej 85 
Roads Vote (£46,000), on Estimates for 1889, laid on Table, 85..........................................................
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SCHEY, WILLIAM FRANCIS, ESQ. (See also “ ELECTORAL ”):—
Return of. Writ for Redfern, certifying to return of, reported, 249 ; sworn, 252. 

SCHOLARSHIPS, NATIONAL (See “EDUCATION”).
SEE, JOHN, ESQ., M.P.

Leave of absence granted to, 56.
SEED WHEAT'

Copies of papers in connection with the distribution of, to Farmers in distress, laid on Table, 41... 
Motion made (Mr. Copeland) for adjournment of House, to draw attention to action of Government 

in granting to Farmers, and negatived, 51.
SELECT COMMITTEES (See also “REPORTS”)

Sessional Order in reference to Balloting for, passed, 39.
Vote of Chairman of, on Private Bills, Sessional Order, passed, 39.
Petition referred to, 93, 149.
Prayer of Petition for leave to appear before granted, 71, 139 (2), 149, 220, 247, 248, 295, 258. 
Leave given to make visits of inspection and to sit during any adjournment, 109, 252.
Papers referred to, 166,174, 237, 243, 272, 286.
Clerk lays on Table evidence taken before, 237.......................................................................................
Member discharged from, and member substituted, 237.
Name of member added to, 272.
Abstract of, and Standing during Session .............................................................................................

SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Speaker’s Warrant issued committing Member to custody of, 442.
Member reported iu custody of, 449.
Motion made to discharge Member from custody of, negatived, 449.
Member discharged from custody, 450.

SERGEANT, DR. (See “ABORIGINES”).
SERVIA

Despatch respecting Treaty of Friendship and Commerce with Great Britain, 425 ......................
SESSIONAL ORDERS (See “ASSEMBLY”). '
SETTLED ESTATES ACT OF 1886:—

Orders of the Supreme Court laid on Table, 301 ..................................................................................
SEWERAGE (See also “METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT 

BILL also “ METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL 
(No. 2)”; also “WESTERN SUBURBS”). *

Paddington :—
Notification under Public Works Act for Resumption of Land for, laid on Table, 46......................

And Watee Suppdy: —
Report of Board for 1888, laid on Table, 61 ..........................................................................................
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer the matter of offices for Board to Parliamentary Standing 

Committee on Public Works, 435.
City of Sydney and Subuebs :—

Notification of resumption of land, under the Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 232 .........................................................................................................................................

SHEA’S CREEK CANAL:—
Notification of resumption of land under “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act” for exten

sion of, laid on Table, 199 .............................................................................................................
SHEEP DISTRICT BOARDS (POWERS RESTORATION) BILL

Motion made (Mr. TonJcin) for leave to bring in, presented, and read 1°, 114; Order of the Day 
postponed, 243 ; motion made for 2°; Point of Order, That Bill should be covered by a 
Message, overruled ; motion for 2° negatived j Order discharged ; Bill withdrawn, 342. 

SHELLHARBOUR
Notification of resumption of land under “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act” for, Public 

Recreation, 174.
SHEPHERD’S NURSERY ESTATE (See “ BLACKFRIERS’ AND SHEPHERD’S NURSERY 

ESTATES BILL”).
SHERIFF’S BAILIFF AND COURT-KEEPER AT WOLLONGONG

' Motion made (Mr. Woodward) for papers in reference to, 48 ; Return to Order, laid on Table, 124 
SIGNAL-WIRE TIGHTENERS (See “RAILWAYS”).

. SILKSTONE COAL-MINE RAILWAY BILL
Petition presented (Mr. Stevenson) for leave to bring in, 66 ; leave given, presented, and read 1°, 

71 ; referred lo Select Committee, 78 ; report brought up, 93 ; read 2°, committed, reported 
without amendment; report adopted, 136; read 3°, passed, sent to Council, 139; returned 
with amendments, 209 ; Order of the Day postponed, 355, 368, 374, 392, 396; Council’s 
amendments agreed to, 413 ; Assent reported, 429.

SILTING OF THE HAWKESBURY RIVER:—
Petition presented against expenditure on dredging operations, and in favour of the construction 

of a light line of railway from Windsor Station to Sackville Reach, 355.
SILVERTON TRAMWAY EXTENSION BILL :—

Petition presented (Mr. J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 55 ; leave given, 144 ; Standing 
Orders susoended, presented and read 1°, 162 ; referred to Select Committee, 174.

. SIMPSON, THE HONORABLE GEORGE BOWEN, Q.C., M.L.C. :—
Accepted office of Attorney-General, 19 ; reported as sworn in, 24.

SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES (See “ CROWN LANDS”).
SMITH, THE HONORABLE BRUCE:—

Accepted office as Secretary for Public Works, 19 ; reported as sworn in, and Seat as a Member 
for The Glebe declared vacant. 24 ; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.

SMITH, THE HONORABLE SYDNEY:— *
Accepted office as Secretary for Mines, 19 ; reported as sworn in, and Seat as a Member for East 

Macquarie declared vacant, 24; issue and return of Writ reported, sworn, 27.
SOUTHERN SUBURBS (See “WATER SUPPLY”).
SOUTH AUSTRALIA (Sec “ TELEGRAPHS”).
SOUTH SYDNEY (See “ ELECTORAL ”).
8PARKES’ BRIDGE:—

Alleged Nuisance.keab:—
Motion made (Mr. Joseph Abbott), for papers in reference to, 167 ; Return to Order, laid on 

Table, 236 ........................................................................................................................................
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SPEAKER

Election of James Henry Young, Esquire, 5.
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, proposed, 5.
Presentation of, 7.
Commission to Administer the Oath, 7.
Informs the House that Clerk had been summoned, 8, 17(2), 19, 27(2), 28(2), 43, 233.
Reports attendance of House in Council Chamber to hear Opening Speech, 9.
Reports receipt of Writ, 11, 13.
Reports issue, and Return of Writ 27(8), 181, 215, 249, 427.
Informs House of irregularities at an Election, and issue of Proclamation curing same, 11, 13.
Reports presentation of Address-in-reply to Governor, and Answer to Address-in-reply, 17.
Lays on Table Warrant appointing Elections and Qualifications Committee, 11, 25, 93 • reports 

maturity of Warrant, 23, 53, 111. 1
Lays on Table Election Petition, 260. '
Reports receipt of Deputy Speaker’s Commission to Administer Oath, 53.
Reports resignation of Member of Elections and Qualifications Committee, 92.
Directs Member to discontinue his speech on the ground of irrelevance or tedious repetition, 102(2).
Reports resignation of Member, 165.
Reports death of Member, 175, 225.
Gives Casting Vote, 322.
Resumes Chair at request of Chairman of Committees, to restore order arising in Committee of 

Supply, 442.
Issues his Warrant committing the Honorable Member for West Macquarie, Mr. Crick, to the 

custody of the Sergeant-at-Arms, 442.
Directs Sergeant-at-Arms to bring Mr. Crick to the Bar, and an apology having been offered, 

directs his release from Custody, 450.
Calls attention to nature of amendments made by Legislative Council in Crown Lands Bill, 393.
Calls attention to nature of amendments made by Legislative Council in Parliamentary Represen

tatives Allowance Bill (No. 2), 396.
Calls attention to nature of amendments made by Legislative Council in Sydney Water Supply 

(Partial Distribution) Bill, which he considered should be disagreed to, 411.
Calls attention to nature of amendments made by the Legislative Council in the Wollongong 

Harbour Trust Bill, and regrets that the necessity for calling attention to such matters was 
growing in frequency, 419.

Rulings op—
That no debate should take place on the subject of a Petition on the motion for its reception; 

motion made to dissent from and withdrawn, 101.
That the motion for the adjournment of a debate having been negatived, and a speech on the main 

question having intervened, the same motion may be again made, 102.
That the motion having been carried that all the words stand in an original motion no amendment 

. could be made except by way of additions thereto, 104.
That amendment proposed to be inserted in Committee in the Public W orks Act Amendment Bill 

'wa8 inadmissible, being outside the order of leave and the scope of the Bill, 119.
That on the motion for the adjournment of the House a discussion on the conduct of a Judge was 

not irregular provided the language was not disrepectful to the Judge, 125.
That Wentworth Irrigation Bill does not create an expenditure from the Consolidated Revenue 

Eund, 229. -
That Blackfriars and Shepherd’s Hursery Estates Bill was properly introduced as a Public Bill, 291. c- r v
That Bathurst Cattle Sale-yards Bill was within the Order of Leave, 292.
That Parliamentary Representatives Allowance Bill (No. 2) was not in contravention of the 

Constitution Act and Amendment Act in consequence of Members holding offices of profit 
under the Crown, 296

That Inland Waters Conservation Bill imposed a penalty, and was therefore beyond the Order of 
leave, 320.

That Euel Bill was not outside the Order of leave by reason of the imposition of penalties in 
clause 4 and 6, 320.

^^34 -D^Gict Boards (Powers Restoration) Bill did not. require to be covered by a Message,

That Illawarra Harbour and Land Corporation Bill was not properly before the House, its 
provisions not being authorized by the Order of Leave, nor the notices in the Gazette, 372.

That Coal Mines Regulation Bill was not beyond the Order of Leave, 374.
Ihat amendment proposed in Committee of the Whole on Council’s amendment was not 

admissible, as being beyond the scope of and irrelevant to the amendment, 397.
That a Member using offensive words in Committee, and having withdrawn them, the Member to 

whom the words were used could not demand an apology, 429.
That amendment was in order to refer a rival route with proposed Railway to Parliamentary 

.Standing Committee on Public Works, 435.
That Member could not discuss the import of words taken down in Committee of the Whole on 

which a motion to refer to the House had been made, 442.
That in urgent cases of disorder in Committee Speaker could resume Chair to restore order at the 

request of the Chairman or otherwise, 442.
SPECIAL ADJOURNMENT:—

Motion made for, and passed, 18, 79 (Easter), 91, 139 (Q 
SPECIAL AREAS (See “CROWN LANDS”).
SPIRITS

ueen's Birthday), 221, 413, 417425,455-

Spirituous Liquors :—
Report from Government Analyst respecting quality, &c., sold at Railway Refreshment Rooms

laid on Table, 451 ................................................................................................................ ’
Wines and Beer :— ....................................................'...........

Annual Return to Order, laid on Table, 77, 142.........
STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES............................................................

Abstract of, appointed during Session......................
STANDING ORDERS .....................................................................

Motion made (Mr. J. P. Abbott) to refer the whole, to the Standing Orders Committee for
consideration and report, 71 ; report brought up, 130......................................................

Motion made (Mr. Bilbs) under Additional No. 2, to allow of an amendment being moved on 
the motion to go into Supply, and negatived on easting vote of Speaker, 322. '
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STANDING- ORDERS (continued) :—

Committee
Sessional Order passed, 39.

Suspension of—case of uecency :—
To enable Supply and Indemnity Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 19.
To enable Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 84.
To enable the Mining Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 423.

Suspension of :—
To enable Consolidated Revenue Fund Bills (Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively) to pass through all 

their stages in one day, 144, 217, 287, 351.
To enable Bill being passed through all its stages in one day, 296, 409, 416, 424, 425, 441.
To allow introduction of a Private Bill, the Petition having been received and leave granted, but 

the interval since reception of Petition having exceeded the period prescribed by the 62nd 
Standing Order, 162.

To allow Orders of the Day of General Business to take precedence of Notices of Motions for this 
day only, 346, 372, 389, 409.

STATE FORESTS (See “ REGULATIONS”).
STATISTICS :—

Blue Book for 1888, laid on Table, 113 ..............................................................................................
Comparative View of the Mortality of the different Colonies from certain diseases, laid on Table, 13
Preliminary Statements (in parts) of Australasian, 1888-80, laid on Table, 236, 339 ......................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part I—Population, Immigration, and Vital Statistics, laid on Table,

169 .................................................................................................................................................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part II—Crime and Civil Justice, laid on Table, 300 ......................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part III—Trade and Commerce, laid upon Table, 77..........................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part IV—Employment, laid upon Table, 101......................................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part V—Monetary and Financial, laid on Table, 159..........................
Statistical Register, 1888—Part VI—Production, laid on Table, 194..............................................
Statistical Register, 1888-—Part VII—Education, Religion, and Charities, laid on Table, 300 ...
Statistical Register for 1888—Part VIII—Miscellaneous, laid on Table, 393 ..............................

STOCK (See also “BATHURST CATTLE SALE-YARDS BILL”; also “RABBIT NUISANCE 
ACT”; also “SHEEP DISTRICTS BOARDS POWERS RESTORATION BILL”).

Annual Report of Stock and Brands Branch, Department of Mines, for 1888, laid on Table, 236 
Beebima Pastuebs and Stock Peotection Boaed :—

Motion made (Mr. McCourt) in reference to appointment of, or of Mr. E. Carter as a Member,
118; Return to Order, laid on Table, 212.......................................................................................

STOCK RETURNS (See “LAND, CROPS, AND STOCK RETURNS BILL”).
STOCKTON GAS AND ELECTRICITY BILL

Petition presented (Mr. 'Fletcher) for leave to bring in 239 ; leave given ; presented and read 1°,
248; referred to Select Committee, 252 ; Report brought up, 272 ......................................

STRANGERS, EXCLUSION OF 
Sessional Order passed, 39.

STREET NORTH OF THE GENERAL POST OFFICE
Further correspondence respecting formation of, laid on Tabic, 212 ..............................................
Petitions presented from Frederick Samuel Ellis Holt and Alfred William Holt, in reference to, ”17,

232 ; prayer granted, 258 .............................................................................................................
Petition presented from John Gilbert Thompson, Edward Henry Johnson, and James Giles, in

reference to, 247 .............................................................................................................................
STURT;—

' Speaker reports receipt of Writ for, and Proclamation curing irregularities in Election, 11. 
SUGAR BOUNTIES CONVENTION .

Minute of the Colonial Secretary respecting, laid on Table, 265 ......................................................
SULLY W. (See “MINING”).
SUPPLY

Committee of. Sessional Order, passed, 38.
Motion made (Mr. Garvan) to enable House to go into Committee, 20.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, 62.
Motion made (Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, and motion made (Mr. Bibbs) for 

leave to propose an Amendment, and negatived on easting vote of the Speaker, 322.
House in Committee, 20, 62, 84, 144, 217, 287, 322, 339, 351, 352, 356, 361, 365, 390, 404, 425 

429, 435, 439, 442 (4), 451.
Resolutions reported, 20, 62, 84, 144, 217, 287, 351, 443, 451.
Resolutions agreed to, 20, 62, 84, 144, 218, 287, 351, 419, 453.

SUPPLY AND INDEMNITY BILL;-
Motion made (Mr. Bibbs) that, as a matter of urgent and pressing necessity, Standing Orders 

be suspended, 19; Message from Governor; ordered, presented, and read 1°, 20; read 2°, 
committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, read 3°, passed, and sent to Council.
21; returned without amendment; Assent reported, 24 ..............................................................

SUPREME COURT
Ru'es of, laid on Table, 2l7, 388, 451 ......................................................................................................
Orders under Settled Estates Act, laid on Table, 301 ..........................................................................
Further correspondence respecting salary of Prothonotary, laid on Table, 401 ..............................

SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS (See “STANDING ORDERS”).
SUTHERLAND, JOHN, ESQUIRE

Death of Honorable Member for Redfern repotted, Seat declared vacant, 225.
Motion made (Sir Henry Parjees) of condolence to widow and family of, 216.
Motion made (Sir Henry Parlces) for special adjournment for funeral of, 221.

SYDNEY BRANCH ROYAL MINT
Despatch respecting Gold Coinage struck, &c., at, laid on Table, 12...................................................

SYDNEY CORPORATION
Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for year 1888, laid on Table, 23 ..........................................

SYDNEY CENTRAL POLICE COURT BILL
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40; Message from Governor, 46 ; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 49; read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment; report adopted, 119; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council,
126; returned without, amendment, 150 ; assent reported, 161 ..................................................

SYDNEY FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Report from the Trustees for 1888-9, laid on Table, 46 ...................................................... ...............
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SYDNEY AND SUBURBAN ELECTRIC LIGHTING BILL

Petition presented {Mr; Melville) for leave to bring in, 159 ; leave given, presented, and 
read 1°, 162 ; referred to Select Committee, 166.

SYDNEY AND SUBURBS . •
Typhoid Fever in :—

Returns respecting, from 1876 to 1888, laid on Table, 150 ..................................................................
Sewerage :—

Notification of resumption of land under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on
Table, 232.............................................................................................................................................

SYDNEY GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Report for 1888, laid on Table, 295..........................................................................................................

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL DUPLICATION) BILL' 
Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole, 40; Message from Governor, 47 ; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 50; Read 2°, committed, 
reported without amendment, 278 ; Read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 280; returned with 
an amendment, 389 ; Order of the Day for consideration in Committee of the Whole of the 
Legislative Council’s amendment read, Mr. Speaker called attention to the nature of the 
amendment, which he considered should be disagreed to, House in Committee, amendment 
disagreed to, 411; Message to Council, 412; Council does not insist, 421; assent reported, 
428.

SYDNEY AND PRINCE ALFRED HOSPITALS
Return respecting, laid on Table, 374................................................................................... ...................
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TAMWORTH (See also “ELECTORAL” ; also “ROADS”).

Land Board District:—
Return showing Business transacted at, laid on Table, 295 ................................................... ............

TARBAN CREEK (See “BRIDGES”).
TAYLOR, MR. JOHN

Land at Parramatta, tor Branch Establishment or Asylums :—
Correspondence respecting purchase from, by the Government, laid on Tabic, 21 ..........................

TECHNOLOGICAL MUSEUM
Report of Committee of Management {Supplement to the Australian Museum Beportfrom 1888),

laid on Table, 401 ..............................................................................................................................
TELEGRAPHS

Adjournment moved to draw attention to the apathy of the Government in providing necessary 
communication to country districts, and negatived, 313.

Regulation for Transmission and Delivery of Telegrams, laid on Table, 56 ......................................
Press Rates to Western Australia :—

Notification respecting reduction of, laid on Table, 139..........................................................................
Rates between Euriowib and Purnamoota and South Australia :—

Notification in Reduction in, laid on Table, 212 ..................................................................................
. Thacearinga and South Australia

Notification respecting Reduction in Rates between, laid on Table, 93..........................................
TELLERS (See “NO TELLERS”).
TEMORA (See “RAILWAYS”).
THACKARINGA (See “TELEGRAPHS”).
THOMPSON, J. ASHBURTON, M.D. (See “ FEVER”).
THOW, WILLIAM, M.I.M.E. (See “RAILWAYS”).
THURSDAY ISLAND ‘

Correspondence respecting Armament and Garrison for, laid on Table, 342.................................. .
TIMBER (See also “REGULATIONS”):—

Duties on :— . •
Motion made {Mr. TonMn) for removal of, and negatived, 56.

TOCUMWAL :—
Sale of Township Allotments At :—

Motion made (Mr. Chanter) for papers relating to, 258; Return to Order laid on Table, 360 ......
TORONTO TRAMWAY BILL:—

Petition presented (Mr. Stevenson) for leave to bring in, 32 ; leave given, 40; presented and 
read 1°, 41; referred to Select Committee, 47 ; Report brought up, 66; Order of the Day 
postponed, 84; 101,187, 346, 374, 392, 395 ; read 2°, committed, reported with amendments, 
report adopted, 412 ; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 417 ; returned with amendments, 
430; Council’s amendments agreed to, 454 ; assent reported, 460.

TORPEDO CABLE (See “ MILITARY”). -
TOTALIZATOR LEGALIZING BILL:—

Motion made (Mr. Frank Farnell) for leave to bring in, presented and read 1°, 89; Order of the 
Day postponed, 159; Order of the Day discharged, and Bill withdrawn, 291. 

TOTALIZATORS, CONSULTATION SWEEPS, &c.:— ...
Return of persons convicted of gambling by, in the Metropolitan District, laid on Table, 339 ......

TOWNSEND, MB, GEORGE W. (See “CIVIL SERVICE”).
TRADE AND COMMERCE (See “STATISTICS”).
TRAMWAYS (See also " TORONTO TRAMWAY BILL ” ; also “ SILVERTON TRAMWAY 

EXTENSION BILL” ; also “NEW SOUTH WALES TRAMWAY COMPANY’S BILL” ; 
also “MOUNT KEIRA TRAMWAY ACQUISITION BILL”; also “NEW SOUTH 
WALES TRAMWAY COMPANY’S BILL (No. 2) ”; also “BROKEN HILL AND 
PINNACLES TRAMWAY BILL”) :—

Cable fkom King-street via William-stbeet to Ocean-street :—
Motion made (Mr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 

435,
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TRAMWAYS {continued):—

Gable through George, Pitt, and Harris Streets, Sydney :—
Motion made {Mr. Sruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, 

435. .
Field op Mars Common and Ryde :—

Motion made {Mr. Frank FarneU) for construction of, and withdrawn, 140.
TRAVELLING EXPENSES (See “ RAILWAYS”; also “ JUDGES OF THE SUPREME AND 

DISTRICT COURTS”).
TREASURY BILLS DEFICIENCY BILL

Message from Governor, 328 ; Bill brought in, founded on resolutions of Ways and Means, Nos. 
7 to 11, read 1°, 333 ; read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, report adopted, 336; 
read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 338 ; returned without amendment, 388 ; assent reported, 
399 *

TREATY (See'“ DESPATCHES”).
TRIAL SURVEYS (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
TRUST MONEYS DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS

From 1st April, 1888, to 31st March, 1889, laid on Table, 88..............................................................
TWEED, THE (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
TYPHOID FEVER:—

Further Papers respecting outbreak of, at Newtown, laid on Table, 8 ; leave granted to return to
Works Department, 122.......................................................................... ...........................................

Sydney and Suburbs :—
Returns respecting, from 1876 to 1888, laid on Table, 150 ..................................................................

549

495
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u
UNEMPLOYED (See “WORK OF UNEMPLOYED AT HORNSBY AND HOLT-SUTHER 

LAND ESTATE”; also “CASUAL LABOUR BOARD”).
UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY (See also “WOMEN’S COLLEGE UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENT 

BILL”) .
Report for 1888, laid on Table, 170.........................................................................................................
By-laws, laid on Table, {Faculty of Medicine) 97, 460 ........................................................................

Lecture and Examination Fees received by Propessors or Lecturers :—
Return showing amount of, laid on Table, 77 ......................................................................................

URGENCY, CASE OF .
Suspension of Standing Orders to enable Supply and Indemnity Bill to pass through all its stages 

in one day, 19.
Suspension of Standing Orders to enable Consolidated Revenue Fund Bill to pass through all its 

stages in one day, 84.
Suspension of Standing Orders to enable Mining Bill to pass through all its stages in one day, 423. 

URINGALLA
Encroachments upon J. Peters’ Land :— 1 -

Motion made {Mr. Teece) for Papers relating to, 368.
USHER (See “ BLACK ROD”).

6
6

6

323
335, 339 

341

V
VACANT SEATS (See also “ ELECTORAL”), 24 (8), 165, 175, 225, 395, 441. 
VACCINATION (See also “ COMPULSORY VACCINATION ”)

Report for 1888, laid on Table, 142................. ................................................. ...............
VERNON (See “ NAUTICAL SCHOOL SHIP ‘VERNON’”).
VINE DISEASES BOARD

Adjournment moved {Mr. Kidd) re the inaction of the Government in regard to, 89. 
VISITS OF INSPECTION

Leave given to Select Committee to make, 109, 252.
VITAL STATISTICS (See “ STATISTICS ”).
VOLUNTEERS (See “ MILITARY”). . ’■
VOTE (See “CASTING VOTE”). s
VOTE OF CHAIRMAN OF SELECT COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE BILLS 

Sessional Order passed, 39.
VOTE OF CREDIT

Message from Governor recommending, 20, 83, 143, 216, 286, 346.............................. .
VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS (See “ASSEMBLY”).

w
WALKER, THOMAS, ESQ., M.P.,

Correspondence respecting Coroner’s verdict of Murder against, at Toronto, laid on Table, 23.......
Motion made {Mr. Walker) for adjournment of the House in reference to alleged persecution of, 

by the Colonial Secretary arid others, and negatived, 41.
WALLANGARRA (See “RAILWAYS”).
WALLERAWANG (See “ RAILWAYS ”).
WARATAH (See “RAILWAYS”).
WARIALDA (See “ROADS”).
WARRANT:—

Speaker’s, issued, committing Member to custody of Sergeant-at-Arms, 442.
WARWICK FARM RAILWAY BILL

Petition presented {Mr. Want) for leave to bring in, 174 ; leave given, presented and read 1°, 179; 
referred to Select Committee, 182 ; Report brought up, 217 ; read 2°, committed, reported 
with amendments, report adopted, 291; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 296 ; returned 
with amendments, 431; Council’s amendments agreed to, 454; Assent reported, 460.
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WATER CONSERVATION (See also “INLAND WATER CONSERVATION BILL”1 
Aud Distbibution ''

Motion made {Mr. Gormly) for scheme of, 213. -
BoBES FOB WATEB IN' THE COLONY:—

Return respecting, laid on Table, 346..........................................................
Bobes eob Wateb on the Boubke-Wanaabing Road -—................................................................................ '

Return respecting, laid on Table, 56..........................................................................
Divebsion oe Wateb prom Murray Rivee :— .........................................

Report of Mr. D. M'Mordie on, laid on Table, 154 .............................................
WATER SUPPLY (See also “BROKEN HILL AND DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY BILL”■ 

also “CROWN LANDS”; also “BROKEN HILL WATER SUPPLY BILL”- also POTTR 
™ST^0:RAaE RESERVOIR BILL”; also “SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL 
?Sr??jICATI0N^ RILL ” ; also “ METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACTISdMEOT B^LM^.t”)- “METE0P0LITAN ^ATEE A^ ™RBAA^ ACT

And Seweeage Boabd

Report for 1888, laid on Table, 6..............................................................
Motion made {Mr. Sruce Smith) to refer matter of offices to Parliamentary Standing Committee 

, on Public Works, 435. 6
Asheield :—

Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for District of, laid on Table, 262 ' 
Extension oe Sydney, to Southebn Subuebs, Huestvidde, Rockdale ’

Motion made (fifr. Bruce Smith) to refer to Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 
Works, 435.

Gunnedah :—
Motion made {Mr. Turner) for papers in reference to, 179 ; Return to Order laid on Table. 236 

JNYMAGEE:— * "
Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for Town of, laid on Table 97 

rBOSPECT Dam :— * .......

ACT

Report of Commissioners appointed to inquire into the condition of, laid on Table, 78 • Plans in 
reference to {to he appended to previous papers), laid on Table, 113 ’

Ryde •—k granfced leaTe to return papers i8ession> 1888-9) to Public Works Department,'122!.............
Notification under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, laid on Table, 199..............

WoEKS for Municipal Council of Wilcannia :— ................ *...........
Notification under Country Towns Water Supply and Sewerage Act Extension Act of Loan of 

Eight Thousand pounds, laid on Table. 78............
WAYS AND MEANS .................................................................

Committee of, Sessional Order passed, 39.
Motion made {Mr. Garvan) for House to go into Committee, 20.
Motion made {Mr. McMillan) for House to go into Committee, 62.
House in Committee, 20, 62 {Financial Statement), 80, 85, (sa), 89,97,115,144, 218,288 332 352 

449, .453. , * ’
Resolutions reported, 20, 85, 115, 144, 218, 288, 333, 352, 449 453 
Resolutions agreed to, 20, 85, 115, 144, 218, 288, 333, 352, 449, 453.
Estimates for 1889, laid on Table, 62 ....

weeIl^YSIcW ....
Nos. 1 to 25..........................................

WEEKLY REPORT OE DIVISIONS •—....................................................................................................
Nos. 1 to 18..........................................

WELLINGTON (See “RAILWAYS”)............................................................................... .........................
WENTWORTH IRRIGATION BILL

Motion made {Mr J. P. Abbott) for leave to bring in, 78; presented and read 1°, 84 ; Speaker 
ruled that Bill was properly before the House, read 2°, committed, reported with amend- 

TrTT.OT_.,T men,t3> report adopted, 229; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 248.
WESLEYAN METHODIST CHURCH PROPERTY BILL

Received from the Legislative Council, and on motion {Mr. Garrard) read 1°, 40 • read 2' 
committed, reported without amendment, and Report adopted, 72; read 3°, passed, and 
returned to Council, 78 ; assent, reported, 91.

. WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Proposed Alteration of Constitution:—

Correspondence respecting proposed alteration of Constitution of, laid on Table, 300.... .
Eurther correspondence respecting, laid on Table, 313................................................... ..................
Motion made {Sir Henry Parkes) for Address to Her Majesty the Queen in support of’313.’”' 
Speaker reported receipt of letter from Speaker of Legislative Council of, transmitting resolution 

expressing thanks for sympathy, 357.
WESTERN SUBURBS OE SYDNEY DRAINAGE BILL

Standing Orders suspended, 416; Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) for Committee of the Whole 
Lonmuttee, resolution agreed to, Message from Governor, presented and read 1° • 

read 2 , committed, reported without amendment, report adopted ; read 3°, passed, and sent 
w-itcit.wt, AT ; retu™ed without amendment, 421; Assent reported, 428.
WESTERN SUBURBS (See also “WESTERN SUBURBS OF SYDNEY DRAINAGE BILL”1 

Dbainage Wobks :— ,
Report, together with Minutes of Evidence, Appendices, and Plans, laid on Table, 371..................
Motion made {Mr. Bruce Smith) that work.be carried out, and Debate adjourned, 389; Debate 

resumed ; Motion passed, 404. ’
Reticulation op Dbainage Scheme :—

M^Works^Iss'^"' ^rnCe to refe1, 1° Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public

WEST WALLSEND COAL COMPANY (LIMITED) BILL
Petition presented {Mr. Burns) for leave to bring in, 368; presented, and read 1°, 372; referred 

to Select Committee, 386 ; Reoort brought mi. 401
WHARF* 6 .....................................................................

Accommodation, Colo Riyeb :—
NotificatioiiiOf resumption under the Land for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for, laid

4

4

4

4

4

5*
-.1

699 

697 
883 .

757

877

889
873

779,869 

875

881

553

475

1305
1309

1139

905

153

649
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WHARF {continued) :—

Accommodation at Eueoka, Macleay Rivbb :— .,_rTi„ui„ ioi
Notification of resumption under Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act for, laid on table, 141.

Accommodation, Woolloomooloo Bay:— .. „ , , •, „
Return in connection with Report of Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Worts, laid on 

Table, 212 ..................................................................................................................... ................
WHItTTN0°(Se<TABOLITI0N OF PUNISHMENT BY WHIPPING BILL”).

WILCANNIA (See also “ WATER SUPPLY ”).
Sneaker reports receipt of Writ for, 13. _

WILKINS AND COTTON’S SIGNAL-WIRE TIGHTENERS:—
Reports respecting, laid on Table, 360 .................................................................................................

WILKINSON, ROBERT BLISS, ESQ,., M.P.
Adiournment moved (Mr. Chanter) in reference to pledges made by, to the Dibbs Government, 78.

WILLIAM-STREET (See “TRAMWAYS”).
WILLIAMS, MR. PRICE, C.E. (See “ RAILWAYS ’).
WILLIAMS, JOHN, ESQ.

Letter from Crown Solicitor, and statement showing the actions in winch costs have been
recovered, the amount of such costs, and how accounted for, laid on Table, 360 .................

WILLIS, WILLIAM NICHOLAS, ESQ., M.P.
Directed by Mr. Speaker to discontinue his speech on the ground of irrelevance and tedious 

repetition, 102.
WILSON ALEXANDER (See “ ROADS”).
WINDEYER, MR. JUSTICEPetition presented from Jurors and Residents of Demliqum, with reference to remarks made at

Waeea Wagga, and to conduct of the business at the Circuit Court at Demliqum, and praying 
for inquiry. Motion made (Mr. Chanter) that Petition be received. Mr. Speaker ruled that 
subject of Petition could not be debated. Motion made (Mr. CricV) that ruling be dissented 
from, and withdrawn. Original motion passed, 101. . , , , ,

• ' Motion made for adjournment of the House to discuss conduct of, at Demliqum and elsewhere, and

WINDSOR OAS-LIGI1T COMPANY (LIMITED) ACT AMENDMENT BILL :-
Petition presented (Mr. Want) for leave to bring in, 159 ; leave given, presented,and read 1 162; 

referred to Select Committee, 168; Report brought up, 193; Order of the Day postponed, 212, 
296 • read 2°, committed, reported without amendment, Report adopted, 343 ; read 3 , 
nassed and sent to Council, 351; returned without amendment, 429 ; assent reported, 438. 

WINES (See “ SPIRITS ”). ’
WISE’Motionljmade (Mr. O'Sullivan) for return of money paid to relatives of, 239 j Return to Order,

laid on Table, 328 .............................................................................................................................
WOLLONGONG :—

Fire Brigades Boabd :— _
Regulations under, laid on Table, 351....................................................................................................

WOLLONGONG HARBOUR TRUST BILL:— f «
Motion made (Sir Senry Parlces) for Committee of the Whole, 202; Message from Governor, 

207 • House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 208, Order of the Day 
postponed, 278 ; read 2°, committed, 317 ; reported with amendments, report adopted, 375; 
read 3°, passed and sent to Council, 389; returned with amendments, 410; Mr. Speaker 
called attention to nature of amendments made by the Legislative Council, House in Com
mittee, amendments agreed and disagreed to, 419; Council does not insist on its amend
ments disagreed to by the Assembly, 421; assent reported, 429.

Petition presented, residents of Electorate of Illawarra, in favour of 220 ..........................................
WOLLONGONG PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE SALE BILL:— ,,000 j Oo

Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for leave to bring m, presented, and read, 1,93 ; read 2 , com
mitted, reported without amendment; report adopted, 136 ; read, 3 , passed, and sent to 
Council, 143 ; returned without amendment, 162 ; assent reported, 171.

WOMEN’S COLLEGE UNIVERSITY ENDOWMENT BILL :—
Message from Governor, 194; Motion made (Mr. Carruthers) for Committee of the Whole, 202 ; 

House in Committee, resolution agreed to, presented and read 1°, 207; read 2°, committed, 278; 
reported with amendments, report adopted, 361; read 3°, passed, and sent to Council, 365 ; 
returned without amendment, 388 ; assent reported, 399.

WOOLGOOLGA AND GOFF’S HARBOUR :—
Construction oe Jetties:—

Motion made (Mr. See) for papers relating to, 371.
WOOLLOOMOOLOO BAY (See “ WHARF”).
WOOROOWOOLGEN RUN:— . . ,

Motion made (Mr. JEwina) for Papers in connection with, 389. ___
WORK OF UNEMPLOYED ON HORNSBY AND HOLT-SUTHERLAND ESTATES:

Petition presented from John Fitzgerald Burns, Esq, M.P., praying that a Select Committee be
appointed to complete the inquiry of lost Session, 17 ...........................................................

WORKING OF THE FISHERIES ACT (See “FISHERIES ACT OF 1881 ). .
WORKS (See “PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT”; also “PARLIAMENTARY STANDING 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.”
WRITS OF ELECTION (See “ ELECTORAL”).

YOUNG, JAMES HENRY, ESQ., M.P. (See also “ ELECTORAL”) : 
Election of, as Speaker, 5.

Y
Iso “

z
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY:—

Information respecting, laid on Table, 351.
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Legislative Assembly.

- NEW SOUTH WALES.
003 *!
1

CROWN LANDS.
(RETTJBN SHOWING BUSINESS TEANSACTED IN THE TAMWORTH LAND BOARD DISTRICT.)

[Lnitl upon the Table of the Souse in accordance with promise made by the Sonorable the Secretary for Lands, in answer to Questioti So. 2, on Votes and Proceedings, So. 17, oj the
25th April, 1880.]

RETURN exhibiting the relative amount of Business transacted at each Land District within the Land Board District of Tamworth.

Land districts.
Places of 
holding 

meetings.

Number 
of meetings 

held.

•Coonaba rabra i l

Chmnedah___-

MurrurmtiU .. -

Narrabri

'Tamworth....

Coonabarabran.

Gunnedah __
Jtoggabri.........

Murrurundi ..
Quirindi .........
Narrabri.........
Wee Waa.........
PHliga .........
Tamworth . ..
Manilla.............
Barraba .........

4 24V419
315
t'si
311
sl 8
5{35
2|l0
210

Number of applications received under Crown Lands Act of 1884.

Conditional
Purchases.

32

i51
145 

Wl57

49114

Conditional
Leases.

170 13

178 73 

1SS

254

9o! 65'414
64 89

Annual
Leases.

Miscellaneous 
applications for 
I.P’s., V.L.O., 

Special Pur. and 
Lease, Scrub 

Lease.

Miscellaneous 
applications 

(other than for 
land.)

7 5 

14 31 

218 

20 16 

24'83

Applications 
made to con

vert Pre-leases 
into C.L’s., 
52 section.

co 1 co co 00 | co oo

80 

100 

92

159 454 

235,553

Amount of Revenue derived from Auction Sales.

1885.

£ s. d. 

106 10 0

3273 17 S

229 0 0

443 5 0

£ s. d. 

710 17 7

1549 3 9

3S67 35 5

6370 4 7

£ s. d. 

810 6 1

2431 10 7

3712 5 6

4122 10 1

2035 2 2

£ s. d. 

1563 11 1

'2852 4 2

1934 10 11

6345 6 8

2024 4 11

Total.

£ s. ■ 

3191 5

10106 16

9743 11 :

17281 6

4954 12

Amount'of Revenue collected.

1885.

£ s. d. 

4497 6 11

11514 4 7

12348 12 7

13776 17 11

15842 3 1

18SG. 1SS7.

£ s. d.( £ s. d.
3800 16 llj 4535 5 1

13743 16 11 12593 9 3

13171 2 810080 1 2

13659 10 616227 12 1
I

18419 8 018357 7 11I

£ s. 

4005 0

13652 5

11084 5

16146 7

18402 0

Total.

£ s. dL 
37438 IS. 7

51.503 16 2

47284 1 S

59S10 S 3

71020 19 5

I I
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(NUMBER AND RENTS OP HOMESTEAD AND PASTORAL LEASES IN CENTRAL AND WESTERN DIVISIONS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be 'printed, 25 April, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New Soiith 
Wales, dated 10th April, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of this House,—

“ A Return showing the number of homestead and pastoral leases held in the Central 
“and Western Divisions of the Colony, together with the rent paid in each 
“ respective case.”

{Mr. Wall.)

HOMESTEAD LEASES.

No. of 
Lease. Land District. .

49 Balranald
105 Do
106 Do
108 Do
109 Do
110 Do
111 Do
112 Do
114 Do
115 Do
116 Do
117 Do
118 Do
292 Do
294 Do
295 Do
310 Do
316 Do
342 Do
375 Do
376 Do
377 Do
378 Do
379 Do
380 Do
388 Do
397 Do
398 Do
411 Do
423 Do
429 Do
496 Do
497 Do
493 Do
522 Do
524 Do
525 Do

1 Bourbe
2 Do
4 Do
7 Do
9 Do

12 Do

Area. Rent. No. of 
Lease. Land District. , Area. Rent.

Acres. 
10.2 t0

£ s. d. 
74 13 4 13 Bourke........................-........ <...........

Acres.
10,240

£ s. d. 
85 6 8

10,240 58 13 4 15 Do .............................................. 10,240 74 13 4
10.240 74 13 4 18 Do ...................................... . . 10,240 85 6 &
10,240 74 13 4 20 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 &
10,240 61 6 8 21 ■Do ..................................... . 10,240 85 6 S
10,240 74 13 4 22 Do .............................................. 10,240 .85 6 8
10,240 61 6 8 23 ' Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 74 13 4 24 Do .......................................:...... 10,240 53 6 8
10.240 61 6 8 25 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8

5,760 45 0 0 26 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 74 13 4 27 Do ............................................... 10 240 74 13 4
10,240 74 13 4 28 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
10,240 74 13 4 29 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
9,025 75 4 2 34 Do .............................................. 10,240 64 0 0
7,523 75 4 8 85 Do ................................. ;.......... 10,240 85 6 8

10,240 72 10 8 42 Do .......................................... ... 10,240 53 6 8
8,000 63 6 8 43 Do ............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
6,270 44 8 3 44 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8

10,240 85 6 8 45 Do ............................................ 10,240 85 6 8
10,240 102 8 0 46 Do ............................................... 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 102 8 0 47 Do .............................................. 5,773 48 2 2
10,240 42 13 4 48 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
10,240 42 13 4 52 Do .............................................. 10,240 48 15 3
9,720 68 17 0 53 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8

10,240 85 6 8 54 Do .............................................. 10,240 42 13 4
10,240 85 6 8 61 Do .............................................. 8,135 59 6 4
10,157 42 6 5 66 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
10,240 102 8 O 75 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
5,939 43 6 2 77 Do ............................................... 10,240 85 6 8

10,240 85 6 8 80 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 42 13 4 '81 Do .............................................. 10,240 64 0 0
10,240 42 13 4 82 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8
10,015 70 18 10 120 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 85 6 8 121 Do .............................................. 10,240 64 0 0
10,210 85 6 8 122 Do ......... .................................... 10,240 48 0 0

5,760 45 0 0 126 Do ............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,210 72 10 8 193 Do .............................................. 10,240 53 6 8
10,240 74 13 4 291 Do .............................................. 5,700 21 0 0
10,240 42 13 4 308 Do .......................................... 10,240 42 13 4
10,240 64 0 0 324 Do .............................................. 10,240 59 14 8
10,240 85 6 8 327 Do .......................................... 10,240 85 6 8
10,240 85 6 8 328 Do .............................................. 10,240 56 17 10
10,240 85 6 8 335 Do .............................................. 10,240 85 6 8

201—A

[870 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £20 Is. lid.]
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HOMESTEAD LEASES—contin ued.

No of 
Lease Land District Area Rent No of 

Lease Land District Area Rent.

Acres £ s. d Acres. £ s. d.
337 10 94.0 . 74 13 4 254 7,712 40 3 4
344 Do ..................................... 5 1(1240 56 17 10 258 Do .................................. 5,760 42 0 0
350 Do .......................... 5 7fif> 36 0 0 259 Do .. .. ................. 10,240 74 13 4
361 Do ..................................... 1(1240 85 6 8 288 Do ............................. 10,210 74 13 4
363 Do ................................ 10.240 85 6 8 289 Do ............................... 10,240 74 13 4
365 Do ................................. 10,240 85 6 8 290 Do ............ . • 10,010 62 11 3
381 Do ..................................... 10,240 59 14 8 300 Do .................................. 8,217 59 18 4
417 Do ................................... ft 7*u 73 0 8 317 Do ... ............... 10,240 74 13 4
418 Do ............................. s!764 42 0 7 319 Do .................................. 10,240 68 5 4
4i a 7 non 40 16 ft 320 Do ...................................... 10,128 63 6 0
421 Do ............................ 10^240 49 15 7 336 Do .................................. 10,240 85 6 8
430 Do ...................................... 10 240 53 6 8 315 Do .................................... 6,800 56 13 4
431 Do ... 10 9.A.0 «=» 6 ft 34 ft Do ..................................... 10.240 85 6 8
448 Do ................................. 10,240 42 13 4 349 Do .................. 10,240 64 0 0
44Q Do 49 12 4 360 Do ................................. 8,000 66 13 4
456 Do ....................... 10,240 85 6 8 367 Do ..................................... 10*240 74 13 4
457 Do .................................. 5 760 30 0 0 370 Do ........................... 10,240 74 13 4
463 Do ................................ 10^240 42 13 4 371 Do ................................ 10,240 68 5 4
464 Do ............................ 10,240 42 13 4 372 Do ..................................... 10,240 64 0 0
405 De ..................................... 10 240 64 0 0 373 Do ...................................... 10,240 85 6 8
488 Do ... ........... 10,240 42 13 4 385 Do .............................. 10,030 83 11 8
603 Do ..................................... 10,240 42 13 4 401 Do ............................ 10,210 85 1 8
504 Do . ............... e, 760 4ft 0 0 407 Do ................................ 8,099 67 9 10
505 Do . . TO 940 49 12 4 40ft Do .............................. 10,230 74 11 11
500 Do . . fo 94a 42 13 4 41 2 Do ............................... 10j240 61 0 0
512 Do ................. 5^760 48 0 0 422 Do ..................................... 10,240 74 13 4
513 Do .................................... 10,240 85 6 8 425 Do ...................................... 8,089 58 19 8
514 Do ...................................... 10,240 74 13 4 426 Do ................................ 10,240 85 6 8
518 Do .................... 10,192 53 1 8 432 Do .. . •• 10,240 85 6 8
519 Do ....................... 10,240 42 13 4 433 Do . . .... 10,240 85 6 8
520 Do ..................... 10,231 42 12 10 435 Do ..................................... 8,554 62 7 6
521 Do ........................ 10,210 74 13 4 416 Do ............... 10,240 So 6 8
526 Do ................................... 10,210 42 13 4 458 Do . ... 10 220 85 3 4
527 Do . .... . 10,210 61 0 0 459 Do ............... • 10,240 74 13 4
528 Do ............................... 10,210 74 13 4 460 Do ................. 10,240 42 13 4
529 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0 461 Do ................................. 6,000 50 0 0

5 10 240 83 6 8 462 Do ............... 10,240 74 13 4
6 Do ...................................... 10'240 85 6 8 467 Do ... . ... 10,240 74 13 4

10 Do ................ 10,075 83 19 2 472 Do ............................... 10,240 74 13 4
11 Do . ................. 10,240 64 0 0 477 Do ............. 10 240 74 13 4
14 Do ........................ 10,210 85 6 8 478 Do . ... 10,240 64 0 0
16 Do ..................................... 8 5S2 71 10 4 479 Do ..................................... 7,745 56 9 6
32 Do ......... ........ 10 240 ,25 6 ft 4ftO Do ...................................... 5,760 42 0 0
33 Do .................................... 10;240 85 G 8 481 Do ....................... ... 10,198 67 19 9
30 Do ................................... 10 9.40 6ft K 4 4ftO Do .... ................ 5,760 42 0 0
37 Do ................................... 10,240 74 13 4 4S0 Do ............... . 8,126 50 15 9
39 Do ...................................... 10,240 85 G 8 491 Do ................................. 7,396 46 4 6
40 Do ........................... 10,240 85 6 8 492 Do ..................................... 8,023 82 4 0
50 Do ..................................... 10,240 68 5 4 530 Do ........... 6,792 49 10 6
56 Do ....... 9,017 75 2 10 531 Do ............................ 5,760 48 0 0
57 Do ................................ 10,240 85 6 8 532 Do .............................. 10,240 85 6 8
58 Do ................................. 10 240 85 6 8 90 Cobar ... . 10,240 42 13 4
59 Do .................................... 10,240 85 6 8 233 Do ... ................... 5,760 24 0 0
64 Do .................................... 10,240 85 6 8 374 Do .................................. 10,240 42 13 4
65 Do ......................... 10,160 84 13 4 409 Do ........ . 10,240 42 13 4
67 Do ............... 10 240 ftn 6 ft 410 Do ............................. 5,760 24 0 0
68 Do .. 10*240 85 6 8 482 Do ... ............... 10,240 42 13 4
69 Do .. .. ' ............. 10,240 85 6 8 483 Do ........................ 8,047 33 10 7
70 Do ..................................... 10,240 85 6 8 510 Do ......... ........ 10,240 42 13 4
71 Do ............................. 10,240 85 6 8 511 Do ................... 10,240 42 13 4
72 Do ............ ......... 10,210 64 0 0 129 Ha.y, North................. . 10,240 74 13 4
73 Do ..................................... 10,240 85 6 8 130 Do ... . 9,185 76 10 10
74 Do ................................ 9,773 61 1 7 131 Do ..................................... 10,240 106 13 4
76 Do ...................................... 10,240 68 5 4 132 Do ......................... 10,233 117 5 1
89 Do ................................... 10,240 R5 6 ft 133 Do ..................................... 10,079 115 9 9
91 Do ....................................... 10,240 74 13 4 134 Do .................................. 10,214 127 13 6
97 Do ................................... 9,000 65 12 6 135 Do ..................................... 10,228 74 11 7
98 Do ................................... 9,000 65 12 6 136 Do ................................... 10,240 61 6 8
99 Do ..................................... 10,240 74 13 4 137 Do ..................................... 10,240 74 13 4

102 Do ............ ...................... 10,240 ftr» 6 8 13ft Do ......................... 10,240 61 6 8
127 Do ..................................... 10,240 68 5 4 139 bo ....... ......... 10^240 74 13 4
12ft Do ......................... 10 240 6ft 5 4 140 Do .............................. 6,401 53 6 10
158 Do ............................ 10*228 47 18 11 141 Do .................................. 6)641 41 10 2
159 Do ................ 10,240 58 13 4 142 Do ..................................... 10,240 74 13 4
160 Do ........... 10,240 68 5 4 146 Do ........................ 10,240 74 13 4
169 Do ....... . . . 10,240 74 13 4 147 Do ................................ 10,240 74 13 4
170 Do ....................... 10,240 85 6 8 148 Do ........................ 10,000 59 17 11
173 Do ................ 10,240 85 6 8 149 Do .......................... 9,855 71 17 2
189 Do ................. . . 6,000 43 15 0 150 Do .................................. 10,240 74 13 4
191 Do ..................................... 10,240 85 6 8 152 Do ........... ....... 10,240 74 13 4
232 Do ................. 10,2374 85 6 3 153 Do .................. 10,000 72 18 4
234 Do ......................... 8,284 51 15 6 154 Do ......................... 10 240 74 13 4
235 Do ................................ 5,760 42 0 0 155 Do ... . . 10,240 74 13 4
243 Do ......................... 10,100 68 7 9 156 Do ....................... 10,240 74 13 4
244 Do ..................................... 5,760 30 0 0 157 .Do ....................... 10,005 72 19 1
246 Do ........... 6,515 33 18 8 19J Do . ... , 10,210 85 (3 8
219 Do ................................ 8,981 65 9 9 2u0 Do 10 210 12s 0 0



HOMESTEAD LEASES—continued.
No. of 
Lease. Land District. Area. Rent.

- 262 Hay, North ..................................
Acres.
10,240

£ s. a. 
102 8 0

263 Do ................................... 5,819 58 3 10
265' Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0
266 Do .................................. 10,240 93 17 4
267 Do ................................... 9,974 70 13 0
269 Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0
270 Do ....................... 10,240 102 8 0
271 Do ................................. 10,240 102 8 0
272 Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0
273 Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0

■274 Do ................................. 10,240 102 8 O
275 Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0
276 Do ................................... 10,240 102 8 0
277 Do ........................... 9,600 90 0 0
286 Do .................................. 10,240 96 0 0
287 Do ................................. 10,240 96 0 0
305 Do ................. •................ 7,087 64 19 4
322 Do ................................. 10,240 128 0 0
368 Do ..................... . . 8,894 92 12 11
369 Do .................................. 7,448 74 9 8
382 Do .................................. 10,240 98 2 8
402 Do .............................. 7,138 89 4 6
453 Do .................................. 10,240 55 9 4
454 Do .................................. 10,240 64 0 0
455 Do .................................. 10,240 102 8 0
468 Do .................................. 10,240 64 0 0
487 Do ........................... 10,240 126 0 0
509 Do ......... ................... 10,240 64 0 0
197 Hillston, North.................................. 10,240 69 6 8
198 Do .................................. 10,240 ' 58 13 4
200 Do • ........................... ; 10,240 42 13 4'
201 Do .................................. 10,240 58 13 4
202 Do .................................. 10,240 69 6 8
203 Do .................................. 10,208 69 2 4
204 Do .................................. 10,200 69 1 3
205 Do ........................... 5,760 39 0 0
206 Do ' .................................. 9,502 49 9 10
207 Do ................................... 10,240 58 13 4
208 Do ........ ;.................. 10,240 69 6 8
209 Do ......................... ......... 10,240 42 13 4
212 Do .................................. 10,240 58 13 4

■214 Do .................................. 10,240 69 6 8
215 Do ..... ;........................... 10,240 48 0 0
216 Do .................................. 9,166 38 3 10

■221 Do .............................. 10,240 42 13 4
'222 Do ............;................. 8,600 39 8 4
223 Do .................................. 10,240 59 14 8

. 225 Do ................................. 5,972 40 8 9
226 Do ............................. ■... 10,240 69 6 8
228 Do .................................. 6,167 41 15 2
238 Do .................................. 7.950 06 5 0
239 Do ................................... 10,240 74 13 4
240 Do ................................. 10,240 64 0 0
250 Do ........ .. ... ;. 10,240 51 4 0

■297 Do ................ :................. 10,240 85 6 8
-298 Do .................................. 10,210 85 1 8
301 Do ................................ 10,240 85 6 8
307 Do ............................ 10,240 85 6 8

•326 Do .................................. 10,240 85 6 8
354 Do ............................ ■8,896 74 2 8

■356 Do ................................. 10,240 85 6 8
357 Do ....................... 9,084 75 14 0

’359 Do ................................ 5,760 36 0 0
383 Do .................................. 6,493 40 11 8
389 Do ........................... 6,150 35 17 6
391 • Do ................... ... 10,240 85 6 8
392 Do ............................ 9,845 82 0 10

■393 • Do ....................... 10,240 85 6 8
394 Do ........................... 8,710 72 11 8
395 Do ............................ 10,240 68 5 4
396 Do .................. 10,240 59 14 8
403 Do ................................ 9,556 51 15 3
413 Do .................... •............. 10,060 83 16 8

’414 Do ................................... 10,000 62 10 0

No. of 
Lease. Land District. _ Area. Rent.

Acres. £ S. a,
420 Hillston, North................................. 8,963 74 13 10
424 Do ..................................... 10,240 68 5 4
469 Do ...................................... 10,235 68 4 8
493 Ho ...................................... '9,864 82 4 0
507 Do ...................................... 6,000 37 10 0
515 Do ...................................... 9,515 79 5 10

92 Walgett ....................................... 10,240 74 13 4
93 Do ...................................... 10,240 74 13 4

104 Do ...................................... 10,214 63 16 9
161 Do ...................................... 10,240 53 6 8
162 Do ...........................;.......... 10,240 64 0 0
163 Do ...................................... 10,240 48 0 0
164 Do ...................................... 10,240 53 6 8
165 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
166 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 O 0
167 Do .............................. :...... ' 10,124 63 5 6
168 Do ........................ '............. 7,828 48 18 6
171 Do ...’................................. 1C.240 64 0 0
172 Do ............................. :....... 10,240 53 6 8
174 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
192 Do ...................................... 10,240 53 6 8
248 Do ...................................... 10,240 74 13 4
251 Do ...................................... 10,240 53 6 8
279 Do ................................. . 10,240 85 6 8
280 Do ..................... I..... -...I... ' 10,240 64 0 0
302 Do ....................................... 10,240 64 0 O
321 Do ................................. ;... 8,401 52 10 2
325 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
347 Do ..................................... 10,240 64 0 .0
351 Do ...................................... 10,240 74 13 4
353 Do ...........;.......................... 10,240 64 0 0
362 Do ...................................... 10,240 85 6 8
508 Do ...................................... 10,240 85 6 8
516 Do ...................................... 10,240 74 13 .4
523 Do ...........■....•.................... 10,240 64 0 O
175 Wentworth....................................... 10,240 48 0 0
177 Do ...................................... 10,205 63 15 8
178 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4
179 Do ....................................... 10,215 47 17 8
185 Do ...................................... 10,240 69 6 8
186 Do ................ ............................ 10,155 68 15 2
281 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4
404 Do ...................................... 5,760 48 0 O
427 Do ...................................... 10,240 85 6 8
428 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4
443 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 O
447 Do ................................. ■.... 10,240 64 0 0
484 Do ...................................... 10,240 106 13 4
485 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4

83 "Wilcannia ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
86 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
94 Do ...................................... 5,760 48 0 0
95 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4

123 Do ..................................... 10,064 62 18 0
124 Do ....................................... 10,240 64 0 . 0
229 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4
230 Do ...................................... 10,188 42 9 0
247 Do ...................................... 10,240 53 6 8
252 Do .................... .................. 5,760 25 0 0
303 Do ...................................... 6,720 19 12 0
340 Do ...................... :.............. 10,240 48 0 0
386 Do ...................................... 10,240 48 15 3
406 Do ...................................... 10,240 56 17 10
437 Do ...................................... 5,760 24 0 0
439 Do ...................................... 5,858 36 12 3
445 Do ................ ...................... 5,760 24 0 0
485 Do ...................................... 10,240 42 13 4
494 Do ..................................... 6,358 26 9 10
495 Do ...................................... 10,240 64 0 0
499 Do .......................... ;.......... 10,240 64 0 0
500 Do ....................................... 10,240 42 13 4
501 Do ...................................... 5,760 30 0 0
502 Do ...................................... 6,078 37 19 9
517 Do ...................................... 10,185 42 8. 9

PASTORAL
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PASTORAL LEASES—CENTRAL DIVISION.

No. and Name of Leasehold Area.

No. Name.
Area. Rent.

No. and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area. Rent.

No. Name.

Acres. £ S. d. Acres. £ 8. d.
11,660 38 17 4 29 37,575 391 8 2
37 540 117 6 3 30 15^572 162 4 1
5 626 105 9 9 31 10,615 398 1 3

61 725 172 8 4 32 8^497 238 19 7
8,002 100 0 6 33 Kiacatoo .......................................... 51,206 453 7 9

56,227 937 2 4 34 Bogamildi ...................................... 138,704 1,300 7 0
26.531 331 12 9 35 Bundulla.......................................... 5,578 63 18 4
24,771 77 8 2 36 Caigan.............................................. 30,365 221 8 3
26,616 332 14 0 37 Upper Wyalong No. 3 ................... 19,915 51 17 3
52,023 677 7 8 38 Kialgara ........................................... 9,282 116 0 6
40,182 272 1 4 39 Puckawidgee .................................. 15,565 259 8 4
47,301 394 3 6 40 Telleraga.......................................... 15,850 198 2 6
36,237 558 13 1' 41 Balgay..................................................... 33,484 226 14 4
9,460 236 10 0 42 Mullengudgerj ................................. 8,602 107 10 6

14,000 102 1 8 43 Nyingay ................................................. 6,351 79 7 9
5,640 105 15 0 44 G-orian..................................................... 36,551 475 18 6

37,627 313 11 2 45 Yo ungee Plain ................................... 12,444 103 14 0
37,773 550 17 2 46 Eli Elwali ............................................ 28,705 358 16 3
3,740 15 11 8 47 Ballaree ................................................ 12,800 106 13 4

18,594 77 9 6 48 Bland ..................................................... 20,065 177 13 2
4,300 77 18 9 49 Grumin G-umin ................................... 35,015 291 15 10

14,556 197 2 3 50 G-undare ................................................ 15,371 192 2 9
25,709 321 7 3 51 Coradgery ............................................ 57,467 419 0 7

9,010 103 4 10 52 Tyreel ..................................................... 30,371 411 5 6
2,440 61 0 0 53 Yarragvin ...................................... 70,590 609 5 2

28,618 298 2 1 54 West Mandamah .......................... 25,770 322 2 6
10,750 35 16 8 55 East Billabong .............................. 33,359 83 7 11
19.500 172 13 2 . 56 8,688 45 5 0

ORAL HOLDINGS—CENTRAL DIVISION.
33,093 206 16 8 101 Kildary .................. .......................... 25,560 260 5 0
17,403 217 10 9 102 Tootal ..................................................... 2,892 81 6 9
17,220 251 2 6 103 Merri Merrigal .................................. 110,270 689 3 9
15,652 171 3 11 104 Wangamong Plains .......................... 1,919 63 19 4
41,874 305 6 8 105 Cocopara East....................................... 34,800 217 10 0
10,460 65 7 6 106 Bugilbone ........................................... 59,697 870 11 8
11,900 86 15 5 107 Welbendungah .............................. 46,660 583 5 0
8,694' 63 7 10 108 Nyang .............................................. 37,673 580 15 10

19,652 129 13 0 109 Boonook .......................................... 13,627 181 13 10
20,110 251 7 6 110 North Gogelderie .......................... 7,492 70 4 9

6,581 123 7 11 111 Wargambegal.................................. 12,750 53 2 6
115,198 959 19 8 112 Colliburl .......................................... 6,466 53 17 8
21,077 263 9 3 113 Yarraldool ...................................... 50,195 366 0 1
17,500 116 13 4 114 Bundiila .......................................... 5,682 82 17 3
43,721 710 11 2 115' Milby .............................................. 17,565 128 1 7
40,748 509 7 0 116 Tonderburine .................................. 56,404 616 18 5
43,061 287 1 6 117 Toogimbie ...................................... 78,544 C54 10 8
14,281 89 5 2 113 Killarney ........................................ 40,680 169 10 0
12,547 .117 12 7 119 Warry .............................................. 8,619 143 13 V
89,253 557 17 3 120 Illiliwa.............................................. 96,926 1,292 6 11
26,869 335 17 3 121 Willewa ................................. ........ 10,930 91 9 8
75,570 314 17 6 122 Wingenbah ....................................... 7,300 45 12 6
■12,952 161 18 0 123 Moolpa..................................................... 17,172 135 18 11
20,061 167 4 0 124 Booabula...... ........ ................................ 11,466 149 5 11
17,180 71 11 8 125 Barmedman............................................ 29,311 244 5 2
23,400 156 0 0 126 Bolagamy ............................................. 16,240 118 8 4

8,211 68 8 6 127 Bulgandramine ................................... 90,092 844 12 3
26,149 326 17 3 128 YVolIa Wolla ....................................... 6,083 69 14 1

8,120 50 15 0 129 Quambone ...................................... 19,170 159 15 0
8,579 35 14 11 130 Flagstone Creek.............................. 23,100 192 10 0

26,050 325 12 6 131 Moroco.............................................. 13,513 197 1 4
6,795 84 18 9 132 Egan Creek...................................... 3,297 72 2 6

14,460 162 13 6 133 Ungaree ...... ................................... 34,650 202 2 6
19,678 143 9 9 134 Borambil.......................................... 34,518 359 11 3
26,740 362 2 1 135 Belgoreen ...................................... 12,067 175 19 7
66,113 701 8 3 136 Upper Merry Merry ...................... 15,868 198 7 0
9,395 117 8 9 138 Warragan ...................................... 11,915 124 2 4

38,884 486 1 0 139 Haddon Bigg.................................. 102,490 1,494 12 11
70,341 879 5 3 140 Gineroi.............................................. 39,350 409 17 11
30,193 188 14 2 141 Bogewong ...................................... 21,927 182 14 6

9,560 69 14 2 142 North Yanco .............................. . 26,100 435 0 0
10,797 67 9 8 143 Back Esperance .............................. 8,100 75 18 9
5,630 40 18 4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

57
'58
59

'60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68 
09
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
80 
81 
82
83
84
85
86 
87

. 88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99 

100

TJrombong .............................
Botheroe.................................
Wagingoberemby .................
Boon Boon .............................
Binnia .....................................
Gurley.....................................
Combadello and Nepickalina..
Weetaliba .............................
Gournama .............................
Calga .....................................
Eurie Eurie.............................
Kunopia .................... ..........■..
Benerembab .........................
Mulwala and. Savernake .....
Caragabal .............................
Marrar.....................................
Womboin.................................
Belaringar .............................
Coonabarrabran .....................
Euratha .................................
Wandary.................................
Peter Duffity .........................
Benduck.................................
South Condoublin .................
Campbell’s Island.................
Narrandara.............................
Dennykymine..........................
Cadow .....................................

Polly Brewan.....................
Dobikin ............................
Gralgumbone .....................
Bone and Premer .............
Billabong .........................
Terringerry.........................
Pour Bob Camp.................
Native Dog.........................
Weelong.............................
Blue Nobby.........................
Belubula .............................
Nap Nap .............................
Spicer’s Creek.....................
North Malonga .................
Berida.................................
Pevensey .............................
Uabba .................................
Boyd .................................
Tregalana .........................
Yanga .................................
Chah Sing .........................
Ulimambri .....................
Weebollabolla.....................
Wondoobar.........................
Merool Creek .....................
Wollongough.....................
Brogan Plains.....................
Mumblebone .....................
West Gungalman .............
Tugland .............................
Goonal.................................
Mooloomoon .....................
Wargam .............................
Burdenda .........................
Gillendoon .........................
Nebea .................................
Weelah or Gradgery.........
Garrawilla .........................
Ganmain.............................
Therribri.............................
Buddabadah .....................
Mungranby and Bourbeen 
Esperance .........................

PASTORAL LEASES—CENTRAL DIVISION.
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

Liewah.........................
Nyngan East .............
Minna Minane .........
Junee .........................
Gunningbland.............
Geeron or Derangibal
Ellengerah .................
Boreegerry ..................

16,480
5,200
6,560
2,670

41,670
2,680

27,002
900

206 0 0
65 0 0 
82 0 0
66 15 0 

260 8 9
33 10 0 

365 13 1 
28 2 6

152
153
154
156
157
155
158
159

Bull Plain .....
Colane .............
Colombo Creek 
Murrulebale .. 
Tregalana East
Merkadool .....
South Yatbong 
The Brigalows...

4,342
19,027
3,115
5,751
3,808

99,194
4,500

22,500

149 5 2 
218 0 4 
64 17 11 

119 16 3 
39 13 4 

671 12 7 
112 10 0 
187 10 0
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PASTOEAL LEASES—CENTRAL DIVISION—continued.

No.

160
161
162
163
164
165

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180 
181 
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200 
201 
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210 
211 
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220 
221 
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246

No and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area Rent

No and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area. Rent.

Name. No Name.

Acres.
11,968
61,773

£ s. a. 
299 4 0 166

Acres.
20,722

£ s. d. 
323 15 8

Quambone ...................... 674 2 7 167 Tala .. ............ ............... 40,928 341 1 4
Lake Cowal..................................... 11,453 127 5 2 168 Warrowie ................................ 2,081 21 13 7
North Yathong............................... 2,318 38 12 8 169 Haddon Higgs ........ .........

Gorman’s Hill West . ........
16,368 85 5 0

Tarramia......................................... 9,114 341 15 6 170 6,680 55 13 4
Cocketgedong................................... 13,720 371 11 8 171 Togamnain ................................ 41,632 745 18 2

PASTORAL HOLDINGS—CENTRAL DIVISION.
Drildool .................... . ............ 13,676 545 19 0
Carwell ......................................... 32,406 421 19 1
Wingadee ................. ......... 111,620 1,278 19 7
Panjee ................................ . . 135,104 562 18 8
Pomingalarna.............................. 9,930 332 13 4
Nclgowrie ........... ................ 13,866 180 10 11
Yanko Block A .......................... 4,521 47 1 11
Merebone ............................. .......... 6,258 84 14 11
Miibey West .............. ......... 18,200 85 6 3
Warroo ..................................... 22,601 235 8 7
Ford’s Creek ............................ 12,720 79 10 0
Yallaroi............................ ............ 55,410 808 1 3
Boronga ................. ........................ 45,412 378 8 8
Bomera ............. ....................... 93,430 583 18 9
Boolooroo ....................... .. 16,757 235 13 0
The Overflow ................ ....... 152,690 742 4 11
Centre Block No. 3 ................ 9,717 121 9 3
Book Book ... . ..................... 3,980 74 12 6
Burran ................................ 8 200 102 10 O
Malaraway and Millie North ... 35,155 476 1 2
Barbigal ...................... 4,973 51 16 1
Dern Derri.............................. 39,920 499 0 0
Oakey Creek . ........................ 2 880 24 0 0
Urawilkey ............................... 27 564 287 2 6
Conapaira....................................... 129,160 807 5 0
Werrma ........................ ....... 79,600 663 6 8
Carabost ...................................... 20,660 172 3 4
Wallamgambone ............ . . 23,759 296 19 9
Widgiewa .................................. 12,000 300 0 0
Caidmurra ..................................... 62,530 586 4 5
Tyne ............................................. 29,160 364 10 9
Gibbican....................................... 9,600 20 0 0
Berrembed ..................................... 5,696 142 8 0
Woodlands ........ ....... 42,275 308 5 1
Kucargo or Tory Wee Waa 14,525 151 0 1
Bomely ........ .......... 7,910 65 18 4
Gooria naw a ... .... 51,926 486 16 2
Nariah ..... 70,001 475 0 2
Jenlderie ......................................... 8,513 177 7 1
Meroe ......................................... 17,418 154 9 9
Milkengowne...................... ....... 5,775 81 16 3
Gewrie ........................................... 10,391 129 17 9
Bando.......................... .... 40,182 1,025 9 7
Yamma ....................................... 4,680 48 15 0
Gulgo (South) ........................... 4,691 58 12 9
Oxley .............................................. 27,529 344 2 3
The Troffs ..................................... 65,520 546 0 0
Goaugra ......................................... 42,889 279 4 6
Bygoo ............................................. 23,136 192 16 0
Bundalla ...................................... 8,500 106 5 0
Conbail .. ............................. 15,992 199 18 0
New Wyregall ........................... 6,575 95 17 9
Colombo Plain .............................. 5,529 69 2 3
Balagula........................................ 5,733 59 14 5
Orange Plains .............................. 110,140 803 2 1
Hanging Bock ................................. 3,285 20 10 8
Gelam...................................... 19,097 238 14 3
Gorah .. . . .. 10,691 89 1 10
Gillenbine and Gobondry ........ . 8,466 52 18 3
Singoramba (Block A) . . . ... 5,518 98 17 3
Carlgmda..................................... 5,563 46 7 2
Berembed North ............................ 8,616 80 15 6
Ulmda ............................................ 19,405 161 14 2
Beremegad ..................... 26,005 379 4 10
Neinby (Upper) ........................ 7,797 81 4 5
Armatree ............ 9,313 135 16 4
North Goouambil .................... 6,384 159 12 0
Boyong ....................................... 2,529 32 13 4
Warraberry and St Giles .... 7,400 18 10 0
Sandy Creek and Wagga Wagga . 8,630 287 13 4
Barooga ........................... ... 4,500 150 0 0
Coolatai .................................. 43,320 541 10 0
Nowley. .................................... 20,082 309 42 0
Quilbone .................................. 18,357 152 19 6
Bokemer .......................................... 6,440 87 4 2

217 Melrose (Block D)......................... 32,602 271 13 8
248 Weemabah.................................. 69,435 1,012 11 11
249 Spring Creek............................... 6,696 83 14 0
250 Terramumgamine ........................ 54,935 457 15 10
251 Oreel ........ ... 147,450 1,535 18 9
252 Buttabone ............. ... 21,330 311 1 3
253 Warran Downs ............................. 41,554 281 7 1
254 Coommbia ..................................... 12,106 157 12 7
255 Mungyer ............................ . 109,354 1,196 1 2
253 Canoon Point ........ ... 48,485 606 1 3
257 Caroonboon.................................... 18,107 188 12 4
258 Buckymguy . ......................... 60,890 697 14 0
259 Cryon ................ ................. 24,780 180 13 9
260 Tabratong...................... ... 36,027 600 9 0
261 Waterloo .................... 14,572 212 10 2
262 Tucklan and Yarrow Creek.......... 16,920 141 0 0
243 Momalong ... ......................... 8,167 221 3 10
264 Binja................. ................ 41,405 603 16 6
265 Blowclear West .. 13,342 55 11 10
266 Mowablaa ... ......... 33,300 138 15 0
267 Yaddra . ........... . 15,360 192 0 0
268 Narrow Plains .................... 2,029 67 12 8
269 Waidry .... . 12,427 129 9 0
271 Gennaren........................................ 4,900 51 0 10
272 Tharambone .... ........... 9,830 122 17 6
273 Merrigal Back .................... 5,470 68 7 6
274 Mount Harris .. . . 16,140 218 11 3
275 Butherwah .................... ....... 10,580 99 3 9
276 Canada .................................... 7,970 74 14 5
277 Cobbadah ............................ ... 21,552 179 12 0
278 Toorawandi .................................... 6,525 27 3 9
279 Merrvbone ............. ............. 11,725 170 19 10
280 Moulmain .................. ....... 18,900 157 10 0
281 Derra Derra................................ 13,032 122 3 6
282 Werai .... ........ ... 16,996 283 5 4
283 Burren ................................ 43,970 641 4 7
284 Thellangering East ................ 23,755 293 18 9
285 Tnalgara ..... . . 8,400 78 15 0
286 Upper Daroobalgie..................... 2,221 27 15 >3
287 West Bland Plains........................ 5,915 49 5 10
288 Emu Plains .................................... 4,559 75 19 8
289 Wentworth Gully......................... 21,973 160 4 5
290 Kiambir ...................................... 13,760 28 13 4
291 Mimosa West............................... 21,180 187 10 8
292 Bent’s Hill.................................. 2,800 23 6 8
293 Coolali ............................................ 16,758 139 13 0
294 Murgah ...................................... 7,270 124 3 11
295 Ulumbarella ... ..................... 21,130 176 1 8
296 Yagaba ......................................... 18,176 151 9 4
297 Comeby Chance and Jimalong Josey 12,260 114 18 9
293 Ballandry .................................... 56,624 471 17 4
299 Murray Downs ........................... 16,472 283 2 3
300 Wooloondool ............... ......... 23,425 292 16 3
301 W irrah ............................ . 59,875 561 6 7
302 Crown Camp................................. 9,980 72 15 5
303 Mourabie..................................... 22,010 149 4 7
304 Bolaro .................................... 4,550 18 19 2
305 Bunarba ..................................... 25,881 229 3 1
306 Billeroy .......................................... 6,035 69 3 1
307 Goobang ............... ................ 37,366 272 9 3
308 Coppymurrumbil ... ... 45,368 567 2 0
309 Tourable .......................................... 13,010 149 1 6
310 Burrel or Gunnible ............. 5,690 65 4 0
311 Mickygunnegal ., ............... 8,200 34 3 4
312 Queensborough.............................. 23,624 159 19 1
313 Booma West ........... ........... 38,122 277 19 6
314 Calimo .... ....................... 11,253 234 8 9
315 Uardry... .................................. 14,639 219 11 8
316 New Babinda................................. 26,215 109 4 7
317 Welbon ................................ 129,536 1,619 4 0
318 Pullingawanna ............................... 26,400 330 0 0
319 Gillmghall ........................ . 2,712 33 18 0
320 New Kirban................. ....... 1,208 17 12 4
321 Upper Boomley............................. 9,274 67 12 6
322 Ennganering ................................. 13,625 85 iS 2



No.

323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
331
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
317
348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
361
365
366
367
368
369
370
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409

d.
0
2

11
6
3
1
4
3
4
0
8
4
8

10
9
0
6
8
0
4
4
6
8
8

10
8
4
0
0
6
2
8
1
6
0
3
6
0
9
0
9
8
9
8
8

10
0
0
3
0
6
3
5
8

11
9
9
8
0
2

11
2
1
6
0
1
1

10
4
4
0
6

11
8
5
0

10
6

11
10

8
0
8
2

10

8
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PASTORAL HOLDINGS—CENTRAL DIVISION—continued.

No. and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area Rent

No. and Name of Leasehold Area

Name. No Name

Acres. £ S a.
Armifcree...................................... 6,050 75 12 6 410 Upper Wyalong ........

1 ft 380 128 3 4 411
Sandholes ....................... ... 14*380 149 15 10 412 Mumll Creek... . .
G-unningbar..................... . ... 39,803 539 0 0 413 Curraburrama .. ..

9,610
10,390

60 5 o 414
Pine Ridge .............................. 86 H 8 415 Moonagee ............................
Brewarrma .................................... 13,180 329 10 0 416 Bulbodney ..................
Bimguy .. .... .......... 9,794 71 8 4 417 Cocopara ..................

4.9 903 ft! 9 16 6 418
Carlisle .................... ... .. 17^500 72 18 4 419 Houlagban’s Creek (North)
Gidgenboyne ................. 5,400 22 10 0 420 Cowl Cowl ....................
Pullanming ............ ..................... 17,490 154 17 2 421 Yanko . .....
Burrowgong....... .................... 5,273 131 16 6 422 Berry Jerry and Arajoel .
Terry-Hie Hie................................ 118,174 984 15 8 423 Cumboogle Cambong ...
Ghinmbong ........................... 4,895 61 3 9 424 South Thononga .. ..
Myall Plains ......................... 880 11 0 0 425 Tooloon ... . ...
Gogeldrie .... . . 9,300 232 10 0 426 Opposite Coonamble or Euramie
Wowingiagong . ................ 3,152 35 0 5 428 Quonmoona or Geanmoney .

5 120 64 0 0 429 Lalatee (South)..............
Coonong ....................................... 4,776 119 8 0 430 Groongal ............................. .....
Perricoota ... ....................... 18,223 569 9 5 431 Kulki .. .................
Collymongool ........................ 67,449 632 6 8 432 Willan ... .........
Brewon..................................... 86,838 723 13 0 433 Middle Field . .
O’Brien’s Creek......................... 12,039 87 15 9 434 Cathundnl, No 2.........
Burrabogie ............. .. 47,394 691 3 3 435 West Bogan, Nos. 2 and 3 .
Bmgara ........................................ 25,310 35 3 1 436 Lower Nmgear . . .
Bulgandra ...................... 1,708 24 18 2 437 Canonbar ... .
Aratula .......................................... 9,700 161 13 3 438 Umutbee and Toonga ...
Murray............. ....................... 5,250 175 0 0 439 Back Eun ... . . .
Pier Pier..................................... 6,560 85 8 4 440 Quandary (North)...............
Beanbah ............ .... 22,136 299 12 6 441 Bullerawa ...
North Wakool ............. 2,605 37 19 10 443 Greenbar Creek .... ....
South Merrowie . . .. 6,425 20 1 7 444 Gcweroe ... ....
Cobra ............ . . .. 6,207 25 17 3 445 Mm ore ...........................
Collmdina ......................... . 5,233 396 4 9 446 Bundaburrah .............
South Tirana . . ». ... 4,765 59 11 3 417 Ncvertirc ................
Birable... . ... 4,935 64 5 2 449 Youlbung . .
Malonga ............................. 43,580 408 11 3 450 Cambara ........... ...
G-eramy ..... ........ ............ 825 10 6 3 451 W arregal ......................
Merrigal . . 5,937 86 31 8 452 Kentucky . .....................
Grawhey . .... 10,000 130 4 2 453 North-East Mangoplah ....
Euglo .. ............................ 53,989 463 10 4 454 Gorce ........ ...............
Quabothoo.................................... 42,133 526 13 3 455 Willurah... ..........
Bundy ... ......................... 13,816 379 17 11 456 Kyeamba ..
ICemwah ............................... 17,380 117 13 7 457 Tm Pot Alley ..... ...
Bingwood........................ . 760 33 5 0 458 Midkin .........................
Wangen ......................... 06,887 167 4 4 459 Nangerybone.................
Molly -.............. ............. 21,644 101 9 1 460 Back Gilgandra...............
Sandridge........................... .... 23,356 340 12 2 461 Honey bugle ............. ..
The Boebung Swamp.................... 5,295 68 18 11 462 Mangoplah ....... ..
How long............................. 540 22 10 0 463 Ganambil .. .. , . •
Coree ........... ................ 17,640 551 5 0 464 Gandymungydel ................
Half-moon Plain .. .. 1,824 30 8 '0 465 Demliquin . ....
Medway and Gamber Gamber West 10,807 113 4 0 466 Eunonyhareeoyha...........
Cowel Murryan ............. .... 3,288 38 7 2 467 Burburgate .. ••••
Murrumbogie............................. 18,225 75 8 9 468 Merrigal Marlhaguy ....
Buraja .... ............ ... 3,750 140 12 6 469 Albert Waterbole.................

5 260 87 13 4 470 Bundyulumblah....................
Narromine ... . ......... 69,066 863 6 6 471 West Bogan, No 7 . —
Back Tenandra.............................. 6,320 92 3 4 472 Pilliga ............. ....... ....
Thorndale ................................. 49,885 207 17 1 473 Brooknong .................
Merry an bone ................................ 8,250 103 2 6 474 East Breelong........................
Fallal ......................................... 40,857 383 0 9 475 Bourbah ..........................
Buckiugbong ............. ................. 33,037 412 19 3 476 Tipper Bngaldi............
New Breelong................................ 17,000 61 19 7 477 Callubn.................................

46 356 313 17 5 478 Dembong. .. .............
Cullengallv ......................... 8*250 in 14 5 479 Mittagong................. .. .
Wee Waa South ........... ... 34,180 284 16 8 480 Tabratong West..................
Zaia............ ............................... 8,000 333 6 8 481 Youie........................ ..
Bodaugora..................................... 11,941 149 O 3 482 Bundidgery........... .
Bangheet............... .... 34,866 363 3 9 483 Micabil.. .............
Wongagong .................................... 3,390 62 3 0 484 Success ..................... ...
Bearbong ........... ............ 22,500 75 0 0 485 Barellan......... ...............
Bartley’s Creek............ ........ 13,110 136 11 3 486 Gunning East ... ..
Parmidman ............................... 26,082 326 0 6 487 Back Wardry................
Old Harbour ............................ 9,440 29 10 0 488 Brue Plains ...... ........
Cornalla .......................................... 22,909 334 1 10 489 Ooma...............................
Granber Ganbcr (East)................ 4,513 16 9 1 490 The Meadows .................... .......

8,177 129 9 5 492
Tarulari .................................... 20,183 273 6 3 493 Booloola................................
Huntawang.............................. 116,780 364 38 9 494 Morago ................................. .. .
Barratta..................................... 17,002 247 18 11 495 Gregadoo ............................
Bunna Bunna..................... . 54,786 741 17 11 496 Burrandoon............................

1,770 42 8 2 497 West Bogan, JNo. 1..... •
Hartwood ..................................... 8,157 164 3 11 498 Barrawang...........................

Acres. • 
50,880 
42,349 
20,118 
7,159 

99,277 
21,343 
34,480 
7,620
1.960 
6,820

153,704
8,600

15,207
25,655
61,059
18,872
8,706
7,225

636
21,080

1,600
13,106
8,860

17,310
51,047
7,521

308,540
21,565
15,200

6,060
129,722

19,546
31.933 
11,582
4,644

44,892
22,920

5,820
11,265
1,900
2,871
8,110

19,830
6,580

16,009
132,740
38,610
7,600

21,500
1,942

14,218
20.934
13.925 
1,420

88,606
12,429
9,302

20,666
22,956
51,337
48,650
11,620
10,255
6,200
6.960 

72,689
12.014 
5,080

13.015 
4,570

12,840
4,917

46,762
4,460

19,100
15,900
7,602

11.925 
7,185 
4,964

12,400
1,400

27,374
25,135

196,695
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.PASTOEAL HOLDINGS-CENTEAL DIVISION—co^'W.

No and Name of Leasehold Aica.
Aiea. Rent

IS o and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area Rent.

No. Name No Name.

Acres. £ s. a Acres. £ s. d.
499 Palisthon.............. ................. 31,580 263 3 4 587 Buddigower . ..................... 85,297 710 16 2
500 Colli.................................................. 7,393 100 2 3 588 rwi-nii . ........................ 59,400 185 12 6
501 Bungle Grully......... ... . 42’313 352 12 4 589 14,140 188 10 8
502 Mimosa......... . ....... 54^470 397 3 7 591 Towyal . . . ........ 2ljl23 308 0 11
503 Sandy Creek .. ... 18,760 97 14 2 592 Budgeon ................................. 4,776 59 14 0
504 Terembone ................ 32,681 340 8 7 593 Namma ........................ 6,714 62 18 11
505 Bogo Bogolong ........... 41,853 305 3 7 594 Burrouay ......... ................ 56,341 704 5 3
506 Slaughterhouse Plains ............... 8,457 70 9 6 596 Terrangan ..................................... 4,820 80 6 8
507 Coreen . ......................... 8,135 271 3 4 597 Bygaloiee .. ................ 61,082 509 0 4
508 Kookabuivagong .. . ... 7,275 53 1 0 598 Bundemar...................... 34,140 426 15 0
509 Arramagong West ............... 1,029 10 14 5 599 Wonbobbie *............. 45,182 564 15 6
510 New Geialgambone ......... . ... 5,381 61 13 2 601 Mundawaddera ............. . . 8,589 143 3 0
511 Ghmnegaldra ...................... 2,305 28 16 3 602 Cootna .............................. 17,730 110 16 3
512 Monument Flats .......... ........... 6 580 47 39 7 003 6 600 82 10 0
513 Genanagie.. ......................... 73,240 534 0 10 604 Bunduie......................................... 9|950 310 18 9
514 Bimble... ......................... 25,400 79 7 6 605 Warrana ....................... .. 44,044 504 13 5
515 Mungary West.............................. 85,192 1,153 12 10 606 Buddabudah .......................... ' 34,300 250 2 1
516 Mungiebundie .. ....... 16,373 204 13 3 607 Wallenanme .......... ......... 25,440 106 0 0
517 Lower Mithul Creek .................. 4,768 69 10 8 609 Boolcarrol ............ 35,605 593 8 4
518 Moombooldoo! . 42,270 352 5 0 610 Embie ................................ 6,522 74 14 8
519 Mulga or Glenanff, Block B ... 21,423 133 17 11 611 Tenandia... ... .. 9,697 131 6 4
520 Hei milage Flairs, Block M . 14,600 91 5 0 612 Wjabray .................................. 70,815 590 2 6
521 Back Yamma.............................. 7,961 66 6 10 613 Opposite J)eiTibong ................... 6,267 71 16 2
522 Old Biamble '.................. . 6,880 50 3 4 615 Millool ................................ 14,387 239 15 8
524 Uinmbie ... 16,410 102 15 0 616 Boonal ... ................ 17,958 224 9 6
525 Goolgumbla ............ 7,300 182 10 0 617 Tycannah... .. 4,820 80 6 8
526 Quiamong ........ . . 3,159 59 4 8 618 Curra Curraumma..................... 18,100 60 6 8
527 The Springs ....... ’ 11,740 97 16 8 619 Moira ............... 26,075 407 8 5
528 Coombogolong .. 30,191 377 7 9 C20 rl ubbo . 23,519 587 19 6
529 Yalgogrm South 61,422 255 18 6 621 Wathagar .... . 2,961 37 0 3
530 Narraway... . 7,961 66 7 4 622 Grong Grong ............ 4,167 208 7 0
531 New WTregall . . 11,000 45 1G 8 023 Meinngrcen ............. 23,347 243 4 0
532 More Devil ........................... 5,133 74 17 2 624 II uni ul a . 22,272 ' 185 12 0
533 Wargreually ......................... 20,833 141 1 10 625 Eenaueena . ........................ 38,133 476 13 3
534 Mein Mem ........................ 7,629 95 7 3 626 Woorooma ............................ 14,650 238 1 3
535 Gobbagombalm and Tooyal ..... 26,300 273 19 2 627 Anah ... ........... 24,667 411 2 4
536 Yal cogrin ...................................... 8,309 121 3 6 628 Baan Baa South .. ....... 11,745 73 8 2
537 Carroll................ ................ 5,327 49 18 10 629 Myall Downs ............ ... 12,266 102 4 4
538 16 861 1 9,9, 18 10 030 4 260 71 0 0
539 Narad ban .. ................. 97,118 404 13 2 631 Euroka ........................ ....... . 62’069 387 18 8
540 Guuyer Wanldi . ... 30,162 377 0 6 632 Back Daronbalgie ....... ......... 9,300 77 10 0
541 Mandamah ............................. 20,975 152 18 11 633 Milton Yale .................................. 3,693 50 0 3
542 Moonbi or Bogandillon................. 37,382 327 1 10 034 44 313 692 7 10
543 Youngara Creek .. .. 13*917 115 19 6 635 Nangunii and Warmatta . . l|093 40 19 9
544 Tamaro .. ................ 71,020 517 17 1 636 5 682 35 10 3
545 Trowell Cieek Station ....... 28.153 175 19 2 637 Ghoolendoodi........... ....... 95*875 898 16 7
546 Buna Burra ... ... 64,200 468 2 6 638 Bourke’s Creek .. ............ 6,970 101 12 11
547 Bolero, Block A North........... 14,880 93 0 0 639 Bunarbra... ................. ' . 17,610 201 15 7
548 Borec Creek ................... 9,791 81 11 10 640 Breeza ... ... ............... 37,747 511 3 2
549 Bocabigal ........................ 3,821 47 15 3 641 Triangular iPlam......................... 810 27 0 0
550 Biambil ......... 6,423 40 2 11 612 West Breelong . ... 3,640 22 15 0
551 Dandaloo . ......................... 9,259 125 7 8 644 Houlaghan’s Creek (South) . .. 12,962 108 0 4
552 Lower Willie East 6,294 52 9 0 615 Illumurgalia East ... ............ 5,080 66 2 11

'•.553 Rocky Creek ....... 109,822 114 8 0 646 Bengalla .... .................... 48,767 355 11 11
554 Walla Walla . . 4,771 39 15 2 647 Bandon ...................................... 1,834 15 5 8
555 Lou or Balabla ......... 7,463 54 8 4 618 Condobolm ... . 41,867 305 5 7
556 Ballado/an .... 37,460 312 3 4 649 Moran gar ell and Narraburra Creek 13,744 114 10 8
£57 Oura............................ 2,970 49 10 0 650 Cubbo and Dunwerian . 21,400 66 17 6
558 Euroka .. 11,654 87 8 1 651 Barham ............ ................ 37,425 662 14 8
560 Tucka Tucka . ... . 17,776 148 2 8 652 Mungei’bumbone.................... 19,464 182 9 6
561 Mmgadal ............................. 11,510 148 13 5 653 Tomanbilc ................................. 6,868 115 5 9
562 Whalan ... . .. ......... 48,662 608 5 6 654 Wooyeo ..................................... 159,876 1,165 15 3
563 Edgeroi .................... . . . ♦. 83,217 1,126 18 0 656 Eugoura ..................................... 20,052 125 6 6
564 Binda ... ... .... 7,910 32 19 2 657 Lindsay . ............................... 66,414 276 14 6
565 Carnerney ............. ... . 2,463 51 6 3 658 Pullitop ........................................ 16,640 138 13 4
566 Tchelery ... 18,918 244 7 2 659 Howlong ................ . 22,017 330 5 1
567 Carbucky ... .. . 48,284 603 11 0 660 Narran ................................ 6,278 52 6 4
568 Lower Dronbalgie ................ 1 849 15 8 2 661 Mullah ............................. 40,597 608 19 1
569 Trinkey . ... .................... 27,500 286 9 2 662 Noith Junee .......................... 3^802 63 7 4
570 Walla Walla and Carangatell 3,139 39 4 9 663 Tulcumbah .................................... 28,040 233 13 4
571 Galargambone ... ... 2,987 38 17 11 664 Monga . ... ....... .. 119,760 1,247 10 0
572 Egelabra .. ............... 17,079 231 5 7 665 Dundullamel ............... . 5,000 52 1 8
573 Bald Ridge ........... ....... 8,600 26 17 6 C66 Mereyula ........................ 2,484 10 7 0
574 Bongeabong ........... 23,160 241 5 0 668 Billabong (West) ......... . 4,718 39 6 4
575 Cowabee ........................... 14,509 151 2 9 669 New Gradgery ............ ...... 1,444 10 10 7
576 Timtei rjbungan 36,343 530 0 1 671 B12 River .... ............ 25,814 53 15 7
577 Grubten Plains .................. 1,884 19 12 6 672 Cobran... ........ ....... 17,133 • §39 1 10
578 Canonbar .. .... 9,953 228 1 10 673 Nouerome ............. .. 18,060 376 5 0
579 Boranda ............... .. 5,000 20 16 8 674 Torgamba .... ......... 20,645 258 1 3
580 Belar .... ............. 33,587 122 <) 1 675 Gunbar . . . 101,382 1,013 16 4
582 Keiabury ....... 16,550 551 13 4 676 Bumbaldry (Upper) ....... 6,486 '40 10 9
583 Quat Qnatta ........... 2,800 105 0 0 677 Hermitage Plains Block A 2 31,130 129 14 2
584 Dinby .. . 9,100 22 15 0 678 Narraum ... ............. 30,861 257 3 6
585 dandra ...................... 4,603 38 8 0 *CS2 South Mehonga Forest .. 1,018 40 5 11
586 Gulgo . . 9,415 5

l
6 683 Mahon ga •- .. 11,000 2S6 9 2

\ *
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PASTOEAL HOLDINGS—CENTEAL DIVISION—continued.

No and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area. Rent

No and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area. Rent.

No. Name. No. Name.

Acres. £ s. a Acres. £ s. d.
fiK4, 22 680 141 15 0 712 21,168 88 4 0
685 Holkibertoo (North) ................. 15^60 145 17 6 714 Enrombedah................... 52,121 434 6 10
686 Merab ........................................ 95,707 797 11 2 715 Elong Elong ................................. 1,900 15 16 8
687 Yemnan.......................................... 29,264 60 19 4 718 Back Creek and Nobby’s Lagoon 22,235 162 2 7
fiftR 10 616 132 14 0 719 7,795 56 16 10
689 Melrose ................................... 280,020 2,333 10 0 721 £ or ah ................................... 39^200 81 13 4
690 Willeroon ...................................... 69,777 581 9 6 722 Piedmont......................................... 25,440 212 0 0
691 Wallangra ....................................... 53,120 664 0 0 723 West Bogan, No. 6.................... 24,252 202 2 0

4,194 69 18 0 724 9,320 174 15 0
693 G-oolhi .... ......................... 36>M5 305 7 6 725 Dundoo Hills ............................ 32',800 128 2 6
691 Bald Hill and Warrderry............. 13,824 103 13 7 726 Nelungaloo.................................. 5,523 46 0 6

10,720 6 8 727 16,873 105 9 2
11,911 99 10 8 728 26,454 440 18 0

fiflS 32^200 134 3 4 729 20,168 252 0 0
fiOQ 8,480 79 10 0 730 8^600 26 17 6
700 Willie .......................................... 58^976 675 15 4 731 Bungebar ...................................... 6,960 43 10 0
701 78,879 591 11 10 734 15,600 65 0 0
702 Wilgar Downs ............................ 153j060 717 9 4 735 Mogong .......................................... 5400 22 10 0
706 Myall Creek .................................... 62,066 517 4 4 736 Coombogolong .............................. 24,172 302 3 0
707 Obernc ......................................... 24,737 257 13 7 737 Culmier ...................................... 6,019 75 4 9

*680 Murrungundy ........................ 17,450 163 11 11 738 Brundah .................................... 3,475 22 0 8
681 Grageu and Gramcn...................... 43,704 546 6 0 739 Brnndah North ....................... 10,630 66 8 9
70ft 75,400 235 12 6 740 8,500 106 5 0
709 Ooella........................................... 33|736 281 2 8 741 Wallanbillan .............................. 7,523 94 0 9
710 Wandao Wondong......................... 34,769 280 14 10

PASTOEAL LEASES—WESTEEN DIVISION.
1 Wangaroa ................. .. 15,280 70 0 8 59 Gunniguldrie ............................. 37,160 38 14 2
2 Tarella ...................................... 357,874 1,118 7 2 60 Boonnaricool.............................. 32,592 67 18 O
3 212,495 1,180

318
10 7 61 44,800 93 6 8

4 Inneaowcn .................................. 93^000 15 0 02 Maranoa............... ................. 31LOOO 1,295 16 8
6 Beemery....................................... 199,575 1,330 10 0 63 Redan ...................................... 31,100 129 11 8
7 Wilga .................................... 64,700 278 0 2 61 Tinapagce ....................... 404,120 1,515 9 O
8 Fort Grey ...................... • • 222,900 461 7 0 65 Connulpie Downs ......................... 208,260 578 10 0
9 Buckanbce................. . 87,730 465 4 9 66 Gnomery......................................... 101,800 865 0 0

10 Moolah . .. ......... 93,360 158 13 8 67 Buckalow . .. 199,300 622 16 3
11 Ticeburst ... 86,001 362 2 0 63 Neckarboo .. 121,250 378 18 2
12 Meadows ................................. 63,900 239 17 0 69 Molten Plains ... . .... 118,400 493 6 8
13 Nelyambo ................ ... 424,870 2,434 3 1 70 N ullan a . ........... 24,100 150 12 6
14 Turlee ......... ............. 117,920 122 16 8 71 Moira Plains . . . ..... ... 48,100 200 8 4
15 Noonthonmgee .......................... 184,416 576 0 0 72 Willara ......... 95,100 396 5 0
16 Coulpataro.................. ....... 58,840 

44,COS
269 13 8 73 Wilgha Downs ... ............... 48,220 200 18 4

17 Humble ........... ....................... 366 14 8 74 The Priory .. .. .. 64,280 200 17 6
18 Buckwaroon .............................. 56,000 233 6 8 75 East Bogan, No. 15 ... . 20,550 171 5 0
19 Tiltagara ........ .. 83,460 260 16 3 76 Collywarry ........... . 38,000 263 17 10
20 Mount Gipps.............................. 418,471 1,307 14 0 77 Budda . .. .. .. 20,480 170 13 4
21 Cobham Lake ... ....... 225,320 70 i 2 6 78 Moothumbil ... . . 59,400 371 5 0
22 Kallara ........... ..... 491,280 2,456 8 0 79 Keewong ................. 122,660 127 15 5
23 Mallara ............................. 55,014 114 13 6 80 Brmdingabba....... ... .. 143,521 593 0 0
24 Coan Downs.............................. 229,980 1,073 0 8 81 Springfield ........................ . 63,960 239 17 0
25 Kilfera ............................................ 411,398 857 1 7 82 Bulla ................................. ... 64,000 160 0 0
26
28

180,401 16 9 83 79,077
63,560

19 6
Panban ................... ........ eo^oo 173 6 8 81 Baden Park ............................ 264 16 8

29 Teriawjnia .................................. 463,938 2,029 12 0 85 Gidgee .............................. 97,400 324 13 4
30 Nvmagee .................................... 61,613 154 0 8 86 Bulgoo .................................... 62,360 207 17 4
31 Moquilamba ............................... 23,351 97 6 2 87 Mokely .......... ................ 95,960 199 18 4
32 Corella .................................... 120,704 628 13 4 S3 Taljeale .................................. 127,560 531 10 0
33 Compton Downs......................... 25,382 105 15 2 89 Wcintenga ............................... 337,222 1,522 3 8
34 Langawjrra.................................. 228,250 951 0 10 90 Lissington . ... .. . 159,022 662 11 10
35 Wapwella ................................. 60,600 252 10 0 91 Mallee Cliffs .................... 143,4 10 298 16 8
36 Culpawlm . ............. ... 81,530 528 6 3 92 Salisbury Downs............. . 498,000 1,245 0 0
37
38

49,900
32 000

103 19 2 03 231,230
92,730

642 7 3
Gurrera . .................... . 150 0 0 94 Kenilworth ................................. 386 7 6

39 Til Til ........................................ 189,597 1,181 19 8 95 Mundi Mundi .. . 173,581 482 3 4
40 Frome’s Creek ... 110,200 300 2 3 96 Paddington ........................... 301,010 1,033 9 4
41 Wyuna Downs ................ 31,200 130 0 0 97 Burtundy ......................... 60,172 258 11 1
42 Magenta . . ............... 174,820 364 4 2 98 Mullingawarima . ... 119,795 623 18 8
43 ELmora .. . . 125,900 262 5 10 99 Wallandra .................................. 31,859 2G5 9 10
44 Quantambone .. ................ 202,983 1,691 10 6 100 Wjadra ..................... 41,893 349 2 2
45 Mootwmgee ................................. 38,660 120 18 3 101 Bundabulla ......................... 80,348 669 11 4
46 Fort Bourke ....................... 177,722 990 13 9 102 Tap'o ......... . 266,9n0 556 4 7
47
48
49

84,880
110,300

205 5 0 103 229,940 1,628
721

14 10
183 16 8 104 135^970

32,145
1 1

Cuthowarra . . 55'400 184 13 4 105 Milrea............................................. 200 18 2
50 Bogeira East ......................... 21,763 1SI 7 2 106 Tapalm . ... ........... 249,403 519 11 10
51 Clare ..................................... 222,736 923 1 4 107 Wilkie Plains . . .................... 12,060 75 7 6
52 Tarcoon ...... ... 67,535 386 18 5 108 Marooba . . .. 30,111 94 2 0
53 Pinlbe ....... ... 110,438 460 8 2 109 Bogeira Back . ......... 22,420 HO 2 6
54 Tuda .................................... 137,480 572 16 8 110 Bangheet ........................ . 107,314 891 5 8
55 Momba ..... 1,085,148 6,103 19 2 111 Sussex. .... .. 64,240 291 8 8
56 Coronga Downs .. ... 60,662 252 15 2 112 Boondaria ............................ 68,142 567 17 0
57 Pulpulla ... . ... 64,500 201 11 3 113 Glenlyon ................ .... 115,400 432 15 0
58 479,340 1,997 5 9 114 95,180 297 8 9
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PASTORAL LEASES—WESTERN DIVISION—cow^erf.

No and Name of Leasehold Area
Ai ea Rent

No and iSame of Leasehold Aiea

No Name. | ;no
i

Name

• Acres. £ £. d.
115 Roto ........... ........................ 152,800 477 10 0 202 Moorna ........... . ...
116- Mumn............................................. 69,287 324 15 8 203 Netley ...... ................
117 Mondadoo ................................. .. 14,468 120 11 4 204 Monolon, No. 5 ........... ..118 Brenda ................. ... 37,728 314 8 0 205 Meryula....................... ... .
119 Tupra .. .. ...... . 321,102 2,809 12 10 206 Belahe..................................121 Muckewerawa.. ....... 35,091 292 8 6 207 Thurloo Downs ............122 Warraweena . ... 212,730 1,373 17 8 208 Gmgie ...................................
123 Balowra ................................ 24,930 103 17 6 209 Curraweena ..............................124 Bunnermgee ..................... 140,700 604 11 5 210 Coronga Peak ...125 Milroy.......................... . .. 155,160 1,293 0 0 211 Wiltagoona............ ..126 Boulka............... ............ 125,800 393 2 6 212 Conoble ..................
127 Delala'i ....................................... 161,750 269 u 8 213 Morden . .
128 Toulby............... .... 40,300 209 17 11 214 Cuthro .................129 Wilgaroon .. 63,500 264 11 8 215 Byerock ... .
130 Burta .................. 107,500 358 6 8 216 Bundmbarrma . . .131 Grasmere .......... 108,120 337 17 6 217 Menamurtie........................ .132 Nillera, or Canyanboon ........... 61,260 268 0 3 218 Mulgah ... ................
133 Rookery.................................. 32,520 81 6 0 219 Moolbong......... ...
134 Florida ........................... 30,325 128 17 8 220 Olive Downs . .135 "Wonominta.............................. 147,600 621 3 0 221 Euston . .. ....
136 Arumpo .. . 85,460 284 17 4 222 Eremeran................................
137 Boorooma ......................... 270,696 1,691 17 0 223 Onepar ... . .138 Alma .................................. 72,116 600 19 4 224 North Merrowie ............ ..
139 Waverley Downs .......................... 64,100 200 6 3 225 Bcrawinma Downs ...........140 Wircbilleba........ . . .. 78,532 368 2 5 226 Goondublui . . ...
141 Sturt’s Meadows . ............... 109,900 366 6 8 227 Tmtmallopv.......................... .......
142 Wan gar on ............................... 15,500 32 5 10 228 Multagoona........... ...............
143 Mount Manara ............................. 108,460 451 18 4 229 Bill ilia ....................
144 Uranaway . .................... 67,500 281 5 0 230 Wnlong . .
145 Yallock........ ... ........ 128,280 133 12 6 231 Boolegal . .............
146 Roto North-East ... 32,840 34 4 2 232
147 Booroomugga . . ...... 64,000 272 0 0 233 Yathong ... . . ...
148 G-olgol................... ........... 171,327 785 5 0 234 Jandra . ........................
149 Mem Merrm a ........................... 13,080 54 10 0 235 Lenda............. ... .
150 Tibora . .......................... 44,450 46 6 1 236 Charlton .........................
151 Mount Arrowsmitb ..................... 123,320 3S5 7 6 237 Manfred ........... . .
152 Angledool ... .................... 87,596 547 9 6 238 Hartwood
153 Booroondara Downs ... 55,924 233 0 4 239 Mount Poole ... ... .
154 Marfield............. .......... .... 238,420 993 8 4 240 Dunlop . ............................... ..
155 Goonalgaa ...... ........... 26,484 66 4 3 241 Paika ... ..
156 Yancanma ......................... 544 304 2,267 18 8 242 Liam! Jo ................
157 G-arnpung ...................................... 99,840 208 0 0 243 Thule ......................................
158 Central Block C .......................... 29,780 74 9 o 244
159 Mount Wood ...................... 202,800 563 6 8 245 Willandra .................
160 Urisino.......................................... 317,500 992 3 9 246 Mossgiel..............................
161 Packsaddle .................................. 159,978 499 18 8 247 Lila Springs ........................
162 Dine Dine ....... .... ... 116,620 546 13 2 248 Glenarrff........... .....
163 Coombie ..................................... 64,080 200 5 0 249 Boulka Lake ...
164 Yandama....................................... 63,950 133 4 7 250 Wanaanng ............................
165 North Abbotsford......................... 30,080 188 0 0 251 Mulga, No. X ... . . .
167 Kaleno.............................................. 64,400 214 13 4 252 Albermarle and Victoria Lake.....
168 Outer Netallie ............... Iff,616 240 1 4 253 Murrawombie ......... ... .
169 Kajuligab ... . . 78,580 327 8 4 254 Wamell ....... . ...
170 Lake Victoria . . 698,952 2,329 16 10 255 Mourabilla ... . . ..
171 Doradilla ................ . . 30,700 127 18 4 256 Tara................... .
172 Tongo .... ............................ 104,200 325 12 6 257 Toorale and Dunlop ...............
173 Poolamacca .. ....................... 174,300 363 2 6 258 Corrong .. .........................
174 Avoca ... . 354,963 1,525 4 8 259 Waratta .....................................
175 Torrens Creek . ............... 33,700 140 8 4 260 Winbar ......................................
176 Teltagoonah .............................. 66,560 249 l9 o 961
177 Gundabooka ......................... 162^570 846 14 5 262 Whittabranah.................................
178 Cultowa ................. ............ 204,671 930 6 6 263 Canally .........................................
179 Booberoi ................................ 61,785 321 15 11 264 Coolabah ... .....................
180 Dungalear............. ... . 118,652 741 11 6 265 Tambria .........................................
181 Belford............................................. 60,840 177 9 0 266 Billybingbone ...... .......182 Mount Grenfell, No. 2 ........... 23,880 99 10 0 267 East Bogan, No. 17 . ...
183 Wanga Mana ......................... 77,358 322 6 6 268 MogilMogil............... .. ..
184 Curranyalpa .......... 104,188 596 18 3 269 Enbendery ............ .............
185 Nocoleche . . .... 345,900 1,297 2 6 270 Tom’s Lake . ..186 Glnalta ........................................ 325,329 704 3 1 271 Burran down .... ..
187 Merungle............. . . . 92,096 805 16 10 272 Wiliawillm gbah .....................
188 Talawanta ......... ... 133,138 1,109 9 8 273 Denman ...............................
189 Keribree.................................. 169,640 706 16 8 274 Kayrunueta> . . ^ .190 Thackarmga .............................. 60,720 253 o o 275
191 Topar . ...... 157^000 523 6 8 276 Mulga Downs ... .....................192 Fulham ... ........ 98,380 307 8 9 277193 Amphitheatre .... ............... 87,680 324 14 10 278 Berawima Downs, No. 3194 Moorara .................. . ... 511,968 533 6 0 279 Ophara ............. ....195 Corona............................................ 829,820 2,593 3 9 280 Murruman and Dural .............196 Murtee ..... . 170,330 798 8 5 281
198 Lower Lila............. ......... 66,331 276 7 7 282 East Bogan, No. 16 . ..199 Yeranbah ....... . . . 112,548 492 8 0 283 Mount Stuaxt ..200 Nundoro . .................... 218,500 682 16 3 284 Cavyapundy Swamp, No. 1 ........201 Tindayrey . . . 169,956 708 3 0 285 North Euabalong . . .

W

201—B

Area. Rent

Acres. £ 3. d.
63,172 210 11 6

453,836 1,418 4 9
36,000 112 10 0

247,188 823 19 3
172,092 896 6 3
201,000 502 10 0
136,590
68,939

853 13 9
287 4 11

128,640 536 0 0
108,740 453 1 8
154,470 965 8 9
154,410
561,273

482 10 8
2,375 3 7

34,340 143 1 8
169,874 1,061 14 3
203,833 849 6 1

21,157 96 19 5
55,054 516 2 8
46,300 96 9 2
17,601 36 13 5
87,880 411 18 9
56,780 157 14 5
34,070 283 18 4

157,000 392 10 0
196,701 1,024 9 8
116,980 609 5 5
93,853 391 1 1

225,890 1,019 12 10
94,110 294 1 11
21,068 245 15 11
61,200 267 15 0

121,230 126 5 8
109,548 912 18 0

78,320 293 14 0
98,627 821 17 10

279,186 581 12 9
31,110 77 15 6

206,800 430 16 8
440,592
168,754

2,360
703

6 3
2 10

108,287 676 15 11
45,495 75 16 6

645,491 2,689 10 11
189,216 1,576 16 O
131,551 1,096 5 2
152,331 634 14 3
137,187 571 12 3
368,900 1,152

786
16 3

188,710 5 10
29,500 122 18 4

382,940
115,417

1,675 7 3
1,082 0 9

27,201 170 0 2
45,437 378 12 10
60,579 283 19 4

615,484 2,949
2,654

3 11
303,343 5 1
32,000 100 0 O

278,648 1,451 5 10
176,912 810 16 11
52,900 110 4 2

305,433
38,608

636 6 5
170 18 5

64,000 213 6 8
15,910 99 8 9
13,051 115 11 2
21,380 44 10 10
16,473 137 5 6
42,600 355 0 0
28,820 120 1 8
15,780 131 10 0
14,810 123 8 4
34,167 143 15 9
18,100 75 8 4
64,168 213 17 10
11,232 , 
40,800

93 12 O
102 0 0

54,800 228 6 8
29,620 246 16 8
16,500 ■*137 10 O
28,996 256 14 9
61,000 200 0 0
54,200 112 18 4
23,460 35 7 3

%

A

*



PASTOEAL LEASES—WESTERN DIVISION—wirtwwerf.

No. and Name of Leasehold Area.
Area. Pent,

I

No. Name. No.

286 Huaba..............................................
Acres.
31,800

£ s. d. 
185 10 0 301

287 Darling Block D.............................. 38,480 192 8 0 302
288 Osaca .............................................. 64,050 200 3 2 303
289 Newfoundland, No. 1..................... 23,460 195 10 0 304
290 Nardoo............................................ 70,000 291 13 4 305
291 Tankerook North ........................... 6,380 53 3 4 306
292 Coobung .......................................... 18,100 150 16 8 307
293 Willoh.............................. ............... 22,698 189 3 0 308
294 Willybingbone ............................... 15,600 146 5 0 309
295 Pinegobla.......................................... 32,692 187 6 0 310
296 Gumanaldry .................................. 24,356

64,700
103 10 4 311

297 Kew.................................................. 269 11 8 312
298 Turkey Creek ...................... ........... 43,151 143 16 9 315
300 Waverley, No. 1.............................. 38,400 160 0 0 316

No. and Name of Leasehold Area.

Name.

Yandembab......................
Lower Nilgie ................ .
Grawin South.................
East Bogan, No. 14 .....
Oberwells.........................
Upper Bundabulla East.. 
Mount Boorithumble.....
Moongulla West.............
Mount Sturt .................
Mulurulu........................
Euabalong .................... .
North Peak......................
Mooculta.........................
Boundary.......................

Area. Kent.

Acres. '£ s. d.
31,509 262 11 6
10,000 48 12 3
25,000 156 5 0
25,640 240 7 6
29,482 24 11 5
23,094 192 9 0
26,968 56 3 8
40,400 171 14 0
63,960 133 5 0
73,340 61 2 4
25,624 186 16 10
29,904 74 15 3
74,768 467 6 0
10,200 42 10 0

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S9„



Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(PASTORAf, LEASE RENTS AND OCCUPATION LICENSE EEES REDUCED UNDER I00TII SECTION OE THE CROWN LANDS ACT OE 1884,

Ordered ly the Legislative Assembly to he printed, 11 April, 1889.

RETURN showing Pastoral Lease Rents and Occupation License Pees reduced under the 100th section
of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.

LEASEHOLD AREAS.

No. and Name of Holding.
Minimum Kent as 

recommended by the 
Local Land Board 

in the first instance.
Rent finally 

determined on appeal. Difference
caused by reduction.

Easteen

295 Wellinsrove.......
408 Cowar .......

Division.

^ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
104 14 6 1 ?8 10 11

£ s. d.

4^8 Jiunnemede ...
485 Cuiifflebun?.......
568 Paddy’s Land .

CE1.TEAI,
529 Yalgogrin South..........
721 Borah ......

79 4 9
203 15 0
100 0 0

oi j.u y
59 8 7
89 2 10
31 5 0

610 15 8 319 18 1 290 17 7

Division.

383 17 9
245 0 0
205 0 0

255 18 6
81 13 4

128 2 6725 Dundoo Hills ...

833 17 9 465 14 4 368 3 5

SUMMARY.

Division.
Minimum Rent as 

recommended by the 
Local Land Board 

in the first instance.
Rent finally 

determined on appeal. Difference
caused by reduction.

Eastern .............. £ s. d.
610 15 8
833 17 9

£ s. d.
319 18 1
465 14 4

£ 8. d.
290 17 7
368 3 5

Central .............. " "

Totals ............... 1.444 13 5 785 12 5 659 1 0

163—
OCCUPATION



14 # *

.»' 2

OCCUPATION LICENSES.

* No. and Name of Holding.
Minimum License Fee 

as recommended by the 
Local Land Board 

in the first instance.

License Fee finally 
determined on appeal.

Difference
caused by reduction.

EASTEEN Division.

£ s. d.
87 10 0

£ s. d. 1 £ s. d.
32 16 3 5i 13 9

Central Division.

196 2 6
101 11 3

16 6 11
33 17 1

297 13 9 50 4 0 247 9 9

SUMMARY.

Division.
Minimum License Fee 
recommended by the 

Local Land Board 
in the first instance.

License Fee finally 
determined on appeal.

Difference
caused by reduction.

£ s. d.
87 10 0

297 13 9

£ s. d. | £ s. d.
32 16 3 i 54 13 9

Central .......................................................................................... 50 4 0 247 9 9

Totals .......................................... £ 385 3 9 83 0 3 302 3 6

DM-l
Sydney : Charles Potter, Gorernment Printer.—1889.



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SPECIAL AREAS MADE UNDER THE ACT OE 1884.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 6 August, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 16th April, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,— '

“A Return showing the Special Areas made under the Land Act of 1884, 
specifying each the date on which it was made, the locality, the area, 

“ the upset price for residence selections, the area selected, the date when 
“ offered at auction, the auction upset price, the area purchased at auction, 
“ with the price realized, and the balance remaining unsold.”

(Mr. Barbour.)

535—A

[920 copies Approximate Cost of Printing (laBonr and material), £17 5s. Ocl.J



Special Abeas.

6 10 11 12 13 14

I/md District. No. County. Parish. Area. Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction. Date. Area sold. Upset

price.
Price

realized. Unalienated.

Albury

Armidale

Berrima . 
Bingara .

Bombala,

Boorowa.

Bourke

Casino.............

Cassilis .........
Campbelltown
Cobar .............
Condobolin.....

2,991
6,968
6,977
7,144
7,883
7,882

1
2,481
7,178
7,183
7.315
7.316 
2,432
2,033
7,170
3,134

6,985
6,976
6.996
6.997
6.998
6.999 
7,000 
7,001 
7,002
7.003
7.004 

1 
2
3
4
5

7,077
7.681
7.682 
2,151 
2,817 
6,979 
7,071 
6,969

1
3,210

5 Feb., 1887 
1 Sept., 1888

30 June, 1888
25 Aug., 1888 
15 Deo., 1888
15 „ 1888
26 June, 1886
16 Oct., 1886
6 ,, 1888 
1 Sept., 1888
6 Oct., 1888 
6 „ 1888
7 Sept., 1886

24 July, 1886 

19 Mar.', 1887

30 July, 1888

Hume .... 
Goulburn . 
Selwyn....

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888
1888

10 April, 1886 
10 ,, 1886 
10 „ 1886 
10 ,, 1886 
10 „ 1886 
18 Aug., 1888 
17 Nov., 1888
17 ., 1888
18 Aug., 1886
11 Dec., 1886 
30 July, 1888
1 Sept., 1888 
1 „ 1888 

29 May, 1886 
26 Mar., 1887

Goulburn .
5) •

Sandon....

Hardinge and Clarke .
Sandon .......................
Hardinge..................

Camden .. 
Murchison

Wellesley..

Harden.

Cowper.

Rous .

Bligh............
Cumberland., 
Mouramba . 
Gipps .........

Walla Walla 
JerraJerra .. 
Glenken ......

Jergyle.

Exmouth.......................
Gyra...............................
Ryanda, Mackenza, &c.
Exmouth.......................
Elderbury ...................

Yarrawa ..........
Dinoga ..............
Wyndham ......
Gunning Grach

Burnima
Illalong.., 
Galong ...

Barton .........
Banga .........
East Bourke

Davidson .

Jasper .............................
Tomki .............................
North Casino .................
Borambil........................
Heathcote .....................
Priory Plains and Roset 
South Gulgo .............

a. r. p- £ S. d. a. r. p.
88 0 0 2 0 0 Revoked 19/12/88

220 3 0 2 0 0 160 0 0
660 0 0 2 0 0 660 0 0
320 0 0 1 10 0
330 3 0 2 0 0 319 3 0
576 0 0 1 10 0 200 0 0
284 0 0 1 10 0 160 0 0
800 0 0 2 0 0

1,800 0 0 3 0 0
73 0 0 2 0 0

100 0 0 5 0 0
590 0 0 5 0 0
920 0 0 2 0 0 142 0 0
160 0 0 3 0 0 100 1 0
68 2 0 1 15 0

282 0 0 2 0 0 250 0 0

109 2 0 2 10 0 / 50 
\40

0
0

0
 0

640 0 0 2 0 0
40 0 0 1 10 0

145 0 0 2 0 0 ' 147 2 0
250 0 0 2 5 0 208 0 0
480 0 0 2 10 0 440 0 0
160 0 0 2 15 0 160 0 0

60 0 0 3 0 0 60 0 0
40 0 0 3 5 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 3 10 0 40 0 0
60 0 0 4 0 0 60 0 0

3,265 2 0 2 0 0
1,117 0 0 2 0 0

100 1 0 2 0 0
390 3 0 2 0 0 402 0 0

1,159 2 0 2 0 0 320 0 0
106 0 0 1 10 0 106 0 0

2,434 0 0 1 10 0
1,392 0 0 1 10 0

82 0 0 2 0 0 82 0 0
171 0 0 3 10 0 171 0 0

2,084 2 0 2 0 0 197 1 0
286 0 0 2 10 0 100 0 0
229 3 0 2 0 0 144 0 0

2,880 0 0 1 10 0
1,882 0 0 2 0 0

Acres. Acres.

49|
504

24 Feb., 1887 
23 June, 1887

(Volunteer Land Order)

640
40

50

10 Oct., 1888 
10 „ 1888

10 Oct., 1888

640
40

50

(Volunteer Land Order)

£ s. d.

2 10 
1 10 0

£ s. d.

2 10 
1 10 0

2 10 0 2 10 0

a. r. p. 
88 0 0 
60 3 0

320 0 0 
11 0 0 

376 0 0 
125 0 0 
800 0 0 

1,800 0 0 
73 0 0 

100 0 0 
590 0 0 
778 0 0

59
68

3 0
2 0 

9 a. (balance 
absorbed in 
access roads.)

19 2 0

3,265 2 0 
1,117 0 0 

100 1 O

839 "2' 0

'2,434 0 0
1,392 0 0

1,887 1 O 
186 0 0 

So 3 0 
2,880 0 O 
1,882 0 0



Special Aeeas—continued.

1 2 3

Land District. No. Date.

Condobolin......... 7,176 22 Sept., 1888 Gipps ....

Gowen ....
7,340 22 „ 1888 

25 Aug., 1888Coonabarabran .. 7,025
7,027 18 „ 1888 

12 Sept., 1888 
29 „ 1888

Wellesley.7,192
7,341
7,529

Cootamundra.....
20 Oct., 1888

7,695 17 Nov., 1888
8,736 2 Mar., 1889

Corowa ................ 2,385 16 Oct., 1886 Denison....
2,448 25 Sept., 1886 

30 Oct., 18862,570 Hume ....
2,774 27 Nov., 1886

Denison....3,027 30 July, 1888
7,013 30 „ 1888 Hume ....
7,078 1 Sept., 1888 Dpnison...,
7,270 22 „ 1888 Hume ....
7,289 1 „ 1888
7,291 1 „ 1888
7,294 6 Oct., 1888
7,725 20 „ 1888
7,750 27 ,, 1888 Denison....
7,909 14 Jan., 1889
8,043 1 Dec., 1888
8,133 5 ,, 1888 >> ...

Cowra.................. 1,344
2

17 Feb., 1886 
30 Mar., 1886

3 30 „ 1886 >5 .....
Bathurst ..

Deniliquin..........
7,079 1 Sept., 1888
1,756
2,031

29 May, 1886 
17 July, 1886 Townsend..

2,433 11 Sept., 1886
2,930 22 Dec., 1886
7,020 18 Aug., 1888

Wakool.....7,021 30 July, 1888
7,067 1 Sept,, 1888
7,448 22 ,, 1888
7,692 17 Nov., 1888
7,693 17 „ 1888
8,118
8,176

12 Jan., 1889
12 „ 1889

Dubbo.......... .......
7,638 13 Oct., 1888
2,032
4,017

24 July, 1886 
10 Aug., 1887 Ewenmar ..

I 7,019 30 July, 1888 Gregory ..

1
7,173 30 .. 1888

j
Lincoln.....

County. Parish.

South Condobolin ...........
Goobothery.......................
Cullabulloo .......................
Orandelbinia ...................
Wellington .......................
Wallundry .......................
Narraburra .......................
Tumbleton .......................
Wallundry .......................
Mulwala and Wahgunyah.
Finlay, &c..........................
Richmond and Goombargana.
Sandy Ridges ..................
Boomanoomana ..............
Bnrraga ...........................
Denison and Wahgunyah.
Bnrraga ...........................
Boomanoomana ...............
Carlyle...............................
Langunya...........................
Burraga, &c.......................
Mulwala ...........................
Boomanoomana ...............

Langunya.............
Wattamondara ..
Morongla.............
Wattamondara ..
Kenilworth .........
Woorooma ........
Narrama ............
Purdanima .........
Quiamong.............
South Deniliquin
Malian .................
Whymoul.............
Cobwell .............
Bookit, &c............
Bookit .................
Jimaringle .........
Chowar.................

Colema... 
Carrxgan
Ninia......
Dubbo ...

6 7 8

Area. Price. Area selected.

a. r. P- £ s. d. a. r. p-
. 2,730 0 0 1 10 0 480 0 0
. 2,523 1 0 1 10 o
. 480 0 0 1 10 0
. 1,217 0 0 1 10 0 160 0 0
. 91 1 0 1 15 0
. 1,918 1 0 1 10 o
. '674 0 0 1 10 0 514 0 0
. 93 3 0 3 0 0
, 165 1 0 1 10 0
. 3,035 0 0 2 0 0 3,035 0 0
. 1,500 0 0 2 0 0 1,424 0 0
. 1,700 0 0 2 0 0 611 0 0
, 163 1 0 2 0 0 160 0 0
. 2,379 2 0 2 0 0 2,365 1 0
. 125 2 10 2 10 0 125 2 10

1,280 0 0 2 0 0 1,280 0 0
. 545 0 0 2 0 0 493 2 0
. 462 2 0 2 0 0 462 2 0
. 1,479 3 0 2 0 0 1,479 3 0
. 410 0 0 2 0 0 Revoked.
. 890 0 0 3 10 0 530 0 0

2,494 1 0 4 0 0 2,242 1 0
600 0 0 3 10 0 600 0 0
640 0 0 4 0 0 640 0 0
410 0 0 4 0 0

1,920 0 0 2 10 0
412 0 0 2 0 0
640 0 0 2 10 0

1,483 2 0 1 10 0 1,440 2 0
224 0 0 2 0 0

2,759 2 0 2 10 0
72 3 0 2 0 0

847 3 0 2 0 0
40 0 0 1 15 0 40 0 0

1,326 1 0 2 5 0
1,165 0 0 1 15 0
1,095 0 0 2 0 0
8,300 0 0 2 0 0

220 0 0 2 0 0
1,813 1 0 1 10 0
2,420 0 0 2 0 0

720 0 0 2 0 0
52 0 0 2 0 0
50 0 0 2 10 0

1,739 3 0 1 10 0
120 0 0 2 0 0 120 0 0

10

Offered at 
Auction,

480

7121

Date.

18 Feb., 1889 
18 „ 1889

ir

Area sold. Upset price.

314

12 ' 13'

£ s. d.

i io’"o

Now in Land District, Young.

Price
realized.

30 Mar., 1887 7123 2 10 0

5 Dec., 1888 Same land as special area. 
230 sold under Improvement Purchase.

Same land as special area, 7,294. Revoked 5 Dec., 1888.

224
2,759|

17 Dec., 1886 
2 Sept., 1886

132J
2,759J

'847|

2 0 0
2 10 0

2 0 0 
2 10 0

847| 13 April, 1887 2 0 0 2 0 0

1,326J
1,165
1,095

5 Oct., 1888 
20 Feb., 1889 
10 Oct., 1888

+1,165

......  %

52 13 July, 1887 1 10 0

l,739f 10 Oct., 1888 1 10 0
....... 1 .......

14

Unalienated.

S. d. a. r. P-
2,250 0 0
2,523 1 0

10 0 166 0 0
1,057 0 0

91 1 0
1,918 1 0

160 0 0

165 1 0

76 0 0# 376 1 0
3 1 0

14 1 0

51 2 0

8,133 0 0 
129 0 0 
252 0 0

410 0 0 
1,920 0 0

411 
640 0 0
43 0 0 
91 3

0

0

72 3 0

1,326 1 0
1,165 0 0
1,095 0 0
8,300 0 0

220 0 0
1,813 1 0
2,420 3 0

720 0 0
52 0 0
50 0 0

1,739 3 0

* Portions 169 and 191, £210s.; portion 171 £2 10s. 6d. t Withdrawn,



Special Aeeas—continued.

I 2 •»O 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14

Land Distuct No Date County Pansh Area Price Area selected Offered at 
Auction Date Area sold Upset price Price

realized Unalienated

a r P £ s d a r P acres acres £ s d £ s d a r P
3,282 23 Mai , 1887 Gloucester Tillegia 336 0 0 2 0 0 160 0 0 176 21 Dec , 1888 2 0 0 176 0 0

Eden 7,080 1 Sept, 1888 Auckland Burragate 776 1 0 2 10 0 363 1 0 413 5 Nov, 1888 413 2 10 0 2 10 0
Eorbes 2,916 22 Jan , 1887 Foibes Cumbijowa . 1,102 0 0 1 10 0 1,102 0 0 •

6,982 26 Sept, 1888 Wangajong 4,676 2 0 1 10 0 4,614 2 0 62 0 0
7,169 10 Noi , 1888 537 3 0 1 10 0 Reproclaimed as 7,74:6
7,746 10 „ 1888 549 3 0 1 10 0 549 3 0

Glen limes ' 2 10 April, 1886 Gough Stonehenge ... 210 0 0 2 0 0 Embraced m conditional lease 4,911
3 10 „ 1886 Clifton 270 0 0 2 0 0 2,083
4 10 „ 1886 Busden 400 0 0 2 0 0 400 0 0
5 10 ,', 1886 Fletcher 500 0 0 2 0 0 235 1 0 301 3 Q
6 10 1886 Rusden 650 0 0 2 0 0 420 0 0 191 1 0

2,375 28 Aug , 1886 Yarrafoid and Boyd 1,000 0 0 1 10 0 160 0 0 846 0 0
2,470 16 Oct, 1886 }> Rusden 320 0 0 1 10 0 309 2 0 10 2 0
2,815 11 Dec, 1886 Stonehenge 152 2 0 3 10 0 131 1 0 1 1 0

Gosfoid 6,687 20 June, 1886 N orthumberland Stowe 200 0 0 2 0 0 Pioclained \oid
7,179 6 Oct, 1888 Wallarah 100 0 0 2 0 0 100 0 0
7,604 10 Nov , 1888 Tuggerah 195 0 0 2 10 0 40 155 0 0
7,605 10 „ 1888 200 0 0 4 0 0 124 3 15 7 o U 20
7,606 10 ,, 1888

Wyong
118 0 0 4 0 0 . 118 0 0

8,132 19 Jan , 1889
Argyle

50 0 0 2 0 0 50 0 0
Goulburn 1 10 April, 1886 Tarago 43 3 0 1 10 0 43 3 0
Grafton 2 5 Aug, 1885 Fitzroy . Sherwood 40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0

3 5 „ 1885 Tallawudjah 102 0 0 2 0 0 102 0 0 .

4 5 ,, 1885 Kremnos 40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0
1,571 10 Apul, 1886 Cormdi 106 0 0 1 10 0 106 0 0 ,
2,374 28 Aug , 1886 Bagawa 500 0 0 1 10 0 60 0 0 . 44U 0 0
3,054 5 Mar , 1887 Clarence Calamia 78 3 0 2 0 0 78 3 0 .

Grafton and 3,283 30 „ 1887 Fitzi oy Comlaioi and Moonee 1,448 0 0 1 10 0 812 0 0 030 0 0
Kempsey 3,284 30 „ 1887 n • Comlai oi 81 2 0 1 10 0 81 2 0

3,285 30 „ 1887 Moonee CofF, AC 7,250 0 0 1 10 0 1,661 0 0 5,597 0 0
Grafton 7,030 18 Aug, 1888 Toothill 80 0 0 2 0 0 80 0 0

7,312 29 Sept, 1888 Glaience Coldstream 1,026 0 0 1 10 0 489 0 0 478 Rooked, 2 Maich, 1889 59 2 0
7,818 15 Dec , 1888 Fitzroy Moonee 1,543 2 0 1 10 0 331 0 0 1,212 2 0

Gienfell 3,200 15 ,, 1888 Forbes Nanima 1,120 0 0 1 10 0 1,120 0 0
6,981 30 June, 1888 Bland Barmedman 4,103 2 0 2 0 0 320 0 0 3,783 2 0
7,449 20 Oct , 1888 Monteagle . Brundah, &c 4,129 0 30 2 0 0 2,160 1 30 1,968 3 0
7,685 17 Noi , 1888 Forbes Kangarooby 470 2 0 1 10 0 470 2 0
7,697 17 ,, 1888 Warradeny 606 1 0 1 10 0 1 606 1 0
7,748 24 Oct , 1888 Kangarooby 218 0 0 2 0 0 218 0 0
7,749 24 ,, 1888 WallahW allah. 980 0 0 2 0 0 320 0 0 668 0 0
8,846 20 Mai , 1889

Harden
Eualdne 160 0 0 2 10 0 160 0 0

Gundagai 7,450 20 Oct, 1888 Bongongalong 216 1 0 1 15 0 216 1 0 . . . .

7,451 20 „ 1888 320 0 0 3 0 0 320 0 0 . . , . . , . . . .

8,130 12 Jan , 1889 Wynyard . . . Calafal 157 0 0 1 10 0 157 0 0 , , , . • . .. . . .

8,131 12 „ 1889 >1 • >J * 105 3 0 2 0 0 105 3 0 ‘ ’ • • ‘ * • • * *



Special Areas—continued.

1

Land District. No.

Gundagai

Gunnedali

Gunning 
Hay......

Hillston
Inverell

Kempsey

liismore

8,180
8,181

2
2
3
4

2,943
3,473
6,846
6,978
6.987
7.344
7.345
7.346 
7,727
2.434
2.435
3.436 
2,540
3.124
3.125
3.126
3.127
6.988
6.989
6.990
7.171
7.172 
7, ISO 
7,549 
7,416

1
7,596
8,195
1.915
1.916
1.917
2.445
2.446 
2,538 
7,074 
7,307 
8,753

1
5
6

3

Date,

12 Jan., 1889 Wynyard

4

County.

12 „ 1889
10 April, 1886 
5 May, 1886 
5 ,, 1886
5 „ 1886
5 Feb., 1887 
7 May, 1887 
4 July, 1888 

30 Sept., 1888 
30 „ 1888
22 „ 1888 
22 „ 1888 
22 „ 1888 
20 Oct., 1888 
4 Sept., 1886 
4 ,, 1886
4 „ 1886
9 Oct., 1886 

19 Feb., 1886 
19 „ 1886
19 „ 1886
19 ,, 1886
30 July, 1888 
30 „ 1888
30 ,, 1888

>> .............
Buckland.......................
Pottinger.......................
Pottinger and Buckland
Buckland.......................
Nandewar ...................

Pottinger.......................
Buckland.......................
Nandewar ...................

>5
King ., 
Sturt..

1» .........
Waradgery 
Boyd.........

3 > ........

3) .........
33 .................

33 ............ .. •
>> ........

33 '••••••*
22 Sept., 1888 
22 „ 1888 
29 „ 1888

6 Oct., 1888 
6 ,, 1888 

10 April, 1886 
6 Oct., 1888 

12 Jan., 1889 
26 June, 1886 
26 „ 1S8G
26 ,, 1880 

2 Oct., 1886 
2 „ 1886 

25 Sept., 1886 
22 „' 1888 

6 Oct., 1888 
16 Mar., 1889 
14 July, 1885 
5 Aug., 1885 
5 „ 1885

Waradgery ..............................

Sturt.........................................
Wakool....................................
Dowling .................................
Gough ....................................
Arrawatta ..............................
Burnett.....................................
Fitzroy | Seo3;283.4_5iGl.afton j j 

’ j { and Kempsey. 1 j
33 ) ' ( !

Raleigh.....................................
33 .......... .........................................................

Fitzroy..................................... '
Raleigh.....................................

33 • • • •
Rous........

3 3 ................
Richmond

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Palish. Area Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction. Date. Area sold. Upset price. Price

realized.

a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. acres. acres. £ s. d. £ s. d.
202 1 0 5 0 0 202 1 0
488 O 0 1 10 0 488 0 0

Wallala .............. 280 0 0 2 0 0 260 0 0
2fio n o 2 0 0

i son n o 9 0 0 480 0 0
230 3 0 2 0 0 230J 3 Nov., 1886 100
625 3 0 1 10 0 210 0 0
286 0 0 3 0 0

2,200 0 0 1 10 0 496 3 0
940 0 0 2 0 0 864| 10 Oct., 1888 7254
313 0 16 1 10 0
320 2 0 1 10 0V 741 0 0 1 10 0
634 3 0 1 10 0

10 900 O 0 1 10 0 210 . 0 0
640 0 0 2 0 0

1,690 0 0 2 0 0 . -
4 240 0 0 2 0 0

640 0 0 1 15 0 640 1 June, 1887 640 1 15 0 1 15 0
S16 9 0 2 10 0 316 2 0

2,148 1 0 2 0 0 294 1 0 2,148£ 8 June, 1887 432J 2 0 0 2 0 0
4,496 2 0 1 15 0 4,4964 8 „ 1887 640 1 15 0 1 15 0
1*593 2 0 1 15 0 1,5934 8 „ 1887
3,161 0 0 1 10 0 3,161“ 24 Oct., 1888 3,161 1 10 0 1 10 0
2'746 1 0 1 10 0 2,746i 24 „ 1888 2,7464 1 10 0 1 10 0

1 10 0 4,055* 24 ,, 1888 4,055 1 10 0 1 10 0
939 O 0 2 10 0
760 2 0 1 10 0
597 6 O 1 10 0 100 0 0
307 2 0 1 10 0 3074 28 Jan., 1889 3074 1 10 0 1 10 0

4 841 0 0 1 10 0
Waterloo.................................. (By Survey, 187.) 2 0 0 187 0 0 (In Glen Innes Land District.)

990 O O 2 0 0 166 0 0
384 1 0 2 0 0 154 3 0

Comleroi and Moonee .......... 1,657 0 0 3 0 0 209 0 0 Balance proclaimed special area, No. 3,283.
81 2 0 3 0 0 „ No. 3,284.

Comleroi, Moonee, Coff, &e.... 7,546 0 0 3 0 0 730 0 0 ;; No. 3,285.
107 0 0 1 10 0
126 0 0 1 10 0 56 0 0

rv.ff . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 0 0 1 10 0 343 3 0
236 0 0 1 10 0 236 0 0
136 0 0 2 0 0 136 0 0
40 0 0 2 0 0
85 0 0 2 0 0 88 0 0

120 0 0 2 0 0 120 0 0
Donaldson .............................. 200 0 0 2 0 0 200 0 0

14

Unalienated.

a. r. p.

20 0 0
260 0 0
820 0 0
130 3 0
415 3 0
278 0 0

1,703 1 0
139 1 0
313 1 0
320 2 0
741 0 0
634 3 0

18,990 0 0
640 0 0

1,690 0 0
4,240 0 0

1,521 1 0 
3,856 2 0 
1,593 2 0

232 0 0
760 2 0
427 0 0

484 1 0

54 0 0
229 2 0

107 0 0 
70 0 0 

*100 0 0

40 0 0

o<

if



Special Aeeas—continued.

1 2 3

Land District. No. Date.

Lismore ............. .. 6 29 May,
7 29 ,,

2,468 16 Oct.,
3,133 9 Feb.,
3,135 9 „
3,209 26 Mar.,
6,818 14 July,
7,035 18 Aug.,
7,069 1 Sept.,
7,072 1 „
7,155 1 „
7,153 1 „
7,154 1 „
7,184 1 „
7,272 22 „
7,338 22 „
7,342 22 ,,
7,347 22 „
7,348 22 „
7,349 22 ,,
7,417 6 Oct.,
7,418 6 „
7,527 20 ,,
7,613 10 Nov.,
7,614 10 „
7,718 17 „
7,719 17 „
7,747 27 Oct.,
7,790 8 Dec.,
8,798 16 Mar.,
8,880 13 April,
8,881 13 „
8,882 13 „

Lithgow.............. . 7 5 Auf',
3,910 13 „
8,136 5 Dec.,
5,529 18 Jan.,

Liverpool ........... 8,802 16 Mar.,
Maitland ............ 7,785 1 Dec.,
Metropolitan....... 6,255 11 April,

8,286 12 Jan.,
Milton ................ 8,789 30 Mar.,
Moree.................... 1 10 April,

2 16 June,

2,068 31 July,

County.

1886
1886
1886
1887
1887
1887
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1888 
1889

, 1889 
1889 
1889
1885
1887
1888 
1888 
1889 
1888 
1888 : 
1889 ! 
1889 i

, 1886
1886

Rous.

Richmond 
Rous..........

Cook .

W estmoreland....
Cook......................
Cumberland.........
Northumberland 
Cumberland ...

St. Yincent 
Courallie ...

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Parish. Area. Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction. Date. Area sold. Upset price. Price

realized.

a. r. p. £ S. d. a. r. p- acres. acres. £ s. d. £ s. d.Teven ............. ...................... 69 1 0 1 10 0 69 1 0

Broadwater.............................. 120 0 0 1 10 0
Dunoon..................................... 80 0 0 2 0 0 80 0 0
North Lismore ..............  ..... 40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0
Tunstall ................................. 40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0

131 0 0 1 10 0 131 0 0
Dunoon..................................... 520 2 0 2 0 0 416 3 0

Brunswick ......... .................. 100 0 0 1 10 0 100 0 0

Broadwater.............................. 460 2 0 2 10 0 362 2 0

Bexhill..................................... 194 0 0 2 0 0 131 0 0

40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0

176 3 0 2 0 0 102 1 0

125 0 0 2 0 0 125 0 0 ........

Tuckerimba.............................. 692 1 0 2 0 0 692 1 0

Pimlico.................................... 13 1 3 1 10 0 137 3 0
Byron ..................................... 68 0 0 1 10 0 68 0 0

Dunoon..................................... 783 1 0 2 10 0 74 1 0

Ballina ...................................... 197 3 0 1 10 0
Dunoon..................................... 82 3 0 1 10 0 82 3 0

83 0 0 1 10 0 83 0 0

71 0 0 2 10 0
88 0 0 2 10 0 88 0 0

Meerschaum .......................... 401 0 0 2 0 0 401 0 0
Byron ;.................................... 172 0 0 2 0 0 172 0 0

Jasper ..................................... 284 0 0 2 10 0 284 0 0

Dunoon ................................. 259 0 0 2 10 0 259 0 0

1,773 0 0 2 10 0 1,017 3 0

Biley ..................................... 767 0 0 1 10 0 190 0 0
Jasper ..................................... 413 0 0 2 0 0
Gundarimba .......................... 45 0 0 2 0 0
Whean Whean ...................... 351 0 0 2 10 0
Climes, &c................................ 731 1 0 2 10 0 68 0 0
Dunoon..................................... 381 3 0 2 0 0
Megalong .............................. 21,890 0 0 2 0 0 117 0 9
Blackheath and Jamieson...... 610 0 0 2 0 0 610 0 0
Norway .................................. 350 1 0 2 0 0
Lett ......................................... 80 0 0 3 0 0
Eckersley................................. 96 2 0 2 0 0 96 2 0
Mulbring................................. 1,815 3 0 1 10 0 355 3 0
Narrabeen .............................. 260 0 0 3 0 0 Revoked 11 May, 1889.

») ..................................... 53 2 0 3 0 0 (Formerly an M.C.P. declared void. Voidance now reversed.)
Cudmorrah .............................. 2,210 0 0 1 10 0 270 0 0

Moree .................................... . 160 0 0 2 0 0
Carore ..................................... 230 0 0 1 15 0

( 160 ac. 21 April, 1887 )
Wallonal ................................. 480 0 0 1 10 0 464 0 0 \ 160 „ 18 „ 1889 ........

( 144 „ 18 „ 1889 i

14

Unalienated.

a r. p.

"126’"6" 0

103 2 0

98 0 0 
63 0 0

74 2 0

553 2 0 
197 3 0

71 0 0

755 1 0
577 0 0
413 0 0

45 0 0
351 0 0
663 1 0
381 3 0

21,773 0 0

350 1 0
80 0 0

1,460 0 0

1,940 0 0 
160 0 0 
230 0 0

05

to
©



Special Aeeas—continued.

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 ' 12 13

Parish. Area. Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction. Date. Area sold. Upset price. Price

realized.

a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. acres. acres. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1,180 0 0 1 10 0

Moree and Mia Mia ................ 115 0 0 2 0 0 93 0 0 28 July, 1887
843 3 0 2 5 0

1,826 0 0 1 10 0 577 2 0
960 0 0 2 0 0 497 0 0 387i 10 Oct., 1888 387J
383 0 0 2 0 0 364J 28 Sept., 1888 3641

90 0 0 1 10 0 75" 10 Oct.,' 1888 75
40 0 0 1 10 0 40 10 ,, 1888 40

Isis ............................................... 259 1 0 1 10 0 2554 5 Dec., 1888
1,600 0 0 1 10 0 1,441 0 0

960 0 0 2 0 0 1.
1,140 0 0 1 10 0 820 0 0

80 0 0 1 10 0 80 0 0
200 0 0 1 10 0 100 0 0
120 0 0 1 10 0 120 0 0
40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0
60 0 0 2 0 0 60 0 0

Nullum ......................................... 716 0 0 1 10 0
Brunswick .................................. 40 1 0 2 0 0

162 2 0 2 0 0
Brunswick .................................. 126 3 0 2 0 0

62 0 0 2 0 0
689 0 0 1 10 0

Mooball ...................................... 50 0 0 2 0 0 50 0 0
147 0 0 2 0 0 147 0 0
143 2 0 1 10 0 143£ 10 Oct., 1888 1434

1,555 1 0 1 10 0 1,5551
958 0 0 1 15 0 .958, 21. „ ' 1889

Coolga ........................................... 575 0 0 2 0 0 238 0 0
1,422 2 0 1 10 0 1,422£ 10 Oct., 1888
1,796 0 0 1 10 0 1^280" 10 „ ' 1888 640

562 1 0 1 15 0 '5624 10 " 1888 5624
Berryabar..................................... 2,778 1 0 1 10 0

160 0 0 2 0 0 154 0 0
Bibil .............................................. 1,172 0 0 1 10 0

627 0 0 2 0 0
Helebah .................................. . 2,544 0 0 2 10 0 2,5084 10 Oct., 1888
Pilliga ......................................... 921 0 0 2 0 0
Bolcarol ...................................... 673 3 0 2 10 0

321 2 0 1 15 0 3214 28 Sept., 1887 3214- 1 15 0 1 15 0
689 0 0 2 0 0 591 3 0
215 1 0 1 10 0 215 1 0

Cuddell........................................... 82 0 0 2 0 0
2,334 1 0 1 15 0

293 2 20 9 Trt O
I

14

Land District. County. Unalienated.

Moree.

Mudgee .......
Murrurundi

Murwillumbah ,

Narrabri,

Narrandera.

Newcastle

2,444
2,990
9,122
8,121

1
2.771
2.772
2.773 
2,814 
2,917 
2,986 
2,469 
7,028
7.031
7.032
7.033 
7,036 
7,317 
7,325 
7,690 
7,789 
7,791 
7,926
8.799
8.800
7.005
7.006
7.007
7.008 
7,014 
7,022 
7,010 
7,081 
7,185
7.607
7.608 
7,552 
7,694 
8,243 
2,443 
7,188 
7,339 
7,528 
7,626 
8,179

2 Oct., 1886 
5 Feb., 1887 
8 June, 1889 
5 Jan., 1889

10 April, 1886 
27 Nov., 1886
4Dec., 1886
4 „ 1886

11 „ 1886 
22 Sept., 1888

5 Feb., 1887
16 Oct., 1886 
18 Aug., 1888 
18 „ 1888 
18 „ 1888 
18 ,, 1888 
18 ,, 1888
29 Sept., 1888 
8 Dec., 1888

17 Nov., 1888 
8 Dec., 1888 
8 „

15 „
16 Mar., 1889
16 „ 1889
30 July, 1888
30 ,, 1888
30 „ 1888
30 ,, 1888
30 „ 1888
30 „ 1888
30 „ 1888
18 Aug., 1888

10 Nov.'," 1888 
10 ,, 1888 
25 Sept., 1888
17 Nov., 1888
19 Dec., 1888 
2 Oct., 1886 
1 Sept., 1888

22 ., 1888
20 Oct., 1888 
10 Nov., 1888 
12 Jan., 1889

1888
1888

Courallie

Phillip ... 
Buckland. 
Pottinger. 
Brisbane .

Buckland . 
Rous.........

Jamison

Denham 
White .. 
Denham 
Jamison

Baradine
Jamison
Boyd ......
Mitchell

Boyd......................
N orthumberland.

a. r. V-

1,180 0 0
22 0 0

843 3 0
1,247 1 0

14 3 20

259 1 0
159 0 0

320 0 0

100 0 0

716 0 0
40 1 0

162 2 0
126 3 0
62 0 0

689 0 0

1,555 1 0
958 0 0
337 0 0

1,422
640

2 0
0 0

2,778 1 0

1,172 0 0
627 0 0

2,508 2 0
921 0 0
673 3 0

97 1 0

82 0 0
2,334 1 0

293 2 20



Special A.-rkas—continued.

Land District.

Newcastle . 
Nowra.......

Parkes .... 
Parramatta 
Penrith ....

Picton.........

Scone ____
Tamworth

Taroe

TenterfieUl........
Tumnt .................

Urana..................

3

No. Date.

8,183 12 Jan,

4

County.

1889 N orthumberland
1 22 April 1886

8,801 16 Mar., 1889
8,119 12 Jan., 1889
8,284 12 )) 1889
5,530 21 ii 1888
6,258 11 April 1888
6,259 11 1888
6,684 20 June, 1888
6,685 20 J 1888
6,686 20 9 1888
8,287 12 Jan., 1889
8,288 12 3 1889
8,289 12 } 1889
8,290 12 99 1889
8,780 16 Mar., 1889

790 28 Oct., 1885
1 10 April, 1886

3,190 12 Jan., 1889
6,991 30 July, 1888
7,343 22 Sept., 1888
7,900 15 Dec., 1888
7,069 1 9 ) 1888
8,196 12 Jan., 1889
8,197 12 9 9 1889
8,198 12 3 9 1889
8,199 12 > 3 1889
8,194 12 1889
7,336 22 Sept., 1888
7,532 20 Oct., 1888
1,862 26 June, 1886
2,322 25 Aug., 1886
2,323 25 33 1886
2,324 25 9 9 1886
2,325 25 9 9 1886
2,326 7 Sept., 1886

Camden.........
St. Vincent.. 
Ashburnham 
Cumberland.. 
Cook..............

>5 ........................
Camden ......

35 •• ••

3 3 * • • *

})
J)

3* .....................................
Brisbane and Durham
Darling............................
Parry ............................
Buckland.......................
Parry...............................
Buckland....... ...............
Macquarie ...................
Gloucester ...................

3J
Clive.........
Buccleuch 
Wynyard. 
Urana ...

>3 •• • '

3 3 

3 3 

3 3
2.327
2.328
2.329

2d Aug,, 1886 
2d ., 1886
2d ,, 1886

2,330 2d ,, 1886
2,33) 25 „ 1886
2,332 2d ,, 1880
2,333 25 ,, JS86
2,334 25 ,, 1886

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Parish. Area. Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction. Date. Area sold. Upset price. Price

realized.

a. r. p. £ s. d. a. r. p. acres. acres. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Coorumbung ............................. 45 3 5 3 0 0
Bimberra...................................... 150 0 0 1 15 0 47 3 0
Nowra ........................................... 40 0 0 2 0 0
Currajong ................................. 642 1 31 2 0 0 642 1 31
Castle Hill .................................. 40 0 0 3 0 0 40 0 0
Nepean........................................... 254 1 0 2 0 0 254 1 0
Woodford...................................... 253 2 0 2 0 0
Cumbertine.................................. 120 0 0 2 0 0 40 O O
Couridiah ..................................... 40 0 0 2 0 0
Cumbertine.................................. 40 0 0 2 0 0

' X

40 0 0 2 0 0
246 0 0 2 0 0
115 1 0 2 0 0
40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 2 0 0 40 0 0
80 0 0 2 0 0

Russell and Strathearn............ 1,000 0 0 1 10 0
Baldwin ....................................... 300 0 0 2 0 0 160 0 0
Turi ................................................ 390 0 0 3 0 0 294 0 0
Birambil ....... .............................. 1,372 0 0 3 0 0 112 0 0 8l3f

' 90 1 0 2 0 0 90 1 0
1,320 0 0 2 0 0

Harrington ................................. 50 0 0 2 0 0
29 2 0 1 10 0 29 2 0
61 3 0 1 15 0 31 0 0
44 1 0 2 0 0 • 44 2 0
94 0 0 2 5 0 94 0 0

236 1 0 1 10 0
65 0 0 110 0 65 0 0

154 0 0 2 0 0 154 0 0
Wood ........................................... 87 0 0 2 0 0

321 2 0 3 0 0
Bingagong .................................. 619 0 0 3 0 0 ........... 619 29 Sept., 1886 619 3 0 0 3 0 0

469 0 0 2 10 0 469 29 „ 1886 469 2 10 0 2 10 0
Watt................................................ 494 0 0 2 10 0 494 29 ,, 1886 494 2 10 0 2 10 0

548 1 0 2 10 0 548J 29 „ 1886 548J 2 10 0 2 10 0
291 3 0 2 0 0 29ll 29 " 1886 29ll 2 0 0 2 0 0

1,144 1 0 2 10 0 1,144| 29 „ 1886 l,144i 2 10 0 2 10 0
2,379 2 0 2 10 0 2,058* 29 „ 1886 2,059J 2 10 0 2 10 0

463 1 0 2 0 0 463 1 0
237 0 0 2 10 0 237 29 Sept., 1886 237 2 10 0 2 10 0
339 2 0 2 10 0 309 0 0

2,264 0 0 1 10 0 1,689J 29 Sept., 1886 1,6894 1 10 0 1 10 0
Urangeline .................................. '830 1 0 1 10 0 830| 29 J ' 1886 830| 1 10 0 1 10 0

14

Unalienated.

a. r. p.
45 3 5 
66 0 0 
40 0 0

253 2 
SO 0

246 0 0 
115 1 0

80 0 0 
1,000 0 0 

140 0 0 
96 0 0 

1,260 0 0

1,320 0 0 
50 0 0

30- 3 o

236 1 0

87 0 0 
321 2 0

Shown in S. A. 
2,322.

30 2 0 
574 2 0
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Special A.-beas—continued.co

1 2 3

.Land Distuct. No.

.
Date.

Ox
CO
ox

1 Urana .................. 2,447
7,009

7 Sept., 1886 

30 July, 1888
td

7,186 1 Sept., 1888
7,181 6 Oct., 1888
7,187 1 Sept., 1888 . .
7,189 1 „ 1888
7,409
7,413

6 Oct., 1888 i) •
6 „ 1888

7,691 17 Nov., 1888 )> •
8,006 1 Dec., 1888
8,041

Wagga Wagga 1 6 April, 1886 Mitchell .
2,816 11 Dec , 1886 Wynyard ..
2,831 11 „ 1886 Bouike. .
2,833 1 „ 1886
7,011 30 July, 1888
7,177 22 Sept., 1888 >> ..
7,306 6 Oet., 1888 Wynyard.
7,609 10 Nov., 1888 Bourke ..
7,610 10 „ 1888 Mitchell ..
7.686
7.687

17 „ 1888 Wynyard
17 „ 1888

7,688 17 „ 1888
7,689 17 ,, 1888
8,003 1 Dec., 1888 Mitchell ..
8,004 1 „ 1888
8,005 1 „ 1888 »> • • •

Bourke.......8,007 1 „ 1888 
27 July, 1886Walgett............. 2,067 Denham ...

7,361 Clyde .......
Warialda ......... 7,337 22 Sept., 1888 Burnett ....
Windsor ....... 8,745 16 Mar., 1889 Cumberland.
Wollongong . . . 6,970 1 Sept., 1888 Cumberland
Yass.................. 7,018 30 July, 1888 Harden. ..

Young ..................
7,406 6 Oct., 1888 King ..........
1,461
7,182

29 Jan., 1886 
29 Sept., 1888

Monteagle .

8,083 22 Deo., 1888 Bland .........
8,512 9 Mar., 1889 Monteagle .

County. Parish.

Wallandoon....................

Widgiewa......................
Broome ................
Hastings............................
Cadell . ............
Broome .. ...............
Broome and Cadell .. ..
Btmdure ...................
Osborne .
Wallandoon ..
Morundah South 
Brewarrina .
Woomahngong . 
Lachlan .. .
Ganmam .
Kmdra . .
Matong . . .
Book Book 
Kmdra . ..
Edgehill .
Kyeamba . . . .

Borambula .
>»

Bulgary . .
Ashcroft .

> j ...
Hooke . .
Walgett . .
Cannda ..................
Abercrombie.....................
Nelson ............................
Southend...................
Bowmng
Crosby and Derringullen
Dannanbilla...................
Wambancunba .............
Tubbul...................................
Murringo..............................

Aiea. Price. Area selected. Offered at 
Auction

10

Date.

11

Area sold.

12

Upset price

13 14

Price
realized. Unalineated.

a. r. P' £ s. d. a. r. p- acres. acres. £ s. d. £ s. d
1,187 0 0 2 0 0 700 0 0 8 Feb., 1888 ) *1353 3 2 3 3 2 3

( +1(50 2 0 0 2 0 0
529 3 0 2 0 0 529£ 28 Sept., 1888 5293 2 0 0 2 0 0
320 0 0 2 0 0
139 1 0 2 0 0
274 0 0 2 0 0
960 0 0 2 0 0

1,554 0 0 2 5 0
2,275 1 0 2 5 0
4,899 3 0 2 0 0 800 0 0

204 1 0 1 15 0
115 2 0 3 0 0 This land is included in special ai ea.

3,632 0 0 2 0 0 3,391i 3 Aug., 1887 3,2313 2 b 0 §
76 0 0 1 10 0

640 0 0 1 15 0 640 0 0
1,945 2 0 2 10 0 595 3 0 l,349f 24 Oct., 1887 1,3493 2 10 0 210 0

150 2 0 1 15 0
640. 0 0 2 0 0 '640 18 Feb., 1887 640 2 0 3 3 0 3
397 2 0 1 15 0 320 0 0 .

2,248 2 0 1 10 0 1,311 0 0
2,754 2 0 1 15 0 2,754 2 0

320 0 0 1 10 0
531 3 0 2 10 0 321 0 0
320 0 0 1 10 0 320 0 0
198 3 0 2 5 0 160 0 0
138 0 0 2 0 0 138 0 0
600 0 0 2 0 0 106 0 0
600 0 0 2 0 0
470 0 0 2 0 0
640 0 0 3 0 0
965 0 0 1 15 0
950 0 0 1 10 0 929 2 0 j 623J 5 Jan., 1880 (1 305J 15 Mar., 1888 (....

61 2 0 2 0 0
3,100 0 0 2 0 0 195 2 0

287 2 0 1 10 0 287} 10 Oet., 1888 613 110 0 110 0
374 2 0 2 0 0 .........

42 3 0 1 10 0
458 1 0 1 10 0 420 0 0
698 1 0 2 0 0

1,735 3 0 2 0 0 893 1 0 • 4.
* Porwun So,

a. r. p. 
191 1 0

320 0 0 
139 1 0 

J274 0 0 
7960 0 0
1320 0

2,275
6,099

204
2,322 0 0 

401 0 0 
76 0 0

150 2 0

77
937

1 0 
2 0

320 0 0 
210 3 0

"" 38” 3 0

' 494" o’ 0 
600 0 0 
470 0 0 
640 0 0 
965 0 0

(20} a road.)
61

2,904
225
374
42
38

698
842

t Portion 88. t Combined m special area 7,409—1,554 acres. § Portion 63, £2 7s., balance, £2.

CD
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(APPLICATION OF C. W. PORTER FOR A PRE-EMPTIVE LEASE.)

Ordered ly ilie Legislative Assembly to be printed, 13 August, 18S9.

LET U11N to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 7th June, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of the application of Mr. C. W. Porter for a Pre-emptive Lease, 
“ which was gazetted as No. 782, on the 17th May, 1878, together with a 
“ plan of the same, as then gazetted, and also all papers, plans, and other 
“ documents relating to the same, and to the gazetting of Pre-emptive 
“ Lease No. 2, of 1878, 25th March, 1S8-1, situated in the county of Perry, 
“ near Pooncarie, and all papers, reports, plans, and correspondence relating 
“ to the same.” ■

{Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

SCHEDULE.
NO.

1. Application by Mary Ann Porter for permission to lease 610 acres Crown lands, county of Perry, parish of Poon-
earic, under pre-emptive right, with minutes and enclosures. 25 January, 187S .........................................................

2. J. L. Phelps to the Secretary for Lands, with minutes. G August, 18S0..............................................................................
3. C. W. Porter to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 19 November, 1880 ....................................................
4. The Under Secretary for Lands to C. W. Porter. 8 December, 1880 ...................................................................................
5. C. W. Porter to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 17 December, 1880 .......................................................
6. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Crown Lands Agent, Wentworth, with minutes. 27 April, 1881................
7. C. W. Porter to the Secretary for Mines, with minutes and enclosure. 27 June, 1881....................................................
S. Office Memorandum, with minute. 4 April, 1882 ...........................................................................................................................
9. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant to the Surveyor-General, with minutes. 1 May, 1882 ....................................................

10. Office memorandum, with minutes and enclosure. 17 May, 1882 ............................................................................................
11. The Under Secretary for Lands to C. W. Porter. 10 June, 1882 ............................................................................................
12. Surveyor Conolly to the Surveyor-General, with enclosure. 25 July, 1882 ..........................................................................
13. F. W. Rutter to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 8 September, 1882 ....................................................
14. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes and enclosure. 14 September, 1882 ........
15. C. W. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P. 13 October, 1882 ............................................................................................................
16. F. W. Rutter to the Under Secretary for Lands. 17 November, 1882...................................................................................
17. The same to the same, with minutes. 28 November, 1882 .........................................................................................................
18. Minute Paper for the Executive Council, with minutes. 28 December, 1882 ......................................................................
19. Gazette, Notice. 15 January, 1883 ..........................................................................................................................................................
20. The same. 15 January, 1883 ...................................................................................................................................................................
21. The same. 15 January, 1883 ...................................................................................................... '............................... ............................
22. The same. 15 January, 1883 .................................................................................................................................................... '..............
23. C. W. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P., with enclosures. 22 January, 1883 ..........................................................................
24. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 1 February, 1883...........................................
25. C. W. Porter to the Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 6 February, 1883..........................................................................
26. The Under Secretary for Lands to C. W. Porter. 9 February, 1883 ......................................................................................
27. Crown Lands Agent, Wentworth, to the Under Secretary for Lands. 16 February, 1883 ...........................................
28. Office memorandum, with minutes. 5 March, 1883 .......................................................................................................................
29. The same, with minutes. 8 March, 1883............................................................................................................................................
30. The Under Secretary for Lands to F. W. Rutter. 10 March, 1883 .......................................................................................
31. The same to E. Quin, Esq., M.P. 13 March, 1883 .......................................................................................................................
32. Surveyor Conolly to Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant, with minute. 19 March, 1883 .......... ...........................................
33. C. W. Porter to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 18 April, 1883.................................................................
34. Surveyor Conolly to Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant. 8 May, 1883............................................................................................
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NO.
3,5. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant to the Surveyor-General, with minutes. 10 May, 1883 ..................................................
30. C. W. Porter to the Under Secretary for Lands, ivith enclosures. 15 June, 1883 .............................................................
37. The Surveyor-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 28 September, 1883 ..................................
38. Minute Paper for Executive Council, with minutes. 16 October, 1883 ..................................................................................
39. Gazette Notice. 29 October, 1883 . . . . .. ........................................................................................................................
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No. 1.
Application by Mary Ann Porter.

[Lease Application 348,11th February, 1878.]
[Occupation Act, 1861, and Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875.]

To be used in claiming to lease adjoining lands under Pre-emptive Eight.
District of Wentworth.

Deceived this 25th dav of January, 1878, at 10T5 o’clock, together with the sum of £6,—
“ P. P. EICHAEDSON, '

--------  Land Agent.
Sir, Wentworth, 25 January, 1878.

In pursuance of the provisions of the Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861, and the Lands 
Acts Amendment Act, 1875, and Eegulations thereunder, I, Mary Ann Porter, do hereby apply to be 
allowed to lease the sections or portions of Crown lands hereunder described, at the fixed rent of £2 per 
section, which I hereby tender.

The land in virtue of which I claim to exercise a right of pre-emption, is situated as follows, and 
is now in my possession, viz.:—County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, situated on the southern boundary 
of Pooncarie Village Eeserve, containing 640 acres, being conditional purchase, on the 24th day of 
January, 1878, by myself, at Wentworth, registered as lot 39.

I have, Ac.,
To the Laud Ageni for the District of Wentworth. M A. POKTEE.

Description of the sections or portion applied for.
Commencing at the north-east corner of my conditional purchase above mentioned, and extending 

easterly 3 miles, southerly 1 mile, and west to the south-east corner of said conditional purchase to 
include 1,920 acres.

78-3-640 plan, and 78-28,316. 1,920 acres gazetted, 17/5/78. Applicant and Agent informed,
7/8/78. Charted 1,920 acres, Wentworth.-—W.H.H., 16/12/79. ^Tracing to Agent, and applicant 
informed, 23/12/79. Eegazctted at 1,100 acres, 25/3/84; raVe 84-2,245, Lease-. Conditional lease,, 
clause 52, Crown Lands Act, 1884, Iso. 4,342, Government Gazette, 16/4/86.

Xo. 2.
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Sir.

■No. 2. '
Mr. J. L. Phelps to The Secretary for Lands.

Tarcoola, Wentworth, G August, 1880.
i _ e -r, jui lxj« survey ox au reserves comprised within the13 iri5th16™riift7fU“a^0 ^ Tf C00la’1held^nder leaS6 ^ me’ and numbered 4-9-10b, 11a, 12, and 

5 i0’ lb m llbt oi lleseryes from sale and lease, pastoral district of The Darling ” for 1879
I have, &c.,

MICHAEL DAECHT
(Pro J. L. Phelps)._ _ _ v.*- • v *j , -lj. j. xirin/jro y.

12 18 , r- 8urvey°r M<;Dunald is requested to mark reserve No. 4, and as much of reserves 9a, 10b, 11a, 
SurJeyor M'Donald ’ ^ 6 COtlm<lers necessalT—&■ Lewis (for the Surveyor-General), 26/8/80. Mr.

ivr‘T> ]Sr0'1q7 returned for reissue,'in consequence of my appointment to the Hunter District—E 
OmDe u7v^rey7 7’ 291780^ Transferred to Mr. District-Surveyor Bolton, Surveyor-General’s ffi;ed^TV.C., lI?ri?JS rVey°r C0n0l,y’ 2/5/81-C' F' B°ltok, District Surveyor.

i in^rfi1S^er5Je^ t0 ^r' Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant, who will be good enough to mark reserves Nos 4
%/Ir Sh0Wn °n aCCOmPan-^g tra™g a view to its

SurvevSyKl. t0 tbe SurTeyor-Geueral with my letter No. 82-24,-Josepix Tabbaht, Licensed

Sir,

No. 3.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Extract from 80-49,915, 0.8.
Wondenbro, Pooncarie, Eiver Darling, 19 November, 1880.

***** * ~ * #
of Marv AnnWrS 7717 t0 ^7 “ ^ PreleaSe 2 of 1878 ^aken up in virtue of conditional purchase Wentworth, 
ot Mary Ann Porter) has been registered m my name. An early reply will much oblige. «-s; <uo seres.

I have, &c.,
__ . ---------- C. W. POETEE,

Wilson. JU^rt^SA^a'TSaw^61'^ “ name of Ma^ Am Sorter,-E.W., 2/12/80. Mr.

Sir,

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. 0. W. Porter.

T-n +„+!.■ • X • • Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 December, 1880.
that the nrelease ^mn-f-prf co,1.ain®d your letter of the 19th ultimo, 1 am directed to inform you Wentworth,
Porter, lloriSSl?;^1Sdhe ^ °n ^ ^ ^ “ tbe D8,De °f A*

• CHAELES OLIYEE,
______ _______________ ■ Under Secretary.

No. 5.

Sir,
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Wondenbro, near Pooncarie, Eiver Darling, 17 December, 1880.
In reply to your letter of the 8th December, the copies of letters herewith will best explain 

the reason of inquiry as to prelease, contained in my letter of 19th NovemberP
" 1 . .t-,, p ... ... Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Division, Svdnev 16 Sentemher 1SSO

Mr. C. W. Porter, Pooncarie, Wentworth. I have, &c.,
WM. BLACKMAN

g. (For the Chief Commissioner!.

The Chief Commissioner, Conditional Purchases, Sydney. 1 haV6’ ^tAS. WM. PORTER.

thenXh 'Tanjar-T 1881, is70t fal' distaut, and the declaration as to residence and improvements having

*“ " 01 •»-J—»“
_____  CHAS. WM. POETEE.

5/1/81 Sub™tted ^ tb® P^elease, be also transferred to the name of Air. C. W. Porter.—F H W 
S2&£!”‘'.5/1,S1' T"Mf“ U.na Agent

No. 6.
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Apprndix
b.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Crown Lands Agent, Wentworth,

g- Department of Lands, Sydney, 27 April, 1881.
' Annexed is a schedule of leases held by Mrs. Mary A. Porter, which have been transferred to 

Mr. C. W. Porter, which transfer you are requested to note in the records of your office, and then return
the schedule to me, duly dated and signed by you. I have, &8m

1. 11. YVIJjoUJN
_____ (Pro Under Secretary).

Schedule of leases transferred from Mrs. Mary Ann Porter to Mr. C. M . Porter:
County, Perry ; abstract numbers, 78-2 ; date of sale or prenotice, 17th May, 1878 ; prelease ; 

1^20 acres; rent, £G. Noted.—4/7/81.

I hereby certify that I have duly noted the transfer above referred to in the records of this office.
J ^ p. E. EICHAEDSON,

Crown Lands Office, -Wentworth, 18th June, 1881. Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands.

. No. 7.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The Secretary for Mines.

gjr Wondenbro, Pooncarie, Eiver Darling, 27 June, 1881.
’ I have the honor to apply for permission to ringbark box timber only on my prelease, No. 2, 

of 1878, district of Wentworth. I ,iave’ POETEE

Inform in terms of instructions on 81-1,201 M. Informed, 12/7/81.

[.Enclosure.]
■“'Tracing.

No. 8.
Office Memorandum.

The lease referred to in the enclosed application stands in the name of the applicant, C. W. Porter, and 
has been renewed up to the end of the current y^- Lease application, /S-34S ; 1°^“. 80-4.S0J 
required. Messrs. Perris and Linsley.-E.H.S, 31/3/82. Lease application, /8-348 herewith.—
H.P.E., 4/1/82. Mr. Gale.

Mr Hall ^
r" Eorwarded to you with a request that you will tie good enough to examine the maps, &c., 

and state whether they suggest any objection to a compliance with the application. If the lease comprises 
any part of an existing or a forfeited lease, or any part of a reserve from sale or irom lease, oi is 
within a cold-field reserved from conditional sale, the fact should be mentioned and necessary particulais 
furnished and if the lease might now, having regard to recent decisions and opinions, be looked upon as 
invalid or’ objectionable, attention should bo drawn to the situation of the case. It the leas® 
measured portions or parts of measured portions, their respective areas should stated, and tbur positioi s 
delineated. Tracings should be made and returned with the papers. Lease, 78-2, Wentworth.

Sir,

No. 9.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant to The Surveyor-General.

UssorvcL '
Wentworth, 1 May, 1882.

I have the honor to transmit herewith the plan of water reserve No. 10b parish of Timpunga 
county of Perry, containing 2,372 acres, and measured m accordance with instruction, No. 197, ot 20 
A11 mist 1880 to Mr. Surveyor M‘Donald; papers Ms. 80-11,498. , , . T ,

° i found the old marked tree mentioned in description marked broad-arrow over 10b, which I made
my starting point (marked K on my plan). , . , , sprub at hsck

J The country for the most part is polygnum swamp with box forest, high ground, with scrub at bacK. 
I found improvements to the value of £70, viz., hut, £30, and fence, £40, erected as shown on

PlaT1 This reserve has been modified in accordance with memo, on instructions.
I have, &c.,

JOSEPH TAEEANT, . 
_____ Licensed Surveyor.

Eoll Man D 190-1,834, papers Ms. 80-11,498, and plan herewith. Eeceived 2nd May. Eorwarded. 
to Surveyor-PG eneral. As reserve 10b is described, it does not wholly reach the outside mam road from 
Wentworth to Menindie. The reserve is one which will be permanently useful to the P
•for access to water. It is submitted that extension be notified and survey accepted.—1. W. Conolly, 
Surveyor, Wentworth, 2 May, 1882.

Eeserve Branch, 20 May, 1882.



Mr. Conolly has not stated any reason why this instruction should not be fully complied with, and 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant seems to have. overlooked that part of his instruction having reference 
to reserve No. 4. He has also omitted the reference to the south-west corner of portion 3. Mr. Conolly 
■will be good enough to explain.—Gr. Lewis (for the Surveyor-General), 17/6/82. Mr. Surveyor Conolly.

Received.—T.W.C., 26/6/82. Memo, to Mr. Tarrant, 11/7/82. Plan of reserve No. 4 not yet 
to hand.—T.W.C. No reply from Mr. Tarrant. Now forwarded to Surveyor-General with my
report, No. 82-55 of 25th July.—T. W. Conolly, Surveyor.

No. 10.
Office Memorandum.

Mr. Curry,—
. Upon examination it is found that the prelease in its jiresent form is objectionable as the run Pveiease rs-2, 
boundary has been ignored, it not being shown on the maps at the time the lease w^as granted. Wenuortii.

It is submitted that the lease be charted as showm by blue lines on the accompanying tracing, which 
will absorb all the available land on Pooncarie Run, and then cancel 720 acres of Letheroe Run. '

The position of the travelling stock reserve 381 has also been altered since date of approval of pre
lease.

Tracing attached showing the present and proposed forms of the prelease.
W.H.H., 17/5/82.

The lease may, it is submitted, be amended as designed.—H.C., 25/5/82. Tes.—C.O., 29/5/83. ■
Mr. Curry,—Tracing herewith for the Land Agent; also one for the ranger. There are no alie- 

•nations or unalienated measurements within the lease. About 960 acres of travelling stock reserve 381, 
notified 19th May, 1878, fall within the lease. The maps disclose no other objection to a compliance with the 
request.— W.H.H., 7 /6/82.

Amended tracing to land agent, and lessee informed 10th June. Mr. Curry,—The case may
now, perhaps, be referred to the Department of Mines.—C.H., 10/6/82. May be asked to indicate the
position of the land.—H.C., 17/6/82. Applicant with tracing, 22nd June. In a month. Applicant 
reminded, also to pay fee, £3 (form attached), 31st July, 1882. End of montli. Any reply?—C.H.,
S/9/82. Mr. Helm,—Cannot trace.—J.P.C., 11/9/82. In a month.—C. II., 18/9/82. A.ny reply
or report of payment.—C.H., 18/11/82. Records. No trace.—J.P.C., 22/11/82. Mr. Preeman 
may perhaps be asked to return the tracing* and reminded as to fee.—C.H., 6/12/82. It is hardly'SeeAppendixC. 
worth while to ask for the return of the tracing sent to applicant for the purpose of marking the area 
desired to be rung.—S.P., 15/12/82. May be put away ? Put away.—C.O., 16/12/82.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. "VY. Porter.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 10 June, 1882.
I am directed to inform you that the original boundaries of your pre-emptive lease, No. 78-2, 

lot of 1,920 acres, in the district of "Wentw'orth, county of Perry, notified as approved in the Government 
Gazette of the 17th May, 1878, have been amended ; and that a tracing lias heen forwmrded to the local 
Crowm Lands Agent, which shows approximately the position now occupied by the lease, and wliich you, 
therefore, will find it very desirable to inspect.

The action taken was found necessary, as in its original position it extended across the boundary 
between Pooncarie and Letheroe Runs, leaving land available in Pooncarie Run. It lias now been charted 
in accordance with the regulations, so as to absorb all available land in Pooncarie Run, then extending 
into Letheroe Run to the extent of about 720 acres.

I have, &c.,
H. CURRY

■ (For the Under Secretary).

No. 12. -
Mr. Surveyor Conolly to The Surveyor-General.

Sir, Wentworth, 25 July, 1882. .
Adverting to your B.C. instructions, No. 82-87, of 20th June, I have the honor most wise. 82-7,42:, 

respectfully to state that 1 inadvertently omitted to explain that my report was being kept in abeyance and0trudnl:47S' 
. awaiting Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant’s plans of reserve 4 and of several subdivisions of land adjacent herewith." 
to tbe reserves in question, I desire now most respectfully to submit the following report on each case:—

, • 2- Water reserve 9a.—This reserve as at present notified divides w'ater, the whole of which, with
sufficient access thereto, it is most advisable to reserve from sale. After high floods in the Darling River 

. this water remains permanent for a considerable length of time, and almost every year the water is 
permanent during the greater part thereof. Situated close to the road from Pooncarie to Euston, this 
reserve is of great service to travelling stock in addition to its local use. I would therefore recommend 
the extension shown on my tracing by red tint, upon approval of this extension. I w'ould advise the 
permanent marking of all unmarked boundaries of this reserve.

3. Water reserve 10b has been surveyed and plan transmitted by Mr. Tarrant. -
4. Water reserve 11a lies in low flooded country out of the line of traffic, and its marking would 

not be of any public service.
' 5. Water reserves 12 and 13.—Those are very close to each other, and I am of opinion that a

reserve in the position indicated on my tracing by red tint would meet all public requirements ; it has 
this advantage also to recommend it, that the approaches to the river Darling are good at any height of •
water, and banks firm and shelving. Within water reserves 12 and 13, for the most part, the banks are

• high
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high and steep. In view of my proposal being adopted, Mr. District-Surveyor Bolton has approved of 
design for subdivision of land adjoining. By these adjacent measurements the proposed reserve will be 
sufficiently marked for easy identification.

6. Water reserves 14, 15, and 16 are now sufficiently marked by recent adjacent surveys for 
identification by the public. •

7. Deferring to the latter part of your B.C. instructions, I desire most respectfully to state that I 
* See Appendix sent a memorandum to Mr. Tarrant on 11th July instant, requesting him to forward his plan* of reserve 4

as early as possible, explaining cause of delay ; also to supply reference to corner of portion 3 omitted. 
No reply has yet reached this office.

When Mr. Tarrant’s plan of reserve 10b was passing through this office I noted in pencil on the 
plan the omission referred to, but not considering the oversight of one detail justified me in returning his 
plan, sent it on at once that advance on survey might be paid without delay, leaving the omission to be 
dealt with by head office.

Postal communication in this district is slow and unfrequent, and very often a fortnight at least 
• elapses ere a reply can be received. I have, &c.,

T. W. CONOLLY.

No. 13.
Mr. F. W. Rutter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, 14a, Exchange, Sydney, 8 September, 1882.
I have the honor on behalf of my client (Charles W. Porter, of W ondenbro, Pooncarie, Darling 

Eiver) to protest against the proclamation of the reserve from sale (I presume proposed for notification 
in lieu of Nos. 12 and 13, south) of my client’s conditional purchase, portion 1, of the parish of Pooncarie, 
county of Perry.

Upon reference to the map (from which is a sketch herewith) it will be seen that the proclamation 
of that reserve is fraught with danger to my client. As the next step may be the withdrawal from lease 
gf the area so proposed, which covers nearly the whole of his prelease of 1,920 acres adjacent to his 
conditional purchase, and thus prevent and put an end to a right obtained under the law.

W.R.

22 DEC.,"1865 • NOTED

J. U'PHELPS

* 1865

Portions 2, 9, and 10 tinted red on. original.

It will further be seen that in consequence of the Pooncarie Village Eeserve and of the proximity 
of the Travelling Stock Eeserve, that there would be no other land open for him to prelease.

It is a remarkable circumstance that the portions tinted red are, I believe, held in the squatter’s 
interest and that he will largely benefit by the revocation from reservation of the reserves 12 and 13 
referred to, which are near the purchases in his lands, and so situated as to be unapproachable to my 
client if the new reserve be made, as it would intercept him from acquiring any part of the land so revoked.

The surveyor, in making this recommendation, has lost sight of what might be the result of his 
action if endorsed by you. Moreover, any accidental forgetfulness to pay the rent (which may occur to 
the best intentioned man) may cause the forfeiture of his prelease and refusal by the Department to its 
restoration in order to give effect to the reserve (if that be possible under the law) now proposed.

I have, &c.,
-------- PEED. WILLIAM EUTTEE,

Send to Survey Office in connection with other papers.—C.O., 11/9/82. Eeserve Branch, 11th
September, 1882.

No. 14.
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No. 14.

The Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
14 September, 1882.

In reporting on reserves near the village of Pooncarie, parish of Pooncarie, county of Perry, Mr. Surveyor Land District of 
Conolly has suggested several modifications and extensions, which, for reasons advanced by him, it is Went*orth' 
considered advisable to adopt. ' "

Eeserve ISTo. 10b has been recently marked by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant with an extension, For revocation, 
as shown in red on tracing. This extension is endorsed by Mr. Surveyor Conolly, and is deemed advisable, pJr^notttotion 
both in the public interest, and as ensuring symmetry of design. It is proposed to cancel the old 2,372 acres!011’ 
reserve—reserve 10b—and notify anew with the extension referred to. »

Water reserve No. 9a is also proposed to be extended, as shown in red on tracing. As at present ’ ”
this reserve is insufficient in area. It is also desirable that the extension proposed be carried out, as 
after high floods in the Darling Eiver this reserve is covered with water, which remains permanent for a 
lengthened period, and it is of great importance that access to it be secured from the adjacent stock route, 
from Euston to Pooncarie, which is greatly used.

Eespecting the objection to this extension raised by Mr. E. W. Eutter on behalf of Chas. W. Porter 
(objection enclosed), it is pointed out that the proposed extension will not cancel Porter’s prelease, 
except on failure of renewal. .

Water reserves 12 and 13, situated close together, one proposed for cancellation, and in lieu 
thereof the area shown in red is proposed for notification. This area is considered ample for all public 
requirements, and is a decided improvement on Nos. 12 and 13, inasmuch as whilst it is of far smaller 
area, it embraces in its frontage good approaches to the river at any height of water, and tjie banks at 
this are firm and shelving, whereas in the reserves proposed for cancellation the banks are high and steep.

I.t is therefore submitted that reserve 10b be cancelled, and that in lieu thereof an area of 2,372 
acres be reserved for water supply and access ; also, that the extension of water reserve 9a, notified 22nd 
December, 18G5, being an area of 1,172 acres, be notified as proposed. Further, that water reserves 12 
and 13 be cancelled after subdivision, as being no longer required in the public interest, and that in lieu 
thereof the area of 2,560 acres, as shown in red on tracing, be notified for water supply under the pro
visions of the 4th clause of the Lands Act of 1861. "

Descriptions arc enclosed for the notification of reserves recommended, and for the revocation of 
water reserve 10b. I have, &c.. '

Gl. LEWIS
-------- (For Survey or-G-cneral).

Submitted for approval.—F.H.W., 25/9/82. It appears that portion of the proposed extension
of 9a is already in the travelling stock reserve; if so, why reserve a second time?—C.O., 3/ll'|82.
Found to-day with the Newcastle pasturage papers just returned from Eeserve Branch.—F.H.W.,
4/12/82. Mr. Gr. Lewis.

The position of the track is shown approximately, not having been determined by survey, and it is 
deemed advisable to secure access from the Euston Eoad to the land against possible modification or 
alteration of the travelling stock reserve.—G. Lewis (for the Surveyor-General), 20/12/82. The Under 
Secretary for Lands.

Submitted.—F.H.W., 22/12/82. May be approved, but the position of the stock route should 
be determined.—C.O., 22/12/82. Approved.—John E., 22/12/82. Executive Council Minute :—
Gazetted 15/1/83. Land Agent informed, 15/1/83. Charted, &c,, on county of Perry, and traced 
for Land Agent, 30/1/83. "

[* Enclosures.-] 
Tracings, E, F, G . ee Appendices 

E. F, G.

No. 15.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P.

Wondenbro, 13 October, 1882.
Dear Sir, .

Many thanks for your kind attention to my somewhat 
abrupt request. I am never a polished letter-writer, and having to 
write as I had, and hurry to post my effusion, I am afraid, I exceeded 
my usual abruptness.

I send you a very rough sketch, showing the object of the 
reserve asked for. That portion marked 2 is a selection of M. Darchy, 
and no road has been surveyed through it from Pan Pan to station. 
Should such road be now granted I shall have the whole of the back 
country sheep through my prelease every shearing, without the 
Darchys having to drive their sheep a less distance than they have to 
now, consequently I look upon it as an attempt to injure me solely.

When the surveyor was going to apply for a reserve, why not 
have consulted me, it being on my land. Since 1878 the Darchys*have 
been having a peck at my unfortunate holding. I think it about time 
the matter was settled.

The commoners are anxious to know when the common will be 
gazetted,as theywishto fence. Can you kindly supply the information?

I trust all the electors in your large district do not trouble you 
as I have done. ,

Tours faithfully,
CHAS. WM. POETEE.

Static*
V E R

No. 16.
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No. 16.

82-14,705, Mis., 
Objecting to 
reserve 9a on 
account of Mr. 
Porter’s pre- 
Jease, near 
Pooncarie.

Mi*. F. IF. Rutter to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 14a, Exchange, Sydney, 17 November, 1S82.

I have the honor to request that I may he informed of the decision arrived at—if such has yet 
been given—by the Minister in my protest of date 8 August, 1882, referred to in the margin.

Tours obediently,
FRED. WM. RUTTER.

No. 17.
Memo, from Mr. F. W. Rutter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

14a, Exchange, Sydney, 28 November, 1882.
The papers mislaid are 82-14,705, Misc,

There is a later paper (82-18,590 Misc.) from me, ashing for terms of decision arrived at (if any).
FRED. WM. RUTTER _

(A gent for C. W. Poster, of Pooncarie).

Mr. Geo. Lewis for former papers, please.—E.B. (pro .T.M‘G .), 12/12/82. Misc. 82-14,705 were 
scut to the Under Secretary for Lands, 20th December, 1882.—J.T.K. (pro G.L.), 28/12/82. . Mr. 
M'Guinn. Executive Council, 28/12/82. Inform Mr. Rutter, vide decision on 82-14,705, Misc.—
J.D.D., 9/3/83. F. W. Rutter informed, 9/3/S3.

No. 18.
Minute Fapei* for the Executive Council. .

Recommending revocation of reserves and reservation of other Crown lands.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 December, 1882.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the temporary reser
vation of the portions of land within described and particularized in a schedule annexed, be now revoked, 
under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861—the revocation to take effect at the 
expiration of thirty clear days from the date of notification in the Government Gazette.

It is further recommended that the portions of land also within described and particularized in a 
schedule annexed, be reserved from sale, under the 4th section of the Act quoted.

’ JOHN ROBERTSON.
His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council.

The Executive Council advise that the course recommended in each case, he approved as herein set 
forth.—Alex. C. Budue, Clerk of the Council. Minute 82-60, 28/12/82. Approved.—A.L., 
2S/12/S2. Confirmed, 2/1/83. Gazetted, 15/1/83.

Schedule of reserves to ho revoked.
Number of papers, Ms. 82-14,705; number of reserve, 106; county of Perry; area to revoke, 

about 3 square miles. . _
Schedule of reserves to be proclaimed.

Number of papers, Ms. 82-14,705; number of reserve, 9a Extension ; county of Perry; about 
1,172 acres ; purpose of reservation, for water supply.

Number of papers, Ms. 82-14,705 ; number of reserve, 526 ; county of Perry ; about 2,372 acres ; 
purpose of reservation, for water supply.

Number of papers, Ms. 82-14.705 ; number of reserve, 527; county of Perry ; about 2,560 acres; 
purpose of reservation, for water supply.

No. 19.
Gazelle Notice.

Reserves eeoxl Sale tor Water Supply.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 January, 1883.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the land speci
fied in the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for water supply.

JAMES S. EARNELL.
Darling District.

No. 526. County of Perry, parish of Timpunga, Pooncarie and Pooncarie Back Plains Runs, area 
about 2,372 acres. The Crown lands within the following boundaries : Commencing on the left bank of 
the Darling River, at a point bearing north 70 degrees west 5 links from a gum-tree marked broad-arrow 
over e over 10b, said point being about 49 chains in a direct line south-westerly from the south-west 
corner of portion No. 3 ; bounded thence on the north by a line east 5 miles 7 chains 34 links ; on the 
east by a line south 60 chains ; on the south by a line west 3 miles to the Darling River aforesaid; and 
thence by that river upwards, to the point of commencement.

: The above is in lieu of reserve No. 106, cancelled this day.
The corner trees of this reserve are marked broad-arrow over e over IOb. •

[Ms. 82-14705 ; Plan D. 19-1,834.]

' No. 20.
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■ No. 20.
■ Gazette Notice.

Resee\;es feom Sale foe Watee Supply.
_ Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 January, 1883.

r His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to he notified that in 
' pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the CroWn Lands Alienation Act of 18G1, the land 

specified in the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for water supply.
JAMES S. EARNELL.

Darling District.
No. 527. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Tarcoola, and Letheroe Runs, area about 2,560 

acres. The Crown lands within the following boundaries : Commencing on the left bank of the Darling 
River, at the north-west corner of reserve No. 13 ; bounded thence on the south by the north boundary 
of that reserve and its prolongation east in all 4 miles ; thence on the east by a line north 1 mile ; thence 
on.the north by a line west to the Darling River aforesaid ; and thence by that river downwards, to the 
point of commencement.
[Ms. 82-14.705.] •

No. 21.
Gazette Notice.

Reseeyes feoji Sale foe "Watee Supply.
. Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 January, 1883.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that iu 
pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the land 
specified in the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for water supply.

JAMES S. EARNELL.
Darling District.

extension. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Pooncarie and Letheroe Runs, area about 
1,172 acres. The Crown lands within the following boundaries: Commencing on the north boundary of 
water reserve No. 9a, notified 22nd December, 1865, at the south-east corner of portion No. 2 ; bounded 
thence on part of the south by part of the north boundary of that reserve east to its north-east corner; 
thence on part of the west by the east boundary of that reserve south to its south-east corner ■ thence 
on the remainder of the south by a line east 1 mile; thence on the east by a line north 1 mile 36 chains; 
thence on the north by a lino west to the east boundary of portion No. *2 aforesaid ; and thence on the 
remainder of the west by part of that boundary south, to the point of commencement 
[Ms. 82-14,705.]

No. 22. ■
Gazette Notice.

Revocation of Tempoeaey Reseeyes. . i
T . , , Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 January, 1883.
It is fiereby notified, for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the 

v Tco.i °UUCI ’ iaS beeu Pleased to revoke under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act 
ol 1861, the temporary reservation from sale of the portions of laudhereinafter described,—the revocation 
to take enoct at the exjiiration of thirty clear days from this date,

' ‘ JAMES S. PARNELL.

Darling District.
No. 106. County of Perry, Pooncarie Run, Coloungina, 3 square miles ; Commencing at a blazed 

tree at a point of the Darling River, about i of a mile north of a point known as Wealwulla • and 
bounded on the south by a hue runmng east to the back line of the run, about f mile wide, northerly, 
the northern boundary line being the southern boundary line of Coloungina pre-emptive purchase.

Reserve No. 526, notified this day, is in lieu of the above.
[Ms. 82-14,705.] •

No. 23.
Mr. C. Vv. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Wondenbro, 22 January, 1883.
ri- r rn- 0U kind ^"S'1 wlieu 111 Pooncarie last December to interest yourself in the matter of 
the travelling stock reserve through my prelease. I now forward you the following facts, so that you 
may lay them before the Lands Department:—Prelease Was applied for in January, 1878, to be imme
diately east of conditional purchase, and was gazetted on the 17th May following. On the 19th August,
1878, 1 received official notice thereof. You will perceive, on referring to tracing A, that the travelling . 
stock reserve w^as only gazetted on that date, three months after prelease gazetted. Trusting to Gazette 
notme 1 fenced in such part of prelease as I then required for my stock, and heard nothing further in 
the matter until the 23rd December, 1879, when I received notice that a plan of prelease had been 
forwarded to the Local Office for public inspection. On obtaining a copy of such tracing (marked B*), * See Appendix
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I wrote to the Lands Office asking for my prelease to he granted when applied for, stating, to the best of 
my ability, the hardship it would cause me to have to remove my fence, and the injury it would be to the 
lessees of Tarcoola, by shutting the station iu. On the 23rd July, 1880, I received a letter stating, “ I am 
directed to inform you that the Minister of Lands has decided in this and in other cases that where there 
is other available land, the prelease must be in a modified manner,.so as to preserve intact the travelling 
stock reserve. Tour request cannot be complied with.” I then employed Mr. P. W. Rutter to act for 
me and to explain the matter fully to the Department, and received the letter, dated 10th June, 1882, 
with the tracing marked 'A. You will notice that the prelease has the objectionable feature perpetuated 
of coming at the back of Tarcoola head station, which is on blocks 9 and 10, and that the travelling stock 
reserve runs through the remainder of prelease. I think you will agree with me that as to the three- 
cornered piece, it would be but little violation of the regulations to have the same quantity of land given 
me east where marked in pencil, and that the travelling stock reserve, which only commences on the 
boundary of common and prelease, may be removed outside of my land. There might be some difficulty 
about this if my land was situated some miles from the starting point of reserve. I should think but 
little objection can be made to it as it is. I also think that conditional purchasers should not be made to 
find land for travelling stock reserves, which are not used by them, when other land is available. There 
is another stock route talked about from Menindie to Wentworth. This could also join the present 
stock reserve on the east of prelease, and also east of the Pooncarie Common. Should it come through 
the frontage a very ordinary flood would render it impassable. I also enclose the evidence of a case 
heard before the Bench on Tuesday last. I summoned the defendant for not travelling the direct road 
from Berlundy to Menindie. I argued that the travelling stock reserve was a good road for stock going 
between here and Euston, and that defendant had no right to use that road, his route Ijing up the river, 
and that Darchy was not justified in giving the permission to cross from one road to the other, to the injury 
of self, and that the sheep could have been drafted at Darchy’s wool-shed yards, which are alongside the 
inside and direct road. Defendant, according to my time, was five hours on my prelease with 13,000 
sheep, eating off what little feed I had, leaving iny sheep to starve. Darchy also uses the travelling 
stock reserve when mustering his paddocks north of the station and in moving his sheep from one 
paddock to another. All this is a most decided loss to me, rendering the fully stocking of my land an 
impossibility, for should I do so, either travelling stock or station sheep may, as the law seems to bo here, 
come through my prelease and eat off everything. Your knowledge of this country will tell you that 
to get a living off 640 acres by grazing in this part is an impossibility, and without the prelease a 
conditional purchase would be nearly worthless. You also saw sufficient of Wondenbro to show that I 
have spent considerable money in improving the land. _

There is a track through prelease used in time of flood. If this were made a 1-chain road it 
would meet all requirements of traffic, as in flood time the mail and a fewr horsemen are the only users of 
the track. If the road is undefined, stock would still claim to use it.

I have no faith in surveyors. They invariably survey against settlement. Mr. Conolly, the 
district surveyor, Wentworth, has quite recently caused some other part of my prelease to be reserved. 
I am quite ignorant where this is, not being yet gazetted, or for wffiat purpose it is required. I can only 
judge that it is at the wish of Mr. Darchy, for some purpose of his own.

I do not know if I have made my wants intelligible. What I mean is, the same quantity of land 
contained in three-cornered piece to be given to me at the east of prelease, so that it may contain 1,920 
acres, the travelling stock reserve leading to Euston and the projected one (if granted) to Wentworth to 
be placed east of prelease, and a 1-chain road leading along the track used in time of flood. With the 
stock roads immediately east of this track 1 chain would be quite sufficient.

Whatever may be the result, I feel quite confident you will do your best for me.
Yours, &c.,

------------------CHAS. WM. PORTER.

■ [Enclosure^]

Bei’oee W. L. Richardson, P.M., and W. J. Gould, J.P.
Pooncarie Police Court, 16 January, 1883.

Information:—Tkos. Rhodes, in charge of 13,000 sheep, did unlawfully travel with the said sheep other than the direct 
. road, to the injury of C. W. Porter.

C. W. Porter, sworn, deposed :—I am a grazier, residing at Wondenbro ; on 7th January I received notice from the 
defendant that he would pass through my property on the following day ; the notice given told me the sheep were at the 
white gate at the lower end of Darchy’s ram paddock, and would be at Monulta yards that night; the gate in question is 
on the river on the inside road; I told the defendant before he left the yards on the morning of the 8th that he had no 
business there, and that I should summon him ; I produce plan showing the position of the roads. ...

N. M‘Leod, sworn, deposed :—I am a selector, residing near Pooncarie; 1 am a long resident in this district; I have 
lived on the Tarcoola Station; altogether I have been about fifteen years about here ; I know the white gate at the bottom 
of Darchy’s ram paddock ; I also know the Monulta yards ; there is no road from the white gate to those yards ; from the 
white gate on the inside road to the outside road is from 2J to 3 miles ; if I were at the white gate and wished to 
come to Pooncarie, I should not go by the Monulta yards ; it would be 4 or 5 miles farther to come to Pooncarie by that 
route.

Ttws. Rhodes, sworn, deposed :—I am a drover; on Monday the 8th, I came on the outside yoad with about 13,000 
sheep ; I was in charge of those sheep ; I received permission from Mr. Darchy to water at the white gate, and went out 
back again ; on coming in to water, my sheep got boxed with the Tarcoola sheep, and Mr. Darchy requested me to go to 
the Monulta yards to draft them, which I did, and then took the travelling stock road from those yards and entered Mr. 
Porter’s prelease at quarter to 7 on the morning of the 8th, and was on Pooncarie at quarter to 11 on the same day; 
Mr. Darchy gave me permission to travel where I liked for water.

By the Plaintiff: I camped at M'Caughey’s hut, on the inside road, the night before 1 camped at Monulta.
Michael Darchy, sworn, deposed :—I am a sheep farmer, and owner of Tarcoola ; I gave defendant permission to 

come in from the outside road to water; I insisted on defendant’s going to the Monulta yards, as my sheep were boxed 
with his.

By the Plaintiff : I have a drafting-yard at the Woolshed ; by his camping his sheep at M'Caughey’s hut he would 
be on the inside road.

Case dismissed, the Bench stating that, as defendant had Mr. Darchy’s permission to go from one road to the other, 
he was justified in using the Travelling Stock Road from Pooncarie to Euston.

Xft. 24,
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* No. 24.
The Surveyor-General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands. ■

A tracing is enclosed*, showing. water reserves 9a extension, Pooncarie and Letheroe Runs, and No. 527 *SeeApp«ndixj. 
Tarcoola and Letheroe Runs, both notified 15th January, 1883, county of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, for 
the information of the Crown Lands Agent at Wentworth.

A tracing is also enclosed showing water reserve 526, notified 15th January, 1883. in lieu of ' 
water reserve 10b, cancelled same day, parish of Timpunga, county of Perry, for the land agent at 
Wentworth. " '

• Gr. LEWIS
--------  (For the Surveyor-Greneral).

To be returned to Reserves Branch after informing land agent, whose attention should probably be 
drawn to the fact that reserve 10b was erroneously called reserve 106 in the cancellation notice. His 
attention should also be invited to the fact that the cancellation of reserve 10b does not throw open any 
additional land to selection, 1/2/83.

Land agent with tracings, 7/2/83. Mr. G. Lewis.—J.D.D., 8/2/83.
Mr. Surveyor Conolly is requested to determine the position of travelling stock reserve 381, in 

accordance with ministerial direction herein. He will also be good enough to furnish a sketch of same.—
Gt. Lewis (for'Survey or-General), 5/3/83. Mr. Surveyor Conolly.

Received.—T.W.C., 19/3/83.
Transferred to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant, who is requested to traverse the Pooncarie and 

Euston Road from the gate, or Pooncarie Temporary Common, to south boundary of water reserve 9a, 
notified 22nd December, 1865, or a point in a line with the prolongation of the south boundary of the 
said water reserve 9a. Marks to be inserted at the terminal points and intermediate mile trees or posts 
marked in course of survey.—T. W. Colvoli.t, surveyor, Wentworth, 9/4/83.

Returned to the Surveyor-General with my letter, No. 83-14, 10th May, 1883—J. Taeeant,
Licensed Surveyor. "

No. 25.
Telegram from Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Part of my prelease selected three weeks since, 
refused. Is this correct ?

6 February, 1883.
Have wired land agent for information, and have been

Mr. Curry.—C.O., 7/2/83.
This telegram may be taken to mean that the lessee is aware that part of his lease has been selected, 

but has sought further information from the land agent. Both Mr. Porter and the land agent may be 
asked by letter for further information.—H.C., 7/2/83.

Tes, 8/2/83. Land Agent, Wentworth, C. W. Porter, 9/2/83. In a month.

No. 26.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. 0. W. Porter. -

><5lr> - Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 February, 1883. ■
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 6th instant, respecting 78-2,1,920 acres, 

your pre-emptive lease, specified in the margin, and to inform you that the local Crown Lands Agent has Wentwortl1- 
been communicated with, and requested to forward to this Department whatever information he may 
possess respecting the conditional purchase which, it is understood from your statement, has been made 
m the lease. Upon receipt of his reply you will be further communicated with.

- I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIVER, •

__________________ ____________ Under Secretary.

' No. 27.
The Crown Lands Agent, Wentworth, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

SiL , Crown Lands Office, Wentworth, 16 Eebruary, 1883.
.Replying to your letter of number and date, as per margin, I have the honor to state as 83-1861,9th

tollOWS : - February.

, S° fV ajSJ •am aware 110 selectiori has been made upon Mr. Porter’s prelease, unless he claims that
the gazetted addition to water reserve 9a or the stock route be upon that prelease.

, Oathe 18 th January a Mr. Richardson selected 326 acres, and I informed him, as per memorandum 
sent with his application, that he had selected partly on intended addition to water reserve 9a, and partly 
on the travelling stock route, as marked upon my plan. ^ J

I did not therefore, inform Mr. Porter of Such selection, as I could not he aware of his being in 
any way affected. j have; &c, 6

HT. HIBBLE,
Crown Land Agent.

No. 28.
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No. 28. •
Office Memorandum. '
Eeserve Branch, No. 4.

Memoeandum of subjects requiring explanation or completion in connection with the survey and plan of 
water reserve No. 526 (10b), parish of Timpunga, county of Perry, transmitted by Mr. Tarrant’s, 
letter, No. 82-24, of 1st May, 1882. Instructions issued to Mr. MDonald on 26th August, No. 
80-197, and on which Mr. Tarrant’s report in explanation is requested.

Subject. . Report.

In connecting the north west corner of the re
serve with the south-west corner of portion No. 3
A. Nicholls’ conditional purchase of 300 acres Mr. 
Tarrant gives on his plan a reference letter to the 
latter corner, but in the table opposite that letter is 
ablank.—Gr. Lewis (for Surveyor-Greneral), 5/3/83.

Porest Clerk, Surveyor-General’s Office, 8/3/83, 
(per Mr. Surveyor Conolly). Eeceived, 19/3/83. 
Eorwarded to Mr. Licensed-surveyor Tarrant, with 
my memo, of this date.—T. W. Conolly, Sur
veyor. Wentworth, 19/3/83.
Eeceived.—-J.T., 20/3/83.

Corner 90° 00' (approximate), 5 links. Gum. 
The line being covered with heavy brush fence it 

is impossible to obtain reference with any degree 
of accuracy.—Joseph Taeeant, 21/3/83.

Eeceived.—T.W.C., 27/3/83.

Now forwarded to Surveyor-General. I have not 
a copy of original survey of portion 3 to check this 
reply by.—T. W. Conolly, Surveyor, 27/3/83.
Plan noted. Place with papers.—J.T.K., 13.

No. 29.
Office Memorandum.

_ _ 8 March, 1883.
Tins is a request to amend the form of a prelease No. 2 of 78, and to make a deviation of travelling stock 
reserve No. 381, so that it will not embrace any part of the lease.

I would point out, that as the lease stands at present, the form is objectionable, as it was not till 
the Eurther Amendment Act of 1880 was passed that provision was made for the extension of a prelease 
across a run boundary to make up the area applied for after absorbing all the available land in the run in 
which the conditional purchase was situated.

Therefore, if the strictly legal course be pursued, the area of the prelease should be reduced to 
1,300 acres, that being the area west of the run boundary; then the reserve might perhaps be diverted to 
follow the run boundary, as shown by firm red lines on tracing, although this proposal would involve the 
loss of. 620 acres, still the greater security that the lessee would enjoy, so far as the balance of the lease 
is concerned, and the freedom from annoyance or hardship by travelling stock, and would more than com
pensate for this loss of area. J.B.

Urgent. Strictly speaking (as the Act of 1875 precludes the crossing of a lease into a second 
run when any vacant land exists in the first), the lease shall be restricted.

The question however in which the lessee is most interested is the shifting of the travelling stock 
reserve, and it may be thought desirable to refer the case to the District Surveyor for report.—H.C., 
8/3/83.

It would perhaps be well to have a report. Eefer for the purpose to the Surveyor-General.—C.O., 
9/3/83. E. Quin, Esq., M.P., informed, 13/3/83. The Surveyor-General, 13/3/83. Mr. Burt, 
16/3/83. _ _
. Mr. G. Lewis. The action indicated should perhaps be done through the Eeserve Branch.—J.B., 
29/3/83. Mr. Surveyor Conolly for consideration and report accordingly.—G. Lewis, (for the 
Surveyor-General), 17/4/83. Mr. Quin, M.P., informed, 23/4/83.

_ Mr. Landers, 23/4/83. Eeceived.—T.W.C., 7/5/83. Telegram to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor
Tarrant to expedite plan and report required by B.O. 83-40, 5th March.—T.’W’.C., 8/5/83.

Now placed with Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant’s letter 83-14, 10th May, vide my B.C. thereon 
dealing with this matter.—T. W. Conolly, Surveyor, 25/5/83.

No. 30.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. U. W. /Rutter.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 10 March, 1883.
In reference to your letter of the 28th November last, respecting your protest on behalf of 

Mr. C. "W. Porter against the reservation of an area in lieu of reserves Nos. 12 and 13, in the parish of 
Pooncarie, county of Perry, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Lands has approved of 
the reserves in question being cancelled after subdivision, and an area of 2,560 acres reserved in lieu 

m thereof.
I am to add that your client’s pre-emptive lease will not be cancelled by the reservation, except on 

failure of renewal, I have, &c.,
CHAS. OLIYEE,

Under Secretary.

No. 31.
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Sir,

< No. 31.
The Tinder Secretary for Lands to E. Qnin, Esq., M.P.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 Marcli L883 
1 have the honor to state for your information that the letter addressed 'to you by Mr P W 

1 orter, respecting the pre-emptive lease specified in the margin, and forwarded by you to this Denart-
Qhe JebruarJ last; has, together with the other papers in the case, been referred to the 

District Surveyor for report. I have, &c. icieneu ro me
CHAELES OLIYEE,

___________ ' Under Secretary.

JNo. 32. •
Memo, from Mr. Surveyor Conolly to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant.

Charting Branch Memo, of 5th March, 1883, to LicenBed-SOTy^OT0T^rri2tM:a^Cl,, 1883'
JlSiioSnlSm m? mh attCllti°n WM directed t0 th° omiMion refOTed t0 ^i the above

An explanation requested as to why the information has not been supplied.
. ______ T. W. CONOLLY,

Herewith I have returned memo ^ corner of Nicholls’ conditional purchase. I retnok Torner 
some time ago, but omitted to send result.—J. TAEEAifT, Licensed Surveyor, 21/3/S3.

No. 33.
Telegram from Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Subvetob Tabu ant now defining travelling stock road through my prelease 2-78 ’'understooTtn, 
to^iave been reported on first. Surveyor states would be noWU in kltem^^i^d!

wi, (e^as? .£,1"“”) , N°i ■t* from tl"
s-igsn&r In hin “Mr T""s“»-^

No. 31.
Telegram from Mr. Surveyor Conolly to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant.

Youn survey of track from roonearic towards Ariunpe urgently 
any modification of that part of travelling stock reserve 3-8i 
interest advisable.

. 18. May, 1883.
required. Please state in your report if 
practicable ; and, if so, whether in public

T. W. CONOLLY, Surveyor,
Wentworth.

No. 33.
sir Mr’ Liceused-Surveyor J. Tarrant to The Surveyor-General.

hP:il„3irUld1rCC?miTd1th^ Stock reserve No. 381, notified 19th August 1878 instead of
l*i4 m»oh bSte j&S to ilZni JtivlZfStck “ ‘° “‘“1 •» ll>« “"‘""'i. 4.

io. „ 40 ^ tr“"^ •*»-«-2-». -

. I have, &c.,
JOSEPH TAEEANT,

15 n i i n Licensed Survej-or.1883, herewith^ D Ee'cS^T W C 82-19’725« ^ ^ ^o. 40 of the 5th May,

h p"pos£e7it£ !andk 

the public convenience’would hardly bo fah^cons^ed

the

78-2,1,020 ticres, 
Wentworth,
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the point where the outside road from Wo\itworth meets the Euston road to Pooncarie. The modification 
proposed hy Mr. Tarrant is preferable to that shown by red lines on tracing with Misc. 83-2,449, inas
much as by the latter drovers would be very liable to trespass were the lessee to have his land unfenced. 
To modify travelling stock reserve 381, as shown by brown tint, would be most inconvenient to the public. 
Attached is tracing, showing the correct position of travelling stock reserve 381 as notified, and the 
furthest point south that the proposed travelling stock reserve from "Wentwoj’th to Menindie should be 
made to meet the Euston and Pooncarie road.—T. W. Conouly, Surveyor, 25/5/83.

Eor Mr. George Lewis,—Plan herewith, 18/6/73. Memorandum to surveyor re closes, folio 374, 
on 13th July, 1883. Memorandum returned, 28th September, 1883, now with papers. Charted and 
examined.—W. M. Goedos', 9/7/83.

' No. 36.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The- Under Secretary for Lands.

Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 15 June, 1883.
’ I have the honor to enclose letters received from Mr. Conolly and Mr. Surveyor Tarrant, also 

your own letter to Mr. Quin, M.L.A. I can in no way reconcile Mr. Tarrant’s letter as following the 
instructions that would most probably be sent by you to Mr. Tarrant, and as that gentleman did not think 
it worth while to see me before sending his report, my views of the matter remain as a sealed book to him. 
"When he was measuring the road through prelease he distinctly told me he could not see any reason 
why travelling stock reserve 381 should not run at the back of prelease. I suppose however, that as he 
was afterwards the guest of the Tarcoola manager he found this would not cramp me up sufficiently. I 
have no faith in any action taken by surveyors, they always work against settlement. _ _

I have now the honor to submit the following plan for your consideration, and as the increase in 
distance would be only about two hundred yards, I hope it may be granted without surveyors reporting on 
the case.

POONCARIE COMMON.

TARCOOLAC-P. of C. W. Porter.
M. Darchy. STATION.

Travelling stock reserve 381 to start from south-east corner of Pooncarie Common, thence south until 
it joins travelling stock reserve as placed by Mr. Tarrant, the remainder of my acreage to be contained 
between the dotted lines, the triangular portion lying at _the east of the old reserve 9a being also just 
behind .the Tarcoola Station would be thus done away with, should I have to fence it off it. would be a 
great nuisance to the station and very expensive for me to fence. _

The travelling stock roulc from Menindie to Wentworth could also go by 381 until it clears the 
east side of the lake, it being impossible for stock to travel by any other way, the lake joining the south
east corner of conditional purchase 2.

By granting this request I shall have one paddock free from travelling stock, and the land to the 
east through which the travelling stock reserve will run. I shall have to make some little use of it in 
wet weather.

I have also the honor to draw your attention to the fact, that when my prelease was gazetted as 
granted in May, 1878, the travelling stock reserve was not known, so that the remainder of prelease can
not .be supposed to be taken out of a reserve, but the reserve out of prelease. I am quite aware that 
stock must have roads defined for them, at the same time where such a very slight deviation is asked for, 
as in my case, I think the stock ought to give way to the land fide selector.

Mr. Tarrant, by some strange reasoning, concludes that I want prelease on the west side of travelling 
stock reserve as reported on by him, how he arrives at such a conclusion is a mystery to me, my various 
letters to the Department for Lands will show the reverse to be the case.

I have, &c.,
----------------- CHAS. WM. PORTER.

■ [Enclosures.']
g;rj Wentworth, 8 May, 1883.

The instructions for report upon your application for modification of travelling stock reserve 381 have come to 
hand and will be attended to as early as possible. .

If you place yourself in communication with Mr. Tarrant, he will consider and report upon your views, as he has 
now been requested to say whether any modification is advisable in the public interest.

I have, &c.,
Mr. 0. W. Porter. T. W. CONOLLY,

Surveyor.

Sir
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®ir! Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 March, 1883.
I have the honor to state for your information that the letter addressed to you by Mr. C. W. Porter, respecting 

the pre-emptive lease specified in the margin, and forwarded by you to the Department on the 15th February last, has, 
together with the other papers in the case, been referred to the District Surveyor for report.

E. Quin, Esq., M.P., Legislative Assembly, Sydney.

I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIVER,

Under Secretary.

78-2,1,920 acres, 
Wentworth.

Dear Sir, Wentworth, 20 May, 1883.
A our note of the 14tb instant to hand, and in reply I have to inform you that I have reported on the travelling 

stock reserve adjoining your selection. I did not see any objection to a modification of reserve, so as to allow of your pre
lease to stand good, and reported that, in my opinion, reserve should be renotified 1 mile on east side of track, and not as 
ot. nrooent holt o miio „„ ..;u„ t -v,„u ;n ajj probability be coming down the river in the course of the week, when, if

I have, &c.,
JOSEPH TARRANT,

_ Licensed Surveyor.

at present, half a mile on each side. I shall i 
I can make it convenient, I will call and see you.

C. W. Porter, Esq., Wondenbro.

No. 37.
The Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Darling Disfrict.
t t 28 September, 1883.

Submitted for the consideration of the Secretary for Lands :—That the defined area enumerated in the Land District ol 
margin, and situate in the county of Perry, in the parish of Pooncarie, be reserved from sale for travelling OTeaforreseWa- 
stock, under the provisions of the 4th clause of the Crown Lands Act of 18G1. tion, about 3^

' „ is further submitted that the portions of travelling stock reserve 381 (notified 19th August, 1878), KncSiim,
and of travelling stock reserve 537 (notified 25th April, 1883), shown on tracing “A ” by red and blue about sj square 
hatching respectively, be cancelled under the provisions of the 6th clause of Crown Lands Alienation Act Ungstoci!‘Servo 
of 1861. " 381, and about 3

An alteration iu the form of these reserves is necessary in order to allow of the amendment of travelling stock
C. \\r. Porter’s prelease 78-2, shown on tracing “C ” enclosed, and Mr. Surveyor Conolly has reported 1,cserve 637' 
that there is no objection in the public interest to the modification proposed, which consists in the revocation 
of the portions of travelling stock reserves 381 and 357 herein described, and the rcnotificatiou of an area 
common to both travelling stock reserves (shown by green hatching), and confined to the outside of the 
track and maintaining the original width. ' Q. LEWIS

--------  (For the Survevor-G-eneral).
Submmitted for approval.—J.G-.R, 4/10/83.
Before taking action on this recommendation, it is submitted that a report be obtained from the 

Department of Mines as to whether there is any objection to the proposed alteration of the travelling 
stock reserves.—F.H.W., 4/10/83.

The alteration is so slight, the reference may, I think, be dispensed with before carrying it out.-— 
C O., 5/10/83. Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 10/10/83. Gazetted, 29/10/83. Executive Council 
minute, and Land Agent informed, 29/10/83.

_ No. 38.
Minute Paper for the Executive Council.

Recommending revocation of reserves and reservation of other Crown lands.
. . Department of Lauds, Sydney, 16 October, 1883.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the temporary 
reservations of the portions of land within described and particularized in a schedule annexed, be now 
revoked, under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861—the revocation to take effect 
at the expiration of thirty clear days from the date of notification in the Government Gazette.

It is further recommended that the portions of land also within described and particularized in a 
schedule annexed be reserved from sale under the 4th section of the Act quoted.

His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council.
JAMES S. EARNELL.

The Executive Council advise that the course herein recommended be approved.—Alex. C. 
Budue, Clerk of the Council. Minute 83-43, 16/10/83. Approved.—A.L., 16/10/83. Confirmed, 
23/10/83. Gazetted, 20/10/83. > / / ’

T Schedule of reserves to be revoked.
Number of papers, Ms. 83-19,190; number of reserve, part of 537; county of Perry; area to 

revoke, about 3 square miles ; when notified, 25th April, 1883. ■
Number of papers, Ms. 83-19,190; number of reserve, part of 381; countv of Perry - area to 

revoke, about 3i square miles; when notified, 19 August, 1878. "
t Schedule of reserve to be proclaimed.

Number of papers, Ms. 83-19,190; number of reserve, 381 Extension; county of Perry; area, 
about J-y square miles ; purpose of reservation, for travelling stock. ’ ’

No. 39.
_ Gazette Notice.

Revocation oe Tempobary Reserves.
T . , , Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 October, 1883.
It is hereby notified, for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, has been pleased to revoke, under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act 
ot 1861, the temporary reservation from sale of the portions of land hereinafter described, the revocation 
to take effect at the expiration of thirty clear days from this date,

' ' JAMES S. EARNELL.
' . ‘ Darling
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Darling District.
Part of travelling stock reserve No. 381, notified 19th August, 1878, county of Perry, parish ot 

Pooncarie, area about 3j square miles: Commencing at the north-east corner of portion No. 1, parish of 
Pooncarie; and bounded thence on the north by part of the south boundary of Pooncarie temporary 
common east to its south-east corner ; thence by the eastern boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 381 
aforesaid, south-easterly to the point of its intersection with the east boundary of water reserve No. 9a 
extension, notified 15th January, 1883 ; thence by part of the east boundary of that water reserve to its 
south-east corner; thence on the south by the south boundary of that water reserve west to its inter
section with the western boundary of water reserve No. 381 aforesaid; thence by part of the western 
boundary of the last-named travelling stock reserve north-easterly to the east boundary of portion No. 1 
aforesaid ; and thence by part of that east boundary north, to the point of commencement.

Travelling stock reserve No. 381 extension, notified this day, in lieu of the above.
[Ms. 83-19,190.] . _ _

Part of travelling stock reserve No. 537, notified 25th April, 1883, county of Perry, parish of 
Pooncarie, area about 3 square miles: Commencing at the north-cast corner of portion No. 1 ; and 
bounded thence on the north by part of the south boundary of Pooncarie temporary common cast to its 
south-east corner; thence by part of the eastern boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 537, south
easterly and south to a point 40 chains south of the north-cast corner of water reserve No. 9a, notified 
22nd December, 1SG5 ; thence by a line bearing south-westerly to a point east of and about 30 chains 
distant from the south-east corner of portion No. 10 ; thence by a line cast to that corner ; and thence by 
part of the westerly boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 537 aforesaid, to the point of com
mencement.

Travelling stock reserve extension, No. 381, notified this day, in lieu of the above.
[Ms. 83-19,190.]

No. 40.
Gazette Notice. '

Keseuves ruoji Sale foe Tkayellixg Stock.
Department of Lands. Sydney, 29 October, 1883.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that, in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the land 
specified in the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for travelling stock.

1 “ JAMES S. EAKNELL.

Darling District.
No. 381 extension. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Tarcoola and Letheroe Puns, area about 

3square miles. The Crown lands within the following boundaries: Commencing at the point of 
intersection of the north boundary of water reserve No. 517, notified 15th January, 1883, with the cast 
boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 537, notified 25th April, 1883 ; and bounded thence on the 
south-east by a line bearing north-easterly to the south-east comer ot water reserve No. 9a extension, 
notified 15th January, 1883 ; thence on the east by the east boundary of that water reserve north to its 
north-east corner; thence by a line parallel to and distant 1 mile from the track from Pooncarie to 
Euston, forming the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 281, notified 19th August, 1878, north-westerly 
to the east boundary of Pooncarie temporary common; thence by part of the east boundary of that 
common south to its south-east corner; thence by the south boundary of that common west to the track 
from Pooncarie to Euston, forming the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 381 aforesaid ; thence by 
that track to its intersection with the north boundary of water reserve No. 9a extension aforesaid; thence 
by a line south to the north-east corner of water reserve No. 9a, notified 22nd December, 1865 ; thence 
by the east boundary of that reserve and the east boundary of water reserve No. 12, notified 29th 
December, 1865, to the point of commencement. _

The above is in lieu of those parts of travelling stock reserves Nos. 381 and 537, cancelled this day. 
[Ms. 83-19,190.]

No. 41.
- Gazette Notice.

Beseeye feom Sale foe Teayelliivg Stock.
' Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 November, 1883. _

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the land 
specified in the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for travelling stock.

1 11 JAMES S. EARNELL.

Darling District.
No. 381 extension. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Tarcoola and Letheroe Runs, area about 

31 square miles. The Crown lands within the following boundaries: Commencing at the point of 
intersection of the north boundary of waiter reserve No. 527, notified 15th January, 1883, with the east 
boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 537, notified 25th April, 1883 ; and bounded thence on the south
east by a line bearing north-easterly to the south-east corner of w’ater reserve No. 9a extension, notified 
15th January, 1883 ; thence on the east by the east boundary of thatwrater reserve north to its north-east 
corner; thence by a line parallel to and distant 1 mile from the track from Pooncarie to Euston, forming 
the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 381, notified 19th August, 1878, north-westerly to the east 
boundary of Pooncarie temporary common; thence by part of the east boundary of that common south to 
its south-east corner : thence by the south bouudarv of that coinmon wu?st to the truck from Pooncarie to 
: ' . ' ' . ’ Euston
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Euston, forming the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 381 aforesaid; thence by that track to its 
intersection with the north boundary of water reserve No. 9a extension aforesaid; thence by a line south 
to the north-east corner of water reserve No. 9a, notified 22nd December, 1865 ; thence by the east 
boundary of that reserve and its southern prolongation south to the point of commencement

The above is in lieu of those parts of travelling stock reserves Nos. 381 and 357, cancelled 29th 
October, 1883.

This notice is in lieu of that published in Government Gazette of 29th October, 1883. 
[Ms. 83-19,190.]

No. 42.
The Survey or-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.

... 4 December, 1883.
A tracing is enclosed, showing extension of travelling stock reserve 381, notified 14th November, 1883 ; 

r vl rcvoca:'<-*on P^ts travelling stock reserves 537 and 381, on the same date, county of Perry, parish 
of Pooncarie, for the information of the Crown Lands Agent at Wentworth. Duplicate tracing enclosed 
for Stock Branch, Department of Mines.

G. LEWIS
--------- (Eor the Surveyor-General).

I^alt with in Eeserve Branch. Submitted that after the Land Agent has been informed these 
papers be sent to Lease Branch, Survey Office. It is submitted that the Department of Mines be also 
informed. Land Agent, with tracing, 7/12/83.

Forward tracing.—J.D.D. (for J. G. Biaxuand), 7/12/83. Under Secretary for Mines, with 
traemg^&c., 11/12/83. Lease Branch, 11/12/83. Mr. Burt, 13/12/83. See later action.

Mr. Curry,—The^ deviation of travelling stock reserve, as recommended by the surveyor, has been 
approved of in the position shown by green edging on accompanying tracing. The question as to the 
restriction of prelease No. 78-2 (see your minute on Misc. 83-2,419, within) to the same run in which 
the purchase is situated, as shown in red hatching on tracing, should now, probably, be taken into 
consideration.—J.B., 19/1/84. .

Mr. Curry, 21/1/84.
Lease 78-2 may be amended and reduced as shown by red hatching. Eent, as difference, may be 

refunded from date ot regazette. As the lease was applied for before the passing of the Act of 1880, it 
should not extend across the run boundary.—H.C., 30/1/84.

E.H.W., 31/1/84. C.O., 2/2/84. Approved.—J.S.E., 7/2/84. Mr. Burt., 7/2/84. See
regazette cover, dated 3/3/84. '

Wentworth. Area of lease 78-2 reduced from 1,920 to 1,100 acres. Treasury to refund 
£1 19s. 2d. Land Agent, with tracing, and C. W. Porter informed, 4/4/84. No. of voucher 
4,532.—Original rent, £6 ; future rent, £3 8s 9d. ; difference, £2 11s. 3d. Amount calculated for 280 
days, £1 19s. 2d.

No. 43. .
Office Memorandum.

Lease to be regazetted.
... 3 March, 1884.

Iiie lease particularized m the following schedule has now been charted on the office maps in accordance 
with decision on Misc. 83-24,342. Tracing enclosed, for transmission to tbe Land Agent at Wentworth, in 
which district the lease is situated.

J. BUET.

No. of lease, 2 of 78; county of Perry; parish of Pooncarie; No. of conditional purchase or 
portions on which lease now rests, 78-3 ; present area, 1,920 acres ; future area, 1,100 acres ; present 
rent, £6 ; future rent, £3 8s. 9d.

Lease 78-2 stands in the name of C. W. Porter, and rent has been paid to 31st December, 1884. 
Eegazetted 25th March, 1884. Mr. Burt, 28/3/84. Mr. Curry,—Eegazette noted.—J.B., 31/3/84.

No. 44.
Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. 0. W. Porter.

Sir, _ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 April, 1884.
I am directed to inform you that the area of your pre-emptive lease, No. 78-2, in the district 

of Wentworth, approved on the 17th May, 1878, was, by notice in the-Government Gazette of the 25th 
March, 1884, reduced from 1,920 to 1,100 acres; that a tracing showing approximately the present 
boundaries of the lease has been forwarded for public inspection to the local Crown Lands Agent; and 
that the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade (to vdiom any communication respecting the money 
should be addressed) has been requested to refund to you the sum of £1 19s. 2d., being the amount of 
rent in excess consequent upon the reduction in area that has now been made.
. I am to explain that the action taken was found necessary in order that the lease should not extend 

. into an adjoining run. I have, &c.,
H. CUEEY

(For the Under Secretary).

551—C No. 45.
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No. 45.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

gjr) Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 14 April, 1884.
• ’ 1 have tbe honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 4th April last, wherein

you state that my prelease has been reduced from 1,920 to 1,100 acres; and that this vras found 
necessary so that the lease should not extend into an adjoining run. I beg to draw your attention to a 
letter from the Department to me, dated 10th June, 1882, wherein my prelease is denned, tlm 
extraordinary shape accounted for hy the fact that it wras necessary to first absorb all the available land 
of the run on which the conditional purchase is, and then to take the remainder out of the adjoining run,
this being in accordance with both Land Act and Regulations. . t _ „

I cannot see anything either in Act or Regulations allowing a Minister to set aside the action ot 
his predecessor in office, and, with all deference to yonr Department, I shall require something more than 
your letter and the Gazette notice to oust me from my holding.

Hoping to hear soon that the defined prelease of June, 1882, has been overlooked by you, and 
that my lease is still to stand as therein mentioned,

I have, &c.,
CHAS. WM. POETEE.

P.S.—I am unable to give the marginal reference to letter of 10th June, 1882, being now in the 
hands of Mr. Quin, M.P. for this district. I have written for it, and when received will forward the 
numbers. .

Mr. Burt,—How much vacant land is there beyond the present lease ?—H.O., 30/5/84. About 
210 acres, situate between the run boundary and travelling stock reserve 381 (extension). J.B., 2/6/84.

• Mr. Curry. *
The writer may bo informed that the action cannot be disturbed, hut if. h®, makes a fresh 

application to the land agent for any available land between the lease and the reserve it will be dealt witn 
on its merits.—H.C., 4/6/84. Yes.—C.O., 10/6/81. C. W. Porter, 10/6/84.

(A letter to Mr. Quin, M.P., with illustrative tracing).

No. 46. '
Mr. C. W. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 18 April, 1884.
When I wrote you some time since about my prelease 1 enclosed a letter from the Lands 

Office, dated 10th June, 1882, defining said lease, also plan of lease. Will you be kind enough to return 
them to me when you can lay your hands on them. By a letter from the Under feecretaryj of 4th April, 
1884, I am told that my lease has been reduced from 1,920 to 1,100 acres, and that £1 19s. 2d. will bo 
refunded me. The explanation is couched in the following words, “ I am to explain that the action taken 
was found necessary in order that the lease should not extend into an adjoining run. Aon can fancy 
this notice came on me like a thunderbolt. I know that Darchy has just returned from.Sydney, and feel 
quite sure that some gross misrepresentation has heen made to the Minister to induce, him to attempt to 
commit such an injustice. I wrote immediately on receipt of letter, and could only give the date of the 
letter, 10th June, 1882, and not the reference. This is why I require it. I have fully made up my mind 
not to let the lease stand at 1,100 acres, it being both against Land Act and Eegulations, and. if at last I 
should have to eat humble pie, the most of my fencing will have to be shifted. If you will take the 
trouble to look at the plan you have, the division of the runs is marked on it.

The Local Land Board would put a stop to all such one-sided decisions. When will they be 
established or a Land Bill passed ?

I beg to apologize for the trouble I am giving you.
Yours, &c.,

CHAS. WM. POETEE,
Presented by Mr. Quin, M.P.

No. 47. •
Mr. C. W. Porter to E. Quin, Esq., M.P.

Dear Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 9 May, 1884.
Many thanks for your offer of seeing the Minister for Lands re my prelease. I forward you 

the last previous communication from the Lands Office, so that the one of the 10th June can be compared 
with it. My own opinion of the matter i§, that some gross misstatement has been made to the Lands 
officials to induce them to alter the boundaries. I have no faith in Darchy’s truthfulness. I hear that 
he induced one of his contractors to give him a receipt for £130 for about five days’ work for two men in 
moving a small hut (a wood-cutter’s residence) on to the prelease of Mr. Nicholls, so that ho could mate 
a claim for improvements ; and the man further states that this is his -usual practice lor all work done on 
tbe station. Should such be the fact, how can I help doubting his bona fides.

It is quite struggle enough to live on the 2,560 acres, and the loss of 820 acres of the very best 
of the land would cause me to give in altogether, and to own to being licked is very repugnant to me.

A verv nice rain is now falling, with every appearance of continuing. I hope you are having the 
like at Tarelfa, Yours, &c.,

CHAS. WM. POETEE.

No. 48.



No. 48. .
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 10 June, 1884.
With respect to your letter of the 14th April last, I have the honor to inform you that your 

pre-emptive lease, 78-2 of 1,100 acres, in the district of Wentworth, was reduced to comprise land in the 
run in which your conditional purchase is situated, and having regard to the 35th clause of the Lands 
Act Amendment Act of 1875, the action taken cannot be altered. If, however, you make to the local 
Crown Lands Agent an application for a pre-emptive lease of any available land between your present 
lease and travelling stock reserve extension 381, it, on receipt in this .Department, will be dealt with on 
its merits. I have, &e.,

. CHAELES OLIYEE,
' Under Secretary.

No. 49. •
E. Quin, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands. .

Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 3 July, 1884.
I have the honor to enclose a letter from C. W. Porter, which I shall feel obliged if you will 

read, and then if you can see your way to giving him the benefit of his prelease, which he has had fenced 
for many years and occupied, I shall be grateful.

I certainly think the case one of peculiar hardship if he is dispossessed of land which he took up 
in good faith, and which has been interfered with by reserves created since he took it up.

I have, &c.,
-----— EDWAED QUIN.

Urgent.—C.O., 3/7/84. Mr. Thomas, 3/7/84. Lease application 78-348, Ls. 84-36-36,place here
with, please, and register this paper.—C.W.T., 4/7/84. Eeserves.

The lease was applied for before the Act of 1880 came into operation, and the provisions of the 
Act of 1875 are, that if there is any land in the first run the boundary cannot be crossed. It is this that 
has led to the reduction of the lease, and the existence of the travelling stock reserve prevents, in its 
present position, any more liberal proposal.—H.C., 4/7/84.

To amend the lease and increase the area to 1,920 acres would involve the temporary cancellation 
of part of the travelling stock reserve. The applicant might then reapply for a full extension of area 
under a-new application, and when the lease was granted the reserve might be reinstated.—H.C., 4/7/84.

Perhaps the stock route might be slightly deviated in area to permit of Mr. Porter obtaining his 
full area as desired. I should not suggest this course were it not for the fact that lease was originally 
charted without question, and it was only after a lapse of considerable time that the reduction in area 
was made.—C.O;, 4/7/84.

Approved.—J.S.E., 8/7/84. Mr. G-. Lewis, 9/7/84.
■ Mr. Burt,—Will you kindly show distinctly the position of the prelease as desired by applicant, 

in order that the deviation of the stock route may be described, vide Ministerial approval.—G. Lewis, 
29/7/84.

Mr. Lewis,—I have shown by red lines on the enclosed tracing* (registered as an enclosure to , gee 
leases 84-5,692), the original form of the prelease. According to the lessee’s statement he has fenced in k. - 
the north and east boundaries of the lease as originally gazetted. It is therefore presumed that the 
deviation in the stock route will be effected, so as to cause no interference with the fencing.—J.B.,5/8/84.

\]3nclo&ure.~\
Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 17 June, 1S84.

I enclose tracing showing the measurement of my fencing on the north and east sides of my prelease, the exact 
measurements of the zig-zag line I have not, the lines will serve to show that the corners are connected—the irregular line 
of fence is due to a now dry lake, filled only at high floods, it will be useful in paddock when fenced in. East of present 
fence, the south sides arc all fenced and the conditional purchase.

I notice in the plan forwarded the date of gazetting reserve 381 is given as 19th August, 1878. The gazetting of my 
prelease, 17th May, 1878, is conspicuous by its absence, thus ignoring my prior right. In the regulations applying to pre
leases, No. 2 states, “The leasehold will include only such Crown land as may be open to and not already under prelease 
or notified as a reserve,” thus showing that in January, 1878, when the application in due form was made, and on 17 May, 
1878, when it was gazetted, the land now in question was open for pre-emptive lease. The 9th regulation states, “ But no 
portion of any run so adjoining will be granted as a lease until all the available land within the pastoral lease in which the 
conditional purchase is situated shall be first exhausted.”

I cannot read clause 35 of Act 1875 as applying to cancellation.
The whole question appears to me to resolve itself as occurring on the 17th May, 1878, the date of Oazetle notice, at 

which time there is not any doubt as to the land being available, and had the lease been charted at that time, as perhaps it 
should have been, it would have been so done as in the letter of June, 1882, is described, for, although my application was 
for land immediately east of conditional purchase according to regulation 9, I must first exhaust the land in the run 
purchase is selected—of course, the Lands Department can gazette a travelling stock reserve through a prelease the same as 
through a pastoral lease ; but why take the land from the first to give it to the second as in this case—would the travelling 
stock benefit by tbe change ? My experience says no.

Without a doubt it would have been of great benefit both to myself and the owners of Tarcoola, if the same acreage 
as is contained in the triangular piece forming the south-east corner of Pooncarie run had been placed to the east of line as 
notified in letter of 2nd June, 1882. Had I not have been waiting for this change to be made my fencing would long ere 
this have been completed; unfortunately for myself I see too late,that, according to the regulations, this cannot be done, and 
I attribute a great part of my losses in stock last year to not having fenced according to my existing lease.

• Hogarth has described “ the curved line to be the line of beauty,” now, I, looking at the curved line in travelling 
stock reserve 3S1 extension, can only see something a good deal off the square. A tank has been sunk outside the south
east corner of the common where I have made a cross on plan, and as this has been made since 29th October, the date of 
notification, and there being no reason why the road should not have been direct, I cannot help thinking it being a fishy 
affair, or that some ultimate dodge is to be worked. .

I must tell you that Darchy has built a house on his run for Mr. Surveyor Tan-ant (which edifice is looked upon 
by the selectors as a real valuable improvement and of real use in the working of the station), hut how the rent 
is paid, iu cash or curved lines is a secret. If ever I build a house for a surveyor, I shall expect my lines to fall in pleasant 
places.

Conditional
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Conditional purchasers on the Darling look on that purchase as a purchase of a right to lease three times the amount 
of their land, and in no other way. We were willing to risk these leases being conditionally purchases knowing that away 
from the river it would only be by station dummies, and we think we could bowl them over.

For myself I can say that with 2,560 acres I can live comfortably ; should I, however, lose 820 acres of the very pick 
of the lot, I could not grow sufficient wool and stock to pay the rent alone. You can guess I am very anxious.

Yours, &c.,
E. Quin, Esq., M.L.A., Sydney. CHAS. WM. PORTER.

No. 49a.
Minute Paper for the Executive Council.

liecommending revocation of reserve and reservation of other Crown lands.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 2 October, 1884.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor, and the Executive Council, that the temporary 
reservation of the portion of land within described, and piarticularized in a schedule annexed, be now 
revoked, under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the revocation to take effect 
at the expiration of thirty clear days from the date of notification in the Government Gazette.

It is further recommended that the portion of land also wdthin described and particularized in a 
schedule annexed, be reserved from sale under the 4th section of the Act quoted.

J. S. EAENELL.

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation in each case, herein set forth, be approved.— 
Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the Council. Min. 84-44, 7/10/84. Approved.—A.L., 7/L0/84. Con
firmed, 14/10/84. Land Agent informed, 20/10/84. Gazetted, 20/10/84.

Schedule of reserves to be revoked.
Humber of papers, leases 84-5,693; number of reserve, 381 extension; county Perry ; area to 

revoke, about 3-/ square miles ; when notified, 14 November, 1883.
Schedule of reserves to be proclaimed.

Number of papers, leases 84-5,692 ; number of reserve, 381 extension ; county, Perry ; area, about 
2,368 acres ; purposes of reservation, for travelling stock.

No. 50.
The Surveyor-General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands.

5 October, 1884.
A tracing is enclosed showing, by red hatching, travelling stock reserve 381 extension, cancelled 20th 
October, 1884, and by green tinting, travelling stock reserve 381 extension, notified same date in lieu.

County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie—for the information of the Crown Lands Agent at Went
worth.

G. LEWIS
-------- (For the Surveyor-General).

It is submitted that after the land agent has been informed, these papers be returned to Mr. Burt, 
Lease Branch. Land agent with tracing, 7/11/84.

Mr. Curry,— Travelling stock reserve 381 extension has now been charted, so as to admit of C. 
W. Porter increasing the area of prelease 2, of 78, across the run boundary. A fresh application will 
be required for 820 acres.—J.B., 17/12/84.

May be advised by telegram.—H.C., 17/12/84. Yes.—F.H.W. (for the Under Secretary),
17/12/84. Telegram to C. W. Porter, 17/12/84.

No. 51.
Gazette Notice.

Eevocation oe Temporary Eeserves.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 October, 1884.

It is hereby notified, for general information, that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, has been pleased to revoke, under the 6th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act 
of 1861, the temporary reservation from sale of the portions of land hereinafter described,—the revoca
tion to take effect at the expiration of thirty clear days from this date.

JAMES S. FAENELL.
Darling District.

No. 381 extension. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Tarcoola and Lotheroe Euns, area about 
3i square miles. The Crown lands within the following boundaries : Commencing at the point of inter
section of the north boundary of water reserve No. 527, notified 15th January, 1883, with the east 
boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 537, notified 25th April, 1883 ; and bounded thence on the south
east by a line bearing north-easterly to the south-east corner of water reserve No. 9a extension, notified 
15th January, 1883 ; thence on the east by the east boundary of that water reserve north to its north
east corner; thence by a line parallel to and distant 1 mile from the track from Pooncarie to Euston, 
forming the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 381, notified 19th August, 1878, north-westerly to the 
east boundary of Pooncarie temporary common; thence by part of the east boundary of that common 
south to its south-east corner; thence by the south boundary of that common west to the track from 
Pooncarie to Euston, forming the centre of travelling stock reserve No. 381 aforesaid ; thence by that 
track to its intersection with the north boundary of water reserve No. 9a extension aforesaid ; thence by 
a line south to the north-east corner of water reserve No. 9a, notified 22nd December, 1865; thence by 
the east boundary of that reserve and its southern prolongation south, to the point of commencement.

The above was notified on 14th November, 1883, as travelling stock reserve.
Travelling stock reserve No. 381 extension, notified this day, is in lieu of the above.

No. 52.
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No. 52.
Gazette Notice.

Kesekyes eboh Sale eob Tbayelling Stock.
. Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 October, 1884.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 4th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, the land 
specified in the schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for travelling stock.

JAMES S. EAKNELL.
Darling District.

No. 381 extension. County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Letheroe Eun, area about 2,368 acres. 
The Crown lands within the following boundaries : Commencing on the east boundary of the Pooncarie 
temporary common, at the south-west corner of portion No. 36 ; and bounded thence on part of the west 
by part of that boundary of the common south to its south-east corner ; thence on part of the south by 
part of the north boundary of Porter’s pre-emptive lease No. 2 of No. 78, bearing east to its north-east 
corner ; thence by its east and north-east boundaries south and south-east to the south boundary of water 
reserve No. 9a extension, notified 15th January, 1883; thence by part of the south boundary of that 
reserve east and a line partly forming its east boundary north to its intersection with the north-east 
boundary of travelling stock reserve No. 381, notified 19th August, 1878 ; thence by part of the north
east boundary of that travelling stock reserve bearing south-easterly to its intersection with a line parallel 
to and 1 mile in a direct line east of the east boundary of Porter’s pre-emptive lease aforesaid ; thence on 
the east by that line, and its prolongation north to a point east of the point of commencement; and thence 
on the north by a line west partly forming the south boundaries of portions Nos. 38, 37, and 36 to that 
point.

The above is in lieu of travelling stock reserve No. 381 extension, cancelled this dav.
[Ls. 84-5,692.] . ;

No. 53.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, 'Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 9 December, 1884.
I have the honor to request that a tracing of my prelease, 2 of 78, district of "Wentworth, may 

be at once forwarded to the Local Land Office for public inspection. I notice that travelling stock reserve, 
No. 381, was altered on 20th October last, and judging from the description in the Gazette, my prelease 
has been returned to its prior form.

I have paid £6 as usual for the full prelease, and have the Land Agent’s receipt.
I have, &c.,

—:---- CHAS. WM. POETEE.

Prelease, 78-2, of 1,920 acres, county Perry, gazetted 17th May, 1878, renewed for 1884 in the 
name of C. W. Porter.

No. 54.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter.

17 December, 1884.
Ir application be at once made to Crown Lands Agent, and rent paid for prelease for about 820 acres 
adjoining your prelease, 78-2, of 1,100 acres, it will, if received here in time, be dealt with on its merits.

H. CUEEY
______________________________ (Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 55. ‘
Telegram from Mr. G. W. Porter to The

Eight hundred and twenty acres applied for. Eent paid.

Under Secretary for Lands.
18 December, 1884.

CHAS. WM. POETEE,

Application in provisional Gazette.—J.P.C., 31/12/84. Mr. Curry. Design for lease No. 84-18 
attached to lease application 84-15.—J.B., 17/2/85.

No. 56. .
Application by Mr. C. W. Porter.

M. '
[Occupation Act, 1861, and Lands Act Amendment Act, 1875.] .

To be used in claiming to lease adjoining lands under pre-emptive right.
; District of Wentworth.

Deceived this 23rd day of December, 1884, at — o’clock, together with the sum of £1 5s. 8d.
A. N. BAENETT,

- --------- Land Agent.
Sir,
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. Sir, Wentworth, 23 December, 1884.
In pursuance of the provisions of the Crown Lands Occupation Act of 1861, and the Lands 

Acts Amendment Act, 1875, arid Regulations thereunder, I, Charles William Porter, do hereby apply to 
be allowed to lease the sections or portion of Crown lands hereunder described, at the fixed rent of £2 
per section, which I hereby tender.

The land in virtue of which I claim to exercise a right of pre-emption, is situated as follows, and 
is 'now in my possession, viz.:—County of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, situated near the village of 
Pooncarie, containing 040 acres, being portion 2, conditional purchase 78-3, on the 24th day of January, 
1878, by Mary Ann Porter, at Wentworth (standing in the name of Charles William Porter).

■ I am, &c.,
C. W. PORTER

To the Land Agent for the District of Wentworth. (Per N. Dewhuest).

Description of the section or portions applied for.
About 820 acres, county of Perry, parish of Pooncarie:—Commencing at the south boundary of 

the village Pooncarie, at the north-east corner of my prelease No. 2, of 1878, and bounded thence by 
lines east and south to the north-eastern boundary of the aforesaid prelease ; and by that boundary 
north-westerly, to the point of commencement.

Applicant was duly warned that the area applied for appeared to come within travelling stock 
reserve 381, and that a prelease, No. 2, of 1878, had been already granted in virtue of his conditional 
purchase, portion 1, parish of Pooncarie.—A.N.B., 23/12/84.

Provisionally gazetted. Approved, 31/12/84. Conditional lease, No. 4,342, gazetted under 
clause 52, Crown Lands Act of 1884, 16/4/86. .

' No. 57.
Office Memorandum.

Prelease application No. 15, District of Wentworth.
The enclosed prelease application is forwarded to Mr. Brown for the following purposes :—

1. In order that its number may be quoted against each of the conditional purchases in virtue of
which it has been made.

2. That particulars, as indicated by the headings of the columns of the following schedule, may be
furnished of the conditional purchases.

3. That the number of any prior lease application made in virtue of any of the purchases may be
stated. .

4. That the selections may be classified according to series or groups.
5. That there may be furnished a copy of the application relating to any of the conditional purchases

not yet measured. ‘
‘ W.II.TL, 29/12/84.'

Number conditional purchase, 78-3; section under which made, 13; area, 040 acres; present, 
holder and date of transfer, Chas. Wm. Porter ; state of conditional purchase, good ; catalogue number 
of plan or registration number of surveyor’s report, P 26-2,092 ; number of previous lease applications, 
78-348.

All action, as‘ indicated above, has been taken. The different series or groups of conditional 
purchases are shown by distinguishing brackets. Mr. for copies of applications of conditional
purchases.—Hebbeet Ceoet, 8/1/85. Copies herewith.

Prelease Branch,—Mr. Burt, 9/1/85. . .

No. 58.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 10 February, 1885.
In forwarding my application for conditional lease, I have the honor to inform you that 

travelling stock reserve 537, through my prelease, has never been used for the last fourteen years to my 
recollection, all stock going out to where travelling stock reserve 381 now is, and so round to the river. 
Water reserve 9a extension has been without water since gazetted. The Local Land Board, however, 
will advise you as to the uses of both. I have, &c., .

CHAS. WM. PORTER.

[.Enefosure.]
[Crown Lands Act of 1884—Part III, section 52.]

Application for the conversion of a pre-emptive lease into a conditional lease within the Division.
’ Pooncarie, 10 February, 1885.

In accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, I, Charles William Porter, being the holder of the 
pre-emptive lease specified in the annexed schedule, hereby apply to convert the available Crown land within the same 
into a conditional lease of 1,020 acres, in virtue of my conditional purchase also specified hereunder; and I hereby agree to 
pay any sum that may be demanded upon the determination of the rental of such conditional lease.

X am the‘absolute owner of the conditional purchase by virtue of which this application is made.
CHAS. WM. PORTER.

To the Under Secretary for Lands. ----------
Schedule. ■

Pre-emptive Leases.
. No. of lot, 39 ; No. of prelease, 78-2; date of Gazettal, May 17th, 1878; district Gazetted, Wentwroth ; name of 

original lessee, C. W. Porter; county, Perry ; area, 1,920 acres. Conditional
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' • ' Conditional Purchases
No. of conditional purchase, 78-3; land district, Wentworth ; date of application, January 24th, 1878 ; area, 640

acres.
- No..of conditional purchase, 78-3; district, Wentworth ; area, 640 acres ; date of purchase, January 24th ; state of 

purchase, good ; name of present holder, Mary Ann Porter, now Chas. William Porter by Ministerial approval on Charting 
Branch. Explanation attached to 80-42,962,

O.B., 23/3/85.

C.S. Branch, 18/3/85. Mr. Burt, 24/3/85. Alienation, &c., noted on tracing.—T.T., 31/3/85. 
Mr. Curry. Water reserve No. 9a, notified 15/1/83, embraces part of the prelease. Dealt with in 
Lease Branch.—J.B., 7 /4/85.

C. S. Branch. Was not the conditional lease transferred to C. W. Porter ?—H.C., 9/4/85. Tes;
vide schedule.—O.B., 2/5/85. Lease Branch. Mr. Burt.—T.W., 6/5/85. '

No. 59.
Office Memorandum.

Preemptive lease No. 78-2 ; Gazetted 17th May, 1878 ; nominal area, 1,100 acres ; county of Perry, parish of 
Pooncarie ; Division, Western ; district, Wentworth; in the name of C. W. Porter (from Mary A. 
Porter) and renewed for 1884.

W.H.H., 17/11/84.
The above pre-emptive lease was granted in virtue of the following portions. Such of the portions as 

represent conditional purchases are distinguished from those of a different character.
No. of portion,!; area, 640; parish, Pooncarie ; No. of conditional purchase and character of 

purchases, C.P. 78-3.
. J.B., 17/2/85.

The enclosed tracing shows the present position of the lease, together with a design for a conditional 
lease, which appears to recommend itself, confining the applicant to vacant land within the pre-emptive 
lease.

No. 60.
Office Memorandum.

. ' 6 May, 1885.
Me. C. W. Poetee has applied to convert prelease 78-2 into a conditional lease. He has described it as 
containing 1,920 acres. It however contains only 1,100 acres.

The lease was reduced in area, and after much correspondence an arrangement was made to cancel 
part of a reserve which stood in the way of an extension of area, and afford Mr. Porter an opportunity of 
obtaining a lease of an additional area. The arrangements were carried out, Mr. Porter was advised, and 
upon his putting forward a formal application, a lease of 820 acres was at the end of last year provisionally 
gazetted. It is submitted whether it would be competent for the Board to accept the application under 
consideration as applying to both leases, should the supposition that Mr. Porter intended it to embrace 
both he found correct.

There does not appear to be any objection to the course proposed, and if the Board recommends 
the granting of 1,920 acres, the lease will have to be shown by tracing.—J.Tt.E (for the Under Secresarv') 
7/5/85. ‘

No. 61.
Mr. Surveyor Couolly to The District Surveyor, at Hay.

S’r> Sydney, 10 June, 1885.
In compliance with your mempraudum of instructions, dated 4th June, 1885. I have the honor 

most respectfully to report on application by C. W. Porter for conversion of prelease No. 78-2, gazetted 
17th May, 1878, parish of Pooncarie, county of Perry, into a condition lease, in so far as travelling stock 
reserve 381, notified 19th August, 1878, and water reserve 9a extension, notified 15th January, 1883, 
would be thereby affected.

I am of opinion travelling stock reserve 381 should not be curtailed, nor water reserve 9a extension 
be reduced, both being necessary for travelling stock. The application does not appear, however, objec
tionable on this account. Section 108, Victoria 48 No. 11, and section 10, 48 Victoria No. 18. ’

' I have, &c.,
T. W. CONOLLY,

. -------- Government Surveyor.
Forwarded to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Hay, with my report No. 85-380.—R. M'Donald 

District Surveyor, 28/10/85. ’

• No. 62. ‘ •
The District Surveyor at Hay to The Chairman, Laud Board, Hay.

Sir, District Survey Office, Hay, 28 October, 1885.
In reference to your letter of 19th May, 1885, forwarding to me for report the application by

C. W. Porter for the conversion of the available area within his prelease 78-2 and 84-18, I do myself the 
honor to inform you that prelease 78-2 was originally granted for 1,920 acres, as shown by blue edging 
on enclosed tracing “B,” but it was afterwards ascertained that the lease was within two runs and it was 
regazetted for 1,100 acres, being the area (about) on the west of the run boundary.

lu consequence of representations made by applicant against the reduction, the Secretary for Lands 
decided on the 8th July, 1884, that applicant should obtain his full area {vide 84-5,692 leases enclosed). 
In accordance therewith a fresh application was made for the area, about 820 acres east of the run boun
dary, which was provisionally gazetted on the 31 December, 1884. as prelease No. 84-18.

' ‘ ' The

♦Tracing here
with.
See Appendix L. 
See Appendix M.
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The application for conversion specifies an area of 1,920 acres, being the combined areas of the 
leases, but only prelease 78-2 is quoted in the Schedule, but probably the application should be treated 
as in right of both preleases.

It -will be observed, on reference to the tracing “ B,” that travelling stock reserve No. 381, notified 
19th August, 1878, passes through the lease, and that about 600 acres are embraced by water reserve No. 
9a extension, notified 15th January, 1883. Mr. Surveyor Conolly reports that travelling stock reserve No. 
381 should not be curtailed, nor water reserve 9a extension reduced, both being necessary for travelling 
stock, but that the application does not appear objectionable on that account in view of section 108.

There would appear to be some question as to which track forms the basis of the travelling stock 
reserve. The track shown by dotted sienna lines, passing through the lease, was traversed by Licensed- 
Surveyor Tarrant, in 1883, as being part of the main track from Pooncarie to Euston, but a recent survey 
by Licensed-Surveyor Christie of the track shown by dotted black lines, is considered by him the basis of 
the travelling stock reserve. The former, however, is evidently the centre of the travelling stock reserve, 
the latter being apparently a divertion from the main track to Tarcoola station.

I have, &c.,
EOBEET M'DONALD,

District Surveyor.

No. 63.
The Chairman, Land Board, Hay, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

' Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part III, Section 52).
Eecommendation by the Local Land Board on an application for the conversion of a pre-emptive lease 

into a conditional lease, under the 52nd section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Whereas, on the day of , 188 , an application by Charles Wm. Porter, of Pooncarie, was
received for the conversion of the pre-emptive lease therein specified into a conditional lease of 1,920 acres, 
subject to the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and the said application having been duly 
inquired into by the said Board, it is recommended that no area be allotted in satisfaction thereof, except 
any area not included in travelling stock reserve 381, and which may adjoin the basis, or be over 40 acres.

G-iven under my hand, this 25th day of November, 1885.—
' A. J. PAEK,

Chairman.
Mr. Shaw,—What reserves were in existence when lease 84-18 was granted, in so far as the land 

in that lease is concerned ?—H.C., 20/1/86. Is the land indicated by red tint on tracing B herewith 
(prelease 84-18) within any reserve ? Was it in any reserve on the 23rd December, 1884 ?—M.S., 
25/8/86. Mr. Gr. Lewis. The land in question is not, and was not within any reserve upon the 23rd 
December, 1884.—W.M., (pro G. Lewis), 19/2/86. Mr. Shaw, Lease Branch. Conditional lease 
under clause 52, Crown Lands Act of 1884, No. 4,342, Government Gazette, 16/4/86. Conditional 
lease No. 4,342, regazetted as to difference on rent, 29/11/87.

No. 64.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Chairman, Land Board, Hay.

Sir, Wentworth, 29 November, 1885.
I have the honor to give you notice that I intend to appeal to the Minister for Lands that ho 

will not follow the recommendations of the Land Board, and refuse to convert my prelease No. 78-2 
into a conditional lease under the Lands Act of 1884.

I have, &c.,
C. W. POETEE

(By his Agents,—Bead and Wilkes).

No. 65.
* Mr. C. W. Porter to J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 4 December, 1885.
The action of the Local Land Board at Wentworth, by their recommendation not to convert 

preleases into conditional leases where the old travelling stock reserves run at the back of conditional 
purchases, must be my apology for troubling you with this letter.

It is too late now to point out that a prelease was as much a condition of a purchase as the pay
ment of the balance of purchase by instalments, residence, and the erection of improvements, and that 
this right of lease was the inducement to so conditional purchase.

To my thinking, the Land Board have mixed up the Central with the Western Division. In the 
Central I can well understand that these leases, carrying a right of purchase, land reserved from sale 
could not be included in them; but in the Western Division, where not 1 inch is more reserved from sale 
than is the whole, and where a purchase under any conditions cannot be made, I fail to see why leases 
cannot be granted. Asa matter of fact, the Land Act of 1884 revokes, or rather absorbs, reserves from 
sale of whatsoever denomination in the Western Division by creating the division one, and only one, 
reserve, and leaves all land open for lease.

As to travelling stock, their lights are well protected by 29 Victoria No. 2, section 30, and 41 
Victoria No. 19, section 16, which gives them a most decided right of 1 mile in width, except through 
purchased land, and with perfect liberty to camp where they may please on such mile-wide road, without 
hindrance from pastoral, homestead, or conditional lessee, they fulfilling their part of the contract by 
travelling the specified distances. Such being the case, reserves for their use are altogether unnecessary, 
and would merelv be reserves from sale within a reserve from sale.

On



On the resumed portions conditional purchasers can take up homestead leases to include the land 
previously held by them as preleases, and, if their means would allow them to do so, would be in a far 
better position than previously. This, however, would require much money to fence and stock. On the 
pastoral lease no such escape exists, and the decision of the Laud Board, if your approval should follow, 
would be utter ruin to a great number of families. Nothing would be left for them to do but surrender 
their selections (where they have made homes) at a valuation that would not, in all probability, meet one 
half the cost of them. The fencing on lease would be lost (5 miles in my own case), and then stock have 
to be sacrificed, 1 mile 'of country being quite inadequate to carry the stock for 4 miles. •

To the best of my ability I have placed the matter of travelling stock and conditional purchaser 
(for that is the issue) before you, feeling sure, from your clear-headed judgment and strict impartiality, 
the ruling of the Land Board will not be upheld.

Of course all this is sending coals to Newcastle, as what I'have said is nothing new to you ; but, if 
it bores you reading it, my excuse is that it has eased my mind in writing it.

I think, however, you will be interested in the following way to work the Act of 1884
One William Lancaster, alias Billy the Pig, dummied about 400 acres of land for Michael Darchy, 

the manager and one of the trustees under the will of the late Thomas Darchy, the owners of Tarcoola 
Station. On the division of runs this selection was on the pastoral lease, consequently there was no 
further necessity to keep Lancaster on the land, where he lived, having been paid by the Government as 
a rabbiter on Tarcoola, and he was ordered to the head station to be paid-off. On his way there he 
stated that if Darchy did not ante-up well he should give himself up to the police for dummying (he 
never made any secret of his position). However, on his arrival at the station, and proposing this ante-up 
business, Darchy went for his necktie and made him sign, as he says, some papers, so that Darchy could 
get his money back from the Government. This, I take it, means a surrender. This is all hearsay, but 
very reliable. Should such a surrender come before you, you will be very able to decide if sub-section 3 
section 75 was made to meet such a case. This Lancaster is well-known, and could very easily be found 
if required. Senior-Sergeant Keelty, of Wentworth, could readily trace him, having known him for 
years, and these men have a stated track in which they seek work. •

• I have, &c.,
CHAS. WM. PORTER,

P.S.—Sections 108 and 109 of Act 1884 deals with reserves from sales and stock routes.

Conditional Sales Branch. See last part of the letter enclosed.—H.C., 15/12/85. A copy has 
been made and registered conditional sales.—H.R., 24/12/85. Mr. Curry. Mr. Wilev for papers.—-
H.C., 5/1/86. . '' "

No. 66.
Office Memorandum.

Ls. 85-13,942, Board at Hay.
Conversion section 52, 48 Yic. No. 18.
-n j.- r at f 78-2 of 1,100 acres.Pre-emptive Lease No. j 84_18 of ^ acreBi
Applicant, Charles William Porter.

The Board recommend the lease in a general way, subject to a favourable decision on the facts explained. 
The case is submitted. '

Eor approval, of a conditional lease of about 1,920 acres to applicant at an annual rental of 2d. 
per acre, but subject to further appraisement as to future annual rental, if thought desirable; and subject 
to the right of resuming, at any time, so much of the lease as may be required for roads found to be 
necessary in the public interest.

Both pre-emptive leases were not specifically mentioned in the application, but the fact of the 
applicant having referred to the area as 1,920 acres, points to the conclusion that the application refers to 
both.

•-------- - H.C., 23/2/86.
C.O., 25/2/86. Approved.—G.S., 26/2/86. Conditional lease, Crown Lands Act, 1884,

No. 4,342, Government Gazette, 16/4/86 ; lessee informed, 19/4/86.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor H. Tarrant for measurement, in accordance with approval (if unobjection

able) of 1,920 acres in one block, the boundaries to conform to the original boundaries of the preleases.-— 
R. M'Donald, District Surveyor. .

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor II. Tarrant. District Survey Office, .instruction No. 86-35, 1/6/86. 
Transferred to Mr. Licensed-Surveyor J. Tarrant, 2/8/86. Returned to the District Surveyor 
at Hay with my letter, No. 86-73, 20th November, 1886.—JosEra Tar.raat, Licensed Surveyor. Con
ditional lease No. 4,342 ; regazetted as to difference in rent, &c., 29/11/87.

No. 67. -
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 April, 1886.
I am directed to invito your attention to a notice in the Government Gazette of the 29th 

November, 1887, to the effect that under the provisions of the 52nd clause of the “ Crown Lands Act of 
1884,” a conditional lease, No. 4,344, of an approximate area of 1,920 acres, has been approved by the 
Secretary for Lands, subject, however, to any alteration of area, or reservation, or resumption, for any 
roads that may have been, or may be, found necessary or desirable, and subject also to any other action or 
limitations, which may have been, or which may be, found necessary or expedient. Land District, Went
worth.

The rent has, pending its- ultimate settlement after inspection of the land, been calculated, at the 
rate of 2d. per acre per annum ; this rate may, however, be exceeded, but if it should be exceeded, due 
notice and information will be given you. The

551—D
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The rent for 1886, £16, together with the balance of rent for 1885, £10, must be paid either to 
the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, or to the Crown Lands Agent of the District, on or before 
the 16th May next, subject, if not paid during the prescribed term to the penalties imposed by the 96th 
clause of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1881.” For 1SS7 and any following year the rent must be paid 
during September of the year preceding that for which it may be intended, subject in default to the 
penalties referred to.

It must be distinctly understood that the lease may, without any preliminary notice, be cancelled, 
i F found to represent an area in excess of what may be held under the Act before mentioned, or to have 
been obtained or granted contrary to any of the provisions of that Act.

When referring to the lease, or forwarding any rent for it, you are particularly requested to use 
the new number and not the original number of the pre-emptive lease.

I have, &c.,
H. CUFliY

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 68.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 5 October, 1886.
I have the honor to address you concerning the alteration made by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor 

Tarrant when measuring my prelease, now converted into a conditional lease. His letter to me (enclosed 
herewith) will show that his starting point is totally disconnected with, my conditional purchased land, ^
and by starting from that point and altering the shape of conditional lease, he has cut out more than a 
mile of my fencing, which was placed on the lines of my prolease as granted, and the plan of which was 
placed in the Land Office at Wentworth. I was with Mr. Tarrant the first day he was out, and then 
complained to him of the alteration in shape. I could only learn from him that that was the land now 
given to me. The accompanying sketch will better illustrate my meaning, although drawn without any 
regard to accuracy. The lines in ink show the shape of prelease, and the pencil lines the alteration in 
survey by Mr. Tarrant. By this alteration the northern boundary of 9.v reserve, the southern boundary 
of Michael Darehy’s conditional purchase, and the northern boundary of Phelps’ homestead purchases 
have all to be shifted about 3| chains to the north. My fence runs east from the point marked “ A,” 
which is the south-east comer of M. Darehy’s conditional purchase, as laid out by Mr. Surveyor 
Donovan, and if the present survey stands I shall have to shift this fence 81- chains north, and this 
means expense. In the angle marked “B ” there is also 36 chains, which will also have to be shifted.
The line marked “ C ” was not chained by Mr. Tarrant, having only been pegged until it intersected
my fence on the northern boundary of my lease, and very likely that northern boundary is 31 chains
further north, should it only be an overlapping of different surveys. I think I am not asking too much >
to have the mistake rectified at Mr. Tarrant’s starting point, which is only a useless water reserve, having
no water near it. You will please notice that on the plan of the prelease the east line runs north from
the run boundary-line, marked “ D,” at a point where it will give me the 1,920 acres, and my fencing
already erected is placed as part of my plan to fence and subdivide the whole of the lease; and again, if
the present survey stands I shall have to shift much other fencing to make the best of land.

My request, therefore, is this,—to let the triangular piece remain as surveyed, with the exception 
of the northern line of 9a extending the 81 chains on my fenced land, and that the east boundary should 
start north from the line marked “ D,” so as to complete my full lease. I do not ask for fresh survey ; a 
plan, with the length of the lines given, is all that I should require ; I can then easily run the lines with
out encroaching on my neighbour. ■

I am most anxious to receive an early reply, so that I can start fencing as soon as possible and 
secure the grass which 1 have been paying for so long without being able to fence, my lease having been 
ui hot water for years. I have, &c.,

CHAS. WM. POETEE.

Dear Sir,
I am starting the measurement of your prelease in the morning, 

sketch below.

Tarcoola, 9 August, 1886.
I shall start at the south-west corner. See 

I have, &c.,
J. TARRANT,

Licensed Surveyor.



Mr, Tarrant's 

starting 'point.

Mr. Darchy*# Selection

Tarcoola Station Purchases

640 ACRES

No. 69.
Office Memorandum.

PoHWAifDEJ) to tKe District Surveyor at Hay in connection with previous papers.
' P. W.

B.C., Lands, 16/10/86. --------- (For the Under Secretary).
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Tarrant for report, and in connection with instructions Ho. 86-35, of. 

1 st June, transferred to. him by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Harley Tarrant.—Egbert M‘Donald, District 
Surveyor, 3/11/80.

' Keturned to the District Surveyor, with papers, leases 86-2,061. My letter, No. 86-73, of 
20/11/86.—Joseph Taebant, Licensed Surveyor. The fence referred to in the enclosed letter is 
within reserve 9a, and consequently not on land that applicant can claim any legal right to.—William 
Oee, Acting District Surveyor, 12/10/87. The Under Secretary for Lands.

■ No. 70.
Mr. Li censed-Survey or J. Tarrant to The District Surveyor at Hay.

(No. 86-73.) Conditional Lease.
Sir, Wentworth, 20 November, 1886.

I have the honor to transmit herewith the plan of an area of 1,920 acres, numbered c P l, in 
the parish of Pooncarie, county of Perry, which I have measured for conditional lease No. 86-4,34>2, of 
the Wentworth Land District, applied for by Chas. Wm. Porter, in connection with conditional purchase 
No. 78-3, being portion numbered 1, in the parish of Pooncarie, county of Wentworth. . ■

This survey has been effected in accordance with instructions No. 86-35, dated 1st June, 1886, 
issued by the District Surveyor at Hay. '

Hental and capital value.—After careful consideration, I am of the opinion that the annual value 
of the land applied for is 2d. per acre, and the capital value of the same is £1 5s. per acre.
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1 liavc also the honor to furnish the following information as to : —
1. Proximity to railway and township.—Adjoins Pooncarie township reserve. ^
2. Objections to the lease on the ground of mining occupation or otherwise.—None.
3. Character of soil.—Chiefly red sandy soil.
4. Grazing capabilities.—About 7 acres to one sheep. _ _
5. Agricultural capabilities.—Good ground for crops if irrigated.
G. Nature of timber.—Box and light scrub.
7. Whether densely or thinly timbered.—Thinly.
8. The extent of scrub land.—Lightly timbered, with scrub throughout. _ _
9. Whether any of the scrub or brushwood growth is suitable for feeding stock in time of drought.—

' All scrub in lease is good as sheep feed. ' _
10. The approximate proportion of plain, open forest, thickly timbered, and scrub country.—Light

scrub throughout. _ _
11. Improvements, their value, nature, date of erection, and ownership at date of application.— 

About 28,200 links; 5-wire fence (full value), at £30 per mile, property of C.W. Porter, 
£105 15s.; about 2,700 links 5-wire fence (full value), at £30 per mile, property of run lessee, 
£10 2s. 6d.; about 11,300 links 5-wire fence, at £30 per mile, the joint property of Porter and 
run lessee, on common boundary of portion 2, £42 7s. 6d.

In addition to the above I may state that the survey has been made in exact accord^ with sketch 
supplied me, with prelease papers herewith. The north boundary of water reserve 9a is.in its correct 
position, which throws the fence about 31 chains to the south. This is what applicant complains of in his 
letter—Paper, Leases, 86-7,195. I have, &c.,

JOSEPH TAEKANT,
Licensed Surveyor.

Eeceived, District Survey Office, 27/11/SG. 'Account 8G-28, report on value land fonvarded, 
1/12/8G. C.P.L. 124, Hy. A.G. Plan and action not yet complete by this office. Papers to be 
returned.—A. E. Gale (for District Surveyor), 28/2/87. Chas. Wm. Porter notified to attend Court 
at Wentworth, 4/4/87.—W.D., 8/3/87. Memo to surveyor, re reference to corner, 28/7/87. Examined 
and charted.—E. M. Gallawat, 28/7/87. Memo, returned, 4/8/87. Plan approved.—William 
Orr, Acting District Surveyor, 12/10/87.

No. 71.
The Chairman, Land Board, Hay, to Mr. 0. W. Porter.

Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Notice to appear at Local Land Board.

New South Wales, \ 
to wit. )

Tot; are hereby notified to attend at the Court-house at Wentworth, on the 4th day of April, 188/, at 
10 o’clock in the forenoon, when the matter or question stated at the foot hereof will be investigated.

On proof of due service of this notice, the investigation may. proceed whether you appear in Court
or not.

Given under my hand, at Balranald, this 8th day of March, 1887,—■
A. J. PABB,

______ Chairman.
Matter for investigation.

To appraise the rent of your converted preleases, Nos. 78-2 and 84 -18, for 1,920 acres, in the 
county of Perry, parish of Pooncarie, Land District of Wentworth.

[AWoswe.]

Receipt for registered, Ho. 330, of 9th March, 1837, Land Office, Wentworth,—
Balranald, 9 March, 1887,

Addressed,—
CHAS. WM. PORTER,

Pooncarie.

■ No. 72.
Decision of Land Board, Hay.

Eent of conditional lease.
No. 4,342, under the 52nd clause of the Crown Lands Act of 1881.

Land District of Wentworth ; name, Charles William Porter; area confirmed or gazetted, 1,920 acres;
area measured, 1,920 acres; rent recommended on area measured, £20.

Whereas the question of the annual value of the land represented by the conditional lease above specified, 
came before the Land Board held at "Wentworth, on the 4th and Gth April, 1887, due notice of which 
inquiry was given to Charles William Porter, and during which inquiry there were present in connection 
with the matter, the following persons :—Charles William Porter, and William James Holding, Inspector

And whereas after taking into consideration the report of Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Joseph Tarrant, 
made after an inspection of the land, and the evidence of Charles William Porter and \\"i 11 i;nn. James 
Holding, the Board concluded 2Id. per acre to be the annual value of the land while under conditional 
lease, and accordingly recommend the rent to paid for it at this rate. Depositions now taken, as well as
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the former papers in the ease, are enclosed. When the question was in the first instance dealt with, the 
land had not been inspected.by an authorized valuator ; and the following is a brief explanation of the 
manner in which the question was then dealt with:—■

November 20th, 1885, applicant not present, and no proof of service of notice, and was, in con
sequence postponed.

November 25th, 1885, applicant not present, Mr. AVilkes appeared for him.
Kefusal recommended, except of any area not included in travelling stock reserve 381, and which 

may adjoin the basis and be over 40 acres.
A. J. PARK, Chairman of Board.

' ------------------ M. S. LOVE, P.M., Member of Board.
[^Enclosure.']

1'niS deponent, on oath, states : My name is Charles William Porter; I am a selector j I know prelease 78-2, and 84-18, 
granted in virtue of conditional purchase 78-3, which was taken up by my wife in 1878, for which reason this Board on 31st 
March, 1887, said it ought to have been voided ; I object to the form oi the lease as surveyed, because it differs from the 
former lease as held by me, without improving it, and also excludes 36 chains of five-wire fencing worth £30 ; there is no 
fencing on the lines, all being within my boundaries ; some was erected by the pastoral lessee three or four years after I got 
the land as a lease ; I don’t claim, and would not pay for it as it is useless ; it may be removed ; the country is fair sheep 
country, but no permanent water ; the carrying capacity is G to 7 acres to a sheep, fenced and with access to water across my 
conditional purchase ; 1 have no voluntary evidence. '
Sworn before us, at Wentworth, this ) CHAS. WM. PORTER.

4th-April, 1887,— j
A. J. Pakk,

' M. S. Love. -------------------- -
This deponent, on oath, states : My name is William James Holding ; I am Inspector of Runs for the District of Went
worth j I know conditional prelease 78—2 or 84—18, Chas. Wm. Porter, on the Darling River, but separated therefrom by 
applicant s conditional purchase ; the river is navigable at this place ; no objection that I am aware of; gray soil and red sand, 
mostly the latter; grazing capacity, 6 acres to a sheep provided they have access to water over conditional purchase, and the 
land fenced ; agricultural capabilities limited ; timber, pine, and oak, no box ; it is thinly timbered, being a nice piece of open 
country, with some undulating sand hills ; there is no scrub, but some edible bushes, not thick enough to call scrub ; sheep 
feed is grass, good herbage, and some salt and blue bush.

f . Mr. Porter here says he has no questions, and that the above is a very fair description, and he leaves it to the Board to 
appraise the rent.
Sworn before us, at Wentworth, this | W. J. HOLDING-, Inspector.

4th April, 1887,— j
A. J. Paek,
M. S. Love. ---------- ■

52nd clause, lease, AVentwortli. Evidence of the Inspector given in open Court. The Board 
recommended rent at 2id. per acre.—E.AV., 27/10/87. Eent finally determined at 2 Jd. per aero.—T.G.,
31/10/87. Area measured, 1,920 acres. Eent approved, £20. Conditional lease No. 4,312. 
Regazetted as to difference in rent, &c., 29/11/87. Chas. AVm. Porter informed, 30/11/87.

No. 73.
Office Memorandum.

District Survey Office, Hay. .
MKvroiiAxm.'M of subjects requiring explanation or completion in connection "with the survey and plan of 

CPL, SG-4,342 (C. AV. Porter), transmitted by Mr. Licensed-Surveyor J. f Parish of Pooncarie. 
Tarrant, letter No. 80-73 of 20th November. Instructions issued to Licensed- { County of Perry. 
Surveyor II. Tarrant on 1st June, 1886, No. 35, and on which Mr. J. Tarrant’s report in explanation 
is requested.

Subject. Report.

On plan of above survey the references to corners are given as 
follows :—■ .

Cor. Bearing'. From, Links. No. On tree.

A. 193° 47' Box. 93 CPL
'h

CPLB. 187° 30' a 9

The table, as I have now filled it in, is 
correct.—J. Taeeant, Licensed Surveyor, 
2/8/87. -

Numbered posts at other corners.

# It will he thus seen that the bearing to corner B has been omitted, and that neither bearing or 
distance to corner A have been given. In the latter case it may he that the gum-tree is at the corner, but 
if so it should be so stated.—A. E. Gale {pro Acting District Surveyor), 28/7/87.

No. 74.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter. *

Conditional Lease.
_ Clause 52 of Crown Lands Act of 1884.

' Sir, _ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 November, 1887.
_ I am directed to inform you that your conditional lease, No. 4,342, in the county of Perry, 

land district of AVentworth, the area of which was provisionally gazetted as 1,920 acres, has been found 
on measurement to contain 1,920 acres, more or less, and that the Secretary for Lands has approved of 
the annual rent of the land at £20, being at the rate of 2|d. per acre per annum. This rental will apply

to
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to the lease from the 1st January, 1885, and any amounts paid in excess thereof will bo refunded to you 
upon application to the Colonial Treasurer, to whom any letter respecting the account should be addressed, 

. This letter is written on the assumption that the rent on the lease has, so far, been paid up.
I have, &c.,

EEEDK. WILLIAMS
(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 75.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Conditional lease, 4,342, Wentworth.
Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 10 January, 1888.

I have again the honor to draw your attention to my letter of 5th October, 1886, and to the 
one of 13th January, 1888.

You will understand that the lines of my prelease were fixed by the Department and not on those 
of my application, and to shift them again, as was done by Mr. Surveyor Tarrant, is inflicting a very great 
hardship on me. I have been paying the exorbitant rent of 21d. per acre for four years for land I 
have been unable to use in the slightest degree, and I cannot think that the Lands Department issued the 
plan on which my conditional lease was surveyed.

I have had the wire lying idle for some considerable time, and as a bad season seems to be 
inevitable, unless I can get the remainder of my land fenced, my losses in stock, owing to this cause and 
the ravages of rabbits, will about smother me.

Hoping for a speedy and favourable reply,
I have, &c.,

---------  CHAS. WM. POETEE.
The case is fully explained by the District Surveyor in his memo, of the 5th March on 88-421 L., 

and it is presumed the decision given thereon will not be disturbed.—E.W., 30/4/88. Certainly not.—
T.G-., 16/5/88. Mr. Thompson. C. W. Porter informed, 22/5/88. Eegister noted.—A.J.W., 
5/6/88. Mr. Williams. The Chairman of the Land Board, Hay.—E.W. (for the Under Secretary),
B.C., Lands, 6/1/88.

No. 76.
Mr. 0. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 13 January, 1888.
I have the honor to draw your attention to my letter to you of the 5th October, 1886, wherein 

I ask that my conditional lease might be given to me on the same lines as wEen it was a prelease. I am 
.ware that that part adjoining reserve 9a will have to be moved on account of that reserve coming further 
north than I wTas given to understand by Mr. Surveyor Tarrant when he gave me the boundaiy. This 
matter is very trifling compared with the alteration in the line connecting the triangular piece with the 
rest of the lease. 1 pointed this out to the Chairman of the Wentworth Board last April. He quite 
agreed with me as to the uselessness of the alteration, and said he would forward a recommendation to 
the Minister to have'it given as it was originally. Awkward as it looks on the plan, that is nothing to 
what it actually means on the ground. I trust, therefore, that my request as regards this part will be 
granted to me as asked in my letter above referred to.

I have also the honor to ask that the £10 deposited by me, on my appeal connected with my 
conditional purchase, may be refunded to me. I believe this is the usual course when expenses have not 
been incurred. I have, &c.,

CHAS. WM. POETEE.
District of Wentworth. Conditional Lease 4,342.

52nd clause, Wentworth Conditional Lease of 1,920 acres measured, stands good in the name of 
Charles W. Potter. Papers, 5,280. Eecords. Please attach above papers, then to Mr. Williams.—H.W.T., 
19/1/88. Ls. 87-5,281, noted to Chairman. Hay, 7/12/87.—S.B., 19/1/88. Eegister noted.—
J.U.MTj., 19/1/88. Extract of latter part of letter made and sent to Conditional Sales Branch for 
action.—A.F.W., 1/2/88. Will the Chairman be good enough to return the papers in the case.—E.W.,
(for the Under Secretary), B.C., Lands, 1/2/88. The Chairman of the Land Board, Hay. Papers 
herewith may be returned to the Under Secretary for Lands as requested.—C.H.D., 9/2/88. Mr. Boot. 
The Under Secretary.—A. Boot (pro Chairman), B.C., Hay, 10/2/88. Will the District Surveyor be 
good enough to furnish a report as to the advisableness of the alteration in the lease now desired.—E.W. 
(pro Under Secretary), B.C., Lands, 21/2/88. The District Surveyor, Hav. District Survey Office, 
Hay, 28/2/88. Mr. Gale.—T.B., 29/2/88. '

In his letter of 5th October, 1886 (Ls. 86-7,195), C. W. Porter protests against the form of 
measurement of his conditional purchase lease 4,342, on the grounds that fence marked CD on tracing A. 
herewith is excluded, and the triaiigular piece of land, BEE, is, he considers objectionable. In reference 
to above letter, Mr. District-Surveyor Orr reported on 12th October that the fence was within reserve 9a, 
and consequently not on land that applicant could claim any right to. In this letter Mr: Porter appears 
to be willing to accept the north boundary of water reserve 9a as the boundary of his lease, but still 
protesis against the exclusion from his lease of the triangular piece of land before mentioned, and claims 
that his boundary should be somewhat as shown by broken blue line on tracing A. The boundaries of 
the lease as measured are shown by blue edging on tracing A, and are exactly in accordance with boun
daries of the original preleases. No action can now be taken, it is submitted, to alter the boundaries of 
the lease, as the land asked for was not within the boundaries of the prelease, and, being within a lease
hold area, cannot be interfered with.—John Broughton, Acting District Surveyor, 5/3/88. The Under 
Secretary for Lands.

Submitted for approval.—E.W., 14/3/88. S.F. Submission approved.—J.J., 4/4/88. Mr. 
Thompson, 4/4/88. Mr. Porter informed, 11/4/88.

No. 77.



. ' ■ No. 77.
' The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter. . .

Sh, Department of Lands, Sydney, 11 April, 1888.
_ With reference to your letters of the 5th October, 1886, and 13th January last, protesting Wentworth,

against the form of measurement of your conditional lease noted in the margin, I am directed by the C'I/' 4’342- 
Minister for. Lands to inform you that no action can now be taken to alter the boundaries of the lease in 
question, as the land asked for was not within the boundaries of a pre-emptive lease ; and, being within a 
leasehold area, cannot be interfered with. I have, &c.,

E. H. WILSON,
(Eor the Dnder Secretary).

CONDITIONAL'' LEASE

• ■ No. 78.
Mr. C. W. Porter to The Under Secretary for Lands.

_ Conditional Lease 4,342.
Sir, Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 24 April, 1888.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 11th April, wherein you state 
that no action can now be taken to alter the boundaries of the lease in question, as the land asked for was 
not within the boundaries of the pre-empl ive lease, and being within a leasehold area, cannot be interfered 
with. ,

How the Department arrives at the conclusion I am at a loss to understand. The land asked for 
by me is that given me as a prelease, and as the runs were divided long before my lease was surveyed by 
Mr. Tarrant (11th August, T886), I think I can fairly say that the alteration made by that survey 
attempts to give me land belonging to the leasehold area.

A tracing of my lease was duly forwarded .
to the Wentworth Office for inspection, and that .
only is the land I ask for. In my letter of 13th 
January, 1888, I say: “I am aware that that 
part adjoining reserve 9a will have to be moved, 
on account of that reserve coming further north 
than I was given to understand by Mr. Surveyor 
Tarrant when he gave me the boundary. This 
matter is very trifling compared with the alteration 
in the line connecting the triangular piece with 
the rest or the lease. I pointed this out to the 
chairman of the Wentworth Board last April.
He quite agreed with me as to the uselessness of 
the alteration, and said he would forward a re
commendation to the Minister to have it given as
it was originally. '

“ Awkward as it looks on the plan, that is nothing to what it actually means on the ground. I 
trust, therefore, that my request, as regards this part, will be granted to me.”

I have again the honor to make the same request.
. I have, &c.,

' CHAS. WM. POETEE.

‘ No. 79.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. C. W. Porter.

Sh, Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 May, 1888.
_ Eeferring to your letter of the 24th ultimo, respecting your conditional lease noted in the Wentworth, 

margin. I am directed by the Secretary for Lauds to inform you that the decision conveyed to you in y^'o^cretf42’ 
my letter of the 11th ultimo cannot be disputed. ^ C. w. Porter.

I have, &c., '
. F. H. WILSON

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 80.
J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sh, 6 and 7, Wentworth Court, Sydney, 24 September, 1888.
I have the honor to forward to you a letter with a tracing* received by me from Mr. C. W.

Porter, of Wondenbro, Pooncarie, in reference to his conditional lease, which appears to have been dealt ,Sca Appendis N 
w ith as an application for the conversion of a prelease held by him at the date of the passing of the 
present Land Act. I shall be glad if you will inform me why Mr. Porter was not given his prelease as a 
conditional lease. I shall also be glad to know whether it cannot now be given to him ; and, if not, why 
not. I may add that I mislaid Mr. Porter’s letter, hence the delay in my inquiries.

. I have, &e.,
-------- J. P. ABBOTT.

Eecords,—Please attach Ls. 87-5,281, 88-421, SS—2,380, and forward to Mr. Williams. Papers 
Ls. 87-5,281, 88-421, and 88-2,380, with Ls. 88-2,8S2, noted to Chairman, Hay, 7th June, 1888.—8.B.,
28/9/88. Mr. Williams. Will the Chairman of the Land Board at Hay be good enough to attach the 
papers in the case and return them to this Department at an early date.—F.W. (pro Under Secretary),
B.C., Lands, 2/10/88. Papers attached.—C.H.D., 22/10/88. The Clerk-in-charge. The Under 
Secretary for Lands accordingly.—B. J. Atterbuey (for the Chairman), B.C., 23/10/88.

T E-nclomreP
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[Enclosure.]
Wondenbro, Pooncarie, 27 July, 1888*

. Dear Sir, #
I think I can fairly ask a member for this electorate for assistance under the following circumstances connected 

with my conditional lease, late a prelease, and shall feel under considerable obligation if you will see the Under Secretary for 
Lands on the subject. <

It would be useless to enter into a history of all the alterations made in my prelease since it was gazetted in 1878. It 
was definitely settled, as I supposed, in 1882, as on plan herewith j 820 acres were taken from it in June, 1884, and only 
recovered and gazetted at the end of December in that year.

The plan herewith drawn, without any attempt at accuracy, shows the prelease as it was when the present Act came 
into force, and also when the division of runs took place. A Mr. Tarrant surveyed it as a conditional lease in July, 1886, when 
he made the alteration shown in plan of conditional lease, thus cutting out about half a mile of my fence, and debarring me 
from water for a back paddock (water shown by figure 1), which water is only there after high floods in the Darling and lasts 
about two years, but is of great value to me. The only reply I could get from Tarrant when he was surveying was that it was 
the way the Lands Department had given it to me, at that time, and up to the present, I believe that statement to be false, 
and that the Lands did not know of the alteration until they received his plan.

CONDITIONAL PURCHASE

CONDITIONAL* PURCHASE

On the lower plan is a rough sketch of how I intend to fence, leaving ample wratcr supply (so long as it lasts) for stock 
and station, and also an open roadway, instead of fencing in tire three-cornered piece altogether.

About 3 chains south from the line surveyed as conditional lease (which line I have marked 2) there is a station fence, 
Up to which I wish to fence. This will give me access to a very small portion of the water, but ample for my warts. I shall 
alpo sive the removal of the half mile of fence, and save some ^ery considerable distance of new fencing, I
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I base my right, to the prelease shape as follows :-It was mine on the passing of the present Land Act • I shall no!
have to move any fence ; shall have less fence to erect; and that in either case it only means 1 920 acres. ’

. .I P?11^ thi3 out t0 the Chairman of the Local Board, who could not see why the alteration was made, or the use of it 
inquiring if the water was permanent. Ibis not being the case he promised to communicate with the Minister 
i n 1 wrlt.fcen ‘he ®e<?™taJL and received a reply that Tarrant’s survey could not be disturbed as the
land apphed for was portion of leasehold, halt of Tarcoola. How, why, or for what reason, the leasehold half the Under 
Secretary did not attempt to show. ’ unucr

If you can get the head of the Lands Department to cause a return to the prelease area I shall feel for ever oblteed I
do not want a fresh survey A plan showing how far the east line comes west from Tarrant’s survey corners will be sMUcient 
for me to fence by. I will take good care not to trespass on the pastoral lessee.

i RentS i?f-CODdltl0nal .7se3'—IJilllI!l£ \ ma-v als0 draw y°ur attention to this matter, and will mention my own case the 
other lessees being as one with me. The best runs m the district were appraised by Mr. Holding, the Government Annra’iser 
as able to carry one sheep to 8 acres, and were rented by Land Board at Id. per acre, which has been considerably reduced on
sWift if6 ld' thls,’")0uld “e2n 7 ,p„ef ,sileep' My lease WaS’ Wlth the assistance of conditional purchase, estimated at one 
beep to 6 acres, and the rent fixed at 2id. per acre, which, taking out all the grazing value of eonditiona purchase would 

leave it for rent ot condihonal lease alone at Is. 3d. per sheep. As the Tarcoola run is to be reduced at more than one half 
W^.y onn reduce *h.e 8maller 1®88®e ln the sa“e proportion. It appears to me a queer way to encourage settlement to charge
rLTrr" m exrss ?fithe p,a8toral t8uant® rent, and I have not the right to appeal. Neither did I conditionally pur
chase under the present rentals, and never should have done so. wiummuiumaj pui

J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P., Sydney.
I have, &c.,

CHAS. WM. PORTER.

. No. 81.
Office Memorandum.

Conditional Lease 4,342, Clause 52.
Wixn regard to Mr. J. P. Abbott’s letter, registered 88-6,379 leases, Mr. Porter was granted a prelease in 
m the. year i®78, 70' 7Jt2’ .0± 1’9.2? acres. i.lfc afterwards m July, 1884, transpired that the lease encroached 
on a ditterent run to that m which conditional purchase was situated. The lease was applied for before 
the act ot 1880 came into operation, and the provisions of the act of 1875, are that if there is anv land in 
i1®,*1, run , lc boundary cannot be crossed, for this reason, the lease was reduced in area from”l 920 to 
I,i00 acres, the existence of a travelling stock reserve preventing a more liberal proposal, part ’of the 
travelling stock reserve was then cancelled to admit of the full area being granted, and Mr. Porter was in
vited to make a fresh application for the land, which he did; and a lease of 820 acres was gazetted in his
aI?^r in ®ece?A>er’ 1884, thus making up the full area 1,920 acres, to which he was entitled in virtue of 

a 640-acre conditional purchase.
These two preleases were converted as one conditional lease and measured for 1,920 acres exactly in 

accordance with the boundaries of the preleases. The land sought to he included in the lease did not form 
part oi the preleases on 31st December, 1884, and is on the leasehold area of the run, and it was decided too 
by Mr. Secretary Garrett, m May last, that it cannot for this reason be now included in the conditional lease!

P. W., 12/11/88.

Inform Mr. Abbott fully.- 
noted.—W.H.M.C., 14/11/88.

-S.P., 10/11/88. 
No reply to date-

J. P. Abbott, M.P., informed, 12/11/88. 
-S.B., 1/12/88.

Eegister

No. 82.

Sir,
The. Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.P.
. „ . , ,, - ,, - Department of Lands Sydney, 12 November, 1888.
Deferring to the letter forwarded by you from Mr. C. W. Porter, of Pooncarie, dated the 27th r. ,rt. ,

L’CSDGCtinP* bbft loucn -nz-kfi^rJ vn t __ itl _ i. _ j • 5 . Conditional

C. W. Porter.

Tnlxr loot- y* 4-* ^i-i . . . , . J J . _ i • . VV . J. UI LcP, OX ITOOIICJUTCj Clctt/GQ. the jZilXill
y > c ® conditional lease noted m the margin, I have the honor to inform you that lease, No. 4,342,

Mr. Porter was granted a pre-emptive lease in the year 18/8, No. 78-2, of 1,920 acres; but, as the 
lease over reached on a different run to that on which the conditional prelease hy virtue of which the lease 
was granted was situated, it was reduced m area from 1,920 acres to 1,100 acres, and the existence of a 
traveilmg stock reserve preventing a more liberal proposal, part of that reserve was then cancelled to 
admit oi the full area being granted, and a lease of 820 acres was gazetted in Mr. Porter’s favour in 
December 1884, thus making up the full area to 1,920 acres to which he was entitled, in virtue of a 640- 
acre conditional purchase.
i non 1 am t0 aid that thes? two Pr.e-emptive leases were converted as one conditional lease, and measured 
1,920 acres exactly in accordance with the boundaries of the pre-emptive lease. •

Mr- Porter however, desired an amendment of these boundaries to make this holding more compact 
but as such an amendment would necessarily involve a departure from the pre-emptive lease boundaries! 
and as the land is within a leasehold area, it was decided hy Mr. Secretary Garrett that the request should 
not be acceded to. ! have, Ac., '

H. CUEEY . .
(For the Under Secretary). '

[Tracings A to P.]

[5«. Qd.\
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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dPPEtfD/X d. £f?c/osure -fo A/?/.

i

if , " ' f/afe'

Thick blut fines an original fracing shewn thus 

Portions tinted blue *-----  do----- shewn thus

(S/g. 56/J
PHOTO-UTHOOTRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE. 

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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Appendix B.

Enclosure foN? 7.

Rlofe

Thick bluehn&s on original fracing shewn by fhick lines thus L— 
__do .____ - cCo_ broken lines thus i

I

__ c/o_____ do__ __do - ----1—
Thick red Hn6s- 
E/ne__ do_
Proposed extension to .WR Qa .fMi sc: kZ.t I67?>') shewn thus 
Portions tinted blue on original fra cinq shewn thus

(dig.SST)
' PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT Trt£ GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE

SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALES



<73 5WS Ls
Jppeno/xG. “A " Enc/osure t-oA/r/O.

Mary Ann Porter now CW Porter

Oounfy of Perry

Pre-emptive Lease N^'78-2

Garretted t?^May 78.

* f-

//oto

Pooncarie Run r Letheroe Pun

Blue tines on original tracing shown by thick lines thus U 
Portions tin ted blue __ do___________ Shewn thus

(Sig.SS/) PHOTO-LITHOGRAPH ED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES. '



dPPEHO/X D. £/7 clo sure / o A/ ° 8.

Misc§8Z. 11673

Enclosu re
Lands Dept

TRACING
4 ’IShowing JLejServej a_ruL proposed. JUserr&s near Villcupe. of J^oonxuxzrtx.

County of Perry

W R ^T-opowtcJiabeaiinceHed

Ja-rssfi^of ’SkqncazrcL,

W K U

Tmpostd. MX in. Hiu. of nos /2^/3

dote Portions tinted red on original shewn thus

*

Accompanying my report N98z/sS. Zsju/y

s,it~ T.W.Cono/iy
purveyor



/Ippend/x E. Enc/osu re to /V°/4.
A

TRACING
Shew/'nj mod/f/c af/'on ofT. S /? N°38/

Notified/3*4(y.-/878
and of

TSE 567 ffoffied 7.5* ffpri/ /88%,aho Extension of TSR 38!

_ m lieu fheneof
Parish of PoonccdrcL Countif of Pepp

Af/fcs
-SccoLe

jS Af/fes

y

N.

^ \
^ \

N ^ "
\ ^ \

\ \

\ \
^ \

(g/w.R,'- --527 P" j \
PPf ^ '' NotdJony I /$83 I \
/ lt^~7---------------1------- '

/ $ /
If I

I § i
i 5 /

N;

PanfofT.Sft 38/ cance/kd shewn in B/ue On this frociny shown if 
Panfof' * .537 , . 'Bed „ , „

fanf of ' ' '38/ ne-notified - -Green . . .
(S/g.55/.)

us 

/has

/has



drPEND/x F.

Misc83-2449 f

TRACING
Fhow/nj Pre-lease as Char fed 6j Blue l/nes- //as--- -on/his /bpy
ds sought fo he //mended Bed doffed fines dhus * « ✓
Denafion of TS Boufe Broyvnfinf -/has* » »

NOTE .

r imes E/anked thus \ane firm fled Ones 
' on + omtjtna/ )

I

(Sja-ff/J

PHOTO-UTHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE 
SYDNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES. '



AI/S6 #3.<?450

dPPEND/X Q,

TRACING

S/tow/nq Pre/ease as Chanted 6y B/ue tines •T"™ on//us copy
Correct position of T.S ft 38/ 6j B/ack/mes-thu^ * , /

Position of proposed PSP from /fentwor//? to Men/ndee as referred 
to in my B-C-memo of this date she rvn by Green rdcj iny- 

Shown thus -/ / on this copy
C v Sicjd; J. 0 Cono//y

Supyejor
2£ S 83

NOTE

imes /hu$ j j t j j art, )n fteci

on Oricj/not

Afi/es
Sc a-1

C Mi/es

S/pdEt
)

photo-lithographed at the govt, printing office.
SYDNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES.



dpp£/vn/x H. Er/c/osore t o/V° 23"B”

Maty fJnn Fbrt&r 

County of Perry

Pre-emptive Lease N$2of78 

Gazetted /7- May /87S

Thtck blue tines on or ip in at fracing shewn by thick tinesthi 

Portions tinted blue-----------------do  _____ shown thus_________ _

PHOTO-UTHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT PRINTING OFFICE
SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALT< U OFFICE.



Appeno/x J. € Enc/osi/re fo //* 23.

TRACI NC
s/iew/rypart of the (ouptyof Per/y 

Pre-empf/ve tease A/?2of7#
facanf land shewn tyPed f/nf efoufZ/Oac Shewn Ihus/////,/ onlh/s&py

Afa/es
Sea / e.

Mr/es

Jfenfworf/i

NOTE
pyef/on / is /in fed B/ue on Oniy/na/
Blue fines on Onig/naf-sf?eyrnin S/ouf fi/ac/c . 
Bed # * » u tf >/ Beoken

(SgSS/J PHOTO-l.lTHOaRAPHSD AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES



4ppea/d/x K. £/?c/osi/re fy /l/°A9*

CharJ&s William Porter

County of Perry .

Pre-emptive Lease P ? 84.18 

Provisionally Gazetted ?>!stDecember 1884.

Note tstf

Blue lines on origin a! tracing shewn b y thick lines thus 

Portions tinted blue — do -______________  shewn thus

(Sjk.SSJjpm
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE 

SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



/PP£NOfX L. Enclosure fo M? 6/,

showing.—£cb-emptive L&a.se M.78.2 .. Gazetted ll May /878...... ... .
ttame afLessee, C.W. Porter. (2m&ion Qf CaJQn)f.Weste.CRj^n.dflfsLlf/mt#Qlth.

Parish..........of... fboacaira...................... .................. ... ............ .................. ..... .... ....... .. -

County of Perry .............................. ..... .....
:............. f ftfoaC .

z Mites.____  ..... loan lneb.

rC»
rl

*•<

M13'°

al I*-' ■ y1*’

fo 9

h*r

,+h •

n^r',n<i
rtf

eM0

?°

>??e

to

h's
sK°

qO

oOP‘

Me (;:red)

84- i#

/!ttached to my report ti^SS 2 
of /O June to J/sf Surveyor^-pay 

(Signed j T W Cono/ty

/tree within stout black Ones etjout HOOac apparently arei/ab/e

Csyned) T ft- Brown

/Votes :
Siuo fines and eeJ edging on original shown here by stout b/sck fines '
Portion tinted b/ue

(S/jp SS/. J

Examined JtfItutoicU- 

vL /ze'uc '?sj

hatching

(Signature of Draftsman) GH Armstrong

Z4.Jsn.8S
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE

SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALES.



/fpP£NO/X M. Enclosure J-o f/c6/.

District Surveyors 
Office.

Hay

Mi/es

P/irish Ponce I hr
County Pcrr y

ipAfi/es

NOTE
- B/ue. Jines on Oniyina/- shown m stout 6/ack 
Bee/ „ * „ „

Bar//in/edBed on Oriy/na/«/hus/ZCX/
Reserve Boundaries „__________

Boonurbee Brck Fir ms

WR4 RUN
RTj' /Pom/ease

VH/xOf Poorertfut

tto/d'^F Sep

mz
rs.p 38/

fXT*

ijn Not if/
^ 20 tods/.

/6*Jatnj l883 / 
Trrcoolr Run P

$ V

H
<J4

/
(Stg. 65/.)

N.

!

PH070-LITHOGRAPH ED AT THE GOVT, PRINTING OFFICE
SYDNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES ’



CPUS4J11
L&D 86-6060

S-an.d 'Board. Bustnct
N°8'} %_ns>

Hay

DiStricf Sun eyars Office 
JM.jrcb 87 

H<sy

CO U NT Y of Perry

APPENDIX. N- Enclosure /o N? 80.

AN ofCZ86 4342
PVenfworfh

PARISH of Poo nc air a
JtppheA for under Nuz 52 Qciuse of the aotaf/884 

by - CW. Porter-

CL. 86 ~ 58 4-'L ( Gazette f6li' April 86J in, Virb-ie of CP'/8~3 part

4

W R N°4-

NoH T . S . R . 381 Ext
5^ September 1862

153 42. “f

S^rub

,i<h

Leasehold Area
s

CL 86. 432z

Vi
Ci

C
Mflrv dnn forkr

/?o »v C/t<irlc$ ffdir vn f&rfw stars I \ H o / d\i n g ’ 2
■ N\ ? ^ d>

■ H ot i f i e d

*-!

off

^ « ft r

T- S dld CR 5?6
Hoiifi Z4^ March 1884

Hhie, of Irnprovenwiis JencefFarterij JL/26 ~ !8-3 (StodzorL^ dbl~&''4

Jute, on Suj-vejr IO1*1 Aup*8o
^ y n ii-TntzJJi iak-tn. fram CL- b

Cor /! m*4-7 93/ks morkzdtyL U/a,£„,£W
B i SJXSO e/~ 9 cpl (witnp*p*rs

Pests c?A otfes corners *Y

R 12

Notified 29,h Dec'65
J htrehy certify Letter of 2 0lit No vem her 8 6^5

^’9f Joseph Tarrfnt LS

Note C. L boundaries sUewn by blue edging on or/g.nai, shewn thu$ 

Reserve boundaries shewn rhtn, —_ —____ ____
A

f S/g.55/,,

\



/IPPEN0JX 0.

Mi/e s Sc al
■Jj~- I S Afi/es

WENTWORTH
\W. R. A

R.6 fpom lease
^Sep-62. '.

is; !

ft

^wRisyi___
lAloi4 23*1! Dec?
\

r WR.I2 .
i( Notified 23?DtS. m)&5

,W.R9AtyV"- v
\Ntmed fiTTn -
"ViiSfcK.

fcX) *\ <3?«

/Stt ^
/

NOTE
PoptionN"/ is tinted B/ue on Onigind/

- B/ue//ne onOnicjfina/ is s/totvn6ysfouf 6/acA 
T/iecrossha/ching is shown in ‘/ed on Origina/

Peserye doundqmes thus______________
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(APPLICATION FOR ADDITIONAL CONDITIONAL PURCHASE MADE BY W. N. HILL, AT CONDOBOLIN.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 August, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made' by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 17th July, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of all papers in connection with an application for an additional 
“ conditional purchase of 600 acres of land, by William Newell Hill, in 
“ the parish of Bolagamy, county of Gipps, made at Condobolin, on the 
“ 18th April, 1889, together with the evidence taken before the Local 
“ Land Board at Condobolin, on the 8th July, 1889, in reference to said 
“ application.”

{Mr. Cooke.)

SCHDEULE.
JfO. PAGE.

1. Application by William Newell Hill for the conditional purchase of 600 acres of land under the 47th section of
the Crown Lands Act of 1884, situate in the parish of Bolagamy, county of Gipps. 18 April, 1889 ................. 1

2. District Surveyor Sheaffe to Chairman Land Board, Condobolin, with enclosures. 14 June, 1889.................................... 2
3. F. J. Scott to Chairman, Land Board, Forbes. 17 June, 1889 ............................ i..................................................... ............ 3
4. The Chairman, Land Board, Forbes, to F. J. Scott. 17 June, 1889 ........................................................................................... 3
5. The same to William N. Hill. 19 June, 1889 ........................................................................................................................     3
6. Decision of the Land Board, Condobolin, with minute. 8 July, 1889 ...................................................................................... 4
7. The Chairman, Land Board, Forbes, to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minute. 8 July, 1889 ........................  4
8. The same to the same, with minute and enclosures. 11 July, 1889 ...............................................................................   4
9. The same to the same. 17 July, 1889 ................................................................................................................................................   6

10. S. Hill to the same, with minutes. 17 July, 1889.............................................................................................................................. 6
11. Office Memorandum, with minutes. 20 July, 1889 ...........................................................................................  6
12. The same, with minutes.. 20 July, 1889 ..............................................................................................................................................   6
13. The Under Secretary for Lands to Samuel Hill. 22 July, 1889.................................................................................................... 6
14. W. N. Hill to Chairman, Land Board, Forbes....................................................................................................................................... 7
15. The Under Secretary for Lands to M. Boulton, Esq., J.P. 8 August, 1889 ................................................       7
16. M. Boulton, Esq., J.P., to the Secretary for Lands. 16 August, 1889 .................................................................................  7

No. 1.
Application by William Newell Hill.

[C.P. No. 13 of 1889.]
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part III, sections 26, 42, and 47).

Central Division, Land District of Condobolin; William Newell Hill; area, 600 acres.
To the Land Agent at Condobolin,—

Merringreen, Wollongough, 17 April, 1889.
I hereby apply for 600 acres of Crown lands as an additional conditional purchase, and I tender the sum 
of £60, being a deposit of 2s. per acre thereon. A description of the land applied for is on the back 
hereof, and the prescribed declaration is attached hereto. The land applied for partly improved. The 
nature and position of the improvements are as follows :—About three quarters of a mile of six-wire 
fence. .

Extract to District Surveyor, 23rd April, 1889. Received and examined.—J.R.E., 23/4/89.
586— Description '
[870 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), .17 9s. lid.]
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^Appendix A.

Description of the land applied for.
Central Division, county of Gipps, parish of Bolagamy, 600 acres: Commencing at a tree marked

at the south-west corner of portion 9, parish of Bolagamy, county of GlPPs;/n^boUpndqe^*Je^6^oyin 1'n^- 
running westward along the Humhug Creek ; thence north; thence east; thence south, to point ot
commencement. WILLIAM NEWELL HILL,

. 17 April, 1889.
Present and all previous holdings of the same seriesL. A. NoS.—74;-839 89-13 Date of 

applications.—30 July, 1874, and 18 April, 1889. Area.—40 ana 600 acres, lotal, 640 acres.
. This is the application marked A referred to in the annexed declaration of William Newell Hill, 

made before me at Condobolin, this 17th April, 1889. ^ jjoDLTON J.P.

This application (together with the deposit of £60) was lodged with me by Samuel Hill (agent, 
William Newell Hill), this 18th day of April, 1889, at 10 of the o’d^ck foreimoin^

A o-ATvti fl.f; Onndobolin.

[Enclosure^]
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part III, sections 24, 26, 42, and 47). '

Declaration by applicant for a conditional purchase to accompany application.

I, William Newell Hill, of Humbug Creek, selector do hereby solemly
onndi+irmnl rmrchasp as described in the application hereto annexed and marked A, and that the several answers to rne heristo°are true and correct. And I make this solemn declaration as to the^ 

said, according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false state 

ment in any such declaration. • WILLIAM NEWELL HILL.

Made before me, at Condobolin, this 17th day of April, 1889>
. M. Boulton, J.P.

Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part III, sections 24, 26, and 47).
Schedule.

1. What is your name ? William Newell Hill.
2. What is your age ? 16 years. '
3. State year and date of birth. 16th April, 1870. _
4. Are you married, single, a widower, or widow ? Single.
7. Do vou intend using the land now applied for solely for your own use and beneht. Xes. , acouire anv
8 Have you entered into any agreement, or arrangement, by which any person othei than yourself can acquire any

9. Is thet any^imderstending'between you and any person in reference to the land applied for that will tend to defeat or 

evade the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1884? No. . , , ,, 1o i <? *M'n10. Are you under any obligation that will prevent you from fulfilling the law m regard to “^,f° Yes . „ot
15. If you hold conditional purchases, are they mortgaged or encumbered m any way , and if so, to whom . Les ,

16. Do y<ra Understand the conditions of residence and fencing required by tlm Crown Lands Act^f 1884^ Yes.

Signature of attesting witness :-M. Boulton, J.P.______________________ ____ Merringreen, Wollongough.

No. 2.
Mr. District-Surveyor Sheaffe to The Ohairman, Land Board, Condobolin. 

Conditional Purchase—Condobolin Pand District.
Repost of the District Surveyor, Eorhes, upon application for couditional purchase No. 89-13, on 18th 

April, 1889, under section 42 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, for eCO ^ros, parish of Bolagamy, 
county Gipps, by William Newell Hill, Bolagamy Pastoral Holding, No. 260, 14th June, 1889. •

Slr’ I have the honor to report that conditional purchase 89-13 is for 600 acres, as indicated by 
blue tint on accompanying *traeing, and that the description embraced alienated land not open to con
ditional purchase. The application is therefore submitted for disallowal.

. r I have, &c.,
G. H. SHEAEEE,

___________ District Surveyor.
[JEVieZoswre.]

Additional Conditional Purchase 89-13, Land District of Condobolin.
Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Section 42, C.P. No. 13, of 1889). •, tosq in

Extract from, an application for conditional purchase lodged with the Land Agent on the 18th day of April, 1889, at 10 ot

the clock forenoon, by . . WILLIAM NEWELL HILL,
Deposit paid, £60. ■ Merringreen, Wollongough.

Description.
Commencing at a tree marked at the south-westCentral Division, county of the Humbug

corner of portion 9, parish of Bolagamy;, -----^ -
Creek ; thence north; thence east; thence south to point of commencement.

Present and all previous holdings of the same series.—Conditional purchases- 
area, 40 acres. No. 89-13 ; date, 18th April, 1889 ; area, 600 acres. Total, 640 acres.

No. 74-8,391 ; date, 30th July, 1874 ;

Improvements.
About I of a mile of six-wire fencing.
Examined.—A. J. V.
Referred to the District Surveyor for report.

Land Board Office, Forbes, 23rd April, 1889.
A.J.V. (pro Chairman).

No. 3.
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No. 3.

Caveat against Application. .
Crown Lands Act, 1884 (Part III, section 30).

Additional Conditional Purchase 89-13, Condoholin.
Take notice that I, Francis James Scott, of Bolagamy, near Condobolin, selector, claiming a right to the 
land applied for by William Newell Hill, on the 17th day of April, 1889, at the Land Office at Condobolin, 
as an additional conditional purchase, object to the confirmation by the Local Land Board of the appli
cation for the said land. And I deposit herewith the sum of £10 to be dealt with by the said Board, as 
provided by the Crown Lands Act of 1884. My objections to the confirmation of the said application 
are as follows:—■

1. That the application for the abovementioued additional conditional purchase was not signed by
the said William Newell Hill in the presence of a Land Agent, Justice of the Peace, or a Com

. missioner for Affidavits. . _ '
2. That such application was not tendered by the said William Newell Hill in person or by an agent

authorized in writing so to do, nor was such written authority delivered to the Land Agent at 
Condobolin with the application.

Dated this 17th dav of June, 1889. .
" ' FRANCIS JAMES SCOTT, .

Bolagamy.

No. 4.
Notice by Local Land Board of Meeting to deal with Caveat.

Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part III, section 30).
Additional Conditional Purchase 89-13.

On the 17th day of June, 1889, a caveat was lodged by you against the confirmation of an application 
made by William Newell Hill, for an additional conditional purchase, tendered at the Lands Office at 
Condobolin, on the 18th day of April, 1889. This is therefore to give you notice that the said application 
and caveat in reference thereto will be dealt with by the Local Land Board at the Court-house at 
Condobolin on the 8th day of July, 1889.

Dated this 19th day of June, 1889, at Forbes.
J. R. EDWARDS,

To Francis James Scott, care of C. P. Sowter, Solicitor, Forbes. Chairman.

' Declaration of Service.
I, Frederick Stephenson Murray, of Forbes, in the Colony of New South Wales, clerk, do solemnly 
and sincerely declare and affirm that on the 19th day of June, 1889, I served a true copy of the within 
notice upon the person to whom it is addressed by delivering it to Charles Pearson Sowter, solicitor, at 
his office at Forbes; and I make this solemn declaration as to the several matters aforesaid, according to 
the law in this behalf made, and subject to the punishment by law provided, for any wilfully false state
ment in any such declaration.

F. S. MURRAY.
Made and taken before me this 24th day of June, 1889, at Forbes,—

J. R. Edwards, J.P.

• No. 5.
Notice by Local Land Board of Meeting to deal with Caveat. - -1

: CAwn Lands Act of 1884 (Part III, section 30). . ,
. Additional Conditional Purchase 89-13. :

On the 17th day of June, 1889, a caveat was lodged by Francis James Scott, of Bolagamy, agaittst'-the 
confirmation of an application made by you for an additional conditional purchase, tendered at the-Lands 
Office at Condobolin, on the 18th day of April, 1889. This is therefore to give you notice that thh said 
application and caveat and reference thereto will be dealt with by the Local Land Board at the Court
house, Condobolin, on the 8th day of July, 1889.

. A copy of the objections alleged in the caveat is, enclosed. ■ .
Dated this 19th day of June, 1882, at Forbes.

• . J. R. EDWARDS,
To William Newell Hill, Merringreen, Wollongough. Chairman.

Declaration of Service.
I, Frederick Stephenson Murray, of Forbes, in the Colony of New South Wales, clerk, do solemnly 
and sincerely declare and affirm that on the 19th day of June, 1889, I served a true copy of the within 
notice upon the person to whom it is addressed by registered letter post at Forbes ; and I make this solemn 
declaration as to the several matters aforesaid, according to the law in this behalf made, and subject to 
the punishment by law provided, for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.

F. S. MURRAY.
Made and taken before me this 24th day of June, 1889, at Forbes,—

. . • J. R. Edwards, J.P. .

No. 6.
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No; 6.
Decision of Local Land Board.

Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part II, section 14, sub-section 4).
New South Wales, Condobolin, 1

tO Wit. ) 1 T_
Whereas on the 8th day of July, 1889, it became a matter for investigation before us whether the 
application of the 18th April, 1889, by William Newell Hill for additional conditional purchase 89-13, 
Condobolin, 600 acres, should be disallowed, a caveat having been lodged by Francis dames Scott, and 
having tahen (seven p.p.) evidence and inquired into the said matter, we dismiss the caveat, as the caveator 
has not shown that he has any right to the land, and order a refund of the £10 deposited. We disallow 
the application, as there was no application and declaration as required by law lodged with the Land 
Agent, and order a refund of the deposit paid.

Given under our hands, at the Court-house at Condobolin, in the Colony of New South Wales, this 
8th day of July, 1889,—J J. R. EDWARDS, Chairman.

. --------- M. BOULTON, Member.
Forward papers with letter to the Under Secretary.—J.R.E., 11/7/89. Mr. Viles.

No. 7. •
Telegram from The Chairman, Land Board, Eorhes, to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
8 July, 1889.

I-r was proved in Court to-day that, on the 18th April last, Mr. Matthew Boulton, Member of the 
Board, signed as a Magistrate a declaration for a conditional purchase, the applicant bemg 60 miles away 
at the time. Mr. Boulton admits that be was aware of the facts, but that, as the applicant s father had 
authority to lodge the application, he thought it made no difference. The papers will be forwarded as
soon as possible. J. R. EDWARDS,

' ______ Chairman.
May await receipt of papers and Mr. Boulton’s explanation.—J.N.B., 9/7/89.

No. 8. .
The Chairman, Land Board, Eorhes, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

g|r) Local Land Board Office, Forbes, 11 July, 1889.
’ In reference to my telegraph message of the 8th instant from Condobolin, I now have the 

honor to submit the case, application conditional purchase 89-13, Condobolin, illiam IS ewell Hill, 
caveat by Francis James Scott. With the case there are depositions, pages 1 to 7 inclusive, exhibits A to 
E inclusive, and a written statement by Mr. Boulton, J.P. , , -

The facts of the case are, that young Hill met with a severe accident, and on or about the 1/th ot 
April, when sundry papers are alleged to have been signed, young Hill states in his evidence, I was 
so sick at the time that I hardly know my writing.” .. .. „

Samuel Hill, the father, swears that W. N. Hill signed the papers on the 1/th ot April. He 
swears only to the signing. Then the papers reveal that Samuel Hill travelled 60 miles, and took them 
to Mr. Boulton, who is a Magistrate, and a Member of the Land Board, and that he filled up the application, 
and, at any rate, the answers to the questions in the declaration, and attested the declaration as taken 
before himself as a Magistrate, and witnessed the application as an exhibit, which he had just filled. On 
the following morning Hill senior attended at the Land Office, and tendered the application and declara
tion to the Land Agent. It appeared before the Court on the 8th instant, for the first time, that a ballot 
took place, and that young Hill’s application was successful. The Land Agent did not note the ballot 
on the application, or refer to it in any way, nor did he send on the authority for Samuel Hill to act tor 
his son. Mr. Boulton’s written statement herewith admits the correctness of the facts herein set out.

I beg to submit three issues :—
1. The Land Agent’s action, which is a departmental matter.
2. Mr. Boulton’s action as regards his position as a Member of the Local Land Board for Ministerial

consideration; and, . . . .
3. Mr. Boulton’s conduct affecting his position on the Commission of the Peace, for consideration ot

the Government if thought necessary. I have, &c., .
s • J. R. EDWARDS,

_____  Chairman.
Submitted, as directed by the Minister on C.S. 89-18,131.—F.H.W., 18/7/89.

\JSncbsures.~\
In the matter of William Newell Hill, of Humbug Creek.

On the 17th day of April last, Samuel Hill, father of the abovenamed claimant, called upon me at my residence in Condo
bolin, and stated that a reserve was thrown open for selection adjoining his property, and wished to take up an additional 
conditional purchase in the name of his son, William Newell Hill; but, owing to an accident, his son was unable to attend, 
and that he had brought the papers duly signed, knowing I was acquainted with his son’s signature. After calling his 
attention to the irregularity of such a proceeding, I witnessed the signatures to application and declaration.
Condobolin, 9 July, 1889. * M- BOULTON, J.P.

Applicant
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Applicant present.—Mr. Sowter, solicitor, appears for the caveator.
This deponent, William Newell Hill, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :—I reside at Humbug Creek, 
near Wollongough ; I made an application for a conditional purchase, about the 17th April, this year ; the signature to the 
application produced is mine ; I did not tender that application myself to the Land Agent, but authorized my father to do so; 
I gave him the application to tender, and I gave him a written authority : I signed the application at my home, I think, 
about 60 miles from Condobolin ; the signature to the declaration produced is mine ; I signed it at my father’s place ; I did 
not make it before Mr. Boulton ; 1 did not sign any declaration before Mr. Boulton ; I was very ill when I signed the 
application. .

To Mr. Sowter : I met with an accident about the 13th April, when a horse fell on me ; I was suffering from bruises ; 
I suffered from my head, but don’t known that it was concussion of the brain ; I was in the house about seven or eight 
days, from the 13th to the 20th or21stApril; I was at home all that time, and was not in Condobolin during that time ; I 
see the letter produced and marked “ A ” ; I don’t know whether I wrote it or not; one of my brothers may have w’ritten 
it ; the signature is my name, but not my handwriting; I don’t remember if I wrote it or authorized it to be written ; X 
will not swear that it is not my handwriting; I know my father’s writing, it is not his ; the authority I gave my father 
with my application was signed by me ; I have now written my name and other rvords in Court on the paper produced and 
marked “ B ” ; I don’t know Mr. Innes ; I gave no one but my father an authority to lodge an application for me ; I think 
the document produced and marked “O’’ is my writing ; I was so sick at the time that I hardly know my writing ;I 
will not swear it is my writing; I am sure it is not my father’s writing ; I recollect giving my father authority to take up 
the land for me ; I don’t remember giving an authority to Mr. Innes ; I think the handwriting is mine ; my mind was in 
such a state that I may have -written Mr.' Innes’ name in mistake; I handed the authority to my father ; I remember giving 
one authority to my father, but don’t remember giving two.
Sworn, this 8th July, 1889, at Condobolin, ) WILLIAM NEWELL HILL,

before us,—• (
J. R. Edwards, Chairman.
M. Boulton, Member. .

This deponent, Edward Albert Grainger, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows :— _
By the Board: I am the Land Agent at Condobolin ; I received the application produced on the 18th April last from 

Samuel Hill; I know it is necessary that an agent should tender an authority in writing with the application ;_Mr. Hill 
gave me an authority which I now produce, marked “ D ” ; I overlooked the authority and placed it in my safe instead of 
sending it to the chairman with the application ; I am also Clerk of Petty Sessions, and have seen selector’s signature on 
sheep returns ; I exhibit sheep returns and rabbit returns purporting to be signed by William N. Hill; the signatures on 
the conditional purchase application and authority are “ William Newell Hill ” ; I see in the authority marked “ D ” that 
too large a space seems to have been left for the words “ my father.!’

To Mr. Sowter : The conditional purchase application was tendered at 10 o’clock ; the authority was handed in at
the same time. • , , , «iT»-

To Chairman: The “ N ” in the signature to the authority is a capital “ N ” with a down stroke ; the capital N in 
the signature to the sheep returns has an up stroke. '
Sworn, this 8th July, 1889, at Condobolin, ) • E. A. GRAINGER,

before us,— 1
J. R. Edwards, Chairman.
M. Boulton, Member.

This deponent, Samuel HUl, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as follows
By the Board: I reside at Humbug Creek, and am the father of William Newell Hill; I remember the 18th April 

last; my son signed some documents ; he had a fall from his horse some days before and was unable to attend ; he signed 
a declaration and a form to select 600 acres of land ; the application and declaration produced are the papers my son signed 
on the 17th April; he signed those papers at my place, 60 miles from Condobolin-; my son also signed the authority produced 
marked “ C I anticipated a conflict for the land, and had the authority produced marked “ D ’’ for Mr. Innes to act, so 
that in case I could not act for my son that Mr. Innes would be prepared to do so ; I saw my son sign his name to the two 
authorities and to the application and declaration; the signatures to the sheep returns produced are 'not my son William 
Newell Hill’s ; they were written by my son Moses ; the signature to the paper produced, and marked “ B,” is my son, 
William Newell Hill’s ; I came into Condobolin on the 17th April last ; I went to Mr. Boulton and told him that my son 
got a fall from a horse and was too ill to attend, and would he witness his signature ; he did so to the application and 
declaration now produced. .

To Mr. Sowter: I have had dealings with Mr. Scott before this ; letters may have passed between us ; I now give a 
sample of my writing on the paper produced, and marked “ E I see the letter produced marked “ A it is either one of 
my son’s writing; it looks very much like the writing of my son William Newell Hill, but I won’t swear it; my son Moses 
writes much the same ; I did not see it written; the declaration and application were signed at my place at Humbug 
Greek ; no magistrate, commissioner for affidavits, or land agent was present; my son gave me an authority for Mr. Innes 
to act, and one for myself; I saw him write the authority that Mr. Boulton signed ; I don’t know that he signed the 
authority for Mr. Innes to act, but he gave it to me ; they are not in the writing of my son Moses nor in my writing; I 
gave the authority to the land agent.
Sworn, this 8th July, 1889, at Condobolin, J SAMUEL HILL,

before us,— i
J. R. Edwards, Chairman.
M. Boulton, Member.

Edward Albert Grainger, recalled There was a ballot for the ground ; William Newell Hill, Samuel Hill, two Mr. 
Scotts, junior, and Mr. Scott, senior, balloted ; I did not write the facts on the application ; I returned the deposits and 
applications to the unsuccessful applicants; the land applied for was a reserve thrown open.
Sworn, this 8th July, 1889, at Condobolin, \ E. A. GRAINGER.
•, before us,— 1

J. R. Edwards, Chairman.
M. Boulton, Member.

^r' Dear Sir' Humbug Creek, Wollongough, 2 January, 1889.

I received from you a cheque for the amount of £5 17s., for calves. Thanking you very much, I remain
Yours faithfully,

WILLIAM NEWELL HILL,
______ Humbug Creek, Yarrandale.

B. William Newell Hill, Yarrandale.
Received.

Yours faithfully.

C.
Humbug Creek, 17 April, 1889.

I, William Newell Hill, authorize Mr. H. W. Gray Innes to apply to the Land Office, Condobolin, on the 18th, for an 
additional of 600 acres, to my 40 acres taken up at Eorbes, July 30th, 1874. T TTTT

■ WILLIAM NEWELL HILL.
______  D.
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Humbug Creek, 17 April, 1889.
I William Newell Hill, authorize my father, Samuel Hill, to apply on my behalf for 600 acres on Humbug Creek, 
joining my 40 acres selected at Forbes, 30th July, 1874. WILLIAM NEWELL HILL.

E. William Newell Hill, Yarrandale.
Received.

I am, yours faithfully.

No. 9.
Telegram from The Chairman, Land Board, Eorhes, to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
17 July, 1889.

I telegraphed full particulars of W. N. Hill’s case from Condobolin, on 8tb instant, and all original 
papers, with letter posted to you on lltli instant, as the matter was very special.
F ^ J. E. EDWARDS,

Chairman.

No. 10.
Telegram from Mr. S. Hill to The Under Secretary for Lands.

& 17 July, 1889.
Conditional purchase 89-13, Condobolin, Wm. N. Hill, L. B. 89-1,079. Papers forwarded to the 
Under Secretary on the 11th instant. Please forward copy on to Young and oblige. Wire cost of same.

SAME. HILL,
. Care of Hy. Thurland,

--------- “ Royal Hotel,” Young.
Papers now enclosed. It is submitted that copies be not furnished till action be taken by the 

Department upon the report by the Chairman.—W.H.C., 18/7/89. The Under Secretary.
After action on Mr. Boulton’s case, as a member of the Land Board, extracts are to be made from 

the papers (and particularly the Chairman’s letter) as to the Crown Land Agent s conduct in this case.
S.E., 20/7/89. . . c , , m ,

Inform that copies of the papers cannot be supplied at present.—S.E., 20/7/89. Telegram
sent, 22/7/89. '____________ '__________

No. 11.
Office Memorandum.

Inform Mr. Samuel Hill, care of Mr. Henry Turland, “ Royal Hotel,” Young, that copies of the papers 
in re William Newell Hill’s conditional purchase application 89-13, Condobolin, cannot at present be 
supplied to him. Wire.^ . ._____ S. E., 20/7/89.

Wire, 22/7/89-857. The copy may now be furnished Mr. Smith to copy at once, please, as the 
case comes on before the next Appeal Court.—S.E., 7/8/89. Copies herewith.—E.S., 8/8/89.

No. 12.
Office Memorandum.

Me. Boulton’s explanation of his action in the matter of William Newell Hill’s application for condi
tional purchase in the Condobolin having been appended to the papers, there is no necessity to refer to 
him for report. _ .

There is no escape from the fact that Mr. Boulton, a magistrate of the territory, and an intelligent 
man, has given a false certificate; and his admission that, alter calling Mr. Samuel Hill’s attention to the 
irregularity of the proceeding, he signed tho false certificate, aggravates the offence, inasmuch as it clearly 
shows that he was conscious of the misconduct, and yet was pliable enough to allow himself to be used in 
an attempt to defeat the objects and requirements of the statutes of the Colony.

But one course is open, namely, to remove Mr. Boulton from the position of member of the Local 
Land Board, unless the Minister will take a more merciful course of offering him an opportunity of 
resigning.

After disposal of the matter, so far as this Department is concerned, it would seem to be proper 
to forward the papers to the Principal Under Secretary, with a view to consideration being given to Mr. 
Boulton’s position as a Justice of the Peace.
20/78/9. -------- . S. P.

Mr. Boulton may be afforded an opportunity of resigning.—J.N.B., 7/8/89. Mr. Boulton (per
Chairman) informed, 8/8/89.

No. 13. .
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Sami. Hill.

22 July, 1889.
Copies of papers in' re William Newell Hill’s conditional purchase application 89-13, Condobolin, cannot 
at present be supplied to you.

STEPHEN EREEMAN.

No. 14.
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No. 14.
Notice of Appeal.

, Form 62.—Crown Lands Act of 1884 (Part II, section 17).
Notice of Appeal to the Minister from decision of Local Land Board to he lodged with the Chairman.

New South Wales, 1 
to wit. j

Whebeas on the 8th day of July, 1889, a certain matter, wherein William Newell Hill, of Merringreen, 
applied for the confirmation of an additional conditional purchase made at the Lands Office,' Condo
bolin, came before the Local Land Board at Condobolin, in the Colony of New South Wales, for confir
mation, I being a party to such proceedings, and the said Board, after having inquired into the premises, 
decided that my application should be disallowed. And whereas I am dissatisfied with such decision, and 
intend to appeal therefrom to the Minister. These are, therefore, to give you notice of my intention to 
appeal as aforesaid, and I herewith tender the sum of £10 as security for the costs of such appeal. And 
the grounds of such appeal are annexed.

WILLIAM NEWELL HILL.
To the Chairman of the Local Land Board at Eorbes.

Received the sum of £10 referred to above.
J. R. EDWARDS,

Eorbes, 3rd August, 1889. ------------------ , Chairman.
Grounds of Appeal.

1. That the decision of the Land Board at Condobolin was given against the weight of evidence
and the reading and spirit of the Crown Lands Act of 1884. _

2. That the application made and tendered by me was made by duly authorized agent on my 
account and on my behalf and in accordance with the terms of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.

3. And upon such other grounds as I may be advised at the hearing to adduce.

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Lands to M. Boulton, Esq., J.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 August, 1889.
With reference to the explanation furnished by you in connection with your action in the 

matter of William Newell Hill’s application for a conditional purchase in the Condobolin District, I have 
the honor to inform" you that in view of the circumstances of the case, the Minister for Lands has approved 
of your being afforded an opportunity of resigning the position of member of the Local Land Board. ,

I have, &c.,
STEPHEN EREEMAN,

Under Secretary.

No. 16.
M. Boulton, Esq., J.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sirj Condobolin, 16 August, T889.
I beg to tender my resignation as member of Local Land Board, Condobolin.

■ I am, &c.,
MATTHEW BOULTON.

[One plan.]

PM-]

Forwarded 
through the 
Chairman Local 
Land Board 
Forbes.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LAND KNOWN AS LAMB’S FARM, LANE COVE.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &c., RELATIVE THERETO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2 May, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 25th October, 1888, That there be laid upon the Table 
of this House,—

“ 1. Copy of the deed of grant to Henry Lamb of 25 acres of land, known. 
“ as Lamb’s Earm, situate in Lane Cove, district of Hunter’s Hill, on the 
“ 19th November, 1794.
“ 2. Copies of all letters, minutes, reports, and plans relating thereto.”

(Mr. Lee.)

NO.
" 1.

' 2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8. 
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16. 

.17. 
18.
19.
20. 
21. 
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31. 

.32.
33.

'34.

SCHEDULE.
Deed of Grant to Henry Lamb of 25 acres of land, situate in Lane Cove, district of Hunter’s Hill, with minute

• 19 November, 1794 ..................................................................................................................... -
Memorandum by the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 15 December, 1879 ....................................................
P. J. Hourigan to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 22 August,' 1883 ........................ '.............................
F. W. Rutter to the Deputy Surveyor-General, with minutes. 21 September, i883.......................................
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. J. Hourigan. 3 October, 1883 ..............................................  !"""!.!!!.!"!! . !-
Office Memorandum, with minutes. 11 March, 1884 ................................................. .................................................. ..............
The same, with minutes. 28 July, 1884 .............................................................. ..............................................................................
H. Nutter to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 5 December, 1884
Surveyor Maitland to the Surveyor-General, with minutes and enclosures. 20 February" 1885..................
S. M‘Burney to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Sydney, with minutes. 17 March, 1885
The Deputy Registrar-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with enclosure. 12 May, 1885.'."!.'!!!"...............

18S"etlOI>0litan C°ast District Survey°r to tlie Chairman, Local Land Board, Sydney, with minutes'." 17 June!

office Memorandum, with minutes and enclosure, is June, 1885!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!,!!!!!!!!!!!!
The Under Secretary for Lands to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 15 August 1885 ..................
The same to the Crown Lands Ranger, Petersham. 15 August, 1885 , . ..............................
The same to S. M‘Burney. 15 August, 1885 .........................................................................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!............................
The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 18 August, i885 ....................................
The Cumberland Ranger to the same, with minutes. 12 September, 1885 ......................... !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!
The Under Secretary for Lands to the Cumberland Ranger, with enclosures. 29 September, is85 !!!!!!!!?!!!!!!!!! 
Messrs. Way and Way to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minute. 3 November, 1885
S. M‘Burney to the Minister for Lands, with minute. 26 November, 1885..................................!!!!!!!!!!'.!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!
The same to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Sydney, with minutes. 26 November, 1885 ..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !! " 
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor to the Chairman, Local Land Board, Sydney. "V January" 1886""
ihe Under Secretary for Lands to the same. 30 January, 1886......................................... ............................
The same to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade. 30 January, 1886..!!!!!!!!!!!!........................ : ....................
The same to the Cumberland Ranger. 30 January, 1886 ........................................ !!."!..............................................................
The same to S. M'Burney. 30 January, 1886.................................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. ! !!!!!."!.......... ...........................
J. B. Magney to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 6 February, 1886 . ....................'......................
The Cumberland Ranger to the same, with minutes. 15 April, 1886............................. !!!!!.!!!............................................
J. J. Matthews to the same, with minutes. 14 May, 1886 ......................... !..!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....................................................
The Under Secretary for Lands to the Cumberland Ranger. 17 May! 1886..!!!.!!!!!!!.!!.!!! !..!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!’,!!!!! ”".'!
The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes. 12 June, 1886 ...........................................
The Cumberland Ranger to the same. 29 June, 1886 .............................................................!!!!!! !...............................•.......
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor to the same, with minutes and enclosures. 14 Juiy, 1886 !!!!!!!!!

. ' " ' " 228—A ~ .................................... ......................................................................................
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35. J. J. Matthews to the Minister for Lands. 24 July, 1886 ................................................................................................... . 16
36. The Crown Solicitor to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes and enclosure. 5 August, 1886..................... 17
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41. J. H. Clayton to the Deputy Registrar-General. 6 January, 1887 ....................................................................................... 19
42. The Deputy Registrar-General to J. H. Clayton. 7 February, 1887 ....................................................................................... 19
43. F. E. Rogers to the Minister for Lands, with minutes. 14 May, 1887................................................................................... 19
44. The Deputy Registrar-General to the Under Secretary for Lands, with minutes and enclosure. 30 May, 1887 ... 20
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. No. 1.
. Deed of Grant to Henry Lamb.

By His Honor Francis Grose, Esq., Lieutenant-Governor in and over His Majesty’s Territory of New 
- South Wales, and its Dependencies, &c., &c., &c.

Whekeas full power and authority for granting lands in the territory of New South Wales to such 
persons as may be desirous of becoming settlers therein is vested in His Majesty’s Captain:General and 
Governor-in-Chief (or in his absence the Lieutenant-Governor for the time being) in and over the said ■ 
territory and its dependencies by His Majesty’s instructions under the Boyal Sign-manual bearing date 
respectively the twenty-fifth day of April one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven and the twentieth 
day of August one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine in pursuance of the powers and authority 
vested in me as aforesaid I do by these presents give aud,grant unto Henry Lamb his heirs and assigns 
to have and to hold for ever twenty-five acres of land to be known by the name of Lamb Farm laying and 
situate in Lane Cove in the district of Hunter’s Hill the same twenty-five acres of land to be had and 
held by him the said Henry Lamb his heirs and assigns free from all fees taxes quit-rents and other 
acknowledgments for the space of five years from the date of these presents Provided that the said 
Henry Lamb his heirs or assigns shall reside within the same and proceed to the improvement and culti
vation thereof such timber as may be growing or- to grow hereafter upon the said land which may be 

.deemed fit for naval purposes to be reserved for the use of the Crown and paying an annual quit-rent of 
one shilling after the expiration of the term or time of five years before mentioned. ■

. In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and the seal of the Territory at Sydney in the 
Territory of New South Wales this nineteenth day of November in the year of our Lord one thousand 
seven hundred and ninety-four.
Signed and sealed in our presence,-— FRANS. GROSE.

. J. Foveaux,
• Thos. Rowley,

Edw. Lain a.
Registered in the Secretary’s Office—David Collins, Secretary to the Governor.

Cancelled, .

No. 2.
• Memorandum by the Under Secretary for Lands.

Tiier.e is a question in connection with the public lands of this Colony which I desire to bring under the 
notice of the Minister for Lands, as, if my impression with regard to the matter is correct, it is one I think 
of serious importance to the Government, and which should be dealt with without unnecessary delay.

' The question I refer to is as to the position of the Crown with respect to lands which have been in 
the undisturbed possession of an individual for sixty years without the Crown having in any way asserted 
its rights.

I understand that in former years the law used to be that no length of adverse possession barred 
the right of the Crown, but that the law has since been altered in that respect so as to limit the Crown’s 
rights by conferring a title upon an undisturbed possession after sixty years.

If this is the case, there are, it will be found, hundreds (possibly thousands) of cases in which the 
interests of the Crown will before long be in jeopardy, if indeed in some instances its rights have not lapsed 
already. I allude more especially to lands in the vicinity of or adjoining old grants, where the holders of 
such grants or those deriving their title from them have taken and been in possession of such adjoining 
lands, for considerable periods, and who will therefore be in a position as soon as sixty years have expired to 
defeat any- claim the Crown may then make to the said lands, unless the Crown should have in the mean 
time taken some action to assert its rights. The
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» The plan I would suggest for dealing with this matter, and the present time, when the surveyors 
are not fully employed, might be a favourable opportunity for it, is that all old grants, commencing in the 
first instance with those say 50 years old and upwards, should be carefully examined, and that surveyors be 
instructed to proceed to the various localities and measure all adjoining lands standing in the position I 
have indicated with a view to their being advertised for sale by auction. They could easily be withdrawn 
from sale after advertisement if it were not thought desirable eventually to alienate them, the object simply 
being for the Crown, by exhibiting its right or claim to the lands, to secure another sixty years of safety, and 
thus defeat the claims which would otherwise accrue of the present possessors.

The above recommendation (if approved) would, of course, take a considerable time to carry out, 
and I would therefore respectfully submit that the matter I have now brought under notice requires special 
and early consideration. '

15th December, 1879. W. W. STEPHEN.

This Minute should be forwarded to the Surveyor-General for report.—J.H., 15/12/79. Survevor- 
General.—W.W.S., 16/12/79. . . . . ^ ’ll

Beyond the County of Cumberland I do not think a search would lead to results which would 
warrant the expense of inquiry. In Cumberland I think the general survey, when it is extended to and 
covers that county, will show some encroachments and other unauthorized occupations of Crown lands, and 
in the meantime if a schedule of all grants of forty years and upwards is supplied I will take the necessary 
steps to avoid any rights of the Crown from lapsing through expiry of the sixty years. I should also desire 
to be informed if possession for sixty years is held to bar the Crown from resuming unused roads and reser
vations of 100 feet around the waters of the coast and navigable waters. Also to be informed as to what 
may or may not be considered encroachments, <fcc., under the meaning of the Under Secretary’s 
memorandum; for instance, in many cases very loose measurements have been used, and in most instances 
a larger area has been marked on the ground than accurate chaining would give, in few such cases would 
the area so discovered be in a saleable form? Further, I presume that no attempts need be made to resume 
any. excess arising out of -loose measurement when the grant is bounded by another grant, or defined and 
specified adjoining lands. Upon the whole I am not sanguine as to important results except in perhaps 
two or three cases, which will receive attention as soon as the general survey reaches the localities.—P.F.A., 
26/12/79. The Under Secretary for Lands. B.C. ’ ' ...

The report of the Surveyor-General on the matter within referred to is submitted. As my meaning 
has been somewhat misunderstood by that officer (as it appears to me), I -would take leave to say a few 
-words in further explanation. I did not mention anything about “ encroachments.” What I desired to 
convey was that there exists, or in all probability exists, Crown land which has in numbers of cases been 
■in the possession or use of the grantees of lands adjoining, and that in the case of old grants such use of 

, th® Crown land without acknowledgment by way of payments, of rent or otherwise would put the user in 
such a position that after sixty years the Crown could not oust him.

. There are, I believe, lands which have been granted for fifty years and upwards in many of the 
counties besides that of Cumberland and therefore if any action requires to be taken at all, it will, of 
course, apply to those other counties also. With regard to the question as to whether sixty years 
possession bars the Crown from resuming reservations, &c., of 100 feet around the waters of the coast and 
navigable waters, a point on which the Surveyor-General desires information, I take it if people have held 
-such reserved lands for sixty years without payment or acknowledgment of any kind, the right of the 
Crown to resume is gone, in the same way as it would be in the other cases referred to by me. Possibly 
the question is one which the Attorney-General might be asked to advise upon. It would be as well 
perhaps, however, not to give too much publicity to any action it may be thought expedient to take in this 
matter, lest persons now unaware of their position with regard to such lands might commence building up 
their titles in a way which might prove difficult to deal with. With reference further to the last part of 
the Surveyor-General’s minute, I would point out that my memorandum was not intended to allude to 
excessive quantities of land within measured portions granted, but the Crown land outside or adjoining old 
grants, and which, although occupied, had never been granted at all to the occupant.—W.W.S., 6/1/80.

The last minute of the Under Secretarv should be forwarded for the perusal of the Survevor- 
General.—J.H., 22/1/80. ' *

■ I think a reference should be made to the Crown Law Officers on the question at issue, and in case
the opinion of the Under Secretary as to occupations of the 100 feet reservation being open to defeat by 
sixty years possession, steps will be necessary to be taken to secure some portions in the public interests also 
it is desirable that a list of grants be furnished me from the records of the Lands Department showing the 
dates of grants of all cases of fifty years and upwards. I would send a circular to surveyors in whose 
districts they were situated requesting their report.—P.F.A., 27/1/80. Under Secretary.

Perhaps as suggested by the Surveyor-General before any further action is taken, the point as to 
whether sixty years undisturbed occupation, bars the right of the Crown to resume 100 feet reservation, of 
the description alluded to, maybe referred for the opinion of the Attorney-General.—W.W.S., 31/1/80. 
Approved.—J.H., 31/1/80. The Crown Solicitor.—W.W.S., B.C., 2/2/80.

■: No. 3. .
P. J. Hourigan, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

®’r> 103, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 22 August, 1883.
_ _ By a certain Crown Grant dated 19 November, 1794, 25,acres of land situated at Lane Cove,

district of Hunters’ Hill, known as “ Lamb’s Farm,” under the hand of Sir Francis Grose, then Governor, 
itc., of New South Wales, was issued to one Henry Lamb. In the office of the Registrar of Deeds the said 
Crown Grant appears with merely the word “cancelled” written over it. I have therefore the honor to 
request that you will cause a search to be instituted in your office without delay with a view of ascertaining 
whether you hold or are in possession of any document or documents showing any cancellation of the said 
Crown grant with the consent of the grantee, the said Henry Lamb ? An early reply will oblige.

I have, &c.,
----------  P. J. HOURIGAN.

Mr.



Mr. M‘Kern,—Did the grant issue for the land at Lane Cove ? Is it not a fact that Lamb exchanged 
the Lane Cove land for land at Mulgrave Place, and if so would not that account for the writing of the 
word “ Cancelled”! Please give any information available from your records.—E.H.D., 5/9/83.

A deed of grant dated 19 November, 1794, for 25 acres, in the district of Hunters’Hill, issued to 
Henry Lamb, and against the extract which appears in Cumberland Register No. 1, the word “ Cancelled 
is written. Another grant dated April 10, 1798, for 25 acres at Mulgrave Place, also issued to Henry 
Lamb, but there is nothing to show that it was in lieu of the first 25 acres.—F.M'K., 12/9/83.

The above is all the information that can be obtained from the records in this branch.—F.M‘K., 
12/9/83. Mr. De Low. Mr. Watt,—Would you please give what information the plans, &c., may afford 
in this easel—R.H.D., 12/9/83. _ _ .

Mr. De Low,—I have searched our old records carefully, and the only information I can find is a note. 
to the effect that Lamb’s grant was cancelled, a grant being given at the Hawkesbury in lieu. There is nothing 
to show the authority for the note mentioned. Mr. Thomas Lewis has suggested a search in the records of the 
Colonial Secretary’s office.—F.H.W., 17/9/83.

The papers may be forwarded to the Principal Under Secretary as suggested.—R.H.D., 17/9/83. 
F.H.W., 18/9/83. Refer.—C.O., 18/9/83. The Principal Under Secretary.—C.O., B.C., 9/83.
Cannot trace any grant under the name of Henry Lamb. Colonial Secretary’s office. Have you looked 
through all the grants?—C.W., 20/9/83. Have looked through all the grants but cannot trace any grant 
under the name of Henry Lamb.—C.W., B.C., 24/9/83. The Under Secretary for Lands.

Search has been made, but no document has been found. It is, however, impossible to say that such 
document never existed as transactions of a similar character were often, in the early days of the Colony, 
effected without the authority being placed upon record. As Mr. Lamb received another grant of a similar 
area at Mulgrave about the time of the grant of the land at North Shore, it is not at all unlikely—indeed 
it is fair to assume—that the former was granted in lieu of the latter.—C.O., 29/9/83. P. J. Hourigan 
informed, 3/10/83, _____________________ ______

No. 4.
Mr. W. Rutter to The Deputy Surveyor-General.

girj 14a, Exchange, Sydney, 21 September, 1883.
If you refer to the Registrar-General’s Office you will, I think, learn that the 25 acres standing 

on the parish map of Willoughby, county Cumberland, in the name of H. Lamb, has been cancelled, and 
that an application to bring it under the Land Titles Act (with other land) has been refused. .

It is worth while, in the public interests, to send up a draftsman with a tracing and examine the 
records. Date late in 1800 or shortly after. I have, &c.,

----------  FRED. WILLIAM RUTTER.
Mr. T. H. Lewis.—R.H.D., 27/10/83. .
Mr. T. Lev'is,—With reference to Henry Lamb’s grant at Willoughby, I ascertained that the copies 

of the deed in the Registrar-General’s Office and the Deeds Branch have the word “ cancelled” written 
opposite, and that G. Tilley’s, whose farm adjoined Lamb’s, was also cancelled, and a note to the effect that 
a farm had been given at the Hawkesbury, “ Mulgrave Place.” I found that Henry Lamb and George 
Tilley have 25 acres each, adjoining, and with frontage to the Hawkesbury, in the parish of St. Matthews, 
county of Cumberland. I also ascertained at the office of the Registrar-General that applications have been 
received in the Lands Titles Branch for portions of Lamb’s 25 acres (two 5-acre blocks, I think) under 
Torrens’ Act, originally transferred from Gore. I forwarded particulars to Mr. Furber early in October 
for further investigation in his Branch.—W. M'Intyre, 5/11/83. _

The Surveyor-General,—The grant of 25 acres to Henry Lamb, dated 19th November, 1794, is 
written off in the Registrar-General’s Office and on tho copy in this office as “ cancelled,” that word being 
written on the copies in each of these offices. There is no statement of the reason of its being cancelled, 
though in most other cases of the same date such statement is made on the copies. It is necessary, however, 
to state the case of a grant to George Tilley of 25 acres, adjacent to Lamb’s 25 acres, made on the same date 
(19th November, 1794), which possibly affects this case, as the two grants were probably treated in the 
same manner. Tilley’s grant is written as “cancelled,” but a note is also added, “grant given at Hawkes
bury, Mulgrave Place,” and on reference to the locality it is found that a grant of 25 acres w^as made to 
George Titley, at Mulgrave Place, on the 10th May, 1798 ; that it adjoined a 25-acre grant to Henry 
Lamb made on the 10th April, 1798. It would thus appear that both grants were cancelled and the grants 
reissued for the same acreage in another locality, and that, as no subsequent alienation has taken place of 
the two blocks granted in 1794, they are still vested in the Crown. However, as far as Lamb’s case is 
concerned, there is no other direct evidence of the cancellation of the deed of grant than the existence of 
the word “cancelled” on the copy, although the facts stated above form strong evidence in support of the 
cancellation. Perhaps the matter above stated should be communicated to Mr. Hourigan. See 
Miscellaneous, 83-15,901.—T.F.F., 18/2/84. _

Under Secretary for Lands accordingly. It is suggested that, after conveying this information, 
inquirv should be made amongst the records of the Colonial Secretary’s Office as to any facts that can bo 
traced,, in connection with the case.—P. F. Adams, Surveyor-General, 20/2/84. The Under Secretary for 
Lands. _

Submitted. The grant has been searched for at tho Colonial Secretary’s Office.—J.G.B., 7/3/84. 
See separate memorandum. ______________________

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to P. J. Hourigan, Esq.

Sirj Department of Lands, Sydney, 3 October, 1883.
With reference to your letter of the 22nd ultimo, relative to the cancellation of a grant of 25 

acres of land at Lane Cove, known as “ Lamb’s Farm,” alleged to have been issued to Henry Lamb by Sir 
Francis Grose, on the 19th November, 1794, I have the honor to inform you that although search has been 
mfide, it js impossible to say, at this late date, whether a document under Iamb’s hand, showing his consent 
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to the cancellation as an exchange for lands elsewhere is in existence, or ever existed, as transactions of a 
similar character were often, in the early days of the Colony, effected without the authority being placed on 
record. _

I may add that, as Mr. Lamb received in the early part of 1798 a grant for a similar area of land 
at Mulgrave Place, it is not at all unlikely, indeed it is but fair to assume, that the latter was given in lieu 
of the former, exchanges of that nature being frequent in those days, and effected in a similar manner.

. I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIYER,

. Under Secretary,

No. 6.
Office Memorandum.

Mr. Hourigan has already been informed partially to the effect of the Survey Office report, and I do not 
think it necessary to write further on the subject. It would, however, be wise to refer these papers to the 
Registrar-General for notatien in the event of any attempt being made to deal with the land. ■

' C. 0., 11/3/81.

■ Approved.—J.S.F., 2/3/84. The Registrar-General.—J. G. Blaxland {pro Under Secretary,
Department of Lands), B.C., 18/3/84. Examiner of Titles.—E.G.W., 19/3/84.
■ Memorandum.—A certificate of title for 2 acres 1 rood 17 perches, portion of Henry Lamb’s 25-acre
grant, was, on the 13th March, 1884, issued to John Bede Magney and Herbert Edwin Weynton. The 
certificate of title is registered as of volume 688, folios 65 and 66.—H. D. Maddocks, 19/3/84.

Under Secretary for Lands.—E.G.W., B.C., 19/3/84. Submitted for the information of the 
Secretary for Lands.—C.O., 28/3/84. _ _

The circumstances under which this certificate of title was issued should, I think, be inquired into, as 
well as any person’s right to deal with the balance of the area of what is known as Lamb’s Farm, tho 
original grant to Lamb having been cancelled.—J.S.F., 31/3/84.

The Principal Under Secretary.—C.O., B.C., 8/4/84. The Registrar-General for report.—A.S.,
B.C., 12/4/84.. C.W., 15/4/84. _

Memorandum.—There is no proof whatever to show that Lamb’s grant was legally cancelled. It is 
true that the record copy of the grant in the Registrar-General’s department has written upon it the word 
“ cancelled,” but that will not in law enure a cancellation of the grant; therefore, under the circumstances,
1 am of opinion, that the certificate of title before referred to should remain intact; moreover it may be
mentioned that the application under which the certificate of title issued was duly advertised in the 
Government Gazette and public papers, thus giving an opportunity of a caveat being entered by the Crown, 
or any person or persons forbidding the issue of the certificate of title.—H. D. Maddocks, Land Titles 
Office, Sydney, 18/4/84. .

Mr. Examiner Maddocks’opinion herewith.—E.G.W., 18/4/84. Registrar-General.
It appears that a certificate of title has already been issued for 2 acres 1 rood 7 perches, part of 

the 25-acre grant to Lamb. The application has also been passed by the Board of Commissioners for
2 acres 1 rood 33J perches, and certificate of title would, ere this, have been issued had not a caveat been 
lodged. Application may be lodged at any time for a portion or the whole of the balance left in Lamb’s 
grant. In this event a notice will be forwarded to the Under Secretary for Lands to give him an 
opportunity to lodge caveat if the Government should see fit.—E. G. Ward, Registrar-General, 18/4/84.

Submitted.—C.O., 23/4/84. Seen.—J.S.F., 30/4/84. Forwarded for the information of the
Surveyor-General.—J.G.B., 7/5/84. Mr. Furber, 12/5/84. The Surveyor-General.

The opinion of the Law Officers of the Crown should perhaps be obtained as to whether, under tho 
circumstances of this case, this Department will be justified in lodging caveat against any application for 
title to the balance of the land in question; also, whether specific action should be taken to obtain 
possession of the land on the part or the Crown.—A. L. Lloyd, 7/6/84. _

The facts of the case are, I think, sufficiently stated in the minute of 18th February, 1884, initialled 
T.F.F., to require a special minute for the guidance of the Crown Law Officers, and on it the case is 
submitted.—B.F.A., 16/6/84. Under Secretary for Lands. -

. No. 7.
Office Memorandum.

Lamb’s grant of 25 acres, at Hunter’s Hill, marked “Cancelled.”
As many of the early transactions in connection with deeds of grant were effected through the Treasury, it 
is suggested the papers be forwarded to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade, with a request that 
careful search be made in the early records of that Department, whether any particulars can be ascertained 
therefrom, as to the cancellation of the above, which it is assumed took place prior to 1800, in order to allow 
of an exchange being effected for 25 acres at Mulgrave Place, the deed of which issued in 1798.

______  R.H.D., 28/7/84.
The reference ' may be made.—C.O., 28/7/84. Approved.—J.S.F., 31/7/84. The Under

Secretary for Finance and Trade.—F.H.W. (for the Under Secretary, Lands), B.C. Search has been 
made among all the old records of the office, but no trace can be found of any book or papers, which 
will throw any light upon the subject.—G.E. The Under Secretary for Lands.—W.N., B.C., 6/3/85. ’

Mr. Evans, Registrar of Records, Treasury,—Please assist in this matter by searching for any papers 
bearing upon the cancellation of the very old grant referred to in the enclosed papers. (Henry Lamb, 25 
acres at Hunter’s Hill, 17th November, 1794.) Particularly any letter referring to the cancellation of said 
grant, probably prior to the year 1800.^—W.N., 27/2/85. Treasury, Revenue Branch. Urgent.

Mr. Newcombe,—I regret I can give you no assistance, as the books in this room do not go so far 
back as the date mentioned; possibly some trace may be found in the cellar.—A.E., 27/2/85. No records 
in the cellar—W.JL, 27/2/85. __________________  ' ' '

N°, 8,
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‘ ' ' No. 8. '
Application by Mr. H. Nutter.

TOlunteer Order Selection.—Application by Howard Nutter, of Pitt-street, Sydney, for a grant of 50 acres 
of land, under clauses 44 and 45 of the Yolunteer Regulation Act of 1867.

■Received, with certificate, this 8th day of December, 1884, at 12’45 o’clock, by,—
R. H. De LOW,

Land Agent for Metropolitan District.

Sir, 5 December, 1884.
In virtue of the enclosed certificate, I hereby apply for a grant of 50 acres of unimproved 

Crown land, hereunder described. I am, &c.,
HOWARD NUTTER,

The Crown Land Agent. 158, Pitt-street, Sydney.
■ Description.

County of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby ; 25 acres formerly granted to H. Lamb, and 
surrendered, being surrounded northerly by public recreation reserve ; westerly by grants to -Baker and 
Tyler, each 25 acres, and easterly by public reservations for recreation and pound.

The application was received under protest after having been formally refused. Applicant was duly 
warned, the land being within the population boundary of Sydney, and therefore, even if unalienated, not 
open to selection.—R. H. De Low, Metropolitan Crown Lands Agent. •
8th December, 1884.
' Mr. H. Hare.—R.H.D., 10/12/84. - Yolunteer Land Order, 80-225, issued to Sapper Patrick 
Callopy. Declared void, 17/3/85. Vide 85-610 Alienation. C. 582-690 Roll, for 25 acres granted 
to H. Lamb.

Yolunteer Land Order, 80-225, dated 8th December, 1884, by Howard Nutter. The land applied 
for under the above-mentioned Volunteer Land Order, appears to have been already alienated to H. Lamb; 
it is therefore recommended that the application be refused. In any case, the application could not be 
entertained, as it is less than 40 acres, and is for land situated within the reserve from conditional sale on 
account of the population of the City of Sydney.—Robt. D. Fitzgerald (for Surveyor-General), 21st 
January, 1885. H.H., 19th January —C.W.L.B.
■ The Under Secretary for Lands. Approved.—J.S.F., 11/3/85. Declared void.—R.H.D.,
13/3/85. Mr. Nutter with certificate, and Land Agent informed by printed letter, 17th March, 1885. 
Noted.—R.L., 18/3/85. Noted.—R.H.D., Crown Lands Agent, 19/3/85. _ _

Mr. H. Hare to note and return.—R.H.D., 19/3/85. Voidance noted in Geographical Division 
10.—C.W.L.B., 30/3/85. Mr. De Low.

• App. 5,590,
P.Wilson, 2a Ir. 
33£p. Caveat 
lodged against 
issue.
t App. 5,600, B. 
Magney, 2a. Ir.

; No. 9.
Mr. Surveyor D. M. Maitland to The Surveyor-General.

Sir, Stanmore Road, 20 February, 1885.
Referring to the verbal instructions from yourself and the Under Secretary for Lands, I beg to 

report that I have inspected four portions of land in the parish of Willoughby, applied for as Yolunteer 
Land Order purchases, which are within the Population Reserve of Sydney, and consequently, by the 44th 
section of the Yolunteer Act of 1867, not open for Yolunteer Land Order purchase.

1. Applications for titles under the Real Property Act for two portions containing respectively 2 
acres 1 rood 33J perches, and 2 acres 1 rood 17 perches, have been made by D. Wilson and J. B. Magney, 
applications 5,599* and 5,600f within the 25-acre block/) applied for by Howard Nutter, and marked on 
the parish map as granted to H. Lamb, one of which titles has been granted. There did not appear to be any 

has’issuedificate ac* ownership exercised over any portion pf the ground by applicant. _
jAin. 84-4,785 2. On the portion applied (Alienation 84-4,786 and 85-753) for by Henry Chapman, originally
and 85-763. granted as 25 acres to Humphery Evans, a weatherboard house has been erected, now occupied by H.

Waterhouse, who informed me that "the block was claimed by Mr. Thomas Broughton, and that he was in 
charge of it for him. .

3. The portion marked as granted to W. Wright, and now applied (Alienation 84-4,787 and 85—750) 
for by J. B. Magney, shows no signs of recent occupation but an old fence, originally erected, I believe, by 
E. Charlish, is still standing.

4. I could not find any occupation of G, Tilley’s grant by the (Alienation 84-4,788 and 85-751) 
applicant, R. Magney.

I have, &c.,
- D. M. MAITLAND,

---------- Government Surveyor.

' Mr. H. Hare, 20th March, .1885. Submitted. 1st. It is suggested the Registrar-General be 
requested to lodge a caveat against the issue of certificate to D. Wilson for the 2 acres 1 rood 33| perches, 
(case 5,599), also to decline to register any dealing with the residue of Lamb’s grant, with Humphery Evans’, 
W. Wright’s, and George Tilley’s grants, for the reason that the grants appear to have been cancelled many 
years ago, and further that he be requested to furnish this Department with a tracing of the lands described 
in application 5,599 and 5,600.
. 2nd. That early search be made as to notations on plans, and in old registers (Deeds, &c.), in connec
tion with the last three mentioned grants. (Date of grant—Evans, 3rd December, 1794; Wright, 3rd 
December, 1794 ; Tilley, 19th November, 1794.)—R.H.D., 28/4/85.

C.O., 29/4/85. Approved.—J.S.F., 30/4/85. Correspondence Branch.—R.H.D., 1/5/85.
Registrar-General informed, 5/1/85. Mr. M‘Kern,—Would you please take action as regards entries in 
old registers.—R.H.D., 6/5/85. Mr. Farnsworth.—F.M‘K., 7/5/85.

Fide
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Vide extracts from Cumberland Register No. 1, folios 37 and 41 herewith.—W.F., 11/5/85. Mr. 
M'Kern. Mr. De Low,—The accompanying extracts contain all the information I can give respecting 
the three grants referred to.—F.M'K., 11/5/85.

Mr. H. Hare,—Would you please cause early search to be made on old plans and maps as to grants 
mentioned.—R.H.D., 12/5/85.

It is found upon an inspection of the plans that no fresh information concerning the lands referred 
to can be furnished. Papers No. 69—12,190 and 69—14,059 alienation might perhaps be found to contain 
some information bearing upon the cases.—C.W.L.B. (for Mr. Hare), 18/5/85. Mr. De Low. ' "

[dSndosuresi\
Extract from Cumberland Register. No. 1, folio 57.

No. 308 ; No. 1, folio 136 ; grantee’s name, George Tilley ; number of acres, 25 ; grant or lease, grant; District, 
Hunter’s Hill; by whom granted, Francis Grose ; when granted, 19th November, 1794 ; annual quit-rent, Is. ; when it 
commences, 19th November, 1799; name of farm, Tilley’s Farm ; witnesses’ names, J. Foveaux, Thomas Eowley, Edward 
Laing; D. Collins, secretary. Description of grant :—Laying and situate in Lane Cove in the district of Hunter’s Hill. 
Remarks, cancelled, and a new grant given at the Hawkesbury, Mr. William Marr, proprietor.

14th May, 1822. ■

Extract from Cumberland Register. No. 1, folio 41.
No. 335 ; No. 1, folio 140 ; grantee’s name, William Wright; number of acres, 30 ; grant or lease, grant; district, 

Hunter’s Hill; by whom granted, Francis Grose ; when granted, 3rd December, 1794; annual quit-rent, Is. ; when it 
commences, 3rd December, 1799 ; name of farm, Wright’s Farm; witnesses’ names, J. Foveaux, Thomas Rowley, Edward 
Laing ; D. Collms, secretary. Description of grant:—Laying and situate in Lane Cove, in the district of Hunter’s Hill. 
Remarks :—Exchanged by William Wright with Obadiah Ikinfor William Baker’s farm, then sold on 3rd August, 1797, to 
John Holdsworth for £3, who sells it on the 26th May, 1804, to Thomas Randal; he parts with it on the 17th of October, 
1805, to^ Edward Quinn, and ic has now been surrendered by William Sherwin, in consideration of an 800-acre farm, pro
mised him in the Parramatta district, and not yet registered.

Tom up by me, this 15th September, 1821.
F. GOTJLBURN.

Extract from Cumberland Register. No. 1, folio 41.
No. 337 ; No. 1, folio 141 ; grantee’s name, Humphery Evans ; number of acres, 25 ; grant or lease, grant; district, 

Hunter’s Hill; by whom granted, Francis Grose ; when granted, 3rd December, 1794 ; annual quit-rent, Is. ; when it com
mences, 3rd December, 1799 ; name of farm, Evans’ Farm ; witnesses’ names, J. Foveaux, Thomas Rowley, Edward Laing;
D. Collins, secretary. Description of grant Laying and situate in Lane Cove, in the district of Hunter’s Hill. Remarks : 
—Cancelled, this grant being found in the secretary’s office with a note thereon, “Demised to the Crown,” August 15th, 
1804.

__ ______________________________________ D. D. MANN, Clerk.

No. 10.
Application by Mr. S. M£Burney.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part IV, sections 89, 90, or 92.)—Application for special lease.

1, Little Surry-street, Darlinghurst, Sydney. •
I hereby apply for a special lease for brickmalring and general purposes of a brick manufacture purposes 
of the land hereunder described, and for which I am willing to pay an annual rental of £10 per acre. 
Enclosed is a receipt, showing that the sum of £10 has been paid to the Colonial Treasurer as a deposit 
towards the cost of survey and report. *

Dated at Sydney, this 17th day of March, 1885.
SAMUEL M‘BURNEY.

To the Local Land Board, Sydney.

Description. '
Land district of Sydney, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, about 9 acres. Portion of 

Lamb’s grant in the parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, and commencing at the south-west 
boundary of Magney and Company’s brickyard; thence by a line southerly, being the most southern 
boundary of that grant; thence by a line easterly to two pegs; thence by a line 20 chains northerly j thence 
by a line westerly 5 chains 49 feet, finishing at that point.

The sum of £10 suspended this day on within account.—P. J. Holdsworth. Revenue Branch, 
Treasury.—E.H., 17/3/85. '

Mr. J. P. Loxton, licensed surveyor, for survey and report, in accordance with instruction No. 124 
of 1st April, 1885 herewith. This case may involve determination of disputed bounderies of grants, and 
unless the boundaries appear clear, &c., the application had better be refused. Should there be any compli
cations Mr. Loxton is to see me prior to final action. A lease for fifteen years seems to be out of 
the question, at the same time, if expensive brickmaking machinery is erected, as applicant stated verbally 
to me, some consideration appears desirable.—John W. Deering, District Surveyor. No. 124, of 1st 
April, 1885. J

The above instruction was withdrawn, certain matters connected with Lamb’s grant becoming known - 
to the District Surveyor.—John W. Deering, 19th June, 1885.

We recommend that the lease applied for be not granted, and further express an opinion that 
questions of title, such as appear to be involved, should not be entertained, and could not be profitably 
discussed before us. There is no obligation on the part of the Crown to grant a lease, and since it appears, 
at least, open to argument whether the land applied for be Crown lands, it will be the wiser course to refuse 
to grant one.—T. Warre Harriott, Chairman; Henry Eagar. Local Land Board Office, Sydney, 30th 
June, 1885. ' ’ J J’

No. 11.
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No. 11.
Tho Deputy Registrar-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Registrar-General’s Department, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 12 May, 1885.
’ In attention to your letter of the 5th instant, I beg to forward herewith plan showing land 

applied for by Messrs. Wilson and Magney (applications 5,599, 5,600), parish Willoughby, and to state that 
a caveat has been lodged against the land mentioned as desired.

I have, &c.,
HY. NEWCOMBE,

Deputy Registrar-General.

No. 12.
Mr. Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor Deering to The Chairman, Local

Land Board, Sydney.
Special lease, Sydney, No. 85-15 ; S. M'Burney; 9 acres ; parish of Willoughby, County of Cumberland;

for the purpose of brickmaking ; No. 366 ; 17th June, 1885. '
The land applied for is part of 25 acres granted to Henry Lamb on 19th November, 1794. The grant was 
subsequently cancelled. A claim to this and other lands has been set up by Mr. Thomas Broughton. The 
whole matter is under consideration in the Alienation Branch, Lands Department. (Vide papers, “Aliena
tion 84-3,060” within “Alienation 85-1,132,” with which this present case might be placed.)

As M'Burney’s application involves a question of title, I am of opinion that it must be refused. 
There are no costs in this case.

JOHN W. DEERING, _
Metropolitan District Surveyor

At a meeting of Local Land Board, Sydney, on 30th June, it was recommended that the application 
for lease be refused.—T.W.H. Forwarded for Ministerial approval.—E.L., 7/7/85. C.O. ■ Approved.— 
J.S.F., 10/7,85. S. M'Burney, Treasuary, and Cumberland Ranger, 15th August, 1885.

No. 13.
Office Memorandum.

Evans’, Tilley’s, and Lamb’s 25 acres, and Wright’s 30 acres, parish of Willoughby, County of Cumberland;
resumed Crown land.

1. The circumstances of the four cases particularly mentioned in these papers, are specially brought
under notice as involving a most important point, and one which would seem to require definite settling. 
It is one of very great interest and importance to the Department, i.e., to the Crown, and perhaps no less so 
to very many persons in its far spreading effects. _ _

2. Connected somewhat with these cases there is, probably, a still larger question, and one which, 
though under review several times, would seem never to have been settled, but which involves interests of 
very great importance.

3. In 1794 grants were prepared as above, but from notations in the registers of the Deeds Branch 
of this Department, and on the record copy of the grants in the Registrar-General’s office, it is a question 
whether the lands did not revert to the Crown shortly after the date of the grant. It is perhaps not too 
much to hold that at that time the forms used were thought to be effectual in revesting the land in tho 
Crown, and that the lands were thereafrer looked upon as Crown lands. '

4. Although only four cases are herein specifically mentioned, it may be stated there are on the 
deeds registers of this Department many similar cases. Until an authoritative decision be available on the 
point involved, it might not be advisable to enter upon their consideration.

5. (a) In the case of Tilley the endorsement on the record copy at the Registrar-General’s office is 
“cancelled, and a new grant given at the Hawkesbury.” A grant dated 10th May, 1798, did 
issue to Tilley for land on the Hawkesbury, at a place called Mulgrave Place.

(b) In the case of Evans the notation is, “ Cancelled, this grant being found in the Secretary’s Office,
with a note thereon, ‘Demised to the Crown August 15th, 1804.—D. D. Mann, Clerk.’ ”,

(c) In the case of Wright the notation is more lengthy, thus—“Exchanged by William Wright, with
Obadiah Ikin, for William Baker’s farm, then sold on 3rd August, 1797, to John Holdsworth for 
£3 ; who sells it the 26th May, 1804, to Thomas Randal. He parts with it on the 17th October, 
1805, to Edward Quinn, and it has now been surrendered by William Sherwin, in consideration of 
an 800-acre farm promised him in the Parramatta District and not yet registered. Tom up by me 
this 15th September, 1821.—P. Goulburn.”

A grant of 800 acres, being part of a consolidated grant of 1,165 acres, at Sherwood, near Parramatta, 
issued, and bears date 25th June, 1831. ■

(d) As regards Lamb’s 25 acres, the notation on copy of grant at Registrar-General’s Office and in
books of Deeds Branch is, “ Cancelled.” It is also on record that another grant of 25 acres issued 
in favour of Lamb. The land is on the Hawkesbury at Mulgrave Place, adjoining Tilley’s, and 
the grant is dated 10th April, 1798 ; each within a month. The presumption is that a similar set 
of circumstances surround each case, viz., that, as was common in those days, there was an exchange 
in both cases, the notation being abbreviated in the case of Lamb.

6. A feature of Lamb’s 25 acres now under review is that a “ Certificate of Title” (application 5,600) 
under the Real Property Act, as issued - in favour of J. B. Magney, for 2 acres 1 rood 17 perches thereof. 
Last year when dealing with an application (5,599) by Wilson, for a certificate of title for another part of 
2 acres 1 rood 33J- perches of the same 25 acres, and against the issue of which a caveat has been lodged,

tho
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the whole circumstances were brought under the notice of the Registrar-General. Owim* to the "reat 
importance of the whole question attention is drawn to Mr. Examiner Maddocks’ minute of the 18th April 
1884, on Miscellaneous 84—5,337, “ There is no proof whatever to show that Lamb’s grant was legally 
cancelled. It is true the record copy of the grant in the Registrar-General’s Department has written upon 
it, ‘Cancelled,’ but that will not in law enure as a cancellation of the grant. Therefore, under the 
circumstances, I am of opinion that the Certificate of Title before referred to (J. B. Magney’s) should remain

7. Applications have on two occasions recently been tendered to select in virtue of Yolunteer Land 
Orders these four blocks, but have been declared void for the reason that the lands are within the population 
boundary of Sydney, the question whether these are Crown lands having thus been avoided. More recently 
still, an application has been made by Mr. J. B. Magney, for a special lease of part of Lamb’s 25 acres 
The application has been recommended for refusal. It may also be mentioned that Mr. Thomas Broughton 
lays claim to these four blocks, as a part of what is called “ the Gore Hill Estate,” and for which estate he 
has for several years been applying to. this Department for a Consolidated Deed, but without success.

8. If the Crown has now any right or title to these lands, and those similarly circumstanced, it would 
perhaps. be as well to enforce it, or to have an authoritative decision to the contrary, for the repeated 
application by persons who assume the title to the lands is in the Crown, cause a waste of valuable time to 
the Department and all with no definite result.

■ 9- Somewhat allied to the points involved in the preceding cases is the larger question, whether “the
right of the Crown to recover the possession of land is in general barred after a lapse of sixty years ” as 
regards this Colony (Nullum Tempus Act, 9 George III, chapter 16). This question was under review in 
1880, and a copy of Mr. Attorney-General Wisdom’s opinion, dated 31st May, 1880, is enclosed, together 
with the principal part of the correspondence connected therewith. From this it will be seen that Mr 
Wisdom attached great importance to the question, and suggested the desirability of obtaining at the 
earliest opportunity the opinion of the Court upon it, and, if necessary, of appealing to the Privy Council.

10. The minutes succeeding the opinion show that the suggestion was not further proceeded with, 
but that it was decided to introduce into Parliament a short Bill declaring that “The Nullum Tempus Act” 
was not applicable to, and did not extend to, or become in force in “New South Wales ” The Bill was 
prepared (copy herewith—Nullum Tempus Act, Declaratory Act), but it does not appear to have been 
introduced into Parliament.
. 11. Should the ultimate course indicated by Mr. Wisdom, of an appeal to the Privy Council, result
m a decision that the Nullum. Tempus Act is in force here, an Act of Parliament passed now negativing its 
application m this Colony might not be retrospective in its application, to the very early days of the 
Colony. j j
. 12. Under these circumstances, and in view of the great importance of the question raised, and the
interests involved, the desirability is submitted of referring to the Crown Law Officers with a view to 
definite action on the point,—

(a) Whether the lands referred to in the four cases specially mentioned herein, and in cases of a 
similar character, are Crown lands, and can be dealt with as such.

{V) Whether the Nullum Tempus Act is in force in this Colony, and in the event of the highest 
tribunal deciding it is, . °

(c) Whether its application to this Colony should not be negatived by an Act of Parliament as proposed
m 1880. ii'

R. H. D., 18th June, 1885.

. The advice of the Crown Law Officers may be sought. There are a number of cases now pending 
°ne 0r more of tlle <luestions> and the lands, affected are of considerable value.—C.O^ 

22/6/85. Approved.—J.S.F., 29/6/85. The Crown Solicitor.—C.O., B.C., 1/7/85.

\jLnclosure.]
. ' 44 Victoria 1880.

A Bill to declare that the statute 9 George III chapter 16 commonly known as the Nullum Tempus Act is not in force in
New South Wales. .

Whereas by the twenty-fourth section of an Act of the Imperial Legislature passed in the ninth year of the reign of His 
Majesty King George the Fourth intituled “ An Act to provide for the Administration of Justice in New South Wales and 
XaiI ,ie,men s L, and f8r t*le mor? effectual government thereof and for other purposes relating thereto” It was enacted 
that all laws and statutes m force within the Realm of England at the time of the passing of the said Act should (except as 
therein excepted) be applied m the Administration of Justice in the Courts of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land 
respectively so far as the same could be applied within the said Colonies respectively and that as often as any doubt should 
arise as to the application of any such laws or statutes it should be lawful for the respective Legislatures of the said 
Colonies to declare whether such laws or statutes should be deemed to extend to such Colonies and to be in force within 
the same with power to establish such limitations and modifications of any such laws and statutes as might be deemed 
expedient m that behalf And whereas doubts have been and are still entertained whether the statute first hereinbefore 
cited and commonly known as the Nullum Tempus Act extends to and is in force in New South Wales and it is expedient 
that such doubts should be removed Be it therefore enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty by and with the 
advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled and 
by the authority of the same as follows :—
• !1; J* ,1S h®r®by declared and enacted that the statute passed in the ninth year of the reign of King George the Third
mtituled An Act to ainend and render more effectual an Act made in the twenty-first year of the reign of King James 
the First intituled An Act for the general quiet of the subjects against all pretences of concealment whatsoever’ ’’was not 
applicable to and did not extend to or become m force m New South Wales by virtue of the provisions of the said twenty- 
fourth section of the Act 9 George the Fourth chapter eighty-three or otherwise. ^

i- ?' w\e declaratl0u conta‘n®d in the preceding section shall not affect any right or title whether of the Crown or a 
Acte0t Whl° 1 ShaU been determmed by or sha11 be Pendmg before any Court at any time before the passing of this

3, This Act may be cited as the “ Nullum Tempus Act Declaratory Act.”

Preamble.

The Nullum 
Tempus Act 
9 George III 
c. 16 declared 
not to extend to 
New South 
Wales.
Saving of rights, 
&c., determined 
or pending.
Short title.

228—B No. 14.
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No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

gir) Occupation of Lands, Sydney, 15 August, 1885.
' I have the honor to inform you that Mr. S. M^urney’s application for a special lease of 9 acres, 

parish of AVilloughby, county of Cumberland, for brickmaking, has been declined, and L have to request 
that the deposit paid thereon into Suspense Account on the 17th March, 1885, may be refunded to him on 
application. I ^ave>

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary.

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Crown Lands Ranger.

gjr Occupation of Lands, Sydney, 15 August, 1885.
I have to inform you that Mr. S. M‘Burney’s application for a special lease of 9 acres of land 

for briekmaking at parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, has been declined.
I have to request that, on your next visit to the locality, you will ascertain whether there 18 any 

illegal occupation of Crown land ; and, if so, to report the circumstances in order that the case may be dealt 
with bj the Minister. IK*™. 01IVEB>

Under Secretary.

No. 16. .
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. S. M'Burney.

gjrj Occupation of Lands, Sydney, 15 August, 1885.
I have the honor to inform you, by direction of the Minister for Lands, that your application 

for a special lease of 9 acres of land for brickmaking, at parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, has 
been declined.

Your deposit will be refunded on application at the Treasury.
I have, &c.,

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary.

No. 17.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Subject Resumed Crown Lands (Evans’ Tilley’s, and Lamb’s 25 acres, and Wright’s 30 acres),
Willoughby.

Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 18 August, 1885.

Sir’ I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter, which were for

warded to me from your department on the 1st day of July, 1885, and to state that I have submitted them 
to Mr. Attorney-General Dailey, a copy of whose advising thereon will be found upon the other side ot this 
Ipttp,. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
______________ Crown Solicitor.

Copy of Opinion. 12th August, 1885.
He resumed Crown Lands (Evans’ Tilley’s, and Lamb’s 25 acres, and Wright’s 30 acres) Willoughby. ,

This seems to me to be a case which can only be properly provided for by legislation, which should be undertaken whenever 
it is found convenient by tbe Government to submit a measure. W B D Attorney-General.

Submitted, in view of the interests involved and the importance of the subject.—R.H.D., 25/8/85. 
This paper was held over with a view to Mr. Earnell conferring with the Attorney-General, but I do not 
think he had an opportunity of doing so, and it is now submitted for instructions. C.O., 16/11/8 . 
think the quickest way to get over the difficulties in these cases would be to resume the land for some public 
purpose. The notification of that resumption vests it at once in the Crown.-—J. P. Abbott, 21/11/80.

The papers in this case were unfortunately mislaid, hence the delay in taking action upon the above 
decision. The Cumberland Ranger informs me that timber is being removed from the land by men acting 
under the direction of Mr. Thomas Broughton. If they are summoned to the Police Court a question ot 
title will be raised, and the Court will then have no jurisdiction.—C.O., 19/6/86. . ,

Mr. Abbott’s decision may be given effect to, and as it is necessary to specify a purpose tor whicli 
the land is to be taken, it may be resumed for quarries and works for procuring stone, gravel, and earth.—
H.C., 21/6/86. . , . . j j. + i

Urgent.—Mr. District-Surveyor Deering for description, please, attention being invited to part ot 
85-1,486, and to part of Lamb’s grant, No. 1,796.-R.B.D., 30/6/86. The necessary descriptions are 
with my report of this date to the Under Secretary for Lands.—John W. Deering, Metropolitan District 
Surveyor, 14th July, 1886.

No. 18.
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No. 18.
The Cumberland Ranger to The Under Secretary for Lands.

^r> . Petersham, 12 September, 1885.
. . Referring to your letter of the 15th August last, informing me that Mr. Samuel M‘Burney’s

application for a special lease of 9 acres for brickmaking, at parish of Willoughby, has been declined, and 
requesting me to report whether there is any illegal occupation of Crown lands, I have the honor to report 
having visited the locality a few days since, and found that the parties named in the margin are now in 
illegal occupation of a portion of the land applied for by Mr. M‘Burney for brickmaking. They are 
residing upon the land without authority from the Crown, said land being portion of Lamb’s 25 acres.

I ma7 a(id that a Mr. Magney is now in occupation of about 5 acres more or less of the same grant 
(Lamb s 25 acres). The land is enclosed, and being used by Mr. Magney for brickmaking. Awaiting 
instructions, j have) |c ^ 8

JAMES M‘KEOWN,
' ---------- Cumberland Ranger.
' d'he trespassers may be warned that if not remove^ within fourteen days, proceedings will be taken
against them.—E.L, 24/9/85. Yes.—C.O., 24/9/85. J. Grady, C. Stead, and W. Welch, through
Cumberland Ranger, 29/9/85. > »

No. 19.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Cumberland Ranger.

Slr> ^ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 September, 1885.
Referring to your report of the 12th instant, I have the honor to request you to deliver the 

enclosed letters to the trespassers noted in the margin, warning them that if the trespasses be not abated 
■within a fortnight from this date, proceedings would be taken against them.
' ‘ Be so good as to report further at end of that time.

I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIVER,

Under Secretary.

l-nnclosures.j
Illegal occupation of Crown lands, parish Willoughby, county Cumberland.

Slr’ Tf . ,, , . , Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 September, 1885.
„ • , , It ha«ng been reported that you are in illegal occupation of Crown lands at parish of Willoughby, county o
Cumberiand, I have the honor to inform you that if the trespass be not abated within fourteen days from this date, proceeding 
will be taken against you. j &c e °

Mr. John Grady. ’ CHARLES OLIVER

* : Under Secretary.

Sir,
Illegal occupation of Crown lands, parish of Willoughby, county Cumberland.

T. 1 ■ . , . ,, , . , Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 September, 1885.
r n 1 ,ItTh^Tlng.beenrePort®^thfty°ual'e in illegal occupation of Crown lands at parish of Willoughby, county ol 
Cumberland, I have to warn you that if the trespass be not abated within fourteen days from this date, proceedings will be 
taken against you. j haTe; &c, 1 6

Mr. Chas. Stead. CHARLES OLIVER
Under Secretary.

Sir,
Illegal Occupation of Crown Lands, Parish of Willoughby, County of Cumberland.

Tj. i • i x i xv . . . Department of Lands, Sydney, 29 September, 1885
n \ i a It having been reported that you are m illegal occupation of Crown lands at parish of Willoughby countv c
wilTbelaken a^ainst yoTr11 ^ ** n0t abated by y0U within four*«“ days from this dfte proceeding

Mr. W. Welch” . ^CHARLES OLIVER

Under Secretary.

No. 20.
■ Messrs. Way and Way to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir’ , ,, , 69, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 3 November, 1885.
in i tot WTe,hav’e th® „ or, actlnS under instructions from Mr. Thomas Broughton, to reply to your 
letter to Mr. John Grady, of the 29th September-last, and to inform you that Mr. Grady is his tenant/and 
that he is prepared to defend his title to the property in question.

We may mention that a portion of the grant occupied by Mr. Grady was sold some time ago by Mr. 
Broughton to a Mr. Magney, who has since obtained a title under the Real Property Act to the land which 
he purchased, and that, therefore, it is hardly possible that the residue of the grant can be treated as Crown 
laucis- We have, &c.,

WAY AND WAY.

i i H appears from the District Surveyor’s report that a question of title is involved in the land referre 
to, and that matter is being dealt with in the Alienation Branch. These papers may be forwarded to tin 
branch in connection with those papers.—E.L., 5/11/85. ‘

John Grady, 
Charles Stead, 
William Welch.
Lamb’s 25 acres,
pariah
Willo aghby,
county
Cumberland.

Trespassers on 
Crown land at 
parish 
Willoughby, 
county 
Cumberland, 
Messrs. John 
Grady, Chas. 
Stead, hnd 
Wm. Welch.

No. 21.
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No. 21.
Mr. S. M'Burney to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, 1, Little Surry-street, Sydney, 26 November, 1885.
I have the honor to inform you that I have made a fresh application for a special lease for 

brickmaking purposes of a portion of Lamb’s grant, situate in the parish of North Willoughby.
I desire to bring under your notice that a pressing need exists, for Government work, for such a 

brick as can be made from the material of the above-mentioned area. The public sewers now being con
structed are retarded for the want of such a brick, and viewing the further development of the sewerage 
scheme the urgency of granting this lease is apparent, and becomes a public necessity.

Mr. Bennett, the Engineer for Hoads and Bridges, also of the sewerage scheme, speaks highly of a 
sample brick submitted by Mr. Magney, whose brick manufactory abuts the land applied for.

Should you feel warranted in granting a lease for the aforementioned purpose, of the land herein 
mentioned, I should be glad of its issuing in the name of John B. Magney & Co., Oswin Brickworks, 
North Shore. .

I desire to mention that firm is willing to enter into a bond for the due fulfilment of a contract to 
supply sewer bricks for the Government sewer now in course of construction.

I have, &c.,
—~— SAMUEL M'BURNEY.

May be referred to the Local Land Board in connection with application for special lease stated to 
Jiave been made.—E.L,, 1/12/85. Mr. Chairman Harriott.—C.O., B.C., 4/12/85.

No. 22. '
Application by Mr. S. M'Burney.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part IV, Sections 89, 90, or 92.) 

Application for Special Lease.
I hereby apply for a special lease, for brickmaking and general purposes of a brick manufacture purposes, 
of the land hereunder described, and for which I am willing to pay an annual rental of ten pounds. 
Enclosed is a receipt showing that the sum of £10 has been paid to the Colonial Treasurer as a deposit 
towards cost of survey and report.

SAMUEL M'BURNEY,
1, Little Surry-street, Darlinghurst,

Dated at Sydney, this 26th day of November, 1885. Sydney.
To the Local Land Board, at Sydney.

Description.
Land District of Sydney, county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, about 9 acres. Portion of 

Lamb’s grant in the parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, commencing at the south-west boundary 
of Magney & Company’s brickyards ; thence by a line southerly, being the most southern boundary of that 
grant; thence by a line easterly to two pegs ; thence by a line 20 chains northerly; thence by a line 
westerly 5 chains 49 feet, finishing at that point.

The sum of £10, received and placed to suspense on the within account this day.—P. J. Holds
worth. The Treasury.—W.H.B., 26/11/85. Eorwarded to the Metropolitan District Surveyor for
report.—W.A.M., Land Board Office, 27/11/85. Report to Chairman No. 30 of this date.—John W. • 
Deering, 7/1/85. _

We recommend that this application be refused as the title of the Crown to the land is not made 
clear, as was reported by us upon a former application by the same person for the same land. We would 
call attention to the fact that so long as no costs are charged against the applicants, such applications are 
not unlikely to be renewed.—T, Warre Harriott, Chairman; P. A. Franklin, Henry Eagar, Local Land 
Board, Sydney, 12/1/86,

Submitted for the consideration of the Minister that application be refused.—E.L., 18/1/86. 
What costs have been incurred?—C.O., 19/1/86. No costs. Perhaps some amount should be charged to 
prevent these repeated renewals of applications.—E.L., 20/1/86. There are the costs of investigation, 
inquiry by Board, &c., £o 5s., may be deducted from deposit, and the application rejected as recommended.—
C.O., 22/1/86. Approved.—G.S., 23/1/86. S. M'Burney, Treasury, Local Land Board, and Cumber
land Ranger informed.—30/1/86.

Special lease 
85-8^.

No. 23.
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor to The Chairmanj Local Land

Board, Sydney.
S. M'Burney (for J. B. Magney & Company) 9 acres for brickmaking, parish of Willoughby,

county of Cumberland.
Section 90, Crown Lands Act of 1884.—No. 30, 7th January, 1886.

1. My report of 17th June, 1885 (now herewith), on S. M'Burney’s previous application to lease this
part of the land known as Lamb’s grant, applies with equal force to the present application, which, I am of 
opinion, must also be refused. .

2. The question o'f title involved is still under consideration, not having yet been finally settled.
3. There are no costs in this case.

JOHN W. DEERING,
Metropolitan District Surveyor.

No. 24.
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No. 24.
The Under Secretary for hands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Sydney.
Slr> . Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 January, 1886.

' 6 ^0n0r ^n^orm y°u Mr. S. M'Burney’s application for a special lease of 9 acres of
land, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, for brickmaking, has been declined.

I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIYER,

________ __________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 25.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Slr> Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 January, 1886.
. f haye the honor t0 inform you that Mr. S. M'Burney’s application for a special lease at parish

of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, for 9 acres of land for brickmaking, has been declined, and I have to 
request that the deposit paid thereon into the Suspense Account, on the 26th November, 1885, may be 
refunded to him on application. p have &c., '

’CHARLES OLIYER,

_____________ _____________________ Under Secretary.

No. 26.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Cumberland Banger,

®ir’ Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 January, 1886.
_ 1 lhaye th.e h°nor to inform you that Mr. S. M'Burney’s application for a special lease of 9 acres

Ol land, pansli of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, for brickmaking has been declined.
i have to request that, on your next visit to the locality, you will ascertain whether there is any 

illegal occupation of Crown lands; and, if so, to report the circumstances, in order that the case may be 
dealt with by the Minister. I have, &c.,

’CHARLES OLIYER,

____________ ______________________ Under Secretary.

No, 27.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. S. M'Burney, Darlinghurst.

Sir’ . Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 January, 1886.
* -f-*iave honor to inform you, by direction of the Minister for Lands, that your application 

tor a special lease of 9 acres of land, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, has been declined.
Your deposit will be refunded on application at the Treasury, less <£5 5s., cost of payment towaris 

expenses incurred. j haVe, &c.,
CHARLES OLIVER,

________ __________________________ Under Secretary.

' No. 28.
Mr. J. B. Magney to The Under Secretary for Lands.

^r> 161, William-street, Sydney, 6 Eebruary, 1886.
. ^ kas come to my knowledge that S. M‘Burney’s application to lease from the Government for 

briekmaking purposes a portion of Lamb’s grant, in the parish of 3STorth Willoughby, is about to be refused 
on the grounds that there are doubts of the Crown’s position in re the title.

Being interested in the above-mentioned application, I trust I am in order in supplying information 
which I trust will be the means of dissipating any misgivings that the Government may have on that point.

On a very old. map in the Surveyor-General’s Office there appears a pencilled memorandum on the 
face of a charted portion of land (the grantee being Henry Lamb) purporting that land was given at the 
Hawkesbury in lieu. Henry Lamb obtained a cancelled grant in 1794 ; the land in lieu was given in 1798. 
Please observe that this latter was given ten years after the Colony was founded. By a registration of a 
birth m that district of Rebecca Lamb, daughter of Henry Lamb and Elizabeth Chambers, in 1798, being 
then 12 months old, or thereabouts (vide record in Registrar-General’s Department), we have pretty con
clusive evidence of Henry Lamb’s identity. From this fact we derive the knowledge that three years after 
receiving the grant in North Willoughby he is residing in the district of the Hawkesbury—the place indi
cated in the “ pencilled memorandum” on the face of charted grant previously referred to. We find him 
still living in that same district in June of 1805. A report appears in the Sydney Gazette, of 2nd June, 
1805, “ That the natives assembled at Lamb’s farm at Portland Head on 31st May, 1805, and set fire to 
his house. In an earlier edition of the Sydney Gazette there is a report of Henry Lamb’s evidence given 
against some captured prisoners who broke away from the prison depot at Castle Hill, he (H.L.) being then 
a resident of the Hawkesbury district.

Should the above-mentioned facts dispel the doubts of H.L. of North Willoughby and the Hawkes
bury not being identical, there may arise another doubt which would cause the Government some anxiety • 
but after my explanation and search being made to confirm what I advance, I think that anxiety will cease.’ 
The Government might anticipate a claim from H.L.’s heir-at-law, and in the absence of a surrender from 
H.L. of the grant, and would consequently avoid disputing that fact. I said previously in this letter that 
H.L. had a, daughter by E. Chambers, but that issue was out of wedlock, as appears by a marriage of 
H.L. to E. Chambers in 1811, which was subsequent to the birth,—the birth being in 1797. For the copy 
of marriage certificate, vide record in Registrar-General’s Department. She was the only child by that 
marriage, as a reference to the Registrar-General’s Office will prove. By her illegitimacy her issue are 
haired from claiming. Further search will prove that was H.L.’s only marriage.

From
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From the foregoing I think a very strong inference can be made that H.L., of North Willoughby, 
and H.L. of the Hawkesbury, are identical, more especially when it is considered that in those days so few 
people were here, and the improbability among so few that two Henry Lambs were here.

1 I shall be gratified to learn that my efforts to afford the Government information in this instance 
will be marked by the lease being conceded. I have, &c.,
. _______ JOHN B. MAGNEY.

Special papers.—C.O., 8/2/86, Send to Mr. He Lowe, who will please see me.—C.O., 27/2/86.

No. 29.
The Cumberland Banger to The Under Secretary for Lands.

girj - Petersham, 15 April, 1886.
Referring to your circular letter of the 30th January last re Mr. Samuel M‘Burney’s applica

tion for a special lease for 2 acres, for brickmaking, at the parish of Willoughby, has been declined, I have 
the honor to report that while visiting the locality to-day, I found that the parties named in the margin are 
now occupying the land applied for by Mr. M'Burney; they are residing in tents, and working at Mr. 
Magney’s brick-works, which also appear to be within Lamb’s 25 acres. .

_ I may add that the parties now in occupation of the land informed me that “James Bagreve ” claims 
the land in question (Lamb’s 25 acres), on behalf of Mr. Thomas Broughton ; that they are paying him 6d. 
a week rent for the use of the land covered by the tents they are now residing in.

Awaiting further instructions, I have, &c.,
JAMES M'KEOWN,

. ---------- Cumberland Ranger.
Submitted for instructions.—Y.C., 21/4/86. The Crown Lands Ranger is to proceed against the persons 
in occupation for trespass.—H.C., 6/5/86. Cumberland Ranger, 17/5/86.

No. 30.
Mr. J. Matthews to The Under Secretary for Lands.

•g;r) North Willoughby, 14 May, 1886.
’ On behalf of Mr. John Boyle (I being his relative and deviser), I beg to bring the following 

under your notice. The matter has reference to a piece of land situated on the North Shore, called 
« Humphries Evans’ Grant.” On the 5th May, 1885, the Minister wrote to the Registrar-General, which 
was intended as a caveat against a piece of land called “ Lamb’s Farm ” being brought under the provisions 
of the Real Property Act. The reason stated was, that it was a cancelled grant, and said letter also stated 
that it was.thought the same set of circumstances applied to H. Evans’ grant. We are only interested in 
the latter, and I beg. respectfully to demur to the letter of the 5th May, 1885, that said land is a cancelled 
o-rant. We say that said land formed part of Gore-Artarmon’s Estate, and was on the 26th May, 1855, 
transferred by Gore to John Boyle. In support of this I beg to submit for your consideration the following, 
which are only a few of the many documents in your office bearing on the matter :—1. Memorial by the 
Ctores to the Government in the year 1854, and reply thereto with plan. 2. Surveyor-General M‘Lean’s 
report, compiled specially by him at the instance of the Government, to see what was really Gore’s land'in 
the year 1860. We also respectfully submit that, about the year 1856, the Government had this land 
measured with a view to sale, when Mr. Boyle brought the whole circumstances personally under the 
notice of the then Commissioner for Lands, Mr. Pearce, who recently died at Randwick, and that Mr. 
Pearce there and then had the land withdrawn from sale, and handed over to Boyle. I trust memoranda 
will be found in the office to this effect. We have had to contend against a great deal from others, in 
reference to lands purchased from Gore, but never anticipated any objection on behalf of the Government
so late as the year 1885. '

I will be glad, Sir, to meet you by appointment, 
question. 1

and explain more fully in regard to the land in 
I beg, &c.,

JOHN MATTHEWS.
' Submitted.—E.M., 18/5/86. Reference to Mr. De Low, who is well posted in this matter.—C.O.,
10/6/86. . , , • , 

From the papers in the Department the land belongs to the Crown. It will be seen that the title 
set up herein only goes back to 1855, but from what Crown grant is not stated. Several parties have 
claimed, one against the other, the land as part of the Gore Estate (Mr. Thomas Broughton being one), but 
as there is evidence, which at the time was deemed sufficient for the purpose, that the grant was cancelled, 
and therefore the land reverted to the Crown. There seems nothing to my mind to substantiate the claim 
cjet up, as possession by time against the Crown has not been decided to hold in this Colony.—R.H.D., 
16/6/86.
' There has, I think, been a recent decision given that this land, with others in a similar position, is 
to be resumed. The matter should receive special attention.—C.O., 26/6/86. Mr. De Low. Yes. Vide 
Alienation, 85^1,953. ___________________________________

No. 31.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Cumberland Banger.

Sir> Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 May, 1886.
Referring to your report of the 15th ultimo, respecting illegal occupation of Crown lands at 

parish of Willoughby, by John Grady and Alexander Forbes, I am directed by the Minister for Lands to 
request you to take the necessary proceedings under the 131st and 133rd sections of the Crown Lands Act 
of 1884, to compel abatement of the trespass and to recover penalty.

I have, &c.,
CHARLES OLIVER,

Under Secretary.
' ^ 1 1 No. 32.
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No. 32.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands. .

. ■ Crown Solicitor’s Office, 12 June, 1886,
I do myself the honor to return herewith the papers forwarded to me under B.C., 2nd February, 

1880, with reference to the question whether sixty years’ undisturbed possession bars the Crown’s rights of 
resumption, and to inform you that I have submitted them to Mr. Attorney-General Wisdom a copy of 
whose advising thereon is sent herewith. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
----------------------------------- Crown Solicitor.

[Enclosure.]
■ ■ • ' ...........................' ' ' 1 Opinion. ' '

Subject.—Hhe applicability to this Colony of the Statute of Limitations, 9 George III, chapter 16.
By the Nullum Tempus Act (9 George III, chapter 16), the right of the Crown to recover possession of land is in general 
barred after a lapse of sixty years. The Statute 9, George IV, chapter 83, section 24, enacts that all laws and statutes within 
the Kealm of England at the time of the passing of that Act (not being inconsistent with any charter, or letters patent, or 
Orders m Council which might be issued in pursuance thereof) should be applied in the Courts of New South Wales and Van 
Diemens Land so far.as the same could be applied within the said Colonies. The question then is, can the Statute 9, 
George III, chapter 16, be applied to the circumstances of this Colony ? This point has never been decided, but some li»ht 
may be thrown upon it by a reference to certain judgments of our Supreme Court, in which the applicability of another 
English statute has been under consideration. In Hatfield v. Alford {Sydney Morning Herald, 27th October, 1846), the then 
Chief Justice, Sir Alfred Stephen, was strongly inclined to think that the 21 Jac. 1, c. 14 (“ An Act to admit the subject to plead 
the general issue in information of intrusion brought on behalf of the King’s Majesty, and retain possession until the trial”.) 
was not m force m this Colony, while Mr. Justice Dickinson and Mr. Justice Therry guarded against its being supposed that 
their judgment determined that the Act was in force. The point as to the applicability of this statute again are in Doe. Dan. 
Wilson v. Therry. [2 8. C. JR., Appendix 1.] *

-For the plaintiff it was contended <f that the Act did not extend to New South Wales, to the circumstances of which it 
was wholly inapplicable. By the ordinary rules of law it clearly would not extend here, and the enactment in the 9 George 
IV, chapter 83, section 24, notwithstanding the term £ applied’ there used, could not reasonably be construed as introdueing 
any juid every statute physically susceptible of application without regard to its unfitness and inapplicability or utter 
unSmtableness to our condition and circumstances.” The Court was strongly inclined to the opinion that, for reasons resting 
on the pecuhar circumstances of a recently occupied territory, the statute was not in force here. Sir Alfred Stephen, who 
delivered the judgment of the Court, made use of the following among other observations :—“ The circumstances of newly- 
discovered and unpeopled territories claimed by and vested in the Crown on behalf of all its subjects are so widely different 
from those of a, populated and long-settled country, in which the lands never practically belong to the Crown, and with the 
exception of a few tracts and scattered properties often acquired by the Sovereign originally by purchase have for centuries 
been owned and cultivated by its subjects, that a moment’s reflection would present them to the mind of even a stranger, 
ihe lands of this Colony he necessarily unoccupied and waste until granted by tbe Crown to individuals willing to reclaim 
them from a state of nature. The Crown derives no ‘ profits’ from them, and could in the literal sense no more possess them 
than it could the animals which roam unmolested over the vast area which they embrace. In such a territory it will 
unavmdably happen that many spots of ground may be occupied for a series of years without the knowledge of the Crown or 
its officers, or if by their knowledge, without the means (or frequently the wish) to disturb the parties.” It seems to me that 
these observations bear with great force on the question now under consideration, and that many of them are quite as 
applicable to the statute of George as they are to that of James. '

, UnaUy in Attorney-General ». Robinson (3, S. C. R„ 23), the Court, consisting of Stephen (Chief Justice), Milford 
and Wise (J. J.), by a majority, held that the statute 21 Jac. 1, c. 14, is not in force in this Colony. Mr. Justice Milford, who 
dissented, was of opinion that both Jac. 1, c. 14, and 9 George III, chapter 16, were in force here.

On the whole, then, it is, I think, somewhat doubtful whether tbe right of the Crown in this Colony is barred after a 
lapse of sixty years. The Nullum Tempus Act seems to me to be in many respects unsuitable to our condition and circum
stances, and its enforcement m such a vast territory as this might be productive of great public inconvenience and injury. 
However, whether any particular statute is or is not in force within the Colony is a question to be determined by the proper 
tribunals—first in the Colony, and afterwards, if necessary, on appeal to the Queen in Council. In view of the great 
importance of tffis subject, as affecting the pubiic interests, it is highly desirable that the opinion of the Court should be 
obtained upon it at the earliest opportunity, and in the meantime steps should be taken to assert the rights of the Crown to 
any lands which may be m the unauthorized occupation of private persons before such rights have become jeopardized by the 
operation of 9 George III, chapter 16, should that statute be held to be in force here.

ROBERT WISDOM,
Attorney-General, 31/5/80.

From the opinion of the Attorney-General it appears to be somewhat doubtful whether the English 
Act quoted by him, which bars the rights of the Crown after a lapse of sixty years, is applicable to this 
Colony. At the same time Mr. Wisdom suggests that, in view of the great importance of the matter, as 

’ affecting the public interests, the earliest opportunity should be taken to submit a case for the decision of 
the Supreme Court of this Colony, appealing afterwards, if necessary, to the Privy Council. He also 
advises that in the meantime steps should be taken to assert the rights of the Crown before they have 
become jeopardized by the operation of the Act (9 George III, chapter 16), should it be held to be in force 
in this Colony. In submitting this matter to the Minister, I venture to offer a suggestion for his 
consideration, that a great deal of trouble and expense might be saved if a short Bill were to be passed, 
simply declaring that the Act referred to should not be held to affect the rights of the Crown in New South 
Wales.—W.W.S., 27/7/80.

I concur with the suggestions offered by the Under Secretary^ but it appears to me that the 
Attorney-General would be the Minister best fitted to introduce such a Bill in Parliament. Mr. Stephen 
should consult the Crown Solicitor on the subject.—J.H., 29/7/80.

Before returning the papers to the Crown Solicitor, they are forwarded to the Surveyor-General for 
his information, in reference more especially to the last part of the Attorney-General’s opinion in case any 
action is deemed necessary by the Survey Department for carrying out the recommendations herein 
contained.—W.W.S., 6/8/80.

Ih® original papers have now been returned to the Under Secretary for Lands as requested.— 
H. Finch, 5/11/80. ^

_ Note.—The above resulted in a decision to prepare a Bill that the Nullum Tempus Act did not apply to New South 
Wales. The Bill was prepared at the end of , but was never introduced into Parliament.—R.H.D., /7/85. ■

No. 33.
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No. 33.
The Cumberland Ranger to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Petersham, 29 June, 1886.
Referring to your letter, Occupation 86-1,391, of the 17th of May last, I have the honor to 
that I visited the locality to-day, and beg to state that the parties named in the margin have 

now vacated, and given up possession of the land known as Lamb’s 25 acres at North Willoughby.
I have, &c.,

JAMES M'KEOWN,
Cumberland Ranger.

Sir,

inform you

No. 3L
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor to The'Under Secretary for Lands.

Forwarding description for resumption of Evans’ 25 acres, Tilley’s 25 acres, Lamb’s 25 acres, and Wright’s 
25 acres, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland.—No. 1,796, 14th July, 1886.

District Survey Office, Department of Lands, Sydney. 
Descriptions are enclosed for the resumption of the portions of land in the parish of Willoughby, county of 
Cumberland, known as Evans’, Tilley’s, Wright’s, and Lamb’s grants of 25 acres each, in accordance with 
Ministerial approval on Alienation, 85-1,953, herewith.

The area of Wright’s grant is given in the enclosed papers as 30 acres, but the land referred to is 
evidently that applied for by J. B. Magney, under the void Volunteer Land Order, application No. 81-51 
enclosed, and which is shown on the office maps and on the original plan as 25 acres, though containing by 
dimensions stated, at least 30 acres, exclusive of road.

JOHN W. DEERING.
' ---------- Metropolitan District Surveyor.

Urgent. Mr. De Low, Miscellaneous Branch.—E.M., 20/7/86.
The papers may now be forwarded to the Department of Works, for the purpose of resumption, 

under the Act 44 Victoria No. 16, Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act, in terms of Minister’s 
minute, 21/6/86, on 1,953, with a desire that the resumption be at once made.—R.H.D., 22/7/86, C.O., 
22/7/86. _

Approved.—H.C., 23/7/86. The Crown Solicitor for inspection.—J.R., B.C., 3/8/86. Received,
4th.—C.O.P.

[Mtclosures.]
Land known as Evans’ 25 acres.

County of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Commencing at the north-west corner of Peter Dargan’s 25 
acres ; and bounded thence on the west by a line north to the south-eastern side of a road 1 chain wide along the south
eastern boundary of R. Adams’ 5 acres ; thence on the north by that side of that road north-easterly, and the south-western 
side of a road 1 chain wide along the south-western boundary of J. C. Tucker’s 5 acres 1 rood 30 perches, south-easterly 
to the western side of a road along the west .boundaries of L>. M’Pherson’s 6 acres, and John Buchanan’s 5 acres 2 roods 10 
perches ; thence on the east by that side of that road south to the north-east corner of Peter Dargan’s 25 acres aforesaid ; 
and thence on the south by the north boundary of that land west, to the point of commencement.

Exclusive of a road 1 chain wide, passing through the portion in a south-easterly direction.

Land known as William Wright’s 25 acres.
County of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 30 acres : Commencing on the south-west boundary of H. Hacking’s 
30 acres, at the northernmost corner of George Woodcock’s 12 acres 3 roods 36 perches ; and bounded thence on the north
east by a line forming parts of the south-west boundaries of H. Hacking’s 30 acres, and Obadiah Ikin’s 30 acres, north
westerly about 14 chains to the south-east boundary of Isaac Nicholl’s 380 acres ; thence on the north-west by that boun
dary, south-westerly about 23 chains to the north-eastern side of a road along the north-eastem boundary of Edward 
Salamon’s. 21 acres 34 perches ; thence on the south-west by that side of that road south-easterly, about 14 chains to the 
intersection of the south-westerly prolongation of the north-west boundary of George Woodcock’s 12 acres 3 roods 36 
perches aforesaid; and thence on the south-east by a line partly forming that north-west boundary, north-easterly about 
23 chains, to the point of commencement.

- Land known as Lamb’s 25 acres.
County of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Commencing on the north-eastern boundary of T. Baker’s 25 
acres, at a point bearing north 41 degrees, west 5 chains from the easternmost corner of that portion ; and bounded thence 
on the south-east by the north-western side of a road 1 chain wide, bearing north 49 degrees, east 10 chains; thence on the 
north-east by a line bearing north 41 degrees, west 25 chains; thence on the north-west by a line bearing south 49 degrees, 
west 10 chains to the north-east boundary of J. Taylor’s 25 acres ; and thence on the south-west by part of the north-east 
boundary of that land, and part of the north-east boundary of T. Baker’s 25 acres aforesaid, being a line bearing south 41 
degrees, east 25 chains to the point of commencement.

Land known as Tilley’s 25 acres.
County of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Commencing at the northernmost corner of Daniel Curry’s 
25 acres ; and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-western boundary of that land south-westerly to the eastern
most corner of John Sawyer’s 25 acres ; thence on the south-west by the north-eastern boundary of that land north-westerly 
to the southernmost corner of George Whitfield’s 25 acres ; thence on the north-west by the south-eastern boundary of that 
land, north-easterly to the southernmost corner of John Robert’s 25 acres ; and thence on the north-east by a line south
easterly, to the point of commencement.

No. 35.
Mr. J. J. Matthews to The Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, North Willoughby, 24 July, 1886.
In the matter of the piece of land situated at North Shore, known as “ Humphery Evans’ ” 

grant, I would beg respectfully to point out to you that this matter has been before the Department for 
some months past, in the hope of an amicable settlement as far as we are concerned, so I urgently trust your 
early decision in the case. We claim the property. The Government say it is a cancelled grant. The

property
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property cannot possibly have two owners. The question then arises, to whom does the property belong. 
We had sold the property subject to a Torrens’ title, but it was then found that the Government had lodged 
a caveat with the Registrar-General against it passing under the Act, so that unless this caveat is v ith- 
drawn, we have no alternative but to go to the Supreme Court, and we certainly do not want to go there, if 
it can be possibly avoided.

There are some people who have been regarding the lands, known as the Gore Estate, as a sort of no 
man’s land. Some there are who would free select them by Volunteer Land Orders, but, in my humble 
opinion, the boundaries of what was once Gore’s land are as well fixed as any boundaries in the Colony, 
from the fact that these lands were the subject of large litigation so far back as the year 1852, and in proof 
of this (should you favour me with an interview) J will show' you a very comprehensive judgment by Chief 
Justice Stephen in our favour in the year 1853. There is also a more recent judgment in the case—the 
Attorney-General versus Boyle and another, made in the year 1870. This has reference to one of these 
cancelled grants (so-called). In this case the Supreme Court decided in our favour, so should we be obliged 

8° again to the Court, it will be -only covering the same ground already twice gone over. In re the word 
“cancelled,” that has been the cause of such grave doubts in the official mind, that wmrd has reference to 
a date altogether anterior to the date of the title, or, in other words, before the lands became Gore’s land, 
and because it was in the year 1819 that the legal estate passed into the Gore family. Another cause for 
doubt and confusion is the fact that the whole of Gore’s instruments of title were surrendered to the Govern
ment of the day, in good faith, in order to have these old grants consolidated, but through some accident or 
other this was never carried out; but that fact does not, I presume, at all alter in any way Gore’s original 
fixed boundaries. I am aware all this is very difficult for a Minister to deal with, I should say that it was 
more within the province of an Examiner of Titles. So I sincerely trust that you will allow the Land 
Titles Office to deal with our case. Trusting the favour of an interview when I call.

I beg, &c.,
JOHN J. MATTHEWS,

No. 36.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 5 August, 1886 
I have the honor to return herewith the papers sent to me under B.C. of the 3rd instant with 

draft proclamation for resumption of four parcels of land in the parish of Willoughby, and to state that I 
do not think the minute “ H.C., 21/6/86,” gives sufficient information to warrant proclamation. The 
“Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act” only authorizes the resumption of land for quarries or works 
for procuring stone, gravel, earth, and other material when required, “ for the construction of, or any of the 
purposes connected with, a public work or undertaking,” mentioned in the preceeding part of the section, 
and there does not appear to be anything with the papers to show for what public work these quarries are 
required. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
---------- • Crown Solicitor.

Forward to the Honorable the Secretary for Lands.—J.P., B.C,, 10/8/86. Under Secretary i’or 
Lands. Submit the Crown Solicitor’s letter of 5th instant to the Undersecretary.—B.H.D., 31/8/86. 
Mr. Marr, ' ’ ! 1

- [Enclosure. \
Notification of resumption of land under 44 Victoria No. 16.

New South Wales, ) 
to wit. (

By His Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Robert Baron Carrington, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable 
Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.
Governor.

"Whereas the parcels of land hereinafter described are required for quarries and works for procuring stone, gravel, and

Now, therefore, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the ad\ice of the Executive Council, in pursuance of the power and 
authonty given to or vested in me by the “Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” by this notification published in 
the Gazette and a newspaper -circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is situated, that is to say, in the Sydnnj 

Morning Herald newspaper, declare that the parcels of land hereinafter particularly described have been resumed for the 
public purposes hereinbefore mentioned, to the intent that upon the publication of this notification in the Government 

Gazette the said land shall forthwith become and be vested in the Minister for Public Works for the said Colony and his 
successor, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purposes of the said Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in possession, 
freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, lights-of-way, or other easements 
whatsoever ; and that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident theieto or conferred by the said Act, shall 
be vested in the Minister for Public Works as a trustee with the powers in the said Act provided. And I declare that the 
following are the parcels of land hereinbefore referred to as resumed by this notification, that is to say :—

. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 30 acres : Com
mencing on the south-west boundary of H. Hacking’s 30 acres, at the northernmost corner of George Woodcock’s 12 acres 
3 roods 36 perches ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a line forming parts of the south-west boundaries of H. 
Hacking’s 30 acres and Obadiah Ikin’s 30 acres, north-westerly about 14 chains to a south-east boundary of Isaac Nicholl’s 
380 acres ; thence on the north-west by that boundary south-westerly about 23 chains to the north-eastern side of a road 
along the north-eastern boundary of Edward Salamon’s 21 acres 0 roods 34 perches ; thence on the south-west by that side 
of that road south-easterly about 14 chains to the intersection of the south-westerly prolongation of the north-west boundary 
of George Woodcock’s 12 acres 3 roods 36 perches aforesaid; and thence on the south-east by a line partly forming 
that north-west boundary north-easterly about 23 chains, to the point of commencement. 3

. ALo, that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Com
mencing at the north-eastern boundary of T. Baker s 25 acres, at a point bearing north 41 degrees west 5 chains from the 
easternmost corner of that portion ; and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-western side of a road 1 chain wide 
bearing north 49 degrees east 10 chains ; thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 41 degrees west 25 chains ; 
thence on the north-west by a line bearing south 49 degrees west 10 chains to the north-east boundary of J. Taylor’s 25 
acres ; and thence on the south-west by part of the north-east boundary of that land and part of the north-east 
boundary of T. Baker s 25 acres aforesaid, being a line bearing south 41 degrees east 25 chains, to the point of com
mencement.

Also, that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Com
mencing at the northernmost corner of Daniel Currey’s 25 acres ; and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-western

228—C b0Undary
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boundary of that land south-westerly to the easternmost corner of John Sawyer’s 25 acres ; thence on the south-west by the 
north-eastern boundary of that land north-westerly to the southernmost corner of George Whitfield’s 25 acres ; thence on 
the north-west by the south-eastern boundary of that land north-easterly to the southernmost corner of John Robert’s 25 
acres ; and thence on the north-east by a line south-easterly, to the point of commencement.

Also, that piece or parcel of land situated in the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, area 25 acres : Com
mencing at the north-west corner of Peter Dargan’s 25 acres; and bounded thence on the west by a line north to the south
eastern side of a road 1 chain wide along the south-eastern boundary of R. Adams’ 5 acres; thence on the north by that 
side of that road north-easterly and the south-western side of' a road 1 chain wide along the south-western boundary of
J. C. Tucker’s 5 acres 1 rood 30 perches south-easterly to the western side of a road along the west boundaries of D. 
M'Pherson’s 6 acres and John Buchanan’s 5 acres 2 roods 10 perches ; thence on the east by that side of that road south to 
the north-east corner of Peter Dargin’s 25 acres aforesaid ; and thence on the south by the north boundary of that land 
west to the point of commencement,—exclusive of a road 1 chain wide passing through the portion in a south-easterly 
direction. • r T j

Given under my hand and seal, at Government House, Sydney, this day ' , in the year of our Lord
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-six, and in the fiftieth year of Her Majesty’s reign.

By His Excellency’s Command.
God Save the Queen.

No. 37.
Notice under Real Property Act.

Applications having been made to bring the lands hereunder described under the provisions of the Real 
Property Act, Certificates of Indefeasible Title will issue, unless caveats be lodged in Form B of the said 
Act, on or before the date named opposite each case respectively :— _ _

Property—No. 6,764, Willoughby, 73 acres 2 roods 2 perches, on the Lane Cove Road, comprising the 
whole of 25 acres granted to George Whitfield, part of 25 acres granted to John Dark, and part 
of 25 acres granted to John Sawyer.

Name of Applicants—Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton.
Residence—Sydney.
Date up to and inclusive of which caveats may be lodged—6th January, 1887.

Diagrams delineating these lands may be inspected at the Registrar-General’s Office, in Elizabeth- 
street, Sydney.—Dated this 2nd day of December, 1886, at the Registrar-General’s Office, Sydney.

E. G. WARD,
. Registrar-General.

No; 38.
The Deputy Registrar-General to The Surveyor-General.

Ordinary Notice to owner or occupier of contiguous land,—Application No. 6,764.
Sir, ‘ Land Titles Office, Sydney, 15 December, 1886.

Your attention is called to the accompanying notification of claim of Mr. F. E. Rogers and 
another, and tracing of land in respect of which he applies for Certificate of Title, especially with regard to 
the delineation of the boundaries, and to any question of possible encroachment on contiguous property.

You are reminded that if you have any opposing claim to allege it will be excluded unless caveat be 
lodged within the time limited. ^ _

The leading provisions of the law regarding caveat are noted below for your information ; if required, 
a printed form may be obtained at this office.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Act (s. 40) that rights-of-way or other easements shall not be 
extinguished by omission, it is desirable that if any exist they should be noted, and with that view persons 
claiming such rights are invited to disclose them. I have, &c.,

HY. NEWCOMBE,
______________Deputy Registrar-General.

[Enclosure.']
Provisions of Real Property Act regarding Caveat. .

1. The lodging of caveat suspends all further action until caveat be withdrawn, or until decision obtained from the
Supreme Court. (Section 22 of original Act, and Section 9 of Amending Act.) ^ ... .

2. It is not now compulsory for a caveator to take proceedings to establish his title, as required by the 23rd' section 
of the original Act, but the applicant may state a case for the opinion and direction of the Supreme Court, whose decision 
shall be conclusive on the parties interested and on the Registrar-General and Commissioners. (See section 9 of the 
Amending Act.)

3. Caveat may be withdrawn at any time by the caveator. (See section 81.) .
4. Any person lodging caveat without reasonable cause is liable to make to any person, who may have sustained

damage thereby, such compensation as may be just, which is recoverable in action at law. (Section 84.) _
5. By omission to lodge, or allowing lapse of caveat after notice, or with knowledge of application, claim on assu

rance fund is forfeited. (Section 122.)

Urgent. Mr. District Surveyor Deering.—E.M., 17/12/86. Report to the Under Secretary 
for Lands. No. 3,682 of this date.—John W. Deeking, 23/12/86. , -

No. 39.
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton applying for Certificate of Title to certain lands in the 
parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland. Case No. 6,764, Registrar-General’s Office; No. 3,682. 
23rd December, 1886. _

It is recommended to the Under Secretary that a caveat should not be lodged by the Crown, in respect of 
the above application.

JOHN W. DEERING,
Metropolitan District Surveyor,

_______ Department of Lands,
The Registrar-General.—C.O., B.C., 24/12/86. E.G.W., 29/12/86.

- - No. 40,
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No. 40.
The Deputy Registrar-General to J. H. Clayton, Esq.

. Case No. 6,832.—Application of Rogers and another.
' Sir, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 5 January, 1887.

* The following is a copy of the Principal Draftsman’s preliminary report, viz. :—“ This land was
part of the subject of application 6,764, P. E. Rogers and another. My preliminary report in that case, 
dated 28th September, 1886, was as follows :—‘A letter was received by the Registrar-General from the 
Minister for Lands, dated 5th May, 1885,- requesting that certain grants were not to be dealt with, under 
the Real Property Act, G. Tilley’s 25 acres was one of those mentioned. These instructions are still in 
force, and will require your consideration before the case can be further dealt with.’ After receipt of the 
above the applicants withdrew the 25 acres from the above application, but have now lodged the present one. 
In Register Book No. 1, folio 136, across the grant to Tilley are these words, “ Cancelled, and a new grant 
given at the Hawkesbury.” I have, &c.,

HY. NEWCOMBE,
Deputy Registrar-General.

• ' No. 41.
J. H. Clayton, Esq., to The Deputy Registrar-General.

- Application of Rogers and another (case No. 6,832).
Dear Sir, 136, Pitt-street, Sydney, 6 January, 1887.

In reply to the Chief Draftsman’s report herein, I have the honor to submit the following facts 
for the consideration of the Examiners :—

A grant was issued to George Tilley of 25 acres, and on the copy the “cancellation” referred to by 
the draftsman was endorsed. No authority is shown for this endorsement being made, which was probably 
done by a clerk in the Survey Office, and even if it were authorized such endorsements would not be 
effective. The proper course, I submit, would be to obtain a surrender of the grant, and this not having been 
done the fee is outstanding and is now vested in the applicants.

I would call your attention to the fact that a similar endorsement was made on a grant to H. Lamb 
of 25 acres in the same district, and which the Minister for Lands requested the Registrar-General not to 
deal with, notwithstanding which a certificate of title has been issued for about 2J acres of Lamb’s grant.

The applicants are innocent purchasers, and I submit that, not having notice of the cancellation of 
the grant, they are not bound by such cancellation even if it were good.

. I have, therefore, to request that the Registrar-General will at once proceed with the application.
I have, &c.,

. JOHN H. CLAYTON
{Per A. J. Macauley).

No. 42.
The Deputy Registrar-General to J. H. Clayton, Esq.

Case No. 6,832.—Application, Rogers and another.
Sir, - Land Titles Office, Sydney, 7 February, 1887.

Replying to your letter of the 6th ultimo, I have to inform you that, until the Principal 
Draftsman’s preliminary report is satisfactorily complied with, the Examiners are unable to deal with the 
application. I have, &c.,

HY. NEWCOMBE, ■
Deputy Registrar-General.

. No. 43.
Mr. E. E. Rogers to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Chambers, 105, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 14 May, 1887.
Would you allow me to bring under your notice the following facts :—On the 26th August, 

1885, Sir Robert Wisdom, Mr. Thomas Broughton, and myself purchased about 100 acres of land on the 
North Shore. The conveyance was to Mr. Thomas Broughton and myself, we being trustees of Sir Robert 
Wisdom as to his share. In November of last year an application was made to bring this land under the 
Real Property Act, and an objection was taken by the Chief Draftsman in the Real Property Office, that, 
as to 25 acres of the land comprised in the conveyance to us, they were included in one of several grants 
which he had been directed by the Minister for Lands in May, 1885, not to deal with. (See copy of Principal 
Draftsman’s report herewith.) Thereupon, so that no delay as to the remainder of the land might be 
caused, the application respecting the 25 acres was withdrawn, and my object in addressing you is, that 
some instructions may be given to the Registrar-General’s Department, which will have the effect of either 
causing him to proceed with, and entertain the application or give us some decided answer so that steps may 
be taken by us to obtain a legal decision.

The three enclosures herewith will put you. in full possession of the facts of the case, and will also 
show that we were innocent purchasers, and if, at your convenience, you can grant me the favour of a 
personal interview, I shall be very happy to give any further information in my power, if indeed anything 
further is required. I have, &c.,

■ . ----------- , F. E. ROGERS.
' In reference to the Minister’s instructions of 13/6/87, on back of Registrar-General’s letter of 30th 

May, 1887, Alienation 87-2,250, it is observed the whole case to the points involved is set out in my 
memorandum of 18th June, 1885, on Lands 85-1,486, Alienation herewith. The papers may perhaps be 
referred to the Crown Solicitor for the opinion of the Attorney-General as directed by Mr. Garrett.— 
R.H.D., 28/6/87. ' -

Submitted.—S.F. Approved—T.G., 6/7/87. The Crown Solicitor—R.H.D. (f or the Under
Secretary for Lands), 11/6/87. .

No. 44.
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No. 44
The Deputy Registrar-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.

gir Registrar-General’s Department, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 30 May, 1887.
- In compliance with request in your letter of the 27th instant, I have the honor to return here
with application (No. 6,761) of Messrs. Rogers and Broughton, together with papers connected with the 
case. I have, &c.,

HY. NEWCOMBE,
_______ Deputy Registrar-General.

The facts of this case are fully set out in my memorandum of 18th June, 1885, Alienation 85-1,486, 
which led to the issue of the letter to the Registrar-General not to deal with Tilley’s (among others) grant 
at the North Shore. One of the important points involved is whether the “ Nullum Tempus Act, which 
bars the Crown after sixty years adverse possession is in force here. Upon this the present case and many 
others rest mainly. One of the parties to the present suit (Sir Robert Wisdom), when Attorney-General in 
1880, had this peculiar feature before him, and gave a lengthy opinion upon the point (see enclosure herewith), 
to the effect that it was doubtful if that Act did apply to this Colony. Mr. Wisdom suggested special 
legislation. The point was referred to Mr. Attorney-General Dailey (now the Right Honorable W. B. 
Dailey, Q.C.), in connection with this very case of Tilley’s. Mr. Dailey advised special legislation. I have 
gone fully through the circumstances again, and cannot recommend that the c&vscit be withdrawn, nor that 
the Crown give way in the least. Should the applicants move in the usual way for the removal of the 
caveat by the order"of the Supreme Court, this Department should be advised, and the Crown represented 
by able counsel.—R.H.D., 13/6/87. Submitted.—C.O., 13/6/87. _

I concur with previous recommendation. See it is strictly adhered to, and then have the question 
of law stated for the opinion of the Honorable the Attorney-General.—T.G., 13/6/87. Inform Mr. Rogers 
that the Minister declines to remove the caveat. 2nd. Inform Registrar-General that the Minister wishes 
the terms of Lands’ letter of 5th May, 1885, No. 85,513 Alienation, adhered to.—R.H.D., 14/6/87. 
Mr. Rogers and Registrar-General informed, 22/6/87.

[Enclosure.~\
Supreme Court, Friday, 20th May, 1887.

In Banco. (Before their Honors the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Faucetl, and Mr. Justice limes).
In re Rogers and Broughton*

In the matter of the application of F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton, to bring certain land under the Real Property Act, 
and in the matter of the caveat lodged by John Joseph Matthew* and John Boyle, no case having been stated by Boyle, and 
the case stated by Matthews not disclosing any title, their Honors, on the motion of Mr. C. J. Manning, directed the caveats 

to be removed, and a certificate to be issued to the applicants.
[From Daily Telegraph) 2lstMay, 1387.]

No. 45.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Registrar-General.

g;r Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 June, 1887.
’ Referring to your letter of 30th ultimo (87,509), I have the honor to inform you that the 

Secretary for Lands desires the terms of letter from this Department, bearing date 5 th May, 1885 
(No. 85,513 Alienation), in reference to certain grants at North Shore, adhered to.

' I have, &c., .
F. H. WILSON

• (For the Under Secretary).

No. 46.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. D. E. Rogers.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 June, 1887.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 14th ultimo, in reference to the 

application of Sir Robert Wisdom, Mr. Thomas Boughton, and yourself, to bring certain land at North 
Shore, known as Tilley’s Grant, under the provisions of the Real Proyerty Act, and to inform you that, 
after consideration of the matter, the Secretary for Lands declines to remove the caveat lodged by this 
Department against the granting of the application.

I have, &c.,
F. H. WILSON

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 47. ■
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Subject:—Re Tilley’s Grant, North Shore, and adverse possession thereof as against the Crown.
Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 20 July, 1887.

I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter, which were for. 
warded to me from your department on the 11th day of July, 1887, and to state that I have submitted them 
to Mr. Attorney-General Wise, a copy of whose remarks thereon will be found upon the other side of this 
letter. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS. _
________ Crown Solicitor

[Enclosure.']
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[Enclosure^]
Remarks :— '

I coNCfE with tlie recommendation in minute of 13/6187, signed R.H.D., that U.e exvnl should not bo removed, and an 
authoritative decision to be obtained as to— '

(1.) The effect of the supposed cancellation of the grants.
(2.) The validity or invalidity in this Colony of the Nullum Tempus Act ? <

_________________________________________ 18/7/87.

No. 48.
The Registrar-General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands.

Special Notice of Application.
Sir, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 10 August, 1887.

1. Your attention is called to the accompanying notification of claim of Messrs. Francis Edward 
.Rogers and Thomas Broughton, and tracing of land in respect of which they apply for certificate of title, 
in order that you may lodge caveat within the time limited if you have any opposing claim to allege, as 
otherwise such claim will be finally excluded.

2. The causes which have lead to this special notice being given to you may be briefly stated as
follows:—In the month of July, 1882, two applications were made to bring under the provisions of the 
Real Property Act, two parcels of land, being portions of what is commonly known as the Gore Estate, 
North Shore, in the parish of Willoughby, and part of 25 acres originally granted to Henry Lamb, by grant 
dated 19th November, 1794, the numbers of such applications being respectively 5,599 and 5,600. Though 
the three Examiners of Title in charge of such cases had before them the fact that there was written 
across the record copy of grant the word, “ cancelled,” they came to the conclusion, on a full considera
tion of the matter, that, there being then nothing to show when, how, or why such word was so written, 
they were not entitled to consider such an endorsement as affecting the title of the applicants, and 
accordingly reported in favour of the titles of the applicants, and the titles being passed by the 
Board of Commissioners, tho usual advertisements were inserted in the Gazette and other necessary 
papers ; but though a caveat was, at the instance of the Under Secretary for Lands, and on the ground that 
the grant was cancelled, lodged by the Registrar-General in case No. 5,599, a similar caveat was not 
lodged in case No. 5,600, and a certificate of title for the land applied for therein was duly issued. Wish 
regard to case No. 5,599 nothing seems to have been possible, also on account of another caveat which was 
lodged against it, and is still in force. In the month of August, 1886, Messrs. Rogers and Broughton 
lodged an application (No. 6,764) in which they sought to bring under the Act another portion of the Gore 
Estate, containing 99 acres 14 perches, including 25 acres originally granted to George Whitfield, parts of 
two grants of 25 acres each, to John Dark and John Sawyer, and the whole of 25 acres originally granted to 
George Tilley, but in consequence of the Principal Draftsman having made a preliminary report referring to 
the letter of instruction (5th May, 1885), under which the Registrar-General entered the caveat in case 
5,599, the applicants withdrew the application so far as concerned Tilley’s grant, so as not to delay the pro
gress of the matter as to the other grants, and eventually the Principal Draftsman, having reported as to 
such other grants, the Examiners of Title in charge of the matter made their report in favour of the title of 
Messrs. Rogers and Broughton to such remaining lands, their title thereto, with the exception of the question 
as to the cancellation of grant being the same as their title to Tilley’s grant, and afterwards, the application 
having been duly passed by the Commissioners, and advertised as usual, and two caveats by other claimar.ts 
had been disposed of by the Supreme Court, a certificate of title was issued to Messrs. Rogers and Broughton. 
Not long after withdrawing the application in case 6,764 as to Tilley’s grant, Messrs. Rogers and Broughton 
lodged a fresh application (No. 6,832) in which they sought to bring under the “Act” only the land so 
originally granted to George Tilley (grant dated 19th November, 1794). Upon the case coming before the 
Principal Draftsman for his report he made a preliminary (5th January, 1887) in which he referred to the 
Under Secretary for Lands’ letter of 5th May, 1885, in which it was requested that certain grants, including 
George Tilley’s 25-acre grant, should not be dealt with under the Real Property Act, and stating further 
that across the record copy of such grant were written the words, “ Cancelled, and a new grant given at 
the Hawkesbury.” A copy of this report having been sent to the applicant’s solicitor, the correspondence 
shown by the copy letters of the Deputy Registrar-General and Mr. Clayton, of 6th January, 1887, 
7th February, 1887, 8th February, 1887, 9th February, 1887. Subsequently, the Registrar-General having 
been urged to do something in the matter, either by refusing in writing to proceed with the matter, or by 
asking the Examiners of Titles to report on the matter so that it might come before the Board, placed the 
matter before the Examiners of Titles, and requested them to advise on the matter or deal with it as they 
might see fit. The Examiners so charged, having carefully considered all the matters herein referred, made 
their report in favour of the title of Messrs. Rogers and Broughton, subject to this special notice being 
given, so that you might be in a position to test the question of the cancellation of the grant in a proper 
way. . _

Herewith I send you copies of the Principal Draftsman’s preliminary reports in cases 6,764 and 6,832, 
also of the correspondence referred to.

I might, perhaps, call your attention to sections 21, 22, 23, 24, 81, 82, 83, 84, and 122 of the Act 
26 Victoria No. 9, and sections. 4 and 9 of the Act 41 Victoria No. 18.

I have, &c,,
E. G. WARD,

- ----------------- -— Registrar-General

[Enclosures,]
Case 6832—Application, Rogers and another.

Sir, , Land Titles Office, Sydney, 9 February, 1837.
_ Replying to your letter of yesterday’s date, I beg to inform you that the Examiners have nothing more to 

communicate than what is contained in my letter to you of the 7th instant.
1 have, &c.,

HY. NEWCOMBE,
John H. Clayton/ Esq., Solicitor, Pitt-street, Deputy Registrar-General.

He
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Re Application of Rogers and another—Case No. 6,832.
Henry Newcombe, Esq., Deputy Registrar-General, Sydney,—

Dear Sir, 136, Pitt-street, Sydney, 8 February, 1887.
I have the honor to reply to yours of the 7th February instant, to call your attention to the 13th section of the 

Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
I contend that the land, the subject matter of this application, was alienated in accordance with that section, and so 

remains alienated from the Crown at the present time.
The Examiners have already taken this view in another application respecting Lamb’s grant, and in the same 

district.
The Examiners have evidently overlooked my former reference to this application, as I feel sure precedent in the 

office will be followed. .
The notice from the Minister for Lands or Surveyor-General in your office is entitled to no more -consideration than 

any other member of the public. Either of these persons has a right to enter a caveat to the application when passed if 
so advised.

I need not point out if a similar notice was forwarded to your office by any member of the public the course I now 
suggest 'S the usual and only course adopted.

I would respectfully request, if the Examiners take a different view of the application, that a definite refusal may be 
recorded, to deal with the lands as proper subject matter for a Real Property Act application.

Under such circumstances an applicant can follow the other sections of the Act.
I have, &e.,

JOHN HORATIO CLAYTON
- (Per A. J. Macauley).

Application NO'. 6,832—Principal Draftsman’s preliminary Report.
This land was part of the subject of application 6,764, F. E. Rogers and another. My preliminary report (in that case 
dated 28th September, 1886), was a follows :—“ A letter was received by the Registrar-General from the Minister for Lands, 
dated the 5th May, 1885, requesting that certain grants were not to be dealt with under the Real Property Act.
G. Tilley’s 25 acres was one of these mentiondd. These instructions are still in force, and will require your consideration 
before the case can be further dealt with.” After receipt of the above, the applicants withdrew the 25 acres from the above 
application, but have now lodged the present one.

In Register, book No. 1, folio 136, across the grant to Tilley are these words, “ Cancelled, and a new grant at the 
Hawkesbury.”
. ROBERT M. PEARSON,
5th January, 1887. Principal Draftsman.

- Application No. 6,764.—Principal Draftsman’s preliminary Report.
A letter was received by the Registrar-General from the Minister for Lands, dated the 5th May, 1885, requesting that 
certain grants were not to be dealt with under the Real Property Act. G. Tilley’s 25 acres, part of the subject of this 
application was one of them. These instructions are still in force, and will require your consideration before further 
proceeding with the application.

ROBERT. M. PEARSON,
28th September, 1880. Principal Draftsman.

Memorandum.
_ Land Titles Office, Sydney.

Application* 6,764 included Darks, Whitfield, and Sawyer’s grants ; the certificate for this has issued, volume 836, folio 8.
Application 6,832 has passed for Tilley’s grant, full particulars of which will reach the Under Secretary by letter 

from this office to-morrow.
R. M. P., 11/8/87.

No caveat was lodged in case 6,764 by Crown. Mr. Deering, by minute dated 23rd December, 1886, No. 3,682, 
stated that one should not be lodged. This minute was forwarded to Registrar-General.—R.M.P.

Notice under Real Property Act.
Applications having been niade to bring the lands hereunder described under the provisions of the Real Property Act, 
certificates of indefeasible title will issue, unless caveats be lodged in form B of the said Act on or before the date named 
opposite each case respectively.

Property—No. 6,832, Willoughby, 25 acres 2 roods 23J perches, adjoining Sawyer’s, Dark’s, Whitfield’s, and Robert’s 
, grants of 25 acres each, and the recreation reserve, originally granted to G. Tilley as 25 acres.

Name of applicants—Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton.
' Residence—Sydney.

Date up to and inclusive of which caveats may be lodged—29th September, 1887.
Diagrams delineating these lands may be inspected at the Registrar-General’s office, in Elizabeth-street, Sydney.

. Dated this 21st day of July, 1887, at the Registrar-General’s Office, Sydney.
E. G. WARD,

___________________________ Registrar-General.

No. 49.
Office Memorandum.

Copy of Minute on Papers, Alienation 87-3,644, in connection with Real Property Application, No. 6,832.
Caveat.-—Tilley’s grant against dealing with this land, this Department, by letter of 15th May, 1885, to 
the Registrar-General, lodged a caveat. In the case of application No. 6,764, Real Property application, 
Messrs. Rogers and Broughton applied for certificate of title for this land among others. Tilley’s grant 
was, however, withdrawn by Messrs. Rogers and Broughton from that application, in consequence of Lamb’s 
ccweat of 15th May, 1885. Messrs. Rogers and Broughton now apply for this land (Tilley’s) in a fresh 
application, and that application has apparently passed, notwithstanding the caveat of 'this Department, of 
the 15th May, 1885, and of a repetition thereof by Lamb’s letter to Registrar-General, of 22nd June last, 
No. 87—2,250 Alienation. That letter was the outcome of an opinion of the Minister for Lands, dated 13th 
June, 1887, expressed to the effect that the caveat should not be withdrawn, and that the opinion of the 

'Attorney-General should be obtained. As regards the continuance of the caveat of 15th May, 1885, Mr. 
Secretary Garrett stated : See that it is strictly adhered to”; hence the letter to Registrar-General, of 
22nd June last. On reference to the Attorney-General, the Honorable B. R. Wise, under date 18th July, 

. ' 1887,



1887, says : “ I concur that the caveats should not be removed.” It is not clear but that the caveat <& 
15th May, 1885, has been ignored. It is suggested that, on behalf of this Department, the .Registrar- 
General do lodge a fresh caveat in this case, and also invited to cause the terms of letters.of 15th May, 
1885, and 22nd June last, to be strictly observed in the case of the other three blocks of land referred to 
therein, • •

As the caveator (the Crown in this case) is not compelled to take proceedings to establish title (or 
to defeat the applicants), Messrs. Rogers and Broughton, the applicants, should, if they think fit, take steps 
to state a case for the opinion and direction of the Supreme Court, and, in the event of them doing so, the 
Registrar-General should be requested to acquaint this Department, so that this Department may take steps 
to be represented, to express its view of the question.

' R.H.D., 16/8/87.

Submitted for approval. I think the action taken by the Registrar-General is to be much regretted, 
and he should be urged not to pursue a similar course in future, unless legally compelled to do so.—C.O.,' 
17/8/87. Approved.—T.G., 17/8/87.

No. 50.
I. E. Ives, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Argyle Bonded and Free Warehouse, Sydney, 30 September, 1887.
The Mayor of North Willoughby informs me application was made some time ago, asking that 

30 acres of land, known as Wright’s grant, might be dedicated for a public reserve.
I enclose a tracing showing the position of the land, and have visited the locality, and consider it 

would be wise to grant the request. ■ ....
I also enclose copy of a letter from Mr. Edward J. H. Knapp. Licensed Surveyor, to Mr. Ludovici, 

one of the aldermen. In this Mr. Knapp clearly traces the history of the land, and shows how it reverted 
to the Crown. -

The district is a very large one, and is daily becoming more populated. -
I have the honor to request you will give this matter your most favourable consideration.

, Yours, ifcc.,
. ---------- I. E. IYES.

Obtain report.—T.G., 30/9;87. Any trace of the application herein mentioned 1—R.H.D., 6/10/87. 
Mr. Ferris. No.—J.R.F., 6/10/87. As regards the title to this land, attention is invited to my
memorandum of 18th June, 1885, on Alienation 85-1,466, and to memorandums on Alienation 87-2,250.— 
R.H.D., 14/10/87. Submitted. .

This Department has always held that the land in question is Crown land, and it would appear that
.the claimants cannot obtain a title. Submitted that the area be dedicated as a public reserve__S F
14/11/87.

Verbal instructions to report from Minister through the Assistant Under Secretary. Report No. 
3,000 of this date herewith.—John W. Deering, 21/11/87. '

[Enclosure?^
Copy of a letter received from Mr. Alderman Ludovici, for the information of the Borough Council, North Willoughby, 

re 30 acres of land called Wright’s grant, required for a reserve for recreation for the River Ward. '
Mr. J. C. Ludovici, Swan-street, Sydney,— Wentworth Court, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 6 March, 1883;

Sir, •
Ae that portion or land, 30 acres in extent, originally granted to William Wright, on the 3rd of December, 

1794, I beg to inform you that when perusing an old field-book by my late father when he was in the year 1836 making a 
survey for Mr. Charles Nichols, I came across a memorandum to this effect, “ Wright’s 30 acres, exchanged and deed torn 
up.”

I have to report that, at your request, I have searched the records of the Surveyor-General’s Department, to ascertain 
the truth of this memorandum.

I beg to inform you that the result of my examination has been to verify the memorandum.
This will be readily perceived on perusing the descriptions hereunder, which have been copied by myself from the 

Cumberland Rerjisters in the Surveyor-General’s Department.
Cumberland Register ^o. 1, folio 41.—William Wright, 30 acres, Hunter’s Hill; granted by Francis Grose, 3.:d 

December, 1784, at a quit-rent of Is. a year, to commence the 3rd December, 1799, and to be known as Wright’s farm • 
laying and situate in Lane Cove, in the district of Hunter’s Hill. Remarks—Exchanged by William Wright with Obadiah 
Ikin for William Baker’s farm ; then sold on the 3rd August, 1797, to John Holdsworth for £3, who sells it on the 26th 
May, 1804, to Thomas Randall; he parts with it on the 17th day of October, 1805, to Edward Quinn ; and it has now been 
surrendered by William Sherwin in consideration of an 800-acre farm promised him in the Parramatta district, and not yet 
registered. Tom up by me, this loth September, 1821.—F. Goulburn. ’ J

Cumberland Register No. 1, folio 41.—William Baker, 40-acre grant, Toongabbie district of Concord, granted by F. 
Grose, 13th December, 1794, at a quit-rent of Is. a year, to commence 13th December, 1794, and to be known as Baker’s 
farm. Laying and situate in the district of Toongabbie.

William Sherwin, 1,165-acre grant, parish of St. John, granted by Rolph Darling, 25th June, 1831; quit-rent, £1 3s 
a year, to commence 30th December, 1826, being consolidation, &e., &c. ’

It so happens that I am intimately acquainted with all these grants, having recently made a survey for you adjoining 
the land formerly granted to William Wright, surveyed and subdivided for Messrs. Carter, Abigail, and others. Baker’s 
grant at Toongabbie, and laid out a number of roads and streets through Sherwin’s consolidated grant for the mayor of 

• Prospect and Sherwood, so that I personally know of the existence of Baker’s grant given in exchange for the surrender of 
William Wright’s 30 acres in question.

Seized with these facts, I have no hesitation in giving it as my professional opinion that this land is now vested in 
the Crown.

Moreover, it is a significant fact that my late father, who was in 1836 acting as surveyor to the Nichols family, did 
not consider it as a part of the estate, else he would most assuredly have subdivided it, and not excluded it from the elabo
rate survey he then made. Yours &c.

’ EDWARD J. H. KNAPP,
Licensed Surveyor.

With letter from Isaac Ellis Ives, 30/9/87.
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’ No. 61.
The Metropolitan and Coast District Surveyor Deering to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
J. E. Ives, M.P., applying that about 30 acres, known as Wright’s grant, should be dedicated for the purr 

poses of public recreation No. 3,000, 22nd November, 1887.
Department of Lands, Sydney.

1. Within one mile of the above land there is a reserve for recreation, embracing a total area of 
no less than 107 acres of very valuable land, but now dedicated to the foregoing purpose. Probably the 
applicant is unaware of this extensive and valuable reserve, and his attention might be invited thereto.

2. The land known as Wright’s being an old cancelled grant, is worth about ,£5,000 and should, I 
submit, be now surveyed into portions of about 1 acre each, and be offered forthwith at public auction. The 
distance from Milson’s Point is only about 41 miles.

JOHN W. DEEPING,
—-------- Metropolitan District Surveyor.

Submitted special. This report was called for by Minister’s instruction {vide memorandum of Mr. 
Deering, of 21st November, 1887, on 12,702).—R.H.D., 30/11/87. S.F. Inform Mr. Ives, M.P., of 
facts set out in this report. Submit plan of subdivision.—T.G., 10/12/87. Correspondence Branch. Mr. 
Ives, M.P., informed, 20/12/87. For plan of subdivision, Mr. District Surveyor Deering.—R.H.D. (for 

.Under Secretary), 21/12/87. Wright’s 30 acres cancelled grant, parish of Willoughby, county of Cumber
land. Ms. 87-14,973. Mr. Surveyor Gordon for proposed design. Show position of Pearce’s corner 
Railway.—John W. Deering, 29/12/87, No. 3,288. Mr. Surveyor Gordon. Received.—W.M.G., 
4/1/88. Design prepared and forwarded under cover of my letter, 88-4, of the 14th February, 1888.— 
W. M. Gordon,

No. 62.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Knapp to The Colonial Secretary.

Re Crown land, parish of Willoughby, North Shore.
Nos. 1, 22, and 23, Wentworth Court, Elizabeth-street, Sydney, 28 November, 1887.

Dear Sir Henry Parkes, _ '
You must pardon me again addressing you anent Crown land referred to in my letter of 15th 

August last, re which 1 have your note of 6th September, with Mr. Garrett’s memorandum of 5th of same 
month, in which he says, “that we have done, and are doing, all that can bo done to prevent the land being 
improperly alienated.”

Since receipt thereof I have learned that some of the persons named in my letter of 15th August are 
endeavouring to secure, in addition to the land therein specified, a block of 30 acres belonging to the Crown, 
once granted to William Wright, but since cancelled ; for proof of cancellation I enclose extract from Cum
berland Register in the Surveyor-General’s Office. _

Now, as it is well known in the Lands Department that the several blocks of land which I have 
named are Crown lands, and on more than one occasion attempts have been made to have them improperly 
alienated, I beg to suggest that the shortest way of putting a check on these endeavours will be for the 
Government to forthwith fence in and take possession. _ _

I feel confident if this be not done in some way or other the land will be lost from the public estate, 
this is my reason for pressing on you the necessity for prompt action. _

I know your time is fully occupied, but this matter is of such moment to your constituents I cannot 
refrain from reminding you. Yours, &c.,

° ‘ EDWARD J. H. KNAPP.

Secretary for Lands.—H.P., 28/11/87. Acknowledge, and say that I have sent on the papers to 
the Secretary for Lands.—H.P. E. J. H. Knapp, Esq., 29/11/87. The Under Secretary for Lands.
C.W., Principal Under Secretary, B.C., 29/11/87. _ _ _

Mr. M'Kern to state if the enclosed information, re King’s grant is all that can be given from his 
books, and if anything further can be gleaned from record copy in Colonial Secretary s Office. R.L.

Mr. Farnsworth,—Check the information contained in the enclosures to Mr. Knapp’s letter.— 
F.M‘K, 14/12/87. The information is correct, and is the fullest that can be obtained from the Register.— 
W.F., 14/12/87. Mr. DeLow—F.M‘K., 14/12/87. _ _

Urgent. Please attach a sketch or a lithograph showing prominently Kings grant, referred to by 
Mr. Knapp, and say if your plans will throw any light on the statement in connection with King’s 30 
acres.—R.H.D. (for Under Secretary), 30/12/87. Mr. District-Surveyor Deering. .

Wright’s grant.—J.W.D.
Action has already been taken in the matter of Wright’s 30 acres, upon papers, “ Miscellaneous, 

87-14,973.” Instructions have already been issued by me, No. 3,288, of 29th December, 1887, for the sub
division of the above land prior to offering at auction. Mr. Knapp perhaps might be so informed. John 
W. Deering, 4/1/88. The Under Secretary.

Are Wright’s and King’s grants one and the same?—R.H.D., 10/1/88. Urgent. Mr. M'Kern. 
Mr. Farnsworth.—F.M'K., 12/1/88. Urgent. No ; Wright’s grant is registered volume 1, folio 140 ; 
and King’s, volume 1, folio 141.—F.M'K, 13/1/88. Mr. De Low. . -

It seems very doubtful if they are one and the same. King’s name, however, does not appear on 
Willoughby maps—the descriptions in Register, volume 1, folios 140 and 141, seem to throw no light on 
the point.—R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), 19/1/88. Mr. Deering.

Wright’s grant and King’s grant are different,—John W. Deering, 20/1/88. Mr. De Low. 
Knapp refers to Wright’s grant, not King’s.—J.W.D., 20/1 /8S. King’s grant was cancelled, and has no 
existence.—J. W. Deering, 3/2/88. It was never supposed they were the same by me.—J. W. Deer
ing, 3/2/88.

______________ \_Enclosure.\
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' \JEnclosurei\
William \Vright s grant, 30 acres, dated 3rd December, 1704. Laying and situate in Lane Cove, in the district of 
.blunter s Hill. Remarks :--Exehanged by William Wright with Obadiah Ikin for William Baker’s farm ; then sold on 3rd 
August, 1/97, to John Holdsworth for £3, who sells it, 26th May, 1804, to Thomas Randall, he parts with it on the 17th 
October ISOo, to Edward Quinn, and it has now been surrended by William Sherwin, on consideration of an SOO-aere farm, 
promised him m the Parramatta district, and not yet registered.

Tom up by me, this 15th September, 1821.
/a ^ u , j -n F. GOULBURIL(See Cumberland Register, No. 1, folio 41.)

Extracts from Cumberland Registers in the Surveyor-General’s Office.
((T . . George Tilley’s grant; 25 acres ; dated 19th November, 1794 :—■

Laying and situate in Lane Cove in the district of Hunter’s Hill. Cancelled and a grant given at the 
Hawkesbury. Mr. M illiam Marr, proprietor, 14 May, 1822.” (See Cumberland Register, No. 1, folio 37.)

T . . . . H. Lamb’s grant ; 25 acres ; date, 19th November, 1794
folio 38 j aymg and Sltuate ln 151116 C!ove> in tlle district of Hunter’s Hill. Cancelled.” (See Cumberland Register, No. 1,

. . . Robert King’s grant; 30 acres ; date, 3rd December, 1794 :—
folio 41 j ymg an<1 Sltuate ln tlle 111116 Cove> district of Hunter’s Hill. Cancelled.” (See Cumberland Register, No. 1,

. Humphery Evans’grant; 25 acres; date, 3rd December, 1794 :—
t i rwn ^m?iand S1i;uai'e ln Lane Cove, in the district of Hunter’s Hill. Cancelled, this grant being found in the Secre- 
Rlgister NoWithfolio°41 1)611113611 t0 the Crow11. 15th August. 1804.—D. D. Mann, clerk.” (See Cumberland

No. 53.
The Under Secretary for Lands to I. E. lyes, Esq., M.P.

^lr’ . Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 December, 1887.
. , .Referring to your letter of the 30th September last, On behalf of the Borough Council of North
Willoughby, urging that certain land, known as Wright’s Grant, may be dedicated for the purposes of 
public recreation, I have the honor to inform you that within 1 mile of this land is a reserve for public 
recreation embracing a total area of no less than 107 acres of very valuable land, and in view of this the 
Secretary for Lands has approved of the area known as Wright’s Grant being subdivided, and offered for 
sale at auction. p ilave; &G)

F. H. WILSON
___________________________ (For the Under Secretary).

No. 54'.
Mr. Surveyor William Matheson Gordon to Mr. Metropolitan District Surveyor

Deering.
®lr> “ Adace Villa,” North Shore, 14 February. 1888.

In accordance with your instruction No. 87-3,288, of the 29th December, 1887, I have the 
honor to transmit herewith a tracing showing the design for subdivision in the parish of Willouvhby and 
county of Cumberland 1 ° ^

1st. The proposed design contains twenty-nine portions, varying in area from 2 roods 20 perches to 
1 acre, the whole embracing an area of 25 acres cancelled grant to W. Wright.

2nd. The roads at present laid out are all practicable. Burns’ Bay, Tambourine Bay Boads, and the 
Government Road on the north-west are formed and cleared.

3rd. An application has been made by one Broughton to bring this cancelled grant under the Real 
Property Act, under application No. 7,019.

4th. The grant consists of slightly undulating land, good soil, well timbered, suitable for orchard and 
building sites, and good road frontages. ' '

The grant is 1 mile distant from the North Shore and Pearce’s Corner railway line, now in course 
of construction, and only a quarter of a mile from the proposed branch line to Ball’s Head.

5th. Adjoining land, and much inferior, has brought from £200 to £250 per acre. '
6th. On the design tracing I have shown a local sketch, showing the relative positions of railway lines, 

Lane Cove River, and the main roads, also St. Leonards.
I have, &c.,

W. M. GORDON,
---------- Government Surveyor.

. Design submitted for approval.—John W. Deering, 6/3/88. The Under Secretary. Mr. De Low,__
I think there are former papers relating to the question of dealing with Wright’s cancelled grant. Please 
place them herewith, and state what was finally decided. Urgent.—O.O., 10/3/88. 1st. Yes; Aliena
tion 87-2,250 herewith. Please see also copy herewith of Alienation 87-3,657. 2nd. It was decided on 
Ms. 87-14,973 to have a subdivision plan of Wright’s submitted, with a view to auction sale. I have 
learnt that Mr. Broughton has applied under Real Property Appropriation, 7,019, to have titles issued to him of 
all the four blocks herein referred to.—R.H.D., 14/3/88. Mr. Broughton has fora long time endeavoured 
to obtain a title to the land, but has failed. He appears now to be making a fresh effort. Submitted as 
to whether the sale should be proceeded with.—C.O., 16/3/88. Proceed with sale.—T.G., 16/3/88.

- No. 55.
The Registrar-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.

. Application No. 6,832.—F. E. Bogers and Thomas Broughton.
_ Registrar-General’s Department, Land Titles Office, Sydney, 17 March, 1888.

Referring to my notice of the 10th August, 1887, addressed to you on the subject of the above- 
named case, I have the honor to inform you that the applicants above named have obtained an order from 
the Court that I should state my case. As the caveat lodged by me was lodged at the instigation of the

Minister
228—D
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Minister for Lands, I have the honor to inform you that the full Court did, yesterday, fix Wednesday next 
for the hearing of the cause. It will therefore be necessary that immediate instructions be given to the
Crown Solicitor in this matter. 1 havo,>

E. G. WARD,
Regis trar-General.

This refers to Tilley’s 25 acres. Statement of the Department’s views herewith. Perhaps the Crown 
Solicitor may be requested to take the necessary steps.—C.O., 20/3/88. Forwarded to the Crown 
Solicitor.—C.O., B.C., 20/3/88.

[Enclosures.']
' In the Supreme Court of New South Wales, for Friday, 23rd March, 1888.

In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the Colony °f 
South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain lands situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the county of Cumberland, m the
Colony aforesaid, under the provision of the Real Property Act. . „ . f -\T Woloa

And of the caveat lodged against the granting of the said application by the Registrar-General of New South Wales
for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony. 1Q

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9, and of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18. 
Noticeof Motion—15/3/88—Quarter-past 2 p.m.—E.G.W. JOHN H CLAYTON.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, m the Colony of New 
South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, m the county of Cumberland, in the 
Colony aforesaid, under the provision of the Real Property Act................................, „ . x _ , , ,,

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of New South Wales 
for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony. . t ,, tt- . • w io

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9, and of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18.
Take notice that an application will be made on behalf of the above-mentioned Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas 

Broughton to the Court sitting in Banco at the Court-house, King-street, Sydney, on Friday, the 16th day of .March 
instant at 10 of the clock in the forenoon, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard m that behall, lor an order 
directing the Registrar-General, the above-named caveator, to lodge in the Court, on or before a certain day, a case on his 
own behalf, stating whether he claims in his own right or under another person, together with such other particulars (it 
any) as the Court shall think fit to order.

Dated this 15th day of March, a.d., 1888. JOHN HORATIO CLAYTON

(Attorney for Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton), 
136, Pitt-street, Sydney.

Real Property Application 6,832, by F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton, for Certificate of Title for 25 acres of land at 
Willoughby, county of Cumberland, known as George Tilley s 25 acres.

Statement of claim to the land put forth by the Crown.
1st. That the Crown grant of the 19th November, 1794, was cancelled by (and with the consent mferentially of) the 

grantee. The Deed Register, Cumberland Register, volume No. 1, folio 37, containing an entry, ‘ Cancelled, and a new 
grant given at the Hawkesbury.”

That the entry above named bears evidence of its ancient character.
That the copy at the Registrar-General’s Office contains a similar endorsement.
That a grant did issue to George Tilley, for land at Mulgrave Place, near Windsor. The gjant bears date, 10th 

May, 1798, and the land is called Tilley Farm, and was described as being bounded on the north side by Koss, and on tne
south s^ide ^ j>egister of pjee(js ^ Lands Department shows that the deed of 10th May, 1798, of land at Mulgrave

Place, was delivered to George Tilley in the presence of N. M‘Kellar and C. Grimes. ,
That there is no evidence put forth by the applicant that the recognized and authorized forms ot revesting the land 

in the Crown, as would have been required in England at the time (1794-1798) were demanded in this Colony at that time, 
and that viewing the then circumstances of the Colony, the custom then prevailing, as shown m several other cases, ot 
exchanging lands with the Crown by simply delivering up to the Governor the grant and receiving a fresh one, was then 
held to be sufficient and efifective, and that the entries of ‘‘cancellation” of grant m the early Registers, with similar 
endorsements on copy of grant, disclosing evidence of their ancient character, were held to be sufficient for years aiter, and
were not called in question until recent years. • j- x v. a__

2nd. That the applicants and those through whom they are alleged to derive have not been m undistiirbed possession 
for a number of years ; that the right of any person to deal with the land has always been disputed by “J® aniTia*
never recognized when, many years ago (prior to 1840), efforts were made to consolidate what was called the (*ore Dili 
Estate and later known as the “ Artamon ” Estate. _ , x r xi_ ■ >i j

That even if applicants had been in undisturbed possession for sixty years, the right of the Crown to the land is not 
barred thereby, as the Supreme Court, it is thought, has not yet given a decision that the “ Nullum lempus Act,
9 George III, chaper 16, is in force here. x » i_ x • i v r 4-w

3rd. That applicants have not tendered any evidence that the grant has been lost, but simply believe that is 
because it is not in their possession. They do not tender any evidence that the grant has been seen or heard of sllJce I79o. 
That from similar cases now before the Department it is.held the Crown grant was torn up at the time by the authority ot 
the then Governor, a practice then followed. ' CHARLES OLIVER, 20/3/88.

No. 56.
Applicant’s Case.

In the Supreme Court of New South "Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, m the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish ot Wiliougnby, 
in the county of Cumberland, in the Colony aforesaid under the provisions of _ the Real Property Act ; and 
of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General ot New South 
Wales for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9, and of the Amending Act, 41
Victoria, No. 18.

Copy, applicant’s case
J. H. CLAYTON.

By
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By His Excellency Francis Grose, Esquire, Lieutenant-Governor in and over His Majesty’s Territory of
New South Wales and its Dependencies, &c., &c., &c.

Whereas full power and authority for granting lands in the territory of New South Wales, to such persons 
as may be desirous of becoming settlers therein, is vested in His Majesty’s Captain-General and Governor- 
in-Chief (or, in his absence, the Lieutenant-Governor for the time being), in and over the said territory and 
its dependencies, by His Majesty’s instructions under the Royal Sign Manuel, bearing date respectively the 
twenty-fifth day of April, one thousand seven hundred and eighty-seven, and the twentieth day of August, 
one thousand seven hundred and eighty-nine. In pursuance of the power and authority vested in me as 
aforesaid, I do by these presents give and grant unto George Tilley, his heirs and assigns, to have and to 
hold for ever, twenty-five acres of land, to be known by the name of Tilley Farm, lying and situate in Lane 
Cove, in the district of Hunter’s Hill, the said twenty-five acres of land to be had and held by him the said 
George Tilley, his heirs and assigns, free from all fees, taxes, quit-rents, and other acknowledgments, for the 
space of five years from the date of these presents, provided that the said George Tilley, his heirs, or assigns 
shall reside within the same and proceed to the improvement and cultivation thereof. Such timber as may 
be growing, or to grow hereafter, upon the said land, which may be deemed fit for naval purposes, to be 
reserved for the use of the Crown, and paying an annual quit-rent of one shilling, after the expiration of 
the term or time of five years before mentioned. In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and 
the seal of the Territory, at Sydney, in the Territory of New South Wales, this nineteenth day of 
November, in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-four.
Signed and sealed in our presence,— FRANCIS GROSE.

T. Foveaux.
Thomas Rowley.
Edward Laing.

Cancelled, and a new grant given at the Hawkesbury. '
Registered in the Secretary’s office.—David Collins, Secretary to the Governor.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the Colony aforesaid, under the provisions of the Real Property Act.

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application, lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands, of the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18.
Case stated on behalf of the above-named applicants, under the provisions of Act 41 Victoria, 

No. 18, section 4 :—
1. Francis Edward'Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both above named, claimed to be the absolute 

owners in fee simple of all that parcel of land situate, lying, and being in the parish of Willoughby, county 
of Cumberland, Colony of New South Wales, containing 25 acres 2 roods 23|- perches.

2. The said lands were originally granted to one George Tilley and his heirs, by deed of grant, dated 
the nineteenth day of November, one thousand seven hundred and ninety-four, by His Honor Francis 
Grose, Esq., Lieutenant-Governor in and over His Majesty’s Territory of New South Wales and its 
Dependencies.

3. The said grant has been lost, but an alleged entry or copy thereof has been found in the office of 
the Registrar-General, and a true copy of such entry or copy, with the interlineations, erasures, and correc
tions now appearing thereon is hereunto annexed and marked “A.”

4. The said lands, which were always known as “ Tilley’s Farm,” subsequently became invested in 
one William Gore (who was in possession thereof, in connection with other adjacent lands, prior to the year- 
one thousand eight hundred and fifteen), and they have remained in the continuous and undisturbed 
possession of the said William Gore, and those claiming by, through and under him, up to the present time, 
that is to say, for upwards of sixty years, and now by virtue of divers mesne assignments, the said lands 
have passed to, and become vested in the said applicants, for an estate in fee simple in possession.

5. The said applicants duly applied to bring the said lands under the provisions of the Real Property 
Act, and to be registered as proprietors thereof, in fee simple, and their title thereto was duly passed by the 
Examiners appointed in that behalf, but on the nineteenth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and

• eighty seven, a caveat was entered by the Registrar-General of New South Wales, for and on behalf of the 
Under Secretary for Lands, claiming estate or interest, as per an annexed memorandum attached to the said 
caveat.

6. The Registrar-General does not dispute the title of the applicants on any other grounds, but those 
appearing on the face of the said entry or copy grant, but contends that the said lands have never passed 
from the Grown, or have reverted to the Crown, and that in either case the applicants can have no title as 
against the Crown. •

. 7. The applicants contend that in the absence of any evidence of a cancellation by the proper
authority, and of any surrender and other authorized and recognized mode of revocation, the lands cannot 
be held to have reverted to the Crown, but must be taken to have passed from the Crown to the said George 
Tilley, by the issue of the grant, and that the Crown cannot now claim any estate or interest therein.

8. The applicants further contend that as against a possessory title of upwards of sixty years, the 
Crown cannot be heard to claim any estate or interest in the said lands.

9. The said caveator has taken no other step in connection with the said application or caveat up to 
the present time, and the applicants are therefore desirous of obtaining under the provisions of the Act 41 
Victoria No. 18, Section 4, the opinion and direction of this Honorable Court in the above matter as to the 
proceedings to be taken herein, in order that the dispute between the applicants and the said caveator may 
be decided.^-Dated this fifteenth day of March, a.d. 1888.

JOHN HORATIO CLAYTON
(Attorney for Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton),

136, Pitt-street, Sydney.
' ~ No. 57.
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' No. 57. ’ ’
Rule of Court.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales,
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in. 
the Colony of New South Wales, to bring certain lands, situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the county 
of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Real Property Act.

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18. '
Rule of Court.

______________ JOHN H. CLAYTON.
In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.

In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain lands situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Real Property Act.

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New' South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands in the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria No. 9. _
And of the amending Act, 41 Victoria No. 18, Friday, the 16th day of March, in the year of our 

Lord, 1888. _
Upon reading the case filed by the applicants, the above-named Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas 

Broughton, and upon hearing Mr. Charles J. Manning, of counsel for the said applicants, it is ordered 
that the caveator, the Registrar-General of New South Wales, do lodge in the Court on Wednesday, the 
21st day of March instant, a case on his own behalf, stating whether he claims in his own right, or under 
another person’s, and it is further ordered that the issue as to any fact or facts (if any) shall be settled by 
a Judge in Chambers. By the Court,

for the Prothonotary,
C. R. WALSH,

Chief Clerk.

.• No. 58.
Instructions to prepare case on belialf of Registrar-General.

In the matter of the application No. 6,832, F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton. This is an application 
to bring a grant to a man named Tilley under the Real Property Act. '

Some months ago a caveat was entered against this application by the Registrar-General, at tho 
request of the Department of Lands. _

The Court has fixed to-morrow (Wednesday), 21st instant, for the Registrar-General to state a case.. 
As instructions for the case so to be stated, the minute sent herewith has been forwarded late this

afternoon. .
Will Mr. Pring please say if he can prepare a draft case to file in time to-morrow, making use ot as 

much of the minute now forwarded as he may consider available for that purpose.

In the matter of the application of F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton.
Instructions to prepare draft case. Mr. Pring, two guineas. See within fold.—R.W.P.—Williams,

Crown Solicitor.
I have drafted the case on behalf of the Registrar-General; but in my opinion there are no grounds for the 
caveat lodged by him. According to his case, there actually was a grant issued to Tilley, so that unless 
proper means have been taken to revest the land in the Crown, the Croivn has no title thereto. The 
alleged custom appears to me to be of no avail, for, in my opinion, the only mode in which the estate could 
legally revest in the Crown would be by a surrender by Tilly, or his representatives, to the Crown. This 
was never done, and hence, in my opinion, the estate is in those who now claim through Tilley.

No. 59.
Notice of Motion.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Real Property Act- 

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary of Lands for the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18.
Notice of Motion.

John Williams, Esq., .
Crown Solicitor. --------- JOHN H. CLAYTON.

Received, 3’30 p.m.—J.H.C., 22,3/88.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of tho Real Property Act, 

J And
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And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18.
Take notice that application will be made to this Honorable Court sitting in Banco at tho Supreme 

Court-house, King-street, in the city of Sydney, on Friday, the 23rd day of March instant, at 10 of the 
clock in the forenoon, or so soon thereafter as counsel can be heard in this behalf to decide the above- 
mentioned matter, upon the cases stated by the said Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, and 
by the said Registrar-General, or to direct an issue or issues to be tried by Jury as to any fact or facts 
which appear upon the said cases.

Dated this 23rd day of March, a.d. 1888.
JOHN HORATIO CLAYTON

(Attorney for the said Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton)
136, Pitt-street, Sydney.

No. 60.
Brief for llegistrar-General.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application No. 6,832 of F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton, to have certain land 
situate at Willoughby, in the county of Cumberland, brought under the provisions of the Real Property Act. 

And in the matter of the said Act.
Brief for the Registrar-General—Mi-. Pring, five guineas—24th March, 1888. Court Darley, 

Chief Justice ; Owen and Foster, Puisne Judges.—Ordered that the caveat be taken off the file.
J. Williams, Crown Solicitor. R.W.P.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application No. 6,832, of F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton to have certain land, situate 
at Willoughby, in the County of Cumberland, brought under the provisione of the Real Property Act.

And in the matter of the said Act.
Brief for the Registrar-General.

Statement of case by the Registrar-General :— _
1. After the execution of the alleged grant of the said land to the said George Tilley, the said grant 

was, by and with the consent of the said George Tilley, cancelled, and in consideration of such consent and 
cancellation, and by way of exchange for the said land a grant was issued to the said George Tilley, dated 
the 10th day of May, a.d. 1798, of 25 acres of land, situate near Windsor, in the county of Cumberland. 
At the time of the cancellation aforesaid it was a well recognized custom, as between the Crown and the 
grantees therefrom, in the Colony of New South Wales, that"lands originally granted by the Crown should 
be deemed to revest in the Crown on the delivery up to the Crown by the grantee on the cancellation 
thereof and the acceptance by him of a grant of other lands by way of exchange, and this custom was acted 
■upon in the case of the said George Tilley and in several other cases.

2. Neither the applicants nor any person through whom they claim have been in undisturbed posses
sion of the said land, but the Crown has always disputed and never recognized the right of any private 
individual to the said land.

3. The said applicants have not furnished the Registrar-General with sutficient or any proof of the 
loss of the said alleged grant.

E. GRANT WARD,
--------------------- Registrar-General.

Darley, Chief Justice,—Question whether there are any issues for Jury. Admitted that grant issued, 
but counsel contended that there might be a surrender by operation of law. I am not aware of any law of 
that kind, and counsel admits that he can find no authority. That being so, there is an end to the case. 
The grant avails until there has been a surrender by deed. But the second point is also fatal. There is 
only one way to dispute possession, and that is by taking some step to dispossess the person. I think the 
case presents no issue for Jury.

Owen, Judge.—Entirely concur. (Grant was in existence for four years.) Only evidence of revesting 
to the word “ cancelled ; that is not sufficient. There is one well recognized mode of revesting which has 
not been followed. As to the possession, the Crown really admits that, but says it has always disputed that 
possession, which is not enough.

Foster, Judge.—I concur. '

No. 61.
Buie of the Court.

In the Supreme Court of New South Wales. .
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Real Property Act.

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony.

■ And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No. 18.—Rule of Court.

JOHN H. CLAYTON.
John Williams, Esq., Crown Solicitor. 

- Received, 27/3/88.—J.H.C.
In
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In the Supreme Court of New South Wales.
In the matter of the application of Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, both of Sydney, in the 
Colony of New South Wales, gentlemen, to bring certain land situate in the parish of Willoughby, in the 
county of Cumberland, and the Colony of New South Wales, under the provisions of the Real Property Act.

And of the caveat against the granting of the said application lodged by the Registrar-General of 
New South Wales, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands of the said Colony.

And in the matter of the Real Property Act, 26 Victoria, No. 9.
And of the Amending Act, 41 Victoria, No 18.

Saturday, the 24th day of March, in the year of our Lord 1888.
Upon reading the statement of case filed herein by the above-named Francis Edward Rogers and 

Thomas Broughton, and the statement of case filed by Registrar-General of New South Wales, and upon 
hearing Mr. C. J. Manning of counsel for the said Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton, and 
Mr. Pring of counsel for the said Registrar-General, it is ordered that the caveat lodged by the Registrar- 
General, for and on behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands for the said Colony against the granting of the 
application of the said Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton to bring certain land situate in the 
parish of Willoughby, in the county of Cumberland, in the Colony of New South Wales, and known as 
“ Tilley’s Grant,” be removed. By the Court,

(l.s.) FREDERICK CHAPMAN,
. Prothonotary.

No. 02.
Extract from Daily Telegraph of 26th March, 1888.

. Supreme Court, Saturday, March 24th.
In Banco—(Before the Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Owen, and Mr. Justice Foster.)

In re Rogers and Broughton.
» In the matter of the application of F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton to have certain land at Willoughby,

County of Cumberland, brought under the provisions of the Real Property Act. Mr. C. J. Manning 
appeared for the applicants, and Mr. Pring ajvpeared for the Registrar-General, who had lodged a caveat on 

, behalf of the Under Secretary for Lands.
The applicant’s case set forth that in 1794, Lieutenant-Governor Francis Grose granted to George 

Tilley the land in question, consisting of 25 acres, and that the land subsequently became vested in William 
Gore, sometime prior to 1815, and had since then remained in his possession, or in that of those claiming 
under him, including the present applicants, up to the present time, and that that possession had never been 
disputed until now—a period of upwards of sixty years. The Registrar-General did not dispute their title 
on any other grounds, but that the land had either never passed from the Crown or had reverted to the 
Crown, but they contended that in the absence of any evidence of cancellation by the proper authority and 
of any surrender or other authorized and recognized mode of revocation the land could not be held to have 
reverted to the Crown, but must be taken to have passed from the Crown to Tilley by the issue of the grant, 
and that the Crown could not now claim any estate or interest therein, and further, that against a possessory 
title of upwards of sixty years, the Crown could not be heard to claim any estate or interest in the land in 
question. The Registrar-General in his case set forth that after the issue of the alleged grant it was by 
consent of Tilley cancelled, and that in consideration of such consent and cancellation, and by way of 
exchange for the land, a grant was issued to Tilley, dated May 10th, 1798, of 25 acres of land near Windsor, 
that at that time it was a well recognized custom as betweeiy the Crown and the grantees therefrom. In 
this Colony the lands originally granted by the Crown should be deemed to revest in the Crown on the 
delivery up to the Crown of the grant by the grantee, and tb,e acceptance by him of a grant of other land 
by way of exchange, and that this custom was acted upon in the case of Tilley, and in some other cases, and 

% that the Crown had always disputed and never recognized the right of any private individual to the land
now in question. The office copy of Tilley’s grant to this land bore across it the word “ cancelled.”

The Chief Justice, in giving judgment, said the first matter the Court had to determine was, whether 
the case filed by the Registrar-General raised any issues for determination by a Jury, if not, the Court was 
to make such order as they, saw fit. There were two titles in point of fact on which the applicants were 
entitled to rely. First, the original grant they said was issued, and counsel for the Crown now admitted 
that the grant had issued, but counsel for the Crown contended that the relationship of the grantee had 
been really that of tenant of the Crown, and that he had by word of mouth surrendered his interest in the 
land in question to the Crown. He was not aware of any such propositions as that having ever before 
been stated, nor could he call to mind anything of the sort appearing in any book on real property relating 
to grants from the Crown which he had ever read, and counsel for the Crown admitted that he was not 
able to find either in any text book on the subject, or in any authority, that such a proposition could be 
maintained. In other words, that, when once the Crown had issued a grant to a subject, the subject could 
revest the land in the Crown by simply declining to take the grant, or having taken it for four, five, or six 

_ years, could revest it in the Crown by simply saying, “ I don’t desire to hold this any longer.” He did not
think that that could be maintained, or any authority found in support of it. That being so, there seemed 
to him to be an end to this case. A grant was in existence, until it was revoked, or until it was 
surrendered by deed to the Crown, and nothing of that sort appeared here. But there was also a second 
point which appeared to him to be fatal to the claim of the Registrar-General. It was admitted that the 
applicants, and those under whom they claimed, had been in possession ever since prior to 1815. As 
against that, the Registrar-General said that the possession of the land had been disputed. But there was 
only one way in which to dispute a person’s possession of land, and that was to take some steps to terminate 
it. Nothing of that sort had been clone. The mere fact that in some office in Sydney connected with the 
Lands Department, some officer of the Department constantly said to himself, or to some other officers of 
the Department, “We dispute certain persons’ possession of such and such land,” could have no effect. 
Under all those circumstances he thought that this case raised no issues to be tried before a Jury, and also 
raised no point of law that the Court could determine in the Registrar-General’s favour ; but, that, on the 
other hand, the applicants had made out a sufficient case to bring this land under the Act.

Mr. Justice Owen and Mr. Justice Foster both concurred, and the caveat was directed to be taken 
off’ the file.

No. 63.
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No. 63. r
' Extract from Sydney Morning Herald of 26th March, 1888.

In re F. E. Rogers and Thomas Broughton and the Real Property Act. .
Mr. C. J. Manning, instructed by Mr. J. H. Clayton, appeared for the applicants; and Mr. Pring, 
instructed by the Crown Solicitor, on behalf of the Registrar-General.

Mr. Manning explained that the applicants desired to bring certain land under the Real Property 
Act, but the Registrar-General, on behalf of the Minister for Lands, had lodged a caveat. The question 
whether there were any facts to go to a Jury would have to be settled. If there were not then the Court 
would be in a position to decide the matter. Francis Edward Rogers and Thomas Broughton claimed to be 
the absolute owners in fee simple of 25 acres 2 roods 23|- perches, situated in- the parish of Willoughby. 
The land was originally granted as far back as November, 1794, to one George Tilley by His Excellency 
Francis Grose, then Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony, and was described in the grant as Tilley’s Farm, 
situated in Lane Cove. The grant has been lost, but an alleged entry or copy has been found in the office 
of the Registrar-General. The land, which was always known as Tilley’s Farm, subsequently became vested 
in one William Gore, who was in possession thereof in connection with other adjacent lands, prior to the 
year 1815, and it has remained in the continuous and undisturbed possession of William Gore, and those 
claiming through him, up to the present time, representing a period of upwards of sixty years, and has now 
become vested in the applicants. When the applicants sought to bring the land under the provisions of the 
Real Property Act, the title was duly passed by the Examiners, but, on the 19th August last, the Registrar- 
General lodged a caveat, on behalf of the Minister for Lands, alleging that the land had never passed from 
the Crown, or that it had reverted to the Crown. According to the caveator’s statement it appears that 
after the execution of the grant to George Tilley, it was, by and with the consent of the grantee, cancelled, 
and in consideration of such consent and cancellation, and by way of exchange, a grant was issued to George 
Tilley, dated 10th May, 1798, of 25 acres of land situated near Windsor. At the time of the cancellation 
it was a well-recognized custom as between the Crown and the grantees that land originally granted by 
the Crown should be deemed to revert to the Crown on the delivery up of the grant by the grantee on 
cancellation and the acceptance by him of a grant of other lands by way of exchange, and this custom was 
acted upon in the case of George Tilley and others. The Registrar-General also affirms that neither the 
applicants nor any person through whom they claim have been in undisturbed possession of the land, but 
the Crown has always disputed and never recognized the right of any private individual to the land. The 
only record which had apparently been made of the exchange of land was the entry appearing at the foot of 
the copy of Tilley’s original grant—“ Cancelled, and a new grant given at the Hawkesbury.”

The applicants now contended that, in the absence of any evidence of a cancellation by the proper 
authority of any surrender 'and other authorized and' regular mode of revocation, the land could not be 
held to have reverted to the Crown, but must be taken to have passed from the Crown to George Tilley by 
the issue of the grant, and that the Crown could not now claim any estate or interest therein, especially as 
applicants could prove a possessory title of upwards of sixty years. .

After hearing argument,—The Chief Justice said, the matter for the Court to determine was, 
whether there was any issues raised for the determination of a Jury on the cases filed. If there were no 
issues to be raised, it was then for the Court to make such order as they might think fit. There were two 
titles in point of fact upon which the applicants were entitled to rely. The first was the original grant 
which had been issued, and it was admitted by counsel for the Crown that the grant did issue, but the 
learned counsel contended that the relation of the grantee was really that of a tenant of the Crown, and 
that he could at any time by word of mouth have conveyed back his interest to the Crown. He (the Chief 
Justice) was not aware that any such proposition as that had ever before been stated, nor could he call to 
mind anything of this sort appearing in any book on real property that he had ever read, relating to grants 
from the^Crown, and the counsel for the Crown admitted that he was not able to find any precedent in any 
text-books upon the subject, or any authority that such a proposition could be maintained; in other words, 
that when once a Crown grant was issued from the Crown to a subject, the subject could revest the land in 
the Crown again by simply declining to take the grant, or having taken it for several years to revest it in 
the Crown by simply saying, “I do not desire to hold this any longer.” He did not think that such a 
proposition could be maintained, or that any authority could be found in support of it. That being so, it 
seemed to him to be an end of the case. The grant was in existance until it was revoked, or surrendered 
by deed to the Crown, but nothing of that sort appeared to have occurred here. There was another point 
which seemed to him to be fatal to the claim of the Registrar-General. It was admitted that the applicants, 
or those through whom they claimed, had been in possession since prior to 1815. As against that, the 
Registrar-General said that the possession of the land had been disputed, but there was only one way in 
'which to dispute a person’s right of possession to land, and that was by taking some step to terminate his 
possession. Nothing of that sort had been done here, and for some officer connected with the Lands 
Department, merely to be constantly saying to himself or other officers,—“We dispute the possession of 
certain persons to such and such land,” could have no effect. Under these circumstances he thought tho 
case raised no issue to try before a Jury, and raised no point of law which the Court could determine in the 
Registrar-General’s favour, but that on the other hand the applicants had made out a sufficient case to 
entitle them to bring the land under the Real Property Act. •

Mr. Justice Owen and Mr. Justice Foster concurred.
The decision was, therefore, that there were no issues for a Jury, and the Registrar-General was 

ordered to take his caveat off the file.

No. 64.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands.

. Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 3 April, 1888-
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the caveat you caused to be entered 

in the Registrar-General’s Office against a certificate of title being granted to F. E. Rogers and T. Broughton,, 
which would include 25 acres of land situate in the parish of Willoughby, county of Cumberland, known as 
Tilley’s grant. • The
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The caveat in the case was entered by the Registrar-General in his own name upon request from your 
department to him.

Upon the Registrar-General being called upon to state a case in support of his claim, in order that 
it might be determined by the Court whether there was any issue that could be left to a J ury to determine, 
a gentleman from your department called upon me with reference to the preparation of the case to be 
submitted to the Court, and I informed him that I thought the caveat could not be supported, but that as it 
was thought to be desirable that the question as to whether an entry in the books of the department that 
a grant had been cancelled, could be taken as any evidence of the fact, I would have a case prepared by 
counsel and filed, and I delivered a brief to counsel to appear on behalf of the Government.

The matter came on for hearing on Saturday, 24-th March last, when the Court unanimously ordered 
the caveat to be removed.

You will understand from this that, the certificate of title about to be issued to Messrs. Rogers and 
Broughton will include the land known as Tilley’s grant.

Your department will of course have to pay the costs occasioned by the caveat having been entered 
and of obtaining its removal. I have, &c.,

JOHN WILLIAMS,
Crown Solicitor.

[Three plans.]

>

[2«. 6<*.]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1££9
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(CORRESPONDENCE, &c., IN CONNECTION WITH MRS. ANN ROUSE’S CONDITIONAL PURCHASE, 

■ PARISH OP KAHIBAH.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 September, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by tlie Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 9th August, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

'• Copies of all papers, letters, minutes, evidence, and other correspondence 
“ in connection with Mrs. Ann Rouse’s conditional purchase, parish of 
“ Kahibah, in the county of Northumberland.”

(Mr. Creer.J

No. 1. '
Application by Ann Rouse.

_ C. [Alienation Act, sections 13, 14, and 19.]
District of Newcastle. No. 3 of 1871.
Application by Ann Rouse for tbe conditional purchase, without competition, of 80 acres of unimproved

Crown Land.
Received by me, with a deposit of £20, this 20th day of July, 1871, at 11 o.clock,—

’ HEN. BAKER,
■ Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Newcastle. 

Sir, Newcastle, 20 July, 1871.
I am desirous of purchasing, without competition, under the Crown Lands Alienation Act 

of 1861, the portion of unimproved Crown Land hereunder described, containing 80 acres ; and I herewith 
tender the sum of £20, being a deposit at the rate of 5s. per acre on the area for which I apply.

I am, &c.,
ANN ROUSE,

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Newcastle. Newcastle.
Description. .

County of Northumberland, parish of .Kahibah, 80 acres : Starting at Quin’s south-west corner, 
running 40 chains south, 20 chains west, 40 chains north, 20 chains back to point of starting.

Lapsed—Gazette, 29th January, 1875. Eorfeited—Gazette, 3rd Eebruary, 1375.

' No. 2.
Mr. H. Rouse to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 29 July, 1874.
On the 20th day of July, 1871, my mother, Mrs. Ann Rouse, of Red Head, near Newcastle, 

selected a piece of land, adjoining her own freehold property, of 80 acres, under (as she thought) ■ the 
22nd section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, and has made improvements thereon to the value of 
not less than £100. She now finds that the said land was applied for under another section of the Act.

She now therefore and hereby requests permission to amend her application for the said land, so 
as to fulfil the requirements under the aforesaid 22nd section of the said Act.

I have, &c.,
H. ROUSE,

. . ---------- Agent for the said Ann Rouse.
694—A The
[870 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £13 8s. 3d.]
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The Minister for Lands decided this morning that the purchase should be declared lapsed, as 
Mrs. Bouse cannot make the declaration required by the Act in consequence of her not having resided 
on the land.—30/7/74. A. Bouse, 5 August, 1874.

No. 3.

80 acres—Ann 
Rouse, 20 July, 
187!. New
castle.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mrs. A. Rouse.
' Madam, Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 August, 1874.

With reference to your letter of the 29th ultimo, respecting the conditional purchase noted 
in the margin, and requesting that the section thereof may be altered from the 13th to the 22nd, I am 
directed to inform you that the Minister for Lands has decided that the purchase in question must be 
declared lapsed, as Mrs. Bouse cannot make the declaration required by the Crown Lands Alienation 
Act, in consequence of her not having resided on the land.

I have, &c.,
• W. W. STEPHEN.

No. 4.
Mr. H. Rouse to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 24 November, 1874.
. My molher, Mrs. Ann Bouse, selected at Bed Head, parish of Kahibah, near Newcastle, on

the 21st July, 1871, 80 acres of land, under the 13th clause, and not having complied with the land 
regulations the same land by the Act will be declared forfeited. As agent for Mrs. A. Bouse I hope the 
land will be declared forfeited as soon as convenient to the Government. •

I have, &c., '
HENBT BOUSE,

■—■------- Agent for Ann Bouse.
Should be included in next forfeited list.—W.B., 22/12/74. Approved, 22 December.

No. 5.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Stuart to The Surveyor-General.

Sir, Camp, Teralba, 26 June, 1875.
I do myself the honor to transmit to you a plan of Ann Bouse’s 80-acre A.C.P., No. 121. 

Though now within the Newcastle water reserve, 1 presume that at the date of application, and 
from the number of surveyors’ hands it has been through, it was then unobjectionable. I have therefore 
measured it subject to your approval.- '

The improvements, consisting of hut and fencing, I value at £46.
I have, &c.,

CLARENDON STUART,
Licensed Surveyor.

P.S.—The applicant is resident.—C.S. .

Ask Mr. L.-S. Stuart why he left the road, &c.; also, why he stated on plan that the portion was 
applied for under the 21st clause.—J.H.C., 19 August, 1875. Dealt with in charting branch. The 
conditional purchase is within water reserve, notified 1st January, 1867, and also now within the 
population reserve around Newcastle.—J.H.C. Call the portion No. 221, and inform Mr. L.-S. Stuart
to that effect.—H.C. ,

D.-S.-General,—Mr. L.-S. Stuart draws attention to the fact of the portion being measured within 
water reserve, notified 1st January, 1867, but he has overlooked the fact of its being also within population 
reserve around Newcastle.—J.H.C., 21 September. Shall he be paid for survey ?

Conditional purchase application is noted forfeited. Papers may be placed at records after the
D.-S.-General has seen my memo, of to-day’s: date.—J.H.C., 21 September, 1875. Measurement 
should be paid for, as the application was made before the extension of the population boundary.—-R.D.F., 
5 October, 1875. Papers may be placed away, as the portion, although measured, will not be offered 
at auction sale.—J.H.C., 5 October, 1875.

No. 6.
Mr. H. Rouse to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Newcastle, 11 August, 1875.
I have received your letter of the 5th, in answer. I am sorry the Minister could not allow the 

alteration to be made, inasmuch as all the money had been duly paid. -I suppose the deposit will have to 
be forfeited. The balance (£61) I hope will be returned at your earliest convenience, and placed to tlie 
credit of Ann Bouse or myself in the Bank of New South Wales, Newcastle. .

By so doing you will oblige. I am, &c., ' "
H. BOUSE, .

Agent for Ann Bouse."

'

No. 7.
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; ' ' No. 7.
H. J. Withers & Co. to The Under Secretary for Lands.

■ Sir, Exchange Corner, Sydney, 19 August, 1875.
On belialf of Ann Rouse we have the honor to request that you will grant a refund of deposit 

paid by our client on the conditional purchase noted in margin. This land was taken up in 1871, but 21™ Juiy9ej8n 
was not surveyed until the latter end of last year. at Newcastle. 1

We have, &c., ' •
------------ HENRY J. WITHERS & CO.

The refund in this case should not be allowed, survey having been made on the 12th Eebruary,
1875, and the application for return of the deposit money, dated 19th of August, 1875. The application 
has also been lapsed and forfeited, in consequence of non-residence by applicant. Messrs. Withers & Co. 
should be apprised.—16/12/75. ’ '

■ No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Lands to H. J. Withers & Co.

Gentlemen, Department of Lands, 28 January, 1876.
' Referring to your letter of the 19th August last, on behalf of Ann Rouse, applying for refund 

of deposit paid on her selection mentioned in the margin, on the grounds of non-survey within twelve ^^ore^New- 
months, I am directed to inform you that the refund cannot be granted, as the application was not made castle, 20 July, 
until after the survey of the land had taken place. 1871‘

I am also to inform you that your client’s purchase ivas declared forfeited by notice in the Govern
ment Gazette of 5th Eebruary last. I have, &c.,

W. W. STEPHEN.

. No. 9.
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser.

(C.P. No. 75-1.) ^ D. [Alienation Act.]
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser under the 18th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 

' ' (25 Vic. No. 1.)
3, John Wood, of Newcastle, wine merchant, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am one of the 
trustees and executors of Ann Rouse, who died the lawful owner, by conditional purchase, under the 
22nd section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, of the land hereunder described, and that 
improvements, consisting of house, fencing, and orchard, and to the value of £500, have been made on the 
original selection adjoining (see 39 Vic. No. 13/8/22). The said Ann Rouse died on 17th of March last. 
•A-nd.I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the 
provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled 
“ An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in various departments 
of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof and for the 
suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”
Taken and declared, at Newcastle, this 6th ) JOHN WOOD,

day of May, 1878, before me,— j
Alex. Ltjmrdaine, Commissioner for Affidavits.

■ Description.
County of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah, 80 acres, at Red Head, being conditional purchase 

No. 1 of 1875, in the district of Newcastle, made on the 4th Eebruary, 1875.

' [Enclosure^]
C.P. No. 75/1, L.A. No. Applicant, Ann Rouse (widow) ; land district, Newcastle ; date, 4th February; time, 10'15; area,

80 acres; section 22.
■ Description. .

80 acres, portion 221, in parish of Kahibah, county of Northumberland, parish of Kahibah : Starting at Quin’s south
west. corner, running 40 chains south, 20 chains west, 40 chains north, and 20 chains back to the starting point, and which 
adjoins my freehold of 40 acres on the west. •

Action taken :—Declared void. {Vide 78-48,352 C.S.)

Eor particulars of applicant’s freehold.—H.E.W., 27 September, 1878. Con. Sales Bch. Can
not trace any freehold by Ann Rouse, Land Agent at Newcastle maybe able to give particulars'.—• 
H.E, W., 16 November, -1878. Con. Sales Bch. The Land Agent at Newcastle will please give the above 
particulars.—C. E. Neate (for the Chief Commissioner), Department of Lands, B.C., 27 November, 1878.

. No. 10.
Office Memorandum.

The freehold of A_nn Rouse, widow (deceased), referred to in annexed paper, is portion 21, in the parish 
of Kahibah, in county of Northumberland (within police district of Newcastle). This portion 40 acres 
was originally conditionally purchased by one Lydia Packer Priest (described in the C.P. Register at this 
office as the wife of a settler), on the 27th August, 1863, and under section 13 of 25 Vic. No. 1, and 
alienated to Ann Rouse aforesaid (entered in error by late L.A. as Henry Rouse, a son of said Ann * Entered in 
Rouse), then a widow, on 23rd October, 1866, who, bypaymentof the balance of purchase money thereon, L^nd Agentas 
rendered it a freehold*, and who, in virtue thereof, and consequently under section 22t of aforesaid Act Henry Rouse (a

___3 i.1__ . 02% _______ __ <v . -i 1 ♦ -1-1 __ * Rnn nf Qfl.iri Annselected the 80. acres referred to in the amended paper,—a prior selection by her of same area,
identical therewith, having been cancelled, &c. (See Government Gazette in 75/30.)
C.L.O., Newcastle, 29 November, 1878. ALEX. LHMSDAINE,

... - ---------- C.L.A.

, son of said Ann 
and. Rouse.)

it

t Entered in 
error by late 
Land Agent as 
section 13.

/
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District, New
castle ; name, 
Ann Rouse ; 
date of selection, 
4th February, 
1875; area, SO 
acr^s.

It is recommended that C.P., application 75/1, Newcastle, be declared void, as the land applied for 
is situated within Newcastle population reserve, and also water reserve, notified 1st January, 1867. 
Eobt. D. Eitzuekald (for Surveyor-General), 20 January, 1879. O.S, Eocords.

For Cancellation.—A.O.M., 31/1/79. Applicant will refund order. Agent and Treasury 
informed. Eefund of deposit and interest, 6 February, 1879.

. No. 11.
The Chief Commissioner to The Land Agent at Newcastle.

gir Department of Lands, Sydney, 6 February, 1879.
’ I desire to inform you that the application of Ann House, on the 4th February, 1875, for the 

conditional purchase of 80 acres of land, is void,- as the land applied for is situated within Newcastle
population reserve and also water reserve, notified 1st January, 1867. .

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forwarded for the signature of the applicant, the nature 
of which you will be so good as to explain to her if required.

I have, &c.,
W. M. BLACKMAN _

(For the Chief Commissioner.)

No. 12.
, The Chief Commissioner to Mrs. Ann Rouse.

Madam, Department of Lands, Sydney, 6 February, 1879.
I desire to inform you that the application made by you at Newcastle, on the 4th February, 

1875, for the conditional purchase of 80 acres of land, is void, as the land applied for is situated within 
Newcastle population reserve, and also water reserve, notified 1st January, 1867.

Deposit paid, £20. ,, ■,
2. Enclosed is a form which, on being filed up, in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 

forwarded to the Treasury, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit.
' ■' ‘ ■ I have, &c., :

W. M. BLACKMAN _
(For the Chief Commissioner.)

P.S.—The interest paid will also be refunded upon application at the Treasury.

No. 13.
The Chief Commissioner to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

Conditional purchase—Kevenue refunded—Conditional purchase No. 75—1.
Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Division, 

g-r Sydney, 6 February, 1879.
’ I have to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void as the 

land applied for is situated within Newcastle population reserve, and also water reserve, notified 1st 
January, 1867, you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of £20, being the deposit money

^ 2. I am to add that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the
apnlicant, with instructions to'fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury. 
r‘ I have, &c.,

W. M. BLACKMAN_
(For Chief Commissioner.)

P.S.—The interest paid should also be refunded.

. No. 14.
Mr. H. J. Brown to The Chief Commissioner.

g'r Newcastle, 12 February, 1879.
' Eeferrinc to your communication of the 6th instant, addressed to the late Mrs. Ann Bouse, 

informing her that her conditional purchase of 80 acres of land, made on the 4th February, 1875 is void, 
as the land is situate within the Newcastle population reserve, I have the honor to state, on behalt ot the 
executors and trustees of the will of Mrs. Eouse, that the land in question is situated 7 miles from the 
extreme boundary of the city of Newcastle, the population of whicn, according to the last census was 
considerably under the prescribed number of 10,000, and was therefore open for selection, under the 13th 
section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, and to purchase under the 22nd.

I may mention that at least £200 have been spent on the land, and that, m compliance with notice 
from the Government, interest has been paid on the balance of purchase-money, the whole of which would 
have been paid but for the fact that the will, not having been proved, the executors were not m a position 
to do so, which they are now prepared for. _______ I ha^’;E^T j BE0WN.

The C.P. had been correctly declared void. The population reserve of Newcastle extends 5 miles, 
in direct line southerlv as far as Bed Head, and includes the land applied for.—T.S. (for Surveyor-
General), 27 March, 1879. ___________________________________ ,

' ~ No. 15.
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No. 15.
The Chief Commissioner to H. Brown, Esq.

_ Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Division,
Sir, Sydney, 24 April, 1879.

Adverting to your letter of the 12th of February last, on behalf of the executors of the late 
Mrs. A. Eouse, relative to the cancelled selection quoted in the margin, I have to apprise yon that this Newcastle, c p. 
purchase has been recently declared void, the population reserve of Newcastle extending 5 miles in a itouse.Mrs' A’ 
direct line southerly, as far as Bed Head, including this land applied for.

I have, &c.,
. A. 0. MOBIABTY,

Chief Commissioner.

No. 16.
Mr. H. Bouse to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, ■ Bed Head, via Charlestown, September, 1886.
_ _ On the 20th July, 1871, I, as agent for my mother, the late Ann Bouse, selected 80 acres of 

land adjoining her freehold selection, portion 21, parish Kahibah.
In January, 1875, it was surveyed by Mr. Stuart, Government Surveyor, who made the selection 

79 acres, the land at the time being outside the population boundary.
On applying for the deeds I found that the application was a free selection in place of an additional 

purchase to the selection my mother was at the time living on.
I may state that my mother expended in buildings, orchard, and fencing, upwards of £1,500.
I applied to the Lands Agent, Newcastle, for the necessary papers for my mother to sign ; on 

finding a resident clause in the declaration my mother would not sign, not actually living on the selection.
_ I then went to Sydney, and had a personal interview with Mr. Farneil, then Minister for Lands ; 

his advice was to get the selection forfeited and reselect under the clause he then read to me.
After a short time the selection was cancelled in 1875. (See Gazette No. 303.)

_ I then reselected, on 4th February, 1875, and paid another £20 as an additional purchase, in 
virtue of her freehold portion 21, parish Kahibah.

I also paid interest on the land from the 4th February, 1878, to the 3rd February, 1879.
After paying the interest I received notice that the land was resumed on the 6th February, 1879, 

for water purposes.
I also wish to state that the land at the second time of selection was outside the population 

boundary.
About 60 acres were fenced—a two-railed split, substantial, and capping in some parts ; also a 

two-roomed slab hut, shingled; and about 6 acres felled and cleared,—the cost being at least £200.
The last time Mr. Farneil held office as Minister for Lands I spolte to him about the land and the 

fix I was in on account of the land being reserved as a watershed. Mr. Farncll’s advice was, as the 
Government had gone to Maitland for their water supply, to get the reserve revoked ; then put an 
application in for the land, having a prior claim, and he could not see what would stop me from securing it.

My mother died on the 17th of March, 1878, willing the proceeds of her property to myself, her 
only son ; at my death the property will then fall into the hands of my four daughters. Mr. John 
Wood, spirit merchant, and Mr. H. J. Brown, solicitor, both of Newcastle, are the trustees. I am now 
acting in their behalf. I am, &c.,

----------  ’hENBY BOUSE.

_ Submitted as to whether, under the circumstances stated, the C.P. of 1875 may be validated under 
section 138 of the Act of 1884, provided that clause be deemed to include cases where residence has been 
complied with on the adjoining area held in connection with such C.P., and subject to the report of the 
Local Land Board as to the land not having been claimed in a lawful manner by anyone else since the 
date of voidance, and to its not being required for public purposes.—S.F., 9/12/86.

I think this is a case that can and should be validated under the 138th section, provided that no 
conflictiug interests have arisen.—H.C., 9/12/86. Mr. H. Bouse informed, 15 December, 1886.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. H. Bouse.

Sir, Department of Lands, 15 December, 1886.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of September last, respecting the c-p-w-p Anr. 

voidance of the conditional purchase quoted in the margin, and to inform you that the Secretary for ?8T5!e804acreseb 
Lands has approved of this conditional purchase being validated under the IS'Sth section of the Crown Newcastle. ’ 
Lands Act of 1884, subject, however, to the report of the Local Land Board, as to the land not having 
been claimed in a lawful manner by anyone else since the date of voidance, and to its not being required 
for public purposes. . I have, &c.,

STEPHEN FBEEMAN
_____________________ _____ ________ (For the Under Secretary).

No. 18. .
. Mr. H. Bouse to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Maitland.

Newcastle, 5 February, 1887.
, I have the honor to communicate with you with reference to the land as mentioned in the 

margin of this communication.
. -A-8 I am only acting in the capacity as a life legatee, and as it is in the interests of. my’family alone,

I wish to express my desire that your Local Land Board, of which you are the head, will cause an inquiry 
to be held at the earliest opportunity, so that I may be prepared with my witnesses, &e.

Mr.

C.P. 75-1, Ann 
Bouse, 4th Fob., 
1875, SO acres, 
Newcastle.
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C.P., 75-1; 
Newcastle; 
Henry House.

Newcastle, C.P. 
74-2,478.

6

Mr. John Wood, one of the executors of my late mother’s estate, is shortly leaving for England, 
and it may be some considerable time before he returns, and as he is in possession of all the facts of the 
case it is both his wish and my wish that the matter should be settled prior to his departure.

A'Vhuld you therefore kindly press this matter on as an urgent one, as Mr. H. J. Brown, the 
other executor in the estate, is willing to give his assistance in furthering the inquiry. _

I shall be happy to suit your convenience as to whether the inquiry shall be held in ISewcastle or 
Maitland, but as my witnesses are domiciled in Newcastle and its immediate surroundings, and it would 
suit my convenience and my witnesses if the inquiry were held in Newcastle so as to save unnecessary
time, trouble, and expense. I have, &c.,___________

1 _______ HENET EOUSE.

The District Surveyor will be good enough to report.—Jas. Yebnon, Chairman. East Maitland, 
8 March, 1887. _ _ . .

The Chairman,—There does not appear to be any other application for this land, but an authority, 
No. 352, under which permission to mine for coal, in terms of section 28 of the Mining Act of 1874, has 
been granted to Victor Thomas, Sherbrooke, Houghton, and Samuel Palmer, for certain lands, of which 
this portion forms a part. (Vide Misc. 86/21,844.—L.B., 87/106).—J. Witten Aulwoeth, District 
Surveyor, 9 March, 1887.

No. 19.
Memo, from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board,

Maitland.
The enclosed papers, referring to the C.P. noted in the margin, are forwarded to the chairman of the local 
Land Board, Maitland, with a view of ascertaining whether there are any conflicting interests before
validating the C.P. in question. , _ „

, E.H.W.
B.C., 7/3/87. (Tor lie Under Secretary).

The Chairman,—Since writing the above a letter has been received from the Land Agent at New
castle stating this land has been applied for as a mineral lease. No. of application, No. 87-2 ; date of 
application, 17th January, 1887; area, 79 acres ; No. of portion, 221; parish of Kahibah, county of 
Northumberland.—J. Witten Ali.wokth, 10 March, 1887. _ _

No other interest has arisen with respect to this land than those referred to by the District 
Surveyor.—Jas. Veenon, Chairman, L.B., Maitland, 12th August, 1887. The Under Secretary for 
Lands.

No. 20.
Mr. II. Eouse to The Under Secretary for Lands.

g;r Eedhead, via Charlestown, 13 July, 1887.
The Land Board held here last week did not think it advisable to take my claim into con

sideration from the fact that the chairman, Mr. Vernon, could do all that was required. _
Mr. Vernon gave me to understand that he would send his report to Sydney after his return to

Maitland. , „
You will please let me know if such report has been received at your office. 1 should like to go 

to Sydney and get the matter put through with the assistance of my solicitor, Mr. Merriman. Please let
melm0W- _______ Yours, eouse.

Mr. Eletcher, M.P., brought Mr. Eouse here some six or seven months back in reference to a void
C.P. at Eedhead, near Newcastle, and the case was remitted to the Board. Please let me know how the 
matter stands.—S.E., 14/7/87.

Inform that the case has not yet been returned.—S.E., 14/7/87.

Sir,

No. 21.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. H. Eouse.

Department of Lands, 14 July, 1887.
to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, respecting

__ _/r _ _____ • __j __ ^ ULi-w Loo Trot-. Loon ■mhiTmon
I have the honor — j— ------------  ------- , . „

yhe conditional purchase noted in the margin, and to inform yon that the case has not yet been returned 
- •’ T 1t t. i I have, &c.,

STEPHEN EEEEMAN
f I'nr- tl'o TTnrlfvr Secret,arvY

crom the Local Land Board office.

No. 22.
Mr. H. J. Brown to The Chairman, Local Land Board, East Maitland.

gjr Newcastle, 2 August, 1887.
I have the honor to request to be furnished with a copy of Mr. Henry House s letter to the 

Tinder Secretary for Lands, which was referred to the Local Land Board for report. .
Would you be good enough to send in the report as speedily as possible, as Mr. Eouse is con

tinually urging me on the subject. _______ 1 ^’hENEY J BEOWN.

‘ Mr.
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the falniahhed "Vi*h a,C0Py of the-letter writtea by his co-exeeutor, and informed at
for iSs^^^oTdK^:^7 MrMtpSet6 ^ ^ to ^ ^
lithogr^h^bMeTencTl?—CW H CH'28'^7872/,8//8 Yes'0’? ^ minefra111?a®®8 emhi'aee portion 221, shown on 
and Palmer dated 2fith Mamh 1RS7 ' i ' +i, ®®Paratelj held as a mineral lease by HoughtonSubmitted—SF 2q/5/87 r ’ v ^ 48 Jlc' No‘ 10—W.H.C., 29/9/87. The A.H.S.
H. J. Eouse, 30/9/87/ 7" Cannot he validated. Conflicting interests existing.—T.G., 20/9/87.

No. 23. '
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. H. Rouse.

purchase noted ii/'thl mS-ei'n TU ^th15? I>eoe"berflast' respecting fc vSatm oflte/crad/ttenal
Sir,

• , , . . t v J.U1 J-iHllUS lift!;
interests existing the selection in question cannot be validated.

I have, &c.,
STEPHEN EEEEMAN

(For the Under Secretary).

SO acres ; 
Rouse.

Report _ front the Select Committee on Mrs. Ann Rouse’s Conditional Purchase, 
LnuL of EvideL/. 8 ' Wltt *he I'r00eedin88 of the Committee and

Exteacts j?eom the Votes and Peoceedings oe the Legislative Assembly.

Votes JVb. 16. Tuesday% 25 October% 1887.
15’ to NSU"' P™CBi3E' P",“ 0, Ki'IIBiI Mr. Abbott,

a Se,leCt Commj,ttee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire
of^O ™P 7 T0n 7/ tte cir,cumstances attending the conditional purchase of Mrs. Ann Eouse 
of 80 acres, situate m the parish of Kahibah, and the forfeiture of the same.
(2.; Itiat such Committee consist of Mr. Brunker, Mr. Day, Mr Ewine Mr G-ondwin Mr
•S&“i2TSL£-lee-Mr-Th,,mi,so”- s““' »d M”

Votes No. 79. Wednesday, 18 April, 1888.
-3. Mbs. Anh Eouse’s Cohditiohal Puechase, Paeish op Kahibah Mr. Day (bv consent moved 

without Notice That the papers relating to the conditional purchase of An/ Eouse and tho 
70rgiL0naa^d Palmer to mine under reserves at Kahibah, printed by order 

of Am^Rouse be re£erl’ed t0 the Select Committee sitting in reference to the conditional purchase
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 99. Wednesday, 6 June, 1888.
7. Mbs Aiw Eouse’s Conditional Puechase, Paeish op Kahibah -.—Mr. Bay, for Mr J P Abbott 

• ChaiPma.n’ brought up tbe Eeport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of’
s. sa c<,mmi“i,e for wi“e "■f ‘M-«»w

Ordered to be printed.

Mrs. Ann Rouse’s Conditional Purchase, Parish of Kahibah.
Eepoet from the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 25th October 1887 

“ attleJrWeri-lt0 sendfor versons and papers to inquire into and report upon all the circumstances 
“ °f Mrsi Ann Ro™e 80 ^ate in the parish of KaUlah
“ ? . • forfefture °f the same, and to whom was referred on the 18th April 1888 “the vavers

relating to the conditional purchase of Ann Bouse," and “ the applications of Messrs Kouqhtonand 
Palmer to mine under Beserves at Kahibah," beg to report to your Honorable House-

found appenAed^hereto^/fiml as^olfovraT—n6d tbe wl*;nesses name(i in the List (whose evidence will be
'^1’ ?nv,tne 20tb July, 1871, Ann Eouse conditionally purchased 80 acres of land in the narish

of Kahibah county of Northumberland, and in 1874 the Government sent Mr. Surveyor Stuart
on 20thUse fe Sr 7 reP°rted t]le surye7 on the 26th January, 1875, which wJapproved 

/o a r? 2?7th September, 1875, four years after the land was selected. 11
(2.) On the 29th January, 1875, the conditional purchase was declared lapsed, owino-to non-payment of interest and non-receipt of declaration. , »wm0 tu nun payment

- - ^ ?n t^eLtll:E1!L^Ua^y’•A8^r,’ the said Ann Eouse> reselected the land by virtue of her freehold
Zd!thb:‘v« *•ah Pew^i8ra- ^ ”»

.»d A„ House to the Lund, Dep.ptaent ag.iust such roid. 
December ^86 to tWffenf aftor, confdfing thG case, wrote a minute on the 9th

WaS 0ne whic}l should be validated der section 138 ot the Land Act of 1884. This minute was written some nine Years after the first selection, and over four after the second ' alrer ^e
• . • . V>-1

!, C.P

, 1S76, 
Ann;
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(5 l No further steps appear to have been taken by the Department until 31st July, 1886, '"'hen a 

lease of the land was granted to Messrs. Houghton and Palmer for coal-mming purposes thus 
creating conflicting interests, which prevented Mr. Secretary Copeland s minute trom being

Yoiir Committee, having considered all the circumstances of the case, and in view ot the improve
ments effected on the land—the extraordinary delay of the Lands Department in declaring the voidance 
of the selections—and that the said Ann Eouse and her heirs have been in undisturbed possession since 
1871—stronoly recommend her case to the favourable consideration cf the Government.

J. P. ABBOTT,
• Chairman.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, 6th June, 1888.

Proceedings of tlie Committee.
Thursday, 15 March, 1888.

Member Present:—
Mr. Lee.

[In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

Wednesday, 11 April, 1888.
Members Present:—

Mr. Day, | Mr. Lee,
Mr. Ewing.

Mr. Day called to the Chair (pro tern!) _
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk. 
Besolvcd .-—That Mr. J. P. Abbott be Chairman of this Committee.

[Adjourned to “Wednesday next, at Eleven o’clock.]

Wednesday, 18 April, 1888. 
Members Present 

Mr. J. P. Abbott in the Chair.
Mr. Day, | Mr. Garrett.

Committee deliberated. , . • -j
Ordered .—That the Under Secretary for Lands and Mr. Rouse be summoned to give evidence

next meeting.
[Adjourned to to-morrow, at Eleven o clock.]

Thursday, 19 April, 1888. 
Member Present:—

Mr. Day. _
[In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

Wednesday, 25 April, 1888.
Member Present:—

Mr. Lee.
[In tho absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

Thursday, 3 May, 1888. 
Members Present:—

Mr. Day,
Mr. Thompson, 
Mr. Brunker,

Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Sydney Smith, 
Mr. Lee.

Mr. Day called to the Chair (pro tern). , ,
Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring to the Papers relating to the conditional purchase ot 

-Ann Rouse, and applications of Messrs. Houghton and Palmer to mine under reserves at Kahibah, read 
'by tho Clerk.

Printed copies of the Papers referred, before the Committee.
Mr. Henry Rouse called in, sworn, and examined. _
Mr. Day having retired, Mr. Brunker wyas called to the Chair (pro tem).
Examination of Mr. Henry Rouse resumed.
Witness withdrew. , T 7 _ , n .j
William Henry Capper (Glerh-in-charge, Conditional Sales Branch, Lands Department) called in,

■ sworn, and examined.
Room cleared.
Committee deliberated. _
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

\ Adjourned i\
Thursday,
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Thursday, 10 May, 1888.
Members Present:—

' Mr. Brunker, | Mr. Day.
[In the absence of fi quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.]

. Wednesday, 16 May, 1888.
Members Present:—

Mr. Day, | Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Thompson.

Mr. Day called to the Chair {pro tem.')
W. H. Capper, Esq. {Glerlc-in-eharge, Conditional Sales Branch, Bands Department), called in and 

further examined.
"Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.

[Adjourned to Wednesday, 30th May, at half-past One o’clock.]

Wednesday, 30 May, 1888.
Members Present:—

• .None.
[In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day laj^sed.]

Wednesday, 6 June, 1888.
r Members Present:—

Mr. J. P. Abbott in the Chair.
Mr. Day, | Mr. Ewing.

■ Chairman submitted draft Report.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

Minutes oe Eyidence taken before tbe Select Committee on Mrs. Ann Rouse’s 
Conditional Purchase, Parish of Kahibah.

THURSDAY, 3 MAY, 1888;

Me.
Me.
Me.

present:
BRUNKER,
EWING.
THOMPSON,

G. DAY, Esq., in the Chaie.

Me. LEE,
Me. SYDNEY SMITH, 
Me. DAY.

Mr. Henry Rouse called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman.) Where do you reside ? At Redhead, near Newcastle. Mr. H. Rouse.
2. What is your occupation ? I am what is termed a yeoman, living on my own property and spending /—
my own means. 3 May, 1888.
3. Do you remember an application being made by Ann Rouse in 1871 P I made an application in her 
name.
4. You made an application in her name for the right to purchase 88 acres of land, and tendered a deposit 
of £20 in accordance with the provisions of the law ? I did.
5. Did you ever hear anything about the purchase before you got a letter from the Under Secretary for 
Lands ? I heard nothing of the property until 1879.
6. Did not Mrs. Ann Rouse receive a letter from the Under Secretary on the 5th August, 1874 ? Yes ; 
it was about the forfeiture.
7. It stated that the land was forfeited because she could not make the declaration ? It did.
8. What did you do after that ? Reselected as a conditional purchase by virtue of the freehold that we 
were then residing on. We had spent something between £1,500 and £2,000 on the freehold. It was 
not voided until February, 1875. It was taken up as a free selection instead as an additional conditional 
purchase.
9. You heard nothing of the land after the second application was made until 1879? Not a sentence that 
I am aware of.
10. What did you first hear ? That the Department had reserved the land for water purposes. .
11. Did they refuse the application ? They asked me to make out a claim for any improvements I might 
have made upon the land. I was in the hands of trustees, my mother having died. Mr. John Wood and 
Mr. H. J. Brown, of Newcastle, were my trustees. Mr. Brown was "solicitor to the estate, and his reply 
was, “ No ; we will make no application. The land is freehold property. I do not think that the 
Government are entitled to take freehold property away from us without an Act of Parliament. We want 
compensation for the land and the coal that is underneath it.” Matters have remained in that state until
the present. .
12. Did the Government take possession of the land ? I have had possession ever since 1871. It is 
fenced in.
13. Have you had any communication from the Government since 1879? I have corresponded with them
since 1879. . 14

694—B
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Mr. H. Bouse. 14. "WTiat has been the result of the correspondence ? The last correspondence was to this effect: that 
the 80 acres was leased to Messrs. Houghton and Palmer for coal-mining purposes. Most of the cor- 

3 May, 1888. respondence has taken place since the land was taken up for coal-mining purposes.
15. Did you get any reason from the Department ? They said that it was taken for water purposes—
that it was part of the Newcastle water reserve. _
16. It was not part of the water reserve when you took it up ? Not that I know of. We did not know 
that there was a water reserve there.
17. Was there really a water reserve ? I do not Ihink that it had been proclaimed a water reserve. In 
1875 Mr. Secretary Parnell did not tell me that it was a w^ater reserve. If he had thought that it was 
a water reserve he would not have given me the land. I saw him frequently about the matter. He said 
that the land must be voided, and that I could take it up as an additional conditional purchase by virtue of 
my freehold. He told me what section of the Act I could take it up under.
18. You would not be satisfied with a refund of the deposit money, the interest, and the cost of the 
improvements ? No; I should like the property. The improvements have all been burnt down. The 
land that had been cleared is now covered with bush. Saplings a foot through have grown on it since 
1879. The property is too valuable for me to take compensation for the improvements.

• 19. Have you paid up the interest ? Up to the time that they gave me notice that they had taken it for 
water purposes. I have not paid interest since the 6th Pebruary, 1879.
20. If the land was a water reserve then, according to law, you could not keep it ? I do not know 
whether it was or not. If I had thought that it was a water reserve, I should not have taken it up. They 
took my money for the land both in 1871 and in 1875. I think that Mr. Bowie Wilson was Secretary 
for Lands in 1871. But Mr. Parnell was Minister when I took the land up on the second occasion. I 
was with him every week for twelve weeks over the matter. He told me how to get it forfeited. When 
I saw notice of the forfeiture in the Court-house, at Newcastle, I immediately went in and paid a deposit 
of £20. Mr. Parnell told me afterwards that no one could take the land from me.
21. Mr. Brunker.'] What was the area of your mother’s freehold ? 40 acres.
22. Does this land adjoin it? Yes; the Government sent a surveyor, Mr. Clarendon Stuart, in 1874 to 
survey the land.
23. You were not aware that it was a water reserve at the time the selection was made ? No, else we 
would not have made it.
24. When did you receive the first intimation that it was a water reserve ? In Pebruary, 1879.
25. What action did you then take ? The G-overnment then asked us to make out a claim for any 
improvements that might have been made on the 80 acres, but Mr. Brown, one of the trustees and solicitor 
to the estate, as I have already said, would not consent to their proposition.
26. Did you take any further action ? I applied to Mr. Secretary Copeland, and he, after looking into
the case, wrote a reply which you will find in the papers, saying he could see no reason why under a cer
tain section of the Act the selection might not be validated. I wrote my application in September, but I 
did not receive a reply until January. ■
27. Why was that ? My application was mislaid somewhere or other. He did not get my letter.
28. Had Messrs. Houghton and Palmer, any idea that the conditional purchase had been taken up by you 
before they made application for a lease of the land for coal mining purposes ? They knew all about it. 
Mr. Palmer knew about it for years and years.
29. Who is he ? He was a boundary rider for Mr. Merewether. I used to see him every day. He 
knew that I had possession of the land since 1871. It was fenced in and there was a hut and everything 
on the land. He said to me one day in .Sydney “1 see you have gone in for your land.” “Yes, of course 
I have.” I said, “ I know you are going round selecting all the land you can get. I want only 80 
acres.” He said, “ Our people have plenty of money. We want the land. Give us the first chance. 
We will give you more than anybody else.” I said, “ So far as I am concerned I will sell the land and

•i the homestead too, because I want to make a change ; but my trustees are the proper parties to deal with,
. make your bargain with Mr. John Wood and Mr. J. H. Brown.” He said, “ All right.”

. 30. Mr. S. Smith.] When Mr. Secretary Copeland wrote his minute were there any conflicting interests
■ in existence P No. .

31. Palmer and Houghton had not applied for the land then for coal purposes ? No.
32. Mr. Bwinff.] Do you believe that the land that you took up in 1871 is not within the boundary of 
the reserve ? No ; because Mr. Surveyor Stuart told me that there was.no objections to the deeds being 
made out. In 1874 he stopped at my mother’s place. He surveyed the 80 acres first and the reserve 
afterwards.
33. Did the Government put you in possession of the land ? We have kept possession of the land ; we
have never lost possession. .
34. How long have you been in possession ? I have not given up possession of the land from 1871 up to 
the present time'.
35.. How long did the Government allow you to be in possession ? They have never given me notice to 
quit the land in any-shape or form. It was forfeited on account of a mistake in the application. Mr. 
Gillies, who is called a long-headed Scotchman, said to my mother, “ Mrs. Bouse, take my advice, apply 
for. the 80 acres as an additional conditional purchase in virtue of your freehold, and I will measure it for 
you.” He wrote out the application, but instead of it being for an additional conditional purchase it was 
for a free .selection. I think it was Mr. Baker, a lawyer in Newcastle, who made the mistake. Mr. 
Stuart, when-he was at my mother’s place in 1874 said, “ Now, Mrs. Bouse, I have surveyed your land. 
I hav^.sent the document to the Government. You can apply for the deeds and get them as quickly as 
ypujike/,’ .... ...
36.: Ypu stated that you are still in possession of the land; I asked you whether the Government had at 
aayvtime interfered with you in possession, and you said, “ no,” but it seems that the land has been 
cancelled ? ^Forfeited,;
37- That is the most practical interference that the Government could have with you ? It was forfeited, 
and I took it,up under another section. I applied for the land in 1874, and I was in occupation for four 
years before they gave me notice that they required it for water purposes. .
38. M>’.-,S.lSi?ii.th.] Were you informed by Mr. Stuart when he made the survey, that the land was within 
the-water reserve ? No ; he surveyed all the water reserve after he had surveyed my selection. He was 
there for weeks after he had surveyed my selection. .
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■ William Henry Capper, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined:—■ ' '
39. Mr. Br tinker.Ton are Clerk-in-charge of the conditional sales branch in the Lands Department? WH. Capper, 

• Yes. Esq.
oJ,ou. ^n,°Jv W^1 re"ar,l to this case of Mrs. Ann Eouse ? An application was made on the" /T, *~Tom 

20th July, 1871, by Mrs. Ann Eouse under section 13 of the Act of 1861, for a conditional purchase of 3May’1888, 
SO acres m the district of Newcastle. It was declared lapsed on the 29th January, 1875, for non-receipt 
ot declaration and non-payment of interest. This action was taken with the concurrence of the parties 
interested. The land was reapplied for by Mrs. Ann Eouse, on the 4th Eebruary, 1875. The application 
was declared void on the 6th Eebruary, 1879.
H' Was that the first intimation they had between the receipt of the application and the voidance of the' 
selection . Yes. Protests against the voidance were subsequently received, but it was upheld. These 
protests have recently been renewed. Mr. Secretary Copeland on the 9th December, 1886, wrote a 
minute to the effect that he thought the case was one. which should be validated under section 138 of the 
Act of 1884.

Mr. EwingWhat is the section ? No. 138 ; it provides for the validation of selections taken up 
within reserves where the applicants have retained undisturbed possession for twelve months.
43. It is a retrospective ’ section virtually ? Yes, but it has no effect where there are conflicting:
interests. °
44. Not as against the Crown but as between individuals ? Yes. And in the case now before the
Committee, upon inquiry being made at the Mines Department it was found that there were conflicting ’
interests and consequently Mr. Secretary Garrett, on the 20th December, 1887, decided that he could
not validate it under that section. ’

that Ann Eouse first of all made application in 1871, and that it was declared forfeited in 
^ ,o. What was the Department doing in the interim? The Department was waiting for the selector 
to fulfil the conditions.
46. Mr. Thompson^ In what way ? Eesidenee and improvements. . .
47. M/r. 12 wing.But the selection was not forfeited for that reason? Yes; as well as for the reasons 
already given.
48. Then the reason it was declared forfeited was not because it was a reserve, but because the selector
had not carried out any of the conditions ? Exactly. ' .
49. Suppose that she had carried out the conditions—how would the Department have stood then—she 
would have got the land ? That I cannot say.
50. If you forfeited the selection because she did not carry out the conditions, and you say that the 
Department was waiting for her to fulfil the conditions, the inference is that if she had carried out the 
conditions she would have got the land ? I should say so.
51. Does it not seem a strange thing to resuscitate the reserve after an action of that kind? No-
because the second application was quite a new matter entirely. ' . ’
52. The reapplication was made on the 4th Pebruary, 1875. On the 5th September, 1875, the Depart
ment sent a surveyor in the employ of the Surveyor-General to survey the land* ? Yes; that is the 
date of the approval of the plan.
53. When were the parties first informed that they were in occupation of Crown land ? On the 6th
Eebruary, 1879, when they received notice of voidance. ■ . .
54. As far as the Crown was concerned the people apparently were in undisputed possession of the land 
for about four years ? Yes.
55. You are aware that under the present Act if a person has been in undisputed possession for twelve 
months his title is a good one? It is capable of validation.

reasonable to infer that had Mr. Secretary Copeland remained in office this particular selection 
would have been validated ? The present Secretary for Lands would validate it if there were ho con
flicting interests.
57. Prom the tenor of Mr. Secretary Copeland’s minute it would appear that had he remained in office 
he would have taken definite action in the matter ? That I cannot say, as it has been shown recently 
that conflicting interests had arisen. The conflicting interests would have affected the late Minister in 
the same way as they have affected the present one.
58. These conflicting interests have only been in existence since the 31st July, 1886. Does it not appear
a strange thing that they should override what previously was departmentally a good claim ? I cannot 
admit that they had a good claim: '
59. Apparently the Department considers that had not application been made on the 31st July 1886
Mr. Copeland would have validated it ? Yes. . ’
60. And that Mr. Secretary Garrett, it would appear, would be willing to validate it only for the existence 
ot these conflicting interests ? Yes.
61. The simple accident of a man creating conflicting interests ruins what otherwise would be to the
man a good case ? Yes, so it appears. '
62. Mr. Brunker.'] Is there anything in the records of the Department that would lead you to believe
that it was anything but bona fide selection ? No. But if the conditional purchase were validated 
to-morrow the Department would at once set to work to ascertain if the conditions had been fulfilled ; 
but as the selection was declared void the Department ceased to take any steps to investigate the fulfil
ment of the conditions. .
63. Mr. Ewing.] It is the custom of the Department to take a retrospective view of cases of this
kind ? Yes.- "
64. Mr. Brunker.] Who was the first to survey the land ? Mr. Stuart surveyed the land in virtue of the 
first application made in 1871.
65. When did he report to the Department ? He reported on the 26th January, 1875, and his survey
was approved on the 21st September, 1875. J
66. He made a survey of the land between 1871 and 1875, and the survey was approved in 1875 ? Yes.
67. What do you mean by the survey being approved ? The Minister or an officer deputed by him has*
to approve of all surveys. ■ c j .
68. Then on the forfeiture of the first selection was there a second survey made ? No.
----------- —____ - -__________________________ 69.

* Note (on revision) :—Not so, no instructions were issued to a surveyor in connection with, the second application.
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W.H. Copper, 
Esq,

3 May, 1888,

G9. How was the information first obtained by tho Department that the first selection was "within a water 
reserve ? The Question did not arise in connection with the first application, but an explanatory 
memorandum was furnished by the Crown Lands agent in regard to the second application^
70. But he .must have been put in motion by the Department ? Yes. In the application lodged by 

" Mrs. Ann Bouse there were particulars wanting as to the freehold. In fact sufficient information was
not given in the application to identify the freehold. A copy of the original application was sent to the 
Crown Lands agent in 1878 to furnish particulars. Thereupon Mr. Lumsdaine furnished a memorandum 
dated 29th November, 1878, and upon that the Deputy Surveyor-General recommended the application 
for voidance, on account of the land being within the Newcastle population reserve, and also within the 
water reserve. _____________________ _

WEDNESDAY, 1G MAY, 1888.
present:—
Me. DAY,

Me. EWING, | Me. THOMPSON,
' GEOBGE DAY, Esq., rsr the Chaie.

William Henry Capper, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined: —
W. H. 71. Chairman.'] Was the second application made for this conditional purchase on the 4th Eebruary,

Capper, Esq. 1875? Yes. x"u i j o at/—-v-x-A 72. Was that application taken into consideration, and a surveyor sent to survey the land. JN o ; a
16 May, 1888. surveyor was never sent to measure it. ,

73. It was never measured after the second application? No ; no stops wrere taken by any surveyor m
connection with the second application. _ . . . ,
74. Mr. Ewing^ You said that the Department never issued instructions to survey m connection with
the second application ? They did not. ' , x j '
75. Did they accept the deposit ? The land agent did, of course, as he must do.
76. Did he accept it under protest ? That I cannot say; I have nothing to show that he did.
77. You cannot say that it was not ? I assume that it was not under protest.
78. They accepted the deposit, and the man went into occupation ? I do not know anything about that,
79. You did not send a surveyor ? No.
80 Do you mean that they intended to take no further action about it ? JSo ; certainly not.

, •7. . n • __ l_ • ..Ll_____ VUst ln-n/4 .
As I have

already stated, the description was not sufficiently explicit, and the land agent was asked for information 
regarding the freehold. . „
81. What steps did the Department take after accepting the deposit ? The papers merely show that the
matter was dealt with by a draftsman, on the 16th November, 1878.
82. About three years after it was taken up ? Yes ; and then he stated that he could not trace any freehold 
in the name of Ann Rouse, and suggested that the land agent might be able to give particulars.
83. Erom 1875 to 1878 the applicant did not know departmentally that the Government was not prepared
to'comiilete the bargain ? No. „ ,, ,
84. Mr. Thompson.] Does it not show also by memorandum No. 10 in printed copy ot papers that 
the freehold of Ann Bouse was discovered, and information given on the 29th November, 1878, as to that 
freehold ? Yes, and upon that information the freehold was identified, and the position of the additional 
C.P. in virtue of it was located, and found to be in a reserve. Then the application was cancelled.
85. Mr. Ewing.] In the year 1878 ? Yes, on the 6th Eebruary. _ .
86. Chairman.] Do you remember when the water reserve was proclaimed? No ; but I can give you the
date of the proclamation. It is dated the 1st January, 1867. _
87. Was all the land embraced in this conditional purchase within that water reserve ? Yes.
88. It was taken from the water reserve ? Yes.* _ .
89. And there has been no selection on that water reserve since then until now ? Yes.
90. Have the selections been allowed ? One has been validated by a special Act.
91. Which was that? One taken up on the 1st May, 1873, by Walter Baylis, portion 93.
92. Mr. Ewing.] On what ground was it validated ? Because of its being within an area reserved from 
conditional purchase on account of the nopulation of the City of Newcastle.
93. Chairman.] There is no reserve dated the 20th March, 1885? Yes ; it is the population area. There 
is a water reserve proclaimed on the 1st January, 1867, and a population area proclaimed on the 20th
March, 1885. , , , , , v- ,, ,
94. Mr. Thompson] Look at the letter dated the 16th May, 1873, from the land agent at Newcastle, and
say whether there do not appear to be two conditional purchases dealt with there within the area ? Yes;
but one is cancelled.
95. Which is that ? One taken up in 1873 by Daniel Cane.
96. And Alcoek’s, which was originally Baylis’s, was validated ? Yes.
97. And is it not a fact that Baylis’s consisted of portions 93, 55, and 56 ? Yes ; but those others you 
have included now were made before the reserve was proclaimed.
98. Which ? Numbers 55 and 56. ^
99. They were made then before the reserve was proclaimed? Yes. No. 56 was made in the year
1863, and No. 55 was made in the year 1862. _ _
100. How is it then that they are both included in the water reserve which was made in 1867. How did
the Government come to make a proclamation of a water reserve which included land already alienated 
from the Crown ? I cannot answer that. *
101. But still it is apparent that these selections were taken up within the area of the reserve a year
before the reserve ever was proclaimed ? Yes ; but this matter of Mr. Rouse’s only dates from the year 
1875. Mr. Eouse has no claim before that. _ _ _ .
102. Apropos of that, will you find out the minute with regard to the validation of Baylis’s conditional 
nurchase amongst the papers ? The following is the minute with reference to the validation of Baylis’s

65 conditional

* Note (on revision):—No ; it was not taken from the water reserve, ag the applicatign yas declared vqid on account 
pf it embracing lajid within thp boundaries of the reserve in question.
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Smitf0 “ iVi8 dated the 6*h/ a^ary, 1877, and is upon a special report by Inspector George W. H
course of preparation0 f Annlican?1!611!611 ^ thlS be jnserted in the schedule to the Bill now in CaPPer. Esq.

i-fc^^aSSSsSfSSSsSHSSS

and cancelled on the 27th June, 1873. 0 B selectlon was made 011 the ^ March, 1873,
foraTOnsSrabie time^wasTt n^Tes1606^611 hiS land WaS that he had beenin undisPuted possession 

ins' ^l0°JlPS0n'~\ -A-nd always paid his money? Yes.
prepared toTay^o The Sam6 Srounds maJr be urged in favour of this claim from 1875 to 1879 ? I am not

JSSSS SEJJ
inir r,l ■ P Y f®'4- lhe Jailo was also measured m 1862.
Sr ifiP UP ^ ^3erJl7g t0 ■
it0fnr^rs2^r?PT'+ y-?U find ^ O- fi%-seven, Thomas Jarvis Alcock, 40 acres on the lagoon ? That 
Thomas S.ATcoSck d 7 Pa er’ 0n the 4th SePtember’ 1862> and subsequently transferred to

[One Han.]

[1a 3^.] Sydney: Charles Potter, Goremment Printer.—1889
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CROWN LANDS.

No. 1.
Mr. Petera Dunne to Mr. Surveyor Creed.

„ Tocumwall, 11 Pebruary, 1887.
ear ^’On bebalf of the Catholic residents of this town, who are desirous of purchasing a site for 

the erection of a Church, I respectfully request you to recommend that the Church reserve, marked on 
the plan* of the village of Tocumwall as having a frontage to Hennessy-street on its northern side, «md to 
Emily-street on its eastern side, be offered at public auction at the next Govcrnmmff land sale of Tocumwall
allotments. _____ ‘ PETERA DTJNNE.

Forwarded to Mr. District-Surveyor Wood for instructions.—Wm. Ceeed, 22/2/87.
Mr Licensed-Surveyor Creed may subdivide the area referred to. The allotments must no 

exceed half an acre each, and the same to be of the same width as that already provided m the section.
—J’ '^Suggest*ups^t pric^^cted on by my letter and plan of 31st May, 87-24.—Wh. Cubed, L.S.

No. 2,
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Creed to The District Surveyor at Albury.

Warmatta, 31 May, 1887.
ir’ In reply to your instruction of 3rd March, 1887, ATo. 7, I have the honor to transmit here

with the plan of a Jart of the sub-division of section 8 into four alktmente of hdf an acre e^b nnmbe d 
4 5 6 and 7, in the village of Tocumwall, county of Denison, measured by me on the 5th Maich, iss/.

’ ’ h.n.d be £10 »a of 6 „d 7 £8 „ tbe former are

fronting the main street. _____ WM. CREED.
Original voucher, 87-30, forwarded for payment of 75 per cent, advance on £3 11s.-Wm. Day.

T' 8 1 Planapproved These portions have been measured on the application of the Roman Catholic 
residents of Tocumwall, who are desirous of purchasing a site for a Church m that village. £t 
mended that these allotments be offered at auction, 4 and 5 at £10 each, and„
The place of sale should be Corowa, and should be advertised twice m the Gorowa Free P) est. W tll

°"'D«erfr,&.-B.H.D. (P,» 8X), *>,5(88
MUrean —E C M. 2/0/88. Mr. Fowler. Sale at Corowa, 28th September, 1888. Town lots allot 
ments 4, 5, 6, and 7, section 8. The above allotments not bid for, vide sale list of the 28th September, 
1888.—R.L. {pro E.C.M.), 10/10/88.

No. 3.
Petition from tbe Residents of Tocumwall.

Sir, The humble Petition of the undersigned residents of umwal^e®Pecfu^ 
desirous of acquiring sites to build in the village of Tocumwall, they would, 
you to cause a subdivision to be made of that portion of the village reserve seated on ^
Deniliquin-street, directly opposite sections 1 and 2, and then have the allotments offered at public auction, 
as business sites are in great demand.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. ^ & HOWARD, contractor, Tocumwall.
M. A. TAYLOR, Agent, Tocumwall.
J. T. BANKS, Farmer, Tocumwall.

[Here follow twenty-five other signatures.]

This petition be referred to the District Surveyor for rePort> ^Therearelormer
suitable are available tbe reserves should not be interfered with. R.H.D., 8/8/8 .

P P Former papers for Tocumwall land to be sent to auction heremth. They are n°t for ^^D )' 
The land applied for in this application is situated opposite sections Nos. 1 and 2.-E.G.M. (pre R.H.JJ.j,
12 ^^VL^to^DTstrictPurveyor as proposed, and inform.-C.O., 15/8/87. Correspondence 
Branch^o inform.--Yl.c!Mrl(pro R.H.D.), W«7. Messrs Howard Taylor, and others informed,
20/8/87. The District Surveyor, Wagga Wagga.—F.H.W. (for the b^6dta^J;in'^fe"rrS to
Mr Surveyor Wood is requested to report as to the propriety of alienating the land herein reterrea ,
23/8/87^—^.^F^^aLm^^Dih^rict^Surveym%^2G/8/87^^ retained for future publicreqmrements^ Over
fifty allotment are to be offered for sale, some with a irontage to the mam street, on the -1st ot t
TYiontTi T H TVood Surveyor, 8/8/87. The District Surveyor, Vv . v r iPerhaps as the’land i/question is not required for a specific public purpose, and it is n0 doubt 
less suited fo? commercial purposes, it might, in deference to’the desire of petitioners, be measure^ 
sold at auction.—C. F. Bolton, 14/11/87.
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Only five lota sold on the 21st September, 1887; fifty-sis lots not bid for.—'E.C.M., 21/11/87. 
Submitted. It is clear there is no demand for land, and it is suggested no further action is necessary.—
S. P. ( per E.H.D.), 24/11/87. Inform of result of sale, and of above submission, which is approved.—
T. Gr., 5/12/87. Cor. Branch to inform.—E.C.M. (/ pro E.H.D.), 6/12/87. Messrs. Howard and
others informed, 12/12/87. Put away.—E.C.M., 13/12/87.

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Howard, Taylor, and Others.

Gentlemen, Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 August, 1887.
I am directed to inform you that the petition has been received, and that your application to 

have the land noted in the margin brought to auction is being forwarded to the District Surveyor for 
measurement, should no objection exist and his report thereon is favourable.

I have, &c.,
P. H. WILSON

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 5.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Howard, Taylor, and Others.

• Gentlemen, Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 December, 1887.
Adverting to the petition signed by you, praying that lands in the village of Tocumwall might 

be offered for sale at auction, as you were desirous ■ of acquiring building sites, I am directed by the 
Secretary for Lands to inform you that five lots only out of the number of allotments at Tocumwall offered 
for sale on the 21st September last were sold, fifty-six lots not being bid for; from which it is clear there 
is no demand for the land. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
____________________________ (For the Under Secretary).

No.. 6.
Messrs. Howard, Manning, and Others to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sh, _ Tocumwall, 25 January, 1888.
Iteferring to your No. 87-3,556 of 12th December, intimating that the petition from residents 

of Tocumwall praying for certain lands in that town be put up to auction had been refused on account of 
the sale of Crown allotments on the 21st September last being unsuccessful, we have the honor to pray 
that you will again reconsider the petition on the following grounds :—

1. The allotments offered for sale on 21st September were three-quarters of a mile from the river
bank, where the present township is situated, and were surveyed in a place utterly useless for 
building purposes, part of the ground being very swampy in winter time; the balance, sand-hills.

2. Many of the undersigned are anxious to secure building sites, and if the Crown lands opposite
sections 1 and 2, Deniliquin-street, Tocumwall, be now offered for sale, great competition would 
undoubtedly take place to secure same, and, without doubt, all the allotments would realize very 
much more than the upset price.

Ever praying that our former petition will be favourably reconsidered by your Department.
We have, &c.,

J. G. HOWARD.
F. MANNING.

[And’nineteen others.]

Mr. Howard,—Former papers.—E.C.M., 16/2/88. Papers herewith.—C.H., 18/2/88. Mr 
M'Lean,—Please supply tracing showing the land required; also sections 1 and 2.—E.C.M. (pro R.H.D.), 
5/3/88. ^

Mr. Skelton,—Alienation Branch,—The land referred to as opposite sections 1 and 2 is unmeasured 
land outside the town boundary. As there is apparently some local demand for the land near the river 
indicated by the petitioners, the matter should probably be referred at once to the District Surveyor at 
Wagga Wagga.—R.M., 15/3/88.

Mr. M‘Leau,—Can you please supply a tracing?—E.C.M. (pro R.H.D.), 23/3/88. Mr. Skelton 
for tracing.—-R.M., 26/3/88.

Alienation Branch,—Tracing herewith. It may perhaps be pointed out that there are about 
fifty allotments in various measured sections in this village still unalienated and apparently available for 
auction sale.—R.M., 29/3/88.

Perhaps the matter should be forwarded to the District Surveyor for a report as to the advisability 
of measuring suitable allotments, which would sell more readily, as there appears to be a demand for 
building sites in the neighbourhood.—R.L., 8/6/88. Mr. Marr.

Mr. District-Surveyor Orr for report.—R.H.D. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 20/6/88.

No. 7-
R. Barbour, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 12 February, 1888.
_ I understand that the town allotments, Tocumwall, applied for, are now being surveyed and

will shortly be gazetted for sale.
The Progress Committee desire that I point out to you the desirability of making Tocumwall the 

place of sale and not at Corowa or Jerilderie, 60 miles distant, as the buyers will be at Tocumwall.
Tours, &e.,

-___________________________ ROBT. BARBOUR.
. No. 8.

Village reserve, 
part north of 
Deniliquin- 
street, village of 
Tocumwall.
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No. 8.
R. Barbour, Esq., M.P.3 to Tbe Under Secretary for Lands.

Sirj Parliament House, Sydney, 4 July, 1888.
In my district there is a township called Tocumwall. It is situated on the bank of the River 

Murray, in the county of Denison. _ ....
This town would be a thriving village were it not for the monopoly of a single individual named 

Hillson, who purchased all the best sites, and left the out-of-the-way and swampy ones. He then built a 
big hotel and general stores, secured the site of the punt, and got all the surrounding Crown lands made a 
reserve. ,

His next move was to get a river steamer and barges, and put it on to trade between Tocumwall 
and Echuca, in connection with Melbourne. ,

Eor years he has enjoyed this monopoly, and to such an extent as to charge Is. a nobbier during a 
large part of the time. _

I have, therefore, to ask that you will cancel the reserves round the punt site. They are not 
required in the interest of the public. A street leading to the punt is all that is required, and some day 
a bridge will no doubt take the place of the punt. _ _ _

I think the reserves are two in number, but whether two or one, the people in the district are 
agreed that they should be revoked, and subdivided into town allotments and sold, by auction. The land 
will sell well, and the sale will help the township to increase in population and in importance.

Tours, &c.,
--------- ROBT. BARBOUR.

Submitted be referred to the District Surveyor for report.—E.C.M. (yro R.H.D.), 9/7/8S. 
Tes. Inform.—C.O., 9/7/88. Cor. Branch to inform, then to District Surveyor.—E.C.M. (pro R.H.D.), 
10/7/88. Done, 12/7/88. The District Surveyor, Wagga.—E.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 
13/7/88. _ . . . .

I beg to refer the Under Secretary to my previous communications on this subject, dated this 30th 
July, 1888 (Ain. 88-557).—William Oee, District Surveyor, Wagga Wagga, 30/7,88. The Under 
Secretary for Lands.

No. 9.
J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P., to the Under Secretary for Lands.

Sirj Moama, 12 July, 1888.
’ An application from residents of Tocumwall, presented by Mr. Barbour, about the 22nd of 

last month, requesting that town allotments opposite sections 1 and 2 might be surveyed and offered for 
sale, kindly inform me how this case stands. The allotments will sell readily when offered.

Residents of Tocumwall desire me to request you to grant a small site of land for the purpose of 
erecting a church (Wesleyan).

Residents also request that in all future sales of Crown lands at Tocumwall, that the sales be 
effected in that town, and not, as hitherto, at Corowa. _

Will you kindly forward to me here a litho. plan of the town of Tocumwall. Tour early attention 
and reply to the foregoing requests will much oblige

Tours, &c.,
J. M. CHANTER, M.P.

Mr. Barbour, M.P., was informed of reference to the District Surveyor yesterday.—E.C.M, 
13/7/88. Inform Mr. Chanter of reference to the District Surveyor as to Tocumwall lots for auction. 
Then to me specially.—R.H.D., 14/7/88. Corres. Branch. Done, 14/7/88. Send a memo, on Mon
day to the District Surveyor, requesting early report. Papers now with him.—R.H.D. (for the Under 
Secretary), 14/7/88.

No. 10.
Memo, from The District Surveyor at Wagga Wagga to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
Sir, . . 13 July, 1888.

With reference to your instructions of the 20th June, 1888, directing me to report upon a 
petition presented to you by the residents of Tocumwall, county of Denison, praying for the subdivision 
of certain unmeasured lands in the village of Tocumwall, on the north side of Deniliquin-street, I have the 
honor to report that the land referred to is inundated in high floods, and is not, in my opinion, as suitable 
for settlement as measured portions within the town boundaries which are yet unsold. .

If the land is offered for sale, as petitioned for, the original design, effected at considerable expense, 
will be distributed, and the business centre removed from its present position to a new locality. I regret 
to say I cannot recommend approval of the petition.

I have. &c.,
WILLIAM ORR,

-------- - District Surveyor.
The recommendation of the District Surveyor is submitted.—E.C.M. {pro S.E.), 10/9/88.
The petitioners may be informed to the effect of the District Surveyor’s report. If any further 

reasons for the sale of the land referred to can be urged the matter might be reconsidered.—C.O., 
14/8/88.

Inform.—H.P., 25/8/88. Cor. Branch.—E.C.M., 25/8/88. See Ain. 88-4,432.

No. 11.
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No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Lands to It. Barbour, Esq., M.P.

Sir; Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 July, 1888.
I have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 4th instant, applying for the revocation 

of certain reserves at Tocumwall, in the county of Denison, has been referred to the District Surveyor 
for report. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P.

Sir, . Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 July, 1888.
Deferring to your letter of the 12th instant respecting the sale of certain Crown lands at 

Tocumwall, I have the honor to inform you that the matter has been referred to the District Surveyor for 
report. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

P.S.—It may be mentioned that Mr. Barbour, M.P., was advised to the above effect on the 12th idem.

No. 13.
Mr. E. Manning to The Under Secretary for Lands.O v

Sir, Tocumwall, 8 August, 1888.
I have the honor to inquire if your Department have any immediate intention of selling 

reserved land opposite sections 1 and 2 in this township. Many petitions and requests for the sale of 
above have been refused, the assigned reasons being an alleged title or no demand existing here for the 
land. _ _

I have to state that so large a demand exists for the land in the township, that the allotments under 
notice will bring large prices at auction when offered. Please inform me whether the Department would 
entertain an offer from me of £50 per acre for the reserve under notice.

. I have. &c.,
--------  FRANCIS MANNING.

Mr. Legg,—Please quote the former papers.—E.C.M., 13/8/88. Ain. 88-3,472. Submitted,
11/8/88.

No. 14s.
J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Lands,

gir, Moama, 27 August, 1888.
Some time since I wrote you requesting that town lots might be offered at auction in'the 

village of Tocumwall, county of Denison, land district of Corowa; also whether any persons would be 
justified in erecting buildings for business purposes upon any of the unsold lots prior to their being 
offered at auction, and whether in that case the value of improvements would be secured to the occupants.

I also, a considerable time since, requested that these lots might be sold at Tocumwall instead of at 
Corowa, and recommended Mr. Joseph Howard, auctioneer, of Tocumwall, as Government auctioneer. 
Tour early reply to the foregoing matter will much oblige. Tours truly,

J. M. CHANTED, M.P.

Mr. Legg,—Please quote former papers.—E.C.M., 29/8/88. Ain. 88-3,472. 4,037 Marr.,
29/8/88. Papers herewith.—C.H., 31/8/88. Mr. Marr, Correspondence Branch.—To inform-in accord
ance with approval on Ain. 88-3,472. Also inform Mr. Manning his offer cannot be entertained.—
E.C.M. (pro D.H.D.), 8/9/88. Mr. Chanter and Mr. Manning informed of decision on Ain., 88-3,472, 
12/9/88. If nothing further by the end of September, 1888, put away.—B.L. (per E.C.M-.), 12/9/88.

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Manning.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 September, 1888.
Deferring to the petition signed by yourself and other residents of Tocumwall, praying that 

certain lands in the vicinity of that place may be offered for sale at auction, I am directed by the Secretary 
for Lands to inform you that it appears from the report of the District Surveyor that the land you desire 
so offered is inundated in high floods, and not so suitable for settlement as the unsold allotments within 
the town boundary; but, if any further reasons for the sale of the land can be urged, the matter will be 
econsidered. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 16.
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No. 16.
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 September, 1888.
Deferring to your letter of the 27th ultimo, asking that certain town lots in the village of 

Tocumwall may be offered for sale at auction, I have the honor to inform you that it appears from the 
report of the District Surveyor that the land which it is sought to have offered is inundated at high floods, 
and not as suitable for settlement as the measured portions within the town boundaries which are yet 
unsold ; but, if any further reasons for the sale of the land in question can be urged, the matter will be 
reconsidered. ' I have, Ac.,

D. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 17.
Mr. E. Manning to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Tocumwall, 17 September, 1888.
With reference to the sale of G-overnment land in Tocumwall, which is advertised for the 

28th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the allotments notified for auction on that occasion are 
too far out of the township to be of use for building purposes. At the same time I desire respectfully to 
bring under your notice the fact that for years past the people of this town and district have agitated for 
the sale of the Government land in the township opposite sections 1 and 2. Petitions have repeatedly 
been sent to your predecessors in office, representing the necessity for selling these lots, and the gross 
injustice it is to keep them locked up from the public. I only ask that you will inquire into this matter, 
and if you determine to have such land surveyed and put up for auction, an upset price of £40 per acre 
will be readily guaranteed. _ _ _

Tour unblemished reputation as a business man has led me to believe that if this matter were thus 
represented to you, you would at least investigate it, and favour me with a reply at your earliest 
convenience. I have, Ac.,

FEANCIS MANNING,
President, Tocumwall Progress Committee.

P.S.—Deferring to the communication from the Under Secretary just received (88-4,432), I 
desire to state that this land has not been inundated since 1870, when miles of the surrounding country 
were also submerged.—F.M.

Special. Please submit the papers with a statement of the facts.—C.O., 21/9/88. Mr. De Low.

No. 18.
Office Memo.

Despecting sale of land at Tocumwall. It appears that a petition has been made by the residents of 
Tocumwall (see Alu. 88-557 herewith) urging sale of land in that township, situated opposite sections 1 
and 2; the land forms part of two reserves (see tracing herewith), and situated outside the town 
boundary.

Deference was made to the District Surveyor as to the advisability of sale, and in his report, 
registered Ain. 88-3,472, he states that he is unable to recommend the sale of the land applied for, it 
being situated outside the town boundary, and would necessitate the expense of measurement and altera
tion of design, and that there are still other unsold allotments which are available and suitable for 
settlement.

The recommendation was approved, and petitioners informed that if any further reasons for the 
sale of the land referred to could be urged the matter would be considered.

As no objections are made to the sale now advertised, and as only four allotments are for sale on 
the 28th instant the sale may, perhaps, proceed.

D.H.D.,
--------  21/9/88.

I do not quite understand how the subdivision asked, if made, would have the effect of altering the 
design of the town; it would extend it, but not alter it otherwise. So repeatedly has it been urged that 
the land in question should be submitted for sale that I think steps to that end may be now taken. The 
interest of the Crown may be protected in the absence of competition by placing sufficient upset prices 
on the land, which should not, however, be so fixed as to render the sale unattractive.—C.O., 22/9/88.

Approved.—J.N.B., 24/9/88. Inform Correspondence Branch, 29/9/88. F. Manning 
informed, 4/10/88. The District Surveyor, "Wagga Wagga; for measurement, vide approval, 24/9/88.—
E.C.M. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 10/10/88.

No. 19.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Manning.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 October, 1888.
Deferring to your letter of the 17th ultimo, urging the sale of certain land situated opposite 

sections Nos. 1 and 2, in the township of Tocumwall, county of Denison, I have the honor to inform you 
that the Secretary for Lands has decided that the necessary steps be taken as early as practicable to have 
the land in question submitted for sale, and with this object in view the papers in the case are about to 
be forwarded to the District Surveyor for measurement of the land.

I have, Ac.,
F. H. WILSON

(For the Under Secretary).
' No. 20.
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No.,.20.
Memo, from The District Surveyor at Wagga Wagga to Mr. Surveyor Barlow.
[Ain. 88-5,423 ; L.B.D. 88-11,458.] 18 October, 1888.

Sale of town land at Tocumwall. The accompanying papers are forwarded to Surveyor Barlow, in order 
that be might carry out the Minister’s decision thereon as soon as possible.

Mr. Barlow will he good enough to design the unmeasured land at Tocumwall,hounded on the south
east by Deniliquin-street, and if there is no objection to the design shown on accompanying tracing, 
marked A, he should measure two or three sections to meet the present urgent demand. •

, A gully or lagoon passes between sections 2 and 3, which should not probably be sold.
The plan of tbe measured allotments should be sent on with the papers immediately after marking 

out, and the design may be furnished later on.
' WILLIAM OBB,

■ -------- District Surveyor.
Urgent. Plan transmitted with my letter No. 88-80 of 19/11/.—M. Baelow, Surveyor.

No. 21.
Mr. G-. R. Jeffries to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Tocumwall, 1 November, 1888.
In reference to the petition and letters which have of late been sent from here asking for a 

survey of certain land in this township, with a view of it being offered at auction, I have the honor, now 
that the surveyor is engaged on such work, to ask your attention to a few facts which may not have been 
brought before your notice, and -which, I think, will be worthy of consideration.

If you will kindly look at the map of the village of Tocumwall, you will see that in the whole 
twenty-two sections into which it is divided, no provision is made for public buildings, with the exception 
of two reserves for schools, one of which is already built on, and from the way in which all the best land 
has been purchased, there is not now one available section suitable from its nature or position for the 
erection of permanent Government buildings. The Court-house, Barracks, and Lock-up, a Post and 
Telegraph Office, are all at present rented to the various Departments, but from the _rapid strides which 
this district is making, there is no doubt that at no distant date requisitions emanating from Progress and 
other Committees will be sent in to the Government, asking for the erection of more suitable and com
modious public offices, and from its position, facing as it does the main street of the township in close 
proximity to the river and to the surveyed bridge site, there is no land more suitable for these purposes 
than that opposite section 1 and 2, particularly section 1, which on the map before me is marked It, as 
though intended for some such purpose. If, before allowing this land to be gazetted for auction, you 
will cause inquiry to be made as to the suitability of it for the purpose I have mentioned, you will, I feel 
sure, find my statement fully borne out, and that a permanent reservation of the whole frontage will save 
the Government from the necessity of purchasing land for public purposes from those whose only ulterior 
object is to secure to themselves the best land in the township with a view to future profit when the 
demand sets in for improved public buildings here.

The importance of this subject, and the fact that the surveyor is now at work will, I trust, be 
accepted as my apology for the length of this letter. I have, &c.,

J -------- GEOBGE E. JEEFEIES.
Submitted be referred to the District Surveyor for report, and Mr. Jeffries be so informed.—

E.C.M., 5/11/88. Tes.—E.H.W. (for the Under' Secretary), 7/11/88. Correspondence Branch.
To inform, then to District Surveyor.—E.C.M. (for B.H D.) ,7/11/88. Mr. Jeffries informed, 13/11/88.

The District Surveyor, Wagga Wagga.—H.C. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 13/11/88. For
warded to Surveyor Barlow to peruse and place with L. B.D. 88-11,458, sent to him on 18/10/88.— 
William Oee, District Surveyor, 16/11/88.

Placed with L.B.D. 88-11,458 accordingly.—M. Baelow, Surveyor, 19/11/88.

No. 22.
Mr. G. Pi. Jeffries to The Secretary for Public Works.

G. B. Jeffries—Be reservation of land as a site for public buildings at Tocumwall.
Sir, Tocumwall, 1 November, 1888.

I have the honor to bring before your notice the fact that in this township in the whole of the 
twenty-two sections no reserves have been set apart for public buildings other than two for schools, one 
of which is already built on. The whole of the best of the land has been offered at auction in years gone 
by and purchased, the remainder of the section, consisting of undulating sand hill, totally unfitted for 
building purposes. The one exception to this is a piece of land on the north side of Deniliquin-street, 
opposite section 1 of the village survey, which is now being laid out by the surveyor with the view of it 
being submitted at auction. The land consists of good dry box forest, admirably suited, both from its 
position and nature, for public offices, and it would indeed be a great pity to see it pass into the hands of 
speculators, who would be the first to demand an exorbitant price from the various Departments when 
the demand exists—which undoubtedly will be soon—for the erection of more commodious public buildings 
than those at present in use at Tocumwall.

If you deem these remarks worthy of notice, it would be well to at once see to the permanent 
reservation of this frontage for public purposes before it is gazetted for sale.

I have, &c.,
--------  GEOBGE E. JEFFEIES. *

This communication should be referred for the consideration of the Lands Department, and Mr.
Jeffries informed.—A.G.M‘L., 8/11/88. Do so.—N.G., 8/11/88. G. B. Jeffries, Esq., 12/11/88.
The Under Secretary for Lands.—A.G.M'L. (for the Under Secretary), B.O., 12/11/88.

The District Surveyor at Wagga Wagga for report.—B.H.D. (for the Under Secretary for Lands),
21/11/88. G. B. Jeffries, 21/11/88.

No. 23.
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No. 23.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Mr. Gr. It. Jeffries.

Sir; Department of Public Works, Sydney, 12 November, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 1st instant, pointing out that there is no land in the 

town of Tocumwall reserved as sites for public buildings, I have the honor to inform you that your 
communication has been transmitted to the Department of Lands, for the consideration of the Honorable 
the Secretary for Lands. I have, &c.,

J J. BARLING!,
Under Secretary.

No. 24. -
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. G. U. Jeffries.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 November, 1888.
I am directed to inform you that your letter of the 1st instant has been received, and that 

your application to have the land noted in the margin brought to auction is being forwarded to the 
District Surveyor for report. I have, &c.,

J H. CURRY
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 25.
Telegram from the Under Secretary for Lands to The District Surveyor,

Wagga Wagga. .
16 November, 1888.

Please telegraph when plan and report of Tocumwall lands will be furnished.
H. CURRY

(For Under Secretary for Lands).

Received 9'40 on 17th November, 1888, and replied to by wire at 10 a.m. same date. Surveyor 
Barlow, who is on the ground, also wired to by this office to hasten survey.—W.O., 17/11/88.

No. 26.
Telegram from The District Surveyor at Wagga Wagga to The Under Secretary

for Lands.
17 November, 1888.

SuRVEYOK Baelow, now at Tocumwall, making survey of town lands there. Expect to have his plan and 
report in by 30th. WM. ORR.

District Surveyor.

Correspondence Branch,—Please inform Mr. Chanter, M.P.—E.C.M., (pro R.H.D.), 17/11/88. 
Mr. Chanter, M.P., informed, 22/11/88. Mr. Legg,—Survey in yet?—E.C.M., 23/11/88. Yes; 
allotments in sections 24 and 25 only. (See Ain. 88-6,414).—R.L., 27/11/88.

No. 27.
Mr. Surveyor M. Barlow to Mr. District-Surveyor Orr.

' (Papers L.B.D. 88-11,458 and plan herewith, No. 80).
Sjr Albury, 19 November, 1888.

In compliance with your instructions, No. 88-110, of 18th October, on paper L.B.D. 88-11,458, 
“ to survey two or three sections within the village of Tocumwall, county of Denison, to meet present 
urgent demand,” I have the honor now to transmit herewith a plan* of eighteen allotments, numbered 1 
to 10, section No. 24, and 1 to 8, section No. 25, and to report,— _

That, on account of the flooded nature of the land to the north of section No. 23 (Police reserve), 
I did not consider it expedient to lay out section No. 25 exactly in accordance with the design shown on 
tracing marked “ A ” ; but I surveyed eight allotments as shown on plan which embraced all the available 
land outside the limit of inundation; at date of survey the land shown on plan as liable to inundation 
was perfectly dry, but in wet seasons the flood-water from the river backs up for a considerable distance 
over this area and renders it unfit for town settlement.

The allotments shown on accompanying plan will be sufficient to meet the present demand, but I 
will furnish a design in a few days’ time for the measurement of all the available land within the village.

As the existing reserve for public buildings is in an [unsuitable position, being on a sand-hill and 
some distance from the business centre of the township, I would strongly recommend that allotments 
Nos. 0 and 7 of section 24 be reserved for public buildings, as, no doubt, before long a Post and Telegraph 
Office and a Court-house will be required, and these buildings should be in the main street (Deniliquin-
street). -.

It is expected that there will be considerable competition for the allotments w'hen offered for sale, 
and I -would therefore suggest an upset price of £50 per acre for allotments 1, 8, 9, and 10, and £40 per- 
acre for allotments 2, 3, 4, and 5 of section No. 24 ; also an upset price of £40 per acre for allotments 1 
and 8, and of £30 per acre for allotments 2 to 7, of section No. 25.

Allotments Nos. 6 and 7 of section No. 24, proposed to be reserved for public purposes, are worth 
at least £50 per acre. As
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As will be seen by plan, tbe telegraph line to Deniliquin passes through allotments 9 and 10 of 
section No. 21, and the road in present use to Deniliquin, which has been cleared, follows the direction 
of the telegraph line, and passes through the reserve for wharf and punt, crossing instead of following the 
surveyed road. _ _

All the allotments measured by me are liable to inundation, to a slight extent, in very high floods, 
but they have not been covered since 1870, and then only to a depth of a few inches, by back water.

I took my azimuth for this survey from the southern boundary of section No. 23, which I found 
to agree with the azimuth of sections Nos. 3 and 4.

Date of survey, 2nd and 3rd November, 1888.
I have, &c.,

MAURICE BARLOW.
P.S.—As the present town boundary only extends as far as the northern boundary of Deniliquin- 

street it will be necessary to renotify it along the northern boundary of Sugden-street, and its prolonga
tion easterly to the eastern boundary of Hannah-street, and therefore coincident with the present 
suburban boundary.—M. Baelow.*

* The present suburban boundary follows the southern boundary of portion 98 and not the northern boundary of Sugden-street, {Vide 
Mr. Barlow’s memo, of 23rd November, 1888). •

T. 90-1,816 Roll. Mr. Meldrum for examination.—W.H.H., 22/11/88. Examined and charted.
—T. B. Melbetjm, 23/11/88. Plan approved.

It is recommended that allotments 6 and 7 of section 24 be proclaimed as reserve for public 
buildings and the necessary description is enclosed. In view of the fact that the present survey does not 
interfere or cause any alteration in the design of the town, it is submitted that action under the 107th 
clause is unnecessary; should it be held otherwise I will forward the necessary descriptions and tracings 
immediately on being advised to do so. I would recommend that an upset price of £50 an allotment be 
placed on allotments 1, 8, 9, and 10, section 24, and allotment 8, section 25; £40 per allotment on 
allotments 2, 3, 4, and 5 of section 24, and allotments 1 to 4 of section 25; £35 per allotment on allot
ments 5, 6, and 7 of section 25 ; and £30 per allotment on allotments 2 and 3 of section 25.—-William . 
Ore, District Surveyor, 24/11/88. The Under Secretary.

The recommendation of the District Surveyor is submitted for approval.—R.H.D. {pro S.E.), 
29/11/88. Approved. Sale to be held at Tocumwall and advertised in local newspapers.—J.N.B., 10/12/88. 
Mr. O’Dwyer.—E.C.M., 11/12/88. Will Mr. Keating please state whether this action involves any alter
ation of design.—J.O’D. {pro R. H. be Low), 15/12/88. Mr. Keating. Urgent. No alteration of 
design in the sense of the 107th section is involved. Descriptions are enclosed for notification of extended 
village and suburban land.—J.T.K., 18/12/88. Mr. De Low. Executive Council Minute. Sale at 
Tocumwall, 29th July, 1S89. Town lots. Allotments 1 to 5, 8 to 10, section 24, 1 to 8, section 25. 
Charted plan, T. 9, noted.—R.D.A., 18/3/89. Examined.—-R.M., 20/3/89. Now for auction sale.—
R.M., 20/3/89. Mr. Eowler.

No. 28.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. G. It. Jeffries.

(Ms. 88-14,577.)
Sir, Department of Lands, Sydndy, 21 November, 1888.

I have the honor to inform you that your letter of the 1st instant, addressed to the Depart
ment of Public Works, on the subject mentioned hereunder, has been referred to Mr. District-Surveyor 
Orr for report. I have, &c.,

R. H. DE LOW
--------- (For the Under Secretary).

Application for reserve for public buildings at Tocumwall.

No. 29.
The Under Secretary for Lands to J. M. Chanter,^Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 22 November, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 16th instant, asking when the Crown lands in the town

ship of Tocumwall will be offered for sale by auction, I have the honor to inform you that the District 
Surveyor reports that Mr. Surveyor Barlow is now at Tocumwall making survey of town lands, and that 
his plan and report are expected by the 30th instant.

I have, &e.,
H. CURRY

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 30.
Telegram, from Mr. E. Manning to The Under Secretary for Lands.

5 January, 1889.
Whest will allotments here be sold ? What causes great delay ?

F. MANNING,
--------  President, Progress Committee.

Mr. De Low,—What does this refer to? If land in Common Tocumwall, some recent action has, 
I think, been taken.—W.H., 7/1/89. Eighteen allotments, in sections 24 and 25, are being put in
schedule for sale. Government. Printer.—E.C.M., 8/1/89.

618—B No. 31.
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No. 31.
Messrs. Chanter and Barbour, M’s.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Survey of Lands for Auction Sales in Town'of Tocumwall.
Dear Sir,

The allotments have been surveyed, 
once. "We approve of the sale as early as possible.

Parliament House, Sydney, 10 January, 1889. 
The people ask that they may be gazetted for sale at

J. M. CHANTER, M.P. 
KOBT. BARBOUR, M.P.

Have these lauds not been advertised already ; if not, what is the cause of delay 1—J.N.B., 11/1/89. 
Schedule of eighteen lots now with the Government Printer, and will be advertised for sale about the end 
of January and offered for sale end of March, 1889.

• [Enclosure.-\
Messrs. Chanter and Barbour, M’s.L.A., Sydney,—

Gentlemen, _ , Tocumwall, January, 1889.
I send you herewith a petition hastily got up in favour of having the lots put up at auction. .

The delay is inexplicable. Numbers of persons are constantly inquiring about them, and there appears to be a desire 
to -settle here if persons could obtain the land. This they cannot do at present, and thus the progress of the place is retarded. 
Kindly urge for these lots to be put up this month if possible.

I have, &e.,
JONATHAN G. HOWARD.

\_Sul-enclosure.']
Tocumwall, 7 January, 1889.

The petition of the undersigned residents of Tocumwall and district, being desirous of purchasing building sites in (he townslrp 
of Tocumwall, respectfully request that you will be pleased to cause the allotments of land recently surveyed in tfce aforesaid 
township to be offered at public auction at an early date this month.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
J. G. Howard.................................. Farmer, &c.................................... Tocumwall.
Walter Whitehead..........................  Auctioneer .................................. Tocumwall. .
Francis Manning ..........................  Manager ....................................... Commercial Bant.

[Here follow twenty other signatures.]

No. 32.
J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 16 January, 1889.
My constituents are complaining loudly at tbe continued delay in submitting to public 

competition the allotments recently surveyed in the town of Tocumwall. Will you kindly expedite 
matters and oblige. Tours, &c.,

--------  J. M. CHANTER,
Schedule of eighteen lots, now with tbe Government Printer.—E.C.M., 17/1/89. Mr. De Low. 

Inform as above to-day, please, and say sale will be held probably about end of March.—R.H.D., 17/1/89. 
Cor. Branch. J. M. Chanter, M.P., informed, 17/1 /89.

No. 33.
The Tinder Secretary for Lands to J. M. Chanter, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 January, 1889.
Referring to your letter of yesterday, inquiring when the allotments recently surveyed in the 

town of Tocumwall will be offered for sale at auction, I have the honor to inform you that the schedule of 
eighteen lots is now with the Government Printer, and that the sale will be held probably about the end 
of March. I have, &c.,

E. H. WILSON
(Eor the Hnder Secretary).

No. 34.
Executive Council Minute.

Urgent. Recommending Site for Village, &c.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 January, 1889.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the portion of land 
within described, containing about 300 acres, he declared under the 101st section of the Crown Lands 
Act of ISSl, to be set apart as tbe site for a village to be called Tocumwall, with suburban lands about 
160 acres to be attached thereto, and that the herein defined area of 1 acre, in the parish of Tocumwall, 
county of Denison, be reserved from sale, under the section quoted, for public buildings.

It is further recommended that so much of the notification in the G-overnment Gazette of the 20th 
March, 1885, as relates to the setting apart of village and suburban lands at Tocumwall be cancelled.

WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation in each case, herein set forth, be approved, 
and the necessary notices issued.—Alex. C. Budge, Cleric of the Council. Minute 89/7, 22/1/89. 
Approved.—Caeeington, 22/1/89. Executive Council minute gazetted and Land Agent informed,
25/1/89. Confirmed, 29/1/89. Land Agent, with description, 7/2/89. Mr. Keating, 7/2/89.

No. 35.
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No. 35.
Gazette Notice.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 January, 1839.
Site for a Tillage at Tocumwall.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that, in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 101st section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, the following portions 
of Crown lands are declared to be set apart as sites for the village of Tocumwall, and of suburban lands 
to be attached thereto.

--------  WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

Amended boundaries of Tillage Lands at Tocumwall.
County of Denison, parish of Tocumwall, area about 300 acres : Commencing on the right bank of 

the Murray Elver, at its intersection with the western side of Murray-street; and bounded thence by 
that side of Murray-street bearing northerly about 18 chains to the northern side of Sugden-street; 
thence by that side of that street and its prolongation bearing north-easterly to the eastern side of 
Hannah-street; thence on the eastern side of that street southerly to the south side of Kelly-street; on 
part of the south by the south side of that street westerly to the west side of Morris-street; and on part 
of the west by that side of that street northerly to the south side' of Tuppal-street; thence on the 
remainder of the south by part of that side of that street westerly to the Murray Eiver, and on the west 
by that river downwards, to the point of commencement.

Boundaries of the Suburban Lands at Tocumwall.
County of Denison, parish of Tocumwall, area about 160 acres : Commencing on the right bank of 

the Murray Eiver, at its intersection with the western side of Murray-street; and bounded thence by 
that side of that street and a north-eastern boundary of portion 98 of 400 acres bearing north-westerly to 
the western extremity of a south-eastern boundary of same portion; thence by that boundary and its 
prolongation bearing north-easterly to its intersection with the western boundary of portion 44 of 320 ; 
thence by part of that boundary south to its southern extremity ; thence a line partly forming the south
west boundaries of portions 44 and 43 bearing south-easterly to its intersection with a north-west boun
dary of last-mentioned portion ; thence a line partly forming the north-west boundaries of portions 43 and 
46 bearing south-westerly to the northern extremity of the east boundary of J. Page’s portion 47 of 40 
acres ; thence by a north-east boundary of that portion north-westerly to its north-east corner ; and thence 
on the south by the north boundary of that portion, being a line bearing west 2 minutes north 21 chains 
75 links to the right bank of Murray Eiver ; thence by that bank of that river downwards, to the point of 
commencement,—hut exclusive of the village of Tocumwall, as notified this day.

The above boundaries are in lieu of those proclaimed in Gazette of 20th March, 1885, and which 
are hereby cancelled.
[Ain. 88-6,444] •

No. 36. •
Gazette Notice.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 January, 1889. 
Eeserves from Sale for Public Buildings.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that, in 
pursuance of the provisions of the 101st section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, the land specified in 
the Schedule appended hereto shall be reserved from sale for public buildings, and is hereby reserved 
accordingly.

--------  WILLIAM JOHN LYNE.

EASTEEN DIYISION.
Land District of Coeowa.

No. 8,500. County of Denison, parish of Tocumwall, containing an area of 1 acre. The Crown 
lands within the boundaries of allotments 6 and 7 of section 24, village of Tocumwall,—as shown on plan 
catalogued T. 19-1,816.
[Ain. 88-6,444]

No. 37.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Crown Lands Agent at Corowa.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 January, 1889.
I have to invite your attention to this day’s Government Gazette, containing notification of 

the amended boundaries of village and suburban lands at Tocumwall.
I am to explain that a tracing, showing the land referred to, will be forwarded as soon as practicable.

I have &c.,
E. H. DE LOW

(Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 38.
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No. 38. _ 
Gazette Notice.

Land Sale.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 May, 1889.

In' pursuance of the provisions of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884,” I the Minister for Lands, do hereby 
notify that the following lots of land will he offered for sale by public auction, at the undermentioned 
place, at twelve o’clock noon on the day specified, at the upset price affixed to each lot respectively.
^ JAMES K BRUNKER.

Sale at Tocumwall, on Monday, the 29th day of July, 1889.
Town Lots.

N
o.

 of
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 of
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Area. Upset Price 
per Lot. County. Parish. 1

a. r. P* £ S. a.
i 24 0 2 0 50 0 0 Denison... Tocumwall...']
2 0 2 0 40 0 0 do ... do ...
3 0 2 0 40 0 0 do ... do ...
4 .. 0 2 0 40 0 0 do ... do ...
5 0 2 0 40 0 0 do ... do ...
8 0 2 0 50 0 0 do ... do ...
9 0 2 0 50 0 0 do ... do ...

10 .. 0 2 0 50 0 0 do ... do ...J
1 25 0 2 0 40 0 0 do ... do ... ^
2 0 2 0 30 0 0 do ... do ...
3 0 1 20 30 0 0 do ... do ...
4 0 1 20 40 0 0 do ... do ...
5 0 2 0 35 0 0 do ... do ...
6 0 2 0 35 0 0 do ... do ...
7 0 2 0 35 0 0 do ... do ...
8 )> 0 2 0 50 0 0 do ... do <

■Situation. Remarks.

In the village of Tocumwall, having 
frontages to Barooga, Deniliquin, 
Morris, and Murray Streets, and 
near the right bank of the Murray 
River.

The village of Tocumwall 
is situated on the right 
bank of the Murray 
River, about 45 miles 
westerley from Corowa.

In the village of Tocumwall, having 
frontages to Barooga, Sugden, 
Murray and Bent Streets.
Ain. 88-6,444; T. 9-1,816 Roll; 
and Ain. 89-2,219.

No. 39.
R, Barbour, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir, Parliament House, Sydney, 12 June, 1889.
Our constituents at Tocumwall request Chanter and myself to ask you to make a reduction of 

£10 on the upset of the town allotments advertised to be sold on the 29th July. _
These lands as sites for business will be much competed for-—the people were very desirous of 

getting them sold, but change of Ministry and some instructions given by Mr. Lyne delayed the sale, 
this has caused the people to think that,some person had blocked the sale, and we are requested to ask 
the papers in the case to be laid upon the Table of the House. _ _

I however think that if you would write me a letter giving reasons for the delay, it may be 
sufficient. . I have, &c.,-orvom ■nA'PTjnrn?

Inform Mr. Barbour that the upset prices were recommended by the District Surveyor, and 
inferring from his (Mr. Barbour’s) representation that the land will probably be briskly competed for, it 
is not desirable in the public interest to reduce the upset prices. Mr. Barbour may also be informed why 
the sale has been delayed.—J.N.B., 13/6/89.

Corresponding Branch,—Mr. Barbour informed, 13/6/89.

No. 40.
The Under Secretary for Lands to R. Barbour, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 June, 1889.
Referring to your letter of the 12th instant, urging a reduction of £10 on the upset price of 

the town allotments advertised to be sold on the 29th proximo at Tocumwall, I yny directed by the 
Secretary for Lands to inform you that the upset prices were recommended by the District Surveyor, and 
inferring from your representation that the land will probably be briskly competed for, it is not desirable 
in the public interest to reduce the upset prices. _ ,

I am to add that the delay of sale is owing to the total suspension of all auction sales of Crown 
lands since the 19th March last. 1 have, &c.,

H. CURRY
' (Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 41.
Mr. W. Whitehead to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Dear Sir Tocumwall, 3 July, 1889.
I have received the lithos., &c., all right this morning and posted the others back. I suppose 

I shall receive more instructions as to terms, &c., before the sale day ; unless the terms are pretty good, 
I almost think buyers would pay cash. What about No. 10 block that J. Gr. Howard has leased and 
erected a public-house on that will be opened about the middle of the month ?

Yours, &c.,
_____  WALTER WHITEHEAD.

. Terms and conditions of sale sent Mr. Whitehead. Cor. Branch,—Please inform Mr Whitehead 
and the Crown Lands Agent, Corowa, that allotment 10, of section 24, has been withdrawn from sale, 29th 
July instant, at Tocumwall.—E.C.M. (^ro R.H.D.), 13/7/89: ' ,

Mr. Whitehead and Crown Lands Agent, Corowa, informed. Notice to Gazette and schedule 
noted, 19/7/89. ________

No. 42.
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No. 42.
Gazette Notice.

Withdrawal of Land from Sale.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 July, 1889.

Notice is hereby given, that the undermentioned portion of land, advertised in the Government Gazette 
of the 28th May (No. 274), for sale at Tocumwall, on the 29th July next, has been withdrawn from sale, 
namelyAllotment No. 10, section 24, county of Denison, parish of Tocumwall.

STEPHEN EEEEMAN,
[Oec. 89-6,163] Under Secretary.

No. 43.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Crown Lands Agent, Corowa.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 July, 1889.
I have the honor to inform you that allotment 10, section 24, has been withdrawn from sale 

advertised to be held at Tocumwall on the 29th instant. I have, &c.,
■ H. CUEEY

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 44.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. W. Whitehead.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 July, 1889.
Deferring to your letter of the 3rd instant, I have the honor to inform you that allotment 10, 

' section 24, has been withdrawn from sale advertised to be held at Tocumwall on the 29th instant.
I have, &c.,

H. CUEEY
(For the Under Secretary).

[Four plans.]

[2s. 6c?.] 618—C
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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1889.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE ' 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 8. Tuesday, 2 Apbil, 1889.
8 Conditional Purchases made upon Barratta Bun :—Mr. Barbour moved, pursuant to amended

Notice,— ' .
. (1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire

into and report upon all conditional purchases made upon the run of Barratta (Henry Bicketson, 
lessee), from January, 1872, till December, 1882 ; how many were lapsed or forfeited ; what became 
of the improvements ; how many were converted into improvement purchases.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Lvne, Mr. J. P. Abbott, Mr. Alison, Mr. Copeland, Mr. 
Chapman, Mr. T. Gr. Dangar, Mr. Brunker, Mr. Hugh Taylor, Mr. Woodward, and the Mover. 
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 14. Tuesday, 16 April, 1889. . ,
2. Conditional Purchases made upon Barratta Bun :—Mr. Lamb presented a Petition from 

Henry Bicketson, of Barratta Station, referring to the Select Committee now sitting upon this 
subject; and praying that he may be heard by Counsel, Attorney, or Agent before such Committee, 
with liberty to adduce such evidence as may be within his power.
Petition received.
Mr. Lamb (by consent') moved, without Notice, That the prayer of the Petitioner be granted. 
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 87. Wednesday, 4 September, 1889. •
4. Conditional Purchases made upon Barratta Bun :—Mr. Barbour, as Chairman,, brought up 

the Beport from, and laid upon the Tabic the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken 
before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 
2nd April, 1889, together with Appendices.
Ordered to be printed..

CQNtEENXS..,

Extracts from the ."Votes and Proceedings......... ........
Beport..............................................................................
Proceedings of the Committee.........——.—...... -■...
Minutes of Evidence ........ ............................... ..........
Appendices. ... ................. .......................... ..... ......—
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iI889.

rGONDITIONAL PURCHASES MADE ■UPOI’f BARRATTA RUN.

liEPOUT.

'The-Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly,- appointed on the; 2nd/April, 
1889, with power 'to send'for persons and papers'to 'inquire1 into and'report 

upon all Conditional Purchases made upon the 'Pun of 'Barratta '(Henry 

..Bicketson, lessee),from January, 1872, till.December, 1882; how many were 

lapsed or forfeited,; t what became of the improvements; how many were, con

vert edinto improvement purchases f—have agreed to the following Report:—

*1. Your Committee having examined the witnesses, whose evidence is 
appended hereto, find as follows :—

(1.) The conditional purchases made upon Barratta Run from January, 1872, 
till December, 1882, numbered 89 (eighty-nine), and contained an area of 
about 20,000 (twenty thousand) acres.

(2.) How many were forfeited.—Seventy-five out of the eighty-nine condi
tional purchases were forfeited; one only obtained a certificate of con
formity by Henry Ricketson, the owner of the run ; the remaining 
thirteen being treated as null and void, as it does not appear that any 
improvements were effected upon them.

(3.) Improvements.—The improvements made upon the seventy-five forfeited 
conditional purchases, according to the valuation of the Inspectors, 
averaged nearly twenty shillings per acre, or a total of upwards of £18,000 
(eighteen thousand pounds), and consisted -of tanks or dams, fencing, and 
buildings. .

(4.) What became of the Improvements.—Twenty-six of the forfeited conditional 
purchases were, sometime after, sold by auction to Henry Ricketson, and 
the value of the improvements was added to nine of them, and there is no 
evidence before the Committee to show that there were any improvements, 
upon the other seventeen at the time they were sold by auction. Twelve 
of the forfeited conditional purchases are still Crown Lands, and so far as 
your Committee were able to ascertain the improvements are still upon 
the land, and the land and improvements are in possession of Henry 

.Ricketson.
(5-)
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(5.) Sow many were converted into Improvement Iurchases.—Thirty-seven of 
the forfeited conditional purchases have been purchased hy Henry 
Ricketson as improvement purchases. Application was made hy him to 
purchase each of these immediately after forfeiture had appeared in the 
Gazette i in twelve cases he made application only two days after for
feiture, viz., they were gazetted forfeited on the 7th of August, 1876, 
and his application is dated 9th August, 1876. In three other cases, three 
days elapsed; in others, seven days, fourteen days, twenty-one days, and so 
on, and so far as your Committee could ascertain the most of the improve
ments claimed in the applications appear to he those that are described as 
being upon the forfeited conditional purchases at the time of forfeiture. 
The area so dealt with is between 9,000 and 10,000 acres, and Crown 
grants have been obtained for the whole at prices varying from 20s. to 26s: 
per acre.

2. In the evidence given hy the Under Secretary for Lands (questions 278 
to 288) it appears that the Supreme Court has decided that when conditional 
purchases become forfeited the improvements thereon belong to the Crown. No 
evidence was adduced before your Committee showing that the improvements upon 
lands which Mr. Ricketson had been permitted to purchase as improvement pur
chases had not been erected by him either partly before and partly after, or wholly 
after the time the said lands had been conditionally purchased.

ROBT. BARBOUR,
Chairman.

So. 3 Committee Moom,

Sydney, 4 September, 1889.



PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

. WEDNESDAY, 10 APBIL, 1889.
Membees Pbesent :—

Mr. Barbour, | Mr. Alison,
Mr. Hugh Taylor.

Mr. Barbour called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated. — - -
Ordered,—That an intimation be sent to Mr. Henry Bicketson (lessee of the Barratta Bun) that 

the Committee intended to proceed with the inquiry, and that it was open to him to petition the House 
for leave to be represented before the Committee should he so desire. '

[Adjourned.]
Be-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.

TUESDAY, 11 MAY, 1889. 
Member Present :—

Mr. Barbour.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 15 MAY, 1889. 
Members Present :—

Mr. Barbour, | Mr. Chapman.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TSUBSDAY, 16 MAY, 1889. /
Members Present :—

Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar, | Mr. "Woodward.

Entry from Votes and Proceedings, granting leave to Henry Bicketson to appear by Counsel before 
the Committee, read by the Clerk.

Committee deliberated.
_ [Adjourned till Tuesday, 28 May, at Two o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 28 MAY, 1889. 
Member Present :—

Mr. Barbour.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 29 MAY, 1889.
Member Present :— - 

• Mr. Barbour.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

TSUBSDAY, 30 MAY, 1889.
Members Present :— '

Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. Alison, _ J 31r. T. G. Dangar,

Mr. Hugh Taylor. .
Present:—Thomas Eobertson, Esquire {Solicitor for Mr. Henry Bichelson).
Erank Griffin {Glerh, Conditional Sales Brancli, Department of Lands), called in, sworn, and 

examined.
"Witness handed in schedule showing particulars of all conditional purchases made upon Barratta 

Bun, from January, 1872, till December, 1882. Ordered to be appended. {See Appendix Al).
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till Wednesday next, at a quarter past Two o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 5 JUNE, 1889.
Member Present :—

Mr. Barbour.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 3 JULY, 1889. 
Member Present :—

.Mr. Barbour.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

THURSDAY, 4 JULY, 1889.
Members Present:—

Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. T. G-.-Dangar, | Mr. Hugh Taylor,

Mr. Alison.
Present:—Thomas Eobertson, Esq. {Solicitor for Mr. Henry Ricketson). 
Stephen Ereeman {Under Secretary for Lands) called in, sworn, and examined. 
Witness withdrew.

[Adjourned till to-morrow at half-past Eleven o’clock.]

FRIDAY, 5 JULY, 1889.
Members Present : —

. Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. Alison, | Mr. Hugh Taylor.

Present:—Thomas Eobertson, Esq. {Solicitor for Mr. Henry Ricketson).
Henry Eicketson called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in copy of a letter dated 23rd December, 1888, from Eobert Barbour, M.P., to 

witness in reference to improvements on Barratta Eun. Ordered to be appended. {See Appendix Bl.) 
Witness withdrew.

- -. [Adjourned.] ■

FRIDAY, 2 AUGUST, 1889.
Members Present:—

Mr. Barbour, | Mr. Chapman.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY, 14 AUGUST, 1889.
Members Present :—

’ Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. T. G. Dangar, | Mr. Hugh Taylor.

Committee deliberated. . .
Chairman submitted Draft Eeport.
On motion of Mr. Hugh Taylor, in consequence of the absence of Mr. Alison, a member of the 

Committee, who desired to be present when the Eeport was dealt with, the consideration thereof was 
postponed.

[Adjourned till Wednesday, 28 August, at Three o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 28 AUGUST;!^. 
Member Present :—

Mr. Barbour.
In' the absence of a'quorum'the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY, 4 SEPTEMBER, 1889.
Membees Peesent :—

Mr. Barbour in the Chair.
Mr. Alison, | Mr. Brunker,

Mr. Hugh Taylor.
Chairman submitted Draft Beport, as follows :—

“ The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 2nd April, 1889, ‘ with power to 
send for persons andpapers to inquire into and report upon all Conditional Purchases made upon the 
Run of Barratta (Menry Ricketson, lessee), from January, 1872, till December, 1882; how many were 
lapsed or forfeited; lohat became of the improvements ; how many were converted into improvement 
purchases,’—have agreed to the following Beport:— \

“ 1. Tour Committee having examined the witnesses, whose evidence is appended hereto, find 
as follows :— •

“ (1.) The conditional purchases made upon Barratta Bun from January, 1872, till December, 1882, 
numbered 89 (eighty-nine), and contained an area of about 20,000 (twenty thousand) acres.

“ (2.) Mow many were forfeited.—Seventy-five out of the eighty-nine conditional purchases were 
forfeited; one only obtained a certificate of conformity by Henry Bicketson, the owner of the 
run; the remaining thirteen being treated as null and void, as it does not appear that any 
improvements were effected upon them.

“ (3.) Improvements.—The improvements made upon the seventy-five forfeited conditional purchases, 
according to the valuation of the Inspectors, averaged nearly twenty shillings per acre, or a 
total of upwards of £18,000 (eighteen thousand pounds), and consisted of tanks or dams, fencing, 
and buildings. . .

“ (4.) What became of the improvements.—Twenty-six of the forfeited conditional purchases’were, 
sometime after, sold by auction to Henry Bicketson, ‘ but although all of these were improved, 
only upon nine of them was anything added to the upset price for the improvements, consequently

. seventeen of such cases, averaging nearly £300 each, of improvements, became the property of 
Henry Bicketson without anything having been paid for such improvements.’ Twelve of the 
forfeited conditional purchases are still Crown Lands, and so far as your Committee were able to 
ascertain the improvements are still upon the land, and the land and improvements are in 
possession of Henry Eicketson.

“ (5.) Mow many were converted into Improvement Purchases.—Thirty-seven of the forfeited con
ditional purchases have been purchased by Henry Bicketson as improvement purchases. 
Application was made by him to purchase each of these immediately after forfeiture had 
appeared in the Gazette; in twelve cases he made application only two days after forfeiture, 
viz., they were gazetted forfeited on the 7th of August, 1876, and his application is dated 9th 
August, 1876. In three other cases, three days elapsed ; in others, seven days, fourteen days, 
twenty-one days, and so on, and so far as your Committee could ascertain the most of the 
improvements claimed in the applications appear to be those that are described as being upon 
the forfeited conditional purchases at the time of forfeiture. The area so dealt with is between 

, 9,000 and 10,000 acres, and Crown grants have been obtained for the whole at prices varying
from 20s. to 25s. per acre.

“ 2. In the evidence given by the Under Secretary for Lands (questions 278 to 283) it appears 
that the Supreme Court has decided that when conditional purchases become forfeited the improvements 
thereon belong to the Crown. ‘Your Committee are of opinion that the greater part, if not the whole 
of the described improvements vrere upon the land at the time that the selections were forfeited, and 
were therefore the property of the Crown, and that Henry Bicketson wrongfully claimed the said 
improvements to be his own property, and in consequence he was allowed to purchase the land as 
improvement purchases, and he has thereby obtained thirty-seven Crown granis which should not have 
issued in the circumstances.’ ”

Same read paragraph by paragraph.
Paragraph 1 read and agreed to.
Sub-paragraphs (1) to (3) read and agreed to.
Sub-paragraph (4) read, amended on motion of Mr. Brunker, by omitting, from, lines 2 to 7,— 

“ but although all of these were improved, only upon nine of them was anything added to the upset price 
for the improvements, consequently seventeen of such cases, averaging nearly £300 each, of improvements, 
became the property of Henry Bicketson without anything having been paid for such improvements,” and 
inserting, “and the value of the improvements was added to nine of them, and there is no evidence before 
the Committee to show that there were any improvements upon the other seventeen at the time they were 
sold by auction,”—and agreed to.

Sub-paragraph (5) read and agreed to.
Paragraph 2 read amended, on motion of Mr. Brunker, by omitting from lines 3 to end of 

paragraph, the words “ your ” to “ circumstances,” and inserting “ No evidence was adduced before your 
Committee showing that the improvements upon lands which Mr. Bicketson had been permitted to pur
chase as improvement purchases had not been erected by him either partly before and partly after or 
wholly after the time the said lands had been conditionally purchased,”—and agreed to.

Chairman to report to the House.

PAGE.
6
1
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Freeman, Stephen 
Griffin, Frank ..... 
Bicketson, Henry

LIST OF WITNESSES.
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH tWALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

ON

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES MADE UPON BARRATTA RUN.

THURSDAY, 30 MAY, 1889. 
ifrmnt: —

Mb. T. G. DAN GAR. | Me. BARBOUR,
Mb. ALISON. j Me. HUGH TAYLOR,

R. BARBOUR, Esq., in the Chair.

Thomas Robertson, Esq., Solicitor, appeared on behalf of Mr. Henry Ricketson.

Erank Griffin called in and examined:—
1. Chairman] You are a clerk in the Lands Office ? Yes ; in the Conditional Sales Branch. Mr.
2. We want to know what conditional purchases were made on the Barratta Run from 1872 to 1882. E. Griffin.
What was the first one that was taken up after 1872 ? The first one I have any trace of is dated the 7th '---- -—'
August, 1873. 30 May, 1889.
3. What is the name ? H. J. Ricketson.
4. What was the area ? 320 acres.
5. What is the parish ? Parish of Banangalite.
6. Have you any reports from Conditional Inspectors as to the improvements that were made upon that 
conditional purchase ? Yes, a report by Mr. Keele ; that is dated 1876.
7. What do you say about the date of lapsing ? It was declared lapsed on the 7th May, 1877.
8. What does he report as to the improvements that were on that conditional purchase ? Eencing, £140.
9. And what next? That is all that he reports.
10. Have you any other reports ? Not on that conditional purchase.
11. What is the date of the inspection ? The 2nd July, 1876, by Mr. Keele.
12. And the improvements were fencing ? Yes.
13. Was that conditional purchase lapsed or forfeited P It was lapsed on the 7th May, 1877.
14. When was it gazetted ? That was the date of the gazetting.
15. Was it gazetted as lapsed or forfeited ? As lapsed.
16. The two words mean the same thing, don’t they ? No. Eorfeiture would be for non-compliance with 
conditions of residence and improvements. A conditional purchase lapses when no declaration is sent in 
or no instalments are paid.
17. Both are for non-fulfilment of conditions ? Yes. But one might be after inquiry in open Court.
18. Can you tell us anything more about that conditional purchase ? Yes : that same land was applied 
for by R. Barbour, on the 20th November, 1873.
19. That was a long time before ? Yes.
20. And whilst it was a conditional purchase ? Yes.
21. And what was done with that ? That was declared void, because it was the same land already applied 
for by H. J. Ricketson.
22. What was done with it after it lapsed? On the 28th May, 1877, Henry Ricketson applied for it as 
an improvement purchase.

314—A 23.
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2 MINUTES ON EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON

Mr. 23. What were the improvements described as in the Inspector’s report ? The report was dated the 5th
F. Grnfim. September, 1883. '

30Ma6sS9 rePork upon the application for the irtiptovement purchase ? Tes.
y’ ‘ 2-3. What is the report on the improvements ? Wool-scouring establishment, £180; fencing, £172 ; a 
' tank, £90.

26. Do you know if that fencing is the same fencing as was described in the conditional purchase ? No ; 
I could not say. ■
27. How long was the date of it after the lapsing ? Three weeks.
28. What was the number of acres applied for as the improvement purchase ? 320.
29. Was it granted ? Yes.
30. And have the deeds issued? Yes.
31. When did they issue ? On the 6th November, 1884.
32. Can you tell us anything more about that improvement purchase ? The price was £1 5s. per acre.
33. That is the whole, is it ? Yes.
34. What is the nest conditional purchase? The next is on the same date, by F. W. Eicketson.
35. What is the area of that ? 240 acres.
36. Was there any inspection of that? Yes ; on the 26th June, 1876, Mr. Keele inspected it.
37. And what were the improvements then ? A bridge and a hotl'se valued at £240.
38. Was that subsequently lapsed or forfeited ? That lapsed on the 7th May, 1877.
39. Was that applied for as an improvement purchase ? Yes ; on the 28th May, 1877.
40. And what were the improvements in connection with the improvement purchase on the date of tho 
surveyor’s valuation ? Fencing, £109 17s. ; a tank, £94 10s. ; a bridge, £50.
41. No house ? No house. .
42. Was that improvement purchase sold ? Yes; in-November, 1884.
43. As an improvement purchase ? Yes.
44. At £1 5s. an acre ? Yes.
45. Can you tell us anything more about that purchase ? No.
46. What is the date of the next conditional purchase ? The 14th August, 1873.
47. What is the name of the purchaser ? F. W. Eicketson.
48. What is the area ? 320 acres.
49. Was there any inspection of that ? Yes ; Inspector Carne inspected it.
50. What is the date ? 17th June, 1878. That is after it lapsed.
51. What were the improvements ? Stable for Cobb & Co., £175 ; fencing, £160; and tank, £132 6s. 8d.; 
total, £468 6s. 8d.
52. Was that subsequently lapsed or forfeited? It was lapsed before that inspection, on the 7th

53. Was it afterwards applied for as an improvement purchase? Yes, on the 21st May.
54. In what year ? 1877. *
55. What improvements were reported ? The improvements wore the same. It was the same inspection 
connected with the improvement purchase, the inspection being after the lapsing.
56. What was the time between the lapsing and the application for it as an improvement purchase ? 
About three weeks, and from the date of application to the date of inspection about twelve months.
57. What did the improvement purchase claim as an improvement ? A house, tank, fencing, &c.
58. Is there any difference between the improvements mentioned in the application for the improvement 
purchase and the improvements reported? The only difference is that the house is called a stable in 
the report.
59. Can you tell us any more about that purchase ? The deed was issued, and the price was £1 2s. 6d.

■ an acre. .
■ 60. What is the next conditional purchase ? The next was on the same date, by W. F. Eicketson, 14th

August, 1873.
■ 61. Can you give the area of that conditional purchase ? Yes{; 320 acres. ‘

62. Was that inspected ? Not till after it was lapsed.
63. When was it inspected? On the 17th June, 1878. It was lapsed on the 7th May, 1877.
64. What were the improvements on it? An iron house, £160; fencing, £160; and an old hut, £5 ;
total, £325.
65. Was that applied for as an improvement purchase? Yes ; on the 21st May, 1877.
66. What were the improvements mentioned in that application ? A house, fencing, &c. ■
67. Do these correspond with what was reported as on the conditional purchase? Yes, but the improve
ment purchase was refused.
68. Has it been applied for again ? No ; it was sold at auction at the upset price of £1 12s. 6d. an acre.
69. Is these anything said in the papers about the improvements being included ? I do not think so.
70. What is the next case ? The next is on the same date, by C. M. Eicketson.
71. What is the area ? 320 acres, in the parish of Eicketson.
72. Was that inspected ? Yes ; by Mr. Smith.
73. What was the date ? 14th August, 1873.
74. What were the improvements reported by Mr. Smith on the 12th April, 1876 ? There was a hut, 
£15 ; fencing, £180; and atank, £100. There was an inquiry by Commissioner Johnson, on tho 8th May, 
in connection with that purchase, and it was declared forfeited on the 7th August. 1876.
75. Was it subsequently applied for as an improvement purchase ? Yes; on the 9th August, 1876, by
Henry Eicketson. "
76. And what improvements were claimed for? I have not got the papers of that particular improvement 
purchase.
77. Have you any report upon it? Yes ; Mr. Licensed Surveyor Finlay reported upon it.
78. What did he say the improvements were ? Fencing, £160; tank, £150 ; hut, £15 ;—£325 altogether.
79. Are these the same improvements that were on the forfeited conditional purchase ? The same class- 
hut, fencing, and tank.
80. The total amount of the one corresponds with the total amount of the other ? No; there was £295 
worth on the conditional purchase, and £325 was the value for the improvement purchase.

81.
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81. They were the same items P Tes.
82. Can you tell us anything more about it ? Tes ; the deed issued for that purchase at £1 an acre.
83. On what date ? The 20th August, 1879.
It 18 ^ next conditional purchase P On the same date, by Amy Q. Eicketson.
85. What is the area? 320 acres.
86. In what parish ? Eicketson. . '

^on VeTnt? reJ1°j’*ed up°n h ? Tes! Mr' Smitb. on the 12th April, 1876, reported a hut, £15 ; 
M„Tr g’T+ 80 £150; total value, £345. Commissioner Johnson held an inquiry on the 8th
May. It was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876.
oo‘ -m-f8 sub®e<iuently applied for as an improvement purchase ? Tes. 
on a j iaS < le date application ? 9th August, 1876
91. AndIhe value"? 6 claimed for ? A house, a tank, post and wire fencing.
92 Is that for the same improvements that are on the conditional purchase ? Tes, the same items—a 
£90 n 6^’ ap9oa i^;>Carnf lnsPected that on the 7th September, 1879. He found a hut, value

’ 01 £6°; mM- * ™ •**^
£300° the lmP!'ovements differ in any way ? No ; there were two tanks, fencing, and a hut, valued at

menS0 ‘fSTl t0 be ^ same improvements, but differently valued ? The same class of improve
ments. Only 240 acres of that was granted out of the 320 acres applied for. '

r“! J„lr.188S,‘‘t£1l,. » «~=
ptishrf BilMo™' “ *• mh N°remb,r> 187s—eeor8« selector, „t 320

97. Was that inspected? No ; that was declared lapsed, on the 16th May, 1877. 
qq wwther® any improvements reported ? No ; it was sold by auction.
C Orton* WaS t le nGXt 0886 a£ter that? The next is on tlle same date. 20th November, 1873, by J. M. 

100. Did anything come of that ? That lapsed on the 16th May, 1877.
102 WW btrefLny-lmprOVemeiltSorePt0l1ed ? Tes 5 on the 12th October, 1878, by Inspector Carne. 
nuuiipd improvements ? A house, £160; fencing, £180-£340 altogether. That wasin? w v ariimproveinent purchase on the 14th June, 1877, but it was refused.
103. Was it applied for again ? No.
d®!!- ^at was subsequently done with it ? It was sold at auction.
105. VV hat was the upset price ? I have not got that.
Sff’^SKffiSSSr' ? “* ” “ ** *“ 1873'17 rrederiek Gee, 320 «res, i„

T08- Wat airei,0td Up°v ? Ye!t onr,tl1® 24th December, 1874. Inspector Street reported upon it.
Joq wwthere '\SUbs8qUei2t lnsPectl°u ? Tes, on the 7th September, 1879, by Inspector Carne 
i ?n X l "tSF n6 lmPrevements reported on by Street ? A hut with an iron roof.^
11?' Wod)b/I1Mr' Carne> m September, 1879 ? Eencing, £75; a tank, £20 9s. 4d.; and fencing again, £70.
119 a xere any suhsequent inspection of that ? Tes, in 1886. S. 8
dl“- 4?d '™at were t}ie improvements reported then ? Fencing, £90 ; tank, £300.
iii ri v ^ subsequently applied for as an improvement purchase ? Tes, in 1877
ilt‘ w WJlat date ?, 1 cannot Slve the date ; the application was refused.
»0%S™r&;g.‘PPli“liO"? ~ It i. »o, ,„c«oc p»reh.,e. H,TS

160acreXIStlieneXtCaSe? Thenextoneis on the 20th November, 1873, by Samuel Tucker; area,

iio' that inspected? Tes; by Mr. Keele, on 7th July, 1876. '
118. What did he report ? A hut, value £5.
119. Was that all? That was all. ,
£niX 8?eaudaybnt?e£iinSpemi°n ? °? the AuSust, 1878, by Mr. Carne. He found a tank,
£93 15s' Ind oA ™ £1°' Xa ,Mr'Landon- 011 ^e 14th June, 1881, reported a hut, £20', a tank,
i9i Tui.’ pUd dl 11(2168 were granted for the improvement purchase.
199' tvj WaS the dat.e of the application for that improvement purchase ? 13th June, 1877.
199 WlJ0-'1 7 wh<lther jll?* wfs lapsed or forfeited ? It was declared lapsed on the 16th May, 1877 
S' WhAl8 A® neA ?0n“ Purehase ? Ou the 20th November, 1873, Fanny Barbour. . 7 
ThatXn.SfpTris0lfolBanangab?eWaS "" applicati011 for 320 acres’ 0IllI 158 aCTes were allowed.

19thMaarchha|V78P1fted?- 14 do+es,not f.PP^tohfe been inspected until after it was forfeited on the 
Ton wt 7 1878 lf: Was lnsPected on the 10th July, 1880, by Mr. Carne.
total,XS.We,'e 6 lmprovements ? Cottage> £40; another, £25; shed, &c., £24; fencing, £134; 

EickeXn that app3i?d f°r aS an improvement purchase? Tes; on the 26th March, 1878, by Henry ■ 

190 ^as't allowed to be purchased ? No ; it was refused
sale and feaXonTlA ocW ^duently ?_ Fes ; it was notified as reserved from
purchase 6 ^ March, 1878. That is the day on which it was applied for as an improvement '

13l' haiS SI?ce ]!een done with it ? No ; I think that case is proceeding now.
132 WhatTs the a° 6 ^ ^ 18 fr0m tlle Cr0wn ? 14 is sti11 in the hands of *0 Crown. -
199 WW ■« X fc ? 9ooiT 16 n6Xt Case 18 that of Margaret Barbour, 20th November, 1873. '
idd. W hat is the area ? 288| acres. ' .
134. Was that inspected ? Not till after it was declared forfeited. " •
13o. When was it declared forfeited ? On the 7th August, 1876. ' '
130. On what date was it inspected ? On the 8th August, 1880, by Inspector Carne. . . ■ ■

137.

Mr.
F. Griffin. 

30 May, 1889.
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137. What were the improvements ? I'enciug, £180; tank, £140 ; house, £160; total, £480.
138. Was that applied for as an improvement purchase? That was applied for as an improvement 
purchase by Henry Eicketson.
139. On what date? On the 27th November, 1876, the application being allowed for 144b acres.
140. What were the improvements claimed ? It was originally applied for in connection with another 
conditional purchase, portions 3, 4, and 23, comprising 468b acres, and that was afterwards split into 
three. That was claimed in virtue of three tanks, valued at £495, and fencing, valued at £169 10s.
141. Then what was the other conditional purchase that was joined on to that one? That was the 
purchase of Josiah Pitty, 180b acres.
142. Have you Pitty’s improvements ? Yes. Pitty’s improvements on the 12th April, 1876, were a hut, 
£20; fence, £90 ; another fence, £180 ; making a total of £290.
143. When was that forfeited ? On the 7th August, 1876.
144. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 22nd November, 1876 ; but only
144b acres were granted at that time. _
145. Was some other land granted subsequently ? Yes ; it was granted in three lots.
146. And what were the improvements on the three lots ? The improvements on the 144b acres were
valued by Surveyor Broughton on the 16th July, 1886—a tank, £62 10s.; fence, £85 10s.; total, £148 ; that 
is on portion 3. On portion 4 of the same area he found a tank, value £117 10s.; a fence, £28 10s.; 
total, £146. On portion 23 of Pitty’s selection, a tank, £162 10s.; a dam, £10 ; and fence, £11 5s.; 
total, £183 15s. _ , „
147. Do these improvements correspond with the improvements reported on the conditional purchase .
They reported a tank and a fence, but I do not know whether they are the same. _ .
148. Does the next correspond with them ? No. The deeds were issued on this third portion on the
3rd Pebruary, 1888 ; £1 5s. an acre was the price. _
149. Have you given us the improvements that were inspected on all those conditional purchases.
Yes; there were only two conditional purchases, but three portions. _ )
150. Then what is the next conditional purchase on the Barratta Eun? The next is Greorge P. Barbour s.
151. What is the area ? 320 acres.
152. And the date ? The 20th November, 1873. .
153. Were the improvements inspected? Yes. On the 12th April, 1876, Inspector Smith found a hut, 
value £20 ; fence, £90 ; tank, £60; total, £170.
154. Has there been any further inspection ? Yes; it was inspected by Mr. Carne on the 9th August, 1880.
155. What did he report ? He found a tank made by the selector valued at £26 15s. 4d.; improve
ments made by the lessee of the run, tank and fencing, valued at £324 3s. 4d. That was forfeited on 
the 7th August, 1876; that is portion 14 in the parish of Eicketson.
156. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 31st December, 1877.
157. And was it sold as an improvement purchase ? No ; it was refused.
158. Is it still Crown land? It appears to be still Crown land. ,, jA,
159. What is the next conditional purchase ? The next is George Pitty’s, 20th November, 1873, 144i
acres; this is portion 5. . n n i j
160. What improvements are reported? Inspector Smith, on the 12th April, 1876, found a hut, valued 
at £20, and a fence, £160. That was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876, and applied for as an improve
ment purchase on the 2nd May, 1878.
161. What improvements were claimed ? A house and a tank.
162. Are those the same improvements that were on the conditional purchase ? No ; not according to 
the Inspector. He said there were a hut and a fence.
163. And the improvement purchase application is for a house and a tank ? Yes.
164. What is the amount? On the 17th June, 1878, Inspector Carne found that there was a hut, £85, 
and a tank, £100.
165. Was that selection forfeited ? It was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876.
166. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 2nd May, 1878.
167. Are the improvements different from the first one ? The improvements made by the selector are
valued at £76, and those of the lessee at £130 13s. 4d. _
168. Was that sold as an improvement purchase ? Yes, the deed was issued on the 24th October, 1881; 
the price was £1 an acre.
169. What is the next one ? The next one is Thomas Kerr, 20th November, 1873, 320 acres. That was 
declared forfeited on the 1st October, 1878.
170. What were the improvements on it? They were not given till afterwards—the 7th September, 
1879, there was a hut, tank, and fence, valued at £209 Is.
171. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 8th October, 1878.
172. What improvements were claimed ? That was a conditional improvement purchase.
173. Have you any improvements reported ? Yes ; by Mr. Surveyor Orr, on the 6th July, 1881.
174. Was that inspection in consequence of the improvement purchase application? Yes.
175. What improvements did he report? A tank, £156 5s.; fencing, £125; a house, £110; total,
£39! 5s. . .
176. Do any of these correspond with the improvements on the conditional purchase ? The same class of 
improvements—a hut, tank, and fence.
177. Was that sold as an improvement purchase ? Yes; the deed was issued on the 2nd January, 1882, 
and the price was £1 5s. an acre.
178. What is the next conditional purchase ? Mary K. Barbour, 20th September, 1873, area 320 acres, 
in the parish of Eicketson.
179. Was there any inspection of that conditional purchase ? Yes; on the 24th December, 1874, 
Inspector Street reported that there were a hut and fencing, but no value was stated.
180. Was there any subsequent inspection ? Yes ; by Inspector Carne, on the 9th August, 1880. _
181. What are the improvements ? He found that the improvements made by the selector amounted m 
value to £105 16s. 8d., and those made by the lessee to £508 6s. 8d.
182. Was that applied for as an improvement purchase ? Yes, on the 9th August, 1876. First of all it 
was applied for on that date as portions 10 and 11, 640 acres.

183.
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183. TV^as the conditional purchase of M. K. Barbour fallowed to he 
subsequently, on the application of 5th Pebruary, 1877, it was.
184. By whom ? By Henry Eicketson, 640 acres.
185. That included Catherine Barbour’s conditional purchase ? Yes.
186. What is the area of the two portions ? 640 acres.
187. What improvements are reported on the last couditional purchase ?
August, 1880, valued the improvements by the selector at £145, and those by the lessee at £331 13s. 4d.
188. What was the date of the application for that improvement purchase? The one granted was dated 
5th February, 1877.
189. And were those the improvements that the improvement purchase was sold for ? Licensed Surveyor 
Eigaut, on the 29th March, 1877, found on the block of 640 acres a tank valued at £450 7s. 6d.; a dam at 
£20 ; another tank, £16614s. 6d.; a cottage, £70—-total, £707 Is. 6d.; and the deed issued for that block 
on the 1st June, 1880, at £1 an acre.
190. Inspector Game’s inspection was in 1880 ? Yes.
191. When was the conditional purchase forfeited ? It was forfeited on the 27th August, 1876.
192. And when was the application for the improvement purchase dated ? There were two applications. 
First, 9th August, 1876; that was refused. And the second on 5th February, 1877.
193. And the second time the two conditional purchases were joined? On both occasions they were.
194. Is there any reason given for the first improvement purchase being refused? Yes—for not being 
within a block 5 miles square. That was a conditional improvement purchase.
195. And that was altered ? Yes; on tho 5th February, 1877, it was applied for as an improvement 
purchase.
196. At first it was applied for as a conditional improvement purchase, and that was refused? Yes.
197. And subsequently it was applied for as an improvement purchase, and that was granted ? Yes.
198. Are the same improvements stated in both ? The improvements in the conditional improvement pur
chase would not be on it.
199. Have you any improvements reported on about the date of the conditional improvement purchase? 
No ; not about that date, but about four years afterwards. The improvements intended to be erected on 
the conditional improvement purchase were a house, tank, and post and wire fencing.
200. Were they put on ? I do not know ; that application was refused.
201. Are the improvements that were on the conditional purchase traceable in the purchase that was 
afterwards granted as an improvement purchase? They may be. There was a cottage valued at £70 on 
the improvement purchase, and two huts on the selection ; that would be all. There is no mention of the 
two tanks or the dams being on the selection.
202. I think you said Mr. Game’s report was that a certain value of improvements were effected by the 
selectors ? On Catherine Barbour’s conditional purchase to the value of £145.
203. What was the value of the improvements reported to have been made upon the other conditional 
purchase ? £105 16s. 8d.
204. These sums should amount to what ? £250 16s. 8d.
205. And these are the two conditional purchases that were subsequently amalgamated in the improve
ment purchase of 640 acres ? Yes. .
206. What is the next conditional purchase ? The next is Leighton Barbour, 20th November, 1873, 
320 acres.
207. What are the improvements reported? The improvements reported on 10th August, 1880, by 
Inspector Carne, are a tank, £500; fence, £40—made by the lessee.
208. Was that applied for as an improvement purchase? Yes, that in conjunction with Eobert Barbour, 
junr.’s, conditional purchase.
209. Was it an improvement purchase or a conditional improvement purchase? Both; that case is not 
settled yet.
210. What is the next conditional purchase? The next is J.'Dougharty, in the parish of Banangalite,
238| acres. "
211. What improvements are reported there? Inspector Smith, on 12th April, 1876, reported a hut, 
£15 ; tank, £200 ; a fence, £78 : total, £293. That was declared forfeited on the 7th August, 1876.
212. Was it applied for as an improvement purchase? Yes; on 9th August, 1876.
213. And what were the improvements claimed ? A house, post and wire fencing, and a tank.
214. Are those the improvements that were on the conditional purchase ? They are of the same class.
215. Do they differ in price or in the description? The valuation given by Mr. Finlay was only 
£263 6s. 3d.
216. And that was the valuation in consequence of the improvement purchase ? Yes.
217. Does that differ from the first valuation ? The first was £293.
218. Would a similar amount cover the necessary expenditure to enable the improvement purchase to bo
made ? Yes; it is only 238 acres. . ’
219. And the difference in price may be accounted for in that way ? Yes.
220. Mr. Finlay finds the smaller amounts sufficient to cover the improvement purchase ? Yes.
221. Was it sold? Yes; the deeds were issued on the 1st November, 1878, to Mr. Eicketson for £1 
per acre.
222. What is the next case ? The next was J. Dougharty again, of 27th November, 1873, for 811 acres, 
in the parish of Eicketson.
223. That would be an additional conditional purchase ? Yes ; to make up the area of 320 acres.
224. What improvements were reported in that case ? The improvements were nil. It is now an auction 
purchase. It was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876.
225. What is the next case ? J. Kelly, for 2381 acres, and also for 811 acres.
226. That is an additional conditional purchase? Yes, the 811 acres.
227. What are the improvements reported on it ? On 12th April, 1876, Inspector Smith found a hut
£15, and line of posts only for fence valued at £78. .
228. Was there a subsequent inspection ? No ; that was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876.
229. Was either of these applied for as an improvement purchase ? No ; they wore sold at auction.
230. At what price ? I do not know the price.
231. What was the date of the grant ? I do not know. 232.

LF?
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Mr. 232. Ton cannot tell the upset price P No.
P. Griffin. 233. Can you say of your own knowledge that the document before you is a true and correct abstract of 

the papers bearing upon the several matters set forth in it? Tes ; 1 drew it up myself.
May, 1889. 234. Do you hand that in as an abstract of all the particulars contained in those papers ? Tes ; as 

regards the headings given in accordance with the Chairman’s memo.
235. And you say that that is a true abstract statement of the particulars therein contained ? Tes, as 
far as it goes. Of course it does not show what became of the improvements. [See Appendix A 1.]
236. Mr. T. Q. Dangar.'] Have Crown grants been issued in ail the cases ? No.
237. Ohairman.'] Does that paper show in what cases the Crown grants have been issued ? Tes.
238. And whether they have or have not ? Tes.
239. Mr. T. O. Dangari] Do I understand that all these improvement purchases were originally condi
tional purchases, and that they were afterwards sold as improvement purchases? Some of them, not 
all.
210. Chairman.'] What you have given were original conditional purchases, were they not? They 
were all conditional purchases.

. 241. Were they all subsequently sold as improvement purchases ? Not all of them.
24<2. And that paper sets forth which were sold as improvement purchases ? Tes.
243. Mr. Hobertsoni] The Chairman has asked about several improvements made during the currency of 
the conditional purchases—that is, if the improvements were mentioned in the improvement-purchase 
applications were not identically those mentioned in the conditional-purchase applications ? There would 
be no way of showing.
244. Are you familiar with the Land Act? Tes.
245. When an application is made for the purchase of an improvement purchase the Department requires
improvements to the amount of £1 an acre, and that the applicant shall himself be the owner of those 
improvements at the time he makes the application? Tes, and they are to be necessary for the working of 
the run. '
246. All these essentials being there, the Department is satisfied ? Tes.
247. Must not the Department have been satisfied, before granting leave to Mr. Eicketson to make 
improvement purchases that he had improved the land to the value of £1 an acre ? Tes.
248. Do you know that all lapsed or forfeited conditional purchases revert to the run ? Tes.
249. And that all improvements on these lapsed or forfeited conditional purchases then become the 
property of the lessee of the run ? No. I did not know that.

TinmSDAr, 4 JULY, 1889. 
Steaent:— *

Me. HUGH TATLOE, | Me. ALISON,
Me. T. G. DANGAE.

H. BARBOUR, Esq., in the Chair.

Thomas Eoberston, Esq., Solicitor, appeared on behalf of Mr. Henry Eicketson.

Mr. Stephen Freeman called in, sworn, and examined : —
Mr. 250. Chairman.] Tou are the Under Secretary for Lands ? Tes.

Freeman. 251. We have taken evidence before in this case, and an abstract was handed in by one of your clerks, 
Mr. Griffin ;—is he a reliable officer? Tes.

July, 1889. 252. And, as far as you knowq the evidence that he gave is correct ? I have no knowledge of his evidence.
253. Do you know the Barratta Eun? Tes, on the map.
254. Who is the lessee ? Henry Eicketson, I believe.
255. He has been for some years ? Tes, for a good many years.
256. Have you got a copy of the evidence given by Mr. Griffin ? Tes, I have, and also a schedule 
handed in by him
257. In addition to what is supplied there, are there some conditional purchases which were afterwards 
bought as improvement purchases ? Tes.
258. And some were made as auction purchases ? Tes, I believe they wmre.
259. Have you a list of the improvements, if any, that were on the selections at the time they were sold
by auction? Tes. I should like to qualify that. I should mention that it is not possible for the depart
ment to know exactly what improvements are on any portion of land that may be forfeited, because tho 
inspection leading up to the forfeiture takes place some time before' then, and delays occur, so that the 
forfeiture is not carried out until long after the inspection. It is impossible therefore for the depart
ment to say what was the actual value of the improvements at the date of the forfeiture.
260. Tou have no personal knowledge of the matter? No.
261. And the evidence you give us will be from the records in your office ? Tes.
262. There is a great number of them, and the Committee, on the last occasion, asked Mr. Griffin to
tabulate them ;—have you done the same thing ? I have particulars of the forfeited conditional pur
chases sold at auction, showing the area, the parish, the portion number, date of auction sale, value of the 
improvements, if any, added to the upset price, and for whose benefit.
263. And the upset price ? No, I have not the upset price. The upset price in those days was almost 
invariably £1 an acre, irrespective of any question of improvements.
264. Will you hand in tho list ? Tes. The list contains a few other notes for my information, which 
will enable me to say when the Inspector visited the land in some cases, and what he found on the land.
265. To save time, would you hand in the list to the Committee ? Tes.
266.. And do you say it is correct ? I believe it is correct. I have not myself obtained the information, 
but it has been obtained in the office by reliable officers. 267.
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267. And you believe it is correct ? I have no doubt about it. . Mr. ■
2V& Chairman.'] Will you state to the Committee the full particulars of the statement contained in S. Freeman. 
j?ooi i o* y®8- U16 conditional purchase 73-8,450,- portion 48, parish of Barratta, 320 acres; .VTT^~!'T7
£321 18s. 6d. added to the upset price for Mr. Bicketson’s protection, he being understood to be the 4 ',uly, 1889‘ 
owner of the improvements. The sale took place on the 2nd November, 1888. The next is conditional 
purchase 73—12,282, portion 10, parish of Billabong, 320 acres ; nothing added to the upset price. Mr.
Came inspected the land in October, 1878, and found £340 worth of improvements on it; The sale took 
place in December, 1881, the land being sold by auction. Conditional purchase 73-12,289, portion 6, 
parish of Eicketson, 320 acres ; nothing was added for improvements. Mr. Carne inspected the land in 
September, 1879, and found improvements on it to the value of £12 9s. 4d. The land was sold in May,.

Conditional purchase 73-12,526, portion 7, Banangalite, 2384 acres ; nothing was added for the 
value of improvements. Inspector Smith saw the land in April, 1886, and found improvements on it to 
the value of £93. The sale took place on the 29th May, 1879. Conditional purchase 73-12,528, portion 
11, Banangalite, 320 acres ; nothing added to the value for improvements. Inspector Smith, in April 
1876, found improvements on the land to the value of £315. The sale took place on the 29th November’
1876. Conditional purchase 73-12,529, portion 28, parish of Eicketson, 320 acres, £160 added for the 
protection of the Crown; and conditional purchase 73-12,532; portion 27, the same parish;
320 .acres, £212 added for the protection of the Crown. Conditional purchase 73-12,851 
portion 3, parish of Staniforth, 320 acres, had nothing added. Inspector Keele, in January, 1876’ 
found, that there were £5 worth of improvements. The sale took place on the 26th September, 1877.

Purc^ase 73-12,855, portion 21, parish of Eicketson, 320 acres; value of improvements, £327; 
added for the protection of the Crown. Conditional purchase 73-12,856, portion 10, Banangalite, 320 acres, 
nothing added. Inspector Smith, in April, 1876, found £205 worth of improvements. The sale took place 
on the 29th November, 1876; Conditional purchase 73-12,859, portion 19, parish of Eicketson, 320 
acres; nothing added for value of improvements. Inspector Keele, in June, 1876, found £180 worth 
of improvements. The laud was sold in September, 1872. Conditional purehase 73-12,862, portion 22; 
parish of Eicketson, 320 acres; nothing added for improvements. Inspector Eigaut, in April, 1877’ 
found improvements to the value of £337 10s. Sale took place on the 5th January, 1882. Conditional 
purchase 75-12, portion 30, Banangalite, 40 acres; nothing added for improvements. Inspector Carne, in 
September, 1877, found improvements on the land to the value of £50. The sale took place in December,
1878. Conditional purehase 75-100, portion 15, parish of Carribarri, 320 acres, had £14 10s. added for 
improvements for the protection of the Crown. Conditional purchase 75-101, portion 72, same parish,
320 acres, had £109 added for the protection of the Crown.
269. In one case you said that the improvements were added to the upset price for Mr. Eicketson’s 
protection ? Yes.
270. Did that mean that he did not pay anything for improvements; but paid only the price of the land ?
xes, the price of the land irrespective of improvements. *
271. Because the improvements were recognized as belonging to him? Yes.
272. In two of the cases £212 and £327 were added for the protection of the Crown ;—does that mean that 
the Crown received those amounts in addition to the upset price of the land ? Yes. There are five cases 
like that.
273. In those cases, where you say that the improvements belonged to tho Crown, the Crown received 
payment in the purchase ? Yes.
274. Was any application made for improvement purchases for any of those pieces which were subse
quently sold by auction ? I cannot say.
275. The Committee want you to furnish a list of what improvements were applied for under certain 
improvement-purchase applications ;—have you a list of those ? Yes.
276. Can you hand that list in ? Yes. .
277. That list shows the applications for improvement purchases with the particulars of the improvo-

^es> ^0 nature and value of the improvements in virtue of which the purchases were applied for. 
v i ^an you tell us whether any steps were taken to put those forfeited conditional purchases back into 

the leasehold ? No step was necessary, the law in 1875 declaring that they fell back into the lease- 
section 19 of the Act of 1875.
279. Were any steps taken by the department to value those lands and the improvements that were put 
on them m order to assess the rent to be paid? I cannot say that, but there is a Supreme Court 
decision which seems to bear on the point as to what should be charged for those lands.
280. Were any steps taken by the department to ascertain ? Not that I know of.
281. Mr. Bobertson.’} What case did you refer to ? It is the case of Peterson v. Prowse, vol. 2, page 292,

Beports of Supreme Court Decisions.” I will quote the part of the decision referring to this matter. Mr.
Justice Paucett in giving his decision said : — ’

‘ The 90th section of the Act of 1875 says that when lands conditionally purchased are forfeited they 
revert to the lessee. It follows that the improvements go to the lessee for the term of his lease, and 
subject to such, lease they are vested as well as the land in the Crown.”

That decision bears on the point, and definitely states that the improvements go to the lessee with the land.
282. Chairman.^] That is the use of them ? Yes, I suppose so.
283. Then comes the question again, were any steps taken by the department to assess the rent. Of 
course those forfeited conditional purchases going back into the run would not go back for nothingwould 
not the department expect rent for them ? The department should expect rent for them, and I have not 
tiie slightest doubt that when the succeeding term of five years was under appraisement it was the duty 
of the appraiser to consider the land that fell in to the lease prior to the appraisement.
284. Can you tell us of your own knowledge whether they did carry out their duty and ascertain the rent ?
I cannot say that, because the records of these appraisements were destroyed in the Grarden Palace fire.
285. Can you give the rents charged for the Barratta Eun for the years 1876, 1878, 1879, and 1880 ?
Yes. In 1876, 1877, and 1878 the rent was £65 a year; in 1879 it was £127, and in 1880 it was the 
same.

286.
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Mr. 286. I saw by the schedule that was handed in by Mr. Griffin that in 1876 there were upwards of 7,000
S. Freeman, forfeited or lapsed ? I doii/t know wketker tkat is so. No doubt it is so, but X nave not inquired
4 July, 1889. ^ ^j^t was in 1876, and if the rent for 1877 was the same as in 1876 there was nothing added for that 

year for those lands that went back into the run? I cannot say that, because an area might have been
selected in 1877 equivalent to that which fell in. . . .
287|. But as far as is shown by the figures the rent was the same m 1877 as it was in 1876 r xes.
288. In 1877 then the area that reverted or lapsed was 8,000 acres, and as the rent for 1878 was the same 
as it was in 1877 the presumption is that nothing was added that year for the additional area. I cannot 
say that, because an equivalent area may have been selected.
289. Mr. Bobertson,'] With reference to the auction sale of land, with improvements valued at £318 18s.
6d., for the protection of Mr. Eicketson, I presume that that was bought by Mr. Eicketson ? The whole 
of those lands were bought by Mr. Eicketson. . , , . ,
290. Had it been purchased by a stranger, would he not have had to pay the price with that amount added 
to it ^ y
291. And the improvement money would not have been added in the case of Mr. Eicketson ? Tes, that
is so. ■ i m o292. In the other cases the additional money would have gone into the Treasury r xes.
293. But where you say it is for the protection of the Crown ? Tes; anybody buying had to pay that to
the Crown. .. , ,
294. Tou mentioned a third class of cases where Inspector Carne reported certain improvements up to 
£50 in value, which were not taken notice of at the time of the sale ? Tes.
295. If those improvements which Mr. Carne referred to had been made by Mr. Eicketson, and he became 
the purchaser at auction at the upset price, then I presume that no injustice was done ? Not if those 
improvements were made by Mr. Eicketson during his tenure of the land ; but if they were made by Mr. 
Eicketson during somebody else’s tenure it would have been improper to add anything for Mr. Eicketson s
protection. ... , , . ,
296. Take one of the auction blocks advertised for sale without mentioning the improvements upon which 
Mr. Carne subsequently reported. That land having been sold without any additional price having been 
put upon it, the purchaser paid the upset price without any charge for improvements, but if the improve
ments had been made by Mr. Eicketson, no injustice was done either to the country or to Mr. Eicketson. 
No, certainly not, if Mr. Eicketson made those improvements whilst the land was under tenure to him.
297. Chairman.] But when it was under tenure to others ? If the others forfeited their rights the im
provements belonged to the Crown, and the department should have seen that they were paid for.
298. Mr. Bobertson.] But that would not have been the fault of Mr. Eicketson ? Certainly not.
299. About the forfeited selections with improvements on them, you have read the judgment of Mr. Justice 
Eaucett that makes the improvements go to the lessee for the period of his lease ? ^es-
300. Has a lessee any different ownership of improvements on other parts of his run ? Tes.
301. In what respect ? He has if he effects the improvements himself.
302. Assuming that the squatter makes improvements on his run, I want to know in what different 
position he stands in regard to those improvements from his position with regard to the improvements oil 
the forfeited selections wdiich may have reverted to his run ? The distinction is rather marked. In the 
one case, where a pastoral tenant improves the run at his own expense, that fact is taken into account by 
the Crown when considering the sale of the land, if it should be sold.
303. We will assume that a squatter having improved a block of his own run to the amount of £320
comes to the end of his lease, what relationship does he hold in regard to those improvements ? Under 
the existing law he has no claim for compensation in virtue of the improvements. _
304. Therefore, inasmuch as Mr. Justice Eaucett said that the lessee would have the other improvements
during the rest of his term, virtually both classes of improvements are on the same footing ? At the end 
of the term they ivould be if his tenure expired. _
305. Then they are no more and no less than the other improvements ? I would again repeat that if the 
Crown is considering the sale of the land the fact of the pastoral tenant being the owner of the improve
ments is taken into account, and he is protected to the extent of his improvements if the ground is sold to
some one else. ... i. c,.
306. Chairman.] If the Crown owns the improvements, what then ? Then the Crown gets the benefit
under the existing law. ■ .
307. Does the Crown discriminate between the improvements that are the lessee’s and improvements that
are the Crown’s ? I cannot say, because the leases have not ended so far. There has been invariably a 
renewal of the leases where they have paid their rents. _ _
308. But suppose that at the end of December in one year there are certain lands improved which are 
forfeited conditional purchases, and certain other improved lands which are leased to the pastoral tenant
is there any distinction in those two cases ? I don’t quite follow you.
309. To whom do the improvements on forfeited conditional purchases belong ? To the Crown.
310. Mr. Bobertson^] Of course you have a form of application forpurchases a lessee of a run desiring 
to purchase has to apply in a particular form, and to state that ho applies in virtue of the improvements, 
the words being, “ which have been erected by me,” or “ of which I have become the proprietor ” ? Tes.
311. I think you have plainly demonstrated that a squatter is only in a limited sense the proprietor <f
the improvements made by himself,—that is, that at the end of his term they cease to be his, unless some
thing happens which has not happened yet? Tes. _ ....
312. Therefore, the other improvements made on forfeited selections being in the same position in each 
case, the proprietorship for the time being appears to be the same ? I am not _ sure about it, and I will 
tell you why. In the one case, under the law that was repealed in 1884, he might have been permitted 
to purchase in virtue of his own improvements. He certainly would not have been permitted to purchase 
in virtue of the other improvements, and there is the distinction.
313. We are speaking now of the time antecedent to that of 1884. We are speaking of the law under 
the Acts of 1861 and 1875. I want to see if it can be demonstrated that there is any distinction as to the 
ownership of the improvements during the currency of the lease? Tes ; and I would define the distinc
tion this way,—that where the Crown would recognize ownership to improvements effected by the pastoral
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tenant it would not recognize the ownership o£ improvements if application were made for the purehase 
of forfeited conditional purchases that had reverted to the lessee during the term of his lease.
314. If the return shows that, as a matter of fact, they have done so, what you mean is that in your 
opinion they ought not to have done so ? I do not follow that.
315. If this return before us shows that in some instances selections were forfeited on a given day, and 
applied for within a week as improvement purchases, and the improvements reported to have been on 
those selections at the time of the forfeiture are the same as described in the application, and the purchases 
were allowed ? Ido not know that any of those purchases were allowed in virtue of improvements which 
were on the conditional purchases when they wrere forfeited.
316. That answer is equally satisfactory to me, because if it had happened, and I could show that it was 
legal, that would have been a complete answer. Can you say that it has not happened? I do not know 
that it has. I may have my own opinion,hut my opinion is worth nothing. Mr. Eicketson may have been 
wonderfully quick in the way that he effected improvements. There is strong presumptive evidence in 
one or two cases that he did apply to purchase in virtue of improvements that were effected prior to for
feiture of the conditional purchase ?
317. The words in the form do not say “ having erected and become the proprietor,” hut it says, “ having
erected becomes the proprietor of” the improvements ? Tes. _
318. Under the Act of 1861 it was decided by the Privy Council that vicarious selection was lawful;—I -
am referring to the case of Barton v. Muir ? You are referring to selection before the Act of 1875 came 
into force. .
319. But all these selections were taken up during the currency of the Act of 1861, at a time when
vicarious selection or dummyism was lawful ? Tes. _
320. In the case of Barton v. Muir, I was solicitor for Mr. Barton, and sent the case Home.. Muir was a shep
herd in Mr. D. Barton’s employ. Mr. Barton paid for his selection, and made all the improvements, Muir ful-' 
filling the condition of residence. After theexpiry of three years Barton called upon Muir to transferthe land 
to him, but Muir refused to do so, and set up the defence that nobody could be recognized in law but himself. • 
The case came before the Supreme Court, and the Court decided that vicarious selection was illegal. Mr. 
Barton sent the case Home, to the Privy Council, who decided that vicarious selection was perfectly lawful, 
and that the selection and all the improvements were the property of Mr. Barton. When that decision 
was made a judgment of our Supreme Court, Muir’s selection was transferred to Barton. Tou will 
admit that if Mr. Barton had failed to make improvements on the selection it would have been forfeited? 
Tes ; it should have been. _
321. Consequently, when the property was made over to Barton, it was not only because he paid for the
land, but because he was owner of the improvements ? Tes. _ . _
322. Ergo, Barton had' erected those improvements. Supposing, instead of all this litigation, Muir had
failed to observe the terms of residence, and consequently that that selection had been forfeited, would not 
that selection under the Act of 1875 have gone back into Barton’s run ? Yes. , _
323. Could not Barton then with perfect truthfulness have sent in this application under form A, having
erected the improvements therein detailed ? He could have sent in the application. _
324. And could he not have said, with the history of the Privy Council’s decision behind him, that he 
erected those improvement ? Tes.
325. Where the two things coincided, this was a portion .of his run containing improvements to the value 
of about a pound an acre, and those improvements having been erected by himself, were not the requisites 
there to entitle the G-overnment, if they chose—because it is only optional after all—to sell him the 
land by appraisement ? No; because the improvements were forfeited when the conditional purchase 
was forfeited.
326. But the forfeited conditional purchase reverts back to the run, and becomes part of the 
run. It has improvements on it, and those improvements were erected by the lessee. I am not speaking 
about the spirit of the law, but the letter of the application. According to that application, would not three 
incidents have happened—that is, first, a portion of a run under lease ; second, improvements made upon 
the run ; and third, that they were rented by the applicant;—would not those three incidents have arisen? 
They would have arisen, but^if you mean to ask whether they would have entitled him to make the 
purchase, I must say no.
327. Is that not a matter of opinion ? No ; I do not think so. I had better explain why the form was 
drawn up in that manner. The form refers not only to improvement purchases made by a pastoral tenant 
on his leasehold, but to purchases under gold-field tenure (miners’ rights owners). It frequently happens 
that a person who erects a house in a proper way, having a miner’s right, sells his right to the house and 
clears out, and the buyer by the term is the person contemplated “ having become the proprietor of’’when 
that form was drawn up.
328. Suppose that I was acquainted with a gold-field licensee, and he says you put up a house for me, and
I do so. By-and-bye he wants to leave the diggings, and he transfers his right to me in order that I may 
be recouped1 my outlay. Can I not then apply for an improvement purchase, the improvements having 
been erected by me? Yes ; but the Act itself goes further. The clause allowing improvement purchases 
says that the land shall be sold to the owner of the improvements. _
329. I have shown that during the currency of the lease the squatter has a limited ownership of the im
provements during the term of his lease, and has he not precisely the same with reference to improve
ments on forfeited selections according to Judge Faucett’s dictum in this case ? No ; it.is not precisely 
the same. The Judge said that improvements go to the lessee “for the term of his lease.” That is not 
ownership.
330. Tou cannot draw any distinction between one class of improvements and the other. Both are the 
squatter’s during the term of his lease. It appears that no squatter could apply under this form, as he 
cannot say that he is the owner, because at the end of his lease the improvements will go to the Crown, 
but, notwithstanding that, is he not allowed to say that he is the proprietor ? No ; it says that the im
provements on forfeited conditional purchases will go to to the lessee for the term of his lease. Inter
preted by an average mind, that means that the improvements are held by him.
331. But his own improvements are just the same? No; they may have given him a right to purchase.
332. 'Suppose a lessee has a stockyard upon his run, he has the use of that during the term of his lease,
and he applies for permission to buy ? Tes. ' ' • '
333. In that case you do not say that he is not the proprietor, because at the end of the ferni he may lose
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Mr. the laud? No. We recognize him as the owner in such a case, but we do not recognize him as the owner 
S. Freeman. 0£ ;.nprovements 0n a forfeited conditional purchase, but he is entitled to the use of them during the term

43ulr'~18S9 ^ease' . . ...
■y' ' 331. Mr. AlisonIs that your opinion, or has it been decided? I am quoting the decision of the

Supreme Court. _
335. Mr. Rohertson.'] That decision says that the improvements go to the lessee for the term of his lease 
•—you have stated that the other improvements go a little further, and on the expiry of the lease the 
whole of the improvements remain behind him according to law ? Tes.
336. We all know that under the law anything attached to the freehold by the tenant is supposed to 
become the property of the landlord, but I do not think that there lias ever been any objection raised to 
squatters removing their fences, or their stockyards, or their woolsheds. I have never heard of a case ? 
No, nor I. I do not know what right we have to object to it—the improvements are there during the 
term of the lease for the pastoral tenants to do what they like with.
337. During the term of the lease the squatter would have as much dominion over the improvements on 
the forfeited selection as he would have over improvements erected by himself ? I do not think so. I 
should say that he could remove his own improvements—that he could alter, reduce, or increase them, but 
I question whether he could do that with the improvements on a forfeited selection.
338. Mr. Alison.'] That is your opinion ? It seems perfectly clear. The improvements are his during 
the term of his lease.
339. Mr. Robertson.] Suppose that a 40-acre selection was forfeited and falls back into a run, and that 
40 acres is surrounded by a three-rail fence, and has upon it a hut and other improvements of that kind, 
do you contend that in that case the squatter must allow that 40 acres to remain fenced in for the rest 
of his term ? I should contend that, undoubtedly. I should say that he has no right to remove that 
fence or that hut without the permission of the Crown.
340. The law says it forms part of his leasehold for the term of his lease. Is there anything in the lease 
that prevents a squatter from removing improvements ? Nothing that I know of.
341. Then, when selections are forfeited and revert to the leasehold, by what law could you prevent the

" squatter from removing the improvements? I am aware of no law beyond this definition that the
improvements are his for the term of his lease. It seems to me a clear straining of the law to say that he 
should be allowed to remove the improvements on forfeited selections; as they arc not his property.
342. Tou admit that there is nothing in tho lease to prevent tho squatter from removing his own improve
ments, and I want to know whore you find a law that says that he shall not remove them ? I do not know 
of any law' to prevent him from removing his own improvements, or altering, adding to, or reducing them.

■ 343. We are told that during the term of his lease the improvements are his, and the Judge would say
exactly the same about his own improvements? The Judge said something more. He said that, subject 
to such lease, they are vested in the Crown. _ _
344. The improvements on all runs when the lease is up belong to the Crown ; but up to that time the 
squatter has a legal ownership—he is owner of those improvements subject to his tenure expiring? 
Whilst the Judge said the improvements go to the lessee, he said that they are vested, as well as the land, 
in the Crown, and the vesting defines the ownership.
345. My argument is that it is impossible to draw a distinction between the two classes of improvements— 
when the lease terminates they all become the property of the Crow'n ? When the lease terminates there 
is no difference.
346. Mr. Alison.] It seems to me that if the opinion you have expressed is correct we have got a perfect
reductio ad dbsurdum. Suppose that a 40-aere selection has been completely fenced all round without a 
gateway, has the lessee no right to touch that ? I cannot say that he has any right to reduce the 
improvements in value, or to destroy or remove them. _
347. Suppose that the land is completely fenced so that he could not get any stock on to it? It is 
impossible to suppose that. I never knew of such a case.
348. Suppose it were so ? I cannot imagine it. _
349. He would not be able to use the land at all ? I could not suppose that such a thing would be.
350. At the same time it might ? Any mechanical fact is possible.
351. Any selector, if he chose to do it, could do it, and if the land reverted to the run what could the 
lessee do ? He could get the permission of the Crown to alter the improvements so as to make the land 
available and useful.
352. Mr. Robertson.] Can you show any distinction in the law as to the right of a lessee to a run to deal 
with improvements made by himself and with improvements which have been upon the selection subse
quently forfeited ? Tes. The sections of the Acts of 1861 and 1875 providing for the purchase of land 
by virtue of improvements to the “ owner.”
353. Show us the clause ? Clause 8 of the Act of 1861 and clause 2 of the Act of 1875.
354. Can you show me any distinction between the two classes of improvements ? Tes. In one case the 
Crown Mill allow the lessee to buy by virtue of improvements, but in the other case the lessee will not be 
allowed to buy. The word “ owner ” means that he is to be the owner of the improvements, but not as 
Mr. Justice Faucett put it in the other case—subject to the rights of the Crown and to his limited tenure.
355. Chairman.] Tou say that the Act says that the lessee is the owner, but that is only when he has
actually purchased the improvements ? I interpret the Act to mean that the man is the owner when he 
has paid for the improvements. ....
356. Would you apply the term owner to a man who held improvements on a forfeited selection belonging 
to the Crown? No. Section 8 of the Act of 1861 describes the person entitled to purchase as the 
“ improver,” or his alienee. Section 2 of the Act of 1875, which repealed the other, empowered the Crown 
to sell to the “ owner ” of the improvements. In one place it is the “ improver ” or his alienee, and in the 
other it is the owner.
357. Tou mean the man who paid for them ? Tes.
358. Mr. Dangar.] Tou admit that the whole of the improvements on the forfeited selection go to tho 
lessee during his lease. Tou must allow that they belong to him, because you allow' him to purchase the 
land? Not in virtue of the conditional purchaser’s improvements, but in virtue of improvements that 
were recognized to be his. Whether in this case of Mr. Ricketson’s they were the same as the conditional 
purchaser made or not I cannot say.
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359 These purchases reverted to the lessee of the run, and you allowed him to purchase them? Mr.
I do not admit that he was allowed to purchase them hy virtue of the improvements found on d^reemau. 
the forfeited selections. I say that the purchases are allowed in virtue of improvements that were claimed . A \Zoa 
by the applicant and admitted to be his property. 4 '™ly’'1S89'
360. The Crown did not challenge them because the deeds have been issued? I do not know that the
Crown did not challenge them. I believe that in those days the administration was very lax in that and 
in many other matters. “
361. p!mirmanP\ Will you look at the list that was handed in by Mr. Griffin. On page 4 rou will find
conditional purchase 73-12,29.9 ? Yes. .
1876 iS ^'e ^ie forfeiture of that conditional purchase ? It was forfeited on the 7th August,

363. What was the date of Mr. Ricketson’s application to purchase it as an improvement purchase ? The
9th August, 1876. nr p h
364. How long was that after the forfeiture ? Two days.
365. What are the improvements said to be on that land ? According to Mr. Smith’s report, dated 12th 
April, 1876—a hut, £15 ; yard, £35 ; building, £15 ; fencing, £160—total £225.
366. Is it possible that these improvements could be erected in two days ? It is possible, but highly 
improbable.
367. On the next page you will find the selection of .1. Doherty, conditional purchase portion 8 ;—what is .
the date of the forfeiture ? 7th August, 1876. .
368. What is the date of the application for the improvement purchase ? 9th August.
369. How many days had elapsed? Two days.
370. Next you will find the conditional purchase of William Liscombe ;—when was it forfeited ? On the 
7th August, 1876.
371. When was application made for the improvement purchase ? On the 9th August.
372. What length of time had elapsed ? Two days.
373. Look at the next one, A. W. Robertson’s selection ; when was that forfeited ? On the 7th August. ,
374. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 9th August. '
375. What time had elapsed in that case ? Two days.
376. Then there is D. Macpherson’s purchase;—whatis the date of the forfeiture of that? 7th August, 1876.
9th A^^^t^ ^le th® application by Mr. Ricketson to purchase the land by virtue of improvements ?

378. What time had elapsed ? Two days. „
379. Then there is the case of George Dogherty ;—w-hat was the date of the forfeiture of that lease?
7th August, 1876.
380. What was the date of the application to purchase by virtue of improvements? The 9th August. . .
381. How much time had elapsed in that case ? Two days.
382. Then there is the case of William Dogherty ;—what is the date of the forfeiture ? 7th August.
383. What is the date of the application to purchase the land hy virtue of improvements ? 9th August.
384. What amount of time had elapsed ? Two days.
385. The next is the case of Charles Miller;—what is the date of the forfeiture of that selection ?
7th August. #
386. And what is the date of the application to purchase it as an improvement purchase ? The 9th August.
387. What was the lapse of time in that case ? Two days.
388. There is another one, Danny A. Carter ;—what is the date of the forfeiture of that selection?
7th August, 1876. ' _
389. Whatis the date of Ricketson’s application to purchase by virtue of improvements ? 9th August.
390. What time had elapsed, in that case ? Two days.
391. There is another case a little further down, that of Thomas Adams i—when did that lapse ? On the
20th July, 1878. y
392. When was it applied for as an improvement purchase ? On the 29th August.
393. Were those forfeitures published in the Gazette? Yes.
394. Is the Gazette published in Sydney ? Yes '
395. How long would it take for the Gazette to reach Deniliquin ? In those days it would take about 
two days and a half.
396. Is it reasonable to expect that when those forfeitures appeared in the Gazette several days had
elapsed before Mr. Ricketson could see them ? Yes, if he was living at Deniliquin; but still it was 
possible for him to know about them within half an hour, as he might receive the information by telegraph, 
or he might know a week beforehand that they were going to be forfeited. I think I should mention 
that a number of these applications made by Mr. Ricketson were refused, and other applications were 
afterwards made, which were granted. '
397. And some were sold by auction, and he became the purchaser ? Yes ; but a number of his improve
ment purchase applications were refused.
398. Did those forfeited lands go into the lease for any considerable time, or were they almost immediately 
applied for to be purchased by virtue of improvements or sold by auction? Almost immediately most of 
them were applied for to be purchased by virtue of improvements.
399. And some were sold by auction ? Yes.
400. And in such cases as these, would they be likely to go into the lease ? I do not quite understand.
They did fall into the lease the moment that the forfeiture took place.
401. But as there was only two days between the forfeiture and the application to purchase in virtue of 
improvements, would those forfeited selections go into the lease ? Unquestionably, the moment that the 
forfeiture took effect.
402. How long ? Until the land was sold.
403. Suppose that no rent was paid at all for the selections, would they form any part of the lease ? Yes
they would still form part of the lease. ‘ ’
404. Without payment of rent ? Yes ; that is a matter for the department to look after. ^
405. Can a man be a leaseholder without being charged for rent ? I do not see why a lease should not
be granted for a nominal consideration. ,

406
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Mr. S. 406. Has anything been paid ? For the lease—yes; but for these lands I fear there has not. _ 
Ireeman. £ar ag y0U ]jnow p far ag j rent was probably not paid for some of these selections, for

4 Julv 1889 a t*me an7 rate.
• ' 408. Mr. MobertsonP\ Tou notice that the whole of the selections which you refer to were made under the

Act of 1861 ? Tes.
409. And if in these cases these people whose names have been given were the vicarious selectors or 
dummies of Mr. Ricketson. I suppose you are not prepared to say that as far as the Crown knows Mr. 
Ricketson did not make the improvements on those selections ? I do not know. He may have made 
them for all I know. It is only right to say that the appraisements were carried out every five years, and 
the lands that fell into the lease were not taken into account until the five-years term had expired.
410. Mr. Alison.'] In those days the rent was so much a block ? Tes. _ _
411. Chairman.] Was this charged for in that way ? That is conclusive when I point out that the rent in 
1876,1877, and 1878 amounted to £1 7s. 7Jd per section, showing that it must have been calculated at 
per block.
412. What became of those forfeited conditional purchases ? They reverted to the pastoral lease in which 
they were situated.
413. And they were declared to be—what ? They were declared by the Supreme Court to go to the 
pastoral tenant for the term of his lease. Mr. Ricketson was the registered holder, from and after the

1 12th February, 1874. The Australian Mortgage Land and Finance Company transferred to him on 
that date.

FRIDAY, 5 JULY, 1889. 

flrcoent:—
Mr. ALISON, | Mn. HUGH TATLOR. 

R. BARBOUR, Esq., in the Chair.

5 July, 1889

Thomas Robertson, Esq., Solicitor, appeared for Mr. Henry Ricketson,

Mr. Henry Ricketson called in, sworn, and examined :—
„ Mr. 414. Chairman.] Tou are the lessee of the Barratta Run ? Tes. .
H. Ricketson, 4lg-_ ^ Robertson.] In the return which has been placed before the Committee there is a selection that 

was made on the 20th November, 1873, by Fannie Barbour, conditional purchase No. 73, portion 3 ;— 
what has become of this conditional purchase ? I applied for it under the 31st clause of the Act, and put 
on my own improvements, which were passed. ' . .
416. The 31st clause gave the lessee a right to apply for land in virtue of prospective improvements— 
improvements which it was intended to make afterwards ? Tes.
417. Tou stated that you intended to make certain improvements on the land ? Tes.
418. And did you make those improvements P I did.
419. Have you obtained a grant of the land ? No, not yet.
420. Then there is a selection in the name of Margaret Barbour;—what became of that ? It wras taken up
by Margaret Barbour, and then forfeited. , .
421. And what happened after that ? I applied for it under the 31st section of the Act, but it _ was 
refused. I was informed that I could apply under the 2nd section, -which I did. It has been granted since.

Between the time of the first and the second application you improved the land ? Tes.
And you applied under the 2nd clause, which gives a right to purchase by virtue of improvements ?

422.
423. 
Tes.
424.
425.

And your application was granted ? Tes. _
.. And you have the Crown grant for that land? I think so ; I do not know.

426. Tou have paid up for it? Tes. ,
427. I now come to another selection—R. Barbour's, portion 23, parish of Ricketson;—what was the
history of that conditional purchase ? It was taken up by J. Bitty, parish of Ricketson. .
428. "What did Pitty do with it ? It was forfeited, and I applied for it, and that was dealt with m the

429. Tou first of all applied for it under the 31st clause, and the Government granted it under the 2nd ? 
Tes.
430. And you have a Crown grant ? I believe I have ; I paid for one. .
431. I come now to portion 14, parish of Ricketson, selected by S. P. Barbour, 320 acres ;—what is the
history of that ? It was forfeited.
432. What did you do after that ? I applied for it under the 2nd clause, and put on the necessary
improvements. ‘
433. Was it granted? No; it is not granted yet. _ _
434. Another selection was taken up by Mary K, Barbour—portion 10, parish of Ricketson ;—what is the
history of that purchase ? It was forfeited. , .
435. It was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876 did you apply for it afterwards ?_ I applied for it under
the 31st clause, but my application was refused, and I was told that I could have it under the 2nd clause, 
and it was granted under the 2nd clause. _ .
436. There was another selection made by Catherine Barbour on the 20th November, 1873,—portion 11,
county of Ricketson ? It was taken up at the same time. They were forfeited, and I got them under 
the 2nd clause, having first applied for them under the 31st clause. _ _
437. Another selection is that of Leighton Barbour, portion 13, parish of Ricketson. It was taken up on 
the 20th November, 1873 ;—was that forfeited ? Tes ; and I took it up under the 31st clause and puton 
the improvements.
438. Chairman^] Has it been purchased ? It has not been granted yet. _ .
439. Mr. Robertson.] Another selection is that of R. Barbour, junior—portion 12 was that forfeited ?
Tes; I applied for that under the 31st clause, but to neither of these have I got a title. 140.
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'140. The whole of these selectors whose names you have mentioned are I believe children of the Chairman Mr.
of the Committee, except J. Pitty ? Yes, and he is his brother-in-law. Th Ricketson.
441. When these conditional purchases were forfeited, had they any improvements upon them ; and if so,
what was the nature of the improvements, and what became of them ? There were no improvements that “ "uv> 1889.
were any good except what I had put on the land myself. What I had put on I removed and put on
new ones. ,
4A3t.'Mr. Taylor!\ WThat improvements were on the land when the selection was forfeited? There was 
fencing of my own there, and there is fencing put on by the selector which is useless—it can neither keep 
stock in nor keep them out. It was fencing made of pine sticks 15 or 17 yards apart with corroded iron 
ruined by saltwater. These formed a part of what Mr. Barbour called improvements. These improve
ments were sold to me by Mr. Barbour.
443. .Mr. Robertson.'] When you speak of improvements made on the selections by you, do you mean 
boundary fences or improvements that you have made before the land was selected ? Improvements made 
by me before the selections were forfeited to keep my stock off Mr. Barbour’s land.
444. Then they were boundary fences ? Yes.
445. Will you say that you purchased these improvements from Mr. Barbour. I presume you are 
referring to an award in the matter of arbitration between you, by which you were adjudged to pay ?

446. AVhat were you ordered to pay for these improvements ? I objected to their going into the reference 
paper. I told Mr. Barbour that he could not get the land in virtue of them, but he said that if I would 
let them go into the reference paper he would get the Government to put the land so that I should have 
it at 80s. an acre. He said he could get the land for £1 an acre if I would allow it to go into the 
reference paper. The improvements were useless; they were all pine sticks, except a few gum posts, 
which belonged to me. He got them off my land, and some he took after they had been put into a pile 
on the run. Some were rejected posts of mine. Mr. Barbour had no business with them. Evidence on 
that point has been given by a man named Isaac Everett.
447. Under the award you were adjudicated to pay Mr. Barbour 10s. an acre for the improvements upon 
his forfeited selections ? Yes, when a grant was procured from the Crown.
448. Did you succeed in getting that grant ? Never.
449. And consequently the condition on which you were to pay that money was not fulfilled ? No.
450. And you refused to pay it ? I refused to pay.
451. And the improvements were of no use to you ? Of no use whatever.
452. Does not Mr. Barbour consider that he has a grievance because you have not paid this 10s. an acre ?
He assumes to have a grievance, but he knows well that the improvements were no good. On portion 14 
there is a fence which is useless—a calf could run through it—the posts are only little pine sticks. He 
could not get any others about there, the selectors having taken them all.
453. Is it not on account of Mr. Barbour’s supposed grievance as to your not paying this 10s. an acre for 
the improvements that this Committee is sitting here to-day ? Yes, it is. He tried to sell me the land the 
day after he selected it. He did not tell me the exact words, but I put a witness in the box who said 
that Mr. Barbour had stated that if I did not buy him out he would make the land cost me £5 an acre.
454. "What have you done in reference to getting these grants ? I had to put on the proper improve
ments and get the grants under the 2nd or 31st clause. -
455. Have you made the improvements required by the Act in addition to Mr. Barbour’s improvements ?
Yes, I have. .
456. You are giving the Committee to understand that the Government refused to grant a selection on 
Mr. Barbour’s improvements ? Yes ; they would not allow anything for them. I had to put on my own 
improvements. Mr. Barbour was to have got the land from the Government before he could srive me a 
title.
457. Did Mr. Barbour ever threaten you with Parliamentary action unless you satisfied his claim ? Yes ;
he told me one time, in front of the Exchange, that if I gave him £150 we would be good friends. ■
4o8. W hat followed from that ? I told him that I would do nothing of the kind—that his improvements 
were no good, and that he had not carried out what he stated he would in the reference paper. I had 
carried out my part of the award, but he had not carried out his part. He told me that if I did not do so 
he would get roads gazetted through my run.
459. At any rate you believe that this inquiry is a result of your refusing to satisfy Mr. Barbour’s 
demands ? Yes.
460; "What happened the second time he spoke to you ? It was in the “ Exchange Hotel” that he saw me 
again, and he asked me if I was going to give him anything; he repeated almost exactly what he had said 
before, and wanted me to give him some money. I said that I would do nothing of the kind, and turned . 
my back on him. I told him that if he talked to me like that again I would put him in the logs. To the 
best of my recollection that was a year ago last April or May.
461. Mr. TaylorI\ If Mr. Barbour had carried out his agreement, what amount would you have had to
pay him at 10s. an acre ? If he had carried it out I should have had to pay him £700 or £800, and it 
would have saved me twice that amount, because I had to put on good improvements. .
462. Mr. Robertson.] I have a letter here which I intend to put in as evidence—you have heard this letter
read, and the copy which you have handed in;—is that a correct copy ? Yes. [Appendix B 1.] . ’
463. In reference to the improvements generally upon Barratta Bun, how many men did you keep em
ployed there at the time of the forfeiture of the selections ? The number varied. Sometimes 150 men.
.At that time I had about 450 men in my employment, and about 150 were on the Barratta Bun.
464. And your object was to be able to put on by an almost instantaneous process. any amount of
improvements ? Yes. I could put £3,000 worth of improvements on in a day in the shape of iron 
houses. .
465. As a matter of fact you put on a number of iron houses ? Yes.
466. And you made application in virtue of them, and the Minister refused the application ? Yes.
467. He would not recognize them as anything but temporary structures ? No.
468. Amongst-all this land that you have already obtained grants for, have you obtained a grant 
of any land to which you were not legally entitled ? Not any. I may mention with regard to 
No. 27, on which it is said I put the improvements in two days, that my overseer made^the

application.
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H E^eleteon ?PP^ca^on.' •^r- Barbour himself saw that. On the 13th of September he was in the tank, and 
v- . * - . ’ it was finished that morning. The selection was forfeited on the 7th August, and on the 12th or 

5 July, 1889. September the tank was completed. There was a little hole before, about 150 yards. On the 
’ morning of the 13th I saw Mr. Barbour in the tank—there was then about 30 yards to come cut. The 

next day he went and selected 170 acres, and took the tank in with it, which the morning before he saw 
I was putting down. This was fifteen or eighteen days after it was forfeited. Mr. Barbour knows that 
I put on the improvements, and that my improvements were added to the selection, and I had to pay for 
them again. That was portion 27. I saw Mr. Barbour in the tank, and he got up and ran through the 
fence, which -was close to the boundary of the selection taken up by his daughter Margaret.
469. If Mr. Barbour offered to give the whole of the money that you have expended in improvements on
the Barratta Bun, and in paying the Government for the land, with interest for the time in which you so 
invested your capital, would you be glad to get that money back ? I should be very glad to get it back— 
the improvements that I have put on the Barratta Bun would come to £45,000 or £50,000. Besides 
paying for the land, I have put down 160 tanks on the Barratta Bun, and some I put down on purchased 
land after I had bought it. .
470. How much have you expended on improvements ? I should say £45,000, and a great deal of the 
land I have bought at auction. I bought 10,000 acres one day without any tank on it, and I put 
tanks on that land too.
471. How much has the Barratta Bun cost you altogether ? Bor land and the improvements, reckoning
Bank interest up to the present date, I should think £200,000—with Bank interest up to £250,000 or 
£300,000—more than I could get for it, a great deal. Taking the Bank interest the amount would come 
close up to £300,000; and as regards the selections, Mr. Barbour knows about Mr. Kelly’s selection. 
About 100 yards out of that a small tank was made to hold water for the men to do work. When Mr. 
Barbour left portion 6 he knew that there was a tank on George Kelly’s selection. He knew that it 
was not finished, and there was not over 150 yards out, yet after that £150 or £200 wras put down for 
that tank, and they have charged for it, although Mr. Barbour knows that it was put down after the 
selection was forfeited, and it v7as added to my price. Mr. Barbour selected portion 27. He was in there 
on the 13th, and I think that on the 14th he selected it in the name of Bamsbotham. He had a man of 
that name in his employment. .
472. Ton again repeat that not one block of land have you acquired except in accordance with law ? 
Not one. My overseers put in applications, and Government officers were sent to inspect the im
provements, but they would not recognize iron houses, and they would not pass the improvements until 
tanks were put down.
473. I suppose that a great many of your applications were refused in the first instance? Tes, they 
"'ere, and further applications were sent in. I knew very well that there were always officers sent down 
to inspect the lands immediately they were forfeited. When the selections wTere forfeited my improvements 
were put on. I had to put on improvements to keep my stock off Mr. Barbour’s land. I was not going 
to let Mr. Barbour get the better of me at law. He was waiting for that. I fenced all round portion 10. 
He ran up a fence between my boundary and portion 9, but it was no good. I had to put up another fence 
6 inches from it. "When I did that Mr. Barbour took up that fence and put it in another place. He then 
sent his children out there for three weeks, and they cut up the fence and burnt it. I put up a new fence

' there again. Mr. Barbour knows all that. A man named Beady was teaching his children for three 
weeks out there.
474. Chairman.'] Will you look at this schedule—there is a selection there in the name of B. W. 
Bicketson, taken up by Henry Bicketson as agent for him, 320 acres ;—when was that selection taken up ?
I think some time in August.
475. What improvements did you put upon that selection? Improvements enough.
476. Did you put up stables for Cobb & Co. ? Tes. °
477. When did you put up the improvements mentioned in the schedule? I think the day after the
house went on the land, and after it was forfeited. .
478. Were those improvements put on whilst it was a conditional purchase ? They were not.
479. You applied to purchase that on the 21st May, and it was forfeited on the 7th May ? Tes.
480. Do you want the Committee to believe that between the 7th May and the 21st—fourteen days—you

. put up stables that cost £175, fencing that cost £160, and made a tank that cost £133. Tes.
481. Do you expect the Committee to believe that in fourteen days you made improvements amounting to 
£468 ? Tes.
482. Were those improvements put up after the 7th May, and before the 21st May? Tes; the 
improvements in virtue of which I got the land were put on after the forfeiture of the selections.
483. The stables for Cobb & Co. £175, the fencing £160, the tank £133;—did you put all these
improvements on the land between the 7th and the 21st May, a period of fourteen days? I could not 
swear to the fourteen days, but the stables were put up the day after the forfeiture. I was always 
looking out for these things. ’
484. Again I ask did you erect the whole of these improvements in fourteen days ? Some may have been 
later than fourteen days. I think I was on there some days after putting up a fence, and some of the 
officers visited the place. It was a month after. The men had not finished all the fencing, but there was 
enough to take the land.
485. Did you put any of those improvements on before the 7th May—before tie selection was gazetted 
forfeited Not to my knowledge, I had the fencing round the margin of the selections ready to be
put up.
486. Did you not put up the improvements before the 7th May, 1877. No ; I did not. If there was any
thing at all there it would be a little hole to hold the water.
487. There is a selection in the name of C. N. Bicketson, No. 8, parish of Bicketson, 320 acres;—was that 
a selection that you took up in the name of one of your children ? Tes, it was.
488. What improvements did you put on during the time it was a selection ? There were some improve
ments on the land before it was a selection. .
489. That is not an answer to the question ;—wrhat improvements did you put on during the time that it 
was a selection ? I do not really know. My overseers were there ; they made out the application, but 
another went in after. I know that the improvements were put on after. I do not remember much about 
it; but I know that there was a tank there before the land was selected, which I think you saw. 490.
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490. When Smith, the Inspector of Conditional Purchases, visited that selection on the 12th April, 1876,
he reported that there was a hut valued at £15 ; fencing, £180 ; a tank, £100 ? That was some months ® 
before the selection wras forfeited. It was forfeited on the 7th August, and his report is dated the 12th - April, 1876. o , u s
491. I suppose that that report is true, is it not ? I know that there was some tank marked out, and 
Mr. Smith asked if I was going to put a tank there, and I told him 1 was.
492. At the time Smith called, when you took him round, he reported that there was a hut, valued at £15 ;
fencing, valued at £180; a tank, at £100.,—were these improvements there when he visited the selec-- 
tion ? 1 do not remember it; it is a number of years ago. I do not know what value he put on the
improvements. I know there were tanks put down after the land was forfeited, and you remember it 
too. You saw the men at work there. '
493. Will you answer my question. AYere there any improvements made on this selection whilst it was a-
selection ? Yes. I daresay there was something in the way of a hut, but I think that was put on before 
it'was selected. '
494. I wish you would say yes or no ? It is a thing I cannot recollect. . . ’
495. You can say you don’t know ? I will say what is correct.
496. You say that there was something put on the land before it was selected ? If it was it was taken off
again, and other improvements were made. • '
497. You say something was put on;—was that the hut which is valued at £15 ? I know there was 
a hut on it.
498. Was the fencing valued at £180 ? I cannot remember. All the ground was laid out with fencing •
499. II you are determined not to answer the question say so, and I will not ask you any more ? You
can ask whatever questions you like. The improvements that the land was taken under were put on after 
it was forfeited. - ■ -
500. Were those improvements which I mentioned just now put on the selection whilst it was a selection ?
I think there is some exaggeration as to their value.
501. Who removed them ? I do not know—some of the men.
502. Who instructed them;—they could not do it without your instructions? I could move my fencing
where I liked.
503. Did they remove it against your instructions ? 
the overseer. Some of the men would do it under the directions of

Mr. Taylor."] You have overseers ? Yes.
505. They could give orders ? Yes.
506. Mr. Alison.'] They might act without your knowledge ? Yes.
507. Mr. Taylor ] They have the power ? Yes ; they have power to make paddocks.
508. Chairman.] You mean that the improvements were moved either by your consent or by your authority ?
111 put up a xence I had a right to take it down. They certainly knew my fencing from anything you 
put up. l our fences were all pine sticks. * . tw
509. They removed the improvements then without your authority ? I do not know anything about it_
what you call improvements were no use at all—anyone could knock them down with his hands. There 
were seven horses in a paddock, and when they were running one of them struck your fence and knocked

<*0W11* A \w9’^ear_0^ Wangled in the wire and broke oft a dozen of them,
selection is in the name of M. A. Gr. Bicketson;—was that also one of your children P Tes.

511. That selection was subsequently forfeited, was it not ? Yes, and there was a tank on it before it 
was selected.
512. AYere the improvements on it put on it by you for your daughter whilst it was a selection ? If they
were put there there were others put on afterwards. J
513. There is a hut £15, fencing £180, tank £150. Those were improvements that Inspector Smith 
found there ? Yes; those are portions 8 and 9. To the best of my knowledge the hut was put on before 
it was made a selection.
514. And was tne fencing put on whilst it was a selection ? No ; to the best of mv knowledge there was
a portion of it fenced, hut the fencing did not remain there. "
515. AVas the tank put on whilst it was a selection ? No; it was finished after it was forfeited. The 
tank had been commenced, but was not completed. Almost all the work was put on after the 
forfeiture—you would hardly call it a tank that was there before tlie forfeiture.
516. It is reported by Smith as having been there ? Yes, but it went on before.
517. AYere the tank and fencing put on the land whilst it was a selection ? No. I do not say anv such 
thing. There was some fencing on it, but it came off.
518. AVbo took it off? My men, I suppose.
519. By your instructions ? I do not remember instructing them. I told them to put a new fence on
so that we could apply for the land under the 2nd clause. ’
520. Mr. Alison.] There was some fencing, some sort of a tank, and some sort of a hut, I suppose? Yes.
When it was taken up there was some sort of a tank on it, and I think the hut was on it. I nut on the 
improvements. 1
521. Chairman?] Further on there is another selection taken up by you as agent for J. Dogherty_No. 8
Banangalite; what improvements did you put on whilst it was a selection ? I think there was a very 
small tank. ~

Yes. To the best of my knowledge there522. That selection was forfeited on the 7th August, 1876 ? 
was a small tank, which was made into a large ouo.
523. Was that inspected by Smith on the 12th April ? 1 do not know.
524. He says there were a hut valued at £15, a tank valued at £200, and a fence £78 ;

3 I do not know. I cannot sav wha.t was TVIt Smii.R’o ....t<. ___ i -..i’
, -is that true or 

It was certainly not worth that,not ? I do not know. I cannot say what was Mr. Smith’s valuation, 
but it was made up to that.
525. You were with him on the 12th April, some six months before the thing happened, and this is his 
report, as shown by the papers . I know that the tanks were all made into large tanks after the land was 
xorleited.
526 From April to August is four mouths. Before the laud was forfeited Smith found those imnrove- 
ments on it; is that true or false ? When Mr. Smith saw those improvements he asked me if I intended 
to finish the tank, and I said yes. . '

527.
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_ . - 527. A few months afterwards Mr. Finlay visited the selection and found fencing to the value of £120, a
■ ic^ e som jjapjj valued at £133, and a hut valued at £10;—is that true ? Yes; it was going on when Mr. Finlay 

5 "juiylSSg! was there.
* ’ 528. Were they there when he called ? There was fencing going on then. If there was any fencing on

it it had not been completed. The old fencing had been removed. It ran up against your house.
529. You took up a selection as agent for William Liscombe ? Yes.
530. Did you put any improvements on the land whilst it was a selection ? That I cannot say. There 
were improvements put on after. The officers inspected the land two or three times, and would not allow 
for the iron houses, and tanks were put down to make it up.
531. That was forfeited on the 7th August, and Smith had reported on 12th April that there was a hut 
valued at £15 and fencing of the value of £135 ? There was fencing and a house, but the fencing is 
outside the line; it is not on Liscombe’s land.
532. The next selection is A. W. Robertson's;—did you take that up as agent for Robertson ? Very 
likely I did.
533. Did you put any improvements on that land whilst it was a selection ? A small tank, I think, and 
a hut.
534. And some fencing r There may have been some fencing. There was some fencing around the 
margin of the selection.
535. That land was also forfeited on the 7th August, 1876 ? Yes.
536. And Smith visited the land on the 12th April and reported these improvements, which you say were
a hut, fencing, and tank ? There might have been a small tank on it. There was a larger tank put on it 
afterwards. •
537. Was that after the 12th April, the time when Smith was there ? It was made into a large tank after 
Smith had been there.
538. There was a tank there when Smith was there ? I would not swear it. If Smith reports that there 
was it was only a small tank.
539. There is another selection in the name of D. Macpherson ;—did you take up that land in the name of
D. Macpherson ? Yes.
540. What improvements did you put on whilst it was a selection ? A hut and a little tank, and that was 
going on at the very time when you were on the selection.
541. Was there a fence ? Not a complete fence. I had fencing there.
542. If Smith reported that there was fencing there would he be telling the truth ? Oh, there would be 
some fencing there, I daresay, but the same fencing is not there now.
543. Mr. Robertson!] And you have not got the land ? No ; but I have some fencing there.
514. Have you removed the fencing there? Decidedly. I have not one mile of my old fencing that was 
standing on the 7th August. It was all renewed, to the best of my knowledge.

eONDITIONAXi
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APPENDIX.

[To Evidence of _F. Griffin.']
Al.

C.P. or 
J.P. No.

Name of Agent 
(if any).

PortionNo.
Inspectors’ Reports,

Date and Value of Impiovemcnts, and 
Impiovcments claimed m LP. application

B\ Avhom 
Inquny held, 
and date.

Pate of 
Application

B\ \\horn Improvements valued in connection 
v ith I. P. application.

Dauj otAlienation, and 
puce pci acie, 
and Upset Price 
at Auction

Rcnuuks,
and amount added foi 

linpicv cmentss

C.P.,
73-8167

I.P.,
77-1066

C.P.,
73-8168

I.P..
77-1067

O.P.,
73-8449

1 P., 
77-1064

C.P.,
73-8450

I.P.,
77-1065

C.P.,
73-8451

C.P.,76-130
I.P.,

76-1737

7 Aug , 1373d

2S Ma>, 1877

7 Vug., 1873

28 Maj, 1877

14 Aug , 1873

21 Ma.\, 1877

14 Aug , 1873

21 May, 1877

14 Aug., 1873

14 Sept, 1876 
9 Aug., 1876

H J. liickctson.. F. W. Kicket- 
son.

Ily Bicketson

acres.
320

F. W. Kicketson .1

Hj. Rioketson

F. V. liickctson.. Hy.Bicketson

ID. liickctson

W F Bicketson.

Hy. Bicketson

C. N Bicketson

W.JDodcmaidc 
H. Bicketson

. Bicketson

II3. Bicketson

320

320

320

320
320

Bananga-
htc.

do

do .

48

do .

do

do

Kcele, 2 JuR, 1870—Poncing

House, stable, fencing, tank

Keele, 26 .lime, 1876— 
Biidge and house

House, fencing, tank

Caine, 17 June, 1878- 
Stables for Cobb & Co.
Fencing.........
Tank..........

House, tank, fencing

Came, 17 June, 1878- 
Iion house .. 
Fencing 
Old but . .

House, fencing, etc

Smith, 12 Apul, 1876- 
Hut . . .
Fencing .. 
Tank ... .

do
do

A.140 0 0 Bose,
14 M.n, 1877

£320 0 0

£240 0 0 

£240 0 0

£17 > 0 0 160 0 0 
133 6 8

Rose,
14 Mai, 1877

£468 6 8 
t320 0 0

£160 0 0 
160 0 0 

5 0 0
•C325 0 0 £320 0 0

£15 0 0 
180 0 0 
100 0 0

£295 0 0

House, tank, tfost and v ire fencing £350 0 0

Lapsed,
7 Ma\, 3877

Lapsed,
7 Mai > 1SS7

Lapsed,
7 Ma\, 1877

Johnson,
8 Mai, 1876

On, > September, 1883- 
Wool scouring... .
Fencing .
Tank . ...

1 On, 5 September, 1883
1 Fencing .....
I Tank .....
I Budge .......

Caine, 17 June, 187vS- 
Stables .
Fencing 
Tank .

Lapsed,
7 Mai, 187'

Refused

foi feitcd.
7 Aug., 1876

V oid,
IS Apnl, 1870

> Baton, 24 June, 1878- 
Ii on bouse .. , Fencing- ....

£180 0 0 
. 172 7 0
. 90 0 0

£442 7 0

£107 17 94 10 
50 0

Deed issued,
6 Nov., 1884; 
£1 5s. peraeie.

Deed issued,
6 Nov , 1884 . 
£15s. pei aue.

£252 7 0

£175 0 0 
160 0 0 
133 6 8

£468 G 8

£100 0 0 
140 0 0

£240 0 0

Deed issued,
22 May, 18S2. 
±1 2s 6d. per acre.

Sold at auction 
2 Nov , 1888 
upset price, 
£2 12s. 9d.

Impidements sufficient to bar selection 
Finlei—

Fence ........ £160
Tank . ... . 150
Hut .. ... . . 15

Deed issued,
20 Aug., 1879 
£1 per acre.

Tins land uas appl.ed foi 
by B Baibour, 20 Nm , 
187 3. C.P 73-12293 Void, 24 July, 1874.

The land ivas applied foi 
bi Win.Baibour,20No\ , 
2873 C.P. 73-12292. Void 
24 July, 1874.

£323 18s. Gd added orm 
piovements.
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CP or 
I P Iso Date Selectoi Name of Agent 

(if anj)

C P , 
73-8452

14 Aug, 1873 Amy G Ricketson Hy Ricketson

Aiea Portion
No Parish

Inspectors’ Reports,
Date and value of Improvements, and 

Improvements claimed in I P application.

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date

320
9

Ricketson Smith 12 April, 1876— 
Hut .
Fencing 
Tank

Johnson,
£15 0 0 8 May, 1876
180 0 0 
150 0 0

Fate of 
Application

By whom Improvements valued in connection 
with I P application

Date ot
Alienation, and
Price pet acre,

and Upset Price
at Auction

Remarks,
and amount added for

Improvements

Forfeited,
7 Aug , 1876

Came, 7 September, 1879- 
Hut 
Dam 
Fence 
Tank 
Iron hut

£345 0 0

£30 0 0 
20 0 0 

160 0 0 
120 0 0 
60 0 0

I P , 
76-1738

9 Aug 1876 H} Ricketson 240 
(Part of por 9)

61 do
£390 0 0

House, tank, post and wire fencing £350 0 0 Landon, 15 June, 1881— 
Tank 

Do
Fencing
Hut

£22 0 0 
78 0 0 

160 0 0 
40 0 0

Deed issued,
30 Jul}, 1883, 
£1 Is per acre

CP, 20 No% , 1873 
73-12281

CP, 20 No\ , 1873 
73-12282

Geo Bo}d 

J N C Orton

Hy Ricketson 320 

Hy Ricketson 320

33 Billabong

10 do Came, 12 October, 1878— 
House 
Fencing

£160 0 0 
180 0 0

Lapsed,*
16 May, 1877 

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

£300 0 0
19 Dec , 1877 , 

£330 lot

I P , 
77-1388

14 June, 1877 Hy Ricketson do Hut, house, and fencing
£340 0 0 
£320 0 0 Refused Landon, 3 December, 1880- 

House 
Fencing 

Do

£160 0 
105 0 

20 0

7 Dec , 1881, 
0 £15s per acre0 0

CP,
73-12289

20 Nov , 1873 Fredk Gee R. Baibour 320 6 Ricketson Street, 24 December, 1874—Hut, iron roof 
Carne, 7 September, 1879—

Fencing £35 0
Tank 20 9
Fencing 70 0

0
40

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877 

Lapsing re 
\ersed,
27 Oct, 1877

£125 9 4
Came, 16 March, 1886—

Fence £90 0 6
Tanks 300 0 0

Forfeited,
28 Jan , 1882

£285 0 0

CIP,
77-1423
CP,

73-12290
20 Nov , 1873

H Ricketson 

Samuel Tucker R Barbour

320 House and tank (intended)

160 1 Ricketson Keele, 2 Jul}, 1876-Hut 
Came, 17 August, 1878- 

Tank 
Hut

£390 0 0
Refused

£5 0 0 Rose,
23 May, 1877

£111 6 8 
10 0 0

Lapsed,
16 Maj, 1877

7 May, 1879, 
£15s pei acre

I P , 
77-1385

13 June, 1877 Henry Ricketson 93J
(Part of por 1)

1 do Tank and cottage

C P , 
73-12291

20 Noi , 1873 Fanny Barbour R Barbour 320
now

158

Bananga- Carne, 10 Jul}, 1880 
hte Cottage

Cottage 
Sued, &c 
Fencing

£121 6 8 
£160 0 0 Landon, 24 June, 1881— 

Hut 
Tank

£40 0 0 
25 0 0 
24 0 0 

134 0 0

Rose,
3 Sept, 1877

Forfeited 
19 March, 1878

£20 0 0 
.. 93 15 0

£113 15 0

Deed issued,
18 Nov , 1884 , 
£1 5s per 
acre

£223 0 0
Cat ne, 8 August, 1880-

Shed, &c £24 0 0
Fencing 134 0 0

ibl58 0 0

hi
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C.P. or 
I.P. No. Date. Selector. Name of Agent 

(if any). Area. Portion
o . Parish.

Inspectors’ Reports.
Date and value of Improvements, and 

Improvements claimed m I.P. application.

By whom 
Inquiry held 

and date.

acres.
C.I.P., 26 Mar., 1878 Henry Ricketson.. Wm. Hawley. 166 3 Bananga- House, tank, dam .............

78-1607 lite

C.P., 20 Nov., 1873 Margaret Barbour R. Barbdur .. 288£ 3&4 Ricketson Carne, 8 August, 1880— Johnson,
3-12294 Fencing ............. . £180 0 0 6 May, 1876

Tank .. ................. 140 0 0
House....................................... 160 0 0

£480 0 0
I P., 22 Nov., 1876 Henry Ricketson. 1441 3 do .. Tank and house .. ... £320 0 0

6-2973

I.P., 19 Feb., 1878 Henry Ricketson. 1444 4 do .. Two tanks, dam, and house . t... £470 0 0
77-171

C.P, 20 Nov., 1873 Josiah Pitty .... R. Barbour.. 180£ 23 do .. Smith, 12 April, 1876— Johnson,
73-12302 Hut.......................................... £20 0 0 5 May, 1876

Fence ....................................... 90 0 0
Fence . ......................... 180 0 0

£290 0 0
LP , 22 Nov., 1876 Henry Ricketson. 1801 23 do .. Tank and dam ..................... £175 0 0

76-2972

I.P., 19 Feb., 1877 J. Ramsbottom R. Barbour. 4691 3,4, & 23 do
77-884
C.P., 20 Nov., 1873 Geo P. Barbour . R. Barbour . 320 14 do .. Smith, 12 April, 1876 - Johnson,

73-12295 Hut .. . £20 0 0 6 May, 1876
Fence . . ............... 90 0 0

* Tank .. 60 0 0

£170 0 0
Carne, 9 August, 1880—

B\ Selet tor, tank . ............ £26 13 4
By Lessee, house, tank, and

fence . .... £324 3 4
C.P.. 10 Aug., 1876 E. Willan............. 320 14
76-97
I.P., 31 Dec., 1877 H. Ricketson .. 320 14 do Tank, house, fencing ............... £320 9 0

77-4264

C.P. 20 Nov., 1873 George Pitty , R. Barbour.. 144£ 5 do . Smith, 32 April, 1S76 — Johnson,
73-12291 Hut . ... £20 0 0 5 May, 1876

Fence . ... 160 0 0
Came, 8 August, 1880—

By Selector ... . £76 0 0
By Lessee............................ £130 13 4

C P., 10 Aug., 1876 144J
76-98

i.p. 2 May, 1878 Henry Ricketson.. 1441 5 do . House and tank....................... £144 0 0
78-7

C.P., 20 Nov., 1873 Thomas Kerr. ... R. Barbour. 320 4 Carne, 7 September, 1879— Rose,
73-12297 „ 8 August, 18^0— 7 Nov., 1877

Hut, tank and fence............ £209 1 0
C I P., 8 Oct., 1878 Henry Ricketson.. 320 4
78-3668

Fate of 
Application.

Refused,
8 July, 1878

By whom Improvements valued in connection 
with I P. application.

Date of
Alienation, and
Price per acre,

and Upset Price
at Auction.

Forfeited,
7 August, 1876

Remarks,
and amounts added for

Improvements.

Notified 26 March, 1878, 
reserve from sale and 
lease.

Broughton, 16 July, 1886- 
Tank
Fence ..

Broughton, 16 July, 3886— 
Tank .. ..
Fence ............................

Deed issued.
£62 10 0 3 Feb., 1888;

85 10 0 £1 5s per acre.

£148 0 0

£117 10 0 
28 10 0

do

Forfeited,
7 August, 1876

£146 0 0

Broughton, 16 July, 1886— 
Tank . . .
Dam . ..
Fence ...................

Refused

Forfeited,
7 August, 1876

£102 10 0 
10 0 0 
11 5 0

Deed issued,
3 Feb., 1888; 
£ 5s. per acre.

£183 15 0

Void,
19 June, 1877 

Refused ..

Contains impro\ ements........

Landon, 6 December, 1880— 
Tanks, house, and fencing

Forfeited,
7 August, 1876

£337 0 0
Appears to be still Crown 

Land.

Void,
19 June, 1877

Being for improved land

Carne, 17 dune, 1878-
Hut ..........
Tank . . .

Forfeited,
1 Oct., 1878

Deed issued,
£85 0 0 24 Oct., 3881 ;
100 0 0 £1 per acre.

£185 0 0

Orr, 6 July, 1881-
Tank .............
Fencing...........
House..............

£156 5 0 
125 0 o 
110 0 0

Deed issued,
2 Jan., 1882; 
£1 5s. per acre.

£391 5 0
O
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C.P. or 
I P. No

C.P.,
73-12298

1 P., 
5-893 
I P., 

70-1745

C.P.,
73-12299

I P., 
70-1746

I.P , 
77-172

I.P.,
77-383
I.P.,

77-384
C.P.,

73-12300

C P., 
73-12301

C I.P.,
77- 1391 
C I.P.,
78- 1599

C.P.,
73-12524

Date [Name of A^(*nt 
(if an\). Area. Portion

No. Parish.
Inspectors’ Reports,

Date and ^ alue of Impio\ ements, and 
Improvements claimed in I.P. ai>pheation.

20 Non , 1873
1

Maiy K Baiboui R. Baiboui
acres
320 10

9 Aug., 1876 . Ricketson 640 10 &11

9 Aug, 1876 Do 320 10

2C Nov, 1873 Catheime J Bar
bour.

R. Barbour 320 11

9 Aug , 1876 Hy. Ricketson 320 11

5 Fch , 1877 Do 640 10 & 11

19 Feb., 1877 Wm. Dodemaine. 320 11

19 Feb., 1877 J. Ramsbottom 320 10

20 Nov., 1873 Leighton Barboui R. Barbour .. 320 13

20 Nov., 1873 R. Barbour, jum do . 320 12

2SMa>, 1877 Hy. Ricketson .. 320 12

*19 Mai., 1878 Do . 640 12&13

27 Nov., 1873 J. Doughaifcy ... H. Ricketson 238£ 8

Ricketson

do

do

do

Street, 24 December, 1874 —
Hut and fence .... • •

Burdett, 8 April, 1874—Hut . £20 0 0
Carne, 9 August, 1880—

By selector................................105 16 8
By lessee . 508 6 8

House, dams, tanks, fence..........................

House, tank, fence..................... £320 0 0

Smith, 12 April, 1876—
Hut .... £15 0 0
Yard . ................... 35 0 0
Buildings.......................... .. 15 0 0
Fencing . ... .... 100 0 0

Carne, 9 August, 1880—
By selector ................... 145 0 0
By lessee . ...

House, post and vviie fence,
331

and
13 4

tank . ...................... £350 0 0

do

do

do

Bananga- 
lite.

Tw o tanks and dam . £675 0 0

Huts, woolshed, jaids, fence .. .£320 0 0

£500 0 0 
40 0 0

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date
Fate of 

Application.
By whom Improvements valued in connection 

with I.P. application.

Johnson,
6 May, 1876.

Carne, 10 August, 1880 -
Tank........................
Fence (lessee) . ...

Burdett, 25 March, 1874—Hut 
Keele, 2 July, 1876—

Cottage .. .. .
Tank ................................

Carne, 10 August, 1880-
Tanks ___
Fence ... .
House . .............

Fencing, tank house 

Tank-house, fencing

Smith, 12 Apiil, 1876—
Hut.............................................. £15 0 0
Tank........................................... 200 0 0
Fence........................................... 78 0 0

£293 0 0

Johnson,
5 May, 1870.

Forfeited,
7 Aug., 1876

Refused

Refused

Forfeited,
7 Aug., 1876

Finley, 27 Novembei, 1876-
Tank..............................
Hut................................
Fence................. ..

Excavation for tank

£540 0 0

£7 0 0

£80 0 0
35 0 0

£115 0 0

£58 6 8
160 0 0
160 0 0

£378 6 8

Rose,
4 Sept, and 1 
Nov., 1877.

Rose,
3 and 6 Sept, 
1877.

Johnson,
8 May, 1876.

Refused ..

do . .

Forfeited,
19 March, 1878

Forfeited,
7 Aug, 1876

Finley, 27 October, 1876-
Fence ........................
Shed, &c......................
Hut............................

Rigaut, 29 March, 1877-
Tank .....................
Dam . ... .
Tank ................
Cottage . ...

Date of
Alienation, and 
Price per acre, 
and Upset Price 

at Auction.

. £ 70 0 0 

. 5 0 0
7) 0 0

£150 0 0 
. 187 10 0

£337 10 0

£150 0 0 
. 80 0 0 

5 0 0

£235 0 0

450 7 
20 0 

166 14 
70 0

£707 1 6

Remarks,
and amount added for 

Improvements.

to
o

Not being within a block 
of 5 miles square,

Deed issued,
1 June, 1880 ; 
£1 per acre.

>•
hia

This case was referred to 
the Board for inquin, 
but the papers were ic- 
callcd for this inquiry.
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C P. or 
I P. No. Date. Selector. Name of Agent 

(if an>). Ai ca. Poi tion 
No. Parish.

InspectoiV Kepoits,
Date and -value ot Impiovcments, and 

Improvements claimed in I.P. application.

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date.
Date of 

Application.
B} whom Improvements valued in connection 

with I.P. application.

Date of
Alienation, and
Price per acre,

and Upset Price
at Auction.

Kemaiks
and amount added for

Jmpro\ ements.

] p., 
70-1740

9 Aug , 1876 Hy Ricketson .
acres.! 
2381 '

C.P..
73-12525 

C. P., 
73-12526

27 Nov , 1873

27 Nov, 1873

J. Doughaitv ..

J. Kell} ..........

11 Ricketson.

do ..

>-t 
O
O

CO 
COS3

t— 
00

27 No\., 1873

27 Nov., 1873

do ... .

Geo. Kelly ........

do

do .

814

320

C.P.,
73-12529

27 Nov., 1873 Wm. Liscombe . H. Ricketson 320

t.P.,
70-1749

9 Ang , 1876 H. Ricketson ... 320

.P 7 
77-246 
C.P., 

73-12530

8 Feb , 1877

27 Nov1873

do

A. W. Robertson.. Hy. Ricketson

320

320

I.P.,
76-1748

9 Aug , 1876 Hy Ricketson . 320

f P , 
77-239

8 Feb., 1877 do IToskiiie: and 
Blom field.

320

C.P.,
73-12531

27 No\., 1873 D. MThoison 11\ Ricketson 320

T.P.,
76-1743

9 Aug , 1876 11. Ricketson . 320

S Bananga- House, post and wire fence, and tank, £340 0 0
hte.

29 Ricketson Smith, 12 April, 1870 .. Nil.

7 Bananga- Smith, 12 April, 1876—
hte. Hut . . .......................... C15 0 0

Posts .. . 78 0 0 '

£93 0 0
30 Ricketson Smith, 12 Apnl, 1876 . Nil.

11 Banansra- Smith, 13 April, 1876—
Hut........... ... £25 0 0
'Lank .. . ................... 200 0 0
Fence ........................................... 90 0 0

£315 0 0
28 Bicketson Carne, 17 June, 1878—

Tank............... .......... £246 13 0
Fence.......... ... 80 0 0

£326 13 0
Smith, 12 April, 1876—

Hut.................................... £15 0 0
Fencing.................................. 135 0 0

£150 0 0
28 do .. House, post and wire fencing, and

tank .. . £340 0 0

28 do .. House, tank, fencing, £400

32 do .. Smith, 12 April, 1876—
Hut .... . £25 0 0
Fence .... . . 90 0 0
Tank............... . 200 0 0

£315 0 0
32 •• •* •* House and tank . . . £350 0 0

32 Ricketson House, tank, hut . . ... £350 0 0

. do Smith, 12 April, 1876—
Hut.. .. . . . £25 0 0
Fence. . 180 0 0

£205 0 0
Carne, 17 June, 1878—

Fence. . £160 0 0
Tank . . . 180 0 0

£340 0 0
25 House, tank, fnneing ............... £350 0 0

Johnson,
8 May, 1876.
do do

do do

do do

Johnson,
8 May, 1876

Johnson,
8 May, 1876

Johnson,
8 May, 1876

Finley, 27 October, 1876—
Fencing........................
Tank . . .
Hut .................

Forfeited,
7 Aug., 1876 
do do.

£120 0 0 133 6 8 10 0 0
£263 6 3

Deed issued,
1 November, 
1878; £1 per 
acre

22 Nov., 1876, 
£1 per acie. 

29 Nov , 1876, 
£331 lot.

do do ..

do do

22 Nov., 1876, 
£1 per acre. 

29 Nov., 1876, 
£635 lot.

Forfeited,
7 Aug., 1876

}-£156 5s added foi tank

Refused

do

Finley, 27 October, 1876—
Tank........................
Fence ............................
House...................
Hut ............................

£156 5 0 
40 0 0 

160 0 0 
5 0 0

£361 5 0

8 March, 1882, 
£114s. 9d. per 
acre.

j

Forfeited 
7 Aug., 1876

Refused Finley, 27 October, 1876—
House..........................
Tank............................
Hut................................

Rigaut— 
Tank 
House 
Hut....

. £160 0 0 
. 143 15 0 

.. 17 0 0

£320 15 0

. £195 0 
.. 120 0 0 

10 0 0

Deed issued,
10 Feb., 1879; 
£1 per acie.

Forfeited,
7 Aug., 1876

£325 0 0

Refused Finley, 27 October, 1876—
Tank..............................................£140 10 0
Hut................................................ 15 0 0
Fence.................................................120 0 0

£275 10 0
M
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C.P or 
I.P No. Date. Selector. Name of Agent 

(if any). Area. Portion
No. Parish.

Inspectors’ Reports.
Date and Value of Improvements, and 

Improvements claimed in I.P. application.

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date.
Fate of 

Application.

acres.
I.P , 

77-244
8 Feb., 1877 H. Ricketson___ 320 25 Ricketson House, tank, fencing................. £320 0 0 Refused

CP., 27 Nov., 1873 John Catto......... H. Ricketson 320 27 do Smith, 12 Apiil, 1876— Johnson, Forfeited,
73-12532 Hut . £15 0 0 8 May, 1876 7 Aug., 1876

Tank . . 200 0 0
Fence ... .... 90 0 0

£305 0 0
Carne, 17 June, 1878--

House..................................... . £160 0 0
Tank .. . . 140 0 0
Fence....................... . 80 0 0

£380 0 0
CP., 14 Sept:, 1876 J. Ramsbottom .. 175 do . Void,
6-131 (Paitof 

poi 21) 31 Aug., 1877

I P., 10 Aug, 1876 Hy. Ricketson .. 320 27 do .. Tank, post and wire fence, and house £350 0 0 Refused,
76-1793 15 Jan , 1877

I P , 8 Feb , 1877 do . . 320 27 do . House, tank, fence . £350 0 0 Refused,
77-216

/

9 Apnl, 1879

C I\, 
73-12533

27 Nov., 1873 A Kelly............. H. Ricketson 320 33 do . Keele, 26 June, 1876—Hut . £5 0 0 Rose,
23 May, 1877

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

Carne, 17 June, 1878—
t Hut .. £25 0 0

Tanks .............................. 240 0 0
Fence ................................ . 60 0 0

£325 0 0
I.P , 14 June, 1877 H. Ricketson__ 320 33 do £320 0 0

77-1387

C.P , 27 Nov, 1873 Guy Dougharty.. H. Ricketson 320 15 do Smith, 12 April, 1876— Johnson, Forfeited,
73-12534 Hut . . . . £25 0 0 8 May, 1876 7 Aug., 1876

Fence .......................... 100 0 0

£125 0 0
I P., 

76-1747
9 Aug., 1876 H. Ricketson . . 320 15 do House, tank, post, and wire fencing £350 0 0 Refused .

I.P.,
77-240

8 Feb., 1877 do ___ Hoskins & 
Blomfield.

320 15 do . House, tank, fence ............. . £345 0 0

C P., 27 Nov., 1873 Wm. Dougharty.. H. Ricketson 320 9 Bananga- Smith, 12 April, 1876— Johnson, Forfeited, *
73-12535 hte. Hut............................................. £25 0 0 8 May, 1876 7 Aug., 1876

Posts ......................................... . 35 0 0
Tank ......................................... 130 0 0

£190 0 0

By whom Improvements valued in connection 
with I.P. application.

Date of
Alienation, and
Price per acie,

and Upset Price
at Auction. |

Finley, 1 November, 1876— 
House . . .
Tank ......................
Hut ...................
Fence .........................

£160 0 0 
. 143 16 o 
. 5 0 0

40 0 0

13 April, 1881, 
£118s. 4d per 
acre.

Rigaut, 3 April, 1877— 
Tank ..
Fence * .
House. .. .
Hut .

£348 15 0

£174 13 0 
75 0 0 

120 0 0 
10 0 0

£379 13 0

Landon, December, 1880— 
Tank .

Fence ...................

.. £107 0 0 

.. 169 0 0 

. 27 0 0

Deed issued,
2 July, 1883; 
£15s. per acre.

Orr, 11 July, 1882-
Tanks, Fencing, and Hut

£303 0 0 

. £320 15 3

Finley, 27 October, 1876—
Fence. . ___
Tank .......................
House .....................

Rigaut, 3 April, 1877—
Fence .......................
House......................
Hut .............
Tank.......................

£82 10 0 
33 8 9 

160 0 0

£275 18 9

. £112 10 0 
120 0 0 

. 10 0 0

. 82 10 0

Deed issued,
10 Feb., 1879; 
£1 per acre.

£325 0 0

Remarks,
and amount added for 

Improvements.

-ISs. 4d. per acre ,

J
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C.P. or 
I.P. No. Date. Selector. Name of Agent 

(if any.) Area. Portion
No. Parish.

Inspectors’ Reports,
Date and value of Improvements, and 

Improvements claimed in I.P. application.

acres.
I.P., 9 Aug., 1876 H. Ricketson .. . 320 9 Bananga- House, post and wire fencing, and

76-1736 lite. tank .................................. £350 0

C.P., 27 Nov., 1873 D. M'Alister ___ 320 6 do
73-12536

I P., 10 Aug., 1876 Hy. Ricketson 320 6 do House, hut, fencing, bridge . . .. £380 0

I.P., 5 Feb., 1877 do Hoskins & 320 6 do . House and fencing .. £350 0
77-173 Blomfield.

C.P., 27 Nov., 1873 H. Ricketson 320 1 Stan n a- Keele, 2 July, 1876—
73-12538 foith. Hut, fencing, and dams . £360 0

I.P., 13 June, 1877 Hy. Ricketson . 320 1 do Tank, house, fencing, dam . . £320 0
77-1381
C.P., 27 Nov., 1873 H. Ricketson 320 20 Ricketson Smith, 12 April, 1876—

73-12539 Hut .................................... £25 0
Tank .. . 200 0

£225 0
I.P , 9Aug.,l&76 Hy. Ricketson . 320 20 do House and laige tank .. . £350 0

76-1742

I.P., 8 Feb., 1877 do . Hoskins <£ 320 20 do House and large tank ... £350 0
77-241 Blomfield.

C.P., 27 Nov., 1873 Geo. Calvert . .. H. Ricketson 320 5 Stanna- Keele, 2 July. 1876 - Hut .. £5 0
73-12546 forth.

I.P , 14 July, 1877 H. Ricketson . . 320 5 do Tank and hut................... £320 0
77-1835

C.P., '4 Dec., 1873 Thos. Pike ......... H. Ricketson 320 3 do Keele, 2 July, 1876—Hut . . £5 0
73-12851

C.P., 4 Dec., 1873 Jane Reeves do .. 320 6 do Keele, 26 June, 1876—Hut........... £5 0
73-12852

I.P., 14 July, 1877 Hy. Ricketson . 240 6 do Large hut, tank, and dam ... £320 0
77-1887 Part

of •*
320

C.P., 4 Dec., 1873 Hy. Liscombe___ H. Ricketson 320 7 do .. Keele, 26 June, 1876—Nil ...
73-12853

I.P., 8 June, 1877 Hy. Ricketson . 235 34 do . Tank and fencing . . £320 0
77-1284 Part

of
por. 7

C.P., 4 Dec., 1873 R Grant . ... H. Ricketson 320 18 Ricketson Street, 19 Dec , 1874—Hut and dam —
73-12854

By whom 
Inquiry hold, 

and date.
Fate of 

Application.
By v horn. Improvements valued in connection 

with I.P. application.

Date ot
Alienation, and
Price per acre,

and Upset Price
at Auction.

Remarks,
and amount added for

Improvements.

0
Finley, 27 October, 1876-

Fence ............................
Tank............................
Hut..............................

£80 0 0 
137 18 9 

15 0 0

Deed issued,
5 Feb., 1883; 
£1 per acre. -

£232 18 9

Orr, 30 December, 1881—
Tank............................
Fence .....................

Johnson, Forfeited,
8 May, 1876 7 Aug., 1876

0 ..................... . . . . Rigaut, 3 April, 1877—
Fencing . .. .

' House . .
Bridge ...................
Fencing.................

Rose, Lapsed,
0 22 May, 1877 16 May, 1877
0 . Refused . .

00
Johnson,

8 May, 1876
Forfeited,

7 Aug., 1876

£125 6 3 
200 0 0

£325 6 3

£157 10 0 
120 0 0 
46 0 0 
75 0 0

Deed issued,
10 Dec., 1879 ; 
£1 Is peracre.

£398 10 0

00 Refused Finley, 27 October, 1876-
Tank ...........................................£200 0 0
House......................................... 50 0 0
Hut .................................. 10 0 0

£260 0 0

V. Rigaut, 3 April, 1877- 
House . .
Hut.................
Tank . . . .

£70 0 0 
10 0 0 

241 2 0

Deed issued,
10 Feb., 1879, 
£1 per acre.

0 Rose,
23 May, 1877

Lapsed,
19 May, 1877

£321 2 0

0

0
0
0

Rose,
23 May, 1877 

Rose,
23 May, 1877

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877 

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

Rebello (see office memo.)—Tank £330 0 0 Deed issued,
12 Dec , 1881, 
£1 per acre.

26 Sept., 1877; 
£325 lot.

Orr, 3 April, 1884— 
Tank . .
House . .
Tank .

£110 0 
200 0 
134 2

00
6

Deed issued,
19 Feb., 1886, 
£15s. per acre.

Rose,
23 May, 1877

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

0 . ... Landon, 4 December, 1880-
Tank . . .
Fence ... ...

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

£444 2 6

£188 0 *0 
47 0 0

Deed issued, . 
10 Feb., 1885 ; 
£1 5s pet acre

£235 0 0

K9
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C P 01 
1 1 No

IP,
77-1282

CP,
73-12855

I P , 
77-242

CP,
7M2856

CP,
73-12857

I P , 
77-1280

C P , 
73-12858

I P , 
77-1281

CP,
73-12859

IP,
77-1283

' 1 i
73-12860;

IP , 
77 1382

Date Sclcctoi

7 June 1877 II Ricketson

4 Dec , 1873 Alice Rc'n es

8 I eb , 1877 H Ricketson

4 Dec ,1873 R Re \es

4 Dec , 1873 J 11 ills 

9 June, 1877 H Ricketson

4 Dec , 1873 Selma Emcis

9 June, 1877 H Ricketson

4 Dec , 1873 D Sheehan

S June, 1877 H Ricketson

4 Dec 187, L D nbi,h

14 June, 1877 H K eketson

-----  ------------------------

Name of Agent
1 (ifam) 4iCv Portion

>0 Painth
Inspectois Kepoits

Date and lalue of Improiunents, and 
lmpro\ ements claimed m I P application

B\ whom 
Inquin held, 

and date
I ate of 

Application
By whom Improvements valued in (onrection 

•with I P application
Alienation and 
Pi ice per acre 
and Upset Pi ice

Renmks
and amount added for 

Impiov ements
' at Auction

acres
H Ricketson 320 IS Ricketson Sheep jards, fencing, tank, dam

£o20
Landon, 3 Dec , 1880—

and hut 0 0 Sheep yards £100 0 0 30 Oct, 1S82
Iron huts 70 0 0 £1 5s per acie
Tank 44 0 0
Dam 15 0 0
Fencing 110 0 0

do 320 21 do Keele, 20 June, 1876—Hut and tank £107 15 0 Rose, Lapsed,
£339 0 0

Carne, 17 June, 1878- 23 Mai, 1877 10 Mac 1877
lank £266 13 4
lence 40 0 0
Hut 20 0 0

Hoskins and 
Bloomfield

£326 13 4
320 21 do Raigc tank, fcncin0 4 350 0 0 Refused Rigaut 3 Apnl, 1877—

Tank £299 2 0
27 July 1881, 
£2 5s 5d per

£1 Os »d pci acie

Hut 10 0 0 acre
Fence 18 15 0

II Ricketson 320 30 Bananga Smith, 12 Apnl, 1876— Johnson, Foi feited,
£327 17 0

29 Nov 1870 £20jhte Hut £30 0 0 8 May, 1870 7 \ug, 1876 £52o lotPosts 35 0 0
Tank 140 0 0

do
£205 0 0

320 37 Ricketson Stieet, 19 Dec , 1874—Small hut Lapsed
16 Mai, 1877

320 17 Tvnk, d un fencing, house and hut £920 0 0 Landon, 3 Dec , 1880— Deed issued
Tanks i 327 0 0 30 oept 1SS4
Dam 100 0 0 £1 per acre
Iron hut 00 0 0
lence 55 0 0

II Ricketson 320 16 Ricketson Keele, 10 June, 1876— Rose, Lapsed,
£542 0 0

House £200 0 0 14 Mai, 1877 16 May, 1877
Tink 150 0 0

£350 0 0
280 10 do Tanks, house, and fencing £320 0 0 Landon, 3 Dec , 1880 — Deed issued,
320 Tanks £212 0 0 2 Dec , 1884 ,

1 ence 80 0 0 £1 pei aci c
lion hut 60 0 0

■C3d2 o 0II Ricketson 320 19 do Kcele, 26 June, 1876- Rose, Lapsed,
Hut £5 0 0 23 AIa> 1877 16 Ma\, 1877
Tank 175 0 0

£180 0 0
320 19 do lank, house, hut C320 0 0 Refused Landon 2 Dec , 1880— 27 Sept , 3882

Tank £167 0 0 £los pei acie
Fence 18 0 0
Hut 40 0 0

11 Ricketson £225 0 0320 1, Bm itt i Kcele 2 July 1876 Nil Rose, Lapsed,
Carne, 17 lunt, 1878— 23 Maa, 1877 16 Mai, 1877

House £360 0 0
1 ink 173 6 8

i £333 6 8
320 3 » do lank hou^c fenem^ £320 0 0 Rebello, 24 Nov 1879— Deed issued,

Tank £231 5 0 8 Aug , 1881 1
lence 45 0 0 £1 pei acre I
House 75 3 0 1

£3)1 * 0

LC
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C.P or 
LP. No Date Selector. Name of Agent 

(if any). Area Portion
No.

acies.
C.P,

73-12861
4 Dec , 1873 Jas Allen II Ricketson 320 25

C P , 
75-2o9

22 April, 1875 do . do 320 25

CP,
73-12862

4 Dec , 1873 J R Reeves II Ricketson 320 22
I P , 8 Feb., 1877 H. Ricketson Hoskins and 320 22

77-243 Blomfield,

LP, 14 June, 1877 do 320 22
77-1386

C P , 
73-12863

4 Dec , 1873 Fanny A. Carter H. Ricketson 226| 17

IP,76-1744
9 Aug , 1876 H. Ricketson. 226^ 17

I P , 8 Fob , 1877 do Hoskins & 220] 17
77-236 Blomfield.

C.P.
73-12867

4 Dec , 1873 Mary Kelly . . H. Ricketson 200 10
C-P, 

73-128*6
4 Dec , 1873 do do 120 17

CP, 22 Apr , 1875 do do 200 16
75-261

( 320 *)
I P , 27 Juno, 1876 H. Ricketson ] now r 1076-1103 ( 200 j
IP, 5 Feb , 1877 do Hoskins & 1.0 17

77-170 Blomfield

CP,
73-12868

4 Dec , 1873 Maigaiet Nolon John Nolan 320 5

I P , *’4-2229
1 Apr , 1874 H Ricketson 320 5

CP , 4 Feb , 1875 Wm. Chapman R Bo}d 320 5
75-63

CP,
73-12877

4 Dec , 1873 Ann James H Ricketson 320 14

CP,
75-260

22 Apr , 1875 do 320 14

Pansh.
, Inspectois’ Reports,

Date and value of Improvements, and 
Improvements claimed m 1 P application.

Bananga- btiect, 19 Deccmbei, 1874—Hut 
hte

do Caine, 13 Octobci, 1878-
Hut £40 0
Fence 225 0
Bridge 05 0
Cutting buirs . 7 0

£337 0
Ricketson Keele, 2 Julj, 1876—Hut and fence £110 0 

do House, tank, fence . . £350 0

By whom 
Inquirj held, 

and date

0000
00
0

Rose,
23 May, 1877

do
Barratta

do

Fencing, house, tank £320 0 0
Smith, 13 April, 1876—Hut £15 0 0

Fencing 101 0 0
£110 0 0

Tank, post and wire fence, house,
&c. £350 0 0

House, tank, fencing £330 0 0

Johnson,
8 Mai, 1876

Bananga
hte

do
do Caine, 7 Decembci, 1877—Hut 

Tank
Fencing .

£50 0 0 Rose,
*100 0 0 29 June, 1878
*180 0 0

do Tank, fencing, house
do Tank, fencing, house

£330 0 0 
£400 0 0
£4C0 0 0

do Cancelled, vide 74-7946 Ain.
do Iron cottage . £320 0 0

do

do
do

L S Folkes, 26 Jul}, 1876 -
House £180 0 0
Tank, Ac. 140 0 0

£320 0 0
Street, 19 December, 1874 -Iron hut

Fate of 
Application.

By whom Improvements valued in connection 
with I.P. application.

Date of
Alienation, and
Price per acie,

and Upset Price
at Auction.

Remarks,
nd Amount added for

Improvements.

Foifcilcd,
6 Ma>, 1875 

Lapsed,
8 Jan , 1879

This land was sold as an 
annual lease, 2 Jan , 
1889, to Hy. Ricketson,

Lapsed,
1C May, 1877 

Refused Rigaut, 3 Apnl, 1877— 
Fence . .
Tank
House ........

do . .
Forfeited,

7 Aug, 1876

25 Jan , 1882, 
75 0 0 £1 5s.peracre

142 10 0 
120 0 0

£337 10 0

Refused Finley, 27 October, 1870— 
Tank
House ..
Fence

Rigaut, 3 Apnl, 1877— 
Tink ... .
lence .
House .

Forfeited,
6 April, 1875 

do
Forfeited,

2 Sept, 1878

Rigaut, 3 April, 1877— 
Fence 
House
Hut. . ..
Tank....................
Dam .. .
Fence ... .

. £02 10 0
100 0 0

. 22 10 0

£215 0 0
£119 9 0 

30 0 0 
. 120 0 0

£269 9 0

Deed issued,
10 Feb , 1879.

'•Note —Tank and fencing 
on part 17

£20 0 0 
. 70 0 0

10 0 0 
. 211 16 0 10 0 0 
. 105 0 0

Deed issued,
14 Aug , 1882 
£1 per aci e 

Deed issued,
18 Sept, 1882 
£1 per acre.

£426 16 0

Folkes, 26 July, 1876- 
Iron house . 
Tank and dam . .

Void,
3 Sept, 1877

Deed issued,
£180 0 0 5 April, 1880 ,

140 0 0 £1 Is.peracre
£320 0 0

Contains improvements.

Forfeited,
6 April, 1875 

Lapsed,
5 July, 1881

•jb.
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C.P. or 
I.P. No. Date Selector. Name Of Agent 

(if any.) Area. Port
No. Parish.

Inspector’s Reports,
Date and Value of Improvements, and 

Improvements claimed in I.P. application.

acres.
I.P., 9 Aug., 1876 H. Ricketson .... 320 14 Bananga- House, tank, post and wire fencing £350 0 0

76-1739 lite.

I.P., 8 Feb., 1877 do ___ Hoskins and 320 14 do Tanks and fencing ........................ £330 0 0
77-238 Bloomfield.

C.P., 11 Dec., 1873 W. Liscombe .... C. Mullen___ 320 13 do .. Street, 19 December, 1874—
73-13062 Small hut..................................

C.P., 22 Apr., 1875 do ___ H. Ricketson 320 13 do .. Carne, 18 June, 1878—
75-258 Iron hut .................................. . £160 0 0

i.p., 2 Oct., 1879 H. Ricketson .... A. M. L. & F. 320 13 do .. Tanks .............................................. . £320 0 0
79-1929 Co.

C.P., 11 Dec., 1873 H. Cole................. 0. Mullen.... 100 40 do .. Carne, 18 June, 1878—
73-13063 Hut............................................. . £40 0 0

LP., H. Ricketson___ 100 40
77-1285

C.P., 12 Mar., 1874 J. H. Bennett.... C. Mullen__ 320 53 Hebden.. Came, 17 June, 1878—Nil ........
74-3049

, C.P., 12 Mar., 1874 W. H. Greaves .. do .. 320 54 do .. Came, 17 June, 1878—
74-3050 Tank ......................................... . £226 13 4

Fence ......................................... . 80 0 0

£30613 4
I.P., 19 May, 1884 H. Ricketson .... A. M. L. & F. 190 71 do .. Tank................................................. . £190 10 0

84-12 Co. Partof
320

C.P., 30 April, 1874 J Cnldwfill 150 37
74-4971
C.P., 30 April, 1874 Jas. HolmeS .... do .. 100 38 do .. Carne, 13 October, 1878—Nil ..

74-4972 Carne, 8 September, 1879—Nil..
C.P., 80 34

74-4994
C.P., 30 April, 1874 F 80 9

74-4995
C.P., 21 May, 1874 120 5

74-5808
C.P., 21 May, 1874 120 6

74-5809
C.P., 21 May, 1874 J. BOyd................. do .. 150 45 Billabong Carne, 12 October, 1878—Tank . £120 0 0

74-5810
C.P., 28 May, 1874 120 26

74-6083 lite. ~
C.P., 5 Nov., 1874 Thos. Adams .... R. C. Boyd .. 320 11 Billabong Came, 12 October, 1878—

74-1472c Iron Cottage............................ . £80 0 0
Building ..................... . 140 0 0
Fencing................................... . 200 0 0

£420 0 0
I.P., , 29 Aug. ,1878 H. Ricketson .... 130 11 . £320 0 0

78-2084

I.P., 9 Jan., 1883 do .. 51 67 . £41 0 0
83-2

139 66
C.P., 5 Nov. ,1874 Lucy Adams __ R. C. Boyd .. 320 31 do .. Came, 12 October, 1878—

74-127& Cottage .................................... .. £70 0 0
Fencing.................................... . 270 0 0

• £340 0 0

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date.
Date of 

application.
By whom Improvements valued in connection 

with I.P. application.

Date of
Alienation, and 
Price per acre, 
and Upset Price 

at Auction.

Refused Finlay, 27 October, 1876—
Fencing......................................... £115 0 0
Tank ........................................... 218 15 0
Hut............................................... 4 0 0

do
£337 15 0

Rigant, 3 April, 1877—
Tank .............................................£282 6 0

„   37 10 0
Fencing........................................ 82 0 0

Forfeited,
6 April, 1875 

Lapsed,
10 Oct., 1878

Lapsed,
16 May, 1877

£401 16 0

Landon, 15 January, 1880- 
Tank ................................ £220 0 0 

100 0 0

£320 0 0

Deed issued,
10 Dec., 1883 ; 
£1 per acre.

Lapsed,
9 Oct., 1877 .. 

do ..

Lapsed,
16 Feb., 1878 

Lapse,
8 Jan., 1879 

Lapsed,
16 Feb., 1878 

do

do

do

do

do

Lapsed,
20 July, 1878

16 Oct., 1878; 
£15s. per acre.

Deed issued,
31 Feb., 1884; 
£15s. peracre.

29 Sept., 1880;
£15s. per acre. 

5 Jan., 1881;
£1 5s. peracre. 

5 Jan., 1881; 
£1 os. per acre.

9 April, 1879 ..

28 May, 1879 ; 
£2 Is. per acre.

Refuged *..:.

Rebello, 7 February, 1880—
House...........................................  £80 0 0
Iron Building............................ 60 0 0
Fence.............................................. 200 0 0

£340 0 0

Deed issued,
18 Nov., 1884; 
£1 per acre.

Lapsed,
20 July, 1878

Remarks,
and Amount added for 

Improvements.

Withdrawn. 

16s. per acre.

Applied for as 320 acres.

*Refused; a$ the wires had 
been drawn from fence. 

Now freehold.

a

>

b
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CP or 
1 P No Date Selector Name of Agent 

(if an} ) Area Portion
No Parish

Inspector s Reports,
Date and \alue of Improvements and 

Improvements claimed in I P application

By whom 
Inquiry held, 

and date

Acres
f p, 29 Aug , 1878 H Ricketson 100 31 Billabong House and fencing £320 0 0

78-2083 (P rt o
320 ac

IP, 9 Jan , 1883 do A M L & F 71 G9 do Fencing £71 0 0
83 3 (Purto

329 ac
149 68

C P , 5 Nov , 1874 R Bovvie 320 12 do Carne, 12 October, 1878—Tink 246 13 4
74-12725 Dam 40 0 0

tence 67 10 0
£354 3 4

IP » 2 Sept, 1878 H Ricketson R C Boyd 320 12 do Large tank and dam £320 0 0
78-2082

C P , 12 Jan , 1875 Geo Fnda} R C Boyd 40 30 Bananga Carne, 7 December, 1877— Hut £5 0 0
75 12 lite lence 45 0 0

£50 0 0
CP, 11 Feb , 1875 Jas McKaj H Ricketson 320 27 Barratta Came, 8 September, 1879—Nil

CP 18 Feb , 1875 Solomon Hew er R C Boyd 320 24 Kirrabirn Carne, 12 October, 1878—Nil
75-99
IP 30 Dec, 1878 H Ricketson A M L & F 53 38 Tank, dam, house £320 0 0

78-3310 Co (Part
por 24 )

CP 18 Feb, 1875 John Klemm R C Boyd 320 1 do Carne, 12 October, 1878—Iron hut £15 0 0
75 100
CP 18 Feb , 1875 Mary Klemm do 320 22 do Carne, 12 October, 1878—Nil

IP 10 Mar , 1879 H Ricketson 320 22 do Tink £320 0 0
79-502
OP 18 Feb , 1875 Amy Tulk R C Boyd 320 11 do Came, 12 October, 1878—Tank £280 0 0

75-103 Hut 55 9 0
£335 0 0

I P 10 Mar, 1879 H Ricketson 820 11 do
79 503
C P 18 Feb , 1875 Luc} Tulk R C Boyd 160 10 do Carne, 12 October, 1878—Nil

75-104
C P 18 Feb , 1875 Samuel Cox do 160 37 Stanna- Carne, 17 June, 1878—Nil

75-10o foith
C P 22 Jul}, 1875 John Young do 44 38 Bananga Carne, 18 June, 1878—Tank £53 6 8

75-405 hte
C P 29 Julv, 1875 R Willan do 50 48 Hehden

75-424
C P 22 June 1876 S Nixon 40 Bananga

76 54 lite
C P 19 Apl , 1877 J C Hcivcy 640 3S& o9 Billabong Carne 10 Julv 1880-

77 101 1 Buildings £300 0 0
1 ence 120 0 01 , Cultivation 60 0 0
Clearing 40 0 0

1 < ottage 50 0 0
J ink 113 6 8

£683 0 S

Fate of 
Application

Bj whom Improvements valued m connection 
with 1 P application

Date of
Alienation and
Price per acre,

and Upset Puce
at Auction

Remarks,
and Amount added for

Improvements

Rose,
3 Sept, 1878

Rose,
10 Dec, 1878

Lapsed,
20 Jul^, 1878

Lapsed,
10 Oct, 1878

Lapsed,
10 Oct, 1878

Lapsed,
10 Oct , 1878 

Lapsed,
10 Oct, 1878 

Refused,
23 Maich, 1881

10 Oct, 1878

Refused

Lapsed,
10 Oct , 1878

Lapsed,
3 Apnl, 1879 

Lapsed,
3 April, 1879 

Void
23 Maj, 1877

Rebello, 7 February, 1880- 
Fencmg 
House

£270 0 0 
70 0 0

£340 0 0
Callaghan, 31 August, 1883—Fence £70 10 0

Rebello, 7 February, 1880-
House £150 0 0
Piggery 10 0 0
Shed 10 0 0
Well 25 0 0
Garden 25 0 0
Yard 20 0 0
Tank 231 5 0
Fence 67 10 0

Davvson, 11 Feb , 1880—Tank

Lardnei, 7 Dec , 1881—Tank

£518 15 0

£53 0 0

£109 0 0

No papers

Land included in a prior selection of M Kell}

Deed issued,
2 Dec, 1884 
£15s pei acre

Deed issued,
10 I eb 1886 . 
£15s pei acre

Deed prepared 
12 Dec , 1881 
£1 pei acie

27 Dec , 1878 
£2 10s per ac

7 April, 1880, 
£l5s peracre

Deed issued,
25 July, 1884 
£1 pei acre 

28 May, 1879 , 
£1 5s Id p ac 

28 Sept, 1888 , 
£112s p acre

Applied for as 320 acres

Now an auction purchase.

Applied for as 320 acres

£14 13s 4d 

£109

28 Maj, 1879 , lid pei acre 
£2 5s lid p ac 

10 Sept, 1879 
£1 5s pei acre

10 Sept, 1879, 
£1 5s per acre

Ceitificate of conformitj 
issued to |T Ricketson 
(alienee), 2^ September, 
1880

30th Mat, 1839.

I certify that the information given m this schedule is taken fiom the papeis m each case, and is correct,—
F GRIFFIN,

Clerk, Lands Department tovi
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28 APPENDIX.

[To Evidence of Henry Ricketson^]
B 1.

Bear Sir, Parliament, New South Wales, Sydney, 28/12/88.
In reply to your note of to-day inquiring whether I have anything to communicate, I have nothing but to refer 

you to my former letters, that letter that had the postcript which you have been showing to some of the Beniliqum people, 
to persuade them to sign your petition, several of whom have written to me to get their names struck on, as they say you
misled them. „ . „ , , . . i i xx m

About the improvements, I will get a Select Committee when the House meets to go into the whole matter, they 
will deal with Barratta first, and take Arratulla, Cornallo, and the other stations after. .

Truly yours, .
Henry Ricketson, Esq. E- BARBOUR.

Sidney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH iWALES.

CONDITIONAL PURCHASES MADE UPON
BARRATTA RUN.

(PETITION EEOM HENRY RICKETSON, PRAYING TO BE HEARD BY COUNSEL BEPORE SELECT COMMITTEE ON.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 16 April, 1889.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Legislative Assembly of the Colony of New South Wales, m
• Parliament assembled.

. The humble Petition of Henry Ricketson, of Barratta Station,
Respecittolt Showeth:— .

1. That Mr. Barbour has moved for the appointment of a Select Committee, to consist ot 
Mr Lyne Mr. J. P. Abbott, Mr. Alison, Mr. Copeland, Mr. Chapman, Mr. T. Q-. Dangar, Mr Brunker, 
Mr Hugh Taylor, Mr. Woodward, and the mover, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon all conditional purchases made upon the run of Barratta (Henry Ricketson, lessee) 
from January, 1872, till December, 1882, how many were lapsed or forfeited, what became ot the 
improvements, and how many were converted into improvement purchases.

2. That your Honorable House has sanctioned this request and that the matter has been referred 
by your Honorable House to the Select Committee for inquiry and report.

3. That your Petitioner is interested in the lands on the Barratta Run under lease from the Crown, 
that many of the forfeited and lapsed conditional purchases on this run have been sold at auction and 
have been otherwise acquired and have been conveyed by Crown grant to him, and that he is in possession 
of information which would be of the greatest importance in adopting a report.

Tour Petitioner therefore humbly prays that he may be heard by counsel, attorney, or agent before 
the Select Committee, with liberty to adduce such evidence as may be within his power.

And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray. HENRY RICKETSON.

Dated this 10th day of April, 1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

REPORT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

CLAIM

ON THE

OE ISAAC BARCLAY;

TOGETHEB WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

ORDERED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY TO BE PRINTED,

. 17 July, 1889.

SYDNEY : CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.
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2

1889.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes jSTo. 54. Prtdat, 5 July, 1889.
7. Claim oe Isaac Barclay :—Mr. Morton moved, pursuant to Notice,—

(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon the claim of Isaac Barclay, Cambewarra, for compensation for losses sustained 
in defending his title to land held under Crown grant.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Hawken, Mr. "Waddell, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Brunker, 
Mr. O. O. Dangar, Mr. Garrett, Mr. Chapman, and the Mover. ■
(3.) That the Beport from the Select Committee on the same subject, brought up on 17th July, 
1888, be referred to such Committee. .
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 60. Wednesday, 17 July, 1889.
2. Claim oe Isaac Barclay :—Mr. Morton, as Chairman, brought up the Eeport from, and laid upon 

the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report 
this subject was referred on 5th July, 1889.
Ordered to be printed.

CONTENTS.
PAG-E.

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings........................................................... 2
Eeport........................................................................................................... 3
Proceedings of the Committee............................................ ....................... •.....  4



CLAIM OF ISAAC BARCLAY.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 5th July, 
1S89,—“ with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report 
upon the claim of Isaac Barclay, Gamhewarra, for compensation for losses 
sustained in defending his title to land held under Crown grant, and to whom 
was referred on the same day the Jieport from the Select Committee of Session 
1887-8 in reference to the said claim,”—have agreed to the following Report:—■

Your Committee having carefully considered the Report referred to them, 
find as follows :—

That in 1863 Isaac Barclay acquired by conditional purchase under the 
“Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861,” three allotments comprising 
54 acres, and two additional of 40 acres each at Cambewarra, parish 
of Illaroo, county of Camden, and subsequently obtained his deeds for 
two of them.

That during the same year William Emery conditionally purchased 96 acres, 
the measurement of which Barclay objected to on the ground that the 
land measured was already in his possession, and on a resurvey being 
made on the authority of the Minister it was found that Emery’s 
application clashed with Barclay’s. The Minister decided, however, 
to uphold Barclay’s.

That Emery subsequently entered an action in the Supreme Court against 
Barclay for trespass, and obtained a verdict, notwithstanding that 
Barclay held an indefeasible title from the Crown. The title of 
Barclay is therefore upheld by the Government, whilst the Supreme 
Court holds that the land belongs to Emery.

That the evidence given for the Crown before your Committee clearly 
admits Barclay’s title, and that he was justified in defending such, 
the Crown grant being regarded as indefeasible, though held by the 

. Court not to be so.
Your Committee are therefore of opinion that Isaac Barclay in having been, 

through a mistake on the part of the Crown, forced into litigation and deprived of 
his land, has established a just claim for compensation, and they recommend such 
claim to the favourable consideration of your Honorable House.

PHILIP H. MORTON,
Chairman.

No. 3 Committee Boom,
Sydney, VIth July, 1889.



PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 17 JULY, 1889.
Membebs Pbesent :—

Mr. Morton, | Mr. Stevenson,
Mr. Chapman.

Mr. Morton called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring Eeport from Select 

Committee of Session 1887-8, read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the Eeport referred before the Committee.
Motion made (Mr. Stevenson), and question,—“ That the Eeport brought up by a former Com

mittee, and dated 17th July, 1888, he the Eeport of this Committee,”—put and passed.
Chairman to report to the House.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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1889.

EXTRACTS FUOM THE VOTES AND PEOOEEDINGS OE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 62.—Fsidat, 19 July, 1889.

6. Conditional Pubchase op Zachabt Benn, Richmond Riyeb Distbict : Mr. Ewing moved, 
pursuant to Notice,— . .
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to mqmre 
into and report upon the conditional purchase of Zachary Benn, in the district of the Richmond 
River, recommended for forfeiture hy the Casino Land Board. 1
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Lyne, Mr. Brunker, Mr. Lees, Mr. McEarlane, Mr. Cooke, 
Mr. Nicoll, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Prank Parnell, and the Mover.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 65.—Thuesday, 25 July, 1889.

3. Conditional Pubchase op Zachaby Benn, Richmond Riyeb Distbict —Mr. Ewing (% consent) 
moved, without Notice, That the Return to Order, “ Conditional Purchase of Zachary Benn, laid 

• upon the Table and ordered to he printed on 3rd May, 1888, be referred to the Select Committee 
on “ Conditional Purchase of Zachary Benn, Richmond River District. ’
Question put and passed. ■

V

• j Votes No. 67.—Tuesday, 30 July, 1889.

4 Conditional Pubchase of Zachaby Benn, Richmond Riyeb Distbict Mr. Ewing as Chairman, 
’ brought up the Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence 

taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and Report this subject was referred 
on 19th July, 1889. ,
Ordered to be printed. .
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1889.

CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF ZACHARY BENN, RICHMOND RIVER DISTRICT.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 19th July, 1889,
“ with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report upon 
the conditional purchase of Zachary Benn, in the District of the Richmond 
River, recommended for forfeiture hy the Casino Land Board,” and to whom 
was referred on 25th July, 1889, the Return to Order in reference to the 
said conditional purchase,”—have agreed to the following Report' '

Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List* * See List 
(whose evidence will he found appended hereto), and carefully considered the papers page4' 
referred, find as follows:— ' " ' ''

That on 24th July, 1884, Zachary Benn conditionally purchased 202^ acres of 
land in the county of Richmond, parish of Shannon, which land was 
subsequently forfeited on the ground of non-residence hy the conditional 
purchaser.

That such forfeiture appears to your Committee to be against the weight of 
evidence. '*

That the evidence before your Committee, together with statutory declarations 
contained in the papers referred to them hy your Honorable House, prove 
that the said Zachary Benn did reside upon his land.

Your Committee are therefore of opinion that the said conditional purchase 
should not have been recommended for forfeiture, and recommend the case to the 
favourable consideration of the Government.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, 30 July, 1889.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 23 JULY, 1889.
Membees Peesent :—

Mr. Ewing, | Mr. Frank Farnell,
Mr. Stevenson.

Mr. Ewing called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee read by the Clerk. 
Adjourned till Friday next at Eleven o’clock.

FRIDAY, 26 JULY, 1889.
. Membees Peesent :—

Mr. Ewing in the Chair.
' Mr. Stevenson, | Mr. Nicoll,

Mr. McEarlane.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings referring the Return to Order in reference to the conditional 

purchase of Zachary Benn to the Committee read by the Clerk.
Printed copies of the papers referred before the Committee. _
William Henry Capper (Chief Cleric, Conditional Sales Branch, Department of Lands'), called in, 

sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Perry, M.P., called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Adjourned till Tuesday next at a quarter-past One o’clock.

TUESDAY, 30 JULY, 1889.
Membees Peesent :—
Mr. Ewing in the Chair.

Mr. Stevenson, | Mr. Lees.
Patrick Hogan, M.P., called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Committee deliberated.
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

PAGE.
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Capper, William Henry 
Hogan, Patrick, M.P. ., 
Perry, John, M.P........

LIST OF WITNESSES.
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1889.

LEGasLATiYE Assembly.'

NEW SOUTH WALES,

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE

OJT THE ■

CONDITIONAL PURCHASE OF ZACHARY BENN, 
RICHMOND RIYER DISTRICT.

FRIDAY, 26 JULY, 1889.
Itesfttt: —

Me. EWING-, 1 Me. STEVENSON,
Me. .McEAELANE, | Me. NICOLL.

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq., in the Chaib.
William Henry Capper called in, sworn, and examined :—

1. Chairman.'] Do you come as a representative of the Lands Office ? Yes. Mr. W. H.
2. You bring the particulars of the case of Zachary Benn ? Yes. Capper.
3. In this case the selection has been declared forfeited by the Land Board ? Yes.
4. And that was upheld in the Appeal Court on a technical point ? Yes: , ■ July> 1889.
5. The merits of the case were not gone into, I believe, because the plaintiff had not appealed in time ?
Yes, that was the reason.
6. Therefore, the decision in the case is the result of the action of the Board ? Yes.
7. That decision is, I believe, dependent upon the evidence first of all of Inspector Miller ? Yes.
8. Also on the evidence of Mr. Fanning? Yes.
9. On evidence given by Mr. Taylor ? Yes.
10. And Mr. Tandy and Mr. Alexander Campbell ? Yes.
11. Have you looked through the papers ? I have.
12. Those whom I have mentioned are all employees on the station ? That is a detail which I did not 
take notice of.
13. You wiH see that Mr. Fanning is the manager of the station ? Yes.
14. If you look at the evidence of Mr. Taylor you will see that he is a stockman, and that he was sent
from the station to see into the matter ? Yes. '
15. Then you will see that Mr. Tandy says in his evidence, “ I got my instructions to go from my - 
employers?” Yes.
16. What is Mr. Alexander Campbell ? Overseer of Wooroowoolgan Station.
17. So that all the evidence except that of the Inspector of the Department was evidence given by men 
who at the time were employed on the station ? Yes.
18. And who were interested in having the land forfeited ? I do not know whether all the witnesses 
were interested, but no doubt the owner of the station was.
19. He had an interest in the forfeiture ? Yes.
20. If you look at page 8 (Mr. F'anning’s evidence), you will find that he says, “ By obtaining the
forfeiture of the conditional purchase, we would be getting rid of an updesirable neighbour, and the 
land would revert to the run?” Yes, ' ' . ' .

§L
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6 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFOBE THE SELECT COMMITTEE

Mi- 21. There is no doubt that Mr. Tanning, part owner of the station, says that he gave evidence with the 
W.H. Capper, 0£ procllrirlg the forfeiture of the selection in the interests of the station ? Tes.

22. All this evidence then, except that of your Inspector, was given by people who were interested in the
26 July, 1939. forfeiture p Yes. .

23. And I presume that they brought such evidence as would enable the forfeiture to be obtained ? Yes.
24. Beyond that you have the evidence of Inspector Miller? Yes.
25. According to the report of Mr. Miller the selection is 202 acres, and within 10s. there was the full 
value of the required improvements on it? Yes.
26. Then the question resolves itself into a question of residence? Yes.
27. Mr. Miller says that in his opinion the man came there occasionally and worked ? Yes.
28. Then Mr. Miller believes that he spent some time there ? Yes. _ '
29. But he says further on that the selector lived with his father;—that is the contention of the Depart
ment ? I cannot give that evidence. We do not say where the man lives; the Department have to be 
satisfied that he lives on the selection.
30. But that appears to be the opinion of the Inspector ? Yes, it is a supposition on his part.
31. In dealing with Mr. Miller’s.evidence you will see that on page 8 the Board speak of Mulhearn, the 
butcher, as being a reliable witness ? Yes.
32. If you look into Mulheam’s evidence, page 7, you will see that when asked whether the boy lived at 
his father’s he says, “I was there dozens of times at night, and never saw the selector there?” Yes.
33. From Mulhearn’s evidence, he being acknowledged by the Board to be a reliable witness, it appears 
that the boy did not live with his father ? That is asking me for an opinion as to this man’s evidence. I 
am very doubtful as to his evidence.
34. But the Board were not ? They might not be.
35. We will put it this way—If Mulhearn be a reliable witness, there can be but little doubt that the boy 
did not live with his father as shown by the evidence ? It appears from the evidence of Mulhearn that he 
has admitted that although he was at his father’s house dozens of times at night he did not find the 
selector there.
36. And it is reasonable to suppose that if the selector was there he would have seen him ? It is.
37. It is reasonable to suppose that if Mulhearn was at the father’s place continually, and the boy was 
living there, he would have seen him ? Yes.
38. Then the inference drawn by Mr. Miller, the Inspector, is contradicted by the evidence of Mulhearn, 
who is regarded by the Board as a reliable witness ? Yes.
39. If you look at page 4 of the evidence of Miller you will see that he says, “ I saw him coming from the 
direction of his father’s place with iron”—the boy was not on the ground on that occasion, but was going 
towards it with the iron, and the Inspector does not seem to have doubted that he was taking the iron to 
his own place ? They are allowed to go off their place for iron.
40. If you look further at Miller’s evidence you will see that the hut did not appear to have been
abandoned ? Yes.
41. So he is under the impression that the man was there sometimes ? Anybody could be there but it 
does not follow that he was living there.
42. If any one is there you cannot prove whether he is residing or not ? It is reasonable to suppose 
so, but it is not evidence.
43. Mr. Miller says, “ I am pretty sure that I saw no bed in the hut,” but he is not quite sure about 
that ? No.
44. Mr. Miller says, “ I did not take a note of what I actually saw there—I did not see selector on the 
first occasion, and I do not remember seeing anyone at the slip-rails—it is possible, but I do not remem
ber?” Yes ; that is his evidence.
45. The date of the inquiry was the 9th August, 1887 ? Yes.
46. The inspection was made on the 4th August, 1885, two years before ? Yes.
47. The Inspector then trusted to his memory for about two years ? Yes.
48. He said that he took no notes of what he saw in the hut—is it not imperative for him to do so ? It is 
not. He has his “remarks.”
49. He says I did not take a note of what I actually saw there ? That was in the hut.
50. But it is of vitafimportance what the contents of the hut were ? Sometimes.
51 In a case of residence it is most certainly ? Yes; but he has given evidence as to residence.
52. Mr. Mcl'arlane.'l Do they not usually take notes ? They usually do.
53. Chairman.'] According to the evidence the Inspector was there twice. On one occasion he saw the 
man coming home with iron for his house ; and on the second occasion Benn says he saw him at the slip- 
rails ; and the Inspector says “ It is possible, but I do not remember ?” Yes.
54. It was possible that the boy was there on the two occasions ? Yes ; it is quite possible.
55. The Inspector says, “ It is possible that he was working on the land and I did not see him ?” Yes.
56. And he says, “ In my report I stated I believed selector lived with his father, but it was merely a 
conjecture ”•—he was not quite sure ? No.
57. You will see on the plan a line running back from Deep Creek 67 chains long, and then, by the 
appearance of the plan, there must be a 2-mile frontage to Shannon Brook, and you will see Apple, 
Mahogany, and Gum Flats, and from that do you think it is possible that a person might go through 
such country as that and a man be on it without being seen ? Yes, I do.
58. That no person could tell half-a-mile away where the man was ? No.
59. You think, then, that if a person went to the land, unless he took special trouble to find the man, 
it is quite possible the man might have been there without his seeing him ? Yes.
60. I will now refer to Taylor’s evidence ; he is a stockman employed on the station, and he, I presume, 
found Benn off his land ? Not necessarily so ; but the evidence showed that he did find him off the 
land.
61. "What was Taylor’s object in going there ? To see whether the selector was residing there or not.
62. "Was it not to get such evidence as to cause the forfeiture of the land ? It was such evidence as 
would support the complaint laid by the station manager.
63. Taylor says he does not know where the selector resided ;—he says that he has seen the selector on
4he land .five or six times ? He says, “In riding through the country I did see over the selection, and 
•on one occasion I saw the selector erecting a sapling fence.” . ' 64.
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®4-^l:r- Taylor says that he had seen the selector there, and had seen him at work there ? Tes. He says, 
When d came he was there ; I saw him erecting a sapling fence ” *

h i n Si ar a® we.can gathcrfrom the diary, he did not make any note of it when he saw the man there,
rr* T tJle day‘I Wheilile jld not see the man there ? Those were the dates of his visits, 
bb. btill he does not give the dates when he saw him there ? No. .
down as a® merchant would have.ade UP 67617 We6k ? 1 d° n0t tHnk he W0Uld haVe 80 items ho Put

“ l' i^er>,7 f7Pr' da™es’ Taylor says, “ The selector may have been in the hiit.” He says, 
T vnrlp ol-pain-lw v. 'i-11 ?5ceP4 011 0116 occasion. I did not ride all over the run on each occasion.
search for him ” aV fi ri ?.se e^or eertainly may have been on the land. I made no particularsearch for him. He satisfied himself apparently that the selector was not on the land ? Tes.
f fi a 1 Viail1that Wew considerable improvements on the land; He says, “ I do not know
that the selector did the work himself. I saw him erecting a sapling fence and a straddle for corn ? ”

^ seems possible that the selector was on the ground, that Taylor did not take 
7? M T d ' u” 0I\i W^e^er he was not, and that Taylor has seen him at work on the land ? Tes.

SayS’ <<Ig0t instractions t0 8° from my employer.” He went in thfe
+p'n!Ie-SayS that he m 18,8® saw ,two men on one occasioncoming away from the fencing and one appeared
to be a grown up man and the other a youth and looked like this selector? Tes. PP
The imnrIseSie+W fin0t Su®clen% interested in it to see whether the person really was the selector. 
The impression is that he saw the man there ? I do not say that.

thTilTcfn^r8 WfiSf^r' Alexander Campkell, the overseer of the station. He says that he never 
saw the selector there but he may have been on the ground somewhere ? Tes.
Tes*'11'’ °ampbe SayS m rePly to a finestmn by the Board that there were no tracks about the hut?

Ind tfiJfint^^P^Tn 8 eud1e1nCe J°1 wiH see that there was a bush track between the father’s place 
tracks tfirnnUrtp Lli VCamp^lSayftliere.Tereno tracks about tbe hut, but there may have been 
77 Sspr,' gh h If the Place 18 ^habited there will be bush tracks around it.
onenWf^SnSdnor ffi^ h?t 7^ pla?f Ylth a bark roof and a sheet of bark leaning against the
two nla^e^” Ann+fipr 8®lector 8 fatber resided 4 or 5 miles away, and there is a bush track between the

^ ■“ '"1 “b0"1 ,,,e hct ? H- J”« "v

wouldl,"eb“" betteif *• B—WWA
detafi^ere appearS t0 be some conflict in the evidence given in the interests of the station ? Tes, on 

partSath1eSmtselvees!ldenCe UPOn Which tbe forfeiture is based ? Together with the evidence given by the

“ThSe uied'to fnt6hvLreni1’ gave evidence, and he says, “ That he often used to go away.” He says, 
i he was away from the hut, but he used to have his supper

of times a week ? Tes H WOrkmg’1 Presume’ and used to go for his food and washing a couple

A11^ exPlain the bush track to which the owner of the station referred ? Tes.
men^Ye?6 man ^ bC USed tbat bush track twice a week that would bear out the other state-

ther?6heysaw the sllecfinr ^5 u® Baw^-r- MiUer °nCe attbe sliP-rails 1 that Was when Mr. Mtller was 
that lie did s^e Sm? Tes.’ “W ^ ^ ^ be WaS fetcbing ir0n ’ that is whel1 Mil1- 8ays

85. This man evidently shut up his house and left it in the mornings and came back when he had done
his work-a reasonable proceeding in the bush ? It is possible. .
86. It is perfectly plain from the evidence that this is his contention? He said “I was never away
from the selection except now and again.” y
87. He says, “I have made no other place my home ?” Tes, that is what he says. '
his work duri^Ky-S? ^ Pr°CedUre ^ ^ ^ breakfaSt ^ S° bn t0
theyAcoJeyed ^Ter^16 ^ persons could ride trough the selection without finding the selector unless

no iSnitledge.6 ^ en°USl1 t0 Pr°Ve Wbere he did live ? 1 Camot give “ opinion on that; I have

Q9 mfir^i+d be ^matter of ordinary comment where the man lived, would it not ? Tes.
92. The attempt to prove that he lived with his father absolutely broke down ? I cannot say .
93. It appears so from the evidence ? I cannot say that. 7'
fntfip P°S8?ble tbat he lives with his father ? The supposition is thrown out that he did live With his 
dhlnot live on^he^elemion.’ln deabn^ wltb tbe case’ do not take mto consideration where he lives if he

Section-If hrswcSlVfi01 fiPPr6 t]lf tb!'I C°!lld pr0VG where he does liveif be does not live on-tbe 
selection it he swears that he has not another home, you cannot combat that ? No.
W nf1' °! Shannon Brook, swore that the selector lived on the selection ; he said, “ To the
of tfate“ynteuri v than t 7 °f ^ 7 TeS; 1 866 tbat- 18 he suPPosed to be am an
97 Ws^J+fil +fi Wb° bave Hcn through the land and never found the selector ? .
time at the“ut^ Ms oninm11^^6!T ^ 7as1?xamined,says, “I will swear that he spent most of his 
time at me nut, his opinion is that the selector lived there too ? Tes.
nn pmut n-p 0onne11 also says that when he was there Benn slept at the hut all the time ? Yes 
wPfiPfi;1P 0 C- °r m-F tbat Zacbary Benn was living on the selection at the time ; he says “ I slept 
with him one night The essence of O’Connor’s evidence is that the selector resided on the land ? Ye^ 
suior as he knew, that was whilst working close to the selection. ' ’

Mr.
W.II.Capp«f. 

26 July, lS§8.
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Mulhearn went there in November and found Zachary Benn there ? Tes. _ _
And he saw there tools and cooking utensils, and the hut appeared to be a single man’s residence ?

He went two months after Christmas—he cooeyed and the selector came up with an axe from the 
paddock ? Tes.
104. Supposing he had not cooeyed, would he not come to the conclusion that Zachary Benn was not
there ? No doubt. . .
105. Might not Benn have appeared when the station hands went if they had cooeyed ? Tes; it is 
possible.
106. Another witness is T. J. Carlill, and he is acknowledged by the Board to be a reliable witness ? Tes.
107. He says that he passed the selection dozens of times, and that he saw the selector three times ? Tes.
108. On one occasion he was cutting poles, and on another occasion he was working about the place, and
on the third occasion he came off the selection to see me? Tes. _ _
109. This man passing a dozen times saw him three times, and he is looked upon as a reliable witness ? 
Tes.
110. Mr. Fanning says that by obtaining the forfeiture of the conditional purchase they would get rid of 
a very undesirable neighbour, and the land would revert to the run ? That is not correct.
111. That was his impression ? Tes ; but that is not the law.
112. But did not a great many people think it was at the time ? Tes.
113. They set to work to get the land forfeited believing that it would revert to the run ? Tes.
114. "We find then that the ease stands this way that there is some evidence given against the selector by the 
Inspector, that there is evidence given against him by the manager of the station, by the part owner of 
the station, Mr. Fanning, by Mr. Taylor, by Mr. Tandy, and Mr. Campbell—that is the evidence on which 
the forfeiture took place ? Tes, combined with the evidence given by the selector and his witnesses.
115. Against that we have the evidence of Zachary Benn, and the evidence of Burns, Mathers, O’Connor, 
Mulhearn, and Carlill—the last two being reported by the Board to be reliable witnesses, and the essence 
of all their evidence is that Benn did reside on his selection ? Tes, they found him there.
116. The essence of it is that they believed it ? Tes. _
117. Still, with this evidence against them, given by the station hands and the Inspector, the selection was
forfeited ? Tes, but the Board have tjie great advantage of seeing the witnesses. _
118. I will show how the Board used the great advantage that they had. The Board said in their 
summary of the evidence, “ Mr. Fanning visited Benn’s hut but once, but he was not there ; no tracks, 
no sign of recent occupation.” Fanning says in his evidence that there was a beaten track between the 
hut and his father’s residence ? He said there were no tracks, but there was one track.
119. Is it not contradictory ? Tes.
120. Mr. Taylor’s evidence is put as if Mr. Taylor had actually stated that the man was never there. It
is, “ A. C. Taylor, stockman, living 2 miles from Benn’s conditional purchase, swore that it was his 
business, before Benn took up the land, and after, to pass through it on an average once a week for six 
years ; went by instructions when the selection was made to see if Benn was residing. Went seventy 
times to see if he was there at all times of the day between January, 1885, and 25th July, 1887. * * *
Saw the selector five or six times on the land and spoke to him.” Taylor said “ I always went in the day
time—at all hours,” but I presume that he never went there at night ? Tes.
121. And the selector says that when he had done his breakfast he used to go out to work, so that Taylor 
chose a time to go when in all probability the selector would be away. Would it not have been better for 
him to have gone at night? Tes, it would have either strengthened or weakened the evidence.
122. Would it not have been very much more satisfactory if he had gone at the night-time ? Tes.
123. In fact the mode of living on selections is that they are away at day-time at work? Tes.
124. Would it not have been ivell for the Board to have endeavoured to have elicited some information 
on that point ? Tes.
125. In the summary it says that he never saw the selector, but he saw a man fencing ? Tes.
126. But Campbell says in his evidence that the selector may have been the man whom he saw on the 
ground? Tes.
127. Do you think that is a fair summary by the Board under the circumstances, when the witness 
Campbell says that the selector may have been on the land, and the Board summarise it to the effect that 
he never saw the selector ? Tes, I think it is perfectly right.
128. Do you think it is a just summary ? Tes, because although the selector may have been there 
Campbell may not have seen him.
129. He says he saw men fencing, but he does not think that Zachary Benn was one of them ? From 
that I infer that he knew Benn.
130. And he is not very sure whether he was on the ground or not ? He may j^ave been on the ground 
although the witness did not see him.
131. Campbell does not swear whether he was there or not ? No, certainly not.
132. But the inference from the summary of the Board is that he never was there, is that fair ? I think 
it is.- He says that he did not see the man, but he does not say that he was not on the ground.
133. He may have been there ? Tes.
134. And it is possible that he was there at the time Taylor was there, without Taylor seeing him ? Tes.
135. The improvements apparently were substantial ? Tes, fairly substantial.
136. Taylor says, there were considerable improvements upon the land ? Tes ; I am taking the improve
ments valued by the Inspector.
137. If you look at page 13 of the papers you will see there a declaration by J. M‘Dougall to the effect 
that he found the selector on the land when he went there ? Tes ; but these are declarations for the' 
Minister after the inquiry has been held.
138. Had the Board been aware of the selector being able to give this evidence might there have been a> 
different finding? Tes; probably.
139. Tou will see that J. B. M'Dougall found the selector on the land? But these are all ex parte' 
statements, and these people may not bear cross-examination.
140. We are taking it for what it is worth. I can bring evidence to prove that some of them are intelligent 
men, and knew what they were doing in making their declarations ? The reason why I take exception to

. Mr. idl. 
W.H.Capper.

26 July, 1889. Tes.
103.
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tie consideration of these declarations is that if they are made by men of weight, they would justify a Mr. 
reinquiry W.H. Capper
141. You think that if the statements were from men of weight a reinquiry ■ would be justified ? Yes ; it 
would show that the inquiry was not property gone into—not through any neglect on the part of the 
Board, hut on the part of the selector in not bringing all the evidence that he could.
142. You think that if all the evidence had been brought before, there might have been a difEerent decision?
There might have been.
143. Mr. Mee found him on the selection when he went there ? Yes.
144. You will see that Mr. John Studders, a farmer of Shannon Brook, says that the selector was making 
the land his home ? Yes.
145. Mr. Sylvester Shanley says that the house on the selection had the appearance of being continually 
occupied, and that when he saw it it was locked up—the man, evidently, being out working ? Yes.
146. He said that the general appearance of the place showed'that it was the house of a bona fide 
selector ? Yes.
147. Mr. John Byan also says that he has seen Benn about his land ? Yes.
148. Mr. Petersson says that he has been there on several occasions, and has seen the selector on the 
land, and he says, “ I am satisfied that the selector made it his home ?” Yes.
149. In view of that evidence does it not appear to you that the finding of the Board was a little hasty ?
No, because the Board had no other evidence before them.
150. Do you think that the summary was judicially drawn up ? I must refrain from criticising the Board.
151. Do you-think that in view of what I have pointed out—the apparent contradictions—that it would 
not have been better if they had relieved the case of any doubt in view of the complications that I have 
shown,—would it not have been better if they had made the case a little more explicit ? Yes, the evidence 
might have been taken in more detail.
152. In fact, tbat it appears from the evidence that there is considerable doubt about the case ? Well, 
these declarations strengthen the case of the selector.
153. Leaving the declarations out for the time, do not you think there is some doubt on the evidence 
before you ? It is difficult to answer that question. He was evidently a man who did not reside con
tinuously, as he was away for weeks.
154. Any man who wanted to find him found him. A cooey would bring him, and did, when Mul
hearn visited the* place ? . Yes, in one instance. .
155. But those who did not want to find'him did not cooey? No; I should say that the squatter’s 

' people went to see whether he was on the selection or not. I have no doubt that they did not care 
whether they found him or not.
156. Allow me to put it this way. You are known to follow a certain line of business ; suppose that I 
was appointed to discover whether you lived at your place of residence, and knowing that you left at 
8 o’clock to go to your office and did not return till 6 o’clock at night, if I went seventy or 700 times

. during the day I. should not find you at home ? No.
157. Would it be justifiable to swear that it was not your home because you were not found there during
the.middle of the day ? Certainty not; but the cases are not parallel. The selector is within certain 
prescribed limits. ■
158. And may he not have been within those prescribed limits ? Yes.
159. Was there any attempt to prove that he was not on his land.;—has not every witness here, when 
pressed, said that he was not sure that Benn was not on his land ? Any man must give such evidence 
unless ho has gone over every foot of the land.
160. If he wanted to swear definitely whether the man was on the land or not, could a man not have
found out wdietber he v7as on the land ? I do not know. One witness says that he could see all over it, 
but the plan shows Ti-tree scrub and swamp. *
161. Any person who wanted to knew wdietber a man was on that 200 acres could have satisfied himself ?
Yes.
162. In no instance have they taken the necessary trouble to swear that ? No ; they have not sworn it.
163. If a man swore that a selector -was there, and they could not swear that he was not, should not that 
view be taken ? They did not prove that he lived continuously there.
164. It was obligatory on them after lodging a complaint to prove that the man wras not on his ground ?
Yes ; but he did not fulfil the conditions of residence.
165. When they came to give evidence they were not prepared to swear that he was not on the land ?
The evidence goes to show- that he was not at the hut or within a reasonable distance of it.
166. How could he make a living if he was sitting in the hut all day ? That is not possible.
167. Mr. Nicoll.'] Judging from the evidence there is no doubt that you put it down as being unreliable 
as far as the station employees are concerned ? I cannot express an opinion upon the evidence given.
168. Take the evidence all through—if it was your own case would you not reject it ? I cannot give an 
opinion on that; only the Minister can do it.
169. Mr. Stevenson.'] One witness said, “ I will not sw’ear that there were no cooking utensils”;—is that 
not contradictory to the Inspector’s report? He merely says he will not sw^ear.
170. Is that not contradictory ? I would not say that it was. He did not find that the selector had any
of those utensils. . .
171. Is it not a-fact that the evidence is unsatisfactory ? I cannot say whether it is or not. '
172. Mr. Banning in his evidence says, “ Mr. Donald Campbell is not in the employ of the station now ; 
he is not here to-day ; he told me he was afraid to come”;—do you not think that very strange evidence 
for the manager of the station to give ? Why should Mr. Campbell be afraid to come ? I do not know.
173. Judging from Mr. Banning’s evidence, does it not appear that Mr. Campbell was not a very willing 
witness in this case ? I cannot say at all.
174. Mr. A. (>. Taylor, one. of the station hands, swore that the improvements were considerable ? Yes.
175. He does not know whether the selector did them himself, but that he saw him working there ? Yes.
176. Did Alexander Campbell say that he could not say but what the selector slept on the land at night ?
He could not swear whether the selector slept there or not,
177. Mr. Mulhearn’s evidence contradicts the report and evidence of the Inspector in reference to the 
cooking utensils ? Yes,-but the dates are different. The Inspector visited the place on the 10th August,
1885, and Mulhearn went there in November, 1885, for the first time. 178.
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Mr. 178. He said he would not swear that there were no cooking utensils, yet in his report he says that there 
W.H.Capper. were not 9 No ; on account of the lapse of time I presume.
ortT^bo 179- Wiainnan.'] Should he not he a,bio to swear exactly ? Ho should swear to what he sees.
26 July, 1883. lg() -Do yOU gpngidej. Mr. Miller’s evidence is reliable,—do you consider it satisfactory ? No ; it is not

satisfactory. _ ...
181. Mr. Stevenson.'] Was there never anything said as to the way in which the Chairman of the Board 
discharged his duties P I am not prepared to give any evidence about him. .
182. Is Mr. Blackman still occupying the position that he occupied as Chairman of the Land Board?
No. _
183. Has he been dismissed from the Service ? No.
184. Has he resigned ? No.
185. Is he in the employ of the Department ? No ; I think he is superannuated. _
18G. Chairman.] Was there any inquiry into Mr. Blackman’s management of the district? The Board 
of Inquiry appointed last year by the Government inquired into the working of all the Boards.
187. Do you know whether they found affairs under Mr. Blackman’s supervision eminently satisfactory?
I cannot say. _ . .
188. If they inquired into his work, and subsequently he ceased to do that work, is not there an obvious
inference ? He is a man of advanced age. _ _
189. He is not 60, so that cannot be the reason why he is gone ? I think he is near 60.
190. After the Land. Board Inquiry was Mr. Blackman superseded ? Another Chairman was sent to
Grafton, hut he is only an acting chairman. _
191. Mr. McFarlane.] With the exception of the Inspector those who gave evidence against the selector
were directly interested in the forfeiture of the selection ? The lessee was interested, and the other 
witnesses being his employees would naturally be indirectly interested. _
192. Do you think that their evidence would he reliable ? If they are men of honor it should be.
] 93. Do you think it would he open to some degree of suspicion ? I do not think so. I presume there 
are honest men in the employ of the squatters as there are in the employ of the selectors.
194. Yes, but in the law courts where a witness is personally interested, his evidence has not so much
weight as it would he if he were not interested ? Certainly not. _
195. The evidence given in support of the selection proving that he had resided ? I cannot follow you
when you say the evidence proving it. _ _
196. Then we will say the evidence supporting it—there is no evidence to show that either of the selectors’ 
witnesses was interested in any way in the selection ? It has been stated one was a butcher and another

' was a hawker—they might have some interest in keeping him on the selection. _ _
197. There is nothing to show that the witnesses were directly or indirectly interested in the selection ?

, No ; not as employer or employees. _
198. On the other hand it is admitted that it would have been to the interest of- the lessee of the run if
the selection had been forfeited ? Yes. _
199. When you have evidence from persons directly interested on one hand, and evidence from persons
who are not at all interested on the other, which would you be prepared to believe ? The disinterested
evidence would have the greater weight.
200. Mr. Stevenson.] Do you think that if the statements made in the declaration _ had been'given in 
evidence on behalf of the selector it would have made a difference in the decision ? They say that 
selectors very often are so careless that they do not bring forward all the evidence that they can obtain. 
But if the decision is against them they bring forward statutory declarations, and all kinds of evidence.

Mr.
J. Perry, 

M.P."

26Ju5y”l889.

Mr. John Perry, M.P., called in, sworn, and examined :—•
201. Chairman.] Do you know Zachary Benn ? I know him to be a reputable man. I do not believe he 
would perjure himself.
202. Do you know Mulhearn ? Yes. ■
203. Is he known to be a reputably man ? Yes.
204. You do not think he would perjure himself ? No. _
205. Do you know Carlill ? Yes, I know him well. I think he is a straightforward man. I do not think
he would perjure himself. _
206. Do you think J. B. M‘Dougall would willingly perjure himself ? I am certain that he would not.
207. Are you under the impression that Mr. W. E. Mee would willingly perjure himself? I am certain 
he would not.
208. Do you think Mr. Sylvester Shanley is a man who would willingly make a false statement ? I 
cannot say that I know him personally, but I have heard of him—he bears a good name in the district.
209. His reputation is that of an honest straightforward man ? Yes.

TUESDAY, 30 JULY, 1889.
fjrmttt:—

- Mr. EWING, | Mr. STEVENSON,
Mr. LEES.

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. Patrick Plogan, M.P., called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. P. 210. Chairman.] You are well acquainted with the Richmond District and with its inhabitants ? Yes. 

Hogan, M.P. 211. Do you know Martin Mulhearn, a butcher at Casino ? I do.
2'-“- Is he man of good reputation ? He is. .

0 Ju y* 1°89' 213. You do not think he is a sort of man who would perjure himself ? I am confident that he would not.
214. Do you know Mr. Carlill ? I know him by repute. _
215. Do you think that he is a man who would willingly perjure himself? Certainly not.
216. Have you had any business transactions with him ? I have not.
217. But you know him to he a man of good repute ? There is scarcely a man in the district that I do
not know something about. I know every family in the Richmond electorate. 218.
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218. Do you know James Burns, another witness, who gave evidence ? I have some knowledge of him Mr. P.
similar to my knowledge of the gentleman to whom you last referred. Hogan, M.P.
219. What is the public repute of James Burns ? It is unquestionably good. ■
220. Chairman.-] You do not think’that he would perjure himself? I do not think he would. 30 JrIJjISSSJ.
221. Do you know J. Mathers ? I do.
222. How does he stand ? Something similar to the others.
223. Has he a good character? I never heard anything advanced against him.
224. Do you know John O’Connell, of Coraki? Yes ; he is a gentleman of good character.
225. Had .he been a man of bad character would you have known it? Yes.
226. Have you heard of J. B. M‘Dougall, of Casino ? Yes.
227. Do you think that he would willingly perjure himself ? I should not thiuk so. '
228. He is an honest man ? Yes ; of as good standing as any one in the district.
229. There is Mr. Mee, auctioneer, Casino—do you think he is a man who would purjure himself? I 
do not.
230. Do you know Mr. Sylvester Shanley ? Yes.
231. Is he a man of good repute? Yes ; unquestionably.
232. He is not a man who would be willing to perjure himself? He would be the last man in the district 
that I should even suspect of such a thing.
233. We are holding an inquiry in reference to Mr. Zachary Benn’s conditional purchase at Casino— 
do you know the Benn family ? I do. I have known them for a number of years.
234. Are they a respectable family ? There is not a more respectable family in New South Wales, nor 
a family of better colonists.
235. Do you know how the public regard this case ? Numbers of the local inhabitants have spoken to me 
about it. They think that Benn has been unjustly treated with reference to the forfeiture of his land.
I have had a good deal to do with the case myself ; as I took steps to get undone what was a manifest 
wrong in the forfeiture of the young man’s selection.
236. Do you know Zachary Benn’s father ? Yes.
237. What is your opinion of him ? I do not know a better man in the Colony.
238. You think he would not tell a lie ? I am sure he would not.
239. Are the Benn’s good colonists ? I do not know better colonists in the country. Benn told me that 
he had twelve or thirteen sons, and he wanted to get them settled on the land.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BEPOKT FROM THE SELECT COMMITTEE

SELECTIONS BY JOHN HARRISON, OF LISMORE;

TOGETHER WITH THE

PROCEEDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE.

OHDEEED'BY TIIB'LEGISLATIVTI ASSEMBLY'TO BE PRINTED,

23 July, 1889.
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1889.

EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE 
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY. . '

Votes No. G2. Feidat, 19 July, 1889.

5. Selections by John Haeeison, of Lisjioee :—Mr. Ewing moved, pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed, with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire 
into and report upon the selections made by John Harrison, in Lismore district, declared forfeited. 
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Brunker, Mr. McFarlane, Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Frank 
Farnell, Mr. Garland, Mr. Lees, Mr. Perry, Mr. McCourt, and the Mover.
(3.) That the Beport from the Select Committee of Session 1888-9 be referred to such Committee. 
Question put and passed.

Votes No. G3. Tuesday, 23 July, 1889. ,

G. Selections by John Haeeison, oe Lismobe :—Mr. Ewing, as Chairman, brought up the Beport 
from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, the Select Committee for whose 
consideration and report this subject was referred on 19th July, 1889.
Ordered to be printed.
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SELECTIONS BY JOHN HARRISON, OF LISMORE.

REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 19th July, 
1S89,—“with power to send for persons and papers, to inquire into and report 
upon the selections made by John Harrison, in Lismore district,declared forfeited,” 
and to whom was referred on the same day “ the Report from the Select 
Committee of Session 1888-9 in reference to the said case,”—have agreed to the 
following Report:—

Your Committee having carefully considered the Report referred to them, 
iind as follows :—

That John Harrison acquired the following conditional purchases in the 
parish of Bungabbee, county of Rouse and district of Lismore, 
viz. 74/2,138, 77/11, 81/92, 81/107, 81/128, 81/297, and 81/319, of 
40 acres each ; also 81/440 of 125f acres, and 82/136 of 234£ acres.

That his conditional purchases Nos. 81/107, 81/128, 81/319, and 81/440 
were recommended for forfeiture by Mr. Secretary Garrett, which 
action would also forfeit No. 82/136 on account of separation.

That, on examination of the papers and the evidence, your Committee is of 
opinion that the conditional purchases of John Harrison should not 
have been declared forfeited, and they recommend his case to the 
favourable consideration of your Honorable House.

Ho. 2 Committee Room,
Sydney, IZrd July, 1889.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 23 JULY, 1889.

Members Present :—

Mr. Ewing, | Mr. Perry,
Mr. Stevenson.

Mr. Ewing called to the Chair. _ . .
Entry from Yotes and Proceedings appointing the Committee, and referring the iieport from 

Select Committee of Session 1888-9, read by the Clerk. _
Printed copies of the Report referred, before the Committee.
Committee deliberated. ^ .
Motion made {Mr. Stevenson), and question,—“ That the Report from the former Committee, 

and dated 16th January, 1889, he the Report of this Committee,”—put and passed.
Chairman to report to the House.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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18S9.

Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES,

GROWN LANDS BILL.
(PETITION FROM JAMES McLAURIN, CHAIRMAN OF MEETING HELD AT GERMANTON.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 June, 1889.

The Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Pastoral Lessees in the Hume Electorate, Eastern Division,— 

Respectfully Showeth :— .

Tliat the Minister for Lands for the time being, in accordance with section 78, subsection 4, 
of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, notified in the Qazette, and to lessees that the five years’ extension 
provided for in that clause should not be given to pastoral leaseholders in the Eastern Division, while 
leaseholders in the Central have five years, and those in the W estern ten years longer than the Eastern.

That no provision is made in the Amending Land Act now before your Honorable House for an 
extension of pastoral leases in the Eastern Division, leaseholders thereby suffering an injustice which is 
not intended to those in the other divisions.

That the land in the Eastern is inferior in quality to that in the Central Division, and your 
Petitioners respectfully pray your Honorable House to make provision in the Amending Bill now 
occupying your attention for a renewal of the pastoral leases in the Eastern Division equal to those given 
to holders in the Central Division.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.

Signed on behalf of a public meeting held at Germanton this day,—

• JAMES McLATJRIN,
Chairman.

[3<*.] 394—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS BILL.
(PETITION FROM RESIDENTS OF TOWN AND DISTRICT OF ALBERT IN OPPOSITION TO EXTENSION

OF PASTORAL LEASES IN CENTRAL DIVISION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 16 July, 1889.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

This Memorial of residents of the town and district of Albury in public meeting assembled,— 

Respectfully Showeth:—
That your Memorialists have heard with surprise and alarm that it is proposed to grant an 

extension of pastoral leases in the Central Division.
That whilst anxious to render justice to all classes of the community, your Memorialists feel 

bound to protest against so serious an alteration of the Land Law.
That there are thousands of persons waiting to get on the lands of the Colony, and that if the 

proposed amendment be carried they will be debarred from settling on the land for eleven years.
That before the passing of the 1884 Land Act the lessees expressed their willingness tp pay an 

increased rent in consideration of their receiving security of tenure, and that almost immediately after
wards they commenced an agitation for compensation for improvements.

That, in your Memorialists’ opinion, the principle of compensation for improvements, though right 
in the abstract, should not be adopted in this instance, because the rental paid by lessees in the Central 
Division being much less than the true value they have been compensated already, and it would be 
impolitic and unjust to the rest of the community to allow any further concession.

That your Memorialists are quite satisfied with the mode of dealing with improvements proposed 
in the original Draft Bill.

That it would not be wise to make so radical a change in an important principle of the measure 
without first giving the country an opportunity of expressing an opinion on the question.

Tour Memorialists therefore respectfully pray that, taking the foregoing facts into consideration, 
and having regard to the extreme demand for land for purposes of settlement, your Honorable House 
will be pleased to restore to the Bill the original clause in lieu of the amendment now proposed.

And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c.
Signed by direction and on behalf of a public meeting held at Council Chambers, Albury, this 

15th July, 1889.J G. ARTHUR THOMPSON,
Mayor of Albury.

[3d.] 696—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSTALMENTS DUE BY CONDITIONAL PUfiCHASERS.
(PEIITIOlSr FROM CERTAIN FREE SELECTORS OF INVERELL.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 28 Lebruavy, 1839.

To the Honorable the Minister for Lands, Sydney.

The Petition of the undersigned free selectors of the district of Inverell,__

Respectfully Showeth :—

1. That your Petitioners are bona-fide selectors in this district.

2. That in consequence of the protracted and disastrous drought with which this district has been 
visited, your Petitioners have been unable to get any returns whatever for the labor and capital expended 
on their lands, the whole crops of the district having entirely failed, and most of your Petitioners’ stock 
having died.

3. That in consequence of the foregoing facts your Petitioners are reduced to a state of actual 
poverty, and are quite unable to. pay the annual instalments and interest on their respective selections 
falling due in March next.

# Your Petitioners therefore respectfully pray that the foregoing facts, and the great hardships under 
which jour Petitioners are labouring, may be taken into your most favourable consideration, and that you 
will cause a Bill to be at once introduced into Parliament for the purpose of either remitting or postponing 
the payment of the said instalments and interest.

\Here follow 235 signatures.]
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

INSTALMENTS DUE BY CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS.
(PETITION' FROM ALEXANDER RODGERS, CHAIRMAN OP MEETING HELD AT ATTUNGA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 11 April, 1889.

To tlie Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in

Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Farmers and Land-owners in and around Attunga, near Tamworth 

in the Colony of New South Wales,— *
Eespectfuult Showeth :—

1. That your Petitioners are Farmers in the district of Tamworth, and are holders of conditional 
, purchases on which one year’s interest is now due. Your Petitioners would beg to state to your 

Honorable House that the year 1888 gave the smallest rainfall of any year within the memory of the 
oldest inhabitant of this district.

. 2' In man7 cases y°ur Petitioners have not had any wheat crops, and only a few of them had very
light crops, hence your Petitioners have had no income from their land during the past year. ’

3. Your Petitioners desire that assistance should be given to the distressed farmers, and humbly 
pray that a quantity of wheat be granted to the people of this district needing the same.

4. That your Petitioners are unable to pay the interest now due on their land, and would humbly 
ask your Honorable House to relieve^them from such payment during the present year in such manner 
as your Honorable House may see fit to arrange.

Your Petitioners humbly pray that your Honorable House will take their Petition into your 
favourable consideration. J

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

ALEX. EODGEES,
Chairman of meeting held at Attunga, on the 20th day of March, a.d. 1889.

[3d.] 162
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE LAND LAW.
miTION FROM CERTAIN CROWN LESSEES, CONDITIONAL PURCHASERS. MERCHANTS, AND OTHERS RECOMMENDING 

‘ ALTERATIONS IN LAND ACT.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 17 April, 18S9.

To tbe Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament Assembled.

The humble Petition of the undersigned Crown lessees, conditional purchasers, merchants, and 
others interested in the question of land legislation for the Colony of New South Wales, •

Respectfully Showeth:—

1. That your Petitioners are all greatly affected by, and interested in, the question of land
legislation for the said Colony. . , . . n ,i T , , , n

2. That your Petitioners beg respectfully to protest against the provisions of the Land Act ot i^L 
which place absolute power of ultimately determining the rental of all Crown lands in the hands ot the
Minister for Lands. . , j n , , ,

3. That the right of appeal should be allowed in all cases ot appraised rentals, and such appeals 
should be heard before a Court entirely independent of political or departmental influence. _ _

4. That the rental of all lands should be fixed by the Board in its discretion, and the minimum rent
fixed by the Act should be abolished. ... , , ,, , ,,

'5. That in all cases of improvements approved of by the Local Board, and which tend to the better 
development of the land, compensation for the then value shall be paid by the incoming to the outgoing 
holder, provided such improvements are of a permanent nature, and such compensation shall not exceed 
2s. 6d. per acre on all acreage to be in proportion to the area of the holding.

G. That provision should be made whereby adjoining holders may enclose two or more holdings with 
one ring fence, and in such cases improvements to the required amount, other than dwelling houses, be
substituted for the internal fencing. _

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House will favourably consider the 
matters in the foregoing Petition, and make such amendments in the Land Act as will give the relief which 
your Petitioners seek.

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.

' [Here follow 265 signatures^

[3d.] 210—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS AMENDMENT AND SUPPLEMENTARY BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 13.)

Ordered by tbe Legislative Assembly to be 'printed, 10 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON,
Governor.

Message No. 13.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of mairing 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to amend the Land Act of 1884, and
to make provision in other respects for the management and disposal of the public lands, and for other 
purposes.

Governimnt House,

Sydney, 4<A April, 1889.

13d.") . 151—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS ACT OF 1884.
(NOTIFICATION OF AMENDMENT OF NO. 11 OF THE TIMBER, STATE FOREST, AND QUARRY

REGULATIONS.)

iJrfsenLi) to ^htrliamoni, pursuant to JLt 48 Dir. JJ.rr. 18.

Amendment of Regulation No. 11, under the Timbee, State Forest, and Quabby Regulations
of 18th August, 1885.

Department of Lands, Sydney, Stli March, 1889.
His Excellency the G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to approve of 
the following amendment in the Timber, State Forest, and Quarry Regulations of the 18th August, 1885, 
viz.The substitution of the word “ Lands” for “ Mines” in Regulation No. 11.
[Ml. 89-2,065] WILLIAM JOHN LTNE.
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t f M

NEW SOUTH WALES.
*

CEOWN LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS OE DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE 107TII SECTION OF THE ACT, 48 VIC. NO. 18.)

■jjjrmnteb iff fUrliantetti, inirsttani iff Jiit 48 Ik. iter. 18.

ABSTEACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Villages, under the 107tli section of the
Act 48 Victoria No. 18.

Town or Village. Government Gazette in which 
alteration is notified.

Grunnedah (’Town) ..............

Bathurst fCitvl ..............
i.o uaiiUiiij'j xoofc/j paire o/o.

9 February, 1889, page 1165.
Colinton (Village') ..............................

Rylstone (Village and Suburban Lands'!.................
3}

Booroorban (Suburban Lands'!..................
>> »

16 „ page 1317.
Heathcote (Suburban Lauds') ..................

Moonbi (Town and Suburban Lands^ ........

Huon (Village and Suburban Lands’) ..........

Balranald (Town) ..................

Rockley (Town)..................................
3» 3)

[3d.] 156
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS 01’ DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWNS. AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE ACT, 48 VIC. NO. 18.

^cmntelb to ijpariiantmt, pursuant in JUt, 48 flir. Jin. 18.

ABSTIirVCT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Villages, under the 107th section of the
Act, 48 Victoria No. 18.

Town or Village. ' Government Gazette in which 
alteration is notified.

Maude (Suburban Lands) ......................................................................................................... 18 April, 1889, page 3060.

4 May, 1889, page 3310.Currabubula (Town) .....................................................................................................................

[3<L] 242—
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1889.

NEW. SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
{ALTERATIONS OF DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES

UNDER THE ACT 4S VIC. No. IS.)

frcsenteb icr parliament, jntrsnant tu JUi 48 Pir. i^cr. 18.

ABSTRACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities Torvns, and Villages, under the 107th section of the Act 

 4b Victoria No. 18.

Town or Village. GovcviuncRt Gazette in which alteration i 
notified. -

Walbundry (Village) ..
1 June, 1SS9, page 3SSI.

£3d.] 331-
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS OE DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE ACT 48 VIC. No. 18.)

iff farliammt, pursuant tv JUt, 48 ‘Bic. Jto. 18.

ABSTRACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Villages, under the 107th section of the
Act 48 Victoria No. 18.

Government Gazette in which
alteration is notified.

Musclebrook (Town and Suburbs) .............................................................................. . 22 Tune, 1889, page 4404.

29 June, 1889, page 4512.Tamworlh (Town) ..........................................................................................
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS OE DESIGNS OE CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE ACT 46 VIC. No. IS.)

to JParliamont, poronant to JUi, 48 ISw. Jto. 18.

ABSTRACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Tillages, under the 107th section of the
Act, 48 Tictoria No. 18.

Town or Village. Government Gazette in which 
alteration is notified.

Parkes (Town) ................................. . 13 July, 1889, page 4810.

20 July, 1889, page 4987.

27 July, 1889, page 5156.

27 July, 1889, page 5157.

Wollar (Tillage}.......................................

Murrumburrah (Village and Suburbs')..............

H»y (Town)............................................. ..
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CBOWN LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS OF DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE ACT 49 VIC. No. 18.)

to |3itrliam£ttt, pmemni to Jut 48 'Bif. |to. 18.

ABSTRACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Villages, under the 107th section of the 
• Act 48 Victoria No. 18.

Town or Village. Government Gazette in which 
alteration is notified.

•Oberon (Village) 10 August, 1889, page 5422.
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CKOWlSr LANDS.
(ALTERATIONS OE DESIGNS OF CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE

ACT 48 VIC. No. 18.)

J3rmnteii to f arliantent, parsnaitt to Jtrt 48 13ir. Jto. 18.

ABSTKACT of Alterations of Designs of Cities, Towns, and Villages, under the 107th section of t’-e
Act 48 Victoria No. 18. *'

Town or Village, Government Gazette in which 
alteration is notified.

Wellington (Town) ..........................
14 September, 1889, page 6454.

[3d.] 674—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES, UNDER THE ACT 48 VIC. No. 18.)

■Pmentei to fjarliaimmi, pm-swant to JUt 48 ‘Bir. Jjto. 18.

AESTEACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 104th 
section of the Act 48 Victoria No. 18.

Place. County, Portion. Allotment. Section. Locality. Area. To what purpose 
-dedicated.

No. of Catalogue 
Papers. No. of Plan

Barbingal........
Deepwater .... 
Hollybrook ....
Newcastle........
Newcastle........
Newcastle........
Newcastle........
Ponto...............
Thomhurst__
Turkey Creek .. 
Whites Point ..
Willyama........
Wollombi........
Bourke............
Chiswick (Five 

Dock Bay). 
Deep Lead .... 
Euabalong .... 
Goulburn........

Bland ...........
Gough ........
Roxburgh .....

Northumberland
Northumberland
Northumberland
Northumberland
Lincoln ........
Murray ........
Hardinge.........
Beresford........
Yancowinna .. 

Northumberland
Cowper...........
Cumberland ..
Ashburnham ..
Blaxland........
Argyle............

29
'126

156
138

50 ........
... 1,2,3,4,

Mount Costigan.
Murga ............
Murrumburrah..

Georgiana .... 
Ashbunrham .. 
Harden...........

51
1

Narrandera Cooper............
Tarlo Gap 
Thubergal Lake.
Bathurst ........
Bathurst ........
Bingara...........
Collarindabri ..
Curban ............
Euriowie ........
Germanton __

Argyle...........
Beresford........
Bathurst........
Bathurst........
Murchison ....
Finch ............
Ewenmar........
Farnell............
Goulburn........

116
76

39
’207

8

3

Musclebrook .. Durham ........
Temora..............Bland .............

19

Tharwa............
UpperChichester

River.
Yanko Upper ..

Cowley...........
Gloucester__
Urana ............ 168

5

a. r. p.
Parish of Barbingal.... 2 0 0

Part of 13 Village of Deepwater .. 2 0 21 2 0 0
City of Newcastle......... 10 5
City of Newcastle......... 0 1 39
City of Newcastle.........
City of Newcastle.........

1 2 21 
3 0 35 

12 1 38 2 0 0Parish of Majura.......
Parish of Honeysuckle.. 2 0 0 2 0 0
Suburbs of Willyama .. 22 0 0

Part of 17 Town of Wollombi .... 3 3 0
Parish of Concord __ 0 0 20
Parish of Currafong.... 2 0 01 Village of Euabalong .. 2 2 0 

4 2 12

2 0 011 Village of Mt. Costigan.
Parish of Nangar......... 2 0 0

5 Town of Murrumburrah 8 0 0

Part of 64 Town of Narrandera .. 2 3 8
Parish of Narrangarril.. 2 0 0
Parish of Dangelong .. 2 0 0

104 City of Bathurst ......... 4 0 13
City of Bathurst ......... 2 2 0

33 Town of Bingara......... 7 12
5 Town of Collarindabri.. 0 10

Parish of Buramilong.. 2 0 0
Town of Euriowie......... 2 0 0
Parish of Germanton .. 5 0 0

Town of Musclebrook.. 3 3 25

Town of Temora ....... 0 0 19
Parish of Tharwa......... 5 0 38
Parish of Tillegra ......... 13 0 0
Parish of Colombo .... 2 0 0

Misc.
Public School Site __ 88-11115 B. 1991-1946Public School Site .... 88-12347 D. 7-1824.
Public School Site __ 88-12317 R. 2180-1496.Public Recreation........ 88-15053 Ms. 69 Md.
Public Recreation........ 88-15053 N. 67-2071.
Public Recreation........ 88-15053 Ms. 96 Md.
Public Recreation........ 88-15053 Ms. 96 Md.
General Cemetary .... 88-8282 Ms. 26 D. O.
Public School Site .... 88-12751 M. 4075-1956.Public School Site __ 88-15073 H. 2331-1762.
Public School Site .... 88-13649 B. 2613-1765.
Site for Hospital ........ 88-15479 Y. 198-2186.Public Recreation........ 88-16192 W. 40-996.
Public Park ............... 89-123 C. 348-1822.
Wharfage .................. 88-16144 C. 507-2030.
Public School Site .... 88-9786 A. 4440-1770.
Public School Site __ 88-14411 E. 2-2129 Roll.
Extension to Hospital 8S-16214 G. 96 & 97-834.

Site.
Public School Site .... 88-14873 Mt. Costigan 1.
Public School Site __ 88-12305 A. 4962-1770.
Show Ground for the use 88-15578 M. 1-1657.

of the Murrumburrah
Pastoral Agricultural
and Industrial Asso-
ciation.

Extension to Hospital 88-16799 N. 161712 E.
Site.

Public School Site .... 88-15252 A. 2260-2121.
Public School Site .... 88-15253 B. 2617-1765.
Site for Gasworks........ 88-9436 B. 160-824.
Public Recreation........ 88-9436 B. 156-824.
Site for Hospital ........ 89-3191 B. 28-1470.
Site for School of Arts.. 89-4404 C. 6-1971.
Public School Site .... 88-16524 E. 1133-1890.
Public School Site .... 88-8090 Euriowe 2.

Addition to Show Ground 89-3634 G. 2697-1475.
for the use of the
Germanton Pastoral
and Agricultural
Society.

Site for Cattle Sale Yards 89-430 D. 2873-2083.
(Addition to).

Public School Site (Ex- 88-14882 T. 5-2244 K.
tension to).

General Cemetary........ 88-16532 Ms. 88 Ca.
General Cemetary........ 89-3153 Ms. 121 Md.
Public School Site .... 89-427 U. 2343-1881,

[3d.] 154—
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1889

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES, UNDER THE ACT, 48 VIC. No. 18.)

13re0£nt£b to fjarliamont, pursuant to JUt- 48 ^3ic. £ia. 18,

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 104th 
section of the Act, 48 Victoria No. 18.

Place. County. Portion. Allotment. Section. Locality. Area. To what purpose 
dedicated.

No. of 
Papers.

Catalogue
No. of Plan

- a. r. P- Misc.
246 2 0 0 Public School Site ---- 89-5670 M. 4344-1956
108 2 0 0 do .... 88-14872 F. 2558-1787

Bullawa Creek.. Nandewar ___ 29 2 0 0 do .... 15246 N. 974-1774
1 7 2 0 28 do .... 89- 1964 Cl 2475 R.

17 3 6 General Cemetery......... 4720 Ms. 76 Wga.
Deep Creek ___ Richmond ___ 100 W ooroowoolgan 2 0 0 Public School Site __ 422 R. 1169-1744

147 2 0 0 do — 3969 D. 1151-1505
Hall’s Creek___
Hawarden ___
Helensburg----

67 Fleming ___ 2 0 0 do ---- 2754 D. 1571-1808
130
136

2 0 0 do .... 47 D. 1648-1808
Cumberland .. 
Kennedy ......

2 0 0 do .... 397 V. 1175-2030
28 2 0 0 do .... 102 K. 482-2004

Ten-mile Bidges
Wattleville ----
Wellington ___

18 2 0 0 do ___ 103 K. 481-2004
272 2 0 0 do ___ 2516 B. 3215-2009

Wellington___ 3 55 Town of Wellington .. 1 0 33 Site for Gas-works — 5228 W. 54-1281
Yellow Water

51 2 0 0 Public School Site .... 1340 C. 549-1817

V

[3rf.] 240
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1889. .

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES UNDER THE ACT, 48 MC. No. 18.)

fkismteJ to f adiament, pursuant to JU*. 48 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 101th
section of the Act, 48 Victoria No. 18.

Place.

1
No. of Cat No. of

County. Portion. Allotment Section. Locality. Area. To what purpose dedicated. Papers. Plan.

Awaba

Ellerslie

Northumber
land.

Wynyard1.... 146

Parish of Coorumbung.
a.
2

Parish of Ellerslie.........  2

•Gunnedah .... 
Michie’s Plains..
Nambucca..........
Rous .................
Singleton .........

Tubbul .............

Pottinger___
Ashburnham
Raleigh ___
Rous.............
Northumber

land.
Bland ..........

*76
6, 7, 8, 9

2
1 to 7 inch

134

55

4
Town of Gunnedah .... 
Parish of Bocobidgle .. 
Village of Nambucca .. 
Parish of Tuckombil ., 
Parish of Whittingham

4
20
9

28

Parish of Tubbul.......... 2

r. p. 0 0 Public School Site
Misc.

8S-16805

0 0 Public School Site 88-1123S

0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
1 19 
0 29

Hospital Site. (Extension to)
Public School Site .............
School of Arts Site .............
General Cemetery.................
General Cemetery.................

89-1870
89-2585
89-2802
89-3662
89-6154

0 0 Public School Site 89-1690

Ms. 141 Md.

W. 3406-2119 
Wga.

G 17-1619 Roll.
A. 4507-1770. 
N. 5,2194.
Ms 89. Gfn. 
Ms. 56 Md.

B. 2415 1946.

[8A] 28G—
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1889,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES UNDER THE ACT 43 VIC. No. 18.)

$i‘cscutcb tv Jlrti'Iiammt, pursuant tv JUt 48 iBtc. £io. 18.

ABSTEACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 104th
section of the Act 48 Yictoria No. 18.

Place. County. Portion. Allotment Section. Locality.

Bimbi...............
Booligal ... 
Buccarumbi ...
Buggil ............
Bulh.............
Bungarb> .. .
Calafat . 
Dondingalong 
East Maitland 
East Maitland 
East Maitland 
Lavadia... . 
Mandolong ... 
Nowley . ..
Parramatta .. 
Silverton . ..
Stony Batter. 
Tomerong........

Bland . ..
. Nicholson.......
. Gresham .
. Leichhardt ..
. Camden ... 

Wellesley... .
Wynyaid.........

. Dudley ........
Northumberland 

. Noithumberiand 
Northumberland 

| Clarence .. .
. Northumberland 

Jamison . ..
Cumberland...

. Yancowinna.. 
Auckland.. . 
St. 'Vincent___

* 49 
62

155
245

33

100

26

226

Woodfield . 
Yango Creek..

Murray___
Northumbeiland

169
88

16
14
14

40
26
40

15 10

Parish of Bimbi .. 
Parish of Yandumbhn 
Parish of Buccarumbi 
Parish of Tahrone .. 
Parish of Wonona .. 
Parish of Bungarbj . 
Parish of Calafat. .
Parish of Wittibun . 
Town of East Maitland.. 
Town of East Maitland . 
Tow n of East Maitland.. 
Paush of Marj\alc 
Palish of Mandolong.. 
Paush of Yananbai . 
Parish of Field of Mais 
Towm of Siherton . . 
Parish of Yuglamah 
Parish of Wandiawan 

dian.
Parish of Goorooj arroo 
Parish of Blaxland..

Area. To what purpose 
dedicated.

No. of 
Papers.

Cat No. of 
Plan.

a
10

r. p
0 0 General Cemetery ...

Misc
89-5008 Ms. 48 Fs.

8 1 8 General Cemeteij .. . 89-5004 C 345-1984
2 0 0 Public School Site .... 89-3241 G. 247-1782
2 0 0 Public School Site . 89-4503 L. 1679-1902
8 0 3 General Cemeterv . . .. 89-5354 Ms. 138 Sy.
2 0 0 Public School Site . . 89-2587 W. 3882-15S4
2 0 0 Public School Site . . 89-4349 W. 3421-21192 0 0 Public School Site . .. 89-624 D. 3150-1505.
1 1 21} Public Recreation . 89-2946 M 90-790.2 3 23 Public Recreation... 89-2946 M. 91-790.
3 0 22} Public Recreation .. 89-2946 M. 90-790
2 0 0 Public School Site ... 89-1569 C 1571-1577.13 0 18 Geneial Cemeteiv........ 89-2864 Ms. 202 Sy.2 0 0 Public School Site....... 89-1979 J. 988-1968.

122 2 27 Hospital for the Insane 89-5781 Ms. 200 Sj.
0 0 30 Tow n Hall Site . 89-6081 S. 16*2298.
2 0 0 Public School Site .. .. 89-1113 A. 2404-2098.
9 2 0 General Cemeteij .... 89-71 Ms. 88 Sy
2 0 0 Public School Site... 89-3246 M. 4118-1956.2 0 0 Public School Site... 89-5=84 N. 1687-2111.

[aa] 334—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO RE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES, UNDER THE ACT, 48 VIC. No. IS.)

£1 resen:tcb to fLrlmntettt, pursuant to JUT 4S 13ic. ito. IS.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 104th
section of the Act, 48 Victoria No. 18. ■

Place. County.

Do ...

Do ...
Tongbong __ Phillip .;...

Portion.1 Allotment. Section.

96

Part of 11
13

Locality. Area. To what purpose 
dedicated. No. of 

Papers.
Catalogue
No. of iJlan.

a. r. p. Ms.
Village of Burbong__ 6 2 35 General Cemetery... 88-16622 Burbong 1

do __ 1.0 0 Public School Site... 16622 Burbong 1
Town of Cobar ..... 6 3 G Extension to Hospital Site. 89- 8274 C. 6-2133
Parish of West Fairfield 0 2 21 Site for School of Arts.. 6096 D. 617-1743

7 2 0 7735
7735

M. 12-1840
M. 12-1840do ... 9 10 do ...

Parish of Tongbong... 2 0 0 Public School Site... 5874 P. 1593-2125
Parish of Tumufc ... 0 1 21 Extension to General Cemetery. 6576 Ms. 82'

[3d.] 428-
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES, UNDER THE ACT, 48 VIC. No. IS.)

giTsftttib to flarliamont, pmouant to JUt, 48 ‘Bit. £io. 18.

/

ABSTEACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 104th
section of the Act, 48 Victoria No. 18.

Place. County. Portion. Allotment Section.

Clifton .............

Glenbrook .... Cook.............

Do .... do .................

Raglan ............. Roxburgh .... 11,12,13, 3
Shellharbour .. Camden .........

and 14.

Tamworth .......

-

Locality. Area. . To what purpose 
dedicated.

No. of 
Papers.

Catalogue 
No. of Plan.

Parish of Southend___
a.

4
r. p.
1 18 General Cemetery.........

.Misc.
89-9,753 Ms. 175 Sy.

Parish of Strathdon___ 111 0 0 Public Recreation.......... 89-7,196 Ms. 188 Sy.
do ■ ___ 77 3 0 Public Recreation......... 89-7,196 Ms. 190 Sy.

Village of Raglan......... 1 3 12£ Public School Site......... 89-7,225 R. 13-1,595
Town of Shellharbour .. 30 0 0 Public Recreation___ 89-7,924
Town of Tamworth f... 8 1 0 Public Recreation......... 89-8,618 Ms. 85 Th.

[3d.] 520-
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES UNDER THE ACT 4S VIC. No. 18.)

lte0.ettt.eb to tpadiamettf, pttr0aattt to JUt 48 ‘Sic. ^o. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the lOt-th . 5
section of the Act 48 Yictoria ISTo. 18. ‘

Place. County. Portion. Allotment. Section. Locality. Area. To what purpose 
dedicated.

.No. of 
Papers.

Cat. No.uf 
Plan.

Boorowa...... Harden ...... 42 Town of Boorowa..
a. r. p.
18 1 10 Show-ground for the 89-10445 B. 15-1A64

Captain’s Flat Murray...... Parish of Ballallaba 5 127

use of the Boorowa 
Pastoral, Agricul
tural, and Horti
cultural Associ
ation.

General cemetery... 89- 1988 Ms. 91 Ca.

Eurobodalla.. Dampier ... m Parish of Eurobo- 0 2 5 Public school site— 89- 5988 D. 2193-

Forbes..........

Louth .........

Ringwood ...

Ashburnham

Yanda ......

Camden...... 11

dalla.
Parish of Forbes ...

Parish of Yandagu'lla

Parish of Mery la ...

10 0 291

10 2 0

2 0 0

addition to. 
General cemetefy— 

addition to. #
General cemetery...

Public school site...

89-10291

89- 8795

89- 5987

1618
Ms. 16 Fs.

Ms. 146 Be.

O. 2003
904.1

Stony Pinch.. Murray...... 44 Parish of Yanunun- 2 0 0 Public school site .. 89- 8782 M. 4161-

Warialda...... Burnett......
beyan.

Parish of Warialda.. 134 3 39 Public recreation .. 89- 7917
1956

B. l-23a4

CM-] 610—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(AUTHORIZED TO BE DEDICATED TO PUBLIC PURPOSES UNDER THE ACT 4S VIC. No. 18.)

JprmnteJ to f itdiameut, pursuant to JUi 48 ‘Sir, JJcr. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands authorized to be dedicated to Public Purposes, in accordance with the 101th
section of the Act 48 Victoria No. 18.

Place. County. Portion Allotment Section Locality. Area. To what purpose 
dedicated.

No. of 
Papers

Cat No. of 
Plan.

Broken Hill (N' 
(Willyama ) 

Can tei bury 
Eaglehauk 
Gobbasfumbahn. 
Gooseberry Hd... 
Hooka Island 
Molarben .... 
Temora . . .
Tomerong. .

Yancowmna .

Cumberland 
Yancowmna 
Bourke .... 
Camden
Camden ........
Phillip..........
Bland ..
St. Vincent

38

9
100

152

Parish of Picton ..

Parish of Petersham 
Parish of Cathcart 
Parish of Warren . 
Parish of Wollongong 
Parish of Wollongong 
Parish of Moolarben . 
To »\ n of Temora .. 
Parish of Wandrawan- 

dian.

a. r p
3 0 0

0 1 18
4 0 0
2 0 0

15 0 0
5 10
2 0 0
0 10

10 0 0

Public School Site

Site for Public Baths . 
Public School Site
Public School Site 
Public Recreation
Public Recreation
Pubhc School Site
Site for School of Arts 
General Cemetery ...

Misc
89-11,887

89-4,819
89-10,172
89-7,198
89-8,142
89-8,142
89-12,631
89-10,725
89-11,864

Y. 328-2,ISS

Par of Ptsm 
Y. 307-2,186
B 1,95S-1,80(5 
Ms 235 S>
Ms 235 Sy.
P. 1,597-2,125

Ms. 255 Sy

[Srf.] 672—
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1888,.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(PROPOSED DEDICATION: OF CERTAIN LANDS; UNDER THE ACT 48 VICTORIA No; 18, SEC. 103.)

$ resents .tojparliament pnxsnant to Jfrt.l'S'ltc. ^o. 18.

Department of Lands,
• Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF SITE FOR MARKETf 
AND SITE FOR MARKET-PLACE OR SQUARI 
AT EAST MAITLAND.

It is hereby notified for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to resume the site for 
markets, area 6 acres 2 roods 27f- perches, and the site for 
market-place or square, area 3 acres 2 roods 2 perches, in the 
town of East Maitland hereunder described, with a view to 
portions thereof being set apart for public recreation and water 
supply.
[Ms. 89-2,946] JAMES N. DRUNKER.

Desceiption. *

Site for Markets.
6 acres 2 roods 27J perches. County of Northumberland, 

parish, of Maitland, town of East Maitland, being part of 
section 40: Commencing at the intersection of the south-west 
side of Newcastle-street with the south-eastern side of Victoria- 
street ; and bounded thence on the north-west by part of the 
south-eastern side of the last-mentioned street bearing south 44 
degrees 22 minutes west 14 chains 12 J links ; on the south
west by part of the north-eastern side of Rous-street bearing 
south 44 degrees 46 minutes east 4 chains 73 links j on the 
south-east by a lane 20 feet wide bearing north 44 degrees 20 
minutes east 14 chains 14£ links ; and on the north-east, by the 
south-west side of Newcastlc-street aforesaid, bearing north 45 
degrees west 4 chains 70^ Hnks, to the point of commencement.

Site for Market-place or Square.
3 acres 2 roods 2 perches. County of Northumberland, parish 

or Maitland, town of East Maitland, being part of section 26 : 
Commencing at the intersection of the north-west side of 
Migh-streefc with the north-east side of Lindesay-street; and 
bounded thence on the south-west by part of the north-east 
side or the last-mentioned street bearing north 45 degrees west 
7 chains 4£ links ; on the north-west by the south-eastern 
boundaries of allotments 4 and 5 bearing north 44 degrees 59 
minutes east. 4 chains 99£ links; on the north-east by the 
south-west boundaries of allotments 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 
bearing south 45 degrees east 7 chains 4£ links ; and on. the 
south-east by part of the north-west side of High-street afore
said, bearing south 45 degrees west 4 chains 99| links, to the 
point of commencement.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF SHOW GROUND AT 
TAMWORTH, AND DEDICATION FOR THE SAME 
PURPOSE IN LIEU.

It is hereby notified for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the land at Tamworth, area 3 acres, being part of section 43, 
dedicated on the 14th November, 1879, for Show Ground, and 
hereunder described, with a view to the dedication in lieu 
thereof of allotments 11 to 14 of section 44, town of Tamworth, 
area 1 acre 3 roods 20 perches, also hereunder described, as an 
addition to Show Ground for the use of the Liverpool Plains 
Pastoral, Agricultural, and Horticultural Association.
[Ms. 89-3,303] JAMES N. DRUNKER.

Descbiftions.
Show Ground Proposed to be Resumed.

County of Inglis, parish of Tamworth, town of Tamworth, 
3 acres, part of section 43 : Commencing at the western corner 
of the section; and bounded thence on the north-west by 
White-street north-easterly 10 chains; on the north-east by 
Upper-street south-easterly at right angles to White-street 8 
chains; on the south-east by a line south-westerly parallel with 
White-street 10 chains to Carthage-street; and on the south
west by that street north-westerly 3 chains, to the point of 
commencement,—as shown on plan catalogued T. 41-1,393.

Show Ground Proposed to be Dedicated.
County of Inglis, parish of Tamworth, town of Tamworth, 

1 acre 3 roods 20 perches, being allotments 11, 12, 13, and 14 
of section 44, town of Tamworth : Commencing at the most 
eastern corner of allotment 15 of section 44, W. H. Russ’ 1 
rood 35 perches; and bounded thence on the north-east by 
part of Upper-street being a line bearing south 48 degrees east 
4-ehams to White-street; on the'south-east by part of White- 
street, being a line bearing south 42 degrees west 4 chains 70 
links to a lane 30 links wide ; on the south-west by part of 
that lane, being a line bearing north 48 degrees west 4 chains 
to the southern corner of allotment 15 first mentioned; and 
thence by the south-east side of that allotment bearing 
north 42 degrees east 4^ains 70 links, to the point of com
mencement,—as shown on plan catalogued T. 39-1,393 Roll.
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Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTIONS' OF OEN'ERAL CEMETERY 
AT WILLYAMA.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the G-eneral Cemetery at Willyama, area 12 acres 2 roods 
28 perches, dedicated on the 3rd August, 1888, and here
under described, it being intended to dedicate another site in 
lieu thereof.
[Ms. 88-16,209] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

' Description.
County of Yancowinna, parish of Picton, containing an area 

of 12 acres 2 roods 28 perches : Commencing on the north-east 
side of a road 1 chain 50 links wide, at a point bearing north 
41 degrees 39 minutes west 4 chains 50 links from the western 
corner of suburban portion 202, town of Willyama ; and 
bounded thence on part of the south-east by a line bearing 
norih 43 degrees 21 minutes east 6 chains to the eastern corner 
of allotment 7 of 2 acres 1 rood 24 perches, measured for a 
G-eneral Burial Ground ; bounded thence on the north-east by 
a line bearing north 41 degrees 39 minutes west 8 chains 79 links 
to a point on the southern side of a road 1 chain wide ; thence 
on the north-west by a line bearing south 69 degrees 35 minutes 
west 8 chains 5 links ; thence on part of the south-west by a 
line bearing south 41 degrees 39 minutes east 1 chain 70£ links 
to the northern corner of allotment 2 of 3 roods, measured as a 
burial ground for the Independents ; bounded thence by a 
line forming the north-west boundaries of allotment 2, just 
mentioned, and allotment 1 of 1 rood, site for Jews* * Burial 
Ground, in all 5 chains ; on the remainder of the south-west 
by a line bearing south 41 degrees 39 minutes east 10 chains to 
the southern corner of allotment 5 of 2 acres, set apart as a 
burial ground for the Roman Catholic Denomination ; and 
thence on the remainder of the soath-east by a line bearing 
north 43 degrees 21 minutes east 6 chains 50 links, to the point 
of commencement,—shown on plan catalogued Willyama 5, 
District Survey Office, Bourke.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 
of the 5th March, 1889.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE 
AT RALEIGH EAST, AND DEDICATION FOR THE 
SAME PURPOSE IN LIEU THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accordance 
with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown Lands 
Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of the Public 
School Site at Raleigh East, area 2 acres, viz. :—Portion 53, 
in the parish of North Bellingen, county of Raleigh, dedicated 
on the 11th July, 1884, and hereunder described, with a view 
to the dedication of 1 acre in the village of Repton, also here
under described, as a site for a Public School in lieu thereof.
[Ms. 89-1,461] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Descriptions.
Public School Site proposed to be Resumed.

County of Raleigh, parish of North Bellingen, 2 acres, at 
Raleigh East, on the Bellinger River. Portion 53 : Com
mencing on the southern side of a road 1 chain wide, at a point 
bearing south 49 degrees 1 minute east and distant 1 chain 
52£ links from tlie south-western corner of portion 114 of 41 
acres, on the left bank of the Bellinger River j and bounded 
thence on the north by that road dividing it from part of that 
portion bearing east 4 chains and 82£ links ; on the east by a 
line bearing south 4 chains and 44 links j on the south by a 
line bearing west 4 chains and 20 links ; and on the west by a 
line bearing north 8 degrees west 4 chains and 48i links, to 
the point of commencement. Plan P. 1,153-1,978.

Public School Site proposed to be Dedicated.
County of Raleigh, parish of North Bellingen, village of 

Repton, area 1 acre: Commencing at the intersection of the 
eastern side of River-street with the southern side of Caper- 
street, being also the north-western corner of an allotment 1 of 
1 rood ; and bounded thence on the west by the eastern side of 
River-street first mentioned, being a line bearing south and 
distant 4 chains to the south-western corner of allotment 4 of 
1 rood ; thence on the south by the southboundary line of that 
allotment bearing east 2 chains 50 links to the western side of 
a lane 31 links wide ; thence on the east by the western side of 
that line bearing north 4 chains to the southern side of Caper- 
street above mentioned ; and thence by that side of that street 
bearing west 2 chains 50 links, to the point of commencement.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 
of the 5th March, 1889.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OE PERMANENT 
, COMMON AT TUENA.
It is hereby notified for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the permanent common at Tuena, dedicated on the 3rd May, 
1878, and hereunder described, it being intended to reserve 
another common in lieu thereof.
[Ms. 89-1,456] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.
County of Georgiana, parish of Yarraman, being the area 

dedicated 3rd May, 1878, as containing about 640 acres, but 
by measurement found to contain 382 acres : Commencing on 
Tuena Creek, at the south-east corner of John G. Richardson’s 
787 acres ; and bounded thence on part of the north by part of 
the south boundary of that portion bearing westerly 12 chains 
86 links to the north-east corner of portion 15 of 30 acres ; 
thence on part of the west by the east boundary of that portion 
bearing south 20 chains to its south-east corner ; again on the 
north by the south boundary of that portion bearing west 14 
chains 95 links to east boundary of John M‘Kenzie’s • portion 
14 of 31 acres; again on the west by part of that east boundary 
bearing south 9 chains 2 links; again on the north by part of 
the south boundary of that portion bearing west 11 chains 87 
links to a point due north from the north-west corner of the 
Tuena village reserve; thence on the remainder of the west by a 

’ line south 53 chains 72 links to that north-west corner ; thence 
on the. south by the north boundary of the village reserve afore
said bearing east 60 chains 97 links to Tuena Creek ; and 
thence on the east by that creek downwards, to the point of 
commencement.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 
of the 5th March, 1889.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF RACECOURSE AT 
MOAMA AND RE-DEDICATION OF PART THERE
OF FOR THE SAME PURPOSE, AND THE RE
MAINDER FOR PUBLIC RECREATION.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 188 i, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the racecourse at Moama, area 120 acres, dedicated on 
the 6th December, 1867, and hereunder described, with a view 
to the re-dedication of 12 acres as a racecourse and the 
remainder, 10S acres, for public recreation.
[Ms. 89-2,000] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Descriptions.
Racecourse proposed to be Resumed.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
* Land District of Deniliquin.

Within the resumed area of Moira Holding No. 619, notified 
31st July, 1885.

County of Cadell, parishes of Moama and Tataila, at 
Moama, 120 acres : Commencing on the northern side of a road 
1 chain and 50 links wide, at a point distant 1 chain west and
I chain 50 links north from the north-western corner of 
portion 40 of 4 acres 3 roods 14 perches, in the parish of 
Moama; and bounded thence on the south by that road and a 
line, in all bearing west 26 chains and 31 links, and thence by 
a road 1 chain 50 links wide west 37 degrees 6 minutes north 
12 chains and 76 links to a road 1 chain wide ; on the west by 
that road dividing it from part of portion 19 of 61 acres, in the 
parish of Tataila, bearing north 26 chains and 28 links; on the 
north by a line bearing east 36 chains and 49 links to a road 1 
chain wide; and on the east by that road bearing south 33 
chains and 98 links, to the point of commencement. Plan C. 
72-1,817.

Racecourse proposed to be Dedicated.
Within the resumed area of Moira Holding No. 619, notified 

31st July, 1885.
County of Cadell, parish of Tataila, containing an area of 12 

acres. The Crown Lands within the following boundaries: 
Commencing on the east side of a road 1 chain wide separating 
the land herein described from portion 19 of 61 acres, at a post 
marked broad-arrow over jcr, distant 10 chains 32 links south 
from the south-west corner of portion 74 of 20 acres ; and 
bounded thence bylines bearing south 16 chains 96 links,south 
53 degrees 20 minutes east 4 chains 27 links, north 17 degrees 
27 minutes 20 seconds east 13 chains 70 links, north 13 degrees
II minutes east 4 chains 42 links, north 2 chains 13 links, and 
west 8 chains 54 links, to point of commencement,—as shown 
on plan catalogued Miscellaneous 23 in the District Surveyor’s 
Office, Hay.
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Proposed Dedication for Public Recreation.

Within the resumed area of Moira Holding No. 619, notified 
31st July, 1885.

County of Cadell, parishes of Moama and Tataila, containing 
an area of 108 acres. The Crown Lands within the following 
boundaries : Commencing on the south side of a road 1 chain 
wide at a fence post distant 1 chain from the south-west corner 
of portion 74 of 20 acres, parish of Tataila; and bounded 
thence by lines bearing east 36 chains 49 links, south 33 chains 

links, west 26 chains 31 links, north 52 degrees 54 minutes 
west 8 chains 48 links, north 17 degrees 27 minutes 20 seconds 
east 13 chains 70 links, north 13 degrees 11 minutes east 4 
chains 42 links, north 2 chains 13 links, west 8 chains 54 links, 
-and north 9 chains 32 links, to the point of commencement,— 
as shown on plan catalogued C. 72-1,817.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the G-overnment Gazette 
■of the 5th March, 1889.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE 
AT GERMAN HILL.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accord- 
•ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the Public School site at German Hill, area 2 acres, viz.:— 
Portion 207, in the parish of Barton, county of Ashburnham, 
dedicated on the 24th October, 1882, and hereunder described, 
the land being no longer required for the purpose for which it 
was dedicated.
[Ms. 89-1,997] JAMES N. BRUNKER:

Description.
2 acres. County of Ashburnham, parish of Barton, portion 

207 : Commencing on the north-western side of a road 1 chain 
25 links wide, at the eastern corner of portion 159 of 2 roods ; 
and bounded thence on the south-east by that road bearing 
north 72 degrees 30 minutes east 3 chains and 33£ links; on the

north-east by a line dividing it from portion 5-VII bearing 
north 17 degrees 30 minutes west 6 chains; on the north-west 
by a line dividing it from part of that portion bearing south 72 
degrees 30 minutes west 3 chains and 33£ links; and on the 
south-west by the north-eastern boundary of portion 160 of 
1 acre and the north-eastern boundary of portion 159 aforesaid, 
in all bearing south 17 degrees 30 minutes east 6 chains, to the 
point of commencement.

Plan P. 662-1,978.
The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 

of the 5th March, 1889.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 9th April, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PART OF WALCHA 
PERMANENT COMMON.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
that part of the permanent common at Walcha, area 21 acres, 
hereunder described, it being intended to include that area in 
a travelling stock reserve.
[Ms. 89-2,001] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Land District op Walcha.
County of Vernon, parish of Walcha, 21 acres : Commencing 

at a point bearing 1 chain east from the north-east corner of 
portion 413, E. B. Boulton’s 40 acres 3 roods; and bounded 
thence on the north by a line east 4 chains; thence on the east 
by a line south 52 chains and 59 links to the north boundary of 
portion No. 118; thence on the south by part of the north 
boundary of that portion and aline bearing west in all 4 chains ; 
and thence on the west by a line north 52 chains and 59 links, 
to the point of commencement,—shown on plan catalogued 
Ms. 121 AE.

The abore is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 
of the 5th March, 1889.

C«*3
Sydney : Charles Potter, Govenunent Printer.—1889.
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(PROPOSED DEDICATION OE CERTAIN LANDS, UNDER THE ACT 48 VICTORIA No. 18.)

|3r£senteb io parliament, pursuant ter JLt 48 Dir. Jiff. t8.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7th May, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF HOSPITAL SITE AT 
WILLYAMA AND RE-DEDICATION AS A SITE 
FOR GAOL.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the Hospital Site at Willyama, area 18 acres 2 roods 17 perches, 
viz., section No. 4, dedicated on the 2nd December, 1887, and 
hereunder described, with a view to the re-dedication of that 
area as a site for Gaol.
[Ms. 89-5,237] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.
County of Yancowinna, parish of Picton, town of Willy- \ 

ama, area 18 acres 2 roods 17 perches: Commencing at 
the intersection of the south-eastern side of Mica-street with 
the south-western side of Gossan-street; thence bounded by 
that side of Gossan-street bearing south 41 degrees 39 minutes 
east 12 chains 12 links to the north-western side of Cobalt- 
street ; thence by that side of that street bearing south 48 
degrees 21 minutes west 12 chains 83T% links to the north-east 
side of Galena-street; thence by that side of that street bearing 
north 64 degrees 15 minutes west 13 chains 12£ links to the 
aforementioned south-east side of Mica-street j and thence by 
that side of that street bearing north 48 degrees 21 minutes 
east 17 chains 87-^ links, to the point of commencement,— 
being section 4, town of Willyama, as shown on plan catalogued 
W. 1-2,492.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7th May, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
BOARDING-SCHOOL SITE AT COOMA, AND RE
DEDICATION FOR SHOW GROUND.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the Church of England Boarding-school Site at Cooma, 
containing formerly 12 acres 3 roods, viz., portion 37, 
and now containing 12 acres and 22 perches, being portions 
37 and 139 in the parish of Cooma, county of Beresford, 
dedicated on 16th July, 1863, and hereunder described, with a 
view to the re-dedication of the land in question as a site for 
Show Ground for the use of the Cooma Pastoral, Agri
cultural, and Ploughing Association.
[Ms. 89-4,755] JAMES N. BRUNKER,

Description.
County of Beresford, parish of Cooma, at Cooma, 12 acres 

and 22 perches, portions 37 and 139 : Commencing at the 
intersection of the western side of Cromwell-street with the 
southern side of Boundary-street, being the north-east corner 
of portion 37 j and bounded thence on the north by part of the 
southern side of Boundary-street, being a line forming the 
northern boundary of portion 37 and of portion 139, bearing 
north 89 degrees 49 minutes 30 seconds west 16 chains 5 links

to the right bank of Cooma Back Creek j thence on the west by 
that bank of that creek upwards to the north-west corner of 
portion 38, being also the south-west corner of portion 139 
aforesaid; thence on the south by the northern boundary of 
portion 38, forming the southern boundary of portion 139 and 
of portion 37, being a line bearing south 89 degrees 42 minutes 
east 18 chains 98'3 links to the western side of Cromwell-street 
aforesaid ; and thence on the east by part of the western side of 
that street, being a line forming the eastern boundary of 
portion 37 bearing north 23 minutes 30 seconds west 7 chains 
11*8 links, to the point of commencement.
[Plans C. 8-1,332; B. 2,603-1,765]

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 7th May, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF HOSPITAL SITE AT 
NEWCASTLE, AND DEDICATION FOR THE SAME 
PURPOSE IN LIEU THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, ic is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the Hospital Site at Newcastle, area 1 acre 2 roods 10 perches, 
dedicated on the 5th May, 1865, and.hereunder described, with 
a view to the dedication of an area of 2 acres and 34 perches 
in the locality mentioned, also hereunder described, as a site for 
Hospital, in lieu thereof.
[Ms. 89-4,756] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Descriptions.
Hospital Site proposed to be resumed.

County of Northumberland, parish of Newcastle, City of 
Newcastle, 1 acre 2 roods 10 perches : Commencing at a point 
where the southern side of Hospital-lane meets the eastern 
side of Pacific-street; and bounded thence on the north by 
Hospital-lane easterly at right angles to Pacific-street 3 chains 
40 links j on the east by a line southerly parallel with Pacific- 
street 2 chains 65 links j on the south-east by the reserve for 
public recreation along the sea shore south-westerly to Pacific- 
street ; and on the west by that street northerly 6 chains 50 
links, to the point of commencement.
[Plan N. 103 -844]

Hospital Site proposed to be dedicated.
County of Northumberland, parish of Newcastle, City of 

Newcastle, 2 acres 0 roods 34 perches : Commencing at a point 
where the north-eastern side of Beach-street meets the south
eastern side of Pacific-street; and bounded thence on the north
west by the south-eastern side of the last-mentioned street 

J bearing north 7 degrees 43 minutes east 5 chains 18£ links ; on 
the north-east by a south-western side of Hospital-lane bearing 
south 83 degrees 32 minutes* east 4 chains 60^- links; on the 
south-east by north-western sides of Telford and Beach Streets 
bearing respectively south 5 degrees 57 minutes west 3 chains 27£ 
links and south. 56 degrees 40 minutes west 3 chains 7 links 
to the south-eastern extremity of the north-eastern side of 
Beach-street aforesaid ; and on the south-west by that side of 
that street bearing north 82 degrees 17 minutes west 2 chains 
39./ links, to the point of commencement.
[Plan Ms. 97 Md.]

[3*.] 243—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(PROPOSED DEDICATION OP CERTAIN LANDS, UNDER THE ACT 48 VICTORIA No. 18.)

|)resf.mtei to parliament, pnrsnant to Jtct 48 Pic. JJo. 18,

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OP PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE 
AT TURILL, AND DEDICATION FOR THE SAME 
PURPOSE IN LIEU THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the Public School site at Turill, area 2 acres, viz., portion 
77, in the parish of Turill, county of Bhgb, dedicated on 
the 18th January, 1884, and hereunder described, with a view 
to the dedication of portion 136 of 2 acres, in the same locality, 
also hereunder described, as a site for Public School in lieu 
thereof.
[Ms. 89-8,370] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Descriptions.
Public School Site proposed to be Resumed.

County of Bligb, parish of Turil), at Turill, 2 acres, portion 
77 : Commencing on the northern side of a road 1 chain wide 
at the most southerly south-western comer of portion 80 of 20 
acres ; and bounded thence on the south by that road dividing it 
from part of portion vii-xxm of 40 acres bearing west 4 chains; 
on the west by a line bearing north 5 chains ; on the north by a 
southern boundary of portion 80 aforesaid bearing east 4 
chains j and on the east by a western boundary of that portion 
bearmg south 5 chains, to the point of commencement,— 
plan P. 977-1,978.

Public School Site proposed to Dedicated.
County of Bligh, parish of Turill, 2 acres, portion 136 : 

Commencing at the south-west corner of ponion 123 of 2 
acres j and bounded thence on the north by the south boun
dary of that portion and a south boundary of portion 
124 of 8 acres bearing east 9 chains 84 links ; on the east 
by a west boundary of portion 124 bearing south 2 chains 
14J links; on the south by a north boundary of portion 124 
bearing west 8 chains 824 links ; and on the south-west by the 
north-eastern side of a road 1 chain wide from the Mudgee and 
Cassilis road to Uarby bearing north 25 degrees 20 minutes 
west 2 chains 374 links, to the point of commencement,—plan 
B. 2,186-1,570.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette 
of the 25th May, 1888.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1889. 

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OP PART OP MOREE 
PERMANENT COMMON.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of that part of the Moree Permanent Common within the 
boundaries of measured portion 230 of 33 acres 3 roods 10 
perches, in the parish of Moree, county of Courallie, with a 
view to the inclusion of that area in a reserve for police 
purposes,—plan C. 1,385-1,880.
[Ms. 89-7,533] JAMES N. BRUNKER;

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OP RACECOURSE AND 
RECREATION RESERVE AT BOURKE AND RE
DEDICATION FOR RACECOURSE.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the land at Bourke, aiea 120 acres, viz., portion 34, in 
the parish of Bourke, county of Cowper, dedicated on the 4th 
February, 1876, for racecourse and public recreation, and here
under described, with a view to the rededication of the land in 
question for racecourse only.
[Ms. 89-7,537] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.

County of Cowper, parish of Bourke, area 120 acres, portion 34: 
Commencing at a point bearing south 33 degrees 25 minutes west 
and distant 10 chains 51 links from the south-eastern corner of 
portion 26 of 23 acres 1 rood 38 perches ; and bounded thence on 
the north by a line bearing west 30 chains ; on the west by a line 
bearing south 40 chains ; on the south by a line bearing east 30 
chains ; and on the east by a line bearing north 40 chains, to 
the point of commencement,—plan C. 25-1,822.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2nd J uly, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF CHURCH OP ENGLAND 
CHURCH AND PARSONAGE SITES AT GOOBANG. 
AND DEDICATION FOR CHURCH OP ENGLAND 
CHURCH PURPOSES AT PARKES IN LIEU 
THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in 
accordance with the provisions of the 105th section of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the 
dedication of the Church of England Church and Parsonage 
Sites at Goobang, area 1 acre 2 roods, viz., allotments 1, 2, 
and 10 of section 8, dedicated on the 8th January, 1875, and 
hereunder described, with a view to the dedication of allot
ment 1 of section 13, town of Parkes, for Church of England 
Church purposes in lieu thereof.

[Ms. 89-6,866] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Church of England Church and Parsonage Sites proposed 
to be Resumed.

County of Ashburnham, parish of Parkes, town of Goobang, 
allotments 1, 2, and 10 of section 8, containing 1 acre 2 roods : 
Commencing at the north eastern corner of the section 8 ; and 
bounded thence on the east by Forbes-slreet southerly 2 
chains ; on the south by the northern boundary line of allot
ment 9 westerly at right angles to Forbes-street 2 chains 50

432—
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lints to a lane; on the west by that lane northerly, parallel 
with Forbes-street, 2 chains ; and on the north by Pioneer- 
street easterly 2 chains 50 links,'to the point of commencement. 
Again, commencing at the north-western corner of section 8 j 
and bounded thence on the west by Maclean-street southerly 4 
chains; on the south by the northern boundary line of allot
ment 3 of same section easterly, at right angles to Maclean- 
street, 2 chains 50 links to a lane; on the east by that lane 
northerly, parallel with Maclean-street, 4 chains ; and on the 
north by Pioneer-street westerly 2 chains 50 links, to the point 
of commencement,—plan C. 392-1,984.

Area proposed to be dedicated for Church of England Church 
purposes.

County of Ashburnham, parish of Currajong, town of Parkes. 
Allotment 1 of section 13, containing 2 roods : Commencing at 
the intersection of the north-eastern side of Hill-street with 
the south-eastern side of Bushman’s-street being the north-west 
corner of allotment 1, section 13 ; and bounded thence by part 
of the south-eastern side of Bushman’s*street aforesaid being a 
line bearing north 73 degrees 6 minutes east 2 chains 50 links 
to the south-western side of a lane 30 links wide ; on the north
east by part of the south-western side of that lane bearing 
south 16 degrees 54 minutes east 2 chains to the northernmost 
corner of allotment 2, section 13; on the south-east by the 
north-western boundary of the aforesaid allotment bearing 
south 73 degrees 6 minutes west 2 chains 50 links to the north
eastern side of Hill-street aforesaid ; and thence by part of that 
side of that street bearing north 16 degrees 54 minutes west 2 
chains, to the point of commencement,—as shown on plan 
catalogued P. 1-2,139 Roll.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PERMANENT COMMON 
AND RECREATION RESERVE AT WARIALDA.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that, in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of the 
permanent common and the recreation reserve at Warialda,

areas 700 acres and 105 acres, dedicated on the 19th May, 1868 
and 13th January, 1882, respectively, and hereunder described, 
it being intended to set apart areas for temporary common and 
public recreation in h’eu thereof.
[Ms. 89-7,917] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

' Descriptions.
CENTRAL DIVISION.

Land District of Warialda.

Permanent Common proposed to be Resumed.
County of Burnett, parish of Warialda, area 700 acres: 

Commencing on the right bank of Warialda Creek, at a south
east corner of portion 10 of 100 acres ; and bounded thence on 
part of the west by an east boundary of that portion bearing 
north 10 chains; on part of the south by part of the north 
boundary of that portion bearing west 43 chains; again on the 
west by a line bearing north 45 minutes east 86 chains ; on the 
north by a line bearing south 89 degrees 15 minutes east 81 
chains; on the east by a line bearing south 33 chains to the 
north side of High-street, village of Warialda; on the remainder 
of the south by pa*t of that side of High-street and a line 
bearing west 11 chains 90 links, crossing Deep Creek to its 
right bank; thence by that creek downwards to its confluence 
with Warialda Creek aforesaid; and thence by that creek 
downwards, to the point of commencement,—shown on plan 
B. 42-1,951.

Note.—The above was dedicated for permanent commonage 
on 19th May, 1868.

Recreation Reserve proposed to be Resumed.
County of Burnett, parish of Warialda, area 105 acres. 

Commencing at a point bearing north 65 degrees 28 minutes 
west 75 chains 49 links from the north-west corner of section 
8, town of Warialda ; and bounded thence on the south
east by a line bearing south 68 degrees 15 minutes west 35 
chains; thence on the south-west by a line bearing north 21 
degrees 45 minutes west 30 chains ; thence on the north-west 
by a line bearing north 68 degrees 15 minutes east 35 chains; 
and thence on the north-east by a line bearing south 21 degrees 
45 minutes east 30 chains, to the point of commencement,—as 
shown on plan catalogued G. 48-1,834.

Note.—The above was dedicated for public recreation on 
13th January, 1882.

[3^3
Sydney Charles Potter, Government Printer —18S9.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(“GAZETTE” NOTICE SETTING FORTH PROPOSED DEDICATION OP CERTAIN LAND, UNDER THE 
v ACT, 48 YIC. No. 18.)

JJtesmteb trr parliament, pursuant to A^t. 48 Die. |to. 18.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 July, 1889.
Peoposed Resumption oe Receeation Reseeye at Keepit, with a view to Reseevations tor 

. the same purpose in lieu thereof.
It is hereby notified, for public information, tbat in accordance with the provisions of the 105th section of 
the Crown Lands Act of 1881, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of the land at Keepit, area 137f 
acres, dedicated on the 13th May, 1887, for public recreation, and hereunder described, with a view to the 
reservation of areas of 25J acres and 4 acres in the locality mentioned, for the same purpose in lieu thereof.
[Ms. 89-9,347] -------- JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description. '
Eastern Division.—Land District of Tamwoeth.

Recreation Reserve—Proposed to be resumed.
County of Darling, parish of Keepit, 137 acres 3 roods : Commencing on the left bank of the 

Namoi River, at the south-western corner of portion 93 of 100 acres ; and bounded thence on the north 
by the southern boundary of that portion bearing north 89 degrees 43 minutes east 61 chains 87 links; 
on the east by the western boundary of portion 186 of 135 acres, and the end of a road 1 chain wide, in 
all hearing south 17 minutes west 22 chains 77 links ; on the south by part of the northern boundary of 
portion 147 of 60 acres, the end of a road 50 links wide, and the northern boundary of portion 51 of .50 
acres, in all bearing west 51 chains 15 links ; thence by part of the western boundary of the latter portion 
south 3 chains ; and thence by part of the northern boundary of portion 50 of 50 acres west 15 chains 30 
links ; on the west by a line north 10 chains 62 links to the aforesaid river ; and thence by that river 
upwards, to the point of commencement. _

. Exclusively of a road 1 chain wide passing through this laud in a south-easterly direction, and of 
portions 100, 101, 159, and 160, situated within the boundaries of this land, the areas of which have been 
deducted from the total area.

The above is in lieu of the notice in the Government Gazette of the 24th August, 1888.

[3d.] 516—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(“GAZETTE” NOTICES SETTING FORTH PROPOSED DEDICATION OP CERTAIN LANDS, UNDER THE

ACT 48 YIC. No. 18.)

ijprmnttb tu parliament, pnrsnant tn ^.ct 48 Pie. £Lo. 18.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 27th August, 1889. 
Proposkii Resumption of Part op Nareabri Permanent Common.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accordance with the provisions of the 105th section 
of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of that part of the Narrabri 
Permanent Common, area 160 acres, hereunder described, with a view to part thereof being included in a 
travelling stock reserve of 144 acres and the remainder set apart for road purposes.
[Ms. 89-10,855] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.
Part of the Permanent Common at Narrabri, dedicated 6th December, 1867. County of Nandewrar, 

parish of Narrabri, area 160 acres, within the following boundaries : Commencing at the westernmost corner 
of the Permanent Common, as dedicated 6th December, 1867 ; and bounded thence by part of the north
west boundary of the common bearing north 54 degrees 48 minutes east 20 chains to the southernmost 
corner of portion 180 of 320 acres ; thence on the north-east by a line bearing south 35 degrees 12 minutes 
east 80 chains to the south-east boundary of the common ; thence by part of- that south-east boundary 
bearing south 54 degrees 48 minutes wrest 20 ebains to the southernmost corner of the common; and 
thence by the south-west boundary of the common bearing north 35 degrees 12 minutes west-80 chains, to 
the point of commencement.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 27th August, 1889.
Proposed Resumption op "Water Reserve at Meltra Springs,

It is hereby notified, for public information, tbat in accordance with the provisions of the 105th section 
of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of the water reserve at Melyra 
Springs, county of Forbes, area 60 acres, dedicated on the 6th December, 1867, and hereunder described, 
the land having been included in camping reserve No. 8,569.
[Ms. 89-11,675] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description. . ■
County of Forbes, parish of Melyra, situated 21 miles from Grenfell, at the Melyra Springs, area 

60 acres: Commencing at a point bearing north 10 degrees east and distant 185 chains and 25 links from 
the north-western corner of section No. 3 of the town of Grenfell, at the Emu Diggings; and bounded 
thence on the west by a line hearing north 25 chains ; on the north by a line bearing east 24 chains ; on 
the east by a line hearing south 25 chains ; and on the south by a line hearing west 24 chains, to the 
point of commencement-,—shown on plan catalogued L. 14-1,834. ^

[3d.] 609—
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1839.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(PROPOSED DEDICATION' OE CERTAIN LANDS, UNDER THE ACT 48 VICTORIA No. 18.)

JkcAenUb to JTniiitiiunt, pursuant tu JUt 48 Die. Jjttr. 18, src. 105.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 24th September, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL 
SITE AT ROWAN.

. It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance -with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the Public School Site at Rowan, area 21 acres, viz., portion 
No. 116, in the parish of Rowan, county of Wynyard, dedicated 
on the 1st June, 1880, and hereunder described,—the land 
being no longer required for the purpose for which it was 
dedicated.
[Ms. 89-12,514] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Descbiption.
County of Wynyard, parish of Rowan, 2 acres 1 rood, portion 

116: Commencing at the intersection of the left bank of the 
Six-mile or Stringy Bark Creek with the eastern side of a road 
2 ebains wide from Albury to WaggaWagga, at the south-west 
corner of portion 116; and bounded thence on the west by that 
side of that road, being a line_ bearing north 7 degrees 21 
minutes east 5 chains 25 links to the most westerly corner of 
portion 115 of 151 acres; thence 'on the north by a southern 
boundary of that portion, being a line bearing east 4 chains 82 
links; thence on part of the east by a western boundary of the 
aforesaid portion, being a line bearing south l chain 11 links to 
the left bank of the creek aforesaid ; and thence by that bank 
of that creek upwards, to the point of commencement,—shown 
on plan catalogued P. 512-1,978. .

Department of Lands, '
Sydney, 24th September, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF KIAMA AND SHELL- 
HARBOUR PERMANENT COMMON.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lauds Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the Kiama and Shellharbour Permanent Common, area 795 
acres, dedicated on the 6th December, 1867, and hereunder 
described, with a view to the reservation thereof in two areas 
for Temporary Commonage, to be placed under the temporary 
control of the Borough Councils of Kiama and Shellharbour 
respectively. ’
[Ms. 89-12,885] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

Description.
County of Camden, parish of Terragong, at Terragong 

Swamp, containing 795 acres: Bounded on the east, from E. 
Russell’s 50 acres, by the Minnamurra Rivulet and J. Collis’ 
1,280 acres southerly ; on the south by J. Collis’ 1,280 acres 
aforesaid and by R. Miller’s two portions' of 50 acres each, T. 
Walker’s 50 acres, J. Marks’ 50 acres, and J. Morris’* 250 acres 
westerly; on the west by a line forming the northerly pro
longation of t he boundary dividing J. Morris’ 250 acres afore
said and M. Campbell’s 250 acres to J. Colley’s 126 acres ; on 
the north by that land, R. Owen’s 127 acres, J. Collins’ 114 
acres, M. Farraher’s two portions of 89 acres each, D. Farraber 
and J. Sejmour’s 27 acres 3 roods 20 perches, and E. Russell’s 
50 acres aforesaid easterly, to the Minnamurra Rivulet afore
said.

Department of Lands,
Sydney, 24th September, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF PUBLIC SCHOOL SITE 
AT BREDBO, AND DEDICATION FOR THE SAME 
PURPOSE IN LIEU THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, that in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication of 
the Public School Site at Bredbo, area 2 acres, viz., portion 
98, in the parish of Bransby, county of Beresford, dedicated on 
the 18th January, 1884, and hereunder described, with a view 
to the dedication of portion' 118 of 1 acre 1 rood, in the same 
locality, as a site for Public School in lieu thereof.
[Me. 89-12,081] JAMES N. BRUNKER. '

Descriptions.

Public School Site proposed to be resumed..
County of Beresford, parish of Bransby, area 2 acres, being 

portion 98,—shown on plan catalogued P. 1,001-1,978.
Public School Site proposed to[be dedicated.

County of Beresford, parish of Bransby, containing an area- 
of 1 acre 1 rood. The Crown Lands within the boundaries of 
measured portion 118,—as shown on plan catalogued Bredbo I.

. Department of Lands,.
Sydney, 24th September, 1889.

PROPOSED RESUMPTION OF SHOW GROUND AT 
WALGETT, AND DEDICATION FOR THE SAME 
PURPOSE IN LIEU THEREOF.

It is hereby notified, for public information, tbat in accord
ance with the provisions of the 105th section of the Crown 
Lands Act of 1884, it is proposed to revoke the dedication 
of the Show Ground at Walgett, area 10 acres and 6 perches, 
viz., portion 23, in the parish of Walgett, county of Baradine, 
dedicated on the 15th January, 1886, and hereunder described, 
with a view to the dedication of portion 75 of 20 acres and 
30 perches, in the parish of Merritombea, as a site for Show 
Ground for the use of the Walgett Pastoral and Agricultural 
Association in lieu thereof.
[Ms. 89-12,515] JAMES N. BRUNKER.

- Descriptions.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Land Distbict op Waigett.

Show Ground proposed to be resumed.
County of Baradine, parish of Walgett, containing an area 

of 10 acres 0 roods 6 perches. The Crown Lands within the 
boundaries of suburban portion 23,—as shown on plan cata
logued W. 8-1,702 Roll.

Show Ground proposed to be dedicated.
County of Baradine, parish of Merritombea, containing an 

area of 20 acres 0 roods 30 perches. The Crown Lands within 
the boundaries of measured portion 75,—as shown on plan 
catalogued B. 451-1,790.

CW 67?-
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NEW SOUTH WALES

GROWN LANDS.
(RESERYEI/ FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED, FOR THE PRESERVATION OE WATER SUPPLY OR 

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES, UNDER THE ACT 48 VICTORIA No. 18.)

fjr.es.ent.eb to parliament pursuant ter JUt 48 Pie. Jfix 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from sale until surveyed, for the preservation of Water Supply or 
other public purposes, in accordance with the 101st, 103rd, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act 48 
Yictoria lYo. 18.

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

 !

County. Parish. * Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

- a. r. v.
Ms. 88-13844 8281 109 Bourke .............................. 4Q9 9 0 19.Tan IftftQ 573

15367 8282' 101 Sandon .............................. 1 9. Ifi
14209 8257 Bland.................................. 119 574

8263 109 do .............................. 17 0 0 575
13840 8280 Cooper .............................. TO, 200 0 0
14458 8275 101 Wynyard ......................... 42 3 0
14209 8258 Bland .................................. 3 9, ft

8259 do ......... .................... 3 9 ftfi
8256 do .............................. 11 0 0

15072 8276 Inglis .................................. 37 O 0
Occ. 88- 9238 8278 Kilfera .............................. 1 330 O 0 576
Ms. 88-14209 8260 Bland.................................. 34 O 0

15926 8274 Hume.................................. io n o
15171 8265 Richmond......................... 8 0 0
14209 8261 Bland.................................. 4 0 184
13151 8272 Urana.................................. 18 0
13377 8279 Yancowinna..................... 31 0 16

89- 41 8418 Lincoln .............................. 393 O 0
88-15758 8277 do .............................. 12 0 577

14209 8262 Bland.................................. 518 0 0
C.S. S8-1223 dep. 8572 Auckland ......................... 190 a o 23 665

Ms. 88-16277 8432 Rous .................................. 10 0 95 726
8433 do .............................. 3 0 0
8434 do .............................. 5 19}j 8435 do .............................. 6 2 0s% 8426 do ............................. 0 3 0 77
8427 do ............................. 1 1 10
8428 do ...... ..................... 2 0 0

486
8429

103
do ............................. 2 0 0

8271 Baradine............................ 100 0 0 725
16277 8430 101 Rous .................................. 4 0 0 726

Ain. 88-6444 8500 Denison ............................. 10 0
Ms. 88-14727 8457 Townsend ......................... 968 0 0 727

8458 do ......................... 43 0 0
8459 do ......................... 320 0 0 ”
8460 Boyd .............................. 252 0 0
8461 do ......................... Howell .............................. 297 0 0 77
8462 Mitchell............................. 625 0 0 ”
8463 do .............................. 123 2 0
8464 do ............................ 91 2 0
8465 do .............................. 750 0 0 > ’
8466 do .............................. 520 0 0 r’
8467 do .............................. 100 0 0
S468 do .............................. 236 3 09f 8469 do ............................ 320 0 0
8470 do ............................. SS 0 0

a a

8471 do ................ ............. Wood.............................. 1,156 0 0
8472 do ............................. 845 0 0
8473 do .............................. 255 2 0 728
8474 Mitchell, &c...................... 4 090 0 0
8475 Urana................................. 116 0 0
8476 do ......................... 640 0 0
8477 do ........................ 86 ' 1 0
8478 do ........................ 320 0 0
8479 do .......................... 92 2 0

}j 8480 do ......................... 1*360 0 0 77
8481 d» ......................... 120 0 0

3 J 8482 3 do .......................... do ...................... ......... 189 2 0 >> S3 »»
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2

No of Papers No of 
Resen e.

eo-S
Tfl

Countj. Parish. Aica.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published
Folio.

a. r. p-
Ms. 88-14727 8483 101 Urana . . . Lake .............................. 233 0 0 25 Jan., 1889 728

8484 do . . do ............... 244 2 0 j > 33 33
8485 do . . Piney Ridge ................... 100 0 0 >> S3 3 3
8486 do Urana ................ . 123 1 0 i) jj 3 3
8487 do . . ... VVidgiewa . . 100 0 0 j j 33 3 3
8488 do ... . . Yanko South ............. 1,651 0 0 33
8489 do ............... . . do .......... 181 0 0 >> 3 3 3 3
8490 Mitchell .. .. Araioel ......................... 70 0 0 3 3 3

}} 8491 do . . do ......................... 15 0 19 >j ,, 33
8492 do do . .... 89 3 0 j j 33 33
8493 do ................ Ben y Jerry................ 645 1 0 t 5 33 33
8494 do . ... Bullenbung . . 1,093 3 0 3 3 3 3
8495 29 0 0 72
8496 n 95 0 0
8497 do ................... Uranqumtry . . 40 0 0 )3 33 33
8498 do . . Yarragundry.................. 380 0 0 >5 33 33

16277
8499 do . . . . do .... 129 0 0 f ) 3 3 33
8425 Rous . . . Woiiumbm ............................... 12 0 0 n 33 33
8431 do ............. ................... Murwiilumbah............................ 0 3 0 ,, 33 33

15719
8424 .. do . . Woiiumbm ............................. 2 2 0 >} 33 33
8515 Camden ... . Cowrid]ah, &c. . . . 10,700 0 0 j j 33 ,

16277 8438 Rous . ............. Murwiilumbah .. 2 0 0 33 730
8439 do ................... do ............... 3 2 0 >> 3 3 3 3
8436 do . . .. Woliumbin . 1 2 0 ?» 33 3 3
8437 .. do Murwiilumbah............... 4 0 0 5J 3 3 33

89- 164 8513 Ashburnham . . Parkes ........................... 20 0 0 J ) 33 3 3
Leases 88- 7236 8456 Bathurst . Billiman 640 0 0

2 Feb.,
33 33

Ms. 88-12432 8248 Buccleuch................ Yarrangobilly ............... 1 1 0 33 921
8249 do .. do . .. 0 2 0 >> 3 3 ,,
8250 do .... do ............... 0 2 0 a 33 33

89- 120 8600 Bathurst . . Cowra .................. 0 0 0 33 33
88-12432 8251 Buccleuch Yarrangobilly............... 0 3 0 f> 33 ,,

8252 do ...................... do ................ 4 0 0 a 3 3 922
J} 8253 do ........................ do ............... 2 0 0 tt 33 3 3

8254 do .. .. do ................ 2 3 0 33 33
89- 882 8609 Gough . . . Inverell ..................... 80 3 0 ♦ > 33 33

Ain. 89- 601 8659 Dudley .. Clybucca . .. 120 0 0 6 „ 3 3 1009
Ms. 89- 898 8654 Forbes ...................... Boyd . . . .... 640 0 0 > J 33 33

1333 8624 Rous . . .. Byron........................... 80 0 0 tf 3 3 S3
88-15788 8317 Selwyn ............. Welaregang................... 3 3 12 9 „ 33 1150

14516 8516 Sandon .. . Uralia .... .. 0 1 10 3 5 3 3 33

15290
8517 do . . do ............................ 0 2 17 33 33 33
8445 Roxburgh ................... Kelso ................... 10 1 8 33 33 3 3

15874 8421 Clarence ...................... Taloumbi . .. 1 0 0 33 33 33
15288 8505 Clyde . . . Brewarrma . .. ... 0 2 13 33 3 3 33

5J 8506 do..................... do ......................... 3 0 36 33 33 33
12442 8547 Yancowinna .................... Picton............... ....... 12 0 33 33 33 i,

}j 8548 do . . do......................... 14 1 29 33 33 ,,

8549 do ................... do .................................. 14 1 33 33 3 3 ,,

8550 do ................. do .............................. 147 1 0 33 S3 ,,
12835 8562 do .............. do ..................... 15 3 38 33 33 1151
15716 8455 Wynyard ..................... South Gundagai .......... 1,350 0 0 33 33 33

16143 8541 Oxley ............ Tabratong .. . . 380 0 0 33 33 33

14210 8570 Forbes .............. Melyra ................... 120 0 0 33 33 33

Leases 88- 8308 8560 Waljeers ... . Lowan, &c...................... 250 0 0 33 3 3 3 3

Ms. 88-15290 8446 Roxburgh .... Kelso .. .... 1 2 32 33 33 1152
8451 do .................... do .............................. 1 2 32 33 33 3 3

8452 do . ... . do .................... 4 3 27 3 3 33 33

16027 8564 Murray . Fairy Meadow ............ 300 0 0 33 33 33

S565 do ... Merrigan................ 400 0 0 33 33 3 3

860 0 0
8567 do . . . . Warri .............................. 3,800 0 0 ,, 33 S3

16045 8323 Bligh .... Bowman......................... 2 2 0 33 33 1153
15806 8322 Durham............ Boon ......................... 50 0 0 33 33 3 3

16046 8423 Hunter .... Gullongulong..................... 10 2 0 33 33 33

16663 8543 Kennedy ..................... Genaren ......................... 140 0 0 33 33 3 3

16598 8542 Bligh .... . Tomimbil....................... 2,300 0 0 33 33 3 3

15700 8454 u Goulburn ....................... Murray.............................. 110 0 0 33 3 3 1154
89- 1500 8530 Sandon ................ Uralia ............................... 1 1 23 33 33 33

88-15221 8440 Harden ............ Eubindal........................ 112 0 0 33 33 3 3

15531 8309 St. Vincent . . . . Corang ......... 280 0 0 33 3 3 3 3

15913 8294 Drake ........................... West Fairfield......... 1 2 14 ,, 3 3 3 3

8295 do ................... do ............... 2 3 5 33 33 33

8296 do ................ do ... 3 0 28 33 33 it

Forests 88- 6313 8558 Auckland ................... Wyndham . ...................... 101 0 0 33 33 3 3

Ms. 89- 140 8571 Cook ............................ Blackheath . ... 48 3 0 33 33 33

88-16622 8568 Murray .... . . Carwoola ......................... 2 o 0 ,, 33 33

16605 8557 Clive............ Bluff land, &e. .... .. 480 0 0 33 33 3 3

10985 8297 Ewenmar ............ Umangla............................ 1,200 0 0 33 33 33

15543 8310 j Pottinger . Baan Baa . ........... 392 0 0 33 33 1155
16710 8544 Northumberland Allandale ...................... 30 0 0 3 3 ,, 33

8551 do ... do ....................... 35 0 0 33 33 ,,

8552 do do ..................... 177 0 0 33 33 33

8553 do .... do ......................... 196 0 0 ,, 3 3 33

15185 8308 109 Courallie ..................... Mungie Bundle ... 90 0 0 33 33 33

15717 8518
101

Gunderbooka................. Mungunyah, &c................ 33,500 0 0 33 33 3 3

15788 SSI 4- 2 1 21 f f 1156
8315 do ........... do ................. 5 1 8 33 33 33

15290 8442 > > Roxburgh ...................... Kelso ..................-.............. 2 0 0 33 33 33
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’ No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

County. Parish.

Ms. 88-15290 8443 101 Roxburgh .........................
8444 do ............ ............

15874 8419 Clarence..............................
8420 do ..............................

15288 8504 Clyde ..................................
9108 8539 Dowling..............................

14452 8555 109 Goulbum ......................... v ? ^ .....................
15757 8584 Narromine.........................

J5 8585 do .........................
15186 8507 Mouramba........................ Wills ................

.16778 8588 Evelyn ............................

15290
8589 do ..............................
8441 101 Roxburgh .........................

15179 8501 Vernon .............................
16849 8546 Raleigh ..............................

• 15546
8554 1 do ..............................
8320 Wellesley .........................

- 8321 do .........................

15288
8319 do .........................
8502 Clyde ..................................
8503 do ..................................

' 15290 8453 Roxburgh .........................
14210 8569 Forbes..................................
14469 8556 Rous ..................................

Forests 88- 6313 8559 112 Auckland .........................
Ms. 88-16719 8575 101 Macquarie.........................

16848 8545 Raleigh ..............................
87-14138 8306 Cumberland .....................
88-13750 8522 Yancowinna .....................

15788 8313 Selwyn ..............................

15697
8312 do ..............................
8311 Wellesley .........................

16047 8540 Hunter ..............................
15788 8316 Selwyn ..............................
15368 8318 Sandon ..............................
12835 8563 Yancowinna .....................
16271 8574 Wynyard .........................

Occ. 88-10886 8561 Bathurst .........................
Ms. 88-15874 8422 Clarence..............................

16719 8576 it Macquarie.......... .............. Harrington........................
15959 8520 Roxburgh .........................
13927 8307 Rous .................................
15069 8531 King ..................................

89- 1578 8519 Eranklin ............................
1373 8668 Roxburgh .........................

}J 8669 do .........................
8670 do .........................
8672 do .........................
8671 Phillip ..............................

1775 8684 Wellington .....................
1902 8685

109
Hume .{... .........................

88-15175 8621 Drake ................................
8618 Richmond .........................
8617 do ...... ..................
8619 do .........................

16172
8620 Drake..................................
8601 Dudley ...... ......................

Forests 87- 247 8612 101 Brisbane..............................
8613 do ..............................
8614 do ..............................
8615 do .............................. do .................

88- 6761 8611 do ..............................
Ain. 87- 5786 8610 Oxley ..................................
Ms. 87- 9921 8598 Yancowinna .....................

88- 8431 7114 Phillip ..............................
15175 8616 109 Richmond, &c....................
16200 8622 Narran ..............................

89- 47 8605 101 Darling ..............................
88-16723 8603 Monteagle.........................

16722 8607 Bland.................................. Tubbul ............
16532 8623 Cowley ..............................
15220 8573 103 Argyle ............................
16233 8577 Wynyard .........................

3J 8578 do .........................
8579 do ............ ............

}j 8580 do .........................
8581 do ..........................

j} 8582 do ........................
8583 do .........................

■ 89- 396 8629 101 Murchison.........................

«t 369
8630 do .........................
8653 Cook, &c.............................

•88-16589 8626 Yancowinna .....................
>■ 16531 8640 Murray ..............................

13905 8656 Gough..................................
16839 8638 Roxburgh ........................

89- 1011 8655
109

Dowling..............................
88-15750 8646 Wynyard .........................

tt 8647 tt do ......................... Umbango .....................

Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

a. r. P-
2 i 16 9 Feb., 1889 1156
4 2 30
2 0 13
3 0 28
0

470
2
0

0
0

»> tt J >
200 0 0 1157
320 0 0
388 3 0
640 0 0
626 0 0
640 0 0 jj

4 3 10
21 2 0 jj

960 0 0
4,000 0 0

40 0 0 1158
40 0 0
40 0 0

3 2 0 n
9 0 0
8 0 0 jj

640 0 0
0 3 29J

2,030 0 0 >> 1159
5 0 0

430 0 0
1 1 0

10 0 0
1 1 12 1160
1 0 2

36 0 17
17 0 0

1 2 29 >> jj
10 0 0
4 3 12

130 0 0 a 1161
800 0 0

0 0 18
10 0 0
90 0 0
40 0 0 1162
80 0 0

1,920 0 0
6,500 0 0 13 1243

620 0 0 a
60 0 0 n 1244

2,880 0 0 jj
360 0 0

70 0 0
100 3 0
640 0 0 16 1313
640 0 0
270 0 0
640 0 0
640 0 0 m

70 0 0
600 0 0 1314
625 0 0
630 0 0
640 0 0

80 2 0
160 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0

4,200 0 0 1315
3,528 0 0

8 0 0
8 0 0 it a
8 0 0
3 2 34 5 J

2,390 0 0 23 I486
45 0 0

140 0 0 jj
190 0 0
230 0 0
260 0 0
430 0 0

1,450 0 0
220 0 0 1491
640 0 0
272 0 0

3,240 0 0
3 2 10
1 0 0 tt

100 0 0 1492
164 3 24
82 0 0

212 0 0 it tt tt
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4

No. of Papers.

Ms. 88-15750 

87- 6943 

89- 1080

663
88- 16731
89- 271 

270
SO

88- 15869 
15750

89- 1445 
1118

891
490

88-15282

15369 
89- 1579 

Ain. 89- 131 
Forests 88- 6882 

Ms. 88-15919 
89- 667 

mi
88- 16468

Ain. 89- 131 
Ms. 88-15369

89- 965 
1006

87- 11011 
89- 1006
88- 16712 

15282

89- 1058 
2734

849 
1083 
1113 
624 

1082
- 3068 

1751 
542 
623 
542 

1332 
1150

1229
88- 15184
89- 1332
88- 16698 

14806

89- 1334 
1616

318
C.S. 88-36888 dep. 

Ms. 89- 2688 
1608
2698 
1332
623

2699 
79

88- 15184
89- 3315 

3554
222

88-15545

No. of 
Resen e.

Se
ct

io
n.

County.

8648 109 Wynyard ..........
8649 do ..........
3904 109 

& 101
Arr&watta .........

8690 101 Georgiana . .
8691 jj do ....
8692 do ...
8693 Westmoreland .
8686 jj Camden .............
8687 jj do .............
8688 jj Westmoreland ..
8689 jj do ..
8631 jj Cumberland .. .
8642 jj Jamison .............
8628 jj Cunningham ......
8652 jj do . ..
8627 jj Brisbane . .
8651

109
Kennedy .........

8650 Wynyard . ..
8529 101 Brisbane ...
8694 JJ Cooper ...............
8695 do ...............
8696 do ...............
8697 do ............
8698 do ..............
8637

103
Canbelego ..

8625 Bland, &c ..........
8634 Townsend . . .
8365 do . .. .
8636

io’i
Urana. . .

8663 Auckland .. ..
8712 Clyde...................
8683 Hawes ..................
8681 112 Murray
8664 Cunningham
8665 101 Northumberland
8680 Murray ........
8674 Rous................
8875 do ............
8682 Hawes............
8661 Auckland . ..
8662 do . . .
8676 » 5 Cooper ...............
8677 109 Hawes ..........
8673 101 Stapy Iton
8678 109 Hawes .
8666 101 Mossgicl .
8632 Townsend . .. .
8633 do .
8579 Murray .
8803 Rous .
8701 jj Cooper . . .
8699 Urana. ...
8704 Auckland .......
8702 Dudley............
8706 Ashburnham...
8821 Rous . ...
8720 Darling . . .
8722 jj Drake
8718 Kennedy .
8721 Drake...............
8737 Clarence . .
8725 jj Clarke, &c.
8735 do .
8741 Gough .
8724 109 Courallie .
8738 101 Clarence . ...
8727 109 Flinders
8730 Wal leers ..
8731 do ...
8742 101 Richmond . .
8744 Bligh ..........

Murchison .8726
8717 Nandewar ..
8795 Rous................
8743 do .
8796 Macquarie . ..
8739 Clarence. .
8719

112
Kennedy, &c. .

8797 Gloucester .
8740 101 Georgiana ..
8723 109 Coutalhe .
8860 101 Gloucester .
8849 St. Vincent ..
8790 Bathurst . . .
8757 Auckland . .
8758 do . . .
8759 do .
8760 JJ do

Government
Parish. Area. Gazette in which 

the description is Folio.
published.

a. r. P‘
220 0 0 23 Feb., 1889 1492

Mate ........................................ 1,000 0 0 JJ JJ >>
640 0 0

600 0 0 1493
Isabella................................... 410 0 0 JJ JJ J J
Werong, &c............................ 10,500 0 0 JJ JJ JJ

8,400
7,700

0 0 j j jj

Wanagamba, &c. ... 0 0 J > JJ JJ
do do . .. . 11,700

3,600
21,000

0 0 J ) JJ
0 0 jj 1494

Speedwell, &c..................... 0 0 J J JJ JJ
Manly Cove....................... 5 1 5 JJ J J JJ
Yairanbar....................... 35 0 0 JJ JJ JJ

15 0 0 jj

Murda ................................. 40 0 0 JJ JJ ,,
22 1 0

Strahorn .......................... 60 0 0 JJ J J 1495
Murraguldrie ... 500 0 0 JJ JJ J J
Murrurundi..................... 61 0 0 J > JJ JJ
Narrandera ... . 3 0 0 JJ J J J J

84 0 0
do ............ 0 2 0 J J 3 J J J
do .............................. 2 0 0 J J J J ,,
do .............................. 33 0 0 j. J J

Coreen ............................... 160 0 0 JJ ,, 1496
Bundaworrah, &c............. 21,500

270
0 0 2 Mar. 1889 1738

Mundiwa ............................. 0 0 JJ J J 1739
Thulabin . . .. .. 279 3 0 JJ J J JJ
Jerildene South ............ 320 0 0 JJ J J

1743Eden...................................... 0 1 29 JJ J J
Brewarrma ....................... 23,750 0 0 J J )J J
Unamukki . . . 25 0 0 > J J J

1744Mulioon, &c. .. 9,400 0 0 JJ J J
Cookeys Plains, &c. 11,520 0 0 J J JJ JJ
Newcastle........................ 0 0 If JJ JJ JJ
Amungula ................... 20 0 0 JJ JJ J
Tuckarnnba ..................... 8 3 0 JJ J J

1745do .... 5 2 0 ,, ,,
Conatw ong . . 104 3 0 J J JJ 1*
Eden............................... 0 1 29 ,» JJ JJ

do ............................ 0 2 26 y j J J J
Pulletop ................... 150 0 0 j j > J JJ
Unamukki . 330 0 0 jj J > J
Canoby .......................
Guo .

140
320

0
0

0
0

j >
j j JJ 1746

Ivanhoe 20 0 0 j j JJ J
Willeroo . . . . 224 0 0 >, JJ J
Mundiwa . 270 0 0 jj J J J
Yanununbeyan . . 130 0 0 j j JJ

1765Pimlico . . • 90 0 0 5 „ JJ
Bai ralong . 122 0 0 9 „ J J 1913

Hebden, &e. . 133 0 0 J J JJ JJ
Yuglamah . 8 0 0 J J JJ JJ
Wittitim ... . •• 11 0 10 JJ J J JJ
Bowbidgle .
Terranoia .....................

8
30

0
0

0
0

JJ
13 „

J
JJ 1986

Manila .. 9 0 26 16 „ JJ 2117
West Fairfield .. 6 0 0 JJ J JJ
Bulbodney . . 640 0 0 J J J J JJ
West Fan field . . . 12 3 0 JJ > J J J
Nanegai..........................
Hall, &e . . .

2
4,000

2
0

0
0

J )
J J JJ 2118

Seeley, &c....................... 580 0 0 J J JJ J J
In\ eiell 2 0 0 JJ J J J
Gordon, &c. . 2,420 0 0 J J J ) J
Nanegai . .. 5 1 0 JJ J

2119Nangerybone . .. 640 0 0 JJ JJ
Tom’s Lake .. . 640 0 0 JJ J J JJ

do . . . 640 0 0 J > J J > J
Hogarth ........................ 60 0 0 JJ J J JJ
Rouse - 40 0 0 JJ JJ JJ

Munro ................... 640 0 0 J J J J JJ

Willan . 40 0 0 J J JJ JJ

Bei wick . 100 0 0 JJ J J JJ

Billmudgel..................... 28 0 0 J J J J JJ

Stewart . 40 0 0 ,, JJ
2120Nanegai . .. 2 0 0 J J JJ

Cunningham, &c. . . 10,900 0 0 J J J J J J

Beryan ............................ 161 2 0 JJ JJ J J

Mulgunnia.......................
Buiranbah........................

760
600

0
0

0
0

) J
JJ

J J
2121

Stowell........................ 40 0 0 20 „ J J 2219

Termed . .... 10 0 0 ) J JJ
2294Bathuist............................ 18 0 0 23 „ JJ

Eden ........................ 0 1 7
JJ JJ J J

0 1 24 JJ J J JJ

0 2 0 • J ,, JJ

do............................... 0 3 32 JJ J J JJ
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5

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n. County. Parish. Area.

Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
FoHe.

Ms. 88-15545 8761 101 Auckland .........................
a.
0

r. p.
2 2n 23 Mar., 1889 2294

8762 do ......................... 1 0 o
8763 do ......................... 1 0 o
8764 do ......................... 1 0 o
8765 do ......................... 2 0 o

16062
8771 do ......................... 1 2 o
8792 109 Mouramba, &c.................. 9,900 o o 2295

89- 1324 8777 Irrara .................................. 9,660 o o
88-16530 8787 do .................................. 62,000 o o

16528 8746 Livingstone, &c................ 8,370 0 0
89- 1326 8778 Tongowoko, &c.................

1748 8779 Yancowinna, &c...............
a. r. p.

88-16699 8748 Kennedy............................ 285 0 0 2296

15545
8749 do .............................. 420 0 0
8754 101 Auckland ......................... 1 2 0
8766 do ......................... 0 3 1
8767 do ......................... 1 0 o
8768 do ......................... 8 2 7 n
8769 do ......................... 9 2 20
8770 do ........................ 18 0 0

16699 8747 30 0 0
89- 1677 8785 Murray .............................. 8 0 0 2297

1201 8774 1,640 o o
88- 6695 8791 Macquarie......................... '565 0 0
89- 1208 8750 2 1 0

105 8773 350 0 0
96 8772 St. Vincent ..................... 5 0 0 2298

599 8793 920 0 0
1570 8781 Phillip.................................. 39 0 0
1152 8794 588 0 0
1573 8752 160 0 o
1421 8775

112
220 0 0 ”

1198 8776 122 0 0
88-15545 8755 101 Auckland ......................... 0 1 16 2299

89- 1337
8756 do .................................. 0 2 0
8751 Finch .................................. 2 2 24

23633891 8885 450 0 0 27
95 8144

109
4,600 0 0 30 ,, 2466

88-16017 8808 '480 0 0
8809 480 0 0
8810 do .................................. 200 0 0
8811 350 0 0

89- 1189 8804
101

400 0 0
1614 8816 Rous .................................. 2 0 11 2467
1603 8806 Tongowoko ..................... 180 0 0

626 8783 2 2 0
4028 8898 Dampier............................. Wyanbene......................... 108 0 0 6 April, 1889 2682

[«*] 158—B
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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NEW SOUTH WALES

CEOWN LANDS.
(RESERVED FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.)

|h‘£S.cute£i tv fterliantmt pursuant tv JUt, 48 Dir. Jtcr. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from sale until surveyed for the preservation of Water Supply or 
other public purposes, in accordance with the 101st, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act, 48 
Victoria No. 18.

No. of Papsrs. No. of 
Keserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

County. Parish. Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

Ms. 89- 2572 8916 101 Sandon ............................. 10 April, 1889 2751

C.S. 88-24370 dep. 8912 Asliburnham....................
a. r. v>. 

40 0 6
24371 dep. 8913 do ..................... 40 0 0

Ain. 89- 1514 8900 Goulburn ......................... 154 2 0 2152
For. 89- 905 8873 112 Milhnrn 4.0 O O 13 ,, ■ ,, 2849

88- 7014 8827 Auckland ......................... 2,650 O 0
89- 1084 8874

101
Mitchell ........................... 1 250 0 0

Ms. 89- 1924 8851 590 O 0 2850
2270 8852 Gloucester......................... 900 0 0
2319 8853 Gregory ............................. 17,500 O 0

' 88-15861 8867 Dowling... ........................ 400 0 0
8868 do ......................... 460 0 0
8869 do ......................... 410 0 0 2851
8870 do ......................... 470 0 0

89- 1535 8844 109 White................................. 607 0 0
1372 8824 101 Tirana.................................. 42 0 0

88-12738 8832 Manara .............................. 63 3 0
8833 do ........................ 579 1 0

89- 1661 8825 Georgiana ......................... 240 0 0
2504 8865 Fitzroy ............................. 25 0 0 2852
2081 8876 1 1 20

8877 do ......................... 12 2 0
2626 8854 do ........................ 30 0 0
2849 8872 10 0 0
2373 7430 109 9,000 0 0
2376 8871 101 100 0 0
2373 7431 109 Kennedy ......................... 640 0 0 2853

7432 do ............................. 350 0 0
1562 8836 101 Cowper ............................. 910 0 0
1947 8861 Rous .................................. 4 1 13

8862 do ............................. 10 2 0
8863 do ............................. 21 0 19

2200
8864 do .............................. 33 0 0
8840 58 0 0

2687 8842 Forbes.................................. 20 0 0
393 8828 Gloucester......................... 5 2 0 2854

. 1255 8830 4 3 0
2445 8829 320 0 0
1789 3429 Northumberland ............ 20 0 0

Ls. 88— 7566 8858 Courallie ......................... 153 0 0
Ain. 89- 131 8826 468 3 0 n
Ms. 89- 1372 8823 2 0 0 2855

2237 8857 Camden ............................. 75 0 0
2064 8856 49 0 0

88-15283 8855 Cooper .............................. 370 0 0
89- 1335 8883 10 0

954 8838 10 0 0 '*
88-16800 8878 435 0 0 2856
89- 2672 8890 190 0 0 3058

2628
8891 do .............................. 225 0 0
8888 Gloucester......................... 30 0 0

2775 8893 109 30 0 0
For. 89- 1254 8895 101 220 0 0 3059
Ms. 89- 2629 8889 Gloucester......................... ■1,900 0 0

3010 8894 ' 65 0 0 n
88-13262 8886 125 0 0
89- 2751 8892 Camden.............................. 37 2 0

3053 8902 109 Buller, &c ......................... Girard, &c......................... 1,800 0 0 27 ” ” 3170
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Government

No. of Papers. No of 
Reserve.

o
County. Parish. Area Gazette in which 

the description is Folio.
<u’J1 published.

Ms. 89- 45C9 8814 101 Blaxland.................................................... Mount Hope..................
a. r. p. 
150 0 0 27 April, 1889 3170

2154
8815 do ......................... do ......................... 540 0 0 ) 1 J >

3171

ti

8169

8170
& 109

101
>>

Canbelego ........................

do .........................

Willeroon .........................

do ........................

1,600 0 0

1,600 0 0

}>

>> >>

88- 10447
89- 1528 

4338

8905
8896
8903

■Rland ........................ 14 0 0 5J >>

King ..................................
Cunningham.....................

Bramah ..................................................

Bimbella....................................................

800 0 0 
100 0 0

tt >>

it »>

33

1899 8897 Raleigh ............................ Denison................................................. 350 0 0 J> J> 33

2490 8901
112

Ashburnham.................................... Carrawabbity ........................ 50 0 0 n it 3 3

For. 89- 355 8904 Cunningham .................................. Tinda, &c............................... 800 0 0 a >> dl
Ms. 89- 4444 8978 101 Northumberland ... . Cessnock ......................................... 7,820 0 0 1 May, 1889 3231

5221
5267

9005
8979

it Clarence .................................................

Burnett .................................................

Dundoo............................ '
Hadleigh ........................

375 0 0 
490 0 0

) > it

a j j .3232
C.S. 89-10693 dep. 8977 Dudley ................................................. Yarrabandini................... 48 0 0

3305Ms. 89- 3312 8922 Auckland............ . Yuglamah.......................................... 24 2 0 4 ,, ,,

3812 8943 Argyle ............................................... Bau Ban ......................... 2 2 0 it it
3306For. 89- 1665 8945 Durham ............................ Bussell ......................... 2,450 0 0 a a

Ms. 89- 3874 8927 Hardmge ............ Bundarra...................... 4 2 15 a j 3 S3

2728 8932 Monteagle .................. Young .............................. 20 2 10 i i a 3 3

3308 8937 109 Kilfera .................................................... Yelkeer........................ .. 640 0 0 a a 33

88-15037
8938 do ........... ................... do ............................................ G40 0 0 a 33 33

8919 Finch ....................................................... Borah............................... 200 0 0 3 3 3 3
330789- 4015 7733

101
Hardinge . ... Stony Batter .. . 6) 0 0 3 3 3 3

Ain. 89- 1115 8946 Cumberland ..................... Cornelia ........................ 50 0 0 3 3 3 3 3 3

Ms. 89- 5264 8934 Buckland ....................................... Currabubula . . . . 740 0 0 3 3 3 3 >3

3585 8924 Courallie .......................................... Moree ............................................... 63 0 0 3 3 3 3 33

5264 8933 Buckland * . . Currabubula . 5 3 10 3 3 3 3
33083919 8923 Clarence .................................................. Yamba .................................. 10 0 0 3 3 3 3

3698 8926 Sandon . .... Metz......................... 0 1 0 3) 33 33

3879 8967 Northumberland .. . Newcastle. . . 0 0 30 3 3 3 3 33

3919 8921 Clarence .... ................ Yamba ... . 9 1 0 3 3 3 3 >>

3318 8923 Gordon ......... . . Ponto ... ................... 7 2 0 >3 >3 33

2256 8917 Hume............................................... Creighton .. . 2 0 0 3 3 3 3 33

88- 3123 8925 Leichhardt..................................... Gilwarny 224 0 0 3 3 ’3 33

89- 4250 8944 Camden............................................. Tllaroo.................................................. 32 0 0
33094108 8928 112 Clive............ ................... Booioo, &c............................................. 1,109 0 0 3 3 3 3

[3rf-.]
Sydney : Chailcs Totter, GovLininciit Trintcr.—lbi>0

k
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(RESERVED FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.)

Iteaetdeb tv ftalmmetti, prasuant to JUt 18 'Bic. Jto. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from sale until surveyed for the preservation of "Water Supply or 
other public purposes, in accordance with the 101st, 103rd, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act 48 
Victoria No. 18.

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

County. Parish. Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.

a. r. P-
9036 101 896 0 0 8 May, 1889
9037 1,840 0 0
8929 103 Too 0 0 11 ’’
8930 503 2 0
8968 109 420 0 0
6484 101 1,580 0 0
6498 460 0 0
8931 Bland .................................. 1 0 0
8935 38 0 0

- 8950 575 0 0
8951 670 0 0
8952 2,580 0 0
8953 '200 0 0
8954 1,500 0 0
8955 1,150 0 0
8956 '890 0 0
8957 90 0 0
8948 1,280 0 0
8949 109 2,560 0 0
8947 4,160 0 0
8969 101 289 3 0
8982 22 2 0 18 ,,
8981 810 0 0
2799 393 0 0
8085 109 580 0 0
8049 380 0 0
8983 101 80 0 0
8990 0 2 25f
8985 160 0 0
8991 Clive ................................ 1 1 0
8992 1 1 0
8989 4,200 0 0
8994 n 6 0 0
8995 8 2 0
8996 23 0 0
8984 4,500 0 0
8980 ' 10 0 0
9045 100 0 0
8997 30 0 0
8998 60 0 0
8993 2 2 0
8970 Clyde ..................... 1 2 0
8971 80 0 0
7118 54 0 0 2.3 ,, „ i
9046 79 0 1 0
9047 0 1 8
9048 0 2 16
9049 0 2 26
9050 9 0 29
9025 1 1 8
9013 1 2 0
9031 11 2 30
9022 3 2 0
9023 2 2 0
9021 0 1 27 J
9017 79 25 3 54 ..
9032 >) Benarba............................ Boyanga, &c..................... 20,900 0 0 1 ” ”

Folio.

C.S. 89-10152 dep. 
Ms. 89- 4778 

5256

2369 
. 88-16803

89- 2457 
Rds. 89- 6-3 
Ms. 89- 4080 

4062

3938
3965
1328
936Q

Oce. 89- 3164 
Ms. 89- 4727 

4650 
4569 
4331

C.S. 89-1354 dep.
Ms. 89-4573 

4030 
4596

249
1782

5268
4643
5666
4578

1782
4081
3008
6339.
2686

88- 11502
89- 1496 

3384
88-11502

89 489
3819

3429

3511
3512 
3517

3518
5 i 
)>
> J

3519 
>>

5 >
> 5

3633
5 »

3634

> J 
}J

3635
> J

5 J

3636

) J

))

3711

3713

[3d.] 333—

r
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No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

Count}. Parish. Area
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio

a. r. p.

89- 2686 9054 101 Sand on ... ... Metz .............................. 6 2 36 23 May 1889 3713
1496 9010 Inglis ............................ Moonbi ............................ 0 3 0

3714) t 9006 do ............................ do .............................. 80 0 0 M
i f 9007 do ............................... do .............................. 9 3 0

9009 do ... do .............................. 1 2 0 )}
9014 do . .... do .............................. ' 12 1 0
9008 do ... ............ do ..................... 3 1 0

For. 83- 5772 9034 Noi bhumberland ......... Belford .................... 1,180 0 0 }
Ms. 89- 4715 9016 Sandon ........................ Armidale ......................... 10 0 8 3715

2686 9051 do .... Metz ........................ 0 2 32
9052 do . . . do ................................. 4 2 33
9053 do ......... do ...................... 5 2 28 3)

5036 9027 Bathurst .... Milburn ....................... 29 0 0
5226 9033 Monteagle . . Brcmdah ...................... 10 0 0
4498 9018 Vernon . ... Tia ........................... 4 <■>

o 0
88-11502 9026 Durham...................... Rowan ......................... 2 0 0
89- 1496 9015 Inghs .......... Moonbi .................. 19 0 0

9011 do ......................... do .............. 1 2 0
88-11502 9024 Durham . . Rowan ......................... 10 2 20 3710
89- 1496 9012 Inghs ........................... Moonbi ................. O 0 0

38196581 9157 W elhngton . Nubrigyn ................... 20 0 0 29 „
6246 9156 Giegory Wallamgambone . . 300 0 0
6015 9155 112 Leichhardt .... Geelnoy..................... 1,050 0 0 J }

1 June,2169 9041 101 Rous .. . . Byron ..................... 110 0 0 1889 3877
4637 8942 Bligh . Bobyamurna ................................ 167 0 0 ,,

6476 9158 Drake ............................................ West Fairfield . . . 1 0 0 3879
9162 do.................................. do do .............. 40 0 0

>J 9159 do . . ................ do do ................... 11 0 0
5 » 9160 do . . . do do ........................... 11 0 0

2169 9038 Rous . . Byron .... 10 0 0 3878
9039 do ......................................................... 70 3 o

» » 9040 do ... do ......................... 100 0 0
6476 9161 Drake .................................................... West Fairfield . . . . 5 0 0

3879,, 9163 do .......................................................... do ........................ 0 2 0
5 > 9164 do .. .................. do ............ O 3 0
t > 9165 do .... .... do .............. 0 3 0

9166 do ... . do ............... 1 0 0
,, 9167 do ... . . do ......... 1 0 0
»> 9168 do ......... ... . do ............... 1 0 0
»» 9169 do ............................... do ............... 1 2 0

9170 do ...................... do ............... 2 0 0
9171 do ...... ......... 2 o 0

i) 9172 do ........................ do ............... 12 0 0

4609
9173 12 0 0
9043 820 0 0

4450 8988 Goulburn ...................... Cumboroona..................... 70 0 0 3880
4449 9042 Bland ............................ Dudauman........................ 78 0 0
4742 9035 112 Bourke ....... ........... Ganmain, &c..................... 6,115 0 0
4609 9044 109 Ashburnham................... 2,320 0 0

39477136 9206 101 Cunningham, &c............ Murga, &c.......................... 6i700 0 0 5 n
J>

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.



1889,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

OB OWN LANDS.
(RESERVED FROM S4-LE UNTIL SURVEYED FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES,) '

^revcntci) ter f ariiaincni, jmrsu;tnt ter Jlrt 48 lie'. Iter. 18.

ABSTEACT of Cr°wn Lands reserved from sale until surveyed for the preservation of Water Supply or 
Victoria No.P18.POSeS’ “ aCCOrdance Wlth t,le 101st’ 103rd. 109th, and 112th sections of the Act^ 48

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

 I

County. Parish. Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

Ms. 89- 3824 
5500 
6875

906.3 101 Harden .......... a.
163

12
480

6.000
13,270

r. i) 
0 6 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 38
2 24 
0 0 
0 0
1 11
0 38 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
0 0
2 0 
0 0 
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
2 0
0 0
1 33
1 0
0 0
3 0

8 June,9064 112 Westmoreland ......... 1889 4051
40529119 3 3 Murrav ......... 33 33

• 3275
3685

9056 3 3 Cumberland ......... 3 3 33 S3

9057 ,, Flinders................ 33 33 33

4013 9092 101 Pottinffcr .. 33 33 33

2788 
SS-14S40 
89- 3969

9093 ,, do ................. 35
290

9,000
0

Jl 33 33

6888 109 Oxley ................ 3 3 3 3 33

9060 33 Cunningham, &c....... 3 3 33 4u53
9069 101 Dudley ....... 33 33 3 3

5431 9073 33 Macouarie ...... 3 3 33 S3

1340 9071 3 Cadell................ 18
10
10

33 33 33

102 9077 33 Kennedy.................... 33 3> 3 3

103 9079 ,, do .................................. 33 33 33

- 9089 3 Goulburn ............. 33 33

405435 9090 •3 3 do ............ 8
8

40
40
60
50
20

120
80

0
1

40
1

32
25

33 33

5 5 9091 ,, do .......... 3 3 33 33

4204 9059 3 Northumberland ............. Spencer ............ 3 3 33 • 3 3

5 5 9060 3 do ... do ....... 3 3 33 3 3

3 5 9062 33 Cumberland ... 33 33 33

33 9061 3 Northumberland ............. 33 S3 33

ftb/3 9088 33 Cioulburn ............................. 33 33 3 3 '

0268 9104 Blaxland............................. >> 33 33

6266 9103 do .................... 33 33 3 3

4913 9094 3 3 Pottiuffer ...... 33 33

4055Ub/3 9084 33 Goulburn ......... 33 33

6276 9105 .. Bathurst __ 33 33 33

4913 9095 33 Pottinffer ........... 33 33 31
3362 9067 3 3 Yanda ......... 3 3 3 3 33

6873 9087 3 3 Goulburn ................ 33 33 S3

3 3 9086 u do ............ e dfry ...................... 3 3 33 33

5427
9085 do ......... 3 3 J 3 >3

9058 Gtpps ......................... 120
100

2,700
300
40

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 37
1 6
3 4

33 JS
405688-14840 

.89- 1928
9065 33 Cunningham ............. 33 33

9055 33 Westmoreland ......... 33 33 33

4913
C.S. 89- 1353 dep. 

Oce. 88-11977 
Ms. 89- 6206

9096 Pottiinrer ............ 33 33 3 3

9120 Georgiana ................. 3 3 33 33

9075 AVakool ................ 33 3 3 33

9123 Clarke, &c. ... 76,000
1,649

400
40

970
1,815
1,280

33 3 3

40572750
C.S. 89-2655 eor. 

Ms. 89- 7384

9097 Franklin..................... 33 3 3

9285 Monteagle .................. 12 ” 33

41329252
112

Rons .................. •3 3

4457 9136 Macquarie................ 3
15 „

? 3

4213For. 89- 2132 
Ms. 87-11461

9142 Vernon ............. 33

9139 Ewenmar ......... 3 >3 J 3

88-16545 9144 101 Harden ..................... 33 3 3 •
421533 9145 do ................... 6

6

33 33

33 9146 do ......................... 3 33 J 3

----------------- 1 3 3 3 • 3 3

429—
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2

No of Papers. No of 
Resen e

88-1654o

89- 5385 
5960 
7122 
4110 
2845 
5957

88- 12195
89- 4456
88- 16545
89- 2494 
88-16545

Ooc. 89- 3940
Ms. 89- 4110 

4718
87- 5426 
89- 608
88- 16545
89- 2848

9147
9148
9149
9140 
9138 
9208 
9114 
9111
9141 
9135 
9126
9150 
9125
9151 
9130 
9113 
9134 
9137 
9102 
9143
9152

101

>5

>3

33

33

33

33

103

88-11502
9153
°022 101

89- 5234

3221
88-11502

9023
9204
9205 
9124 
9021
9024
9025

89- 7525
9 3

33

33

33

39

1718

3148
5169
5403
5716
5067
4641
5032
4645
6176
8157
6134
5494

For. 89- 1750
Ms. 89- 1198 

1718 
5692 
6305 
6092 
6091 
5503 
5689 
5490

9026
9178
9179
9180
9181
9182
9183
9184
9185
9186
9187
9188
9189
9190
9191
9192
9193
9194
9195
9196
9197
9198
9199
9200
9213
9214
9219
9220 
9218
9223 
7737 
9217
9246
9241 
9210 
9358 
9353
9242
9248 
9216
9215
9247
9224 
9209 
9244
9243 
9222
9249

103

j > 
>>

101
11

>>
109
j»

101

101
>>
))

,, 9250
C S. 89- 8249 dep 9207

Ms 89- 4874 9245
C.S.

C.S

89-12257 clep 
Ms. 88 7057 
88- 2898 eor. 
Occ. 89- 6151 
Ms. 89- 6389 

7525

9212
6722
6723 
9201 
9211 
9177

>)

>>

Count}

Harden
do ,
do 

Ecus
Aslibomham
Denham
King . .
Gloucester
Lincoln
Monteagle
Bouike .
Harden
Parry
Harden
Townsend
King
Northumbeilaud
Gipps
Eons
Harden
Cook
do

Durham
do . .

Cunningham
do

Sandon 
Dm ham 

do 
do 
do

Haidmge
do
do
do
do
do
do . .
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Sandon
do
do

Gough
Hardmge

do
do
do

Wellington
do

Sandon
do

Wakool
do

Dm nett 
Ev civil 
Murchison 
Eous
N orthumbei land
Jamison
Gowen
N orthumberland 
Dampier 
Macquarie 
Wellington 
Goulburn 
Georgiana 
Kichmond 

do
Gordon
Brisbane
Buckland

do
Bland
Macquarie
Buckland
Napier

do
Clyde
Bligh
Sandon

Parish Area
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published
Folio.

Munimboola .
a.

8
i. p.
3 10 15 June, 1889 4216

do 9 1 28 5 9 33 33

do 35 0 10 3 3 33 33

Brunswick 0 1 0 3 3 33 S3

Forbes . 150 0 0 3 3

Eeynolds, &c. . 19,000 0 0 3 3 33

4217Wallah 16 0 0 33 33

Bootoowa 25 0 0 „ 33 33

Dapper 150 0 0 3 3 33 33

Illume 2 0 0 3 3 33 >3

Warren . . 8 0 0 33 33 33

Murnmboola 54 0 0 3) 33 3 3

Dungowan . 280 0 0 3 3 3 3 33

Murnmboola . 4 3 0 ,, 33 4218
Boyes 284 0 0 33 3 3 33

Wallah . 40 0 0 33 33

Newcastle 1 0 0 33 3 3

Euglo South 32 0 0 3 3 3 3 33

Bexhill 6 0 0 33 33

Munimboola 12 3 10 ,, 3 3

4400Stiathdon 9 0 0 22 „ 3 f

do 9 0 0 3 3 33

4402Row an 3 2 0 33 99

do 2 o 0 3 3 3 1 33

Meliose 1,100 0 0 5 3 3 3 33

do 4,150 0 0 3 3 3 3

Exinouth 73 0 0 ,,
4403Kowan 0 1 271 >} 3 3

do 10 2 20 ,, 33

do 1 1 8 ,, 33

do . 2 0 0 33 3 9

4500Balala 118 0 0 20 „ 39

Camei on 2S7 0 0 3 3 ,,
do 390 0 0 3 3 ,,

Chapman 90 0 0 3 3 3 3 3

do 109 0 0
do 147 0 0 33 33 33

do . 359 0 0 3 3 3

do 450 0 0 3 33

do 1,500 0 0 33

Honeysuckle 555 0 0 ,, 33 33

do 1,737 0 0 j, 3 3

4501do 2,550 0 0 ) 3 3

Morse 16') 0 0 > 3 3

Nuandle 238 0 0 ,, 3 3

do 426 2 0 >> 33

Dei on 157 0 0 ,, 3 3

do 158 1 0 3 19

do 800 0 0 ,, 39

Clive 63 2 0 3 3 3

Chigwell 877 0 0 3 33 33
Darby sleigh 400 0 0 3 33 3 3

Mayo 634 0 0 3 3 3 4502
Mayo, &c 1,400 0 0 )} 3 3 33

Haierav es 35 0 0 } 9 33 ,,
do 640 0 0 3 3 ,,

Uialla 4 3 29 ,, ) 3

do 35 1 0 33 13

Jimarmgle 640 0 0 „ 3 3

4503Benjee 1,920 0 0 3 3 .,
Bennett 48 0 0 33 3 3

On 2 0 0 31 33

Kmg 220 0 0 3 3 3 3 3

Jiggi 140 0 0 3 3 3 33
Warkworth 104 0 0 33 33

4504Queerbn . 608 0 0 33

Tooraweanah 60 0 0 33 33

Dora 700 0 0 33 33

Bergalia 2,800 0 0 3 3 33

Redbank . 122 0 0 33 33

Hargraves, &c 3,635 0 0 33 33

4505Yana Yarra 160 0 0 3 3 33

Rockley . 1 1 28 3 > 3 33
Darke 75 0 0 33 3

: do 8 0 0 3 3 33

Dilga, &,c. 100 0 0 3 J >3 3r
Neiobingabla 35 0 0 3 3 j, 3 3

1 Wallah idah 0 0 3 3 33

do 12 3 0 3 3 3 3

Memagong 640 0 0 >3 3 3

4506Kmcliela 320 0 0 ,, 33

Wallabadali 44 0 0 3 3 3 3

Napier 640 0 0 33 33

Allison 637 2 0 33 33

Carmda 1 ] 0 3 3 3 3

Booyamurna 6 0 0 » 3 3 3 3 3
Hamham 10 0 0 33 33 3f

[3d.]
S}dne\ . Chailes Pottei, Government Pnntei —1889.



NEW SOUTH WALES

CROWN LANDS.
(EESERYBD FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED EOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.)

ih'mnteA) in ^arliammi, pttrsuant in 48 |lct, 18.

ARSIRACI of Crown Lands reserved from sale until surveyed for the preservation of Water Supply or 
other public purposes, in accordance with the 101st. 103rd, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act 48 
Victoria No. 18. ' '

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n.

County. 1 Parish.
1

Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

Ms. 89- 6510 9240 103 Gloucester..........
a. r. p. 
RO O O 6 July, 1889. 46ft55613 9310 101 Westmoreland ............... ! ->n n n 4690

6737 9312 Fitzrov ............ ; 37 0 0
?» 33

7327 9303 Wakool.................... 1 0! o n 3 3 3 J 3 3
9304 do ..................... do

i ^; d o n
3 3 3 3

2782 9308 Cowper ............ . ’ m n n
3 3

7206 9313 109 Hume................ >3 33
4691,, 9314 do ............. ! 550 0 0

33 >»
j, 9315 do .............. | r>£0 ft ft

33
,, 9316 do ......................... i Rift ft ft

33 33 33

4854
9317 do ............... 185 0 n

S3 }J >3
9294 Sandon ................... 1 45ft ft ft ” ”

6401
9295 do .............................. nf?4 ft ft

33
9296 Burnett. .............. 53ft ft ft

3 3 i) 33

3317 9272 Denison....................... 9,fln ft ft
33

9273 do .............................. 39ft ft ft
33 3 3

4692
J > 9274 do .............................. 9ftQ v 1 ft

3 3 33

„ 9275 do ........................ 9ftft ft ft
3 3 3 3 33

J J 9276 do .............................. IRft ft ft

2241
9277 .. do .............................. 39ft 9 ft

3 3 33

9256 Jamison ............................ 320 0 0
33

5959 9258 Cowper ............................ 640 O O **
,, 9259 do ....................... ' fUft ft ft

3 3 ?» *9

3317
9260 do ..................... 994 ft ft

3 3 33

9271 101 Denison .............................. 640 0 0
>3 33

7206 9319 Hume.............................. 3ftft ft ft 46935959 9261 Cowper ......................... . . &40 0 0
3 3 3 3

,, 9262 do ......................... (UO ft ft 5’
,, 9263 do ...................... 64ft ft ft

3 3 3 3

13 9264 do .............................. 64ft ft ft
33

33 9265 do ........................... 533 0 0
3 3 3 3 33

9266 do ........... f... 433 ft ft
33

3 3 9267
109

do ......................... 3S0 0 0 ”

3317 9278 Hume, &c................ 2,75ft ft ft 46945482 9320 • Wakool ............................. 67 ft ft
31 9321 do ............................. 283 0 0

33

6758 9322 Waradsery ..................... 9,920 0 0
1768 9324

101
itvelyn ............................ 1,560 0 0 46951W 9300 Wakool ........................... 4 0 0

5584
9301 do ......................... 4 2 0

33

9309 • Forbes ..................... 4 ft ft
93

6613 9311 Camden............................ 12ft ft ft
93

7327 9302 Wakool ............ ........ 4 9ft
33

2782 9305 Cowper ........................ 1 1 11
S3

>3 9306 do ............... . 1 2 0
33

3 3 9307 do .............................. do .............................. 5 10
33

7327 9293 Wakool ................. 0 2 07121 9323 3} Gloucester.................. Wilmot .............................. 100 0 0 93 33 4696

517—
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Goion mcnt
No ofPapeis No of 

Rtscne
o

County Pai ish Area Gazette in which 
the description is Folio

S' published

7206 9318 101 Hume Pmey Range ...
i
no

i P
0 0

7643 9325 112 Bligh W arung . 400 0 0
3360 9225 101 Sandon Aiding 28 2 0
8779 9437

103
Georgiana Mount Lawson 130 0 0

5223 9286 Rous Brunswick 272 0 0
J} 9287 do Cudgen 186 0 0

9288 do do 400 0 0
9289 do . do M 510 0 0
9290 do ilooball 570 0 0
9291 do do 040 0 0

5322
9292 do do, Ac 1,250 0 0
9253 101 G ough Cine 2,600 0 0

0668 9337 Wellington roibes 94 0 0
0946
7007

9335
9330 ” Aigyle

AA ynyaid
Goulburn
1 umut

0
250

3 3
0 0

.5163 9131 109 Arrawatta, &c Byion, Lo

Collector .
350 0 0

0843 9327 101 Argyle 1 2 0
3641 9347 109 Hume Walla Walla ss 0 0

9348 do do . 470 0 0

5163
9,149 do do 640 0 0
9332 Airaviatta Bannockburn 280 0 0
933,3 do do 260 0 0

7006
9134 Bui nett Burnett 60 0 0
9329

101
Wynyard Batlow 140 1 0

2085 9338 Goulburn Huon 10 0 0
1605 9343 Raleigh Wan ell 8 0 0
4188 9340 Nicholson South Marowne 10 0 0
7006 9328 Selu yn Yellowm 275 0 0
9086 9478 Gloucester Kundibakh 24 0 0
7131 9398 St Vincent \V andi awan dian 16 0 0
9081 9479 -•Murray Warn 40 0 0
4638 9355 Macquarie Macquarie 0 0 18
6382 9368 10£ Bland Yeo \eo 160 0 0
4856 9367 Gipps Warroo 347 0 0
7530 9482 101 Georgiana Yarraman ,378 2 0
7531 9176 Vernon W alcha .58 0 0
7534 9480 Northumberland Maitland 10 0 0
5402 9369 Wakool Geiabbit 1,280 0 0
7534 9484 Northumberland Maitland 2 0 23*
7556 9326 Yancowinna Robe, &c 3,240 0 0
7530 9481 Georgiana Yarraman .370 0 0
6258 9388 W estmoi eland S'w atchfield 24 0 0
4720 9356 Bourke Kmdra 9 0 33
7581 9128 .. Baleigh Newry 8 0 0
8121 9386 Ashbuinham Bugow ra 80 0 0
6743 9357 Bligh jMoan so 0 0
7405 9465 Camden Bulho IS 3 0
6438 9136

103
Haidmge Elderbuiy 22 0 0

8887 9477 C amden Com ndjah 15 0 22
9052 9370 101 Gloucester Foster 1 2 16
S581 8792 109 Mouramba, &c Reset, &.c 9,900 0 0
91,13 9399 101 Hai den Munumboola 1 0 0

% 9400 do do 2 3 0
1081 9439 Bathuist Bnngeliei 780 0 0

9440 Georgiana Beemarang SO 0 0
9441 do do 122 0 0
9442 do Beemarang, &c 535 0 0
9443 do 55 allbrook 100 0 0
9444 Westmoi eland Vulcan 450 0 0
9445 do do 530 0 0
9446 Bathurst Three Brothers 1,560 0 0
9447 Georgiana 55 albrook 60 0 0
9448 do Canawa, &c

Gilmandyke .
1,300 0 0

9449 do 20,360 0 0
6387 9394 Harden . Gooramma 18 3 0
9052 9371 Gloucester Forster 9 0 27

9377 do . do o 1 36
9378 do do 4 0 0
9379 do do 19 2 37
9372 do do 0 0 32
9373 do do 1 0 0
9374 do do 1 2 0

9333 9407 Haiden Muirimboola 51 0 0
9408 do do 5-*- 0 0
940.1 ,, do do 1 2 0
9404 do do 3 1 0
9405 do do 16 0 0
9401 do do o 0 0
9402 .. do do s 0 0

9052
9406 do do 4— 0 0
9,380 Gloucester Roister l 3 0
9381 do do . 9 0 10
9382 do do 220 0 0
9383 do do 9 3 37
9384 do . do 17 0 23

6571
9385 do do 20 0 30
9436 Cooper Dallas 5 0 0

,, 9512 Buccleuch Brim q\c 14 1 25
9052 9354

109
Gloucester Roister . .. 13 2 12

6567 7530 Bland . Nairabuna 185 0 0
4186 9409

101
Townsend Dahwilly . 301 1 0

7261 9411 Bligh Bellaleppa . . 217 2 0
9052 9375 Gloucester Foi stei 2 2 0

> > 9376 J J do . do . 0 0 0

0 July, 1889

10
13

20

27

4690

4747
4832

4836

J >

4337

4838

4839

4929
4930

4982
4984

4985

4980

5144
5149

5150

5151

5152

5153

5154

5155

5153

[3d.]
dne\ Charles Potter, Go\ ernment Piinter —1889



NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
RESERVED FROM SALE, UNTIL SURVEYED, FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR OTHER

PUBLIC PURPOSES.) ’

Itoseniel) iff fkiliitment, pursaant iv JUt 48 T3ic. Jla. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from sale, until surveyed, for tlie preservation of Water Supply 
or other Public Purposes, in accordance with the 101st, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act 48 
Victoria No. 18.

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n. County. Parish. Area.

Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

Ms. 89- 3648 9567 101 Buckland .........................
a.

12
280

8
6
2

r V

0
0
0
0

31 Aug., 1889 598210306 9559 Brisbane.............................. 0
o3648 9566 Buckland ........................ > J 33

- 59839568 do ......................... 0
3

3 3 33

10291 9594 Ashburnham..................... 33 33 3 i

9595 do ..................... do ............................. 12
9

l 15
0

3 3 3 _ 3 S

88-16184
9596 do ..................... do ‘..................... 0

3
33 33 3 >

9575 Sandon .............................. ii
40

0
0

3,500
39

1
17
3

0
0

10
13
0

10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

30
7

33 99

89- 7689 9557 Rous ................................. 0
1
1
0
0

>3 33 3 i

4647 9563 Cumberland ..................... 33 33

59849564 do ..................... do ° ............ 33 3

8462 9562 Camden .............................. • 33 33 3»

7963 9572 Auckland ......................... 33 33 3 J

8617 9578 Gough.................................. 99 33 3 9

8150 9565 Buckland ......................... 0
o

3 3 33 3 >
9924 9558 . Hume.................................. 33 3 3>

8547 9592 Gloucester......................... o 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Q

33

59856568 9686 Mitchell.............................. 640
1,200
1,240

40
2,560

18
4

3 i- 3 3

10216 9579 Hume ............................... 3 3 3 3 33

8979 9593 112 Cunningham ..................... 33 33 19

11172 9635 101 Clarence.............................. 33 19

10916 9648 Cooper .............................. 3 3 33

5671 9583 Phillip.................................. 33

59868120 9585 Fitzroy .............................. 3 3- 99
8462 9561 Camden .............................. 430

3
0 0
0 30
Q Qfl

” 3 3 19

7963 9570 Auckland ......................... 33 3 3 99

8211
9571 do ......................... 3

475
63
0

200
430
320
520

6,500
242

1,735
15,500
2,440

30
95
95

200
170

1,526

3 3 19

9560 109 Tirana.................................. 0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

33 33 1

8518 9573
101

Yancowinna ..................... 3 3 99 1

. 3648 9569 Buckland ......................... Currabubula ............... ” 33 '

598710820 9731 Darling .............................. 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4 Sept.,
33

C.S. 89-4110 Cor. 9757 Cook .................................. 3 3

Ms. 89-12179 9730 Bathurst.............................. 5} 3 3 33

C.S. 89-3577 Cor. 9699 Wakool ................................................
99 33 33

Ms. 89-10917 9615 Cumberland ....................................
. K ” 99 6185' 3102 9613 Gipps ............ ...................... 33

7445 9582 112 Forbes.............................. 33 3 3

61889581 101 do .................................. 33 33

11666 9580
109

Phillip.................................. 99 33

61898114 9621 Gunderbooka.....................................
,} 33

9622 do ..................................... Aripilis ............................................
3 3 3 33

9623 do ..................................... Nultv .................. .
3 99 99

8656
9624 do ....................................

3 } 3 11

9618 101 Oxley..........................................................
3 99 11

8573 9610 Leichhardt............................................
3 99

61907128 9619 Buccleuch .............................................
33

10855 9532 Nandewar ................. ................... 560 
65 

■ 15 
100 
97 

300 
350 

6,000 
900 

1,064 
520

0
0
o

99 99 »

8469 9614 Dampier........ ............ ........ 99 S3 33

8548 9647 Cook .................................. 33 3 3 3 1

Ain. 89- 3061 9616 Rous ..................... ..................... 0
0

3 3
6191Ms. 89-12777 9839 Cook ............................................................ 10 ”

3 3

12776 9838 Camden .................. ................................. ”

12781 9816 Clarke.......................................................... 0
0
0
0

33 33
62449817 do ............................................................

3 3 99

9818 do ............... .................................. .. 0
0
0

” 99 3

9819 do .................................................... 99 >>-

9820 dp &c. ............................................
38 99 11-

3 3 33 »•
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2

Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

a. r. p. 
8,000 0 0 10 Sept., 1889 6244

586 1 0
180 0 0
270 0 0 6245

3,500 0 0
200 0 0

2,500 0 0
965 3 0

1,080 0 0
130 0 0

4,500 0 0
6246700 0 0

671 0 0
120 0 0

2,700 0 0
20,000 0 0
38,000 0 0

6451110 0 0 14 „ „
640 0 0
328 1 0
427 3 25

18,500 0 0
64524,300 0 0

300 0 0
2 0 0

135 0 0
100 0 0
50 0 0 . .

0 2 14
254 2 0 6453
60 0 0
0 1 10
0 1 13
2 3 0

656430 0 0 18 ,, ,,
255 sq. miles. »> 6565

a. r. p. 
4,000 0 0 21 „ „ 6634
4,000 0 0
4,500 0 0

18,600 0 0
33,300 0 0

66353,100 0 0
640 0 0
172 0 0

663620 1 32
10 0 0
10 1 0 »» JJ >»
20 0 0
4 2 0

23 0 0
10 0 0
0 3 16
2 0 0
0 10 6637
1 3 0 >» >» >»

12 0 16
60 0 0

420 0 0
7,500 0 0

960 0 0
5 0 0

16 1 17
2 10
3 10
10 0 6638

129 1 0
189 3 0 > »

2 2 0
2 0 0

15 3 0 >»
10 0 0
8 2 20 Jl

9 3 0
66395 0 0

10 0 0
7 0 0

30 0 0
5 2 30

365 0 0
20 0 0 6640

660 0 0
668 0 0
49 3 0
10 0 0 >1 >>

Ko. of Paperg. No. of 
Reserve. County. Parish.

Ms. 89-12781

8650
9923
8216

5109 
9643 
9862 
9921 
7585 
8094 
8471 
7942 

Ain. 88-7042 
Ms. 89-9923 

4647

9858
12814
12494

11528

0182
9185
7759
7794
7831

11007
9878

8757
11779

8904
8847

11456
8757

10449
10431
6262

11080
9878

10928

10502
10663

10930
10430
9878

11504
8757

9878

99is
10630
8757
9283

12083
12082

12080
12083

9821
9822
9823
9824
9825
9826
9827
9828
9829
9830
9831
9832
9833
9834
9835
9836
9837
9653 
8619
9677
9678
9655
9681 
9683
9654
9651
9656
9657
9652
9658 
9650
9563
9564
9682 
9856 
9872

7435
7436
7437
9706
9707
9708
9704 
9691
9702
9721
9722
9723
9713
9735
9700
9705 
9734
9709
9711
9712
9738 
9737
9736
9739
9719
9720
9727
9728
9701
9725
9726
9729
9724
9716
9703
9714
9715
9717
9718
9732
9733
9710 
9697
6363
9608
9609 
9607
6364

101

109

101

112
109
101

109

101

112

101

109

101

109
101

Richmond
Urana............

do ............
Gloucester...
Flinders.......
Gregory .......
Bourke .......
Waradgery 
Baradine ... 
Cumberland
Bathurst........
Bland ............
Drake............
Camden.......

do ...
Ularara ........
Cook ............
Clarke, &c....

Cunningham__ _
do ............
do ............

Dowling................
Nicholson, &c. ...
Jamison.................

do ....:.........
Murray ................
Burnett, &c...........
Drake.....................

do ................
do ................

Buller.....................
Burnett ................
Harden .................
N orthumberland
Lincoln .................
Buller.....................

do .....................
do .....................

Buccleuch ............
Rous .....................
Darling ................
Franklin................
Drake.....................

do ................
Auckland ............

do ................
Yancowinna ........

do ................
do ................

Macquarie............
do .....................

Drake.....................
Rons .....................
Buller.....................

do ............
Drake....................

do ............
Harden ................
Lincoln ................
Bnller.....................
Harden ................
Bligh ...................
Burnett .......... '....

do ............
Courallie................
Bligh .....................

Gill......................................
do ......................................

Oxley.................................. Carval..................................
Hogarth . 
Mairjimmy ...

do ...
Stowell, &c. ... 
Mandella, &c.
Bulgeraga ......
Coolamon ......
Hay, South .. 
Merritombea .. 
Marra Marra..
Dunleary ......
Jingerangle .. 
Pikapena, &c. 
Wollongong .. 

do ..
Wanaaring......
Meehan ..........
Hall, &c............

Gendoono, &c..........
Mount Nobby, &c.
Mowabla, &c...........
Naradhun, &c.........
Redbank, &c...........
Burrendong, &c. ..
Burren East ...........
Merrigan ...............
Mitchell, &c.............
Timbarra ...............

do ...............
do .......... .

Maryland ...............
Balfour ...................
Coolac........................
Maitland ...............
Mumimbidgerie' ..
Maryland ...............

do ...............
do ...............

Brungle ...................
Chillingham ...........
Ironbark...................
Kongong, &c...........
Timbarra ...............

do ...................
Eden ........................

do ...................
Naradin...................
Albert........................

do ...................
Macquarie ...............
Stewart ...................
Timbarra ...............
Whean Whean......
Maryland .............

do ...................
Timbarra ...............

do ...................
Bowning...................
Dubbo........................
Maryland ...............
Cum bamurra..........
Turill ........................
Warialda ...............

do ...................
Moree........................
Turill ........................

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.



1889

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(RESEKYED FROM SALE UNTIL SURVEYED FOR THE PRESERVATION OF WATER SUPPLY OR

OTHER PUBLIC PURPOSES.)

JJrmntei to farlianunt, pursuant to JUt 48 lie. |to. 18.

ABSTRACT of Crown Lands reserved from sale until surveyed for the preservation of Water Supply or 
other public purposes, in accordance with the 101st, 109th, and 112th sections of the Act 48 Victoria

No. of Papers. No. of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n,

 j

County. Parish.

Ms. 89- 6759 9456 109 Waljeers .........................
9457 do ............................ Yarto and Kingswill ...

J* . 9458 do ..............................
» 9459 do ..............................

8164 9553 Hawes............................ Mukki ............
7090 9467 101 Vernon ..............................

>J 9469 .. do ............................
J » 9468 do ..............................

9343 9427 St. Vincent .....................
a 9428 do .............................. do ,
„ 9429 do ..............................
a 9430 do ...................... .
i i 9431 do ............................ .

7032 9472 Bland..................................
7096 9473 Northumberland ............
9343 9422 . St. Vincent .....................

ii 9423 do ..............................
ii 9424 do ..............................
it 9432 do ..............................
t i 9433 do ............................
ii 9434 do ..............................

8854 9474 Cumberland .....................
2996 9471 Denison ................
7090 9470 Vernon ..............................
9343 9425 .. St. Vincent .....................
a 9426 .. do ................... .......... do °

5319 9419 .. Durham..............................
1 i 9420 ,, do ..............................

8959
9421 do ..............................
8977 Dudley ..............................

9226 9492 Camden ...........................
Occ. 89- 8869 9556 112 Murray ...........................
Ms. 89- 7630 9485 101 Ashburnham ...................

9287 9496 Westmoreland ................
9497 do ..............................

7630
9498 .. do ..............................
9486 Ashburnham.....................

8272 9454 Canbalego .........................
2995 9487 109 White. .7.............................

9488
101

do ..............................
7400 9491 Cunningham .....................
7562 9508 109 Booroondarra.....................

it 9509 do ..............................
6756 9475 Waljeers, &c.................... do ...............

9287 9499 101 Westmoreland ................
it 9500 do ............. ........
11 9501 . . do .........................

Area.
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.
Folio.

a. r. p.
275 0 0 
275 2 0
364 2 0
365 0 0 
228 0 0

2 0 10 
10 0 0
9 2 0 
0 1 30 
0 3 0 
2 1 30 
5 2 18

10 3 0 
440 0 0 

0 1 10
0 1 30 
2 2 38
2 3 20
1 1 9 
1 1 13

18 0 20
18 3 21
4 1 10 

22 0 8
1 0 224 
0 3 8
3 0 0 

10 1 0 
22 2 0 
48 0 0

21,200 0 0 
882 0 0 

8 2 25
10 0
5 19 
0 2 0 
0 2 0

‘2 0 0 
260 0 0 
50 0 0 

560 0 0 
640 0 0 
640 0 0 

178 sq. miles 
a. r. p. 
0 2 5 
5 19

19 0 0

3 Aug., 1889 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

5262

5263

5264

5265

5426
5427

5428

10
10
10

5429

>>

611—
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2

No. of Papers. No of 
Reserve.

Se
ct

io
n

Count}

Ms. 89- 8137 9506 101 Bland...............
4919 9493

109
Inglis . . ...

2995 9489 White
7227 9490 101 Gloucester............
9287 9504 Westmoreland .

9502 do ............

7747
9503 do ....

. 9528 Jlilfera ...............
8453 9521 a Macquarie . .
6568 9518 Mitchell ..
7824 9517 Durham...............
7126 9536

109
Kmg ..........

8163 9535 Vernon ...............
6757 9526

101
Nicholson . .

7126 9537 Kmg.....................
8250 9520 Urana . . . .
6671 9534 33 Gough . ...

}> 9541 do..................

7678
9542
9519

do ...............
Northumberland

8464 9539 >3 W ynyard
8652 9540 Oxley ...............
7631 9516 Ashburnham . ..
6828 9513 112 Buccleuch .......
6193 9453 Bourke ................
7873 9538 101 Murray.............
7631 9514 Ashburnham......

6579
9515 do ............
9524 Clarendon............

6803 9533
109

Camden .. ..
9245 9606 Canbelego .

10595 9577 101 Sandon, &c .
Ain. 89- 2653 9547 Hawes .

88- 1300 9552 Pottinger ....
Ms. 89- 8843 9550 Buccleuch ..........

8188 9548 Cooper . . .
5688 9545 Macquarie ..

9998
9543 do . .
9555 3 Georgiana . . .

9926 9530 Clarke .
8188 9549

109
Cooper. . .

6568 9518 "Mitchell .
Ain. 88- 1300 9551 101 Pottinger
Ms 89- 5688 9544 33 Macquarie ..

C.S 89-736 Cor. 9685 Gough . ..
Ms. 89-10805 9612 N orthumberland

9669 do .
3) 9670 33 do . .

Parish. Area
Government 

Gazette in which 
the description is 

published.

a. r. P-
Narraburra ................... 99 0 0 10 Aug., 1889.
Attunea, &c. . .. 400 0 0 10 33 33

Cooma ........................ 270 0 0 10 33 33

Wollom......................... 32 0 0 10 33 33

Oberon ............................ 2 1 30 10 S3 3 3

do .............................. 5 1 16 10 3 3 33

do .............................. 5 1 18 10 3 3 33

Chnowa ............................ 2 0 0 17 33 3 3

Stewart........................... 10 0 0 17 3 3 ii

Sandy Creek.................. 600 0 0 17 3 5 3 3

Ro-h an .............................. 145 0 0 17 3 3 33

Yass ........................... 27 0 0 17 33 33

Glen Morison................... 39 0 0 17 33 3 3

Whealbah, South ... 354 0 0 17 S3 3 3

Yass ............................... 2 2 0 17 33 3 3

Boree Creek .................................. 56 2 0 17 3 3 33

Louis ..................... 200 0 0 17 33 33

do ........................... 440 0 0 17 33 33

do ............................ 520 0 0 17 , 3 3

Cessnoek........................... 85 0 0 17 33 3 3

Calafat ............................ 97 0 0 17 3 3 33

Terooble.............................. 280 0 0 17 i i 33

Forbes .............................. 22 0 0 17 ii 33

The Peaks ............................... 7,000 0 0 17 ,, 33

Currawananna........................... 830 0 0 17 ,, 33

Toreal .................................................... 40 0 0 17 S3 3 3

Forbes ......................... 0 0 16 17 3 3 33

do ............................ 4 0 0 17 33 33

Kimo ........................ 8 0 5 17 3 3 3 3

Colo.................................... 1,310 0 0 17 3 3 >3

Warong, &c. . ... 2,100 0 0 17 33 3 3

Enmore, &c....................... 144,600 0 0 21 3 3 33

Uriamukki....................... 876 1 0 24 3 3 33

Gunnedah ...................... 11 2 0 24 3 3 33

West Goodradigbee....... 20 0 0 24 3 3 33

Karrandera ................... 0 2 0 24 33 33
Arakoon ........................ 1 0 19 24 3 3 33

do .............................. 1 0 17 24 33 3 3

Yewiangara — . 6 0 0 24 33 33

Lagune ............................ 320 0 0 24 3 3 33

Narrandera ................... 0 3 0 24 3’ 33

Sandy Creek ......... 600 0 0 24 33 S3

Gunnedah ... . 14 3 0 24 33 33

Arakoon ................... 0 3 29 24 1 3 33

Hamilton ...................... 40 0 0 28 33 33

Corrabare . . . 335 0 0 28 ,3 >3

Allandale .... . 50 0 0 28 33 33

Corrabare........................ 17 3 23 28 33 3

Folio

5429

5430

5658

5659

5 >

)>

5660
a
a

5661
J >

> » 

i i

5738
5804
5805

5806

5807
5877

5878

Sydney . Charles Potter, Goi ernmont Printer —1889



1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND TILLAGES, DECLARED UNDER THE 101st SECTION OF THE ACT

48 TIC. No. 18.) ’

Jprmntei to fariiamtitt, pursuant to JUt. 48 13ic. |to. 18, see. 101.

ABSTRACT of all sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 101st section of the Act, 48
Victoria No. 18. ’

City, Town, or Village.

Tocumwal (Village)..........

Yarrangobilly (Village) ..

Uralla (Town) ...................
Drake (Village extension)

Heathcote (Village)..........

Booroorban (Village) ......

Thirlmere ............................

Moonbi (Village) ...............
Glengarry (Village)...........

Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality.

acres. acres.
300 160 County of Denison, parish of 

Tocumwal.
90 490 County of Buccleuch, parish of 

Yarrangobilly.
535 185 County of Sandon, parish of Uralla

40 County of Drake, parish of West 
Fairfield.

1,370 County of Cumberland, parish of 
Heathcote.

660 4,320 County of Townsend, parish of 
Booroorban, &c.

104 301 County of Camden, parish of 
Couridjah.

28 865 County of Inglis, parish of Moonbi
60 720 County of Georgiana, parish of 

Glengarry, &c.

Government Gazette in which 
published.

25 Jan,, 1889, page 730. 

2 Feb., 1889, page 920.

9
9

3) 33

33

1166.
1166.

16 33 33 1316.

16 3 3 33 1317.

23 33 33 1485.

2 March, 1889, page 1740. 
30 „ „ 2463.

[3 A] 155—





1889

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND TILLAGES, DECLARED UNDER THE ACT, 48 VIC. No. 18.)

iPreaenteii to parliament, pursuant to JUt, 48 Die. Jto. 18.

ABSTRACT of all sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 101st section of the Act, 48
Victoria No. 18.

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality. Government Gazette in which 

published.

acres. acres.
Currabubula (Town) 97 2,463 County of Buckland parish of 

Currabubula.
4 May, 1889, page 3310.

[3c?.] 241—
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1889

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOB CITIES, TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, DECLABED UNDEB THE ACT 4S VIC. No. 18.)

Jtesenbi) to Jteliammt, pursuant to JUt 48 ^Bir. 18.

ABSTitACT of all sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under tlie 101st section of tlie Act 48
Victoria No. 18.

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality. Government Gazette in which 

published.

Tabulam (Town) .........................
acres.
Nil.

acres.
875 County of Drake, parish of 18 May, 1889, page 3636.

Hillgrove (Village) ..................... 230 170
Tabulam.

County of Sandon, parish of 23 May, 1889, page 3709.

AVoodstock (Village) ................ 334 1,227
Metz.

County of Bathurst, parish of 23 May, 1889, page 3710.

Muswellbrook (Town)................ 220 410
Kenilworth.

County of Durham, parish of 23 May, 1889, page 3717.

Baratta (Town) ....... ................... Nil. 1021
Bowan.

County of Townsend, parish of 1 June, 1889, page 3880.

Walbundry (Village) ................ 160 3,040
Baratta.

County of Hume, parishes of 1 June, 1889, page 3881.

Drake (Village).............................. 240 316
Walbundry, &c.

County of Drake, parish of West 1 June, 1889, page 3881.
* Fairfield.

[3A] 832—
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V

1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND YILLA&ES, UNDER THE ACT 48 VIC. No. 18.)

fjrmtiteb tv parliament, pursuant tv JUt 48 Pic. JJv. 18.

ABSTRACT of all sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under tlie 101st section of the Act 48
Victoria No. 18.

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality.

Government Gazette in which 
published.

acres. acres.

Huon (Village)............................. 115 140 County of Goulburn, parish of 
Gerogery.

8 June, 1889, page 4059.

Cordillera (Village) ..................... 220 ' 166 County of Georgiana, parish of 
Kangaloolah.

15 June, 1889, page 4212.

Musclebrook (Town) ................ 220 410 County of Durham, parish of 
Rowan.

22 June, 1889, page 4403.

430—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND TILLAGES, DECLARED UNDER THE ACT, 48 TIC. No. 18.

^prmntel) ixr ftaliammt, pursuant to JUt, 48 Uir. |So. 18.

ABSTKACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 101st section of the Act, 48-
Victoria No. 18.

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality. Government Gazette in which 

published.

acres.
■

acres.

Neranie (Village)......................... 260 810 County of Gloucester, parish of 22 July, 1889, page 5145.
Forster.

Murrumburrah (Tillage)............ 515 1,460 County of Harden, parish of 27 July, 1889, page 5156.
Murrimboola.

[8c?.] 519—

1
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1S89.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES, TOWNS, AND TILLAOES, UNDER THE ACT, 48 Y1C. No. 18.)

ito&mttb to -parliament, pursuant to TUt 48 'Sir. £io. 18.

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, and Villages, declared under the 101st section of the Act 48
. ' Victoria No. 18.

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality, Government Gazette in which 

published.

Mongarlowe (Village) ..............

acres.

80

acres.

67 County of St. Vincent, parish of 3 August, 1889, page 5259.

Bethungra.......................... Nil 1,100

Budawang.

County of- Clarendon, parish of 3 August, 1889, page 5267.

Oberon (Town)......................... 408 Nil

Bethungra.

County of Westmoreland, parish 10 August, 1889, page 5422.

St. Albans.................................. Nil 440

of Oberon.

County of Northumberland, &c., 21 August. 1889, page 5739.
parish of St. Albans, &c.

«

13d.-} 608—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

GROWN LANDS.
(SITES FOR CITIES,' TOWNS, AND VILLAGES, UNDER THE ACT 48 VIC. No. 18.)

IJresentei to Jparliaintni, pursuant to JUi 48 89if, it0. 18.

ABSTRACT of all Sites for Cities, Towns, and ; Villages;declared under the 101st section of tlie Act 48
■ Victoria No. 18. .

City, Town, or Village. Area for City, 
Town, or Village.

Area for 
Suburbs. Locality. Government Gazette in which 

published.

acres. acres.

•

Moree (Town) ......................... 670 1,640 County of Courallie, parish of 
Moree.

3J August, 1889, page 5989.

Sturt (Village) .......................... Nil 728 Countyr of Auckland, parish ol 
Towamba.

31 August, 1889, page 5990.

Alectown (Village) .........  ..... 74 Nil County of Kennedy, parish of 
Houston.

18 Sept., 1889, page 6564.

Maryland (Village) .................. 165 Nil County of Buller, parish of Mary
land.

21 Sept., 1889, page 6642.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HYDE, PHILLIP, AND COOK PARKS.
(REPORT OF TRUSTEES FOR YEAR 1888.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 14 April, 1889.

The Chairman, Trustees of Hyde, Phillip, and Cook Parks to The Secretary
for Lands.

Sir) The Board Room, Hyde Park, 5 March, 1889.
’ The Trustees of Hyde, Phillip, and Cook Parks have the honor to submit to the Executive and 

to Parliament the following Report for the past year, 1888 :— .
1. As mentioned in our Report of the 24th March, 1887, the three Parks comprise not less than 

52 acres, of which area Hyde Park contains about 45 acres, having asphalted walk nearly 5 miles in 
length, over which more than 30,000 persons (including all ages) pass daily.

2. We had then completed an enclosure for exclusively indigenous plants, of which about 300 
species are now named and labelled. A second has in the past year been added, and both are among the 
most interesting portions of the Park. We reported also an increased number of other enclosures 
containing collections of rare plants, and the substitution of iron railing in various directions, as tar as 
our means extended, for the unsightly old wooden structures.

3. During the year 1888 the following works have been accomplishedThree large new beds
have been made, enclosed with iron railing, trenched and planted: One devoted to the growth of palms, 
macrozamias, and agaves; one to ornamental plants of a sub-tropical character; and the third to 
ornamental indigenous trees and shrubs solely. There are now altogether twenty-three similar enclosures 
in Hyde Park, some of them nearly half an acre in extent, and laid out in parterres. We have in these 
enclosures a rich collection of plants, and a succession of flowrers has been maintained in all ot them 
during the different seasons of the year, adding greatly to the attractions of the Park and the pleasure ot 
its numerous visitors. _ . . „

4. A rockery has been erected round the playing fountain in the lakelet (near the junction ot 
Elizabeth and Liverpool streets), with additions made to the waterfall and to the existing rockery, where 
the succulents are growing. A stone fountain, 22 ft. in diameter, having a centre-piece representing 
dolphins, made to throw out jets of water, has been erected in the north-eastern section of the Park. 
This was a gift to the Trustees by Mr. John Baptist, of Redfern. The same gentleman gave also to the 
Trustees eight large iron vases, which have been placed in suitable positions on the Park, with agaves and 
yuccas surmounting them. He has given us also many valuable plants, and two lofty palms {Chcemerops 
excelsa), 14 and 16 ft. high, which have been successfully transplanted.

5. Parliament having, in response to our suggestion in March, 1887, granted the necessary tunas,
a band pavilion has been erected on one of the large lawns on the north-eastern section of Hyde Park, 
and bands, both of the Permanent and Volunteer Artillery Eorces and Infantry Regiments as well as 
other associated city bands (the Young Australian and Centennial among others), have at stated intervals 
rendered excellent music there, many selections being of a superior and instructive class and character. 
These performances are very much appreciated by the public. On fine days there have been as many as
3,000 persons present. The Naval Brigade Band performed on one evening, greatly to the enjoyment ot 
a large body of listeners, and the band of the Industrial Blind Institution, Boomerang-street, has also on 
one or two occasions played there. _ . . ....

».i«' 6. Eighteen new seats have been purchased and placed in various positions on the Park, principal y 
near the band pavilion, for the convenience of listeners there. A new lawn-mowing-machine has also 
been purchased and brought into use. All the asphalted wMks have been top-dressed from time to time 
with tar and sand, a work necessary to keep them in order, the large traffic daily over them being 
considered. They require, in fact, constant supervision and care. One man is employed almost exclusively 
in keeping them free from the dropping of leaves and other debris left by night wanderers and others. 
On the other hand, four or five labourers are daily at work throughout the year keeping the numerous 
beds in order, trenching where necessary for additional enclosures, pruning or occasionally removing o a
and planting new shrubs and trees, watering, manuring, &c. .

7. It will be obvious from this detail that a very considerable yearly expenditure is unavoidable, 
unless these extensive grounds, now becoming an ornament to the city, are to revert to their former 
unkept and discreditable state. This is, of course, a matter for Parliament to determine, heven men 
altogether, including the overseer, are employed—practised and reliable workers and our total expendi
ture, with secretary’s salary, is £93 per month. We have made inquiries as to the cost or public gardens 
elsewhere, and we find that our own, the extent and kind of work being considered, is under the average
exnenditure On behalf of the Trustees,expenditure. ALFRED STEPHEN,

Chairman.
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NATIONAL PAKK.
(EXTRACT OE DEED OE GRANT OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly'to be printed, 1 May, 1889.

[Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No. 8, of 1st May, 1889.]

8. Mb. WaIiKEB asked The Colonial Seceetaky,—Have the trustees the power and authority to 
grant a lease of any portion of the National Park to any publican for the purpose of erecting a 
public-house or hotel ?

. EXTRACT OE DEED OE GRANT.
In the Deed of Grant of the National Parkitis provided—“ That for the purpose of providing accommodation 
for the persons visiting the said Park lands it shall be lawful for the said trustees of the National Park 
from time to time by deed under their hands and seals or the hands and seals of any three of them 
authorized so to do at any general meeting of the trustees of the National Park of which a copy of the 
resolution authorizing such letting endorsed upon the lease and signed by any three of the trustees of the 
National Park for the time being shall be prima facie proof to grant under such terms and conditions as to 
them shall seem expedient leases of parcels of the land of the said Park each parcel not to exceed five (5) 
acres, to any person or firm desirous of erecting buildings at which lodgings or refreshments may be 
purchased or to the owners or keepers of steam launches or boats for the use of visitors to the said Park 
in or at such part of the said land as the trustees ef the National Park in their discretion may think fit 
for any number of years not exceeding seven years commencing from the time of the signing the lease by 
which the right of using the said lands shall be granted at such rents whether uniform or otherwise and 
subject to such terms and conditions as to the erection of buildings upon the said land so leased or as to 
the uses by the lessees of the lands so leased as the trustees of the National Park may think fit and that 
for the purpose of providing for a superior class of building for the accommodation of visitors to the said 
Park lands it shall be lawful for the trustees of the National Park by and with the consent of the 
Governor for the time being of the said Colony first obtained but not otherwise to grant leases of parcels 
of the said land (in addition to the leases which the trustees are hereinbefore empowered to grant) each 
parcel not to exceed five (5) acres in such position as the trustees of the National Park may think 
desirable for a term of more than seven (7) and not exceeding twenty-one years upon such terms as to 
the erection of buildings and the purpose for which such buildings shall be used by the lessees and as to 
whether any lessee shall be allowed to apply for and oblain a license for the sale of liquor at such 
buildings and as to the amount of rent to be paid and whether the same shall be uniform or not and 
whether all or any of the said parcels of land for the whole or part of the term of the lease shall be let at 
a rack-rent with or without building covenants or at a nominal rent or other rent with building covenants 
as the trustees of the National Park in their discretion shall think fit. "

218—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COMMONS ACTS, 1873 AND 1886.
(BEGTOIATIONS.)

ijjkmntei to iflarlmmmt pirrsttant to Jtcts.

Department of Mines,
Stock Branch, ,

Sydney, 15th February, 1SS3.

REGULATIONS.—THE COMMONS ACTS, 1S73-1SS6.
His E\'celleney the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to cancel the Regulations of 13th 
November, 1886, and 14th July, 1887, under the above-named Acts, and to substitute the following in lieu thereof which are 
hereby published for general information.

JOHN MOORE CHANTER.

Meetings of Commoners and of Trustees.

Meetings of Commoners.
1. The Trustees of every Common shall cause at least seven

days’ notice of every meeting of Commoners to be given by 
advertisement in a local newspaper, and by posting notices at 
the Post Office nearest to the Common. •

Trustees to meet once a quarter.
2. The Trustees of a Common shall meet once at least 

every quarter. Three to form a quorum, and the Chairman 
shall have a casting vote.

Business at special meetings.
3. A special meeting of Trustees may be convened by the 

Chairman or by any other Trustee upon twenty-four hours’ 
notice being given of such meeting. No business shall be 
transacted at a special meeting except that specified in the 
notice thereof.

Service of notice of meetings of Trustees.
4. Notice of a meeting shall be given by delivering it per

sonally to the Trustee, or leaving it at his place of business or 
residence, or by transmitting it by registered letter through 
the post.

■ Commoners' Roll.
Applications for enrolment.

5. Any person claiming commonable rights upon or with 
respect to a Common may make an application, to the effect 
of Form 1 hereto, to the Trustees of such Common to have his 
name entered on the Commoners’ roll.

How and when applications for enrolment are to be lodged.
6. Every such application shall be lodged with the Chair

man of the Trustees not more than fourteen nor less than 
seven days previous to the date of the meeting at which such- 
application shall be considered.

How applications for enrolment are to be dealt with, and when.

7. All such applications shall he numbered and entered in 
the order in which they are received, in a list containing the 
names and addresses of the applicants, and the dates on which 
the applications were received, and shall, if lodged within the 
time hereinbefore prescribed, be considered and dealt with at 
the quarterly meeting of Trustees held next after the lodging 
of such application.

Procedure at meeting.

8. At such meetings the persons making application for
enrolment may attend in support thereof, and the Trustees 
(whose decision shall be final) shall consider and decide witli 
respect to all such applications and to any objections taken 
thereto. .

Mode of enrolment.

9. The Trustees of every Common shall cause the names of 
the persons whom they consider entitled to commonable rights 
upon or with respect to such Common to be entered in the 
order in which they are numbered In a hook to be kept by the 
Secretary for the Common to the effect of Form 2 hereto; 
and such book shall be the Commoners’ Roll of such Common.

I
 Revision of Commoners’ Roll.

10. The Trustees of every Common shall, in the month of 
, December in each year, at a meeting specially called for that 
| purpose—of which notice, as prescribed by Regulation No. 1,

I
ishall have been given—revise the Commoners’ Roll of such 
Common, and shall strike off from such roll the name of every 
person who is proved to their satisfaction to have died, or 
otherwise ceased to be entitled to commonable rights upon or 
with respect to such Common.
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Fees tot licenses to remove soil, stone, and timber from Commons.

11. The following fees shall be chargeable for licenses to 
remove soil or stone and to cut and remove timber from any 
Common :—
For soil, per load, one shilling.
For stone, per load, one shilling.
For standing timber for firewood, per load, not exceeding the 

rates set out in Form 4.
For other standing timber, per tree, one shilling and sixpence.

And all such fees shall be paid to the Trustees of the Com
mon from which such soil or stone is intended to be removed 
or such timber is intended to be cut; and all such fees shall 
be applied to the improvement of such Common.

Fees for extended pasturage on Common.
12. The Trustees of any Common who shall allow the right 

of extended pasturage to any animals actually in use by bona fide 
carriers, teamsters, travellers, or drovers, for carriage, riding, 
or driving on such Common, may demand and receive from 
the owners or persons in charge of such animals fees for such 
pasturage at rates not exceeding those specified in Form 3 
hereto.

13. The Trustees of any Common who shall allow any 
travelling stock to be depastured on such Common may 
demand and receive from the drover or person in charge of 
such stock fees for such pasturage at rates not exceeding those 
specified in Form 3 hereto for that description of stock.

14. All such fees shall be appropriated for the improvement 
of the Common on which such extended pasturage or the pas
turage of travelling stock shall have been allowed.

Form 1.
COMMONS ACTS, 1873-1886.

Application for enrolment as Commoner.
To the Chairman of the Trustees of the Common at
I, , of , hereby claim to be entitled
to commonable rights upon or with respect to the Common at 

, on the following grounds [here state qualifi
cation], and to have my name entered on the Commoners’ roll 
of the said Common.

Applicant.
Witness.

Dated at this
day of 188 .

2

Form 2.
COMMONS ACTS, 1873-1886. 

Commoners’ Boll of the Common.

1 1
No. jDate. j Name. Address. Age. Ground of claim for 

enrolment. Remarks.

Form 3.
COMMONS ACTS, 1873-1886.

Limit of fees chargeable by Trustees for extended pasturage 
and for the pasturage of travelling stock.

Not exceeding

Description of Stock. Per head per day. Per eight head 
per day.

Horses. Cattle. Sheep.

s. d. s. d. s. d.
Carriers, teamsters, travel

lers, and drovers’ working 
stock.

0 1 0 1

Travelling stock .................. 0 1 0 1 0 1

Form 4.
COMMONS ACTS, 1873-1886.

Scale of fees chargeable for standing timber cut for firewood.

Number of Loads.

1 Horse. 2 Horses. 3 Horses. 4 Horses. Bullock
Team.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.
0 6 0 8 0 10 i 0 1 0

[3d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOE PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND AT SHELLHARBOUR FOR PUBLIC RECREATION.)

fteaenttb to $arlrammt, pursuant to JUt 44 Hie. Ho. 16, sec. 6,

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, ) ByHisExcellencyTheRightHonourable 
to wit. ( Charles Robert, Baroh Carrington,

a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, Knight 

(l.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington, Order of Saint Michael and Saint 

Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of 
the Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the resumption of a portion of land at Shell Harbour for 
public recreation, and for the acquisition thereof public funds 
are lawfully available ; and whereas the land hereinafter 
described is required for public recreation: Now, I, the 
Governor of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive 
Council of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this 
behalf given to or vested in me by the “ Lands for Public 
Purposes Acquisition Act,” do by this notification, published in 
the Gazette, and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Kiama 
Independent,” circulated in the Police District wherein the 
said land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter described 
has been resumed for the public purposes hereinafter 
mentioned, that is to say, for public recreation, to the 
intent that, upon the publication of this notification in the 
Gazette, the legal estate in the said land shall forthwith be 
vested in the Minister for Public Works and his successors, 
on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of the said last- 
mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee simple in 
possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, obligations, 
estates, interest, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or 
other easements whatsoever; and to the intent, further, that 
the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the

said Minister as a trustee with the powers stated in the said 
last-mentioned Act. And I declare that the following is the 
description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—

All that piece or parcel of land situate in (.he county of 
Camden, parish of Terragong, town of Shell Harbour : Com
mencing on the left bank of a creek which forms the south
eastern boundary of section 1, at its intersection of the south
easterly prolongation of the north-eastern side of John-street ; 
and bounded thence on the south-west by a line partly forming 
that side of that street north-westerly to the easternmost 
corner of allotment 4 of section 2, by the north-eastern boun
daries of allotments 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, and 13 in the same section 
north-westerly to the northernmost corner of the last-named 
allotment, by a line north-westerly to the easternmost corner 
of allotment 2 of section 3, and by the north-eastern boundary 
of that allotment north-westerly to its northernmost comer ; 
thence on the west by a line northerly to the southernmost 
corner of allotment 1 of sectim 4 ; thence on the north-west 
and west by the south-eastern and eastern boundaries of allot
ments 1 and 2 of that section north-easterly to the north
eastern extremity of the south-eastern side of Town’s-street; 
thence again on the west by a line northerly to the easternmost 
corner of allotment 7 of section 5 ; thence on the south-west 
by part of the north-eastern boundary of that allotment north
westerly to high-water mark on the shore of the Pacific Ocean ; 
and thence by that shore generally southerly to the left bank 
of the creek aforesaid, and by that bank upwards, to the point 
of commencement, containing about 30 acres.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty- 
third day of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty- 
second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,

BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

[3d.] 339—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

• * . ' ' . T

HARGKAVES AND AVISFORD COMMONS.
(REPORTS, *c., IN CONNECTION WITH THE SALE OR LEASE OF.) . ■

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 March, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of 
New South Wales, dated 6th November, 1888, That there be laid upon the 
Table of this House,—

“ Copies of all letters, papers, petitions, reports, applications, and other 
“ documents received by the Lands and Mines Departments in connection 
“ with the sale or lease of portions of the Hargraves and the Avisford 
“ Commons.”

{Mr, Wall.)

■ SCHEDULE.
no. Haegrayes Common. . rage.

1. Memorandum from District-Surveyor Crouch to Mr. Surveyor Conolly as to the offering of annual leases in the
• population area of Hargraves. 31 June, 1887................................................................... ........................................... 2

2. The Trustees, Hargraves Common, to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P. 18 October, 1887..................................................... 2
3. W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P., to the Secretary for Lands. 20 October, 1887 ..................................................................... 2
4. Surveyor Conolly reporting on protest v. alienation of any portion of the Common. 28 November, 1887 .............. 2
5. Surveyor Conolly reporting re temporary Common—Minutes and tracing. 29 November, 1887 .......................... 3
6. Executive Council minute withdrawing land from Common—Description. 21 May, 1888 ...................................... 3
7. Gazette notice. 9 June, 1888 ................................................................................................................... :.......................... 4
8. Petition from residents and miners, Hargraves, to the Secretary for Mines—Minutes thereon. July, 1888............... 4
9. The Under Secretary for Lands to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P. 13 July, 1888................................................................. 4

10. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Under Secretary for Lands. 19 July, 1888...........................................   4
11. The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. District-Surveyor Crouch—Minutes. 28 August, 1888 .............................. 5
12. W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P., to the Secretary for Mines. 13 September, 1888................................................................. 5
13. Mr. Warden Meares to the Under Secretary for Mines—Minute thereon. 22 September, 1888 .......................... 5
14. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to Secretary for Mines, forwarding petition—Minute and enclosure. 24

September, 1888 ...................................................................................................  5
15. The Under Secretary for Lands in reply to letter of 19 July. ■ 2 October, 1888 ......................................................... 6
16. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Warden Meares. 3 October, 1888 ..................................................................... 6
17. Newspaper extract—Minute thereon................................................................................................................................... 6
.18, The Chief Inspector of Stock to John Haynes, Esq., M.P. 15 October, 1888............................................................. 7
19. Same to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P. 15 October, 1888 .........................................................:........................................... . 7
20. Same to Secretary of Trustees of Common. 15 October, 1888 ........................................................................................ 7
21. The Under Secretary for Lands to the Under Secretary for Mines. 17 October, 1888 ...... . .................................. 7
22. Mr. Warden Steel’s report. 23 October, 1888.........................................................   7
23. Mr. A. Hickey to Mr. Warden Steel—Minute. 23 October, 1888 .............................................................. .................. 8 •

Avisford Common. ,, -
1. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to the Secretary for Lands. 27 March, 1886........................................................... . . 8
2. Same to same—Minute. 24 May, 1886.......................................................................................................................... ' 8
3. The Chief Inspector of Stock in reply to above. 8 June, 1886..................       8
4. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to the Secretary for Lands. 6 November, 1886 ......................................................  9 ■
5. Same to the Secretary for Mines—Enclosure. 16 November, 1886............................................................................... 9
6. Mr. Warden Steel’s report, and forwarding copy of evidence taken at inquiry—Minute. 20 December, 1886 ... 9
7. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Steel. 5 January, 1887 ..................................................................... 10
8. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to the Secretary for Mines—Minute thereon. 20 March, 1887 ............................ 10
9. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Secretary, Trustees of Common. 7 April, .1887...........................   10

10. Same to the Under Secretary for Lands. 7 April, 1887 ‘.......................................     11 ■
11. Gazette notice withdrawing land from temporary Common, Avisford. 14 May, 1887'............................................... 11
12. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to John Haynes, Esq., M.P.—Minute thereon. 31 May, 1887 ...........  11
13. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Under Secretary for Lands. 8 July, 1887 ..............  11
14. Secretary, Trustees of Common, to the Secretary for Mines—Minute thereon. 11 July, 1887 ................................ 11
15. The Under Secretary for Lands in reply to letter of the 8th instant. 14 July, 1887 ...........................................  .12 .
16. Mr. Warden Steel’s report in accordance with above letter—Minute thereon. 30 July,- 1887............  12
17. The Under. SecVetary.for Mines to the Under Secretary for Lands. 10 August, 1887 .............................................. 12
18. Executive Council minute withdrawing land from temporary common, Avisford—Descriptions enclosed. 21 May,

1888 ...................................................................................... .......................................................................................... .. 12
19. " Gazette notices in accordance with above. 9 June, 1888 ............................................................................................ 13

51—A-
[870 copies—Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £12 8s. 0d.]
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HARGRAVES AND AVISFOED COMMONS.

Hargraves Common.
No. 1. '

Memo, from Mr. District-Surveyor Crouch to Mr. Surveyor Conolly.
3 June, 1887.

Parishes of "With reference to my circular of this date as to the desirability of offering annual leases in population 
Kraresl’Avisford, areas, Mr. Conolly is requested to furnish a report, together with design of the vacant lands within the 
cSuDtvof’ population area at Hargraves, in the terms of the circular referred to. _
Wellington. This population area is identical with the temporary Common, but the latter appears to be excessive

in area, and might he reduced without detriment to public interests.
I have, &c.,

H. A. CEOUCH,
--------  District Surveyor.

Eeceived, 14/6/87.—T.W.C. Eeplied to by 87-47, of 29th November.—T. W. Conollt,
Surveyor. ____________________________

No. 2.
The Trustees, Hargraves Common, to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P.

gjr ^ Hargraves, 18 October, 1887.
’ We, the Trustees of the Hargraves Common, beg to draw your attention to the following :— 

Whereas some few years ago a portion of our temporary Common was measured off for sale, and whereas 
there are further surveys now being made on the western side of our Common (which includesjthe only 
permanent water we have, and without which the remainder of the Common would be almost useless) ; 
We, the Trustees, on behalf of the residents of Hargraves, respectfully request you, as our worthy 
representative, in co-operation with Messrs. Black and Haynes, M’s.P., to ascertain whether the G-overn- 
ment intends to curtail our Common still further. . .

We are forwarding copies of this to Messrs. Black and Haynes, and we beg that you will give the 
matter your earliest attention, so that we may take immediate steps to prevent such injustice.

We have, &c.,
John JPeteie, Chairman.
Andbew Hickey.

. ' John M'Gowan.
William Wakelin.

{Per James B. Baley, Hon. Sec.)

No. 3.
W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Lands.

gjr Legislative Assembly, 20 October, 1887.
' I have the honor to bring under your notice the above letter, which I have received from the 

Trustees of the Hargraves Common, protesting against the sale of portions thereof, which I respectfully 
trust will meet with immediate attention. I have, &c.,

--------  W. C. WALL.
The District Surveyor for early report.—S.F., B.C., 20/10/87. Inform Mr. Wall, M.P. Mr. 

Surveyor Conolly for explanatory report of projected action.—H. A. Ceouch, District Surveyor, 15/11/87. 
Eeceived 18 November. Eeplied to by No. 87-46, 28th November.—T. W. Conolly, Surveyor.

No. 4.
Mr. Surveyor Conolly to Mr. District-Surveyor Crouch.

Protest by the Trustees of the Hargraves Temporary Common against alienation of any part thereof, 
and explaining projected action in dealing with the temporary Common, with a view to obtaining 
revenue from part thereof by leasing annually for pastoral purposes.
g-r Mudgee, 28 November, 1887.

, ’ In compliance with your B.C. instructions, No. 87-49, of 15th November, I have the honor
most respectfully to submit,— , _ , „ „ „ , ,

2. Tour letter of 18th November, No. 87-214, to the Under Secretary, fully deals with the 
Hargraves Common Trustees’ protest re alienation, none such being contemplated.

3. The projected action in connection with proposal to offer for annual lease for pastoral purposes 
certain lands withm the population area of Hargraves, which is identical within the temporary Common, 
will contain a submission for reduction of Common by about 3,500 acres, leaving still an area of 9,000 
acres, exclusive of permanent Common and unalienated lands within town boundaries for a population of
not more than 200 people. _ .

4. It will not be proposed to interfere with watering places, and much of the best grazing country
will he retained in the interests of commoners.

5 Bull report will follow in a few days. I have, &c.,p T. W. CONOLLY,
' . .. Surveyor.
' . ' • ■ ' No. 5.
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No. 5.
Mr. Surveyor Conolly to Mr. District-Surveyor Crouch.

. Eevobt re Temporary Common at Hargraves, within the population area of Hargraves, county of 
_ . . "Wellington.

Sir, Mudgee, 29 November, 1887.
In compliance with your memorandum of instructions, No. 87-30, of 3rd June, I have the 

honor to report,—
_ 2. The area of the Hargraves temporary Common is about 13,000 acres. The contained population
is about 200. So the inhabitants enjoy the privilege of grazing their stock over an area equal to 65 acres 
per head of population. In addition to this privilege they have the use of unsold lands within town 
limits (about 360 acres), and a permanent Common of 610 acres, giving a total of 14,000 acres for 200 
people. '

3. It is so patent that the commonage is excessive, that I respectfully submit for your consideration 
the design herewith for seven annual leases for pastoral purposes, which lie partly within the popu- Sec Appendix 
lation area.

# 4. It is proposed to reduce the temporary Common to 9,500 acres, and to lease the remaining 3,500 
acres in connection with adjoining Crown lands.

5. The Trustees for the Hargraves Common state that Stockyard Creek, which is a head of 
Maroombilla Creek, is one of their best watering places. The country throughout is mountainous and - 
broken, but the water supply is good in all parts ; however, as there has been an expressed wish to retain 
the south-west part of the Common, I would suggest that it be retained for the use of commoners.

6. As the mining population is so tenacious in holding to certain privileges granted at the time 
when it was deemed judicious to give large inducements and great freedom by reservations of land from 
sale and lease, I think it is expedient to leave very ample provision, lest by a vigorous readjustment 
popular excitement may be moved to defeat the object of turning altogether enormously disproportionate 
reservations for commonage into rent-producing pastoral leases, which, in view of the diminution of 
population and falling off of mining returns, is demanded in the interest of the State at large.

7. Th^ most accessible and best grazing land is proposed to be retained for the use of the 
commoners.

8. The projected leases are indicated by the hetched lines, and upset rentals, which I think may
fairly be expected, are shown on each block in blue colour. '

I have, &c., .
T. W. CONOLLY,

--------  Surveyor.
Entered in Eeserve Book, District Survey Office.—J.Gr.F., 20/2/88. Annual leases dealt with

separately by my memo, to Under Secretary, No. 88-22, 2lst February, 1888.—H.A.C. Memo, of
instructions and design herewith, Mr. Gerard.—9 December. Submitted in connection with my memo,
of the 21st February, No. 88-22. 88-2,030 Occ. The area reserved for commonage purposes is
unquestionably excessive, and the proposal to offer part of Common as annual lease under the 85th section 
is recommended.—H. A. Choucji, District Surveyor, 21/2/88. The Hnder Secretary for Lands.

No. 6.
Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.

"Withdrawal of Land from Temporary Commonage.
. . Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 May, 1888.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the within described 
portion of land, situated in the county of Wellington, parishes of Hargraves and Grattai, area about 
3,635 acres, be withdrawn from the temporary Commonage at Hargraves for purposes of lease.

THOMAS GAEEETT.

The Executive Council advise that the portion of land referred to be withdrawn [from the temporary 
Commonage at Hargraves for purposes of lease. Approved.—Cabbington, 22/5/88. A. C. Budge, 
Clerk of the Council, 22/5/88. Minute, 22/5/88. Confirmed, 29/5/88. .

WlTHDBAWAL FBOM TeMPOBABY COMMON AT HaBGBAVES.

His Excellency the Governor, with- the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified 
that the portion of land- hereinafter described has been withdrawn from the temporary Commonage at 
Hargraves. . ^

Eastern Division Land District of Mudgee—Within the population area of Hargraves. '
Part of the Hargraves Temporary Common, county of Wellington, parishes of Hargraves and 

Grattai, area about 3,635 acres ; that part of the Hargraves temporary Common, notified 7th June, 1870, 
included within the following boundary : Commencing at the south-west corner of the town of Hargraves, 
as notified 20th March, 1885, and bounded thence on part of the east by a line partly forming the west 
boundary of the town, bearing north to a point west of the south-west corner of portion 25, parish of 
Hargraves ; thence on part of tne south by a line bearing east to that corner of that portion ; thence on 
the remainder of the east by part of the west boundary of portion 25 aforesaid, bearing north to the 
north boundary of the Hargraves temporary Comlnon; thence on the north by part of the north boundary 
of the temporary Common, bearing west to its north-west corner; on the west by part of the west 
boundary of the temporary Common, bearing south about 2 miles to its intersection with the right bank of 
Maroombilli Creek; thence on the south-west by that creek upwards to a point west of the point of 
Commencement; and on the remainder of the south by a line bearing east to that point.

This revocation does not affect reserve from conditional purchase proclaimed 17th March, 1884. ■

No. 7.

i
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. -No- 7.
■ Gazette Notice. ■

. . Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 June, 1888.
. , WlTHnEAWAl FEOM TeMPOEAET COMMON AT HaEGEATES. .

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that the 
portion of land hereinafter described has been withdrawn from the temporary commonage at Hargraves. 

.................... THOS. GARRETT.

. Eastern Division—Land District of Mudgee—"Within the population area of Hargraves.
Part of the Hargraves Temporary Common, county of Wellington, parishes of Hargraves and 

Grattai, area about 3,635 acres. That part of the Hargraves temporary Common, notified 7th June, 1870, 
included within the following boundaries : Commencing at the south-west corner of the town of Hargraves, 

-.. as notified 20th' March, 1885 ; and bounded thence on part of the east by a line partly forming the west 
boundary of the town hearing north to a point west of the south-west corner of portion 25, parish of 
Hargraves • thence on part of the south by a line bearing east to that corner of that portion ; thence on 
the remainder of the east by part of the west boundary of portion 25 aforesaid bearing north to the north 
boundary of the Hargraves temporary Common ; thence on the north by part of the north boundary of 
the temporary Common bearing west to its north-west corner; on the west by part of the west boundary 
of the temporary Common bearing south about 2 miles to its intersection with the right bank of Maroom
billi Creek ; thence on the south-west by that creek upwards to a point west of the point of commencement; 
and on the remainder of the south by a line bearing east to that point.

This revocation does not afiect reserve from conditional purchase, proclaimed 17th March, 1884. 
[Ms. 88-6,815] .

No. 8.
Petition from Residents and Miners of Hargraves to The Secretary for Mines.

The humble petition of the undersigned, residents and miners of Hargraves,—
Showeth:—■

That it is with regret we notice in the Government Gazette of 9th June, 1888, that it is 
contemplated to withdraw from the Hargraves Common a large portion lying to the west of the township 
of Hargraves which embraces the most permanent water on the Common, and the proposed boundary line 
of which, running as it does along the western boundary of the township, it is evident that the loss of the 
block would largely interfere with mining interests.

More than 300 acres of the Common are at present held under gold-mining lease ; upwards of 
£4,000 has already been expended on machinery within the last few months, and in all probability several 
other plants will follow in due course. These facts, together with the fact that gold is now being 
obtained in several of the mines now at work, have drawn a large and daily increasing population to the 
place. , .

Your Petitioners would humbly suggest that under these circumstances any curtailment of the 
Common at the present time is ill advised and would be injurious to the best interests of the district, and 
particularly detrimental to mining pursuits, and we therefore beg that the proposed curtailment be not 
carried out. '

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever prav.
' . W. H. BOND,

• R. G. BOND,
W. AY. MILLETT,

--------  And sixty-eight others.
Has this Department been consulted or notified of the intention to reduce this Common?—H.AV., 

14/7/88. No.—A.B., 18/7/88. The Tinder Secretary for Mines. Ask Lands Department whether 
it is proposed to cancel any part of this Common, and then refer to the Warden for report as to the effect 
of proposed cancellation.—H.W., 18/7/88. The Mining Warden, Mudgee, for report.—E.W. (for
A.B.), B.C. 19/9/88. This petition seems to have been sent to me in error, as the locality is within 
Mr. Warden Steele’s division of the gold-field, and I therefore forward to him.—W. D. Meaees, Warden, 
12/10/88. ■ _______

No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Lands to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 13 July, 1888.
Referring to the letter forwarded by you from the trustees of the Hargraves temporary 

Common, dated the 18th October, 1887, protesting against the curtailment of the Common in question,— 
I have the honor to inform you that under the report of the District Surveyor, to the effect that the area of 
the Common is excessive, areas of 675 acres and 3,635 acres have been withdrawn from the temporary 
Commonage at Avisford and Hargraves by notice in the Government Gazette of the 9th ultimo, with a 
view to the land being offered for annual lease. I have, &c.,

E. H. WILSON 
(Eor the Tinder Secretary).

No. 10.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 July, 1888.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to state whether it is proposed to 

cancel any portion of the Common at Hargraves. I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

• , Tinder Secretary.
“ ‘ ~ ^ No. 11,
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No. IX.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. District-Surveyor Crouch.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 28 August, 1888.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to state whether any further with

drawals from the temporary Common at Hargraves are at present contemplated. .
I have, &c.,

. F. H. WILSON
--------  (For the Under Secretary).

Mr: Gerard, 4th September. It is not proposed at present to interfere with any portion of the 
Hargraves temporary Common.—H. A. Ceouch, District Surveyor, 26 September, 1888. The Under 
Secretary for Lands.

The Mines Department may he so informed.—E.H.D. (for the Under Secretary). Corresponding 
Branch, 10/10/88. Under Secretary for Mines informed.—H.L.T., 17/10/88. Put away.—J.O.D., 
19/10/88. . .

No. 12.
W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, , ' Mudgee, 13 September, 1888.
I had the honor some short time ago to present to you a petition from the miners at Hargraves 

protesting against the sale of a portion of the Hargraves Common, which you promised to forward to the 
Lands Department with a minute requesting that the land be withdrawn from sale. ' I heard no more of 
the matter, and I now learn that the land has been sold. 1

The miners and residents of Hargraves are justly indignant that their petition has been ignored. 
I would be extremely glad if you would furnish me with a copy of the reply, if any, received by your 
Department to the petition by which they, the Lands Department, justify their action in selling this land 
against the unanimous petition of the miners. I have, &c.,

, W. C. WALL.

No. 13.
Mr. Warden Meares to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, . Mudgee, 22 September, 1888.
With reference to the petition received on the 9th July last from miners and others at Har

graves against the withdrawal from the Hargraves temporary Common of an area of 3,625 acres, ais 
Gazetted on the 9th June last, and which petition you hare referred to me for report, I have the honor to 
inform you that a notice appeared, in the Government Gazette of the 20th July last that this and some 
adjoining land would be offered for sale for annual lease on the 20th August last, and that on that day all 
the lots so offered, except one of 263 acres, were sold.

Uuder these circumstances I think it probable that you may not require any report from me, and 
before going out to Hargraves I shall await further instructions, as this sale of the leases may make 
further inquiry unnecessary. . I have, &c.,

W. D. MEARES,
--------  . Warden. .

As the leases granted of the laud here referred to are only annual, I think Mr. Warden Meares 
should be asked to make the report called for, when, if necessary, such portions of the land as may be 
required for the Common might not be relet.—A.B., 27/9/88. '

The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 29/9/88. Approved.—F.A., 1/10/88.

No. 14.
Mr. J. B. Daly to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Hargraves, 24 September, 1888.
I have the honor to forward to you the accompanying petition, with 141 signatures attached.

You will probably remember that a petition from the miners and residents of Hargraves, praying 
that the Common be left intact, was presented to you on the 17th July last, by Mr. Wall, M.P., for 
Mudgee.

In conclusion, I would humbly suggest that it seems highly improbable that a block of land through 
which the main line of reef runs, and on which several gold-mining leases are held, would be cut'up into 
pastoral leases unless the matter had been misrepresented either to the Mines Department or to the 
Department of Lands. '

Trusting, therefore, that you will give the matter your consideration,
I have, &c.,

JAS. B. DALY,
■ Secretary to the Trustees, Hargraves Common.

For early report.—F.A.. 27/9/88. '
It will be seen from the accompanying letter from the Lands Department that an area of 3,635 

acres has been withdrawn from the Common at Hargraves for annual leasing. The Warden has been 
asked to report as to the area required for Commonage purposes, so that, if necessary, the Lands Depart
ment may be asked not to relet the land. The petitioners and Mr. Wall, M.P., might perhaps be 
informed.—A.B., 3/10/88. The Under Secretary. .

Submitted; Mr. Haynes, M.P., also.—H.W., 12/10/88, Approved.—F.A., 13/10/88.

[Enclosure.]
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[Mielosure.]
Petition from miners and residents, Hargraves, to The Secretary for Mines.

. 4 September, 1888.
The humble Petition of the miners and residents showeth :—

It is with regret that we notice the sale of 4,040 acres of our Common on 21st August 1888, through which the main 
line of reef that is now being worked is known to run, and which comprises the choicest pastures and most permanent 
water.

Now, at the present time, upwards of 300 acres are held under mineral leases, for which £500 has been paid into the 
revenue for mineral leases and miners’ rights during the past seven months.

At the present time two companies, holding about 60 acres, have expended £6,000 in machinery alone. Gold is 
being obtained at several of the leases now being worked on the line of reef, and this fact has drawn a large and daily 
increasing population.
' Your Petitioners would humbly suggest that this curtailment of the Common at the present juncture is ill-advised 
and injurious to .the best interests of the district, and particularly detrimental to mining pursuits ; and your Petitioners 
beg that this portion of the Common may be restored to the inhabitants. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will 
ever pray. .

A. M'LENNAN.
. : W. H. SMITHERS.

W. H. BOND.
[And 138 others.]

No. 15. . .
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 2 October, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 19th July last, I have the honor to invite your attention 

to notice in the Government Gazette of the 9th June last, in which is intimated the withdrawal of certain 
land from the temporary Common at Hargraves, and to inform you that such withdrawal is for the pur
pose of leasing only. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 16.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Warden Meares.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 3 October, 1888.
With reference to your letter of the 22nd ultimo, with regard to a petition against the with

drawal of a portion of the Hargraves Common, I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to state that 
your report should be obtained, as the leases granted are only annual, and if necessary such portions of 
the land as may be required for the Common may not be relet. '

I have, &c.,
A. C. THOMSON •

(Pro Chief Inspector of Stock).

. . No. 17.
• Newspaper Extract.

An Impobtant Land Question—Alienation of a Common—The Minees’ Pbotest. 
Habgeaves is but a small place now) still there has happened lately (if what a correspondent states be 
correct) a matter in reference to the Hargraves Common of great general importance taken in connection 
with the alienation of the public lands. Our correspondent, signing himself “ A Miner,” writes thus from 
Hargraves :—“ No small amount of commotion has been occasioned here by the action of the G-overnment 
with reference to the Hargraves Common. In the Government Gazette of 9th June last appeared a notice 
intimating that it was intended to withdraw from the temporary Common at Hargraves a large portion on 
the north-western boundaries. N ow this block embraces the most permanent water and the best pasture 
on the Common, and as the main line of reef (now being extensively worked on Hargraves) runs right 
through it—indeed the Homeward Bound and several other important claims are included in it—it was 
obvious that if the block was cut up into pastoral leases it would be a source of very serious annoyance 
and inconvenience to the mining population. It was thought advisable, therefore, to use all fair means to 
prevent its passing into the hands of the grazier. Accordingly a public meeting was held, and a petition 
from the miners, embodying the above facts, was forwarded to the Minister for Mines by the trustees of 
the Common. The only reply was another notice in the Gazette to the effect that the block was to be 
leased by auction on 21st August. The greater portion of the block was leased by a member of the 
Mudgee Land Board. In order to fully appreciate the injustice of this step, particularly to the mining 
population, the following facts must be borne in mind : Since 1st January last the miners of Hargraves 
nave contributed to the public revenue not less than £600 for miners’ rights and mineral leases. Several 
of the mines now at work on the line of reef already referred to are yielding good gold, and making 
employment for a large number of men, and the population of the place is consequently increasing rapidly. 
One of these mines was floated a short time ago for £40,000. It was on this line of reef that Dr. Kerr’s 
great hundredweight nugget was found in 1851, and within half a mile of the same spot not less than 
£10,000 has been expended by two gold-mining companies within the last twelve months. It was also on 
this line, and within the very block now withdrawn, that the famous Jubilee nugget, now being exhibited 
at the Centennial Exhibition in Melbourne, was found; and a great many miners, most of whom own a 
horse or two each, are residing and working within the resumed portion, and have been for many years. 
It cannot therefore be denied that gold is known to exist on this block. Yet, in the face of these facts, 
it is allowed to pass away from the miner to the pastoralists for the paltry sum of £40. Thus the claims 
of the whole community ape ignored for the sole benefit of one individual. Last week another petition, 
very numerously signed, was sent to the Minister for Mines, praying that the block be restored to the 
miners, and. as it has been promised that the attention of Parliament shall be drawn to the subject there 
is some reason to hope that the miners will get fair play on this occasion.”

.... - - ----------------- Department
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Department of Mines, Sydney,
' Hargraves Common. '

The attention of the Lands Department may be invited to the practice of withdrawing or cancelling por
tions of Commons without consulting this Department. „

This Department being charged with the management of Commons is naturally blamed for any
thing done to the prejudice of the commoners, and no defence can be made without casting blame upon 
another Department, which is most undesirable.

If tins Department were consulted, as I venture to think it should be, then it would have properly 
to take the blame for any error in which it concurred.

I . “ H.W., 13/10/88.

Submitted. Approved.—T.A., 13/10/88.

. No. 18.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to J. Haynes, Esq., M.P. '

Sir, . Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 15 October, 1888.
_ Beferring to a petition which has been received in this Department from the miners and!

residents of Hargraves, praying that the area withdrawn from the Common for annual leasing may be 
restored, I have the honor, by direction of the Minister for Mines, to inform you that the Warden has 
been asked to report as to the area required for Commonage purposes so that, if necessary, the Depart
ment of Lands may be asked not to relet the land.

I have, Ac., • ■
ALEX. BRUCE,

_______________ ______________ Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 19.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to W. C. Wall, Esq., M.P.

Sir, _ Department of Mines, Stock Branch, 15 October, 1888.
_ Referring to a petition from residents and miners of Hargraves, presented by you to the 

Minister for Mines, praying that the area withdrawn from the Common may be restored, I have the honor 
to inform you that the Warden has been asked to report as to the area required for commonage purposes 
so that, if necessary, the Department of Lands may be asked not to relet the land.

. I have, &c.,
ALEX. BRUCE,

____________________________ Chief Inspector of Stock. .

No. 20.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. J. B. Daly.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 October, 1888. .
I am directed by the Minister for Mines to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 24th 

ultimo, forwarding a petition from the miners and residents of Hargraves, asking that the area withdrawn 
from the Common may be restored, and in reply to inform you that the Warden has been asked to report 
as to the area required for commonage purposes so that, if necessary, the Lands Department may be 
asked not to relet the land. I have, &c.,

ALEX. BRUCE,
____________________________ Chief Inspector of Stock.

. No. 21.
. The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

SiL Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 October, 1888,
Referring to your letter of the 19th July last, inquiring whether it is proposed to cancel any 

portion of the Hargraves temporary Common, I have the honor to inform you that the District Surveyor, 
at Orange reports that it is not proposed at present to interfere with any part of the Common in question.

I have, &c.,
. F. H. WILSON

____________________________ (For the Under Secretary.)

' No.. 22,
Mr. Warden Steel to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Warden’s Office, Hill End, 23 October, 1888.
Referring to the petition (herewith) from certain miners at Hargraves, complaining against 

the withdrawal of a portion of the Hargraves Common, and forwarded to me by Mr. Warden Meares 
(Mudgee), to whom it appears to have been sent in error, I have the honor to report that I have visited 
the locality, and made inquiries from the trustees and miners in the neighbourhood. It appears from 
their statements that six sections of the Common have been leased, one to Andrew Hickey, Hargraves, 
two to a person named Brennan, and three to one Atkinson, of Mudgee. The portion leased to 
Hickey adjoins the township, and was rented by him on behalf of the miners, but has little permanent 
water on it._ He informs me he is quite willing to consent to the lease being cancelled, and he believes 
Brennan will also, provided Atkinson also consents. On the leases held by Atkinson and Brennan 
(chiefly on the former) about 100 miners, including Chinese, reside, who have two stores, and most of the

. miners
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miners have stock of some kind, which now are a* the mercy of the lessees, who can impound or charge 
the owners for grazing. The most permanent water is on Atkinson’s portions. The stock owned by the 
residents of the town are liable to stray on Hickey’s portion, owing to its proximity'to the town boundary. 

■ The commoners admit they have a very large area, that a third of it is worthless, which they would 
consent to have withdrawn, while the portion now withdrawn is mostly used. I am of opinion that 
injustice has been done to the miners and others by its Withdrawal, which might have been obviated had 
the Department of Mines been first consulted. Under the circumstances I would respectfully recommend 
that the leases (if possible) should be cancelled, either by consent of the lessees or otherwise. I may add 
that the population of Hargraves is fast increasing, owing to a large amount of capital being invested and 
labour employed. I have, &c.,

■ W. A. STEEL,
Warden.

No. 23.
Mr. A. Hickey to Mr. Warden Steel.

Sir, Hargraves, 23 October, 1888.
In reference to the block of land rented by me at Mudgee, on the 21st August, being a portion 

of the land lately taken from the Hargraves Common, I do agree to have the block cancelled, provided 
that Mr. Atkinson’s two blocks, numbered 4 and 5, and Mr. Brennan’s two blocks, numbered 2 and 3, be 
also cancelled. . I have, &c.,

--------  A. HICKEY.
This has reference to the statements in my report on the petition against the withdrawal of portion 

of the Hargraves Common, forwarded yesterday.—W. A. Steel, Warden, Hill End, 25/10/88.

Avisford Common.

No. 1.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Avisford, 27 March, 1886.

I have the honor, at the request of the Trustees of the Avisford Common, to bring the following 
case before you: F. Lovett, of this place, has had for the last eight years some 5 acres of land fenced in 
and under cultivation on this Common. Some time since, availing himself of being a Trustee, he fenced in 
as much more, thereby having some 10 acres alienated from the Common, part of which has been surveyed 
for a recreation ground for the public school. The trustees hear that he is applying to purchase the whole 
of the land having a river frontage, and there being gold thereon, would long since have been taken up by 
diggers for sluicing purposes had it not been fenced in. Under those circumstances the Trustees trust he 
will not be allowed to purchase. I have, Ac.,

JOSEPH AMBLEE,
--------  Secretary.

‘ Mr. Morris,—Any trace of I.P. application ?—E.H.D., 30/3/8G. Cannot trace.—J.E.M., 8/4/86.

No. 2.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Avisford Common, Avisford, 24 May, 1886.
I have the honor to inform you that I have received a communication from the Department of 

Lands that a letter I sent to that Department on the 27th March last has been forwarded to the Depart
ment of Mines with a view of the trespass on the Common complained of being dealt with. As the case is 
urgent, F. Lovett, the party complained of making preparations for ploughing, and several miners being 
anxious to test the ground for gold, it being well known there is gold therein, may I beg an early reply.

I have, &c.,
JOSEPH AMBLEE,

--------  Secretary.
The Trustees complain that F. Lovett has fenced in 10 acres of the Common. They have the power 

and should compel him to remove the fences.—A.B., 1/6/86. The Under Secretary for Mines.— 
Inform—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 5/6/86. .

No. 3.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 8 June, 1886.
With reference to your letter of the 24th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that the 

Trustees have the power, and they should compel Lovett to remove the fences which he has erected on the 
Common. I have, &c.,

ALEX. BEUCE,
^ • . Chief Inspector of Stock.
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' No. 4.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Lands.
Sirj Avisford Common, Avisford, 6 November, 1886.

Prom instructions received from tbe Trustees of the above Common I have the honor to inform 
you, that in accordance with section 7 of the Commons Act of 1886, and from instructions received from 
the Department of Mines, P. Lovett was served with a notice to remove the fences which he has erected 
on the Common, and the Trustees received answer that he had applied to purchase under the G-old-field 
Eegulations Act. The Trustees protest against him being allowed to purchase the land he has applied for 
for the reasons I stated in my last communication, viz.:—He has some 10 acres fenced in, the whole of 
which is river frontage, and contains gold. I was talking to a miner, and he told me before Lovett fenced 
in the first 5 acres he obtained 7 oz. of gold, and it would have been long since taken up by sluicers if it 
had not been fenced in, there being ground to occupy the limited number of miners about there for a long 
time. 1 have, &c.,

JOSEPH AMBLEE,
. ■ Secretary.

Submitted that this letter be forwarded to Mines Department.—E.H.D., 12/11/86. The Under 
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 17/11/86. Eefer to the Warden for inquiry and report.—H.W., 27/11 /86.

No. 5.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir Avisford Common, Avisford, 16 November, 1886.

At the request of the miners who got up the enclosed protest I have the honor to forward it
to you. ..... . .' I would remark that, acting under instructions contained in your letter of the 8th June, and section 
7 of the new Commons Act, Lovett was served with notice to remove his fence, to which he paid no 
attention. I applied on the 5th instant at Hargraves for a summons, and was told by Senior-Constable 
O’Brien I could not have one, as Lovett had applied to purchase. I wrote to the Department of Lands 
on the 6th, protesting against tbe land being alienated.

I have, &c.,
J. AMBLEE,

-------- Secretary.
Mr. Warden Steel.—G.E. (for TT.S.), B.C., 27/11/86. •

Sir,

• [Enclosure.-]
Protest from Miners, Avisford, to Secretary for Mines.

13 November, 1886.
We, the undersigned diggers, holders of miners’ rights, have the honor to lay before you the following 

statement:—
F. Lovett, of this parish, has had some 5 acres of land fenced in and under cultivation for the last ten years ; he 

availed himself when Trustee of the Common to fence in as much more ; it is all river frontage, and is well known to 
contain gold. A digger, just before he enclosed it, got 8 ounces of gold. He has now applied to purchase the land.

We, the undersigned, respectfully protest against it being alienated.
We have, &c.,

JOHN BOLTT.
E. DANIEL.

[And fifteen others.]

No. 6.
Mr. Warden Steel to The Under Secretary for Mines.

gjr) Warden’s Office, Hill End, 20 December, 1886.
I have the honor to report that I have held an inquiry into the matter of complaint of the 

Avisford Common and miners against Erederick Lovett occupying Crown lands in excess of what he is 
legally entitled to. _

I caused notices to be served on Joseph Ambler, secretary to the said Trustees, as well as the 
Trustees themselves, but they did not attend the inquiry. I forward herewith statements of two miners 
who signed the petition against Lovett, as well as Lovett’s own statement, by which it will be seen that no 
miners have been prevented from mining on the land, and have now full liberty to do so, or any miner 
can apply to lease the land under the Act to amend the Act 37 Yic. No. 13, and wherein all temporary 
Commons are deemed to be Crown lands. However, as there seems to be also a complaint against Lovett 
by the Trustees of the Avisford Common for fencing in a portion of the Common, which appears to me to 
be the real grievance, I would respectfully point out that Lovett can be proceeded against under the 
Mining Act 37 Yic. No. 13, for holding land in excess of which he is entitled to in virtue of his miner’s 
right, and thus put an end to the grievance as alleged.

I have, &c., •
W. A. STEEL,

-------- Warden.
So long as Lovett does not apply to purchase tbe land no action appears to be necessary on the 

part of this Department, and the Trustees can proceed or cause proceedings, as suggested by the Warden, 
to be taken against Lovett, if necessary, in the interest of the Commoners.—H.W., 3/1/87.

’ Submitted. Approved.—C.K.M., 4/1/87.

[Enclosure.]
51—B
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\Enclosure. ]
Inquiry into the matter of complaint by Trustees of the Avisford Temporary Common and certain miners against 

Frederick Lovett for illegally occupying Crown lands on a proclaimed gold-field, within the Avisford Temporary 
Common.

Warden’s Office, Hargraves, 17 December, 1886.
William Henry Winnan states i—I am a miner, living at Avisford ; I signed a petition to the Minister for Mines, 

Sydney, dated the 13th November, 1886, complaining of F. Lovett trespassing on the Avisford Temporary Common, on a 
proclaimed gold-field ; I know the land occupied by Lovett on the Meroo Creek, in the Hargraves division of the Mudgee 
mining district ; Lovett has occupied it, about 5 or 6 acres, for the past ten years, which he has fenced in; gold exists on 
the land, and many of the miners are desirous of working for gold on it; I have never heard that miners have been pre
vented from working by Lovett; I signed the aforesaid petition, believing that the whole of the land occupied by Lovett 
would be sold, and that the miners would lose the advantage of working on it for gold.

W. H. WINNAN.

John Miller states :—I am a miner, living at Avisford ; I remember signing a petition to the Minister for Mines 
complaining of F. Lovett trespassing on the Meroo Creek by fencing and cultivating certain land, about 7 or 8 acres ; I 
object to the land being alienated, and that was what I petitioned against; Lovett has occupied it about ten years ; I was 
digging on it when Lovett put up the fence ; he did not object to my digging ; I know there is gold on it ; it cannot be 
worked on account of water; I have never heard of Lovett preventing anyone mining on it; I would work on it to-morrow 
if I wished to do so.

JOHN MILLER.

Frederich Lovett states :—I am a labourer, living at Avisford ; I occupy about 5 acres of land on the Avisford 
temporary Common ; I am a commoner ; also hold a miner’s right; I have lived on it fifteen years ; I applied to purchase 
two 2-acre blocks of the land about ten years ago ; I never signed an application, but instructed an agent (Mr. De Courcy 
Browne) to do so ; I have never refused or prevented any miners from working it, and have no objection to their doing 
so at any time; miners have worked on it since I occupied the land.

FREDERICK LOVETT.

No. 7.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. "Warden Steel.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 January, 1887.
Deferring to your report in the matter of the complaint of the Trustees of the Avisford 

temporary Common (and certain miners) against 1'rederick Lovett for illegally occupying Crown lands, 
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that, so long as Lovett does not apply to purchase 
the land, no action appears to he necessary on the part of the Department, and the Trustees can proceed 
{or cause proceedings as suggested by you to be taken) against him in the interests of the commoners.

HAEKIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 8.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir, ' Avisford, 20 March, 1887.

I have the honor to refer you to a petition I forwarded to you in the month of November 
from a number of diggers of this township, and to which they have had no reply.

The Gold-field Warden, when he inquired into the matter, told the petitioners that the land should 
not be alienated. Since then a surveyor has surveyed F. Lovett’s 1 acre, on which his house stands, and 
blocked off 8 acres to he sold by auction, including the whole lot objected to being sold in the petition, 
besides including a large portion surveyed as a recreation ground for the public school, bringing his peg 
within a short distance of the school.

We cannot see where Lovett is entitled to purchase by virtue of improvements, as the house in 
which he lives was erected by tho inhabitants at a great cost as a school. Population dwindled down as 
the diggings gave out, and the school had to be closed, and Lovett jumped the school; that’s how he got 
the buildings. As population revived a school was vanted, and Government was put to the expense of 
building a new one. May I beg an early and favourable answer.

I have, &e.,
--------  JOSEPH AMBLER.

The writer may be informed of the result of the inquiry, and a copy of this letter may be forwarded 
for the information of the Lands Department in case Lovett has applied to purchase iu virtue of 
improvements.—H.W., 5/4/87.

No. 9.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 April, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo touching the petition forwarded by you from 

certain miners at Avisford against the alienation to Erederick Lovett of any land included in the 
temporary Common at Avisford, I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that, so long as 
Lovett does not apply to purchase the land, no action on the part of this Department appears to be 
necessary, and the Trustees can proceed or cause proceedings to be taken against him in the interests of 
the commoners. I have, &c.,

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 10.
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Sir,

.. No. 10. .
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.
t t , , „ Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 April, 1887.

-n . 1 ha,Vf th® ll°n°r ,t0 herewith for your information a copy of a letter addressed to
t 18 -“®Parfcment by the Secretary to the Trustees of the temporary Common at Avisford, in case that 
.Lovett has applied to purchase any land included in such Common,'by virtue of improvements.

I have, &c.,
HARKIE WOOD,

__________________ _________ Under Secretary.

No. 11.
Gazette Notice.

■ Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 May, 1887.
. Withdrawal from Temporary Commoit at Avisford.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that the 
portion ot land hereinafter described has been withdrawn from the temporary Commonage at Avisford.

THOS. GARRETT.
Eastern Division—Land District of Mudgee.

County of Wellington, parish of Avisford. Area, 9 acres 1 rood 30 perches. That part of the 
Avisford temporary Common, notified 5th May, 1871, included within the boundaries of measured portions 

and 4, as shown on plan catalogued 35, parish of Avisford, District Surveyor’s Office Orange

No. 12.
The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common, to J. Haynes, Esq., M.P.

^lr’ _ Avisford, 31 May, 1887.
ion may perhaps think it late to congratulate you on your glorious victory, but it is never 

too late for a good thing, and my excuse being from home and not being well. You may perhaps not 
remember the name, but I seconded the candidates at the general election, at Windeyer, and I had the 
pleasure of meeting you at Mr. Jones’, at last election, on the Sunday night.

I have a very important piece of business that I want you to look to and do your best for us. I 
have no personal interest in the matter, but a lot of hard-working miners have. It is their bread. ' In 
jN ovember last some score of miners, to a man voting for you (being presiding officer I know), sentja petition 
to the Minister for Mines, against a piece of ground containing some 6 or 7 acres, and fenced‘in by one 
Lovett, being alienated, it being a trespass on the Common, and known to contain gold. We thought it 
was all right, as I received an answer from the Department of Mines to that effect, when judge our 
surprise when a surveyor made his appearance and measured some 8 acres off in one block, including the 
ground petitioned against being alienated, and in Either last week or week before Gazette it is revoked 
xrom the Common, having appeared in last week’s Independent as news. Would you oblige by calling at 
the Lands Office and using your powerful influence, if it is to be put up for auction, getting it revoked. 
Aou may use your discretion whether you ask Mr. Black and Mr. Wall to accompany you or not. I 
trust you will be successful for the sake of the miners. ’

I have, &c.,
Eor report early.—E.A., 27/6/87. '
Tbe Lands Department may be asked whether it is true that 8 acres of 

from the Common with a view to its sale, and if so, to urge that the sale may be 
has reported whether the land is auriferous.—H.W., 30/6/87.

Submitted. Approved.—E.A., 1/7/87. ‘

JOSEPH AMBLER.

land has been withdrawn 
stayed till this Department

No. 13.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

®ir’ , _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 8 July, 1887.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to ask whether it is true that 8 

acres have been withdrawn. from the temporary Common at Avisford, with a view to its sale ; and if 
so I am to urge that you will be good enough to move the Secretary for Lands to stay the sale of such 
land until this Department has reported whether the land is auriferous.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

____________ Under Secretary.

No. 14.
. The Secretary to Trustees of Avisford Common to The Secretary for Mines. '

T, . Avisford, 11 July, 1887.
•*- “ave honor to refer you to your letter of the 7th April, in which you state so long as 

ove t does not apply to purchase the land no action on the part of this Department appears to be necessary. LL
1st. I would respectfully submit that Lovett appears to have applied to purchase an improvement 

purchase, ]No. 87-2, on the 8th February, 1887, and the same will be before the Land Board in Mudgee 
4uring the week. 2ti5
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2nd Is I remarked in my letter of tbe 20fcb April, tbe land petitioned against being alienated by 
tbe Mines was surveyed with additions and blocked off, and since, by notice in tbe Government Gazette, 
withdrawn from tbe Common with the view, I suppose, of being offered by auction, it is said here on
application^by^iti^ ^ at ^ re(1Uest of the miners who signed tbe petition I forwarded to you.

Havinn- resigned the secretaryship to the Trustees you will oblige by addressing as below.
00 I have, &c.,TrioTrnTX a H/ruT.Ti'T?

Urgent Will Mr. Warden Steel please report as to the auriferous 
the land referred to.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), B.C., 15/7/87. Mr. Warden Steel.

character, or otherwise, of

No. 15.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

g^r Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 July, 1887.
’ Eeferrino- to your letter of the 8th instant, I have the honor to inform you that 9 acres 1 rood 

30 perches, being portions 3 and 4, parish of Avisford, were, on the 14th May last, withdrawn from the 
temporary Common at Avisford, and to ask that your report as to whether the land is auriferous may be 
furnished as early as practicable. ' 1 have,_&c^

(For the Under Secretary).

No. 16.
Mr. Warden Steel to The Under Secretary for Lands.

gjr Warden’s Office, Hill End, 30 July, 1887.
* ’ I have the honor to report for your information that I have inspected the land described as.

9 acres 1 rood 30 perches, portions 3 and 4, parish of Avisford, in the letter from the Department of 
Lands, dated 14th instant, herewith annexed, and beg to state that with the exception of about 1 ac e 
(on which stands the house and improvements occupied by Frederick Lovett) the land is auriferous, and 
should not be alienated. Large portions of the ground have been worked for gold at various times, with 
varied success, and abandoned through an influx of water ; but it is the opinion of many old miners m
the neighbourhood that gold exists in payable quantities. .. ,, « •

The portion I refer to as having no gold has, in many places, soil not more than G inches in depth,
and its alienation would not affect mining interests. - I have, &c.,^ gT]gEL

_____ Warden.

The Warden’s report may be forwarded, and the Lands Department may be informed that with 
the exception of (say) 1 acre, including^Mr. Lovett’s house, Ac., the land should not be sold.—H. W., 3/8/87. 
Submitted. Approved.—J.I., 5/j/37.

No. 17.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

1887. 
rood 30

Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 August.
Referring to your letter of the 14th ultimo,-to the effect that the area of 9 acres 1 ^

perches of land, being portions 3 and 4, parish of Avisford, had been withdrawn from the temporary 
Common at Avisford, and in which you ask that the report as to the land being auriferous may be 
furnished, I have the honor to forward herewith a copy of the Warden’s report on ihe matter, and l am 
directed by the Minister to point out that with the exception of (say) 1 acre, including Mr. Lovett & 
house, the land should not be sold. I haTe’^EEIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

, No. 18.
Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.

Withdrawal of land from temporary Commonage.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 May, 1888.

It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the withm described 
portions of land, situated in the county of Wellington, parish of Hargraves, area 675 acres, be withdrawn 
from the temporary Commonage at Avisford for the purposes of lease. THOS GARRETT

The Executive Council advise that the portions of land referred to be withdrawn from temporary 
Commonage at Avisford for purposes of lease. Approved.—Cauringtox, 22/5/88. Auex. C. Rudge, 
Clerk of the Council, 22/5/88. Minute, 22/5/88. Confirmed, 29/5/88.

Withdrawal..
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WlTHDEAWAL FEOM TEMPOEAET COMMON AT AyISFOED.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice o£ the Executive Council, directs it to he notified that the 
portion of land hereinafter described has been withdrawn from temporary Commonage at Avisford.

Eastern Division—Land District of Mudgee—Within the old settled district.
Part of the Avisford temporary Common, county of Wellington, parish of Hargraves, area about 35 

acres. That part of the Avisford temporary Common, notified 5th May, 1871, within the following 
boundaries: Commencing at the south-west corner of the Avisford temporary Common, as notified 5th 
May, 1871; hounded thence on the south by part of its south boundary, bearing east about 18 chains to 
the left hank of Meroo Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to its intersection with the west boundary 
of the temporary Common; and on the west by part of that boundary bearing south, to the point of 
commencement.

This revocation does not affect reserve from conditional purchase proclaimed 17th March, 1884.

WITHDEAWAL FEOM TEMPOEAET COMMOX AT AVISFOED.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to be notified that the 
portion of land hereinafter described has been withdrawn from temporary Commonage at Avisford.

Eastern Division Land District of Mudgee—Within the old settled districts.
^>a,r^ Avisford temporary Common, county of Wellington, parish of Hargraves, area about

640 acres. That part of the Avisford temporary Common, notified 5th May, 1871, within the following 
boundaries: Commencing on thedeft hank of the Meroo Creek, at the north-west comer of portion 25 ; 
bounded thence on the east by part of the west boundary of that portion bearing south to the south 
boundary of the Avisford temporary Common, as notified 5th May, 1871 ; on the south by part 

toe south boundary of the temporary Common bearing west about 126 chains to the left bank of 
the Meroo Creek aforesaid; and thence on the north-west by that creek upwards, to the point of 
commencement. r

This revocation does not affect reserve from conditional purchase proclaimed 17th March, 1884.

No. 19.
Gazette Notices.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 June, 1888. 
WlTHDEAWAl FEOM TeMPOEAEY CoilMOX AT AyISFOED.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to he notified that the 
portion of land Hereinafter described has been withdrawn from tbe temporary Commonage o,t Avisford.

THOS. GAERETL

Eastern Division—Land District of Mudgee.
Paet of the Avisford temporary Common, county of Wellington, parish of Hargraves, area about 35 
acres That part of the Avisford temporary Common, notified 5th May, 1871, within the following 
boundary: Commencing at the south-west corner of the Avisford temporary Common, as notified 5th Mav^, 
i"'■*, > thence on the south by part of its south boundary bearing east about 18 chains to the
r iu an^ ^ero° Creek ; thence by that creek dowmwards to its intersection with the west boundary 

ot the temporary Common, and on the west by part of that boundary bearing south, to the point of commencement. ^ o ; r
Ihi.s revocation does not affect reserve from conditional purchase, proclaimed 17th March, 1884. 

|_J\ds. 88-6,815]

Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 June, 1888. 
WlTUDEAWAL FEOM TEMPOEAEY COMMOX AT AVISFOED.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, directs it to he notified that the 
portion of land hereinafter described has been withdrawn from the temporary Commonage at Avisford.

THOS. GARRETT.

Eastern Division—Land District of Mudgee.
Paet °f the Avisford temporary Common, county of Wellington, parish of Hargraves, area about 640
acres lhat part of the Avisford temporary Common, notified 5th May, 1871, within the followino-
boundaries : Commencing on the left bank of the Meroo Creek, at the north-west corner of portion 25 ;
bounded thence on the east by part of the west boundary of that portion bearing south to the south
boundary of the Avisford temporary Common, as notified 5th May, 1871; on the south by part of the
south boundary of the temporary Common hearing west about 126 chains to the left hank of the Meroo
Creek aforesaid; and thence on the north-west by that creek upwards, to the point of commencement.
n>r l’®)focatlon does not affect reserve from conditional purchase, proclaimed 17th March, 1884. 1Ms. SS—f» filfil a ' x ? j

[One plan.]

j>. 6(7.] 51—C
Sydney : Charles Potter Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NEWCASTLE PASTURAGE RESERVE BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 14.)

Ordered hy the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 10 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 14.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to legalize the occupation by certain 

pei’sons of part of the Newcastle Pasturage Reserve, to admit of the withdrawal from mining lease of the 

surface of parts of the said reserve, and to authorize the alienation thereof.

Government House,
Sydney, ith April, 1889.
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ANNUAL REPORT,

To the Honobable Syeney Smith, Esq., M.P., Mihisteb yob Mikes, &c., &c.

Sir,

I do myself the honor to submit to you the following Report upon the working of the Depart
ment under your control, and also the progress and results of Mining in this Colony during the year 1888.

The following statement shows to some extent the amount of work performed in this Department 

during the past year:—

Statement of the number of Papers Registered, and Letters despatched, by the several Branches of the
Department of Mines. '

Papers Registered. Letters Written.

1887. 1888. 1887. 1888.

Mines proper......................................................................................... 19,209 31,983 10,406 19,694

10,255

Stock ....................................................................................................... 12,869 13,365 4,073 4,019

Drills and prospecting....................................................................... 4,399 5,559 2,558 2,809*

Public Watering Places ................................................................... 7,176 8,881 4,121 3,214

43,653 70,043 21,158 29,736*

* Exclusive of printed forms and circulars.

In comparing it with the work of the preceding year it is necessary to bear in mind that at the 
commencement of the year 1888 the Eorest Branch, the Rabbit Branch, and the Public Parks Branch 
were transferred from this to the Lands Department, consequently the staff of the Department has been 
considerably reduced; nevertheless the number of papers registered exceeds the number (67,948) registered 
in 1887, when those Branches were included, and the number of letters written in 1888 is only 1,183 less 
than in 1887, before the officers of those several Branches were withdrawn. It has been necessary to 
obtain a little temporary assistance, but I have mainly depended upon the zeal and industry of the 
officers, who have cheerfully worked after office hours to keep down arrears. I take this opportunity to 
express my high appreciation of their conduct in the sacrifices they have made to duty. I am especially 
indebted to the Chief Clerk, the Chief Mining Surveyor, the Geological Surveyors, the Inspector of Mines, 
and the other heads of Branches, for the manner in which they have aided me in all my efforts to expedite 

the work of the Department.

The number of applications made to lease Crown lands for mining purposes during the year 1888, 
including applications for special gold leases, was 5,982, being an increase ef 3,394, as compared with the 

number of such applications made in 1887.

Of the 5,982 applications so made 1,717 were for auriferous land, comprising an area of 14,838 
acres 2 roods, and 4,265 were for mineral land, comprising an area of 180,648 acres 3 roods.

The number of applications dealt with in 1888 was 4,143, which, compared with the number dealt 
with in 1887, shows an increase of 2,393, considerably more than twice the number. I have persevered 
in my efforts to reduce the time occupied in dealing with applications to lease, keeping, however, in view 
tho necessity for the utmost care in guarding against the creation of conflicting titles, and giving due 
consideration to the rights of applicants. The result as shown above, which has been secured without 
any increase in the staff, is, I venture to think, highly satisfactory and most creditable to the officers,

whose
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whose zeal has enabled me to prepare for Ministerial action such an exceptionally large number of cases. 
I still look forward to the adoption of certain changes, which will tend to increased expedition without 
sacrificing necessary safeguards.

Of the 4,143 applications dealt with in 1888, 1,054 were for gold-mining leases, comprising an area 
of over 9,107 acres, and 3,089 were for mineral leases, covering an area of over 117,170 acres.

The area of auriferous Crown lands applied for in 1888, as compared with 1887, shows an increase of 
8,487 acres. The area of mineral Crown lands applied for in 1888 is greater than the area applied for in 

1887 by 104,057 acres.

The following table shows the quantity of Crown land applied for to lease during year 1888, and 
the minerals to be mined for therein :—

a. r. p- a. r. p-
Gold . ... .............. . 15,831 2 0 Silver, lead, and iron.......................... .. . 40 0 0
Diamonds ............................ . 948 0 0 Silver and tm .................................... .. 720 0 0
Tin and diamonds . . ... 346 0 0 Silver, antimony, and lead . . . .. . 40 0 0
Tin .................... 10,490 0 7 Silver, calspar, and lime .................. . 40 0 0
Tin and silver .. . .. 80 0 0 Silver and cobalt ... ... 40 0 0
Tin, silver, copper, and lead........ 720 0 0 Silver, lead, and flux ... . .. .. 100 0 0
Tm, csilver, and lead ... ........ 7,719 1 6 Slate ....................... . ... . 20 0 0
Tin and rubies .................... . .. 2,160 0 0 Slate and silver................. ... 40 0 0
Tm and copper ....... . ... .. 130 0 0 Copper ... . ....... 3,240 0 0
Silver .................................................. . 5tj,5dt5t) 1 13 Copper and silver ... . .. 1,512 0 0
Silver and lead......................................... .. 36,991 1 7 Silver, alum, lead, and bismuth 40 0 0
Silver, lead, and copper ............... . 13,219 2 10 Cobalt , ... . 20 '0 0
Silver and arsenic . .... . 340 0 0 Coal . . • . .. 14,639 0 0
Silver and antimony ......................... . 280 0 0 Coal and shale... . .. . 25,611 0 0
Silver, tin, and rubies . . . . 400 0 0 Coal, shale, petroleum, and gas .. 1,817 0 37
Silver, copper, lead, and rubies .. 200 0 0 Hematite ore ... . 40 0 0
Silver, lead, and limestone .. . . 280 0 0 Graphite .... ... .. 40 0 0
Silver, lead, tm, and rubies .. . 120 0 0 Plumbago . .. ... 260 0 0
Silver and bismuth . . , .. 120 0 0 Zinc, lead, and silver . ......  40 0 0
Silver, lead, and rubies..................... . 110 0 0 Antimony . 501 0 0

120 0 0 .. 40 0 0
Silver, lead, and bismuth . .. 100 0 0 Bismuth ........... 199 0 0
Silver, lead, copper, and antimony . 80 0 0 Rubies, tm, and lead . . 120 0 0
Silver, lead, tin, and iron .................. .. 80 0 0 Manganese and silver , . 49 0 0
Silver, lead, copper, and limestone ., 60 0 0

.. 40 0 0 .. 196,480 1 0
Silver, lead, and calspar........................ .. 40 0 0

The aggregate area applied for in ] 888 is considerably more than double that of 1887. The increase 
is chiefly in applications to mine for gold, diamonds, silver (either alone or with other minerals), and coal 
and shale.

The following table shows the quantity of Crown land held under application to lease on the 31st 
December, 1888, and the minerals proposed to be mined:—

a. r P* a. r. P-
Gold . .................................................... .. 9,910 3 19 Silver and lead .................................... . 5,667 0 0
Antimony ........................................ . 757 0 0 Silver and tm................................... 237 2 23
Antimony and silver ........................ 45 0 0 Silver and arsenic .. .................. .. 20 0 0
Alumite and alum stone . .... 40 0 0 Silver, lead, and calcite .................... 20 0 0
Bismuth ..................................................... .. 70 0 0 Silver and cobalt.............................. . 40 0 0
Bismuth and silver............................. .. 40 0 0 Silver, lead, and tin ............ 1,160 0 0
Coal .... ......................................... 14,779 3 30 Silver, lead, and limestone . 280 0 0
Coal and shale . .. ....................... .. 36,083 3 0 Silver, calspar, and lime.................. . 40 0 0
Copper . .... ................................... .. 3,120 0 0 Silver, lead, and calspar 40 0 0
Coal and ironstone.............. .. 600 0 0 Silver, lead, and flux ... . 60 0 0
Coal, kerosene, shale, and ironstone... 1,280 0 0 Silver, lead, copper, and flux .. 80 0 0
Copper and spar . ................ .. 20 0 0 Silver, lead, and iron . . . 40 0 0
Cobalt . . .......................... .. 20 0 0 Silver, lead, and bismuth . . 40 0 0
Cobalt and nickel .. ..................... . 85 0 0 Silver, lead, copper, and rubies. 80 0 0
Copper, tm, silver, and lead............... . 40 0 0 Silver, lead, tin, and iron 80 0 0
Coal, petroleum, and shale.................. . 1,077 0 0 .silver, tm, and copper . . 120 0 0
Diamonds..................... . 460 0 0 Silver and copper . .. . 880 0 0
Hematite ore ........................ . 40 0 0 Silver, lead, and spar . . . 40 0 0
Precious stone............................................ . 80 0 0 Silver, lead, and antimony ............ 60 0 0
Opals ......................................................... . 80 0 0 Silver, lead, copper, and antimony 80 0 0
Plumbago .................................................... . 300 0 0 Slate........................................................... . 20 0 0
Iron .............................................................. 80 0 0 Sulphurous mmeral ................ 80 0 0
Manganese and silver .......................... . 85 0 0 Salt................................... ... 400 0 0
Kerosene..................... ............... . 640 0 0 Tm ............ .... . ... 8,349 3 23
Rubies and tin.......................................... . 220 0 0 Tm and diamonds................. .... 166 0 0
Rubies, silver, and tin ............................ . 40 0 0 Tin and copper....................... . 40 0 0
Silver ..................... ........................... 33,503 0 0

2 27
2 34
0 0

Tin, silver, and lead ............ ........ ... 2,580 0 0

Silver, lead, and copper .....................
Silver, lead, copper, and tin....................

6,039 
. 280

Total ................................ ... 144,113 1 36

The aggregate area of Crown land held under application to lease on the 31st December, 1888, is 
more than double the area so held at the end of 1887,

The
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The following table shows the area of Crown land held under lease, and the minerals to be 
mined :—

Mineral

Gold ............................................................
Antimony ........................
Bismuth ........ .............................
Coal.............................................................
Cobalt . . .......................
Copper .. ....................................
Diamonds .........................................
Diamonds and tin . . ...............
Manganese ........ . .
Slate . . . ..
Shale, copper, do. ..................
Silver . ....
Silver and lead . .....................
Silver and copper . .... .
Silver, lead, and copper........................ .
Silver, lead, copper, and tin ............ .
Silver and tin ........... ............
Silver, lead, and tin............
Tm . ...............................................
Silver, manganese, cobalt, and copper
Limestone...............................................
Silver, lead, and limestone ...............
Coal and shale .. ................. .
Silver, tm, and copper . ..
Mineral salts... ......... ....
Marble ... . .................
Manganese, cobalt, and copper............
Alum ........... . .
Silver, lead, and spar . ...
Lead, silver, and asbestos ...........
Not specified......................................
Sulphate cf alumina and potash ..
Iron .... .........................................
Tm and copper ........ .. .
Silver, lead, and iron ....
Silver, lead, and zinc ......... .

Mining Act, 1874.
Mining Act 

Further Amendment 
Act, 1884.

Crow n Lands Occupation 
Act, 1861 Total

a. r. p- a. r p- a. r. p- a. r p-5,236 i 10 1,029 0 17 6,265 i 27
120 0 0 90 0 0 210 0 0
105 0 0 105 0 0

2,824 0 0 27,126 0 19 2,604 0 0 32,554 0 19
20 0 0 20 0 0

325 0 0 20 b 0 345 0 0
469 0 29 240 0 0 709 0 29
394 0 25 592 0 0 986 0 25

60 0 0 60 0 0
90 0 0 90 0 0

10,121 1 19 935 0 10 11,056 i 29
24,696 1 24 800 0 0 25,496 i 24

225 0 0 225 0 0
2,599 2 37 ’■40 b 0 2,639 2 37

40 0 0 40 0 0
890 0 0 80 0 0 970 0 0

9,666 0 35 80 0 0 9,746 0 35
12,691 0 6 3,702 i 13 16,393 1 19

20 b 0 260 0 0 280 0 0
335 3 18 335 3 18
360 0 0 4,770 0 0 5,130 0 0
80 0 0 40 0 0 120 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0

480 0 0 480 0 0
140 0 0 140 0 0
40 0 0 40 0 0

37 1 33 37 1 33
95 3 17 . . 95 3 17
20 0 0 20 0 0
30 0 0 30 0 0
80 0 0 .......... * 80 0 0
80 0 0 ............... 80 0 0

72,455 0 20 39,804 2 19 2,641 1 33 114,901 0 32

The above table shows a considerable increase upon the area held under lease at the end of 1887. 
The area held for gold and copper respectively has been nearly doubled. The area for silver—silver and 
copper silver, lead, and copper—silver, lead, and iron—silver, lead, and tin—silver, lead, and zinc—silver, 
lead, and limestone silver, lead, and spar—silver and tin—tin, coal, and coal and shale respectively,—is 
increased, while the area for silver and lead and some other minerals is decreased.

The number of applications for permits or authorities, under section 27 and 28 of the Mining Act, 
to mine under reserves received during 1888 was 611, being an increase of 439 upon the number received 
during 1887—more than three times the number. The number dealt with in 1888 was 279, being greater 
by 137 than, or nearly double, the number dealt with in 1887. .

The following table shows the area of reserved land, comprised in permits or authorities, granted 
during 1888, and the minerals to be mined thereunder:—

Coal
Coal and sbale .................. ..
Tm.................. ............................ .......................................................................

Tm and diamonds .................
Silver ............................... ^
Silver and lead................ .
Copper .....................................
Alum and alumsfcone ....................
Gold....................................................

a. 1\ P-
20,376 3 30
30,282 2 39

11 0 14
10 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0

160 0 0
80 0 0
22 1 25

50,983 0 28

In many cases the permits or authorities had not actually issued prior to the 31st of December, 
1888. ‘

The aggregate area of reserved lands comprised in permits and authorities granted in 1888 is 
greater by 33,295 acres than the area so granted in 1887, or nearly three times the area.

The
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The following table shows the areas of icscncd lauds, comprised in authorities, granted under 

sections 27 and 28, which ucre issued prior to 1888, and the minerals to he mined thereunder

Coal .............. •••
Coal and aliale...........
Tin...........................
Shale
Coal, iron, and shale
Ironstone . .
Silver and lead 
Ijimestone .
Marble..............................
Bluestone and gravel ...
Gold

a. r. p.
39,524 2 9 

3,029 1 0 
318 1 26 

8 2 32 
18 2 16 
79 3 7 
15 3 5
10 0 0 

5 0 0 
12 0 0 

207 1 6

43,229 1 21

This shows a considerable decrease, due to cancellation of authorities and change of title from

authorities into leases.

Area comprised in permits or authorities (section 27 or 
December, 1888 —

Coal............  ............. ..........................................................
Coal and shale..................... . • ■ ■ • •
Tin . ...........................................................
Shale .......................... ••• ...
Limestone .. ... .... • • •
Bluest one and gravel ... •• • •••
Marble ... .... •• • •
Silver and lead .. ........................ ••• ...........
Ironstone . . .................... ••• ••
Coal, iron, and shale .... • • • •
Alum and alumstone .................. •
Silver .. ........... .... •
Copper .................. • ....................
Gold ........ ...................................... ...........

28) issued, which were in force 31st

a V V-

47,540 1 39
4,949 1 0

376 1 35
8 2 32

10 0 0
12 0 0

5 0 0
22 1 30
79 3 7
18 2 16
80 0 0
20 0 0
80 0 0

227 1 8

53,430 0 7

The number of applications under section 45 of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884,” for permits to 
dig and search for gold, received during 1888 was 327, the number granted during the year was 97, the 
number refused was 51, and the number now in force is 135. At the end of 1887 the number m orce 

was 57.
The number of applications for permits under section 7 of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884 

received during 1888 was 128, the number finally dealt with was 73, the number granted was 32, but on y 
14 were issued, the others await payment of stamp duty, and the number of such permits issued and now 

in force is 36.
In the month of December last regulations were made, under which permits may be granted to 

search for minerals within conditional leaseholds ; the number of applications received since then to the 
end of 1888 was 38, and the number finally dealt with was 16. The number of permits issued was 11.

During the year two returns were published of holdings, under section 28 of the Mining Act, 
namely, one for the half-year, ending 31st December, 1887, the other for the half-year, ending 30th June, 
1888. * And three returns of gold and mineral leases were published during the year. These latter are 
very voluminous, containing full information concerning the holder’s area and conditions of each, and 
occupy a considerable time in compiling and printing, and consequently they were not published as 
promptly as I could desire, but in view of the very great pressure of work during the whole year there is 

every excuse for the delay.
The foregoing tables do not include all the land occupied for mining purposes, as considerable areas 

are held under miners’ rights as claims, and under mineral licenses as prospecting areas. There are also 
private lands, upon which extensive mines are being worked.

Peospectixg Board.

Daring the year the Prospecting Board visited tho following amongst other places, viz

Adelong
Albnr>
Araluen
Armidale
Barraba
Bathurst
Bmgera
Black Mountain

Blayney
Booroolong
)}oro Cieek
Bowling Alley Point
Broken Hill—£< Wonka oo”
Bungendore
Bmgera
Byrook

Canadian Lead 
Canow xndra 
Capertce 
Cai coar 
Cowra 
Ciookwell 
Captain’s Plat 
Beep Creek

Denison
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Denison Town Kiandra Temora ' '
Emmaville ' . Milburn Creek Tiehbourne
Forbes Mitchell Tumberumba
Forest Feefs Moonbi . Tumut
(Hen Innes Mount M'Donald TJralla
Grenfell Old Junee Vegetable Creek
Gulgong ’ Orange ‘ Walcha '
Gundagai Parkes VV altle Flat
Hanging Rock Pinnacles Windeyer
Hargraves Queanbeyan . Wingello
Hill End Sofala Young
Hillgrove - . Swallow’s Nest
Home Kulc ' Tamworth

Aid granted in ... ... ... ................ 133 cases.
Aid refused in ... ... ... ................. 125 „
Applications not yet dealt with ... ............................................ ................. 359

617

And dealt with a large number of applications for aid. In 133 cases the Board recommended that aid be 
granted, and in 125 cases that aid be refused. In many cases the works aided were not in a sufficiently 
forward state at the end of the year to indicate what the result will be, but in some cases the works had 
been completed without making any discovery. In some cases the works subsidized have proved of 
indirect benefit in attracting attention to particular localities which had been abandoned, but which arc 
now busy scenes of mining industry. In some cases more direct results are reported, as, for example, 
one party at Dark Corner reported to have struck a reef 4 feet wide, at a depth of 275 feet, which is 
estimated to yield 2 oz. per ton. The deep shaft sunk by the prospecting party at Mount Brown has 
enabled the owners of the adjoining claim to work their deep ground, which appears to be moderately 
rich, though the prospectors have not yet bottomed. Rich stone is said to have been found at a depth of 
about 300 feet by one of the parties at Mount M‘Donald, to whom aid was granted. The party at the 
Black Range, at Albury, to whom aid was granted, has had a crushing of 9 tons for a yield of 2 oz. per ton. 
My thanks are due to Mr. D. M'Culloch, of the Diamond Drill Branch, for the very efficient manner in 
which he has performed the clerical work of the Board.

Geological Survey. .

Hitherto the records of the work of the Geological Survey Branch has been published in 
connection with the Annual Report of the Department, but during last year it was decided that these 
records should in future be published separately. I, however, propose still to submit a resume of the 
work performed by the Geological Surveyor in charge, Mr. C. S. "Wilkinson, B.G.S., F.L.S., and the 
staff under him in my report. I cannot speak too highly in praise of the labours of the Geological staff, 
and the zeal they always evince in the work of the Department. The Geological Survey staff have 
examined various parts of the Colony, some of which were visited in connection with applications for aid 
out of the prospecting vote. As a member of the Prospecting Board, the Geological Surveyor in charge 
accompanied me to Mudgee, Gulgong, Meroo, Two-mile Plat, Hargraves, Tambaroora, Hill End, Pyramul, 
and Windeyer. Eor the same purpose Mr. Wilkinson, with Mr. Slee, inspected the Sunny Corner, 
Bathurst, Crookwell, Taralga, Bungonia, Captain’s Elat, Michelago, Bredbo, and Kiandra districts. 
Accompanied by Mr. Geological-Surveyor David, I proceeded to Gundagai, Adelong, Tumut, Tumberumba, 
Tarcutta, Junee, Temora, Barmedman, Cowabbee, Shoalhaven River, Mittagong, Wattle Elat, Sofala, 
Sally’s Elat, and Albury, and dealt with the applications for aid in those gold-fields. Mr. Geological- 
Surveyor Anderson also assisted the Prospecting Board in examining Barraba, Nuudle, Hanging Rock, 
Bowling Alley Point, Moonbi, Uralla, Bora Creek, Walcha, Glen Morison, Tia Reef, Armidale, Booralong, 
Eversleigh, Herbert Park, Warm Corner, Hillgrove, Gyra, Glen Innes, Vegetable Creek, Gulgong, Home 
Rule, Reedy Creek, Denisontown, Talbragar, Merindie, and Capertee, numerous sites proposed to be 
prospected both for alluvial and reef gold in these districts were inspected, and it is anticipated that the 
aid afforded by the Government will lead to discoveries of value, and stimulate mining interests.

Mr. Wilkinson proceeded to Queensland and inspected the Mount Morgan Mine, near Rockhampton 
it having been deemed advisable that an examination be made of the remarkably rich gold-bearing deposit 
at Mount Morgan, in Queensland, with the view of ascertaining the probable occurrence of similar 
deposits in New South Wales.

Mr. Wilkinson was instructed to visit the mine. He there found that the country rock formation 
consisted of lower carboniferous strata of the same age as those which form a considerable portion of the 
eastern and western slopes of the Dividing Range north of the Hunter River, in New South Wales. 
But about Mount Morgan the strata ha,d been greatly metamorphosed by the intrusion of igneous rocks, 
and the main body of the mount, for a width of about half a mile, consisted of altered silicious rocks and 

335—B quartz,
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quartz with auriferous iron pyrites more or less disseminated through them in large masses, as well as in 
minute crystals, Through fissures in this pyritous formation thermal mineral waters, having gold in 
solution, issued, producing the deposit of sinter and ironstone which have been proved so rich in gold, 
Mr. Wilkinson’s observations therefore confirm those of Mr. K,. L. Jack, Government Geologist of 
Queensland, who, in 1881, was the first to describe the geyser origin of this unique and large auriferous 
deposit. This geyser deposit forms the summit of the mount, and is about H acres. It is removed bodily 
for treatment at crushing and chlorination works. The ore varies in richness, but for convenience of 
treatment the rich and poor ores are mixed together so as to yield about 5 oz. of gold per ton. Mr. Wesley 
Hall, the able manager, states that i 'oz to the ton will pay working expenses and leave a good profit, 
Mr. Wilkinson is of opinion similar deposits may exist in New South Wales, especially in the 
metamorphosed formations on the eastern falls of the northern portion of our Dividing Range; the chief 
surface indications would be deposits of porous silicious ironstone. The occurrence of gold which has 
been deposited from solution is already known in this Colony at Brown’s Creek, Barraba, &c., but the 
auriferous rocks in these places are not geyser deposits like that at Mount Morgan.

Mr. Geological-Surveyor David has been engaged in examining the country from Teralba, at the 
head of Lake Macquarie, to Gosford, in order to ascertain the southerly extension of the Northern coal 
measures, and the probable depth of the coal-seams in them. He has also commenced an examination of 
the coal formations in the Port Stephens and Raymond Terrace Districts, and has further mapped out the 
Greta coal series to the south-west of Maitland. Mr. Anderson, Geological Surveyor, inspected certain 
localities near Gunning and Tumut in connection with the alienation of lands, also numerous mining 
localities in tho Bingera and Barraba districts, and has examined and reported upon the country to the 
north-west of Molong, the coal-bearing formation near Dubbo, and the remarkable fossiliferous deposits 
at Myall Creek and at Talbragar, from which the collector, C. Cullen, has lately obtained such valuable 
collections for the Mining and Geological Museum.

Mr, Robert Etheridge, junior, palaeontologist, has been engaged upon the examination of the 
extensive collections of fossils, chiefly of the carboniferous fauna. His work on the Invertebrate Pauna 
of the Wianamatta Hawkesbury Series, Memoir No. 1 of the Palseontological Series of the Geological 
Survey, has been published, and also Memoir No. 2, by Baron von Ettinghausen, on the Tertiary Elora, 
which he has edited. The works of Dr. Ottakar Feistmanter on Carboniferous Flora, and of Professor 
de Konnick on the Devonian and Carboniferous Fauna, will also shortly be issued.

' Mr. J. E. Carne, Curator and Mineralogist of the Mining and Geological Museum, in addition to his 
ordinary duties in connection with the Museum and the examination of mineral samples submitted by the 
public, has rendered valuable service in connection with the preparation and arrangement of the mineral 
exhibits, both private and departmental, in the Adelaide Jubilee Exhibition and the Melbourne Centennial 
Exhibition, in which the representation of the mineral resources of New South Wales was so successful. 
Particulars regarding the awards, &c., at these Exhibitions are given in Mr. Carnes’ progress report here
with.

Whilst Mr. Carne was engaged upon the work of these Exhibitions, which occupied him during a 
considerable portion of the year, his duties relating to the examination of mineral samples were ably 
performed by Mr. G. A. Stonier, Assistant Geological Surveyor. The number of samples submitted for 
assay more than doubled that of the previous year, being 5,245 as against 2,222 in 1887. ■

In consequence of this large increase the resources of the laboratory of the department were 
completely overtaxed, and though Mr. Mingaye, the assayer and analyst did his utmost to meet the work, 
it was found necessary to appoint an Assistant Assayer, Mr. White, and to provide the larger laboratory 
now occupied at the old Naval depot in George-street. '

Numerous additions to the Mining and Geological Museum have been made during the year, both 
by the Geological Survey officers, and by private donors, many of whom have presented to the Department 
the samples of minerals exhibited by them at the Adelaide and Melbourne Exhibitions, so that the Depart
ment is now in possession of splendid collections representative of the mineral resources and geology of 
the Colony ; but for want of proper Museum space, they cannot be adequately exhibited, which is conse
quently a loss to the public of a very important means of promoting the development of the mining 
interests.

The Library has received many additions, including important mining and geological works of 
reference. The number of volumes registered is 2,364.

The Superintendent of Caves, Mr. W. S. Leigh, reports that a growing public interest is manifested 
in regard to the caves, now that they are made more accessible, and better accommodation provided for 
visitors. Additional improvements have been effected, and some splendid new caverns discovered. The 
number of visitors during the year were—At Jenolan, 1,829; Wombeyan, 400; Wellington, 1,679; 
Tarrangobilly, 200. ‘ It
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' It is my painful duty to record tlie death, on 31st December, of Mr, 11. T. Wilkinson, J,P., the 
clerk and draftsman of the Geological Survey Office. Mr. Wilkinson was a very able officer, and was 
connected with the Geological Branch for many years. On behalf of this Department, and as Visiting 
Magistrate for the Government, he paid quarterly visits to Lord Howe Island ; also, on behalf of His 
Excellency the Governor, he proceeded to Norfolk Island, in reference to the proposed transfer of that 
island to the Government of this Colony. At the request of the Honorable the Minister for Justice, in 
November last, he was deputed to act as City Coroner, and continued to perform his official duties until the 
day of his death.

‘ Misixo .Surveys..................

In consequence of the mining excitement which prevailed more or less all over the Colony 
during the year 1888, the work done in this Branch of the Department greatly exceeds any previous 
records. ■ ................. ■

Fifty-three surveyors were employed at mining surveys under the supervision of the Chief Mining 
Surveyor (Mr. E. E. Pittman). Of these 9 were in receipt of salaries, in addition to the fees, while 44 
received fees only. ........... ’

The total number of suiveys made during the twelve months was 4,317, consisting of 1,208 gold
mining leases, 2,991 mineral leases, 85 mining tenements, and 33 mining permits, This total is more than 
three times that of the previous twelve months.

On the 1st of January, 1839, 980 applications were still awaiting survey ; but I am happy to say 
these are being rapidly cleared off, and the work of this Branch is reaching its normal proportions.

In the Charting Branch, 4,977 applications for gold-mining and mineral leases were received, and 
of these 4,720 were finally dealt with during the same period. Two hundred and seventy-nine applica
tions, under section 28, were also dealt with, out of a total of Gil received. In addition to these, 15 
parish and gold-field maps were .compiled, and 455 copies of mining-maps were revised, charted to date, 
and forwarded to the wardens,'district surveyors, &c.'

. The very large increase of work in the Charting Branch has been dealt with, with scarcely any 
additions to the number of working hauls, the only additions being two contract draftsmen from the 
middle of July—1 from the 1st of October, and 1 from early in December. About the middle of August 
a temporary clerk was employed, and on the 1st November a cadet. This expedition in dealing with the 
work is owing to the fact that during the early months of the year the draftsman worked after office hours, 
giving their services gratuitously, for which tho thanks of the Department are due to these gentlemen. 
In August a system of contract work was instituted, and has been found to work well. Under this 
system draftsmen Were paid extra for all cases dealt with by them in excess of a certain fixed number, 
which was adopted as a fair average month’s work. If some such system as this had not been introduced 
the staff of the Branch would have been quite unable to cope with the unusual rush of work ; and I look 
forward to the adoption of a scheme under which the work of this Branch will be done by contract.

Mineral and Gold Lease Applications received and dealt with in Charting Branch in 1888.

Month. Cases
received.

Cases 
dealt with. Month. Cases

received.
Cases 

dealt with.

21L 149 635 579
299 241 615 556

-• -222 331 505 598
383 283 328 469
255 300 410 546
626 295
488 375 Total .............. 4,977 4,727

The following is a return of compiling work performed in the Charting Branch during the year
1888.

Parish. County. Mining District. Parish. County. Mining District.

TVddale .......................................
Gillindich ...................................
Mulgunnia............ ......................
Oberon .......................................
Currajung. (2nd edition) ...
Parkes. (2nd edition)............
Young ........................................
Nerrimunga ..............................

Roxburgh.......
j? .............

G-eorgiana.......
Westmoreland 
Ashburnham...

3) ...
Monteagle........
Argyle ............

Batlmrst.
}}

33
Laclilan.

»

33
Southern.

Alma. (2nd edition) .......
Bolaira. (3rd edition) ........
Bjjerkerno. (2nd edition)
Pieton. (3rd edit’on) .......
Stephen. (4th edition).......
Sebastopol. (2nd edition) 
Wankeroo ..............................

Yanco'winna ...
33 •••

Farnell ............
Yancowinna ...

>3

» •••

Albert
>3

}»

ft
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The following is a complete catalogue of all Mining Maps, arranged in alphabetical order, in the 
various mining districts, and giving the parish, county, locality, and date of publication :—

Mining District. No.

Fo
lio

.

Parish, or part of

Ed
iti

on
.

Locality. County. Published.

1 B 2* Thackaringa ......... ........... Yancowinna ... 21 Nov., 1887
do .. 10 Deo., 1885

7 B 18 Jan., 1887
Bomangaldy................. 2# Silrerton .............................. Yancowinna... 30 Dec., 1885

5 B 2* do .. 19 „ 1885
Bolaira ......................... 2* Silverton, Round Hill........ do ... 11 Nov., 1885
Blieh ................................. 8 April, 1886

' IB B do ............ 27 May," 1886
do ........... 8 Jan., 1887

4 B 30 Mar., 1886
2 B Edgar ......................... 2*- Silverton .............................. Yancowinna... 21 Nov.; 1887
6 B
6 B Giles.............................. Fowler’s Gap .................... do ............ 25 Jan., 1887
o B 2^ Yancowinna . 11 Mar., 1885

15 B 2* 28 „ 1885
Moorkaie .......................... do Mount Gipps... do ... 25 Aug., 1885

32 B 2* 10 Mar., 1886
3 B 2* 9 Feb.,’ 1886

Pieton .............................. 2* do Broken Hill ... do ... 28 Sept., 1885
8 B Robe................................. do Purnamoota ... do ... 22 July, 1885

11 B 3* do ... 26 May, 1885
14 B do ,.. 2 July, 1886

do ... 17 May, 1886
Tara ................................. do Piesse’s Nob ... do ... 6 Jan., 3886
Umberumberka ........•. do .............................. do ... 24 June, 1885

10 B Yancowinna .................. do .............................. do .. 9 April, 1886
3 C W estmoreland 1 May, 1886

do ... 10 July, 1886
ID A 25 Aug., 1887

do ........ 18 Sept., 1885
18 ' 1885

do ........ 18 ,. 1885
3 c Westmoreland 1 May, 1886
3 c Langdale (a) ................. do ................. do ... 1 „ 1886
9 A 2 Dee., 1887
9 A do ...... 2 „ " 1887
2 A Tuena .............. Abercrombie Gold-field ... Georgians....... 1 Nov., 1887
9 A 2 Dec., 1887

Clarence and Richmond 26 A Nullama ................. Boyd or Little River Gresham .... Survey Office
Gold-field. Litho.

adopted.
Hunter and Macleay Bindera (d) ........ 3# Barrington Gold-field...... Gloucester .. 5 Dee., 1884

3* do ... 5 „ 1884
2 c 13 July, 1887
G c 2* Ashburnham... 7 Feb.," 1888
6 c 2* do .. 7 „ 1888

Mudgcc ........................ Phillip ............ 24 ,; 1886
21 July, 1886

8 c" Hargreaves .................... ,,, Wellington Gold-field .... Wellington ... 25 Oct, 1887
1 c Wyaldra (A) ............... Gulgong Gold-field............ Phillip ............ 29 April, 1885

JNcw gland ............... 2* 25 Aug., 1884
3D A 2* 11 Nov", 1884

Bundar (i) .................... do ................. Gough........... 1 Oct1881
Bookookoorara (j)........ 2* Wilson’s Downfall ......... Buller ... ... 31 „ 1885

13 A 23 April, 1885
21 A Blain (/) ........ . 20 Oct., ’ 1885
21 A 20 „ ' 1885
14 A 10 Aug., 1885
23 A Boorook .. .. Boorook and Lunatic Gold- Buller ........... 8 Oct, 1880

field.
3 A Boonoo Boonoo (a) .. . do ... do ............ 24 Nov., 1887

2*= 31 Oct., 1885
2*- 31 „ ' 1885

21 A Clive ................ 20 1885
7 C Callanvn ...........Sketch Map Red Rock.............................. Buller ............ 25 Aug., 1887

4 Feb., 1881
Frazer (o)..................... Emmaville Gold-field ... . do ............ 4 „ ' 1881
Flagstone........................ do ....... do ............ 9 June, 1881

29 A Highland Home........... 2* do ...... do ............ 21 Mor, 1884
Hamilton (^>) ............... 2* do ....... do ............ 16 Feb, 1884

... Haystack (o) ............... Vegetable Creek ................. do ............ 4 „ 1881
Land’s End (q) . ... Emmaville Gold-field . . do ............ 6 April, 1881

6 „ 1881
Maryland (j) ........... 2* Wilson’s Downfall . .. Buller .... 31 Oct., 1885
Marsh (j) 2* do ... do ........ 31 „ 1885
Paradise North (/) Emmavilio Gold-field........ Gough ........... 1 „ 1881

21 A 20 „ 1885
Ruby (y) .......................... 2* Wilson’s Downfall........... Buller ............ si ;; lass

13 A 23 April, 1885
13 A Rockglen (&) ............ do ....... do ........... 23 ;, ' 1885
19 B 2* 30 Sept., 1884

2* 16 Feb.," 1884
Scone.................................. 2* do .... do ........... 7 „ ' 1884

20'r B
34 A Silent G-rove (m)...... . do ...... Clive................. 10 Aug., 1885
22 B Tent Hill.......................... 2# do ....... Gough ............ 15 Sept., 1884
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Mining District. No. Parish, or part of. 0£
'Sw

Locality. County.

Peel and Uralla
1

16

"9 ii'
18 B 

25 ii’ 
3 ii

3
23

6

D
B
B

8 B 
3 D

3 D

21 B 

17 ii'

Tambaroora and Turon

Tumut and Adelong .

1 A 
1 A 
1 A

26 ii
26 B

UnderclifE (j) ................
Wellington Vale............
Wellington North (i) ...
Wjlie (j)..........................
W est Fairfield.................
Ashton .............................
Bangheet (r) .................
Bingara (r) .....................
Boyd (*) ..........................
Bloxsome (s) .................

2*

2*

2*
2*

Bald Nob (*) .................
Clive...................................
Clare ..................................
Cope’s Creek ................
Coventry ..........................
Darby ..............................
Dungowan (t) ................
Dinoga («) .....................
Derra Derra (r) ............
Gouron (k) ....................
Herbert..............................
Hanning .........................
Hall (v) ..........................
Hall ...................................
Hall («) ..........................
Mayo..................................
Mitchell (s) .....................
Macintyre («) ................
Nundle..............................

2#

2*

2*

2*

2*

2*

Swinton..............................
Severn (s)..........................
Scott (s) .........................
Sara (r) ..........................
Scone and Strathbogie...

2*

Tienga .........
Worra («)... 
Wood’s Beef

Wellington Vale

Carroll ( w) .....................I
Cummings (?/;)................
Tambaroora («’) ............
Adelong (.r).....................
Bullongong (y)............
Ballallaba (y) .................
Calafat (x) .....................
Ellerslie (x).....................
Euadera (x).....................
G-ardara (#).......  ...........
Wocdalga (.r) .................

2*
2*
2^

Wilson’s Downfall ... 
Emmaville Gold-field 

do
Wilson’s Downfall ...

Cope’s Creek..........................
Bingara Diamond-field ... 

do ........

Cope’s Creek 
do , 
do

Cope’s Creek.........................
Peel Biver Gold-field .......
Bingara Gold-field ............

do Diamond-field ...
do Gold-field ............

Cope’s Creek..........................

Mitchell River.............
Giant’s Den..................
Bingara Gold-field 
Cope’s Creek..................

Bingara Gold-field ............
Peel River Gold-field, 

Hanging Rock.
Cope’s Creek..........................

Mitchell River .....................
(£ee New England Mining 

District.)
Cope’s Creek..........................
Mitchell River.....................
Ironbark and Ti-Trec 

Gold-field.
(See New England Mining 

District.)
Hill End and Tambaroora

do ...........
Hill End and Tambaroora
Adelong Gold-field............
Captain’s Flat .....................

do .....................
Adelong Gold-field............

do .....................
do .....................
do .....................
do .....................

Buller ............
Gough ............

do - ............
Buller ............
Drake ............
Hardinge .......
Murchison ...

do ............
Gough ............

do ............
do ............
do ............

Hardinge .......
do ............

Clarke ............
Hardinge .......
Parry ............
Murchison ...

do ............
do ............

Gough ............
Inglis ............
Clarke ............
Darling............
Murchison ...
Hardinge .......
Gough ............
Murchison ... 
Parry ............

Hardinge .......
Gough ............

do ............
Gresham .......

Hardinge 
Gresham 
Darling..

Wellington ...
do ............
do ............

Wynyard .......
Murray............

do ............
Wynyard .......

do ........
do .......
do .......
do .......

' Published,.

31 Oct., 1885
3 Nov., 1883 
1 Oct., 1881

31 „ 1885
6 Sept., 1887

18 Aug., 1884 
13 June, 1885 
13 „ 1885
30 Jan., 1885 
30 „ 1885
30 „ 1885

8 Dec., 1883
4 Mar., 1884
9 April,1884. 

16 Sept., 1886
31 July, 1884 
26 Mav, 1887 
25 Feb., 1885 
13 June, 1885 
25 Eeb., 1885
7 Jan., 1884 

21 Dec., 1886 
25 Nov., 1886 
21 Dec., 1886 
25 Eeb., 1885 
30 July, 1884 
30 Jan., 1885
25 Feb., 1885
26 April, 1887

15 May, 1884
30 Jan., 1885
30 >» 1885
25 Nov., 1886

6 Oct., 1881
25 Nov., 1886
10 July, 1886

18 Oct., 1887
18 )> 1887
18 )) 1887
— Jan., 1880
8 Oct., 1886
8 >> 1886

— Jan., 1880
)) 1880
» 1880
» 1880
)> 1880

(*) Previous edition cancelled, (a) Published in Map. (b) Published in Map. (c) Published in Map. (cf) Two sheets published in Map. (c) 
Three sheets published in Map. (/) Two sheets published in Map. (7) Two sheets published in Map. (h) Two sheets published in Map, (?) Two 
sheets published in Map. (j) Four sheets miblishcd in Map. (/r) Two sheets published in Map. (1) Four sheets published in Map. (m) Two sheets 
published in Map. (?)) Two sheets published in Map. (0) Two sheets published in Map. (p) Two sheets published in Map. (q) Two sheets published 
in Map. (r) Two sheets published in Map. (6) Two sheets published in Map. (t) Two sheets published in Map. (7/) Two sheets published in Map. 
(r) Two sheets published in Map. (to) Four sheets published in Map. (x) Four sheets published in Map. (y) Four sheets published in Map.

Miscellaneous Maps and Compilations not yet published.

No.

Pr
es

s.

Parish or part of,'&c. Locality. County. Mining District.

30 4 Arrawatta ....... New England.
30 4 do ............................ do
33 2
42 l

79 4
53 3
63 3
82 -i
82 4 do ...
34 3
47 3
79 4
49 2
R9/i 2
56 1
65 2
71 2 Phillip ................ Mudgee.
72 3
84 2 Gresham ............ Clarence and Richmond.
52 3 Dunleary .............................. Milburn Creek Gold-field......................... Bathurst ............ Bathurst.



No. County. Mining District.Parish or part of, &c. Locality.

40
50 
81 
30 
30
35 
78
73
39 
82
40 
58
42
44
45
53 
57 
66
69
70 
72 
76
43 
48

66
74
51 
86
41 
32
36 
55 
80 
35
39 
87
40
46
54

1
2
4
4.
4
3
4 
1
3
4 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2

Eskdale ..................................
Ermington..............................
Forbes ..................................
Gordon ..................................
Hawthorn ..............................
Irralong ..................................
Inverell ..................................
Jingellic ............................
Krawaree ..............................
Kamandra ..............................
Melrose ..................................
Macquarie River Gold-field
Mandamah..............................
Mooney Mooney ................
Meglo ......................................
Mongarlowe .........................
Mulgunnia............................
May Day Reef ....................
Metz .......................................
Mitchell's River ................
Mopone ..................................
Moogem ..................................
Nuggetty Gully.....................
Nullama ...................................

2
1
1
4
2
3
3
4 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3

Nail-can Reef .....................
Oban ......................................
Perseverance Reefs, &e. ...
Quidong, &c............................
Solitary Creek ...................
Teleraree..................................
Topi ......................................
Tomingley Gold-field .......
Tunnabidgee .........................
Wangat ..................................
Wyanbene..............................
Warratta ..............................
Yetholme .........:...................
Young.......................................
Yalwal Creek Diggings ...

Green Swamp.............
Cambigne Gold-field . 
Lachlan Gold-field....
Vegetable Creek.........
Emmaville Gold-field

Billabong Gold-field 
Green Swamp..........

Barmedman Gold-field ...
Muttama Gold-field .......
Junction Point Gold-field

Mulgunnia Gold-field 
Black Range Gold-field 
Gara Falls .....................

Pheasant Creek ...........................................
Nowendoc Gold-field ..............................
Union and Lone Star Reefs, Quart-pot 

Creek.
Black Range Gold-field..............................

Boyd, or Little River Gold-field

Wattle Fiat GoRUfield"".’i!"""! 
Gloucester Gold-field.....................

Albert Gold-field ......
Green Swamp...............
Burrangong Gold-field

Roxburgh............
Gresham ..........
Ashburnham ...
Gough ................
Arrawatta ......
Gloucester .......
Gough ................
Goulburn............
Murray .............
Ashburnham ...
Roxburgh...........
Wellington .......
Bland ................
Harden................
Georgiana..........
St. Vincent.......
Georgiana............
Goulburn .........
Sandon ................
Gough ................
Robinson............
Clive.....................
Hawes ................
Gresham ............

Bathurst.
Clarence and Richmond. 
Lachlan.
Peel and Uralla.
New England.
Hunter and Macleay. 
Peel and Uralla.
Tumut and Adelong. 
Southern.
Lachlan.
Bathurst.
Tambaroora and Turon. 
Lachlan.
Tumut and Adelong. 
Bathurst.
Southern.
Bathurst.
Tumut and Adelong. 
Peel and Uralla. 

do
Cobar.
New England.
Peel and Uralla. 
Clarence and Richmond.

Goulburn............
Clarke ...............
Gresham ............
Wellesley ......
Roxburgh............
Gloucester .......

do .......
Narromine .......
Wellington .......
Gloucester .......
Dampier ............
Evelyn ................
Roxburgh............
Monteagle .......
St. Vincent.......

Tumut and Adelong. 
Peel and Uralla. 
Clarence and Richmond. 
Southern.
Bathurst.
Hunter and Macleay. 

do
Mudgee.

■ Tambaroora and Turon. 
Hunter and Macleay. 
Southern.
Albert.
Bathurst.
Lachlan.
Southern.

. Inspection oe Mines.

The Inspector of Mines (Mr. Slee, T.G-.S.) reports 12 fatal and 9 non-fatal accidents during the 
year. Of the fatal accidents 4s were caused by falls of earth, 3 by explosions, and 4 by falling down shafts 
&c. Of the non-fatal accidents 6 were due to explosions, and 3 to falls of earth. Of the 21 accidents 13 
occurred in silver-mines, 4 in gold-mines, 2 in copper-mines, and 2 in tin-mines.

The. Inspector attaches to his report an interesting table, showing that the piercentage of fatal 
accidents is '0693 per 10,000 miners, and tho non-fatal 0'52 per 10,000 miners employed. During the 
year the Inspector, in addition to his duties as Superintendent of Drills, and as a Member of the Pros
pecting Board, has visited and inspected the mines at Kiandra, Cooma, Michelago, Queanbeyan, Captain’s 
Plat, Goulburn, Mount Costigan, Tuena, Young, Dubbo, Wellington, Buckenbah, Parkes, Porbes, Orange, 
Grenfell, Mudgee, Sunny Corner, Bathurst, Tamworth, Nundle, Walcha, Uralla, Hillgrove, Warm 
Corner, Armidale, Black Mountain, Glen Innes, Vegetable Creek, Silverton, Broken Hill, Purnamoota, 
Poolamaca, Wawkeroo, Buriowie, Milparinka, and Tibooburra. Such a record needs no comment from me 
to prove Mr. Slee’s zeal in the performance of his duties. -

Diamond Drills and Water Augers.

The work done by the diamond drills during the year 1888 is in every way highly satisfactory, and 
reflects the highest credit upon the management of Mr. Slee, P.G.S., the Superintendent.

The total depth bored during the year was 8,292 feet, as compared with 3,097 feet in 18S7. The 
average rate bored per hour of boring was 13'67 feet, as compared with 10'22 feet per hour in 1887. The 
average cost per foot bored during the year (exclusive of salaries, &c., of officers) was 8s. llfd., as com
pared with 18s. Id. per foot in 1887. The average cost per foot bored during the year (including salaries, 
&c., of officers) was 11s., as compared with £1 2s. 4|d. in 1887. The cost of diamonds destroyed during 
the year equalled Is. Opgd. per foot bored, as compared with Is. 6ftd. in 1887. The gross earnings of the 
drills for the year amounted to £8,067 19s. lid., as compared with £2,574 19s. 7d. in 1887. The gross 
cost (exclusive of depreciation of plant by wear, &c.) for the year was £4,564 8s. 2d., as compared with 
£3,460 17s. 7d. in 1887. The percentage of core saved is exceptionally high, a most important feature.

I
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I am quite satisfied such results could not have been obtained without the strictest economy, arid the 
ablest supervision both in the field and in the office. The office staff under Mr. Slee also deserves the ‘ 
utmost credit. The aim of the Department has been to perform the work of boring for the public at the 
lowest possible rate, and thereby to encourage the development of the mineral resources without putting 
the State to expense, and I think it may be fairly said that this has been accomplished, as the rates 
charged last year were comparatively very low (though I look forward to further reductions under Mr. 
Slee’s management) yet the earnings w'ere sufficient not only to cover the total cost of working and 
management, but also to provide for depreciation of plant from wear, &c.

During the year four augers were engaged in boring for water, three on the road Bourke to Mil
parinka, and one at Tibooburra, during the first part of the year, and later on at Milparinka. ■ The total 
depth bored during the year was 1,062 feet, at a total cost of £2,702 6s. 7d., equal to £1 7s. GJd. per foot. 
At the first glance the cost appears high, but when the cost of carriage, wdiich, in 1888 amounted to £703 
10d., equal to 8s. llfd. per foot bored, is taken into account, it will be seen that the cost is not exceptionally 
high. On the road, Bourke to Milparinka, artesian water (22,461 gallons per day) was struck at 101i 
miles bore. Three other bores were started, and considering the state of the country during the severe 
drought good progress was made, but latterly one of them had to be temporarily abandoned in consequence 
of the complete absence of grass and water. During the year a bore was started at Tibooburra with the 
object of striking artesian water for mining purposes. When the bore had reached a depth of 233 feet 
operations had to be discontinued, in order that the townspeople, whose water supply was exhausted, 
might draw water from the bore, an ample supply of good water having been struck therein. The 
auger was then removed to Milparinka, the town supply there being also exhausted, but the bore at this 
place was not successful in striking water. The late rains having supplied the township, the bore at 
Tibooburra will now be continued until artesian water is reached. If this bore be successful in finding a 
large supply that will rise to a sufficient height to admit of its being carried by gravitation to the vicinity 
of the mines, it will prove a great boon to the miners, whose great difficulty in that dry country is to 
obtain water to wash out the gold.

Mineral Products.

The aggregate value of the mineral products of this Colony to the end of -1888 amounted to 
£76,818,237 4s. lOd. ; the value of such products for the year 1888 was £3,879,833, showing an increase 
upon the value in 1887 of £713,895. This increase is mainly due to the output of silver and silver lead, 
the value of which is about double that of 1887. The increase in the output and value of coal is 
considerable. The output of copper is less, but the value shows a considerable increase. There is also 
an increase in iron and antimony. The output of gold, I regret to say, show's a considerable decrease, 
being the smallest for many years, due, no doubt, to tho long and severe drought. There was also a 
decrease in output of shale, bismuth, and sundry minerals. ' •

The production of fine silver, though showing a large increase as compared with that of 1887, falls 
very far short of that of 1885 and 1886. I trust, however, that it may be taken as an indication that we 
are beginning to solve the difficulty of treating our argentiferous ores. The fact that the value of our 
output of fine silver and of silver-lead ore in 1888 amounts to £1,142,405 is highly satisfactory.

The following table shows the aggregate value of minerals, tho produce of New' South Wales,for the 
years 1887 and 1888, respectively compared:—

Minerals.

Gold.....................
Silver .................
Coal ....................
Shale...........*.......
Tin ....................
Copper...............
Iron ....................
.Antimony........
Bismuth ............
Sundry Minerals 
Silver-lead Ore..
Manganese ......

t Cobalt ...............

Quantifcj'. Value. Quantity. Value. Increase in value. Decrease in value.

1887. £ S. d. 1888. £ s. d. £ s. a. £ S. d.
] 10,28G'06 OZ. 394,578 16 3 87.503-24 oz. 317,099 12 0 77,479 4 3
177,307-75 32,458 0 0 375,063-70 „ 66,668 0 0 34,210 0 0

2,922,497 (0 tons 1,346,440 2 7 3,203,44318 tons 1,455,198 4 1 108,758 i 6
40,'010-00 87,761 0 0 31,86900 „ 73,612 0 0 14,149 0 0

4,961-05 525,420 0 0 4,809 50 „ 582,496 0 0 57,076 O 0
4,763-35 199,102 0 0 3,899-35 „ 275,034 0 0 75,932 0 0

. 2,797'43 M 14,542 15 1 *3,747-10 „ 23,721 6 9 9,178 11 8
168-35 u 1,641 0 0 ] 90-35 „ 2,918 0 0 1,277 0 0

36-55 63f!95 0 0 18-07 „ 3,911 0 0 2,784 0 0
1,43100 15,624 0 0 119-30 „ 3,438 0 0 12,186 0 0

12,53017 u 541,952 0 0 29,841-60 „ 1,075,737 0 0 533,785 0 0
46065 1,702 0 0 23 00 „ 75 0 0 1,627 0 0

6 40 1,330 o o

* Not manufactured from the ore but old iron.

The value of the output of minerals in 1888 exceeds the decennial average value by £1,063,237.
The
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The following Return shows the quantity and value of Gold, Coal, Shale, Copper, Tin, Silver, Silver-lead Ore, Iron, 
Antimony, Asbestos, and Bismuth produced in the Colony of New South Wales during the last ten years :—

Year.
Gold. Coal. Shale. Copper and Regulus. Tin and Tin Ore. Silver.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Oz. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ Tons. £ oz. dwt. £
1879 ... 109,650 407,219 1,583,381 950,879 32,519 66,930 4,142 257,352 5,921 372,349 83,164 0 18,071
1880 ... 118,600 441,543 1,466,180 615,337 19,201 44,725 5,394 364,059 6,159 471,337 91,419 0 21,878
1881 ... 149,627 506,513 1,769,597 603,248 27,894 40,748 5,494 355,062 8,200 724,003 57,254 0 13,026
1882 ... 140,469 526,521 2,109,282 948,965 48,065 84,114 4,958 324,727 8,670 833,461 38,618 0 9,024
1883 ... 123,806 458,509 2,521,457 1,201,942 49,250 90,861 8,957-7 577,201 9,125-5 824,552 77,065 18 16,488
1881 ... 107,199 395,292 2,749,109 1,303,077 31,618 72,176' 7,305-4 416,179 6,665-9 521,587 93,660 5 19,780
1885 ... 103,736 378,665 2,878,863 1,340,213 27,462 67,239 5,746 264,920 5,193 415,626 794,174 0 159,187
1886 ... 101,417 366,291 2.830,175 1,303,164 43,563 99,976 4,027 167,665 4,968 467,653 1,015,433 10 197,544
1887 ... 110,288 394,579 2,922,497 1,346,163 40,010 87,761 4,763 199,102 4,961 525,420 177,307 15 32,458
1888 ... 87,503 317,100 3,203,443 1,455,198 34,869 73,612 3,899 275,034 4,809 582,496 375,064 0 66,668

1,152,295 4,252,235 24,033,984 11,068,186 364,451 728,142 54,686 1 3,200,301 64,672-4 5,738,484 2,803,160 8 554,124

Year.

Silver-lead and Silver- 
lead Ore. Iron. Antimony and Ore. Asbestos. Bismuth. Sundry

Minerals.
Total.

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quan
tity. Value. Quan

tity. Value. Quan
tity. Value.

t. c. £ t. c. £ t. c. £ fc. c. £ t. C. £ t. £ £
1879 ... 18 13 535 1,118 0 10,550 76 16 1,046 25 525 2,085,456
1880 ... 27 14 890 2,322 0 15,335 99 19 1,652 12 8 323 21 795 1,977,874
1881 ... 52 14 1,625 6,560 0 47,871 539 4 17,346 12 io 2,728 15i 1,020 2,373,190
1882 ... 11 19 360 7,476 0 37,224 1,068 18 16,732 7 10 75 2 14 162 7 979 2,782,344
1883 ... 133 4 2,075 3,434 3 26,908 375 11 5,555 3 14 650 31 160 3,204,901
1884 ... 9,167 11 241,940 3,759 2 24,572 433 12 6,458 . . . 14 n 2,770 3,003,831
1885 ... 2,286 0 107,626 4,176 0 25,793 293 0 4,296 6 0 90 14 0 3,700 457 7,820 2,775,175
1886 ... 4,802 2 294,485 3,685 17 19,068 273 3 3,381 20 18 3,870 69 5,327 2,928,427
1887 ... 12,530 3 541,952 2,797 8 14,543 168 7 1,641 36 11 6,695 1,431 15,624 3,165,938
1888 ... 29,841 12 1,075,737 3,747 0 23,721 190 7 2,918 18 li 3,911 119 3,433 3,879,833

58,874 12 2,267,225 39,075 10 245,585 3,518 17 61,025 25 18 488 122 16 24,486 l,944i 35,683 28,165,969

Gold.

Wheu preparing my Report for 1S87 I had the pleasure of inviting attention to an increase in the 
output of gold, and I then hoped we had reached the lowest point, and were on the eve of more 
prosperous time in gold-mining, but the severe drought, and possibly to some extent other causes, have 
proved my hope fallacious. Tet, in spite of the small production of gold in 1888, I feel convinced we 
still possess most valuable auriferous deposits, from which we shall yet obtain much larger yields of gold 
than have been won during the past few years. During last year, in spite of the drought, considerable 
prospecting was carried on, though no doubt under considerable disadvantage, and some finds were made 
which give promise of considerable future yields.

The Inspector of Mines reports no new discoveries of any great importance were made during 
the year in alluvial mining, and that sluicing had in most cases to be discontinued owing to the protracted 
drought, but quartz-mining progressed steadily. In some districts, where quartz-mining had been 
dormant for years, revivals occurred. The most important was the opening of the rich reefs at Baker’s 
Creek, Hillgrove, and he anticipates the discovery of payable reefs between Hillgrove and the 
Woolumlumbi and Warm Corner Ralls towards Kempsey. He also reports that at. Parkes quartz-mining 
has taken the place of alluvial, and has become a permanent and profitable industry. A fresh start has 
also been made in the Grenfell district, and at Sofala, Sunny Corner, Hargraves, Mudgee, and other 
districts.

The following extracts from the reports of the Wardens and Mining Registrars indicate the 
condition of gold-mining in the several mining districts during the past year :—

In the Bathurst District the reports say :—“ There has been no sluicing at all during the year, and 
many of the alluvial claims were idle for want of w'ater. On the banks of the Abercrombie an attempt 
has been made by means of powerful pumping machinery, but it has not been at work sufficiently long 
to prove the value of the property operated upon. Quartz-mining has been carried on at Napoleon Reef 
and at Cheshire’s Creek, and several parties are prospecting. Yield of gold, 435 oz. alluvial, 300 oz. quartz. ’ 
The returns from quartz-mines have not been very encouraging at Mount M'Donald, Trunkey, Tuena, 
Oberon, and Mitchell, but tho work has been carried on in a half-hearted manner ; ten times the quantity

of
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of stone should have been treated. At Trunkey, the Bathurst Company is sinking a vertical shaft 
800 feet to test the reef at that depth. The reef was payable from the surface to a depth of 520 feet.
Owing to want of water, only about £1,000 worth of alluvial gold was won during the year. At Tuena,
£4;,500 worth of gold was obtained from alluvial deposits. At Mitchell, the Paddy Lackey Company 
crushed 80 tons quartz for 145 oz. gold. The St. George Company obtained 186 oz. from 9 tons of stone.
Gold to the value of about £5,161 was won during the year. At Mount M‘Donald, 438 tons of stone 
yielded 6771 oz. of gold. Only 1,130 oz. of gold was won during the year. Permission has been 
given to some miners to prospect on the Grabine estate (freehold), near the Lachlan Eiver. Three ■ 
parties bottomed on wash, varying from 3 gr. to 6 gr. to the dish. At Burraga only £501 worth of gold 
was sold locally. This was obtained at the Isabella Elver. At Eockley, the Blossom Hill Co. washed 
70 tons of dirt for 22 oz. of gold. Yield of gold at Eockley for the year was 196 oz. In the Orange 
division some promising reefs or veins have been'discovered at Carangarah(freehold) ; 3 tons crushed yielded 
33 oz. At the Bluff Ophir an expensive tunnel is being constructed through the company’s leases ; 50 
tons of quartz is at grass. About fifty miners are working alluvial at Lewis Ponds, with a fair show of 
success. At Caloola several promising reefs and some alluvial deposits are attracting attention. At ^

"Lucknow the New Eeform Co. has reached a depth of 525 feet, the lode varying from 1 to 20 feet in 
.width. About 3,000 tons of ore raised during the year, valued at £6,484. After extracting the free gold 
the ore is sent to Germany for further treatment. The New Eeform Pups, at a depth of 225 feet, have 
a lode 3 feet wide. They have raised about 250 tons of ore. The quantity of gold purchased by the 
banks at Orange was 2,588 oz., valued at £7,702. At Gulley Swamp (Carcoar division), the Homeward 
Bound Co., at a depth of 140 feet, have cut lodes of a more permanent and valuable character, which are 
said to increase in width and richness in depth ; 120 tons of stone from ■ a higher level, and including 
50 tons of surface stone, yielded 200 oz. of gold. The Brown’s Creek Co. was not worked, owing to the 
mine being flooded and other causes. 2,890 oz. of gold was sent from Carcoar during the year, but this, 
it is thought, does not represent all the gold won there. At MThillamy’s Hill, King’s Plains, two shafts 
have been sunk 116 feet and 98 feet. At 114 feet a cross-cut driven 98 feet has cut twenty-one gold
bearing veins. It is jiroposed to work alluvial on the same property. In the Blayney division, 1,009 oz. 
of gold was won, 276 oz. from alluvial and 733 oz. from quartz. In the Cowra and North Cowra divisions 
121. oz. of gold was won, 70 oz. from alluvial and 71 oz. from quartz.

’ In the Mudgee District, the reports say :—At Limestone Creek (Mudgee division), several small 
nuggets were found, varying from 4 oz. to 10 oz. In the Gulgong division, 1,268 oz. of gold was 
obtained from alluvium. In the Wellington division, 595 oz. of gold has been won from alluvium, 
chiefly from the beds of the Macquarie and Mudgee Eivers, and 27 oz. from quartz. In the 
•Dubbo division there are three parties at Tomingley Eeef. They crushed 253 tons for 60 oz. 13 dwt. 
of gold, and they have 305 tons of stone at grass.' The width of the reefs varies from 31 to 10 feet.

-There are two parties working on the Myall Eeef. They crushed during the year 568 tons for 707 oz. of 
gold. The reef is 12 feet wide. 75 tons of stone and 25 tons, of tailings have been sent Home to be 
tested. These claims have been idle the greater part of the year, owing to the drought. In November 
alluvial gold was discovered about 9 miles south of Tomingley. No washing could be done owing to want 
of water. Twelve claims have bottomed on apparently good wash. The depth varies from 40 to 140 feet; 
the wash is from 1 to 3 feet thick. There are several reefs in the locality.- On one a claim has been 
worked, and 30 tons raised, estimated to contain 1 oz. per ton. In the Hargraves division, at the Big 
Nugget Battery, 365 tons was crushed for a yield of 8 dwt. per ton. The last crushing at Queen of 
Sheebah Co. yielded 2^ oz. per ton. The Catherine Co. crushed 50 tons for 18 dwt. per ton. Sundry 
parcels, aggregating 100 tons, yielded from 12 to 25 dwt. per ton. The Hargraves Co. is raising a trial 

-crushing of stone. Some valuable reefs have been discovered at Tucker’s Hill, about 3 miles from 
Hargraves. In the Tambaroora and Turon District, at Hill End, a few nuggets were unearthed, one 
weighing 28 oz. The Eed Hill Co. struck a reef, yielding 7 oz. per ton, and improving. The Cornelian 
Co. crushed 1,400 tons of quartz from a blow 15 to 50 feet wide, for about 207 oz. of gold. In the Sofala 
division several valuable reefs have been discovered. An important discovery has been made in the 
Queenslander mine. It consists of a mass of auriferous rock, the extent of which has not yet been 
ascertained. The gold obtained by the battery pays expenses, and-concentrating plant is being erected,
'which'is expected to increase the yield ; 120 oz. has been obtained from 500 tons. George Williams, to 
whom aid was granted out of the Prospecting Vote, discovered a payable reef. An engine and battery are 
about to be erected on the mine. The Big Oakey Co., to whom aid was granted, struck a rich vein at 
200 feet deep. Some rich specimens were found on Whalen’s Hill. Sundry parcels of quartz (292 tons) 
crushed yielded 212 oz. 3,054 oz. of gold sent from Sofala. At Ironbarks considerable quantities of 
quartz are awaiting crushing when water is available. 1,300 oz. gold obtained from alluvium and 700 oz. 
from quartz. At the Gordon mine, 2,459 tons of stone raised yielded 600 oz. of gold/

■' 335—C In-
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In the Laotian District, the reports say:—The Brittania Eeef (Forbes), which had been long 
abandoned, has been taken up again, and a good crushing plant and gear have been erected thereon; the 
last crushing gave nearly 1 i oz. per ton, the average being over 1 oz. The reef is about 2 feet wide, and 
appears to improve in depth. The Pinnacle Eeef, between Forbes and Grenfell, though poor, is large 
II feet wide in places—and has averaged i oz. per ton, and appears to improve with depth. A good 
battery has been erected by Nicholas and party on their claim. The Forbes Alluvial Co., Old South Lead, 
have won over 400 oz. of gold for the year. At the Bald Hills one claim is at work in alluvium, from 

which i oz. per load has been obtained at a considerable depth. A quartz reef 4 feet wide showing gold 
has been discovered. The gold won in the Forbes division was 549 oz. from alluvium, and 402 oz. from 
quartz. At Parkes, Hazlehurst and party won 860 oz., and Drummond and party 740 oz. from the 
quartz claims. The small reefs at Opossum Glully continue to pay well. At the Kohinoor Eeef, Caledonian 
Hill, a large body of stone has been regularly worked, and yielded If oz. per ton. The old Strickland 
Eeef has been opened again, and a body of stone varying from 12 to 15 feet wide, carrying a fair proportion 
of gold, has been discovered. Sundry parcels of quartz, aggregating 2,789 tons, were crushed at Parkes 

9- yielding 3,742 oz. of gold. 1,245 tons alluvium puddled gave 243 oz. The quantity of gold purchased
by the banks was 4,269 oz. At Delaney’s Dyke, about 15 miles from Molong, Delaney Bros., the pros
pectors, their shafts have been sunk, one to a depth of 145 feet; there is a large lode visible all the way; 
averaging 6 feet wide. A crosscut at the 60-feet level has cut another lode of 7 feet wide. From 1,500 to 
1,800 tons of lode stuff is at grass. 70 tons crushed in March is said to have yielded 15 dwt. of gold and 
5 dwt. of silver per ton. Since then there has been no water to crush with. Most of the quartz claims 
in the Grenfell division were idle for want of water. At the Pinnacle Battery several parcels from Sandy 
Creek were crushed, varying from 14 to 21 dwt. per ton. About 600 tons was at grass. Machinery has 
been erected at Star G-ully to treat quartz tailings, but has been idle for want of water. At Quondong, a 
few claims were raising payable wash, but only 90 tons (which averaged 1 oz. per ton) could be'puddled, 
owing to the scarcity of water. 166 oz. was won in the Grenfell division. At Boney’s Eock (Cudal), 85 
tons of quartz crushed yielded 125 oz. At Paling Yards, 80 tons gave 40 oz. ; this is a large lode, and 
should give employment to a number of miners. At Canowindra, 1,237 tons from the Blue Jacket Beef) 
which is 4 feet wide, gave 1,293 oz. of gold. 44 tons from Hayes Eeef gave 49 oz. of gold. The Ironclad 
Co., Cargo, crushed 723 tons for 566 oz. of gold. In the Young division, several new reefs were dis 
covered during the year, from which a number of miners are earning good wages. The new Burrangong Co. 
which only recently reached the main wash, obtained 215 oz. from the Burrangong Lead. Two other 
Co’s, start shortly. Two trial crushings from a reef on private property at Wombat gave li oz. and 2J- oz 
per ton, and it is reported that gold-bearing stone has been found on the surface about J mile eastward 
156 tons from the Archdeacon Eeef yielded li- oz. per ton. At Murrumburrah, a new reef of great promise 
has been found on private property. The Cunningar works obtained 1,565 oz. 10 dwt. of gold, valued at 
£6,490, during the year. G-old won in the Murrumburrah division, 218 oz. from alluvial, 1,718 oz. from 
quartz. At Temora, 6,400 loads of alluvium puddled gave an average of 2i dwt. per load, Bourke’s 
Eeef Co. crushed 417 tons for 178 oz. of gold. G-old purchased at Temora, 1,771 oz. At Barmedman^ 
2,665i tons crushed for 989 oz.; the low yield is due to the fact that the bulk was obtained from stone 
and mullock raised from shallow workings.

In the Cobar District, the reports say :—Considerable work has been done on the claims on the 
reefs discovered near the town of Cobar, though the drought has retarded the development of them. At 
Fort Bourke, arrangements are being made for the erection of a large crushing plant on the Chesney 
Cobar Co.’s mine. Some 22i tons of quartz from this mine was sent to Melbourne for treatment, the 
result being 47 oz. of gold. Encouraging prospects have been obtained from other mines, both at Fort 
Bourke and at the Peak. At Mount Billagoe, the Mount Billagoe Co. have had assays of their ore as high 
as 32 oz. gold and 946 oz. of silver. Some 30 cwt. of quartz was sent to Ballarat for treatment, and 
31 to Sandhurst, with the following results:—Ballarat, gold, 6'85 oz. silver, 46'047 oz.; Sandhurst, 
gold, 11'876 oz., silver, 112’076 oz. Since then 2 tons 18 cwt. of stone was sent to Dry Creek, S.A., for 
treatment, with the following result:—8 oz. gold, and 121 oz. of silver per ton.

In the Albert District, the reports say:—At Milparinka and Tibooburra the rainfall for 1888 
amounted to about 2 inches, and at Mount Brown to about inch; the effect of this upon mining can 
easily be understood. Mining operations at Tibooburra ceased by the end of February, and some of the 
miners turned their attention to the reefs in the Warratta Eange. Messrs. House and Lawes struck a 
promising leader, and at the Milparinka mine the battery and other machinery have been put in order, and 
the mine is being pumped out with a view to thorough working. At Mount Brown there was no water 
for any purpose, except 'what was raised from the mines ; this enabled some' of the puddling machines 
near to work during part of the year, and dirt that was rich enough was carted to them. For surfacing,

the
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the miners had to resort to dry blowing. The Mount Brown Prospecting Co. had to discontinue sinking 
when they had sunk to a depth of 241 feet, owing to their inability to keep down the water by means of 
a whim, though they worked their shifts. The quantity of gold won at Tibooburra was about 764 ozs.; at 
Milparinka, say 1,120 ozs. There have been some nuggets found during the year—one 12 oz. 1 dwt., one 
28 oz. 17 dwt., one 9 oz., and several from 1 oz. to 4 oz. A specimen of gold-bearing quartz was brought 
into Wilcannia, said to have been found 30 miles from that town; want of water prevented prospecting 
operations being carried on.

In the Tumut, and Adelong District, the reports sayAt Tarcutta, the Wagga Wagga Co. 
have raised 300 tons of stone ready for crushing. At Adelong, the total yield of gold, 1,357 oz., viz., 
3'50 oz. from alluvium, and 1,007 oz. from quartz. 273 tons stone from the Perseverance, Victoria, and 
Williams mine gave 335 oz. of gold. Owing to the difficulty and danger of working the mine by means 
of underground excavations, Mr. A. D. Shepherd has been engaged in bringing to perfection appliances 
for stripping the ground by machinery with the aid of water, and it is thought he will succeed. At 
Tumut, 138 oz. of gold was won. At Eeedy Plat, 453 oz. of gold was won. A prospecting party has 
found a reef showing gold at a depth of 36 feet; it is 8 inches wide; 17 tons have been raised, estimated 
at 3 oz. per ton. At Cowabbie, Perrier and party crushed 200 tons for a yield of 4 dwt. per ton, but it 
is supposed a large proportion of the gold was not saved, and they are introducing special appliances. 
They have 200 tons at grass. Several new and apparently promising reefs have been discovered in the 
Junee Division; the crushings from the Eedan claim have given from li to 2 oz. per ton, notwithstanding 
the defective machinery. Some very rich stone is being raised from Pincher’s claim at a depth of 60 feet; 
the last crushing of 14 tons gave 2 oz. 13 dwt. per ton. There is about 120 tons of stone at grass at 
Wantiool. The Pioneer Co., at Eurongilly, 105 tons have been crushed for 79 oz. Prospectors have 
obtained some very good specimens from the reefs at North Junee. The gold won in the division was 
232 oz. The yield of gold at Tumbarumba was 151 oz. The prospecting party (aided by Government) 
had sunk 48 feet through basalt, and expect to bottom in nine weeks. If they find the lead payable it 
will open up a large extent of untested alluvial. At the Black Eange (Albury), some very rich specimens 
were found in Meredith and party’s claim, and there is now a prospect of the reefs on the range being 
tested to a depth. Some rich crushings have been obtained from the Hawksview claim, on Maher’s Hill. 
At May-Day Hill, Pye and party obtained 951 oz. from 13 tons, and 45 oz. 13 dwt. from 10 tons. Yield 
of gold (Albury), 425 oz. Gold won at Kiandra, 586 oz. At Kydra, a large quantity of stone has been 
raised, but could not be crushed, owing to want of water. The Fiery Creek Eeefs, on the Umeralla 
Eiver, have caused some excitement. On the Coolamon Creek (Queanbeyan), several men were getting 
good returns from alluvial workings. At Bindabella there is said to be an alluvial deposit, which has 
been tried to a depth of 95 feet, and is 300 yards wide, upon which operations are about to start. At 
Mac’s Eeef, a vein 18 inches wide showing gold was struck by a party to whom aid out of the Prospecting 
Yote had been granted. On Wright and party’s lease, 400 tons of 4-dwt. stone has been raised ; reef 
4 feet wide. On New Mac’s Eeef work has been suspended, as the mines are within a conditional lease. 
The Colinton Eeef (Cooma), found in June last, has been tested to a depth of 40 feet; is 3 feet wide. 
Several tons of stone sent to Sydney for treatment yielded from 2 to 8 oz. per ton. At Fiery Creek 
there are several parallel reefs from 6 inches to 3 feet. The gold is very fine, and the stone requires 
careful treatment. The assays made show from 1 to 10 oz. per ton. Over 100 tons of stone has been 
raised ready for crushing. Several other auriferous reefs have been found in the district.

- In the Southern District, the reports say :—Gold won in the Braidwood division, 727 oz. The 
Day Dawn Eeef, Little Eiver, averages 36 inches wide. The tailings from this reef contain 5 per cent, 
clean pyrites, which assay 20 oz. of gold per ton. 10 tons of these pyrites have been sent to 
Cunningar for treatment. The Day Dawn Co. crushed 240 tons for 143| oz. of gold, and have 150 tons 
at grass waiting crushing. In the Little Eiver division, 650 oz. was obtained from alluvial, and 335 from 
quartz. In the Nerriga division, 450 oz. from alluvial. At Major’s Creek (Braidwood), machinery is 
being erected for the treatment of the mundic reefs in that locality, and if it prove successful, it will 
probably lead to the working of numerous reefs now lying idle. 554 oz. of gold was won at Major’s 
Creek—459 oz. from quartz, and 95 oz. from alluvial. The yield of gold at Araluen was 4,128 oz. At the 
Homeward Bound claim, Yalwal, lately worked as an open quarry, during the twelve months prior to 
May, 1888, gold to the value of £8,000 was taken out. Prom then till the end of the year crushing was 
retarded by repairs to the machinery and want of water ; nevertheless, gold to the value of £2,565 was 
won. Since June, 1882, this claim has yielded gold to the value of £25,600. At the Pioneer mine, 
400 tons of stone has been raised. During five years this mine has turned out gold to the value of 
£10,000. While awaiting the erection of machinery on this mine, small crushings made at a local 
battery have yielded from 15 dwt. to 2 oz. per ton. Prom the Eclipse mine, during the past eight, years, 
gold has been won to the value of £10,577. Prom the Pinnacle mine, it is said, gold to the value of 

' £15,000
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£15,000 was obtained--1875 and 1885. The tailings from the creek having- been tested, and given 7 oz.: 
per ton, some 2,000 bags will probably be sent to Sydney. At Moruya, the Little Gem Co. has recently 
completed the erection of machinery, and has about 300 tons ready for crushing. The quantity of gold 
won in the division was 1,100 oz, From Coman and party’s reef, at Bumbo, 30 tons crushed gave 30 oz. 
of gold At the Mount Coman Co. mine, ISerrigundah, the reef is 4 feet G inches. 600 tons have been 
raised ready for crushing. Motley Bros, crushed 49 tons for 150 oz. The Piery Cross Co. crushed 
277 tons for 48} oz. Total, Xerrigimdah Division, 896} oz. Quantity of gold purchased in the Bombala 
Division, 502 oz. At one of the mines at Dalton (G unning), 500 tons have been raised ready for crushing. 

Trial crushings from these reefs have given satisfactory results.

In the Hunter and Macleay District, the reports say At Wonga Wonga mine, Lower Wangat 
(Dungog), 90 tons of stone crushed yielded 98 oz. 12 dwt. Total yield of gold in the division, 112 oz. 
At Copeland the small quantity of stone crushed has yielded nearly 2} oz. per ton. notwithstanding the 
absence of modern gold-saving appliances. Total yield of gold for the division, 330 oz. At the Golden 
Butterfly (Bulladelah Division), 115 tons crushed yielded 16} dwt. per ton. They have 40 tons at grass. 
The reef varies from 7 to 12 inches. Stuart and party (the Mount Springfield Co.), owing to want of 
water, were able to crush only 50 tons, which gave 1 oz. per ton. They have 100 tons at grass. At 
70 feet deep the reef is 4} feet wide. The Suttor Co. crushed only 5 tons for 8 dwt. per ton. They 
have a well-defined reef 3 feet wide at Paddy’s Creek. A trial crushing gave 2 oz. per ton. Total yield 
of gold in the division, 167 oz. At Deep Creek (Kempsey Division), a considerable^ blow of mispickel 
quartz was found, from which several samples were sent for assay, with results varying from 3 to 6 oz. 
of gold per ton, while a sample from a depth of 40 feet gave 11} oz. of gold per ton. Since then a 
quantity of stone has been sent to Sandhurst to be treated by chlorination. The reef has also been struck 
on an adjoining claim, but the stone is difficult to treat, and there is no machinery or appliances on the field.

In the Peel and Uralla District, the reports say(Scone Division).—The Royal Standard Co. have 
crushed 800 tons of stone, which yielded 1,900 oz. The total yield of gold at Stewart s Brook, from about 
1,250 tons of stone, is estimated at 2,250 oz, and there is a large quantity of stone at grass waiting to be 
crushed. Two crushings from the New Year’s Gift line of reef gave 13 and 21 dwt. per ton respectively. 
Prom Carter’s line of reef, average width of reef 2 feet, several crushings were had, averaging 1 oz. per 
ton. Crushings from the Early Rose line of reef have given nearly 5 oz. per ton. Erom Puller s 
Reef numerous crushings have yielded from 1 oz. to 10 oz. per ton. Prom Welchman s Reef, which is 16 
feet wide in places, some crushings have yielded as much as 5 oz. per ton. 150 tons crushed at Denison 
yielded 197 oz. of gold. At Tamworth, Aitken and party (aided out of Prospecting Vote) are driving a 
tunnel 250 feet, to cut a series of reefs; they have driven 80 feet, and have cut one reef 10 to 21 inches 
wide, carrying gold. At Mount Ephraim, Nundle, a quantity of cement has been treated in pans, with 
satisfactory results. Extensive water-supply works for sluicing at Mount Sheba have been constructed, 
but operations have been delayed by the drought. Tunnels are being constructed for working deposits of 
cement on a large scale ; if successful, a field of labour, 10 miles by 5 miles, will be opened. The yield of 
gold in the division was (approximately) 1,700 oz. The quantity of gold won in the Armidale Division 
was 11,500 oz., at Hillgrove 10,454 oz. The Baker’s Creek Co., in the four and a half months between 
May and December, obtained 8,964 oz. from 766 tons of stone. The Eleanora Co. crushed 6,053 tons for 
1,490 oz., average 4 dwt. 22 gr. per ton. Work was stopped during four weeks from want of water. The 
drought, though it retarded the working of the mines, is thought to have given an impetus to prospecting. 
Great progress is anticipated in the development of the Hillgrove mines in 1889. (Walcha Division). 
The Glen Morrison Prospecting Co. report they have good prospects on the Star Reef, at 50 feet level,
and 127 feat level 4 oz. to 5 oz. per ton ; width of reef, 6 to 15 inches. On the Bar Reef the stone 
averaged 3 oz. per ton; the width of the reef at 150 feet is 1 foot to 3 feet. On the Temperance Reef 
which is 2 feet wide, trial crushings gave 16} dwt. per ton. The Centennial Co. reports the reef 3 
feet wide; stone estimated to yield 1 oz. per ton. At the Tia Reefs, 150 tons of stone has been 
raised ready for crushing. On the Mountain Maid Reef the prospectors (aided out of the Prospecting 
Yote) have sunk 101 feet ; have a reef, 22 inches wide, showing gold ; 10 tons stone raised. Gold won in 
the division, 100 oz. (Uralla Division).—Of the three parties to w'hom aid was granted out of tho 
Prospecting Yote the return obtained by me is so far very poor, but the prospects of another are very 
promising. About a dozen parties have been working at the rush at Mount Jones, the yield averaging 
}.oz. per load. The sinking is shallow, and the wash is about 2 inches. During the drought the wash- 
dirt had to be carted about a mile. The wash is very patchy, and the rush is not likely to be permanent. 
Yield for division, 820 oz. (Bingera Division).—The yield of gold was 1,250 oz.,in spite of the suspension 
of work, owing to the drought. Large quantities of wash stacked waiting for rain. Mr. A. S. Low has 
sunk a shaft 250 feet in basalt, with a view' to test a deep lead, but had to suspend work, owing to a 
great influx of water. Payable gold is said to have been struck on the Town Plat. (Glen Innes 
Division).—410 oz. of gold w'on. The reefs at Kookabookra are narrow, but the stone in places is very-

rich.
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rich. The owners of the Welcome Stranger Mine are erecting a battery. The field appears to be 
extensive. Alluvial gold has been worked for years in all the creeks and gullies in the neighbourhood ; 
but quartz veins have only recently been prospected.

In the New England District, the reports say In the Eairfield Division the difficulty of saving 
the gold, owing to its fineness and its association with other minerals, has not yet been overcome, though 
extensive works are in course of erection, which will soon prove whether the practically unlimited extent 
of poor or low class ores can be profitably treated. If it proves that ores containing from 4 to 10 dwt. of 
gold to the ton can be made to pay, it will open a vast field for enterprise. In the Straus Mine the ore is 
low grade, but from the size of the lode (9 or 10 feet wide) the ore is plentiful and easily obtained. Erom 
the surface to water-level about 1,400 tons crushed gave about 10 dwt. per ton. At the G-reat Northern Mine 
extensive appliances are being provided for working, at small cost, for gold, silver, and copper, an 
extensive deposit. The ore is not expected to yield more than 4 to G dwt. of gold per ton. 1,420 tons of 
stone taken from various parts of the mine yielded about 235 oz. of gold, but tests show a loss of gold in 
the tailings. A deep shaft is to be sunk on the Adeline Mine, and a new process to be used for saving 
the gold, which is mixed with iron, copper, and other minerals. A small, but rich, find of gold was made 
in Eivers and Co.’s lease at Long Gully ; 13 tons of ore treated gave 353 oz. of gold. The reef is a 
narrow seam of zinc blende, carrying free coarse gold. At Eed Eock a considerable quantity of woA has 
been done, chiefly by the Great Eed Eock Gold-mining Co., who have crushed a large quantity of ore; but 
it was found that by the ordinary process they could not save all the gold, nor any of the silver, and a 
proper plant is now being obtained, under the advice of Mr. Howell. 800 tons of stone taken from 
various parts of the mine was crushed for 207 oz. of gold, whereas the ore assays over 1 oz. per ton. 
Assays of the tailings show a loss of nearly two-thirds of the gold. 1 ton tested at Sandhurst by 
chlorination yielded 1 oz. 3 dwt., and a ton of tailings similarly treated gave 14 dwt. Total, 1,713 oz. of 
gold won in the Eairfield Division. The Surface Hill Co. (Timbarra) are working auriferous granite 
dykes, which, by crushing and hydraulic sluicing, yield about 4 or 5 dwt. per ton. The ore, which is 
unlimited in quantity, can be broken out at alowr cost, and worked on a large scale should pay, but the 
plant is quite insufficient. The water is very troublesome in the quartz mines at Boonoo Boonoo, and at 
several of them machinery has been erected, and crushing has been carried on, but the results are not made 
known. Some stone was recently crushed from Vickery’s mine at Boonoo Boonoo which yielded 3 oz. 9 
dwt. per ton. A few men are making fair wages working the alluvium in the creeks. At Solferino, an 
alluvial deposit 3 feet deep, yielding | dwt. to the dish, was found on Marcolini Creek in December. The 
Garibaldi Prospecting Co. had 25 cwt. of picked stone treated at the Mint for 144 oz. Three tons of 
stone from the John Bull Eeef, Cangi, sent to the Mint for treatment, gave 3|- oz. per ton. Total, 
Solferino Division, 343 oz.

In the Clarence and Eichmond District, the reports say :—At Grafton, 400 oz. gold purchased 
At Nana Creek, a crushing of 20i tons from the Nana Queen Co. yielded 25| oz. Erom the Day Dawn 
Eeef, 4 tons crushed gave 5 oz. 13 dwt. Parcels of quartz crushed, aggregating 133 tons 17 cwt., gave 
159 oz. 7 dwt. At Dalmorton, four new reefs showing gold were opened. Erom the Little Dora Eeef, 
trial crushings gave from li to 2 oz. per ton—total gold, 277 oz. At Ballina, rich alluvial deposits are 

• supposed to exist behind the terraces on the Beach; but there are no appliances in the locality to cope 
with the water. Some sluicing claims south of Evans Eiver are working with payable results. Trial 
crushings aggregating 8 tons from the mine at Block Eock averaged 12 dwt. per ton ; the gold is found 
in a seam 9 feet thick, showing in the face of the cliff at Black Head, Ballina.

The following information has been kindly furnished by E. Hunt, Esq., C.M.G., F.G.S., the Deputy. 
Master of the Eoyal Mint.

Quantities of Gold, the produce of New South Wales, received into the Eoyal Mint, Sydney, during
1887 and 1888 compared.

' District. Division. 1888. 1887. Increase.

Bathurst.....................................................
OZ.
677-71

3,542-40
2,233-65

173-82
249-00

27-43
1,36219

805-79
263-86
293-34

oz.
1,259-00 
9,992-92 
5,817-20 

20078 
142-32 
263-31 

1,061-35 
486-75 

' 195-97
262-59

OZ.

Tambnrcora and Turon..........................

Carcoar .......................................
Orange ......................................
Trunkey Creek ..........................
Tuena............................................
Mount M'Donald.....................
Hill End.......................................
Tambaroora ..............................
Sofala............................................
Stony Creek ..............................

106-68

300-84
31904
67-89
30-75

Decrease.

581-29
6,450-52
3,583-55

26-96

235-83
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District.

Mudgee

Laclilan

Albert.......................................................... i
Southern............... . ................................

Tumut and Adelong..........................

Peel and Uralla.............................

Hunter and Macleay .. 
Clarence and Richmond
New England ...............
Localities unknown ...

Diusion.

Mudgee ..............................
G-ulgong .............................
Hargraves ..........................
Wellington.......................... .
Parkes ..................................
Forbes.................................
Grenfell..............................
Young .........................
Temora ....................
Wilcannia .....................
Goulburn ...............
Braidwood ...............
Araluen .........................
Shoalhaven .. .................
Nerrigundah .....................
Bermagui ....................
Adelong..............................
Tumut ....................
Cootamundra.....................
Tumbarumba.........
Wagga Wagga . ... 
Gundagai . . . .
Cooma................................
Kiandra ... ........
Armidale.............................
Rocky Bivcr .....................
Nundle .................
Tamworth ... ..
Bingera . . .
Copeland...........  .
Grafton ........ .. ..
Tenterfield..........................

Total

1888 1887 Increase. Decrease.

OZ. oz. OZ. OZ.
3,750'42 3,233-54 516 88

291-93 526-77 . . . 234-84
425 23 1,005-84 580 61

50 98 50-98
3,975-08 

443 85
j 6,355-58 1,936 65

127-64 339-14 211-50
476 51 565 59 ........ 89 08

2,011-73 3 571-82 1-560-09
1,881-44 4,199 29 2,317-85

218-72 138 57 80-15
1,317-50 1,536-24 218-74

56-41 127-88 71-47
2,202 61 2,989 86 787-25

537-78 388-17 149 61
1-14 1-14

1,730 81 2,210 79 479-95
38 28 14-42 23-80
64 28 55-97 8 31

1,653 74 1,401-71 252-03
6-79 118 37 111-58

122-50 40 60 81-90
17419 77-49 96 70
414 28 465 95 5167

9 421 27 1,329 17 8,092 io
363 05 363 94 ■89
173-62 156-52 1710
455-81 46611 10-30

1,045 94 871-67 174-27
26192 882 22 620-30
466 21 626 71 160-50

1,799 47 974 23 825 24
37,302 08 50,551 22 ............... 13,249-14

82,891-29 105,268-71 11,194 33 33,571-75

Summary.

Disti ict. 18S7. 18SS.

OZ. OZ.
Bathurst................................................. 17,675 53 6,904-01
Tambaroora and Turon..................... . ... .... 2,006-66 2,725-18
Mudgee..................... . . . 4,766 15 4,518-56
Lachlan............................. . ... 10,832-13 7,034-81
Albert. . . .. ............... 4,199-29 1,881-41
Southern.................... . . . 5,181-86 4,333 02
Tumut and Adelong. ... .. . 4,385 30 4,204 90
Peel and Uralla ............................... 3,187-41 11,459 69
Hunter and Macleay.................. 882-22 26192
Clarence and Richmond ... 626 71 466-21
New England...................................... 974-23 1,799-47
Localities unknown .............. 50,551-22 37,302-08

105,268 71 82,891-29

From the above statements it appears that the quantity of New South "Wales gold sent to the 
Mint in 1888 is less than the quantity sent in 1887 by 22,377'42 oz. This, as will he seen by the reports 
of the Wardens, &c., is mainly due to the severe drought.

The following table is compiled from information kindly furnished by the Collector of Customs:—

Export of Gold, 1888.

- Gold. Quartz Tailings and Pj rites Total.

Quantity. Value. Quantity Value. Quantity. Value.

oz.

6,896
£

28,023

£

| 8,279
oz. d^t. gr. 

9,103 14 16

£

36,302(. Pyrites, 3 tons 4 cwt.......... .

The quantity of gold sent to the Mint added to the quantity exported makes 91,995 oz., but 
according to the Deputy-Master of the Mint, 4,491 8 oz. of the gold exported passed through the Mint," 
therefore the total yield is set dou n at 87,503'24 oz., valued at £317,099 12s., which, compared with the 
output for 1887, shows a decrease in quantity of 22,784‘82 oz., and in value of £77,479 4s. 3d.

The
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, The output of gold, according to the returns furnished by the Mining Registrars, is less than the 
quantity sent to the Mint by 9,5o7 oz. This indicates the difficulty of obtaining complete returns from 
the owners of mines ; at the same time it shows that the Mining Registrars do not exaggerate the gold 
yield in their respective divisions.

Retubs' of G-old for 1888 from Mint and Mining Registrars compared.
District. Mint. Mining- Registrars. Excess. Deficiency.

Bathurst ................................................
OZ.

6,904
oz.

11,821 
. 5,884

8,271
13,176
1,500
9,409
3,345

16,400
610
833

2,057
21

oz. oz.

Tambaroora and Turon ................................... 4,917
3,159
3,753Mudgee .................................................................. 4,518

7,034
1,881
4,333
4,204

11,459
261
466

1,799

Lachlan......................................................
Albert................................................ .. 381Southern ..................... ............. .........................
Tumut and Adelong...................................... 859

5,076
Peel and TJralla........................ .........
Hunter and Macleav ....... ...................
Clarence and Eichmond .....................
New England ......................................

- 4;941 "
349
371

Cobar.............................................................. 256- —*

Localities unknown...................................... 37,302 37,302

The quantity sent to the Mint exceeds the returns bv Minincr Registrars bv ...............
38,542
28,985

28,985 '

*

9,557

Returns furnished by the Mining Registrars for the year 1888, compared with such returns for 
1887, show a decrease of 13,871 oz.

Miking- Registrars’ Returns of G-old for 1886 and 1887 compared.
District. . 18S7. 1888. Increase. Decrease. .

Bathurst .....................................................
oz.

25,694
7,656 *‘ 
8,380 

13,220
4,709
8,209
7,947
8,220

453

oz.
11,821

5,884
8,271

13,176
1,500
9,409

oz. oz.
1,3873
1,772 ■

109
44

Tambaroora and Turon ...................................
Mudgee................................. ...
Laclilan................................ rT..,
Albert.......................................................................
Southern ............ ................................ 1,200
Tumut and Adelong............................................. 4,602 -Peel and Uralla................................. ........................ 16,400 

. 610
837

2,057
21

8,180
157Hunter and Macleay ...........................................

Clarence and Richmond ..............................*.. 974 137New Engl md .........................................................
Cobar.......................................................................

1,740 317
21

Less increase ..........................................
■ 9,875 23,746

9,875

Decrease in yield for 1888 ............... 13,871

The following table shows the results obtained from the treatment of certain parcels of alluvium 
in 1888, compared with the results obtained in 1887. The meagreness of the information for last year 
under this head is probably due to the fact that owing to the drought little or no work was done in 
alluvial mining in some districts, and in many cases where alluvial mines were worked the wash-dirt had 
to be stacked till the drought broke up. . The average, however, is higher in 1888 than in i887; '

CoMrabatiye Statement of Average Yields from Alluvial Mines for 1887-8.

1887. 1888. ' '

District. Quantity. Average 
per ton. Yield of Cfold. District. Quantity. Average 

per ton. Yield of Gold.

Tumut and Adelong.........
Lachlan ............................
Southern ............................
Peel and Uralla.................

Tons.
6,653

10,763
158

5,000

oz. dwt. gr.
0 5 4-27
0 2 11-97
0 4 0-45
0 0 2-40

oz. dwt. gr. 
1,722 9 0
1,344 15 0

31 15 0
25 0 0

Bathurst .........................
Lachlan............................
Southern ........................
Peel and Uralla .............

Tons.
70

10,439
200
40

oz. dwt. gr.
0 6 6-85
0 3 5*63
0 15 21*60
0 1 -0

oz. dwt. gr. 
22 0 •' 0

1,682 12 1
159 0 0

2 0 O-
22,574 i 0 2 1S‘42

. 1
3,123 19 ,0 10,749 0 3 11-31 1,865 12 1\

The following table shows the yields obtained from certain parcels of quartz crushed in some of the 
Mining Districts.- As to 1888 the table appears less complete than for 1887. This may be in part 
accounted for by the fact that in some localities the quartz raised had to be stacked owing to in
sufficient water for crushing purposes. The average yield, however, shows a considerable improvement; 
• ' This-
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This may, however, indicate that in consequence of the water supply being insufficient for general 
crushing only the best of the stone was treated, but it is largely due to the rich stone raised by the 
Baker’s Creek Company at Hillgrove.

Compaeative Statement of Average Yields from Quartz-mines for 1887-8.
1887. 1888.

District Quantity. Average 
per ton. Yield of Gold. District. Quantity. Av erage 

per ton Yield of Gold.

Tons cwt. qr. oz dwt gr. oz. dwt. gr Tons. cwt qr. lb. oz dwt gr oz dwt. gr.
1,655 2 2 16 1 0 3 39 1,667 11 23

Tambaroora and Turon . 3,134 0 0 0 8 2119 1,391 18 20 Tambaroora & Turon 4'749 0 0 0 0 5 4 84 1,235 7 1
Lachlan................... . 8,539 0 0 0 19 4 97 8,200 8 8 Lachlan ................... 9,790 10 0 0 0 17 18 85 8,706 11 18
Southern . .... 4,273 0 0 0 2 22 66 629 0 0 Southern .. 1,387 0 0 0 0 8 0 31 555 14 11
Turn ut and Adelong . 3,175 0 0 0 14 7 43 2,271 13 0 Tumut and Adelong 1,645 0 0 0 0 10 11 82 863 0 9
Peel and Uralla . ... 585 0 0 1 2 21 00 669 2 0 Peel and Uralla . 2,180 0 0 0 5 4 20 92 11,431 0 5
Hunter and Macleay 258 0 0 1 3 6 14 300 0 0 Huntei and Macleaj 342 0 0 0 0 15 4 17 259 9 12
Clarence and Richmond 208 0 0 0 16 8 31 170 0 0 Clarence & Richmond 133 17 0 0 1 3 19 40 159 7 12
New England . . 1,266 0 0 0 7 7 17 462 0 0 New England . 3,033 0 0 0 0 7 16 31 1,395 0 0
Mudgee........................... 2,726 0 0 1 1 3 03 2,879 10 9 Mudgee . 1,252 0 0 0 0 15 10 60 966 13 0

Cobar..................... 22 10 0 0 2 1 21 33 47 2 12

68,455 0 0 0 9 4-93 31,507 9 14 26,789 19 2 16 1 0 8 32 27,286 18 7

The number of miners engaged in gold-mining in 1888 was, according to the returns furnished, 
8,460, being 2,400 more than in 1887. Of these, 7,897 were Europeans, and 563 were Chinese. 4,092 
were engaged in alluvial mining, 3,310 in quartz-mining, and as to 1,058, the reports do not say whether 
they were working quartz or alluvial.

Dividing the quantity of gold won by the number of miners, the result obtained is that each miner 
appears to have won only 10'34 oz of gold, valued at £37 7s. ll'12d. Ordinarily, a certain proportion 
of our miners are engaged during part of each year in other pursuits, but last year it is probable that the 
number was largely increased, because, by reason of the drought, they were prevented from carrying on 
mining operations.

During the year, 4,976 assays for gold were made, by direction of this Department.
3,798 yielded nil.
896 yielded under 10 dnt. per ton.
282 yielded as follows :—

Locality. Descnption.
Per ton. Per cent.

Gold. Sih er. Lead Copper.

oz dw t gr oz. dwt. gr.
Abercrombie River Ferruginous quartz and brown iron ore ............ ............ 0 10 21 12 14 18
Aconite (parish- Quartz, galena, and zinc-blende.............................. ........ 0 10 21 23 19 2

county Hardinge
Adelong .............. Concentrated pyrites . ................. ... 5 12 8 1 8 20

Quartz, with massive pyrites and a little zinc-blende.............. 2 8 22 0 14 3
Albury . . ,, pyrites and veins of zinc-blende ............................... 19 0 5 6 16
Armidale . ... Ferruginous ftlspathic lock................................... 12 6 1 2 7 21

» ............... „ quartz (calcined) .............................................. 9 16 0 1 1 16
Pyritous quartz . . .... ...... .................... 7 10 5 1 3 22
Ferruginous quartz (crushed) ..................................................... 3 5 8 1 12 6

1 17 0 0 19 11
Quartz, with arseniate of iron... .......................................... 1 9 22 3 8 1
Ferruginous quartz .......... ... ........... .................... 1 3 22 0 15 5
Quartz tailings ... ..................................................... 1 1 16 2 19

,, with mispickel........................ ...................................... 0 16 8 1 18 2
Ballina (Black Decomposed seoriaceous basalt......................................... ...... 3 16 5 0 16 6

Bock.)
Barraba ............ Slate rubble ................................. .. . ............................. 2 18 19 0 12 13
Bathurst ...... Ferruginous quartz .................................... ........................ 5 19 18 0 10 21

„ (Clear Quartz, with a little sandstone ............ .......................... 2 10 0 6 12 20
Creek),

Bathurst (Green Porous ferruginous gossan ................................................................. 2 8 23 5 4 12
Swamp).

Mispickel, uitk slate casing...............................................................
16 0 17 2

Bathurst................ 0 11 23 0 9 18
H .............. Ferruginous quartz, -with a little zinc-blende ........................... 0 14 14 0 10 13

4 18 0 O 5 10
Bellinger (Deep „ .............................. ................................................... 3 7 12 1 19 4

Creek).
Ferruginous quartz, with felspatbic lodes'uff.............................. 1 1 16 8 3 8
Mispickel, with a little quartz......................................................... 0 10 21 5 19 19

0 13 0 O G O
Bethungra ........... Ferruginous gossan ......... ... ........................... 7 18 3 4 8 4

2 3 13 0 16 4
Binalong.............. Vitreous quartz, with a little zinc-blende....................................... 10 7 16 3 19 2
Bingera (Spring Quartz and calcite, u itb a little mispickel ................................... 25 9 14 19 0

Creek).
Bingera ................. Pyritous quartz...................................................................................... 2 16 4 0 16 6
Bingolong ............ Pyrites and quartz (crushed) ............ . .................. ... 18 8 1 2 19 5
Blayney............... Quartz, with a little galena and zme-blende................................ 16 2 0 19 12
Blayney (Galley Ferruginous band m schist........ ............ ............................. 2 18 0 9 18

Swamp).
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Locality.

Blayney.................
Boney’.s Kocks 
Boonoo Boono ...

Booroolong............
Braidwood............

„ (Little
River).

Braidwood............
t) .........

Bredbo .................
a ..... ......

Bungonia ............
a .........
»
» ............
a .... .
a .........

Buna Buna............
Bnnagorang ........
Burrowa.................

it ................... .. • • •

Byong (Parish- 
county Murray).

Cadia .....................
» ...... ......... .

Caloola ........... .
Canowindra .......

a ......
Captain’s Plat ...
Carcoar .................

„ (Burnt 
Sards).

Carcoar .................
Cargo .....................

j,

)) ............
Clyde River 

(Nelligan). 
Cobar ............

it ....................

a ............

Cobar (Fort 
Bourke Hill).
ii ii •••
a j) .. .

a it
.. (Billygoe)...
a j) • • •

Condobolin............
Coolac.....................

Cooma (Fiery 
Creek).

Cooma..............

Cowra.......
a ........
it ............

a .......
Cudgegong

it

a

a

Dalton.......

Dangera Creek ...
Darling River......
Deep Creek............
Delegate .................

a ............... *

Denison Town.......
Drake (Red Rock)

Description.
Per ton. Per cent.

Gold. Silver. Lead. Copper.

Ferruginous gossan ..................
oz. dwt. gr oz. dwt. gr

Massive iron pvrites and quartz.................... trace.
Quartz and micaceous telepathic rock, with a little pyrites .. 

„ with pyrites.................................. " 1 1 16 30 2 3
Perruginous Quartz .............................

)j with a few specks of copper pyrites
Concentrated pyrites, with free sold ................. 16 2 

202 0 18 
9 9 10

3 10 9

0 4 8
Pyritous quartz’, with free sold ..........................

a „ a little free gold .................
Quartz, with pyrites and galena.....................
Porous ferruginous ouartz ...........................
Slightly porous quartz, with pyrites andzincblende ....

9. n 2 0 16 6 
2 2 10Quartz, with galena and copper and iron pyrites, and slightly 

stained with carbonates of copper.
Pyritous quartz, showing gold freelv...............

1 13 16

70 15 13 
4 0 13berruginous slightly porous quartz, with pyrites... 0 4 8„ quartz ............................................ 0 13 0 •

Quartz and pyrites ....................................
Ferruginous quartz ......................................

porous quartz ..........................
a cellular quartz, with brown iron ore 0 10 21

Concentrated pyrites.............................

Gravel.............................................
Drift ..................... '
Ferruginous conglomerate ..................... 0 4 6

Limonite after pyrites..............................
Ferruginous quartz, with galena.....................

», „ a little pyrites “.............................. 1 13 2
P’erruginous copper gossan ...........................
Galena and iron nvrites ..................... 0 13 1 

11 8 16Pyritous quartz (crushed) ..........................
Brown iron ore..........................

Galena, copper pyrites, and zineblende in quartz. . 0 10 21
9 16 0
4 12 12
1 R 9

4 18 0
0 19 12
0 16 6

Slightly porous ferruginous felspathic rock ....
Quartz, brown iron ore and felspathic lodestuff .
Ferruginous quartz (crushed)..........................
Brown iron ore and felspathic lodestuff.............. 0 19 12

2 3 13Ferruginous quartz .............................. 0 10 21

Quartz and schistose breccia ....... 3 10 18
Ferruginous quartz .........................................
Tailings ....................................... . 0 18 12 0 11 10

Ferruginous quartz ................................... 94 5 22
*

a with a little felspathic material fi K f; 0 5 10

0 8 00 13 0

a with free gold and chloride of silver 16 11 0
4 18 0
4 3 19
0 13 0
1 1 16 

15 17 21
6 6 7

1 19 4 
17 4-

413 12 4 
90 8 5 

105 4 16
4 15 18
9 5 10 
18 7
0 7 0

0 9 0

Quartz veinstone, 'with a little coppsr and iron pyritep
Ferruginous quartz, with a trace of green carbonate of copper 
Quartz, with galena and copper pvrites..................
Ferruginous quartz, with a little pyrites ............
Brown iron ore and felspathic lodestuff.......

Ferruginous siliceous gossan .................,, .

Quartz and felspathic rock, stained with arseniate of iron 
Ferruginous carbonate of lead............

1 14 21
1 3 22

51 3 13 
37 13 12

Grey sulphide of eopocr ................................
Ferruginous schist.............................. ...

Pyritous quaitz and ftlstcne ................. 8 19 35
Ferruginous quartz .................................
Q.uartz, with aggregated crystals of pvrit es . 1 1 16

0 18 12
0 7 14

Ferruginous quarlz, with a little pyrites ... .
Q.uartz, with pvrites.........................
Ferruginous quartz .............................. . 11 2 14

7 1 13 
49 16 8 
10 19 1
0 10 21 

29 2 3 
17 14 10
2 14 10
0 10 21 

20 9 10

,, with a little pvrites ....................... 5 17 14 
16 9 22
0 13 0

Felsite, with a little quartz..............
Ferruginous quartz, with a speck of free gold ........
Mispickel, with a little quartz.................................
Ferruginous quartz, with free gold......................... 0 19 18
Crushed sample......................................
Cavernous quartz veinstone.................................. 0 5 10 

14 0 21 
12 9 4

Ferruginous quartz ...........................................
Porous quartz, with yellow ochre and galena . . .

335—D
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Localitj. Description.
Pei ton. Per cent.

Gold. Silver. Lead. Copper.

oz dwt gi oz dwt gr
Drake............... Quartz.......................................................................... .............. 0 16 8 19 6

Felstonc, with cellular veins of ferruginous quartz ................. 0 10 21 0 16 6
Dry River ... Quart/, with free gold and a little mtspickel..................... 7 19 2 0 2 16
Dungaree . Drown non ore and quartz ............ ........ ... 16 0 1 12 16
Eurongillv ... Pyntous tailings .. . . .............. ... . 3 S U 15 17 22
Edirileld . . .. Quartz, pyrites, and galena (tailings) .................................... . 1 9 22 0 16 8

J} .............. ,, (crushed) ................................................................. ...... 0 16 8 1 9 22
0 10 21 3 11 20

Ferruginous quartz .. .. .......................................................... 0 10 21 trace.
, {between Porous brown iron ore and quartz..................................................... 5 8 21 8 3 7

Forest Keefs and
Carcoar).

Perilous epidote rock, wi h quartz................................................... 1 7 4 1 1 16
Frogmove. . ,, cellular quartz ................................................................... 2 n 10 2 16 14

0 10 21 5 2 8
Galley Swamp ... 'oncentrated pyrites, with free gold .......................................... 40 16 16 4 7 2
Garland ............ Quartz, and ahered slate....................................................... . . 20 3 10 16 3
Glanmne ............ inspickel, with a Uttle quartz .............................. ............ 1 12 16 13 16 13

Ui«muth
Glencoe ...................... Quartz, with native, oxide, and carbonate of bi-muth (concen- 4 11 10 1 1 16 62 0

trated)
43 11 2 12 10 10

jj ................... Quartz, with a little pyrites ................. .............................. ...................... 21 4 16 5 19 18
Golspie ........................... Gale a in quartz...................... ................. . . . . 0 13 0 6 2 12

Lead
Gowonglah ........ Micaceous fel«pathic veins'one, with carbonate of lead . . 2 3 13 19 12 9 30 33

,, ,, ,, „ and quartz 0 10 21 11 8 16
Grenfell . . Ferruginous quartz .. . ................................... 16 0 0 4 8
Gundagai . ,, ,, with a frwr spects of zmchlcnde and one 1 18 5 0 14 3

of free gold.
Guyong ........................... Crushed ferruginous quartz and gossan > ... . 2 18 3 7 12
Hargraves . Quartz, with arsenical p)rites and a verv little galena........................... 2 0 6 0 8 15

» •• 3’ ’ »> 3 ‘ L 9 9 0 19 12
HiUgroVe . ... Ferruginous quartz, with sulphide of antimony .. . 11 13 10 1 18 2

„ ... ,, .. . t . ... . . .. 5 8 21 1 3 22
» . ... Felstone, with quailz ........................................................... .............................. 3 11 20 1 17 20

Ferruginous cr)>talhre quartz ... ......... 3 8 14 0 14 0
,, quartz ... . .............. 2 17 16 0 18 12

Quartz with pyrites, galena, and sulphide of antimony (part 2 10 2 115 7 0
of the sample calcined, and showing globules of metallic
silver.)

Mi'pickel in felsitic rock . ........... .. .... 0 10 21 1 1 16
2,537 7 14

>> ....

Kiandra ..............
Quartz, with a little sulphide and carbonate of copper .. 3 7 12 0 6 12
Pyntous quartz, with a little galena ..................... .. 3 6 10 5 0 0

»* • •• Ferruginous porous quartz ... ................................... . . 2 18 15 2 16 14
Krawarre ........... Quartz, with zincblendc, galena and pyrites ......... 0 16 6 4 1 15
Kydra.... . Ferruginous quartz, with galena and copper pyrites .. .. 1 14 21 69 0 16

jj ...^j . „ pyrites . ................................... 1 12 16 0 15 5

Lewis Ponds ...
,, ., galena and iron pyrites ............... 0 18 11 4 15 18

„ a speck of fiee gold.............................. 1 18 2 0 5 10
Limestone Creek . Quartz . . ............................. ........................................ 19 14 4 3 3 3

•> )j •• Quartz and felspar, with a few specks of galena ................. .... 2 1 21 0 19 12
Quartz, with a few specks of galena ..................... ... . 1 12 16 0 19 12

Little River .. Ferruginous quartz ........................... .................................. 0 16 6 3 11 20
Locksley..................... Quartz, with galena, pyrites, mispickel, and zincblende ... . 0 10 21 8 7 6
Lue........................................... Ferruginous porous quartz and brown iron ore ..................... 0 10 21 4 2 17

............................................... Porous ironstone, with quartz............................................. ..................... 0 10 21 1 12 16
Mandurama Galena in felspathic lodestuff.............................................................. 1 1 18 7 6 23

(Reiubuia River)
ft V •• Felspathic rock, with galena.............................. ...................................................... 0 10 18 11 8 12

121 5 18 15 13 12
Melrose ................... Mispickel m quartz ... .............. ✓ .............................................. 4 19 2 1 12 16

35 ..................... Ferruginous quartz, with galena, mispickel> and a little free 0 10 21 2 3 13
gold.

Michclago ................... Ferruginous quartz ..................................................................................... . ... 5 2 8 0 10 21
j» * • ,, with pyrites...................... ........................... 3 16 5 3 16 5
3) .............. ,, „ copper pyrites, galena, and a speck 1 14 20 0 13 0

of free gold.
iMitta Mitta .. Tailings .. . ............................................................................................................................... 2 18 16 0 16 8
Modbery Ranges . Pyntous quartz, with galena ................................................................................................ 1 12 16 1 12 16
Molong ...................... Ferruginous felspathic rock, with quartz and barytes ............ 1 1 18 1 0 16

>» ..... „ quaitz and felspathic lodestuff, slightly stained 0 10 16 0 8 16
with carbonate of copper.

Molong (Delaney's Siliceous gossan, stained with oxide of manganese, and a little 429 11 8 214 15 14
Djke) carbonate of copper, and showing fiee gold.
>3 >» Siliceous gossan, showing free gold .................... ... 14 15 2 55 10 16
>) t)

Mooney Mooney
9 14 21 6 0 18

Fenugmous quartz . . ... ... . 4 9 7 16 2
Morula................ Quartz ........... ..................................................... 6 16 0 0 5 10

33 ••• • Pyrites m felspathic rock........... .................... ... 3 5 8 16 0
>) .................... Ferruginous quartz............................................................ ... . 2 18 16 2 10 1
jt ...................... . ..................................... 2 18 16 0

„ with mispickel ... . 0 19 12 3 3 2
33 ..•••• • Quartz, with massive mispickel, zincblende, and a little galena 0 15 5 20 14 18
it ....... . Ferruginous quartz ................... ........................... ................................................. 0 10 21 1 12 6

2 12 4 ■ 1 19 4 j
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Locality. Description.

Ifrount Hope

Mudgee (Cudge 
gong River.) 

Mudgee...............

„ (Badgee 
Budgee.)

Mudgee

Between Mudgee 
and Bylstone. 

Nambucca ...........

Native Dog Creek.

Nerrigundah .. 
New England.,

Nine-mile (Vege
table Creek). 

Nimitybelle .... 
Northern Coast 

District.
Nundle ...............
Oberon ...............

Orange

(Bulga)..

„ (Spring Hill)

Parkes...............
„ (Tichborne) 

Port Macquarie 
(Beechwood). 

Pretty Grully ......

Bockley (Back 
Creek).

Ferruginous felspathic gossan.

Lodestuff ....................................
Ferruginous felspathic gossan 
Lodestuff ................

Ferruginous felspathic gossan . 
Lodestuff.,
Ferruginous quartz, with a little pyrites and" free gold ... "

» a pyrites, zincblende, and galena ..
» a little pyrites and free gold...........

Quartz, with arseniate of iron...........................................................
Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestuff, stained with 

arseniate of iron.
Ferruginous felspathic rock, with quartz and barytes.......
Quartz, stained with arseniate of iron ...........................

Siliceous veinstone and capel, stained with arseniate of iron
Quartz, stained with arseniate of iron .......................................
Slightly ferruginons quartz, with a speck of free gold

Mispickel
with a little felspathic material .

» .............................................................
Quartz and felspathic veinstone.....................

» i> ............................ .
Ferruginous quartz ............................................

„ _ claystono (crushed).....................................
Magnetic pyrites, galena and zincblende ..................

Quartz and felspathic lodestuff, with specular iron. 
Mispickel, in felspar...........................................................

Ferruginous quartz, with fragments of claystone..

Bockley ............
Seven-mile .......
Shoalhaven Eiver 
Sofala.................

Solferino...
» ...

Tamworth

Tenterfield

Quartz, pyrites, and ironstone (crushed) ......
Ferruginous quartz, with pyrites and galena.
Earthy ironstone gossan ....................................
Porous ferruginous quartz, with pyrites.........
Ferruginous quartz, with pyrites.......................
Quartz, with pyrites.............................................
Ferruginous quartz (crushed) ...........................
Siliceous gossan, with carbonate of lead.........
Porous ferruginous quartz .................................
Siliceous gossan............................................. . __
Ferruginous quartz, with pyrites........................
(3-ossany dykestone...................................................
Quartz, with mispickel and pyrites....................

Porous quartzite and ferruginous quartz, with a speck of 
free gold.

Barytes and talcose schist, with oxide of antimony................

Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestuff, with a little oxide 
of antimony.

Ferruginous quartz veins in alate ...............................................

Pyrites and quartz (crushed) ...................................................
Mispickel, with calcite, in felspathic rock.............................
Limestone, with pyrites and veins of quartz and calcite.,
Ferruginous quartz ......................................................................

» with a little free gold ........................
» with a very little galena ....................

Tibooburra...........

Tingha....................

Trunkey (Mr. Gray).

Tuena .

Iron and magnetic pyrites .................................................. .. ............
Ferruginous quartz, with pyrites........................................................

. >3 'with a very little pyrites and free gold ..
Pyritous quartz........................................................................................
Quartz, with free gold..........................................................................

Femiginous quartz, with native, oxide, and carbonate of 
bismuth.

Ferruginous quartz and quartzite
(crushed) .

« with a little galena
Talcose clayelate, with thin quartz vein.. 
Quartz, with pyrites ......................................

Per ton.

Gold. Silver.

Per cent

OZ. dwt gr. OZ. dwt er.
6 10 16 2 14 10
5 0 4 0 17 1
4 9 7 0 19 2
3 7 11 0 8 15
2 16 14 0 11 23
1 7 5 0 11 23
1 1 18 0 10 21
0 10 21 0 8 16
0 10 18 0 10 18
3 6 10 0 13 0

2 11 17 1 6 15
1 8 7 0 9 0
0 16 6 0 16 6
0 13 0 1 10 10

0 10 21 0 6 12
0 10 21 50 12 16
0 10 21 16 0 0
0 10 21 5 8 21
0 10 21 1 14 20
2 14 10 1 1 16

4 0 13 0 17 6
3 5 8 0 10 21
1 10 10 0 12 0
5 19 18 0 13 0
4 12 12 0 5 10

10 7 5 0 5 10
10 14 16 4 15 16
2 6 19 0 4 0
0 10 21 8 6 14

1 8 7 1 8 7
0 10 21 trace

0 10 21 0 5 10
15 5 7 1 19 4
0 19 12 0 16 6
9 9 8 9 6 4
4 2 17 1 6 0
2 14 10 29 18 21
2 9 0 0 7 14
2 7 21 2 3 13
1 12 16 0 10 21
1 3 22 0 15 5
0 17 9 11 17 8
0 13 0 2 1 8
0 10 21 14 3 18
6 6 7 1 9 0
2 7 21 0 17 9
2 12 5 5 15 9

0 17 20 0 4 8

5 13 5 212 2 6

2 0 19 94 8 2

1 1 16 0 10 21
1 12 16 0 10 21
0 10 21 trace.
1 1 16 0 4 0
1 2 18 0 7 14

32 8 22 6 19 4
1 8 7 0 8 16
1 10 11 0 C 12
1 8 7 0 8 10
1 8 7 0 5 10
0 17 9 0 4 10
0 15 3 0 4 11
1 12 16 2 14 10
1 8 7 6 4 2
1 6 3 0 8 21
0 10 21 116 10 5
6 5 14 0 7 14
2 1 20 0 9 0
0 13 6 trace.

5 8 21 0 13 0
1 8 7 0 6 12
1 3 22 0 5 10
0 6 8 0 7 14
1 14 20 o 17 9
7 15 3 0 19 1
0 17 9 0 6 12-
0 13 0 0 4 8

Lead Copper.

Bismuth
5 36
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Per ton. Per cent.

Locality.

Tumberumba......
Turon River 

(Quartz Ridge).
Walcha .................
Wattle Flat ........
Wellington..........
Windeyer (Long 

Creek).
Wiseman’s Creek..
Wagon ga.................
Junction Womban 

andCandoinCks.
Yftlwal.....................
Ycoval..................

Description.
Gold. Silver.

Jasperoid quartz veinstone ..................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, ■with a very little galena and a coarse speck 

of gold.
Ferruginous quartz ................................................................................
Mispickel ..................................................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, with traces of copper pyrites .....................
Vitreous quartz.........................................................................................

Quartz...........................................................................................................
Concentrates ............................ ■................................................................
Quartz and mispickel ...........................................................................

Tailings .................. ................................................... ......... ..........
Ferruginous quartz, with a little oxide of copper, and stained 

with green carbonate of copper.
Chlorite rock and felstone, with galena............................................

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr.
0 13 0 0 8 16

19 3 2 ■2 2 10

6 4 2 0 17 9
143 14 17 16 0 0

1 7 4 0 8 16
2 5 16 0 6 10

3 16 5 11 8 16
3 15 18 1 14 10
1 9 8 0 10 12

0 19 12 0 7 14
2 18 16 1 6 2

1 14 20 15 2 16

Lead. Copper.

Coal.

The output of coal for 1838 as compared with that of 1887 shows an increase of 280,947. The 
value of the coal raised in 1888 exceeds that of 1887 by £108,758. The export of coal to colonial ports 
in 1888 shows a decrease of 37,506 tons, while value of the coal so exported shows a decrease of only 
£791. The decrease in the quantity sent to the other colonies is no doubt due to the strike which occurred 
last year. The reason that the decrease in value, as compared with 1887, is so small, is that the coal 
averaged 4'36d. more in 1888 than in 1887. The export to foreign ports in 1888 exceeded that of 1887 by 
170,936 tons. Tins, the largest quantity sent in one year to foreign ports, indicates that our foreign 
trade was not affected by the strike to the same extent as intercolonial trade. The value of the coal 
sent to foreign ports in 1888 compared with 1887 shows an increase of £104,724. This is due, not alone 
to the increase in the quantity so sent, but in part, to the fact that the coal realized an average of 2'69d. 
ton more in 1888 than in 1887. Our home consumption in 1888 shows an increase of 147,517 upon the 
previous, which must be regarded as highly satisfactory in view of the disturhauee of the coal trade 
during the strike. It is, however to be noted, the average price of coal in the home market was 
lower in 1888 than in the previous year, but this may, I think, be clearly traced to the strike, the 
consumption of Northern coal having been replaced by coal from the Southern and Western mines. 
Hence our total output for 1888 averaged T55d. per ton less than that of 1887. As indicating the growth 
of our coal trade I may invite attention to the fact that our output has more than doubled within the 
last ten years. During the past twenty years it has increased 3'48 times.

During the year 14,618 tons of coke, valued at £23,020, was sent from Newcastle. The hulk of it 
was sent to South Australia and Victoria.

The aggregate thickness of coal-seams pierced by Government diamond drills in 188.8 was 
185 ft. 6| in., namely:—At Joadja, 19 ft. 2 in. and 2 ft. 11 in.; Redhead, 18ft. 2 in.; Snake Creek, 
37 ft. 7| in.; Cockle Creek, 47ft. Sfin.; Woodford, 28 ft. 7| in.; Fassifern, 9 ft. 9 in.; Hexam Island, 
9 ft. 6i in.; and Ash Island, 12 ft. 1 in.

■ The number of mines opened out or in course of development during the year 1888 was 30. One
was abandoned, as compared with 8 opening out and 1 abondoned in 1887.

Prospecting for coal and shale has been extensively carried on in the Lithgow division.

Quantity and Value of Coal raised from the opening of the Coal-seams to 1857, inclusive :—

Year. Quantity. Average per ton. Value. Year. Quantity. Average per ton. Value.

Prior to £ d. £ £ s. d. £
1829 50,000 0 io 0 25,000 1844 23,118 0 10 8-34 12,363
1829 780 0 10 1-23 394 1845 22,324 0 7 10-27 8,769
1830 4,000 0 9 o-oo 1,800 1846 38,965 0 7 0-46 13,714
1831 5,000 0 8 o-oo 2,000 1847 40,732 0 6 901 13,750
1832 7,143 0 7 o-oo 2,502 1848 45,447 0 6 3-38 14,275
1833 6,812 0 7 6-73 2,575 1849 48,516 0 6 0-45 14,647
1834 8,490 0 8 10-00 3,750 1850 ■ 71,216 0 6 6-77 23,375
1835 12,392 0 8 1019 5,483 1851 67,610 0 7 6-51 25,546
1836 12,646 0 9 1-06 5,747 1852 67,404 0 10 11-33 36,885
1837 16,083 0 9 8-81 5,828 1853 96,809 0 16 1-51 78,059
1838 17,220 0 9 9-05 8,399 1854 116,642 1 0 5-63 119,380
1839 21,283 0 9 9-73 10,441 1855 137,076 0 12 11-96 89,082
1840 30,250 0 10 10-86 16,498 1856 189,960 0 12 4-06 117,906
1841 34,841 0 12 o-oo 20,905 1857 210,434 0 14 0.97 148,158
1842 39,900 0 12 0 00 23,940
1843 25,862 0 12 6'54 16,222 1,468,961 0 11 10-72 869,391
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Table showing the Quantities and Average Value per ton of Coal exported to Intercolonial and Foreign Ports 
respectively, the Quantity of Coal consumed in this Colony, and the Average Price per ton of the total output 
of the Collieries, from 1858 to 1888 inclusive.

Y
ea

r. 
1

Exports to Intercolonial Ports. Exports to Foreign Ports. Total Exports. Home
consump

tion.

Total Output and Value.

Quantity. Average 
per ton. Value. Quantity. Average 

per ton. Value. Quantity. Average 
per ton. Value. Quantity. Average 

per ton. Value.

Tons. £ s. d. £ Tons. £ s d. £ Tons. £ s. d. £ . Tons. Tons. £ s. d. £ S. d.
1858 101,488 0 15 1-67 76,824 12,039 1 0 1*85 12,132 113,527 0 15 8-05 88,956 102,870 216,397 0 14 11-84 162,1620 14 6'87 94,312 44,349 0 17 5-27 38,072 173,935 0 15 3-49 132,984 134,278 308,213 0 13 3-14140,183 0 14 10'85 104,471 93,694 0 10 11-10 79,290 233,877 0 15 8-57 183,761 134,985 368'862 0 12 3-36157,278 0 15 2 25 119,433 50,502 0 16 5-37 41,532 207,780 0 15 5-92 160,955 134,287 342,067 0 12 9-521862 195,427 0 15 0 55 147,019 113,355 0 17 4-34 93,403 308,782 0 15 10-75 245,422 167,740 476j522 0 12 9'730 13 8-40 146,532 84,129 0 17 610 73,649 293,038 0 14 9-30 220,181 135,851 433^889 0 10 10-66 •283,539 0 10 3-74 146,199 88,927 0 14 10-90 66,289 372,460 0 11 4-91 212,488 176,546 549j012 0 9 10-101805 292,664 0 9 11-83 146,129 90,3042- 0 15 079 68,029 382,963A 0 11 2 20 214,158 202,556A 5So'525 0 9 4-43344,194 0 U 2-98 159,175 196,711 0 14 4-53 141,413 540,905 0 11 1-37 300,588 233,333' 774,238 0 8 4-44312,101 0 9 4-35 146,111 161,256 0 13 3-47 107,148 473,357 0 10 8-40 253,259 296,655 770'012 0 8 10*791863 329,052 0 9 5-76 155,975 218,984 0 12 5*29 136,226 548,036 0 10 7-96 292,201 406,195 954/231 0 8 9-081860 340,466 0 8 9-07 149,059 255,087 0 11 8-31 149,136 595,553 0 10 0-16 298,195 324,221 919,774 0 7 6-32335,564 0 8 6-02 142,656 242,825 0 10 3-57 125,025 578,389 0 9 3-07 267,681 290,175 863'564 0 7 354 316 8361871 378,891 0 8 6-91 162,470 186,538 0 10 1-22 94,220 565,429 0 9 0-95 256,690 333,355 898,784 0 7 0 47394,052 0 8 811 170,947 275,058 0 9 11-46 136,914 669,110 0 9 2-42 307,861 343,316 1,012,426 0 7 9-92 396 1981873 425,937 0 12 9-32 272,110 347,142 0 14 7-59 253,979 773,079 0 13 732 526,089 419,783 l'l92,862 0 11 1-94 665,7471874 467,583 0 13 8-30 320,119 405,442 0 15 4-76 312,128 873,025 0 14 5*81 632,247 431,587 1,304'612 0 12 1-37 790^2-24 01875 518,853 0 13 7-77 354,074 408,154 0 15 6-64 317,409 927,007 0 14 5 84 671,483 402,722 1,329,729 0 12 3-89 819’429 171876 542,952 0 13 8-45 372,045 325,865 0 15 6"45 253,166 868,817 0 14 470 625,211 451,101 i;319;918 0 12 2-06 803'300 5 6ISf / 563,757 0 13 8’64 386,740 351,970 0 14 10-81 262,237 915,727 0 14 2-08 048,977 528,544 1,444,271 0 11 10-74 858,998 8 2623,323 0 13 8-77 427,954 383,097 0 14 7*69 230,452 1,006,420 0 14 0-93 708,406 569,077 1,575,497 0 11 8-28 920.936 7621,087 U 13 6-75 421,198 376,982 0 14 6-]3 273,509 908,049 0 13 11-05 694,707 585,332 1,583,381 0 12 0-12 950^878 181880 550,672 0 11 2-67 309,004 202,684 0 11 5-70 116,295 753,356 0 11 3-48 425,299 712,824 l'466,180 0 8 6'36 616.336 11 7657,135 0 7 9-34 255,572 372,709 0 8 8-29 161,958 1,029,844 0 8 1-30 417,530 739,753 1,769,597 0 6 9-551882 760,226 0 9 9-54 372,334 501,319 0 10 11-50 274,699 1,261,545 0 10 3-09 647,033 847,737 2^09,282 0 8 11-97 948,9651883 855,704 0 10 5'75 448.350 656,741 0 11 7-34 381,306 1,512,445 0 10 11-65 829,662 1,009,012 2,52lj457 0 9 6-40 1.901'941 12 n994,087 0 10 8-00 532,938 696,676 0 11 5-14 393,107 1,690,763 0 11 015 931,045 1,058,346 2,749,109 0 9 5-71 l!303!076 19 111885 0 10 713 525,443 764,432 0 11 6-52 441,220 1,756,350 0 11 0-09 906,663 1,122,507 2,878,863 0 9 3-72 l'340l212 13 71,027,775 0 10 7‘22 544,824 708,090 0 11 4-31 402,178 1,735,865 0 10 10-93 947,002 1,094,310 2,830,175 0 9 2-53 l'303464 4 15-89 565,084 713,172 0 11 108 395,455 1,790,442 0 10 8-75 960,539 1,132,055 2,922,497 0 9 2-57 l'346'440 2 70 10 10'25 564,293 884,108 0 11 3-77 500,179 1,923,872 0 11 0-78 1,064,472 1,279,572 3,203,444 0 9 1*02 i;455,198 4 1

15,666,443 0 11 1-88 8,739,400 10,212,32H 0 12 6-22 0,392,355 25,87S,764| n S-33 15,131,755 15,800,625 41,679,380 0 9 8-80 20,284,915 10 10

The following comparative statement shows a decrease in the output of coal from the Northern 
collieries during 1888 as compared with 1887 of 17G,749 tons, value £74,079 ; while the output from the 
Southern collieries shows an increase of 420,238 tons ; increase in value £167,355 ; and the output of the 
Western collieries shows an increase of 37,457 tons ; increase in value, £10,100. The above figures 
indicate pretty clearly the effect of the recent strike upon the Northern collieries. If the collieries in the 
south and west had reaped the whole of the benefit the Colony as a whole might have had no cause to 
complain but the Customs returns justify the belief that the stoppage of our Northern mines has led to the 
development in other colonies of their coal resources which will permanently deprive us of some of our 
best customers. It is true our aggregate output shows a large increase, but it is almost certain that but 
for the closing of many of our most important mines it might have been much larger.

Comparative Statement of Output of Coal in the Northern, Western, and Southern Districts.

Output, Northern District .......................................

Increase as compared with prerious year.................

Decrease do do ............

1884. 1885.

Tons. Value. Tons. Value.

2,055,342 10 3

& s. d.

1,011,933 13 7 2,113,372 13 0

£ s. d.

1,032,904 13 4

155,722 14 3 83,907 0 2 58,030 2 1 20,970 19 9

Output, Western District ........................... ................

Increase as compared with previous year................

Decrease do do .............

Output, Southern District .............. .....................

Increase as compared with previous rear...............

Decrease do do/ .................

273,823 14 0 74,161 9 7 311,762 16 0 76,836 13 3

41,405 11 0

3,619 8 11

37,939 2 0 2,675 3 8

419,942 9 43

30,523 7 0

216,981 16 9 453,727 15 3 230,471 7 0

20,847 15 9 33,785 6 3 13,489 10 3
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Output, Northern District

Increase as compared with 
previous jear.

1836. 1887. 1888.

Tons. Value. Tons. Value. Tons. Value.

2,178,116 0 0
£ s. d.

1,084,554 17 1 2,243,792 0 0
£ s. d.

1,096,720 0 7 2,067,042 4 3
£ s. d.

1,022,022 8 10

61,743 7 0 51,650 3 9 65,676 0 0 12,165 3 6

176,749 15 1 74,697 11 9

Output, Western District

Increase as compared with 
previous year.

-

281,229 0 0 68,615 15 0 302,137 0 0 79,036 0 2 339,594 9 0 95,136 3 0

20,908 0 0 10,420 5 2 37,457 9 0 16,100 2 10

30,533 16 0 8,220 18 3

Output, Southern District

Increase as compared with 
previous year.

370,830 0 0 149,993 12 0 376,568 0 0 170,684 1 10 796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3

5,738 0 0 20,690 9 10 420,238 10 0 167,355 10 5

82,897 15 3 80,477 15 0

The average price of coal per ton in the several districts was as follows :—
1887. 1888.

s. d. s. d.
Northern ................. 9 9' 3 ............... 9 10-66—an increase of T36d. per ton.
■Western ... ... 5 2 78 ............... 5 7'23—an increase of 4-45d. per ton.
Southern ... ... 9 0'77 ............... 8 S SI—a decrease of 6'96d. per ton.

The number of collieries under inspection during 1888 was 91, namely :—55 in the Northern ; 18 
coal and 2 shale in the Western, and 15 coal and 1 shale in the Southern District, as compared with 72
in 1887.
Table compiled fiwn Reports furnished by Owners of Collieries, showing the quantity and value of Coal 

and Shale won during the year 1888, and the number of Men employed in the Collieries.

Company.

Coal.
Australian Agricultural Co. ..
Wallsend......................................
Newcastle Coal Co.....................
Lambton .................................
Co-operative .............. ..............
Pride of Ferndale ....................
New Lambton.............................
New Lambton C........................
Grreta B ......................................
Greta C .......................... .........
Duckenfield.................................
Brown’s ......................................
Waratah ................ ....................
East Waratah.............................
New Duckenfield ....................
Goose ....................................... .
New Park .................................
Ellesmere......................................
Thornton......................................
Bloomfield ..................................
Hetton..........................................
Sunderland .................................
Brookstown.................................
Bix’s Creek.................................
Wickham and Bullock Island
Kosedale ......................................
Burwood ......................................
Thornley Colliery ....................
Great Northern ........................
Hillside ......................................
Maryville......................................
Stockton ......................................
Kathluba ..... ................ ................
Ferndale ......................................
Liuwood ......................................
West Burwood ........................
West Wallsend ........................
South Greta............... ;................
New Anvil Creek ....................
Dulwich ......................................
Gladstone......................................
Springfield .................................
Black Jack .................................
M‘Coster’s .................................

Locality.

Men Employed.
Value.

Above
ground.

Under
ground. Total.

Newcastle................ 160 786 946
Tons

270,976
ewt.

0
qr.
0

£

129,756
S.
0

d.
0

180 990 1,170 372,743 6 0 185,200 2 7
75 378 453 105,750 0 0 68,900 0 0
65 404 469 164,048 0 0 80,304 9 0
73 498 571 172,256 0 0 83,882 14 0

3 8 11 5,454 0 0 2,249 15 6
9 29 38 18,796 0 0 8,515 16 0

........... 30 180 210 45,441 6 0 21,868 n 0

Maitland ................. 66 303 369 99,109 0 0 49,554 0 0

Newcastle................ 25 195 220 78,345 0 0 37,887 0 0
48 203 251 78,273 0 0 37,847 0 0
64 166 230 45,897 8 0 21,174 0 0
10 36 46 28,130 0 0 12,662 0 0
9 29 38 18,796 0 0 8,515 16 0

Singleton .................
2 6 8 5,760 0 0 2,880

3,879
0 0

9 20 29 8,114 7 0 0 0
3 23 26 14,743 17 0 7,152 0 0

Newcastle................. 2 9 11 8,000 0 0 2,800 0 0
Maitland ................. 3 8 11 3,500 0 0 1,050 0 0
Newcastle................ 29 120 149 22,287 0 0 9,738 0 0
Four-mile Creek ... 2 2 4 1,050 0 0 8,262 10 0
Newcastle................. 4 10 14 8,866 8 0 4,174 18 0
Singleton ................ 1 2 3 558 0 0 334 0 0
Newcastle................. 30 245 275 68,240 0 0 34,107 0 0
Singleton ................ 2 2 4 1,864 0 0 825 0 0
Newcastle................. 54 313 367 106,853 0 0 58,769 3 0
Four-mile Creek ... 2 8 10 7,434 0 0 2,079 0 0
Newcastle................. 25 155 180 61,479 0 0 31,495 0 0

2 6 8 3,280 0 0 1,032 0 0
14 60 74. 11,126 0 0 5,390 16 6
65 300, 365 182,480 0 0 87,686 0 0

Maitland ................. 1 4 5 1,630 10 0 610 8 6
Newcastle................ 14 71 85 14,871 0 0 6,997 0 0

9 41 50 3,207 0 0 1,655 7 0
1 5 6 2,451 0 0 980 0 0

20 70 90 7,645 0 0 3,307 10 0
Maitland ................. 10 12 • 22 5,900 0 0 2,360 0 0

j> ......... .
Singleton .................

5 27 32 9,228 0 0 3,085 10 0
1 1 2 181 0 0 90 0 0

Gunned ah................. 3 5 8 1,460 4 2 584 1 9
2 2 4 100 0 0 30 0 0
3 2 5 40 0 0 12 0 0

>1 ................ 2 2 4 677 18 1 339 0 0

1,137 5,736 6,873 2,067,042 4 3 1,022,022 8 10



Coal and continued.

Company. Locality.

Coal.
Metropolitan ...... .................................
Coal Cliff.............................. ..................
North lllawarra ...”..............................
Bulli................ .........................................
South Bulli...........*...............................
Osborne Wallsend ..............................
Illawarra Coal..*.................................
Mount Kembla ...................................
Wollongong Coal ..................... ........
Mittagong ............................................
Australian Kerosene OilandMineral

Co......................... ................................
Great Southern ...............................

Helensburgh
Clifton ...... .
North Bulli
Bulli............
South Bulli 
Wollongong , 

» 
i)

. 'Mittagong ..

Joadja . 
Berrima.

Yale of Clwydd ...............
Lithgow Yalley ............... .
Eskbank .............................
Eskbank Old Tunnel j....
Hermitage ........................
^igZag ..............................
Cooerwull...  ........*..............
Katoomba ..........................
Carlo’s Gap..........................
N.S.W. Shale and Oil Co. 
Main Camp
Oakey Park.........................
Lidsdale ...... .......................
Rawdon ...... ............. .
Yale.......................................

Lithgow Yalley ..

Hartley. 
Capertee 
Hartley.

. ” • 
Lithgow

>>

a

Shale.
Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral

Co..........................................................
N.S.W. Shale and Oil Co....................
Northern Shale ...................................

Joadja Creek
Hartley.........

v .........

Men Employed.

Above
ground.

Under
ground. Total.

quantity. Value.

*
Tons ewt. qr. £ S. d.

25 20 45 4,220 0 0 2,000 0 0
36 104 140 82,157 0 0 48,000 0 0
42 285 327 123,440 0 0 60,103 0 0
83 130 213 77,042 0 0 28,890 14 0
70 100 170 90,000 0 0 27,000 0 0
50 170 220 121,825 0 0 38,581 0 0
60 170 230 100,794 10 0 39,617 18 3
47 213 260 152,839 0 0 78,567 0 0

5 22 27 24,500 0 0 5,000 0 0
3 6 9 5,000 0 0 3,000 0 0

4 10 14 8,780 0 0 4,395 0 0
7 14 21 6,200 0 0 2,885 0 0

432 1,244 1,676 796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3

27 157 184 50,091 8 0 14,999 16 7
G 68 74 52,360 0 0 - 15,687 13 1
8 65 73 57,800 0 0 17,699 16 1
1 6 7 5,000 0 0 1,000 0 0
1 9 10 6,304 0 0 1,925 13 3
6 70 76 53,000 0 0 13,250 0 0

1 1 500 0 0 112 10 0
23 60 83 65,680 0 0 16,420 0 0

2 2 4 659 0 0 164 15 0
2 9 11 5,883 0 0 1,617 16 6
3 25 28 13,200 0 0 3,689 5 0
3 6 9 527 0 0 158 2 0-
1 1 2 80 0 0 32 0 0
4 30 34 6,000 0 0 1,500 0 0

23 133 156 22,510 1 0 6,878 15 6

110 642 ■ 752 339,594 9 0 95,136 3 0

91 95 186 26,821 0 0 53,642 0 0
12 50 62 7,748 0 0 19,370 0 0
2_ 3 5 300 0 0 600 0 0

105 148 253 34,869 0 0 73,612 0 0

The number of accidents during the year was 15 fatal, and 43 non-fatal, total, 58 ; while in 1887 
there were 140, of which 95 were fatal, and 45 non-fatal, but deducting the 81 deaths caused by the Bulli 
disaster there remained 14 fatal, and 45 non-fatal, total 59 against the total of 58 for 1888. This, 
considering the increase in the number of collieries under inspection, is on the whole satisfactory. Of 
the 43 non-fatal accidents 32 occurred in the Northern, 7 in the Southern, and 4 in the Western District. 
Of the 15 fatal accidents 9 occurred in the Northern, 5 in the Southern, and 1 in the Western District.

The following is a summary of the chief practical results of a partial geological examination of the 
Northern Talbragar Eiver Coalfield :—

The original classification of the Paloeozoic coal-bearing formations of New South Wales, adopted bv 
the late Eev. W. B. Clarke, Mr. C. S: Wilkinson, E.G.S., and Mr. J. Mackenzie, E.G.S., according to which 
the measures were divided into four groups, has been quite confirmed by subsequent geological examina
tion. The four groups, ranged in descending order, are as follows

4. Newcastle series. .
3. Tomago and East Maitland series.
2. Greta series. .
1. Lepidodendron or Stroud series.

1. Lepidodendron or Stroud Series.

Until quite lately only thin unworkable seams of coal have been discovered in this series, but last 
year a geological examination of the outcrop of a seam on Mr. Garrett’s land at the 7-mile on the 
Eaymond Terrace to Stroud road, showed that this seam, which, inclusive of hands, is over 10 feet thick, 
is in reality in the lepidodendron series. Although there is not more than 2 feet of clean coal in any 
single layer in this seam, and the lower part of the seam is much split up with hands, and the percentage 
of ash in the coal is rather high, still a thinning out of some of the bands, and a slight improvement in the 
quality of the coal might render this seam workable in other localities. This is, therefore, geologically the 
oldest known seam of coal at all approaching a workable thickness in Australia.
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2 Greta Series.
By means of a detailed mapping of the Maitland District the outcrops of the Greta seams have been 

traced continuously for a distance of 22 miles in a southerly and south-westerly direction from Maitland, 
the exact line of outcrop for the greater part of that distance being known on the geological map, furnished 
last year by the Department. In the course of the geological survey the actual outcrop of a seam of coal 
16 feet thick was discovered at Deep Creek, near Bishop’s Bridge, West Maitland, and the continuation 
of the outcrop of the same coal seam has been observed by Mr. Geological Surveyor David quite recently 
near Cessnock, and within 3 miles of iEllalong. This sou’-sou’-westerly extension of the Greta measures 
from Deep Creek towards JEllalong is important, as the angle of dip being low a much larger area of coal 
lies here within workable depth than was originally contemplated. All the Crown lands covering this coal 
seam, where it lies at a workable depth, have been recommended for reservation for mining purposes, and 
four companies have already commenced prospecting operations within the reserved area.

Geological evidence proves that the Greta measures will be found to extend, with only local inter
ruptions, from near JEllalong to Anvil Creek, near Greta, and Black Creek, near Branxton. At Lecon- 
field, 2 miles north of Greta, the actual lines of outcrop of the Greta, seams were traced during the pre
liminary geological survey of the Greta Coal-field, and this greatly facilitated the subsequent opening 
out of the coal' seams, which are now being worked. Geological examination has also demonstrated that 
the seam which outcrops on Drinan’s selection, near Billybrook, parish of Stanhope, county Durham, is 
unquestionably a continuation from Leconficld of the Greta seam, which at Billybrook is 9 feet 9 inches 
thick, and contains 6 feet 6 inches of good coal, and as the dip here is gradual, there is an extensive 
unworked area of the Greta coal measures in this locality.

In the neighbourhood of Eaymond Terrace also, although no actual outcrops of the seams have 
been observed, there are strong geological indications of the existence of the Greta Measures under the 
town of Eaymond Terrace, and under a considerable area of country to the north-east and north-west of 

that town.
3. Tomago and East Maitland Series.

The geological survey of the Maitland District showed that the Eathluba seam, the best workable 
seam of this series, probably extended from East Maitland at least as far east as Ash Island, and acting on 
the advice given by the geological survey, the North Stockton Coal Company continued their bore at Ash 
Island until the horizon of the Eathluba seam was reached, when the seam was struck, and proved to be 
5 feet 7 inches thick, inclusive of three small bands. The continuity of the Eathluba seam is thus estab
lished over the large area of intervening country, 9 miles wide. Eecent geological examination has also 
shown that these Tomago Coal Measures extend to Port Stephens, and so must underlie the greater part 
of the intervening country between Ash Island and Port Stephens, a distance of 15 miles, and also that 
they extend in a southerly direction from East Maitland to the “ Ovens,” near Mount Vincent, a distance 
of 9 miles. A seam of coal 7 feet 44- inches thick, outcropping in the bank of the Hunter Eiver at 
Piercefield near Muswellbrook, has been reported on by Mr. Geological Surveyor David, and from the 
character of the coal and the associated strata, it is considered to belong probably to the Tomago measures.

At Westbrook, near Singleton, Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, E.G.S., the Government Geologist has 
observed nine coal seams, one of which is 24 feet thick, which he considers as belonging to this group. 
None of those seams have been worked up to the present, but the high angle of dip would considerably 
increase the cost of winning coal from them. •

4. Newcastle Series.
A geological examination of the country between Lake Macquarie and Gosford shows that the 

Newcastle coal measures, when traced southerly from Lake Macquarie dip under the Hawkesbury Series 
near Dora Creek, at the rate of about 113 feet per mile. A seam about 12 feet thick, and estimated by 
the Examiner of Coal Eields, Mr. J. Mackenzie, E.G.S., to contain a thickness of about 10 feet of work
able coal, was proved near Wyong in Alison’s Wallarah Bore at a depth of 778 feet, so that here also is 
an extensive area of country containing workable coal.

At Black Jack, near Gunnedah, near the North Western Eailvvay, coal has been discovered, and 
according to Mr. Geological Surveyor David’s report, there are here probably two seams at least, one of 
which is 6 feet 4 inches, and the other about 7 feet thick, each containing coal of good quality for all 
purposes. Coal has also lately been discovered within 2 miles of the North Western Railway Line at 
Curlewis, near Gunnedah.

This coal-field, which is at present quite unworked, is of considerable extent, and probably belongs 
to the Newcastle or Tomago measures. At Ashford, near Inverell, a seam of coal has been reported by

Mr.
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Mr. G-eologlcal-Surveyor David to be 30 feet thick, and to contain coal of good especially for
steam and smelting purposes, so that it may hereafter be utilized when wood becomes scarcer, for tin 
smelting in the adjoining tin-field of Vegetable Creek. ' ’

The reports of Mr. "Wilkinson and Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson show that the Baltimore 
Coal Measures extend towards the town of Dubbo. On the Talbragar Eiver, about 20 miles north-east of 
Dubbo, a seam of coal 5 feet thick has been proved in a diamond drill bore. It is probable that other 
seams of coal occur in these measures.

________During the year the following analyses of coal were made in this Department:__

Locality. Description of Mineral. Analysis.

Branxton ^ 
(Lejonfield) )

Camberwell "j 
(Rosedale { 
Colliery.) f 
(Top band.) J

Do (2nd band) .

Do (3rd band)..

Do (4th band)..,

Deep Creek.......

Dubbo 
(Spicer’ 
Creek

:r’s i
•)  )

Grafton

Gunnedah "l 
(Springfield) J

Gunnedah "l 
(Black Jack))

J amberoo

Bituminous coal

Bright black bituminous 
coal...................................

do

do

do

Bituminous coal with a C 
band of carbonaceous 1 
clay.................................../

Hard, splinty cancel coal..

Bright bituminous coal

Bituminous, fairly bright, , 
and somewhat brittle 
coal from top, bottom," 
and middle of seam ... I

Hygroscopic moisture 2'35 ^ 
Volatile bydrocarbons 39'62 (
Fixed carbon ............ 48'30 (
Ash .............................. 9-73 J

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture 2-71')
Volatile hydrocarbons 36'09 (
Fixed carbon ............ 57’59 C
Ash .............................. 3-61J

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 1‘96 h 
Volatile hydrocarbons 37'74 f
Fixed carbon ............ 55T7 (
Ash .............................. 5-13)

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 2 39 h 
Volatile hydrocarbons 37'01 (
Fixed carbon ............ 5T80 (
Ash .............................. 5-80 P

100-00 ■

Hydroscopic moisture 2'53')
Volatile carbon............ 35'65 (
Fixed carbon ............ 54-13 (
Ash .............................. 7-37)

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 1-52 h 
Volatile hydrocarbons 46-38 (
Fixed carbon ............ 40-la (
Ash .............................. 11-93)

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 3 60-) 
Volatile hydrocarbons 23-05 (
Fixed carbon ............ 54'63 C
Ash .............................. 18-70)

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture -56-)
Volatile hydrocarbons 3-T31 (
Fixed carbon ............ 43'80 (
Ash .............................. 22-30)

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture l-58h
Volatile hydrocarbons 19-00 /
Fixed carbon ............ 39 70 (
Ash .............................. 39-72 P

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 2 36h 
Volatile hydrocarbons 38'39 (
Fixed-carbon ............ 48-20 (
Ash ..... ..................... 11-03P

100 CO

Hygroscopic moisture 2-05 h 
Volatile hydrocarbons 24-12/
Fixed carbon ............ 61-96 (
Ash .............................. 11-87 P

lOO'OO

Coke
%

Sulphur
%

58-03

61-2

60 3

60-6

61-8

52-10

Nil.

66T

Nil.

59-25

73-83

•817

•75

•67

•73

•72

8-82

•576

•37

•068

•79

Specific 
Gravity.

1-271

1-266

1-26

1-272

1-302

1-298

1-479

1-308

1-666

1-298

Itemarks.

1-382

' Coke, hard, fairly lus
t trous, and slightly 
I swollen ; ash, buff 
. colour fioculent.

C Ash, reddish ; coke, 
j . firm and bright, but 
(. not much swollen.

( Ash, buff colour; coke 
j firm and bright, b ut 
( not much swollen.

"Ash, reddish ; coke, 
l firm and bright, but 
. not much swollen.

C Ash, buff colour; coke, 
j fir m and b right, but 
(. not much swollen.

Ash, strong reddish 
tinge. .

'Ash, almost white; no 
) true coke formed, 
) a black incoherent 
. powder being left.

"Ash, light grey; coke 
[ fairly bright, but 
, not much swollen.

' Ash, almost white ;
I no truecoke formed, 
I a dull fritted mass 
_ ■ only being left.

{Ash, white; coke, firm 
and bright.

■ Ash, grey; coke, 
swollen but brittle, 
breaking readily on 
handling.
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Locality. Description of Mineral. [Analysis. Coke
%

Sulphur Specific
Gravity. Remarks.

Joadja Creek .. Bright bituminous coal ...

Lismore

Mittagong (6' 
miles from ( 
Hill Top ( 
Station) —.

Do

Do

Do

Do

Do

........{

Moss Yale

Do

Do

Wallerawang
(Cullen

Bullen)

Do

Splint coal

do

Bituminous coal.

Inferior splint coal .

Splint coal

Hygroscopic moisture 2T7' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 30'88 (
Fixed carbon ............ 56'13 (
Ash .............................. U'52.

100-00

Bituminous coal (a) coal' 
from top (!' 0" of seam) *

Bituminous coal (5) from 
9-ft. coal below A ........

Bituminous coal (c) from ( 
1-ft. coal below white- 
band .............................. /

Bituminous coal (d) from * 
li-ft. coal below C........ .

Bituminous coal (e) from' 
li-ft. coal below D.......

Hygroscopic moisture 101") 
Volatile bydrocarbons 13'50 (
Fixed carbon ............ 7l’84 C

■65;Ash 13<

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 1"56 ' 
Volatile bydrocarbons 27"47 (
Fixed carbon ............ 47'75 (
Ash .............................. 23-22.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 1"18 ' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 26'20 /
Fixed carbon ............ 45"29 (
Ash .............................. 27*33.

10000

Splint coal with small I 
layers of bituminous ■ 
coal................................... ..

Hygroscopic moisture 1'03 ' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 24'52 (
Fixed Carbon ............ 38'50 (
Ash ..............................  35-95.

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 1"66 ' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 28’14(
Fixed carbon ............ 54-80 (
Ash .............................. 15*40.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 1"51 
Volatile hydrocarbons 25'74 (

Fixed carbon ............ 50’75 \
Ash .............................. 22-00.

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 1’50' 
Volatile bydrocarbons 29-08 (
Fixed carbon ............ 58'80 (
Ash .............................. 10*62.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture 3’38' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 19’84 (
Fixed carbon ............ 57*76 (
Ash .............................. 19*02.

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 2'67" 
Volatile hydrocarbons 18*57 (
Fixed carbon  ........... 54-291
Ash  ............................. 24-47.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture T34 
Volatile bydrocarbons 26*62
Fixed carbon ............ 49"91
Ash ............................... 22-13;

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 4’52 ' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 24-88 (

Fixed carbon ............ "50-45 (
Ash .............................. 20-15.

10000

Hygroscopic moisture 2-96' 
Volatile hydrocarbons 30'29 |
Fixed carbon ............ 52-15 I
Ash .............................. 14'60.

67-65

85-49

70-97

72-62

74-45

70-20

72-75

69-42

Nil.

Nil.

72-04

Nil.

66-75

10000

•66 1-355

•73

•73

•56

•86

•453

•704

•693

( Ash, grey ; will yield 
( a fair coke.

Ash, loose, grey; coke, 
fairly bard and 
swollen up with 
cauliflower-like 
excrescences.

1-592 / Ash’ USht £re7 5
( coke, fairly firm.

1-474

1-572

1-497

1-408

1-303

1-45

1-44

•975

•838

do

do

do

( Ash, dirty white 
( coke, ‘ ‘ " ~fairly firm.

Ash, dark grey; coke, 
fairly bright, swol
len, and firm.

1-45

1-36

Ash, light grey.

Ash, nearly white.

Ash, grey; coke, firm 
and fairly swollen.

Ash, grey

do
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Locality. Description of Mineral. Analysis^ Coke,
%•

Sulphur Specific
gravity. Remarks.

Wallerawang
(Cullen

Bullen).

Splint coal ..........................^ Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons
Fixed carbon ............
Ash ...............................

28-08 f
50-35 ( 
16-35 J

nil. 1-09 1-404 Ash, grey.

10000

. Do ........| Splint coal with layers of N 
• bright bituminous coal j

Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile bydrocarbons
Fixed carbon ............
Ash ..............................

2-58') 
35-99 f 

53-30 ( 
8-13 y

61-43 1-072 1-29 do

• • 100 00

f Do ............
Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons

1-99-) 
38-36 f 59-65 •79 1-329

( Ash, light grey;
< coke, fairly swollen 
(. and firm.Fixed carbon ............

Ash ..............................
5i-yi i 

7*74 ;

100 00

Do . £ Splint coal with brigkt)
Hygroscopic moisture 
Volatile hydrocarbons

1-14 ■) 
29-63 (_ 69-23 1-1 1-45black bituminous bands j Fixed carbon ............

Ash ...............................
5U-53 t 
18*70;

100-00

Fuller particulars couceming the composition of the coals of this Colony may be found in the 
Annual Report of this Department for the year 1880.

Shale.

The output of boghead mineral or petroleum oil cannel-coal, commonly called shale in 1888, being 
the product of two mines, was less in quantity by 5,141 tons, and in value, by £14,149, than the output 
for 1887. There is a probability that shale will be produced at some other mine shortly. At the 
Katoomba Shale Mine an adit is being driven to prove the thickness and quality of the bed of shale.

The following table shows the quantity and value of Kerosene Shale produced during the years 1865 to
' 1888:—

Year. Quantity. Average price per 
ton. Total value. Year. Quantity. Average price per 

ton. Total value.

Tons. £ s. d. £ S. d. Tons. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1865 570 4 2 5-47 2,350 0 0 1878 24,371 2 6 11-40 57,211 0 0
1866 2,770 2 18 10-48 8,150 0 0 1879 32,519 2 1 1-96 66,930 10 0
1867 4,079 3 14 9-21 15,249 0 0 1880 19,201 2 6 7-03 44,724 15 0
1868 16,952 2 17 7T1 48,816 0 0 1881 27,894 1 9 2-59 40,748 0 0
1869 7,500 2 10 o-oo 18,750 0 0 1882 48,065 1 15 0-00 84,114 0 0

. 1870 8,580 3 4 3-18 27,570 0 0 1883 49,250 1 16 10-77 90,861 10 0
1871 14,700 2 6 3-91 34,050 0 0 1884 31,618 2 5 7-86 72,176 0 0
1872 11,040 2 11 11-91 28,700 0 0 1885 27,462 2 8 11-62 67,239 0 0
1873 17,850 2 16 6-55 50,475 0 0 1886 43,563 2 5 10-79 99,976 0 0
1874 12,100 2 5 1-48 27,300 0 0 1887 40,010 2 3 10-43 87,761 0 0
1875 6,197 2 10 2-22 15,500 0 0 1888 84,869 2 2 2-66 73,612 0 0
1876 15,998 3 0 0 00 47,994 0 0
1877 18,963 2 9 0-81 46,524 0 0 516,121 2 4 9-91 1,156,781 15 0

The average price per ton during 1888 was only £2 2s. 2'66d., being the lowest average since 1883. 
During the year the following tests and analyses were made in this Department:—

Locality. Description of Mineral. Analysis. Sulphur
%.

Specific
Gravity.

Capertee.

Do

Kerosene shale.,

do

Hygroscopic moisture.. . -37
V olatile bydrocarbons.. . 65-77
Fixed carbon ................ . 13-93
Ash ................................. . 19-93

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture.. . -05
V olatile hy drocarbons.. . 6905
Fixed carbon ............... . 1406
Ash .................................... 16-84

10000

Ask, grey.

do
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Locality. Description of Mineral. Analysis. Sulphur
%

Specific
Gravity. Remarks,

Capertee.

Do

Dungaree

Marangaroo ..

Mittagong

Do

Moss Yale

Inferior kerosene shale..

do

do

do

do

do

do

Mount Victoria.

Mudgee

Mudgee (Barra- 
gon).

Warragamba ...

Kerosen3 shale.,

do

do -

do

do

do

do

Hygroscopic moisture... 1'50 
Volatile bydrocarbons... 42'13
Fixed carbon ................. 8 09
Ash ................................... 48-28

10000

Hygroscopic moisture... ‘72
Volatile hydrocarbons... 42 38
Fixed carbon ................. 9'20
Ash ................................... 47-70

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture... -06 
Volatile hydrocarbons 61-05
Fixed carbon ................. 10'39
Ash ................................... 28-50

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -14 
Volatile hydrocarbons.. 61’89
Fixed carbon ................. 5'62
Ash ................................... 32-35

100 00

Hygroscopic moisture... -15 
Volatile bydrocarbons... 65-55
Fixed carbon ................. 6'43
Ash ................................... 27'87

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -15 
Volatile hydrocarbons... 6G'58
Fixed carbon ................. 5-67
Ash ................................... 27 60,

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -45- 
Volatile hydrocarbons... 75'32
Fixed carbon ................. 14’45
Ash ................................... 9-78.

10000

Hygroscopic moisture... "61- 
Volatile hydrocarbons... 53'84
Fixed carbon ................. 14"66
Ash ................................... 30-89.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -51' 
Volatilehydrocarbons... 7l"72
Fixed carbon ................. 8.87
Ash ................................... 18-90.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -20' 
Volatilehydrocarbons... 76"28
Fixed carbon ................. 7'87
Ash ................................... 15-65.

100-00

Hygroscopic moisture... -35' 
Volatilehydrocarbons... 45"23
Fixed carbon ................. 7'02
Ash ................................... 47'40.

100-00

384 1193

■41

•45

1-05

•92

•81

•603

•37

1-077

1-291

1-111

1-091

1-416

'Ash, light grey; no coke 
! formed, a black powder 
. being left.

Ash, white.

Ash, grey ; no coke formed.

' Ash, light grey with a yel
l lowish tinge; no coke 
i formed, a black powder 
. being left.

Ash, white and bulky; no 
true eoke formed, a black 
powder being left on beat
ing.

Ash, white.

Ash, almost white.

Ash, white.

' Ash, grey, with a sli 
reddish tinge; no c 

L formed.

Ash, almost white; no coke 
formed, a black powder 
being left.

Ash, grey ; no coke.

Silver and Lead.

The Inspector of Mines reports:—Silver-mining lias now spread to every mining district in the 

Colony, but the richest and most extensive deposits are at the Barrier Ranges, in the extreme north-west 

corner of New South Wales. These deposits are now found to extend over 100 miles from Thackaringa, 

where the first discovery was made, by several miles in width. The Broken Hill Proprietary is the most 

- important
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37
important mine in the district. The quantity of ore treated during the year was 94,125 tons ; the bullion 
obtained therefrom was 16,779 tons, yielding 3,924,192 oz. of silver, and 16,658 tons of lead, the gross 
value of which was £928,877 5s.

The Company consists of 16,000 shares, of £20 each, and the dividends paid during the year 
amounted to £22 per share. During the three and a half years this Company has been in existence, it had, 
up to the 30th November last, paid dividends to the amount of £586,000. The lode in this mine has now 
been proved to exist through the three 40-acre blocks, the width varying from 10 to 100 ft., with an almost 
unlimited supply of ore. He (the Inspector) is of opinion that Block 14 and the British Blocks will, in 
the near future, be dividend paying. He points out that throughout the Barrier Banges the ore occurs in 
lenticular blocks or shoots, and has no doubt that the permanency of some of the mines there is now 
assured. In the Vegetable Creek District, at Webb’s mine, the lode appears to improve in depth. Work 
js being carried on vigorously in the adjoining mines ; but he is afraid there is no regular defined lode, but 
that the ore occurs in branches. At Bye’s Creek there are several silver-mines being worked with varied 
success. The Sunny Corner mines still add their quota to the production of silver. The mines at Lewis 
Ponds and elsewhere in the Orange District have not realized the expectations formed concerning them. 
Extensive works are carried on at Captain’s Elat.

The following extracts from the reports of the Wardens and Mining Eegistrars indicate the state 
of silver-mining in their respective districts :—

, In the Bathurst districts the reports say:—The returns from Mitchell have been considerable, and 
a large number of men are constantly employed there. At Mount Costigan the smelters were in blasting 
five months of the year, during which time 3,000 tons of ore was smelted, yielding 9,600 oz. silver, and 300 
tons lead, matte, valued at £9,700; total value, £28,000. New and improved machinery is in course 
of erection. There are 13,000 tons of oro at the furnace awaiting treatment. The Cordillera treated 
9,300 tons of ore, yielding 82,800 oz. silver, 404 oz. of gold, 227 tons of lead, and 220 tons of copper, 
valued at £37,343. There are 1,500 tons of ore at the furnace ready for treatment. A great deal of 
prospecting was done during the year between Mount Costigan and the Cordillera mines. The Sunny 
Corner Co. treated 24,972 tons of ore for 201 tons of lead, 309 tons of copper, and 1,256 tons of matte, 
containing 319,324 oz. of silver, 2,300 oz. of gold, valued at £74,209. The Silver King Co. (Sunny Corner) 
produced 277 tons of matte and 2 tons of lead bullion, valued at £8,200. At the Bulga Mountain 
(Orange Division), the Hidden Treasure Co., who received aid out of the Prospecting Vote, at a depth of 
80 feet, cut through a lode 12 feet wide, the assays from which were considered encouraging. The New 
Lewis Ponds Co., besides carrying on active operations in the mine, have erected costly machinery and 
smelting plant, but smelting did not commence till 2nd January, 1889. (It is reported that between the 
3rd and 19th January 233 tons of ore smelted produced over 9 tons of bullion, containing 3,651 oz. 
silver, 73 oz. gold ; furnace crucible contains 41- to 5 tons bullion, of similar quartz, made 7 tons of matter 
containing 5,703 oz. silver and 3| oz. gold, some lead and silver, absorbed in bricks, and run off in slag.) 
Tom’s Lewis Ponds Co. have sunk three shafts, deepest 180 feet, average width of lode 15 feet, quantity 
of ore raised estimated at 500 tons, containing 30 oz. silver, 5 dwt. gold per ton, and 10 per cent, of lead. 
Spicer’s Co. have done a great deal of work, and have a considerable quantity of ore at grass, the assays 
from which have been satisfactory. At Denisontown and Mount Stewart (Mudgee District) a number 
of leases have been applied for. Some very good samples have been obtained. At Humble, in the Molong 
Division, there are two mines at work on a lode 'which contains silver, tin, and copper (silver predomina
ting), and varying in width from 1 to 8 feet. A great deal of work has been done, and about 200 tons of 
ore is at grass, but none of it has been treated yet. On a conditional purchase, 13 miles from Grenfell, a 
lode, said to be 11 feet wide, was discovered. Samples from the surface assayed 13 dwt. per ton, but at 
a depth of 60 feet as high as 309 oz. of silver was obtained on assay. Several lodes have been discovered 
in the Condobolin Division, the most important, apparently, being in a small range of hills called the 
“ Three Peaks.” The lode appears to be 2 feet wide; assays from which are said to vary from 39 oz. to 
800 oz. per ton.

In the Albert District the reports say:—The Thackaringa mines have been steadily developed, and 
in some cases with good results. There are about 4,000 miners employed on this field, of which number 
the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. employs 1,609. The work done on the British Blocks, block 14 South 
Broken Hill Junction, and Central Mines has considerably increased their value. The following figures 
show the declared value of minerals exported from the district:—Argentiferous lead, valued at £863,467 ; 
silver ore, £136,800; tin ore and oxide, £1,095; copper ore £304 ; auriferous quartz £182 ; total, 
£1,001,81-8. The Broken Hill Junction Co. raised 6,000 tons of ore, of which 3,000 tons, valued at 
£27,000, was sold. Central sold 458 tons for £1,359, leaving 988 tons ore at grass. Block 14 sold 150 
tons, and has 5,000 tons at grass, Broken Hill North raised 3,100 tons of ore, sold 1,100 tons ore for

#6.000,
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£6,000, smelted 1,000 tons; yield,40,000 of silver and 300 tons lead. The Proprietary Co. raised 101,610 ton's 
of ore, sold 1,433 tons for £9,203, smelted 98,353 tons ; yield, 4,077,257 oz. silver, and 17,117 tons lead ; 
value (estimated), £713,519. The Broken Hill South raised 1,078 tons of ore, sold 978 tons for £5,868, 
leaving 100 tons at grass. The British Blocks raised 4,600 tons of ore. The TJmberumberka sold 1,400 
tons of ore for £21,000, and has 1,500 tons at grass. The Pioneer Co., Thackaringa, sold 560 tons ore for 
£5,400, and 2,828 tons at grass. The drought prevented the reported find of silver ore at Kallara 
Station being tested.

In the Tumut and Adelong District the reports say :—At Coppabella several galena lodes were 
found. One, 25 feet wide, consists of quartz with patches of galena. An average of the assays gives 
42 oz. of silver per ton—55 per cent. Silver has been found at Nimitybelle, and gold and silver at Thoko, 
15 miles from it. The Koh-i-noor Co., Captain’s Plat, obtained 540) tons of ore, 14,035 oz. of silver, 63 
tons of lead, 2 tons copper, and 63| oz. of gold. The Company also obtained silver, lead, gold, and copper( 
to the value of £2,700, from another smelting, the details of which have not been supplied, and they have 
200 tons of ore at grass. The Vanderbilt and Commodore Co. smelted 661+ tons ore for 11,000 oz. silver, 
29f tons lead, and they have 500 tons of ore at grass. The North Vanderbilt Co. has constructed very 
extensive works in opening up their mine. A lode was discovered near the Bredbo Railway Station, 
consisting of galena and ironstone, gossan assays from which gave 20 to 25 oz. of silver per ton. Shafts 
were sunk to the depth of 50 and 70 feet, when sinking had to be suspended on account of the quantity 
of water met with. At Big Badga Eiver a lode was discovered, and a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 
100 feet, but it is thought greater depth will have to be reached before getting into settled country. 
Assays from a depth of 20 feet gave 329 and 334 oz. of silver per ton, with a large percentage of lead.

In the Southern District the reports say:—The New Carrington Mine, G-oulburn, has stopped 
smelting, and are sinking for galena ore. Preparations are being made for working some galena lodes in 
the Major’s Creek division. On the right arm of the Yalwal Creek very promising argentiferous ore has 
been found. The mine at Moruya is about to recommence work.

In the Peel and Uralla District the reports say:—Quantity of silver won in the Grlen Innes 
division, 18,160 oz. At "Webb’s mine an extensive crushing, roasting, and leeding plant, but the plant 
was unsuited or the men were inexperienced, hence the treatment was abandoned after the first trial, and 
the ore has been concentrated and sent to Adelaide. 400 tons of oro yielded 13,182 oz. silver, equal to 
33 oz. per ton. The manager of Webb’s Consols reports they have sunk five shafts each on a distinct lode. 
Prom No 1 shaft 80 tons of ore has been raised. No. 2 shaft is in a galena lode, estimated at 15 feet 
wide. Prom this shaft two parcels of ore were bagged and sent away for treatment, viz., 20 tons to 
Adelaide and 20 tons to Germany. The average gross returns from these parcels was 73 oz. silver per 
ton and 66 per cent, of lead. There is 200 tons of ore at grass. No. 3 shaft is in a lode containing 
mispickel, but has not yet reached galena. Vield of silver, 2,920 oz. The ores in the Pye’s Creek Mine 
contain a larger percentage of galena. About 400 tons have been raised ; 42 tons of ore sent to Adelaide 
for treatment. The result of a portion gave 49 oz. silver and 5 dwt. of gold per ton. Yield of silver, 
2,058 oz. At the Castteray Mine the ores bear a close resemblance to those found at Sunny Corner.

In the New England District the reports say :—Pairfield division : Eich silver ore, containing a 
percentage of gold, has been found in the Mascotte Gold-mine. About 600 tons of ore has been raised, 
valued by the manager at £12 per ton. The deepest shaft is about 100 feet (the lode is 8 feet wide), and 
it is estimated that there is 7,000 tons of ore in sight. The works on the White Eock Proprietary Co.’s 
Mine are very extensive, and preparations are being made for the reception of vast machinery. A very 
large body of stone has been quarried out, and about 13,000 tons is awaiting treatment. The quantity of 
ore obtainable is practically unlimited. The greater part of the ore is low grade, but the seams, which are 
numerous, are rich. About 163 tons of picked ore has been sent away at various times and to various 
places, resulting in returns averaging £8 per ton. The mine appears to be inexhaustible, the ore now in 
sight, even with the large reducing works to be employed, would last for many years. The mine shows 
every indication of becoming richer as it is developed. Eich silver ore, containing chlorides, was discovered 
about 5 miles south of Boonoo Boonoo, from which remarkably rich assays have been made. Some 
parcels of ore sent away for treatment have given satisfactory results, the lodes consisting of quartz and 
gossan are well defined, but the water is troublesome, and machinery is required to work the ground. An 
important silver field was discovered at Rivertree, 16 miles east of Wilson’s Downfall. The reefs are 
large and well defined, and show rich galena and carbonates of lead, assaying from 10 to 100 oz. silver per 
ton. Smelting furnaces are in course of erection. ‘

Though the attempts to develop the value of our silver lodes has resulted in many disappointments, 
mainly the result of want of experience in the treatment of silver ores, I venture to doubt whether our

failures
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failures are more numerous than have been made in other countries, or than might reasonably have been 
expected when entering upon (to us) an entirely new industry, and one requiring not only considerable 
technical knowledge but also large practical experience. It may perhaps be said that we can avail 
ourselves of the knowledge • acquired in older countries, and that may be true, and yet we may lack the- 
experience which enables us to apply that knowledge with profitable results. I have no doubt that, in 
course of time, we, like others, shall learn to turn to the best advantage the valuable deposits we possess, 
and there can be little question that the proposal of the Grovernment to establish works for the treatment 
in bulk of our various matalliferous ores by the process best adapted to each, and to give facilities to those 
concerned to acquire the knowledge requisite to enable them to treat the ores in their respective mines( 

‘will materially hasten the time when we shall reap the full benefit of our recent discoveries. 'When we 
consider that it is scarcely five years since we began to recognize the existence in this Colony of extensive 
argentiferous deposits, and that we have already exported silver and lead to the value of two and three- 
quarter millions sterling; and further,—that we are gradually learning, even by our blunders, how some 
of our ores can be treated, we ought not to complain, because many of our silver mines are idle for want 
of the skill and appliances requisite to work them profitably. The value of our output for last year 
reached nearly one million, and there can be no doubt that will be largely increased as soon as all the 
mines opened are in full work. The reports show that in some of our mines there are almost unlimited 
deposits of low grade ores, and in view of that fact it is a matter of great importance that our attention 
has been directed to the methods of concentration adopted in America, because if we can work them 
profitably they will provide employment to a very large number of miners. The fact that so few of our 
silver mines are paying dividends may also, probably, be in some measure due to our lacking the expe
rience necessary to enable us to adopt the most economical and efficient modes of treatment.

During the year 4,973 assays of silver ore were made in this Department.

Quantity and Value of Silver and Silver and Lead Ore exported.

Silver. Silver and Lead Ore.

Year.
Quantity.

Quantity. Total Value.

Value.
Ore. Metal.

value.

Dp to oz. £ s. d. Tons cwt. qr. ib. Tons. cwt. £ S. d. £

1881.......... 726,779-14
38,618
77,065-18
93,660-25

794,173-80

178,405
9,024

16,488
19,780

159,187

0 0 191 13 0 0 5,025 0 0 183,430
1882 .. . 0 0 11 19 0 0 360 0 0 9,384

18,563
251,720
266,813

1883............ 0 0 136 4 0 0 2,075
241,940
107,626

0 0
1R84 0 0 9,167

2,095
11 1 7 0 0

1885 .......... 0 0 16 0 0 190 8 0 0
1886............ 1,015,433-10

177,307-75
375,063-70

197,544
32,458
66,668

0 0 4,802
12,529
18,102

2 0 0 294,485
541,952
911,117

0 0 492,029
574,410IRS1?... . ' o o 3 2 0 0 0

1888............ 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 977,785

3,298,100-92 679,554 0 0 47,036 13 3 7 190 8 2,104,580 0 0 2,774,134

3,316 yielded 
1,473 „

Nil.
Under 20 oz. per ton. 
As follows:—

Locality

Abercrombie River ... 
Aconite (parish, county 

Hardinge.)
Armidale (Puddledock) 
Armidale..........................

Barney Downs ............
Barrier Ranges (Pin

nacles Mine). 
Bathurst (Clear Creek) 
Bathurst..........................

» ..........................
Bellinger (Deep Creek)
Black Mountain............
Bland (Sandy Creek)...

» 3)

>1 »' • • ■ 
9) »>

Blayney ..................... .
» ........... ’..............

Description of mineral.

Ferruginous felspatidc root, with carbonate of lead............... .
Quartz, with galena and zinc-blende ................................................

Galena and zinc-blende in felspathic lodestufE..............................
Greisen, with a thin vein of galena.....................................................
Ferruginous porous quartz and felspathic root, with pyrites ...

„ quartz and slate braccia ...............................................
Galena......... ...................................................................... ..........................

„ in felspathic lodestufE ..............................................................
jj » )> .................-................... .................... ..

Massive mispickel .................................... ...............................................
Siliceous veinstone, with calcite, galena, and copper pyrites ...
Galena..........................................................................................................
Ferruginous felspathic rock, with carbonate of lead.....................

JJ }> )> .............................................

J^ »} » ..........................
Ferruginous siliceous gossan....................................... ...........................
Ferruginous felspathic rook, with brown iron ore, quartz, and 

barytes.

Per ton. Per cent.. 
metallic 

lead.Silver. Gold.

dwt. qr. 'gr. dwt. qr. gr.
21 15 13 nil.
23 19 2 0 10 21

160 12 5 0 6 12
24 12 3 nil.
42 9 8
37 4 16 trace.

132 2 4 nil. 56-43

134 9 13
31 7 4
21 15 13
27 4 10 trace.
25 15 0 nil.
96 11 16
63 14 0
46 14 4
27 4 10
37 4 18 ■

26 2 16 ”
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Locality. Description of minei al.
Per ton Pci cent 

metallic 
lead

Sih er. Gold

dwt qr gr dw t qr gr
Boonoo Boonoo ......... Quartz veinstone, with carbonate of lead ................................. 428 13 21 0 6 12

„ ... Ferruginous quartz ... ... .. . . ....................... 179 4 14 ml
)J . .. . . ,, ..................................................... ............ 136 2 5 „
„ ........... ,, with a little pyrites ............................... 124 13 12 0 3 0
)) ... Ferruginous porus quartz .............................................................. 91 11 12 trace.

Quartz and micaceous felspathic- rock, with alittle pyrites ... 30 2 3 i i in
Jiraidwoocl (Limestone Galena ................................ ........................................................ 179 2 10 ml.

Hill)
25 16 0 202 0 18

Bredbo .................... Gossan, with galena....................... ........................................ 44 19 9 ml 51 5
Brewongle Porous yellow siliceous gossan............... .......................... 36 9 13 tiace.
Bundarra.................... Pyntous quartz and micaceous felspathic rock ... .. 21 19 21 ml
Bungona . .. . Galena, With a little zinc-blende and copper pyrites, and traces 26 2 12 trace

of green carbonate of copper.
Bunovia ... ... Galena and carbonate of lead .. .................................. 159 10 8 ml.
Carcoar........................ Fenugmous carbonate of lead, with quartz .... . .... 25 16 2 jj 28 02

>» • *
Cobar ..........................

Galena and carbonate of lead m felspathic rock ................. 20 2 21 j>
Altered cement .. . ............................................................................. 94 5 22 0 18 10
Quartz and schistose breccia .................................................... 80 16 23 3 10 18

Cobar (Biiljgoe) Ferruginous quartz, with free gold and chloride of silver ... . 413 12 4 16 11 0
>) >) •• ■ Quartz veinstone, with a little copper and iron pyrites . .. 105 4 16 4 3 19
)) i) • Ferruginous quartz ......... ................................................................ 90 8 5 4 18 0

Condobolin ... . Galena and ferruginous caibonate of lead................................... 42 14 20 ml
Cookbunioon .. . . Earthy oxide of manganese ........................................................... 21 15 13 0 4 6

Feirugmous carbonate of lead ............... ...................................... 21 12 19 trace.
Cop ibella ................. Quartz, w ith galena and mispickel . .............. 27 5 10 ml
Corona........................ Gossan.......................................................................................................... 58 5 2 trace.
Covvra . . . . Quartz and felspathic rock, stained with arsemate of non . . 51 3 13 1 14 21

37 13 12 1 3 22
Delegate .. .. . „ quartz, with specks of galena..................................... 27 8 16 ml.
Denisontown............ Glalena..................................................................................................... 22 19 12

21 15 13
D^ake ........................... Quartz, with galena, zmc*blende, and copper and iron pyrites 111 1 8

>> ,, with galena, zmc-blende, and copper and iron pyrites 71 17 16 »
• • ............... . Ferruginous quartz, with galena and mispickel .. .. 50 15 22 jj

,, ... . ff JJ JJ ........................ 45 14 16 j>
}, ... . JJ JJ J} ••• 25 6 6
}> • ••• Quartz, with pyrites, specular iron, and trace of green carbonate 21 4 16 trace.

of copper.
„ (BedBocb) ... G-alena and pyrites, with a little zmc-blende .. ........ 218 17 8 0 3 6 8*5
J> » ••• ,, ... . ... ................................................ 44 12 21 trace. 45 5
„ (White Bock) Quartz, with galena ................................................ . . . 255 17 19 >j
>) ............. Felspathic quartzite, with galena, zinc-blende, and pyrites .. 163 6 16 j>

156 5 2
............................. Quartz, with veins of galena, zme blende, and pyrites ......... 112 14 0 0 2 10

............... Porous gossan ................................................... .................... 68 12 0 ml.
Emmaville . Galena, with copper and iron pyrites, m falspathic gangue .. 24 7 18 JJ 21 07
Emu Swamp........ Ferruginous siliceous gossan . ........... ...... ... 42 9 8
Fairfield ........ Quartz, with galena, zmc-blende, and pyrites ........ . 368 18 10 trace.

>t *................................... JJ JJ >1 ........................................................... 185 13 2
» • • • ,, with a little galena and pyrites............ . 96 9 13 0 4 6

Eorbes . . . Gralena and carbonate of lead, and felspathic lodestufE . 48 14 12 trace.
Erogmoro . . Quartz veins in slate ... ...................................... .. 78 18 21 ml.

j> .............. Clayslate, with arsemate of iron..................... .................. 76 8 16
..... Pyntous quartz, and quartz, with galena ........................................................... 22 15 2 trace.

Glenburn ................... Carbonate of lead .. .................................................................................................. 23 2 18 0 4 6 65 3
Glen Innes . .. Felspathic lodestufE, with a little quartz, containing galena and 93 18 12 trace.

pyrites.
ji ...... ... Sulphide of antimony...................... .................................................. 43 11 2
jj ... Quartz, with galena, mispickel, and pyrites ............................. 40 7 22 ml
jj ... . ...... Galena, with iron and a little copper pyrites 31 11 13

Gou onglab .......... Micaceous felspathic veinstone, with carbonate of lead ........ 28 8 12 trace 16 81
Gundagai . .. Galena, with a little carbonate of lead and gossan .............. 47 13 20 63 5
IIil!gro>e .. Quaitz, with pyrites galena, and sulphide of antimony (part of 115 7 0 2 10 2

the sample calcined, and showing globules of metallic silvei)
Jarrow Creek......................... Galena, mispickel, blende, and pyrites, in felspathic lodestufE. 48 9 2 ti ace.
Je ioLm Caves ....

Porous ferruginous schist, with calcite . . ...........................

79 3 5 0 4 0 72-3
Jerrara Creek................... 26 2 16 trace.
Kydra .. , Fenugmous quartz, with galena and copper pyrites ........................ 69 0 16 1 14 21
Lems Ponds ............ Porous ferruginous quartz and brown non oro ...................... 166 17 10 trace.

Carbonate of lead, with a little carbonate of copper . .. 152 3 10
jj »*•••• Ferruginous carbonate of lead.............. ............ ,. ., 149 15 10 0 5 10
» ••• „ „ w ith a little quartz....................... 61 10 10 trace.

41 1 0
jj •••«.. Pyutes .................... .......................... . . 37 19 11

Macleay Meads . .. Pyntous quartz .............. . .. ............................................................. 76 17 12
Marulan .. .. Gossan, with galena . ..................................................................... 84 13 3 ml

jj ... . ... . Ferruginous gossan, with galena, carbonate of lead, and a little 52 3 2
pyrites.

>> ••• ......... Ferruginous lodestufE, with galena and pyrites........................................... 41 5 8 34 84
Galena and a little zinc-blende m lodestufE...................................................... 23 19 2 25 03

Meadow Flat ... Quartz, with galena, zinc blende, and pyutes ............................................. 20 13 19
Melrose . . . Ferruginous felspathic rock, with carbonate of lead and a few 50 17 0

copper stains.
•» • ......... .. • Galena and carbonate of lead............................................................................................. 42 11 8

Molong ........................................... Siliceous gossan stained, with oxide of manganese, and a little 214 15 14 429 11 8
carbonate of copper, and showing free gold.

J • ' 1 ' Siliceous gossan, showing free gold..................................................... 55 10 16 14 15 2



Locality.

Moruya
Mudgee

Murrurundi
(Isis) .

-New England................
„ (Stony Batta) 

(Wellington
Yale.)

New England (Eed 
• Eange)
New England (Eed 

Eange).
New England (near the 

Border). . 
Nine-mile (Deep Creek)

(Deepwater)

Nymagee.

Orange (Bulga) ,

Pindari (parish)., 
Pudman’s Creek., 
Purnamoota ....

Pye’s Creek...............

Borders of Queensland

Description of Mineral.

Eivertree..

Eockley (Back Creek).

Shoalhaven.

Silyerton (Aldinga)
„ (Mundi Mundi 

Banges).
Silyerton „

Stanborough ..............
»> ..............

Tarana...........................
Tenterfield..................
' » ........

- ..................
>> ..................
a" ................. .

# 5» ................................
Timor..........
■ » ...........................
Tingha...........................
Tuena (Sunny Ridge)
_ » .............................

a ........................... .
•j> ••• *...... ...............

Upper Murray ..........
Uriaria ........................
Vegetable Creek..........
Warrel: Creek ...........

a little galena

Quartz, with massiye mispickel, zinc bier 
„ stained with arsemate of iron....

Ferruginous gossan ....................................
Quartz, with galena and mispickel .........
Ferruginous quartz and gossan, with 

carbonate of lead.
Quartz, with galena and a little carbonate of copper

„ with pyrites, galena, and mispickel ..............
„ „ and mispickel................................
„ „ and galena....................................
)> }» ............................................ ............

Quartz, with pyrites...........................................................

- „ - „ and galena ................................................
Ferruginous quartz, with galena................................................

,, lodestufE, with traces of carbonate of copper
Sulphide of antimony, with a little quartz..............................
Massiye galena, with magnetic pyrites and a little ec 

pyrites.
Quartz, with a little mispickel.....................................................

Ferruginous quartz, with a little galena..

tinstone.

and a little mispickel.
Quartz and clay-stone, with pyrites and a little galena
G-alena and carbonate of lead ................................................
Galena............................................. ...............................................
Ferruginous copper gossan ................................................ ;.,
Galena and a little carbonate of lead in felspathic rook 
Ferruginous gossan, with quartz and carbonate of lead 
Galena and ferruginous carbonate of lead..........................

and traces of green carbonate of copper.
Porous gossan.......... -..............................................

„ quartz in iron ore...................................

Earthy ironstone gossan .................................................................
Gossany friable quartz .....................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, with galena and a yery little mispickel
Galena..........................................................................................................
Ironstone vein, with schist casing, galena, and pseudomorphs 

of limonite after chalybite. .
Ferruginous quartz, with pyrites...-..........................................
Quartz, with galena and a little pyrites.................................
Mispickel in quartz ............................................................ ........
Copper pyrites and mispickel, and one piece of gossan .. 
Mispickel in quartz ................................................................. ...

quartz.
Galena and protoxide of lead .......................................
Earthy carbonate of lead, with galena .....................
Barytes and talcose schist, with oxide of antimony 
Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestufE, with a 

of antimony. . —

. sample)... "
Ferruginous quartz, with galena ....................
Quartz, with galena, mispickel, and pyrites 
Ferruginous carbonate of lead, with quartz

Cellular carbonate of lead..................................
Galena and ferruginous carbonate of lead ...
Carbonate of lead ................................................
Ferruginous quartz and felspathic rock .......
Galena in ferruginous crystallized quartz ..., 
Quartz, with galena and a little zinc blende ,
Porous pyritous quartz.........................................

- „ ferruginous, quartz ...............................
Ferruginous quartz .............................................

Pyritous . „ .............................................
Ferruginous quartz, with a little mispickel . 
Quartz, with galena and felspathic lodestufE.

Crystallized quartz, with galena.....................
Quartz, with pyrites and a little galena.......
Ferruginous quartz ............................................

„ : gossan, with carbonate of lead.
Porous ferruginous gossan ..............................
Quartz, with mispickel and a little pyrites...
Galena................................................ ......... ...........
Ferruginous gossan ............................................

,, quartz, with carbonate of lead

Per Ton.
Per cent, 
metallic 

lead.Silver. Gold.

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr.
i 20 14 18 0 15 5

50 12 16 0 10 21
42 13 15 nil.
31 11 12 j

1 23 19 2 trace.

. 137 4 0

. 72. 2 18

. 55 10 16
50 10 10 nil.

. 42 3 20

. 38 13 2 trace.
38 2 5
33 18 10
24 12 3 nil.
81 2 10 Antimony.
44 2 0 55-71

r 40 18 21

36 16 1 ' it

21 10 2 trace.

26 8 2 nil.

26 17 21
21 4 16 trace.

258 12 5 nil.
147 12 17
138 19 22

87 9 19
71 17 8
31 14 21
81 13 8 trace.

l 27 4 10 a

157 7 5 0 4 0
67 10 5 0 8 0
31 11 3 0 3 0
29 18 21 2 14 10
28 18 2 0 6 12
30 14 0 nil.
28 11 6
26 2 16 trace.

92 11 2 nil.
70 19 21
41 12 23 trace.
37 0 10
20 8 10 0 3 0

146 4 16 trace.

71 12 14 nil. Lead.
22 2 1 7-4

212 2 6 5 13 5
94 8 2 2 0 19

21 15 13 nil.

56 1 13 trace.
27 4 10
21 15 13
38 6 11 nil. 55-67'

36 13 21 '63-5 •
34 9 6
24 12 4
38 10 21
34 16 21
47 9 12

307 2 8 0 3 fi
278 15 10 trace.
144 8 5
140 14 21 0 4 8
116 10 5 0 10 21
68 1 2 trace. ’
24 10 0 nil.
21 2 10
33 10 17

669 2 5 0 5 10
-33 4 5 0 4 0
27 17 14 nil.
27 4 10 tr ace.
28 17 2 nil. .
25 0 21
52 5. 8 trace.
24 18 20 t* ' ^ l-’
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Localifc}'*

Wellington ...
jj ...

Yalwal............
j> ......... .
>> .........

Yarrahapinni
Yarrangobilly

Description of Mineral.

Galena and ferruginous earthy carbonate of lead................
Ferruginous crystalline quartz, with traces of green carbonate 

of copper. ^ #
Quartz, with galena, mispickel, and pyrites ..................................

„ „ and pyrites (crushed) ........................... .....
Cellular quartz stained with arseniate of iron in quartz felsite.
Quartz, with galena and zinc blende ................................................
Ferruginous breccia, with galena and carbonate of lead, a few 

specks of copper pyrites and stains of carbonate of copper. 
Felspathic lodestuff, with galena and carbonate of lead, and 

slightly stained with carbonates of copper.

Per Ton.

Silver. Gold.

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwt. gr.
47 18 5 nil.
26 7 0

47 7 8 )>
37 11 8 trace.
29 0 18 nil.
28 17 2 trace.
98 10 21 )>

29 16 16 nil.

Per cent, 
metallic 

lead.

During the year twenty-eight samples were assayed in this Department for lead, as follows :

Locality. Description of Mineral.

Barrier Ranges (Pinna 
cles Mine).

Bega ............ ................
Bombala........... .............
Bredbo ........................

Carcoar ........................
Brake (Red Rock)......

„ (White Rock) .
Emmaville....................
Glenburn ....................
Goulburn ....................
Gowonglah...................

.............. .......

Gundagai ....................
Near Jenolan Caves .. 
Marulan ........................

Murrurundi ...............
Purnamoota ............ .
Rivertree.................. .

>» ........................

Rocky Hall....................
Silverton (Aldinga) .. 

„ (Mundi 
Mundi Ranges). 

Silverton (Mundi 
Mundi Ranges). 

Yarrangobilly...............

Per cent, 
metallic 
lead.

Per Ton.

Silver.

Galena......................................................................... ................ .. .........

Ferruginous quartz, with galena and pyrites..............................
Galena.......................................................................................................
Gossan, with galena ...........................................................................
Galena, with a little ferruginous carbonate of lead .................
Ferruginous carbonate of lead, with quartz ..............................
Galena, with pyrites ...........................................................................
Galena, carbonate of lead, with quartz .......................................

,, with pyrites and a little zinc blende..............................
„ „ copper and iron pyrites in felspathic gangue ...

Carbonate of lead ................................................................................
Galena.......................................................................................................
Micaceous felspathic veinstone, with carbonate of lead ........

j, » » » ........
Galena, with a little carbonate of lead and gossan .................
Galena.................................................................. ...................................
Ferruginous lodestuff, with galena and pyrites.........................
Galena, and a little zinc blende in ledestuff ..............................
Galena, with a little copper pyrites................................................
Galena (coarsely crystalline) .........................................................
Earthy carbonate of lead, with galena .......................................

„ „ » .......................................
,, ,> » ........... ............................

Felspar and quartz, with galena and pyrites..............................
Altered ferruginous grit ..................................................................
Cellular carbonate of lead..................................................................

Carbonate of lead in felspathic lodestuff, with a little quartz ...

Galena and copper pyrites in felspathic rock, with calcite ...

56-43

14-66 
72-5 
51-5 
43 04 
28-02 
45'5 
40-3 

8-5 
21-07 
65-3 
84-0 
30-33 
16-84 
68-5 
72-5 
34-84 
2503 
58-6 
70-5 

7-4 
5-2 
4-85 

1304 
956 

63 5

55-67

13-57

oz. dwt. gr, 
132 2 4

19 17 10 
7 10 3 

4t 19 9 
10 3 13 
25 16 2 
44 12 21
14 14 0 

218 17 8
24 7 18 
23 2 18 
6 10 16 

19 12 9 
28 8 12 
47 13 20 
79 3 5 
41 5 
23 19
15 2 
18 10 
22 2
6 12 20 
6 5 10 
1 12 16 

19 16 8 
36 13 21

38 6 11

2 17 16

Gold.

oz. dwt.gr. 
nil.

trace.

o” 3 6 
nil.
0 4 6 
nil.
2 3 13

trace.

0 4 0
nil.

trace.

nil.

Tin. '

The Inspector of Mines reports the Basaltic Prospecting Company at Vegetable Creek have 

carried on vigorous prospecting operations during the year, and have at times obtained fair pros
pects but will have to get into more settled country before anything payable is struck. During 
the year they have sunk 77 feet, and have driven 680 feet, including open cutting and trenches. 
At Butler’s lode excellent stone has been raised during the year. A new discovery of tin was made 
during the year in the Barmedman division, on the Mandamah Station, hut the severe drought interfered 
with its development. The stream tin was struck at depths of from 12 to 15 feet, the wash was 1 to 4 
feet thick, assays of the ore are said to have given 58 to 62 per cent. The Lady Don Co. at Poolamacca 
raised 500 tons of ore. Stream tin has been found at Thoko; the prospectors obtained from 2 to 5 oz. 
per dish. At Watson’s Creek (Bendemere) Anderson and party raised 8 tons 18 cwt. of. ore, sold at £75 
per ton; Murray and party raised 5 tons, sold at same price ; Northey and party raised 3 tons 7 cwt. 
sold at same price; Hetherington and party raised 2 tons, sold at £65 per ton. Inverell division. Some
11,000 tons of ore was raised, the price averaged £68 per ton. Crushing and smelting works were erected 
by Mr. Bathurst, hut the works are at a standstill from want of water. Glen Innes division.—1,037 tons 
of ore was raised at Emmaville, value £70,063 ; and 241 tons, value £16,470 at Glen Innes. Owing to 
the drought, 1888 was the most trying year that has been experienced since the opening of the tin-fields. 
Prospecting was carried on vigorously during the year by the Basaltic Lead Co. with a view to test the 
deep lead. One cross drive showed a face of coarse wash 80 feet wide, from 1 to 6 feet thick, containing

a
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a little tia. At Big Ben Plat a large extent of land has been taken up for tin-mining, and fair prospects 
have been obtained. The Ottery Mine is the only one in which lode tin-mining is carried on in the 
division. 935 tons of block tin was won from stone crushed at the Tent-hill battery. 573 tons of fine 
tin ingots was sent to Newcastle from the smelting works. In the Oban division a large area of land has 
been taken up by Mr. Dowel, M.P., for tin-mining, and expensive works have been constructed for con
serving water. Some enterprise has been shown in opening up deep ground at 'Wylie Creek. The quantity 
of tin-ore won in the Wilson’s Downfall division was 203 tons, valued on the ground at £12,180.

Notwithstanding the severe drought the output of tin ore last year was only 151 tons less than 
that of 1887, and the value of the tin won owing to the higher price obtained exceeded that of 1887 by 
£57,076.

Table showing the quantity and value of Tin exported from, and the produce 'of, the Colony of New 
South Wales, since the opening of the Tin-fields in 1872,

Ingots. Ore. Total.
Year-

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Tons cwt. £ s. d. Tons cwt. £ s. d. Tons cwt. £ s. d.
1872 47 0 6,482 0 0 849 0 41,337 0 0 896 0 47,819 0 0
1873 911 0 107,795 0 0 3,660 0 226,641 0 0 4,571 0 334,436 0 0
1874 4,101 0 366,189 0 0 2,118 0 118,133 0 0 6,219 0 484,322 0 0
1875 6,058 0 475,168 0 0 2,022 0 86,143 0 0 8,080 0 561,311 0 0
1876 5,449 0 379,318 0 0 1,509 0 60,320 0 0 6,958 0 439,638 0 0
1877 7,230 0 477,952 0 0 824 0 30,588 0 0 8,054 0 508,540 0 0
1878 6,085 0 362,072 0 0 1,125 0 33,750 0 0 7,210 0 395,822 0 0

‘ 1879 5,107 2 343,075 0 0 813 15 29,274 0 0 5,920 17 372,349 0 0
1880 5,476 6 440,615 0 0 682 6 30,722 9 0 6,158 12 471,337 9 0
1881 7,590 m. 686,511 0 0 609 6 37,492 0 0 8,200 3i 724,003 0 0
1882 8,059 0 800,571 0 0 611 0 32,890 0 0 8,670 0 833,461 0 0
1883 8,680 1 802,867 0 0 445 4 21,685 0 0 9,125 5 824,552 0 0
1884 6,315 16 506,726 0 0 349 13 14,861 0 0 6,665 9 521,587 0 0
1885 4,657 18 390,458 0 0 534 IS 25,168 0 0 5,192 16 415,626 0 0
1886 4,640 18 449,303 0 0 326 18 18,350 0 0 4,967 16 467,653 0 0
1887 4,669 8 509,009 0 0 291 13 16,411 0 0 4,961 1 525,420 0 0
1888 4,562 2 569,182 0 0 247 8 13,314 0 0 4,809 10 582,496 0 0

89,640 81 7,673,293 0 0 17,019 1 837,079 9 0 106,659 94 8,510,372 9 0

During the year 39 assays of tin ore were made in the Department as follows :—<

18 yielded nil.
21 „ as follows:—

Locality. .Description of Mineral, Per cent, 
metallic 

tin.

Armidale .......................... Stream tin ore..................................................... ........................................ 66-4
11-4
25

26-7
29-8
13T
21-4

5-6
48-4

2-8
2-3
0-49

19-2
54-2
264
39- 6 
121
40- 2 
74-2
8T

371

Near Baldean..................... Quartz and felsite. with oxide of tin and fluor spar ...................................
Granite, with oxide of tin.....................................................................

Bingera .............................. Lode tin ........................................................................... . .
Emmaville (Q-len Creek) *

Fibrous tourmaline with oxide of tin .........................................................
Kiandra ............................... Granite, with garnets, and .. ...................................
Mudgee .............................. Iron and zircon sand, .. ..........................................................
Nine-mile (Deepwater)...

a a •••
a a •••
» it ...

Tam worth ..........................

Ferruginous quartz, with tin-stone .....................................................
Greisen, with tin-stone ............................................................................

.

Black sand, chiefly titanic iron and oxide of tin.............................. .................
Temora ............................... Stream tin ................................................................!.......
Tent Hill .......................... Chlorite rock, with oxide of tin.......................................................................
Tingha ............................... Stream tin sand ....................................... .......

Q.uartz, with tin-stone ................................................................................
Tumberumba..................... Gem sand, with resinous stream tin....................................... .
Tumut................................... Stream tin ............................................................................

Micaceous quartz, with oxide of tin................................... .........
Warialda .......................... Lode tin in greisen..................................................... .........

.. Copper.

The following is an extract from the 'Reports of the Wardens and Mining [Registrars:—Tuena 
division: The Cordillera Co. extracted 220 tons of copper from their ore. Only 24- men are employed at 
the Peelwood Mine. The Burraga Mine was in full work during the whole year. The yield of copper was 
499 tons, valued at £36,000, The deepest shaft is 300 feet • at that depth the lode is 15 feet wide. The

. New
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New Burraga Co. is sinking two shafts, and it is reported they have struck 12 per cent ore at 40 feet. The 
Milburn Creek Mine obtained 13 tons of copper, valued at £975. On Mr. M'Killop’s property, at Carcoar, 
some good looking copper ore has been raised from a lode discovered on the river bank. Wellington 
division.—Several companies have been doing good work during the year. The Wilkinson Co. were 
raising ore, and a smelting furnace has been erected. The Belara Mine put out 1,400 tons of ore, 840 
tons of which was smelted, yielding 70 tons copper, valued at £5,250. Dubbo division.—A copper lode 
has been discovered near the G-uerie railway station. This lode is 2 feet 6 inches wide, assays from which 
ranged from 18 to 30 per cent, copper. The Rose Hill Co. has raised 4 tons, and sent it to Newcastle to 
be smelted. Thirty-four miles north-west of Condobolin, near the gate of the Melrose run, a copper lode • 
has been discovered, assays from which are said to have shown 27 per cent, copper, 9 per cent, lead, and 
6 oz. silver per ton.

■ At the Nymagee mine 12,600 tons of ore was raised and smelted, yielding 1,300 tons of copper 
valued at £93,276. This shaft is 700 feet deep, the deepest level 618 feet; width of lode, 14 to 20 feet.

At Hermitage Plains a large quantity of ore has been brought to grass, and the Company is erecting 
a small furnace. The Great Cobar Co. raised 13,210 tons of ore, from which 1,005 tons of copper, valued 
at £60,300, was obtained. The shaft is 566 feet deep, the deepest shaft 420 feet, the width of lode from 2 
to 50 feet. In the month of October a trial was made of about 12 tons of Dubbo coal in the Reverberatory 
furnaces blacksmiths’ shop and locomotives, the result being highly satisfactory. If the railway were 
extended to Cobar it would not only do much to open up the coal-mines in the Dubbo district, but it 
would overcome the difficulty of procuring fuel to carry on the work of the G-reat Cobar Mine. The New 
Mount Hope Co. smelted 1,187 tons ore, which produced 137 tons of copper, valued at £8,900. The Great 
Central Mine was at work eleven months, during which time they produced 142 tons 8 cwt. of fine copper. 
The Progmore Co. was engaged most of the year in sinking a new shaft, to a depth of 250 feet, and 
repairing or rebuilding furnaces. They raised 130 tons of ore. A rich lode of copper is now being 
worked in the Great Northern Mine (Fairfield). 20 tons of the ore treated at Newcastle yielded over 21 
per cent, of copper (more recent assays show 18 to 26 per cent of copper). The lode, 4 feet wide, consists 
of carbonate and sulphide of copper, containing a little gold. There are several other good looking 
copper lodes in the mine. . l

Table showing the quantity and value of Copper, the produce of the Colony, exported from the Colony
of New South Wales, from 1858 to 1888. , ■*

Year.
Ingots. - ‘ Ore and Regulus. ' - - Total.-

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value.

Tons cwt. £ Tons cwt. £ Tons cwt. £
1858 58 0 1,400 58 0 1,400
1850 30 o 578 30 0 ■ 578
1860 43 0 1,535 43 0 1,535
1861 144 0 3,390 144 0 3,390 .
1862 213 0 5,742 213 0 5,742
1863 23 0 1,680 114 0 420 137 0 2,100
1864 54 o 5,230 54 0 5,230
1865 247 0 15^820 22 0 545 269 0 16,365
1866 255 0 18,905 23 0 1,885 278 0 20,790
1867 393 0 30,189 0 2 5 393 0 30,194
1868 644 0 23,297 172 0 4,000 816 0 27,297
1869 1,980 0 74,605 104 0 2,070 2,084 0 76,675
1870 994 0 65,671 6 0 60 1,000 0 65,731
1871 1,350 0 87,579 ' 94 0 1,297 1,444 0 88,876 -
1872 1,035 0 92,736 417 0 13,152 1,452 0 105,888
1873 2,795 0 237,412 51 0 1,690 2,846 0 239,102
1874 3,638 0 311,519 522 0 13,621 4,160 0 325,140
1875 3,520 0 297,334 157 0 4,356 3,677 0 301,690
1876 3,106 0 243,142 169 0 6,836 3,275 0 249,978
1877 4,153 0 307,181 360 0 17,045 4,513 0 324,226
1878 4,983 0 337,409 236 0 7,749 5,219 0 345,158
1879 4,106 15 256,437 36 7 915 4,143 2 257,352
1880 5,262 10 359,260 131 184 4,799 5,394 81 364,059
1881 5,361 0 350,087 132 16 4,975 5,493 16 355,062

- 1882 4,865 3 321,887 93 1 2,840 4,958 4 324,727
1883 8,872 17 574,497 84 10 2,704 8,957 7 577,201
1884 7,286 6 415,601 18 18 578 7,305 4 416,179
1885 5,745 5 264,905 0 15 15 5,746 O 264,920 -
1886 3,968 18 166,429 57 18 1,236 4,026 8 167,665
1887 4,463 19 195,752 299 8 3,350 4,763 7 199,102
1888 3,786 1 272,110 113 6 2,924 3,899 7 275,034

82,918 14 5,327,252 3,873 19J 111,134 86,792 31 5,438,386

The output of copper during 1888 was less than any previous year since 1876, but the value of the 
output exceeds that of any year since 1886. This is the result of certain arrangements in Europe

~ ~ ' ' ............... ~ ' ' for
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for regulating the market price of copper, which are now understood to be at an end. Unless something 

be -done, either to increase the present price of copper, or to reduce the cost of production, it is probable 

that the output of the current year will show a more serious decrease. This would be matter for serious 

regret, as affecting a very large amount' of capital invested and the employment of a large number of 

miners. - . . ’

During the year, 59 assays of copper ore were made by this Department, as follows :—

Locality. Description of Mineral.

Bathurst

„ (Perth).. 
- » » •••

Bingera .................
» .................
„ (Spring 

Creek.
» •••

Blayney ................
Booroolong............
Bourke ............ ...

Braidwood (Mul- 
loon Creek). 

Captain’s Flat ... 
Cargo .....................

Carr’s Creek .......
Cowra.....................

V ....... .......... - ■

Cudgegong ............
Denisontown........
Drake .....................
Dubbo.....................
Forbes.....................
Gundagai ............

, Katombal Mts. ... 
Little Wiseman’s 

Creek.
Molonguli (parish- 

county Bathurst)
» >i ...

Nangeribone .......
Nulga (parish- 

county Lincoln)
” ” "•

Orange (Bulga) ...

Parkes.....................
ft ........................ ............

Ponto .....................
Eockley .................
Silverton (Balak- 

lava).
Solomon Group 

(Christonal 
Island).

Spicer’s Creek.......
Between Spicer’s 

Creek and Bog- 
andora.

Tumut (Bombow- 
lee).

Wellington............
it ............
» ............
» ............
» ...... .

>>
ft

ft

Yarrangobilly 
Yeoval............

Quartz veinstone, in fine-grained trachyte, with copper glance, and 
carbonates of copper.

Ferruginous quartz, with sulphides of copper ...............................
Quartz, with copper and iron pyrites.......................................... ..........

„ ^ and brown iron ore, with copper pyrites, redruthite, and
stains of green carbonate of copper.

Iron ore, with blue and green carbonates of copper.........................
Copper pyrites, with blue and green carbonates of copper ............

„ with grey sulphide and stains of blue and green
carbonate of copper. *

Sulphide, with a little blue and green carbonate of copper...........
Magnetic iron, with green carbonate of copper..................... ............
Red oxide, with green carbonate of copper........................ ;..............
Lodestuff, consisting of thin veins and fragments of quartz, inter- 

laminated with chloride schist, and stained with blue and green 
carbonates of copper.

Quartz, with earthy-blue and green carbonates of copper ..............

Copper pyrites, and a little green carbonate of copper in quartz... 
G-rey sulphide, with a little copper pyrites and carbonate of 

copper.
Copper gossan..................................................................................................
Grey sulphide of copper .......... ............................. ........
Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestuff, with green carbonate 

of copper. *
Copper and iron pyrites .«............................................... ......................
Blue and green carbonates, with grey sulphide of copper ............
Grey sulphide, with carbonates of copper............................................
Ferruginous blue and green carbonates of copper.-.......... .........
Blue and green carbonates of copper in siliceous gangue............
Sulphide and carbonates of copper ....................... ............. ....................
Copper pyrites in diorite .................. ...................;...............*................. ..

' tt and green carbonate of copper in quartz .................

Quartz veinstone, in fine-grained trachyte, with redruthite and
* carbonates of copper. ■ ■ .............................

Ferruginous felspathic rock,- with red oxide, grey sulphide, and 
stains of blue and green carbonate of eopper.

Green carbonate of copper in felspathic schist •..................... .•...........
Copper pyrites, with a little grey sulphide.....................................

p tt _ > with quartz and felspathic rock ..............................
Oxide, with a little native copper.;......v................... j;....;.

„ and green carbonate of copper in felspathic rock ................
Ferruginous quartz, with carbonate, sulphide, and oxide of copper
Sulphide and carbonate of copper .........................................................
Copper pyrites, with a little quartz and felspathic material ....... ■
Green and a little blue carbonat-e of copper .......................................
Sulphide, carbonate, and oxide of .copper, in quartz, with a little

felspathic material. . .........................
Black trap rock, with grey sulphide and green carbonate of copper

Ferruginous felspathic rock and quartz (crushed) .........................
Red oxide, with traces of blue and green carbonates of copper and 

quartz.

Copper pyrites, with a little felspathic material.^,........................

Grey copper ore, in diorite .............................. •.......................................
Ferruginous copper ore...............................................;............ ...............
Grey sulphide of copper, in epidote rock ................... ..........;............
Copper gossan...,.;.........................................................................................
Ferruginous copper of ore...........................................................................

„ felspathic rock; with barytes, redruthite, and stains of 
green carbonate of copper. « ;

Quartz, with carbonates of grey sulphide of copper..........................
Grey sulphide, with red oxide and blue and green carbonates ... 
Green siHcious rock, containing sulphide, red oxide, and carbon

ates of copper.
Diorite, with calcite and native copper ................................................
Epidote rock, with specks of native copper .......................................
Gossan, with copper pyrites and green carbonate of copper .......
Lodestuff, consisting principally of magnetic iron, with traces of 

green carbonate of copper.

Per cent, 
metallic 
copper.

Per Ton. .

Gold. Silver.

oz. dwt. gr. oz. dwf. gr;
42-04

20-25 trace. 7 6 22,
19-6
15-72 nil. 2 14 8

261
24-67 0 3 0 1 12 16
32-0 nil. nil.

24-5 0 8 16 . 18 4
20-2 0 3 0 0 10 21.
67-77 nil. nil.
15-25 . trace. 0 8 16

22-45 trace. nil.

32'9 ’ nil. ~ nil.
3-31 >t >)

8-9 trace. 0 10 21
33-r 0 16 6 6 0 18
15-9 nil. trace

7-1
32-81 trace. 10 7 5
52-85 * niL 5 17 14
43-15 10 17 21
22-5 - d 4 6 2 3 13
17-1 nil. nil.
16-9 '' ft

28-65 trace. 5 19 8

42 04

9-35 trace. trace.

39-7 0 10 21
29-9 ff trace.

2-3 trace.
78-24
60-6
15-96 trace. trace.
29-6 4 18 0
18-05 nil.
3105 1 1 16

-36-46 tt trace.

10-5. nil.- nil.

4-51- trace. trace.
- 48-8 • ff tt

27-25

50-25 0 5 10 0 9 16
36-65 , - ’ nil, nil.
36-69 trace. 1 1 16
27-85 5 19 18
25-24 - '• nil. nil.
24-92 trace. 3 9 16

14-33 nil.- nil.
'8-2 tt tf
3-2 tt tt

202 tt
1-14 t> if

10-3 trace.
4-1 nil. M .
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Ikon.

During tho year, 3,747 tons of bar and rail_ iron were made by the Eskbank Iron Co., valued at 
£23,721 6s. 9d. .

Seven assays were made by this Department during the year with the following results:—

Locality. Description of Mineral.
Per cent, 

ferric oxide 
Fo 2. 0 3.

Remarks

Blayney (Brown’s 
Creek.

69-77

94-67
1408
20-48*
31-36
68-54
23-04

*Poor quality, with 
much insoluable 
matter, chiefly 
sand.

Mittagong (Hill Top).. 
„ (Jellore) ...

Cobalt.

What appears to be a most valuable lode of cobalt has been discovered on freehold land adjoining 
the town of Carcoar, on the south bank of the Belabula Eiver. The lode has been traced more or less 
plainly for half-a-mile on the same property, where a shaft is now being sunk, and valuable ore got out, 
In the adjoining property a shaft is being sunk on what is considered a continuation of the lode.

During the year this Department made the following tests and analyses :—

Manganese, Cobalt, and, Nickel.

3 tests were made for manganese, 6 for cobalt, and 7 for nickel.
Locality-—Carcoar.
Description of mineral—

(1.) Danaite, (?) with a little erythrine and hornblende. 
(2.) Danaite. (?)

Analysis—
Moisture ......................................................................
Metallic arsenic ...........................................................

„ cobalt........... -................................................
„ nickel...............................................................
„ iron ...............................................................

Alumina ......................................................................
Metallic manganese......................................................

„ copper .......................................................... .
„ antimony ......................... .............................

g°ld ...............................................................
„ silver............................................................................
„ calcium...........................................................
„ magnesium ....................................................
„ sulphur...........................................................
„ gangue*...........................................................

(i) (2.)
•12 2T8

51-81 2901
10-447 13-83

•59 •39
11-86 15-78
trace. trace.

nil. nil.
trace.

trace.
nil.

nil. •71
1-48 •22
1-52 11-24

22-078 26-31

99-905 99-67

* Insoluble in acids, and consisting oi hornblende and silica.

Locality—Carcoar. •
Description of Mineral—Molybdenite, with a little felspathic material and spots of erythrine. 
Analysis—

Sesquioxide of cobalt ......................................... 4-24 per cent.
Nickel ............................................................... nil.
Silver................................................................... 8 dwt. 4 gr. per ton.
Gold................................................................... trace (under 2 d« t. per ton).

Locality—Cooma.
Description of Mineral—Oxide of manganese. 
Binoxide of manganese, 74'1 %.

Locality—Marulan District (Bungonia). 
Mineral.

Crushed cobaltiferous manganese oxide.
,» -
ji jj <

Cobalt
sesquioxide, %. 

3-23 
2-61 
2-14

Nickel
protoxide, %.

•4
•33
•4

Locality—Cowra.
Description of Mineral—Green coloured mineral.
A qualitative analysis was made, with the result that nickel, arsenic, and a trace of cobalt were found 

present. The bulk of the mineral consists of mispickel, containing cobalt and a small percentage of 
nickel; also much gangue. The mineral was much decomposed in places, and the green mineral was 
visible where this decomposition had taken place. From the results obtained this green substance is 
probably nickel bloom.

Plumbago.
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Plumbago.

Plumbago exists in large quantities at Undercliff, between Wilson’s Downfall and Rivertree.

During tbe year tbe following analyses were made in this Department:—
Locality—Grafton.
Description of Mineral—Felspathic graphite.
Analysis—

Moisture (at red heat)............................................................... 8 77
Silica......................................................................................... 27-96
Alumina .................................................................................. 15’93
Oxide of iron .......................................................................... trace.
Lime........................................................................................  -96
Magnesia .................................................................................. nil.
Carbon ....................................................................   46'28

9990

Locality—Mudgee.
Description of Mineral—Plumbago clay.
Analysis—

Moisture .................................................................................. 7'35
Carbon ...................................................................................... 34"40
Gangue...................................................................................... 58-25

100-00

Antimony.

Antimony was discovered during the year at Pord’s Creek, midway between Gulgong and Mudgee. 
Several parties are working there, it is said, -with favourable results. Near the South Arm of the 
Bellinger River a large reef of rich antimony ore was discovered. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 
50 feet, and about 100 tons of ore raised. Another reef was discovered on the Nambucca. The Corrangula 
Antimony Mines are likely soon to be worked again; the furnaces and plant are being put in order 
The Eleanora Company put out 133 tons of antimony ore. Furnaces were being erected for extracting the 
antimony from the stone before crushing for gold.

During the year six assays were made in this Department, as follows:—

Locality. Description of Mineral. Per cent.
Per Ton.

Antimony.
Gold. Silver.

66-8 nil.
oz. dwt. gr. 

nil.
„ „ with a little quartz.......... 45-5 10 1 12

Nambucca (west of Bowra)......
New England (Stonybatta)......
Two-mile Flat .........................

ft a n ..........
if if if ..........
„ „ in quartz .......... ..............

64-3
55-71
29-36

ti

it
trace.

nil.
44 2 0

nil.

Bismuth

Has been found near Nimitybelle, in the Southern district. 47i tons of bismuth was raised at the 
Kingsgate Mine, near Glen Innes.

During the year twelve tests were made by this Department for bismuth, and two for tellurium:—

Locality. Description of Mineral.
Per cent, 
metallic 
bismuth.

Gold. Silver.
Per cent, 
metallic 

tellurium.

Bowen.............................

Captain’s Flat....................
» ........................
» ........................
» ...........*...........

Glencoe ............................

»t ....................

Glen Innes (Mt. Mitchell)
Nimitybelle....................... .
Tingha....................... .....

Ferruginous quartz and felspathic rock, with carbonate 
of bismuth.

Carbonate of bismuth with tetradymite.....................
» tt ............ •.............

Clay, with carbonate of bismuth and tetradymite ...
Carbonate and sulphide of bismuth .........................
Quartz, with native, oxide, and carbonate of bismuth 

(concentrated).
Quartz, with carbonate of bismuth (crushed) ..........

if >> *........................... .......................
Oxide and carbonate of bismuth (concentrated) ......
Quartz, with sulphide of bismuth .............................
Ferruginous quartz, with native, oxide, and carbonate 

of bismuth.
Ferraginous quartz with native bismuth ..............

17-62

19-26
27-88
16-9
60-2
620

5;91
1-44

66-2
367
5-36

106

dwt. gr, 
nil.

nil.
trace.
nil.

4 11 10

nil.
trace.
nil.

0 13 6 

nil.

oz. dwt. gr. 
trace.

nil.
2 3 13 

nil.
1 1 16

nil.

trace.

nil.

10-42
704

Salt.

Pour hundred acres of land was applied for under lease, in the Maitland district, for the purpose
of working a deposit of salt. Alum,-
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' Aetjm. '

•The Alum Company has expended on their mine, which comprises 300 acres, a large sum of money, 
but they still require additional machinery, which is being procured. Eefined about 20 tons, and samples 
have been sent to Melbourne, England, Q-ermany, China, and other places, where they were regarded as 
highly satisfactory. They have 750 tons calcined awaiting the additional machinery.

During the year "the following miscellaneous tests and analyses were also made by Mr. J. C. H. 
Mingaye, E.C.8., Assayer and Analyst in this Department:—

• Chbomium, Tungsten, and Ueanium.

Locality—Barraba, Pairfield.
- Description of mineral.

Chromite.................................... 40’18 per cent, sesquioxide of chromium.
Black sand ................................ No tungstic acid. .
Ferruginous claystone .............. No uranium.
Schist ....................................... „ ■'

. Limestone, Shade, &c.

During the year ten analyses were made as follows: —
Locality—Corowa.
Description of mineral—Dolomite.
Analysis— -

Carbonate of lime ............................................................................ 53'05
' - „ magnesia ........................................... ;........................ 42*03

Insoluble in acids (sand) ...................................... .......................... 3*72
Oxide of iron, with traces of alumina ........................................... 1-38

100-18

Locality—Cowra.
Description of mineral—Crystallized calcite. 
Analysis—

Moisture .......................................... ........
Carbonate of lime .......................... . ......
Oxide of iron ...........................................
Alumina......................................................
Silica..........................................................
Phosphoric anhydride................................
Carbonate of magnesia and undetermined

•57
80-8
1509

•9
1-49

•43
•72

100'00

Coppee Shade.

Locality—Dent’s Creek, Holt-Sutherland Estate.' ■
Description of mineral—Dark greenish and purplish grey clay shale, with a little metallic copper, from 

the diamond-drill bore at a depth of 1,780 feet.
Analysis— ■

• Combined moisture.......  ................................................................... 5‘32
Moisture at 100° C............................................................................. 3'38
Silica................................................................................................... 56-28
Alumina ........................................................................................... 24'21
Oxide of iron....................................................................................... 7'34
Metallic copper ................................................................................ ‘08

' Magnesia ........................................................ :......;..... ................... 2'36
Lime ................................................................................................... 1 '10

100-07

Remarks :—Two large assays were made for gold and silver, but neither of these metals was found to be present.
Locality—Mandurama (Cliefden Station).
Description of mineral—Limestone.
Analysis— .

Moisture ........................................................................................... '07
‘ Carbonate of lime ................................................. .......................... 65'06

„ magnesia .......................................  ........................... 3’95
Silica.................................................................................................. 17-83
Oxide of iron and alumina................................................................. 13"32
Phosphoric anhydride (P2 05).......................................................... T4

100-37

Locality—near Mudgee.
Description of mineral—White powder.
Analysis—

...................................... 270
Combined moisture..................................

t Carbonate of lime ..................................
...................................... 1-24
...................................... 67 97
...................................... 2-62
...................................... 8-20

Silica....................................... ................. ...................................... 17.27

100-00

* Containing a trace of oxide of iron.

' Remarks^.—The carbonate of lime and insoluble matter being in such a fine state of division, this mineral if mixed
With the right proportion of ingredients, and burnt, should make a good cement. The insoluble in acids consists of silicate.of 
alumina (day). ■ . Locality'
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*

Locality—near Mudgee (Pine Kidge). 
Description of mineral—White powder.
Analysis—

Moisture at 100° 0............................................   -18
Carbonate of lime .........................................    50’04

„ magnesia ...........................................................................  3608
Silica......... ....................................................................   6-21
Alumina.............................................................................................................. 6’11
Oxide of iron (Fe. 203)......................................................................   1-27

9989

Locality—Shaking Bog, near Tumut. 
Description of mineral—Kaolin. 
Analysis—•

Moisture at 100° C......................
Combined moisture....................
Silica...............................................
Alumina ......................................
Oxide of iron .............................
Lime ...............................................
M agnesia ......................................
Alkalies, &c................................. .

.. 6-10

.. 10-19

.. 44-46

.. 37-85
a minute trace. 
.. -22
.. trace.
.. 1-18

100-00

Remarks :—This is an excellent sample of clay, being white in colour, practically free from iron and grit, and containing 
all the constituents in proportion to the best Cornish and Chinese clays. The following table exhibits the composition of some 
of the more important clays used in the manufacture of porcelain. The first two are results obtained by Ebelmen and Salvetat 
the other from an analysis made in Kichardson’s laboratory, and are quoted in the second volume of the English translation 
of Knapp’s Technological Chemistry.

Washed Kaolin.

Chinese.
I.

St. Yrieux.
11.

Cornish.
III.

Shaking Bog, 
near Tumut.

505 4S‘37
3i 95

4632
39-74

■27
•36
•44

44-46
37-85

a minute trace.
•22

trace.

33 7
1-8 1-28

08 trace.
} 19 2-40 j 12-67

C 1-18

11-2 1262 \ 16-29

Locality—Booty Hill.
Description of mineral—Siliceous limestone.

Remarks :—This sample contains 58'54 per. cent, of silica, consisting mostly of coa:se sand, and is not suitable for the 
manufacture of cement.

Locality—Strath bogie.
Description of mineral—Argillaceous limestone, with a little free silica.
Partial Analysis—■

Silica.............................. ‘..................................................................................... 48 72
Carbonate of lime......................... ‘.................................................................. 22"55
Alumina .............................................................................................................. 17-69
Oxide of iron ..................................................... ............................................. poS

Locality—Wollongong.
Description of mineral—Grey limestone.
Analysis—

Carbonate of lime ................................ ........................................................ 46-41
„ . magnesia ................................................................................. 1-33 _

Alumina................................................................................................................ 10-02'
' Oxide of iron .................................................................................................. 2 92

,, manganese ..................................................................................... trace.
Silica..................................................................................................................... 36-oo
Phosphoric anhydride..................................................................................... trace.
Moisture, organic matter and alkalies ..................................................... 2 77

100-00

Water.

During the year 13 analyses were made of water, as follows :—
Broken Hill.—From Jenkin’s, Kidwell’s, Maiden’s, and Walsh’s Quarries.

The samples were received, supplied in dirty whisky bottles, corked with corks which had been previously used, some 
of them being in a foul state, making it impossible to determine the free and albuminoid ammonia, viz., organic impurities, 
so that reliance cannot be placed on the results. All these waters contain a large amount of saline matter for potable waters, 
which renders them very unsuitable for human consumption, and, if no other be obtainable, they should be well boiled and 
filtered before use, as by these means some of the salts and suspended matter would be separated. With strangers drinking 
a quantity of these waters, especially that from Marden’s Quarry, containing 24-6 grains per gallon of sulphate of magnesia, 
it would tend to cause diarrhoea.

Jenkins Quarry—
Soluble solids ......................................................................................... 107-724 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids......................................................................................... 11-220 ,,

Total solids .............................................................. 118-944 „

Chlorine....................................................................................................... 37'2 „ Analysis

33.5—G
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Anatysis of Total Solids.
Silica........................................................................................................... T344 grains per gallon.
Alumina....................................................................................................... '578 „
Oxide of iron ......................................................................................... trace.
Carbonate of lime..................................................................................... 6-972 ,,
Carbonate of magnesia.......................................................................... 2'326 „
Sulphate of magnesia ............................................................................ 8T70 ,,

Sulphate of lime ..................................................................................... trace.
Sulphate of soda ..................................................................................... 17'850 ,,
Chloride of sodium ................................................................................ 61'300 „
Alkaline carbonates, &c.......................................................................... 20'404 „

Total solids . . . 118'944

Bemarks.—Water clear, with a small amount of suspended matter. On ignition, the residue darkened, giving off a 
foul smell somewhat resembling burnt wool, thus showing the presence of organic impurities. No poisonous metals present^.

Kidwell’s Quarry— 

Soluble solids . . 
Insoluble solids...

144'99 grains per gallon. 
15036 „

Total 160-026

Chlorine .. 55 7

Analysis of Total Solids.
Silica..............................
Alumina . ...
Oxide of iron . 
Carbonate of lime . 
Carbonate of magnesia 
Sulphate of magnesia
Sulphate of lime ............
Sulphate of soda .. 
Chloride of sodium . .. 
Alkaline carbonates, &c.

Total solids

T484 grains per gallon. 
•728 „

trace.
11-172 „
1652 „

11-650 „
strong trace. ,,

22-160 „
91740 „
19-440 „

160 026

Remarks.—Water clear, with a small amount of suspended matter. The residue darkened on ignition, showing the 
presence of organic matter. No poisonous metals present. The quantity received was rather small for a thorough analysis.

Maiden’s Quarry— 
Soluble solids .. 
Insoluble solids ,

Total

Chlorine

134'596 grains per gallon. 
19-460 „

Analysis of TotsJl Solids.

Silica .........................................
Alumina ..............................
Oxide of iron .........................
Carbonate of lime .. ...
Carbonate of magnesia . ..
Sulphate of magnesia ...........
Sulphate of lime .........
Sulphide of soda ...
Chloride of sodium .... 
Alkaline carbonates, dc. ..

Total solids

1- 274 grains per gallon.
■882 „

tx-ace.
16-520 „

•784 „
24-600 „

2- 470 „
8-530 „

91780 „
7-216 „

154-056 „

Remarks.—Water clear, with a small amount of suspended matter. On uncorking the bottle, the water had a strong 
odour, due to sulphuretted hydrogen. The quantity received was rather small for a thorough analysis. No poisonous metals 
present.

Walsh’s Quarry—
Soluble solids ......................................................................................... 112-412 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids......................................................................................... 11-880 ,,

Total 124-292

Chlorine 38 8

Analysis of Total Solids.
Silica ................... ..............
Alumina........................
Oxide of iron . . .
Cax-bonate of lime . 
Carbonate of magnesia 
Sulphate of magnesia . .
Sulphate of lime .........
Sulphate of soda .............
Chloride of sodium ... 
Alkaline carbonates, &c.

1 148 grains per gallon.
•672 „

trace.
6 300 „
3-760 „
7-550 .,
trace. ,,

23 950 .,
63 930 „
16-982 „

Total solids 124 292

Remax-ks.—Water dear, with a small amount of suspended matter. No poisonous metal- piescnt.

Beokex

K.
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Bboken Hill.—From Broken Hill, Brewery, Silverthorne’s Well, and Stephen s Creek Stone Dam.
The manner in which these samples are taken, viz., bottling in dirty spirit bottles and corked with dirty corks which 

bad been previously used, renders the estimation of the organic impurities, i.e., free and albuminoid ammonia, of little value, 
as from the corks alone sufficient contamination might be given to the "waters to condemn them for drinking purposes. The 
total solids in the first two samples are high for potable waters. The amount of free ammonia found in the water from T. 
Stephen’s Creek and Silverthorne’s Well condemns them for drinking purposes ; but, as before stated, part of the organic con
tamination may have been derived from the careless way in which the samples were put up. I am of opinion, however, that 
from the foul odour given oil from the samples on evaporation and the darkening of the residues on ignition, that not all is 
due to the corks alone, also, that they are not desirable waters, by any means, for human consumption. With reference to 
the sample taken from a soakage hole in Stephen’s Creek, it is a very impure sample of water. On opening the'bottle, stinking, 
and, on evaporating some dowm to dryness, it gave a residue which had a very foul odour, darkening strongly on ignition, thus 
showing the presence of much organic matter. The quantity of albuminoid ammonia found in this sample utterly condemns 
the water for drinking purposes, the analysis pointing out contamination from sewage matter, or some organic matter such 
as decomposed animal matter.

Brewery— -
Soluble solids............................................................................................ 123'526 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids ....................................................................................... 19'24:G ,,

Total solids. 142-772

Free ammonia ..........
Albuminoid ammonia 
Chlorine ........................

■0026 parts per 100,000. 
•0260 ,, „ , 

54 grains per gallon.

Analysis of Total Solids.
Silica ..................................................................................................
Alumina.............................................................................................
Oxide of iron....................................................................................
Carbonate of lime.............................................................................
Carbonate of magnesia ...............................................................
Sulphate of magnesia ....................................................................
Sulphate of lime .............................................................................
Sulphate of soda .............................................................................
Chloride of sodium ........................................................................
Alkaline carbonates, &c............. ...................................................

•656 grains per gallon.

trace.
15-036
3-146

15-950
trace.
6-111

89-810
11-755

Total solids ............................................................. 142-772 ,,

- . Remarks.—Water cloudy, with a small amount of matter in suspension. The water gave off a very foul odour on
opening the bottles. No poisonous metals detected.

Silverthorne’s Well—
Soluble solids .......................................................................................... 101'92 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids....................................................................................... 16-548 ,, ,,

Total solids.............................................................. 118-468

Free ammonia.............
Albuminoid ammonia 
Chlorine ......................

■01 parts for 100,000. 
•032 „ „
45-2 grains per gallon.

Analysis of Total Solids.
Silica ..............................-...................................................................
Alumina .............................................................................................
Oxide of iron.....................................................................................
Carbonate of lime .................................. .........................................
Carbonate of magnesia......................... .........................................
Sulphate of magnesia ........................................... ................. ....
Sulphate of lime ......... ..................................................................
Sulphate of soda ...........................................................................
Chloride of sodium ....................................................................
Alkaline carbonates, &c..................................... .................. ........

"630 grains per gallon. 
•210 „ „

11-256
4-452
4-250
2-172

11-180
74-400

9-918

Total solids 118-468

Remarks.—Water cloudy, with a small amount of matter in suspension. It had a very bad odour on opening the 
bottle, and the residue darkened strongly on ignition, thus showing the presence of organic matter.

Stephen’s Creek,—
Soluble solids............................................................................................ 6-496 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids........................................................................................ 11-284 ,, ,,
Loss on ignition....................................................................................... 3-640 ,, ,,

Total solids ......................................................... 21 • 42

Free ammonia ........................................................................................ Nil.
Albuminoid ammonia .......................................................................... -066 parts per 100,000.
Chlorine ...........................*........................................................................ 3' 8 grains per gallon. -

Remarks.—Water cloudy with a fine reddish coloured clay in suspension. On opening the bottles the water had a 
foul odour, and on evaporating some down to dryness it gave a residue which stank, and on ignition strongly darkened, 
thereby showing the presence of much organic matter. The insoluble solids were found to consist of a fine reddish clay, 
carbonates of lime and magnesia. The soluble of chlorides of sodium, with traces of sulphates of lime, magnesia, and 
alkaline nitrates and nitrites. No poisonous metals detected.

Broken'Hill, from portion 86. Water taken from a bore in Limestone Quarry—
Soluble solids............................................................................................ 136-360 grains per gallon.
Insoluble solids....................................................................................... 13-916 „ „

Total solids 150-276

Free ammonia ............................................................................................. -002 parts per 100,000.
Albuminoid ammonia .......................................................................... trace.
Chlorine ................................................................................................... 48" 8 grains per gallon.

Analysis



Analysis of Total Solids
Silica T20
Alumina C2S
Oxide of iron trace
Carbonate of lime S 632
Carbonate of magnesia 4 COO
Sulphate of magnesia 6 005
Sulphate of lime • trace
Sulphate of soda 30 803
Chloride of sodium SO 410
Alkaline caibonates, &c 19 278

Total solids 150 276

giains pel gallon 
)> > >

>» >>
5 J 5 >

)i > >

}J >»
)» >)
>5 3 5

Remarks —Sample recened sealed , vater cleai and free fiom sediment No smell obserred on heating some m a 
closed flask at 100 F. No poisonous metals detected The analysis shows the water to be high m saline matter, as is the 
case with most of the samples hitherto examined fiom the Broken Hill Lhstuct As regards organic impuiities, it is 
exceptionally free. Tins nater will exert no injurious effect on human beings oi stock, but at the same time it should be 
used for domestic purposes only when no other bettei supply is obtainable

Myall Ci etk—
Soluble solids 
Insoluble solids

Total solids 205 S

Chlorine 54 5 ,, ,,

The soluble solids consist of chlorides of sodium and magnesian alkaline caibonates, oiganic matter, &c ; the insoluble 
of carbonates of lime and magnesia, alumina, &c

No instructions were leceived with this watei, the sample being sent m a spmt bottle coiked with a dirty coik, and 
was much too small for a proper examination

Nynqan— WArtK foe Stock Purposes.

Soluble solids 1473 92 grains per gallon
Insoluble solids 79 38 ,, ,,

189 S grains per gallon 
16 „ „

Total solids 1553 3 35

Chloime 77 2 ,, ,,
The soluble solids w ere found to consist chnfly of chlorides of magnesia and sodium, sulphates of lime and soda, 

nitrates, organic matter, &.e The insoluble of silica, alumina, tiace of iron, carbonates of lime, and magnesia
Remarks —Water tuibid, w ith a small quantity of suspended matter On heating m a closed flask the watei ga\ e off 

a strong aromatic smell, somew hat resembling one of tl e oils ) lelded fiom the Eucalypti, as also a foul smell on first opening 
the bottle On tasting the watei, it had a strong saline taste, and on ignition the residue darkened considerably, thereby 
showing the piesence of much organic mattei At ith the luge amount of saline mattei, consisting as it does of chlorides 
of magnesium and sodium and sulphates of lime and soda, it is not desirable that this water be used foi watering stock, 
as also it is totally unfit foi human consumption Theie is no way of completely purifyn g this watei except by distillation.

Eyhtone—
Soluble solids 
Insoluble solids

Total solids 682 64

632 40 giains per gallon. 
30 24 „ „

Sulplmiic anhydride (SO,) 310 807
Chloime 95 2

The soluble solids were found to consist of chiefly sulphate of magnesia, clilonde of sodium, sulphate of lime, &c. 
the insoluble of caibonates of lime and magnesia, with a small quantity ot alumina, silica, &c

Remarks —May be classed as a mineral water, being strongly impregnated with a large proportion of salts, and 
should possess medicinal qualities The water had a peculiar harsh taste, due to Epsom salts m solution, a large proportion 
of the sulphuric acid present being combined with magnesia The quantity sent was much too small foi a thorough 
anal} sis.

Wtlcanni'i—Water from Taiella Total solids, 233 24 grams per gallon—

Silica .
Alumina 
Oxide of iron 
Cai bonate of lime 
Carbonate of magnesia 
Sulphate of magnesia 
Sulphate of lime 
Chlonde of magnesium 
Chloride of sodium 
Alkaline carbonates, &e

Analysis of Total Solids
. 1 526 giams per gallon.

•448 „ „ .
. trace

21 576 ,, ,,
6 37 „ „

42 391 „ „
... . 1 941 „ „

6 994 ,, ,,
140 986 „ „

9 008 ,, ,,

Total solids 233 24

Remarks—AA'ater fiee fiom odoui, and cleai, with a small amount of sediment at the bottom of the jar. This 
watei contains a large amount of saline matter, which renders it unsuitable foi human consumption, and it should not be 
used for watering stock if better water is obtainable No poisonous metals detected

Wilcamua—
Soluble solids . 876 22 giains pei gallon.
Insoluble solids , 20 48 ,, ,,

Total solids 896 7

Soluble solids consisted chiefly of sulphate of magnesium, sulphate of lime, chlonde of sodium, &c ; the insoluble 
of clay, &c.

Remarks —The w’ater had a very foul smell, due to sulphuietted hydrogen With the large amount of sulphate 
magnesium present, it is not adnsable to use this water for watering stock. The action it has on cattle is not stated, 
but it is no doubt due to the quantity of sulphate of magnesium, which will tend to pioduce purging and diairhcea. 
The quantity received was too small for a thoiough analysis.

Miscellaneous
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. Miscellaneous.
Locality—Temora.
description of mineral hitc crystalline mineral, stained blue and green in places. 
On submitting same to qualitative analysis the mineral was found to be silicate of 

colour is due to copper stains.
Mineral for qualitative analysis and said to occur in New South Wales.
Found to consist of sulphides of antimony and nickel, very similar in appearance 

Australia, and presented to the Mining and Geological Museum some five years ago.

zinc, probably

to a specimen

willemite. The

found in South

Localitj —Capertee, near Mudgee.
description of mineral—A white crystalline mineral.
Found to be an impure sulphate of alumina (alum), containing the following impurities Sand, sulphate of lime, 

magnesia, and a small quantity of alkaline salts. & v > r ,

Two samples of supposed natural dyes :—
(1.) Of a blue colour, slightly soluble in water. On examination this blue colouring matter was found to be ultra- 
/o i ™arme’'a compound of sodium and aluminium silicates, with sodium pentasulphide.
(-.) Of a rose colour, largely soluble in water. On examination this rose colouring matter was found to be rose aniline, 

arsenic being found present, it being one of the ingredients used in the manufacture of this dye. There was also
u^hZ^SMumEm^d^r’1 ^ ^ PreSenCe “ the Sample t0 the dye havin° be<3n mixed

The samples are evidently artificial.

luount luorgan.
mmeraZiH?’w!+a1' aPPlymg the tongue to this mineral it had a slightly acid taste, and on treating some of the

be aliim^nd snTnWe filtering, the solution gave a slightly acid reaction to litmus paper. The soluble matter was found 
to be alum an<J sulphate of magnesia (Epsom salts).
in nitric and'hydrochlori^acid.1^ minCTal- Colour was found to be dae to a s!licate of iron and alumina. Mineral insoluble

nresence of ffoMdELZeri fr°mf.the ti™Jjer llsed for supports in the Mount Morgan Mine, Queensland, tested for the
result tba^fEtl-aZEf vnldf f lll?10U °n r’6 m?°d‘ The samPle was submitted to a careful qualitative test, with the 
nZls * This is no dnnbfd + f?,Und PV68611*- T*16 7?od was blackened, the stain in places having soaked through the
pieces. Ibis is no doubt due to the action of a salt of iron on the tannin of the wood. ^ 6 6
nsolublt' inFiZe?ITollnHla?’Stl0nei' ^xa?nina‘'i10n °f colouring materialA basic sulphate of iron of a yellow colour, 
acquired ZmW of a°ICi‘ ,0? e.xPos!ng some of the mineral in a glass tube to a low red heat, it
e ^ ° 5 c SU P1U10US sulphuric oxides, together with a large amount of moisture, 'were given off.

, . Garnets from Silverton.
Silica .........................................................................................
Alumina...................................................................................
Protoxide of Iron (Fe 0) .....................................
Peroxide of Iron (Fe2 0,)...................................
Protoxide of manganese (Mn. 0) ............................ ""
Oxide of Chromium.............................................................
Lime..................................................................... ............
Magnesia................................................................. ]

37 41 
26-81 
33-33

2-14

Many- determinations of the specific gravity7 of these stones were 
two determinations agreeing. Specific gravity from 3-887 to 4-32.

99-69
made, which in every case were found to vary—no

In conclusion, it affords me very great pleasure to submit the following summary of the mineral 
products up to the end of 1888, the value of which has reached nearly seventy-seven (77) millions 
sterling:—

SuMJiAur.

Quantity and value of gold prior to 1st 
January, 1888 ............

Quantity. Value. Total Value.

9,885,094*25 oz.
87,503*24 „

£ s. d.
36,863,717 9 1 

317,099 12 0

£ s. d.
Quantity and value of gold raised in 1888 ...

Totals......................... 9,972,597-49 oz. 37,180,817 1 1 37,180,817 1 1
Quantity and value of silver raised prior to 

1st January. 1888....... . 1 2,923,037-22 oz.
375,063-70 ,,

612,886 0 0
66,668 0 0Quantity and" value of silver raised in 1888...

Totals...................... 3,298,100-92 oz. 679,554 0 0 679,554 0 0
Quantity and value of coal raised prior to 1st 

January, 1888 ............. . 39,892,861*97 tons. 
3,203,443*18 „

19,699,108 19 5 
1,455,198 4 1Quantity and value of coal raised in 1888 ...

Totals........................

Quantity and value of shale raised prior to 
1st January. 1888 ...............

43,096,305-15 tons. 21,154,307 3 6 - 21,154,307 3 6

481,252 tons.
34,869 „

1,083,174 5 0 
73,612 0 0Quantity and value of shale raised in 1888...

Totals .......................... 516,121 tons. 1,156,786 5 0 1,156,786 5 0

Quantity and value of copper exported j
prior to 1st January. 1888 ....... j

Quantity and value of copper exported in j

Totals........................

tons cwt.
Ingots ..................... 79,131 IS \

Ore and Eeguliis... 3,760 4J j
Ingots ..................... 3,786 1 )
Ore and Regains... 113 6 )

5,163,352 0 0

275,034 0 0

5,438,386 0 0 5,438,386 0 0
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Quantity and 'v alue of tin exported pi icr j 
to 1st January, 1888 I

Quantity and value of tin exported in I
1888 i

Totals

Quantity and value of iron made prior to 1st 
January, 1888 

Quantity and value of iron made during 1888

Totals

Quantity and value of antimony exported i 
pnoi to 1st January, 1888 (

Quantity and value of antimony exported j 
m 1888 I

Totals

Quantity and value of asbestos exported 
prior to 1st January, 1888 .

1888

Totals

prioi to 1st January, 1888 
(uantity and value of bismutli 

1888 . .

Totals

Quantity and value of silver lead expoited j 
pnor to 1st January, 1888 I

Quantity and value of silver-lead exported i 
m 1888 |

Totals

1st January, 1888
Value of sundiy mmeials expoited m 1888 

Totals

Quantity ! ^ a-lue Total Value

tons cwt
Ingots 85,078 G )
Ore and Regnlus 36,771 13 )
Ingots 4,562 2 j
Ore 247 8 (

7,927,870 0 0

582,496 0 0

8,510,372 0 0 8,510,372 0 0

36,228 tons 15 cwt 0 qrs 6 lb 
3,747 „ 2 „ 0 „ 17 „

265,464 14 6 
23,721 6 9

39,975 tons 17 cwt. 0 qrs. 23 lb. 289,186 1 3 289,186 1 3

tons cwt.
Metal 473 13f )
Ore and Regulus 3,222 4 (
Metal 19 4
Ore 171 3 (

67,239 0 0

2,918 0 0

70,157 0 0 70,157 0 0

25 tons 18 cwt 488 0 0

25 tons 18 cwt 488 0 0 488 0 0

104 tons 18 cwt.

18 „ li „

20,575 14 0

3,911 0 0

122 tons 19J cwt. 24,486 14 0 24,486 14 0

tons cwt. qis lb. 
Metal 13,231 2 1 0 )
Ore 15,894 14 2 7 S
Metal 18,102 5 0 07
Ore 11,739 7 0 0/

1,193,463 0 0

1,075,737 0 0

2,269,200 0 0 2,269,200 0 0

41,057 0 0 
3,438 0 0

44,495 0 0 44,495 0 0

76,818,235 4 10

Table showing approximately the number of Miners employed in Gold-mining, the quantity of Gold won, the aii’ea 
of ground worked, and the value of Machinery in the Colony of New South Wales

Distuct and Division

Alluv lal 
Miners

Quartz
Miners

To
ta

l M
m

ci
s 

J

Quantity of Gold Price of Gold 
pei oz

Value of Gold 
won

Aunfei
0U3

giound 
vv orked

Quartz 
reefs 

jirov ed 
to be 

aunfer 
ous

Value 
of Ma 

chinery.a<3
A
2
pW

<uc
43C?

cc3
&©
3a

©
©©
g

Alluvial Quartz Total From To

Pfel and Uralla District— 
Armidale Division
Walcha „
Bmgera ,,
Tam worth ,,
Uralla ,,
Scone ,,
Glen Innes ,,
Nundle „

Mudgee District—
Gulgong Division
Mudgee „ .
Tomingley „
Hargraves ,,

No

100

225

40
221

No

6

25

No

50
14

250

100

No No

60

156
14

2o0
250

40
321

oz dvvt gr

900 0 0

820 0 0

400 0 0

oz dvvt gi

300 0 0

2,400 0 0

oz dvvt gr

11,500 0 0 
100 0 0 

1,200 0 0

800 0 0 
2,400 0 0 

400 0 0

s

7V

70/

7o/
73/3
71/4$

76/
72/
7d

£ s d

43 122 10 0 
366 5 0 

4,282 10 0

3,145 10 0 
8,400 0 0 
l,o00 0 0

sq miles

10

No £

2,200

3,500
2,000

586 31 414 1,091 2,120 0 0 2,700 0 0 16,400 0 0 70/ 76/ 60,816 15 0 10 7,700

228

120
147 53

10
66

228
300
130
266

1,258 15 16

767 13 0 
302 10 0

1,258 15 16 
5,943 0 0 

767 13 0 
302 10 0 72'

77/
77/6

77/10
77/6

4,884 8 0 
20,057 12 6 

2,987 13 11 
1,134 7 6

3
20

2
10

3,000
10,600

495 53 76 924 1,258 15 16 1,070 3 0 8,271 18 16 72/ 77/10 29,064 1 11 23 12 13,600
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Distuct and Division

Bathurst District— 
BJayney Division 
Carcoar ,,
Mount McDonaM Division 
Trunkey Division 
Mitchell ,,
Tuena ,,
Oberon „
Rockley ,,
Burraga ,,
CowraNoith Dmsion 
Bathurst ,,
Orange „
Cowia „

L\cijUAN District— 
Cudal Division 
Murrumburrah Di\ ision 
Grenfell Division 
Barmedman Division 
Temora „
Parkes ,,
Young „
Forbes ,,
Molong „
Canowmdra ,,
Junce ,,

Tujiut and Adllong District 
Tumut Di\ision 
Gundagai Division 
Tarcutta „
Adelong ,,
Albury ,,
Reedj Flat ,, 
luandra ,,
Nimitybelle ,,
Queanbeyan ,,
Captain’s Flat Division 
Cootamundna ,,
I\arrandera ,,
Cooma ,,

Southern District— 
Bombala Division 
Braid wood ,,
Majoi s Cieek Division 
Little Rivei ,,
Cobaigo ,,
Araluen ,,
Nernga ,,
Bega ,,
Wagonga ,,
Mcmgandab ,,
Moruva ,,

Clarence and Richmond Dis 
trict—

Grafton Division 
Nana Creek Division 
Dalmorton „
Ballina ,,

New England District— 
Solfenno Division 
Tenterfield „
Fairfield ,,

Tambaroora and Tdron Dis 
trict—

Sofala Dw ision 
Ironbarks Division 
Hill End „
Wellington ,,

Albert District— 
Tibooburra Division 
Wilcamua ,, 
Mount Browne ,

Hunter and Macleaa Dis 
trict—

Copeland Division 
Dungog ,,
Bulladelah ,,

Cobar District 
Cobai

Alluvial
Miners

Quartz
Miners

To
ta

l M
in

er
s 

1

Quantity of Gold. Price of Gold 
per oz

Value of Gold 
won

Aunfer
ous

ground
worked

Quartz 
reefs 

proved 
to be 

Aunfer 
ous-

Value 
of Ma

chinery.

Eu
ro

pe
an

s

Ch
in

es
e.

Eu
ro

pe
an

s

Ch
in

es
e

Alluvial Quartz Total. From To

No No. No No No oz dvv t gr oz dwt gr oz dwt gr s s £ s d sq miles No £
76 56 132 276 12 18 73S 0 0 1,009 12 18 60/ 72/6 3,165 0 0 5 3 11,000

1 100 2,890 0 0 65/ 79/ 10,115 0 045 57 1,130 1 3 1,130 1 3 70/ 78/6 4,237 0 0 10 3,250lo9 10 36 205 298 4 1 43 10 0 341 14 1 75/6 70/6 1,322 6 8 20 27 14,35065 10 49 124 1,015 0 0 4o5 0 0 1 470 0 0 65/ 7o/ 5,145 0 0 4 3 43,86030 20 40 90 1,010 0 0 170 0 0 1,180 0 0 72/6 77/6 4,200 0 0 12 2 3,5005 8 37 50 15 0 0 15 0 0 75/ 80/0 55 0 0 2 4,50040 196 4 2 196 4 2 78/6A 735 17 10 2251 27 133 12 0 133 12 0 7o/ 501 0 0 406 20 26 40 0 0 11 10 0 51 10 0 77/6 80/ 196 0 0 2,00015 6 25 46 435 4 14 300 0 0 735 4 14 75/ 2,760 0 0 1,500500 2,588 7 10 59/6 7,702 6 5 28,0003 15 30 0 0 60 0 0 90 0 0 80/ 82/6 360 0 0 4 1 400
444 57 311 1,412 3,434 17 11 2,908 1 3 11,821 6 0 59/6 82/6 40,494 10 11 85 48 112,585

20 20 165 0 0 165 0 0 77/ 635 5 0 10020 130 150 218 D 18 1,718 5 12 1,936 11 6 70/ 77/ 7,866 4 0 1 25,00050 66 116 102 lo 0 63 1G 0 166 11 0 76/6 77/ 641 4 5 20 3,81052 52 989 4 15 989 4 15 3,833 5 5 3 13 9,95055 100 155 1,771 0 0 77/6 5,862 12 6 3,00070 96 166 d82 12 2 S,7o6 13 22 4,339 7 0 75/ 16,272 11 3 oO 26 3,00048 705 11 0 78/ 2,747 10 270 24 94 549 11 1 402 IS 14 952 9 15 40/ 78/ 3,120 16 0 2 7 11,55050 50 50 0 0 50 0 0 80/ 200 0 0 4 1 1,0006 80 86 30 0 0 1,838 12 0 1,868 12 0 55/ 80/ 7,3b2 7 0 8,20012 3o 47 27 0 10 205 1 20 232 2 6 70/ 77/6 835 17 6 9 2,300
333 603 984 1 510 5 7 9 189 12 11 13,176 S 18 55/ 80/ 49,397 15 7 79 57 67,910

90 1 8 108 138 15 0 IBS 15 *0 72/6 75^ 517 10 010 150 160 3,0004 4 20 0 0 20 0 0 77/10 80 6 82 10 0 1,85081 7 100 188 350 0 0 1,007 7 23 1,357 7 23 W 81/ 5,259 28 4 40 53 40,0003 6 4d 54 2d 0 0 400 0 0 A25 0 0 75/ 81/10 1 625 12 6 12 20 1,50050 2 12 70 4o3 0 0 453 0 0 76/6 80/ 1,756 0 0 20 21 500106 13 119 586 0 0 586 0 0 70/ 77/ 2,lo3 11 069 1 70 1,50060 20 80 1 3
10,0007 6 13

49 49 170 0 0 170 0 0 650 0 0 1,50015 6 150 171 195 2 0 195 2 0 7°/ 76/ 733 1 0 10
437 35 613 1 1,086 1,747 17 0 1,597 7 23 3,345 4 23 70/ 81/10 12,778 2 10 73^ 107 59,850

39 28 67 501 19 0 501 19 0 77/6 1,940 10 094 9 103 727 0 0 727 0 0 73/6 77/6 2,708 1 1 657 15 78 459 10 15 95 8 0 554 18 15 70/ 75/ 2,011 7 8 4 4004o 40 50 3 138 650 0 0 335 10 0 985 10 0 77/6 82/ 3,894 6 0 13 2,2607 7 45 18 9 45 18 9 75/ 77/ 169 3 2230 34 8 272 4,100 0 0 28 0 0 4,128 0 0 70/ 76/6 15,892 16 0 20,8306 25 71 450 0 0 450 0 0 77/6 1,743 15 0 6 5,7004 64 20 0 0 20 0 0 76/ 80/ 80 0 049 56 10 4,80050 60 200 310 568 0 4 328 10 0 896 10 4 78/6 83/6 3,575 12 0 12 12 17,00026 46 1,100 3 17 1,100 3 17 78/ 80/ 4,296 12 5 4 1 2,850
659 183 377 3 1,212 8,622 11 21 787 8 0 9,409 19 21 70/ 83/6 36,312 3 4 22 57 57,840

12 6 18 30 0 0 370 0 2 400 0 2 68/6 77/10 1,427 11 42 21 23 159 7 12 165 19 8 70/ 72/6 577 12 10 255 S3 71721 85 106 120 0 0 157 19 12 277 19 12 70/ 972 18 3 308 71 4,2006 7o 6 80/ 7 300
41 112 153 1t0 0 0 687 7 2 837 7 2 68/6 80/ 2,978 2 5 570 124 5,217

30 14 44 189 7 4 154 0 0 343 7 4 67/ 73/ 1,202 12 0 1060 3,50064 4 245 313 484 4 5 1,229 13 16 1,713 17 21 55/ 77/6 5,570 3 1 15,300
94 4 259 417 673 11 9 1,383 13 16 2,057 5 1 55/ 77'6 6,772 15 1 10 18,800

110 70 200 380 3,054 5 15 63/ 76/ ll,49o 19 4 30 28 5,100120 40 80 240 1,300 0 0 700 0 0 2,000 0 0 60/ 77/6 7,182 10 0 12 22 11,50050 70 205 325 207 0 0 207 0 0 74/ 80/ 796 19 0 20 7 18,50020 4 6 30 595 5 6 27 12 12 622 17 18 75/ 2,314 0 0 5,000
300 184 491 975 1,895 5 6 934 12 12 5,884 3 9 60/ 80/ 21,789 8 4 62 57 40,100

60
39

12 12
39

380 0 0 380 0 0 70/ 78/ 1,496 0 0 40 15,000
1,120 0 0 78/ 70/ 4,396 0 0

99 12 m 380 0 0 1,500 0 0 70/ 70/ 5,802 0 0 40 15,000

10 50 CO 130 0 0 200 0 0 330 0 0 68/ 75/ 1.188 0 0 3,25010 10 112 12 0 112 12 0 65/ 70/ 376 18 10 4 1 2,0152d 25 167 17 0 167 17 0 70/ 75/ 547 10 0 20 10 1,200
1 4o oO 95 130 0 0 480 9 0 610 9 0 65/ 75/ 2,112 8 10 24 11 6,465

21 3 0 SO/ 84 12 0

1 I
1 21 3 0 80/ 84 12 0
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Summary.
(Compiled from Mining Registrars’ Reports.)

Table showing approximately the number of Miners employed in G-old-mining, the quantity of G-old won, the area of
. _ _ _ . . . „ . . ~ ri ,1 -nr.l--. ___10 0*7

District.

Alluv ial 
Miners.

Quar tz 
Miners

To
ta

l M
in

er
s.

Quantity of Gold. Puce of Gold 
per oz j

Eu
ro

pe
an

s

Ch
in

es
e.

V)G«$oCho
3a Ch

in
es

e

Alluvial Quartz Total From To

oz dwt gt oz dwt gi oz dw t gr ,
Peel and Uralla................... 536 31 414 1,091x 2,120 0 0 2,700 0 0 16,400 0 0 70/ 76/

495 53 76 9341 1,258 15 16 1 070 3 0 8,271 18 16|| 72/ 77/10
444 57 311 1,412: 3,434 17 11 2,908 1 3 11 821 6 0** 59/G 82/6

Lachlan . 333 603 984 1,510 5 7 9,189 12 11 13 176 8 IS 5o! ,80/
Tumut and Adelong 437 35 613 1 1,086 1,747 17 0 1,597 7 23 3 345 4 23 70/ 81/10
Southern 659 183 377 3 1,212 8,622 11 21 787 8 0 9,409 19 21 70/ 83/6
Clarence and Ttichmcnd 41 112 153 150 0 0 087 7 2 837 7 2 68 G 80/
New England 94 4 259 417 673 11 9 1,383 13 16 2 0*)7 5 1 50/ 77/6
Tambarooia and Turon 300 184 491 975 1,895 5 6 934 12 12 5 884 3 9 60/ 80/
Albert 99 12 111 380 0 0 1 500 0 Otl 70/ 79/
Hunter and Maclcaj 45 50 95 130 0 0 4S0 9 0 610 9 0 65/ 75/
Cobai . 21 3 0 80/

3,533 559 3,306 4 8,460 21,923 3 22 21,738 14 19 73,335 5 IS 55/ 83/6

\alue of Gold 
won

£ s d 
00,816 15 0 
29,064 1 11 
40,494 10 11 
49,397 15 7 
12,778 2 10
36,312 3 
2,978 2 5 
6,772 15 1 

21,789 8 4 
5,802 0 0 
2,112 8 10 

84 12 0

263,402 16 3

Aunfer
oils

giound
worked

Quartz 
le^fs 

proved 
to be 

aunfer- 
ous

Value 
of Ma- 

chineiy.

sq miles 
10
23 
85 
79 
73} 
22

570
10
02
40
24

No
' 12 

48 
57 

107 
57 

124

’ 57

£
7,700

13,600
112,585
67,910
59,850
57,840
5,217

18,b00
40,100
15,000
6,465

405,067

> Including60 miners at Armidale , not stated whether alluvial or quartz t Including 300 mincis at Mudgee., non silica wne-mi Huaitz
t Including 100 men at Caieoar , not stated whether alluvial oi quartz § Including ll,50D_oz fiom Armidale , not Yrmno notstated
II Including 5,942 oz fiom Mudgee , not stated whether alluvial or quartz *f Including 1,770 oz fiom fcmoia , 11 ^ f .m xr” ’ nf Riowne
whether alluvial or quartz * Including 2,890 oz from Caicoai , not stated v\nether alluvial oi quart/ ft Including 1,120 oz fiom Mount lliowne
not stated whether alhuial or quartz.

Table bhowing approximately the number of Miners emploj ed in mining for minerals other than Gold, Coal, or 
Shale, at some of the principal mines, the quantity of minerals non during the jear 1S8S, and the caluc of same, 

and the -\alue of Plant.

Localitj. Miners 
emploj ed

Quantities
Value. Value

of Machincrja
Coppci lin Bismuth J Iron S'lvci &th ei 

lead

1
Tons Tons. ewt. Tns. cwt. qr. lb Tons cwt. Oi. Tons. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Cobar ........................ 400 1,500 320 ... 60,356 8 4 80,000 0 0

Ruvraga ................ 170 500 36,000 0 0 7,000 0 0

Nymagec .............. 400 1,300 ............. 93,276 0 0 82,0C0 0 0

970 2,805 ............. 320 189,632 8 4 169,000 0 0

Glen limes.............. 110 211 0 47 15 0 0 16,460 0 0*

Emmaville . 1,491 1,037 13 18,160 73,270 16 4 11,250 0 0

VVilson’3 Downfall 320 203 0 ... 12,180 0 0 1,000 0 0

Bendemcer .......... 21 10 5 ... 1,025 0 0 800 0 o

Tinglia......................... 1,200 1,007 0 .....................
09,683 0 0 6,900 0 o

3,178 2,510 18 47 15 0 0
1

18,160 1 .

1

172,618 16 4 19,950 0 0

LiUigiw ... 110 3,147 2 | ........
23,721 0 9

Mitchell .......... 535 309 319,541 203 78,162 9 0 43,860 0 0

Silverton ................ 2,543 25 55 1G 4,117,257 17,417 1,001,666 0 0 125,650 0 0

Rockley ................. 15 ! l 77 577 10 0 ...................

3,223 334 55 1G 3,147 2 4,436,798
1

17,697 1,101,427 6 3 169,510 0 0

* t alue of Bismuth could not be ascertained
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Table showing approximately the Machinery employed in.Guld and Tin Mining during 1888.

Quartz. Alluvial.

District and Division.

Steam-engines 
employed in 

winding, 
crushing, &c.
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s
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s.

Tu
rb

in
es

. 
1

No.
Aggregate

horse
power. No.

Aggregate
horse
power.

Bathurst District—
Bathurst Division......................... 3

1
28

6

sL

i...

| -

Rocklev .............................. .
Carcoar ,, ..................

1

Mount M‘Donald Division..............
Tuena, Division........................ . 3

4 
4
3 
2

4

314
Trunkev .................................. 46

82
32
36

82
116
58
35

72

4
4
3

Mitchell ,.................................
Oberon .............................. !l7
Blayney .................................................. 249

Tambaroora and Turon District—• 
Ironbarks Division ................ 4

7
6
1

3

39 1
1

25
10Sofala ,, .............. 38Hill End „ ...... 6

1

3

Wellington ....

Lachlan District—
. Parkes Division ...................... 3

2
32
35

3Canowindra Division ..............
Murrumburrah .............. 8

2
1
2
3

10
5
2

' 1

3
2

2
8

5
3

3

1
7

100

12
12

28

105
59
8
8

30
30

Southern District—
Major’s Creek Division ................... 2

1

”3

2
5
2
1

25
10

28

10
-

Araluen ........ 6 .57 9
4

4 18
4

20 iLittle River ......................... 1 1 1
Wagonga „ ..........................

Tumut and Adelong District—
Adelong Division.......................... 2 30 6Albury ............................................... 32
Tarcutta ,, .........
Nimitybelle Division .............

Peel and Uralla District—
, Bingera Division ............................... 5
Scone ...........................
Glen Innes ,, ......................................

New England District—
Tenterfield Division..............................

3 30

28
98

68
37

16

20
111

2
Fairfield ........................... 8,75

Hunter and Macleay District— 
Copeland Division ................................ 5

3

3

1

45
17Bulladellah .....................

Clarence and Richmond District— 
Nana Creek Division ...............

Mudgee District—
Mudgee Division ...................................... 10
Hargraves .............................. 1 1

1 1 i

Department of Mines,
Sydney, 21th May, 1889.

HAERIE WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines.

335—H WARDENS’
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WARDENS’ AND MINING REGISTRARS’ REPORTS.

BATHURST DISTRICT—Teunket Division.
{T. A. Smith, Warden.')

I have the honor to forward my report for the year 1888. _ '
' Alluvial mining suffered greatly, many claims being idle for months on account of the want of 
water. There has been no sluicing at all during the year ; the rainfall was only 15'21 inches. On the 
banks of the Abercrombie sluicing has been attempted by means of powerful pumping machinery, but the 
speculators have not been at work sufficient time to estimate the value of the properties operated upon.

At Grabbine and Junction Point, the proprietors of large freehold properties threw several 
thousand acres of their land open to • the miners, but disappointment has followed ; the gold was only
found in small quantities. • t. n -i

■ The returns for quartz-mining have not been very encouraging at Mount M'Donald, Trunkey, 
Tuena, Oberon, and Mitchell. A considerable quantity of stone has been crushed, but the work has only 
progressed in a half-hearted manner. Ten times the amount of stone should have been treated with a 
corresponding increase in the returns. Silver, copper, and lead mines have worked on fairly well for the 
year. The returns from Mitchell have been considerable, where a large number of men has been in 
Constant work. Cordillera has turned out a large quantity of bullion. Mount Costigan Mine1 has been 
in work all the year, but the smelters have only been in blast five months. New and improved machinery 
is in course of erection, from which much is expected. Burraga, which is a copper-mine, has been in full 
work all the year. The output could be increased considerably if the proprietary thought fit to extend 
the works. This mine must be paying as well as any in the "Western District. . ,

I think it my duty in this report to call the attention of the Department to the damage done to all 
rivers and creeks by the diggers washing the sludge into the natural water-courses; for years the water- 
holes have been destroyed in the creeks, and the rivers are filling up very fast. A drought of a few 
months duration would not, years hack have been felt, as far as scarcity of water was concerned, but now 
as soon as the rain is over the creeks become dry, the beds having been silted up, and where holes 10 and 
12 feet deep used to be found full of water nothing remains but sand and shingle. .... .

A considerable sum from the prospecting vote has been granted for prospecting in this district.
I do not anticipate any benefits from the vote. If a discovery is made to benefit the miners it will be at 
Mountain Run and Swallow’s Nest. I would like to see miners paid liberally by the Department when 
they made discoveries from which permanent benefits are derived. I think M‘Quire, who discovered 
Mount Costigan Mine, and from which discovery thousands of persons have derived benefit, should be 
liberally rewarded, and every other person who makes similar discoveries; but I do not think any benefit will 
be derived from the portion of the prospecting vote expended in this district unless in the two instances 
mentioned above. I am sorry that £1,000 out of this vote has not been given to the Bathurst Gold
mining Company to enable them to put their shaft down 800 feet. This mine was originally worked to a 
depth of 520 feet, and abandoned. The present proprietors must have spent £4,000 on this mine in
sinking a vertical shaft 10 feet by 8 feet, intending to go down 800 feet. This reef was payable from the 
grass to 520 feet, but was abandoned when expensive pumping machinery became necessary. _ _

I will now endeavour to give you a detailed account from the various mining centres in this district, 
and attach a schedule by way of recapitulation.

• Trunkey. .
• The Bathurst Gold-mining Company, and the Mount Gray Company are the only two now working
the reefs. The former is sinking a vertical shaft to cut the reef formerly worked. £4,000 have been 
expended by the proprietors who hope to get down 800 feet. The Mount Gray Company, whose property 
is on the east bank of Grove Creek, a mile below the Abercrombie Caves; is being prospected, and a mill 
erected on the lease ; but returns have not been satisfactory. _ _ It'

Alluvial mining has been a failure, there being no water ; only 15 inches of rain for the whole 
year. Alluvial gold won during 1888 was of the value of about £1,000.

Tuena.
' £4,500 worth of gold has been obtained here, all being alluvial.

Mount Costigan. _ t
At Mount Costigan Silver Mine the furnaces only ran for 5 months. During this time silver and 

lead were obtained to the value of £28,000 from 3,000 tons of ore smelted. The yield of silver being 
96,600 oz., and 300 tons of lead. The Company was not satisfied with the furnaces and decided upon 
erecting fresh ones, which will be completed in about 2 months from this date. The mine worked 
continuously during the whole year ; 13,000 tons of ore are at the furnace waiting treatment, the value 
being by assay about £32,000.

Cordillera.
Cordillera is also in Tuena district 7 miles south of Mount Costigan. This mine has worked pretty 

well all the year, 9,000 tons of ore have been treated, yielding 82,800 oz., of silver, 404 oz. of gold, 
227 tons of lead, and 220 tons of copper, valued at £37,343. There are 1,500 tons of ore at the furnace 
ready for treatment, valued at £9",375. Total value of out-put from the mine, £46,718 for 1888. A great 
deal of prospecting has been done between the Costigan and Cordillera Mines, but up to date no defined 
lode has been reported; rich leaders have been found in many places. ” ■

Peelwood.
I thought when I last reported that this mine would have been in full work months ago ; only 24 

men are, however, employed.
Burraga.

The Burraga Copper Aline has been in full work during the whole year. The total yield of copper 
was 499 tons valued at £36,000. The deepest shaft is 300 feet; the lode at this depth is 15 feet wide.

The New Burraga Mining Company is sinking two shafts, and, I have just heard, struck 12 % ore 
at 40 feet. Although a large area of ground is leased for silver mining, little has yet heen found. In 
gold only £501 worth has been sold locally, and that was obtained at the Isabella River.

. Bathurst. ■
Mining within this d.vision is limited. Hockley.
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_■ Xtockley. ........................ -
A large area of land has been applied' for as leases this year, but little work done in prospecting 

upon the leased land, which is now locked up.as securely as if it were freehold? only about 50 men are 
working. Labour should be enforced for the first year of the lease, so that the ground would be pros
pected. After that some honest cause might be assigned when seeking exemption from the labour 
covenants of the leases. . . . ' .

• Oberon.
■ Several gold leases are being worked in this division. The Welcome Home, Luck’s All and

Jlomeward Bound are the principal mines. Valuable machinery has been erected, and I hope’good 
returns will reward the proprietors. At Diamond Hill, near Sidmouth Valley, 50 acres of land have been 
secured for minerals other than gold. Good returns have been obtained by the proprietors, Wilson and 
At Cauley, from large parcels submitted for treatment. I have, however, not obtained a copy of the 
returns. • . . . .

. ’ . , Mitchell.
; j c,.™® mining centre has taken a fresh start, with every prospect of permanence. The Sunny Corner 
“d Silver King silver mines have been giving satisfactory returns: The former for the year treated' 
24,972 tons of ore for 201 tons lead, 309 tons copper, and 1,25G' tons matte, which contained 319 324 
ounces of silver and 2,300 ounces of gold ; total value, £74,209. The Silver King produced 277 ton’s of 
matte and 2 tons of lead; bullion valued at £8,200. Gold to the value of about £5,161 has also'been 
obtained here during the year.

■ Lithgow. .
■ gold leases, 3 silver leases, and 36 coal and shale leases were applied for during 1888, the total
area applied for being 10,523 acres. Several new coal and shale seam’s have been opened at Ben Bullen 
during 1888; this is near the Mudgee railway line and not far' from Mitchell. I km informed that 
coking ovens are being erected at one of these new mines by Wilson, Massey, & Co. I hope the venture 
succeeds, for if it does coke for smelting the silver ores will recede in price. At Lawson, Gallacher &' 
Co. secured three blocks of 640 acres each to prospect for coal. A bore was put down ] ,620 feet without 
success. The company, however, has started another'bore. I hope this time they will be more fortunate.

1 Mount M‘Donald. •
_ Mining on this field has not been very encouraging. .A considerable area of land was secured bv 

leasing, viz.,, 48 gold leases, area 307 acres; and 35 mineral lease applications, the area being 1760
acres. Fourteen tons of copper were sent from the Old Milburn Creek Mine, which is upon this field 
The tota! quantity of goid obtained at Mount M'Donaid during 1888 was only 1,130 ounces,-valued at 
£4,378 15s. Detailed statistics attached hereto.

Eeteospecxive BeiuEiV of. Mining in those portions of the Bathurst District as given below 
' " ' for the Year 1888.
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Gold. Silver.

Quantities. Value. . Quantity. •Value.

Trunkey Creek .......
Bathurst...... ;.............
Burraga ............
Mount STDonald ...
Bockley ......... ...........
Oberon .....................
Tuena..........................
Costigan ........
Cordillera .................
Mitchell.....................
Lithgow * ...... ..........

Total .................

149
176
17

129
59
43

382

236

26
3

21
19
53
2

123

79

30
35
20
22
12.
20

109

24

23
20

48
2
8

68

22
6

acres.
337
156

307
25

115
413

296
64

32
6

40
35
61

8
232

38
39

acres.
1,240

140
1,300
1,760
1,620

270
8,120

1,192
10,559

205
214
170
170
124

65
514

761
3,000*

15-021
oz. dwt. gr. 
341 14 1 

. 245 0 0 
133 12 0 

1,130 1 3 
250 0 0
153 8 12 

1,180 0 0

404 0 0 
1,345 0 0

- . s. - d.
1,322 6 8 

949 7 6 
501 0 0 

4,378 15 0 
956 0 0 
592 17 6 

4,497 10 0

1,575 10 0 
5,211 15 0

oz.

96,600
82,800

&

15,600
l8,122>

1,181 326 272 197 1,713 481 26,201 5,223 5,182 15 16 19,935 1 8 179,400 33,722

Division.

Lead. Matte.

Quan
tity. Value. Quan

tity. Value.

Copper.

Quan
tity. Value.

Revenue, 
miners’ rights, 

business, 
and mineral 

licenses.

Revenue, 
gold lease, and 

mineral 
. applications.

Total revenue 
for

divisions.

Grand total value 
of all minerals, 
including gold.

Trunkey Creek........
Bathurst .................
Burraga ...............

tons.

Mount M(X>onald:..
Rockley .................
Oberon....................

........

Tuena ..................
Costigan ........'...... "soo

227
201

Cordillera............
Mitchell ...............

£ £ tons. £

499 36,000 
13 975

2,700
2,043
1,809 1,533

9,700

82,490
220 16,500 
309 23,175

Lithgow* .

Total. 728 6,552 1,533 92,170 1,041 76,650 1.

£ S. d. £ S. d. £ S. d. £ s. d.
130 10 0 647 0 0 677 10 0 1,322 6 8'
126 0 0 191 0 0 . 292 0 0 949 7 6
48 0 0 325 0 0 373 0 0 36,501 0 0

103 10 0 747 0 0 850 10 0 5,353 15 0
94 10 0 430 : 0 0 524 10 0 956 0 0
44 10 0 143 0 0 187 10 0 592 17 6

423 0 0 2,443 0 0 2,866 0 0 4,497 10 0
98 non n

937 1n Q
221 0 0 594 0 0 815 0 0 112B85 15 0

33 15 0 1,008 11 6 1,042 6 6 f Value of coal
Inot obtainable

124 15 0 6,530 11 6 7,628 6 6 229,096 1 8

* Approximate.
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BATHUBST DISTRICT-Change Division.
(J. T. Lane, Warden.) . _

Roe tlio past twelve mouths there has been more excitement in connection with gold and silver mining 
than we have had for many years. Dor some time the mania raged at fever height; nearly every one who 
could manage by any means to raise a few pounds went into taking up leases or buying shares at Lewis 
Ponds. Had nothing arisen to damp the ardour evinced in favour of silver-mining, the most hazardous 
speculations would have been gone into, and in all probability there would have been no end to the per
petration of swindles. The gullibility of the people was so intense that the mere mention of Williams 
Lewis Ponds in connection with any portion of land being spoken of was deemed sufficient to determine 
any point at issue touching it. The prestige of this claim, now known as New Lewis Ponds, was fully 
maintained by the result of the smelting operations commenced on the 3rd instant. The machinery 
worked beautifully, and not a hitch, that I am aware of, has occurred since. By the second evening some 
thirty bars of bullion were turned out, weighing 85 lb. each. The operations are still going on most 
satisfactorily. It is said there is sufficient gold in the silver ores of this mine to pay for the cost of work
ing. If this be so our mines in this locality may reasonably be. expected to take a fair place in comparison 
with Broken Hill, &c. The recent reports re Spicers, Toms, and South Lewis Ponds are satisfactory, 
and I have no doubt the Lily and others are also promising good results, but I have heard nothing of 
their operations lately. I never attributed the recent depression in the share market to any falling off in 
the indications presented by the mines which had been fairly tested, but to causes bearing upon the 
hasty manner in which so many rushed into buying shares, and the natural and subsequent effects resulting 
therefrom. Everyone wrho could raise a few pounds bought shares without one due consideration beyond 
the act. When repayments had to be made, business claims became pressing, and the banks began to put 
the screw a little tighter, scrip was forced into the market to that extent that it became glutted. 
And this state of things, through the want of more capital, has continued. We may hope for a more 
prosperous time ; things at any rate will be more stable, and the whole system on a more healthy basis 
in all its ramifications. “ Once bitten twice shy.” _ •

Gold-mining operations have not been very successful. At Byng some promising reefs or leads 
have been discovered on Dr. Codringtons’ land, and on the adjoining portions south and east, -all of which 
have been taken up during the past few months. To say more than the above at present would be 
premature. A short time ago 3 tons from Carangara (Dr. Codrington’s) were crushed, yielding 33 oz., 
equal to 11 oz. per ton.

Ophir.—The Amalgamated Bluff Company which sprung into life out of the ashes of the Company 
which has kept Ophir in existence for years past, is carrying on operations in accordance with the intentions 
of its predecessor. The tunnel from near the battery into the mountain to connect the different leases 
which have or are to be amalgamated, is a great and costly undertaking, and it is to be hoped the spirited 
enterprise will be rewarded by success in proportion to its magnitude. _

There is an inadequate supply of water for extensive operations of any kind just now. Some 
50 tons of quartz are “ to grass” awaiting the maturity of certain matters. About fifty miners are working 
an alluvial spot up Lewis Ponds with a fair show of success. Ophir will some day spring into new life 
and vigour.

Galmla.—Several promising reefs, and some alluvial workings, are attracting some attention here, 
but in the absence of a fuller development we can only hope that the anticipations will be fully realised.

Forest Beefs.—Nothing is being done here at the present time save at the Grand Junction. The 
basaltic rock has been penetrated, and the Company purpose going 36 feet deeper before starting to drive. 
The dip is 4 in 9. The headings or sediment of the old river bed is about 4 feet thick. The 
timber and portions of the ancient forest are interesting features in connection with these workings. No 
gold seen as yet.

The Lumpy Company is being re-organized.
The Band of Hope has collapsed after sinking 230 feet, and driving 300 feet at a cost of some 

£3,000, for want of adequate means to carry on, leaving the claim untried. There is some talk of 
forming a new Company. _

The Great Extended seems to be finally closed after expending about £50,000. The shaft is 236 
feet, one drive 2,000 feet, and the main one 2,416. The end of this drive is lower than the bottom of the 
shaft, hence arose the difficulty of keeping the water under. At this point payable gold was procured, 
but as it came under private property, and no satisfactory arrangement could be made with the owner, 
there was no alternative but to close the mine.

Cadia.—Prospecting is still being continued, but with what result I am not in a position to say. 
No important find has been discovered.

Four Mile.—Here too all hope has not vanished, for some few persons continue to persevere in face 
of repeated discouragements.

Mr. Murphy will go into figures showing some interesting facts. Nothing doing in copper.

BATHURST DISTRICT—Caecoae Division.
{Mr. N. Connelly, P.M., Warden.)

I have the honor to forward my annual report of the Carcoar portion of the Bathurst Mining Division.
The yield of gold, as per escort returns, shows, I regret to say, a large decrease upon that of the 

previous year, 1887. -
This is accounted for in a large measure by the stoppage of work for the greater portion of last 

year at the Brown’s Creek Mine, the annual yield from which has seldom been less than 3,000 ounces. 
The cessation of work has not arisen from any falling off in the quality of the stone, but is understood to 
have resulted from some disagreement amongst the shareholders, which is likely to be shortly terminated and 
the mine again placed in full work.

Another reason for the falling off arises in the fact that several of the most valuable and productive 
mining properties in this district have passed into the hands of syndicates, who mostly reside at Orange, 
to which town the gold obtained has been conveyed by private hands, and will consequently go to swell 
the returns of that district.

The
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The tremendous season of drought which has not yet terminated here has also been an important 
factor in the decrease, by causing the almost total suspension of work on many known properties of great 
value until a sufficient rainfall occurs, notably amongst these , is the Old Junction, now known as the 
Mandurama Gold-mining Company, on whose property water power having been substituted for steam, 
from this cause work has been almost entirely suspended. This is much to be regretted, as the Company 
having added at considerable cost to their plant, valuable new machinery, for gold saving purposes would 
otherwise, no doubt, be reaping the reward of their enterprise. .
_ _ On a recent visit to Galley Swamp one of the oldest and best proved gold-bearing localities in this
district. •
, I found that work was being prosecuted on the Homeward Bound Company’s property with great' 
energy by the local Mining Manager, and that at a depth of 140 feet lodes of a much more permanent and 
valuable character have been cut, which are said to increase in richness and width as the mine goes down. 
About 2 tons of stone from this level were at grass, which examined microscopically gives promise of an 
unusually rich yield, 120 tons of stone taken from this claim before reaching the present levels, and which 
included 50 tons surface stone, gave the handsome return of 200 oz. The Company’s plant consists of a 
fine new 10-horse power engine, driving the pumping and winding machinery attached most efficiently, arid 
it may be reasonably anticipated that when the new battery is erected for crushing purposes the prospects 
of this Company will be excellent. r 1

On the next property known as the Great Western Gold-mining Company, late Lam & Co.’s, I 
found a fine shaft in three compartments securely timbered, had been sunk to a depth of 163 feet, but the 
pumping machinery, although driven by a 12-horse power engine, owing to its unsuitable character 
altogether unable to keep the water out of the shaft, so that work may he prosecuted at this lower level. 
I was informed, however, that it is intended at once to get fresh pumping-gear and commence raising stone 
as soon as the water is got under. This property is one of the oldest on the field, and has given rich 
yields before the w'ater level was reached. .

At Eowe and Company’s which has also been a very rich claim, and one of the earliest worked on 
the field, the water has also become troublesome, and it is impossible to raise stone until the Tangye pump 
is replaced by more powerful and suitable pumping-gear, which I was informed will be shortly erected. 
The battery owned by this Company is the only one on the swamp at present serviceable for crushing.

I think it my duty to call attention to the discovery of what appears to be a most valuable lode of 
cobalt on the freehold land of Mr. J. A. M‘Killop, adjoining the town of Carcoar on the south bank of 
the Belubala Eiver.

The lode was first discovered on two spurs of the hills which rise abruptly from the river banks, 
about a | mile distant, and some fine samples of this mineral have been raised from two trenches cut to 
expose the lodes which are distinct and well defined, and have been traced more or less plainly for a | mile 
further south on the same property, where a shaft is now being sunk and valuable ore got out. A trench 
about CO feet in length at this outcrop, reveals what appears to be a rich lode of cobalt, l a ton of which has 
been sent to the Melbourne Exhibition, and these pronounced to be of superior quality. In an adjacent 
paddock the property of Mr. J. 0. Dodd, a shaft is now being sunk on what is considered to be a 
continuation of this cobalt lode.
, Mr- M'Killop is also taking out some good looking copper ore from a lode discovered on the river 
bank, 2 tons of which will shortly be despatched for smelting with a view to test its quality.

The recent Act authorizing mining on Church and School lands, on permit from the Minister, will 
as soon as a plentiful rainfall occurs, give a great stimulus to mining in this district, as the whole of’these 
lands in the vicinity of Carcoar are more or less auriferous. . _

BATHTTEST DISTEICT—Mitchell Division.
(J1. G. Wright, Warden’s Olerk.)

During the past year there has been a decided improvement in mining at Sunny Corner, in fact the place 
appears firmer now than ever it has since it first started. The only mines at work are Sunny Corner 
which employ 425 men ; the Silver King which employ 77 men ; the St. George Gold-mining Company 
employ 29 men; . the Bana and Albion Gold-mining Company employ 18 men ; the Paddy Lackey 
employ 0 men. There is also quartz-mining being carried on by E. T. Wolesley on private property, which 
gives' employment to 12 men, and as for any of the other leases which are held no work whatever has been1 
done during the past twelve months.

Sunny Corner Mine is still doing good work, the output from that mine during the past twelve 
months was, Sulphide ores raised 13,147 tons ; sulphide ores and gossan smelted, 11,826 tons, producing 
201 tons of lead, 309 tons of copper, and 1,256 tons of matte, containing 319,324 oz. of silver 2 300 oz 
of gold; total value, £74,209. ’'

The Silver King Mine has teen running well for the past three months, doing good work with the 
water jacket furnaces having treated 2,331 tons of ores, producing 277 tons of matte, valued at £7,940 
17s. 6d. ; 2 tons of lead bullion valued £183 16s., and 217 oz. of silver valued £32 10s. There has been 
a deal of land taken up at Dark Corner, no doubt on account of the fine reef that was cut in the Paddy 
Lackey claim at a depth of 265 ft., 80 tons of stone was crushed out of this claim which vielded 145 oz 
of gold. . '

• The Old Homeward Bound has been taken up and formed into a company, known as the St. George, 
who have erected a crushing plant at a cost of £2,500, 9 tons of stone was crushed which yielded 18 oz of 
gold.

, Johnson and Shephard, lessees of the Big Hill, have floated it into a company, known as the Bana
and Albion, on which they are erecting a large crushing plant.

During the year there was 38 applications for mineral leases, in all 1,112 acres; 22 applications for 
gold-mming leases, in all 29G acres ; there was 236 miners’ rights ; 79 business licenses, and 2d mineral 
licenses sold at this office during the year.

Total value of mining plant in the division, £43,860 ■
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BATHUEST DISTEICT—Bathitbst Diyisiok.
(W. G. JB. Smith, Mining Registrar.)

Tubneb’s battery of 10 stampers on Clear Creek has not been used for over six months, the last crushing 
of 100 tons yielded about 4 dwt. per ton. The owner is endeavouring to form a company to take same 
over and provide the most reliable machinery for saving gold. . • r

Glrist’s battery, 5 stampers, on Clear Creek has not been working lately, principally for the want 
of water.

Coombes’ battery, at Napoleon Eeef, 5 stampers, has not been used for the past three years—out
of repair. - - ^ ’

Percival and party have been working on the old Plat Eeef, near Napoleon Eeef, for twelve 
months ; they have a large quantity of stone which looks well; they intend sending same away to a
machine. ,

Lynch and partv are down about 80 feet on a portion of Old Napoleon Eeef ; they have a large 
body of stone with a thick reef, very little gold to be seen in the stone. Thompson and party at Cheshires 
Creek have been at work continually for the past fifteen months, they are down about 70 feet with a good 
body of stone, about 2 feet wide, and have about 20 tons ready for crushing ; they had two trial crushinga 
of about 5 tons each, which yielded l oz. to the ton. ■ '

Several parties are prospecting in the Bathurst Division, viz., at the Old Pontana Eeef, Napoleon 
Eeef, Bon Eidge, Winbundale, and Clear Creek. ' .

Total value of mining plant in the division, £1,500.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Obatt&e Division.

(Mr. Stephen Murphy, Mining Registrar.)
I have the honor to submit my report for the year 1888.

My collections for that period have been as follows :—

372 miners’ rights..............................................................................................
9 business licenses .................................... .................... ....................................
168 mineral licenses................................................ .............................................
Gold mining leases .......................................... ..................................................
Mineral leases................................................................................... ;.................
Deed fees and stamp duty................................................................................

Kevenue proper ................................................................................
Survey fees, &c., ..................................................................................................

. Total.......................................................................................................

£ 8. d.
158 15 0

6 0 0
168 0 0
172 10 0

1,944 5 0
80 5 0

2,529 15 0
1,096 10 0

3,626 5 0

It mil be at once apparent that there has been a great increase of business during the year, the 
collections exceeding those of 1887 by £3,037 10s. Quite a rush for taking up land took place in 
Pebruary, March, and April, during which months I was almost constantly employed in receiving 
applications for leases. During the year 25 applications for gold mining leases have been lodged, 
representing an area of 224 acres ; also 250 applications for mineral leases, representing an area of 7,777 
acres, excluding in both cases the area of reapplications for the same portions. The land applied for is 
situated in the following localities, viz.:—Lewis Ponds, Ophir, Cadia, Byng, Calenla, Summer Hill Creek, 
Emu Swamp, Mount M‘Cann, and the Bulga Mountains.

Rulga Mountains.
In this locality the owners of the Hidden Treasure claim, who have been in receipt of assistance 

from the Prospecting Yote, have gone to a depth of 120 feet. At the 80 feet level they cut through a 
lode 12 feet wide consisting of slate, gossan, quartz, and galena, the assays from which were considered 
encouraging. The claim has, for the present, ceased working, owing to the want of water and to allow 
time to raise further capital. I may state that the protracted drought has seriously interfered with 
mining operations throughout the district, water for drinking purposes being very scarce, and no ground 
sluicing of any moment has been carried on for many months past. Several other shafts have been sunk- 
in this locality, but up to the present nothing payable has been obtained. The general opinion is that the 
lodes are at a much greater depth than any yet reached.

Lewis Ponds.
The New Lewis Ponds G-old and Silver Mining Company (limited) has been carrying on operations 

for the greater part of the year. In addition to sinking shafts and raising large quantities of ore, the 
Directors have expended a large sum of money in erecting costly machinery, including a smelting- 
plant. Smelting commenced at this mine on the 2nd instant, and I am informed that everything is going 
on satisfactorily. Up to the present, however, I have not been able to ascertain the correct yield. Since- 
writing the foregoing I observed the following report in the Sydney Morning Herald:—- 

. The New Lewis Ponds Gold and Silver Mining Company, January 19.—The plat at the 232 feet is completed, and 
crosscut east driven 20 feet from plat; country intermixed with veins of galena, pyrites, and quartz. A quantity of water 
making in end of crosscut. The north drive out of eastern winze at 232 feet extended 4 feet; total 38 feet; water heavier, arid 
on account of air being continually bad in this winze, have ceased work until crosscut at the 232 feet breaks through to this level. 
The north drive at the 157 feet has been extended 14 feet, or 120 feet from eastern winze. No. 2 shaft: The level south has 
been extended 5 feet; total, 15 feet from crosscut. Machinery working well. Smelting report: From blowing in of furnace, 
3rd January to 19th January, smelted 233 tons of ore, producing 9 tonf 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 71b. of bullion, containing 3,651 oz. 
silver and 73 oz. gold. Furnace crucible contains 4i to 5 tons bullion of similar quality. Made 7 1 ons matte, containing 
560 oz. silver and 3J oz. gold. Shortage in lead and silver largely due to absorption of these metals by the bricks of the 
furnace, and also to some rich slags run ere the ores thoroughly fluxed, which slags will be gradually resmelted.

The Toms Lewis Ponds Gold and Silver Mining Company (limited) have sunk three shafts, the 
deepest being 180 feet, and the lode averages 15 feet in width. The estimated quantity of ore raised is 
500 tons, and the average yield per ton is 30 oz. silver, 5 dwt. gold, and 10 per cent. lead. Number of 
men employed, thirty-five. _

The Spicers Gold and Silver Mining Company have done a large amount of work during the 
year, and have a considerable quantity of ore at grass, the assays from which have been satisfactory. The 
Company is employing seventeen men, Lucknow.
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• . - Lucknow.
• • _ Mr. II. •W. Newman informs me that in the New Reform Q-old-mining Company, a depth of
525 feet has now been reached, the lode varying from 1 foot to 20 feet in width. About 3,000 tons of ore 
have been raised during the past year, valued at £6,484. The plant is valued at £10,000, and 
■number of men employed 50. The ore after being locally treated and the free gold extracted, is sent to 
'Germany to be further dealt with.

, The New Reform Pups under the same experienced management is still carrying on operations. 
A depth of 225 feet has been reached with a lode 3 feet wide, and about 250 tons of ore have been raised; 
value of plant £5,000 and number of men employed twenty-five

■ ........ Forest Reefs.
• > At this field the Band of Hope G-old-mining Company has for the present ceased work and steps 

fire being taken to raise more capital. .The Grand Junction Gold-mining Company (ho Liability) is still 
'carrying on operations. At a depth of 205 feet the trap rock has been pierced, and the sinking is how 
much easier being through a mixture of clay and, what appears to be, volcanic mud. Within a compara
tively short time the Directors expect to reach the wash dirt, but tlie progress of the work is considerably 
retarded by the constant inflow of water. '
. .. Fyng. .

Work is still being carried on upon the Carangara Estate, owned by Dr. J. P. Codrington, and. to 
which I referred in my last report. The Carangara Gold-mining Company, which leased a. large portion 
of the estate, has been steadily at work during the year, and the deepest shaft is down about. 140 feet. 
At that depth very rich stone with pyrites and carbonate of lime was found, but the shaft had to; be 
abandoned for the time on account of bad air. A new shaft was then commenced, which is now',40 feet 
deep and said to carry payable gold from the surface. Messrs. Wright and Party have also leased 25 acres 
on the same estate, and a short time ago they had about 3 tons of stone crushed which gave the very 
satisfactory return of over 13. oz. of gold to the ton. The whole line of reef dips to the east and this party 
cut the reef at 30 feet, they'then wctit a few feet deeper and are now driving east to cut the reef again. 
A large area of Government land has also been taken up in this-locality, both for gold and copper.
■. . At Rosedale,about 6 miles from Orange, on the Ophir Road, considerable capital has been expended 
in testing .three mineral leases held by Messrs. Windred, Aaron’s and others, and which it is proposed to 
amalgamate for convenience of working. One main shaft 118 feet and three others respectively 22 feet, 
24 feet and 30 feet have been sunk and timbered, various crosscuts have been put in at different levels 
and two monkey shafts have also been sunk in the main one. At the 116 feet level they are driving north 
and have penetrated 16 feet in that direction. I understand that the proprietors have had the advice, of 
an expert and that this has guided their operations. Ebr the sake of the plucky owners, and of the 
district generally, it is hoped that success may reward their efforts.

Cadia.
. _ In this locality the Scottish Australian Mining Company is still carrying on operations, having 
eighteen men at work, but I have been unable to obtain any further details. At Digser’s Creek, near 
Cadia, Messrs. Spiers and Cross now own the property formerly held by the old Canoblas Gold-mining 
Company, upon which only two men are at present employed, the want of water has prevented any 
crushing for some time past.

Ophir.
■ At this old diggings the protracted drought has seriously affected mining operations. A number
of men have taken out miners’ rights and I hear that, occasionally, a satisfactory deposit of the precious 
metal is obtained by one of these fossickers. I regret that I have not been furnished with any particulars 
respecting the Bluff Gold-mining Company, though I asked for them some time back. ”.

The managers of the local Banks have kindly supplied me with particulars of gold which has 
passed through their hands during the year, the total being 2,588 oz. 7 dwt. 10 gr. of the value of 
£7,702 6s. 5d. This does not, of course, represent the whole of the gold produced in the district, a 
large quantity is no doubt sent to Sydney direct.

. The gross value of machinery in the district is valued at £28,000, and the total number of men 
employed is estimated at fully 500.

. I regret that my report is not, in some respects, more complete, but several persons with whom I 
have communicated have failed to furnish me with particulars. .

BATHURST DISTRICT—Blayney Division 
, (W. Roche, ^Lining Registrar?)

I have the honor to submit my annual report of the Blayney portion of the Bathurst Mining District for 
the year 1888.

The Brown’s Creek Gold-mining Company have sunk their main shaft a depth of 50feet, and after 
having worked for 3 or 4 months, the water became so troublesome and came in in such large quantities 
that it flooded the mine and consequently it had to be abandoned ; the machinery on the ground not being 
sufficient to keep the water down. The mine at the time was looking better than it ever had previously. 

It is the intentid.n to again work this mine as soon as the legal manager returns from England. 
Several other prospecting areas have been taken up on Church and School lands, at Brown’s Creek, 

but very little has been done on them. ... ....
n .................. . ...

. The Confidence Q-old-mining Company.
The Confidence Gdld-mining Company, at King’s Plains, have ceased work on their 20-acre lease. 

The manager states it was on account of the poor returns obtained from the ground, which only averaged 
2i dwt. to the ton. a , . .

The plant was sold last month, at Orange, for £1,020. The purchaser intends working this mine 
as soon as he obtains .a. transfer from the old Company. ’ *

MFBhillamy’s
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Phillami/s Hill Gold-mining Company.
M‘Phillamy’s Hill Mine is situated at King’s Plains. A Sydney Company having leased 200 acres 

of the property, have sunk two shafts which are respectively 110 and 98 feet deep, and have driven in an 
easterly direction 114 feet, and in a westerly direction, 98 feet. There are twenty-one gold-bearing veins. 
They do not know the extent of the lode, they have driven 114 feet, and have not yet gone through it. 
They are making preparations to erect two batteries and three puddling machines. They intend treating 
the stuff first with the puddling machines, and what they cannot treat with the puddling machine they 
intend to crush. The manager states that if the lode only gives dwt. to the ton, it will be one of the 
best claims in New South Wales. About i a mile from these workings on the flat, they are sinking a 
shaft which is now down 66 feet, and is 9 by 4 in the clear.

Close to this shaft, some years ago, very rich alluvial was obtained, and has been abandoned through 
not being able to keep the water down.

This Company intend working the alluvial by means of this shaft and also to use it as a water-shaft, 
to convey water to the batteries and puddling machines which are situated some \ mile further up the hill. 
The water will be conveyed by means of pipes. At present there are twelve men employed, but when the 
batteries are completed they intend putting on fifty men. A pumping engine will be stationed at the shaft 
to force the water to the other workings.

Piannagan s Gully.
At Hannagan’s Gully nothing has been done for some time owing to the scarcity of water, which 

Is so scarce that there is hardly enough to supply the ordinary necessaries of life.
There have been 132 miners’ rights issued and four gold mining leases applied for during the year.
Nothing has been done at the Annandale Copper Mine which is situated about | mile from Blayney 

and about 300 yards from the Southern Bailway Line.
A small syndicate has been formed to work it, they intend erecting two smelting furnaces if the 

price of copper keeps up, they believe this mine will pay well as the facilities for working it are so easy,

BATHTTEST DISTRICT—Obeeon Division.

(J*. /S'. Hayes, Mining Registrar.')
I have the honor to herewith forward my report of mining operations in the Oberon portion of the 
Bathurst Mining District for the year ending 31st December, 1888, and in doing so I regret that my 
anticipations of last year has not been realized. The Homeward Bound Mine was idle during the early 
part of the year, the proprietors having obtained suspension of labour from the Warden on two occasions. 
This was owing to the want of proper pumping machinery to enable them to cope successfully with the 
influx of water to the mine. TJiey afterwards made arrangements to have the mine floated into a Com
pany, which was done. Splendid pumping machinery was very soon erected, but through some unex
plained cause the mine is now again at a standstill. This Company hold about 22 acres of land. Mitchell 
and Party has a 5-acre lease upon the same line of reef, and has 2 shafts down to a depth of 90 feet; but 
their progress is retarded by the Homeward Bound Company’s Mine being idle, thereby keeping these 
men continually bailing water. The Lucks All Gold Mining Company holds 30 acres on the Lucks All 
line of reef, about 7 miles from Oberon, and bids fair to go ahead. The Company has recently erected a 
magnificent Huntingdon Mill with all modern improvements for gold-saving, and pumping upon one of 
their leases. The stone will be conveyed to the mine by means of a tramway, scales for weighing the 
stone and hoppers for crushing the same being now complete. Should this Company be successful in 
striking payable gold, it will give an impetus to mining in this locality. Several persons has been 
getting small parcels of alluvial gold upon private property, but I have been unable to obtain the result. 
There has been eight gold leases taken up during the year, representing 115 acres leased ; eight mineral 
leases representing 270 acres leased. .

Miners’ rights issued, forty-three: mineral licenses issued, twenty ; business licenses issued, two.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £4,500.

BATHUEST DISTRICT—Mt. M'Donald Division.

(Ji Gunning, Mining Registrar.)
I have the honor to. submit my annual report for the year 1888, and, in doing so, regret that it is not 
as complete as I would wish, owing to the difficulty in obtaining the results of the crushings from 
the various claim holders, although I communicated with the principal claim holders, with a view of 
obtaining the result of their years crushings, only one has favoured me with the necessary information.

1 have again to thank Mr. C. H. Tor wood, manager of Oliver’s Battery, for the valuable assistance 
he has afforded me, by placing the books of the battery at my disposal from which I have gained all the 
particulars of crushings. .

It will be seen that in some cases the tonnage is not given, this is owing to the fact that the stone 
was treated at so much per hour instead of per ton as is more frequently done.

The total yield of gold for the year is l,130oz. Idwt. 3gr., which is a marked falling off as compared 
with previous years, but I think may be accounted for by the absence of a crushing from the Cale
donian and temporary suspension work on the Balmoral towards the close of the year. The output' 
of gold for the year is made up as follows :—•

tone oz. dwt.• RT-
Butcher’s claim................................................ .. 86 180 15 23
Balmoral.............................................................. .. 211 317 17 4
Mathesons......................................................... .. 65 83 4 1
Grants .............................................................. ... 19 43 8 14
Woman’s lease................................................. .. 13 14 13 18
Corder’s Tribute ............................................ .. 44 37 12 11

438 677 11 23
Oliver Co. (Recrushing sand &c.)........... 270 10 1
Sundry Crushings (withouttonnage),... 181 19 3

1,130 1 3
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By the above it will be seen that 438 tons yielded 677 oz. 11 dwt, 23 gr. at the rate of 1 oz. 10 dwt. 
per ton. It is, therefore, gratifying to find that although there is a large falling off in the yield of gold 
there is no perceptable change in the average quality of stone, and I feel sure that the coming year will 
see a change for the better. I have issued during.the year 129 miners’rights, 19 business licenses, 
and 22 mineral licenses, representing in value £93 15s. I also received 48 gold lease applications 
embracing an area of 307 acres, and 35 mineral lease applications covering 1,760 acres. I received in 
deposits on gold leases and mineral lease application the sum of £316 and £340 respectively, and the 
total amount received by me during the year is £1,018 10s.

_ Work was resumed (by Mr. C. J. Campbell, of Sydney,) upon the old Milburn Creek Copper 
Mine, and although there are not many men employed, the proprietor informs me he has obtained 13 
tons 3 qrs. 13 lb. of copper, valued at £975, from the mine. I am also given to understand that a change 
is likely to be made with a view of further developing the mine.

The proprietors of the Caledonian Mine have disposed of an interest in their mine to some 
gentleman in Orange, and it is now their intention to erect a 10 head battery with all the latest gold 
saving appliances near the claim. “

At present the Balmoral is being worked by a party of tributors who are raising splendid stone.
In December a party of miners obtained permission from Mr. Stimpson, of Carcoar, to mine upon 

the old Grabine Estate (freehold) near the Lachlan Elver, and about 4 miles from Mount M'Donald. 
The 'prospectors bottomed at a depth of 14 feet upon what is considered three grains to the dish. 
No. 1 South is also on same quality of dirt, but the sinking is a little deeper. No. 1 East has bottomed at 
about 45 feet on three to six grains to dish of dirt—two feet of wash.

The miners are paying £1 per month to the proprietors for the right to mine.
Water is plentiful.
Copper.—13 tons 0 cwt. 3 qrs. 13 lb.; value £975.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £3,250.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Teunkey Division.

{II. T. Lee, Mining Registrari)
The past has been a most disastrous year for mining in this division by reason of the scarcity of water 
and so much attention having been given to silver and other minerals. In quartz mining at the New 
Bathurst Company’s Mine, Wilson’s reef, more satisfactory progress has been made, the shaft, previously 
too small, had to be enlarged by cutting down. It is now to a depth of 370 feet; size, 10 feet 6 inches 
by 3 feet 6 inches, timbered in three divisions. It is expected to gain the depth of the old workings at 
550 feet, when it is hoped rich gold will again be struck. At Mount Gray, on Grove Creek, the Hunt
ingdon mill does not appear to have been the most suitable for the class of quartz. It is said other 
machinery is to be erected in the meantime. Shafts and drives are being made so as to explore and test 
the lode. At Pine Eidge works are suspended for readjustment.

During the year the rainfall, as supplied by Mr. Licensed Surveyor Eyan, was only 15'04 inches.
Miners’ rights issued, 149 ; business licenses, 26 ; mineral licenses, 30 ; total, 205.
Twenty-three gold and thirty-two mineral lease applications were issued for an area of 1,577 acres. 

-Total revenue for year, £925 15s.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £14,350.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Caecoae Division.

(TV. jB. Hamer, Mining Registrari)
The year 1888 was a trying one for the gold-miners in this district. The winter was one of the driest ever 
known, and the spring and summer have been characterized by extreme drought, thus putting an end for 
the greater part of the year to all sluicing for alluvial gold. The crushing plants have also been short of 
water, particularly that at the old Junction claim, which is driven by a turbine wheel. The Brown’s 
Creek Gold Mine has suffered from too much water for some months past, a spring having broken into 
the ^workings, completely flooding them. It is feared that it will be some months before the mine will 
again be in working order. All this has tended to reduce the yield of gold very materially. Eor 1887 
the amount of gold sent down from Carcoar by escort was 8,238 oz. ; for 1888, 2,890 oz., thus showing an 
apparent fall of 5,348 oz. in the yield of gold for the year. This decrease is, however, I am happy to say, 
more apparent than real, and can be explained thus: The Burnt Yards and the Gaily Swamp have been 
for years (omitting Brown’s Creek), the principal gold producing localities in this division, but as I men
tioned in my last annual report, the claims in the places have been purchased by syndicates promoted by 
speculators mostly residing in Orange. The gold now produced is taken charge of by the management, 
and instead ot being brought to the banks in Carcoar, goes to Orange probably to swell the returns of the 
Orange division, although every ounce of it is raised within about 8 or 10 miles of the town of Carcoar.

# During the year twenty-two applications for gold-mining leases were_ made to me, and six for 
silver. None of these silver leases are being worked, and very few of the gold. Most of these claims were 
taken up during the mining excitement with a view to selling out at a profit to syndicates. No fresh finds 
of gold have been reported during the year, but a very important and extensive lode of cobalt has been 
discovered within a few hundred yards of the Municipal boundary of the town of Carcoar. The first dis
covery was made on freehold land, the property of Mr. John A. M’Killop, manager of the Commercial 
Bank, Carcoar, who had a couple of men prospecting for a copper lode not far from the town. The 
discovery was accidental, and was made by one of the men when leaving off work. He broke with his 
pick a weather-beaten piece of rock protruding above the surface of the ground, and noticed that it was 
quite different from any stone he had yet found. The ground was cleared away from the surface, and in 
a short time the top of the lode of cobalt was exposed, well defined, between two walls of slatey rock for 
about 20 yards. Half a ton of this cobalt ore was sent to the Melbourne Exhibition, where it is now on 
view. Since the first discovery the lode has been opened out in two other places on Mr. M’Killop’s land, 
the last find being more than i a mile from the first discovery. In all the places the cobalt lode has been 
exposed to view clear and well defined. In each the lode seems to run almost due north and south. 
Eollowing in the same direction but a little further south, Mr. Dodd has discovered the lode on his free
hold. A Melbourne firm of merchants, who have examined the ore on view in the Exhibition, have offered 

335—1 to
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to take 200 tons a month of this ore in its raw state at £45 per ton, but this is believed to he considerably 
under the present market value. In making the roads on this property to work the cobalt, a copper lode 
has been discovered, and ore is now being raised and dressed to be smelted at Newcastle. The sinking is 
close to the Belubula Eiver, and at present is about 25 feet deep. This is the only copper now being
worked in my division. . , r

During the year I sold 132 miners’ rights, one business license, and thirty-two mineral licenses.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Bueeasa Division.
(William Ritchie, Mining Registrar.) •

-Owing partly to the very dry season and partly to the demand for miners at the Burraga 
Copper Mine, the attention has not been paid to gold-mining that the auriferous nature ot the district

WaTT Silver.—During the year I have received 31 applications, embracing an area of 1,100 acres, for 
silver-mining purposes ; but up to the present no work has been done on the land applied for.

Copper.—During the year Mr. Lewis Lloyd, the proprietor of Burraga Mine, has given employ
ment to 170 men, who have treated 4.991 tons of ore, yielding 500 tons of fine copper, value £36,000. 
Eight men are prospecting on Brownlow & Co.’s lease, north of Mr. Lloyds, and have struck two nice 
veins of ore, which I understand will be treated by Mr. Lloyd, who is erecting two new furnaces I have 
also received 10 applications for leases of land for copper-mining purposes, embracing an area ot 200 acres. 
Of this, 160 acres have been applied for by the New Burraga Copper-mining Syndicate, who have three 
men prospecting on one of their leases about 2 miles north of Burraga, where they have struck a nice lode 
of black and yellow copper ore and native copper. r • , • j j

The future prospects for mining in this district are very bright indeed.
Copper, 500 tons ; value, £36,000.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £7,000.

BATHUEST DISTEiCT—Cowea Division.
(R. P. P. Kemp, Warden's Clerk.')

There was a large demand for miners’ rights and mineral licenses during the year, and a larger area than 
usual taken up under mineral lease ; but up to the present time it does not appear that_ anything beyond 
a few specimens of minerals have been unearthed, and matters now are very quiet again, as tar as 1 am 

. aware of.
BATHUEST DISTEICT—Tuena Division.

(Fred. Bell, Warden's Clerk.)
I have the honor to forward herewith my annual report upon the mining industry of the Tuena Division
of the Bathurst Mining District for the year 1888. ™ it •

Durino- the year 382 miners’ rights were issued, equivalent to £150 ; 109 mineral licenses, equiva
lent to £109°; and 123 business licenses, equivalent to £75. 232 mineral leases ’'yere ilPl)lie<^ :tor’
representing 8,120 acres, equivalent to £3,190, and 68 gold leases, 413 acres, equivalent to £520. About 
500 men are emploved on the different mines in this division, the silver mines giving out more than three- 
quarters of the labour. The results of the smelting at the Mount Costigan Lead and Silver Mine, and 
the Cordillera Hill Silver Mining Company will be found on the attached forms. On the whole, the 
mines of this division are in a flourishing state.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Cowea Noeth Division.
(Wm. Cook, Mining Registrar.)

Thebe is really nothing to report for this division as through the severe drought, the Gospel Oak Battery 
although erected twelve months have not been able to start crushing, they are now engaged in pumping 
water to the dam from a spring | a mile distant, so that crushing will soon commence which it is believed 
will give a great impetus to mining around Stockyard Gully. _

There has been a few men engaged in the alluvial ground about, a true estimate ot the quantity ot 
gold won cannot be obtained, but about 40 oz. is probably near the amount.

The only quartz crushed from this division was a parcel of 30 tons from the Southern Cross, 
Hogan’s Gully,'the yield from which 10 oz. 10 dwt. also a small parcel from Sullivan’s of 4 tons, which

yielded^rhat -g feported to be a rich copper lode has been discovered at Copper Creek, in the parish of 

Malongulli, a number of assays have been made, which are stated to have been favourable. A 40-acre
lease has been taken up by the finders. . . . ,. , . .

During the year 114 acres have been applied for under gold-mming lease regulations and torty
mineral leases. _

Total value of mining plant in the division £2,000.

BATHUEST DISTEICT—Lith&ow Division.

(H. lumsdaine. Warden’s Olerk.)I no myself the honor to report for the information of the Minister for Mines that there has been 
continued activity in mining operations throughout the Lithgow division of the Bathurst Mining District
during the year 1888. . , . . ji.14.j-

' Prospecting for silver and for coal and shale has been carried on with success and has resulted m 
the opening of new seams of coal at two localities, namely, two in close proximity to the Great Western
Zigzag and two at Cullen Bullen. _ _ . , . . .

The miners’ strike which occurred in the Newcastle district during the year gave a short impetus 
to the trade of the collieries in and around Lithgow ; but at the close of the year that impetus was followed 
by considerable depression. 8
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As regards tlie number of gold and mineral leases applied for during the year and the amount of 

revenue collected, I have to state that full particulars were supplied to the Warden of the district on 
the 16th ultimo. The labour conditions, as far as I am aware have been well observed.

On the whole, I believe the state and prospects of mining in this district may be pronounced 
satisfactory. My inability to leave the office, in consequence of other duties of my position in the public 
service requiring my daily attention, prevents me from visiting the mines, and so precludes me from 
furnishing any specific information as to particular indications of ores or as to particular localities in this 
metalliferous district. 1

■ TAMBAEOORA AND TURON DISTRICT—Hill End Division.
(W. A. Steel, Warden.) -

I have the honor to submit my annual report of the various divisions in the Turon and Tambaroora 
Mining Districts, under my charge for the year 1888, and I am glad to state that a perceptible improve
ment in mining matters has taken place during the year.

At Hargraves, the Eureka reef (late Bonds) now owned by the Hargraves Glold-mining Co., valuable 
machinery, consisting of crushing plant and battery, costing several thousand pounds have been erected 
under the able managemant of Mr. M‘Lellan, from Adelong, and the first trial crushing of stone is about 
being raised at the Big Nugget reef (within a few yards of where the historic 100-cwt. was found in the 
early days) owned by a Mudgee syndicate, a large plant and battery has been erected and several 
crushings have been made, but the result has not been made known. Considerable excitement has 
recently been caused by the discovery of valuable reefs at Tucker’s Hill, about three miles from 
Hargraves, on the Mudgee road, a number of leases have been applied for, and a company formed to 
work the Luck’s All lease. Sixty gold lease applications have been received at Hargraves during the 
year, comprising an area of 443 acres, and three hundred miners rights and business licenses have 
been issued during the same period. Mining has been retarded by the scarcity of water.

Hill End Division—Nothing in alluvial workings has been done worth noting, the Cornelian Gold
mining Co. have continued on with varying success, with the exception of a short interval for want of 
water. A few nuggets have been unearthed, one weighing 28 oz. pure gold by Ackerman and Myers, 
in their sluicing claim, Hawkins Hill. The chief and most noteworthy event is the success of the Red Hill 
Gold-mining Co., Tambaroora, owned by Newton Bros., which has been worked for several years with poor 
success, partly owing to the great influx of water; the enterprising proprietors however having procured 
more powerful machinery, they, three months since, were rewarded by striking the reef at a greater 
depth, and stone has been crushed yielding 7 oz. to the ton, ■which continues to improve.

Three hundred and twenty-seven licenses and miners’ rights, and 33 gold-mining leases have been 
issued, being an increase on the previous year.

Sofala Division—Considerable activity has been going on in this part of my district, through the 
discovery of several valuable reefs at Wattle Elat and Spring Creek. At the former owned by a Bathurst 
syndicate, extensive machinery and plant is in course of erection, and the stone already raised is said to 
be very rich. .

. The Queenslander Mine—A valuable discovery has been made by Mr. Morgan, a gentleman of large 
experience in mining, at Spring Creek, near Sofala, in alluvial workings, which the owners are satisfied 
will pay well when machinery is erected for specially treating the ore, which is found in unlimited 
quantities on the surface.

The Tara Mine, which caused some excitement at the time of its discovery, is closed for the present, 
crying to some disagreement between the owners and lessees.

TAMBAROORA AND TURON DISTRICT—Soeala Division.
(_3f. Fagan, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report on the mining interest in this division for the year 1888. The 
scarcity of water, which has been increasingly felt during the past five or six years, has prevailed during 
the past year, thereby entirely suspending sluicing operations throughout this division.

Notwithstanding the continued dry weather a marked change for the better has taken place in 
quartz reefing, owing principally to a valuable discovery made by Mr. Thomas Morgan, late of Mount 
Morgan, at the head of Spring Creek, about 3 miles south-west of Sofala, now known as the Queensland 
Gold-mining Company’s Mine. This mine is undoubtedly a vast mass of auriferous rocks, the extent of 
which has not yet been ascertained. The face of the hill, comprising the claim, has been opened up by 
two excavations, one near the road, the other about 100 feet higher up, both of which show a great 
number of gold-bearing quartz veins, running in every direction, and that is the character of the rock 
wherever it crops out in any part of the property. The area is about 22 acres, which includes machine 
site, dam and water rights, &c. A good supply of water is obtained from an old shaft near the battery. 
The engine in connection with the mine is 25 horse-power, and the boiler 30 horse-power. Both are in 
first class order, but at present only work ten head of stampers, although capable of doing much more. 
Intermediate gear and concentrating machinery are now being erected, and as the gold won by the battery 
pays current expenses, the directors are confident that by the use of these improved appliances upon the 
large quantity of stone to be treated, the mine will soon become one of the best dividend paying and 
permanent properties in the Colony- Twenty men are employed on the mine. 500 tons of qua,rtz have 
been raised, which yielded 120 oz. of gold, value £470 3s. 3d.

Owing to the aid obtained from the Prospecting Vote, the prospector, Mr. ■ George Williams, 
discovered a payable reef at a depth of 82 feet, on Carney’s line of reef, about 14 miles south-west of 
Sofala. Great excitement was caused by this discovery and several leases were at once applied for, in 
consequence of which a considerable increase has been made in the amount of revenue received by me 
during the year. The prospector applied for a 6-acre lease of the land which he has since sold to a 
gentleman from Sydney, who has secured an engine site close to the mine, upon which he is going to erect 
an engine and battery.

Wattle Flat.
_ Oakey Gold-mining Company—Work has been, carried on continuously by this company

during the year. A shaft, 9 feet by 3 feet, has been sunk from surface to a depth of 200 feet, from the 
bottom of which a tunnel has been driven 100 feet west and 96 feet east. A vein, 6 inches thick, showing 
gold freely, has just been cut in the eastern drive. There is a 10-horse power boiler and engine together 
with complete winding gear on this mine, and £2,000 have been expended in prospecting the Company’s 
ground (15 acres) during the year. The
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The old Caledonian Reef has always been a favourite, and at no time has. it been quite deserted ; 

yet, through want of machinery, &c., on the ground, the expenses attending crushing were so great that 
all the profits have been swallowed up. _ .

In the month of May last, the lease upon which the mine is situated was declared forfeited owing 
to the fact that the labour conditions had not been complied with. So soon as the forfeiture became 
known some of the old miners who knew the valuable returns which had been received in olden days, 
determined to try the mine. Amongst these were Messrs. Roberts and West. So certain of success 
were they that they applied for a 10-acre lease of the land, and purchased a crushing plant at Crescent Hill, 
about 16 miles from Tambaroora. The plant is complete and consists of a 20-horse power engine and 
boiler, 10 head of stampers, all of which are in good order. While the machinery was being removed 
work at the reef was going on, and the dams have been formed, which, when once filled with water, will 
contain a sufficient supply for several months. A large quantity of stone is at grass, so that as soon as 
rain comes no time will be lost in testing the value of the mine. .

Solitary Reef, Webb Sf Go., prospecting party.—-The old shaft has been enlarged and timbered a 
depth of 170 feet, and further sunk a depth of 80 feet, on a vein averaging 1 loot in width. So far the 
mine has been non-paying, as it scarcely averages 7 dwt. per ton. _ t n

Whalen’s Hill.—Some very rich specimens were discovered on this well-known hill, by John 
Holmes, in May last, who has since sold his interest in a 12-acre lease for £1,000..

Quartz Ridge Gold-mining Company.—This is a private company prospecting old ground area 2o 
acres leased ; machinery, 12 horse power engine working a suck pump, winding gear, and ten head of 
stampers, and wet shaft pipes and pump down to a depth of 180 leet; still sinking ; vein at present 
narrow and non-payable, hard diorite rock ; 10 hands employed, also dray and three horses. .

Lord Nelson Claim.—This is an extended quartz claim 1,200 feet by 1,100 feet along line of reef 
prospecting sinking a shaft 120 feet. Motive power, a whip worked by one horse, had several trial 
crushings of over 200 tons, not payable ; now trying for a better run of stone—vein about 8 inches wide. 
Both of these claims are on the one line of reef, which in olden times returned large quantities of gold, 
was the first reef worked in Hew South Wales in 1852. The Honorable H. A. Lloyd having been the 
Sydney manager for an English Company. The reef was worked to the water level and then abandoned. 
At one time it supported a large population—two public houses, stores, &c.

Bells and Party, Bullock Flat, have erected an 8-horse power and battery of 5 head, of stampers, 
but, owing to the scarcity of water, have been unable to do any effectual work. . . '

Palmer's Oakey Pranks line of Reef.—An extended quartz claim has been taken up on this line of 
reef by Messrs. Buckland and Franks, in connection with which a small engine and battery has been 
erected. 18 tons of quartz crushed from this claim yielded 6 oz. of gold. Work has been suspended. .

At the Upper Turon, O’Farrell and party and McDonnell and party, have made good wages in 
their ordinary alluvial claims, on old and abandoned ground. _

Razorback Gold and Antimony Company.—This mine is owned by a Sydney Syndicate, and com
prises 42 acres of land formerly, worked by M. A. Oppenheimer. The mine is situated about 10 miles 
east of Sofala. The course of the lode or reef is north and south, and, it has a uniform underlay of 1 foot 
in 2 to the west. The foot wall is a greenish brown diorite ; the hanging wall is composed of a hard 
black slate, much shattered. The lode or reef is composed of quartz and sulphide of antimony with some 
iron pyrites ; the latter lying between the w’alls and the lode. The gold lies, as usual in all reefs, 
principally along one wall, and in this case is associated chiefly with the antimony. The reef is very 
irregular in thickness, varying from 12 to 18 inches in places and opening out to 5 feet. At present 
engaged in cutting down shaft for the purpose of erecting winding and pumping gear. 10 men employed 
during the month of December last. . ,

Applications received for gold-mining leases during the year, 84 ; for mineral leases, 8; business 
licenses issued, 24 ; miners’ rights issued, 527 ; mineral leases issued, 13. .

The following amount of gold was transmitted per gold escort during the year, viz. :—2,715 oz. 
5 dwt. 7 gr. ; by other means, 339 oz. 8 gr.—Total, 3,054 oz. 5 dwt. 15 gr. Yalue of same 
£11,495 19s. 4d. ...

Total value of mining plant in the division, £5,100—a return of which is herewith attached. _
The following shows the owners of several parcels of quartz obtained from various veins in the 

division, and treated at Mr. Webb’s Mill, Wattle Flat:—
Tons. cz. dwt. gr.

Joseph Grittens .................................... 1 18 0
J. Bonfleld............................................ ........................ 10 9 11 0
F. Dowling ......................................... ........................ 2 1 13 0
TT ■Rllk ............................................... ........................ 4 1 18 0
T. Webb........................................................................... 14 15 16 0

........................ 10 4 13 0
S. Beatb................................................ ........................ 22 19 4 0
T. Crawford ......................................... 0 O 5
T "YVphh ......................................... ........................ 17 4 3 0
J. Lloyd.................................................. ........................ 1 1 9 0
TT TC IHs ............................................... ........................ 21 17 2 0

........................ 4 1 19 0
D. M'Cudden .................................... ........................ 9 4 3 0

........................ 16 4 3 0

........................ 2 0 4 0
IT ‘Rllis ............................................ ........................ 24 17 17 12

........................ 5 1 15 12
F. Dowling............................................. 7 10 0

........................ 2 2 3 0
H. Gice .................................................. ........................ 6 18 0 0.

........................ 5 3 4 0
.......................... 12 11 6 0
......................... 5 2 16 0

J. Bagnall ............................................ .......................... 2
........................ 27

O
25

0
10

10
6

H. Ellis.................................................. ........................ 20 12 16 0
iL> Gice and others .............................................. . 30 22 2 0

Total ....................................................  292 212 17 1 Aid
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. ■ Aid from the Prospecting Vote of 1888 Has been granted to tbe following parties in' this 
division:—

Thomas Crawford and party, Allendale, to continue the old 40-foot shaft a further depth of 
160 feet. _

Dowling, Lee, and party, Magenta Eeef, to continue their present 60 feet shaft to a further depth 
of 100 feet. ■
. Louis Balsom and party, Dead Horse Eeef, to sink a shaft from surface to a depth of 100 feet.

Webb and party, Magenta Eeef, to drive 50 feet each way from the bottom of their 250 feet 
shaft. _

Wm. Heagney and party, Bullock Plat, to sink a perpendicular shaft at a point one chain westerly 
from the last vein, to a depth of 200 feet.

H. Brees and party, Swedes Hill, to sink on the north-eastern reef to the depth of 150 feet.
Stephen Swain and party, Caledonian Eeef, at Big Oakey Crook, driving into the hill for a dis

tance of 150 feet.
Hendrick, Ellis, and party, Butcher’s line of reef, to drive a tunnel for a distance of 250 feet.
The Big Oakey Gold Mining Company, Surface Hill, to drive an additional 200 feet from the 

bottom of their 200 feet shaft.
Elliott and party, Cemetery Hill, to sink from surface on the underlay to a depth of 50 feet.
Poskett and party, Nuggetty Hill, to sink a shaft from the surface to a depth of 100 feet.
Hyland and party, Trappett’s Hill, to sink a shaft on the underlay of the reef.

TAMBAEOOEA AND TUEON DISTEICT—Ieonbauks Division.
(J". Shillington, Mining Registrar?)

I hate the honor herewith to submit my annual report for the Ironbarks Division of the Tambaroora 
and Turon Mining District for the year 1888.

At the commencement of the year several reef's were being vigorously prospected, some with 
encouraging prospects, but the limited rainfall during the year has caused work to be suspended in several 
mines. Two batteries of 20 stamp-heads and one of 5 stamp-heads have been erected during the year, 
also large dams for conserving water for quartz-crushing, but at only one dam is there any water. At 
several reefs considerable quantities of quartz await crushing (until sufficient rain falls to put water in 
the dams) the yield of which will determine whether the quartz contain gold in payable quantities, which 
result is looked forward to with considerable interest. Some of the reefs have been prospected to a much 
lower level than formerly, but as yet only one shaft (at Specimen Hill) has reached a depth of 200 feet.

During the year 65 application for gold-leases were received for land aggregating 498 acres and 6 
applications for mineral leases were received for land aggregating 240 acres.

407 miners’ rights, 27 business licenses and 36 mineral licenses were issued during 1888.

TAMBAEOOEA AND THEON DISTEICT—Hilt, Evd Division.
(Zl Rurcell, Mining Registrar?)

I beg to report for your information on mining operations in my division during the past year, and I am 
sorry to say it is still on the decline, although the revenue is larger than the previous year. On Hawkins 
Hill, the Cornelian Gold-mining Company are still at work, although they had to knock ofi for some months 
for want of water, the season has been so extremely dry. Mr. J. "W\ Marshall, the manager, has kindly 
supplied me with all information in his power. They have crushed during the year 1,400 tons of quartz 
for a trifle over 207 oz. of gold; this has been taken from a blow of quartz ranging from 15 to 50 feet 
wide. There are only three or four other parties working on Hawkins Hill, none of which, I am informed, 
are making wages. Messrs. Newton Bros., Eed Hill, Tambaroora Mine, has been constantly at work 
during the year, but has had great difficulties in contending with water, principally, I am informed, 
through the machinery not being powerful enough. They struck very good stone two or three months 
ago, but I have not been able to get the particulars, as Mr. E. Charlton, the manager, declines to give 
any information to the department. The few other quartz claims worked by the miners on their own 
account have not been payable.

A considerable quantity of land has been applied for under lease at the Eoot Hog, Macquarie 
Eiver, by Messrs. Barclay and Carrington, of Sydney, and others, who have put on froin fifteen to twenty 
men at once to work the ground. They have had two or three crushings, but I am informed it was not 
payable. Mr. H. E. 'Wilkinson, the manager, informs me they are going to put up a battery of their own 
on the ground.

In alluvial there has nothing new been found, and, as a matter of course, the old ground is getting 
poorer every year.

I have issued 315 miners’ rights, as against 302 the previous year; 12 business’ licenses same as 
previous year; 7 mineral licenses, none previous year ; and 33 gold-mining leases, as against 15 the 
previous year. The revenue collected from all sources under the Mining Act at this office was £481 2s. 
6d. for the year. •

I am sorry to say none of the parties to whom aid was granted out of the Prospecting Vote struck 
payable gold during the year. I have not been able to get the returns of gold sent from here during the 
year. Since the gold escort was abolished it goes through various sources to the Mint, and is kept for 
obvious reasons very quiet.

Total value of mining plant in the division, £18,500

. MUDGEE DISTEICT—Dubbo Division. '
{Mr. W. S. Caswell, P.M., Warden?)

I have the honor to make the eighth annual mining report for this subdivision of the Mudgee District 
for the year 1888.

The mining interest at Tomingley and Myall, owing to the want of water, has received a check. 
The gold won from the year 1884 had increased from about £4,000 per annum to £10,000 in the year 
1887. Eor 1888 it had fallen as low as £3,000 ; the total won, so far as I can ascertain, being about 767 oz,

The
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The population at Tomingley and Myall remains about the same, 250 ; but 8 miles south, at the 
new rush in Madden’s selections, there are about another 100 persons. The Public School attendance 
and business establishments continue the same as last year.

The water supply has been deficient for all purposes, the new Government tank has never yielded 
any. The residents depend.on the Springs near Tomingley.

’ Crushing machines.—The 3 crushing machines are thus distributed :—1 at Tomingley, 1 at Myall; 
the third has been removed from Tomingley to Ten-mile Eidge. The last has not been at work since its 
removal.

Miners’ rights issued at Tomingley :—Miners’ rights for 1887, 52; for 1888, 149. Business 
licenses, for 1887, 7 ; for 1888, 8.

Miners’rights issued at Dubbo:—Miners’rights for 1887,63; for 1888, 86. Business licenses 
for 1887,1; for 1888, 1. Mineral licenses for 1887, 7; for 1888, 42.

Tomingley Reef.
Prospecting Claim, late Tattersall and Hayes, has been abandoned since last report.
No. 1 North.—Croft, Beakes, and party crushed during the year 60 tons of quartz for 17 oz. 8 dwt. 

They have 25 tons of stone at grass. Eeef looking well at 190 ft. deep, ‘and at lowest level 5 ft. wide.
No. 2 North.—Crowhurst and party crushed 43 tons for 18 oz. 5 dwt. They have 130 tons at 

grass, estimated to yield 1 oz. per ton. Shaft lowered from 140 ft. to 175 ft., with width of vein at that 
depth of 3 ft. 6 in.

No. 3 North.—Late Eichmond and party—now Ceutennary Company, of Orange—crushed 150 
tons of stone for 25 oz. of gold. They have 150 tons of poor stone at grass. The depth of working is 
70 ft.; width of reef, 10 ft.

There is only one battery now in Tomingley—the Centennary Co.’s—the other crushing plant 
having boen removed to Ten-mile Eidge.

The want of water has completely paralysed mining on this reef, only one claim having been worked 
for nearly five months.

Myall lleefn.
Spare ground.—Mooney and party have raised 70 tons of stone for 81 oz. of gold. The depth of 

shaft has been increased from 120 ft. to 140 ft.; the reef being 12 ft. wide. They have 25 tons of stone 
at grass.

No. 1 North.—Mooney and party have crushed 498 tons of stone for 626 oz. of gold. The shaft is 
140 ft. deep, with width of reef 12 ft.

These two claims have been on suspension of work for five months for want of water. The owners 
have been particularly unfortunate, for, although the appearance of the reef is even better than it showed 
last year, they only raised 568 tons in 1888, as against 2,000 tons in 1887, being little more than quarter 
of the last-mentioned year’s raising.

The proprietors have sent to England for treatment 75 tons of stone, and 25 tons of tailings, as a 
sample to induce the formation of a large Company, and should their hopes be gratified, the venture must 
tend to develop the mining interest of the district generally.

Ten-mile Ridge.
There has been some prospecting in this direction, but owing to'want of water, no mining of any 

consequence. The crushing machinery, owned by Martin Moore, purchased from the United Star Co., 
and removed from Tomingley to the Eidge, has been idle since its removal for the same reason.

The New Rush.
This rush, which commenced on the 5th of last November, owing to the discovery of alluvial gold 

by Mooney and party on Madden’s conditional leasehold, No. 9, situated about 9 miles south of Tomingley, 
and 3 miles west of the Parkes Eoad, and 11 miles north-west of Ten-mile Eidge, has caused considerable 
excitement in the neighbouring gold-mining districts. There were at one time as many as 500 people on 
the ground. Most of these, the majority of whom were not bona fide miners have left—very few having 
ever worked. There are still 100 persons on the ground. No washing has been effected owing to wantof 
water. Twelve claims have bottomed on apparently good stuff. The nearest water is at least 4 miles 
distant on the Bogan Eiver, and even there it is not sufficient for mining purposes. Water carts supply 
water to the miners from the Bogan and Tomingley at 3d. per bucket. The depth of sinking varies con
siderably ; it is through tenacious red and greyish clay, from 40 ft. to 140 ft. The wash is from 1 foot to 
3 feet, and very heavy ; driving is safe and easy.

Most of the claims are on Madden’s leasehold on conditional purchase. He has demanded pay
ment, and in some cases obtained it from the miners for occupation of his land; and as he has appealed to 
the Dubbo Court in some instances for trespass, I have deemed it my duty to suggest the cancellation of 
his holdings. The field cannot be thoroughly tried until there has been a fall of rain. There are several 
reefs on Madden’s property, on one of which a claim has been worked, and 30 tons of stone, supposed to 
contain 1 oz. of gold per ton, placed at grass.

Copper.
The works at Girilambone Mine are still suspended.
What appears to be a valuable lode has been discovered near Geurie Eailway Station, between 

W'ellingtor: and Dubbo, Mr. Bowles, one of the proprietors, has favoured me with a report hereto 
attached.

Rose mil Copper Mine.—Consists of 50 acres and is situated on a conditional purchase in the 
Parish of Muketa Mulga, County of Lincoln, about four miles south of Geurie Eailway Station, on the 
Western Line. Three shafts have been sunk of the respective depths of 25, 40, arid 90 feet. The two 
first show blue carbonate stains very freely. The 90-ft. shaft follows the lode which is well defined. The 
proprietors have for the present stopped work until they receive a report of the smelting of 4 tons 
of ore at Newcastle. The lode is 2 ft. Gin. thick, consisting principally of yellow sulphide of copper 
ore, which, in various assays, has ranged from 18 to 30 per cent, of metallic copper with traces of gold 
and silver. As soon as the result of the smelting is known work will be resumed and a new shaft put 
down perpendicularly, as at present, owing to the shaft following the. dip of the lode, there is great 
difficulty in bringing ore to the surface, The proprietors resident in Dubbo are Messrs. Nancarrow and 
Bowles. Coal-mining



' Goal-mining. ■
. I attach reports hereunder of the progress and development of the coal-mining interest.

_ The Managers of the Great Western Coal-mining Co, the Dubbo Coal-mining Co., and the 
Spicer’s Creek Coal-mining Co. have all favoured me with reports which I attach as part of my annual 
report. ~

" Great 'Western Coal-mining Company (No Inability).
This Company is divided into 24,000 shares, held by about 30 shareholders principally resident in 

the District of Dubbo. The Company’s property consists of 1,280 acres of minerally conditionally 
purchased land at Baltimore, on the Talbragar River, about 23 miles from Dubbo, and the Company have 
expended £3,000 in boring for coal with a Grovernment Diamond Drill. Two bores have been put down.

In the first a seam of good coal, 5 ft. 2 in., was found at a depth of about 550 feet, and under this 
a very valuable artesian mineral spring was tapped to which the Company have put down 3 inch piping, 
and the water is now running away through a reduced pipe at the rate of 1,000 gallons an hour. The 
overflow is very beneficial to the stock, and perceptibly increases the volume of water in tho small river 
Talbragar.

The water has been analysed by the Government analyst and others, and is said to contain many 
valuable ingredients, some of which are' sodium potassium and traces of lithia. Experts have pronounced 
the water to he very like the Yitchy, French water, and equal to many continental waters. The Company 
contemplate erecting a large hotel with a view to establishing the spring as a permanent watering place.

Smaller seams of coal have been met with in both bores. The second bore was put down to a depth 
of 1,100 ft. when discontinued, but the shareholders are sanguine that at greater depth they will meet with 
more success.

Report of Mining Manager of Dubbo Coal-mining Company.
The Dubbo Coal Mines are situated on the Talbragar River east of Dubbo, about 20 miles, and 

about 14 miles from the nearest point of the Great Western Railway, three shafts have been sunk on the 
property, in all 420 feet. Tunnelling about 120 feet. ‘

About 50 tons of coal have been raised, part of which was given to the railway as a trial, which 
proved very successful, several seams of coal have been cut in the sinking, ranging from 1 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. 
10 in. At present the mine is laying idle, awaiting the inspectors’ report as to the improvements, the 
inspectors have just reported, and the Land Board have recommended the approval of the inspectors’ 
report, which is as follows :— On 980 acres of land, the amount expended is £2,107 10s., over £2 per 
acre, the Company will recommence operations on the mine as soon as the certificates of conformity have 
been issued; on the Company’s property there is 15 ft. of fire-clay running through the mountain, the 
fire-clay is of a superior quality, the property is on the bank of the Talbragar River with a never failing 
supply of water. The above land was taken up in 1883, the land is well timbered with ironbark, box, and 
pine.”

Although mining has not been as profitable in 1888 as in the previous year, there is nothing to 
make miners, despond, there is no deterioration in the value of mining properties. The mining interest, 
like the grazing, has suffered chiefly from the dry season; with a favourable change of weather, gold-miners 
have nothing to fear. ' °

MIJDQRE DISTRICT—Wellington Division.
(-F. Marsh, Warden.)

I have the honor now to forward the accompanying reports from the mining registrars of the Wellington 
Division of the Mudgee and the Ironbarks Division of the Tambaroora and Turon Mining District, with 
detailed particulars of the several workings, &c., in both divisions for the year 1888. ’

Many of the remarks contained in my report of the 18th January last, for the year 1887, referring 
to the extent and value of the copper and gold-fields surrounding Wellington and Ironbarks, are of course 
applicable on the present occasion. But, unfortunately, there is no ignoring the fact that the prolonged 
and very severe drought now prevailing has materially interfered with the prosperity of the mining 
interests generally.

With a thorough (and what would be hailed with joy by all) change in the weather, aud a rainfall 
that would be sufficient to allow of mining operations being carried on continuously, I am sure that very 
much more valuable results would ensue than what appears in the enclosed papers, as both the divisions 
named are rich in mineral resources. .

The details, as I have remarked, are shown in the accompanying return, and, considering the severe 
nature of the drought, show that, notwithstanding such adverse circumstances, a fair amount of gold, 
copper, &c., has been won during tbe year.

In passing, I may note that the.powers conferred under the Crown Lands Act of 1884, to dig and 
search for gold on alienated, lands within proclaimed gold-fields, and to remove minerals, &c., are being 
better understood by the mining public, and advantage is being taken accordingly of tbe privilege.

In closing, and irrespective of my special report on the subject, I may remark that my inspection 
of the Buckinbah Yeoval Gold-field in October last, where a rich discovery oi alluvial gold was reported 
to have been found, proved that the report had no justification whatever, and I may now say that the 
appearance of such a report was very severely criticised and condemned by several of the western 
newspapers.

MUDGEE DISTRICT—Hargeaves Division.
(T. O’Brien, Warden’s Cleric.)

In submitting my annual report I have the honor to inform you, that, during the year ending 31st 
December, 1888, I received sixty applications for gold-mining leases, all of which were surveyed within 
the last three months. , "

The Big Nugget Gold-mining Company, to which a grant of £527 10s. has been sanctioned from 
the Prospecting Yote, enlarged their prospecting shaft from tbe surface to its present depth, 172 feet. 
This, shaft is not 189 feet deep, as was at first represented. The machinery attached to the Big Nugget 
consists of an 8-stamper battery, a winding and a pumping engine, the whole being valued at 
£5,000. No quartz have been raised from this shaft, and the, labour conditions have not been fulfilled 
since the 2nd December last. The Company should be compelled to comply with the labour conditions, 
or show cause why their leases should not be cancelled. §65
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«

3G5 tons of quartz, averaging 8 dwt. to the ton, were crushed for various persons by the battery 
attached to the Big Nugget shaft. '

The Hargraves G-old-mining Company Limited formerly known by the name of Eureka, has 
15 men employed in sinking a shaft and in erecting machinery thereon. The machinery is valued at 
£1,600.- The shaft is now 100 feet deep, and the shareholders express their intention of having it 
continued to a further depth of 500 feet.

The Queen of Shebah, situated near Maitland Bar, and owned by "Wilton and party, has been sunk 
to the depth of 95 feet. The last 3 tons of quartz raised and crushed from this claim yielded 2£ oz. 
per ton. .

The proprietors of the Clarke’s Creek Claims, Catherine and Crystal Palace had a considerable 
amount of work done in the early part of the year. The Catherine crushed 50 tons with a result of 18 
dwt. to the ton. The Crystal Palace crushed 8 tons, which yielded half an ounce to the ton. The 
machinery, belonging to the proprietors of the Catherine and Crystal Palace Claims consists of a 
10-stamper battery, iron frame, a wheeler pan, two concentrators, copper-plates, 24 ft. blanket tables, with 
pumps for supplying water to the battery from the dam built in the creek, also a 6-inch cylinder Tangye 
pump, and a 14 horse-power engine and boiler. The whole is valued at £4,000. 100 tons of quartz,
yielding from 12 to 25 dwt. per ton, were crushed for various small holders in the vicinity of Clarke’s 
Creek. -

Alluvial.
Many of those miners who have been engaged for years in alluvial mining in this locality were 

obliged to seek other employment on account of the scarcity of water occasioned by the drought. The 
pug-mills and sluicing claims had also to be abandoned through the same cause. _

266 miners’ rights, 24 business licenses, and one mineral license were issued by me during the year. 
Taking into consideration the number of leases for which application has been made, and the amount 
of capital which the-applicants state they wall expend on their holdings, I believe that mining matters will 
be in a flourishing state during the year 1889, and hope, therefore, to have the pleasure of furnishing a 
better account of this locality in my next yearly report. ‘

MUDG-EE DISTEICT—Mudgee Division.
(12. II. Acheson, Mining Registrar?)

I hate tho honor to submit in the following my report for the year 1888 on the mining industry of the 
Mudgee Division of the Mudgee Mining District. _ _

G-enerally, mining has improved on its condition in 1887, as instanced in the number of leases, 
principally mineral, taken up here in 1888 as compared with 1887. These leases are mostly in the region 
of Boobolar in the county of Phillip, and were taken up for silver-mining. Prom the first they proved 
well, but as the lessees intend developing them with outside capital, not much, so as to judge of their 
value, has been done on them as yet. _

Gold-mining in the division has been greatly retarded by the want of water. Limestone Creek 
still maintains a small mining population on its alluvial workings, where, during the year, several small 
nuggets of from 4 to 10 oz. were found. _

Eoberts and party are still working their lease on and adjoining hill, but pending the erection ot 
crushing machinery, no reliable estimate of the yield can be obtained. _ _

At Merrendee, Crossing and party are in possession of some ground worked in earlier days, but 
not much has come of it yet, but they are sa'nguine of ultimate success. This party is in receipt of aid 
from the Prospecting Vote. _

Mullamuddy and Apple-tree Plat yet retain their mining inhabitants, who, during the year, have 
done fairly well.

In 1888, I sold 309 miners’ rights, 59 mineral licenses, and 5 business licenses.
The local banks purchased 3,943 oz. of gold during the year, and I understand that quite 2,000 oz 

were sent from the district by private purchasers.

MUDG-EE DISTEICT—"Wellington Division.
(A. O. Chiplin, Warden’s Clerk and Mining Registrar?)

I have the honor to herewith submit my annual report for the year 1888. _
Since my last report mining in this division shows some signs of improvement; copper being the 

mineral most sought after.
Portions of the "Wellington Temporary and Permanent Common, situate to the east and south of, 

and overlooking the town, were some years ago pegged out, and applications made for leases of same.
These applications were refused, and the ground in consequence was abandoned. Some eight or 

nine months ago the land was again pegged out, and rich assays resulting from test of the ore found, a 
good portion of the common was soon taken up under mineral lease and mineral license regulations, 780 
acres being applied for under mineral lease regulation during 1888. None of these mineral lease applica
tions have yet been approved of, but a good deal of work has been done in some of the claims in the 
matter of raising ore. The principal claims are, the Syndicate Claim, Lindberg & Co. Claim, and the 
Apsley, all of which are doing good work. •

The Wilkinson Mine, situate near the Caves, is also raising ore. A smelting furnace has been 
. erected by a Company at a cost of £450, and the ore from the Lindberg and Apsley claims has been tested, 

with very poor results, only very little copper being obtained from several tons put through the furnace, 
and that obtained being mixed with slag. The prevailing opinion is that the furnace is defective. How
ever, operations, which had been somewhat retarded by these unsatisfactory tests, have again commenced, 
and fresh tests will shortly be made, with, it is anticipated, better results. _ _

The Belara Mines, situate at G-oolma, wTiere no smelting was done in 1887, have this year raised 
1,400 tons of ore, 840 tons of which have been smelted, giving a return of 70 tons of copper, valued at 
£5,250.

%At Sugarloaf, in the parish of Galwadgere, the leases formerly held by Backes and others, have 
again been applied for. ‘
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■ In gold-mining the principal work done has been in alluvial mining, as will be seen from the gold 

returns, and has been carried on in the beds of the Macquarie and Mudgee Rivers and their tributaries.
The gold returns, kindly supplied by the managers of the Bank of New South Wales and Com

mercial Bank, show that 595 oz. 5 dwt. 16 gr. were obtained during the year from alluviums and 27 oz. 
12 dwt. 12 gr. from quartz.

The old Mitchell’s Creek Mine, which has been idle for some years, is to commence work almost 
immediately, and, as there is said to be plenty of payable quartz obtainable in the neighbourhood, a revival 
in quartz-mining may be looked for.

During the year 29 mineral leases were applied for and 4 gold leases.
Miners’ rights issued during the year, 97 ; business licenses, 1; mineral licenses, 72,

MUDG-EE DISTRICT—Tominglex Division. .
(B. Bell, Mining ^Registrar.') 

lomingley.
During the past year mining has been almost at a standstill at Tomingley and the Myall in conse
quence of the great scarcity of water, there only being sufficient for domestic purposes.

At the beginning of the year there were two good crushings at the Myall, viz., No. 498 tons for 
626 oz. gold, and the spare ground, 70 tons for 81 oz. All work at the Myall has been suspended for 
the last five months. '

At Tomingley the quantity of gold won has been very small, viz.:—
No. 1—Croft and party crushed 60 tons for 17 oz. 8 dwt.
No. 2—Crowhurst and party crushed 48 tons for 18 oz. 5 dwt. .
No. 3—Contencry Company, of Orange, crushed 150 tons for 25 oz.

Total—60 oz. 13 dwt.
There are two batteries, one at Tomingley and one at the Myall.
There has been little or no mining at the Ten-mile Ridges during the last year, but Mr. M. 

Moore purchased the battery formerly owned by the United Star Company, Tomingley, and had it erected 
at the ridges, but in consequence of the drought has not been able to do any crushing yet, but about 50 
tons of very fair stone is now at grass. A rush set in on the 5th November last on a conditional lease 
owned by Geo. Madden, about 9 miles south of. Tomingley, but up to the present nothing of any 
importance has been found, and with the exception of the prospecting claim no other claim is on 
payable gold. There are at present about 100 men on the field, and it will not be properly tested until 
heavy rain falls.

The population of Tomingley is about the same as in 1887, namely, 200 persons, and with the new 
rush and the ridges would be about 350 persons. The average school attendence is 38 ; hotels, 2 ; stores, 
2; butcher, 1; baker, 1; blacksmith, 1. .

The number of miners’ rights issued for 1888 was 149 ; business licenses, 8 ; mineral licenses, 4.
Total value of mining plant in this division, £3,000.

MUDGEE DISTRICT.—Gulgong Division.
Mining matters in the Gulgong portion of the Mudgee District have been very dull during the last twelve 
months. The prolonged drought prevailing over this part of the country has had a most depressing 
influence both on mining and agriculture; and should there be no rain within the next week or two, the 
outlook for the coming winter will be very gloomy indeed. In regard to gold-mining, little has been done 
during the past year. None of the prospecting parties receiving aid from the Prospecting Vote have been 
successful m finding gold. Some of the localities prospected looked very promising and merit a further 
trial, when more money is available for the purpose. ,

At Scully’s claim, on the Black Lead, work has been carried on during the greater part of the year. 
The plant is very complete and in good working order. It is the only claim at present being worked by 
machinery in the Gulgong District.

The old White Horse claim on the Nil Desperandum, has ceased working. This claim was worked 
for some time by a party of miners with very good results, who received from the late Company the sum 
of £2,000 as the price of the mine. The Company erected machinery, and have been working for the 
last three or four years, but have at last given it up in consequence of the difficulty and expense of sinking 
through the limestone. The machinery has been taken down and sold, the slabs drawn from the shaft, 
and the ground is now deserted—never, in all probability, to be worked again.

At Tallawang, near Clough’s Gully, Chappell and party have taken up a lease for the purpose of 
working the cement. Mr. Chappell has erected machinery for crushing the cement, but owing to the 
want of water, he has been unable to treat the material on the ground, and he is now waiting for a good 
downpour of rain to fill his dams and enable him to prove whether his undertaking will be as successful 
as it deserves to be.

At Canadian, Home Rule, Cooyal, Two-mile Elat, Slashers Elat and the rest of the Gulgong Gold
field, there is no work of any importance going on at present; but there are a number of miners 
scattered over the country, who all manage to make a living, and some of them appear to be in fairly 
prosperous circumstances.

At Eord’s Creek, about half way between Mudgee and Gulgong, several leases have been taken up 
for the purpose of working the antimony, which was lately discovered in this neighbourhood. Several 
parties are at work, and, I am told with very favourable results. ^ '

At Denisontown a number of leases for silver-mining have been applied for during the past year. 
Great hopes are entertained by the parties concerned that this will turn out a successful undertaking, 
and if so, it may possibly have the effect of reviving the mining industries of this district. At the present 
time the Mount Stewart Mine is the only one working. Some very good samples of ore have been 
obtained, and the shareholders seem to be well satisfied with their prospects. '

There has been 228 miners’ rights, 40 mineral licenses, and 12 business licenses, issued from this 
office during the year 1888, and 53 applications for leases have been received during the same period.

The amount of gold purchased by the banks for the year ending the 31st December last is 
1,268 oz. 15 dwt. 16 gr. *

335—K MUDGEE
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' ’ MUDG-EE DISTRICT—Dubbo Ditiston. • .
(IU. J. Martin, Mining Registrar.')

I hate the honor to submit my annual report for the Dubbo Mining District for the year ending the 
31st December, 1888.

19 mineral lease applications have been lodged in this office during the past twelve months 
principally for permission to mine for silver and coal. The land is situated at Spicer’s and Mitchell's 
Creeks about 30 miles along the Mudgee Road and north-east of Dubbo, but as far as I can ascertain no 
men have been employed thereon. Two of these applications have been for permission to mine for 
hematite ore, but, as is the case with those before mentioned, no men have been employed. At Black 
Hill, situated about 20 miles south-east from Dubbo, and near Ponto, about 14 men are now mining for 
silver, these I believe are the only miners actually at work in my district.

I have sold during the year 86 miners’ rights, 42 mineral licenses, and 1 business license, which 
were principally supplied to men going to the late rush at Tomingley just outside my district,

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Porbes, Parkes, Molong, G-renfell, Cudal, Canowindra, and
Condobolin Divisions.

' (R. A. Sharpe, Warden.)
I have the honour to submit for the information of the Honorable, the Minister for Mines, my annual 
report for the year 1888.

Rories.
After being abandoned for many years, the Britannia Reef, which is about half a mile from the 

town of Porbes, and in close proximity to the once famous South Lead, has been taken up ; and a con
siderable area, about 30 acres, leased by the new company—who are mostly local men, and well 
acquainted with the reef they are working. A good crushing plant and gear has been erected on the 
mine, and the last crushing lately cleared up nave a yield of nearly lloz. to the ton. As the reef seems 
to improve with depth, a shaft is now being sunk to cut the undeilay at about 150 feet. At the present 
rate of sinking, one foot per day, that depth will be reached early in February, and I am informed that 
the next crushing is expected to give a return of 2oz. per ton. ’ The Britannia has well defined walls, and 
is about 2 feet wide. 1 have seen some of the stone, and if in quantity, the return should be very hand
some.

The Pinnacle Reefs, situate about 20 miles from Porbes, between that town and G-renfell, are 
being worked by Messrs. Nicholas, Raymond, and party. They have been-working their extended quartz 
claim for I think about 2J years, and although the stone is poor, there is plenty of it. The reef is, I am 
informed, 11 feet wide in places, and has averaged half an ounce per ton. A good battery has been 
erected close to the claim, and when I last saw it a large quantity of stone was ready for crushing, I 
think over GOO tons, but the dams were all dry, and have unfortunately been in that condition for many 
months past. Stone is still being raised, and the quartz mill will be kept busy for a long time when once 
the dams have a sufficient supply of watei-. I am informed that it was proposed to float this mine into
30,000 shares of £1 each. This seems a large sum, but I think with such a large body of stone, which seems 
to improve with depth, a larger battery, and the mine properly opened out, the returns, judging by those 
obtained by Nicholas and party, should soon yield the shareholders a handsome profit. A trial crushing 
of a large number of tons was offered, but the attempt to float was not successful, and perhaps it was a 
fortunate thing for the present shareholders that it was not. as the stone seems much improved in quality. 
1 saw some very rich stone taken from below the water level, gold showing freely all over the honey
combed face, and apparently right through the heart of the stone.

At Stricklands Reef, a company called the Metropolitan put up a valuable crushing plant called 
I thick, a Huntingdon battery, erected a valuable dam, and it was expected a very large blow of stone 
would prove payable; but it did not, and I am informed the battery is for sale. The Eldorado Company 
whose mine is about 2 miles from the battery, have, I believe, the plant under offer, and it will be a good 
thing for the district if the sale takes place. The truth is, the Metropolitan Company’s reef was not 
properly proved, and this should have been done before the expense of a battery was incurred, and then 
the shareholders might have had some return for their money, instead of probably a heavy loss. If the 
battery remains where it is, I have no doubt claims will be taken up on the old reef, and its value proved 
beyond a doubt. Before the company came the return from various places on the line showed a yield 
averaging half an ounce. It would bo a curious thing if this stone cannot be found again. A lot of 80 
tons, mostly rubble stone from the surface, has just been put through the machine by the Eldorado Com
pany, the yield from this was about lOoz. They are now raising stone from the solid reef, which is said to 
show gold freely. The crushing battery I have mentioned as having been erected by the Metropolitan G-old- 
mining Company differs entirely from the ordinary stamper battery, and perhaps a short description 
of it will not be out of place in a report of this kind. The stone to be crushed is thrown into a stone- 
crusher where it is broken to the size of road metal or smaller if required. It then passes through a 
shoot into a round barrel containing four revolving crushing wheels, these crush the stone very fine, and 
it has to pass through a very fine grating with oblong instead of round holes, I think about 250 to the 
inch. The tailings then pass over tables with blankets and copper-plates. And below this again there are 
shaking tables with india-rubber belts to save the pyrites. It is called “ Freres’ Ore Concentrator.” 
Perhaps the working of the battery is not sufficiently understood, but it seemed to me that the quantity 
of stone put through in a week was small. I was informed that from 50 to 60 tons of stone could be 
treated, but not more. I should think the gold is extracted or most of it, and probably more is saved, 
than with the ordinary stampers, but a small stamper battery would work quicker, and would, I think, 
probably be preferred to the Huntington machine which costs a great deal more money. As this is the 
only battery of the kind erected in the district, it cannot be said to have had a fair trial, but that it is sure to 
get, if the Eldorado Company purchase, which I am informed they are likely to do. I may remark that it 
is probable the Prere Ore Concentrator would be of great use for concentrating ores of silver, lead, or 
copper—after stamp, or pulverizers.

Alluvial.
On the Old South Lead a large amount of ground is held under lease by the Crinoline and the 

Porbes Alluvial G-old-mining Companies, the former are not at present working owing to the main shaft
having
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Wring caved in. The ground is difficult to work, there being a depth of drift sand to pass through and 
water to contend against. The Forbes Alluvial Company are carrying on work with less men than usual 
pending the decision of the shareholders as to the purchase of a second engine and plant, the one engine 
on the mine not being powerful, enough for the purpose. The manager states that the prospects from the 
north end and the south end of the Company's mine are encouraging, but up to the present time the yield 
of gold has not paid wages, but a large number of men were employed.

At the north end of the town of Forbes Shanks and party are working a claim on the Victoria Lead, 
the wash yields half an ounce to the load, and this would pay handsomely if the conditions of working 
were different. On Thompson’s Lead, 1 mile north of Forbes, some claims have been taken up, and work 
will shortly be commenced.

At the Bald Hills, about 4 miles north of Forbes, one claim only is at work, from which half an 
ounce to the load has been obtained. In this claim at a considerable depth a quartz reef has been 
discovered 4 feet wide showing gold. From this I am informed the shareholders are about to get out a 
trial, crushing of some 20 tons. Should this reef prove payable, doubtless many others in the neighbour
hood will be taken up and worked.

Parkes.
At Parkes, which is the chief mining centre of this division of the Lachlan mining district, .a good 

deal of reefing is being done with satisfactory results. The claims I mentioned in my last report, as 
producing a large amount of gold. Hazlehurst and Drummond and party are still at work, and from the 
last mentioned during the past year S60 oz. 10 dwt. of gold was won. Hazlehursts yielded 740 oz. for 
the same period. I am sorry to have to report that up to the present time none of the prospecting parties, 
with G-overnment aid or without, have made any discoveries of payable gold. Parties are working on'the 
Daysj)ring and the Currajong, near Parkes, and on the Eldorado, 13 miles south of Parkes, but whether they 
will get payable stone or not remains to be seen. The New Sandhurst Gold-mining Company have taken 
up claims or leases on four different old and abandoned reefs, viz., the Young Australian, the 
Homeward Bound, the Native Cat, the Batchelors, and the Stockman’s. The mining operations 
of this Company are principally confined to the Young Australian and Homeward Bound, which 
in times past have yielded some very good stone. A large tank for crushing purposes has been 
excavated, and a portion of tho crushing battery is on the ground and will be erected with as little delay 
as possible. This Company is also carrying on prospecting at the Bushman’s Beef, at present employing 
nine men. They have completed a large tank at Happy Valley, and machinery is about to be erected.

The small reefs at Oppossum Gully, near Parkes, continue to pay well. There are as nearly as I can 
ascertain about 450 miners working in this division, and the gold purchased by the banks for the past 
year amounted to 4,269 oz. 7 dwt. and 8 gr., of this 512 oz. 13 dwt. 2 gr. was alluvial gold.

Molong. . . .
At Gumble—about 10 miles south westerly from Molong—4 leases have been taken up for tin, 

three of these are held by Messrs. Hill and party. A lode containing tin, copper, and silver, and varying 
in width from 1 to 8 feet has been discovered here, and silver appears to be the predominant metal. On 
Messrs. Kelly and Moore’s leases a good deal of work has been done in sinking and driving. The shafts are 
of various depths from 150 to 30 feet, the aggregate number of feet sunk is 415 and the extent of drives is 
450. I am informed that upwards of £1,700 has been expended on the mine. Kelly and Moore have about 
200 tons of ore at grass. On Hill and party’s lease a shaft has been sunk 32 feet and a drive put in for 
10 feet, but the lode has not been found. No mining is going on in this locality at present as there is no 
water even for drinking purposes. I observe the Geological Surveyor in his report for 1886 remarks of 
this lode that it is impossible to form an opinion as to whether it is payable or not, until average bulk 
samples have been operated on. The ore raised at this mine showed both oxide of tin and blue and 
green carbonates of copper, as also red oxide of copper.

On the 31st August, 1887, 4 leases of 4 acres each were taken up at a place called Delaney’s 
Dyke,'it is situated about 15 miles in a north-westerly direction from Molong; on these leases a lode was 
found on the surface by Messrs. Delaney Bros., and in what is known as the prospecting lease; it varies 
in width from 6 to 12 feet. The mine, I am informed, now belongs to a company with a capital of £80,000. 
The manager supplies the following information:—The lode showed on the surface for a distance of 
about 80 yards, and was from 12 to 26 ft’, wide. Three shafts have been sunk on the lease and are 
connected by drives at the 60-ft. level. The shafts all cut the lode at 30 feet and then follow the 
underlay at an angle of 45 degrees. The south shaft has been sunk 145 feet and there is a large lode 
visible all the way down, averaging 6 feet, this shaft is still working, and drives, north and south are 
being put in. At the 130-foot level, the lode widening as the drive progresses. In driving at right angles 
to the lode at the 60-foot level, another lode was found 7 feet wide. Work has been continuously carried 
on on this lease with an average number of 9 men, there is now from 1,500 to 1,800 tons of the lode stuff 
at grass which contains silver and gold. 70 tons from this lode was crushed in March last, which I am 
informed yielded 15 dwt. of gold and 5 dwt. of silver per ton. Since then there has been no water to crush 
with and hence the large quantity of ore at grass. On the Company’s lease a battery of 10 stamps has 
been erected, with 2 dams to supply water. The ore is soft and of a sandy nature and is easily and 
cheaply raised, but there appears to be a difficulty in treating the amalgam, in order to separate the two 
metals. This country is terribly dry, and since March last, water for domestic use has had to be carted 
a distance of li miles. There are 4 leases north and 4 south of the Company’s mine, but in none of 
them has the lode been found although a great deal of work has been done.

Grenfell.
In this division an important discovery of reef gold was reported on the 4th of May last by 

Brenner and party, the place is known as Sandy Creek, and is about 35 miles south-east of Forbes and 25 
miles west of Grenfell. The prospectors found the reef containing gold on the surface, their trial 
crushing of 16 tons gave 16 oz. 12 dwt. per ton, the reef in places is 2 feet wide in smooth vertical slate 
walls. This auriferous belt seems to be a continuance of that at the Pinnacle, and the character of the 
stone seems the same. At the date of my visit in May last, 4 claims had crushed, viz.:—The prospectors, 
No. I and No. 2 north, and No. 1 south. No. 1 south got 16 d.wt. 20 gr. per ton for 12 tons, No. 2 north, 
1 oz. per ton for 14 tons ; No. 1 north, 14 dwt. per ton for 72 tons. Since my visit a' good deal -Of work 
has been done on this line of reefs, but want of water has simply stopped all mining Operations/or the 

- - value
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value of most of these claims would have been proved long ago. Messrs. Gf-ough & Co. have erected a 
dam and quartz-crushing plant in a gully close to the reefs at a cost, it is said, of £1,500. The number 
of ordinary claims registered at Sandy Creek is about eighteen, but no work is being done at present, as 
there is no water, even for domestic purposes. The average width of these reefs is about 20 inches, the 
ground is hard and requires powder from the surface. As nearly as I can tell there is about 600 tons of 
stone ready for the stampers. It is difficult to form an opinion about these reefs, but I am inclined to 
think some of the claims will prove payable, and this opinion is shared by miners of experience who have 
seen the stone. At Grenfell, mining has almost ceased, and the battery has been idle all the year, and 
only one or two of the mines are raising stone. During the year, machinery for treating quartz tailings has 
been erected in Star Grully, near the town; the cost of this machinery was I am informed about £2,000, but 
owing to want of water, the proprietor has not been able to make a start. In alluvial mining there is, I am 
sorry to have to report, very little doing. At the Quandong, a few miles from Grenfell, seven claims are 
at work, and five, I am informed, are raising payable wash ; want of water has been the drawback in this 
locality as in all other parts of the district. Only 90 tons of washdirt has been puddled during the year, 
which gave 1 oz. of gold per ton.

At One-mile G-ulley, near G-renfell, O’Brien and party have 60 tons of wash, but cannot treat it 
for want of water. In July last, an important discovery was made on Aramagong Run, about 13 miles 
from G-renfell, on a conditional purchase taken up by D. Anderson, on the 9th September, 1875. The 
lode was discovered on the surface by W. Randle, a miner, and he came to an arrangement with some 
moneyed men in G-renfell to prove the mine. Specimens were sent for assay, and returns which began 
with 13 dwt. per ton at the surface, have now, at a depth of 60 feet, got as high as 309 oz. of silver per 
ton. The lode is, I am imformed, 11 feet wide, when I saw it at a depth of 17 feet it was 7 feet wide, 
in smooth granite walls. Some of the ore (a small parcel) I took myself from the heap, and sent to the 
Department for assay ; it proved to be galena, carbonate of lead, and fellspathic lodestuff, which yielded 
of silver 48 oz. 14 dwt. per ton, and of gold a trace. During the year 11 silver-mining leases and 10 
gold-mining leases have been applied for at the G-renfell mining office, 381 miners’ rights were issued and 
27 mineral licenses. The return of gold has, however, been very small, and no doubt want of water 
has a great deal to do with this. Only 166 oz. 11 gr. having been obtained in this division during the 
year 1888. A good deal of prospecting is being done in this division for both gold and silver, and it is 
likely that some important discoveries will be made. I think it is a great pity that so much land has been 
alienated when it was known to be auriferous. I have been surprised several times to find old workings, and 
some of them pretty extensive, on lands that had been selected ; of course, permits can be obtained, but 
the miner likes to take up his claim when and where he pleases, he cannot abide delay, and does not often 
wait for the permit, especially on reserves. It is greatly to be regretted that where lines of reefs have 
been apparently abandoned, although known to contain gold, a certain quantity of land was not left open 
to holders of miners’ rights.

■ Gudal.
At Boney’s Rocks about sixteen miners have been employed during the year, the quantity of stone 

crushed was about 66 tons for a yield of 101 oz. of gold. The reefs in this locality have yielded some 
very rich stone, and on account of a dispute, what is supposed to be a very rich claim or lease has been 
idle for many months. This dispute has now, I believe, been settled, and instead of being in the hands of 
some Sydney gentlemen it is to be worked by miners, some of whom were originally interested in the lease. 
At the Paling-yards, 8 miles from Cudal, Court and party crushed from their mining tenement 80 tons of 
lodestuff for a yield of 40 oz. If this lode is extensive, it should give employment to a large number of 
men. Several parties have taken up claims or leases on the supposed line. •

• Canowindra. ■
The reef known as the Blue Jacket still continues to be the principal gold producer, having 

yielded 1,242 oz. from 1,237 tons of stone. The owners are now working at a depth of 220 feet. The 
reef is from two to four feet wide and averages over an ounce per ton. The proprietors intend erecting 
two additional 5 head of stamps to the battery as the supply of stone is very large.

Hayes' Reef.—This party crushed 45 tons of stone for 49 oz. of gold. This mine is now let on 
tribute. A good many applications for permits to mine on conditional purchases have been made in 
this division of my District and the localities are usually old and abandoned reefs. .

At Cargo the reef known as the Ironclad is in the hands of an English Company, 
and has been floated in England for £150,000, and it is to be hoped the venture will be 
successful. A very great outlay has been incurred in expensive machinery, for treating refractory 
ores. The manager is an experienced miner, having been employed in India in mines where 
the ore is of a similar kind to that found in the Ironclad Mine. The Company hold 12 acres of 
leased land, and 10 acres of freehold.

Condobolin. 1
In this division a few parties are working—some in the immediate neighbourhood of the township 

for silver and copper, others at a place called Melrose, about forty miles north-west of Condobolin. 
Another party have discovered a lode containing silver at Mount Tindah, which is about seven miles from 
Melrose station. In May last year I had occasion to visit this locality to report on a lode containing 
silver, discovered by Messrs. Byrum and party, who have been prospecting in this out of the way place 
for some years past. The difficulties they have had to contend against must have been very great, and it 
is to be hoped their present venture will prove a valuable one. This mine is on a mineral selection 
taken up on a small range of hills called “ Three Peak.” Byrum and party, who have been prospecting 
in this locality for the last three years, found the lode showing on the side of a steep hill, and excavated 
under it for a considerable distance. The lode is in slate walls—well defined where it is visible—but the 
country is much disturbed. The lode appears to be over 2 ft. wide, and runs north and south, under
lying to the east. I was shown a report of some assays obtained from ore sent to Sydney. The lowest 

t assay gave 44 oz. of silver per ton, the highest 800 oz. I took a parcel of the ore and sent it to 
.the Department for assay, and got a return of 39oz. of silver per ton. Byrum and party were preparing 
. to sink a shaft to catch the lode at’ a depth. The formation on one side of the lode—next and near 
slate—is conglomerate or “pudding stone,’’ and granite rocks occur close to the other slate wall.

Prospectors
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Prospectors in this locality labour under great disadvantages, as water and feed is very scarce at any 
time of the year. Near the boundary gate of the Melrose and Boonah runs. 34 miles north-west of 
Condobolin, a copper lode has been discovered, and a company was, I believe, formed to work it; but I 
have not heard whether the mine is at work or not. Assays of ore from this lode gave 27 per cent, 
copper, 9 per cent, lead, and 6 oz. of silver per ton. The mine is, I am informed, principally in the 
hands of some miners at Nymagee.

In conclusion, I am glad to be able to state that during the past year the mining industry in this 
district has greatly improved. More miners are employed. A good deal of new mining machinery has 
been erected. A great deal of land has been taken up for mining purposes, and some valuable discoveries 
have been made, which may reasonably be expected to give handsome returns when the mines are properly 
developed. Prospecting parties are working, with and without Government aid, and in places hitherto 
untried ; and although they have had to contend against a very severe drought, and consequent difficulty 
in obtaining provisions of any description, the work is still being carried on. A good deal of prospecting 
has been done for silver, and in one or two instances what appear to be valuable deposits of this metal 
have been discovered, notably near Melrose and near Grenfell, on the Aramajong run. These mines I 
have described in a previous part of this report. I may be permitted to remark that very little is known 
about silver-mining, at any rate in this part of New South Wales; and when miners who have had 
experience in this kind of mining find their way into this district, probably lodes abandoned as valueless 
will be found to contain the mineral in payable quantities. Silver is usually found in combination with 
other metals, and the ores are so varied in appearance and value that only a miner of experience and skill 
would be able to determine whether a discovery was of importance or not. I may here remark that 
frequent inquiries are made at this office by miners to be allowed to see ores of silver, of which I have a 
few specimens ; and I would submit that it would be a great advantage to miners if I could be supplied 
with a small collection of specimens of silver ores generally found in this and the adjoining colonies, so 
that prospectors could compare their specimens with them and be able to form an idea of their value, and 
identify any ores they have found in connection with this class of mining. I may remark that few miners 
accustomed to work quartz reefs for gold can form any idea of the difficulties and great expense attending 
the treatment of silver ores; still, there is no doubt these difficulties will be got over, and silver-mining 
become a valuable industry. A writer in one of the daily papers makes these remarks, and I think they 
are worthy of note:—“ Although one-half of the silver-mining companies floated during the last mania 
will never be heard of again, except in liquidation, there are a considerable number of valuable properties 
scattered throughout New South Wales, which will hereafter become lastingly payable mines when the 
initial difficulty of management and treatment of refractory ores is overcome ; but there are certainly 
many improvements to be made, both in machinery and appliances, and many wants to be supplied before 
this can be effected. Such as want of fuel, want of flux, want of inland carrying, and want of skill and 
experience in providing for these wants, and, I may add, want of patience on the part of shareholders who 
have entered into mining ventures to wait until the potential riches of the mines can be developed. Still, 
New South Wales, with its wonderful coal measures, its admirable timber for manufacturing charcoal, its 
deposits of lime and oxides of iron for flux, its numerous seaports with deep water up to the very shores, 
to say nothing of geographical position with regard to other colonies,—should be, and is, capable of 
working its silver deposits to immense advantage and profit in years to come; but it seems very 
probable that experience will show that it will pay the owners of large mines better to carefully concen
trate their ores of silver on the ground, and send them for treatment to smelting furnaces erected on the 
best and most approved principle, situate on the seaboards of Sydney or Newcastle, where fuel, flux, and 
all other aj^pliances'are plentiful and cheap ; where skilled labour is more largely obtainable, and where 
ultimately the residual products of the ores will become of value. The capital spent in the expensive 
erection of smelting works would be saved and at command to erect efficient concentrating machinery, and 
the providing of a good and copious supply of water, properly opening out the mine, and the erection of 
good winding machinery.” In this district, two small rushes took place, one of which I have already 
described, at Sandy Creek, and another at Boyd Station. This place was the scene-of a rush about sixteen 
years ago, which was a failure, except in one or two claims which yielded wages. The prospectors at 
Boyd, in June last, bottomed at 121 feet, and reported 13 gr. for five dishes of dirt, which would yield 
at the rate of 8 dwt. per load. About eighty or ninety miners came on the ground, sank a few shafts, 
and then left. The place is now quite deserted ; but it is quite possible a run of gold may be found in 
this locality yet. Gold-hearing reefs are in the immediate neighbourhood, and some of the miners think 
the lead has been missed. Colours can be obtained over a large extent of country, but nothing payable.

LACHLAN DISTBICT—Youxu Ditisiok.
■ (S'. Robinson, Warden.)

I have the honor to report that 2,642 oz. 9 dwt. 11 gr. of gold was won in this division during 1888, of 
the value of £10,611 17s. 7d., showing an increase on the previous year amounting to £4,398 Os. Id. 
Our issue of miners’ rights was 574, including 118 taken at Murrumburrah. Business and mineral 
licenses disposed of stand at 32 and 33 respectively. Applications have been sent in for 6 gold-mining 
leases, comprising 59 acres.

My last report foreshadowed results for 1888 which have not been quite realized. Notwithstanding 
this, considerable progress was made in discoveries and developments of reefs at Wombat, at Demondrill, 
and also in the neighbourhood of Murrumburrah. The old Archdeacon reef has been worked, I believe, 
successfully. Mr. William Smith Barnes, of Wombat, has mined advantageously for some time past on 
his private property, close to the village. Two shafts are down, one at 50 feet, showing the reef, the 
other at 30 feet, which also strikes the gold-bearing quartz. The result of two trial crushings has 
been li oz. and 'i\ oz. to the ton. Close to this spot other parties are prospecting, and it is reported 
•they have struck the same reef at a point "westw'ard. About half a mile eastward good gold-bearing 
quartz has been found near the surface. The place is known as Tobin’s claim. I may here mention that 
all these properties are located not far from Sherlock Creek, where, at various times, quartz richly 
impregnated with gold has been discovered. At Murrumburrah a new reef of great promise has recently 
been found on private property.

The Cummingar works are now in full swing, and gold during the year has been extracted, 
■realizing £6,222 17s. 6d. Eighty men are usually employed, but at present 112 are at work. The plant 
■and machinery are valued at £25,000. The
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The New Burrangong Company has at last overcome the great underflow of water, and excellent 
results must follow, as it is know from repeated tests that the ground is equal to the choicest claims of 
the old Lambing Flat diggings. Gold, valued at £985 11s. Id. has been obtained from the underground 
trenches and cuttings made for drainage purposes only. The main wash has only just now been touched, 
and since writing the above IIS oz. gold has been shown at this oflice, obtained .since the beginning of 
the current month. Adjoining the New Burrangong is the South Burrangong mine, which may be 
described as in statu quo. Work in the immediate future will be resumed on this holding.

The Victoria Hill Sluicing Company, known as Gough’s claim, for one man working fifty days, 
has given 60 oz. of gold. _

^ Mr. Morton states that gold as treated at his mine (Cummingar), realized for 1,565 oz. 10 dwt. 
£6,490. Hence the high aggregate value shown in this report.

LACHLAN DISTK1CT—BAESiEBMAif Division.
{Thomas Love, Mining Registrar.')

I have the honor herewith to submit my annual report of the mining industry in the Barmedman Division 
of the Lachlan Mining District for the year ending 31st December, 1888, which I regret to add bears 
unfavourable comparison with the previous year, both as regards the quality of the stone and the number 
of miners who found profitable employment, but this appears more the fault of unfavourable circumstances 
than a deterioration in the quality of the reefs. The miners being unable to get to work below water- 
level, have been for the most part engaged in raising stone and mullock from the shallow workings which 
had been previously picked over and left as unpayable, and getting it crushed on terms or shares by the 
battery proprietors to enable the claimholders to hold possession of the ground and keep the pot boiling 
pending the long-expected and promised introduction of outside capital to erect the necessary powerful 
machinery to cojie with the water and develop the resources of the field. Out of 2,6651 tons of stuff 
crushed during the year, over 2,000 tons have been crushed on the conditions named. This will account 
for the poor average 3'ield as compared with that of the previous year, as per schedule hereto.

1887— 1,3701 tons 1,454 oz. 9 dwt. 13 gr. ; average, 1 oz. 1 dwt. 5 gr. per ton.
1888— 2,6854 tons 989 oz. 4 dwt. 5 gr. ; average, 7 dwt. 10 gr. per ton.
Number of Miners’ rights issued for year, 80.

,, Business licenses issued for year, 10.
,, Mineral licenses issued for year, 5.

Quantity of gold won during year, 989 oz. 4 dwt. 5 gr. ; value at average price of £3 17s. Gd. per oz., £3,833 5s. 5d.
Number of applications for gold-mining leases, 5 ; embracing an area of 19 acres 3 roods 14 perches.
Number of claims from which gold has been won during the year, S.
Number of miners employed, about 60.
Population of town, 190.
Tin has been discovered on West Mandamah Station by Roberts and party. The site of the 

discovery is about 12 miles south-west of Barmedman. A rush took place in July last, and a number of 
leases were applied for at the Temora oflice. The absence of water has prevented the discoverers from 
testing the vaiue of their property.

Five prospecting parties, assisted by Government, have been prospecting the vicinity of Barmedman 
for alluvial gold, but have failed to discover anything of a payable nature. The only parties who obtained 
any gold are Pettiford and party and Debeneditti and party. The former on the site west of the Add 
Hill, close to the old alluvial discovery of Nessi and party, and the latter at a depth of between 50 and 60 
feet on the Barmedman Creek, 2| miles east of Barmedman. From a few to fifteen and twenty colours to 
the dish of fine gold were obtained from a heavy boulder wash on a hard uneven slate bottom, but not 
being payable the prospectors have abandoned it without giving the ground the test that such a prospect 
would apparently warrant. The ground being entirely untried, with the exception of the one line of 
shafts leading to the one from which the gold was got, tho creek is the natural outlet for any alluvial 
leads there micht be in the immediate neighbourhood of Barmedman.

None of tho other three parties have obtained any gold.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Temoea Divisfos.
{James Davoren, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit the following as my report for the Temora Division of the Lachlan Mining 
District for the year 1888.

I issued during the year 314 miners’ rights, being a decrease of IS from the year 1887 ; 48 business 
licenses, 23 less than was issued in 1887. 1 also issued 27 mineral licenses. No mineral licenses were
taken out in 1887.

I received during the year 9 applications for gold-mining leases, comprising an area of 59 acres, 
being 12 less than the number received in 1887. .

According to returns received from the banks here the gold sold from this Division for the year is 
1,771 oz., of the value, at £3 17s. 6d. per oz., of £5,862 12s. 6d. _

After most careful inquiry I find there was about 6,400 loads of wash-dirt puddled at the various 
puddling machines, which gave an average return of about 24 dwt. to the load. Most of this was obtained 
from headings and unworked patches at the outside verge of the lead.

In the early part of the year the South Australian Company and Bourke and party worked their 
respective quartz claims at Upper Temora. I have been unable to ascertain the quantity of stone crushed, 
or the returns, as all the parties connected with these claims have left the district.

About May or June, Bourke’s Reef Company purchased the interest in the South Australian Com
pany’s mine, also in the Hidden Star claim. Bourke’s Reef Company have since crushed 417 tons of 
stone, which yielded 178 oz. 1 dwt. 13 gr. of gold, of the value of £568, as per manager’s return, here
with furnished.

I have been unable to trace the sources from which the 1,771 oz. of gold has been obtained. The 
managers state they promised many of the parties from whom they purchased gold to give the public no 
information on the matter.

The only machinery at work at Temora during the year was in tho early part of the year, the South 
Australian Crushing Machine ; and in the latter part of tho year the same machine, worked by Bourke’s 
R'eef Company, with the addition of Christie’s Patent Stone-crusher, &c. According to Mr. Christie’s 
estimate herewith, this plant is valued at £3,000. Mr.
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Mr. W. E. Groves’ crushing machine at the Homeward Bound is estimated to be worth £2,000. 
It has not been at work during the year, owing to some difficulty in perfecting Mr. Groves’ title to the 
ground.

The South Australian Company’s old machine at Lower Temora has not been worked during the 
year. Its estimated value is £500 to £600.

About 100 miners were employed in alluvial-mining, and 55 at quartz-mining during the year.
I have no doubt there will be much more activity in quartz-mining in this division in 1889 than in 

any previous year, as much ground, believed to be payable, is held under leases which has never been 
worked.

About ten claims have been taken up during the year for tin-mining on Mr. Davidson’s Mandama 
Station.

Messrs. Eoberts, the prospectors, state the tin struck was stream tin, the depth of sinking 12 to 16 
feet ; the depth of wash was from 1 to 4 feet. The width of the run has not been ascertained, as they 
assert that tin can be struck anywhere they sink.

Mr. H. J. Woods, J.P., informs me he sent a small parcel of the ore to the Department of Mines, 
and that it assayed at the rate of 58 per cent. He also sent a parcel of 50 lb. to Messrs. Isley & Co., 
which assayed 62 per cent.

Owing to the dryness of the season and scarcity of water, I am informed that most of those who 
took up claims have abandoned them.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Condobolin Division.
(A1. A. Grainger, Mining Registrar.)

I do myself the honor to report, for your information, that mining operations in this division are only hi 
their infancy; but I believe, from reports heard, that it would develop into a splendid silver and copper 
district if only the necessary capital were obtainable.

The Eureka Copper and Silver-mining Co. (Limited) are working their mine near the town, but 
as yet have not sunk sufficiently deep, but from observation seems satisfactory. It is impossible, to say 
whether it will be payable or not.

Messrs. Stevenson and party have floated their Condobolin mine into a company, and from reports 
I have heard, things seem promising, but as yet are not down to any depth.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—MuRRUMBUiiitAii Division.
(Charles Catcliffe, Mining Registrar.)

The Mining Registrar at Murrumburrah reports that the gold won during 1888 has been in money 
value £7,866 0s. 4d., being an increase on 1877 of £4,511 10s.

The number of miners’ rights issued has been 118, as against 42 of the preceding year. Business 
licenses, 10; mineral, 3.

The Cunningar Quartz Mine is now in active operation, with more improved machinery and 
. modern appliances for extracting gold. The number of miners employed is 100.

The Archdeacon’s reef at Wombat is down 200 feet. 156 tons have been crushed during the year, 
yielding a return of 1 oz. 10 dwt. per ton. ' '

A full and exhaustive report of the mines and their working in this division has been furnished to 
the Warden and Mining Clerk at Toung for the Hon. the Minister of Mines’ information.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Young Division.
(Mr. E. Roger son. Wardens Cleric and Alining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit my report of the business transacted during the past year in connection with 
mining in this locality. '

There has been a marked improvement in many respects in mining operations over those of the 
preceding year, notably as regards prospecting and the discovery of neiv reefs, and although not attended 
with very successful results as yet, still a more hopeful impetus ha.s been given to mining enterprise, and 
a large number of miners have been, and still are, earning good wages. The old workings in quartz reefs 
at Garibaldi Gully, Stoney Creek, have been revived, and are being again tested, in some cases with fairly 
encouraging results.

The New Burrangong Gold-mining Company have had an average of thirty men employed; at 
present there are forty-eight. The principal operations have been on the lower level (or in bottom), 22 
feet below the wash, lor draining purposes. During the last three months of 1888 a yield of 215 oz. has 
been obtained.

The South Burrangong and the Hidden Star will start work shortly.
The Victoria Hill Sluicing Company has obtained during last year 60 oz. by one man for 

fifty days’ working with steam-pump. Operations are suspended at this mine at present, owing to the 
drought. .

During the year the issue of miners’ rights has been 456, being an increase of 66 over the preceding 
year. Business licenses issued, 22; and mineral licenses, 30; the former showing an increase of 1, and 
the latter an increase of 28, on the number issued during 1887. Six gold leases, of the aggregate area of 
59 acres have been applied for, and 22 quartz claims, 3 alluvial claims, 25 residence areas, 6 dams, and 5 
water-rights have been registered.

The managers of the local branch of the Bank of New South Wales and of the Union Bank have 
kindly furnished me with the following particulars re gold purchased during 1888 :—

oz. dwt. gr. £ s. d.
, Bank of New South Wales........................................... 610 2 13 value 2,378 011

Union Bank ....... ............................................................. 95 8 11 „ 369 15 3

Total........................................................ 705 11 0 £2,747 16 2

Of the above purchased by the Bank of New South Wales, 251 oz. 4 dwt. 1 gr., representing a value 
of £985 18s. Id., were won from the New Burrangong.

LACHLAN
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LACHLAN DISTRICT—Cudal Division.
(A. Minsloic, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor herewith to submit annual report for the year 1888 for the Cudal division. Eleren 
applications have been received for mineral, and fourteen for gold leases during the year. Courts and 
party, of Paling-yards, have crushed from their prospecting claim 80 tons of stone for 40 oz. of gold.

At Boney’s Rocks 85 tons of stone have been crushed from the different leases and claims for 125 
oz. of gold. There is a 5-stamp battery at Paling-yards, also a 5-stamp battery at Toogong. Those 
comprise all the machinery in the portion of the district. Scarcity of water and want of machinery 
appears to be the great drawback to the mining industry in this division. During the year 105 mines’ 
right, 1 business license, and 10 mineral licenses were issued.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Canowindea Division.
(Wm. Coole, Mining Registrar).

I have the honor to report a considerable improvement in this division for the year, the yield being 
1,939 oz. 12 dwt. gold of the value of £7,382 7s., against 1,100 oz. for last year; of this, about 30 oz. 
was obtained from alluvial workings about Gum Elat. There is no doubt that but for the want of rain 
during the year the returns would have been much larger. There is no doubt that the coming year will 
show a still greater improvement.

Blue Jaeket, Belmore.—This claim continues to be the largest gold producer in the division, 
having produced 1,293 oz. 1 dwt. from 1,237 tons stone, or an average of something over 1 ounce per 
ton. The vein, which varies from 1 to 4 feet in width, is now being worked at a depth of 220 feet.

Sages Reef, Belmore.—Crushed 44 tons for 49 oz. gold. The mine is now being worked by 
tributers, who expect constant returns in future. They are now engaged in crushing a parcel of 50 tons.

Queen of the Ranges.—Have not crushed any stone during the year, as the vein is very much 
pinched in the shaft. The mine is now under suspension for three months to enable the holders to obtain 
funds to carry on work.

Wright and partg, Belmore.—On the southern end of the Blue Jacket, are making preparations 
to start working their lease, which it is expected will add to the returns for the coming year.

Cargo, The Ironclad.—This mine, which is now held by a powerful English Company, has had a 
large amount of money expended during the year, both in developing the mine and erecting machinery, 
hut owing to the great scarcity of water the returns are not nearly, as large as they would otherwise have 
been. 723 tons of stone was treated for 567 oz. 2 dwt. gold.

Rise and Shine.—This party are having a trial crushing raised, to be treated in Sydney ; should 
it answer expectations, machinery will be at once erected on the ground.

Dalcoutt Sill.—Steel and party are cross-cutting for their vein at a depth of 180 feet. Very nice 
gold was found in cutting through the vein in the shaft.

Copper lease.—Gazzard and party have taken up a copper lease between Dalcoutt Hill and the 
Ironclad Hill, samples from which are reported to have assayed very favourably.

During the year 197 acres have been applied for under Gold-lease Regulations, and 80 acres 
mineral leases.

Number of miners’ rights sold, 169 ; mineral licenses, 21; and business licenses, 3.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £8,200,

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Paekes Division.

(Wm. C. Weston, Mining Registrar.)
I Have the honor to forward my report for the year 1888. It will be seen that the yield of gold is not 
quite equal to 1887, but I fully anticipate 1889 will exceed the yield of either.

During the year 1888, the mining industry on this. gold-field has further advanced, and the 
reefing has established itself on a thoroughly firm basis. The increased number of reefs working and 
number of miners’ rights issued demonstrate this fact, although the yield is slightly less than that of the 
previous year, this is to be accounted for by the crushing machinery being stopped from the want of 
water. The Buchanan line maintains its position as possessing the noted claims of Hazelhurst and 
Quaiie & Co.’s, which continue to yield very handsome returns ; and on the Caledonian Hill, the Koh-i-noor 
reef (Dean, Pritchard, & Co.) have crushed regularly; their reef, which is easily worked, yielding 
35 dwt. They have also a large body of stone to work on. Several companies have been formed during 
the year to work several well-known properties, viz., the Bushman’s Hill, and the Toung Australian, and 
the Homeward Bound claims ; at each of these machinery of an improved type is to be erected, and will 
doubtless further stimulate the reefing industry of the district. At Currajong, Old Strickland reef has 
been reopened by Davis and party, who have discovered a body of stone varying from 12 to 15 feet in 
width, carrying a fair proportion of fine gold, and is considered by miners to he a valuable property.
Many leases have been applied for, and old abandoned ground reopened, in some instances with good 
results. Much improvement is expected from the erection of machinery which will save fine gold. [

In alluvial mining little is now done. At the Bachelors, dirt is being got up, but the drought has 
prevented washing being done, no water being available. On the Buchanan line, Hazelhurst is raising 
splendid stone. Quaiie & Co., ditto. In Possum Gully, Eitzgerald & Co., Moore & Co., Paravicini& Co. 
have good stone. At the Caledonian Hill, Dean, Pritchard, & Co. have a good paddock out. At Curra- 
jong, the Dayspring Co. are raising stone from the old workings. Davis & Co., also at Currajong, have 
400 tons grassed, expected to yield something over J oz. to the load. At Bartley’s Creek, Wright, 
Miller, & Co. have 120 tons at grass. Yarious other localities reefs are being tried, and small trial lots 
are ready for crushing. The Eldorado Co., at Magpie Gully, are crushing at the Metropolitan Co.’s 
battery trial crushings of surface stone. This Company are sinking their main shaft, prospecting for the 
very rich shoot of gold lost by the former holders. They have a lot of i-oz. stone in sight. The present 
year promises fresh developments. The district contains many reefs, which must remain unworked until 
machinery capable of saving fine gold is introduced into the district. ,

Leases
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Leases for copper and silver have heen applied for, and the specimens obtained give most 
encouraging results. '

523 miners’ rights were issued, 18 business licenses, and 3 mineral licenses; 52 applications for 
gold-mining leases, and 6 applications for mineral leases were applied for, and mining tenements were 
registered.

LACHLAN DISTRICT—Foeises Division.
. (JEJ. A. T. Pery, Mining Registrari)
I have the honor to submit my report and statistics for the Forbes Division of the Lachlan Mining 
District for 1888. The amount of gold won in this division (as per Escort returns) for The year, is 
962 oz. 7 dwt., 15 gr., showing an increase of 235 oz. 9 dwt., 21 gr. on the amount won in 1887, to which 
must be added about 100 oz. still in the hands of the banks, making a total of considerably over 1,000 oz. 
The increase thus shown, as compared with the statistics, may be accounted for by small amounts, derived 
from claims, not possessed of machinery.

_ Britannia Co-operative Gold-mining Co. {Limited.')—This Company has completed the erection 
of winding and pumping machinery, and has worked out a portion of the reef at the 90 ft.-level 
which has averaged over an ounce to the ton. The sinking of the main shaft is being proceeded with, for 
the purpose of getting ground open, ready for “ stopping.”

Pinnacle Reef Quartz-mining Co.—This Company has been greatly delayed in its operations 
by want of water, owing to the very dry season. The stone crushed during the year has averaged about 
9 dwt. to the ton, nearly 1,000 tons of stone are now at surface, awaiting crushing.

The Metropolitan^ Gold-mining Co.—(Stricklands Reef) have, within the last half year, 
erected a “ Huntingdon ” mill, which has operated upon a quantity of stone, with very poor returns. 
Said stone being taken from a very large reef, proved not payable, owing to much of it, being “ barren.” 
I am informed that this Company is in process of liquidation.

. Forbes Alluvial Gold-mining Co. {Limited.)—This Company has worked during the past year 
with varying success, having won considerably over 400 oz. of gold. They have met with much difficulty, 
through large bodies of water, from old workings.

The Crinoline Gold-mining Co. {Limited) have, through the collapse of main working shaft, 
been compelled to suspend operations during the last nine months ; a reorganisation will shortly be effected. 

Try Again, late Nil Besperandum.—This Company has done nothing during the past year.
The Phcemx Gold-mining Association—(Victoria lead) have, after considerable difficulty (through 

water), bottomed a shaft, on the above lead, and are at present taking a main drive, to the western bound
ary of their ground, preparatory to “ blocking out.” This claim, is worked with horses. About 50 oz. 
have been won, to close of year.

Raid Hills Lead.—Bathgate and party have during the year been at work on this lead. They 
have met with fair success, and have erected a puddling machine and whim.

. El- Dorado Gold-mining Co.—This claim was originally known as Pennington’s Reef, which at one 
time yielded as high as 11 oz. to the ton, but this rich “ shoot ” of stone was worked out. The present 
Company has been formed, for the purpose of thoroughly prospecting the ground and have great hopes of 
finding other good “shoots.”

During the past year, I have issued 318 miners’ rights, 18 mineral licenses, 10 business licenses. 
32 applications for gold-mining and 2 for mineral leases were also received at this office.

Copper. In November last a 40-acre mineral lease was applied for at Euroa, near Eugowra. I 
understand that active operations will shortly take place, in this neighbourhood.

. Silver.—An 80-acre lease, near Melrose Plains, was applied for here in July last, but I have heard 
nothing of any work being done in that direction.

. LACHLAN DISTRICT—Monona Division.
{M. Hanly, Mining Registrar?)

I have the honor to report on the mining industry in this division for the year now nearly closed.
. During the year I issued 151 miners’ rights, 14 mineral licenses, and 3 business licenses. I 

received 14 applications for gold-mining leases, and 4 applications for mineral leases.
The only place in this division that gold-mining is now carried on is now known as Delaney’s 

Dyke, the locality is called Humble or "Woollogolong. The Dyke is situated about 14 miles in a north
westerly direction from Molong. The discovery was first made known in August last year by John E. 
Kelly, Esq., M.P., and Messrs. Delaney Brothers, the latter were the prospectors. The prospecting claim 
is a gold lease of 8 acres ; the lease having been issued, the property has been formed into a limited 
liability company, with a capital of £80,000. On a recent visit to the mine I saw the manager, Mr. 
William Davidson, and the resident director, Mr. Andrew Delaney. The manager kindly supplied me 
with information of the mine as follows :—
" The lode outcropped on the surface for a distance of 80 yards, and was found to be from 12 feet 

to 26 feet wide on the surface. Three shafts were sunk perpendicularly, and the lode was cut in each at 
30 feet, and were continued on the underlay. At the 60-feet level the three shafts are connected by 
drives. The lode underlays at an angle of about 54 degrees. The south shaft is about 140 feet deep, 
and carries a 6 feet of lode all the way down to present level. Men were found sinking in this shaft! 
A'drive has been commenced at the 130-foot level, going north and south, the lode widening as the drive 
progresses. At the north end of the 60-foot level the lode is 12 feet wide. A drive at right angles with 
the 60-fo'ot level drive was put in, and a second lode was cut 7 feet thick, with a horse of 6 feet of ground 
between the two lodes, which appear to run parallel with each other. When the battery (ten stampers) 
was erected in March last, the small quantity of water then available was used up in crushing about 
70 tons. It is said that the result of that first crushing was 15 dwt. of gold and 5 dwt. of silver per ton. 
Since then there has been no water to enable the battery to work, and for domestic use it has to be carted 
a distance of 14 miles. Work on this mine has been continuous, with an average of nine men, so that, 
while the battery has been idle, the lode stuff at grass has accumulated to about 1,600 tons. Owing to. 
the-natUre of the lode, which is not quartz, but some kind of a conglomeration, it is easily mined, and is 
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raised to the surface cheaply: a shot dislodges tons. In a gully or dry water-course quite close to the 
battery, are two large dams prepared many months ago to catch water. '

No. 1 south is an 8-acre lease, Blunden and party. '
No. 2 South is a 6-acre lease, M'Groder and party.
No. 3 South is an ordinary claim of four men, Windred and party. •
No. 4 South is a 4-acre lease, Hughes and party.
No. 1 North is a lease of 8 acres, held by Delaney and party.
No. 2 North is a lease of 8 acres, held by Kelly and party.
No. 3 North is a 4-acre lease, held by Ruble and party. .
No. 4 North ; Haslam and party hold 6 acres. There are two other leases on the east of the lode 

held by Tanner and party and Williams and party.
In these various leases, a great number of shafts have been sunk, and driving done, but in none 

has the lode been found up to the present time.
The population at the Dyke, all told, is at this date 36 souls.
The Government land at this place is limited, as the freehold of Messrs. M‘Callum Brothers is near 

on the north, east, and south, it is said that the lode outcrops in their land, and they found gold in the
outcrop. .

About 10 miles from the dyke, and about 12 miles from Molong in a south-westerly direction, I 
came to the Gumble tin-mine. Here there are four leases, three being held by Messrs. Kelly and_ Moore, 
and one by Mr. Hills. The former have sunk six shafts, having an aggregate of 415 feet sinking, and 
about 450 feet of driving ; about 200 tons of ore is at grass ; none of it has yet been treated. The lode 
is from 1 to 8 feet wide ; men were at work, but here also water is scarce. No person was at work on 
Mr. Hills’ lease ; a shaft has been sunk 32 feet, but the lode was not found.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Beaxbwood, Aealuen, Little Rivee, Majoe’s Ceeee, Nowea, aud
Neeeiga Divisions.
(■/. Aldcorn, Warden.)

There has been a good deal of activity generally in mining matters during the year 1888. In some of 
the above divisions a large extent of ground has been taken up, and leases applied for both for gold and 
other minerals. _

In the Braidwood Division, alluvial mining has been carried on much as in recent past years, when 
water was available, and with fair success. A number of leases have been applied for for the purpose of 
working silver lodes recently discovered, as well as some quartz reefs for gold. Prospecting on the ground 
thus applied for has been in some instances vigorously carried on. The results as yet have not, except 
in one or two cases, been such as to justify the procuring of machinery. _ _ _ .

In Araiuen Division the workings have been confined almost entirely to the deep shipping claims 
in the bed of the creek, the long-continued dry weather having prevented any work in the smaller 
sluicing claims. The result as to gold procured is about the same as in the previous year. Unfortunately 
the otherwise welcome rain which fell towards the end of the year filled in several of the claims, which 
will involve a considerable loss in re-opening, if indeed the holders in some instances will be able to incur 
the expense of doing so.

In the Little River Division the want of water has, for the greater part of the year, prevented any 
ground-sluicing operations, from which hitherto the greater part of the gold has been obtained in this 
locality. There is a considerable falling-off in the amount procured in consequence. There has been a 
revived movement in the way of efforts to work the numerous quartz reefs in this division. About a 
dozen leases have been applied for, and some of the parties have set to work. In one case several leases 
previously granted have been purchased by a Company, chiefly of persons outside the district, and 
machinery has been erected on the ground. This Company are pleased with present prospects, and are 
now adding to the machinery for the purpose of more effectually saving the gold. As several of the 
leases lately applied for have just been granted, it is probable that more extended operations in this 
division will be the result.

Major’s Creek Division is also dependent on a large supply of water for the working of the alluvial 
ground, and this it has not had, except for a few days during the year. A number of the miners have 
been obliged, therefore, to seek for other employment. A considerable part of the land in this division 
is private'property, and on it, in past years, a good deal of work has been done in reefing. The difficulty, 
however, of effectively treating the stone led to the abandonment of several attempts to work the ground. 
Quite recently, however, the proprietor, in conjunction with some others, has procured machinery, the 
erection of which is nearly completed, which, it is hoped, will enable them successfully to work 
some of these reefs. Should this be so, there will probably be a revival of mining in the neighbourhood, 
as there are several places which may be similarly tried. On Crown land also some leases have been 
applied for, on which are galena lodes and mundic reefs. I understand that arrangements have been 
nearly completed for working these. •

As to the Nowra Division, of which I have not long had charge, I am indebted to one of the lease
holders at Yalwal, the principal mining centre of the division, for the following information:—Lease 
No. 13, known as the Homeward Bound, has, during the last eighteen months, been worked as an open 
quarry. Previous to that time a tunnel had been driven about 200 feet into the ridge which carries the 
auriferous lode, and the quartzites having been cut, upward stoping was carried on from a depth of about 
50 feet, the whole of the lode between that depth and the surface having been crushed. The stone is still 
being taken out from the walls of this cavity, which is about 60 feet wide. The output of the mine for 
twelve months prior to May, 1888, crushed at a small and not very effective 10-stamper battery, resulted 
in value to over £8,000. Since May, operations have been a good deal retarded by necessary repairs to 
machinery and want of water, but, nevertheless, gold to the value of £2,565 has been won since that date. 
The claim altogether has, since June, 1882, yielded the sum of £25,600. To the north of the Homeward 
Bound is the claim known as the Pioneer, a 5-acre lease, on which a large amount of work in sinking 
shafts and driving has been done during the past year, and about 400 tons of stone raised, which is
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estimated to go half an ounce to the ton. Before, however, it could be crushed, want of water obliged 
the owners to stop their machinery. In former times, for about five years, this mine produced gold to the 
value of £10,000—there is much good stone still in sight. The Caledonian is a 12-aere lease, on which 
six men have been at work during the year. Tenders were accepted for machinery, but in consequence of 
the insecure state of a bridge over which it would have to be conveyed the matter has been deferred for a 
time. Meanwhile a contract has been let for driving a tunnel through this ground. From time to time 
small crushings at neighbouring machines have resulted in 15 dwt. to 2 oz. a ton. The Hit or Miss is 
situated to the north of the Caledonian. On it a large amount of work has been done in trenching. 
Several shafts have also been sunk, in one of wliicli, at a depth of 65 feet, good-looking quartz has been 
raised. The Star is an 8-acre lease adjoining the Homeward Bound on the south. About 700 feet 
of tunnelling has been done on it, at a large expense, but, as yet, without payable prospects. A third 
tunnel is now being driven with the object of cutting the Homeward Bound lode. (Several other leases 
.are held or have been applied for near these, from prospecting which very good indications have been 
found. Further down the creek is the Eclipse, a lease of 3 acres 3 roods. There is a 10-head stamper 
battery on this ground, with a shoot and between 300 and 400 feet of tramway. A large amount of dead 
work has been done in driving and sinking during the past year. About 700 tons oi stone has been 
caushed, but with indifferent results. The workings have not been carried on in a very effective or 
economical way. The value of gold obtained from this holding for the past eight years is £10,577. 
To the south of the Eclipse is the Pinnacle, which has been almost idle for some time, and the 
holders have been called on to show cause why the lease should not be forfeited. On this mine there is a 
20 h.-p. engine and a 15-stamper battery, tramways, <fcc. When it was continuously worked, from about 
1875 to 1885, it is said that gold to the value of £15,000 was obtained. In addition to the foregoing, I 
may mention that a party from Sydney have been gathering up the tailings from the creek which have 
been allowed to go to waste. Some 2,000 bags will probably be sent to Sydney for treatment. Trials 
have given 7 oz. to the ton. '

With regard to minerals, a small “ Silver rush ” took place, the locality being near the junction of 
Baxter s Creek with the Shoalhaven Kiver. A number of 40-acre blocks were taken possession of under 
mineral licenses. Nothing of importance has as yet resulted from this. More recently, on what is known 
as the Bight Arm, Yalwal Creek, a discovery of very promising argentiferous ore has been discovered, 
but nothing beyond a little prospecting has been done. A Company is, however, being formed with a view 
to testing the ground thoroughly.

In the Nerriga Division a large extent of ground has been taken up, chiefly for gold-mining, but in 
two or three instances also for silver and copper. A good deal of work in the way of prospecting has 
been .done, although only in regard to one holding has the result as yet warranted any expenditure on 
machinery for quartz-mining. In my last report I referred to two Companies which had been formed 
for carrying on extensive operations by way of hydraulic sluicing on the old beds of the Shoalhaven 
Biver. One of these had completed a long and expensive race, &c., and had commenced operations. 
Unfortunately, however, the supply of water has been quite insufficient, and not much has been done in 
working the ground held by the Company. As regards the other Company, all that has as yet been done 
has been the testing of the large area taken up by them by sinking shafts, &c. The results of trials of 
the. drift obtained therefrom have been very satisfactory. A considerable time has been occupied in 
taking levels for what will be a long and expensive race, for the conveyance of water to the Company’s 
.ground from the Shoalhaven Biver, near its junction with the Jembaicumbene Creek, with a branch from 
the Mongarlowe Biver. This work has occupied a longer time than was anticipated, but I am intormed 
by Mr. Temmes, the manager, that it is now completed, and that tenders will shortly be called for 
the construction of the race and several necessary dams in connection therewith.

The foregoing is a report in, for the most part, general terms, but the Mining Begistrars in the 
several divisions will, I have no doubt, add some more detailed information.

SOUTHEBN DISTRICT—Bekeima Division.

(_F. li. WilsJiire, Warden.')
nonor to report that during the year 1888 no increase in mining has taken place within my 

division, but rather a decrease, as shown by the smaller number of applications for mineral land, &c. &c. 
which are tabulated below, as compared with last year’s results 1 ’

Of the number of leases, &e., &c., applied for, few will, I fear, prove of any great value.
Few, if any, of the leases for silver at the Peaks, in the Picton District, are likely to prove 

remunerative, and the larger area taken up in this district for coal and shale will, in all probability, lapse 
or become forfeited, most of it having been applied for for speculative purposes, and without any present 
intention of winning the minerals therein. ‘ .

Berrima Colliery is still at work, but the output is merely nominal; such also is the case with the 
Mittagong Colliery.

The Company, with large capital (some £170,000,1 believe), to open a coal-mine at lYingello, 
some 15 miles south-west of here and of Moss Vale, and of which I spoke’in last year’s report, is about 
commencing operations, the manager having recently arrived.

The coal is said to have been thoroughly tested, and proved good, but the same thing has been 
said of nearly all the coal yet opened in this district. At the same time, the greatest difficulty has 
always been experienced in getting the Grovernment railway officials to use it, representing it to be 
unsuitable for locomotive purposes. •

It is alleged by some that the coal is highly suitable for said purposes, and it was hoped that the 
new Railway Commissioners would have had a searching investigation into this long-debated matter, 
seeing the immense importance it has in connection with the cost of working the Southern Railways, but 
nothing .yet in this line appears to have been initiated, and the valuable coal deposits of this district seem 
to be doomed to remain unworked and undeveloped.

Referring to the Mittagong Coal Company, which recently opened with an output of 100 tons per 
day during the Newcastle strike, mostly for the Melbourne market (overland), they subsequently failed 
to secure a tender for the N.S.W. Railway supply, and are now closed, or nearly so, for want of orders.

This
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This is the third or fourth colliery opened in this district within the last few years meeting with the 
same disastrous fate, and the subject is deserving of the earnest and careful attention of the Railway 
Commissioners.* ,

With regard to gold, nothing of any importance has heen developed in the way of reefing, put 
several prospecting claims are being tested with the aid of moneys from the Prospecting Vote. Nothing 
is being done on the Mittagong Grold-field.

Work has been resumed on the Carrington mine, but with what prospects I am not at present able 
to state. ,

At Towrang silver-lodes nothing has been developed of much (if any) value; and the iron-ore 
lodes, in the vicinity of Bungonia, have not proved of any commercial value so far. _

Should the Carrington mine prove profitable, these Bungonia lodes will doubtless receive further 
development, as being almost identical therewith (geologically speaking).

On the whole, with the exception of land taken up in this district for speculative purposes for 
coal and shale, mining has slackened off considerably in my division during the past twelve months. -

Berrima.
No. of applications for gold leases ...................................  4

,, oxide of iron.......................   2
„ silver.......................................................... 15
,, coal and shale........................................ 52

Total.............................. 73

Miners’rights ........................................................................... ....... 19
Mineral licenses.................................................... ............ ...............  60

Taralga.
Miners’rights ...................................... -................ .......................... 79
Mineral licenses........................................................... ....................... 60

Gcoulburn.
No particulars to hand (the Mining Registrar being on leave, I believe).

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Bombaua Division.
{James Giles, Warden.)

I have the honor to submit my report for the year 1888 upon the Bombala and Cooma Divisions of the 
Southern and Tumut and Adelong Mining Districts, over which I exercise supervision as Warden, and 
which embrace the following gold-fields, viz.:—Delegate, Towomba, Nimitybelle, Collinton, Snowy River,
Crackenback, and Kiandra. i n ir- j

Under separate cover I forward reports from the Mining Registrars at Bombala, Cooma, Kiandra, 
and Adelong; and I presume the officers stationed at Bega, Eden, Nimitybelle, and Tumut have already 
furnished their reports for the past year, giving detailed accounts of the various workings, proceeds, &c.; 
also the number of miners’ rights and business and mineral licenses issued within their respective divisions
to the 31st December last. • t., i r

At Kiandra, the gold won during the past year did not exceed 600 oz., being considerably less than 
the yield for 1887. _ , .

The mining population of Kiandra, Crackenback, and Snowy River gold-fields may be estimated at 
350, consisting of Europeans and Chinese. _ _

Nimitybelle Gold-Held.—I am pleased to state that there is a decided improvement in respect of 
mining matters upon this gold-field. _ .

Collinton Gold-field.—Several gold-mining and mineral leases have been applied for; there is a 
very marked improvement in all matters connected with mining within this gold-field. .

Towomba Gold-field.—Several prospecting parties have been searching for gold and silver reefs on 
this gold-field, and some mineral leases have been applied for. _ _ ...

Delegate Gold-field.—Although I cannot report improvement in mining business within this gold
field, I am convinced there is no retrogression.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Moruya Division.
( G. Maun sell. Warden.)

Although the favourable anticipations of my last report did not become realized during 1888, they are in 
no way diminished. .

The completion and erection of most of the crushing plants have been delayed through various 
causes, consequently outside speculation has been in a semi-dorinant state during the greater portion of 
the year, awaiting the results from the several crushings. _

At the Gulph, Mr. Pollock has a 10 and the Mount Coman Co. a 25-stamper machine at work. 
Returns from the latter have not yet been made public. _ ...

The Little Gem, situated near Moruya, has erected on it a fine Huntington mill, which will be at 
work in a few days.

The Bodalla Mining Co., recently The Belle of Australia, at theWogonga North Head, has a some
what similar plant in the course of erection. _

The late proprietor of the Moruya Silver-mine informs me that his Company, an English one, has 
sent out instructions to commence work immediately.

At Bumbo, in the parish of Wanban, a small water-wheel, driving a 4-stamper battery, has been 
erected. #

The Bega Prospecting Association has men employed at Nelson testing the reefs there. _
At Windham and Wallagoot, lease-holders are busy prospecting for silver, and have met with good 

indications of it. There are several parties prospecting in these localities; but the dryness of the season 
has hitherto proved a drawback to their operations. -A-t

* The capital said to have been expended upon these futile attempts to develop this important industry in this district is represented to b 
something like the following :—Eritho Colliery, £15,000; Berrima, £24,000; Kingwood, £28,000; the Great Southern Co., Mittagong (and las 
£40>000, representing a gross sum of some £107,000.
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At Tanja, a few parties make a livelihood by fossicking in the gullies.
Messrs. Bailey and Miles, on Mount Dromedary, are turning out some very rich pyrites; and 

Cowderoy’s party works its mine constantly.
At Mogo, the prospecting party is earning good wages at alluvial working, and two other parties 

there have erected steam-pumps, with the intention of vigorously testing their grounds.
Messrs. Tyrell & Co. are industriously working a reef there, and they hope soon to find sufficient 

encouragement to induce them to procure machinery.
Within the last fortnight a small rush for leases has taken place at Dwyer’s Creek, about 5 miles 

from Moruya.
Some of the mines, in the past, have been badly worked, and a great quantity of unnecessary 

labour has been done through the mismanagement. The want of water ; a tendency to obtain possession 
of “ abandoned ” ground, with a view to dispose of it to syndicates before the issue of the leases, by 
persons not possessed of the means to develop it themselves; a lack of cordiality or of means, perhaps both, 
amongst some shareholders,—are causes that have tended to retard the development of the mining industry 
of my division during the past year. J

I can now report that most of the obstacles referred to are on the eve of being removed, also that 
the recent heavy rains will give a further impetus to mining.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Tass Division.
(JET. J". Chisholm, Warden.)

In submitting this, my annual report for the year 1888,1 regret to say that the mining industry in this 
district is not in such a satisfactory and progressive state as I hoped it would have been.
. In the early part of the year a sudden impetus was given to mining matters. During the follow
ing months the undermentioned areas were applied for, under mineral leases :—

January .................................................................................................  40 acres.
February.............................................................................................. 280 acres.
March........ ..................... .......... ........................................................ 80 acres.
April ....................................................................................................... 60 acres.
May........................................................................................................ 20 acres.
June ........................................................................................... 40 acres.
July to December............................................................................... Nil.

For a short time.after the applications were made glowing reports were received as to the progress of 
work made, and it was anticipated that at last this district would be fully worked. * .

In some cases work has been suspended awaiting the survey of the blocks and the issue of the
leases.

Cunning.
I enclose report from Mr. Pembroke, Warden’s Clerk.

Burroioa.
I have received the following information from Mr. Wotton, the Mining Registrar :—
Progmore Copper Mines, 16 miles from Burrowa.—These works stopped about four years ago, but 

have started again. 100 tons of ore on the ground, about 40 men employed, and have about £5'000 
worth of machinery. ’

The silver mines about Rye Park have shown very good assays.

• Pass Warden’s Clerk.
The. report from this officer will be at once forwarded.
Taking all things into consideration, our future prospects have not been for some time past so 

hopeful as at present. . r

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Cobaego Division.
(L. J. Clifford, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to furnish for your information my annual report on the portion of Dromedary Gold
field in my district. J

There are seven men working at Montreal on old ground fossicking. .
During the year two or three claims on quartz in the neighbourhood of Bermague have been taken 

up under the Mining Act, but so far nothing tangible has resulted, as they seem only to be holding them 
with a view to selling.

The line of reef known as Progress and Poverty, near Montreal, has been entirely abandoned.
. Eor the year I have sold 42 miners’ rights and 37 business licenses, amounting in the total to £35, 

being an increase on the former year of £16.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Wagonga Division.
(W. J. Foster, Mining Registrar.)

. In submitting my annual report upon this division I regret that the anticipations shadowed forth 
in my predecessor’s annual report for the year 1887 have not been realized. Yarious causes have con
spired to frustrate those expectations, which will be noticed further on.

. I also regret to be compelled to state that claimholders and proprietors of crushing mills refuse to 
give any information in regard to the amount of stone raised or crushed, or the gold won therefrom, so 
that I am totally unable to give that data which is the vital information required by the Department for 
showing the prospects and progress of the gold-mining industry in this Colony. They seem to think that 
if they give the information sought they are exposing their private business, and perhaps jeopardising the 
value they place upon their holdings, forgetting that the information will be published in gross, and 

' not in detail, or not believing that it will be so given.
Mount
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- Mount Dromedary.
The original prospectors have not crushed any stone during the year. Having worked out tho 

upper levels they have been employed in driving a lower level; what success has attended their efforts I 
am unable to state, as they are very reticent. _ _

The claims on the Star of the South line have been in full work, and considerable quantities of 
stone have been crushed, yielding fair returns, which rumour says is satisfactory to the owners ; but the 
amount of stone treated, and the yield of gold therefrom, I am unable to state for the reason stated above.

There is a new- feature developed during the year, that is to say, the deeper the work is carried 
the less free gold—the gold being found in pyrites, which cannot be saved by the ordinary stamper 
battery, and necessitates special machinery for saving the pyrites or “ concentrates.” A quantity from 
one of the claims on the Star of the South, vms treated in Sydney by a mill adapted to the purpose, 
and the yield, as I have been informed, w'as about 75 per cent, of concentrates of the gross amount of 
stone treated, with a small return of free gold. I applied for the particulars, but have not received any 
answer.*

. Wagonga North Mead.
In this locality are situated the mines known as the Lady Carrington, Bodalla Grold-mining 

Company, and three or four private holdings. In regard to the above Companies, the work has been 
desultory, and no crushings, save trial crushings, which have been satisfactory, so much so, that the 
Bodalla Company is now erecting a large plant for saving the pyrites. _

In one private holding the trial crushings have been satisfactory. In another, considerable 
quantities of stone have been sent to Sydney for treatment for pyrites. The percentage of pyrites, and 
the amount of free gold won, I have not been able to obtain.

Montreal.
Near this place is the reef known as the Progress and Poverty, in which some rich specimens 

■were found some two years ago, and which caused considerable activity in taking up ground to lease at 
that time. During this year little or no work has been done.

Parish Gadjangary, Oounty Dampier.
At or near the head of Coolagilite Creek a prospecting protection area in quartz w-as registered 

in August last. Since then two leases of I acres each have been applied for on the supposed line of 
reef. I am unable to state whether payable gold, or gold at all, has been found. The prospectors have 
not reported gold. One of the applicants to lease informed me their sha.ft was down 30 ft., and they 
intended having a trial crushing.

DrassJcnoclcer Greek, County of Dampier, Westward of Cobargo.
In 1886 a lease of 12 acres, on a then recently-discovered reef on or near this creek, was applied 

for, and considerable work done. A Berdan was placed on the ground for treating the stone, but 
whether the Berdan wras ineffectual for the purpose—which is likely—or the stone too poor, I am unable 
to say. During this year little or no work has been done, and the ground is virtually abandoned.

Alluvial. . '
No new ground has been discovered during the year, and wrhat wmrk is being done is by fossickers, 

scattered over the division.
General Memarks.

158 acres 34 perches have been applied for to lease for gold-mining purposes, and 40 acres for 
mineral lease—silver. _

The year has been exceptionally dry, and has retarded very much in some instances mining 
enterprise, as well as depressed all other industries.

Total Talue of Mining Plant in the division, £4,800.

SOUTHEBN DISTRICT—Eueobodama Divisiox.
(Menry J. Lea, Mining Registrari)

I have the honor to report for your information that there is no mining carried on in this part of the 
Southern Mining District. All the mining is being done at Wagonga and Nerrigundah, where there 
are Warden’s Clerks. I have during tho year sold 121 miners’ rights and 18 business licenses to the 
miners and business people on the Nerrigundah Gold-field.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Mobuta Division.

(77. Bragg, Mining Registrar.) .
I have the honor to report in reference to the gold-mines in the Moruya Division that the alluvial 
claims have, with the exception of one, done but little during the past year. The claimholders expect 
better returns for the present year, as there are now three donkey engines on the alluvial diggings at 
Mogo. The quartz reefs are but as yet in their infancy. The Little Gem, situate about 3 miles to 
the south of Moruya, have erected extensive machinery, and have about 300 tons of quartz ready for 
crushing. This Company will commence crushing in a few days, and good results are anticipated.

Silver

* Warden’s Office, Wagonga, 26th January, 1889. Sir,—I wish to amend my annual report for the year 1888 in that 
part relating to Mount Dromedary, and having reference to the production of “concentrates” from pyrites. Since for
warding that report I have received from one of the proprietors of the mine the amount of stone treated, and the yield 
of concentrates, which is as follows : 7 tons 16 cwt. 3 qr. of stone, producing 1 ton 15 cwt. of concentrates ; equal to 22‘32 
per cent of concentrates. I have put the amount in the report at about 75 per cent., which is an error.—W. J. FostB-R, 
Mining Registrar. The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney.



Silver. '
There is one mine, about 4 miles from Moruya, with machinery erected thereon. This mine 

has been idle for some time past, but it has lately been floated into a Company in England, and the 
working of this mine will commence again in a few weeks. ' "

• Copper, Coal, Iron, and Tin.
•None of these minerals have as yet been found in the district.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £2,850.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Gunning Division.
(Sel. Pembroolce, Warden’s Clerlcd)

I have the honor to report that during the year ended 31st December, 1888, three (3) gold-mining and 
six (6) mineral lease applications were applied for in this district, while the number of miners’ rights and 
mineral licenses issued amounted to thirteen (13) and fifty (50) respectively. The gold-mining leases are 
all situated near Dalton, and are distant about 9 miles from Gunning. There has been a large amount of 
work done on Lease No. 88-1, the proprietors having about 500 tons of gold-bearing stone at grass, and I 
am informed that they intend erecting machinery for crushing within a few weeks, when it is anticipated 
that employment will be found for at least sixty miners. Gold-mining Leases Nos. 88-2 and 88-3 have 
also been extensively worked, and preparations are being made for erecting machinery. These leases are 
situated close to Lease No. 88-1, and the whole of them are said to be good paying properties, as the 
quartz is easily got out and the reef is very wide. Bulk lots have been crushed from each of these claims, 
giving results which have exceeded the most sanguine expectations of the parties interested. • •

, Of the mineral leases applied for the majority have been worked more or less, the greatest amount 
being done in connection with Lease No. 83-1,'on which a shaft has been sunk to a depth of 90 feet, and 
a drive put in for a distance of about 40 feet. This lease is situate about 16 miles from Gunning, and is 
in close proximity to the Jerrawa Railway Station. Several of the mineral leases are situated in the parish 
of Mundoonan, distant about 12 miles from Gunning, the whole having been tested more or less, but work 
has been temporarily suspended, awaiting the survey of the blocks and the issue of the leases.

The whole of the mineral leases were taken for the purpose of mining for silver. Numerous assays 
have been made from ore taken from tho various claims, but no authentic information has been furnished 
to me as to the results.
_ I anticipate that the erection of machinery in connection with the gold-mining leases will give an 
impetus to mining in other parts of this district.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Aealuen Division.
(A/. I'. Caflile, dblining Registrar.') ■

Notwithstanding the severe character of the protracted drought, continuing up to the last month of the 
year, the yield of gold has maintained very fair proportions, being 4,128 oz., value £15,892 16s. (4,100 oz. 
from alluvium and 28 oz. from quartz). Sluicing has been much retarded during the year through want of 
water, some of the claims having occasionally been enabled to work only one day in the week, instead of 
continuously, and the largest had to knock off one or two boxes altogether, which, of course, made a 
considerable difference in the returns. When rain came at last it was in such liberal supply that nearly 
all the deep claims were filled with sand or water, thus preventing profitable work for a few weeks. In 
one claim a steam-engine, and a centrifugal pump are buried out of sight On the other hand, the rain has 
been beneficial by causing a good growth of green feed, and checking the upward price of dry, which is a 
large item of expense in working the claims, where so many horses are employed.

During the “ boom ” many parties were out in the ranges prospecting for minerals, but did not 
succeed in finding anything worth while. As most of the specimens, however, sent to the Department 
for assay were surface stone only, not much dependence can be placed on the result till depth is reached. 
Some work is still being continued searching for silver.

The only quartz-mining has been at Bell’s Creek, and not as much done there as in some previous 
years. ' 1
. Judging from late yields of the claims, and the water supply being now abundant, the outlook for 
the coming year is as good as usual. "

Total value of mining plant in the division, £20,830.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT—Little Rivee Division. ' ■
, (-P. I. Galway, liming Registrari)
I have the honor to forward report for the year 1888, and am happy to state that quartz-mining is firmly- 
established here, and as suitable machinery has been procured there is every prospect of the opening up 
of an extensive reefing district. 1

Sixteen new leases, representing 111 acres, and two extended quartz claims have been applied for 
during the past year, the greater portion being for legitimate working.

The Day Dawn Company, which was formed in Goulburn to work the Day Dawn Reef in connection 
with that known as the Earl Granville, have secured additional leases representing 27 acres adioining 
their grounds. J . 5

, Suitable buildings have been erected, and the battery-shed contains a 25 horse-power Tangye 
boiler, two Huntingdon mills, one 3) feet, and one 5 feet, and two concentrators of the most approved kind.

. There is also a Blake s pump for the supply of water for the battery. The necessary quantity is 
obtained from a substantial reservoir formed in the creek which runs close to the works, and can be 
depended on to keep up a supply in the driest seasons.

. A steam mining-pump placed in the main shaft and driven from the boiler in shed keeps the 
working perfectly dry, and a large winch does the hauling.

I he stone is heavily charged with pyrites, which are separated from the tailings by the concen
trators, from 20 tons of which 1 ton of clean pvrites were obtained ; aseayer shows 20 oz. of gold to a ton 
of pyrites. ' ° Terl
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Ten tons of pyrites have been sent to G-unningar for treatment. - _ _
The reef averages 36 inches in width, and at 80 feet from the surface extends 160 feet, which is 

the present length of drive. _ _
Porty men are employed in connection with the claim, and when the main shaft is put down 150 feet 

several more hands will be employed. ,
Murphy & Co. hold three leases, containing 18 acres, adjoining the Day Dawn Co.’s ground. 

Dive tons of surface stone treated in Sydney returned 25 dwt. per ton. A shaft is being sunk on the reef.
Proctor and party hold 35 acres in two blocks. Prom the 25-acre lease 5 tons of stone taken 

from the 70-foot level and treated in Sydney returned 25 dwt. per ton. Work is expected to commence 
at once.

A steam pump will be placed on the Plora Eeef, which is the property of the Day Dawn Co., and 
distinct from their present workings, as soon as a suitable one can be obtained. _

The Jubilee Eeef is idle for pumping machinery, and 40 tons of stone has been raised.
At Nom Chong’s Extended Quartz Claim 10 tons of stone await crushing. This stone shows for 

4 oz. to the ton. •
Pive tons of stone taken from Eickett’s Extended Claim gave 15 dwt. per ton in Sydney.
It is expected that the Day Dawn Co. will crush for the public when they clear off the quartz they 

have at grass, which is now some 150 tons.
Prospecting for copper at Currawang Creek, Burrawang Eange, has been going on for the past two 

years, and though promising indications have been met with from time to time, no continuous lead has 
yet been found.

A 40-acre copper lease has been taken up 20 miles further down the river by a Melbourne party, 
but no work has been done as yet. '

During the silver mania a large amount of prospecting was done here, with the result of a gossan 
lode being found, which was traced and sunk on for 8 miles. Assays of from 7 to 10 oz. of silver were 
returned per ton. The deepest prospecting shaft was 25 feet. _

The exceptional dry weather prevailing during the year prevented alluvial mining to any extent, 
and great damage has been done to the flumes connected with the water-races by bush fires, and the only 
place where a little gold could be procured was in reach of the river. This also had ceased to run, and 
all the river claims were idle from want of pumping power.

1G6 miners’ rights, 8 mineral licenses, and 4 business licenses were issued during the year.

SOUTHERN DISTEICT—Nerriga Division.

(P. J. Galway, Mining Registrar.')
Mr annual report will show that this division, usually looked upon as an alluvial field, has during the 
past year developed into an extensive reefing district.

12 gold leases, quartz, representing 130 acres, have been applied for; also, 3 special leases for 
sluicing purposes, containing 75 acres ; 5 gold leases, alluvial, 115 acres ; 1 mineral lease, copper, 40 acres ; 
1 mineral lease, silver, 40 acres ; 3 mineral leases, coal, 1,920 acres; 7 applications for sluicing claims, 
175 acres ; 3 extended river claims ; and 3 engine sites for crushing and pumping machinery.

The quartz leases have been chiefly taken up on the line of reef known as the Welcome and 
Excelsior, and a Sydney syndicate hold a large interest in most of the leases there.^ .

Crushing and pumping machinery of the most modem and approved kind is being erected, and a 
main shaft 9 feet by 3i feet is being sunk.

There is also a 10-head battery on Dhutz’s 20-acre lease, further down the river.
The applicants for gold leases for alluvial mining are engaged in surveying and laying out races 

for sluicing purposes. ,
No work is going on at present on the copper and silver leases. Most encouraging prospects have 

been obtained, and I am given to understand that work will be commenced shortly.
The coal leases are reapplications for leases previously taken up at Nowra, and refused by the 

Mining Department. The present applicants represent a Melbourne syndicate who are prepared to open 
up the mine, which contains kerosene shale of the richest quality. Surface indications of shale deposits 
can be traced for miles through the Nerriga District. _

The Gorang Sluicing Company’s works have been at a stand during the greater portion of the past 
year, caused by a want of water, and the Company propose erecting a large reservoir at the head of the 
race. This should have been done at first. _

I am certain that the alluvial deposits can be more economically and quickly washed by raising 
water by pumping from the river than by gravitation. The water carried in the races has to be taken so 
high up the creek that the main supply remains untouched. '

The Shoalhaven Hydraulic Sluicing Co., holding 500 acres by special lease, and 125 acres under 
the Mining Board regulations, have not commenced forming their race as yet. This race will be over 30 
miles in length ; the size, 8 feet by 4 x 4. The survey and laying down the pegs for cutting is completed, 
and work will commence, the manager informs me, when the ground required for that portion through 
Church and School lands will be resumed by the Department.

A wide bed of basalt crosses the Nerriga Division. Some years back a shaft was put down and the 
basalt pierced at a depth of 132 feet, and an auriferous drift struck. From the great influx of water, only 
a few buckets of wash-dirt were obtained, which gave most promising prospects of payable gold. _

A small Co-operative Company has been formed to test the ground, and a tunnel 1,200 feet in 
length will be driven to cut the track 30 feet under the present depth obtained in the shaft. This will 
fully test the ground, and, if successful, be the means of opening up a large extent of ground for deep 
sinking. _ .

The gold returns for the year are below the average, the very dry season preventing much alluvial 
mining. Number of miners’ rights issued, 54 ; mineral licenses, 3.

These do not represent the actual number held, as a great many were taken out in Sydney and 
Goulburn by applicants for leases. ■

SOUTHEEN'
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SOTJTHEBN DISTRICT—Majok’s Cheek Division.

. ■* {John Heaylett, Mining Registrar.')
2^-- on *lie extraordinary dry season, alluvial mining within my division has been very slack i\To 

few 1“e' “d “5 PH®* «■» io»g portion of the SL” whereheneeVerriMSSteeTdmTThi7' '"S''1 1‘0? °?t' *1,e T*s‘ >«««» floored it noVliriowlfr'l / f-, done- .The. quantity ot gold purchased on the creek will nrove what I sav tn
tr.Pf. 0(Z orrect’ aud ty comparing it with the quantity bought the previous year I find there is a fab in o

n,! Lf ounces. I have no means of ascertaining what quantity has been d^aed of at Braidwood I
J ’ Prett‘y,rtam that S°me Parties have takel1 the bulk ^ ^eir gold where they get the best 

P - d aS thlS 18 tlle case as regards the years prior to 1888, it cannot alter the figure! fet '
alluvial ground, "and" l" am^Slhat^chadown

near Da 
wages. The 120 ton oa fvnm Tmn "> nY 1 average to the ton, yet it paid the owners fairly good

of tlfe United Miner-’ old cbd^ a v b tT6^8 &t most’and w1l11 then commence on stone being taken out 
i rue unitea iviinerp, old claim, which has been recently sunk 50 feet into the mundic stone nod ire now

§pi“^S»
Dargue Company. St„„, from m daim recoa% treated at /tho Cuniipgarpyire w/Alte'aM fe hare
lira olghVlfgeTafeS Matte boi»g“ .‘“the aSinf ” ** > to*'‘ *»
that it is the best mining property at the creek.

During the year I sold 45 
licenses, as against 3 during the

r m v vj kjjj.uu » j.vt;c± ttu JJig
1 Wlt“ the United Miners, and it is said by experts 

miners rights, as against 41 for the previous year, and 18 mineral

as to what has been done

ty H ^g&Te^nl
I asked the manager of the Wyambeng Company’s mine for information a 

by him up to the end of 1888, and as yet no answer. iormanon a
n j10t J.W0-rk the h‘ise and ®hine Reef at Bed Hill. Must have lease of it
inino t0l<i !iS mu';h harder to jump ; yes ; and can be held longer without working The * 
mine assayed at the rate of 3 oz. 12 dwt. gold and 32 oz. silver to the t 
many other spots on the creek would not be idle but for the folly of plantin 
ground containing the gold ; yes ; both alluvial nml nmnvff '

ton

yes ; both alluvial and quartz.
Numbeb of days on which rain fell at Major’s 

Creek, during the following years :—

Of course 
stone from this 

respectively. This and 
a township on the very

IN umber of frosty nights at Major’s Creek,during 
the following years '

1882
1883
1884.
1885
1886
1887
1888

Total during the 8 years.......... 691
Not having a

.117 days.

.113 „
1881 Frosty 
!882 „

nights ..............
. 1U7
. 78

>5 1883
>> 1884

. G3 1885

. 74 Jf 1886 ,

. 99 f} 1887 •
, 40 :> 1888 ))
691 Total No. of Frosts during 8 years ,

on each day, but may say

sluicing or flooding of claims.
I have appended this to my report merely to show that these 

the township'and suburban^ilotments befn^m the^vav61"6 ^ 110 lleW to ProfTecfc consequent-on
ese eight years have not been favourable

SOUTHEBN DISTRICT—Braidwood Division. 

(O. R. Oslear, Mining Registrar.)

SOUTHEBN DISTEICT-Goulburn Division.

{A. A. Williams, Warden’s Clerk.)
I HATF'fjj® honor to forward my annual report of mining in this district during year 1888. 

p 1 j I ‘ ‘ 'l1.® m ,?° d and mmeral lease apjilications as compared with 1887
Gold lease appheatmns for 1888, 19; for 1887, 54; mineral lease1 applications for 1888/20 ; Tor1887, 33.

' ■ Number of miners’ rights issued during 1888 217 
335—M

mineral licenses, 79 ; business licenses, 4.
SOUTHERN
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SOUTHEEN DISTEICT—Bombala Division.

(W. A. Dor eta, Mining Registrar.)
T ttavf the honor to tender my report as Mining Eegistrar for this division for the year 1888, and I am 
glad to say that although no special advance in mining matters has been made, yet there has also been no 
retrogression. A large number of miners’ rights have been issued, and indeed many more than last year
vvouldTave been so issued were it not that the prospectors in so ^ to
licenses from elsewhere. Eive extended alluvial claims have been applied for at Neibothery, and trom 
these a great yield is reasonably expected. They are at present in “ suspension of labour to give time to
erect the very costly machinery which will bo required to work the claims. . ,^,-^,10

The amount of gold purchased by the Banks this last year is 501 oz. 19 dwt,, as against 74o oz. 12 
dwt. for 1887 ; also, tblissue of rights and licenses for the past year is as_follows f|4aS
against 49 of the previous year; mineral licenses, 10, as against 2; andbusmess licenses, 23, as against 21. 
^ iT^y beSdently ejected that as soon as Neibothery is opened up by the abovementioned 

claims a great impetus will be given to mining within this division.

SOUTHEEN DISTEICT—Nerb,i<hjndah Division.
(D. F. Stinson, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my annual report for the year 1888. , f ^ „„ THaving only entered on my duties from the 18th July last, my report will not be as complete as I 
should desire^ There being no office established in this division up to July of this year, the whole of 
the business from here was done at the Eurobodalla and Wagonga offices.

Quartz-mining. '
The principal mine in this division is the Mount Coman, the property of the Mount Coman 

Gold-mining Company, Limited. The width of the reef averages about 4 feet G inches. This Company 
have erected a powerful battery of 25 stamp-heads, driven by a 40 horse-power Stoam »g'»e. It s 
connected with their mine by a permanent horse tramway about 2 miles in length. Jlf^ ^ of SJ° 
(out of 600 tons at grass) has been crushed, but the yield is not known. Several smaller reefs have been 
opened during the year, the returns from which I have given elsewhere. Two other batteries have been 
erected since last report; one by James Pollock, at North’s Creek; itis 10 stamp-heads, driven by 
pmver steam-engirm*; the other has been erected for E. J. Coman & Co at Bumbo; desenpLon-4 
stamp-heads, driven by an overshot water-wheel. Other Companies contemplate erecting machinery

during 1889. •
Alluvial.

Alluvial mining has almost been at a standstill owing to the scarcity of water. _ Creek claims are 
the only ones being worked. The miners inform me that they are barely making a living, but still lave 
good hopes of the future of this diggings. No miners’ rights or business licenses have been issued from

ibis office during the year. ^
Total value of mining plant in the division, £17,000.

. SOUTHEEN DISTEICT—Beoa Division.
(It. Frappell, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report of mining operations in this division for the year
Decomber^ 1888^ ]ittle progresg, but steps have been taken to develop the resources by forminga

Prospecting’Association, and operations commenced by testing a reef at Nelson s s. f ]d
sunk about 110 feet, and one driven 50 feet, but nothing payable has as yet been met Alluvial gold was 
found in a creek near Wyndham; being on private property operations were stopped.

A mineral lease of 40 acres has been taken up at Wallagoot. Sufficient indications of silvei 1
been met to warrant a thorough prospecting. The ore raised has not been deemed sufficiently good 
enough to warrant the expense of a test. Several parties are out prospecting, and with plenty ot »atm 
to facilitate their labours, I trust to hear shortly of something payable having been found. JN 
machinery for treating ore has been erected in this division. About 20 ounces of gold ^as P ,
chased by the bank, principally from the old workings around Nelson s. With a better water supply and 
more interest taken in mining, I trust the present year will be productive of better results.

SOUTHEEN DISTEICT—Yass Division. .
(G. Addison, Mining Registrar.)

I HAVE the honor to report with regard to mining in this division of the Yass Mining ®“tnet for the 
year 1888 that I have received fourteen mineral lease applications for an area of 540 aeres;, 
applications were for silver, and as some of the specimens obtained were very good it was ™ougM that 
mining matters would go ahead. However, little has been done, and at present matters are at ® stmdrtm. 
Although this is the case, yet, survey of the leases having just been completed, it is very probable .

’ S°me ^hereTa^bemTa little prospecting for gold, but there is nothing further to report on this subject. 

During the year I have issued 26 miners’ rights and 15 mineral licenses.

ending 31st

■ SOUTHEEN DISTEICT—Beeeima Division.
{Percy Barnett, Mining Registrar!)

In forwarding my annual report for the Berrima Division of the Southern District, I have the honor to 
state that, having been appointed Mining Eegistrar on the 1st December last, from w ic ,lme . . 
end of the year no mining business was done in this office, my report as to the state of 
district can only be based upon a comparison between the business transacted in 1887 and 188 , j,our 
bv the books in this office.
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. Four gold-mining leases, covering an area of 63 acres, were applied for during the past year, as 
against one for 1887 ;• and on some of them suspension of work has been obtained. So far as I am aware, 
goid-minmg appears to be about at a standstill in this division, nothing new having been reported to me 
i oofr Sixty-seven mineral leases were applied for, covering an area of 17,291| acres, as against 13 for 
1887, the majority ot them being for coal and kerosene shale, with about 11 for silver, &c. 19 miners’

. rights, 60 mineral licenses, and no business licenses were issued during 1888.

TUMUT AND ADELONG- DISTRICT—Qtjeaivbetan Division,
(Jas. Aldcorn, Warden.)

The principal mining operations in this division are at Captain’s Flat, and these have for the past year 
7 Carnried °“ Ay t]lree„ companies, known as the Commodore, the Vanderbilt, and the Kohinoor 

At the Commodore, which was formerly known as the El Capitan, and for a time worked first for gold and 
subsequently for silver, operations have been steadily carried on in the mine and at the smeltiim works 
from the time when the Company obtained possession, about five months since. The main shaft has berm sunk 
100 teet, and about 300 feet of driving has been done during that time. Tramroads to the smelting workshave 
also been constructed. About 400 tons of lead ore has been stoped out. The smelting returns are 450 tons 
of ore (which includes a portion of gossan ore from the Vanderbilt Mine, which is being worked in con
junction with the Commodore), producing 33 tons of bullion. At the Vanderbilt, which comprises several 
leases, and, as stated, is worked along with the Commodore, a large amount of work has been done, includin'' 
LoOO feet of driving, 100 feet of sinking in main shaft, 550 tons of ore broken and still in the mine a- 
hopper constructed to hold 100 tons, with about 120 feet of tramroad 30 feet high. Several drives have 
been put in with the object of cutting lodes ; but, except in the original shaft, nothing has vet been found 
to justify the erection of further smelting works, as is intended in connection with the Vanderbilt holdings - 
01 Aiv'01' ^ le C0InPamcs. At the Kohinoor Mine there have been several changes in 1 he management! 
and the present manager, who has only had full charge for a short time, could only give me an approximate 
estimate of the work done and its results, as follows :-Drives, 700 feet; rises, 240 feet; stopino- 2 000 
feet, fetal value of ore produced, gold, silver, copper, and lead, about £6,880. Several .stoppages have 
occurred for want of teams to draw coke (procured from Newcastle), limestone, &c. Another Company 
the North Vanderbilt, hold some private land, and besides have recently acquired some leases on Crown 
land, -they have done a considerable amount of work in sinking and driving, but have not as vet got 
any payable ore. Apart from the operations of these Companies not much has been done. A nuiuber of 
leases have been applied for, which have not yet been granted. By some of the applicants a little 
prospecting has been done. 1 r

The G-oodrabigbee Sluicing Company, at Brindabella, have been carrving on their works in cutting a 
head and tail race—the former involving an extensive piece of tunnelling. Until the water is got on not 
much can be done in the way of gold-miiiiug. ° ’

At the Original Mac’s Eeef, G-undaroo Gold-field, lease 231, of 10 acres, operations have been 
suspended for some months for the purpose of getting machmerv. A trial crushing of 400 tons of stone 
has been made, yielding at the rate of 4 dwt. to the ton. " '
i v011. tw° leaS,eS held Messrs- Bra.U M'Alister, and others, three months’ work has been done \ 

shaft has been sunk 30 feet, showing a reef 18 inches wide, and with gold visible. The sinkim' has been 
very hard, and an excess of water has been encountered. It is proposed to tunnel the hill and cut the 
reef; about 150 feet have already been got through. .

At what was known as the New Mac’s Eeef nothing has been done for some months, it having 
been found that the reefs were on conditionally leased land, and that new regulations were necessarv for the 
worJnng ot such land. Some applications have recently been made for permits to work thereon. "

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Gundagai Division.
(C. W. Weelcs, P.M., Warden.)

I have the honor to submit my report on the G-undagai Division of the Tumut and Adelong Minimr 
District for the year 1888. ° b
this division1-6* t0 re:p0rt mininS during the past year has been of an unprofitable nature throughout

Quartz reefs, both old and new, have been tested at considerable expense, but in no instance has a 
payable reef been discovered.

The only conclusion practical miners can come to is that the lower depths must be reached before 
the second payable shoots of gold can be looked for. Such work requires more capital than seems likely 
to oiter. The Bongongolong Co., at Burra, has not resumed work, the dyke on which they were sinkino-not 
havmg proved payable. 'Williams’ battery, at Coolac, is only partially employed on prospectors’ lots °The 
Mount Morgan discovery, at Mooney Mooney, has not sustained the renutation its name would imply 
This find consisted of numerous detached leaders scattered over the hill, and it was expected that these 
would junction in a strong lode at a depth. Some of these leaders were very rich, but they appear to 
run out at a shallow level. Two of the original party still continue to prospect the ground. The 
pyritous reefs at Johnston’s Hill, Kimo, have not come up to anticipations, the percentage of pyrites

^ Two applicants in this division were granted a share in the Prospecting Vote, viz., James Hio^ins 
at Mount Parnassus, and Jesse Harford, at Kimo. Both are busy sinking, but with nothino- new to report 
at present. ° 1

_ I see little prospect of gold-mining having a revival in these parts until an Act to authorize 
mining on private property is passed similar to the Victorian Act. It is believed that valuable deposits 
exist on private lands around G-undagai, the owners of which decline to permit any minino-. •

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Tuhbaeusiba Division. '
(<7. _F. Makinson, Warden.)

The year 1888 has seen some renewal of enterprise in this division, and,’altogether, mining has progressed 
iflv' • .AP,rii &‘ev®ral lodes bearing galena were found at' Coppabella, and 37 leases were applied for. 
At the original find of Musgrove and party, the lode shows at the surface 25 feet wide; the vein-stuff is

quartz,
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quartz, through winch, in parts, is seen galena in patches. At the west side there is an almost solid mass 
of galena 3 feet wide, to where the country rock overlaps it; how much further this may run into the 
hill itis hard to say, for no opening-up has heen done. An average of the assays of the galena, gives 
about 42 oz. of silver to the ton, and 55 per cent, of lead. The lode runs nearly N andS., and is m 
slate country, there being coarse-grained micaceous granite a little higher up the hill. There has been 
some litigation about this find, and development has been delayed from that cause and from the late collapse
iu silver-mining generally. . , , . , •, j? i jiSluicin^ for gold has been a little less productive than last year, owing to scarcity ot water, the 
most successful being The Burra Sluicing Co., \Vatson and party, Tarcutta, and Ileincckc and Sons, Upper 
Tumbarumba. G-ras, Fort, and M'Larrin have applied for a special lease of 100 acres at Tumbarumba 
Creek about 2 miles up from Tumbarumba, to be worked by the new hydraulic elevator sluicing 
process. This party is now at work boring to test the depth of the ground preparatory to constructing
their e^.‘ pttj0 ]ia3 ]jeen ,jone in gold-reefing. Shanghan and Johnson, after crushing about 200 tons 
from their reef at Horse Creek, found the yield insufficient to pay, and have given up operations tor the
present^ J{0lfc ancl Moorehouse have all the year been vigorously working to find the dee])
lead under the basalt, but are unable to report success as yet. Matthews and party, who have obtained a 
subsidy from the Prospecting Yoto for ground allotted to them to search for a deep lead at luuibarmnba 
Creek, about a mile and a half below the towip have, at the date of this report, got down 48 icet through 
the basalt, and expect to bottom in about nine rveeks. . , , i

Butler and party have taken up a lease for lode-tin mining at Jingclhc, and the prospect seems good. 
As nearly as can be reckoned, the yield of gold for 1888 has been 1,510 oz. The number ot uimeis 

rights issued was 195.
TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Albuey Division.

(T. A. Browne, Warden.)
Since furnishing my report for the year 1887, I have the honor to state that an impoitant change has 
taken place in mining prospects. On the hills and slopes of the Black Eange, near Albuiy, a ways 
remarkable for the richness of occasional deposits, a reputation for permanently-payablc rcets has been
gradually acquire Q^ai from t]ie c]a;m 0f Messrs. Pye and Wealands, at a depth of more than a
100 feet, first attracted investors, inducing the formation of a syndicate for the purchase ot this and the 
adjoining lease. This 8-acre lease, as well as the 7-acre lease of Messrs. G-oldsworthy and others, being
secured, a Company has been floated, and the ground is being systematically worked.

On the same line and adjoining is the 5-acre lease of Messrs. Meredith, MLcnnan, and paity, hum 
which were obtained the unusually rich specimens referred to in my telegram of 2Gth June hist.

A portion of the subsidy granted by the Government for the purpose of assisting prospectois has 
been awarded to the leaseholders of this claim, who have put down a shaft more than a 100 feet m depth, 
substantially timbered. The One Tree Hill and Clina claims are also being worked, and a tuunel lias 
beeu commenced, for the purpose of striking the leaders iu the former claim, which arc known to bo ot
more than ordinary richness.- . i i •

Not the least considerable mine-works in the vicinity of Albury are the IlawksMCiv quartz-claims, 
situated on Mahir’s Hill on the estate of Arthur J. King, Esq. Gold was found there and good work 
done more than ten vears since, and though the work has been interrupted occasionally the average 
crushings have been rich, and the amount of gold wou very considerable, having regard to the capital 
expended. A royalty of 10 per cent, has been paid by the leaseholders, of whom Mr. Polkinghorne has 
been the principal proprietor and organizer. As to the workings, a considerable amount of labom has 
been expended in tunnelling and sinking, as well as stoping, hut the plan of operation hitherto pursued 
cannot be described as complete or satisfactory, having regard to the probable extent ot the aunicrous aiea.

The batterv, which has been erected on the river bank at a distance of a mile, is, 1 am informed, to 
be replaced by more modern machinery. Mr. Polkinghorne has, I am told, a comparatively long lease o . 
the ground from the former proprietor, hut would not object to coalesce with a Company, should one be
formed on terms mutually advantageous. ... , ,

Tho line of country would appear to be distinctly auriferous, as the same formation is observable 
on the south hank of the Murray towards Bethanga, while, about a mile-due north, Messrs. Osborne aud 
Hertzog are working with fairly payable results trom their last crushing on the property ot Mr. H. C. omilh,
of Mount Plcasaut. .

The Soudan claim, at Splitters Creek, is being worked by Messrs. Dalton and party, but without 
present results of importance. Considerable activity was evinced a few months.since at Ganara, but alter 
the leases were applied for the excitement seems to have died out. t i j

The Bungowannah Gold-mining Company have not been at work for some months. Great
difficulty was experienced iu saving the gold, although tho machinery was modem and complete, owing 
to the peculiar nature of the conglomerate among which the gold, iu the first instance, was discovered. 
Eventually the shareholders decided to sell, and the works were closed. There has been no work c.oue loi 
the past six mouths, though it is thought that a different mode of treatment would render the affair payable. 
This property is situated upon the freehold of Mr. Gottlieb Singe, and is distant from Albuij about U 
miles in a north-westerly direction. . . .

There has been a considerable increase in the number of miners’ rights issued and goid-mming 
leases applied for, as against similar tokens ot mining industry in the past year. During the year 1888 
there have heen issued—miners’ rights, 119 ; business licenses, 10 ; mineral licenses, 4 ; gold-mining leases 
applied for, 26; mineral leases, 7. . .

I may conclude with the expression of my opinion that as the existence of tae precious metal has 
heen proved on the western, northern, and eastern borders cf the town of Albury, as from time to time 
deposits of extraordinary richness have been discovered, as in the present workings of the Black Eange 
Companies highly payable stone is being brought to grass from a depth never previously reached, it may 
fairly he conceded that steady perseverance in the present systematic operations, combined with adequate 
capital, is alone needed to enable Albury to reach the first rank of auriferous localities. tttvittT
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TUMUT AND ADELONG- DISTEICT—Nakkandeea. Ditisiojt.

(Z. S. Donaldson, Warden.)
The character of the gold-mining industry in this division may be described as one of “ great expectations.” 
A number of reef-claims that were worked and abandoned some twenty years ago were reopened in 1887, 
some as ordinary claims and some as leases. The old returns were said to have been enormously rich, but 
so far nothing has been discovered to justify the report. The intensely dry weather that has prevailed 
during the past year has completely stopped operations, and all the claims and leases are registered for 
suspension of labour conditions. °

The only yield of gold during the year has been from a crushing of 200 tons by Ferrier, Evans, and 
party, at Cowabbie, which gave some 4 dwt. to the ton, the value of the gold being nearly £150. The gold 
in this reef is extremely light and difficult to save, and it is estimated that more gold remains in the sludge 
than was extracted by the machine. They have a battery of ten stamps, and have purchased some specially- 
designed apparatus for saving the fine gold, which has not yet been tested. They have 200 tons of stone 
now ready for crushing, and as some good rain has fallen since the new year came in they intend to crush 
immediately. The shaft is now being deepened with assistance from the Prospecting Vote.

Some ! miles from Cowabbie, Messrs. Anlezark and party have sunk a shaft, with assistance from 
tho Prospecting Vote, to a depth of about 120 feet. A small quantity of stone has been raised showing gold.

At Grong Grong a few claims have been worked with no result, owing to the dry weather.
Should we he favoured with good rains this winter all the abovementioned claims and leases will be 

thoroughly tested, and if the anticipated results are realized there will be room for the introduction of 
more extensive crushing plant.

There has been no alluvial w'orking in this division.
TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Adeloxo Division.

(J. James, Warden's Cleric.)
I have the honor, in accordance with your telegraphed instructions of 14th January, to transmit to you 
my annual report for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines.

The year has closed for a total yield of 1,357 oz. 7 dwt. and 23 gr. of gold, 350 oz. from alluvium, 
ami the bajance from quartz. It shows, however, an increase of business in twenty-three applications for . 
gold-mining leases. Other business is as follows :—Issues of 188 miners’ rights, 4- business and 4 mineral 
licenses ; registrations, 15 conditional, 9 unsurveyed, and 1 surveyed.

• Mr. A. W. Molineaux, General Manager for the Perseverance, Victoria, and Williams’ Amalgamated 
Companies, reports that during the year 273 tons quartz, yielding 335 oz. gold, w:ere crushed at the Perse
verance Battery, nearly the whole coming from the Company’s “osvn” mine, varying from about 4 oz. to as 
many pennyweights per ton. During the year the Company have added a concentrator for saving the 
pyrites to their already extensive crushing plant. The concentrator, although giving a considerable 
amount of trouble at first, now works well. At the Perseverance Company’s mines work has been 
chiefly confined to the Adelong shaft, which has been sunk a further 100 feet, making a total depth of 
565 feet from the surface. The make of white stone still continues, and one speck of gold only was .seen 
in the sinking. Mr. Molineaux is of opinion that were this white stone got through a payable reef would 
be found below it. Drives were also extended .at the 300-feet level both north and south, but not a 
sufficient distance to reveal any change in the country. Payable stone is now being worked in the slopes 
above the 400-fect north drive, and also in some old workings at about 10-feet in depth, to the south of the 
mam shaft.

_ During the past fewr months a small but rich leader was followed into the 4-acre lease to the south, 
but it cut out. ■ ■

I*1 the Prowse and "Woodward’s mine men have been working on tribute during the whole year, 
and have on the whole made fair wages, the number of men employed varying from seven to three.

At the Great Victoria Company’s mine men have also been working on tribute during tho whole 
year, varying from eleven to two. The Company have also done a large amount of baling, having had 
three men and two engines employed for about one week in four.

Mr. Molineaux hopes before another year has passed there will be considerably more activity dis
played on the hill, and is convinced that capital is only required to develop the mines in order to reap 
rich returns. 1
• _ Mr. A. D. Shepard, in his alluvial lease, has for a considerable period been engaged in an in
teresting experiment of stripping deep ground by machinery, which, by ordinary methods, ivas found diffi
cult and dangerous to work, owing to drifts and influx of water. The material operated on is sand and 
black, alluvium, the accumulation through ages of decayed vegetable matter. Powerful and costly 
machinery of a novel description is used. The mode of oj>eration is first by streams of water, under 100 
feet pressure, and operated, by hydraulic nozzles. The powerful action of the water on the mass reduces 
it to mud or sludge, when it is pumped up. Mixed with the water which breaks it up the material runs 
away when pumped to the. surface, and gives no further trouble. The chief difficulty to contend with is 
the tendency of the material to slip in large masses into the cut .when it is first opened out. As the work 
proceeds time has to be taken to let it drain, and when once drained it stands like a wall. The experiment 
is likely to prove a great success, and will reward the enterprising proprietor, as the washdirt is proved 
by bores to be rich. ’

Two iron water-wheels, two turbines, and two steam-engines are kept in constant use.
In conclusion, it may be stated that the year has not been devoid of prospective interest. There is 

the large area of 180 acres taken up outside the extensive areas already held, the sale of the Curragong 
and Donkey Hill leases to syndicates, and the visit of the Prospecting Board. One good feature iu the 
Board’s visit is that the £300 allowed for prospecting the Gap vein will soon be availed of, as an engine 
and pumping gear are in course of erection.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Quean ise van Division.
. C. J. B. Helm, Mining Registrar. ■ .

I have the honor to submit my annual report for this division for the year 1888. and in doing so am able to 
state that there has been a considerable stir in mining matters during that period, and a large amount of 
capital has been expended in developing and establishing works of a permanent nature preparatory to 

' commencing
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commencing mining operations. It is expected that when fairly started good results will be obtained, 
particularly in alluvial mining. On the Coolaman Creek there are several men getting excellent results 
from alluvial washing, and on the G-oodradigbee River, at Brindabella, the Goodradigbee Gold-mining and 
Sluicing Company (Limited) have started with a capital of £25,000, to work 26 acres of alluvial ground, 
which they have acquired, and which is well known to be of rich formation. For the purpose of working the 
wash, which is supposed to bo fully 100 feet deep, having been tried to a depth of 95 feet, and is 300 
yards wide, a head-race 4 miles 38 chains long has been constructed, at a cost of £2,000 ; also, an 
extensive dam and reservoir. Other works necessary are at present being pushed on, thirty-six hands 
being employed. The mining manager expects to start washing very shortly. At Mac’s Reef work is 
being pushed on by Bray and party, who hold two 10-acre gold-mining leases. A reef, 18 inches wide, 
showing gold, was struck at a depth of 30 feet. A tunnel has been put in 154 feet through very hard 
country at a depth of 100 feet, and it is expected to strike the reef about 300 fbet in. Several other 
leases have been taken up in this locality. On Wright & Co’s, lease of 10 acres some 400 tons of quartz 
have been raised, assaying 4 dwt. to the ton. The shaft has gone down 110 feet; width of lode, 4 feet. 
Prospecting has been general throughout the district. 156 miners’ rights and 29 mineral licenses were 
issued during the year, being a large increase on former years. 10 gold leases and 6 mineral leases were 
applied for.

Four tenements were conditionally registered, and 2 registered in the Surveyed Tenement 
Register, also 12 tenements registered in the Unsurveyed Tenement Register.

Mining in this district is at present only in its infancy, and before long there should be some good 
results, as the district is without doubt a rich gold-bearing one, and it only requires capital to develop it,

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Nxmitibelle Division.
■ (Gr. W. Myers, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit my report for 1888, and have much pleasure in reporting that a great 
improvement in all classes of mining has taken place during that period. Several new finds have beeu 
made, and the miners’ rights and mineral licenses issued have been greatly in excess of the number for the 
previous year, as the subjoined table will show. In addition to the quartz reef at Kydra, at which a fair 
amount of work has been done in the way of stone-raising (Kiss and party alone expending five or six 
hundred pounds), crushing operations having been suspended owing to want of water consequent on the 
long continued drought. The following new finds have been taken up and worked upon—bismuth near 
Nimitybelle; silver near Nimitybelle!; gold and silver at Thoko, about 15 miles from Nimitybelle ; and 
stream tin at Thoka. The Firery Creek reefs on the Umeralla River have also caused a little excitement 
here, and the rush there has been the cause of a number of miners and others leaving this locality to work 
there. Crushing operations are to be commenced at Kydra in a week or two, and judging by the results 
obtained with a pestle and mortar the return from the stone at grass should give a handsome profit after 
paying working expenses. At Thoko a shaft was put down 100 feet on a lode, assays from surface 
of which gave both gold and silver, but a trial crushing of stone in Sydney did not give as favourable 
result as was expected. At Thoka also stream tin was discovered, and two prospecting areas of 80 acres 
each were taken up, but want of water caused the prospectors to obtain a suspension of work. However, 
they were able to obtain the following results from trial washing, viz.—from 2 up to 5 oz. per dish.

Return of miners’ rights, &c., issued for 1888:—Miners’ rights, 70, as against 19 for the preceding 
year ; mineral licenses, 21, as against nil for the preceding year.

Total area of land applied for:—For gold, 35 acres ; for silver, 80 acres ; for bismuth, 79 acres.
In conclusion, I may safely anticipate increased activity in mining in my division during the coming 

year, and have no doubt that capital and machinery will be more largely employed in developing the 
apparently vast mineral resources of this district.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Tumut Division.
(O. J. Lloyd, Mining Registrar?)

Golh-hinino has looked up a little in this division this year. Two special leases have been applied for on 
tho Shaking Bog Creek of 100 acres and 50 acres respectively. Croker and Benson have also applied for 
a 25-acre lease on Adjingbilly. Up to the present time no results have been obtained. The mining in 
the district is mostly alluvial. The only quartz-workings are Perkins and party at the old Lacmalae 
Reef, and Webb and party at Murphy’s Reef, Micalong, neither of which have yet struck the quartz. 
The miners are so scattered that it is most difficult to ascertain the actual amount of gold found. Many 
of them sell it in Gundagai, and small quantities are sold to local storekeepers. Twelve mineral leases 
have been applied for at Yarrangobilly for working silver, copper, and lead. The owners are sanguine that 
they will develop a rich silver-mine, but up to present date no great results have been attained.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Kianuba Division.
(IF. I). Railey, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit my report of the Kiandra Division for the year 1888. The number of miners’ 
rights issued was 119; business licenses, 2 ; mineral licenses, 20 ; gold won, 586 oz.

Mining here is in a depressed state. The causes are a bad season for water and the shallow ground 
being nearly all worked out. At the Basalt, Evans and party have driven a tunnel 190 feet into the hill, 
also driven into the wash at about 80 feet, but did not strike payable gold. It is thought that they are 
not sufficiently far into the hill. At Township Hill, Heinz, Hooper, andparty have extended their tunnel, 
also put in cross-drives in various directions, 168 feet, 40 feet, and 63 feet respectively ; also sunk a shaft 
about 17 feet, and put in a short drive from it. At the Empress claim they had a very short season for 
water, but the yield of gold was fair. At the New Chum Hill they have erected a derrick, worked by a 
Pelton water-wheel, put in a new tail-race, and various other improvements. A large amount of stones are 
met with on the face at present, but the wash-up will not take place until the end of this month.

There was some little excitement caused by the report that a good silver lode had been found at 
Yarrangobilly, 20 miles distant, on the Tumut Road.

At this place a large number of 40-acre blocks were pegged out, but no work of any consequence 
done on any, with the exception of one or two. It is now almost deserted.

Doubtless other gold was won which I cannot account for. TUMUT
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• ' ■ TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Keedy Elat Division.

. (J. T. Hely, Mining Registrar.')
I have the honor to forward my report for the year 1888, as under :—

Mining matters in this division are very quiet at present, although it has everv prospect to brighten 
up before the end of this year. ”

The number of miners’ rights issued was 79, as against G5 for 1887.; business licenses, 4, as against 
3 for 1887. There was a greater number of miners working in the locality in 1887, but a number of 
them were working without rights. I had to prosecute some of them to take out miners’ rights, and since 
then others have been more careful. . (

The quantity of gold won during the year was 453 oz., valued at £1,756, and about 60 or 70 oz. 
may possibly not be accounted for, as it has been taken to other places for sale.

Some attention is being devoted to quartz-reefing lately.
A Company has been formed, with a capital of £500, to erect a 5-head battery, to be worked by 

water-power, and expect to be in working order in about four months’ time.
A prospecting association was formed some three months ago to search for reefs in the neighbour

hood, and a reef has been struck, about 10 inches wide on the surface, and about 8 inches at the 36-feet 
level, showing gold freely, and is estimated to yield about 3 oz. to the ton, with about 17 tons at grass. 
Encouraged by the success of the prospectors, six claims have been pegged out along the line of reef, and 
other parties are prospecting in the locality.

The principal drawback to the opening up of the reefs is the fact that most of the land has been 
alienated, and without a special permit from the Minister for Mines miners are not allowed to prospect, 
and complain about the delay in obtaining the necessary permission to search for gold on conditional 
purchases.

. The reefs about here would pay well with a battery so convenient, but most of the miners have no 
capital to back them.

I have been unable to furnish my report sooner through absence on other duties, but trust to be 
able to furnish it sooner next year with more satisfactory results.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Albuey Division.
{Charles A., Conley, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to report that a very considerable revival has taken place in mining during the past 
year, principally at the Black Eange and vicinity. Several leases which had been previously worked and 
abandoned have been reapplied for, and are now receiving another trial; and, in most cases, with 
favourable results.

Some very good yields have been obtained at May Day Hill by Messrs. Pye and "Wealands, viz., 95 oz. 
10 dwt. for 13 tons, and 45 oz. 13 dwt. for 10 tons. This lease of 8 acres has, together with Goldsworthy 
Brothers’ 7 acres, and other leases to the west, been purchased by a syndicate at a very high figure and 
is now being systematically worked. - ’

The holders of the adjoining lease (5 acres), on the same line and to the east, Messrs E. W. 
Meredith, M Lennan, and party, have struck some extraordinarily rich patches in two shafts sunk by 
them, and as they get down the reef is more defined, and similar to that on the 8 acres referred to above. 
Messrs. Meredith, M! Ijennan, & Co. were awarded a share of the Prospecting A^ote this last year, and 
have already sunk a new shaft to a depth of nearly 100 feet. ’ ’

The One-Tree Hill lease, situated on the east bank of Black Eange Creek, and for many years 
worked by Messrs. George Day, M'Lennan, and others with varying success, has been applied for by a 
new Company, but comprising several of the oldlparty. They have started a tunnel from the deepest 
level, 182 feet, and are driving to cut leaders originally worked, one having proved particularly rich in 
years gone by. Should they succeed in striking the leader as rich as anticipated at this depth, the general 
impression is that tho claim will prove one of the most valuable in New South Wales.

During the past year both the Splitter s Creek and Bungowannah' properties have been at work ; 
besides, Hawksview (private property) and Nine-mile Eeserve are receiving attention.

There is nothing to report in alluvial mining.
. I append a list of miners’ rights, &c., issued by me during the year:—Miners’ rights, 119 ; 

business licenses, 10; mineral licenses, 4; gold leases applied for, 26, as against 1 last year; mineral 
leases, 7, one of the latter being situated near Tarrara, and remaining six at Mount Pilot, at head of 
the Murray. '

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTEICT—Cootamundea Division. ■
(A. J. MlOarthy, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report of mining operations in this division for the vear ended 31st 
December, 1888. ‘

During the year I have sold 57 miners’ rights and 2 mineral licenses, and during the same period 
3 gold-mining leases and 1 mineral lease have been applied for.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DIVISION—Captain’^ Flat.
{T. Canning, Mining Registrar and Warden’s Cleric.)

I have the honor to forward my report, for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines, for 
the year ending 31st December, 1888. I have great pleasure in stating great progress has been made in the 

< development of mining industry within my portion of the division of the Tumut and Adelong District, 
'Captain s Elat. Area of land applied for at the local office here, 1,297 acres; miners’ rights, 89 ; business 
licenses, 26 ; and mineral licenses, 28—sold during the year. Population, 500 (five hundred).

North Vanderbilt Amalgamated Silver-mining Co., portion of which land comprises 79|r acres, 
rented by the Company from Mr. George Osborn, of Eoxlow, the remainder being mineral leases rented 
from the Crown. No. 1 main engine shaft, 10 x 4 in the clear, is sunk a distance of 212 feet, and 
timbered with sawn wood 2 x 7 to the bottom of shaft, cross-cut west at this level 108 feet; main level

‘ ' - SOUth
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south 160 feet, cross-cut east 21 feet to intersect lode ; will have to drive further distance in cross-cut to 
intersect lode ; a chamber and cross-cut at the 100-fcet level running west; also a cross-cut at the 50-feet 
level running west 30 feet; a drive along course of lode running north and south 75 feet.

No. 2 shaft, 9 x 4 in the clear, is sunk to a depth of 102 feet, further sinking to be continued to a 
distance of 122 feet, when will open out and cut lode. This property adjoins the Kohinoor Mine on the 
north, and to all appearance is a continuation of the Kohinoor lode, running direct into the Vanderbilt
Co.’s ground, only being separated by the Molonglo Kiver. . ^ _

No. 3 shaft is sunk a distance of 32 feet on course of lode slightly to the west of the Kohinoor 
line of reef, and adjoining the Kohinoor Mine. Kecent assays obtained from several samples of ore taken 
from this shaft give returns to the ton, viz., 48 oz. of silver, 4 dwt. of gold, and 20 per cent, of lead.

Mr. Collins, mining manager is very hopeful of cutting a rich lode of gossan ore in No. 2 shaft, at 
present showing promising indications. A great deal of work has heen done on this property.

Kohinoor Gold and Silver Mining Co. (Limited), Captain’s Elat.—A. good deal of work has been 
done at this mine. Much delay was experienced owing to the coal-miners’ strike, being unable to obtain 
supplies of coke to keep smelter running. Levels driven a further distance of 7,000 feet, rises 240 feet, 
shafts sunk 130 feet, driven out in stoping 2,000 feet. Bullion from smelter containing gold, silver, lead, 
and copper matte, value £6,108 12s. Od. I am unable to give quantity of ore put through smelter 
during the year which yielded the above return. Ore at grass, 200 tons, valued at £6,000. I am informed by 
the mining manager a second water-jacket blast furnace is to bo erected here at once. Portion of the 
machinery is at present at Bungendore Kailway Station awaiting transit to the Elat. When completed this 
will give employment to between thirty and forty hands more. _ _ _

Commodore and Vanderbilt G'old and Silver IVIiiiing Cos. (Limited), Captains Llat. These 
mines have heen quite recently amalgamated, although they are separate and distinct properties. No. 1 
tunnel, Vanderbilt Mine, has been driven in mining lease 117 of 20 acres a distance of 570 feet, having to 
drive a further distance of 40 feet before lode will be intersected. In lease 19 of 20 acres a shaft has been 
sunk a distance of 130 feet; the lode was intersected at 100 feet, which proves 6 feet wide of good payable 
ore ; a drive was then started to intersect lode shaft, at which point 128 backs were gained for 400 feet of 
driving, drives from shaft north and south on lode a distance of 177 and 84 feet respectively, which distance 
cut through shoot of ore, which is at present being stoped. No. 3 tuunel, which is situated in western 
lease, is in a distance of 300 feet at 236 feet from mouth of tunnel. Commodore lode was driven through 
at 20 feet wide, composed of iron and copper pyrites with a small percentage of galena. This drive is at 
present standing awaiting an air-shaft holing, when further development will be made. _

North boundary of lease 114. A shaft has been sunk a distance of 78 feet, and drives have been put 
ahead north and south on lode 40 and 30 feet respectively through low grade ore.

Commodore Mine, Captain’s Elat. In Commodore lode a drive has heen driven along course of lode 
a distance of 900 feet, carrying 300 feet of backs, and proved a lode of 20 feet wide, composed of gossan 
and intersected with shoots of sulphides of lead, the lead ore now being used to smelt with Vanderbilt 
"ossan. At mouth of tuunel a main engine-shaft 10 x 4 in the clear is sunk to a depth of 100 feet, 
and at present cross-cutting the lode, which is expected to he reached during the week. On the north 
eud of lease a tunnel has been driven 148 feet and cut lode 3 feet wide, consisting of iron and copper 
pyrites. Other extensive surface works are being pushed ahead. I am informed by Mr. J. V. Thompson, 
mining manager in charge of both mines, that there is in sight sufficient ore to keep the furnace at least 
nine months0running, the ore referred to being very remunerative. Bullion from smelter, 27^ tons 
recovered for 661 tons of ore, yielding—gold, 82^ oz.; silver, 11,000 oz.; lead, 29 tons 14 cwt.; total value 
of bullion, £2,868 18s. l^d. I may also state there is to be erected at the Commodore a second water 
jacket blast furnace in the course of a month or so. Furnace running splendidly. A Mr. Levine, whose 
services have been secured by this Company, comes from Colorado, IJnited States, seems to thoroughly 
understand how to treat the ore here, as the furnace is running most successfully. .

A great deal of prospecting has heen done in and around the Elat during the year.
I would like to mention a great public want felt here is the delay caused in putting the town allot

ments up for sale, the township being the most suitable place for residence here.
Total value of mining plant in the division, £10,000.

TUMUT AND ADELONG DISTRICT—Junee Division.

(A. Elliot, Mining Registrar^)
I it .we thehonor to submit for the information of the Honorable the Minister for Mines my report for the 
year 1888 upon the Junee Division of the Tumut and Adelong Mining District. _ 1 am glad to he able to 
state that a considerable improvement has taken place in mining matters in the division, and experts have 
given their opinion that there are some rich reefs in this neighbourhood. Since_ my last report several 
new and apparently very promising quartz reefs have been discovered in this division. Several Victorian 
speculators have purchased half of the Redan claim (Johnson and party), and I hear that a good, battery 
will shortly he erected by them. Several crushings have been made from this claim, the yield being from
II to 2 oz. to the ton, and it is considered that quite as much gold was lost owing to the very defective
machinery, which consists of five head of stampers, very much out of order. Some splendid stone is now 
heino- obtained from Fincher’s claim at a depth of 60 feet. The last crushing from this claim (14 tons), 
with very defective machinery, yielded 2 oz. 13 dwt. per ton. In Stevan s claim, which adjoins Fincher s, 
some very good stone has been obtained within the last few weeks. There are at present at Wantiool 
about 120 tons of quartz at grass. During the year the Pioneer Gold-mining Company has heen formed 
to work the Pioneer claim at Eurongilly. Machinery known as the Huntingdon Mill has been erected 
near the claim at a cost of about £1,250. From this claim have been crushed 105 tons of quartz, yielding 
79 oz. 15 dwt. 19 gr., which realized £300 12s. Id. Everything at these reefs is now at a standstill owing 
to the want of water. At Mitta Mitta; on Piercy and Dobbyn’s lease, things are very quiet, but I have 
been informed within the last few days that a Company is being formed iu Sydney to work the reels 
there. It is the opinion of practical men that only by‘the most approved of modern appliances for saving 
gold can the ore in this locality be successfully treated. , .

Within the last few weeks several prospecting parties have obtained some very good specimens 
from the reefs at North Junee, which have heen abandoned for some years, but it is very probable that 
ere long a stir will take place in this locality.
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Not far from these reefs, at Specimen Hill, M’Grath and party (having received aid from

further taCTe,se „f bu.ines. iu „y

TUMUT AHD ADELONG DISTEICT—Cooma Division.
{Jas. B. Spence, Mining Eegistrar and Warden's Clerk.)

“m'“I r°POrt °£ tle P!oo]Da Division of the Tunmt eud

“thi’ -
• Gold.
with T^-SopS^X01111* °f Pr0SpeCting liaS been done in illis district> atld I «n pleased to state

n-n iiJ^01-011 rce£ was found in June last, since which time some very good work has been done 
on the different areas, but, owing to the very rough and hilly country, only8 the nrosnector and two 
adjoming claims have yet struck the reef, which, in the prospecting ck m at a depth 0/40 ft “ 3 ft
In, ’to t Jt ^ SeVeral *1™ °f, quartz sent for treatment to Sydney have f elded from 2 oz to 
8 oz. to the ton. There are now about thirty miners at work on the different claims *

£p±r£srafr“

^ “d th°Se bdng ^ witb 
120 acres'!611*7 SOld haVe b6en appHed f°r sinCe tbe lst June last» amounting in the aggregate to

abandoned. ^ ClaimS’ m°S% qUartZ’ baVe been registered> a great number have since been 
receivedbf m? ^ requisite forms were Posted to managers of several mines, no returns have yet been

about is
Silver

^u«^*a^^Site^l!SSSre]Sf0,*“tedanri”8:*,,eje"' 42 mi”“1 le“M WagappMfor
employed J,0"!1?™ *jn<li»te haye taken up several leaees, aud on one of them
treatment, hi I?.“ !,Ve,“^ '“"1 ‘“s »f™ ™ » Sj»»«r f«
. . ^essrs- Mant and party discovered a lode within 1 mile of the Bredbo Eailwav Station

S„ossan> assajs from which return 20 to 25 oz. of silver to the ton Thev have apjxhed for two leases of 40 acres each, and have sunk two shafts to a depth of 70 and 50 feet but
in b°*h 1**» M

ofV ^ s ““s
During the year the mining revenue received at this office amounted to £1110 12s 6d

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Glen Innes Division.

(G. Martin, Warden).

1872 188llTn th° m°St trying exPel'icllccd bY *6 miners since the opening of the tin-mines in

sach .
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such a season surface-mining was brought to a standstill in most places, and as the deep leads opened were 
gradually diminishing in productiveness the fall in the output from 2,846 tons to 1,281 was not surprising.

Prospecting has been carried on vigorously by the Basaltic Bead Company during the year, with a 
view to test the deep ground, ending at the Gulf, near Kangaroo Plat. Eight men have been continuously 
employed, and the manager informs me that 73 feet of trial shafts have been sunk in drift and basalt,
57 feet of cuttings opened, and 627 feet of tunnels (6 by 5 feet) driven mostly through hard granite 
rock. A cross-drive, put in for a distance of 183 feet, showed a face of coarse wash-dirt, from 1 to 0 
feet in thickness and 80 feet in width, carrying a little tin.. . .

The amount expended to 31st December in prosecution of this work was £1,189 8s. lOd. -
The only operations being carried on in the lode are at the Ottery mine, from which source 93-J 

tons of black tin were won from stone crushed at the Tent-hill battery. _ _
The output of tin ore for the year was 1,281 tons 13 cwt., Emmaville producing 1,037 tons 13 cwt., 

and Glen Innes 244. . _ ■ ' ' "
. At the average price of £67 10s. at the smelting works at Tent-hill the total value would be 
£86,533 18s. . '

573 tons ingots refined tin were forwarded from the smelting-house to Newcastle during the year..
Silver.

At the commencement of the year the silver boom was at its height, and supposed silver-bearing 
land could not be measured fast enough to satisfy the demands of a market where investors generally 
seemed to care little or nothing about the prospects of bona fide mining, but very much about the prompt 
issue of transferable scrip. Of the many companies floated in the early part of 1888 but four were in 
active operation at the close, viz, Webb’s, Webb’s Consols, Pye’s Creek, and Castlerag. Webbs vas 
earliest in the field, and the mine was well opened up and an extensive crushing, roasting, and leeching 
plant in full operation in January.

.The machinery, however, was apparently defective, and the workmen necessarily mexpciienced m 
the manipulation of a new and refractory ore. In consequence, active work in reduction was Suspended 
after the first trial, and the ore concentrated and forwarded to Adelaide for final treatment.

The local manager reports that 400 tons of ore were treated during the year, giving a return of, 
13,182 oz. silver, being at the rate of 33 oz. per ton. The average number of men employed was 43, and- 
the depth of the main shaft 314 feet. The distances driven in the mine w ere 354 feet on the 90-feet level,. 
260 feet on the 150-feet level, 126 feet on the 200-feet level, and 24 feet on the 250-feet level.

The value of the machinery on the ground is estimated at £11,250. _
Webb’s Consols mine is about 10 miles south of Webb’s, and in a different formation of country,, 

and although it is not so wrell developed as the latter mine tbe indications of richness are more promising. 
The mining manager in charge (Mr. T. G. Davey) has favoured me with a report, which I give in,

full *
This mine comprises five mineral leases, being portions 1,014, 1,015, 1,016, 1,018, and 1,019 of 20 acres each, and' 

four mineral lease applications for 120 acres, all situated in the parish of Gordon, county of Gough. .
In April last a Company was formed in Melbourne to work the mine, and since then the exploratory operations haA c

been uninterruptedly carried on. ' ■. xi • j.i rre” /
Work has been confined to sinking five main shafts, two of which are now 100 feet deep, and the others 75, b/, and 

20 feet respectively. These shafts are each on a distinct lode, and all of them have produced more or less payable ore. : 
No. 1 shaft is 10 by 4 between timbers, and has been sunk perpendicularly. As the lode underlies slightly to the 

. east it is now out of the shaft, but the continued occurrence of spots of galena at the bottom shows that it cannot be more 
than a few feet distant. Some 80 tons of ore have been raised from No. 1 shaft, consisting principally of copper pyrites- 
and arsenical iron. It is only of late that we have met with indications of galeua reef, assaying about 35 oz. of silver per

No. 2 shaft is at a much lower level, and has been producing galena from the surface. This lode is almost perpen
dicular, and its width has not yet been ascertained. It is known, however, to.be over 15 feet wide, as it has been.traversed^ 
for that distance without showing any indication of walls. It consists of veins and i( bunches’ of galena, imspickel, and 
copper pyrites in a matrix of felspathic quartz. Some of the galena veins have at times been as much as 4 feet wide. From 
this shaft two parcels of ore have been bagged and sent away for treatment, the first parcel of 20 tons to Adelaide, and the 
second, also of 20 tons, to Germany. The average gross returns from these two parcels have been /3 oz. of silver per ton1 
and 66 per cent, of lead. There are still 200 tons of ore lying at the surface from this shaft, which contains about /,000 oz. 
of silver and 60 tons of lead. Preparations are being made to drive north and south on the lode at a depth of /6 feet..

No. 3 shaft is higher than No. 1, and has not reached the galena level yet. It produces large quantities of mispickel, 
and the lode is composed of very soft porphyry. • i. a

No. 4 shaft is 66 feet deep, and consists of felsite, through which crystals of galena are disseminated.
No. 5 shaft is 20 feet deep, and carries large quantities of mispickel and copper pyrites. . ...
The Company is now negotiating for the purchase of a small concentrating plant, with a view to obtain immediate 

returns from the ore being raised from these shafts. The plant will consist of a set of Wall s rolls, with stonebreaker, 
screens, elevator, &c., three automatic plunger jiggers, twro or three revolving sluice-tables, buddies, and a 20 horse-power 
engine. The capacity will be about 120 tons per week. . . , _ •

So soon as the mine has been sufficiently developed the plant will be materially increased, and smelting and refining 
will be introduced on the mine. . '

As lead predominates in the concentrated ore, it is needless to say that simple smelting is the process which is best 
adapted to its treatment.

The country formation is granite and quartz porphyry. . . i p . .. . • xr o'
There is no doubt that at a depth galena will be abundant in all the lodes, as is shown by the fact that in JNo. 2 

shaft (which is situated in a gully, and at a much lower level than the other shafts) galena predominates. . In No. 4 shaft, - 
again, which is next in level to No. 2, galena is freely seen ; and iu No. 1 shaft, where no galena had previously been seen, 
if was met with at 90 feet, and since continued to increase as sinking proceeds. .

I consider that the prospects of this mine are most encouraging, and I see no reason why it should not soon occupy, 
the premier position among the silver mines of New England, especially when we take into consideration the large area and 
numerous lodes. ' '

The bearing of the lodes, approximately, is north 10° east.
Pye’s Creek mine is about 20 miles north of Webb’s, and as its ores carry a larger percentage of 

galena it is probable that they will be found much easier of reduetion.
With tbe exception of a 12 horse-power engine, with winding gear complete, there is not any 

machinery on the ground, and operations hare in consequence been confined to raising ore, of which there . 
is about 400 tons to grass at the main shaft (now down 179 feet). This ore is_ estimated to yield 40 oz. 
of silver to the ton and 25 per cent, of lead. 42 tons of ore were sent to Adelaide for treatment, and the . 
returns of a portion smelted gave 49 oz. silver and 5 dwt. of gold to the ton. All labour is now concen-. 
trated at the main shaft, where three shifts of men are employed. It is intended to sink to the water- . 
level, with a view to open up the mine and test its value before erecting the reduction works the manage
ment have in contemplation. Castlerag
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, Castlerag mine is within 6 miles of Deepwater railway station, and being a more recent discovery 
is not so well opened up as the other mine. The ores bear a close resemblance to those of Sunny Corner, 
in the western district^ of the Colony, and it is anticipated that, as with those ores, the process of 
reduction will not be difficult. Operations in shaft-sinking and tunnelling are being actively pushed on 
by the proprietary, who seem determined to bring the mine into full working order as soon as possible. 

t ■ The total amount of refined silver obtained was 18,160 oz., contributed as follows:—Webb’s, 
13,182 oz.; Pye s Creek, 2,058 oz.; Webb s Consols, 2,920 oz. The total is not large, but considering 
the difficulties attendant on the introduction of a new phase of mining, and the utter inexperience of 
those at first entrusted with its management, it is not surprising that the results so far have been profitless 
and the output so small. It has, however, been proved that the silver-bearing veins are valuable, and 
when a more extended experience shall have given the knowledge necessary to master tbe treatment of 
the ores with economy, as well as skill, there is little doubt that many of the mines will pay, and that the 
local industry will take its place amongst the permanent industries of the country.

Gold.
Although the Gllen Elgin Gold-sluicing Co. virtually abandoned operations after an expenditure of 

more than £3,000 on their concession on the Rocky River, there were signs of a revived interest in 
mining for this metal in other parts of the division. They were most encouraging.

Towards the end of the year two companies were formed to work large areas of alluvial ground at 
Oban, and many leases were taken up on the long-neglected reefs at Kookabooka.
i.' j t!lis latter Place reefs are very numerous, intersecting a peninsula of granite formation,
hedged in amongst slate mountains, on the edge of the wild and broken country extending easterly 
towards Grafton. The veins are narrow, but the stone in places is very rich, showing gold freelv.

The proprietors of the Wei eon] e Stranger (Simpson, Drew, and Brereton) are erecting a crushing 
plant with ten head of stampers, which will be ready for work about the middle of April and it is 
anticipated that the stone to grass will yield from 5 to 10 oz. to the ton. -,
i i. iFhe field aPPears to be.an extensive one, but its development will depend very much on the success 

of the first crushing of stone from the Welcome Stranger. If anticipations are realized, there will be a 
rush to the place, and a very promising mineral country will be opened up. At present there are about 
100 people .on the ground, and preparations are being made to accommodate a much larger number. 
Gold has been mined for in the alluvial for years in every creek and gully in this neighbourhood, but it is 
only recently that prospectors have been successful in inducing capitalists to assist in opening the reefs 
The field is distant S.E. from Glen Innes 34 miles by road.

About 360 oz. of gold were won from the alluvial at Oban and Glen Elgin during the year, princi
pally by old resident miners. J r

- Per oz,> value would be £1,350. It is not possible to ascertain the average earnings-
ot the gddmmers, as the return of metal won is but approximate, and tin and gold are associated and 
mined tor together.

I should say, however, that ordinary labourers’ wages are not made by the majority.
Ten oz of.gold were obtained from the Pye’s Creek silver ore from the Emmaville District under 

treatment at the smelting works in Adelaide. This is an entirely new source of supply, and may be of 
importance when that mine is further developed.

Bismuth.
The Kmgsgate Bismuth is still the only mine at which work is being actively carried on. About 

40 men and 20 boys have been employed, and, according to the railway returns, 47 tons 15 cwt, were 
torwarded to Newcastle for shipment to England. I cannot give the value, as the management decline to 
turnish any particulars in connection with the working of the mine or sale of ore.

The average numbers of miners at work in my division during the year were as under

Emmaville.
Europeans ... ... 544
Chinese ...

Grlen Innes.

... 950

Europeans ... ... 60
Chinese ... ... ... ... ... ... 80

Generally, in my division, mining for stream tin is becoming less and less productive, as known 
deposits are being worked out without new sources of supply being opened up. Tin-mining in the lode is 
still m a tentative condition, and of the three plants formerly at work but one, the Ottery, is now crush- 
lnS stone. As this phase of mining is lessening in productiveness, there are', however, others opening 
which promise to more than take its place. Erom the Queensland Border to the Aberfoile Biver (the 
southern boundary of the division) silver ores have been found of more or less commercial value; and 
over half that distance, centring at Oakwood and Kookabookra, gold-bearing reefs are known to exist, 
which, it is probable, will now be made to disclose a profitable return on invested capital.

^ j neighbourhood of Kookabookra, at Paddy’s-laud, the ranges are of serpentine and slate, 
basalt-capped, and evidently highly mineralized. In almost every gully on the west side of these ranges 
gold has been found, and silver and copper ores have been obtained where the formation has been laid 
bare on their eastern planks. The slate has weathered away for miles on these ranges, covering steep 
mountain sides with a smooth grass-grown coating of soft debris; but at some points hard cubical 
masses ot slate are exposed in bulk, offering opportunities for procuring roofing material which may some 
day be turned to account. This portion of the country has been but little explored by any miner with the 
exception of the solitary aud inexpert gold fossicker. In these days of mining adventure, it ought not 
to be any longer overlooked, as its mineral presence is worthy of closer investigation than has yet been 
given to it. . ° ^ ■

PEEL
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PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Bingeua Division.
{Corbett Lawson, Warden.)

I have the honor to submit my report for the portion of the Peel and Uralla Mining District under my 
observation for the year 1888. _ _

After careful inquiry from reliable sources, I find the yield of gold from the Bingera District was 
over 1,250 oz. last year, being in excess of the preceding year, in spite of the prolonged suspension of opera
tions caused by the scarcity of water for washing purposes. In many places large quantities of wash-dirt 
are stacked waiting the much-coveted rain. •

At the following fields the prospects are gloomy and discouraging:—
Diamonds.—-The old Diamond Co. has disappeared. Three new companies have retaken some of 

the old abandoned leases. The new Australian diamond-mining syndicate have sunk in a deep mountain 
gorge a shaft on the field proper, striking diamondiferous wash-dirt at a depth of 130 feet, and driven 
tunnels south and west.- Mr. A. S. Low has sunk a very fine shaft, 250 feet deep, in the basaltic rock, 
and is compelled to suspend operations to obtain machinery to reduce the great influx of water struck at 
that depth. '

Gold.
Bingera.—The All Nations Eeef has changed hands. It is expected increased capital will 

furnish means to properly develop this promising reef. On the Town Elat several leases are pegged out. 
One Company has sunk a shaft and erected pumping plant. It is reported they have struck payable 
wash-dirt.

Bobby Whitloio.—A few old hands still making a living, and some shafts are commenced on the 
prospecting reserves, by the aid of a grant from the Prospecting Vote.

Oympie Flat.—In the first months of the year the flat was remunerative, but in consequence of 
the continued drought wash-dirt was stacked, and miners left.

Spring Creek.—Eeading and party have struck some good patches. H. Miller has sunk several 
shafts without success. This country requires crushing appliances to develop its resources. _

Upper Bingera.—Most of the leases abandoned. Collins & Co. still continue working with variable 
returns.

Barraba.—Several new Companies floated, who have commenced work.
Tea-tree.—The Pioneer Co. have suspended labour. Creek dry; engine and battery idle.
At Ironbarks, Crow Mountain Paling Yards, very little doing.

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Tamwohth, Nhndle, and Bendeheer Division.
(J. L. ILing, Warden.)

In reporting the mining progress in the Tamworth, Nundle, and Bendemeer Divisions of the Peel and 
Uralla Mining District I regret that I have not a more favourable one to make.

Tamworth Division.
In the latter end of 1887 seven gold leases, in all 110 acres, were taken up in the vicinity of Swamp 

Oak Creek, adjacent to the Great Northern Eailway line, about 20 miles from Tamworth, the leases for 
which are only now lying in my office for signature. The applications being for abandoned ground, no 
actual work beyond a prospecting shaft or two has been done. I have once inspected these leases, and am 
informed that a Company has been formed to work them. They contain an ironstone lode which is said 
to have gone from 5 dwt. to 1 oz. per ton.

The only other mining property in this division is a prospecting area held by Aitken and party, 
about 4 to 5 miles easterly of the town. To this party aid has been promised to the amount of £312 10s.,
i.e., 25s. a foot for 250 feet of tunnelling. There are a series of reefs running in a north and south' 
direction, and the drive is to cut them at a lower level. The distance completed is 82 feet, and the first 
reef has been cut at 74 feet at a depth from the surface of about 50 feet ; it is 10 inches at top, and 21 
inches at bottom of tunnel, between hard slate walls, and well defined. The quartz on crushing has been 
found to carry gold.

Handle Division.
Tbe great excitement which prevailed here at the latter end of 1887 and beginning of this year 

has almost subsided. The work now going on consists of a few of the leases on the cement being worked, 
I may say, with the exception of Mount Ephraim in a preliminary way. At Mount Ephraim, the cement 
has been followed at two levels with sandstone between, above, and below. A large quantity of stuff has 
been put through the pans, with, I am informed, fairly satisfactory results. A number of other leases 
have been applied for iu this locality. At the one at Cement Hill machinery equal to the Mount Ephraim 
plant has been erected. Several shafts have been put down, and the owners are now calling for tenders 
for the working of the lease on tribute.

Particulars of Mount Sheba water scheme and tail-race :—No. 1 Dam, at junction of Burnt and 
Burnt Hut Creeks, with 13 acres surface; base, 120 feet; height, 25 feet; length, 5 chains; to hold
30,000,000 gallons of water. No. 2 Dam, 10 chains below No. 1 Dam, 7 acres, surface ; base, 70 feet; 
height, 22 feet; length, 5j chains ; to hold 10,000,000 gallons of water ; to be led by race, 2 feet 6 inches 
at bottom, 18 inches deep at lower side, which includes a flume of galvanized iron, G chains long, across 
Wet Creek to Dam No. 3, to hold 1,000,000 gallons of water ; thence again by race to wooden tank (this 
race is about 3 miles long, from No. 2 Dam to wooden tank) ; thence by iron and steel pipes, 2,400 feet to 
where the wash-dirt is, viz., 800 feet of 22-inch iron pipes, 800 feet 18-inch steel pipes, 800 feet 15-inch 
steel pipes, 200 feet extension pipes, 13 inches of steel, to face of hill; the whole pipes are to be fitted 
with expansion joints; the end has twro nozzles, with 4-inch vents. It is estimated that 500 yards of wash
dirt can be w'ashed into tail-race every eight hours. The tail-race is cut in the solid rock, and is 7 x 5, 
with a fall of 10 inches in every 12 feet, and is 400 feet long, where, in the boxes, paved with wooden 
blocks, will be laid, and everything swrept into them. The bed rock is dipping into the hill, and the wash
dirt has a face of about 100 feet,, and seems to be inexhaustible, and it has been proved for years to carry 
gold, as good v'ages have been made, so it is said by all who have worked it, and a very large quantity of 
the dirt has been wmshed away with only race-water power.

At
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At Mount Sheba (or Bed Hill), where it is intended to sluice the face, large dams are being 
constructed, capable of holding 40,000,000 gallons. The pipes (iron) are on the ground, and operations 
were to have commenced in February next; but the want of water will be a great delay. The prospects 
of this Company appear to be very good, as it has been proved that the gold exists, and the latest and 
oon r U1Clrl? aPP 'ances are to be used. At Dangar’s G-ully a new tunnel has been driven, and is now in 
oOO leet, and when completed will prove the whole of the six leases here taken up.

■ j. ■^mble Nook the Tamworth Prospecting Company are driving a tunnel to prove the existence 
a ®®menb lead in that locality. (It is about 5 miles from Mount Ephraim.) They are in about 

561 feet. The cement has been found and worked in a primitive way in various localities with success by 
small parties, but as yet the working of it on a large scale has not proved a success. Should it do so, I am 
certain a large field of labour will be opened out over an area of 10 x 5 miles.

Several reefs are still being worked (without machinery) in the vicinity of the Hanging Rock, but, 
as heretofore, they bear a very low percentage of gold, and when found in any quantity it is contained in 
smaU leaders or veins which pmch out. There is no crushing plant in the neighbourhood, which is a great 
drawback, as stone will not pay when carted any distance.

... A pound nugget was found at the beginning of the year about 12 feet from the surface, but 
nothing since In fact, alluvial mining is at a standstill, owing to the scarcity of water, this being the 
dryest season for years past.
+ 2 „At Foky’8 Eeef> at Bowling Alley Point, they are sinking on a lead of gold, which yields from | 

3/?i .an 0Z‘ Per to11' . Dowel and Stewart are working on their lease. All other workings are idle, except 
the Chinamen s claim m the bed of the river, which is being worked, I hear, to good advantage, but they 
are reticent m disclosing their winnings. J

At Anderson’s Elat (of which I have a very good opinion) is likely soon to be work, but it will be 
an expensive and tedious undertaking to cope with the large quantity of water in this flat. The present 
holders are however Jowa Jlde in their intentions, and are deserving of some leniency, as they have spent 
considerable sums of money. r

The Lord Carrington Beef has been worked by Messrs. Hole and Williams to a depth of 100 feet, 
and a drive of 37 feet, but here, the water is in great quantities; as also at the John Bull claim, adioining, 
where work has been suspended for a long time.

There is a crushing machine here which does the work of the whole field.
i ?rea ^an<^ ailc^ applied for under lease in this division is 1,032 acres 3 roods 33 perches,

and the gold won for 1888 cannot be fairly estimated.
Sendemeer Division.

■ The mineral leases in this district are principally for tin-mining, and are being worked as far as 
Vvant of water will allow, the Watson’s Creek Tin-mining Company excepted. This property consists of 
160 acres or mineral leases and valuable plant. The whole was offered at auction lately and brought in

Grold won (approx.), 1,700 oz.; number of miners’ rights issued, 321 ; number of business Jicenses, 
8 ; number or mineral licenses, 17.

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEJCT—Scone Division.
(W. F. FarTeer^ P.ilf., Warden?)

I no myself the honor to forward my sixth annual report upon the Scone Division of the Peel and Uralla 
Mining District, under my charge, during the period 1st January to the 31st December, 1888, viz., at 
btewart s Brook and the Denison (Moonan).

There has been a considerable influx of miners to Stewart’s Brook Gold-field during the past twelve 
months. The Eoyal Standard Gold-mining Company (Limited), which was formed about May, 1888* 
have raised and crushed about 800 tons of stone, which yielded 1,900 oz. of gold, valued at about £6,800. 
The nominal capital of this Company is £21,000, in shares of £1 each. The directors are Messrs. John 
Wheeler (chairman), Wm. Lovegrove, W. Clarke, J. V. Wareham, and I. P. Josephson. The legal 
manager is Mr. E. E. Woodhouse, and the mining manager is Mr. W. L. Adams. About thirty men are 
employed on the works. The Company purchased the claim of Messrs. A. Hearn Bros, for £2,000 and 
acquired other land adjoining by purchase, making a total area of about 35 acres, situate on a steep hill. 
They have a battery on the ground, and its appliances are to be greatly strengthened by the addition of 
five stamp-heads. Originally the stampers were driven by water-power, but are now worked by a 12 horse
power portable steam-engine. Of course when the supply of water is sufficient the machine can still 
be driven by water-power, and thus save expense in the working.

First Half-yearly Report of the Directors of the Royal Standard Gold-mining Company to Shareholders thereof.
A ^irectors fiave pleasure in submitting their first half-yearly report, and in doing so have to congratulate 

the shareholders wpon possessing a valuable dividend-paying property. Immediately after the formation of the Company 
0ri. i2 1888, your directors appointed Mr. W. L. Adams—a practical and experienced miner—as mining manager,
who has put the mine in good working order, and under whose supervision sinking has been continued, drives proceeded 
with, and stopmg and raising stone carried on. r
i ?f?Ur ^'rec^cJ,s have purchased a battery and manager’s house, including the right to a water-race and machine site 
lease of 2 acres, and were therefore enabled to start crushing early in July. This battery is situated close to the mine, is 
worked by a water-wheel, but owing to the supply of water at times being insufficient to keep the machine going—in fact 
a stoppage was caused upon two or three occasions—your directors have recently purchased a 12-horse-power portable 
engine, which works satisfactorily ; so that when the water supply fails the engine can be worked, and therefore crushing 
need not be stopped for want of driving power. The present battery consists of five head of stampers, but your directors 
decided to increase the number to ten, and the additional stampers have been ordered from the foundry, and will be erected 
as soon as possible. *

. The following is the result of crushings from your mine since the Company’s formationOn 19th July, 1888, 50 
fc?”8 s*oae yielded 158 oz. of gold, 21 oz silver, of the value of £617 18s. 4d. ; on the 9th August, 1888, 75 tons of stone 
yielded 227 oz. of gold, 31 oz. silver of the value of £884 14s. 7d. ; on 24th August, 1888, 40 tons of stone yielded 148 
oz. gold, 19 oz. silver, of the value of £o/8 5s. 4d. ; on 25th September, 1888, 60 tons of stone yielded 299 oz. gold, 38 oz. 
Is^d va*ue 3s. 4d. ; thus 225 tons of stone yielded 832 oz. gold and 109 oz. silver, valued at £3,248

. . T!le battery was unavoidably stopped recently for ten days, owing to sickness amongst the miners, but everythin«■
is again m satisfactory working order. J
... balance-sheet to 29th September, duly audited, is appended, and shows at credit of profit and loss account
£1,562 18s. 9d., out of which a dividend of Is. per share has been declared, payable 20th October, amounting to £1,200, 
leaving to be carried forward to credit of profit and loss account £362 18s. 9d. > & > .»
' J. WHEELER.

The
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' The total yield of gold at Stewart’s Brook during last year from about 1,250 tons of stone crushed 
I estimate at about £8,000, but there is a large quantity of stone to grass waiting to be crushed. On the 
north of Stewart’s Brook (where till the last few months but little mining has been done) a good deal of 
prospecting and work is now being carried out with encouraging prospects for future operations. John 
Ninnies and party’s 8 acres, leased on New Tear’s Gift line of reef, situated about i mile north-west from 
the Itoyal Standard Battery reef, averages 9 to 10 inches, in very soft, easily-worked country. Shaft 
sunk 30 feet, out of which two crushings were made, going 13 and 21 dwt. of gold per ton respectively. 
North of this about 1 mile is the line of reef known as Carter’s, running north and south, on which, 
Adams, Gordon, and party have 10 acres leased, the reef averaging 2 feet in thickness. Several crushings 
have been made from this reef, averaging 1 oz. per ton. I have heard that this claim is about to be formed 
into a Company, with a capital of £2,500, to erect a battery and work the mine efficiently. There is a 
good supply of spring and swamp water available. To the east and adjoining is a claim and lease held by 
Kariens and party, on a new line of reef known as the Marquis of Lome, which shows good gold; reef, 
15 inches at present depth of shaft, and widening as they sink. Close to this is a claim worked by Finn, 
Goddard, and party, who are working on a large reef with sufficiently good prospects to cause them to 
persevere. About £ mile away from this, iu a south-easterly direction, is the LadyMaude line of reef, outof 
which very good crushings have been raised. Clifford and party and Kariens and party have claims bn it. 
South-west of this 300 yards is the Cook’s Patch line of reef, on which Elliott, Hewison, and party have a 
10-acre lease, on which they have done a great deal of work, having sunk two shafts over 70 feet deep, and 
have put a level in between same about 40 feet in length for ventilation purposes. At 70 feet the reef 
underlays sharply to the east (or slides), which they are following, with better gold showing the deeper they 
get. They have something over 100 tons of stone at grass awaiting the completion of the additional five 
heads of crushing machinery at the Standard Battery. Through the gap, and on Denison Fall side of 
Blue Mountain, is situated the Morning Star reef, on which Elliott, Hewison, Manly, and party have a 
couple of leases. This reef is a good size, and promises well. There are also two other large reefs running 
adjacent and parallel to it, each carrying gold, but not sunk on. North-west of this about 300 yards is 
the Early Eose reef, on which Mr. A. A. Wall, who has a lease and claim, has done a lot of work and 
.expended a good deal of time and money searching for the main reef. Crushings from this reef have 
gone nearly 5 oz. to the ton. A good deal of prospecting is being carried out about here in addition to 
the claims mentioned. West of the Early Eose lease about | mile is a 25-acre.lease, held by Messrs. 
Wall, Harris, Gillies, Oram, and party. Some rich prospects are to be got on this ground, which, when 
developed, should prove a good property. This ground is not being worked now, through awaiting survey 
and granting of lease. North-west from this is a 5-acre lease, held by Harris, Oram, and Wall, on a new 
line of reef, known as the Eed, White, and Blue, on which a tunnel is being driven to cut the reef in 
solid country. North-west of this again is Puller’s Eeef, distant about i mile, on which Driscoll, 
Williams, and party hold several leases. This reef is the only one that has had a large amount of work 
done on it, and from which very good returns of gold have been obtained in past years. The lowest level 
tunnel in this claim is over 1,200 feet in length, and there are several others, with numberless shafts, &c., 
out of which numerous crushings have been taken, some reaching as high as 10 oz. per ton, and nothing 
below 1 oz. To the north of Fuller’s reef about ^ mile is the Welchman’s line of reef, which is a 
very large one, being 10 feet in places across, and from which some very good crushings have been taken, 
yielding as much as 5 oz. per ton. Messrs. Wall and Harris have a large lease here, and are busily 
engaged sinking and timbering up a main shaft 8 feet by 3 feet iu clear, divided into up and down ways 
and ladder-way. This is a fine bit of work. They are down about 60 feet, and it is their intention to 
sink a further distance of 100 feet on the reef (underlay) before going to the heavy outlay to sink the 
main shaft. A tunnel is driven in on reef a distance of 330 feet, and requires driving another 300 feet to 
cut the shaft at a depth of about 120 feet. In moist seasons this reef is very wet, and the tunnel will 
drain the workings to that depth. Application for aid to drive same has been made to the.Prospecting 
Board, who are expected to visit this field and Stewart’s Brook. Mining otherwise at the Denison is quiet, 
as there seems no prospect of being able to get stone crushed through the long-continued drought. 
Several lots of stone are waiting for the necessary rain, viz., Fuller’s Co., 100 tons ; Black of Fuller’s 
reef, 30 tons ; Baber of Painter’s reef, 25 tons. There seems to be any amount of reefs about carrying 
gold which require the necessary capital to develop them. Several of the largest reefs about here were 
leased some months ago, and there seems to be no intention of working them till the leases are granted. 
Moore and party and Tilse and party are on a good reef at Eusty Gap, Omadale Brook, and I hear there 
is some prospect of a Company being formed to work same effectively and to erect machinery on the 
ground.

In connection with the future prospects of Stewart’s Brook and the Denison, I may here, state 
that I have strong grounds for believing, taking the extent of the auriferous quartz country into considera
tion, the excellent average given by the reefs tested, and the hitherto primitive mode of working them, 
that there is a prosperous future in store for these fields. All that is required is a judicious expenditure 
of capital to develop and open out the field, and which can best be done by Companies, as from the 
difficult nature of the country the individual miner would have no chance.

I have just heard upon good authority that two of the largest and best reefs at Stewart’s Brook 
are about to be floated into limited liability companies, which, if carried out, will give considerable 
impetus to the mining interests, and which might reasonably be expected from the marked success of the 
Eoyal Standard.

The Bluey line of reef, situated at Upper Stewart’s Brook, is a well-defined reef, and which, I 
believe, is about to be floated into a large Company. I believe this claim, if skilfully managed, would 
yield a handsome return to the shareholders.

At the Denison (Moonan), during last year, 150 tons of stone was put through the battery there 
(a ten-stamper, driven by water-power), yielding a return of 197 oz. of gold. I estimate the number of 
gold-miners at Stewart’s Brook at 250, and at the Denison 25, making a total of 275. During the year, 
197 miners’ rights, 4 business licenses, and G mineral leases were issued, and 87 applications for gold
mining leases. I may here state for your information that a number of the miners at Stewart’s Brook 
are in possession of miners’ rights for the present year issued to them out of this district, which accounts 
for the difference between the number of miners estimated and the number of miners’ rights issued from 
'this office.

The
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, The families of about thirty of the miners have settled at' Stewart’s Brook during the latter fart 
of last year, and a publican’s general license has been issued to Mr. Michael Dunn, at Stewart’s Brook, 
which supplies a long-felt want.

The following is a summary of the stone raised and the yield at both the Denison and Stewart’s 
Brook:— ‘ :

Stewart’s Brook ... 
Denison (Moonan)

tons. .
... 1,250
... 150

OZ.

2,250
197

amount.
£8,000

690

1,400 • 2,447 £8,690

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTRICT—Abmldale Division'. ,
■ (C. U. Smith, Warden?) '

In forwarding my annual report for the year 1888 of mining operations in the Armidale Division of the 
Peel and Uralla Mining District, I have to refer with regret to the long-continued drought which 
prevailed during autumn, winter, and spring of last year, causing serious losses in stock and to agricultural' 
products, and retarding the development of our mineral resources from an insufficient supply of water, and 
in many instances causing unavoidable cessation of work at the various mines in the district. However, 
the dry season has helped to give a great impetus to prospecting, and new discoveries of minerals in 
different localities were of frequent cccurrence, and may lead to profitable employment being found for a 
large number of miners. ,

The quantity of gold obtained in the district is returned at 11,500 oz. as against 5,000 oz. for 1887,: 
which shows a marked improvement in the increase of the mineral wealth. The find at Hillgrove 
amounts to 10,454! oz. 1 dwt. 5 gr„ and the return from Mr. Gieorge Smith’s mine, now known as Baker’s 
Creek G-old-mining Company, is highly satisfactory, and has fully realized the favourable anticipations I 
expressed relative thereto in my last report, as the total yield for four and a half months’ crushings, 
between May and December, is represented to have been 8,964 oz. 5 gr. from 766 tons quartz.

The legal manager of the Eleanor Gold-mining Co. reports as follows for the past year :—“ 6,053 
tons of stone crushed, yielding 1,490 oz. 1 dwt. gold, valued at £5,842 16s. 9d.; average, 4 dwt. 22 gr. 
per ton ; and that the antimony ore raised was 133 tons. That the shafts, viz., Brackin’s, was 213 feet 
deep; Isabella, 100 feet deep ; and No. 2, 100 feet deep. There were from 55 to 60 men employed. 
The stone raised was very poor, and operations were suspended during four weeks owing to failure of 
water supply. The Company is now erecting furnaces for extracting the antimony from the stone,- 
leaving the stone to be afterwards treated in the battery to extract the gold.”

During the year frequent applications were made for suspension of labour on land taken up for ; 
gold-mining, and had to be granted, owing to the scarcity of water and want of capital and machinery. 
Some Companies recently formed have commenced work with proper appliances, and under the skilful 
management of experienced mining experts.

. The Hillgrove mines, which have attracted a population of nearly 1,500, will, during 1889, be' 
tested, I trust, with satisfactory results; and I am of opinion dividends in many instances may be- 
expected from capital judiciously invested in the Gara Eiver Gold-field.

PEEL AND URALLA DISTRICT—Inveeell Division.
(W. W. Fraser, Warden.)

I have the honor herewith to submit my report for 1888 of the working of the mines in my division.
_ Owing to the continuing drought, the like of which I have not known during my residence in this ' 

district for over thirty-five years, the output of tin in this division has fallen to some 11,000 tons. The 
money value, however, of the output has not been so much affected, owing to the high prices ruling, 
which averaged £68 per ton. The same causes have similarly affected all the other mining industries, viz.,' 
diamonds and silver, and most of the mines have had to suspend operations for want of water. Some 
valuable additions in machinery have been erected, noticeably crushing and smelting works, by Mr. E. W. 
Bathurst. But for the causes above stated, the works are now at a standstill.
_ Prospecting for silver still continues on the Weean and Dingo Creeks, and the assays have in some 
instances, been good.

Our future prospects do not look very encouraging at present, but we must hope for better times.

PEEL AND URALLA DISTRICT—Tin gha Division. .
I have to report that the year 1888 has been a most disastrous one as far as the mining industry is con
cerned, on account of the want of water, there having been no rain of any consequence for the whole 
year.

. The output of tin for the year has been 253 tons less than that for 1887. The price, however, in 
consequence of competition, has been exceptionally high, and consequently the price therefor has been 
only £29,458 less than that for 1887. The falling off in the output is attributable to the failing of the 
shallow ground and the want of water.

. Reefing is now being resorted to, but as yet there is no definite result to report. ’
The diamond mines, as far as I can learn (as all their business is transacted at the Inverell Office), 

have also been at a standstill for want of water.
Tin.—Quantity, 1,007 tons ; value, £69,683. Total value of mining plant in the division, £6,900.

■ PEEL AND URALLA DISTRICT—Uballa Division.
(James Watt, Mining Registrar.) ■

I do myself the honor to submit the annual report for this division for the year 1888.
Owing to the prolonged and disastrous drought very little stuff could be washed, and that only at-; 

long intervals of time. Old claims, which have been patiently worked for years by such parties as ; 
Young s, Anderson’s, Watson’s, and others, have yielded the usual regular quantum of gold, and it is a:

' matter
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matter of surprise, and speaks well for the auriferous character of the field, that upwards of 200 miners 
most of them European, can at any rate obtain sufiScient gold on the Rocky River and vicinity to warrant 
their devoting the whole of their time to the task.

Of the deep-lead mines at Doherty’s Hill I have nothing of an encouraging nature to report. The 
Old Rocky Mining Co. have now tunnelled 429 feet in a S. 20° E. direction from their shaft, 300 feet of 
which were driven with assistance granted from the Prospecting Yote, but the returns up to the present 
have been so very poor that operations will shortly be suspended. Messrs. Carroll, Rice, and party, and 
Mr. W. J. Erench have also been granted assistance by the Government. The prospects from the claim 
of the first-named party are very promising, and they confidently expect some rich return for the long 
and hitherto profitless task in which they have been engaged during the past three years. t

In August last a rush of a mild nature took place to a spot to the north of the Chinese burial- 
ground, and to the south of the old workings on the famous Mount Jones. About a dozen parties have 
been working their since, with a yield averaging £ oz. to the load. The sinking is comparatively shallow, 
but the wash is for the most part only about 2 inches deep, and the stuff up to the present has had to be 
carted for about a mile to water. Boners and party have been the most successful in this rush, realizing 
at first about an oz. to the load. The ground is exceedingly patchy, and not at all likely to develop into 
something permanently beneficial to the district.

Erom what I have been able to glean from the local banks, gold-buyers, and other sources, I 
estimate the yield of gold last year in this division to be approximately 820 oz., as against 900 oz. reported 
for the previous year. ■■ a

Licenses were issued as follows :—Miners’ rights, 327 ; business licenses, 2 ; mineral licenses, 14 ; 
as against: miners’ rights, 266 ; business licenses, 5 ; mineral licenses, 2,—sold in 1887.

The increase in the number of miners’ rights sold in 1888 may be accounted for by the fact that 
about the middle of July a large number of leases were applied for at Boro Creek, situated about 25 miles 
east of Uralla, in which many of the Uralla residents were interested, and which, by the way, proved a 
complete failure, some inexperienced persons having mistaken quartzite, which is abundant in the 
locality, for auriferous quartz,

PEEL AND URALLA DISTRICT—Walcha Division.
(jEJ. Marriott, Warden’s Olerh.)

I have the honor to submit herewith my annual report for the Walcha Division of the Peel and Uralla 
Mining District for the year 1888. ...

A considerable amount of prospecting has been going on throughout the district, and mining 
generally may be considered to be progressing. '

Glen Morrison.
The Glen Morrison Prospecting Company still continue working their ground. Mr. Walworth, 

the person in charge of the mine, reports as follows :—■ .
(2) Star Line of Reef.—Deepest shaft, 195 feet; lowest level, 185 feet; lowest worked level, 127 feet. 

Work done since 27th June, 1888 :—Building old workings; prospecting at various levels—good pros
pects at 50-foot level and 127-foot level; prospect about 4 to 5 oz. per ton ; width of reef, from 6 inches 
to 15 inches. Crushings from this reef have reached as high as 70 oz. per ton.

(2.) Bar Line of Reef.—Deepest shaft, 130 feet; lowest level, 84 feet. Work done during the 
past six months:—Building old workings; sinking main shaft from 84-foot level (which work is still 
being carried on to a depth of 150 feet; width of reef, from 1 foot to 3 feet. Crushings from this reef 
average 3 oz. per ton.

(3.) Temperance Line of Reef.—Deepest shaft, 70 feet; lowest level, 70 feet. No work done on 
this line of reef during the past six months. This reef is 2 feet wide ; trial crushings, 16i dwt. per ton; 
crushings have reached 3 oz. per ton ; about 20 tons quartz at grass.

(4.) Root Hogg Line of Reef.—Not worked for three or four years ; crushings, 7 dwt. per ton.
(5.) Cherry-tree Line of Reef.—Not worked for three or four years; crushings, 11 dwt. per ton.

Centennial Gold-mining Company.
Mr. J. N. Watts, secretary, reports as follows:—This is a lease of 6 acres on the Glen Morrison 

field. The Company have expended about £500, and have sunk a main shaft to a distance of 104 feet. 
They are driving on the 60-foot level, and the reef shows 3 feet thick, and carries a very fair prospect of 
gold, which is estimated to go, at the least, 1 oz. to the ton. The Company have prospected the entire 
length of the lease, and traced the gold at each end.

Homeward Bound Gold-mining Company.
Mr. J. N. Watts, secretary, reports as follows :—This claim has been worked by James Kean and 

party, under a permit from the Minister for Mines. The Company have expended about £300 in pros
pecting the ground, and have proved the property payable, and reported the same to the Warden. 
Application was made to the Prospecting Board for assistance, but Messrs. Slee and Anderson considered 
the stone, at sight, was rich enough to pay all expenses to sink to a depth and prove the reef in settled 
country. The Company have increased the shares, and now have sufficient capital to thoroughly test the 
property, and are very sanguine as to the future of the mine. Work will be pushed on vigorously at once.

Tia River Reefs.
Tia River Gold-mining Company.— Mr. J. N. Watts, secretary, reports as follows: This Company 

have been steadily pushing on work, and have about 150 tons of stone at grass for crushing. It is the 
intention of the Company to continue the shaft to a depth of 170 feet, and then put in a cross-drive and 
work the reef from that level. The expenditure up to date has been about £850, and all the work done
is of a very substantial nature, and fixed for the future working of the mine. _ _ _

Mountain Maid Reef (E. Oxenbridge and party).—Prospecting CZaim—Sinking main shaft under 
assistance from Prospecting Yote. Present depth of shaft, 101 feet. Reef about 22 inches wide, showing 
a little gold. About 10 tons of stone raised. Propose to sink to a depth of 150 feet, and then drive on 
line of reef 50 feet. . .

Sleeping Beauty Reef (JDavid George).—Sinking main shaft under assistance from Prospecting 
Yoto. Present depth of shaft, 78i feet. Proposed to drive east from 70 feet deep. Nowendoc
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Nowendoc.

_ Mount Carrington Claim, Nuggetty Gully—Henry TVhittam andparfy.—Still working on this claim. 
Air-shaft, 150 feet; deepest level, 300 feet from top of mountain to end of present working in No. 2 
tunnel; propose to drive 500 feet more in a northerly direction.

_ Cells River, lelow Yarrowitch.—A number of miners have been working (alluvial) in this locality 
with fair returns,

Mumble CreeTc, beloio Yarrowitch.—Messrs. Potter, 'Welsh, and Eodway have taken up two leases 
and a prospecting area ; still prospecting. Attention having been directed to this locality, may ultimately 
prove payable. Miners’ rights issued during the year, 88 ; licenses, nil. About 100 oz. of gold purchased 
locally, value (Sydney Mint), £3 13s. 3d. per oz. .

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Baebaba Division.
, (P. Sinclair, Mining Registrar!)

In submitting my report to you of the Peel and Uralla Mining District (Barraha Division) for the year 
1888,1 have the honor to inform you during the year I have issued 102 miners’ rights, 4 mineral licenses, and 
have had 28 applications for leases, meaning a sum paid into the Treasury of £207 for the year. Eor the 
last twelve months mining matters have been very slack in this division. Owing to the long drought we 
have had people have been compelled to leave the mines and seek work elsewhere, for want of water.

There are 3 batteries in this division; they have hardly done any work in the year for want of 
water. I think 1889 will see a great change in mining matters in this division.

There is a Company formed that intend, in 1889, to use the chlorination process, and great results 
are expected, and many are of opinion the coming year will see this a very flourishing division.

t I find it difficult to furnish you with a satisfactory report. Owing to the scattered position of the 
miners, there has been a great decrease in the population this last six months. I cannot form an estimate 
of the yield of gold according to the scattered population and the small lots that have been obtained by 
different parties. Very few of the leases are worked.

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Bingeea Division.
(T. Connolly, Mining Registrar!) .

I HAVE the honor to submit to you my report for the year 1888, which, on the whole, is much better than 
1887. f

_ I have issued 208 miners’ rights, 1 business license, and 12 mineral licenses. Twenty-five 
mineral leases and 24 gold-mining leases have been applied for. 1,200 oz. of gold has been obtained during 
the year.

The continued dry weather is a great drawback to miners. There are hundreds of loads of dirt 
stacked, waiting for sufficient rain to wash.

Total value of mining plant in the division, £2,200.

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Tahwoeth Division.
{H. A. Ledger, Mining Registrar!) .

The number of miners’ rights applied for during 1888 was 86. There are about 14 men at work 
in different localities prospecting some reefs, but as yet no payable reef has been found. The leases taken 
up some time ago for manganese have not been worked during the year, nor has any other mineral been 
found in payable quantities.

. PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Bendejieeb Division.
(2?. R. H. Stumbles, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report for the past year of the Bendemeer Division of the Peel and Uralla 
District. During the year ending 31st December, 1888, there have been 15 applications for mineral leases 
received at this office for the purpose of mining for tin, that being the only mineral at present worked 
in this district. There have been 17 mineral licenses issued at this office and 2 miners’ rights during the 
year. Anderson and party have raised 8 tons 18 cwt. of tin, which was sold at £75 per ton. Murray 
and party have raised 5 tons, which was sold at £75 per ton. Northy and party have raised 3 tons 7 
cwt., which was sold at £75 per ton. Hetheiington and party have raised 2 tons, which was sold at £65 
per ton. The Watson’s Creek Tin-mining Company’s ground has mostly been worked on tribute. The 
Bendemeer Company have commenced work on their ground, and are at present employing about 13 men.

PEEL AND UEALLA DISTEICT—Cassilis Division.
(Henry S. Hawlcins, Warden's Cleric!)

These 40-acre blocks were marked out at Yellow Water-holes, Cassilis to Mudgee Eoad. Prospects 
for tin made, but without success, the assay of metal being too small to work on. Nothing has been done 
in the way of mining for last six months. ’

Two mineral licenses issued in year 1887.

HUNTEE AND MACLEAY DISTEICT—Copeland Division.

(R. L. Maitland, Warden.) -
I have the honor to submit my report of the Copeland Division of the Hunter and Macleay District for 
1888. _ _

Having taken charge of this district towards the end of the past year, time has not allowed me to 
make so thorough an inspection of the various claims and leases in this division as I could wish.

The past year has shown no improvement on 1887. Mining matters generally being at a very low 
ebb, but little work has been done ; and, although the returns from the small quantity of stone crushed 
have been good, yet the expense attending the crushings, together with the cost of cartage to the machine,' 
leave but a small margin for profit. ,

335—0 The
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The result of the various crushings throughout the field have averaged nearly 2|- oz. to the ton, aud, 
as the gold-saving appliances comprise none of the modern improvementSj it proves conclusively that, with 
capital judiciously expended aud improved machinery, payable returns would be forthcoming from tho 
greater number of the numerous reefs in this part of the district. , .

The Centennial G-old-mining Co. have now driven their tunnel about 994 feet, and are preparing to' 
extend it still further, in the hope of shortly cutting the rich reef known to be in their claim. ■

During the year that has passed, 16 applications in connection with gold-mining leases have beeu 
dealt with. • _

Capital aud improved gold-saving appliances are absolutely necessary in this district, aud, until 
these are available, there is but little hope of a permanent improvement iu the present state of mining 
affairs. '

HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Buluadelah Division.
{Charles II. 'Fawcett, Warden?)

T no myself the honor to report as follows with reference to the Bulladelah portion of the Hunter and’ 
Macleay Mining District:—

At present there is only one party working at Coolongolook, and another at Paddy’s Crock,—at 
the former the yield of late being over 16 dwrt. per ton, and from tho latter about 2 oz.

When suspensions granted expire, and leases are granted that have been applied for, no doubt 
the field, will show an improvement.

The only claims apparently flourishing are those of the Alum Company, Limiied. Their buildings, 
works, and improvements are valued at over £8,000. With additional ground they have now nearly 300 
acres. .

Tho refined samples forwarded to England, Melbourne, China, Germany, and many other places, 
have been considered highly satisfactory; and when additional machinery, now expected, arrives, a large 
addition to the men employed will be made.

HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Kempset Division,
{John Ducat, Warden and Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to submit my annual report on the mining fields for the year 1888 in the Macleay 
Division of the Hunter and Macleay Mining District, showing the progress made thereon.

At the beginning of the year a discovery was made near Deep Creek, in the county of Raleigh.- 
and parishes of Newry and Valley Valley, of a belt of country which contained a mispickel quartz which 
hud the appearance of being highly auriferous, and supposed to be silver-bearing. An application was 
made by Buekman and Marshall, the prospectors, for a mineral lease of 20 acres. They commenced work- 
on this at once, and soon uncovered a blow of considerable size of that quartz. Several small quantities 
of the stone was sent for assay to prove what it contained. All of these, from the separate assays, and 
made by separate assayers, gave a report that the stone contained gold varying from 3 oz. up to 6 oz. to 
the ton. This caused the prospectors to convert their application into a gold lease. Immediately five 
others were also applied for. Upon none of these, however, could a second blow or reef be discovered. 
Shafts were sunk on throe or four of them to a depth of 40 to 50 feet without a reef being struck. Those 
shafts were north and south of the prospectors. Buekman and Marshall sunk a new shaft west of their 
first, and at 40 feet struck stone. They sunk down the face of this reef for 27 feet. An assay of stone 
at this depth gave a return of IH oz. gold to the ton. The reef now dipped off to the east. A drive has 
been put in. When at 20 feet the reef was again found. They have sent a quantity of stone away to 
Sandhurst to have it treated in bulk by the chlorination process. This will be a test whether the field 
is to be a payable one. Much money has been expended already on the ground searching for the reef, 
and to prove that there really is a reef. Erom the prospectors’ shaft the reef proves to bear east and 
west, not north and south as at first supposed. There are thirty-four mineral leases applied for around tho 
immediate neighbourhood of the prospectors. On several of these shafts have been put down to a depth of 
45 and 50 feet. On Verge’s and one of T. B. Larke’s the reef was struck lying west of the prospectors. 
The stone raised is finer grained and closer looking than that from the prospectors. Some assays have 
been made of the stone, and gold found to be the principal mineral contained. The reefs are proved to 
be very hard to work and the stone difficult to treat, so that it can only be by great expenditure of capital 
that the field can be made payable. There is no machinery or other appliance on the field up to this for 
crushing or developing the mines. The gold in the stone is very fine dust.

About 2 miles south-west from this field, and nearer the south arm of the Bellinger River, while 
some persons were prospecting the country around, an antimony reef was discovered, and five applications, 
for mineral leases lodged on the supposed line of reef. D. Anderson and party on No. 88-6 have done 
much work. They have a shaft down 50 feet, and have uncovered a large reef of rich antimony. They 
have about 100 tons or more at grass, but have not put any quantity on the market. They desire to float 
it into a Company, and thus procure capital to work it. None of the other applications lodged on this 
antimony-field have been opened up yet, but are being held over to ascertain, by the w'ork ou Anderson’s 
lease, whether the reef is payable and likely to be permanent. A second reef of antimony has recently 
been discovered on the Nambucca, about 20 miles to the south-west of Anderson and party’s, in the- 
direct line over to tho Corrangula antimony mines. I have before pointed out to miners here that I was 
confident a reef was underlying the country between the Deep Creek and Corrangula mines.

The Warrell Creek mining field is nearly at a standstill. Numerous reefs were discovered of 
chiefly ferruginous quartz, and supposed to be silver-bearing stone. Forty-four applications for mineral 
leases were lodged, and several prospecting protection areas were also taken possession of. A good deal- 
of work in sinking shafts was done. The assays obtained from the stone were so poor that it xvas not- 
sufficient encouragement for money to be expended on them. The holders of land had not means' 
sufficient to persevere on into deep sinking, and I am satisfied that it will only be on deep sinking anything, 
like payable stone will be found. The present state of the field—the uncertainty of what or how much' 
mineral the stone contains—does not give sufficient encouragement for investing capital to fully prove it 
by deep sinking.

The Corrangula antimony mines are likely again to be actively worked. Mr. Becke, the manager, 
is at the works, having the machinery, furnaces, and plant put in working order; and I hope soon to see 
the works assume their former busy activity. The



The leases Nos. 237 and 245 (Hodson's) have suspension of work granted on them, so that nothing 
is doing on them. Cohen and party’s leases in parish of Lincoln are idle. No work has at any time been 
done, at these.

As no alluvial diggings have ever been discovered in my division, as Mining Registrar, I have only 
to report on the sale of miners’ rights and licenses. I have sold during the year, 241 miners’ rights, 69 
mineral licenses, and 1 business license.

HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Dungog Diy-ision.
(O. G. Smith, Warden.)

I have the honor to report that the mining operations at "Wangat during last year do not seem to have 
sufficiently advanced in importance to attract an increase of population. This is attributed to want of 
capital to enable the few miners now on the field to efficiently work their ground; but the claim at Lower ‘ 
Wangat, known as the Wonga "Wonga (late Golden Spur), and which is said to be the best of these 
workings, having lately passed into the hands of a Company of business men, there are hopes of a better 
future for the field. The claim alluded to is worked by a tunnel about 300 feet in length, at a 
perpendicular depth of about 200 feet; width of vein, from 8 to 18 inches ; underlay to north, bearing 
east and west; six men at present employed; plant, consisting of trucks, rails, and mining implements, is 
valued at £100. During last year 90 tons crushed for 98 oz. 12 dwt., valued at £320 18s. lOd. On an 
adjoining claim a tunnel is being driven to cut the vein, and a lease of 5 acres on same reef has been 
applied for.

• At Upper Wangat one claim has lately been worked, but not to advantage, the returns for 80
tons crushed being only 14 oz. -

■ Three leases have been applied for of 7, 4, and 2 acres, evidently on the same reef as the workings 
at Lower Wangat, about 5 miles distant. A lease of 10 acres has also been applied for at Little 
Mountain, 4 miles from Dungog, but nothing payable yet found.

At Lower Wangat there is a battery of ten stampers, water-power, 15-horse, and valued at £1,200; 
and one at Upper Wangat, five stampers, water-power, 10-horse, and valued at £700.

No pyrites or cement have been operated upon in this division, and only a trace of silver in the stone.
Twenty-three miners’ rights have been issued for this year, about one-half being held by working 

miners. ■
HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Bulladeeah Division.

< {Robert Quayle, Mining Registrar.)
I no myself the honor to report as follows respecting the Bulladelah portion of the Hunter and Macleay 
Mining District for the year ending 31st December, 1888 :—

Twelve leases have been taken up for quartz-mining, 108 acres in all.
The Golden Butterfly, late Mountain Widow, J. E. Conway and party, crushed about 115 tons, 

which yielded 16| dwt. to ton. Owing to the machinery breaking, crushing has been suspended. The 
deepest shaft is 120 feet, and contractors are sinking 50 feet deeper. The reef averages from 7 to 12 
inches. .About 40 tons of quartz to grass. '

v Mount Springfield, James Stuart and party, have made considerable progress in sinking and 
driving; but, owing to insufficient supply of water for crushing purposes, suspension of labour -was 
granted. The deepest shaft is 70 feet, and a reef of 4 feet 6 inches to the bottom. About 50 tons 
drushed yielded 1 oz. to the ton ; 100 tons to grass.

• , The Sutton, T. A. Paulson and party, crushed 5 ton, which yielded 8 dwt. to ton. Shaft down 25 
feet. A well-defined reef, 3 feet thick, traced to the bottom. Suspension of labour granted to afford 
time to erect machinery.

The Wonder, J. H. Gillman and party. Yery little progress has been made, owing to the country 
being very hard and wet. Shaft down about 96 feet, with a small vein showing good gold. The above- 
mentioned claims are situated at Coolongolook, about 20 miles from Bulladelah.

■ The Rosebud, W. Masters and party, at Paddy’s Creek, put in a tunnel, expecting to cut the reef, 
but as yet have not done so. A trial crushing went 2 oz. to the ton in Sydney.

The Australian Alum Co. (Limited) have made considerable progress since my last report, and 
have added to their shed accommodation, purchased a new 35 h.-p. boiler, erected an additional kiln, made 
additional tramways, and doubled the width of the shoot that brings the ore from the top of the mountain 
to the tramways. There are about 750 tons of calcined stone on the slacking-floor ready for treatment in 
the.extraeting-vats, and the manager is now waiting for some additional machinery from Melbourne to 
recommence manufacturing. About 20 tons of allum has been refined, and samples sent to England, 
Germany, China, Melbourne, and other parts of the world, which has given great satisfaction. Eorty acres 
have.been added to this property, which makes about 300 acres in all. It is situated close to Bulladelah, 
rind a great number of men will be employed when full work is carried on.

. HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Maitland Division.
. (N. V. Isaacs, Warden’s Cleric.)

I beg to report that the only mineral operated upon in my division during the year 1888 was coal.
- As the quantity of coal raised during the year at the various mines working in my division is 

supplied to you from other sources, I have not considered it advisable to obtain it again, as I found last 
year that the returns made to me were very inaccurate.

The principal collieries- working in this district are the Greta Coal-mining Company, South Greta, 
and Homeville Collieries, near West Maitland, Rathluba, and several smaller ones, such as Eour-mile 
Creek, Matthew Tulip’s pit, &c., near East Maitland. .

The number of applications for mineral leases during 1888 was 37, comprising an area of 18,404 
acres, and an annual rental of nearly £3,000.

The coal is generally reported to be of first-class quality.
. _ Eive of the before-mentioned applications, consisting of 400 acres, were taken up for the purpose

of mining for salt, and the specimens shown me by the applicants prove that tho salt is of very fine 
quality. _

The number of mineral licenses issued during the year wras 29, and miners’ rights. 19.
HUNTER
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HUNTER AND MACLEAY DISTRICT—Copeland Division.
. (IQ. N~. Maitland, Assistant Mining Registrar.')

Mining has been almost at a standstill during the past year, and the little work done has -been by miners 
without capital, who have been heavily handicapped by the want of modern gold-saving appliances, the 
high prices charged for crushing, and the cost of cartage from the mines to the machines.

The number of miners’ rights and business and mineral licenses issued for 1888 are as follows 
Miners’ rights, 166 ; business licenses, 20 ; mineral licenses, 20. .

Total value of mining plant in the division, £3,250.

NEW ENGLAND DISTRICT.—Tenteefield Division.
(J. B. Graham, Warden.)

I do myself tho honor to submit my report on the Northern Division of the New England Mining District 
for the year 1888.

In my last report I pointed out that at Eairfleld, the principal gold-field in this district, great 
difficulty had been experienced in saving the gold, in consequence of its fineness, and its association with 
other minerals, and I was then in hopes that before the close of 1888 appliances would be available to 
satisfactorily treat the ores. I regret that I am not yet in a position to report that such is the case. 
During the greater part of the past year, in consequence of failures and the great general depression that 
took place in the early part of the year in all mining matters, the industry almost collapsed. The depres
sion was especially felt in this district, as the mines were comparatively in their infancy. Only failures 
having been previously met with, and in no case did there exist a dividend-paying mine, it was almost 
impossible to obtain the necessary capital to carry on mining. Eortunately, principally through the 
enterprise of Mr. R. W. Stuart and a few gentlemen connected with him, a fresh impetus was given to 
Eairfleld, and there is now every probability of proving whether the mines are payable or not. Extensive 
works are in course of erection, which will soon prove whether the practically unlimited extent of poor 
or low-class ores can be profitably treated. If it proves, as is confidently expected by experts, that the 
ores, containing from 4 to 10 dwt. of gold to the ton, can be made to pay, it will open a vast field for the 
enterprise of capitalists and miners. The great wealth of Eairfleld will be found in its low-class ores. 
Vast quantities of stone can be obtained at a minimum cost that will yield an average of from 4 to 6 
dwt. to the ton. This yield, treated with the latest labor-saving appliances, and on a large scale, is expected 
to leave a handsome profit. Generally, on the gold-fields in this district, the yield is, as far as I can 
ascertain, equal, if not greater, than the preceding year. In other minerals, such as silver, tin, copper, &c., 
the general prospects are encouraging, although the yield up to the present time has not been great. The 
necessary machinery and plant to extract the metals is not yet available.

I will deal with each division of my district separately.

lairfield Division.
This division comprises the east and north-east portions of my district, including Eairfleld proper 

(or Drake), White Rock, Red Rock, Timbarra, Pretty Gully, Tooloom, and other smaller diggings.
The Eairfleld Gold-field of which Drake is the township, is situated about 38 miles east from 

Tenterfield. It is uow about two and a half years since gold was discovered in the locality. Since 
then it has risen to be a field of great importance and promise, not only in gold, but also in other minerals. 
It can now be said to be through the dangerous period of depression and reaction consequent on that 
over-estimation of value, over-speculation, &c., which invariably affects all new fields started as this was, 
on a “ rich find''' and a “ rush.”

The land at Eairfleld was originally taken, in the most part, by working miners or prospectors, as 
gold-mining leases ; and this was the first field to which the regulation applied compelling labour to be 
employed from the time that the land was taken possession of. Many of these leases have now been aban
doned and cancelled. Some have been retaken again to be worked in larger areas, and in cases where gold 
is not the principal mineral, in mineral leases. This is the only way in which capital can be encouraged in 
the field Erom the difficulty of extracting the gold the poorness of the ores, and the necessity for the 
erection of large works and labour-saving appliances, the field is not what may be termed a working-miner’s 
field. It is impossible to successfully mine in almost any part of it unless by the preliminary expenditure 
of considerable capital.

The principal mines in the immediate vicinity of Eairfleld are the Mascotte Gold and Silver-mining 
Company, the Strauss Gold-mining Company, the Great Northern Gold-mining Company, the Adeline 
Gold-mining Company, and the Mount Carrington Gold-mining Company.

■ The Mascotte gold-mine is situated about 3 miles south-east from Drake. Rich silver ore has been 
found containing a percentage of gold. The leases are held as gold-mining leases, and work has been 
continuously employed during the year principally in opening up the mine and prospecting it as to its 
permanency. About 600 tons of ore has been raised, which is valued by the manager at an average of £12 
per ton. The deepest shaft is a little over 100 ft., and it is estimated that there is 7,000 tons of ore in 
sight. I am informed that the Company are making arrangements for the erection of machinery to treat 
the ores for gold and silver. Various trial crushings and experiments have proved most satisfactory. . The 
mine is under the management of Mr. B. Bryant, an old and experienced Victorian miner. This mine 
should yield payable results immediately on the completion of the machinery and treatment of the ores. 
The manager expects to be at work within a few months.

The Strauss Gold-mining Co.’s mine is situated on Sawpit Gully. The ore in this mine as far as yet 
ascertained is of low grade, but from the size of the lode likely to be very plentiful and easily obtained. It 
was worked from the surface down to water, and the ore crushed resulted in a yield of about 10 dwt. to 
the ton. About 1,400 tons have been crushed. In order to drain the mine of water, it was decided to put 
in a tunnel to cut the lode at the 90 or 100 ft. level. The tunnel is not yet complete, but considerable work 
in connection with the mine and machinery has been effected during the year, such as laying tramways to 
facilitate the delivery of the stone to the mill, &c. As soon as the tunnel cuts the lode it is anticipated that 
a great body of stone can be operated on at a minimum cost. The lode is 9 or 10 ft, wide. About 30 men 
are employed on this mine. The
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The Great Northern Gold-mining Company.—This is a new Company, taking what was called 
Messrs. Harvey, Pastetrson, & Co’s, holdings, and some other neighbouring leases. The Company now 
own a considerable area of land, principally situated in Sawpit Gully. It is intended to mine for gold, 
silver, and for copper, which exist in large and valuable lodes and reefs through the property. Mr. E. 
W. Stuart is the resident managing director of the Company, to whose courage and enterprise, to a very 
great extent, the further development and advancement of this field is due. Although this Com
pany has only very lately been formed, extensive machinery has been ordered, and some of it is now on 
the ground. A considerable number of men have been constantly kept employed in prospecting, opening 
mines, making roads, tramways, dams, machine sites, &c., and great energy is shown. The Company are 
satisfied by their manager’s and the reports of experts that although the ore is of a very low grade its 
quantity, and the small cost at which it can be mined, the treatment will leave a considerable profit, if 
worked on a large scale. The ore is not expected to average more than from 4 to G dwt. to the ton. 
1,420 tons of stone from various parts of the land have been crushed, the yield of which was aboht 235 oz. 
of gold. The treatment by the battery was not considered satisfactory, as a loss of gold was shown in the 
tailings. ■ •

A very rich lode of copper running through some of the leases is now being worked. Twenty tons of 
the ore has been treated at Newcastle, yielding over 21 per cent, of copper. The reef is 4 feet wide, and con
sists of carbonates and sulphides of copper containing a little gold. On a late visit I made to the locality I 
inspected this reef, and from what I saw' of the stone raised at the shaft I should estimate the whole lode to 
average from 12 to 15 per cent, copper. There are several other good-looking copper lodes on the land and in 
the vicinity which have not yet been developed, but some have been sufficiently prospected to show rich 
outcrops of copper ore. My opinion, after seeing the country, is that it wall eventually prove to be an 
extensive and valuable copper-field.

The Adeline gold-mine is situated on private property, immediately adjoining the town of Drake. 
It was here the first discovery of gold was made, about 2-1- years ago, and where the first surface lot of 
stone that was quarried, or shovelled out, 10 tons, yielded 130 oz. of gold ; this find caused the rush to 
Fairfield. £7,000 worth of gold wras obtained from this mine in a comparatively short time, but for some 
reason it has been closed for a considerable period and no work done on it. During the whole of last 
year no work was done, but arrangements have been made now and the mine is reopened. A shaft is to 
be sunk to a depth, and a new process is to be used in saving the gold, which is mixed with iron, copper, 
and other minerals, rendering it difficult or impossible to save by the ordinary process. I anticipate that 
this mine will again show good results. .

The Mount Carrington Gold-mining Company have expensive and perfect battery plant, consisting 
of 15 head of stamps, extensive self-acting tramway, and other works, on which a considerable expendi
ture of capital was made. I regret to say this mine is now idle in consequence of the poorness of the ore 
and the difficulty of extracting the gold. .
_ There are various other mines at Fairfield which are not of sufficient importance for special notice 
in this report. Speaking generally of Fairfield, I am convinced, although many disappointments have 
been met with, that the gold and other minerals, especially silver and copper, exist in such quantities and 
over such large areas, it will, with the White and Red Rocks, prove one of the most important fields in 
this Colony. .

At Long Gully, about 6 miles south from Fairfield, a number of mineral leases for silver were 
applied for during the year. In one case a small but very rich find of gold was made in what is known 
as Rivers & Co.’s lease. About 13 tons of the ore has been treated, yielding 253 oz. of gold. The reef 
is a narrow seam of zinc-blende, carrying free coarse gold, plainly visible in almost every piece. The seam 
is only a few inches thick, and has not much the appearance of permanency. Objections have been made 
to the granting of this mineral lease on the ground that the land is auriferous. The matter now awaits 
the inspection and report of a geological surveyor. The country is very rough, in a dense scrub difficult 
of access.

White Rock.—Although the now celebrated White Rock is properly a Fairfield mine, being only 
about 3 miles from the township, I have kept the report on it separate. The only work being done in 
that locality is in the White Rock Proprietary Company’s mine and in the White Rock Silver-mining 
Company. The works in the White Rock Proprietary Company’s mine are very extensive, and 
preparations are made for the reception of vast machinery which has been ordered from America. A 
very large body o{ stone has been quarried out, and some valuable prospecting has been done in 
sinking a shaft to test the lode at a deeper level. About ninety men have been kept employed during 
the year in building dams, levelling machine sites, making roads, tramways, and other necessary works, 
erecting machinery, of which, although not nearly completed, a considerable quantity is on the ground, 
consisting of a 20 horse-power compressing engine for air rock-drills. A 12 horse-power engine driving saw
mills and two large engines for the reduction works are also now being put into position. It is expected 
that the machinery will be at work in three or four months. About 13,000 tons of ore is awaiting treat
ment, and the quantity that can be obtained is practically unlimited. The ore raised is estimated to be 
worth over £20,000. The question to be solved is whether or not the ore can be treated at a profit. 
Mr. Howell, an American expert of high reputation, estimates that with the machinery he has ordered for 

. the Company, over £100,000 a year profit should be made. The greater part of the ore is low grade, but the 
seams, which are numerous, are rich. About 163 tons of picked ore has been sent away for treatment at 
various times, and to various places, resulting in returns averaging £8 per ton. I understand the process 
to be adopted in the treatment of the ore is by crushing and concentrating the galena and pyrites by 
gravity, much similar to the treatment of lode-tin ore. For this purpose a considerable quantity of water 
will be required. Dams have been erected and excavated to contain 1,000,000 gallons of water. The 
watershed of the gully on which the mine is is only of very limited extent, but this is to be assisted by 
taking water from Plumbago Creek, and pumping it over a spur range 200 feet high. A 20 horse-power 
engine will be employed at this work. When this mine gets fairly to work, if it nearly approaches the 
anticipations of the manager and the experts who have examined and reported on it (and I have no reason 
to doubt but that it will), it will be one of the largest and richest silver-mines in the Colonies, second 
only to the Broken Hill Proprietary mine. The mine appears to be inexhaustible. The ore now in sight, 

^even with the large reducing works to be employed, would last for many years. As far as I can judge 
(and it is also the opinion of experts), the mine shows every indication of its becoming richer as it is

developed,
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developed. The seams appear to be making in every ease as they go down, and from the first shot put in 
until the present time the appearance of the mine, and the richness and number of seams have improved. 
The only question is, as I said before, will it pay a profit on the working and treatment.
. The Eed Rock is situated about 9 miles north-westerly from Fairfield. Several large Companies 
have beeu formed to work the mines in this locality for gold and silver, the principal of which is the G-reat 
Ecd Eock Gold-mining Company. A considerable amount of work has been done by this Company 
during the past year. There is a 20-head stamp mill on the property. A large quantity of ore was put 
through, but it was found that the ordinary process of crushing and amalgamating would not save all the 
gold, nor any of the silver. Proper plant for the treatment is now being obtained under the advice of Mr. 
Howell. Mr. W. J. Begilhole, an exporienced miner, is the manager; and important works have been done 
and erected under his supervision in a way most creditable to him as a mining manager. A main shaft is 
now being put down, dimensions 13 x 5 feet, containing three compartments ; it is now' 140 feet deep, to 
be continued to 300 feet. An engine and winding gear is used in connection with this shaft, aud the 
work is progressing rapidly. A tunnel has been driven on the course of the lode which will eventually meet 
the main shaft; it is now in 233 feet, and is to be continued 217 feet further; it is kept in full work, and 
will strike the main shaft in that distance. Crushings from stone taken from various parts of the surface of 
Iho land yielded 207 oz. of standard gold to 800 tons of ore crushed, but as the average of the ore was found 
on assay to be over an ounce to the ton crushing was discontinued ; the tailings on careful assay showed a 
loss of nearly two-thirds of the gold. A trial ton of the ore was sent to the Chlorinatory works at 
Sandhurst, which yielded 1 oz. 3 dwt. of gold ; and a ton of tailings similarly treated yielded 14 dwt. of 
gold. Mr. Howell, W'hose experience entitles him to he considered a reliable authority, I understand 
reported favourably on this mine, and he has been instructed to obtain the necessary plant for the proper 
treatment of the ores.

• ' Adjoining this mine there are several other Companies, principally the British Eed Eock and the
Central Eed Eock. A considerable amount of work has been done on the mines belonging to these 
Companies. On the British Eed Eock a shaft and drive have been put in, which intersects the lode at the 
200-feet level. The ore carries payable gold; its extent is at present unknown ; it appears to be an 
enormous deposit of auriferous ore, mixed with other refractory minerals ; it is comparatively poor, but 
with the natural advantages, such as the low cost the ore can be mined and the existence of water-power, 
it should be made to pay. If the Great Eed Eock Company succeed in profitably treating the ore by the 
process recommended by Mr. Howell, a large field of auriferous country will he opened. The future of 
the whole of this district depends on whether or not the low-grade ores can be mined and treated profitably.
'. Timbarra Gold-field is situated 35 miles south-east from Tenterfield. The principal works are on 
the Surface Hill Gold-mining Co’s. land. They have been working for some time in auriferous granite 
dykes by crushing and hydraulic sluicing. The yield is about 4 or 5 dwt. to the ton, which, as the ore 
can be broken down with the hydraulic and quarried out at a minimum cost, should, if worked on a largo 
jfealc, with improved machinery and labour-saving appliances, pay well. Little or no profit has yet been 
made, as the plant is quite insufficient. It is expected that the Company will be refloated, with a view to 
obtain capital to work on a large and economic scale. The auriferous granite is in dykes of soft stone, 
running through a high spur range. The quantity of stone is unlimited. About 10 miles north of 
Poverty Point, on the Old Tabletop, Mr. Dickson has a small 3-head of stamps battery. He is also on an 
Auriferous dvke running through granite, showing heavy h’on pyrites, and yielding a payable return of gold.

Several alluvial claims are working in the gullies and in the Timbarra Eiver, at which the miners 
are making fair wages _ _
f* Pretty G ully is situated about 40 miles north-east from Tenterfield. The workings are principally 
■alluvial. About twenty-six miners have found employment there, and are earning fair wages. This is a good 
field for prospecting for reefs. Although alluvial mining has been carried on for many years in the creeks 
and gullies, very little prospecting for reefs has been done. ’

Tooloom Gold-field was once of great importance. Many years ago, in the first rush for alluvial 
gold, in the northern district, Tooloom proved to be one of the richest fields. On the rich gullies being 
worked out it was abandoned for other rushes, and very little work has since been done on it. Some 
miners have been working on surfacing and old workings, and a little work has been done in reefing, but 
it lias been virtually a neglected field. Occasionally some rich finds are still made. This is another 
field' which certainly holds out every inducement for prospecting for reefs and old deep leads. 
Tho basalt ranges in the locality, I have no doubt, cover old river beds’ and alluvial deposits, in 
fact some prospecting has been done in a basalt range extending north-east and south-west, from 
near Pretty G-ully to the old Tooloom diggings. Erom the appearance of this range aud the 
surrounding country it was expected that it covered an old river or watercourse. A syndicate 
was formed by Mr. C. Haagar, and about £400 has beeu expended in sinking a prospecting shaft 
through the basalt. This shaft was put down on the range to a depth of 232 feet. Ninety 
feet was through decomposed basalt, then 100 feet of sedimentary sand thickly impregnated with 
arsenical pyrites and wood fossils, and the last 40.feet was through very coarse sand, showing patches of 
alluvial wash. The bottom when left was ou a coarse layer of gravel. At this depth water was struck, and 
the syndicate having expended its capital, work was stopped in December. It is to be regretted that this 
prospecting has, at any rate for a time, been abandoned. Taking into consideration the great extent . 
of country that would be proved by prospecting under this basalt, I would strongly recommend it as a fit 
object for the assistance of funds from the Prospecting Vote. If the theory is correct that it is an old 
river, the whole surrounding country being auriferous would make it most probable that a deposit of rich 
wash existed. I intend to bring this matter under the notice of the Prospecting Board on their antici
pated visit to the district.

, Tenterfield Division. '
Boonoo Boonoo is the only field of any importance in this division. It is situated 13 miles north 

from Tenterfield. A great deal of work has been done on the field during the year, and a considerable 
amount of capital has been expended. I regret to say, with generally disappointing results. The two 
principal gold-mines are held by Queensland syndicates—the Golden Crown and the Lady Mary ; both 
have now knocked off work under partial suspension of labour, in consequence of too much water, but 
pumping is kept continuously going in both mines, night and day. The country, although on the 
top of a high tableland, is extremely wet. The formation is granite, and the reefs are large and generally
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well defined; but the gold is patchy and uncertain—in fact, with few exceptions, I do not think they are 
payable, unless gold is found at a lower level than it has yet been found possible to go. The G-olden 
Crown Company, under the management of Mr. H. Benjamin, have show'll courage and enterprise which 
deserve a better fate than they have as yet met with. A considerable amount of work has been done 
by the Company, and a very perfect little plant, consisting of a 5-foot Huntingdon mill, has been 
erected. Pumping gear to lift 5,500 gallons an hour has been kept constantly at wmrk day and night 
since August,T887. Even that now fails to keep the mine dry enough to sink over 65 feet. Gold was 
found to the 40-feet level; the reef then appears to have been cut off by a large reef carrying little or no 
gold. Prospecting drives have been put in, extending in all 220 feet. The country proved to be unsettled, 
and the manager has every confidence, if he is able to get to a lower level, he will again strike the gold, 
£700 has been expended by the Company without any resulting profit, and they are now applicants; for 
assistance from the Prospecting Yote, to enable them to continue operations. This application will be 
brought before the Board on their visit. The Lady Mary also has a 5-foot Huntingdon mill and com
plete plant and pumping machinery. They are very much in the same position as the Golden Crown. 
Both these mines are still keeping the pumps going day and night.

Some stone was crushed lately from a mine known as Yickery’s which yielded 3 oz. 9 dwt. to 
the ton. This may be only a patch, but the holders are confident that they have a good reef.

A few men are working in the old alluvial in the creeks and making fair wages. About 5 miles 
south from Boonoo Boonoo, rich silver stone was discovered, containing chlorides ; a great many leases 
were applied for, and some of the leases are now being worked by syndicates or Companies—the Andrew 
'.Jackson, Tuca, Lady Mary, and others. Eemarkably rich assays have been obtained, and the reefs show' in 
many places good stone containing gold and chlorides and sulphides of silver. Some quantities of stone 
have been sent aw'ay for treatment, and the results have been satisfactory. These mines are still in their 
infancy. It will require capital and time to develop them, but they promise well. The reefs are in granite, 
and they consist of quartz and gossan ; they are well defined, but the mineral-bearing seam is at present 
narrow', widening in depth. The deepest shaft on the field is not more than 30 or 40 ft. The^water is 
troublesome, and no proper mining can be done until steam-pumps are used. At present there is no 
machinery on the ground.

Wilson’s Downfall Division. - -
Wilson’s Dow'nfall is about 30 miles north from Tenterfield. The mining in this district is prin

cipally tin and silver. . In tin, the old workings on the alluvial are still supporting a large mining popu
lation, principally Chinese, working on mineral licenses or tribute. Little or no work has been done in 
prospecting for lodes or deep leads, which no doubt exist. Some enterprise has been shown in opening 
up deep ground low down on Wylie'Creek, with some success ; two pumping engines are kept at work, 
and the wash yields well; the stripping is heavy, about 25 ft. A very important silver-field has been 
discovered at Bivertree, about 16 miles east from Wilson’s Downfall. The reefs are large and well 
defined, and show' rich galena and carbonate of lead, assaying from 10 to 100 oz. to the ton. Smelting 
furnaces are in course of erection. The richness and the size of the lodes would justify the expenditure of 
capital to develop the silver. I feel convinced that as soon as capital can be obtained to put on the neces
sary reducing plant good results will be obtained. There can be but little doubt but that payable lodes 
exist, and nothing but the general depression and stagnation in mining, caused by over-speculation and 
estimation of values, prevents this rich field from coming into prominence. Plumbago of a very superior 
quality exists in large quantities at Undercliff, between Wilson’s Downfall and the Bivertree mines.

Lunsville and Solferino.
There is very little to report on these fields. A number of miners are still working on the reefs, and 

occasionally good finds are made, but they are small and patchy. A new discovery of gold was reported 
to me on the 11th December, on Marcolini Greek, about 3 miles from Miller’s Scrub ; the find is 
alluvial, depth, 3 feet, yielding £ dwt. to the dish of coarse gold. ,

I have not received the particulars from any of the officers as to the number of mining applications, 
issue of miners’ rights, business licenses, &c., except Lairfield and Tenterfield, but that information can be 
obtained from the reports of the Mining Begistrars. ■

' The number of miners’ rights, business licenses issued, and the number of applications for gold and 
mineral leases at Lairfield and Tenterfield were as follows . -

Dai,field.—Warden’s Office for 1888.
Miners5 rights issued.......................................................................................... 555
Business licenses issued.............   30
Mineral licenses issued ..................................................................................... . 195
Applications for mineral leases ...................................................................... 182
Applications for gold leases.............................................................................. 56

Tenterfield.— Warden's Office for 1888.
Miners5 rights...........................................................  223
Business licenses .................................................................   13
Mineral licenses...............................      123
Applications for gold leases.............................................................................. 16
Applications for mineral leases .......................................  48

I am forwarding specimens of the various mines in connection with this report.

' NEW ENGLAND DISTBICT—Wilson’s Downfall Division. .
{ J. G. Draper, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to forward my report on the mining industry of Wilson’s Downfall Division of New 
England Mining District.

During the early part of the year’ 1888 some activity was shown in portions of this district. At 
Bivertree, a vast area of land has been applied for, containing silver, several of the applicants having- 
prospected with good results, and I am informed that they intend shortly to go more fully into the 
development of the country, which is as yet new and untried, and only situated within 4 miles of the 
Tooloom gold-diggings. One party stated some time ago that they intend to erect a furnace, having been; 
Well satisfied with their prospects; but in any case something will be done after leases have been; 
received. . ‘ At'
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At Under cliff, Wooller and party are prospecting a reef winch is supposed to contain gold, but 
nothing of importance has been obtained yet.

Mr. John Carmichael has been doing extensive prospecting for tin on Wylie Creek, employing at 
the present time about fifty miners, also having two engines at work. Smith and party also intend 
shortly opening up their ground adjoining Carmichael. There is nothing new to report in other parts of 
this district. .

# During the year ending December 31, 1888, the following business was done in this office :—112 
mineral licenses issued; 19 miners’ rights issued ; 6 business licenses issued. 83 mineral leases applied 
for,, as follows:—Silver, 63 ; tin ore, 17 ; plumbago, 3. The quantity of tin ore won during the year 
ending December 31, 1888, being 203 tons, valued on the ground at £12,180. The mining population 
is at the present time about 320. '

NEW ENGLAND DISTEICT—Eaiefield Division.
(J! P. Curran, Mining Registrar?)

I have the honor to forward my annual report for the year just ended, December 31st, 1888. Although 
our expectations of the past two years have not been fully realized, the general outlook of this gold-field 
is by no means discouraging. Judging from the earnest way in which some of our leading mining men are 
securing large areas of mining land and expending a great deal of money in the erection of machinery and 
in.the development of their mines, is, I think, a sure and certain sign of the confidence thus shown of 
this being in the future a large mineral-producing district. In my last report I called attention to the 
fact that the way the land was then held in small areas by poor men had a tendency to retard the progress 
of the field, and the prosperity of the field depended on the time when the land would be in the hands of 
wealthy companies who could afford to erect suitable appliances for working the land on a large scale, 
and thus confer greater benefits on the working man, and contribute largely to the wealth of the district.

. At the end of last year I informed you that silver-mining was again coming into prominence. 
Since the discovery of that metal in this part of the division, 196 applications have been made for mineral 
leases, comprising an area of 7,000 acres. Very little work has been performed on any of this land, 
except two blocks owned by the White Eock Proprietary Company and two blocks held by the Extended 
White Eock Silver-mining Co. On the first-named Company’s land they have about 12,000 tons of ore 
ready for treatment, and now awaiting the completion of the reduction works. This Company have 
expended about £20,738 during the year in raising ore, making tramways, dams, saw-mill, and concentrating 
machinery, and have constantly employed about ninety men on the mine and works connected therewith, 
and have raised altogether about 12,163 tons of silver ore, estimated to be worth £22,203. Of the 
quantity raised, .1635 tons of first-grade ore has been treated, and silver obtained therefrom of the value of 
£1,207 13s. 7d. The plant at the mine consists of one air-compressing engine, 20-horse-power, for the 
purpose of working the rock-drills ; one saw-mill, with all the necessary appliances, where all the timber 
is cut for the use of the mine, the machinery of which is driven by a 12 horse-power engine ; and one 
6 horse-power winding engine. They are also placing in position one pair of engines, 200 horse-power, 
for reduction and concentration works. The whole of the machinery is expected to be in working order 
within three months from date. Ample provision has been made for the supply of water necessary to 
carry on these extensive works by the excavation of three large dams, estimated to contain 1,000,000 (one 
million) gallons of water. To keep up the supply they have, by means of a race, diverted the water from 
Plumbago Creek, which will be lifted from a reservoir at the terminus of the race, a height of 200 feet to 
the crown of a hill which divides Plumbago Creek from the gully on which the White Eock mine is 
situated. Eor this purpose they have an engine 20 horse-power. The ore will be conveyed from the 
mine to the reduction works by means of a self-acting tramway 1,000 feet in length. The trucks will run 
up to the face of the mine, when they will be loaded by hand and discharge their contents at the battery, 
the full truck in its descent drawing back the empty one. The face of tho mine, which is 350 feet wide, 
shows numerous veins of ore of a superior quality, and I have no doubt will be one of the best mines in 
the district, and be the means of maintaining a large population in its immediate neighbourhood. They 
purpose when in full operation at the works to reduce 1,500 tons per week. In conclusion, I might state 
thatthe whole of the work is under the control of Mr. John Eossiter, whose skill as a mining engineer is 
well known.

. The Mascotte Gold and Silver-mining Co. is the next in order to the White Eock Proprietary Mine. 
This mine has been during the past year continuously worked, ten men being employed, but the most of 
the work carried on has been of an exploratory nature. The object has not been to raise stone so much 
as to prove the pemanency of the mine by the shaft and drives now open. 600 tons of ore have been 
raised, of the average value of £12 per ton. The deepest shaft is 106 feet, and the lode is 8 feet wide; and the 
manager, Mr. B. Bryant, informs mo there is now about 6,666 tons of ore in sight ready to be broken 
down. The ore in this mine contains both gold and silver. The reason why no returns of bullion have 
been obtained from this mine before this is that they had not decided as to which was the best and cheapest 
method of treatment. This difficulty appears now to have been overcome, and it is expected that the mine 
will be in full operation in a few months, as arrangements are now being made and nearly completed in 
London for the erection of the best gold and silver saving appliances in connection with this mine.

The Strauss Gold-mining Co., Saw-pit Gully, is the next mine of importance on the field. This 
Company have been employed during the greater part of the year in developing their mine, therefore very 
little crushing has been done. The quantity of ore passed through the mill during the year amounted to 
1,318 tons, from which they obtained 673 oz.. of gold, of the value of £3 17s. lOd. per oz.; amounting in 
all to £2,619 Is. lOd. At the commencement of the year this Company, inconsequence of the great influx 
of water in their mine, found it necessary to drive a tunnel from the lowest part of the land in order to 
cut the lode at the 90-feet level, and thereby drain their workings, and at the same time to facilitate the 
transport of ore to their battery, and dispense with all hauling. They have laid a tram-line from the 
face of the workings at the level just mentioned to the battery, a distance of 500 yards, which is now 
completed, and crushing operations will be immediately resumed. This, when in full work, should be one 
of the best paying mines in the district, as there is an immense body of crushing stuff to operate on ; the 
lode being 9 feet wide, and with such improved appliances as they have at hand for the extraction of the 
metal, cannot fail to be remunerative. They have kept constantly employed thoughout the year twenty- 
seven men. The



' The G-reat Eed Eock Gold-mining Co.—This mine is being worked for gold and Silver, and is 
situated at Eed Eock, about 8 miles north-west of Fairfield. The operations of this Company are confined 
principally to surface outcrops, which gave encouraging returns last year ; but in order to ascertain the 
value of the mine at a depth crushing operations were suspended, and the Company have sunk a shaft to a 
depth of 149 feet, and at this depth tho ore is found to be of such a refractory nature that it is found 
necessary to introduce a different kind of machinery for its treatment to that hitherto used, which will 
probably be erected during the incoming year. Tho machinery previously used consisted of 25-head 
battery, with mercury-tables, &c. The plant, including the winding-engine on the mine, is valued at- 
£2,500. The last crushing was from_ a surface lode 40 feet wide. About 800 tons yielded 207 oz. of 
bullion, worth £2 15s. 9d. per oz., and judging from its low value it evidently contains a large percentage 
of silver. _ The quantity raised during the year is about 1,000 tons. The dip or underlay of the reef is- 
east, bearing or strike north-east by south-west. Eorty-five men are constantly employed on this mine.

. The British Eed Eock G-old-mining Co. (a London proprietary) is the next of importance in this 
locality, and the works are under the management ot Mr. Eichard Sweet, a gentleman of great mining 
experience. A great deal of work of an exploratory nature has been performed by this Company during 
the year; 22 men have been regularly employed. One shaft has been sunk to a depth of 66 feet, and a 
level driven from the face of the hill on which the mine is situated which intersects the lode at a depth of 
200 feet. The width of gold-bearing-matter is uncertain, as it appears at present to be one great mass of 
gold-bearing quartzite. The prospects of this mine, on the whole, are very good.

The Great Northern Gold-mining Co. is another Company which has been formed recently for 
the purpose of working a number of gold and mineral leases at Fairfield. The general manager, Mr. E. 
"W". Stuart, has kindly furnished me with a report, whicn will be found attached hereto, from which you 
will gather some valuable information respecting the properties held by this Company. I have no doubt 
that the formation of this Company is a step in the right direction towards the development of this field. 
Hitherto the land had been held by men who had not the means to work it, and were simply holding 
possession of it as best they could for the purpose of selling to the best advantage. All difficulties now 
seem to be removed, and fair and reasonable arrangements have been made with the original holders of the 
land by admitting them into the Company just formed, and thereby giving them an opportunity of 
participating in any profits that may accrue from the venture. I do not think I need to go into any further 
particulars respecting this property, as Mr. Stuart’s report will give all the information required.

The Mount Carrington Gold-mining Co., I regret to report, has entirely suspended work, and the 
battery, which, appeared to be the most complete mining plant on the field, having been erected at a cost 
of £6,500, is now idle. Still there are hopes entertained of a resuscitation of the Company, and active 
operations being resumed. r J

The Adeline Gold-mining Co.—The mine, owned by the above Company, is situated on the private 
estate of George Smith, Esq., adjoining the village of Drake, and directly on the main road from Tenter- 
fieM to Casino. Though this was the first mine opened at Fairfield, and from which £7,000 worth of gold 
Vigl obtained m a few months, it has been closed for a considerable time. The Company has been lately 
rOrganised, and a main shaft has been started to thoroughly open up the lode, and a better method of 
extraction than that previously adapted will be decided on. Tt has been found thatthe ore is of a complex 
nature, and can not be dealt with by the ordinary process used for the extraction of free gold. From the 
present appearance of this lode in this mine I should think that with the proper gold-saving appliances 
that good results mijiht be expected. This mine, in my opinion, has not been worked in a way by which it 
could be made profitable. Sufficient care has not been bestowed in the proper classing of the auriferous 
matter. Consequently a great quantity of worthless stuff has been sent to the mill, with the result that 
the poor stuff impoverished the rich stuff, and the mine could no longer be worked at a profit. The lode 
in this mine is about 4 feet wide, dip or underlay west, bearing north and south.

At Long Gully a man named Eivers, whilst searching for silver on a mineral lease, discovered a 
small vein of gold-bearing stone. It being contrary to the mineral lease regulations to work for gold 
on a lease of this description, an application was made for a gold-mining lease of 4 acres to cover the 
portion of land in which the gold had been found, and upon sinking the reef showed unmistakable signs 
of being very rich. About 13 tons of stone was taken out in sinking, which yielded 353 ounces of gold. 
The locality where this gold was found is situated about 6 miles south of Fairfield, and has every 
appearance of being auriferous. At present the whole of the country in that direction is covered by 
mineral leases, which prevents any searching for gold. Eivers and party are still raising very rich stone. 
The gold in this particular claim appears in a peculiar formation, the free gold being found embedded in 
zinc-blende.

. This gold-field is remarkable for the number of rich patches of mineral that have been discovered 
from time to time. At a place called Grant’s Gully, near Tooloom, a man named Payne obtained 110 
ounces of gold in six days from an old abandoned reef. I paid a visit to this locality during the holidays, 
and was surprised to see so little prospecting done over such a large area of auriferous land, as evidenced 
by the number of creeks and gullies that have been worked years ago, and in which a few old fossickers 
still seem to be making a living. I was told by the old residents there that there are a great number of 
small veins of gold-bearing quartz in various parts of the district, but none of them have been sunk on. 
The more J see of this part of the division the more convinced I am that it will in time come to the front 
as a large gold-producing district. The great auriferous belt extends from Poverty Point in the south to 
Upper Tooloom m the north a distance of 55 miles. The places intervening where gold has been found 
and worked for a lengthened period, are M'Leod’s Creek, Timbarra, Fairfield, Lunatic Eeefs, Pretty Gully’ 
and Lower Tooloom. * j

The number of men who find employment at Tooloom is about 30, and at Pretty Gully and Lunatic 
Keefs I find about the same number, and all seem to be making fair wages.

A Mr. Haager has for the last two years been engaged in sinking in the basaltic formation, which 
extends from Pretty Gully in the direction of Tooloom. The only encouraging result obtained as yet has 
been to find a little gold at a place within 4 miles of Pretty Gully, at a depth of 300 feet. The influx of 
water at this place prevented him from continuing his researches, as he had not proper appliances to cope 
with the water. He has also, at a point about the same distance from Tooloom, sunk a shaft 232 feet 
deep, but not bottomed : the first 90 feet through hard basalt, the next 100 feet through a kind of sedi
mentary rock highly charged with pyrites and fossiliferous matter, the remainder of the depth through 
coarse gravel and boulders. Sinking the last 5 feet the water bec'ame very heavy, and work has been 
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suspended. £400 has been expended on account of this shaft. The most interesting feature in connection 
with this place is that within a short distance from the shaft the bed rock is close to the surface, indi
cating the presence of a deep channel inside, which has been filled in by volcanic or other causes. _

I have endeavoured to obtain from the various mine managers the most reliable information 
respecting the properties under their supervision. Mr. W. J. TSegelhole, the manager of the G-reat Eed 
Eock Gold and"Silver-mining Company, has handed me a carefully-written^report of the mines under his 
control. Erom this and Mr. Stuart’s report you will obtain a great deal of information of an interesting
nature. _ , . . . ,

Mr. Peter Bezant has also handed me a short report, giving a description of the mine which he 
has charge of, from which you will be able to get some further information. _
• The population of this division at the present time numbers about 1,000 (one thousand). The climate
is particularly healthy, judging from the death-rate, which is exceedingly low compared with other 
districts. _ .

Only one fatal accident has occurred in the mine during the year, a miner named Eichard Hackot 
having lost his life through an explosion of gunpowder in a mine at Eed Eock. A magisterial inquiry 
was held, and a verdict of accidental death was returned, no blame being attached to the manager of the 
mine.

I am indebted to the courtesy of the manager of the two local banks' for returns of the 
gold which has passed through their hands this year.

The amount of gold won from all sources amounts to 1,718 oz. 17 dwt. 21 gr.
The amount of revenue collected during the year is as follows:—

Deposits with mineral lease applications .......... ................... .................................
„ gold lease applications ..................................................................   266

Collections for miners’ rights ........................................................................................... “
„ mineral licenses ..................................................................................
„ business licenses ..................................................................................

Deed fees and stamp duty on leases ........................................................................
Summonses, subpoenas, and sale cf gold-maps .........................................................

amount of

Total ..............    £2,4S1
On account Trust Fund :—

Survey fees, mineral leases ....................................................................... ......................
„ gold leases...................................................................................................... 45 10
,, mining tenements ...................................................................................... 57 e

Deposits with objections to leases ............................................................................

Total ......................................................... *........ £3,405 8 0

I have received 182 applications for mineral and 56 applications for gold leases. I have issued 555- 
miners’ rights, 30 business licenses, and 195 mineral licenses.

£ s. d.
1,672 15 0

266 0 0
259 10 0
195 0 0
30 0 0
44 5 0
13 13 0

E2,4S1 3 0

803 ID 0
45 10 0
57 5 0
20 0 0

NEW ENGLAND DISTEICT—Soueeiko Division.
(R. Wilkinson, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to herewith give my annual report upon the Solferino Division of the New England 
Mining District. '

Quartz.
The Lion Mine, Lionsville, which is held by a syndicate, of which Mr. Ken Hutchison is the 

managing director, have had two men at work all the year putting in a tunnel on the course of tho reef, 
from the level of the adjacent creek, and which is intended to be continued on to the main shaft, which 
will be met with at about the 150-foot level. These two men have driven a distance of 225 feet with a fair 
reef all the way, hut walls mostly very hard, but have not seen any gold visible to the eye, although a 
sample of the stone assayed 14 dwt. to the ton. They still have about 200 feet further to drive before 
meeting with the shaft.

The Garibaldi Prospecting Claim.—Bassetti, Uduesich, and party have kept four hands at work 
during the whole of the year, stoping out blocks of ground left by former owners of the mine, which in 
some instances turned out fairly well, having treated at the Sydney Mint and other places about 25 cwt. 
of specimens for a money value return of £523 12s. _ .

No. 1 North Garibaldi.—C. Harldn has kept steadily at work all through the year putting in a 
low-level tunnel on the reef, and informs me that he has come on to some very good gold during last 
month. _

Shellamelia.—A. Eamini and others commenced a tunnel in January, to enable them to get some 
100 feet of “ backs” to work upon ; they have driven 190 feet on the reef, hut never saw a colour, and 
have still 130 feet further to go before they expect to ho under the shoot they had in the upper or 
40-foot level, which turned out very well, although not publicly made known. _

Band of Nope.—(J. E. Adam and party.)—Owing to the non-success of the Company to float their 
property in London market for purpose of putting in a tunnel on the reef at a depth of 500 feet, and 
other causes, they were granted suspension of labour for six months, and it is only within the last two 
months that they made a fresh start.

Golden Bar.—Which, as mentioned in my last report, jvas about changing hands, a sale for £500 
cash having been effected early in January, the syndicate who purchased put four men on for a couple, of 
months, and then two for three months more, hut unfortunately never struck another patch after clearing 
out the one in view when the sale took place, and the funds having run low they procured six months 
suspension, at the expiration of which, no doubt, they will recommence.

Cangi.—There have been two 10-acre leases taken up—one upon the John Bull reef, and the 
other upon the Sir Walter Scott, both being abandoned ground for the last ten years. The applicants 
have been doing a little work on each since taking possession, and upon the latter they have got some 
very good gold, having taken out 3 tons quartz and sent it to the Mint for treatment, which gave a very 
good yield of 3| oz. to the ton, thereby causing a little notice to be taken of it, and it is yery probable 
that a large company will be formed to give it a thorough trial, machine site and water-rights having 
been applied for in conjunction therewith, the claim being within half a mile of the Mitchell Eiver. On
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the John Bull the owners have driven in an old drive a further distance of- 20 feet with good prospects ; 
also sunk a shaft on the reef some 100 feet from the old workings, and have a good show, sufficient to 
induce them to enlarge their capital with the view of erecting machinery.

The Pioneer, about midway between the Cangi and Mann Eiver, was retaken possession of in earlv 
part of the year by Taylor Bros., but I have not heard what they have been doing, except a report of 
1 ton of stone being treated at the Dora battery, Mann Eiver, for a yield of 1 oz. 9 dwt. .

In Alluvial.—There is nothing worthy of note from the old quarters; all the hands that are at work 
have been in same spot for years, making their usual average of | oz. per week. The only excitement is a 
new find made by Mr. Paulo Marcolino, who, with a couple of others, were deputed to prospect the 
Solferino neighbourhood some two months back. '

Mr. Marcolino reported a new discovery of gold on 10th December, in a creek he has called 
Marcolino Creek, which is distant about 3 miles north-easterly from Old Scrub Diggings and 9 miles 
•westerly from Lionsville, on Washpool Waterfall. It is one of the left-hand branches of Cedar Creek, 
and being well up on the range there is very little water for sluicing purposes.
• Mr. Marcolino obtained 15 oz. 4 dwt. of coarse gold, up to 5-dwt. pieces, in about five weeks, upon 
a rough bar and in crevices. The holidays coming on so close after the report, nothing much was 
done up to the end of the year, except the marking off of claims, of which some thirty men’s ground was 
taken possession. 1

What trial there has been does not show any gold above Mareolino’s prospecting claim, which he 
applied for, although nice-looking country and well cemented. There were a couple of ounces got some 

. 300 yards below the prospector in a small bit of ground, also a 7-dwt. piece. The creek downwards is very 
rough, with hard bars intervening, and all the available ground in the creek is being now worked by some 
twenty-five men, who will soon see what it is to turn out. ’

There are several other creeks in the neighbourhood which will now get a thorough overhaul by 
those prospecting around.

I have issued 59 miners’ rights, 1 mineral license, and received 6 applications for gold-mining 
leases for an area of 41 acres.

As far as I have been able to collect, the ambunt of gold won in this division is as follows:—Erom 
alluvium, 189 oz. 7 dwt. 4 gr.; from quartz, 154 oz. ; total, 343 oz. 7 dwt. 4gr.,—valued at £1,202 12s. 
Price of gold, from £3 6s. to £3 13s. per oz. Humber of miners at work are 15 each, quartz and 
alluvial; total, 30.

NEW ENGLAND DISTEICT—Tenteefield Division.
(T. Burne, Mining Registrar!)

I have the honor to forward my report for the year 1888.
Since my report submitted to you for the year 1887, machinery has been erected on the Lady Mary 

Gold-mining Co’s, property, consisting of a 5-foot Huntington roller and a 14 horse-power steam-pump 
with saw-bench complete. This being a Queensland Company, no information has been received of the 
amount of gold won therefrom. -

On the Golden Crown Gold-mining Co.’s property, machinery somewhat similar to that on the 
Lady Mary claim has been erected. The water being very troublesome, the steam-pumps are kept working 
night and day. This is also a Queensland Company. . .

Hinith and party have been working off and on throughout the year, the last crushing giving a 
very fair return to the owners. This claim is about being floated into a Company.

On the Big Swamp, known as Basket Swamp, the Andrew Jackson Silver-mining Co. have done 
good work in prospecting, obtaining very payable assays. Water is very troublesome preventing them 
going down any great depth without the aid of machinery. Eive tons of stone from this mine has been sent 
to England for treatment. There are three shafts down on this mine. No. 1, 27 feet, showing lode of 2 
feet 0 inches, have driven same north and south 29 feet and 27 feet respectively ; No. 2, down 12 feet, 
showing lode 3 feet; and No. 3, down 14 feet. Ore at grass, about 50 tons. Work on this mine has been 
temporarily suspended, waiting arrival of machinery.

The work of prospecting is still going on at the 8-mile silver claims, but the ground is too wet to 
make much progress ; the stone obtained therefrom has given very satisfactory assays.

There has not been much work done on alluvial. Some of the old ground has been reworked at 
fair wages by a few men.

_ I have issued during the past year:—miners’ rights, 223 ; business licenses, 13 ; and mineral 
licenses, 123.

I have received 16 applications for gold-mining leases, and 48 applications for mineral leases.

NEW ENGLAND DISTEICT—Ehmaville Division.
(EioA. W. Robinson, Mining Registrar!)

I have the honor to submit my report of mining operations for tho year ending 31st December, 1888, 
for the Emmaville Division of the New England Mining District.

During the early part of the year a great impetus was given to this district in consequence *of the 
boom for silver lands, and a great quantity of land was taken up for silver-mining purposes. Several 
Companies were floated, some of which continue working with reasonable prospects of success ultimately. 
Others, from various causes, only partially tested their lands, and stopped working, and in some instances 
little or no work has been done upon the land selected.

Epllowing on this bright prospect, a disastrous drought occurred, extending over eight months, its 
effect being severely felt by those engaged in tin-mining, one of the principal products of this district, 
consequently the output of this mineral has been greatly restricted for the past year.

Vegetable Creek proper is still being worked over and over again by the various Companies upon 
tributes, principally by Chinese, who make small wages and appear satisfied, and also here and there on 
the course of the creek parties arc to be found obtaining tin mineral more or less.

The deep lead at Eose Valley continues to be worked on tribute principally. There are three parties 
on Wesley Co’s, land, and one party on the adjoining land, known as 17 acres. Bailey’s claim continued 
to work throughout the year, employing a large number of men, but intend closing, as they have cut

• out'
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out all payable land at tbe present market rate for tbe mineral. The adjoining claim, Cunneen, Beed, & 
Co., have nearly cut their ground out. The Albion Co. are preparing to contend with the large amount 
of water known to exist in the vicinity of their ground. _ _ _

Cadell & Co., who were prospecting Thomas Gordon's land, adjoining the Albion Co., have stopped 
for a time. They have expended a large amount, and will have to erect machinery to contend with the 
W’ater, &c. Allen & Co., at the Two-mile, have cut out their rich patch. _ _ _

At Kangaroo 111 at the Hall Bros, continue working their ground upon tribute. Little mineral 
has been obtained during the year through want of wjater.

The Basaltic Lead Prospecting Company, at the supposed outlet of the deep lead, are vigorously 
pushing on their works. The work done represents about 70 feet of sinking, 57 feet of open cutting, and 
627 feet of tunnelling, and have expended nearly £1,200. It is to be hoped that this Company will be 
successful, as it will open out a large field.

At the Y Waterholes both the deep lead and shallow workings continue to he worked by Chinese, 
principally on tribute, also at the Graveyard Creek. >

At Big Ben Plat a great amount of land has been taken up for tin-mining purposes, and fair 
prospects have been obtained.

At tbe Glen Creek several parties are at work, only making wages. _ _
The Dalcoath Company have erected an engine and pumping appliances to ground-sluice their 

surface land ; also a considerable amount of work has been done on the lodes on this Company’s land, also 
on the land adjoining, and from both some rich stone has been raised.

At the Tableland the output of tin has been small, consequent upon tbe drought, in some places 
not having rain for twelve months. _ _

The Dutchman Lode Company are preparing to open out their land again.
At the Butler mine wrork is being constantly carried on. _
At the Nine-mile a Company are erecting an engine and pumping appliances to work their land, 

the tin showing very fairly in the ground.
Work has been continuously going on during the year at the Ottery Lode Co.’s land, but for want 

of water the crushing and dressing plant has been stopped.
Silver.

Work is being vigorously carried on at the Webb’s mine, the Webb South Extended, the 
Centrals, Webb’s Consols, and others. ■

At Nine-mile a considerable amount of work has been done, and some good assays have been 
obtained from the Emma, Octopus, aud Broken Hill mines, Bye’s Creek.

A great amount of work-has been done by the Bye's Creek Co., also by the Caves Co., Bonanza 
Co., Comstock Co., and Homeward Bound, also at Castlereagh.

The outlook for silver-mining looks very fair, but will require time and capital to develop the 
mines to a depth. .

CLAEENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Gbaftoit Division.
(A. L. M‘Dougall, Warden.)

I have now the honor to forward you my annual report as Warden for the Clarence and Richmond 
Mining District for the year 1888. ■ ' .

I beg to state that I have not thought it necessary to make a personal inspection of the mines 
under my jurisdiction, and have obtained from the Mining Registrars at Grafton, Dalmorton, and Nana 
Creek the subjoined return of lease applications, miners’ rights, &c., issued by those officers during the 
year 1888, as follows :—

At Grafton, 109 miners’ rights and 84-mineral licenses were issued, and 2 gold-mining and 7 
mineral lease applications were duly registered and forwarded on to your Department.

At Dalmorton, 68 miners’ rights and 4 business licenses have been issued, and 16 applica
tions for gold-mining leases, comprising 83 acres, have been received, and duly forwarded to you. Eive 
machine areas, 1 prospecting claim, 6 quartz claims, 2 business areas, 1 tunnel site, 2 water-rights, and 6 
applications for protection areas have hern made.

At Nana Creek, 25 miners’ rights have been issued ; 15 gold-mining lease applications, comprising 
47 acres, were made, and duly forwarded on to your Department;. and under the Mining Board Regula
tions, 2 prospecting claims, 3 ordinary claims, 2 machine sites, 1 residential site, 3 tunnel and 2 dam sites 
were applied for. 133 tons 17 cwt. of quartz were crushed at the Dargue battery during the year, and 
159 oz. 7 dwt. 12 gr. of gold obtained.

• There are now only about 35 men at the Nana Creek Gold-field engaged in mining and other 
pursuits, hut I cannot give you a return of the number at Dalmorton and the Mann River reefs, hut it 
must be considerably more, especially at the latter place.

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Mubwilloibah Division.
(Joshua Bray, Warden.)

I do myself the honor to report that no payable gold has yet been discovered in the district under 
my charge.

In the early part of January, 1888, a party of prospectors circulated reports that an assay of stone 
obtained from Smith’s Creek gave a result of 4 oz. 15 dwt. of gold and 53 oz. of silver to the ton. A 
small local rush immediately occurred, eight gold-mining lease applications were lodged for land at that 
place, and many prospecting areas .were pegged out, but the only work done beyond the removal of small 
quantities of surface stone was the sinking of two shafts, each about 25 feet, upon what appeared to he 
the most promising reef. A ton of stone was forwarded to Sydney for assay, which yielded only a few 
grains of gold to tho ton, and work iu the locality was then discontinued.

In addition to the prospecting at Smith’s Creek, two leases were taken up within the suburban 
boundaries of the town of Murwillumbah. Three shafts of 53, 35, and 30 feet, respectively, were put down, 
the result absolutely nil, and at the end of May all the leases which had been applied for in this district 
had been abandoned.

A Warden’s Court of enquiry was held in Eebruary, hut the disputed area has since been, 
abandoned by both the interested parties.

CLARENCE
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CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Lismoee Division. .
((7. Coghlan, Mining Registrar.') ’ . .

I DO myself the honor to report for your information that mining operations in this district have revived 
considerably during the past year. On the 9th March, 1888, I reported that, on 6th instant (March) 
£28 10s. were received through Mr. Warden Dray for gold-mining lease application of 25 acres at a 
place called Black Head, on the coast, north of Ballina; and that a notice of intention to apply for 25 
acres more at same place was posted at the Court-house here by Jas. Holden, E. W. Allingham, and A. S. 
Meares ; hut no report of discovery of gold Lad been made. Very soon after this a small rush set in to 
this locality, and 10 other gold and 4 mineral leases were applied for. Several practical miners worked 
the sand on the beach, and were supposed to have made wages. -

On the 23rd May, D. W. Munro reported that he and party had discovered payable gold at Black 
Rock, near Ballina, which was contained in a seam 9 feet thick, described as scoriaceous hasalt, under
laying about 20 feet of columnar basalt ori the face of the cliff, about high-water mark, and appeared to 
extend a considerable distance inland. He also stated that two parcels of the mineral rock taken from 
the said seam of about a ton each were forwarded to the Royal Mint to he crushed ; that the first yielded 
15i dwt. and the second 12 dwt. to the ton, which is supposed to be payable, owing to the facility with 
which the ground can he worked and stone crushed. Efforts have been made to procure suitable 
machinery ; but for some reason or another a start has not yet been made at crushing.

Several miners are at work at a locality known as Evans River, some 8 or 10 miles south of Ballina, 
and are making wages.

Three other gold-lease applications were made for a locality known as Peter’s Grass, on the dividing 
range between the Richmond and Tweed Rivers, but not much mining operations carried on there.

One hundred and seventy-four miners’ rights and 36 mineral licenses were sold, and 15 gold and 6 
mineral leases were applied for during the year.

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Dalmoeton Division.
(W. F. Poole, Warden's Clerk.)

Theee has been considerable stir in mining matters during the past year, but owing to the drought 
very little crushing has been done. Pour new reefs showing good prospects have been opened. One of 
these, the Garden Hill, has 30 tons at the Union Company’s machine waiting to be crushed. Another, 
the Mountain Maid, is reported to have about 60 tons ready for the same machine when rain comes.

The Scottish Chief is reported to have struck a new reef carrying good gold. The manager of 
this claim is now making a dam, and states that machinery will shortly be placed on the ground.

The Little Dora Reef did not crush as expected, still the returns ought to be considered payable, 
the average being over 25 dwt. per ton from Taylor’s claim, and over 2 oz. from the other claims that 
have had trial crushings.

Alluvial mining is confined principally to fossicking. I have issued during the year 68 miners’ 
rights, 4 business licenses ; received 16 gold-lease applications, comprising 83 acres, registered 5 machine 
sites, 1 prospecting claim, 6 ordinary claims, 2 business areas, 1 tunnel site, 2 wrater-rights, and 6 appli
cations for protection areas.

Total value of mining plant in the division, £4,200.

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Nana Ceeee Division.
{Q-eorge G-eddes, Warden's Clerk and Mining RegistrarC)

In reply to advice of 8th December, 1888,1 have the honor to forwrard my report upon the state of mining 
in the Nana Creek Division of the Clarence and Richmond District during the past year.

Nana Queen.—This is a prospecting claim owned by John Nicholson, and situated about 2% miles 
in a south-south-easterly direction from IN ana Creek proper. It was taken up on the 1st May, and has 
been since worked continuously. There are two shafts dowm—one 31 feet, and the other 22 feet. The 
reef in the former averages about 4 inches in thickness, running a direct north and south course, and that 
in the latter 7 inches, with a like bearing. The reefs have been stoped out for a distance of 60 feet 
lengthwmys to a depth, as stated, of 22 feet in the second shaft. There is every indication of the reef 
enlarging at a greater depth. Gold is found in both shafts and traced along the 60-feet stope, still 
continuing at both ends and under foot. The formation is granitic sandstone, very hard, and there is a 
likelihood of its terminating in granite. The gold got proves from the Mint returns to be of excellent 
quality. A crushing on the 28th August of 20^ tons of quartz yielded 25 oz. 10 dw7t. of retorted gold. 
There are some 14 tons at grass, but it cannot be crushed until the new' year.

Lady Carrington.—A 2-acre lease of this ground has been applied for, but owing to a misunder
standing between the applicants, Messrs. Eauvel and Dargue, no further action in the matter wdll be taken 
by them jointly. The claim is now held by the former. The main shaft, down about 40 feet, underlays to 
the east, and the reef, 19 feet from tho surface, on the average 15 inches in thickness, bears north and 
south, showdng gold, which, it is thought, will give 1 oz. 10 dwt. to the ton. There are about 10 tons of 
stone at grass.

New Year's Gift.—This property is a lease of 4 acres, gold lease 156, situated near Tallewidgen 
Creek, and owned by Oliver Anderson. Since my last report a new shaft has been sunk to a depth of 85 
feet; size of reef, 20 inches at the bottom, carrying, it is supposed, gold which will give 2 oz. to the ton; 
its bearing is north-west and south-east, underlaying to the east. The original shaft, 54 feet, in depth, 
through soakage, caved in. No. 2 tunnel in this claim is now 106 feet in length, and is driven along the 
line of reef. '

The Challenge.—This is the property of O. Anderson, and is 4 acres, gold lease 165. In this 
ground no further w'ork has since my last report been done. Six months suspension of labour upon these • 
claims was granted by the Warden to Mr. Anderson, and that time has not yet expired.

Advance Australia.—Since reporting last upon this claim an application for a gold-mining lease of 
6 acres has been made by the owners, Messrs. Wilson, Eorbes, and Koderberg. No. 1 main shaft, down 
30 feet, has a reef about 3 inches wide, bearing north and south; shaft slabbed to about 15 feet downward. 
A winze shaft down 75 feet carries on the same line of reef a north and south reef 3 to 15 inches wide,

and
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and stoping out 30 feet south from the GO-feet level up to the 45-feet level has been done. On the north 
side a drive is in of 16 feet on the 60-feet level, and stoped in 6 feet from the 45-feet level up to within 
16 feet of the surface. .No. 2 shaft down 50 foot, reef north and south, width on an average 4 to 20 
inches, underlays to the east. Stoped out from the 25-feet level 6 feet on cither side of the shaft, making 
in all a chamber of 20 feet by 25 feet. ISTo. 3 shaft down 50 feet, reef north-west by south-west, width 
on an average 6 inches. G round very hard from the 20-feet level. No. 4 shaft down about 90 feet, reef 
north and south, average thickness 3 inches, carries good gold. On the 85-feet level to the south a drive 
is in about 10 feet; reef here averages 1 foot, but is now pinched out nearly, work; thereon suspended for 
the present. The present workings are a surface leader of about, on an average, 9 inches in thickness, 
and a small shaft sunk on a blow'in which good quartz is found, and further a reef is met with about 8 
inches thick on the foot-wall. There is a tunnel driven 15 feet at, it is thought, a 40-feet level on a body 
of quartz, the reef bearing north and south, and averaging 9 inches iu thickness. Stone at grass, about 
20 tons.

Nicholson Meef.—This claim has since its abandonment been taken up by Messrs. Sharpe and 
Morrow as an ordinary claim. It is situated on a spur on tho east bank of Tallewidgen Creek, shaft down 
40 feet. The reef bearing north-east and south-west is not well defined, the gold found being got from 
bunches of quartz. The formation is slate and easily worked. The proprietors have at grass about 16 tons 
of quartz, and that they have registered. Suspension of labour was granted by the "Warden for six months 
on the 25th July.

Day Dawn Meef.—This was taken-up as an ordinary claim by the Messrs. Sharpe and Morrow, and 
a like suspension of labour was granted them in this claim. It is situated on a spur of the Bushman 
llange, in the vicinity of Tallewidgen Creek. The reef runs north and south, and is on an average 6 inches 
to 1 foot wide. The shaft is sunk 35 feet. I'ormation of ground is decomposed slate. A crushing of 
4 tons of stone was put through a small 2-stamper battery erected close to the claim, driven by water
power, the result being 5 oz. 13 dwt., or 1 oz. 8 dwt. 6 gr. per ton. The plant being their own, there is no 
heavy outlay, as hitherto, for carting and crushing. _ _ _

Jubilee.—Since my last report the owner, Mr. Alexander Nicholson, of this prospecting claim, 
through lack of means to carry on work, applied for, and was granted by the Warden’s order oft he 11th 
April, six months’ suspension of labour. The main shaft has been sunk from 34 feet to 50 feet. The reef, 
bearing east and west, with an underlay to the south, averages 2 feet in width, shows fair gold, but is 
somewhat patchy. The tunnel at the 60-feet level has been extended 40 feet, making the full length 200 
feet, penetrating a 50-feet shaft of the old Matilda lino of reef workings, which, owing to heavy rains, 
oftentimes held, through soakage, water to a depth of from 30 to 40 feet. This is now drained, and all 
inconvenience in that direction stopped. There are about 20 tons of stone at grass. ,

Waratah.—This claim changed hands on the 25th September from E. F. Rudder to S. II. Jones, 
and a suspension of labour granted to the latter by the Warden’s order of the 28th idem for two months. 
There are two shafts down—one 75 feet, and the other 50 feet. They are both well slabbed. In tho 
former is a drive of 25 feet to the north-west, and in the latter, same bearing, one of 41 feet, both 
timbered. The reefs are north and south ; width on the surface, 3 feet; but, in sinking, the reef is lost in 
one shaft and proves small in the other. A small crushing of 5 tons of quartz was, I learn, put through 
the Marcolino battery; but the result I cannot ascertain. It took place a short time prior to the 
Christmas holidays, and then the owner left for Sydney.

Nymboi.—This is a 7-acres lease, gold-mining lease 162, granted to E. E. Rudder and two others, 
and by them transferred on the 25th September to S. H. Jones, of Sydney. Suspension of labour was 
granted by the Warden’s order of the 28th September for two months. No work has been done since 
by the lessee in this ground. _

Blade Dog.—This ground was w'orked by Messrs. Eorbes and Wood. A crushing of 9| tons quartz 
Was taken out of the surface workings, giving 5 oz. 9 dwt. It is now abandoned. It is situated in the 
vicinity of John Nicholson’s prospecting claim. _

Jessie Smith.—This is a prospecting claim taken up by Messrs. Willoughby and G-ordon. It is 
situated about 5 miles from Kangaroo Creek and 20 miles from Nana Creek. When I was there in July 
the shaft was down about 20 feet. A few tons of quartz had been taken out, a small quantity of which 
was sent to Sydney for assay, the particulars whereof are unknown to me. On the 24th October the 
Warden granted a suspension of labour for six months. On this line of reef 5 gold-mining leases have 
been applied for, and in the case of three of them suspension of labour has been granted by the Warden 
for six months.

Dargue Battery.—Tins was worked during the year by Mr. O. Anderson, and the results of the 
several crushings I give below.

Marcolino’s Battery.—This was worked once only, by Mr. S. H. Jones, near to the Christmas 
holidays, 5 tons of quartz being put through. The yield of gold I cannot find out, but I am told it was 
not deemed satisfactory. Jones’s stone from the Waratah was operated upon.

Sharpe and Morrow’s Battery.—This is a small portable battery, weighing altogether about 
16 cwt. The stamper-box is faced with a screen perforated with 144 holes to the square inch, and carries 
two stampers, each weighing 2 cwt. They have a drop of 11 inches. Connected with the cam shaft is an 
iron.fly-wheel of 4 feet diameter, weighing 2 cwt., driven by a cog-wheel about 2 feet in diameter. These, 
in turn, are connected with a small wooden grooved wheel in which a rope runs connecting it with another 
wooden grooved wheel of 2 feet 4 inches diameter, which is operated upon by the main fly-wheel, 30 feet 
in circumference, constructed of wood and canvas ; width of wheel, about 15 inches. The driving power 
is water running from a gorge distant about 150 feet from the machine along a bark fluming at a height 
of 18 feet from the ground, and giving a fall of 9 feet on to the main powmr wheel. The water for crushing 
is conveyed into the stamper-box by means of a wooden trough fed from the front of the large water-wheel. 
In front of the stamper-box there is a small wooden box, about 20 inches in length, tapering off to about 

. 9 inches. In, at the foot of, the stamper-box is a small silvered plate, about 1 foot by 3 inches, upon 
which much of the amalgam settles. There are also, below this, two other shallow boxes, lined with copper 
plates, having suitable ripple-wells for catching the gold. Their dimensions are 3 feet 8 inches by 15 
inches and 4 feet by 15 inches. In the first box is placed a piece of wood, 1 foot by 3 inches, in which 
are a number of holes This is to break the fall of the water, and thus prevent the quicksilver on the

plates
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plates being unduly disturbed. There are also two small blanket-tables, each about 4 feet 6 inches by 
10 inches, with ripple-wells. The whole plant is, I am told, the sole design of the proprietors, the iron
work being made by Mr. Donaldson, engineer, and owner of the Star .Foundry, Grafton. The entire 
work is certainly a credit to Mr. Donaldson, and all praise is due to Messrs. Sharpe and Morrow for the 
ingenuity and enterprise displayed by them. The machine works smoothly ; still, it is known that some 
alterations are requisite, and it is intended to make such with the least possible delay. The crushings will 
then be effected more expeditiously and at a less cost. For one thing, the cog-wheel which drives the 
fly-wheel is found to be too small, its revolutions giving to the stampers but thirty drops per minute and 
that is far too slow. ’

List op the Ceushiugs.

Date.

28 Mar., 1888 
7 April, .

17 „
30 June,
17 Aug., :
23 „
28 „
31 „

1 Dec., 1888...

Claim. Proprietors.

Dargue Battery.

Advance Australia .........
Jubilee .............................
No. 1 West Jubilee Line
New Year’s Grift.............
Lady Carrington ..............
Jubilee ........:...................
Nana Queen.....................
Black Dog.........................

Sodeberg, Dorbes, & Wilson.,
Alexander Nicholson.............
John Nicholson .....................
Oliver Anderson.....................
Dargue & Fauvel .................
Alexander Nicholson.............
John Nicholson ................. .
Forbes & Wood .....................

Day Dawn.

Sharpe’s and Morrow’s Battery.

Sharpe & Morrow

Total.,

Quantity crushed. Yield.

Tons. cwt. qr. 02. dwt. gr.
25 10 0 47 12 0
20 0 0 17 4 0
13 11 0 18 0 0

6 0 0 12 0 0
17 11 0 10 2 12
17 10 0 17 17 0
20 5 0 25 10 0
9 10 0 5 9 0

129 17 0 153 14 12

4 0 0 5 13 0

133 17 0 159 7 12

. There were 15 gold-mining leases, comprising 47 acres, applied for. Three leases applied for 
in 1886 were executed, and on application to the Warden the lessees were granted a suspension of labour, 
The like was also granted to the applicants of three gold-mining leases situated near Kangaroo Creek.

I have issued 25 miners’ rights ; business licenses, nil; mineral licenses, nil, and have registered 
the following claims Prospecting claims, 2 ; machinery areas, 2; residence,!; water-race and water- 
right, 1; ordinary claims, 3 ; tunnel sites, 2 ; dam-site, 1; stream water-right, 1. :

, Suspension of labour was granted by the Warden to the owners of 2 prospecting and 3 
ordinary claims.

Most opportune rain has visited this district during the past two months, and that in abundance, 
accompanied by, in some instances, terrific hail and thunder storms, the lightning being dangerously near; 
trees were struck aud scattered iu all directions. X have known nothing like it for many .years past. Tbe 
country is looking its best—plenty of feed for cattle and water-holes filled to overflowing.

Total value of mining plant in the division, £717.

CLAEENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Ballena Division.
(W. Tippett, Mining Registrar.)

I have the honor to report that very little mining is carried on in the division, with the exception 
oi beach-mining, which is carried on intei'mittentlj along the whole of the coast in my division, the average 
earnings being from 30s. to £3 per week, the richer and easier-worked portions, from which splendid 
results were formerly obtained, having been worked out. Rich deposits of gold are known to exist behind 
the terraces behind the beach, but owing to the great quantity of water to contend with these deposits 
cannot be worked with tbe primitive appliances of the ordinary beach fossicker. A good deal of prospect
ing has been done throughout the division during the past year, hut mostly by inexperienced men. In 

. the beginning of the year, however, Mr. D. W. Munro, who has devoted a considerable amount of practi
cal and scientific research towards the development of the mineral resources of the district, in company 
with William Bevan, followed a certain line of country from the dividing range between the Tweed and 
Brunswick Rivers, towards the coast, and discovered and took up the 25-acre lease now known as “ The 
Black Rock, which is being worked by a small local Company. The formation is very peculiar, and is tbe 
subject of much controversy. A ton of tbe stuff, however, having yielded 15^ dwt. gold at Sydney Mint, 
a rush set in, and a great number of leases were pegged out and applied for, but little or no work is 
being done on these pending the issue of leases. Some sluicing claims south of the Evans River are 
working with payable results. Nearly all the miners’ rights for this division during the past year were 
issued at Lismore.- .

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Muewillumbah Division.
(Joshua JSrag, Warden.)

No mining work is now being carried on in this district. In the early part of the year a few prospectors 
were out searching for gold, and a few leases were applied for, but nothing payable having been found 
all the leases have been abandoned.

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Casino Division.
(J. J. Campbell, Mining Registrar.)

There is no actual mining going on in this district. There are some few prospectors out, but with little 
success.

CLARENCE AND RICHMOND DISTRICT—Geafxon Division.
(William Clarke, Mining Registrardg

I^rilIN° tlie year several parties have been prospecting for coal and shale. Mineral claims were marked 
oft at Coaldale, the Orara, and Chatsworth, and a good deal of searching was done, but, as yet, the 
samples found appear to be of too recent formation, although they looked well, and some of them burned 
freely- Several
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Several mineral leases for plumbago wore applied for al Bucbanan’s Head, about 10 miles south 
Of Tamba. The leases have not yet been granted, and work is at a standstill. I believe all these leases 
will be abandoned. A lease tvas taken up at YarrkalkiarjSu for copper, and I hear .that some good ore 
was found. •’

Two applications for gold-mining leases were lodged for old and abandoned ground at Chambigne. A 
few tons of quartz were raised and sent to Sydney to be treated, in the hope of being able to float a 
Company. ,

1 issued 109 miners’ rights and 81 mineral licenses, and received 2 applications for gold-mining 
leases and 7 for mineral leases. A number of the miners’ rights were issued to persons working or 
interested in other divisions.

. ALBERT DISTRICT—Milpaeixua Division.
{G. De Boos, Warden.')

The year 1888 commenced under the most favourable auspices for this district. Work was going on 
energetically at the several digging localities, and the miners, satisfied with the result of their labours, 
were working with that steadiness that showed them to be contented with the prospects before them. A 
copious rainfall of about 2 inches took place in the early part of January at Milparinka and Tibbooburra, 
still further gladdening men’s hearts, giving them fresh encouragement, and leading to a universal 
anticipation that we were entering upon a season of general prosperity ; but the rainfall of January was 
the first, the last, and the only fall of the year, for the few casual ^bowers, if such they may be called, 
which fell at long intervals, gave no appreciable quantity of water. Mount Browne, which unfortunately 
missed the January rain, has not had more than f inch of rain during 1888, whilst Milparinka has averaged 
about 2 inches, and Tibbooburra a trifle more. The natural consequence or this can very readily be under
stood. The population of the field, which had appreciably increased, and promised to go on increasing, was left 
without resource, and as the months travelled on with the same steely sky, the same parching heat, and the 
same stern unbroken outlook of drought, gradually betook themselves to other occupations. Tibbooburra, 
which from the peculiar character of the work carried on there, suffered more than any of tho other fields, and 
was soon partially deserted. By way of showing the progress that had been made and the hopeful outlook of 
the beginning of the year, I may mention that up to the end of Eebruary the number of miners’ rights issued 
for the district were within half a dozen of the total number issued in 18S7. As far as Tibbooburra is 
concerned, the field may be said to have been virtually unproductive since the end of February, when 
the puddling-water gave out. The small quantities of gold that have come in from dry blowing, or from 
panning with soakago water, are so inconsiderable as to be hardly worth taking into account, and were 
certainly not sufficient to provide “tucker ” for tbe worker.

When the water gave out at Tibbooburra a good many miners turned their attention to the reefs 
at the Warratta range, and House and Laws having struck a very promising-looking leader in the 
Elizabeth reef, took up an extended claim on that reef, and commenced working it. Others, led on by 
the prospects obtained, followed suit, and then came several applications for leases. An interest in the 
locality was awakened, and party after party settled down upon the reefs, until now there are something 
like 60 miners on the spot, with a population of about 120. A public-house and two boarding-houses 
have been opened, and altogether there seems every prospect that a settled community will bo fixed 
upon the spot. Ho very large amount of work has been done as yet, most of the men awaiting tho result 
of arrangements which are now being made for the effective working of the Milparinka Gold-mining 
Company’s lease. 1

_ The history of this lease shows that its working has been very much mismanaged from the begin
ning. Money has been recklessly squandered; useless work has been performed at an enormous 
expense; and really useful work has been so executed as to he virtually useless. No wonder then that 
the Adelaide Board of Directors gave up the property with a sigh of relief. Then the property fell into 
the hands of tho Milparinka Gold-mining Company, in whoso favour it may be said that the purchase 
was only made to prevent the crushing plant and machinery from being taken out of the district. Still 
the Company made a praiseworthy effort to put things at the mine on a proper footing. An engineer 
was engaged, and was some three months at work putting the machinery, especially the pumping gear, in 
order. When this was done a manager was selected in Melbourne, at a handsomo'salary, for the purpose 
of setting the mine at work on a proper basis ; but unfortunately this manager turned out to be not 
exactly the “ man for Galway.” He was not in any way up to his work, nor fitted for the position he 
had undertaken. After pottering about aimlessly, making a hopeless attempt to reset the tables of the 
machine, and wasting no small amount of the Company’s funds, his services had to he dispensed with. 
In the meantime a gentleman who is largely interested in mining ventures in the Colony heard of these 
reefs, and as the best means of satisfying himself came on to tho ground and closely inspected the Com
pany’s property. He was so far satisfied with this inspection, and with the manifest prospects of the 
mine, that he entered into a treaty for the purchase of the property, and has now bought the Company’s 
lease, together with two areas adjoining, for which application for lease has been put in. No sooner was 
this done than two really competent officers were engaged in Victoria and sent up to the reefs—a 
manager who has had tho best experience of the sister colony, and an engineer fully up to the work he 
has undertaken. These, with the necessary men to assist them, are now hard at work in pumping out 
the shaft, relaying the tables of the batteries, and generally getting the mine in order for systematic work. 
The tables are nearly completed, and as soon as the working shaft is pumped clear of water samples of 
stone will be taken from the different levels and proved by the only unfailing trial—the stampers. Erom 
the assays of several samples of stone taken from the shaft, as well as from assays of the tailings from 
recent crushings, the present owner of the mine anticipates a brilliant success for his venture. These 
anticipations are shared in by others, for as many as sixteen leases have been taken up on the "Warratta 
range, and though some of these have doubtless been applied for for speculative purposes, still, perhaps, 
about half of this number may be worked legitimately when the leases are issued. The lessees will of 
course be strictly looked after in accordance with the practice of the Department, and if there is any 
hanging on such leases as are not fully worked will be reported and cancelled.

Coming now to Mount Browne, the miners here have had very hard times to go through during 
the past year. As I have previously stated, the rainfall for the year amounted to only about half an 
inch; in fact, there has been nothing like a good shower since Septegiber, 1887. Thus there has been

absolutely
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absolutely no surface water for washing. The underground water that was struck in the 
Golden Lake shaft has, however, been the great standby for the miners. For months this 
shaft supplied the -whole of the water for household use, for watering stock, and for keeping one 
puddling machine going. To this machine was brought dirt from claims whose wash was rich 
enough to bear the cost ot carting. Then came the water from the All -Nations claim, and afterwards 
the large supply from the shafts of the Mount Browne Prospecting Company. - The All Nations, the 

4-Hit or Miss, and the Sons of Freedom were all handy to the water, and could puddle almost at the mouth 
of their shafts; but when the Company knocked off haling they were unable to keep the water down in 
their shafts, and so could raise no wash. They have, however, continued to raise water, which they use 
for puddling for other claims. Some of the richer stuff from the deep ground at Stringer’s G-ully and the 
One-mile has thus been puddled here, and so kept the yield of gold from absolutely falling off to nothing. 
As regards the surfacing, the men have had to depend entirely upon dry-blowing, and leaving the balance 
of the dirt to be washed when the lucky time shall come which will bring them rain. -

_ The Mount Browne Prospecting Company have got their shaft down to a depth of 211 feet. 
Having reached this they were compelled to knock off, as the water could not be kept down by baling, 
though work was carried on night and day with three relays of horses at the whim. It was evident that 
nothing but a powerful pump could keep the water down, and the Company lost no time in procuring one. 
Their manager wras at once sent to Victoria to select the necessary pump and engine, and he did so 
without loss, of time; but owing to the drought teams cannot travel on the road, and as yet only a portion 
of the machinery is on the ground, the remainder being stuck up between here and Silverton. Still every
thing that can be done has been done-.in the way of preparation for the erection of the machinery on its 
arrival, so that when it reaches Mount Brownie very little more will have to be done than to put it in 
place. It is to be hoped that early in the year the pump wdll be at wrork, the bottom reached, aud it will be 
known whether the venture is to be a success or not. The miners generally seem to be very sanguine about 
the matter. They look upon the prospects as most encouraging, as wrell from the indications given by the 
depth of the Prospecting Company’s shaft, as from the actual returns given by the adjoining shafts of the 
All Nations and the Hit or Miss. As proof of this, five 25-acre leases have been applied for in immediate 
contiguity to the Company’s reserve. Two of these are by large companies of working miners, who, if 
the prospect of the Mount Browne Company is successful, have determined to open shafts on their own 
account. ...

. And here arises a very serious question. The residents at Mount ■ Brownie have been during the 
whole Of the year entirely dependent upon the underground water for their supply for domestic use, as 
well as for the wateriug of^their cattle and horses. Now, if one, or possibly two, Companies have at work 
pumps so powerful as to keep down the wmter so as to allow their claims to be workable, there will be no 
water for. tho public. The water being their own private property, the Companies will as much as possible 
conserve it for their owm use when it comes to the surface—for their engine and for puddling. If they 
have no more, than sufficient for these purposes, it is hardly likely that they will let the public have what 
they want for themselves to make their venture remunerative. The shallower shafts now used will be 
drained dry, and then comes the question, how is household w^ater to be obtained ? It may be said 
probably that a well could be sunk in some other locality beyond the reach of the draining action of the 
Company’s pumps. But who is to do it ? There is nothing in the Mining Board Begulations to provide 
for the taking up of a well or W'ater-shaft. Such an idea was never mooted before the Mining Board. 
Their whole idea was to get rid of underground water, and the Begulations go so far as to make a man 
liable for a share of the cost of pumping his shaft dry. Thus a miner sinking a shaft for water purposes 

'can get no protection for it. Such a field as Mount Browne, so different from any other in the Colony, 
was certainly never dreamt of in the Mining Board philosophy. If a water reserve be proclaimed it 
would be open to all, and no person would have a right to sink a well and claim the monopoly of the 
water. And even if permits were given by the Government endless disputes would arise ; and, with the 
well-known wrong-headedness of miners, the moment the reserve was made there would be a general 
concurrence of opinion that there on that spot and below that reserve was to be found the best run of 
gold in the district. The question is one that will arise, though perhaps not immediately; but it is one 

^ that ought to be met in some shape, if the Mount Browne Company, being successful, should get into a 
' heavy swing of work. .

. The quantity of gold actually purchased at Tibbooburra during the year was G64 oz. 9 dwt., G gr., fully 
five-sixths ot which came to hand by the end of February. To this may be added about 100 oz., the 
estimated quantity taken down by private hands, making in all 764 oz. for the year, a marked falling off 
from last year, and showing how seriously the drought has effected us.

In Milparinka, the quantity of gold actually purchased was 1,020 dz., about nine-tenths of which 
came from Mount Browne and the rest from Good'Friday and ‘Warratta. In addition, 70 oz. are known 
to have gone dowui privately, and probably 30 oz. in addition, making 1,120 oz. for the year. . There have 
been some nice nuggets found during the year,—one of 12 oz. 1 dwt. found in Murray’s claim at the back 
of the township ; one of 28 oz. 17 dwt. found in Main’s claim, about 200 yards from the township ; one of 
O oz. in the Hard Up claim ; and several very nice pieces weighing from 1 oz. to 4 oz. There is a little 
history connected with the 12-oz. nugget. The man who found it tried to conceal it from his mate. How
ever, the matter came to light, and the offender was apprehended, and, under section 89 of the Criminal 
Law Amendment Act, was sent to gaol for four months. . ■

ALBERT DISTRICT—Silvebton and B no ken Hill Divisions.
' {TV. Brown, Warden!)

Foe the information of the Hon. the Minister for Mines, I now have the honor to submit the following 
report on the Silverton and Broken Hill Divisions of the Albert Mining District for the year 1888. ,

_ During the year just ended only about 3J inches of rain fell in the district, nearly 2 inches of 
.vvhich fell early in February, consequently this has been without exception the driest season ever known 
since records have been kept, extending over several years. By reason of this continued drought nearly 
all prospecting over the field has been discontinued, suspension of the labour covenants having been 
granted on many leases, there being no water in their locality for domestic purposes.

_ \ As regards the silver-mining industry, the Broken Hill line of country still maintains the premier 
position, while the Thackaringa mines have been steadily developed, and in some cases with good results.
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The principal mines on the Broken Hill lode are now -connected by rail with ports Adelaide and Pirie, 
and as a considerable reduction has lately been made in the freight to these ports for low-grade ores, 
large consignments are daily being sent from Block 14, The Junction, Broken Hill South and JSorth.

During the past year the Broken Hill Proprietary Company has, besides constructing the railway 
from the town terminus to the mine, which work necessitated the erection of an expensive bridge, paid, 
dividends amounting to about £350,000, and are now employing about 1,600 hands. The total number ot 
miners employed on the field I should estimate at about 4,000, and the prospects of the field m general, 
and the Broken Hill line in particular, look more promising than ever. A very large amount of work has 
been done on the British Blocks, Block 14, South Broken Hill, Junction, and the Central mines during 
the year, and I think that the work of development has proved that these mines are worth double the 
money they were twelve months ago. '

Through the kindness of Mr. Mooney, the Sub-Collector of Customs, I am enabled to supply the 
following figures, showing the quantities and declared value of minerals and ores exported from this 
district during the past year . „ „ „ ,° ■L ^ Tons cwt. qr. lb. £ s. d.

Argentiferous lead .................................. 17,24:7 12 0 2o 863,467 0 0
Silver ore.................................................. 10,756 2 1 18 136,800 0 0
Tin ore and ozide ...............   55 16 0 12 1,095 O 0
Copper ore .............................................. 24 15 1 0 304. 0 0
Auriferous quartz ....................   9 17 1 0 182 0 . 0

£1,001,848 0 0
The above figures show the exports of minerals to be nearly double that of the year 1887, and I have 

no hesitation in saying the exports for the present year, with a fairly wet season, will greately exceed in
value that of the year just passed. „ , , j -o i

Tbe amount of work done and revenue received at the W arden s offices at biiverton and .Broken
Hill can be gathered from the following figures.

Mineral leases applications received....
Gold-mining applications ....................

' Mineral licenses issued ........................
Miners’ rights ........................................

, ' Business licenses....................................
Revenue received....................................
Deed fees and stamp duty ....................

Silverton. Broken Hill.
1,384 42

12
328 304

89 893
3S8 4,313

,807 5 0 £4,445 15 0
717 10 0

£20,524 15 0 
4,445 15 0

£24,970 10 0
• In addition to the above total, £1,635 was remitted by the Mining Eegistrar at Broken Hill to the
Treasury for survey fees on mining tenements. The value of machinery now at work and m course ot 
construction on this field cannot be less than £150,000. ,

The depth of shafts, length of levels, &c., will be found in the reports herewith, supplied by tbe 
managers of some of tbe principal mines. All these reports have not yet been received by me, but I will
forward them to you as they arrive. ... • i,

- In conclusion, I may add that since tbe commencement of this year about 2 inches ot ram has 
fallen generally over the district. Tbis will enable work to bo again proceeded with on mines ■where 
operations had been suspended for want of water. •

ALBEBT DISTEICT—Wilcankia. Division.
(G. H. Gower, Warden.)

I no myself tbe honor to report that prospecting for gold and silver has been consideraoly retarded 
in this district from the prolonged drought, but am informed that many men are now prospecting for gold, 
especially since the late rains, with sanguine hopes of success on the Mouut Browne road, between 
Milparinka and Wilcannia. I must refer you to the Mining Eegistrar’s report for further information 
on the mining industry of this district, as I have had no opportunity of visiting and inspecting any or 
the localities where prospecting operations are being carried on.

’ ALBEET DISTEICT—Wilcannia Division.
(A. W. 'Pratt, Minina/ ^Registrar and Warden's Cleric?)

I no myself tbe honor to report for the information of the Minister with respect to the Wilcannia 
Division of the Albert Gold-field, as follows:— _ _ .

The minim: industry iu this district has considerably improved during the past year, the returns ox 
collections at the Warden’s office, Wilcannia, showing an improvement in comparison with those of the year 
;1887, the collections for 1887 amounting to £17 15s. only, and for 1888, £112 5s., showing an increase of
£9410s. . , , , i • t

In May, 1888, a find of silver was reported from Kallara Station) hut although several mineral 
licenses were taken out and a good deal of the country prospected, nothing permanent was done 
towards the development of the country, the scarcity of water prohibiting work on an extensive scale.

Other discoveries both of silver and gold have been reported, and a specimen of kerosene shale was 
brought in from the Mount Browne District. ,

A week or two ago a fairly good specimen of gold-bearing quartz was brought into town. It was 
found only 30 miles from Wilcannia. The prospectors report that there is plenty more in sight, and the 
stone has been forwarded to Sydney for assay. . .

. I may conclude my report by saying that in tbe opinion of some of the oldest practical miners on 
.the field the want of water is tbe only bar to the district’s becoming a most extensive mineral-producing 
country, and from the reports of prospectors considerable gold discoveries may be looked for as soon as

.the state of tbe country permits freedom of travel.
COBAE
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COBAE DISTEICT.—Cobae Division. . .
(jlfr. T. O. K. McKell, P.M., Warden.) ■" .

I have to forward herewith my annual report of the Cobar Mining Division for the year 1888.
‘ Gold. ■

_ In my last report I informed you that a decided improvement had taken place in the gold-mining 
industry in this district through the recent discovery of gold within close proximity to the town, and it is 
now gratifying to know that the impetus then given has not in the least abated, but during the year 
391 acres were applied for by 42 applicants. The excessive and continuous dry weather has to a great 
extent retarded the proper development of the field, but nevertheless large sums of money have been 
expended and a considerable quantity of work performed in various claims. .

In several instances suspension of work had to be granted in consequence of no water being 
available.

Dour leases at Fort Bourke Hill, viz., Houghton’s 10 acres, Price’s 5 acres, Chesney’s 5'acres, and 
Fulton’s 5 acres, were recently purchased by a Melbourne syndicate and floated in Melbourne into
100,000 shares, in the name of the Chesney-Cobar Gold-mining Company (No liability). This Company 
also purchased 100 acres of freehold land adjoining, upon which it is the intention to erect a large 
crushing plant as soon as the 40,000 cubic-yard tank now in course of construction is completed.' ~

Some 22|- tons of quartz taken promiscuously from the Company’s claims were forwarded to Mel
bourne for treatment, the result being 47 oz. 2£ dwt. of gold, valued at £4 2s. per oz. A very able and 
experienced manager has arrived from Sandhurst to take charge, and in a few months I hope to be able to 
furnish you with some practical results of the first local crushing from this and other claims.

Other leaseholders along this line of reef, and at the Peak, have had encouraging prospects, making 
them very sanguine of success, and in two or three instances small Companies have been formed by 
Sydney speculators to thoroughly prospect the land ; the great drawback at present being the want of 
water and machinery.

Mount Billagoe.—The Mount Billagoe Prospecting Company, which was formed into 100 shares of 
£5 each some eighteen months ago, increased the shares to 200 at £5 each, and registered the Company 
here under the Limited Liability Act, but shortly afterwards the Company was wound up for the purpose 
of increasing the shares to 5,000, which has since been done, and registered in Melbourne under the name 
of the Mount Billagoe Gold and Silver-mining Company.

- During the past twelve months good prospecting has been done, and from some private assays as 
high as 32 oz. of gold and 946 oz. of silver have been obtained. Some 30 cwt. of quartz were forwarded 
to Ballarat and 31 cwt. to Sandhurst, for treatment, with the following results :—Ballarat—gold, 6 oz. 
850/1,000; silver, 46 oz. 47/1,000; Sandhurst—gold, 11 oz. 876/1,000 ; silver, 112 oz. 76/1,000. Total 
value, £105 8s. 5d.

I might mention that, in consequence of the rich assays, some of the original shares were sold a-t 
the high sum of £400 each. A thoroughly practical manager has arrived from Melbourne to take charge 
of and to open up and thoroughly test the value of the mine. The principal hindrance to the develop
ment of this valuable property appears to be the want of proper appliances for testing the ore, but no 
doubt that that will be shortly overcome when operations are in full working order under the new regime.

A township, known as “ Billagoe,” has been formed ; some eighty allotments were surveyed, twenty- 
seven of which have been registered as business sites, and an hotel has been opened for the accommodation 
of the^ travelling public.

’ A few prospectors were in search of alluvial, but were unsuccessful.
Silver. .

Through the splend d assays obtained from the Mount Billagoe claim, a great improvement at once 
took place in this industry; 1,726 acres were applied for by 195 applicants, as against 100 acres by three 
applicants last year. These leases are not confined to the town of Cobar, but are in various localities in 
the district, the principal number being at Mount Billagoe.

The only lease worked near the town is 20 acres at Fort Bourke Hill, known as “ Griffin’s lease.” 
A considerable amount of money has been expended in developing this claim. A tunnel has been driven 
into the hill 315 feet with a view of cutting the lode, but without any practical results as regards finding 
mineral. This land, properly speaking, is a quartz claim, and is on the same line of reef as other gold 
leases; and I am informed that as only slight traces of silver have been found, and fair prospects of gold, 
it is the intention to convert the holding into a gold lease. '

In some two or three mineral claims at Billagoe good work has been done, some shafts having been 
sunk over 100 feet through solid country. Most of the land applied for near Nymagee has not' proved 
so satisfactory as at first anticipated, therefore work has been suspended.

Machinery. .
In a few months there will be two crushing plants in full working order. Tho Chesney Cobar 

Company’s and the Cobar Quartz-crushing Company’s tanks are now in course of construction, and the 
capital has been fully subscribed for the machinery. '

Copper.
Nymagee mine has done good work during the year. 400 men are employed, and 12,600 tons of 

ore have been raised, realizing 1,300 tons of copper, valued at £93,276. This mine has for a considerable 
time past paid dividends.

Hermitage Plains.—Work had to be suspended in this mine through scarcity of water. A large 
quantity of ore is to grass, and the proprietors are now sinking a tank and erecting a small furnace to- 
enable them to further develop the mine and smelt the ore.

Cobar Mine.—Through the returns of this mine not being completed, I am unable to give the out-put 
for the year. There are 400 men employed, and extensive alterations and improvements have been made 
in the werking plant. This mine has had a great deal to contend against in procuring fuel. For a 
radius of about 10 miles the firewood has almost become exhausted, and the Company have been com
pelled to remove and relay part of their tramline to enable them to overcome the difficulty.

In



In the month of October a trial was made of about 12 tons of Dubbo coal in the reverheratoty 
furnaces, blacksmith’s shop, and locomotives, the result being highly satisfactory; and, if the long- 
promised railway to Cobar were completed the difficulty in procuring fuel would soon be overcome, and 
this mine would then be able to carry on the works more extensively.

. . C.S.A._This mine is being worked by the G-reat Cobar Company. Two new shafts have been
put down from 100 feet to 120 feet, and the'drives extended in the old shaft, but no good results have 
vet been obtained. _
“ There were only 6 in. of rain during the year. _ ■> j:

The business transacted in this office during the year was exceptionally heavy, a large number of 
cases having occupied my attention in the Warden’s Courtminers’ rights issued, 302; mineral 
licenses issued, 107 ; business licenses issued, 92; gold lease appplications issued, 42 ; mineral lease 
applications issued, 195 ; mining tenements issued, 7 ; water-rights issued, 19; business sites issued, 27; 
revenue received, £3,334 2s.

COBAE DISTEICT—Cobae Division-.
(J". V. Foley, Mining Ilegistrar.')

I have the honor to transmit my annual report of the mining industry in this division for the year ending 
31 December, 1888. Forty-two applications were lodged for leases for gold-mining purposes, and 195 
applications for mineral leases. The following business was also transacted in this office during the 
year Miners’ rights, 302 ; mineral licenses, 107 ; business licenses, 92 ; mining tenements, 7 ; water- 
rights 19 • business sites, 27. These matters, in conjunction with a large number of cases which occupied 
the attention of the Warden in the Warden’s Court, made the business of the year exceptionally heavy.

■ Since the Warden reported, 2 tons 18 cwt. of stone from the Mount Billagoe Gold and Silver
mining Company’s claim were forwarded to the smelting works of the Australian Smelting and Eefining 
Company (Limited), at Dry Creek, Adelaide, South Australia, to be tested, with the following result:—

Assay value per ton, 8 oz. gold, 121 oz. silver—
The gold realized £4 per oz ... ... ... ... £S4 12 0
The silver realized 3/5per oz. ... ... ... ... 5G 8 4

Total ... £141 0 4
The Great Cobar Copper Mine is giving very satisfactory results. There are 400 men employed 

on the mine, and horizontal engines, crushing rolls, stone-crackers, locomotives, furnaces, &c., of the value 
of £80 000 are beino- worked in developing the ore. 13,210 tons of ore have been raised during past 
twelve ’months. It has been all smelted on the mine, yielding 1,005 tons of copper, which is valued m 
Sydney at £60,300. The shaft is 566 feet in depth, and the lode varies from 2 to 50 feet in width.

COBAE DISTEICT—Hillsxon Division-.
(B. G. MoBowgall, Mining Registrarl)

The New Mount Hope Copper Mine and the Great Central Copper Mine at Mount Hope are being 
worked extensively. The Great Central Mine has now been at work eleven months, and‘130 hands are 
employed. Hp to the 8th instant 142 tons 8 cwt. of fine copper has been produced ; the value of the
plant being about £2,000. -

The New Mount Hope Mine has now been working about twelve months, 110 hands are employed, 
and ore to the value of £4,800 has been raised. 1,187 tons of ore has been smelted, producing 137 tons 
of copper, of the value of £8,900 ; the value of the machinery is about £7,200.

COBAE DISTEICT—Nvmagee Division.
(7?. T. Garland, Mining Registrar.')

I have the honor to submit my annual report for the Nymagee Division of the Cobar Mining District
for the year 1888. . ml . r ■,

Durino- this year I issued 30 miners rights and 41 mineral licenses. Three leases were applied 
for the latterend of'the year—one for a gold-mining lease of 25 acres, and two for mineral leases of 40
acres each. .

Gold.
There have been a good many prospecting for gold ; but the serious drought and want of water 

have greatly interfered with their progress.
Copper. •

The Nymagee Copper-mining Company. (Limited) during the year employed 400 men. The 
quantity of ore raised was 12,800 tons, it having been smelted at the mine, yielding 1,297 tons of fine
copper, the value of which was £91,000. , .

The depth of the shaft is 704 feet, the depth of deepest level being 618 feet; the width ot lode is 
from 8 to 12 feet and 8 to 20 feet, dip or underlay south-east and north-west, and the bearing or strike 
10 degrees east of south.

The plant at the mine is valued at £82,000, and consists of one 40 horse-power horizontal winding 
engine, and one 35 horse-power horizontal winding engine, two Tangye pumps, and one 11 horse-power 
Eo°ot’s blower, a stone-breaker and crusher. .
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INSPECTOR OF MINES’ REPORT.

In submitting my Annual Report for the year 1888, I have the honor to inform you that the follomno- 
is a list of the accidents reported on by the ’Wardens, Coroners, or Mining Registrars, as having 
occurred during the year in the Metallic Mines of New South Wales °

Fatal. Non-
fatal.

j No. o
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1 19 Mar No name .......... Miner .. Killed by fall of earth ....

Killed by falling down shaft

Killed by explosion of shoi

2 16 Apl Upper Temora

Mount Hops

John Meagher..

Edward Caddj

1

3 23 May Great Central 1
Copper Mine.

4 23 „ Great Central Harry Hodge Injured by explosion of shot
Copper Mine.

5 13 June Alpha Silver Mine Broken Hill.. James Slaney.. Killed by c.^itlosion of shot

Injured by explosion of shot

1

. C 13 () W. Moore ..
”

7 14 „ Webb’s Silver Mine Emmaville .. Robert Baulks. Killed by explosion of shot

Injured by explosion of shot

1

8 15 „ Bolitha Mine.... Joseph Hay..

9 28 „ Vanderbilt Silver Captain’s Flat Michael Hart 1
Mines.

10 7 Aug. Baker’s Creek Hillgrove___ William Luff
North Mine. ” ”

11 7 „ Baker’s Creek Arthur Cullen 1
North Mine. » ”

12 7 Sep. Broken Hill Pro- Broken Hill.. Thomas Clynch 1
prietary Mine.

13 26 „ Robinson Mine .. Captain’s Flat 1

14 26 „ Stephen Walsh

Martin Reder15 12 Oct. .Pioneer Mine___ Thakaringa..

Stony Creek, 
Tingha.

1

16 5 Nov. No name............. Wm. Mackenzie Killed by fall of earth ___ 1

17 14 » White Lead Silver Broken Hill.. Myles Byrne .. Killed falling out of rope 
down shaft.

1
Mine.

18 21 „ Captain’s Flat Thomas Cook.. 1
on his head.

19 20 „ Broken Hill Pro- Broken Hill.. 1
prietary Mine.

20 30 „ F. Lorenson .. 1
Mine.

21 31 Dec. Broken Hill Pro
prietary Mine.

Edward Cosgrove Killed falling down some 
workings in mine.

1

4 1
1

3 2 1 1 6 3

21

ABSTRACT.
Killed8 Silver.

2 Gold, A 
1 Copper. 
1 Tin.

Injured 5 Silver.
2 Gold, quartz. 
1 Copper.
1 Tin.

12 9 Total, 21.

Number
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Number of Men employed in the Metallic Mines of New South 'Wales, and Value of Machinery, at
31st December, 1888.

Mining District.
Alluvial Gold.

Quartz
Gold. Silver.

Tin.

Bi
sm
ut
h. Other. Total. Value of Machinery.

Euro
peans. Chinese

Copper.
Euro
peans. Chinese.

£ s. d.

379 31 300 328 988 10 2,036 16,650 0 0

Mudgee ................................ 7G5 107 82 14 64 50 1,082 23,000 0 0

Bathurst ...... ......... ............... 444 57 911 400 100 352 2,264 122,585 0 0

Lachlan ................................ 364 581 4 6 25 980 74,070 0 0

Tumut and Adelong............. 412 36 685 30 8 602 1,773 63,850 0 0

Southern ....................... ........ 649 183 392 14 40 . 10 82 1,370 62,840 0 0

Clarence and Richmond...... 41 112 22 175 5,017 0 0

New England......................... 316 4 359 160 539 1,280 30 60 2,747 19,800 0 0

Tambaroora and Tnron.......... 280 ISO 485 945 35,100 0 0

99 12 2,252 340 2,703 145,150 19 7

10 85 20 115 6,465 0 0

Cobar ................................... 30 1,040 41 1,111
*

171,200 0 0

Total........................... 3,758 610 3,910 2,986 1,214 1,231 2,268 30 1,264. 17,301 745,727 19 7

Percentage killed ................ •053 •268 ■0S2 •081 •0693 ...............-

•051 •167 •082 ■081 •0520

Table No. 2 gives, in addition to the value of mining machinery, the number of persons employed 
and the percentage of persons killed or injured during the year in the metallic mines _ of New South 
Wales: Out of a total of 12 persons killed during the year, 8 lost their lives in silver-mining, 2 m gold
mining, 1 in copper-mining, and 1 in tin-mining. By the above it will be seen that the greatest number 
of persons who sustained fatal or non-fatal injuries were engaged in silver-mining, which is comparatively 
a new industry in New South Wales, and the majority of these fatal accidents occurred m the silver 
mines of the Barrier Banges, and to persons most of whom were novices m mining, w o, y eir van 
of knowledge, were unable to lessen the danger by such precautionary measures as practical experience 
in minino- alone can teach. I may here state that the regulations for inspection and regulation ot mines 
other than coal and shale mines, have been strictly enforced in all mines inspected by me throughout
New South Wales. . . ij.ji.-j4.

Seldom have I had cause for complaint against any mining manager who understands his duty and
values his reputation, as he knows that by keeping the mine under his charge m a secure state, and by 
using every reasonable caution for the prevention of accidents in his mine, he studies the interest ot his
employers as well as persons employed in his mine. . , i j j •

My inspection, as Inspector of Mines and member of the Prospecting Board, has extended during 
the year,—in the Southern Districts, as far as Kiandra (Snowy Eiver), Cooma, Michalago, Queanbeyan, 
Captain’s Plat, Goulburn, Mount Costigan, Tuena, and Young; in the AVestern Distncts, to Dubbo, 
Wellington, Buckanbah, Parkes, Porbes, Orange, Grenfell, Mudgee, Sunny Corner, and Bathurst; m the 
Northern Districts, to Tamworth, Nundle, AValcha, Uralla, Hillgrove, Warm Corner Armidale, Black 
Mountain, Glen Innes, and Vegetable Creek ; in the extreme North-west, to Silverton, Broken Mill,irLUUiiLttm, vxicii xiiuccj, cij-lu. ? } _ ---_ ~ , ,
Purnamoota, Palamaca, Wawkaroo, Euriowie, Milparinka, and Tibbooburra.
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Pkospecting- Vote fob Gold and otiteb Minerals. .
This vote has given a great stimulus to prospecting for minerals in New South Wales, although 

the anticipated direct results have so far not come up to expectations. The benefits accruing under the 
Irospecting Vote ought not to bo solely judged by direct results, but the indirect benefits,°sucli as the 
opening up ot adjoining mines, and the impetus given to mining enterprise generally, should be taken 
"^consKieranon. If this is done it will be found that the Prospecting Vote has done some permanent

It can however, not be denied that the direct results of prospecting north-west of Parkes and 
Jcorbes, on the Melrose Plains, Carlyle, Yellow Mountains, and other places, have been disappointing. 
Ihese districts were known to be auriferous, and were frequently quoted as favourable localities for the 
energetic and persevering prospector. Payable prospects of gold and platinum have often been obtained 
but, after iurther prospecting, was found only to occur in small patches, and nothing of a permanent nature 
to open up a new gold-field. There is, however, still hope, and sufficient prospects that, if not an entirely 
new gold-field, payable leads are likely to be discovered on some of the older gold-fields by persons aided 
by the Prospecting Vote.

Quartz-mining seems to have fared better, as instances have been reported where Government- 
aided prospectors have obtained payable results;

Exception has been taken by some persons as to the mode of distributing the vote and the 
constitution or the Prospecting Board. It has been suggested that the money voted for prospecting 
purposes should be placed in the bands of local men for distribution in their particular districts. Such a 
system would considerably lessen the work, anxiety, and responsibility of the present members of the 
Prospecting Board, who have other important complicated official duties to perform, and which duties 
have to be carried on personally by them, whether they travel as a Prospecting Board or not. I am one 
ot two members of the Board who averaged during a six weeks’ trip somewhat over thirteen hours per 
day m travelling, inspecting, and reporting. Hence it will be seen that it is entirely against the personal 
interest of the present Board to uphold the adopted system. Nevertheless, it is to the public interest 
that personal inconvenience should not be considered in public matters, and that as long as public money 
is voted for prospecting purposes the recommendation for the distribution of such moneys should be made 
by a Board or persons who have practical as well as scientific knowledge of everything in connection with 
or appertaining to the development of mining in all its branches.

The present system, although giving a great deal of extra work to the members of the Prospecting 
Board, is, considering all circumstances, the best that could be adopted for the public interest, as I could 
cite numerous cases which have come under my notice in favour of the present system.

J°r ?nstanco: several parties of miners had made application to the Honorable the Minister for 
Mines for aid out of this year’s Prospecting Vote to develop, as they stated’ the quartz reefs at a place 
known as Boro Creek, about equal distance (being about thirty miles;) from Uralla, Armidale, and Walcha 
in the New England District. Accompanied by Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson, we insiiected the' 
place, and found about thirty men at work. Some of these men had been there for six months. Glowing 
accounts were given of the place by the local inhabitants of Armidale and Uralla, and we were informed 
that as much as £300 had been refused for a fourth interest in a four-man’s claim. I proceeded down 
shaft after shaft, and informed the miners and applicants for aid that we could not recommend any aid 
being granted them, as they had no quartz reefs, but were working on beds of quartzites containing no 
gold, and were only wasting their time and money. The applicants’appeared surprised and disappointed 
at the results of our visit. They have since forwarded several parcels of this quartzite to different localities 
m New South Wales and Victoria, results being nil, and Boro Creek is now deserted. .

At the Black Mountain a party of coal-miners had applied for aid. We inspected the locality, and 
found applicants for aid driving into a basaltic hill through a bed of lignite in the full belief that they 
would discover a good seam of coal. Kecommendation for aid was also refused in this instance. A§ 
stated before, I could have cited numerous instances similar to the above where local people wasted'large 
sums of money* in their district for want of practical and scientific knowledge in mining matters which 
leaves no doubt that the present system is the best safeguard for the public interest. • ’

•. . Gold.
_ No new discoveries of any great importance have been made during the year in' the alluvial 

working, and even sluicing had to be discontinued on account of the protracted drought. Quartz-mining 
is, however, steadily progressing, and in some districts were quartz-mining had been dormant for years 
fresh starts have been made; notable of which is Hillgrove, in the Armidale District. Here, for a number 
of years, the Eleanora Mine was the principal payable mine near Hillgrove; but during the year several 
rich quartz reefs have bden opened, such as the Baker’s Creek Mine, the Sun Light Mine, and others 
Thousands of ounces of gold have been obtained from Baker’s Creek Mine, and large dividends have been 
paid There is now a flourishing township at Hillgrove, with Warden’s and Police Court, Post and Tele
graph Office, and Public School. Indications are not wanting which point to the belief that in the near 
tuture Hillgrove will become a very extensive auriferous quartz-reefing district; and that other discoveries 
of payable reels wall be made towards the Woollumlumbe and Warm Corner Palls, towards Kempsey 
At Parkes quartz-reefing has now taken the place of alluvial mining, and has become a profitable permanent 
industry. A fresh start has also been made in the Grenfell District, where years avo the quartz reefs 
yielded rich returns for-the fortunate shareholders ; hut through various causes the Grenfell reefs were 
nearly one and all abandoned. They have been reoccupied, and, if systematically worked, may again give 
payable returns. Iresh starts have also'been made in the Sofala, Sunny Corner, Hargraves Mudgee 
and other districts. - e> > o >

Silyeb.
The silver-mining industry has now spread to every mining district in New South Wales, but the 

most extensive and richest silver deposits are situated on the Barrier Eanges, in the extreme north-western 
parts of this Colony. As early as 1886 galena ore containing silver was discovered at Thackaringa and 
Umberumberka, but with the exception of a few tons of ore having been forwarded to Europe for 
treatment, and of which no satisfactory results were obtained, the discovery was allowed to remain 
undisturbed until the year 1883, when a rush set in, and large areas for silver-mining purposes were taken
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up. Since that time discoveries of high-quality silver ores have been made at broken Hill, Pinnacle^ 
Purnamoota, and other parts now known as the Silverton District. In fact, these argentiferous
deposits have been discovered to extend for a distance of about 100 miles from P^Xnosit so far dt' 
westerly direction, and several miles in width, but the most extensive and richest ore deposit so tar dis
covered is in the now famous Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, at Broken ID . tt fup m;n;na.

This mine, of which Mr. W. H. Patton is the general manager, and Mr. William Harper the mming 
manager, is at present the most extensive and richest silver mine m Australia. The ore treated by this Com
pany on their mine during the year is 94,125 tons, the bullion obtained *®refrom -16’7 ^ i fl
3 924 192 ounces of silver and 16,058 tons of lead, of a gross value of £928,877 5s. the JiroKen Jiiu 
Proprietary Company consists of 16,000 shares of £20 each, and the dividends P,aldf J^thieelnd 
amounted to £22 per every £20 share, or £344,000 for the year. The total dividends for the three and 
a half years since the. Company has been in existence reach, up to the 30th November last, to the large
sum of^O^ monthS] end.ng t}ie goth November, 55,846 gross tons of ore were extracted
from the mine, equal to 52,896 net tons, which were treated at the smelters, yielding 9>45d to“812,f7l®ad 
and 2,273,175 ounces of silver, as the output from 52,896 net tons of ore, or at an average of f 
cent, of lead, and 42'9 ounces of silver per net ton of ore. This ore was raised and Put 
dumps at a cost of 18s. 9 65d. per ton, as against 41,340 gross tons at an average cost of 19s. 11 97d. per
*” **«*.*. bullion at tie trneb ot tie Br.ien Hill t—
during the last six months has been at the rate of £1 15s. 6d. per ton, the slight increase being caused by
the additional amount of flux required to treat the siliceous ores. _ . ,

Mr W H. Patton, the general manager, has made great improvement m the mine and machinery 
both above and below ground. Patterson shaft has been equipped with a compound condensing Pimping 
e-mine having cylinders 161 inches by 60 inches, and 26 inches by 60 inches, geared four to one, to a 
double line of 9dnch by 7-inch plunger pumps, and is of sufficient power to raise /00,000 gallons o wa ei 
per day from a depth of 1,500 feet. Also with a double cylinder hoisting migine 18 inches by 36 inches 
capable of hoisting from same depth, and is intended for the mam hoisting and pumping engine for
Bl0Cl'S M'Culloch’s shaft was down 382 feet, and at the completion of the pumping gear it was i^ciided 
to sink it to a greater depth. This shaft is equipped with safety-cages—if not entirely of Mr. l atton s 
invention, theygwere certainly greatly improved by him and the latter gentleman informed me that e 
intended to fix safety-cages on all the principal shafts on the mine, so as to enable him to have the 
employes lowered and raised in the shafts to and from the different levels, instead of having bis men tired
out by climbing the ladders as at present. _ . , , . , , • ,J Jamieson’s shaft was equipped with a new pumping p ant during the year, which T® £
smoothly, and supplied the smelter with the necessary water. This shaft had nearly reached the depth ot
316 feet, and has mainly been kept sinking to keep up the water supply. ■ -rwv it

There are also Rapp’s, Broadribb’s, and Knox’s shaft, and 3No. 1 and No. 2 shafts on Block 11.
' No 1 shaft on Block 11 is situated 200 feet from the southerly boundary line, and is a large
3-compartment shaft sunk to a depth of 250 feet. At the depth of 160 feet siliceous iron ore was struck of 
a payable-nature, and high-grade lead ore was sunk through, continuing to bottom of. shatt. Ihis 
discovery is of utmost importance, and adds largely to the value of the mine, more especially so as the 
surface indications at the site of shaft were not encouraging. This, m my opinion is ^ie tolefacttliat 
near No. 1 shaft on Block 10 the lode faulted, and after development the cap of the lode ^lU ±0™d 
easterly of the shaft. This fault can be traced on the surface through Block 10 into Block 11, and 
before the southern boundary of Block 11 is reached another fault or heave to the east occurs, leaving 
ia a southerly direction from Block 11 nothing but beds of quartzite. . , i .-l r

The lode in the Broken Hill Proprietary mine has now been proven to exist along the length ot 
the three 40-acre blocks, with from 10 to 100 feet in width, with an almost unlimited supply ot ore i in 
fact, from M‘Culloch’s shaft on the 316-feet level m Block 14, and the Brifash Blocks ^ 1
corresponding depths, ore has been cut of the same description and quality, proving the galena ores to
extend for a Considerable distance in a northerly direction. There is however, a gTeat ^ at J
a greater depth the lode will fault, but will again be discovered easterly, taking its old former dip or
underlay.^ before; great improvements have been effected since the advent of Mr. W. H. Batton to the
management of this famous mine. Amongst various other matters Mr. Patton h“ it toJ
svstem of timbering, known as square timbering ; although new m the mines in New South Wales, it has 
been in use in the principal mines in Germany, and from there was introduced into ^enca^dd 
by Mr Patton into New South Wales. In countries were it has been made use of it is considered by 
mining authorities a safe and economical plan of timbering and securing extf ,S1V® , onlv

- No doubt this system of timbering appears dangerous, and is awkward to the miner who has only
had practice in hard metallic mines ; but the alluvial or even quartz mmer ought to_ feel quite at home 
withPit. In my opinion there is far more safety in square than in rough > .tnhfle11° y ^
required is to be careful when putting in temporary sets, more cspccmHy so a\,° ^ Should
levels of the Broken Hill Proprietary Mine is very friable, and may almost be taken ior ajluvlal- S^°U^ 
swelling rock or side pressure be met with, such may be overcome by diagonal stays or the filling in ot 
stuff obtained from cross-cutting or other refuse. Square timbering does away with the th^
miner’s phrase, of kyhooting or fossicking, and promotes the exposing to y,ew of ^X^Snerfor a 

.is otherwise the case with ordinary timbering. Stopes are kept open, and room is therebj obtained tor a
large number^ofpersons.^^^ which is a duplicate of ore-dressing machinery used at the Lake
Superior and Annaconda Copper Mines in America, where it has proved to be economical and efficient 

' hasPbeen erected under the ible supervision of Mr. Holly, who has had large 
this plant was successfully started by Mr. Holly before the end of the year, and with

1 There is still other machinery, such as water-condensers, smelting w-orks, sawmills, tiamway <^c., 
on the details of which a large book could be written. Suffice it to say that the smelting works are under 
the immediate management of Mr. H. H. Schlapp-a capable, energetic, persevering, and succcsJu! 
metallurgist. . J
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. Ev-cry reasonable precaution is taken and everything possible is done in thoroughly ventilatin')' and 
securing the mine, &c., by Mr. Patton, the general manager, Mr. William Harper, mining manager and 
Messrs. Thomas and Pearse, the assistant mining managers, for the prevention of accidents to persons 
employed m or about the mine.

. The Broken Hill Proprietary Company is to be congratulated in being so singularly fortunate in 
securmg and retaining the services of such officers, men who thoroughly understand their respective work, 
and who do not try to avoid the full responsibilities appertaining thereto.

Broken Hill, Block 14, which is under the able management of Mr. Zibina Lane. There are 
several shafts on this mine, the main shaft being about 300 feet in depth. The ore so far obtained has 
contained less percentage of silver and lead than that met with in the Proprietary Mine ; but I have no 
doubt whatever m the occurrence of rich galena and sulphite ores when greater depth is reached, and 
that m the near tuture the mine will become dividend-paying. The reason that the ore is of a lower per
centage than that of the adjoining mine is owing to-the characteristics of the ore deposits on the Barrier 
+ an jm-p the or®s oecurring in shoot or lenticular blocks, therefore the present workings may be between 
two dHterent shoots Heavy and extensive pumping machinery and concentrating plant similar to those 
at the_ Proprietary Mine have been erected. Everything in and about the mine is substantial, and Mr. 
Lane is not only complying with the regulation for the inspection and regulation of mines other than 
coal and shale mines, but he seems to leave no stone unturned to prevent accidents, which is a credit to 
nimselt and a great benefit to his employers.
t The Broken Hill British Block is north of Block 14'. This Company is more fortunate than that 

of Block 14, in as much that they have extensive deposits of high lead and galena ores ; in some parts the 
lenticular bunches are as much as 90 feet in width. It is only a short matter of time when this Company 
will rank amongst the payable and dividend-paying silver mines of New South Wales. The pumping gear 
and concentrating plant is afac simile to that of the Proprietary and Block 14 Mines. This mine is under 
the able management or Mr. Thomas Eyre, who for many years was manager of the Catherine Mine, 
Sandhurst, Bendigo and so successfully managed the Sunny Corner Mine. Here, too, Mr. Eyre is doing 
everything possible for the prevention of accidents, and so far he has been singularly fortunate. -

The abovenamed Hree mines are connected with the Silverton Tramline and South Australian 
Hallway, so that the railway trucks can be loaded or emptied at the mouth of the shafts, whereby a 
great deal oi labour and expense are saved. ' J

A few hundred yards north of Block 15’of the British Blocks, and a little beyond their concentrating 
vj1* A°CUr! ^ the/l°d?.’ andJiot a bend as generally appears on plans. This fault is westerly 

several hundred yards from the line of lode which is being worked in the British Blocks. On this part of the 
Broken Hill lode are the Junction and Broken Hill North Mines. The Junction Mine is being managed 

ft vrf’ dor,merly ?f Nymjigee Copper Mine, who has hardly had a fair chance to bring his 
undoubted ability, and practical knowledge to bear favourable results. The lenticular blocks in this mine are 
not as large asm the abovenamed mines ; hence a great deal of dead or unprofitable work has necesarily
of Mr Alfred Wikon6 “ ^ °f 6 Br°ken Hil1 N°rth Mine’ ^ is UIlder the management

is also Sp^Lagain fr°m f^tbew b£undaiT of Proprietary Block 10, is situated Block 11, which 
Bio I n n 1 ^agement ?f Mr. W. H Patton. Very probably part of the lode now sunk upon on
whole f1bta1‘ned 10, ^ 1 d01lbt Very mucl1 wliether tMs will be the case during the

o e mn th of that block, as a bed of quartzite crosses the lode before the southern boundary of Block
M-1Ch n(\d0U-bt 18 “nnected with the faulting of the lode, as can be seen to the eastward 

hv 1 ^Mpne’ andiagtln 11 flSrtller east ln the Broken Hil1 Soutl1 Mine. The latter is managed
have SO far wb°rV'S a g0|°d rePutatlon as mining manager, but whose ability and perseverance
mfr es bnt T a U““sful “ maklng *6 South Broken Hill a payable mine. South of this are several
H^Br^ ^ f IB they WlllT)?eV|>r b!e PiMable ones’ as tbe lode seems completely split up after passing
the Broken Hill south range _ The Rock Well Paddock Mines were also inspected by me; so were thf
M B^ken a°d Tbackarmga Mines; at the latter place the G-ipsy Girl and Pioneer are the principal. North 
of Brofcen Hill are several mines—-the T ictoria Cross, Bonanza, Alpha, Cosgrove, Round Hill, and others
lode*3atTOTeater fhmtlf^ ^ T'' W'rr Hil1 11 sbaffc was sunk to>if PossiMe, strike a payable
so far been imforBmS; ' ° Pw ^ H' Ma*bews> has managed several mines with great credit, has 
o tar been unfortunate m not striking payable ore m his mine. The Umberumberka, Day Dream and

Purnamoota Mines, and the Waukaroo and Palamira Tin Mines, were also inspected by nfe during the

famed Jholt °f S-® °CCUrs in lenticular blocks and shoots, even in the far-
other whereas i’n 'all +1 Prie- a17 Mine ; only m the latter they are of large dimensions, and occur near each 
other, whereas m all the mines north and south of the Proprietary, Block 14, and British Blocks they are

and m STle fStanClS sn° S“a11 tbat tlley wil1 never Pay> as too much unprofitable country ^rock 
' are larS enough for mofi? S® lenBcukr bIocks or sboots of ore' Wkere these lenticular shoots of ore 
+W fS + s\' fitfble W“k’-mme'owriers’ managers, and miners should not be discou'raged by
these features which are characteristic all over the field ^whether gold, silver, copper tin or any other 
mineral, but they should sink, and drive for new shoots or bunches of ore. To thiif characteristi/of the
ffill Proprietary MdV whiSf11^ Brisbane Blo°k C°mpany have not ere this intersected the Broken 
Indl hi 1 d ’ 7 1 * as ttiought would have been reached between 700 and 800 feet, had the
if an P,t tile- same }lndetiay as m the top levels. The diamond drill is now 1,300 feet in depth, with little 
f any more indications of the lode than were obtained in the ore brought up by the drill^ the higher 

leveis. I cannot come to any other conclusion than that the Broken Hill Proprietary lode has faulted to 
the east, or else taken an easterly underlay; but the former theory is the mosUikely.7 And if my theory
boret “ Vei7 " vf 0^er;atI0APJ0Ye\t0 be a correct one’then tke Brisbane Block Company may have to 
bore a very considerable depth before they will intersect the Broken Hill Proprietary lode. 7 7

' , iiie1re 18 n0 . bt whatever that the permanency of some of the Earner silver mines is secured •.but it u also certain that several of the smaller mines, where the bunches and sL2Tf L are not
rkhness^f'm-e-to cease work, as the prospects wiH not increase, either in the size of the blocks or 
richness of ore, ^mking to a greater depth. The fictitious prosperity and mushroom growth of some
' ' . of
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of the Barrier Ranges mines, which was caused through over-excitement (and may almost he called a 
mining mania), has its desponding effect on the public mind ; and the time is near at hand when, instead 
of gambling in shares only, legitimate mining will be carried on—when Iona fide capitalists will only 
invest in mines worthy of such name ; and then a solid, permanent prosperity will set in. .

Vegetable Creelc.
"Webb’s Silver Mine is still being under development, and as depth is reached the mine seems to 

be somewhat improving. _ _
"Webb’s Consols has been vigorously worked for a considerable time, in hopes that ultimate success 

will be the lot of the enterprising shareholders of this Company.
"Webb’s Centrals are also still at work, with the same hope for the future as the owners of the "Webb’s 

Consols. I am, however, afraid that, as there is no regular defined lode, but rather bunches, caused by 
filtration, the cost of working these bunchy deposits will be too great to prove very valuable to shareholders. ■ 

There are also the Jubilee, Webb’s South, Webb’s Extended, The Severn, Hill Hole, and other 
silver mines, some of which have lately suspended work.

Webb’s would probably have been a payable mine by this time had that Company not started before 
they were ready, or rather had they had sufficient capital to properly open up their mine before they 
started with their reduction and smelting plant. ... . .

There has been a great deal of prospecting done during the year in this district for silver deposits, 
consequent upon the mining boom. _ •

Mr. Thomas Chandler, J.P., one of the most able and energetic managers in New South Wales, 
has the management of several of the above-mentioned silver mines in the Vegetable Creek District.

At Pye’s Creek there are several silver mines still at work, with varying success.
The Sunny Corner Silver Mines still add their quota to the silver-producing industry of New 

South Wales ; and the Sunny Corner proper, whose prospects, machinery, and reduction works have been 
in previous reports noted by’me, is being vigorously worked, with varied success. _ _ _

The silver mines in the Orange District, at Lewis Ponds and other parts, are not in such flourishing 
condition, nor yet have they come up to such great expectation as was formed of them by those directly 
interested in the development of said mines. Extensive works are carried on at the Captain’s Elat mines.

Tih.
Owing to the fluctuating price of tin, and protracted drought, which almost completely stopped 

alluvial tin-mining, the tin-mining industry has not been in such a flourishing condition during the year 
as it otherwise might have been.

JSmmaville (Vegetable Creelc).
Vegetable Creek proper being still worked, principally on the tribute system, by Chinese.
On the Deep Lead, Bose Valley, there are still parties of tributers occasionally obtaining patches. 

One party on the Wesley Mine are working O’Bourke’s and Elannery's old ground; expect to reap a 
rich harvest as soon as their plant is erected and at work.

A find of some importance was made by O’Mara and party in Vincent’s old ground. As yet the 
full extent of the patch cannot be ascertained; as it is it will be very profitable to the party, as they hold 
the land under a very low royalty.

On the so-called Seventeen Acres there is one party of tributers at work. _ _
Baily & Co. have principally worked the shallow ground during the year, and it is feared have 

worked out the principal part of their alluvial deposits. _ _ _
Cunneen & Co. have completed the working of their deep lead, and are now working in the 

shallow parts, wdiich, however, is rather poor.
The Albion Company are driving across the lead.
Wesley & Co,, at the Three-mile, have been prospecting, but so far have not met with much success. 
At Kangaroo Elat (Hall’s Bros’, mine) -work is still carried on under the able management of 

Mr. Thomas Chandler, with payable results. _ _ ,
The Basaltic Lead Prospecting Company have carried on vigorous prospecting operations during 

the year, and have at times obtained fair prospects, but will have to get into more settled country before 
anything payable is struck. They have during the year sunk 77 feet, and with open cutting and trenches 
have driven 680 feet; a great deal of this work was done in hard granite rock at an expenditure of about 
£1,200 since the Company was formed. This land is supposed to contain the outlet of the basaltic lead 
from Bose Valley. .... . •

At T Waterholes and at the Graveyards mining is still carried on by Chinese on the tribute 
system. . _ , „

At Big Ben Plat a large Company has been formed to work an extensive area of land, but so far 
have not washed up anything. _

Glen Creek still employs a number of miners, with varying success. _ _ _
The Dalcoath Company have erected an engine and pump to ground-sluice their surface, which is 

supposed to contain payable tin.
On the Tableland and the Gulf little tin has been raised during the year, owing to the drought. 
During the year a Company was formed at the Nine-mile, and are now obtaining a plant.

Tin Lodes.
The Ottery lode (Tent Hill) has been worked during the year with profitable results, and other 

lodes have been prospected in the vicinity, but without success. _
At Butler’s lode excellent stone has been raised during the year. Operations have been recom

menced at the Dutchman’s lode, and at the Torrington lode a few parties of tributers are still at work. 
At Cope’s Creek (Tingha) many miners, both European and Chinese, are still employed, with varying 
success. Smelting works were also erected during the year.
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The Barrier Eanges tin lodes were almost deserted during tlie year. This is principally due through 
some.of the shoots and lenticular blocks containing the tin ore not being extensive enough to be worked 
with payable results.

A new discovery of tin was made during the year in the Barmedman District, but the severe drought 
at the end of the year severely interfered with its development.

Coppek.
Cobar, Nymagee, Mount Hope, Great Central, Burraga, and other copper mines extended their 

operations at the beginning of the year, but owing to the uncertainty in the price of copper at the end of 
the year prospective works were considerably curtailed.

Bismuth.
The bismuth mine near Glen Innes was worked during the year with very encouraging results.

Cobaut.
. The recently-discovered cobalt deposits m the Carcoar District are likely to play an important part 
in the future history of the metallic mines of New South Wales. .

In conclusion, I beg to state that having travelled through nearly every district of this Colony 
where metallic mining is carried on, I could not refrain from observing that, although a reaction has set 
in, consequent upon the great excitement ot the public mind during the late so-called mining boom, 
during which time many bubbles were placed on the market, and eagerly taken up by many nersons, not 
for the sake of legitimate mining but for gambling or trafficking in shares, legitimate mining has, neverthe
less, made strides ahead for the advancement of our Colony’s prosperity ; and those engaged in legitimate 
mining will profit^ by the follies of the past, and no doubt demonstrate by their actions that there is not 
much. more risk in the investment of capital in mining than there is in pastoral or other commercial 
pursuits, provided mining is carried on on legitimate commercial principles.

I have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE, E.G.S.

Inspector of Mines.

'REPORT of the Examiner of Coal-fields for the Colony of New South Wales,
for the year 1888.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 26th section of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 
39 Vic. No. 31, I have the honor to submit reports from the Inspectors of Collieries, with this my general 
report, for the year ending 31st December, 1888.

. information I have the honor to submit, in respect to the condition and progress, &c., of the
various coal and boghead mineral mines during the year 1888, is as follows :—

Number of accidents in 1886, 1887, and 1888.
In 1886 there were twenty-nine fatal and forty-three non-fatal accidents f eight of the fatal 

accidents occurred at the Lithgow Valley Colliery. .
In 1887 ninety-four fatal and forty-five non-fatal accidents; eighty-one of the fatal accidents 

occurred through the Bulli disaster. ' ’
-fr1 1888, the year under notice, there have been fifteen fatal and forty-three non-fatal accidents. 

Three or the fatal accidents happened from falls of stone roof; the 4th and 5th, from, a stone falling 
down shafts ; the 6th, from a fall of coal and stone ; 7th, through some substance falling down a shaft; 
8th, from a loaded bucket falling down a shaft; 9th, through a fall of roof; 10th, through a derrick pole 
tailing; 11th, from an explosion of fire-damp ; 12th, from an explosion of powder; 13th, by a wire rope 
in motion; 14th, by some empty skips underground ; and the 15th, through being iammed between 
waggons.

Twelve of the non-fatal accidents happened from falls of coal; the 13th and 16th, inclusive, 
through falls of stone ; 20th and 22nd, inclusive, from a scaffold falling in shaft; 23rd and 24th, from an 
explosion of fire-damp; 25th and 26th, through a water-bag falling down shaft; 27th and 28th, from 
explosion of a shot; 29th and 30th, by a loaded skip ; 31st, through a hammer falling down shaft; 32nd, 
by a surface incline, waggon; 33rd, by a fall of screens; 34th, by a skip on underground main road ; 
35th, from a descending cage; 36th, from an empty skip; 37th, from an empty waggon ; 38th, through 
being caught between waggons; 39th, through slipping on a rail; 40th, from an explosion of powder ; 
and 41st and 43rd, inclusive, through a bucket falling down shaft.
. ab°ve fatal and non-fatal accidents have been inquired into, the scene of the accidents
inspected, inquests attended and reports made thereon and forwarded for your information.

The names and occupations of the persons who died from injuries received, and those who have 
seriously injured, as well as the names of the collieries where the accidents occurred, are given in 

the following summary.
SUMMAET
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SuiiMAET showing the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents in 1888, the names and occupations of the persons
N
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Date. Colliery. Where situated. Persons killed.

i Jan. 5 . Bull! ................................... Near Wollongong .
2 „ 6 . South Waratah ................ Charlestown ........ John Simpson
3 „ 23 .. Brookstown ....................... Near AVallsend . . Chas. F. Geattie
4 Greta ............................... Greta ..................
5 „ 26 Mount Kembla.............. W oilongong............
6 26

7 Feb. 6
8 8
9 „ 9 .. Oakey Park..................... Lithgow .................

10 „ 9 J > ............. ......... 3 3 .................
11 „ 9

Northumberland. . . .12 „ 17 . Fassifein................. C. Westeilund
13 37 . .

South Waratah ....
33 * * * *

Charlestown . .14 „ 24
15 „ 26 . 33 .........
16 „ 26 . }> ................. 33 ....

17 Mar. 7 Greta ......................... Greta .................. John Poole .
18 „ 9 . . "Wallsend ............ Wallsend . ..
19 „ 22 . West Wallsend................. West Wallsend . . E. M'Carron ..

20 April 3 East Waratah ........ New Lambton.........
21 „ 9 Northumberland . Fassifern ... John Mansfield
22 „ 12 . Newcastle Co. ’s . . Newcastle.............
23 „ 12 . Greta ................................. Greta . .
24 „ 14 Mount Kembla................ Wollongong . .. A. Parsons .
25 „ 21 . Young Wallsend.............. Teralba . . .
26 „ 24 Bulli.................................... Bulli....................

27 May 15 . Katoomba ...................... Katoomba................
28 „ 25 . Co-operative .................... Plattsburg............. P. J. J. Grant
29 „ 26 Bullock Island................... Carrington.............
30 „ 28 . Oakey Park .................. Lithgow .................. Wm. Tail . .

31 June 11 Wallsend............................. Wallsend.............
32 „ 12 . . Mount Keira ..................... W oilongong.............

33 „ 15 Mount Kembla................ Hugh Dobbie .
34 „ 27 Camp Creek.................. Illawarra ... ... W. C. Turnbull
35 „ 29 Wallsend ................ Wallsend.................

36 July 2 Lambton.......................... Lambton.................
37 „ 13 . South Greta..................... Parley...................
38 „ 16 . . A. A. Co.’s......................... Newcastle................
39 „ 26 Wallsend .................... Wallsend.................
40 „ 27 . Osborne Wallsend.............. Wollongong.............

41 Aug. 4 . Metropolitan..................... Illawarra.............. Charles Harper
42 „ 8 . Burwood ... . .. Burwood .................
43 „ 18 . Newcastle Co.’s................. Newcastle................
44 „ 21 A. A. Co.’s...................... 33 • ’ ....

45 Sept. 7 .. Wallsend............................. Wallsend................. Joseph Willis ..

46 Oct. 4 . Osborne, Wallsend............ Wollongong............. Robt. Kenning
47 „ 4 . 53 33 • • • 3 3 ........................

48 Nov. 7 . South Greta................. Farley........................................

49 „ 28 Hetton ..................................................... Carrington,.N ewcastle
50 Thomas Jones
hi ;; 2s 3 3 ...

52 9R

53
54 „ 4 . Richmond Yale ... .. East Maitland...................

55 4 33 ....

56 „ 4 . >> ................................... 33 ...................

57 „ 22 Newcastle Co.’s.................................. Newcastle ........................

58 „ 22 Duckenfield. ... Mmmi..........................................

Persons seriously 
injured. Occupation.

Thos. Tindall......... Labourer ........
Clerk..................

Wm. Shepherd....... Screenman ......
John Nolan . . . Miner...............
James Brazier......... 3 3 ................

John Bourke.........
Watson Hodgson .

Sinker......... .Wm. Owen ...............

Geo. Harrington .
33 ..... . ••••••

J. D. Jennings . . Driver................
Thos. Hitchcock Miner................
Robt. Haldame .

Ellis Leach . .
33 ................

Sinker................

John Gray . . . Miner ................
William Riley . . 33 •• ••••••■•••

Sinker................
John Benson .

Miner ................J. Cummmgham

Ralph Halliday . . Wheeler............
Miner ................

John Young Onsetter............
Bricklayer........

B. Ashman ............. Miner ................
'

Wheeler ............
Sinker................

Frank Derry . .
Edward Robson ....

Thos. Fuller . . Greaser.............

Colliery Manager
Thos. Smith . .. Mmer................
Thos. Sutton .. . 33 ...............
Jas. Bolan . . 33 4

Deputy...............

Points-boy .....
Thomas Blake . . . Horse-driver ....

Wm. Richards .. . . Wheeler............
Henry Toll............ Miner ................

Sinker...............
John Minchie .. ..
Hamel Dansey . . . 33 ........ *......

Josiah Hammond . Miner ................
Archibald Gray . .. Sinker................

Thomas Taylor . ... S3 .................................

Sami. Hamilton .. .. 33 .............................
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who died or were injured, cause of death or serious injury, and the names or the collieries were they occurred.

Cause of death or serious injury.

Fatal.

b P

Non-fatal.

Collar-bone broken by waggons on surface incline
Fatal injuries by waggon on surface ..................
Fatal injuries by fall of roof (coal and stone) ...
Fracture of ribs by fall from screens..................
Bruised about back by fall of stone from roof ... 
Bruised about legs by fall of roof (stone) ..........

Injury to body by explosion of a shot..................
Cut on head and back by explosion of a shot .....
Injury to arm and leg broken by bucket in shaft.
Back bruised by the bucket in shaft.....................
Legs bruised by the bucket in shaft .....................
Killed in shaft by fall of some substance.............
Skull fracture by a hammer falling from scaffold.
Severe flesh wound on leg by a loaded skip.........
Fractured ribs and other injuries by fall of stone. 
Leg fracture by fall of stone....................................

Fatal injuries by an explosion of powder..........
Severe injuries to body by fall of coal .................
Fatal injuries by loaded bucket falling down shaft

Leg fracture by fall of coal .................................
Fatal injuries by a piece of stone falling down shaft
Internal injuries by fall of roof (stone)..............
Leg fracture by a fall of coal ..............................
Killed by a fall of stone in sinking shaft ..........
Leg fracture by a water-bag falling down shaft 
Leg fracture by a fall of coal from the roof.......

Leg broken by a skip on main road under-ground
Fatal injuries by a fall of roof..............................
Internal injuries by descending cage..................
Fatal injuries by a derrick-pole falling..............

Leg fracture by a fall of coal ..................................
Bruised about the back and ribs broken by a skip 

on main road.
Killed by a fall of stone (roof)..............................

Leg fracture by an empty skip ....,....................

Crushed about hips by a fall of coal ..................
Fractured collar-bone by a fall of coal..............
Serious burns by an explosion of powder..........
Leg fracture by a fall of coal ..............................
Leg broken by the wheel of an empty waggon .

Thrown over an embankment by a wire-rope slipping
Leg fracture by a fall of stone..............................
Thigh fracture by a fall of stone..........................
Injury to left hand and back by a fall of coal...

Fatally injured by a fall of stone ......................

Killed by empty skip under-ground .............
Leg broken by riding on buffer of a waggon..

Leg fracture by slipping on a rail .................
Injury to hips by a fall of coal........................
Fatal injuries by ignition of fire-damp ........ .
Serious burns by ignition of fire-damp .........

Leg fracture by a fall of coal ..............................
Arm fracture by fall of scaffold in shaft .........
Severe scalp wound by fall of scaffold ..................
Fracture of both legs and injury to head by fall of 

scaffold.
Loss of right arm by a fall of coal..........................
Loss of right leg and fracture of collar-bone by fall 

of coal.

Total fatal accidents, 15.
Total non-fatal accidents, 43.

2 *

2 3 412

jo uoisoidxa
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The returns which hare been collected and forwarded to me by the Mining Department show the 
following figures for the year 1888 :—

Coal JxKTURI'r.

Northern District. Southern District. Western District. Total.

Tons of round and small coal raised ....... 2,067,042 796,806 339,594 3,203,442
Yalue of round and small coal raised ...... £1,022,022 £338,039 £95,136 £1,455,197
Persons employed above ground .............. 5,736 1,244 642 7,622
Persons employed under ground............... 1,137 432 110 1,679

Petroleum Oil Cannel Coal or Boghead Mineral Returns. 
Western and Southern Districts.

Tons of boghead mineral or petroleum oil cannel coal .......................................... 34,869
Yaluo of boghead mineral or petroleum oil cannel coal Raised...............................£73,612
Persons employed above ground.................................................................................. 148
Persons employed under ground .............................................................................. 105

Comparative statement of Returns for 1887-8.

Northern District.

Men above Men below 
ground. ground.

Tons of round and 
small coal. Value.

Tons. cwt. qr. £ s. d.
Australian Agricultural, Newcastle, Wallsend, Newcastle Coal, 

Lambton, Co-operative, Brown’s Duckenfield, New Lambton, 
New Duckenfield, South Waratah, East Waratah, Ferndale, 
Wickham and Bullock Island, Hetton, Burwood, Stockton, 
Maryville, Pride of Ferndale, Goose, Brookstown, Hillside, 
Linwood, West Burwood, Great Northern, W’est Wallsend, New 
Lambton Coal Pit, Thornton, Sunderland, Bloomfield, Thornley, 
Rathluba, South Greta, Greta, New Anvil Creek, Rix’s Creek, 
Ellesmere, New Park, Rosedale, Dulwich, Gladstone, Spring
field, Black Jack, and M‘Coskers .................................................

Total in 1888 ..................................
„ 1887 ..................................

Increase in 1888 ..............................

Decrease in 1888 ..............................

I
!■ 1,137

1,137
1,070

67

5,736

5,736
5,217

519

2,067,012 1 3

2,067,012 4 3 
2,243,792 0 0

176,749 15 1

1,022,022 8 10

1,022,022 8 10
1,096,720 0 7

74,697 11 9

Southern District.

Metropoliton, Coal Cliff, North Illawarra, Bulli, South Bulli, 
Osborne, Wallsend, Illawarra Coal Co., Mount Kembla, Wollon
gong Coal Co., Mittagong, Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral 
Co., Great Southern ................... ....................................................

Total in 1888 .. 
„ 1887 ..

Increase in 1888

432 1,244 796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3

432
331

1,244
982

796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3
376,568 0 0 170,684 1 10

101 262 420,228 10 0 167,355 10 5

Western District.

Katoomba, Main Camp, New South Wales Shale and Oil Co., Oakey 
Park, Vale, Zig Zag, Vale of Clwydd, Lithgow Valley, Eskbank, 
Eskbank Old Tunnel, Hermitage, Cooerwull, Lidsdale, Carlo’s 
Gap, and Rawden ............................................................. ...............

Total in 1888 
„ 1887

Increase in 1888

110 642 339,594 9 0 95,136 3 0

042 339,594 9 0 95,136 3 0
340 302,137 0 0 79,030 0 2

302 ■ 37,457 9 0 16,100 2 10

Prom these returns we find that in the Northern District, in the year under notice, there has been 
a decrease of 176,749 tons in the quantity of coal raised, and £74,697 in the value of it, whilst in the 
previous year (1887) there was an increase of 65,676 tons, and in the value of the coal raised, £12,165. 
This large decrease in the output of coal from the Northern District is entirely owing to the Newcastle 
strike of thirteen weeks’ duration.

In the Southern District there has been an increase of 420,228 tons, and in the value of £167,355, 
whilst in the previous year (1887) there was only an increase of 5,738 tons, and in the value of £20,690. 
Por this large increase in the output of coal in 1888 the Southern collieries are indebted to the Northern 
District thirteen weeks’ strike.

/ In
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_ In the Westerii District there has been an increase of 37,457 tons, and in value of £16,100, whilst 
in the previous year (1887) there was only an increase of 21,908 tons, and in the value of £10,420. 
This year’s larger increase in the output of the Western collieries has also occurred through the strike 
in the Northern District.

The following table shows comparisons between the year under notice and two preceding years, as 
regards the exports of coal to foreign and intercolonial ports the quantity used for home consumption; 
total output and value; tons of round and small coal raised for each person employed in and about the 
collieries ; value of round and small coal raised for each person so employed ; and the quantity of coal 
raised for each life lost. “

Years.

Exports to Intercolonial Ports. Exports to Foreign Ports. Total Exports.

Home con
sumption.Quantity. Average per 

ton. Yalue. Quantity. Average per 
ton. Yalue. Quantity. Average per 

ton. Yalue.

I88G...........................................
Tons.

1,027,775
1,077,270
1,039,764

£ s. d.
0 10 7-22
0 10 5-89
0 10 10-25

£
544,824
565,084
564,293

Tons.
708,000
713,172
884,108

£ s. d.
0 11 4-31
0 11 1-08
0 11 3-77

£
402.178 
395,455
500.179

Tons. ] £ s. d. £
947,002
960,539

1,064,472

Tons.
1,094,310
1,132,055
1,279,570

1887........................................... 1,790,442
1,923,872

0 10 8-70
0 11 0-791888...............................................

3,144,809 0 10 7-76 1,674,201 2,305,280 0 11 3-11 1,297,812 5,450,179 0 10 10-87 2,972,013 3,505,935

Years.

Coal raised per each person 
Total Output and Value. employed in and about the

j Mines.
Yalue of Coal raised per each 
person employed in and about 

the Mines.
Tons of Coal raised per 

each life lost.

Quantifc}7. Average per 
ton. Yalue. Quantity.

Avernee Itons per Persons
each peisonl employed, 

employed. I
Value.

\vprage 
^ alue per 

each person 
employed.

Persons
employed Quantity.

Average 
tons per 
each life 

lost.

Lives
lost.

1886.................
Tons.

2,830,175
2,922,497
3,203,442

£ s. d.
0 9 2-53
0 9 2-57
0 9 1-06

£
1,303,164 
1,346,440 
1,455,197 *

Tons.
2,830,175
2,922,497
3,203,442

Tons.
364
365
344

Number.
7,847
7,998
9,301

£
1,303,164
1.346,440
1,455,197

£ s. d. 
169 17 10 
168 6 1 
156 9 1

Number.
7,847
7,998
9,301

Tons.
2,830,175
2,922,497
3,203,442

Tons.
97,592
31,090

213,562

Num
ber.

29
94
15

1887...................
1888.....................

8,956,114 0 9 1-99 4,104,801 8,956,114 356 25,146 4,104,801 163 4 9 25,146 8,956,11*4 64,899 138

Northern District.
Number of persons employed in and about the mines ...............................
Number of persons employed underground ................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons ......................................................................
Number of non-fatal accidents..........................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents ..................................................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident..............................................
Persons employed per each life lost ..............................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident...............
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ................................
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ....
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground ......................
Value of coal raised .........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines .... 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ...................

6,873
5,736

2,067,042
32
9

214
763

64,595
229,671

300
360

£1,022,022 0 0 
£148 14 O 
£178 3 6

Southern District.
Number of persons employed in and about the mines..................................
Number of persons employed underground .................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons.............................................................. . . . . . .
Number of non-fatal accidents.................. ........................................
Number of lives lost by accidents ..........................................................!.
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident ........................................ ",
Persons employed per each life lost .........................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident..............
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ...............................
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ...
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground......................
Value of coal raised ........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines.... 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ..................

1,676 
1,244 

796,806 
7 

. 5 
239 
335 

113,829 
159,361 

475 
640

£338,039 0 0 
£201 13 10 
£271 14 0

Western District.
Number of persons employed in and about the mines' ............................
Number of persons employed underground ................................................
Quantity of coal raised in tons.......................................................................
Number of non-fatal accidents...................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents ...............................................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident....................... ................... ]
Persons employed per each life lost..........................................................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident.............
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost .............................
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ..
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.....................
Value of coal raised ........................................................................................
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines... 
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ..................

752
642

339,594
4
T

188
752

84,898
339,594

451
528

£95,136 0 0 
£126 10 2 
£148 3 8

The
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The following table shows comparisons between the year under notice and the preceding year, as 
regards the proportion the accidents and deaths bear to the persons employed, the quantity and value of 
the coal for each person employed in and about the mines and underground, in the Northern, Southern, 
and Western Districts.

.Number of persons employed in and abou£ the mines

Number of persons employed underground .................

Quantity of coal raised in tons ........................................

Number of non-fatal accidents ........................................

Number of lives lost by accident ....................................

Persons employed per each non-fatal accident.............

Persons employed per each life lost................................

Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal 
accident.

Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost..

Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and 
about the mines.

Tons of coal raised per each person employed under
ground.

Value of coal raised ..........................................................

Value of coal raised per each person employed in and 
about the mines.

Value of coal raised per each person employed under
ground.

Northern District. Southern District. Western District.

18S7. 1888. 1887. 1888. 1887. 1888.

6,287 6,873 1,313 1,676 398 ?52

5,217 5,736 982 1,244 340 642

2,243,792 2,067,042 376,658 796,806 302,137 339,594

37 32 8 7 Nil. 4

7 9 87 5 Nil. 1

169 214 164 239 No non-fatal 
accident.

1SS

S9S 763 15 335 No life lost. 752

60,632 64,595 47,082 113,829 No non-fatal 
accident.

84,898

320,541 229,671 329 159,361 No life lost 339,594

356 300 287 475 759 451

430 360 383 640 888 528

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d
1,096,720 0 0 1,022,022 8 10 170,684 0 C 338,039 12 3 79,036 0 O 95,136 0 0

274 5 10 148 14 0 129 19 10 201 13 10 198 11 7 126 10 2

210 4 4 178 3 6 173 15 3 271 14 0 232 9 2 148 3 8

The following statistical return, furnished me by Mr. W. R. Logan, the Collector of Customs at 
Newcastle, shows that the greatest increase in the export of coal from that port has been:—To United 
States, 66,268 ; Chili, 53,478 ; Sandwich Islands, 9,318 ; Peru, 9,186 ; South America, 7,696 ; South Sea 
Islands, 3,383 ; and Euccusland, 5,074 ; and the greatest decrease to South Australia, 49,268; Hongkong, 
46,402; Victoria, 41,612; Queensland, 15,668; Java, 13,825 ; Fiji, 13,822 ; India, 13,572 ; and Singapore, 
13,074 tons. _

Newcastle.—New South Wales export of Coal during the years 1887 and 1888.

Countries. 1888. Increase.

Victoria.................. .
New Zealand .......
South Australia .... 
Western Australia
Queensland ...........
Tasmania .............. .
Fiji...........................
Mauritius .............
Hongkong...............
China ......................
South America........
Java ......................
India .......................
Mexico ..................
South Sea Islands
Humboldt Bay......
Cape of Good Hope
Singapore ..............
Sandwich Islands...
Chili ......................
United States ......
Phillipine Islands 
Solomon Islands ....
New Caledonia......
New Guinea...........
Indo China ..........
Penang .........
Euccusland ..........
Peru ......................
New Hebrides .....
Africa......................
Ceylon ...................

Total decrease for 1S88 is 78,049 tons.

Tons.
708,559
150,108
123,518
13,786
15,668
38,974
21,081
8,846

83,355
1,366
7,126

46,113
48,215

2,310
249
433

1,292
30,953
12,100
47,153

248,325
36,256

307
12,293

1,658,386

Tons.
666,947
138,007
74,250
11,814

’’33,514
7,259
7,081

36,953

”14,822
32,288
34,643
2,193
3,632

17,879
21,418

100,631
314,593

33,084

" ”9,108 
485 

1,367 
1,130 
5,074 
9,186 

894 
400 

1,685

1,580,337

Tons.

7,696

3,383

9,318
53,478
66,268

485
1,367
1,130
5,074
9,186

894
400

1,685

160,364

South Australia .
Victoria.................
United States ... 
United Kingdom . 
India ......................

Countries.

the year 1888.
Tons. Value.

11,460 18,196
2,606 3,914

398 641
150 263

4 ■ 6

14,618 23,020

Decrease.

Tons.
41,612
12,101
49,268

1,972
15,668
5,460

13,822
1,765

46,402
1,366

13,825
13,572

117

433
1,292

13,074

3,172
307

3,185

238,413

Decbnntai.



Decennial Return.—Port of Newcastle.—Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.

Year.

Vessels cleared outwards for 
Foreign and Intercolonial 

. Ports.
Total value of 

Imports 
from Foreign 

and Intercolonial 
Ports.

Quantity and value of Coal 
exported to

Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.
Total value of 

Exports (inclusive of 
(Joal) to Foreign 

and
Intercolonial Ports.

Total
amount of Revenue 

collected.
No. of 
Vessels. Tonnage. Tons. .Value.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
1879 1,330 651,501 340,501 0 0 860,375 591,090 0 0 648,427 0 0 57,477 18 9
1880 1,023 516,480 527,905 0 0 673,393 372,378 0 0 • 477,486 0 0 . 57,883 4 6
1881 1,121 654,543 482,845 0 0 899,369 343,931 O’ 0 407,212 0 0 77,543 10 7
1882 1,143 737,772 632,073 0 0 1,080,446 527,575 0 0 618,586 0 0 76,799 12 7
1883 1,305 926,956 658,601 0 0 1,359,505 722,428 0 0 1,440,752 0 0 87,844 12 0
1884 1,433 1,066,462 788,653 0 0 1,505,395 835,070 0 0 1,699,047 0 0 108,720 0 0
1885 1,388 1,076,346 930,200 0 0 1,552,136 832,495 0 0 1,927.626 0 0 108,834 18 6
1886 1,335 1,097,382 843,474 0 0 1,544,694 828,189 0 0 1,398.723 0 0 119,131 15 0
1887 1,334 1,154,439 781,796 0 0 1,658,386 886,921 0 0 - 1.788,664 0 0 117,543 7 10
1888 949 815,516 758,586 0 0 1,580,337 852,083 0 0 2,067,460 0 0 126,036 7 9

Return showing the quantity raised, price per ton, and value of the boghead mineral or petroleum oil 
(cannel coal), commonly called kerosene shale, from 1865 to 1888 inclusive. ■

Year. Tons. Average price per ton. Value. Year. Tons. Average price per ton. Value.

£ s. d. £ S. d. £ S. d. £ - s. d.
1865 570 4 2 5-47 2,350 0 0 1877 18,963 2 9 0-82 -46,524 10 0
1866 2,770 2 18 10-48 8,154 0 0 1878 24,371 2 6 11-49 57,211 0 0
1867 4,079 3 14 9-21 15,249 0 0 1879 32,519 2 1 10-96 66,930 10 0
1868 16,952 2 17 7-11 48,816 0 0 1880 19,201 2 6 7 03 44,724 15 0
1869 7,500 2 10 0 00 18,750 0 0 1881 27,894 1 9 2-59 40,748 0 0
1870 8,580 3 4 3-18 27,570 0 0 1882 48,065 1 15 o-oo 84,114 0 0
1871 14,700 o 6 3-91 34,050 0 0 1883 49,250 ’ 1 16 10-77 90,861 10 0
1872 11,040 2 11 11-91 28,700 0 0 1884 31,618 2 5 7-85 72,176 0 0
1873 17,850 o 16 6'55 50,475 0 0 1885 27,402 o 8 11-62 67,239 0 0
1874 12,100 2 5 1-48 27,300 0 0 1886 43,563 • 2 5 10-79 99,976 0 0
1875 6,197 2 10 2-22 15,500 0 0 1887 40,010 2 3 10-43 87,761 0 0
1876 15,998 3 0 000 47,994 0 0 1888 34,896 2 o 2-26 73,612 0 0

Oomplaints made of deficient ventilation, Sfc.—I have, as usual, inquired into sundry complaints 
made with respect to deficient ventilation and non-compliance with the requirements of the provisions of 
the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1876. Proceedings, where necessary, have been taken to enforce the 
provisions of the Act, and reports furnished thereon. •

New Mines Opened Out or in course of Development during the Year 1888.

• Irondale Colliery, near Wallcraivany. '
On January 22nd, Mr. D. Lawson notified the Examiner of Coal-fields that he was preparing to 

restart, and expected to be at work in about three months.

. Young Wallsend Colliery, Teralba.
On January 23rd, Mr. A. Fairly gave notice that he had commenced, on behalf of the Young 

Wallsend Coal Co., their main shaft, situated at Teralba. .

Mr. Thomas Garretf s property, near Raymond Terrace 
On February 28th, Mr. T. Garrett notified that he had sunk a shaft on his land, about 6 miles 

from Raymond Terrace, and cut a seam of coal.

Old Adit, near Mittagong.
On March 26th, Mr. Peter Murphy notified that he had commenced to reopen the old adit which 

was driven by Mr. Chalders about four years ago, in the.parish.of Jellore, county of Camden, and adjoining 
the Mittagong Coal Co.’s property, 4 miles from Mittagong. ' _

. On April lOtb, Mr! Joseph Holt notified that he intended to re-open a coal-mine that was formerly 
worked by Mr. Mitchell, to supply the neighbours about AFallerawang, and for his own use, situated at- 
Lidsdale, near the Mudgee Road. - _

. Linicood Colliery, Newcastle.
" On May 3rd, Mr. Hugh AFalker gave notice of his intention to sink a shaft on the Linwood Estate, 

at AVickham, on that portion of the AVickham and Bullock Island Coal Co.'s lease.

. Trial Shaft, near New Lambton A Pit.
' On May 10th Benjamin Tonks and David Hughes notified that they were sinking a trial shaft

about 120 yards from the New Lambton A Pit, to prove whether the coal is workable or not.

Katoomba Colliery,. Katoomba. _
’ On May 17th, Mr. Edwards, colliery manager, notified that he had commenced a drive or heading 
in the shale at Ruin Castle. . , , . . . ^

335—S ' ' ' West
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West Bwrwood Oolliery, Newcastle.
it. ^?n ®7an Lewis notified that a tunnel had been opened, to mine for coal, situated at
the GUebe Hill, Newcastle.

On June 6th, Mr. Donald Shaw, for himself and two others, gave notice of their intention to mine 
tor coal on Mrs. Price s land, parish of Stockrington, near Bast Maitland.

Hillside Colliery, Newcastle.
On June 13th, Mr. Wilde notified that he had commenced to put in a new tunnel on the Burwood

Estate.

Portion'^, parish of Stockrington, near Past Maitland.
On June 23rd, Mr. James A. Hollings, for Shaw and party, notified that they were preparing to 

break ground by sinking a shaft to search for coal on portion 98, being part of mineral lease No. 13 near 
Bast Maitland.

South Greta, Farley.
On July 10th, notice was received from Mr. T. A. W. Eobertson, notifying that the colliery 

formerly known as Homeville, near Parley, is now designated South Greta Colliery.

Phe Northumberland Land and Coal Company (Limited), Passifern.
. August 1st, Mr. John W. Crawford notified that he had opened up a seam of coal about 

lb it. 6 in., m the ranges above their shaft, 40 ft. from surface. ‘

Port Waratah, near Newcastle.
August Srdj Mr. Henry Harper notified that he would use his best endeavours to sink a shaft 

near Port Waratah, with a view of opening out a small colliery at some future time.

Dulwich Colliery, Singleton.
On August 22nd, Mr. W. Longworth, on behalf of the Singleton Coal and Coke Co., notified 

having commenced to open out work at the above new mine, situated near the Great Northern Eailwav 
and about 7 miles from Singleton.

■ Leconfield Colliery, near Greta.
On August 24th Mr. D. A. W. Eobertson notified, on behalf of the Greta Coal Co., having com

menced operations on the Leconfield Estate for the purpose of working the coal in these lands,

Burwood Colliery, near Newcastle.
320-acie lefsehold^lock11’ Mr’ W' B’ Peildletc>n’ mana8er> notified having started to sink a shaft on their

Tulip's Pits, West Maitland.
,, n 0n September 28th, Mr. Matthew Tulip gave notice of his intention to sink a prospecting shaft on 
!afdkndernment ^ ^ WeSt Maltland’ about 10 chaills in a N.-N.-West direction from his last pit on

Langlands Pst ate, County of Durham.
,.c October 1st, Messrs. Willis and Lonsdale, contractors, on behalf of Mr. J. C. H Baass

3eSkgta,r^|„‘fS£f*- prosp“ti”8 fot “*1'on tI,e *•*•*•■

Grice's Land, Buttai, near Past Maitland.
™ ■D0n cldi and «tber3 notified that it is their intention to sink another

shaft on the land at Buttai, specified m his last communication.

Monkwearmouth Colliery, near Minmi.
di»».torf0,wti6T6 ”0lilM tb*‘ 1,6 ;

The South Wallsend Coal Co. (Limited), Lymington, Lake Macquarie.
r • %ber 2wb’ Johnston notified having resumed work—formerly known as the
Lymington Colliery, Winding Creek. -y

Richmond Vale Colliery, near Past Maitland.
shaft fo^tlS EthmSV^le S^C^Sy8^ ^ “ com“d Rations for sinking a

Summer Hill Colliery.
<Wrf SSlrgi; .B gare °f '“™8 0p“ed * “W “the ““id-

South Burwood and New Wallsend Collieries.
1V .^n ■^ece^er ^essrs. Alex, M(Kinnon and John Corbett notified having opened two new 

collieries—one at South Burwood, and one at New Wallsend. ° ^

Cullen Sullen Coal and Coke Company*s Colliery.
mines ™n+Peje«ber .6tb’ ^ J- Biyant notified, on behalf of the Company, of having opened two new 
mines on two different payable seams of coal, situated about 6 and 15 chains respectively east of the 
eastern boundary of Sir J. Jamison’s 2,000-acre grant, Cullen Bullen, County of Boxburgh.7

North
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. North Stockton Oolliery.
_ On December 31st, Mr. Henry 'W'rigbt notified, on bebalf of tbe North Stockton Coal Company 

(Limited) that it is their intention to sink a pair of pits on their coal property, Hexham Island, Kilcoy and 
Kennington Park Estates, parishes of Hexham and Raymond Terrace respectively.

Australian Agricultural Company's New TVinning Oolliery, Newcastle.
' On December 18th,- Mr. Wm. Turnbull gave notice that in future the A. A. Company’s new 

colliery will be called tbe New Winning, instead of Sea Coal-pit, as previously notified.

Adams Coal-mine, West Maitland. .
On December 22nd, Mr. H. J. Adams notified that he was working a coal-mine near Maitland.

Coal-mines abandoned dubing the Teab 1888.
Matthew Tulip, on December 5th, notified that he had abandoned the coal-pit worked on Tulip’s 

freehold, on account of stone.

Section showing the thickness and character of the Borehole coal-seam at the Stockton Colliery, Stockton, 
near Newcastle, taken March 5th, 1889, by Mr. Inspector Dixon and myself.

Post and shale.
Brown shale.......... .
Inferior coal ............
Stone band ..............
Inferior coal.............

ft. n. 

0 0
0 04
0 54
0 o| 
0 11

Band, soft clay. 
Inferior coal ..
Soft clay......... .
Black shale ..
Coal...............
Soft clay.........
Inferior coal... 
Clay................

00000000

?
23*6
9
1

Coal, bright bituminous 3 10

Band 0 1

Coal, bright bituminous 3 9

Band.............................................................................. ............ ,....,........ 0 0|

Coal, bright bituminous ..................................... ’............................... 1 9

Morgan 10 to 6 0

Bright bituminous coal 

Stone band ......................

Bright bituminous coal. 

Parting............................

1 4 

0 1

1 10

0 0J

Br ght bituminous coal, 5 8

Grey (post),
27 9§

Section
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Section showing the thickness and character o£ the Borehole coal-seam at the Hetton colliery, Bullock 

Island, Newcastle, taken March 4th, 1889, by Mr. Inspector Dixon and myself.

Post and shale.
Black shale
Coal
Band
Coal
Parting
Coal
Band
Coal
Soft cla\ band 
Black stone 
Coal
Indurated cla\
Coal
Parting

Coal

Band

Coal

Band

Coal

Morgan

Coal
Band

Coal

deny

Coal

Grey (post).

ft m.

i7

!>i
51

0 1

3 3

0 1 
1 4

3 0

0 6 
0 1
1 5 

0 7

3 6

21 4J

Durham Colliery
Section, taken by Mr. Inspector Dixon, showing the thickness and character of the Borehole coal-seam 

sunk through and being worked by the Scottish Australian Mining Company, on Water Reserve No 4, 
near Redhead, and about 12 miles by rail from Newcastle Harbour. The Company hold about 3,214 
acres of land, on mineral lease, from the Crown, at a royalty of 6d per ton on large and 3d per 
ton on small coal raised

Durham shaft Borehole coal-seam section

Roof shale 
Splint coal oi myrtle

Good coal 

Stone band

Good coal

Band 
Good coal

Floor.

ft in.

0 3

2 0 

0 1

1 11

0 01 
1 0

5 34

An
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An account of Strata and Coal-seams sunk through by the Scottish Australian Mining Company at their 
Durham Colliery (No. 1 pit), near Eedhead, in the county of Northumberland. Furnished to the 
Department of 'Mines by Mr. "Wilson Rennie, who was in charge of the sinking operations for the 

. Company:—

Name of Stratum. ft m.
Sand ..................................................  54 0
Red rock .   6 0
Pebbly stone (soft conglomerate) 3 0
White rock ............................... 15 0
Grey shale ......................................  13 0
Black streaky rock ................... 5 5
Coal   0 6
Pipeclay .........................................  0 1
Coal.................................................... 1 7
Pipeclay ................................... 0 2
Black shale .   0 3
Indurated clay ..................... 0 7^
Black shale and coal..................... 1 8
Pipeclay .................................... 0 6
Black shale......................................  0 6
Pipeclay .................................. 1 3
Black shale ........................... 2 9^
Streaky band   0 4
Black shale .. ........................ 13
Blue shale ... 10 1
Grey shale . .................4 0
Coal . .................................. 11
Blue shale   0 8
Pipeclay . .................. 0 4'
Foul coal . . 0 7
White shale .................................. 3 0
Hard blue metal .. ... .53
Grey post .................................. 6 0
Conglomerate .............................. 3 9
Bark-grey shale ... 60
Hard grey post .......................... 13 10
Ironstone band   0 2
Bark-grey metal ......................... 1 9
Ironstone band............... .02
Grey metal....................................... 3 9
Basaltic rib .................................. 0 2
Grey post ................................. 9 4
Brown rock ................................... 2 0
Black streaky shale...................... 3 8
Hard blue streaky shale ............ 6 0
Blue shale, with ironstone . ..44
Pipeclay............    0 0^
Coal.................................................... 0 8J
Bark shale............................ . 0 5

Name of Stratum ft in
Coal ......................... .04
Bark shale ..................... . 0 4
Coal   0 6
Pipeclay........................... . 0 OJ
Coal ........................ 1 2
Pipeclay ...................... 0 0J
Coal................................................ 17
Pipeclay.............................. . 0 5
Coal.......................................................0 8
Fireclay ............ ..04
Coal   .38
Pipeclay .... 03
Coal ...  31
White rock   011
Blue shale .................... 15
White rock.. ... .. 20
Bark shale .......... 3 1
White rock .................. . 3 6J
Grey shale   12
Bark-blue shale.......  . 4 6
Grey metal........................ ... 1 2
Grey post  37 8
Light hard shale and ironstone . 9 9
Band, with coal-pipes .. Oil
Coal .   0 6
Band, with coal-pipes . 0 4
Coal . . . . ..06
Band .. . 0 1
Coal . 0 6
Band and coal-pipes 1 0
Chert ... . . • 0 6
Gieypost ............. 8 6
Bark shale . . 2 6
Coal and jerry ......... 0 4
Birty coal ... . 1 10
Jerry band ................ .02
Coal.........................................................16
Indurated clay . ... ... 0 3
Coal............. . .. 0 2J
Pipeclay........................................... 0 OJ
Coal....................................................... 14
Bark shale .   .08
Coal....................................................... 0 2
Pipeclay ........................................ 0 1

Name of Stratum. ft in
Coal and bands ................ 0 7
Light-grey post .............. 1 0
Dark shale .... ........ 0 8
Dark-giey post .. .
Blue shale and sandstone

0 8

and ironstone bands . .. 26 3
Coal . .................... 0 10
Blue shale . .... 0 6
Grey post and shale . . 1 11
Coal ... 1 3
Dark shale .......... 2 6
Grey metal . . . 0 4
Conglomerate ............ 25 0
Post and shale .................. 3 6
Freestone . .... 2 6
Black shale . . 6 0
Freestone and shale . .. 4 6
Post and shale ............... 32 0
Grey post .. . 3 6
Dark shale and ironstone 4 6
Giey post . 1 1
Shale and ironstone . . . 0 8
Grey post................. 1 9
Bark shale . . 7 0
Bituminous shale . . 1 0 7
Pipeclay band...................... 0 0i
Bituminous shale . 0 8
Pipeclay band . . . 0 0i £
Bituminous shale . . . 1 0 0>
Dark shale 0 8 ,Jh

Good coal ........ 2 2 o
Band .... 0 0i c?
Good coal .. 1 11 'o
Band ........................ 0 Oi o
Good coal . 1 3 o
Morgan . 1 0
Good coal . . . 0 4
Coal and jeny, mixed ........ 4 0
Dark-grey shale................... 2 6
Grey post ... ......... 22 0

Total depth sunk . 461 8

These are sections of tbe No. 1 (Burwood and Great Northern) and No. 2 coal-seams opened out bj 
adits, by Mr. Crawford, at the Northumberland Coal and Land Company’s Colliery, Fassifern.

No. 1.
Coarse conglomerate.

Hea\y splint coal 
Clay band

Splint coal
Stone band ..
Splint co*l
Scone band . .

Spliut and bituminous coal

Band
Coal
Parting
Coal
Coarse coal

Chert, cfec., 50 to 60 feet.

ft. in. ^

1 10
0 li

3 4
0 (H
1) 11
0 1

5 0
j

0
s

4
2 1
0 0i
2 9
0 8

16 11 !

ft. in. 
23 0

An
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Air account of Strata and Coal-seams sunk through hy the Northumberland Coal-mining Company, near 
Teralba. Furnished to the Department of Mines by Mr. T. W. Crawford, the Company’s colliery 
manager:—

Name of Stratum. ft. in.
Chert .........................................  29 0
Black shale and fireclay bands 2 11
Black shale.........................  3 0
Black shale and fireclay hands 0 5
Coal .............................................. 0 6
Fireclay ...................................... 0 1
Coal............................................. 1 2
Coal.......... .................................. 0 9
Fireclay ...................   0 2
Coal and shale .........   2 3
Fireclay .............................. 0 2
Coal and shale ......................... 2 3
Black shale and fireclay bands... 6 7
Coal and shale .......................... 3 9
Fireclay .................  0 9
Coal...............   2 3
Grey metal.................................. 3 5
Post girdle,,............................... 0 4
Grey metal.................................. 5 2
Fireclay ............   0 9
Post..................   6 3
Fireclay ......   1 3
Coarse conglomerate.................. 10 0
Fine conglomerate...................... 5 4
Conglomerate,,............. .............  96 8
Fine conglomerate...................... 5 0
Post .........   1 3
Conglomerate..... ........................ 11 3
Dark-grey post ...................  3 0
Conglomerate.............................. 13 10
Grey post.....................................  6 2
Bine shale .................................. 0 2
Grey post ........................   5 8
Hard flinty post.......................... 6 0

Name of Stratum. ft. in.
Black shale......................................  0 7
Grey metal......................................  2 1
Hard post ....................................... 22 6
Chert .............     9 6
Coal, shale, and fireclay bands 2 8
Post...........................     0 3
Coal, shale, and fireclay bands 0 6
Hard dark post .............................. 1 10
Chert ............................................... 2 6
Coal and shale ....................   1 6
Chert ............................................... 0 6
Coal................................   1 4
Black shale ....................................... 1 4
Fireclay .........................     0 1
Black shale and ironstone ...... 6 3
Grey metal....................    31 6
Black shale..,,................................. 0 11
Coal..........................   1 0
Black shale....... .............................. 0 9
Grey metal .................   1 6
Coal and shale ........................      4 4
Brown fireclay ..............        0 5
Black shale....... .............................. 0 8
Grey metal..................................  0 1
Black shale.,............. ..................... 1 0
Grey metal......... ............................  2 6
Black shale....................................  0 8
Coal..........................   0 11
Black shale............. ..................... 0 6
Coal.................................................... 2 0
Post.................................................... 0 4
Black shale..........  .............................. 0 5
Greymetal................................  2 2

Name of Stratum. ft. in.
Black shale.................................. 0 6
Coal.............................................  0 6
Blackshalewith'grey metal band 3 10
Hard post .................................. 50 0
Black shale............... ..............  0 9
Coal.............................................  1 0
Fireclay .......................   0 6
Coal.............................................  1 10
Black shale.................................. 0 8
Grey metal.................................. 13 6
Black shale.................................. 0 5
Coal.............................................. 0 6
Black shale.....................    0 2
Blue metal...................................... 4 6
Post with blue metal post girdles 6 8
Blue metal...........................   0 2
Black shale,,.......... .................... 0 2
Coal.............................................  0 5
Fireclay ...................................... 0 1
Blue metal and post girdles......  5 6
Blue metal .................................. 5 6
Grey metal.................................. 0 6
Black shale.................................. 0 2
Grey metal.................................. 0 2
Coal and black shale......... . 1 0
Fireclay.......................................  0 0J
Coal and black shale................   3 0
Grey metal..............................   0 1
Coal.............................................  0 6
Post and fine conglomerate....... 33 0

476 2

Section showing the thickness and character of the Great Northern (No. 1), Cardiff, Burwood, and 
Victoria Tunnel seam opened out by Mr. Heppel in an adit 143 feet above sea-level, on Mr. Black’s 
land at Teralba, situated about 14 miles by rail from the Newcastle Harbour, Taken by Mr. 
Inspector Dixon and myself.

* Coarse conglomerate.

Pipeclay .... 
Black stone

Very inferior splint

Clay band ........

Bands and coal

Band clay .........
Coal........................

Coal with bands

Coal........................

Bands and coal

Coal ............
Band
Coal ...........
Band...... ,
Coal .........
Band............

Coal ......... .
Clay band,,

Coal

Black stone and bands.

ft. in.

0 1 
0 10

1 8

0 7

1 7
0 21
0 5

1 0 

0 8

2 6

1 1|
0 1 
0 8
0 li 
0 10 
0 01

1 31 
0 3J

3 10

17 10

An
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An account of Strata and Coal-seams sunk through on Black’s 2,560 acres of land at Cockle Creek, near 

the Sydney and Newcastle Railway, Teralba. Burnished to the Examiner of Coal-fields by Mr Hepple, manager:— *, j •

Name of Stratum.
Soil and gravel ...»..........................
Clay.........................................................
Sandstone and clay bands .......
Blue metal ..........................................
Grey metal..........................................
Sandstone ..........................................
Shale and coal bands.......................
Bastard post .....................................
Coal, with bands ............................
Pipeclay—water ...........................
Coal and bands ................................
Pipeclay ..................................... ........
Coal, with bands ............................
Post.........................................................
Slate.........................................................
Clean coal ..................... ....................
Chalky rock ....................... .............
Grey metal..........................................
Post.........................................................
Grey metal............. ............................
Freestone...............................................
Grey metal post................................
Sandstone ..........................................
Black metal..........................................
Grey metal..........................................
Post and sandstone .......................
Grey metal..........................................
Pipeclay and chert .......................
Black shale and coal.......................
Pipeclay and chert .......................
Black shale and coal.......................
Pipeclay and chert...........................
Black shale and coal bands........
Coal and bands ............. .................
Blue metal, with glossopteris ...
Clean coal ..........................................
Band ....................................................
Clean coal ..........................................
Black shale band ............................
Clean coal ..........................................
Band.........................................................
Coal .........................................................
Stone band ................................ ...
Coal ........................................................
Blue shale ..........................................
Grey metal..........................................
Grey post..............................................
Grey, dark, and grey metal........
White post, with glossopteris...
Ironstone band .................................
Blue shale ..........................................
Grey metal .........................................
Grey post .........................................
White post..........................................
Fireclay ...............................................
Chert ....................................................
Black band ...........................................
Good coal.........................................
Grey metal, with post beds..,.,.
Post........................................................
Grey metal........ ..................................
Post.................................... ..................
Good coal .......................................
Blue shale, with glossopteris ...
Post .......................................................
Grey metal and blue shale ........

6 0
4 0
5 6 
0 11 
1 6

22 4 
9 2 
3 0 
0 9£
0 41
1 8
2 41 
2 6
6 10 
0 2 
1 10
1 9 
1 1
2 10 
5 21 
5 11
3 4 

14 0
0 11 '
1 9
5 41 
0 11
2 11 
1 4 
0 8 
1 10 
1 10
1 9 
1 2 
3 10 
1 2 
0 01 
1 0 
o 21
0 71 
0 01 
0 1 
0 01 
0 71 
0 2 
0 11
2 11 
3 7
6 0 
0 6 
0 6
3 0
4 0 

19 101
0 7
3 41 
0 2 
0 9
5 2 
0 51 
0 3 
2 4
0 9
4 10 
2 0
1 101

Name of Stratum.
Post...................................................
Blue metal .......................................
Post....................................................
Grey metal......................................
Post, with fossils .........................
Blue and grey metal.....................
Blue shale ......................................
Coal..................................... ..............
Fireclay ...........................................
Blue shale .......................................
Fireclay ...........................................
Coal—good............ ........................
Fireclay .........................................
Coal—good.......................................
Stone band.......................................
Coal and bands ..............................
Coal—good......................................
Stone band.......................................
Coal and bands ..............................
Coal—good......................................
Stone band.......................................
Coal—good......................................
Hard black shale, with glossop

teris ..............................................
Coal ..................................................
Coarse coal, with shale bands...
Fireclay ...........................................
Black shale............................ .........
White chert ..................................
Whinstone ......................................
Felspar and greenstone mixed...
Black shale—fossiliferous ........
Ironbands .......................................
Blue shale .......................................
Post rock...........................................
Grey shale and post .....................
Grey metal.......................................
Grey shale .....................................
Post....................................................
Grey shale .......................................
Post....................................................
Grey shale ’......................................
Grey whinstone...... .......................
Leafy post .......................................
Grey shale .......................................
Post....................................................
Blue shale ......................................
Blue shale (slaty and stratified)
Blue shale ......................................
Blue shale (soft)..............................
Shale and chert..............................
Blue shale .......................................
Chert .*.............................................
Bituminous shale .........................
Shale and fireclay.........................
Coal....................................................
Black shale.......................................
Fireclay ................................. ........
Black shale..'..................................
Fireclay ..........................................
Black shale......................................
Fireclay ...........................................
Coal....................................................
Fireclay ...........................................
Coal ...............................................
Fireclay ............................ . ...

ft. in. 
1 10 
0 6 
0 10 
1 1

o 14
0 14
1 10
o 34

o 04
0 4

0 4 
0 34 
0 2 
0 10

8 0

0 24 
10 0 
0 9 
0 94

2 104
0 74

0 6 
0 11 
5 1 
1 1
0 9 
0 6 
4 0

10 11 
4 0
1 10 
2 4

0 11 
0 5

0 6 
0 1

Name of Stratum.
Coal and bands ............................
Black shale....................................
Chert .............................................
Dirty coal ................ ...................
Chert .............................................
Coal and bands .............................
Chert ................... .........................
Post ..................................................
Black shale ............
Coal .................................................. ;
Band...................
Coal ..........................................."""
Chert .....................................
Coal ...................................................
Band....................................................
Coal ...................................................
Chert band.................. .. ............
Coal....................................................
Chert band............. ........................
Coal (dirty)......................................
Black shale and coal bands.......
Chert band .......................................
Black shale....,...... ........................
Chert .. ......... .................................
Black shale..........  .........................
Coal (clean).......... ...........................
Post............... ....................................
Chert .........................................  ..,
Black shale.......................................
Chert ...................... ........................
Post...... .............................................
Hard black shale ........................
Fireclay ....,............................ .
Coal....................................................
Band............................................
Coal....................................................
Band....,............................................
Coal................ ...................................
Band.......... ........................................
Coal and bands ..............................
Fireclay ...................... ....................
Coal...................................................
Band ............................ ..................
Coal...............................................
Stone band......................................
Coal ......... ............................
Stone band .............................
Coal........................ ..........................
Stone band.....................................
Black shale......................................
Dark-grey post ..............................
Grey post ......................................
Gritstone...........................................
Grey post and gritstone ............
Chert ...............................................
Flintstone ......................................
Grey shale (metal)....... ............ .
Blue shale and ironstone ............
Post with fossils ...... ........
Chert and post with ironstone

bands ...........................................
Chert ............................ ..................

ft. in. 
4 Ilf 
0 2 
0 4 
0 74 
0 9
2 34
3 10 
3 Of 
0 2 
0 104 
0 04

2f
24

0 74 
0 04 o 94 
0 1 
0 11
0 4
1 34
2 84

0 Of

0 34
0 9

4
84

0 8 
2 4

9
74
44
1
04
2

0 1 
0 74 
0 04 
0 84 
0 3
0 104 
0 1
1 1 
0 04 
0 1
0 14
1 4 
0 
1
0 10' 
9 7 
0 10 

11 3

1
34

7 0
.. 14 0 

420 4

Section
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Section stowing the thickness and character of the Great Northern (No 1), Cardiff, Burwood and 
Victoria Tunnel seam, opened out by the South Wallsend Coal Company, in an adit at Lymington, 
county of Northumberland. Taken by Mr. Inspector Dixon and myselt.

Vei y soft sandstone

Infenor coal and bands

Induiatcd cln\BHck shale ami coal 
Indurated chi 
Black band 
Coal
Indurated clay 
Huglit bitunuiious coal 
In liuated clay
Hijrht bituminous coal (stieaty)

Indurated clay 

Black shale

B iglit bitum nous coal 

B uul
Bngbt bill nnnous coal 

Band

Coal (stieaky)

Band

Blight bit imnous coal

Sandstone

ft in.

6 0

o i 
0 i 
0 91
0 1
0 b 
0 2
1 0
0 4
1 3

1 2

0 4

2 2

0 0'
1 4' 

0 1

2 6

0

2 4

20 8

Young Wallsend
These are sections shoumg tbe thickness and character of the Boiehole coal-seam, sunk through at the 

Vouno- Wallsend Colliery, situated about miles, by rail, from the Cockle Creek Eailvaay 
and 13 miles from the Newcastle Harbour 2 A shaft, 15 feet m diameter and 512 feet m depth, has 
been sunk through it, and a substantial pit top, with four screens, has been erected, also a manager s 
house and workshops, and the Company anticipate sending coal to market in July next.

Section of second seam ovei Borehole coal sOam

ft m 
43t> 3

1 10 

0 01

1 11

0 o’

4

0 4

1 0 
9 10

M hite sandstone
To coa1
Hard sp'mt co U 

Ba id

Bn^ht bitu scoil 

Band

JM eht bituminous coal

Cla\ band

Bii0rht bituminous coal

Section of Boiehole coal seam.

ft n
Bright bituminous shale 1 0

Soft coal 0 3
Br^ht bituminous coal 1 0

Paitm^ 0

Fnnht 1 Hi nmioii'* coal 0 s
tan 1 0 01

Bn^ht b tummous coal 1 6

Band 0 O’
Bii0ht bituminous coal 1 01

C03I and shalo (jern) 1 2

Bnaht bitupunous coal 1 44
8 H

Section
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Section of main shaft at Young 'Wallsend Colliery, county of Northumberland.

Nature of Stratum.
Surface (sandstone)...........
Grey shale............................
Coal seam (dirty)...............
Grey post (sandstone)......
Grey shale............................
Clay .....................................
Coal seam (dirty)...............
Grey shale............................
Clay .....................................
Coal seam (dirty)...............
Stone and clay...................
Hard grey shale ..............
Coal .....................................
Conglomerate ...................
Grey shale and coal pipes

ft. iu. Nature of Stratum. ft. in.
50 0 Grey shale ...................................... 5 0

1 6 Conglomerate .................................. 66 0
56 0 Grey shale........................................... 1 0
15 3 Fireclay ........................................... 1 6
5 3 Black shale ...................................... 2 3
0 6 Fireclay............................................... 1 6
5 6 Coal and fireclay.............................. 2 0

28 0 Shale .................................................... 1 3
1 0 Fireclay................................................ 1 3

H 0 Coal ..........   1 3
1 0 Black shale ...................................... 2 0

22 0 Hard grey shale .............................. 18 0
1 0 Grey shale, with coal pipes ....... 8 0

50 0 Shale, with coal bands ................. 3 0
5 0 Grey sandstone.................................. 45 0

Nature of Stratum. ft. in
Grey shale...................   3 9
Coal .................................................... 0 6
Grey shale........................................... 11 0
White sandstone ............................. 5 0
Coal seam (7 feet of good clean

coal) .................   10 0
Grey shale........................................... 7 0
Coal seam (mixed with bands) ... 5 0
Grey shale........................................... 47 0
Black shale ....................................... 1 0
Coal seam (main coal seam) ......  6 9
Sandstone post (pavement) ....... 7 0

Total depth .........................520 0

Lake Macquakie.

Account of works in progress at the Wallarah Coal-mining Company’s Colliery, at Swansea, 
Lake Macquarie. This Company have purchased from Messrs. Parbury, Saddington, Lamb, and others, 
1,200 acres of freehold property, and an adit is being opened out in the No. 1 seam, and Mr. Thomas 
Parton, F.G-.S., the Company’s manager, informs me that they are preparing for an output of 120,000 
to 150,000 tons per annum. A railway (Government gauge) is being constructed from the mouth of adit 
to jetty in Catherine Hill Bay, a distance of 2 miles 10 chains.
, The jetty is already completed for a length of 720 feet from the shore, and it is proposed to carry 
it another 330 feet, where a depth of 28 to 32 feet of water at high tide is obtained. The jetty is well 
sheltered from the south-east and southerly winds. '

Gunnebah

During the year four mines have been opened out, and coal raised and sold therefrom, in the 
Gunnedah District, viz., Black Jack, Melville, Springfield, and Centennial Colleries, situated about 5 miles 
from the Government railway. These new mines I purpose visiting and taking sections thereof at an 
early date, an account of which will be given in next yearly report.

Section of bore at Blue Gum Flat, Ourimbah, county of Northumberland. Diameter of bore, 2iin.;
diameter of core, l’7|in.

Surface
Soft sandstone shale, fine con-

ft. in.

glomerate .................................. 433 4
Light sandstone ......................... 13 84
Green shale ........................... 0 4
Red shale ....................................... 1 9
Green shale .................................. 0 5
Red shale ....................................... 1 10
Red and green mottled shale... 4 11
Red shale .................................. 3 0
Green shale .................................. 0 5
Red shale ....................................... 1 6
Green shale .................................. 0 74
Red and green mottled shale.. 4 0
Red shale ....................................... 6 8
Green shale .................................. 0 7*
Grey sandstone ......................... 2 6
Red shale ....................................... 1 6
Red and green mottled shale... 1 11
Red shale .................................. 11 10
Grey sandstone.............................. 1 0
Red and green shale ................ 3 0
Red shale ...................................... 4 3
Red shale ...................................... 13 7
Grey post ...................................... 1 3'
Blue post ................................. 0 3
Red shale ....................................... 1 4
Green sandy shale ..................... 17 0
Green sandy post......................... 3 11
Red shale ....................................... 10 0
Green sandy post......................... 2 7 •
Grey sandstone ......................... 4 104
Red shale ....................................... 12 0
Red shale ...................................... 1 54
Grey sandstone ......................... 0 8
Red shale ....................................... 17 2
Green sandy shale ..................... 2 84
Red shale ....................................... 4 ■ 34
Red shale .................................. 7 4

Surface. ft. in.
Green sandy shale .................. .. 5 94
Red shale .................................... .. 7 14
Red and green shale ............. .. 1 0
Grey sandstone ...................... .. 1 0
Red shale .................................... .. 11 14
Red shale .................................... 2
Red and green sandstone .... .. 1 6
Sandstone................................... .. 1 7
Red and green shale ............. .. 11 0
Sandstone.................................... 6
Red shaly sandstone ............. .. 2 10
Light sandstone ...................... .. 10 4
Red shale .................................... .. 1 6
Green shale ............................... .. 4 1
Green shale ............................... 0
Red shale .................................... .. 3 0
Light sandstone ...................... .. 4 74
Red shale .................................. .. 9 2
Green post.................................. .. 4 64
Red shale ................................... .. 2 2
Grey sandstone........................... .. 1 4
Red shale .................................... .. 0 3
Greenish shaly sandstone __ .. 4 9
Red shale ................................... .. 2 7w
Red shale ................................... .. 2 5
Green sandy shale .................. .. 25 10
Red shale ................................... 04
Red shale ................................... .. 33 4
Red shale lightly mottled .... .. 33 4
Red shale .................................... .. 1 4
Red mottled sandstone ......... .. 1 0
Grey sandstone ...................... .. f 3
Green shale ............................ .... 0 6
Grey sandstone ...................... .. 0 10
Sandstone.................................... .. 7 2
Sandstone.................................. 3
Sandstone.................................... 9
Green shaly sandstone ......... .. 1 6

Surface. ft. in.
Red shale ...................................... 2 6
Light shaly sandstone ............ 2 5
Light sandstone ......................... 22 3
Red mottled shale ..................... 2 2
Green sandstone ..................... 8 11
Soft green shale ......................... 2 9
Red shale ...................................... 15 9
Light shaly sandstone ,............ 3 9
Light sandstone ......................... 3 2
Green shale .................................. 1 2
Light sandstone ......................... 7 4
Green shale .................................. 10 8
Green shale .................................. 11 14
Green shale ................................. 3 84
Light sandstone ......................... 24 4
Grey shaly sandstone................ 1 10
Light sandstone ......................... 2 4
Green shale .................................. i 14
Green shale .................................. i 0
Light sandstone ......................... i 2
Red mottled shale ..................... 9 0
Red shale ...................................... 6 3
Green mottled shale ................ 4 11
Green sandstone ......................... 11 1
Light sandstone ................... . 33 4
Light sandstone ......................... 33 4
Light sandstone ......................... 68 0
Sandstone slightly conglo

merated ...................................... 5 0
Red and green sandstone or 

shale ........................................... 45 0
Beds of sandstone and con

glomerate, with coal pipes... 103 41
Red shale ......................................  108 2
Sandstone brokeinto blue shale 25 0

Total depth reached ...1,425 0

335—T Metropolitan
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Metropolitan Goal Company.
Sections showing thickness and character of the No. 1 Coal Seam, sunk through near Helensburgh, by 

the Metropolitan Coal Company, adjacent to the Illawarra Eailway, and distant 28 jniles from 
Sydney,

ThS lollowing analyses have been made by Mr. Mingaye of coal taken by Mr. Inspector Rowan and myself 
from the upper, middie, and lower part of the seam.—letters A, B, C, and D.

- Splint Coal, A on" Section.
Moisture .............................. 0'83 Sulphur, 0-562 per cent.
Volatile hydrocarbons ... 17'47 Specific gravity, 1-402 per cent.
Fixed carbon .......  70'10 " Coke, 81 "7 per cent. Not pinch swollen, dull and firm.
Ash ......................................... 11-60 Ash, dark-grey.

100-00

Splint Coal, B on Section.
Moisture 1-02 Sulphur, 0-508 per dent.
Volatile hydroearbons ... 16'63 Specific gravity, 1-372 per Cent.
Fixed carbon   72"95 Coke, 82-35 per cent. Slightly swollen, dull and firm.
Ash ............... ...................... 9'40 Ash, light-grey.

100-00

Semi-bituminous Coal, C on Section.
Moisture 0'78 Sulphur, 0'535 per cent,
yolatile hydroearbons ... 19-52 Specific gravity, 1'428 per cent.
Fixed carbon i,.,..65"20 Coke, 79'7 per cent. Well swollen, very bright, and fairly firm. 
Ash ...... 14"50 Ash, light-grey.

100 00

Semi-bituminous Coal, D on Section. .
Moisture 0 77 Sulphur, 0-343 per cent.
Volatile hydrocarbons ... 19-13 Specific gravity, 1-502 per cent.
Fixed carbon ... 62*35 Coke, 80"10 per cent. Well swollen, lustrous, and.firm..
Ash ............ . —.... .. 17'75 Ash, light-grey

100-00
Tie Company hold 1,800,acres of land on mineral lease from the Crown, at a royalty df 6d. per 

ton on large and 3d. per ton on small coal raised.
The winding-fchaft is( 451 feet above sea level, 16 feet in diameter, 1,098 feet to the No. 1 

Coal Seam, and 46 feet additional to the No. 2; and is situated 24 chains from the Government Railway, 
to which a branch line has been constructed. •

. A11 air-shaft, 15 feet in diameter, is in course of sinking to the No. 1 coal, where a large ihiij for 
ventilating purposes, is proposed to be erected. .

. . _ binding-engine, with two coupled 34-inch cylinders and 5 feet 6 inch stroke, three Lancashire 
boilers, 26 feet .2 inches x 8 feet 2 inches, and three screens, are in course of erection ; and the Company 
expect to be raising 800 tons «f coal per day shortly, to be ultimately increased to 1,000 tons per day.
■ Section
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Sectio?? of ft lower coal seam sunk tkrougli at the bottom of the llulli Company's incline, and about 120 
feet above sea-level, Measured by Mr. Inspector Eowan. ”

Roof—Dark grey shale.

Coal—coarse................................
ft,<1

in.

Band ........................... n §
Coal and bands....................  ’
Coal ................... :.............

« r
ii

Band .................................... R 14u *8

Coal ............................... 1

n
s

Band ........................ i
Coal ................... §
Band ............................ l

Coal .............................................................

Fine s ndstoue. 0 ii-

Section of the Ho. 1 or uppermost coal seam opened out by Mr. Pringle on the Southern Coal 
Company’s property, near Mount Kembla, and about 8 miles from Wollongong. Taken by Mr. 
Inspector Eowan and myself. It is owned by an English Company, who are constructing a jetty at 
Eive Islands, and an incline tramway from there to the mine. They have also erected coke ovens.

Roof— Grey shale, 4ft. 

Very heavy splint coal
ft. in 
0 4

Coal—soft and mixed with splint. 4 6

Band
Coal..,

0 0| 
0 4

Dark-grey shale. 5 24

Tills is a_ section of the uppermost or He. 1 coal seam, 7 feet 6 inches in thickness, of clean coal, 
opened out by an adit, by Messrs. Wiley and others, near Mount Kembla, Wollongong. It lies 
very flat, and is similar in quality to that worked at the old established collieries.

This
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Tins is a section of the seam of coal opened out on Mr. Styles’ property on the south-west side of Mount 
Kembla, nearDapto. It is identical with Mount Kembla, Mount Kiera, Mount Pleasant, Bulb, &c., 
No. 3 thick coal, commonly called the upper thick or coal seam.

Sjeams of coal and strata proved by adits, &c., by Mr. Biggar, on his property near Dapto, and adjacent
to his authorities to mine. »

ft. in.

1 8 
0 2 
2 0 
0 1 
0 5!

0

15 0

2 7 
0 3

40 0

No. 1.

Black friable shale

Black friable shale .
Smut ......... .
Bituminous coal ..........
Band...........................
Coarse coal .. ...

Black shale..............................

Sandstone (soft)

No. 2.

Bright bituminous coal .. 
Black shale...................

Various strata

No. 4.
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ft. in.

1 2J 0 1 I 0 I) 1

3 S 

1 0

75 0

No. 4.

Coil(hea\j coarse) a.............
Bind ...
C ) il ihcaM anthracite; b . . 
Band ...

Coal

Very heavy splint coal t

Vanons stiata (about)

No. 5.
ft. in.

Anthacitic seam of coal 
(about) . .. 14 0

Sections showing the workable portion of the No. 1 coal-seam opened out at the No. 4 and No. 7 adits 
in Joadja and Wanganderry Creeks, distant about 4 miles from the Australian Kerosene Company’s 
Joadja Creek tramway, and about 13 to 11 miles from the Mittagong Railway Station, on the Great 
Southern Kailviav.

ft. in.
Black metal

Roof

1 7 Coal

0 2 Indurated claj

] 0 Coal
0 o Jiand and Coal

] 10 Coal

0 o Black metal
1 3 Coal
0 Black metal
0 b Coal
0 O' Indurated cla\
0 4 Coal

7 1

Area of land held under permits.—The property consists of 4,000 acres of Crown land, held 
under applications for authorities to mine for coal and shale, by Joseph Markby, at a royalty of Gd. per 
ton on large and 3d. per ton on small coal.

The largest portion of area shows no signs of disturbance —The area, exclusive of creeks and 
gullies, is table-land (Hawkesbury sandstone), having an elevation of about 2,300 feet above the sea- 
level, through which are found a few intrusive dykes of dionte and trachytic rocks, the majority of the 
area showing no signs of disturbance whatever.

No. 1 coal-seam, of any commercial value—Two coal-seams have been proved by Mr. Philip 
Winchester to exist under about 300 acres in and adjacent to the Joadja and Wanganderry Creeks. 
The upper or No. 1, lying immediately under the bottom of the Hawkesbury sandstones, is the only one 
which is of any commercial value. They lie very flat, with a slight dip in an easterly to north-easterly 
direction.

The character of No. 1 coal-seam proved in seven adits along an outcrop of over a mile.—The 
upper, or No. 1 coal-seam, has been opened out by se\en adits dmen into it in the Joadja and Wangari- 
derry Creeks, along an outcrop of over 1 mile in length (vide numbers 1 to 7 on tracing annexed). The 
lower portion, about 5 ft G in in thickness, of this seam, wdiere proved, is a free-burning bituminous, 
caking, and coking coal, of supetior quality to any I have hitherto seen m the Mittagong or Berrima 
districts.

Impossible by present proxings to estimate area under which coal of a similar quality is likely to 
be found —As the coal seams in the Mittagong and Berrima districts are very variable in their character 
and workable thickness, it is quite impossible for me to give an approximate estimate of the area under 
which coal, of a similar quality to that proved, is likely to underlie the area granted to Messrs. J. 
Markby and others.

Further operations by boring would prove an area of 2,000 acres —By putting down three bore
holes, at A, B, and C on tracing, the value of the coal seam under about 2,000 acres could be proved. 
These bore-holes would pierce the No I coal at a depth of probably not more than 300 feet. They will 
all be in creeks where there is a plentiful supply of water, and a diamond rock-drill boring machine can 
easily be carted there.

Best place for mining the coal after borings put down—The place for sinking the shafts and 
winning the coal is near to No. 3 borehole, from whence a tramway of about 10 miles m length, running 
alongside the Joadja Creek tramway, could be easily constructed, to the Great Southern Railway, at or 
near to the Mittagong Railway Station

Oaket
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Oakey Park Colliery.

Section showing thickness and character of the Lithgow Valley coal-seam (lowest in the series) at the 
abovenamed colliery. Taken by me adjacent to the winding-shaft.

Itandatona and conglomerate, ft. in

Biiiekston6i,;;ii;i...................  3 0

Blackstone and coal bands............................................................ 1 5

Coal .................................................................................................... 0 7
Blackstone............................................................................................ 0 2
Coal................................................................................................................... 0 5
Blackstone (roof).............................................................................. 0 4

* Coal (worked) ............................... ,................................................... 2 3

Band ..................................................................................................... 0 0J

Coal (worked) .......................................................................................... 3 2J

Opal jtifpfhrf (floorj.......................   i 0
12 5

The Oakey Park Colliery is situated Uorth of the Vale Mine in Lithgow Valley, and will shortly he 
connected with the Great "Western Bailway by a branch line. _

The winding-shaft is 327 ft. in depth to the bottom of the Lithgow Valley coal-seam, and a wind
ing engine has been erected with two coupled 11-inch cylinders and a 3-ft. stroke, and two screens, &c. 
This mine would have been sending coal to Sydney early in 1889 if some obstruction had not been thrown 
in their way to delay the construction of a branch line.

Vale Colliery.
Section showing thickness and character of the Lithgow Valley coal-seam (lowest in the series) at the 

abovenamed colliery. Taken by me adjacent to the winding-shaft. In a southerly direction as far as 
at present proved it has decreased considerably in thickness.

Sandstone and conglomerate.

Coal .......................................

Blackstone.,............................
Indurated clay.......................
Coal ......................................
Band ................. .....................
Coal .......................................
Band ......... .....................
Coal ...... . .....................
Blackstone (roof)...................

Coal (worked) ,

Band 2" to

Coal.

Heavy coal (floor)

ft. in

0 10

1 0 
0 1 
1 1
0 04

1 4 
0 0J 
0 6 
0 5

2 6

0 04

3 1

1 3

12 15

The Vale Colliery is situated east of the Vale of Clywdd in Lithgow Valley, and is connected with 
the Great Western Bailway by a line of about 250 yards. The winding-shaft is 333 feet in depth to th® 
fleer pf the Lithgow Valley coal-seam, and a winding engine has been erected with two coupled 14-inch 
cylinders and a 2 feet 6 inch stroke, three screens, &c. A furnace shaft is in course of sinking to the 
coal-seam, and the Company anticipate raising a considerable quantity of coal in 1889. Cullen
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GtJLfiEir Bumek Oollilet.

SeCtiOn showing thickness and chaTactet of Deihm’s Eerosehe Tale coal-seatn, opened out by an adit at 
Ciiilefi Sullen, in the county of Roxburgh, distant about ll? iniles from Sydney.

ft. in.
Blue shale and indurated clay....................... ,......... 6' 0"

White clay................................................................. 0"

G°al .......................................................tt U Pi

Indurated clay........................... ...............................  0

..............  :........ ::........ ‘......‘^ ^

Band Of/' to 
Coal ..........
Band ....... - ■ -.
Coal
tv
Bam
S!
land ......

0
d

Coal (worked) ......................................................  9 0

Band .........................................................................  0 0j

Coal (worked) .....................................................................   0 g|

Sandstone. 19 0

The Company hold 3,000 acres of land, on mineral lease from the Crown, at a royalty of 6d. per 
ton on large and 3d. per ton on small coal raised.
• Two tunnels have been driven into the seam at a height of about 3,000 feet above sea-level. Pit 
bank, screens, workshops, and a branch line If miles in length to the Mudgee Railway, are nearly com
pleted, and the Company expect to be sending Coal ti» market early In 1839. The following analyses of 
the coal have been made by Mr. Mingaye ;—

Moisture ... .,. ... 2-04
Volatile hydroc. ..i ... 37-36
Fixed carbon ... ... 51-05
Ash ............... ... 9-55

100 00

Moisture ... ... ... 2-53
Volatile hydroc.... 37*87
Fixed carbon ... ... 54-10
Ash ............... ... 5-50

100-00

No. 1 Adit—Bituminous coal. - ■
Sulphur..: ... ‘782%
Specific gravity,.. ... 1‘312%
Coke ... iv. ... 60-6% Well swollen, bright, and firm.
Ash, white

No. 2 Adit—Bituminous coal. -
Sulphur... ... ... 1-08%
Speeifie gravity... 1'314%
Coke ... ... ... 59 6% Well swollen, lustrous, and firm.
Ash, light grey

Shephebd and Massey’s Coal-mine,
Section showing thickness and Character of Shepherd and Massey’s upper coal-seam, 54 ft. abate their 

Deihm’s Kerosene Tale coal-seam, opened out by an adit at Cullen Bullen, in the county of Roxburgh, 
about 117 miles from Sydney. - •

ft. in.
Indurated clay.

ppiiglomerate............................................................. 1' ]"

Coal—Bituminous and coking .............................................  1 9

Indurated clay......................................................................... 0 2
Coal—Inferior ..........................................................   0 8f
Band ........................................................................................ 0 o|
Coal—Inferior .•............................................  ......................... 0 11
Indurated clay and coal......................................................... 0 7
Coal—Inferior ...........................................:............................ 0 II

Black coal and shale ............................................................. 1 1

6 If

Sectioit
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Section showing thickness and character of Shepherd and Massey’s Deihm’s Kerosene Yale coal-seam, 

opened out by an adit on their 2,040 acres of mineral lease land held on a royalty of 6d. per ton 
on large and 3d. per ton on small coal, at Cullen Bullen, in the county of Roxburgh, distant about 
117 miles from Sydney.

Blue shale and indurated clay. 

Indurated clay

Coal

Indurated clay

Coal

Band
Coal
Rind< Odl ...
Bind
Coal
Band

Coal (worked)

Band .

Coal (worked)

ft. in.

1' 0"

2 0 

0 5 

2 1

........  0 2
• 0 9

. . <’n0
0 9

... 0

. 2 7

.. . o oi

. . 2 41
11 7

The coal is similar to and equal in quality to that being worked by the Cullen Bullen Company, and 
the following are analyses of it made by Mr. Mingaye:—

Bituminous coal from the 1 ft. 0 in. of the upper seam.
... -686%

1-274%
. 563% Wellswollen,fairlylightandfirin.

Moisture ... ... . .. 1-85 Sulphur .. .
Volatile hydrocarbons .. . 41-85 Specific gravity
Fixed carbon . . ... 51 93 Coke . .
Ash ... . . 4-37 Ash, vhite.

100 00

Bituminous coal fr<
Moisture ... . . 2-69 Sulphur ..
Volatile hydrocarbons . 36-71 Specific gravity.
Fixed carbon ... . 49 85 Coke . .
Ash . ... . 10-75 Ash, pink.

100 00

•686% 
1324% 

60 6% Fairly suolkn, bright, and firm.

During the last few years numerous new coal-mines have been opened out on reserved Crown lands, 
for which the Crown has a royalty of 6d. per ton on round and 3d. per ton on small coal raised, and who will 
thus receive a very considerable sum of money in 1&S9 anti subsequent years.

In conclusion, I have only to add that there -were 91 collieries under inspection, and that notices 
have been received of 30 new mines having been opened out, against 72 collieries under inspection in the 
preceding year, and 8 opening out, and that the v ear’s returns show a decrease in the Northern District of 
176,749 tons of round and small coal raised and £74,697 in value ; in the Southern an increase of 
420,228 tons and £167,353 in lalue; and in the "Western District an increase of 37,457 tons and £16,100 
in value.

I ha\ e, &c ,
JOHN MACKENZIE, E.G.S.,

Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sections
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«

Sections o£ the Borehole Coal Seam, worked at West Wallsend and Young-Wallsend, and proved by 
borings at Brooks’ Bore, Cockle Creek, and Northumberland Co’s: Bore, at Bassifern. Taken by John 
Mackenzie, B.Gr.S., Examiner of Coal-fields, and John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, Eebruary, 1889.

ft. in.

1 Si 
0 0| 
1 6i
0 Of

1 4f

4 9

West Wallsend Coal Company.
. No. 1 Measurement.

' //
Coal........................  0 3
Band........................ 0 OJ
Coal—coarse............ 0 6
Roof—parting ........ u OJ

Coal—good 

Band .......

Coal—good

Band .......
Coal—good

Coal worked.

No. 2 Measurement.

Shale and coal 2 9

Coal.................................. 0 3
Parting........................... 0 Of
Coal.................................. o 6
Roof Band........................ 0 Oj

Coal—good ......................
Band................................
Coal—good.....................
Band................................
Coal—good.....................

Coal worked ......

ft. in.

1 6
0 I
1 6 
0 0£ 
1

4 6J

No. 3 Measurement.

ft. in.

1 71
0 OJ

1 6f 
'O' 01 
1 31

'4 7

t n
Coal .......................... 0 3}
Band........ ................   0 of
Roof—Coal, coarse .. 0 6$

Coal—good ........
Band .....................

Coal—good...........

Band .....................
Coal—good............

Coal worked.

No. 4 Measurement.

0 9 0 01 
o e o oj

ft. in.

1 7* 
0 01 
1 7 r 
0 01 
1 4

4 7|

No. 5 Measurement.
Young Wallsend.

No. 6 Measurement.

ft. in.

0 9 o oj0 8 -z j
0 1

0 11 

1 21 

1 4

6 51

Bituminous shale 1
Soft coal ........................ 0
Hoof....................... ............... ,
Coal—good................
Parting ..............................
Coal—good...................]
Band......................................

Goal—good................
Band .......................
Coal—good................

Coal and shale (jerry)

Coal

Coal worked.

> it
Bituminous shale 1 0... 
Hoof—soffecoal.. 0 3...
Bright bituminous coal..
Parting.........................................
Bright bituminous Coal ...........
Band ..............................................

Bright bituminous coal..

Band ............................
Bright bituminous coal.. 

Coal and shale (jerry) ...

Bright bituminous coal.. 

Total thickness...

ft. in.

0

8
Oi
6
01
01

1 2

}

6 101
335—X



ft in.

2 6

0 1 
1 6

4 1

Brooks' Bore, OocTcle Greek. 
No. 7 Measurement. '

Coal......................

Band ...................

Coal......................

Coal worked.

Northumberland Goal Go’s Shaft and Bore. 
No. 8 Measurement.

Coal worked......  4 4|

The Half-yearly Report on the Collieries in the Northern District in New South 
Wales, and Accidents therein investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during 
the six months ending 31st December, 1888.

The Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney,— • Newcastle, 31 January, 1889.
Sir

Pursuant to the provisions of clause 26 in the Coal-mines Regulation Act,. 1876, we have the 
honor to transmit to you this our six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries in the Northern 
District for the half-year ending December 31, 1888.

The total number of collieries under inspection in the Northern District during the term embraced 
in this report is fifty-five, being an increase of eleven during the last six months, viz.: West Burwood, 
Summer Hill, Monkwearmouth, Richmond Vale, Buttai, Leconfield, Dulwich, Centennial, Springfield,
Gladstone, Melvilles. ... . , , . ,

The New Lambton B pit has been abandoned; and, in addition to the above, one shale mine has 
been under inspection.

Present state oe Mines.

A. A. Go's. No. 2 and Hamilton Pffe.—About 600 men, &c., are employed in this colliery on the 
day-shift, and supplied with about 100,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided 
into separate and distinct districts, and in none o£ the districts are there more men than the Act allows. 
The provisions of the Act are also complied with in other respects. . . . .

New Winning.—There are about 70 men, &c., employed, in this colliery. A Schiele fan is being 
erected for the purpose of ventilating the workings. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Wallsend Colliery—About 800 men, &c., are employed in this mine in the day-time; the total 
quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 170,000 cubic feet. In connection with the 
face workings there are thirteen splits or districts, each district being supplied with a separate and 
distinct current of fresh air. In one district there are more men than the Act allows. The Act in other 
respects is complied with. , .

Newcastle Go’s. Colliery.—About 360 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day-time,' 
and the total quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 86,000 cubic feet. The face 
workings are divided into separate and distinct districts, and the number of men in. each district is in 
keeping with the provisions of the Act. In other respects also the Act is complied with.

Go-operative Oolliery.—About 400 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day, and the 
total quantity of air circulating in the mine per minute is about 100,000 cubic feet. The face workings 
are divided into separate and distinct districts, and the provisions of the Act are complied with in every
particular. ‘ .... . j r ^

Lambton Golliery.—About 400 men, &c., are employed in this mine in the day-time, and about
80,000 cubic feet of air per minute is available for the several districts. The face workings are divided 
into ten districts, and the number of men in each is in keeping with the provisions of the Act. The 
Act in other respects is complied with. . _ , , , 1

Burwood Oolliery.—About 300 men, &c., are employed in this mine on the day-shift, and the total 
quantity of air entering the mine per minute is about 80,000 cubic feet. The number of districts, and the 
number of men in each district, are according to the Act. The provisions of the Act are complied with 
in other respects also. ... . _ .

Stockton Oolliery.—About 280 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day-time, and the 
total quantity of air entering the mine per minute is about 100,000 cubic feet. During the six months a 
new ventilating furnace has been erected, and the ventilation throughout the workings has been considerably 
increased. The furnace shaft has also been lined with brick for some distance up from the bottom, which 
is a great improvement. The face workings are divided into separate and distinct districts, and in none 
.of the districts are there more men than the Act allows. The provisions of the Act are also carried out 
in other respects. Wickham
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Wickham and Bullock Island Oolliery.—About 200 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the 

day-time, and supplied with about 60,000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate and distinct 
currents, and preparations are being made for another distinct current of air in the dip workings. The 
ventilation has been greatly improved in this mine during the six months by the erection of a large 
ventilating fan, which is giving good results. The provisions of the Act are complied with in other respects 
also.

Brown's Colliery.—About 200 men, &c., are employed in this mine on the day shift. The total 
quantity of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 50,000 cubic feet. The face districts are 
according to the Act, and the provisions of the Act in other respect are complied with.

Duckenfield Oolliery.—About 170 men, &c., are employed in this colliery, and the total quantity of 
air circulating in the mine per minute is about 48,000 cubic feet. The number of districts and number 
of men in each district are according to the Act. The Act is'also carried out in every other respect.

Hetton Colliery.—About 80 men, &c., are employed in this colliery during the day-time. For this 
number the ventilation is only barely in keeping with the provisions of the Act at the present time. 
However, improvements are being effected, and the second opening to the day or surface is being sunk as 
quickly as possible. The provisions of the Act are fully complied with in other respects.

South Waratah Oolliery.—About 100 men, ’&c., are employed in this mine during the day-time, and 
supplied with about 18,000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate and distinct currents. The Act 
is also complied with in other respects.

Great Northern Oolliery.—There are about 160 men, &e., employed in this mine, and supplied with 
about 16,000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate and distinct currents. Another shaft is being 
sunk for ventilating purposes. The provisions of the Act are complied with.

• Maryville Golliery.—Only about 40 men, &c., are employed in this mine at the present time. The 
ventilation is up to the requirements of the Act, and the provisions of the Act are otherwise complied with.

Linwood Golliery.—About 48 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day. The ventilation 
is satisfactory, and the Act complied with in other respects also.

Clay Gross Colliery.—About 16 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day. The ventilation 
is satisfactory, and the Act complied with in other respects also.

East Waratah Oolliery.—Only about 8 men, &c., are employed in this mine at present. The 
ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with in other respects also.

Eerndale Oolliery.—About 85 men, &c., employed in this mine during the day. The ventilation is 
up to the requirements of the Act, and the provisions of the Act complied with in other respects.

New Lambton Q Pit.—About 70 men, &c., are employed in this mine, and are supplied with about
26,000 cubic feet of air per minute in three separate currents. In the adit in connection with this colliery 
about 55 men, &c., are employed, and supplied with about 14,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act 
is also complied with in other respects.

West Burwood Golliery.—About 10 men, &c., are employed in'this mine during the day. The 
provisions of the Act are complied with.

Hillside, Burwood.—Only about 6 men, &c., are employed in this mine in the day-time. The Act 
is complied with. .

New Duckenfield Colliery.—There are about 26 men, &c., employed in the two mines in connection 
with this colliery. The ventilation is good, and the requirements of the Act carried out.

Old Waratah.—There are about 12 men, &c., employed in the two tunnels. The ventilation is good. 
No cause for complaint.

Goose Colliery.—About 7 men, &c., are employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the 
Act complied with.

Hillend Colliery.—Only a few men occasionally employed. The Act is complied with.
Pride of Eerndale Colliery.—About 9 men, &c., are employed in this mine. The ventilation is 

satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
Brookstown Golliery.—There are only 9 men, &c., employed in this mine. The ventilation is 

satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
Summerhill Colliery.—This mine has been opened out during the six months. Four men, &c., are 

employed, and everything is satisfactory. •
West Wallsend Colliery.—About 71 men, &c., are employed in this colliery during the day-time, 

and supplied with about 25,000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate and distinct currents. The 
provisions of the Act are also complied with in other respects.

Monkwearmouth Colliery.-—The main shaft in connection with this colliery is now being sunk. 
About 30 men are employed in and about the shaft. Everything is in good order, and the provisions of 
the Act observed.

Young Wallsend Colliery.—About 30 men are employed in and about this new winning. The main 
shaft is now down a considerable depth, and everything in and around the shaft is most satisfactory, and 
the provisions of the Act strictly complied with.

Durham Colliery, Bedhead.—The main shaft at this colliery has been sunk to the Borehole seam 
of coal, and the work of opening out has been commenced, and about 10 men are at present employed. 
The provisions of the Act are complied with.

South Wallsend {late Lymnington) Colliery.—The shaft is at the present time being unwatered for 
the purpose of further sinking. In the adit in connection with this colliery 10 men, &c., are employed. 
The ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.

Teralba Colliery.—Sinking operations are being carried out at this new winning. There are about 
30 men employed in connection with the shaft. No cause of complaint.

Northumberland Golliery.— Sinking operations at this colliery are for the present suspended, and 
a diamond-drill bore is being put down for the purpose of testing the property. About 14 men are 
employed, as it is deemed necessary to keep the water down on account of the timber lining in the shaft. 
The provisions of the Act are complied with.

Bathluba Colliery.—There are only 6 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the 
• Act complied with.

Thornleigh Colliery.—There are 9 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory. No 
cause of complaint.

Bloomfield Colliery.—Only 4 men are employed underground at this colliery. The ventilation is 
good; and the Act complied with. Sunderland
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Sunderland Colliery.—Only 2 men employed at this colliery. The ventilation is satisfactory, and 

the provisions of the Act complied with. ’
Bulli Colliery.—Prospecting operations have been carried on during the past six months, and three 

small shafts have been sunk to a seam of coal. All work is at present suspended.
'Richmond Yale Colliery.—This new winning is situated about 9 miles south-east from East 

Maitland. Sinking operations are carried on day and night, and about 15 men are employed in connection 
therewith. No cause of complaint. '

South Q-reta Colliery.—There are about 40 men employed in the coal tunnel. The cantiel seam is 
being opened up, and will shortly be at work. The ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.

Anvil Creek Colliery.—There are only 9 men at present employed in this mine. No Cause of 
complaint. '

Greta Colliery.—In this colliery about 230 men, &c., employed on the day shift. The total quantity 
of air introduced into the mine per minute is about 50,000 cubic feet. None of the districts are over
crowded. A Gluibal fan is being erected in connection with this colliery for the purpose of improving 
the ventilation. The requirements of the Act are complied with.

Leconfield Colliery.—A new colliery is being opened out on the Leconfield Estate. There are 
about 10 men at present employed underground, and everything is satisfactory.

Ellesmere Colliery.—About 28 men, &c., employed in this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory, 
and the Act complied with in every respect.

New Park Colliery.—There are 25 men employed underground at this colliery. The ventilation 
is good, and the Act complied with.

Elliott's Colliery.—Only 1 man and boy employed in this mine. The Act is complied with.
Rosedale Colliery.—There are 8 men, &c., employed in this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory, 

and the Act complied with.
Dulwich Colliery.—A new colliery is being opened out on the Dulwich Estate, in the Singleton 

district. There are 4 men employed underground. The ventilation is good, and the provisions of the 
Act complied with.

Gladstone Colliery, near Gunnedah:—This mine has been under inspection during the past six 
months. About 7 men are employed. The ventilation is good, and the Act fully carried out.

Springfield Colliery.—This mine is also situated near Grunnedah, and has been under inspection 
during the past six months. Only a few men at present employed ; everything satisfactory.

Black Jack.—This colliery is now being opened out, and about 5 persons are employed. The 
provisions of the Act are observed. • ,

Centennial Colliery, Curlewis.—Prospecting operations for coal have been carried on in connection 
with this colliery for some time past. Only a few persons are employed. No cause for complaint.

Great Northern Shale and Oil Company's Mine.—This mine is situated at Doughboy Hollow, near 
Murrurundi, and has been under inspection during the past six months. About 4 men have been 
employed. The ventilation is satisfactory, and the provisions of the Act fully observed.

Accidents in Mines.
The accidents investigated by us in the Northern District during the six months ending 31st 

December, 1888, are thirty-four in number. Of this number, nineteen were fully reported on at the time, 
and fifteen were found to be of a minor character, and full reports were not written thereon.

Of the nineteen accidents in the annexed tabulated list two proved fatal—one being by a fall of 
stone (roof), and the other by the ignition of fire-damp.

The majority of the non-fatal accidents were caused by falls of coal, but none of them were of a 
very serious nature.

The first of the fatal accidents happened to a deputy named Joseph Willis by a fall of roof (stone) 
in the Wallsend Oolliery on 7th September. On the day of the accident the District Coroner, G-. C. 
Martin, Esq., held an inquest on the body of deceased, which inquest was also continued on the following 
day. Inspector Bates was present at the inquest each day and heard all the evidence, and fully agrees 
with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury on that occasion.

The second fatal-accident happened to a sinker named Thomas Jones, by the ignition of a quantity 
of fire-damp, in the South Wallsend sinking pit, on 28th November last. The injuries in this case did not 
prove fatal at the time, but the poor sufferer lingered for fourteen days after receiving the accident, and 
expired on the 12th December last. On the 14th of same month the District Coroner held an inquest on 
the body of deceased. Inspector Dixon attended the inquest and heard all the evidence, and fully agrees 
with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.

The first of the non-fatal accidents happened to a miner named James Jukes, by a fall of coal in 
the Lambton Colliery, on 2nd July, and resulted in rather severe injuries to hips.

The second was a fracture of collar-bone to a miner named Frank Derry, by a fall of coal in the 
South Greta Colliery, on 13th July last.

The third resulted in very serious burns to face, arms, and body of a miner named Edward Eobson, 
by an explosion of powder in the A. A. Co.’s No. 2 pit, on 16th July last.

The fourth was a severe fracture of the left leg, to a miner named James Milburne, by a fall of 
coal in the Wallsend Co.’s Colliery, on 26th July last.

The fifth happened to a miner named Thomas Smith, by a fall of roof (stone) in the Burwood 
Colliery, on 8th August, and resulted in fracture of right leg.

The sixth resulted in fracture of left thigh and very severe wounds about head and face, to a 
miner named Thomas Sutton, by a fall of roof (stone) in the Newcastle Co.’s Colliery, on 18th August.

The seventh happened to a miner named James Bolan, by a fall of coal in the A. A. Co.’s 
Hamilton pit, on the 21st August, by which injuries to left ankle and back were sustained.
, The eighth was a leg fracture to a wheeler named William Eichards, by slipping on a rail in the 
main tunnel, South Greta Colliery, on 7th November last.

The ninth happened to a miner named Henry Toll by a fall of coal in the Hetton Colliery on 28th 
November, and resulted in injury to hips.

The tenth was caused by the ignition of a quantity of fire-damp in the South Wallsend sinking pit 
on 28th November, and resulted in very severe burns to head, face, neck, and body, also arms and hands, 
to a sinker named Daniel Dawsey. A sinker named John Minchie was also severely burnt at the same 
time in the same shaft. The
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The twelfth happened to a miner name Josiah Hammond, by a fall of coal in the Burwood Colliery, 

on the 3rd December last, and resulted in fracture of left leg;
The thirteenth was caused by the falling of a scaffold in the Eichmond Vale Colliery sinking pit 

on 4th December last. Three sinkers named Archibald Gray, Alex. Stanton, and Thomas Taylor were 
working on the scaffold when it fell. Gray sustained fracture of arm, Stanton a severe scalp wound, and 
Taylor fracture of both legs and injury to head.

The sixteenth happened to a miner named William Haase, by a fall of coal in the Newcastle Co.’s 
Colliery on 22nd December, and resulted in amputation of right arm close to the shoulder.

The seventeenth and last non-fatal accident happened to a miner named Samuel Hamilton, by a 
fall of coal in the Duckenfield Colliery on the 22nd December. The injuries in this case were very severe, 
being fracture of the left collar-bone and so severe a fracture of right leg as to necessitate amputation 
above the knee.

The usual tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
We have, &c.,

JOHN DIXON, ■
THOS. L. BATES,

Inspectors of Collieries.

Tabulated List of fatal and non-fatal Accidents in the Northern Collieries of New South Wales, investigated by the 
Inspectors of Collieries during the half-year ending 31st December, 1888.

No. Date. Colliery. Sufferer. Occupation. Remarks on nature and extent of injuries.
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1 July 2 Lambton ............ James Jukes..........
a 13 South Greta .... Frank Derrv..........
3 16 A. A. Co......... ;.. Edward Robson....
4 26 Wallsend............. James Milburne....
5 Aug. 8 Burwood............. Thomas Smith .... ■ *
6 18 Newcastle Co. .. Thomas Sutton___ Miner ..........
7 21 A. A. Co............... James Bolan ..........
8 7 Wallsend............. Joseph Willis..........
9 Nov. 7 South Greta .... William Richards .. Wheeler .. .

10 28 Henry Toll.............
11 28 South Wallsend.. Thomas Jones ....
12 28 Daniel Dawsey .... Sinker..........
13 28 - John Minchie..........
14 Dec. 3 Burwood ............. Josiah Hammond.. Miner ..........
15 4 Richmond Vale .. Archibald Gray.... Sinker.......... Arm fracture by fall of scaffold in shaft .................
16 4 Alex. Stanton ___ Sinker.......... Severe scalp wound by fall of scaffold .....................
17 4 Thomas Taylor .... Sinker..........

scaffold. v
18 Dec. 22 Newcastle Co. .. Wm. Haase............. 1
19 22 Duckenfield ___ Samuel Hamilton .. Miner .......... 1

of coal. • *
Total.................................... 1 2 1 2 3 1 1 17 2

The Half-yearly Report of the Inspector of Collieries on the state of the various 
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colony of New South 
Wales, and accidents therein, for the half-year ending- 31st December, 1888.

The Examiner of Coal Fields,— Wollongong, 6 Eebruary, 1889.
Sir,

In compliance with the requirements of clause 26 in the Coal Mines Eegulation Act 1876, 
I have the honor to transmit to you this my six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries for 
the half-year ending 31st December, 1888.

The total number of collieries under inspection in the Southern and Western Districts during 
the last six months is thirty-six. Four new collieries have been added to the number during the last 
six months, viz., Cullen Bullen Colliery (near Wallerawang), Massey and Sheperd’s Mine (near Cullen 
Bullen), Holt’s Prospecting Mine (near Wallerawang), Woonona Colliery (near Bulli), making in all 
36 collieries.

Western District ....... ....................................... 18 coal mines and 2 shale mines.
Berrima „ ................................................ 2 coal mines and 1 shale mine.
Southern „ ...............................................  13 coal mines. '

33 3 — 36 collieries.

Peesent State of Mines.
Western District.

Rawden Golliery.—About 28 men are employed underground. The colliery is worked in two 
shifts, about 14 men being on each shift, and served with 7,800 cubic feet of air per minute. The intake 
and return air-ways in good order. The Act in all respects complied with.

Carlo’s Gap Oolliery.—During the last six months only 2 men have been employed underground, 
getting a few tons of coals weekly. The ventilating current is about 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute. 
The Act in other respects complied with. ‘

■ Vale
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Tale Golliery.—About 36 men have been employed underground, and served with about 4,500 cubic 
feet of air per minute. The ventilating current is produced by a steam jet in the upcast side of No. 1 
shaft. The new air-shaft is down about 100 feet, and is expected to reach the workings of the No. 1 pit 
in about three months. Preparations are also being made to build a large ventilating furnace. The shaft 
and furnace, when completed, will produce a great current of ventilation throughout the colliery. The 
Act in other matters complied with.

Mskbank Pit.—An average of about 65 men and horses have been employed underground, and 
served with 22,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. During the last six months the “ tail- 
rope system” of haulage has been introduced underground, and is a great improvement upon the former 
system, viz., the haulage being done by horses. The intake and return airways, travelling road, and 
second way to the day have been kept in good order. The Act in all respects complied with.

Pskbank Old Tunnel.—About 6 men are employed underground, and served with about 8,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute. The Act in other respects complied with.

Liihgow Valley Golliery.—An average of 60 men and horses have been employed during the last 
six months, the same being served with about 21,000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate splits. 
The intake and return airways, travelling road, and second way to the day have been kept in excellent 
order. The Act in all respects complied with.

Sermitage Colliery.—About 6 men employed underground, and served with about 18,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute. The colliery is in a healthy condition throughout. The Act in all respects complied 
with.

Oakey Park Colliery.—During the last six months little or no work has been done underground. 
The surface arrangements are completed, but the Company is waiting on the Government to pass a Bill to 
enable them to construct a tramway from the pit to the Government Railway. Meanwhile about 8 men 
are employed underground driving the two main headings, and are served with about 4,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute. The Act in all respects complied with.

Zig-Zag Colliery.—An average of 50 men has been employed underground, and served with about
18.000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The ventilating current is well sustained throughout 
the workings. The intake and return airways in good order. The Act complied with.

Vale of Clwydd Colliery.—About 50 men have been employed underground, and served with about
12.000 cubic feet of air per minute. During tbe last six months heavy falls of roof have occurred on the 
western side of the colliery, but the men were withdrawn, and are now working in the eastern division of 
the mine. The Act in other respects complied with.

Main Camp Colliery.—An average of 12 men are employed underground, and supplied with 
about 19,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The intake and return airways and second way to the day are 
kept in good order. The Act in all respects complied with.

New South Wales Shale Mines.—About 43 men are employed underground, and served with 14,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. Hartley, New Tunnel.—This tunnel has been lately opened in order to 
reclaim a portion of shale supposed to have been left in the old abandoned workings; 12 men are employed, 
and served with 4,000 cubic feet of air per minute.

Katoomba Colliery.—About 50 men have been employed during the last six months, and served with 
about 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The colliery is fairly ventilated throughout, and the Act 
complied with.

Katoomba Shale Mines.—-Are situated about 2\ miles from the Katoomba Colliery. About 30 men 
are employed driving adits proving the thickness and quality of shale. Nos. 3 and 4 adits are opened out on 
the longwall system, and a good current of air is passing along the faces. About 1,400 tons of shale has 
been worked out of the several adits. The mode of haulage from the mines to the top of the Katoomba 
Colliery incline is by means of a pendant wire tramway, which spans gullies and deep ravines. Over 2 miles 
has been constructed, at a cost of about £11,000.

Shepherd Sf Massey's Colliery, near Cullen Pullen, situated about 9 miles west from Wallerawang.— 
Two adits are driven into the mountain. No. 1 is 10 feet wide, 6 feet high, and is driven in a distance 
of 50 yards. About 5 yards from the face of the drive an air-shaft has been put down in the No. 1 back 
heading. The seam which is opened out in the No. 1 adit is, in my opinion, what is known as the 12-feet 
seam. About 6 feet of the bottom portion of the seam is a bright hard coal, and judging from its appearance 
should be a good marketable coal for house-fire, steam, and gas-making purposes.

Cullen Bullen Colliery.—This is a new colliery opened out in the 17-feet seam in the parish of 
Cullen Bullen, county of Roxburgh, about 10 miles west from Wallerawang, No. 1 adit is opened out on 
a spur of the mountain and driven in a distance of 120 yards. About 6 feet of the bottom portion appears 
to be good marketable coal. An air-shaft has been sunk and connected with the south heading. About 
10 men are employed underground, and served with about 6,000 cubic feet of air. Several gangs of men 
are busily engaged making the tramway, which is to be connected with the Mudgee railway. The Act 
complied with.

Petort Coal Mine (Hartley Kale).—About 4 men employed, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute. Travelling road and second way to the day in good order. The Act complied with.

Cooerwull Mine.—One man employed. A good current of air is passing through the tunnel. The 
Act complied with.

Irondale Colliery.—About 5 men are employed underground, and served with 7,000 cubic feet 
of air per minute. The Act complied with.

Berrima District.
Great Southern Colliery (late Berrima').—An average of 10 men has been employed during the 

last six months, and served with 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The intake and return airways in 
good order. The Act complied with.

Mittagong Colliery.—An average of 30 men is employed underground, and served with 14,000 
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.

Australian Kerosene Oil Company Shale Mines, Joadja.—About 60 men are employed underground, 
and supplied with about 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are the longwall system, 
and the ventilation well sustained round the working faces.

Southern
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Southern District.
Metropolitan Coal Company.—About 10 men are employed underground, and supplied with

3.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The mode of ventilation is by one of “ Glracie’s Patent Pans,” worked 
by an engine on the surface, and conducted down the shaft and into the headings by 101-inch diameter 
pipes. A new air-shaft is being sunk about 10 chains from No. 1 pit, 16 feet in diameter, sunk to a depth 
of 150 feet, and expected to reach the seam at a depth of 1,000 feet from the surface. All the ordinary 
precautions are being taken to ensure safety. The Act in all respects complied with.

Mount Kembla Colliery.—About 200 men and horses are employed underground, and served with
33.000 cubic feet of air per minute in four splits. The ventilation in fair condition throughout the colliery. 
None of the districts were worked with more men than that prescribed by the Act. The Act in other 
respects complied with.

Osborne Wallsend Colliery.—About 140 men and horses are employed underground, and served 
with 35,000 cubic feet of air per minute, in three separate splits. During the last six months the return 
air-ways have been shortened by means of air-crossings. The Act in all matters complied with.

Mount Pleasant Colliery.—About 112 men and horses employed, and served with 26,000 cubic feet 
of air. The roof in some divisions is very jointy and bad, but the bords, as a rule, are exceptionally well 
timbered. The Act in all respects complied with.

Southern Colliery (near Kembla).—10 men are employed underground, and served with about
5.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The surface arrangements and jetty are being pushed on vigorously. 
The manager intends to have coals in the market in three months. The Act in all respects complied with.

Coal Cliff Colliery.—About 90 men and horses are employed underground, and served with about
18.000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate splits. The currents are well sustained throughout 
the workings. Intake and return airways and second way to the day in good order. The Act in other 
matters complied with.

South Bulli Colliery.—About 57 men are employed underground, and served with 14,000 cubic 
feet of air per minute, in three separate splits. Intake and return airways in good order. The Act in 
other matters complied with.

Bulli Colliery.—About 90 men and boys are employed underground, and served with about 40,000 
cubic feet of air per minute, in three separate splits. The miners in the Hill-end district are working 
with locked safety-lamps. The Act in all respects complied with.

North Illawarra Colliery—No. 2 Tunnel.—About 240 men and horses employed underground, and 
supplied with about 63,000 cubic feet of air per minute, in seven separate splits. The several currents 
are conducted by each one having an air-crossing and a regulating door on the return, so that no doors 
are required on the main roads, which is an advantage over the many interruptions of trap-doors.

Broker’s Nose Colliery.—3 men are employed underground. The surface arrangements will 
soon be completed for the output of coal.

Woonona Old Tunnel.—About 6 men are employed underground driving a main heading to connect 
with the old workings. Several gangs of men are working on the tram-line, but it will be about three 
months before the surface arrangements are completed.

Biygar's Prospecting Mines (near Dapto) and Wiley's (near Kembla).—Little or no work has been 
done during the last six months.

No. 1 North Illawarra Tunnel.—6 men employed underground, and served with 6,000 cubic feet of 
air per minute. The Act in all respects complied with.

Acoidexts ix Mixes.
During the last six months I have investigated four separate accidents, two of which were fatal, 

and two non-fatal. The first fatal accident happened to Charles Harper, Manager of the Metropolitan 
Coal Company’s colliery on the 4th of August, by the tackling slipping off the wire rope, whilst he was in 
the act of removing a boiler. An inquest was held on the day following the accident on the body of 
deceased by the District Coroner, C. T. Smith, Esq., at the Company’s colliery office. I was present at 
the inquest, and fully agree with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.

The second fatal accident happened to a lad named Robert Kenning, on the 4th of October, at 
Osborne Wallsend Colliery, by an empty set of skips getting “ a-main ” on the underground incline, 
one of the skips ran over him and killed him on the spot. On the day following the accident the District 
Coroner held an inquest on the body of deceased. I attended the inquest and heard all the evidence, 
and fully agree with the verdict of “ accidental death.”

The first non-fatal accident, on July 27th, to a lad named Thomas Fuller, employed to grease 
waggons at Osborne Wallsend Colliery; had his leg broken by falling before an empty waggon. The 
second non-fatal accident happened at the Osborne Wallsend Colliery on October 4th, to a horse- 
driver named Thomas Blake ; leg broken by slipping off the buffer of a waggon.

I have also examined a few other accidents which were not of a serious nature, and are not 
included in this report. The usual tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.

I have, Ac ,
JAMES ROWAN, _ _ 

----------------- Inspector of Collieries.
Tabulated List of fatal and non-fatal Accidents in the Southern and Western Districts of New South Wales Collieries, 

investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during the half-year ending 31 December, 1888.

No. Date. Colliery. Sufferer. Remarks, &c., on the nature and extent of 
injuries. Occupation.
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1 Aug. 4 Metropolitan .... Charles Harper .... Fatal injuries by being thrown over an embank- Colliery 1
ment by a wire rope slipping. Manager

2 Oct. 4 Osborne Wallsend Robert Kenning .. Killed by empty skips underground ..................... Point's boy X
3 July 27 ,, ,, Thomas Fuller .... Leg broken b"y the wheel of an empty waggon .. Greaser. .. i
4 Oct. 4 Thomas Blake .... Leg broken by riding on the buffer of a waggon.. Horse- i ..

driver. — —
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF NEW SOUTH WALES.

Report of Progress for 1888 by the Geological Surveyor in charge.
Sir,

I have the honor to submit the following report of progress of the Geological Survey for the
year 1888.

During the year various parts of the Colony have been examined by the Geological Surveyors. 
Many localities were inspected in dealing with the applications for aid out of the Prospecting Vote. As 
a member of the Prospecting Board, I accompanied the Under Secretary for Mines to Mudgee, Appletree 
Plat, Gulgong, Meroo, Two-mile Plat, Hargraves, Tambaroora, Hill End, Pyramul, and Windeyer. Also, 
with Mr. Slee, Inspector of Mines, I visited the Sunny Corner, Turon, Bathurst, Crookwell, Taralga, 
Bungonia, Captain’s Plat, Michelago, Bredbo, and Kiandra mining districts. I inspected and reported 
upon certain coal lands near the Pitzroy Palls, and the syenite quarries on the Gib, between Bowral and 
Mittagong. (j&e Appendix No. 1.)
_ Besides the ordinary duties of the office, much of my time, and that of my staff, has been occupied 
in connection with the arrangements which the Department of Mines was requested by the Exhibition 
Commissioners to make for the display of the mineral resources of Hew South Wales at the Adelaide, 
Melbourne, and other Exhibitions. {Vide the Report of the Curator, Appendix No. 5.)

By direction of the Minister for Mines, I proceeded to Queensland and inspected the Mount 
Morgan Gold-mine, near Bockhampton, with the object of ascertaining if similar deposits are likely to be 
found in New South Wales. ’

The auriferous deposit consists chiefly of siliceous iron ore. It forms the summit of Mount 
Morgan, which occupies a surface area of about one and a half acres. It is evidently a geyser deposit, as 
was first pointed out by Mr. R. L. Jack, P.G.S., Government Geologist of Queensland, in his official 
report in 1884, and has resulted from the action of thermal mineral water holding gold, iron, manganese, 
&c., in solution, issuing from fissures in the metamorphic siliceous rocks of which the mount is composed. 
These altered rocks have iron pyrites more or less disseminated through their mass, and are traversed by 
porphyritic and kaolin dykes. There are several similar deposits in different parts of the Mount within 
a width of half a mile. One which is likely to become of considerable importance has been cut through 
in the Freehold Tunnel; another, in which, however, only a small amount of gold has hitherto been 
proved, occurs at Callan’s Nob. The surrounding formation is shales and sandstones of Lower Carboni
ferous age which have been much metamorphosed by the intrusion of igneous rocks.

Similar Carboniferous formations occur in New South Wales, forming a considerable portion of the 
eastern and western slopes of the Dividing Range north of the Hunter River; and it is not improbable 
that, as this country has been subject to intrusions of igneous rocks, auriferous geyser deposits, like that 
of Mount Morgan, may exist. Their surface indications would be siliceous ironstones, and they could be 
readily prospected by finely pulverizing the stone and washing it in the ordinary way in a tin dish, when 
the gold, being in a free state, would be at once seen. The occurrence of gold which has been deposited 
from solution has for many years been known in this Colony, at Brown’s Creek, Barraba, &c., but the 
auriferous rocks in these places are not geyser deposits. At Mount Morgan the gold-bearing stone is 
quarried bodily from about the summit of the Mount, and sent down for treatment at the dry-crushing 
and chlorination works. The ore is richer in some places than in others ; but for convenience of treatment 
the rich and poor qualities of ore are mixed together, so as to produce a yield of about 5 ounces of gold 
per ton. Mr. Wesley Hall, the able manager, states that half an ounce to the ton will pay working 
expenses, and leave a good profit. A fuller description of this remarkable mine will be given in my 
report for the Records of the Geological Survey.

My report on the syenitic granite quarries between Mittagong and Bowral, on the Great Southern 
Railway line, is given in Appendix 1.

> _ Mr. T. W. E. David, Geological Surveyor, has been unable to complete his map of the Maitland
District, as his services were urgently required for other work. His progress report forms Appendix 
No. 2. He has examined and reported upon the southerly extension of the Newcastle Coal-measures, and 
the probable depth at which the seams of coal occur in them, in the vicinity of the Great Northern
Railway line from Teralba, at the north-western end of Lake Macquarie, to Gosford. {See Appendix 
No. 2 2?.) He also traced out the extension of the West Maitland Coal-measures in a southerly direction, 
from Homeville towards Richmond Vale, and thence westerly to Deep Creek ; his report thereon forms 
Appendix 4. Mr. David witnessed the diamond-drill operations during the boring of the seams of coal 
at Hexham Island, and examined the Carboniferous formation at Seaham ; he also reported on the new 
discovery of cobalt ore at Carcoar {see Appendix No. 2, O'), and commenced an examination of the coal 
formations in the Port Stephens District, with the view of reporting as to the advisability of boring for 
coal.

It is gratifying to know that the coal seam, which was first made known through Mr. David’s 
geological survey, near West Maitland is now being opened by three coal-mining companies, from whose 
operations the Government may soon derive a considerable revenue, apart from the rent of the land.

In connection with the Prospecting Board, Mr. David inspected certain claims in the following 
gold-fields Gundagai, Adelong, Tumut, Tumbarumba, Tarcutta, Junee, Temora, Barmedman, Cowabbie, 
Shoalhaven River, Sofala, Sally’s Plat, Albury, Wood’s Plat, Canowindra, Scrubby Rush, Wangoola, 
Mittagong, Trunkey, Rockley, and Burraga. ’

Mr. W. Anderson, Geological Surveyor, has inspected and reported on the Bingera and Barraha 
Gold-fields {Appendix No. 3 A.) ; the Molong District {Appendix No. 3 B.) ; the Cqal Measures at 
Spicer’s Creek and Ballimore, near Dubbo {Appendix No. 3 C) ; the remarkable Pleistocene deposits con
taining fossil bones, at Myall Creek, near Bingera {vide Report in Records of Geological Survey, Part II) ; 
the important discovery of fossil fish in the Hawkesbury formation at Talbragar, in Mudgee District 
.{vide. 'Report in Records of Geological Survey, Part IP) ; and certain lands for alienation near Gunning 
and Tumut. ■ •

Mr.
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Mr. Anderson also assisted tlie Prospecting Board in dealing with the applications for aid in the 

Nundle, Hanging Bock, Bowling Alley Point, Moonbi, Uralla, Tia Beef, Armidale, Booralong, Eversleigh, 
Herbert Park, Warm Corner, Hillgrove, Gyra, Glen Innes, and Vegetable Creek mining districts.

Mr. Bobert Etheridge, junior, Palaeontologist, in his progress report (see Appendix No. 4), refers 
to the important work that he has been engaged upon. His Monograph of the Permo-Carboniferous 
fossils of New South Wales is in hand. His work on the Invertebrate Fauna of the Hawkeshury- 
Wianamatta Series, forming No. 1 of the Palaeontological Memoirs of the Survey, has been published; 
and, under his editorship, Memoir No. 2 has also been issued from the Government Printing Office; this 
is a valuable work by Baron von Etingshausen, of Gratz, on the Tertiary Flora of Australia. The works 
of Dr. Ottoker Feistmantel, on the Palaeozoic and Mesozoic Flora of Australia, and of Professor de 
Koninck on the Devonian and Carboniferous Fauna, will shortly he issued.

Amongst the various collections examined, Mr. Etheridge has determined a Selachian fish-spine, 
found by Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson in the Siiuro-Devonian limestone of Wellington ; Upper 
Silurian fossils, from between Cobar and Nymagee, sent by Bev. J. Milne-Curran ; hones of the extinct 
gigantic struthius bird, Dromornis, found by Mr. Cotter, on the Paroo. In conjunction with Mr. David, 
Mr. Etheridge has been conducting important ethno-geological investigations. Their first paper, on 
the discovery of human remains at Long Bay, near Botany, is published in Part I of the records of the 
Geological Survey.

From the report (Appendix No. 5) by the Curator of the Mining and Geological Museum, Mr.
J. E. Carne, it will be seen that much important work has been done. At the request of the New South 
Wales. Exhibition Commission that this Department should prepare and arrange for the display of 
collections representative of the mineral resources and geology of the Colony at the Melbourne Centennial 
Exhibition, Mr. Carne was deputed to carry out the work. He deserves great praise for the efficient 
manner in which he accomplished it; also for similar duties in connection with the Adelaide Jubilee 
the Sydney Agricultural Society’s, and the Sydney Centennial Exhibitions. Mr. Carne has 
written a descriptive paper on the mineral collections exhibited at Melbourne, which will be published in 
Part II of the Geological Becords. This paper will he found useful for reference, as it contains informa
tion relating to the formations and localities in which the different minerals occur.

During the year the Mining and Geological Museum has received numerous additions from both 
the officers of the Geological Survey and from private contributors. (See Appendix No. 5 A.) Many of 
these donations comprise exhibits from the Adelaide and Melbourne Exhibitions.

The department is now in possession of splendid mineral and geological collections, and I would 
urge that museum accommodation for their display be provided as soon as possible, for this important 
means of promoting the great and increasing mining industry of the Colony is at present lost to the public. 
Many additions have been made to the library, including useful works of reference upon mining, geology, 
and paleontology. (See Appendix Do. 5 B.) “

The number of mineral samples submitted during the year to the Department for examination and 
report amounted to 5,245, as against 2,222 received in 1887. In consequence of this large increase, which, 
of course, entailed an increase in the correspondence with the persons seeking the information, Mr. G. A. 
Stonier, Assistant Geological Surveyor, was instructed to do duty for Mr. Carne, who was for a consider
able portion of the year engaged upon the work connected with the Exhibition.

In dealing with this large number of samples for assay or analysis the resources of the small 
laboratory of this office were quite overtaxed; and though Mr. Mingaye, the Assayer and Analyst, did 
his utmost with the means at his disposal, he was quite unable to meet the increased amount of work, which 
involved 10,123 separate assays, besides 86 analyses of coals, water, &c. It was therefore necessary to 
give him an assistant analyst, Mr. White, F.C.S., being appointed to the position, and to provide the 
larger laboratory at present occupied, which has been well fitted up under Mr. Mingaye’s supervision. 
Mr. Mingaye’s progress report (see Appendix No. 6) states in detail the important work carried out in 
the laboratory.

During the year improvements have been made in the Jenolan, Wombeyan, Wellington, and 
Yarrangobilly caves for the protection of the natural objects therein, and for the safety and convenience 
of visitors. These are referred to in the progress report of Mr. W. S. Leigh, the Superintendent of 
Caves (see Appendix No. 7). The number of visitors to the caves in 1888 was—at Jenolan, 1,829 ; 
Wombeyan, 400; Wellington, 1,679; and at Yarrangobilly, 200.

Mr. A. H. Tayler Has efficiently carried out his clerical duties; and during the Curator’s absence 
at the Adelaide Exhibition he ably assisted in determining the mineral samples submitted to the Department 
for examination.

Mr. Charles Cullen, the Geological Collector, has succeeded in procuring large and valuable 
collections of fossil remains of extinct animals from the Pleistocene deposits at Myall Creek, and of fossil 
fish and plant remains from the Hawkesbury formation on the Talbragar Biver. He also collected from 
the Carboniferous formations in the Illawarra and Shoalhaven Districts.
. It is with deep sorrow that I have to record the death of Mr. H. T. Wilkinson, J.P., clerk and 
draftsman of this office. He was a very able officer, and had been connected with the Department since 
its commencement. As Visiting Magistrate for the Government, he paid quarterly visits to Lord Howe 
Island, and on the occasion of his first visit, in 1882, he made a geological sketch-map and report on the 
Island, which were published in that year. On behalf of His Excellency the Governor, he proceeded to 
Norfolk Island as Commissioner in reference to the proposed transfer of the Island to the Government 
of New South Wales. In November last, at the request of the Hon. the Minister for Justice, Mr. 
Wilkinson was deputed to act as City Coroner. He continued to perform his official duties until the 
morning of the day of his death, 31st December.

APPENDIX No. 1.
On the Syenitic Granite Quarries, “ Gib Bock,” Bowral.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 December, 1888. 

MeMoranbitm:.—Since reporting upon the quality of the sample of syenitic granite from the “ Gib ” hill, 
near Bowral, submitted by Mr. McCourt, M.P., I have inspected the quarry whence the sample was 
taken, and also the other quarries which have been opened up on the same hill. The stone has been 
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worked chiefly in three places. "Very little actual quarrying or excavation has as yet been carried on, for 
the large solid masses lying loose upon the surface have afforded good material ready to hand for cutting 
up. The largest quantity of this stone hitherto supplied for building purposes in Sydney, &c., has been 
raised from the property of the New South "Wales Trachyte Stone Quarrying Co., formerly belonging to 
Mr. Charker, of Bowral. The quarry is situated on the south-western side of the “ G-ib,” where the slope 
of the hill rises abruptly for about 150 feet covered with large boulder-like masses of fine-grained granite, 
one of which measured 15 feet in diameter, while here and there the rock in situ crops out. In one place 
a sloping face of rock 75 feet high and 80 feet wide is exposed. It is intersected by nearly vertical and 
horizontal joint-fissures, which divide the rock into solid masses from 10 to 30 feet high, and from 30 to 
50 feet wide—that is, compact blocks of stone of those dimensions could be obtained. The occurrence of 
these natural fissures will prove of advantage, as they will enable excavations upon a large scale to be 
made in a regular manner. _ _

Besides the joints which cross each other nearly at right angles, there are others which intersect 
them obliquely. The stone, which is generally of a finely-crystalline even texture, occasionally contains 
small patches, sometimes cavernous, and veins of the same material coarsely crystallised. The latter, at 
first sight, might be mistaken for lines of weakness in the stone, but they are not really such, for the 
larger crystals are so interblended with those of the finely-crystallised rock as not to affect its compactness.

The stone cleaves with a straight clean fracture in any direction when skilfully struck, and 
consequently may be readily shaped into rectangular blocks of all sizes down to cubes for street-paving.

At present the stone has to be carted about three-quarters of a mile to the Bowral Bailway Station 
for transit to Sydney or elsewhere; but the quarry is so favourably situated as regards elevation that a 
self-acting inclined tramway, about 600 yards in length, might be easily constructed to the Great Southern 
Bail way Line. No doubt this will become a work of necessity when quarrying operations are carried 
out on an extensive scale.

About 30 chains from the Company’s quarry, and on the south-east point of the “ G-ib,” Mr. T. 
Loveridge has commenced to open a quarry on the property of Mr. Angus, where the rock stands out 
prominently as a large rounded mass, about 300 feet long and over 50 feet high.

It is traversed by three different sets of joint-fissures, one dipping east at 50°, another S. 10° E. at 
80°, and the other is vertical, and strikes N.N.E. These joints in places intersect the mass at such 
distances apart that solid blocks of stone 40 feet long and 10 feet high could be cut out. It cleaves well 
into rectangular blocks, and is similar in quality to that already described, though rather paler in colour.

An inclined tramway could also, without difficulty, be constructed from this quarry to the main 
railway line. _

On the west side of the “ G-ib,” on the slopes towards Mittagong, the same kind of rock has been 
quarried by Messrs. Amos Bros, and others, where it occurs in large blocks, some 3U feet in length, lying 
scattered about the base of the hill, which rises almost precipitously for about 250 feet in huge exposed 
masses. It forms the north-western point of the same great body of irruptive rock that has been opened 
in the above-mentioned quarries ; so that this excellent stone occurs in unlimited quantity.

"When its durability and other important qualities become more widely known there will be an 
increasing demand for it, especially for the construction of works subject to severe exposure, such as 
piers and retaining-walls in sea-water ; also for kerbing, door-steps, pillars, &c.

I am informed that the stone can be delivered in Sydney at less cost than the Melbourne bluestone.
C. S. WILKINSON,

The Under Secretary. G-eological Surveyor-in-charge.

APPENDIX No. 2
Progress Beport for 1888 by G-eological Surveyor T. W. E. David.

Sir, Sydney, 30th April, 1889.
I have the honor to report as follows with regard to the work done by me during 1888 =— 

Erom the beginning of January until Eebruary 22nd, I was engaged in office work, chiefly in 
compiling my Maitland field-notes and preparing my geological map of the Maitland District. I append 
a memorandum, Appendix No. 2A, showing the relative positions of the coal-seams at Leconfield, 
near G-reta. Erom Eebruary the 22nd to the 26th, and from March 12th to the 16th, I was engaged in an 
examination of the Coal-measures and their overlying rocks from Teralba, at the head of Lake Macquarie, 
as far south as G-osford, with a view to determine the extension of the Northern Coal-field in this direction, 
and the probable depth of the upper coal-seams. My report thereon forms Appendix No. 2B. On 
March 28th I proceeded to Liverpool and made a section of the diamond-drill core on the Moorbank 
Estate. Erom April 30th to May 5th, and May 10th to May 13th, and May 18th to May 25th, I was 
engaged in the Maitland District in tracing the extension of the G-reta Coal-measures in a southerly 
direction from Homeville, near West Maitland, towards Bichmond Yale, and thence westerly to Deep 
Creek. My report on this forms Appendix No. 2C. Erom May 30th to June 21st, with your authority, 
I accompanied the Under Secretary when visiting the mining districts of G-undagai, Adelong, Tumut, 
Tumberumba, Tarcutta, Junee, Barmedman, Temora, Cowabbee, Yass, Dalton, and Gunning, as an 
acting member of the Prospecting Board, and in conjunction with him reported on a large number of 
applications. Erom July the 6th to July the 8th, I was engaged in reporting on the Coal-measures at 
Hill Top, near Mittagong. {See Appendix No. 2D.) Erom July 23rd to July 26th, according to 
instructions, I was engaged in travelling to and from Hexham Island, and being present there during the 
boring through with the diamond drill of the Tomago thick seam. {See Appendix No. 2E.) On July 
27th and 29th. I was engaged at Albury with the Under Secretary dealing with applications in 
connection with the Prospecting Yote. On August 7th and 8th, I proceeded to Woodford to witness the 
boring through of a seam of coal. Erom August 10th to 13th, I was again engaged at Albury with the 
Under Secretary for Mines, dealing with Prospecting Yote applications. On August 15th to 19th, I was 
engaged at Port Stephens, reporting as to the advisability of boring for coal in certain localities. My 
report was made verbally at the time, but my written report will be furnished as soon as my general 
examination of that district is completed, as I am still under instructions to deal with two similar applh 
cations in the same locality. Erom August 22nd to the 26th, I was employed in examining the strata 
near Seaham, in relation to an application from Mr. Baas for the selection of a suitable site to bore for

coal
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coal with the Government diamond drill. My report thereon has been furnished. {Appendix No. 2 F.) 
From September 3rd to September 7th, I was engaged in a further geological examination of the Port 
Stephens District. Prom September 7th to September 11th, I was engaged in reporting on the new 
discovery of cobalt ore at Carcoar. My report thereon forms Appendix No. 2 G. Prom September 
14th till September 19th, in company with the Under Secretary, I reported on applications for aid out of 
the Prospecting Yote at "Wood’s Plat, Canowindra, Cowra, Scrubby Eush, and Wangoola. Prom Septem
ber 26th to October 17th, I was absent on leave. Prom November 16th to November 19th, I accom
panied the Under Secretary to Mittagong and the Shoalhaven Eiver, and reported with him on appli
cations relating to the Prospecting Yote ; and from December 3rd to December 10th was engaged by 
myself on similar work at Trunkey, Eockley, and Burraga. The rest of the time during the year I was 
employed in official work at the Geological Survey Office in Sydney, with the. exception of six days in 
December, when I was again absent on leave. I have, &c., .

T. W. EDGEWOETH DAYID,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 2A.
February 18, 1888.

Memobandtjm.—With reference to the coal-fields at Leconfield, near Branxton, the outcrops of four 
seams have been proved at a point about % a mile southerly from Leconfield House, occurring in the 
following manner:— '

All
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All these seams were much perished at the outcrop, as is usual with the Greta seams, the perishing 
extending back from the outcrop towards the dip of the coal for over 150 feet. At the time of my 
inspection three of the tunnels had not been sufficiently far advanced to penetrate the solid coal in the 
seams, beyond the soft perished coal near the outcrop, so that the sections measured by me show less coal 
than actually exists in the seams.

Jfo. 1 Seam.
ft. in. Soft clayey sandstone and shale.
0 2 Perished coal,
0 0a Clay shale '
0 3 Perished coal,
0 0£ Clay shale.
0 2% Perished coal,
0 0^ Brown clay.
0 3 Perished coal.
0 6i Stony white fire-clay.
0 7 Perished coal.

[Correct Section of this seam from diamond-drill bore is 
published in the Annual Report for 1885, p. 156, as 
follows

ft. in. •
1 10£ Coal.
0 li Band.
1 3 Coal.
0 li Band.
1 1 Coal.
0 0J Band.
1 6 Coal.

Total... 2 li Total coal... 5 8i]
About 30 feet below the No. 1 seam is fhe No. 2 or main seam. At the time my measurement 

was taken at the end of the tunnel the tunnel had been driven 165 feet on the seam, following its dip 
approximately from the outcrop. The whole seam, with the exception of the top, had made into solid coal 
at this point. The following is the section:—

ft. in.
Roof, fine conglomerate.

1 9 Perished coal.
0 li Clayey coal.
0 11 Clay shale.
0 11 Coal (a trifle softer than underlying coal through perishing).
0 0-0i Intermittent clay band.
5 9 Coaly very hard, clean, bituminous coal, of good quality.

Total coal ....... 8 5
About 32 feet below this is the No. 3 seam. At about 113 feet from the outcrop this seam showed 

a thickness of 1 foot 9 inches of coal, hut the upper part of the seam wras still perished, so the above cannot 
be considered to be the full thickness of the seam. ' •

About 55 feet below the No. 3 seam is the No. 4 seam, which at 80 feet from the outcrop showed a 
thickness of 8 inches of partly-perished coal. This seam will, therefore, be somewhat thicker when 
followed 100 feet further in the direction of its dip, when the perished coal will make into solid coal.

I have, &c.
T. W. E. DAVID.

The Geological Surveyor-in-charge.

APPENDIX No. 2 B.
Progress report on the southerly extension of part of the Great Northern Coal-field towards the

Hawkesbury River.
Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 March, 1888.

In accordance with your instructions, I have made a preliminary examination of the Coal- 
measures and their associated rocks between'Teralba and Gosford, along the Great Northern Railway 
line, and have the honor to report as follows, on the country between Dora and Wyong Creeks. The 
country between these two creeks consists of low undulating hills of sandstone and conglomerate, and 
shallow sandy valleys and swamps. Some of the low-lying alluvial ground has been selected for and is 
devoted to agricultural purposes. The sandstone country is at present useless except for coal-mining. 
The country is moderately timbered and partly covered with scrub. As seen in the railway cuttings, the 
country between Dora and Wyong Creeks consists chiefly of soft fine-grained sandstones, purplish-red 
and pale greenish-grey shales and conglomerates. Erom Dora Creek to Wyong the general dip is south
westerly, varying from S.S.E. to N.N.W.; the general amount of dip is from l^to 2°|, though from the 
63 miles 65 chains to the 63 miles 54 chains, as marked on the railway, the dip is 10°. Small faults occur 
at intervals, as shown on the accompanying plan, but on the whole the strata appear to be free from 
heavy faults.

Basalt dykes from 1 ft. to 18 ft. in thickness occur between the 66 and 68 railway mile-marks at 
the places shown on the plan. One diamond-drill bore for coal has been made at Dora Creek, and two 
on Mr. Alison’s property; near Wallarah and Wyong Creeks respectively.

*Dora Creek lore.—This bore was put down to a depth of 475 ft. 10 in., and at a depth of 372| ft. 
struck the following seam of coal:—

ft. in.
Roof chert, stone and shale.

4 a Coal.
0 2 Band.
2 0 Coal.

6 da
Assuming the specific gravity of this coal to he 1'32, and taking the thickness of coal as 6 ft., and 

allowing one-third for waste in getting, faults, &c., and one-fourth of the remainder as small coal, the yield 
per acre, in round numbers, would be 4,800 tons of large coal and 1,600 tons of small coal. This bore is 
upon the property of Sir Edward Strickland.

■\ Alison’s Wallarah Bore.—The distance from Dora Creek to Alison’s No. 1 bore, near Wallarah 
Creek, is about 8f miles, bearing about S. 17° E.

This bore is situated about 70 chains easterly from the 68-mile mark on the Great Northern 
Railway. The *

* See Annual Report of Department of Mines for 1883, p. 186. t See Annual Report of Department of Mines for 1882, p. 129.
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The following three seams of coal were struck in this bore:—
535 ft. Coal, 5 ft. thick. ’
641 ft. Coal and bands, 8 ft. thick. ,
778 ft. Coal and bands, 12 ft. thick. .

The Government Examiner of Coal-fields, Mr. J. Mackenzie, E.G.S., states that he did not see these 
seams bored through, but examined the cores in the core-boxes, and considered the coal in the top and 
bottom seam of excellent quality. He states also that the bottom seam when struck gave off gas which 
rose to the top of the borehole, and I was lately told the same by a local resident, who said that he had 
seen the gas burning at the mouth of the borehole.

The cores from these bores were exhibited at the Garden Palace Exhibition Building, and you 
inform me that the coal in the bottom seam was a bituminous coal of good quality. '

These cores were unfortunately destroyed by the fire which burned the Garden Palace in 1882.
* Alison's Wyong Bore.—Alison’s No. 2 bore, near Wyong, is situated 2 miles south-west from 

the Wallarah bore, and is about 10 chains distant from the railway line, opposite the 66 miles 30 chains 
mile-mark.

The following two seams were struck in this borehole,
Depth from surface.

ft. in.
. 787 6£ Coal seam (3 feet thick).

892 21 Coal seam (4 feet 101 inches thick).
This seam was composed as follows :— ,

ft. in.
’ 2 4->- Coal. ' '

• 1 li Band of sandstone.
0 4^ Coal. '
0 01 Band.
0 111 Coal.

4 101
Mr. Mackenzie states that he witnessed the boring through of these seams.
Summary of Alison's bores.—The Wyong bore is the southernmost point to which the coal has 

actually been proved in the Northern Coal-field. .
The surface at the "Wallarah bore is about 29 feet above the sea, and that of the Wyong bore 

66 feet, which, on the assumption that no faults intervene, gives the seam a dip of about 113 feet per mile 
in a south-westerly direction.

Mr. Alison’s bores have therefore proved the existence of three seams of coal, the top seam from 
3 to 5 feet thick, the middle seam from 4 feet lOt inches to 8 feet thick, and the bottom seam 12 feet thick.

The cores from these seams, as already stated, were lost in the Garden Palace fire. Mr. Mackenzie, 
however, is of opinion that the bottom, 12-feet seam, contained about lOfeet of workable coal of good quality . 
According to this estimate of the thickness of workable coal in the seam, viz., 10 feet, this seam should 
yield, after allowing one-third for waste in getting, faults, &c., and one-quarter of the remainder for small 
coal, about 8,000 tons of large coal and 2,660 tons of small coal per acre. The top seam in the Wallarah 
bore, as stated in the official report above quoted, is 5 feet thick, and the same seam is 3 feet thick at the 
Wyong bore. Taking the mean thickness of this seam as 4 feet, and the specific gravity of the coal as 
1-32, and allowing one-third for waste in getting, faults, &c., and one-fourth of the remainder for small- 
coal, the yield per acre, in round numbers, would be 3,200 tons of large and 1,060 tons of small coal.

The middle seam in the Wallarah bore is evidently unworkable, owing to the number of bands in it.
Adjoining Mr. Alison’s property on the north, close to his Wallarah bore, Mr. W. Elsdon and Mr.

A.;S. Robertson have leased a large area of ground on both sides of and adjoining the Great Northern 
Railway. . ■

Erom my geological examination of this country, I am of opinion that the seams proved in the 
Wallarah bore will underlie the greater part, if not all, of the area now under consideration; but as it has 
been proved in many places in this coal-field that where coarse conglomerate overlies the coal there is a 
possibility of contemporaneous erosion having caused a “wash away” of the coal, it would be unsafe to 
assert positively that the three seams proved at the Wallarah bore underlie the whole of this area. The 
bottom thick seam (12-feet seam) is, however, less liable to have been locally eroded in this way than the two 
upper seams, because it is protected from the conglomerate at Wallarah by a thickness of from 40 to 49 
feet of chert.

, Besides the coal already proved to exist under this area, several of the seams near Newcastle, or 
their equivalents, including the Wallsend (Borehole) seam, probably underlie this country, but at what 
depth cannot be stated, even approximately, until the completion of the geological survey now in progress. 
The Wallsend seam, near Newcastle, has been found to vary so much in quality and thickness that it is 
impossible from a mere surface examination of the country to say whether or not this seam would be 
workable at any given point in an unproved area like the present. This question can only be settled by 
boring with the diamond drill, or by sinking shafts. As the seams between Dora and Wyong Creeks are 
lying very flat, they could be worked inexpensively, and sufficient timber exists on the ground for all 
mining purposes. I have, &c.,

T. W. E. DAYID,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 20.
Progress Report on the extension of the Greta Coal-measures from the Homeville Colliery, near West 

Maitland, to Deep Creek, near Bishop’s Bridge, 8| miles south-west of West Maitland.
Sir, Department of Mines, 29 May, 1888.

In the course of my survey of the Maitland District, I have geologically examined the countrv 
between the Homeville Colliery and Deep Creek, with a view to mapping the line of outcrop of the Greta 
coal-seams. As already pointed out by yourself, an immense anticline exists between Homeville, near 
West Maitland, and Greta. -

. This anticline lies for the greater part on the south side of the Great Northern Railway, and dies 
out in a southerly direction. The *

* See Annual Report ot Department of Mines for 1832, pp. 102 and 130,

i
, >>
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The G-reta Coal-measures were once continuous over the area now occupied by the anticline, but in 
the course of long periods of geological time have been completely denuded off its summit, and the whole 
anticline has been worn down to a tolerably uniform level, so that the present outcrop of the G-reta 
Coal-measures forms, as it were, a contour line around the area formerly occupied by the dome of the 
anticline. The height of this contour line above the sea varies from a few feet to about 200 feet. Above 
that level the G-reta Coal-measures have been denuded, while below they are intact. As the anticline dies 
out m a southerly direction from the Great Northern Railway, between Greta and Homeville, the line of 
outcrop of the Greta Coal-measures between these two places has the shape of a horse-shoe. The plan 
accompanying this Progress Report shows the approximate line of outcrop of the Greta coal-seams along 
the eastern half of the horse-shoe from Homeville to Deep Creek, a distance of 11 miles. At Homeville 
the Greta Coal-measures are capped by a bed of fine conglomerate 50 feet thick, and the coal-bearing 
portion of the series consists of the following coal-seams and rocks, in descending order:—

ft.

“ Top seam,” ......  5
0

( 0
“ Fireclay seam.” < 0 

( 2 
7-9
f°

0“ Cannel seam”... -{ 0 
10 
13 

0 
3 
1 

49
“ Bottom seam” ... 3 

2

in.
7 Goal, chiefly cannel, much thinned in places by contemporaneous erosion.
7-10 Clay shale, passing into fireclay next to underlying seam.
5 Coal, hard, bituminous. )
7 Clay shale. > Coal in this seam varies from 1 ft. to 3J ft. thick.
0 Coal, hard, bituminous. )
0 Clay shale, with fireclay immediately underlying Fireclay Seam.
8 Coal, dull, semi-cannel.
0£ Clayey coal.
6 Coal, soft dull black, pyritous. -
7J Coal, bright black, bituminous.
6 Coal, cannel
6 Coaly shale. '
0 Fireclay. -
3 Coal, hard, bituminous. •
0 Conglomerate, chiefly with a little hard shale.
9 Coal, hard, bituminous, with an intermittent clay band J to 1 in. thick at about 4 in. from top

of seam.
9 Sandy shale, overlying conglomerate.

At Pont Hill, 30 chains south of the Homeville tunnels, the same seams have been proved at a 
shaft near Mr. Peter Green’s house; and on the authority of Mr. J. Mackenzie, P.G.S., the Examiner of 
Coal-fields, the seams there are stated to be thicker than at Homeville.

Prom Pont Hill I have traced the outcrop of these seams in a southerly direction through the 
portion shown on the parish of Heddon, county of Northumberland's Hungerford’s 2,000 acres, through
G. Hawker’s 100 acres, Clift’s 640 acres, and Garven’s 640 acres, to the boundary of the Government 
reserve for coal-mining, a total distance from the railway line of over 5i miles. _

Por the last 4 miles of this distance the easterly dip is steep, varying from 24° to 40° (1 in 2 to 1 
in li) which will materially increase the cost of winning the coal in this area. Prom the south-west 
corner of Garven’s 640 acres the dip lessens in a sou’-sou’-west direction as it passes through the 
prospecting areas of Messrs. Adams, Taylor, Trenchard, and Wilkinson. Near the south-east corner of 
Adams and others 640 acres the dip is 12°. A very sharp bend takes place here, the outcrop swinging 
round first to the south-west then to the west, the Coal-measures being faulted down to the north, at the 
middle of the bend, the fault having a throw probably of about 200 feet.

This change of strike is attended by a further lessening of the dip. Prom here the strike changes 
slightly to west-north-west, which course it maintains for a distance of 8 miles. The outcrops of the 
seams pass from here through Messrs. Hebblewhite’s 640 and 600 acres of leasehold, and their 640 acres 
of freehold. _ _

The thick Greta seam has lately been proved by Messrs. Hebblewhite, at a depth of 27 feet, in a 
bore near the north-west corner of their 600 acres, and also at a depth of 60 feet in a shaft in their 640- 
acre freehold. The seam outcrops in a waterhole about 15 chains nor’-nor’-west of the shaft.

Prom this point the Greta Coal-measures strike west-north-west for 1|- miles to Deep Creek, the 
place where I first reported the occurrence of the Greta seam in August, 1886. The thick seam of coal 
which here lies at the top of the Greta Coal-measures was measured by me in a shaft sunk by Messrs. 
Gardiner, Smith, and others, as follows

ft. in.
5 0 Alluvial sandy soil 1FrominformaW
5 0 Soft conglomerate. J

Roof 4 7 Dark grey, pebbly, carbonaceous sandstone.
ft. in.

------ ( 1 1
5 11 Coal, hard, bituminous, 12 0 

rather pyritous. ) 0 10 
(2 0

1 8 Coal and bands, not workable.
2 1 Coal, clean, hard, bituminous.
0 OJ Band, brown clay.
1 8§ Coal, clean, hard, bituminous.
0 0| Band, brown clay.
2 0 Coal, clean, hard, bituminous.

• 13 5 Total thickness of coal-seam.
The influx of water from the seam into the shaft was so strong that it was found impossible with 

the rude appliances available to bale it down to within less than 2 feet of the bottom of the seam.
The seam was described to me as being 145- feet thick, but my measurements make it 13£ feet, 

though it is possible for the reasons above given that my measurements are a foot short.
. Summary.—The above facts prove,—(1) that the Greta Coal-measures are continuous from

Homeville at least as far as Deep Creek, and (2) that the four upper seams at Homeville unite in a 
southerly direction so as to form a single seam about 14 feet thick at Deep Creek. ’

At Homeville and Pont Hill the dip, though rather high (1 in 3i), is not so steep as to add very 
materially to the cost of working the coal. From Pont Hill in a southerly direction as far as the south
west corner of Garven’s 640 acres the dip gradually increases from 30° to 40°, then lessens again towards 
the point where the sudden bend takes place to the west. In consequence of the increase of dip betfrpea 
Homeville and Garven’s the cost of working the coal here will be materially inereasedi Prom

Coal, hard, bituminous.
Coal, pyritous.
Coal, rather pyritous.
Coal, clean, like top coal with 1| of cannel coal.
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From G-a'rven’s, however, towards thebend the gradual lessening of'the dip should admit of the 
coal in this area being as easily worked as the Homeville coal.

Beyond the bend where the westerly and west-north-west strike commences, the dip is as low as 
1 in 12 at Hebblewhite’s and from 1 in 18 to 1 in 25 at Deep Creek, a total distance of miles ; and 
from my measurements in the field I have ascertained that this .low angle of. dip extends for at least a . 
mile to the south of Deep Creek.

It is evident therefore that in this locality there is a large area of coal lying nearly flat. In fact 
in no other part of New South Wales with which I am acquainted do the Q-reta Coal-measures so nearly 
approach the horizontal. It should be possible therefore within this area of low dip, as far as working 
expenses are concerned, to exploit the coal at a comparatively very cheap rate. . .

The greater part of this country is well supplied with good timber for props and all other mining 
purposes. ■

Quality of the Goal.—The following is an analysis of the coal in the lower half of the seam at Deep 
Creek, the sample having been selected by myself and analysed by the Government Analyst.

Hygroscopic moisture ............................................................. i................................. 2'35
Volatile hydrocarbons ............................................................ •.............. :..........•..... . 40‘79
Fixed carbon ......................................................... :..................................................... 52'76

■ Ash ............................................................................................................................... 4-10

. • - - 100-00 ■ •
Specific gravity ................................ ...................................................................... . ’ 1-243 ........................
Coke ...................................................... .......................................  ..................... . 56'86 percent.
Sulphur in coal ............................................................................ ’................... . -83

Prom the very hard nature of the coal it is well adapted for shipment, and it is useful for steam, 
gas, and household purposes.

Probable yield per acre.— From the facts already stated, it is evident that the jield of coal per acre 
will be higher at Deep Creek than it is at Homeville. At Homeville the bottom, seam, in the area north 
of the Great Northern Railway, has an average thickness of about 3 feet 5 inches, the thickness varying 
from 2 feet 9 inches to 4 feet 8 inches. Taking the specific ■ gravity of the coal as-T270, the seam 
contains, after allowing one-third for waste in getting, rolls, &c., about 2,892 tons of large COal and 964 
tons of small coal per acre. '

The lower cannel seam at Homeville, with an average thickness of 4 feet, would yield, after making 
the same allowances, 3,753 tons of large coal and 1,251 tons of small per acre. The two seams above this 
at Homeville vary so much in thickness that it is impossible to even approximate the quantity of coal 
contained in them. '

At Homeville, therefore, the total yield per acre from the bottom seam and the cannel seam should 
be 6,645 tons of large and 2,215 tons of small coal. • .

At Deep Creek, taking the thickness of workable coal as 11| feet, and the specific gravity as 1,243, 
and making the same allowances, the yield should be about 8,7U0 tons of large coal and 2,900 tens of 
small coal per acre. . .

The unproved Greta Coal-measures between Homeville and Deep Creek may be assumed pro
visionally to yield an intermediate quantity between the above estimates. ....................................

Prospecting.—In prospecting the unproved area between Homeville and the J>0int whefe the great 
bend takes place in the Greta Coal-measures care should be taken not to commence operations far to the 
east of the outcrops of the seams, as, owing to the steepness of their dip, they descend to, great depths 
within a comparatively short distance, and besides the angle of slope increases in an easterly direction 
towards the dip of the coal. •

These precautions are obviously of less consequence in those areas where the dip of the seams more 
nearly approaches the horizontal.

I have, &c.,
T. W. E. DAVID, .

The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 2d.
Report on the coal-measures near Hilltop, between Mittagong and Picton, South-western Coal-field.

Sir, ' Department of Mines, 23 October, 1888.
In accordance with your instructions herewith, I have the honor to report on a part of the 

South-western Coal-field, near Hilltop.
This report has been compiled from— •

1. Your report upon the Coal-measures near Mittagong. Annual Report of the Department of
Mines, 1882, pp. 141-143.

2. Report on the Diamond-drill Bore at the Eitzroy Iron-mine, Mittagong, by Mr. W. Anderson,
Geological Surveyor. Annual Report of the Department of Mines, 1887, pp. 159-160. -

3. Sections furnished by the Superintendent of Drills on the bores near Colo Gate. Annual
Report of the Department of Mines, 1884, pp. 171-178, and Annual Report of the Depart

, ment of Mines for 1885, p. 160.
4. Description of the seams of coal in the South-western District, by J. Mackenzie, E.G.S.,

. Examiner of Coal-fields. Mineral Products of New South Wales, &c,, 1887, pp. 170-173.
5. My own observations at the tunnels at the junction of Rocky Waterholes and Iron

(“Running Water”) Creeks, about 5 miles westerly from the Hilltop Railway Station.
The country in this neighbourhood consists of a plateau of sandstone belonging to the Hawkesbury 

series, eroded by the Nattai River and its tributaries into narrow ravines from 1 mile to | mile wide, 
the beds of the watercourses being from 800' feet to 1,000 feet below the general level of the plateau. 
The Coal-measures crop out at the base of the precipices forming the sides of these ravines, and the 
outcrop of the principal seam can be traced at intervals from Bundanoon, on the south, to Picton Lakes, 
on the north, a distance of about 35 miles.

' The
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• The section measured by me in the tunnels, cliff faces, and hill slopes, at the junction of the Rocky 
Waterholes and Iron Creeks, is as follows:— ‘
Height above

sea-level. Total.
ft. ’ in. ft. in. ft. in.

2,022 0 ........ 500 0 ... ... 500 0
to

1,522 0
1,522 0 ....... 650 0 ... ... 150 0

to
1,372 0
1,372 0 ........ 700 0 .. ... 50 0

to
1,322 0

322 0 ........ 760 0 .. ... 60 0
to

362 0

262 0 ....... 765 3 ... ... 5. 3
to

256 9
... 1 3
... 0 11
... 1 8
... 0 5

1 10

767 9 ..... 2 0
.. 1 0
.. 3 0
.. 1 0
.. 1 0
.. 11 0
.. 1 9
.. 0 6
.. 2 0
.. 0 6

225 6 ... .. 796 6 .... 5 0
.. 0 6
.. 0 6
.. 0 9
.. 0 2
.. 0 34
.. 0 14
... 1 14
.. 0 0i
... 0 7
... 1 3
.. 1 2
.. 0 Of
.. 0 5

1,218 7 ... ... 803 5 .... .. 0 1
... 873 5 .... .. 70 0
... 875 5 .... .. 6 0

Details.

Chiefly glistening white sandstone, whitish grey towards base of beds, and 
rendered conglomeratic and gritty by pebbles and angular fragments of 
quartz.

Sandy shales, whitish grey micaceous in thin beds.

Sandstone, massive, and slightly gritty, with intercalated bed of clay-shale 
1 foot thick, and thin layers of small pebbles of red, green, and black 
jasper and concretions of clay ironstone.

Chiefly fine shaly sandstone and laminated sandy shales, the latter 
weathering a pale purplish grey, with a little hard flaggy sandstone, and 
a few miniature seams of coal near the base of these beds, which are 
strongly ripple-marked.

Coal-seam, probably the equivalent of the kerosene shale seam at Joadja 
Creek. ’

Coal, splint and bituminous, rather dirty.
Band of coaly shale, hard black splintery.
Band of black coaly shale, mixed with a little hard splintery black shale. 
Hard, splintery, black shale, with mother of coal all through it. • 
Hard, black, splintery shale, with conchoidal fracture, just like that of 

kerosene shale; contains vertebraria, glossopteris leaves, and abundant 
sporangiaa, or spore cases. This is probably the equivalent of the 
kerosene shale at Joadja Creek.

Shale, grey, siliceous, and carbonaceous.
Chert.
Shale, grey, crumbling, with pebbles.
Sandstone, fine-grained, hard.
Coal, splint.
Shale, black, stony, with bands of splint coal.
Trachyte, decomposed, yellowish grey.
Coal.

| Analysis A.
(Analysis B.)

Shale, black, stony.
Trachyte, slightly cellular,
Stony, black shales.
Coal, clayey splint. '
Coal, heavy splint.
Coal, splint and bituminous.
Band white clay.
Coal, bituminous, soft, dirty. •
Coal, dirty and splint.
Coal, splint, rather stony. (Analysis C.)
Band brown clay.
Coal, splint, rather heavy.
Coal, splint and bituminous. (Analysis D.)
Coal splint. 'j
Clayey coal. [-Analysis E.
Coal, hard splint. )
Coal, stony ; total thickness of seams 6 ft. 11 in.
Strata, undescribed, the upper portion thin bedded cherty shales. 
Coal-seam containing numerous bands, and resting on coarse pebble con

glomerate. [This part of the section, as described in your report, 
occurs at a place 3J miles S.S.E. of Iron Creek, on the property of 
Messrs. Campbell, Mitchell, Fraser Martin, M.P., and others.]

-4->
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Proximate analyses of the samples taken by me to represent the portions of the seam marked A, B, 
C, D, and E have been made by Mr. J. C. A. Mingaye, F.C.S., with the following results:—

Mark. Moisture.
Volatile
Hydro
carbon.

Fixed carbon. Ash. Sulphur,
i

Sp- gr. j Coke. Colour of ash.

A.......... .......................... 1-56 27-47 47-75 23-22 •73
1-592 !

70-97 Light grey.
B..................................... 1-18 26-20 45-29 27-33 •73 1 -474 ! 72-62
C..................................... 1-03 24-52 38-50 35-95 •56. 1-572 74-45
D..................................... 1-66 28-14 54-80 15-40 ■86 1-497 70-20
E..................................... 1-51 25-74 50-75 22-00 •50 1-408 1

!
72-75 Dirty white.

These analyses prove the coal at this particular spot to be unworkable. A comparison, however, of 
the natural section at the junction of the Rocky Waterholes and Iron Creeks with the sections furnished 
by the cores from the bores at Colo and at the Eitzroy iron-mine shows that the main seam in the first 
section is identical with the seams of good coal 8 ft. 11 in. thick, proved at the Eitzroy iron-mine, near 
Mittagong, and with the 5 ft. 4 in. seam, struck in the A diamond-drill bore, at Colo Yale, near 
Mittagong.

The positions of these sections, and the relations of the strata and seams proved in them to one 
another, are shown on the accompanying plan and sections.

CoMPABATIYE
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Compabatiye Sections showing the variation in the thickness and character of the main 
seam in the South-western Coal-field, between Mittagong and the neighbourhood of Hill Top:—

Thickness
in

Feet.

Diamond Drill Bore, 
Fitzroy Iron Works, 

Mittagong.

— ----- p—h ’■ 1

Natural Section near 
Tunnels, Rock\ Waterholes, 

and lion Creeks, near 
Hill Top.

Diamond Drill Bore, No. 2 4. Drill, 
near Colo.

Goal, seam,

7<

Sf*niy rfAct/e

j C oa l J &
&—J? jts&iAr r Ary 

Coal I 6 +
\.j&**S**? &-1 $7'0/t'ft tT /*3y

Coal 3 Si

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE, 
SYDNEY NEW SOUTH WALES. .
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It appears doubtful whether the “A” bore completely pierced the main seam, so (hat its full 
thickness may not have been proved at this locality. In the two other boros at Colo the coal in the 
seams was found to have been completely destroyed by intrusive dykes of trachyte; and in your report on 
the Mittagong Coal-measures you describe localities on the Nattai Eiver where the coal has been 
similarly destroyed by the intrusive rock, or converted into anthracite, while within a few chains 
distance of the damaged area the coal is good and unaltered.

Ihe conclusion to be drawn from this evidence is, that the coal in the main seam will be found to 
vary, very much in thickness and quality, not only from original differences in the thicknesses and 
qualities of the layers of coal at the time of its formation, but also from the varying extent, in different 
localities, to which the coal has been affected by the intrusive rock of subsequent origin.

_ The greatest alteration and destruction of the coal has probably taken place in those areas where 
the intrusive rock makes a strong outcrop at the surface, as at the Gib Eock, but it is also evident that 
the coal has been considerably affected for some distance away from such visible dyke-masses by the 
intrusion of flat sheets of trachyte, which have forced their way along the bedding planes of the coal- 
seam, without bursting up through the overlying Hawkesbury sandstone, so that the absence of disturb
ance in the latter formation is not always a certain guarantee that the coal-seams underlying such areas 
have not been damaged by these flat intrusive sheets.

The general absence, however, of intrusive dykes between Colo and Picton, and again between Hill 
Top and the junction of the Eocky Waterholes and Iron Creeks, favours the supposition that those areas 
of the Coal-measures which lie to the east and north-east of the junction of these creeks will be found 
to have been much less affected by the intrusive rock than they are at the junction. The Coal-measures 
have been tested by the diamond-drill bore near the Colo gates to a depth of over 300 feet below the 
main (middle) seam, and, as already stated, three seams of coal underlie this area. In places, however, 
through the thinning out of the intermediate strata, the upper seams become united to the main seam, 
and the lower 6-feet seam of coal and bands become split up into a number of thin seams.

The middle or main seam is therefore the one most to be depended upon for future mining opera
tions. _ Not even an approximate estimate can be formed of the yield per acre of this seam, as it is 
impossible to calculate the extent of the damaged as compared with the undamaged areas.

Assuming, however, that the coal in the main seam, where it is unaffected by the intrusive rock, is 
of a character similar to that described by Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson from the bore near the 
Pitzroy Iron-works, its specific gravity would be about 1’38, so that, after deducting one-third of the 
coal for waste in getting, faults, rolls, &c., and assuming that one-quarter of the remainder would be 
small coal, the seam would yield for every yard in thickness, in round numbers, 2,300 tons of large coal 
and 800 tons of small coal per acre.

As regards quality, it is evident that the coal varies extremely. At the tunnels on Eocky 'Water- 
holes and Iron Creeks the analyses above quoted show that, with the exception of about 1 foot 3 inches 
of coal, the rest of the seam is unworkable, but at the bore near the Fitzroy Iron-mines (the nearest point 
to the Hill Top neighbourhood from which samples of coal, not damaged by dykes, have been analysed) 
there are 8 feet 8 inches of workable coal, and it may reasonably be assumed that there are considerable 
areas near Hill Top, where the coal will be found to be of equally good quality.

The mean of two analyses made by the Government Assayer from samples selected by Mr. 
Anderson to represent this 8 feet 8 inches of coal gives the following average composition of the main 
seam at the Fitzroy Iron-mine :—

Moisture.............................................................. ... , 1-37
Volatile hyrdrocarbon-............................................. 25 '43
Fixed carbon................................................ ;........... 60'04 ) r, . o
Ash ............................................................................ 13-16 (

Total .......... ....................... 100-00

Sulphur in coal........................................................ 0-62 per cent.
Specific gravity of coal .......................................... 1 -361

Such a coal would be useful for steam, blacksmith, and household purposes; and there is every 
probability that patches of equally good coal will be found in some of the areas not damaged by the 
trachyte between the Nattai Eiver and the Southern Eailway, from Colo to Picton, and areas lying still 
further to the east and north-east.

Timber. This country is timbered with stringy-bark, bloodwood, and a little mountain ash and 
banksia. The stringy-bark and bloodwood trees are from 30 to 40 feet high, and from 1 foot to 1-) foot 
in diameter, on the average, though considerably larger in places. This timber, though not very abundant, 
would probably supply all the requirements of coal-mining for a considerable period.

Owing to the disturbed nature of the Coal-measures at their outcrops in this neighbourhood, the 
dip is found to vary considerably in direction and amount.

At Hill Top platform, however, where the strata seems tolerably free from disturbance, the dip 
varies in direction from N.E. to E.N.E., and the amount of dip from 2°’ to 3°.

According to your aneroid observations, the main seam dips from its point of outcrop at Mitchell’s 
tunnel, in portion 75, parish of Colo, towards the bore at Colo gates, which bears easterly about 230 chains 
distant, at the rate of about 30 feet per mile.

The general dip between Colo and Picton will therefore probably be in a north-easterly direction 
at a comparatively low angle—about 120 feet per mile. This small amount of dip is obviously advan
tageous for the economic working of the coal. I have, &c.,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. T. W. EDGEWOETH DAYID.

APPENDIX No. 2E.
Preliminary Eeport on Government Diamond-drill Bore for Coal, Hexham Island, near Newcastle.

Slr; Eockhampton, Queensland, 5 October, 1888.
In accordance with your instructions, I proceeded to Hexham on 23rd July, and was present 

on the 24th and 25th following at the boring through of the seam of coal described in the accompanying 
section as having been struck at a depth of 512 feet. I also measured the cores in the core-boxes, and 
from them compiled the section. On

335—2 A
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On the 16th August I revisited Hexham Island and completed the section of the core, the horing 
meanwhile having been continued from 520 feet to 702 feet 4 inches. The thickness of the coal-seams 
below a depth of 517 feet 4 inches are given on the authority of Mr. Wright, the manager for the North 
Stockton Coal Company, on whose property the bore is situated. _ _

Owing to the coal in these seams having been much burnt by intrusive sheets of dolerite, which 
were first met with at 599 feet 4 inches, very little solid coal core was obtained below that depth. The 
following is a generalized section of the strata and coal-seams passed through in this bore:

Totax. Details.

Ft. in. Ft. in.
79 4 ... ... 79 4

109 5 ... ... 30 1
110 11 ... ... 1 6
137 24... ... 26 34
140 34 ... ... 3 1
259 9 .. ... 119 54

260 0 ... ... 0 3
421 2 ... ... 161 2
422 9 ... .. 1 7
512 0 ... ... 89 3

517 4J ...... 5 41

Alluvial, sandy clay and running sand.
Sandstone chiefly, passing downwards into mudstone and clay shale.
Coal. •
Sandstone, dark-grey mudstone and shale.
Coal.
Sandstone chiefly, rather coarse whitish-grey, with layers of dark-grey mudstone and black 

shale.
Coal, splint.
Sandstone chiefly, with coal pipes and layers of dark-grey mudstone and black shale.
Coal, good bituminous and dirty splint mixed. _
Sandstone, mudstone, and black shale (with glossopteris) succeeding one another in about 

equal proportions, with a little clay ironstone at 459 feet.

Coal Seam

Ft. in.
0 2 Goal.
0 2 Fireclay, yellow.
0 1 Goal.
0 8 Fireclay, yellow.
0 1 Goal.
1 0 Fireclay.
1 0 Coal splint and bituminous. _
0 5 Band, brown stony shale with streaks of iron pyrites.
1 Coal. The upper 9 inches splint and bituminous.

L Total ... 5 44
534 4   16 llj ....... Clay shale chiefly, dark grey with sandstone and a little ironstone.
536 10   2 6 ....... Coal and shale alternating in layers about 3 inches thick.
598 10 ...... 62 0 ....... Mudstone, shale, and sandstone.
599 4 ....... 0 6 ....... Coal, burnt by dolerite.
602 4 ....... 3 0 ....... Dolerite.
630 6   28 2 ....... Mudstone, black shale, and sandstone.
634 10   4 4 ....... Coal, burnt by dolerite (Tomapo seam).
635 10 ...... 1 0 ....... Dolerite.
660 0   24 2 ...... Shale chiefly, hard black, with a little mudstone and sandstone.
662 0 ...... 2 0 ....... Dolerite.
665 4 ...... 3 4 ....... Shale, black, with abundant glossopteris. .
668 11   3 7 ....... Coal, burnt by dolerite.
671 10 ...... 2 11 ....... Dolerite.
672 4   0 6 ....... Dolerite and coal mixed. _
690 3   17 11 ....... Sandstone, with shaly partings.
692 6   2 3 ....... Dolerite, partly decomposed.
697 1   4 7 ...... Coal, burnt by dolerite.
702 4 ...... 5 3 ....... Dolerite. '

Total ... 702 4 . .
Tbe sheets of dolerite described above are evidently offshoots from a dyke, which must exist in 

close proximity to the borehole, though of course not visible at the surface of the ground, owing to the
thickness of the alluvial deposits, which here cover the Coal-measures. .................

It is improbable that this dyke will have damaged the coal-seams in its vicinity to any appreciable 
extent, though its occurrence here has seriously interfered with the obtaining of accurate information 
from the bore as regards the thickness and qualities of the coal-seams.

As, however, there is little difficulty in correlating the seams proved in this bore with those struck 
in the Kilcoy bore and the Tomago pit, it is certain that these Tomago seams underlie Hexham Island 
at the respective depths mentioned in my section. #

The exact relation of the Hexham Island seams to those of "Woodford (otherwise known as 
“Thornton” or “Alnwick”), and the bearing of the evidence obtained from the Hexham Island bore, 
taken in conjunction with that supplied by the Dempsey Island bore, as to the probable depth of the East 
Maitland Coal-measures below the Borehole seam, in the Newcastle Coal-measures, will be referred to by
me in a subsequent more detailed report.

The dip of the coal-seams at Hexham Island is about S. 32 degrees W. at 1 in 18.
My thanks are due for some of the above information to Mr. "Wright, the manager for the North 

Stockton Coal Company, and to Mr. Stenaker, the engineer in charge of the drill.
I have, &c.,

T. W. EDGEWORTH DAYID,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 2E.
Sir, Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, 28 August, 1888.

In accordance with your instructions, I have inspected the land shown on tracing herewith, the 
property of Mr. Baas, between Seaham and Clarencetown, on the Williams River. I found the formation 
to consist of (1) rocks of igneous origin, such as quartz-porphyries and volcanic conglomerates, and (2) 
shales of sedimentary origin.

As regards the advisability of employing the Government diamond drill to bore for coal in these 
rocks, this being the object for which Mr. Baas wished his property geologically examined, I am of opinion 
that it would be useless to bore in the igneous rocks. The shales, however, as was evident from the num
ber of fossil plants contained in them, belong to a formation older than the productive Coal-measures, tfie 
“ Lepidodendron and Rhacopteris series.” ’ This
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This series of rocks, near Stroud, in this Colony, contains thin seams of coal of no value.
The possibility of proving the existence on this property of a workable seam of coal by means of 

the diamond drill are so remote that I would certainly advise Mr. Baas not to incur the expense. If, 
however, he should decide to test the shales by boring the most suitable site appeared to me to be the one 
already chosen by Mr. Baas, and marked with a red dot on the accompanying tracing. Another favour
able site would be at a point along the south boundary of this property, about.15 chains easterly from its 
intersection with the Stroud road. The latter spot has the advantage of being, near a swamp, where an 
abundant supply of fresh water is obtainable. I have, &c.,

T. W. EDGKEWOBTH DAYID.
The Under Secretary. -----------------

APPENDIX No. 2G.
Eeport on the occurrence of the recently-discovered Cobalt Ore at Carcoar.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 December, 1888.
In accordance with verbal instructions given me by the Under Secretary for Mines, I have 

inspected the cobalt reef lately discovered on the property of Mr. J. A. M'Killop, near Carcoar. The 
spot where the cobalt ore was first discovered is situated on top of a hill, f mile south-easterly from the 
Carcoar railway station. The discovery was made accidentally by a miner when trenching to intersect the 
continuation of a neighbouring copper reef. The formation here consists of a greenish-black crystalline 
rock, which may provisionally be termed diorite, though, probably, when it has been further examined in 
transparent microscopic sections, it will be found more nearly allied to the hypersthene gabbros, or to 
teschenite. This diorite occupies all the area tinted green on the accompanying plan, and most of the 
intervening uncoloured area, immediately to the north-west of the cobalt vein. Next, on the south-east 
of this mass of diorite, comes a belt of greenish chloritic slate, then the cobalt vein, consisting of a 
succession of bunches of nearly pure cobaltiferous mispickel; then, further to the south-east, brownish- 
grey clay slate, with a dyke of whitish-grey felsite outwardly resembling opaque quartz; then a con
siderable mass of clay slate similar to that on the north-west side of the felsite dyke.

The sections seen in the railway cuttings show clearly the relations to one another of the diorite, 
slate, and felsite.

The slate is the oldest formation which has been intruded by the boss of diorite, and subsequently 
both slate and diorite have been intersected by dykes of whitish-grey felsite. The cleavage of the slates 
dips in direction from 10° to 30° E. of S. The diorite meets the slate near the cobalt reef in portions 1 
and 2, parish of Shaw, along a line nearly parallel with the cobalt reef, and is traversed by a few quartz 
reefs, one of which contains copper pyrites and iron pyrites, and has been worked for copper, and another 
of which is said to contain a little gold. These reefs strike towards the cobalt reef at an oblique angle. 
The diorite boss, close to its junction with the slate, throws off a narrow dyke, which penetrates the slate, 
and runs parallel for some distance with the contact line of the two formations. The bunches of cobalt 
ore occur partly in this dyke and partly in the slate, at its sides at the north-east end of the reef, while 
towards its south-west end the bunches are entirely in the slate. The felsite dykes are from a 
few feet to 18 feet wide, and strike in various directions, but chiefly in a north-east and north-west 
direction. '

The most important of these dykes is the one which runs parallel to the cobalt reef on the south
east side of it, at a distance of 40 yards.

This dyke is about 18 feet wide.
The relations of these formations to one another, and the occurrence of the bunches of cobalt ore,

' are shown on the plan accompanying this report. -
The vein, as far as at present proved, consists of a succession of lens-shaped bunches, of which 

three had been discovered up to the time of my inspection. These three bunches lie in the same straight 
line, and their longest axes also lie parallel to the same line, which is itself almost exactly parallel with 
the junction line of the slate with the diorite and with the strike of the large felsite dyke to the south-east 
of the vein.

The first bunch consisted of strings of small bunches ranged along three lines, which met at the 
point shown in the sketch plan. The bearings of these three lines were, respectively, E. 30° N., E.S.E., 
and 8. 10° E. This bunch commenced close to the surface at its north-east end, and dipped slightly to 
the south-west at the rate of about 1 in 6. The whole bunch was worked out at a depth of about 5 feet 
from the surface, below which level scarcely the least trace of it remained.

The smaller individual bunches consisted of irregular shaped, more or less, spherical masses of 
cobaltiferous mispickel and molybdenite, which merge gradually into the country rock. Some of these 
masses weighed over 1 ewt., and in all about 5 tons of ore were won from this bunch.

The second bunch is a single mass, 9 feet long, 2i feet wide at the centre, and tapering off rapidly 
at both ends, where it ceases suddenly in the chlorite slate. The longest axis of this bunch strikes
N. 33° E. The ore here is massive cobaltiferous mispickel, which, as in the first bunch, merges gradually 
into the country rock. The downward vertical extent of this bunch had not been proved at the time of 
my visit. The second bunch bears S. 35° "W. from the first, and is 35 chains distant. Bearing S. 35° W. 
from the second bunch is the third bunch, also enclosed in chlorite slate.

Its width is at least 1 foot, but its length had not been proved.
Three bunches have, therefore, been discovered, the last being nearly half a mile distant from the

first.
Owing to the ore in the bunches being of about the same degree of hardness as the enclosing rock, 

they do not make any visible outcrop at the surface, such as a quartz reef does, and a great deal of 
trenching will consequently be necessary in order to discover the intermediate bunches, which, no 
doubt, exist. _

Ore.—The ore in these bunches consists of glaucodot (a variety of cobaltiferous mispickel), 
erythrine (cobalt bloom), molybdenite, and thin films of an apple-green to dark-green mineral, which has 
been determined by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, F.C.S., the Government Assayer and Analyst, to be annabergite 
(arseniate of nickel).

Scarcely any molybdenite was met with in the No. 2 and No. 3 bunches, which were almost wholly 
composed of massive granular-crystalline glaucodot, with small isolated crystals of the same mineral 
intermixed with the chlorite hornblende and felspar of the gangue. - ‘ ■

Glaucodot.—
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Glaucodot. 
Mingaye:—•

—The following are two analyses of this mineral from Carcoar, made by Mr. J. C. H. 

No. 3,542, from No. 1 Bunch.
Analysis.

Moisture....................................................
Metallic arsenic........................................

,, cobalt ........................................
.,, nickel ........................................
„ iron.............................................
„ manganese.................................

■ ,, calcium ......................................
Magnesium.................................................
Gold............................................................
Silver ........................................................
Sulphur .....................................................
(Insol. in acids) gangue ..........................

■120
51-810
10- 447 

•590 ■
11- 860 
Nil. 
Nil. 
1-480 
trace.

1-520
22-078

99-905

Specific gravity of ore ................................................................. 5-430

Sample from No. 2 Bunch, No. 4,367.
Analysis,

Moisture........................................................................................ 2-180
Metallic arsenic........................................................................... 29-010

,, cobalt ........................................................................... 13-830*'
,, nickel .................................   -390
,, _ iron............................................................................... 15-78

Alumina........................................................................................ trace.
Manganese.................................................................................... Nil.
Calcium ........................................................................................ -71
Magnesium.................................................................................... -22
Sulphur ....................................................................................... 11-24
Gangue........................................................................................... 26-31

99-66

Traces of gold ; no silver ; trace of copper and antimony.

_ I have the honor to report that a qualitative analysis has been made of a green-coloured substance 
which accompanied the mineral worked, No. 4,637, with the result that nickel, arsenic, and a trace of 
cobalt were found present. The bulk of this mineral consists of mispickel containing cobalt, and a small 
percentage of nickel; also much gangue. The stone was much decomposed in places, and the green 
colour was visible where the decomposition had taken place. From results obtained, I am of opinion that 
this green mineral is nickel bloom.

J. C. H. MINGAYE, E.C.S.,
--------  Government Assayer and Analyst.

‘ These analyses, as well as the crystalline form and perfect basal cleavage of the mineral, prove it to 
be glaucodot.

The actual amount of cobalt oxide in the ore was, in No. 1 sample about 14"69, and in No. 2 
sample, 19-45 per cent. In the former case over 22 per cent, of gangue was present, and in the latter, 26 
per cent. The total amount of cobalt oxide in this mineral, the pure glaucodot, when quite freed from the 
gangue, would be, in the first ease, nearly 19 per cent., and in the second case, over 26 per cent.

. _ The other minerals, with the exception of the annabergite, have already been described, as regards
their physical characters, in my previous report, dated 15th August, 1888. The anabergite (nickel bloom) 
is not present in sufiBcient quantity to be of any commercial importance.

Summary.—This deposit of cobalt appears to me to have been formed in a line of fissure, which for 
some distance followed the line of junction of the diorite with the slate, and was probably directly due to the 
intrusion of the diorite, being formed either by the thrust of its upheaval, or by the contraction consequent 
upon the cooling of the mass of igneous rock. Towards its north-east end this fissure was partly filled by a 
dyke of fine-grained diorite, closely resembling the chlorite slate, which it has penetrated. The cobalt ore 
was then concentrated into the irregular hollows along this line of fissure by some process of segregation, for 
its intimate admixture with the dyke rock is difficult of explanation on any other hypothesis, and in the 
case of No. 2 and No. 3 bunches, by a similar process, accompanied, apparently, by a slight transportation 
of the mineral in solution into the hollows now occupied by the bunches, as in these two last cases the 
gradual merging of the mineral into the country rock is less apparent than in the first.

The occurrence of cobalt in the form of Kupfermanganerzf at the Coombing Copper Mine, bearing 
W. 40° S. from the present bunches, 2 miles distant, proves that this metal is somewhat widely distributed 
in the Carcoar District.

The bunches will probably dip in a south-easterly direction, conforming to the dip of the cleavage 
of the slate rock.
# Notwithstanding the bunchy nature of this deposit, the richness and size of tbe bunches will fully 
justify the outlay of some capital upon its future development.

The ore is exceptionally rich in cobalt, at least four times as rich as the cobaltiferous manganese 
ores hitherto worked for cobalt in New South Wales, and when picked some of it would be worth at 
least £20 per ton.

# My thanks are due to Mr. J. A. M'Killop, of Carcoar, the owner of the cobalt-ore deposit, for 
much information and assistance. I have, Ac.,

, . T. W. EDGEWORTH DAYID,
The Geological Surveyor-m-charge. Geological Surveyor.

PLAN

* = Co., 03,19-45g. t Minerals of New South Wales, by Professor A. Liveraidge, second edition.
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APPENDIX No. 3.
Sir, Geological Survey Department of Mines, Sydney, 2G Eebruary, 1889.

I have the honor to furnish you with a Progress Eeport of the work on which I have been 
engaged during the past year (1888). ' ■

In the early part of January I visited Gunning in connection with the alienation of certain lands.
My annual leave of absence extended from 31st January to 20th Eebruary.
On 12th March I left Sydney for Bingera, and remained in that neighbourhood till 20th April, 

when I proceeded to Barraba. During that time I visited the Pleistocene ossiferous deposits near Myall 
Creek, which were being excavated for the Palaeontological collection of the survey, and from which a 
very large and interesting collection of the bones of our large Pleistocene vertebrates have since been 
obtained. The full report has been published in Parc II, vol. I, of the Records of the Geological Survey. 
I also examined numerous mining localities in the neighbourhoods of Bingera and Barraba, and these 
examinations are embodied in my general report on those districts. {Appendix No.‘S K.) ’ I returned 
to Sydney from Barraba on May 2nd, and, until the beginning of June, I was engaged in office work and 
the writing of the above reports.

On 4th June I travelled via Mudgee to Gulgong, where I was engaged till 7th June with business 
connected with the Prospecting Vote.

On 5th July I left Sydney for Molong, and reported generally on the district north and west of 
that place, returning to Sydney on 9th July. (My report forms Appendix No. 3 B.)

. . On 2nd August I left town for Tamworth, and thereafter, as a member of the Prospecting Board, 
visited the following places in the Northern District:—Nundle, Hanging Rock, Bowling Alley Point, 
Moonhi, Uralla, Boro Creek, 'Walcha, Glen Morrison, Tia Reef, Armidale, Boorolong, Eversleigh, Herbert 
Park, "Warm Corner, Hillgrove, Gyra, Glen Innes, and Vegetable Creek, returning to Sydney on the 13th 
September.

. On 9th October I proceeded, via Gundagai, to Tumut, where I was engaged in connection with 
the alienation of certain lands until 13th October, when I returned to Sydney.

. On 22nd October I left Sydney for Dubbo, and was engaged until the 29th making a cursory 
examination of the Coal-measures of Baltimore and Spicer’s Creek. My report thereon forms Appendix 
No. 3 C.

Leaving Sydney on 30th November, 1 proceeded via Mudgee, and joined you at Gulgong next day, 
and while in this district, as a member of the Prospecting Board, I visited the following places :—Reedy 
Creek, Denison Town, Home Rule, Merindie, and Capertee, and dealt with numerous applications from 
these places for aid out of the Prospecting Vote, and returned to Sydney on 16th December.

While in the Mudgee District I visited, in company with Mr. Arthur Lowe, of Wilbertree, a locality 
near the Talbragar River where an important discovery of fossil fish had recently been made. This place is 
at Boyce’s selection, No. 14, parish of Bligh, county of Bligh. The fish remains were discovered along 
with a set of plants, which occur in loose blocks of ferruginous shale, which lie scattered over the surface 
of the ground above the outcrop of the beds, wdiich are not themselves visible. These shales probably 
form a lenticular patch in the Hawkesbury sandstone, which here overlies a set of coal-bearing strata, 
and where undenuded covers a large portion of the country, chiefly as horizontally-bedded and extensive" 
outliers. A very large collection of these fish remains has since been obtained for examination and 
description, and. they will no doubt form a most interesting addition to the Palseontology of the 
Hawkesbury-Wianamatta formation. A short notice of these fish-bearing shales has been published in 
the Records of the Geological Survey, Part II, vol. I. *

I have, &c.,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge.-----------------WILLIAM ANDERSON.

APPENDIX No. 3 A.
The Geology of the Bingera and Barraba Gold-field.

Sir> i Department of Mines, Geological Survey Board, Sydney, 24 May, 1888.
. In accordance with your instructions, I have made a general examination of the geological
features of the country between Bingera and Barraba, in the counties of Murchison and Darling, and 
visited various mining localities in the neighbourhood of these townships which you requested me to report 
upon particularly. I have now the honor to furnish you with my report.

. The sedimentary rocks of this area consist of a series of clay shales, sandstones, quartzites, and 
limestones. They are highly altered, being much indurated and minutely jointed. To the west of 
Barraba they lie mostly horizontally, with a few slight wavy flexures, while around Bingera, and in the 
neighbourhood of the serpentine belt, they stand nearly vertically, or with a decided dip. Erom their 
petrological characters, and the occurrence of Lepidodendron in the shales near Bingera, they probably 
belong to the Devonian period. To the east of Bingera, however, we come upon a much more highly- 
altered and contorted series of rocks, which will probably be found to he of Silurian age. In all these 
sedimentary rocks there are abundance of quartz veins and reefs, which of course occur in greatest 
numbers in the localities where the rocks have undergone most alteration and contortion, and in the 
neighbourhood of intruded volcanic rocks. Many of these quartz reefs are auriferous, and are at present 
being worked.

Tertiary basalt occur in various parts of the district, forming isolated tablelands of considerable 
extent. It is_ present covering the diamondiferous drift with their overlying pipeclays a few miles to 
the west of Bingera, and also on the Bald Nob some half dozen miles up the Gwydir River. It occurs 
also covering Tertiary pipeclays and drift on the hills to the east of Goorangra Creek, which flows north
wards to the Gwydir River, from near Upper Bingera. It forms the summit of Bell’s Mountain, 6 miles 
to the north of Barraba, a plateau which extends to the east and west of the road for some miles, along 
the boundary between the counties of Murchison and Darling. It is also found in numerous other isolated 
positions. As these basalt ranges with their underlying pipeclays, represent the old Tertiary valleys, we 
can r easonably expect to find that under some portions of them at least we should get the old river 
channels with their pebbly wash containing gold and precious stones. The first two localities above 
mentioned have been more or less prospected, but very little attention has been paid to the latter two. 
If the Cope’s Creek and Bingera diamond drifts are part of the fsame Tertiary river course, it is probable 
that one of these basalt ranges which crosses the country between these two places forms the connecting 
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link between them. My examination of the country was not, however, minute enough to warrant my 
drawing a decided conclusion as to which of the last two mentioned basalt ranges formed the connection. 
However, we have evidence in the presence of characteristic Tertiary boulders and pebbles in the Pleistocene 
alluvial deposits which form Bingera Plat that a portion of a Tertiary lead must have undergone denudation 
within the drainage area of this valley. The probability is that this Tertiary lead must have crossed the 
valley of Bingera Creek on the north side of the watershed, between that creek andCobbedah Creek; and, 
so far as we know at present, it is quite possible that the Coorangra Creek basalt may form the connection. 
At any rate, the drift under these two runs of basalt at Coorangra Creek and Bell’s Mountain ought to 
be thoroughly prospected for gold and precious stones. _ _ _ _

The Devonian series of rooks in this district is intersected from near Manilla to within 3 miles of 
Bingera by a nearly continuous belt of serpentine, which varies from over 2 miles to a few hundred yards 
in width. It varies much in character. It is in some places uniformly compact, but generally it has been 
much crushed, and is now a finely-jointed slickensided rock-mass, throughout which occur numerous very 
hard kernels and nodules of a compact rock with a light-brown base, having black lustrous porphyritic 
crystals of lastite (?), an altered pyroxene, scattered plentifully through it. In various places dykes of 
hard volcanic rock have been intruded through the serpentine, which is itself probably a highly-altered 
volcanic rock—a peridotite. _ .

Large quantities of gold have been obtained in immediate connection with this belt of serpentine 
along its whole extent. This occurred both in reefs traversing the serpentine itself or occupying a 
position on the line of junction of that rock and the slate, and also as alluvial gold in certain areas draining 
off the serpentine. _ _ ...

Following out your instructions, conveyed to me by telegram, I visited the following localities in 
the neighbourhood of Bingera, having received a list of these from the Secretary of the Progress 
Committee. _ .

. Spring Greek.—At the head of Spring Gully, about 3 miles to the S.E. of Bingera, two parties are 
at present engaged working a quartz reef. Salter and Neal’s party have sunk on the reef, and driven a 
short way on the underlay. The reef dips at a low angle, a little to the north of east. It averages about 
a foot in thickness, and traverses the hardened and much-jointed Devonian slate. Since my visit I have 
heard that Neal and party have had 7 tons 3 cwt. 1 qr. of quartz crushed at the battery in Bingera, and it 
yielded 10 oz. 1 dwt., there having been a considerable amount of gold picked from the stone before it 
was sent to the battery. A short distance to the south, along its outcrop, Bedding and party have opened 
on the quarlz reef, which is here on the line of junction between the serpentine and the slate. A shaft 
has been sunk to catch the reef on its underlay. It passes through 34 feet of slate, and for the next 6 feet 
alternating quartz and slate, until at 40 feet the serpentine foot-wall was struck. Good prospects were 
got from this shaft by hand-crushing. Prom the outcrop of the reef a drive was put in, following the 
serpentine foot-wall for 100 feet, passing 15 feet beyond the bottom of the 40-feet shaft. The quartz reef 
in the drive varies from 2 feet to 5 feet in thickness, but the gold is more or less confined to the 
immediate proximity of the foot-wall, and indeed the serpentine foot-wall itself carries fine free goid in 
patches. The Doctor’s reef, lying a few hundred yards to the north of this reef, has had a considerable 
amount of work done on it, as its surfacing was rather rich. It averages over 1 foot in width, and consists 
of hard pyritous quartz with calcite, dipping to the west and traversing the slate. The free gold has no 
doubt been freed from the pyrites by decomposition, as it occurs chiefly in small hollows in the quartz 
containing the ferruginous matter, the decomposition product of the iron pyrites. An assay of quartz 
from this reef gave a return of 25 oz. 9 dwt. 14 gr. of gold per ton, and 10 oz. 9 dwt. of silver per ton, 
showing that there is a considerable amount of fine free gold in the stone. _ _ _

Spring Gully is the northern limit of the serpentine belt, the reefs occupying the line of junction 
between it and the slates, or occurring in the immediate neighbourhood of that junction. In the reefs I 
have mentioned above the gold is of a patchy character, and confined locally to certain portions of the 
reef. Although, in the case of Bedding’s reef, if the serpentinous footwall continues to carry payable 
gold, as well as a layer of quartz in immediate relation to the footwall, as is at present the case, the 
prospects are rather encouraging.

Solly Whitlow.—This valley, through which flows a creek of the same name, a tributary of Myall 
Creek, lies a few miles to the north-east of Bingera. The alluvial deposits here have proved very rich, 
and numerous reefs traversing the nearly vertical Silurian slates have been more or less opened up. I 
visited the following reefs :—

The Mountain Maid consists of quartz and calcite leaders in pyritous slate. It outcrops on a spur 
to the left of Surveyor’s Gully. Considerable work has been done in sinking shafts on this reef. Five 
tons of picked stone averaged oz. to the ton. _

The Lady Mary, some distance higher up the Bobby "Whitlow Creek, consists of a thin leader of 
pyritous quartz, traversing bluish-coloured Silurian slate. Not far from this is the Maid of Ashford, 
formed by a small leader of quartz, with epidote, and one of calcite, which unite lower down. Free gold 
can be seen in the calcite, but not in the quartz. They dip N.E. These quartz reefs in Bobby Whitlow 
Valley are of small size, indeed, the whole body of Silurian slate is seamed with small leaders and veins 
of quartz, many of which are auriferous, but there are no indications of permanency about them. Most 
of the gold which has been got in the Pleistocene alluvial deposits of the valley of this creek has no 
doubt been derived locally from the leaders and gold-bearing veins of quartz, although some of it, 
from its well water-worn appearance, must have travelled some distance. A good deal of fossicking 
is still carried on in the Pleistocene alluvial in various parts of the valley. The most extensive alluvial 
working is at a portion of the valley called Mud-holes. Here the Pleistocene alluvium is being sluiced 
by means of a water-race, which has been cut for a considerable distance, but the scarcity of water greatly 
retards operations. Although here this Pleistocene alluvium is somewhat limited in extent, the prospects 
obtained are fairly good.

Upper Bingera lies in a south-easterly direction, distant about 16 miles from Lower Bingera. 
Some years ago the alluvial deposits and reefs in the Tipper Bingera gold-field comprised the valley 
through which the road from Lower Bingera passes, together with the hills enclosing the head of it, and 
lying to the north-west of the old township of Upper Bingera. This valley has been excavated in the 
serpentine belt, which at this point is about a mile wide, while all the reefs that have been w'orked 
occur in that rock. At present there is very little work done in the neighbourhood of this once rich 
area. A few miners are still fossicking in the gullies draining off the serpentine hills, while some

desultory
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desultory work is being carried on by a few parties in sinking on reefs. About a couple of miles down 
the valley irom the. township, where it is contracted into a somewhat narrow gorge by the close proximity 
ot two steeply sloping serpentine ridges, preparations are being made to work the alluvial deposits which 
are still untouched m this narrow part of the valley.

.. TooCrjff min® in whi(fh ";ork was lately carried on is called the Ballarat Beef, which occurs on 
portions 32, S9 and 24, parish of Hall. Informer days exceptionally rich patches were got when this 
was first opened up, and it is the endeavour of the present owners, by sinking deeper, to strike others 
of these rich patches. This so-called reef is of a rather peculiar character. The line along which it has 
been worked lies north-west and south-east, and large numbers of shafts and tunnels have been excavated 
m connection with it. It is not a reef in the true acceptation of that term, although true leaders of 
auriferous quartz have been met with, and have given rich returns. It is a narrow strip of dark-coloured 
ferruginous much-jointed and slickensided serpentinous rock occurring in the centre of the serpentine 
area. I his narrow strip of crushed rock occurs for a considerable distance along a north-west and 
south-east tine. It is of a schistose character;—its component minerals have been forced by enormous 
pressure to take a wavy lenticular form. To the east of this is the true serpentine, while immediately 
to the west ot it there is a very hard light-coloured rock, which, on examination under the microscone 
proves to be a wholly crystalline rock of the diorite type, and is undoubtedly of an intrusive character.’

e intrusion ot this rock into the serpentine may have been the cause of the great crushing which the 
serpentinous rock has undergone. Consequent upon the crushing to which this rock has been subiected, 
innumerable minute cracks were opened in it, which were subsequently filled with quartz, sometimes 
auriferous, forming small leaders, which are never of any extent or thickness. In course of time, by the 
denudation of the crushed serpentinous rock, with its included auriferous veins and thereadv percolation 
of water downwards, along its numberless joints, much of the gold liberated from the decomposed quartz- 
veins was taken up in solution by the percolating water and carried downwards by it: and wherever there 
has been a horizontal or slightly inclined joint of any extent, the gold has been redeposited on that joint 
face. I he consequence of this has been that, besides the rich yield obtained from the auriferous leaders 
of quartz there have been numerous large patches of free gold obtained wherever one of these more or less 
horizontal joints was struck . Iron pyrites is present in these rocks, and it is probable that originally 
some ot the gold was m combination with this mineral. Below the water-level, to which they have attained 
by tecom^o^tion*11183’ Pyntes 18 very abuudant> aud probably carries much of the gold unreleased

• •. ^ r.'?! be seen from what has been stated above that the occurrence of these patches of free gold
is quite arbitrary, and there .is no defined line or direction to act as a guide in searching for them, except 
the general fact that they will only be found in the narrow belt of crushed and much-jointed serpentinous 
rock, where that has contained auriferous leaders, and it is as likely these will occur in the unprospected 
portions of the crushed rock between the surface and the lowest depths of the present workings as that 
they wil! be found at still lower depths. Quartz leaders will be found to be abundant in this strip of 
crushed rock, and, m all likelihood, numbers of them will be auriferous, but they will be of small size 
.below the water-level much of the gold is probably confined to the iron pyrites.

Goorangra Flat—This flat occupies the upper reaches of the Gouron Gouron Creek, one of the 
southern tributaries of the Gwydir Biver. It lies some few miles to the north-east of Upper Bingera 
and is of considerable extent. Numberless shafts have been sunk all over the flat, but the depth 
necessary to reach the wash could not be obtained because of the wetness of the ground. At its upper 
end there is at present being worked with good results about 5 feet of coarse pebbly wash, consisting of 
well-rounded and angular pebbles, evidently a Pleistocene redistribution of a Tertiary lead. There is little 
doubt that this wash covers a large portion of the flat which has as yet been wholly unprospected, this 
being due to the fact that the presence of water had always prevented individual miners from sinking to 
a workable depth. The probability is that, if properly prospected, the drift in this flat would be found 
payably workable.

yan7 of kills on the eastern side of the Gouron Gouron Creek are capped with Tertiarv basalt 
while others consist entirely of sand and fine drift, which, in some places, must be over GO feet thick, while 
in the few shafts which have been sunk in the immediate neighbourhood of the basalt, pipeclavs and 
ignite with fossil leaves occur. . It is due to the denudations of portions of this Tertiary lead that we find 

the Tertiary boulders m the Pleistocene redistribution on Coorangra Plat. Pour shafts at different points 
have been sunk on the Tertiary deposits, but in none of them was the drift successfully reached and 
prospected, because of the amount of water present, so that as yet it is altogether unknown whether or 
not gold or diamonds are present in it.

All Nations Reefs.—This reef outcrops on a rising ground i of a mile to the south of Lower Binoera. 
It traverses slate, and has a general north and south strike. It was first opened about twenty years
rS%o r . °1rlglnf1 1serles of shafts Put down on its outcrops can still be seen. Its dip is nearly vertical 
for 30 feet when it changes to the east. On this dip the reef was followed for a short distance, when it 
was round to resume- its vertical position. A shaft was put down from the surface to catch the reef at 
this point by Goldng and party, who sunk it on the reef 65 feet. The present party began operations in 
this shaft at that, depth, and are novv down a little over 100 feet. It is about 3 feet in thickness and 
contains tree gold in a, fine state of division, besides a large amount of auriferous pyrites. A battery has 
recently been erected m the town to carry on the crushings from this reef. The bulk assays of the reef 
are as toiiows : A mixed sample of the whole reef gave a return from the Mint of 174 dwt. to the ton. 
hour tons treated at Park and Lacey’s gave 15 dwt. of free gold to the ton, and half an ounce from the 
pyntes to the ton. If the free gold continues at this rate uniformly through the stone, this reef will in 
ail probability pay for its extraction by crushing, but the pyrites will require special treatment, and it is 
very likely that below the water-level the gold will be chiefly in the pyrites.

• The Wet Flat, on which the township of Lower Bingera is situated, still remains unprospected, 
owing to the presence of so much water. Lately 'VVearne and party have sunk two shafts some distance to 
the north-east of the All N ations Beef; one is down 63 feet, and the other 68 feet; both bottomed on slate 
rock. Drives from these shafts prove the presence of a small channel of drift, consisting chiefly of slate 
pebbles with quartz and decomposed basalt boulders, much of which has come from the denudation of 
a Tertiary lead, higher up the valley. Operations were reported to have been stopped owing to the influx 
of water into the drives. There is not the least doubt that there is on this flat deep ground which formed 

e mam drainage channel for the valley, and in which there is every prospect of obtaining payable gold 
whenever the water can be overcome. & r j ^
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I made art examination of tlie following places in tKe neighbourhood of Barraba :—
Manilla Biver.—From opposite the mouth of Connor’s Greet, for 14 miles up the river on its 

southern camp, isolated hillocks of Pleistocene gravel occur, which consist of sand with well-rounded and 
angular pebbles of quartz, jasperoid rock, slate, and blocks of ferruginous cemented gravel, resting upon 
the much-jointed and nearly horizontal Devonian slates. A. few specks of scaly gold can be got almost 
anywhere in this drift. At many places the present stream has cut through this gravel deposit, which, 
no doubt, represents the course, or at any rate the undenuded bends of the Pleistocene course of the 
river. The probability is that some portions of this drift may be locally rich, but it would require a 
great deal of prospecting to prove this. _

Woods Beef is a small township lying about Smiles to the east of Barraba. The track from 
Barraba for the first 2 miles passes over Devonian slates, then on Broadbeck’s and Douglas’ selections over 
a basaltic plateau, an outlier of the Bell’s Mountain Tertiary basalt, and then over more highly contorted and 
altered slates as far as Ironbark Creek, where we come upon the serpentine, the bed of the creek 
being at this spot on the western line of junction with the slate. The serpentine is here about li- miles 
broad, and Woods Reef is situated on it. Mining has been carried on in this neighbourhood for a 
considerable time. The chief mine at present worked is the Addison Reef. It occurs on a quartzite 
ridge in the immediate vicinity of the eastern junction of the serpentine with the slate rock. It is a 
saddle-shaped quartz reef, the forkings of which dip to the north-east and south-west, respectively. 
The easterly branch gave out in a short distance, but the westerly, which dips at an angle of about 
40 degrees, has been followed for over 100 feet. A 65-feet shaft has been sunk not far from the outcrop, 
to catch the reef on the underlay. From the bottom of this the westerly branch of the reef has been 
followed to a depth of 110 ft. The reef divides into two, the smaller portion passing off to the west at a 
low angle, while the larger portion continues downwards in a nearly vertical direction. The last crushing 
of quartz taken from the present workings at 110 ft. gave a return of half an ounce to the ton. 
The average yield of stone taken from between the bottom of the 65-f t. shaft and the present workings 
at 110 ft. was about 6 dwt. to the ton. _

Some distance to the south of this occurs what is called the Young Q-arryowen reef, which is a 
bed of ferruginous pyritous quartzite interbedded with the decomposed slate-rocks. The superficial 
portion of the quartzite, in which the pyrites was decomposed, returned 7 dwt of gold to the ton. Below 
the water-level the gold will be wholly confined to the pyrites, and the expense of treatment would 
preclude the possibility of working it payably. _ _

Paling Yard Greek.—Considerable quantities of gold have been obtained in the Pleistocene alluvial 
of this creek near its source, north of the old Paling Yard Station, in the north-west corner of the parish 
of Tiabundie. There are still a few miners working on the creek. Here the serpentine belt is only 
about 100 yards wide, and in connection with it there are dyke-like masses of a hard crystalline rock, 
containing a large amount of pyrites, which was probably the origin of at least some of the alluvial gold. 
About half a mile to the south-east of the old Paling Yard Station is an outcrop of chromic iron ore. It 
occurs on the western line of junction of the serpentine with the slate, and contains gold, but not in 
payable quantity.

Ti-tree Greek.—These diggings lie about 9 miles in a southerly direction from Barraba. The 
alluvial in this creek was very rich, and there are yet a few miners working here, though near the source 
of the creek it is pretty well worked out. On the water-shed between Ti-tree Creek and Aberdeen 
Gully is the Pioneer Reef. It consists of calcite with arsenical and iron pyrites, and averages about 1 ft. 
in thickness. It strikes north-west and south-east, and dips to the north-east at a high angle, traversing 
bluish-coloured pyritous slate. _

A series of shafts have been sunk on the outcrop of the reef, the deepest of which is down 140 ft., 
while the others have been sunk to 30 ft., 40 ft., 41 ft., and 132 ft., respectively. At the bottom of the 
140-ft. shaft the reef has been driven upon to the south-east, while at the 132-ft. level there is a 45-ft. 
drive to the north-west. In the former drive the reef is 15 in. thick, and in the latter 7 in. Traces of 
gold have been got all the way from the surface to the 140-ft. level, while some parts of the reef were 
very rich locally. The following are some of the crushings from the reef:—Two tons from the 50-ft. 
level crushed at the Mint gave 5 oz. to the ton, while from the same level 140 lb. of stone returned 58 oz. 
Six tons from the same level were crushed at the Crow Mountain Battery, and returned 1 oz. 5 dwt. to 
the ton. Six tons from the 140-ft. level gave 1 oz. 12 dwt. to the ton. This reef seems to be of a 
persistent character, and has a fair average yield, although the occurrence of rich gold in it is of a patchy 
nature.

Taking the district around Barraba as a whole, I think that prospectors ought to confine their 
attention to the neighbourhood of the serpentine belt and the basalt-capped ridges, together with the 
valleys draining off these. The geological structure in the former position is favourable to the presence 
of metalliferous reefs and lodes, because the serpentine is in all probability an altered peridotite (an 
olivine enstatite rock) of volcanic origin, which, in its unaltered condition, has been intruded among the 
slates, and has caused their contortion and alteration ; consequently along their lines of junction, and in 
the crushed and contorted slates in the neighbourhood of that junction, cavities have been formed, which 
were subsequently filled with quartz, calcite, or metalliferous lodestuffs.

In the case of basalt-capped ridges the occurrence of auriferous drifts may be expected, because 
they represent the old valleys and low-lying grounds, -which in the Tertiary times were flooded with 
basaltic lavas. But, in fact, from a geological point of view, there is every reason to suppose that the 
whole country from Tamworth northwards to beyond Bingera is favourable to the occurrence of auriferous 
and argentiferous reefs and lodes. _ _

In conclusion, I beg to record my thanks to the numerous gentlemen, both in Bingera and 
Barraba, who so kindly afforded me every assistance and information during my examination of the 
district. I have, &c.,

WILLIAM ANDERSON.
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX
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. APPENDIX No. 3 B.
Sir> . Department of Mines, Geological Survey Board, Sydney, 12 July, 1888.

. . accordance with the instructions I received from the Under Secretary, I have visited the country
immediately to the north of Molong, and have now the honor to furnish you with my report thereon.

The couniry under examination includes portions of the three counties, Gordon, Wellington'and 
Ashburham, about the junction of the Bell Eiver with Molong and Nora Creeks. It is of a hilly charac
ter^ and consists of altered Silurian slates, sandstones, conglomerates, and limestones, with numerous 
varieties of volcanic rocks. One of the chief geological features of the district is the great development 
of the limestones, whose outcrops, in many cases, cover a considerable extent of country. They occur in 
lenticular beds, which are interbedded with the other sedimentary strata, and contain numerous fossils. 
In connection with many of them occur extensive outcrops of iron ore and gossan, some of which 
contain gold and silver, but which have never been prospected to any extent. The general strike of the 
sedimentary rocks, as is shown by the outcrop of the various beds of limestone, is in a north-easterly and 
south-westerly direction. To the south and south-east of Molong a considerable area is occupied by 
pink-coloured granite, while intrusive diorite and felsite occur near Larras Lake station. At Spring 
Creek, parish of Eurimbula, county Gordon, intrusive basaltic rocks occur.

The remains of Tertiary basaltic lavas, covering river drift, form extensive ranges of hills in some 
parts of the district. These drifts have never been thoroughly prospected, and judging from the aurifer
ous character of the rocks from which they have been derived, they are, I think, deposits to which 
prospectors ought to direct their attention. '

In the upper portion of the valley of Nora Creek a Tertiary drift occurs, in which a few shafts 
have been sunk, but no systematic work has been done to prospect this deposit, although good gold is 
reported to have been got here, and in the alluvial at the head of Burrawong Creek.

. On the watershed between the sources of these two creeks is Delaney’s Dyke, which is a gar- 
netiferous rock containing gold and copper. It is worked by the Delaney Dyke Gold-mining Company. 
It traverses the Silurian slates near their junction with pink-coloured granite. The strike is nearly north 
and south, and the dip is to the east at a high angle. Numerous shafts have been sunk on the outcrop 
the deepest of which is down about 65 feet. At the 40-feet level the lode has been driven upon to the 
north for 35 feet, and here it averages 10 feet in thickness. At the 55-feet level the lode averages 23 
feet from footwall to hanging wall, including a thin horse of dark flakey slickensided slate much stained 
with the carbonates of copper, and which when crushed returns good gold. The lode consists of garnet- 
iferous lodestuff containing free gold with the carbonates of copper. The gold is generally very fine, but 
visible specks are not unfrequently to be seen. At the southern end of the lode, at the deepest level, it 
is very rich in copper carbonates. A crushing of 40 cartloads from this lode returned 41 oz. of gold and 
25 oz. of silver. The lode has every appearance of being permanent in depth, and the only drawback at 
present is the want of water to carry on the crushing, which is done by an eleven-headed stamper battery, 
situated on the neighbouring creek. ' J

Mullingin Eeef outcrops near the northern fence of Mr. Lee’s 1,120-acre block, at the junction of 
the Weandre Creek with the Bell Eiver, parish of Three Eivers, county of Wellington. It is a quartz' 
reef containing arsenical and iron pyrites. It has an east and west strike, and dips south 5° east at a 
high angle. At its outcrop it is a foot thick, and continues to a depth of GO feet at the same uniform 
thickness. It traverses decomposed slates of different degrees of hardness, the hanging wall being soft 
clay slate, and the footwall a very hard chloritic slate. Eor 34 feet the shaft is vertical, and then follows 
the reef to the depth of GO feet, where they are at present working. At the bottom of this shaft the reef 
has pinched out towards the west, but in a small drive to the east it is still about a foot thick. Erom 
this part of the reef I took a sample for assay, which returned neither gold nor silver. Two assays were, 
however, made of the quartz from the shaft, and both gave a little over 3 ounces of gold to the ton and 
a trace of silver. The country rock in the neighbourhood of this reef has undergone great disturbance, 
and this, I think, would discourage the idea of finding well-defined reefs of large size, but nevertheless it is 
probable that small reefs may frequently occur. In the next block to the north the outcrop of a fairly 
large quartz reef can be followed, running nearly north and south for a considerable distance, but it is 
not, so far as has been ascertained, payably workable. The probability is that Mr. Lees’s Mullingin Eeef 
is a branch coming from the larger reef, or that it is the continuation of that large reef whose strike at 
this point has turned to the west instead of continuing to the north. This, however, can only be proved 
by following the Mullingin Eeef to its- junction with the other.

Numerous other reefs occur about here, which have not, however, been tested or opened up. They 
generally show arsenical and iron pyrites and the carbonates of copper—in fact, copper, in one form or 
another, seems to be present in almost all the reefs of this district. _

In the neighbourhood of Mullingin Eeefs there are large tracts of country covered by Tertiary 
basalt, which in many instances overlies Tertiary river drifts. These have never been prospected to any 
extent. Some holes have been sunk for a few feet in depth along the outcrop of the drift, which, hnwever, 
has never been followed into the deepest ground. There is little doubt that in this locality numbers of 
those isolated basalt-capped ridges will be found to contain payable auriferous drift when thoroughly 
prospected.

On Spring Creek, near its junction with the Bell Eiver, in the parish of Eurimbula, county 
of Gordon, large pieces of native copper were found some years ago on the surface. A few thin 
quartz leaders with calcite showing the carbonates and grey sulphide of copper, and assaying 43 
per cent of copper, were sunk upon, till they gave out at no great depth. In the immediate 
neighbourhood the rocks are more or less copper-stained along their joints. They consist of sedimen
tary Silurian rocks through which eruptive basaltic rocks have been intruded, the line of junction 
between them being just at this point where the native copper was found. It is probable that a rich 
copper lode may exist near this spot, and, if so, it no doubt will be found to occupy a position in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the junction between the sedimentary and intrusive rocks. On Eeedy Creek, 
a tributary of the Bell Eiver, a.few miles to the south of Spring Creek, in the parish of Eurimbula, 
county Gordon, is an immense outcrop of ferruginous gossan and iron ore. It occurs in connection with 
a bed of limestone, and can be traced for miles in a northerly direction, following the outcrop of the 
limestone. In some parts it contains a few water-worn pebbles of quartz. Two samples for assay I 
took about a quarter of a mile apart gave no return of either silver or gold.

At Little Copper Hill, on the western side of the Wellington Eoad, about 2 miles north of Molong, 
an outcrop of iron ore and gossan occurs in connection with a bed of limestone. This outcrop of gossan 
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was opened up some forty years ago for the purpose of working the copper it contained, but this did not 
prove of sufficient richness to pay. It has, however, been proved by assay to contain silver, and I think 
it might be worth while to prospect it for that metal.

In many parts of the world, and particularly in the western parts of the United States of America, 
rich silver and lead mines have long been worked in limestones. These ore deposits occur especially 
where the limestones are connected with eruptive rocks, but not only are they found along the 
junctions of the limestones with the eruptive rocks, but owing to the easy solubility of limestone, 
large irregular cavities have been dissolved out along the joints by water percolating through the rock, 
and these are often found to have been refilled by the deposition in them of metalliferous ores. In this 
country no attention has ever been paid to the prospecting for metals in limestone, and as yet our 
Paleozoic limestones are virgin ground to the prospector. I believe that if, not only in this district but 
in other parts of the Colony, the limestones, especially where connected with eruptive rocks, were carefully 
examined and prospected, some rich mineral finds -would be the result.

In conclusion, I would state that this district presents many geological features which are favourable 
to the development of metalliferous lodes and reefs, and to the occurrence of gold; for not only are there 
large tracts of country covered with Tertiary river drifts, which in many places are probably auriferous, 
but the whole country is formed of highly inclined and tilted Silurian rocks, which locally have been much 
disturbed by the intrusion among them of volcanic rocks, and in these disturbed areas are to be found the 
reefs and metalliferous lodes, which have been formed in the cracks and fissures left in the strata by the 
movements and great pressure to which they have been subjected. I would, however, call special attention 
to the limestones, which are so largely developed in this district, and particularly to those portions of them 
which are in any way connected with eruptive rocks, as being probably ore-bearing strata.

I have to express my thanks for the kind assistance afforded me by Mr. Lee of Larras Lake during 
the examination of this country. . I have, &c.,

WILLIAM ANDERSON,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 3 C.
Sir, Geological Survey, Department of Mines, Sydney November. 1888.

In accordance with your instructions, I have inspected a portion of the North-western or 
Talbragar River Coal-field, in the neighbourhood of Spicer’s Creek and the Talbragar River, to the east of 
Dubbo. I have now the honor to furnish you with a report thereon.

From Dubbo eastward to Spicer’s Creek the country consists superficially of a coarse sandstone 
and conglomerate, which is covered locally by patches of Tertiary basalt, in some places overlying aurife
rous Tertiary drift. This grit and conglomerate, knowm as the Dubbo or Ballimore sandstone, lies 
horizontallv, and sho-ws false bedding. In a few positions lenticular beds of thin-bedded shales, of no 
great extent, occur in it. It presents all the characters of the Hawkesbury sandstones of the Blue 
Mountains, and there is little doubt that it is an outlier of that formation. Natural sections of the coal
bearing beds which underlie it are of rare occurrence in the district. It is only in certain positions in 
the creeks and watercourses, where the denuding action of these has worn through the sand
stone and so exposed a small portion of the underlying beds, that they can be seen. The sandstone is, 
however, so easily disintegrated that such quantities of the loosened sand are swept into the watercourses 
that they become partially filled up with it, and any sections that may have been'exposed by denudation 
are wholly obscured. The sandstone is of no great thickness, although it varies considerably in different 
positions, so that the coal-bearing strata can be struck generally over the district at a comparatively 
'shallow depth. Sections showing the relations between the coal-bearing strata and the overlying sand
stone occur on the northern bank of the Talbragar River at Ballimore Hill, for about a mile and a half 
up the river, and also in the north-western corner of the parish of Ballimore, about 2 miles above Gillies’ 
accommodation house. On the north-eastern slope of Ballimore Hill, about 100 feet of these coal-bearing 
beds are seen cropping out below the Dubbo or Hawkesbury sandstone, while in the creek to the north 
of the hill about 100 feet more of the beds are exposed. At the top of the hill the Hawkesbury sand
stone is seen to rest on the underlying coal strata with a slight unconformity, which, however, at this 
point is hardly appreciable, the dip of the latter beds being not more than 2° or 3° in a southerly direc
tion. The uppermost portion of the coal-bearing.beds in this section consist of thin-bedded sandstone 
and light-coloured shales, with interstratified beds of ironstone, while below these are a series of thin 
shales, fireclays, and bituminous coals, none of which exceed a few inches in thickness. A portion of 
these thin coal-seams constituted what was formerly known as the Ballimore coal-seam, but although 
they are fairly good bituminous coals, the thinness of the individual seams, and the frequent occurrence 
of interstratified white bands, render the seams on this horizon, in this neighbourhood, of no com
mercial value, although it is quite possible that some of them may unite to form a workable seam in 
another part of the field. Altogether there are about 200 feet of the coal-bearing beds exposed in 
section in the vicinity of Ballimore Hill.

Two diamond-drill bores have been put down in the neighbourhood of Ballimore Hill. No. 1 bore 
was situated about a mile up the river from the hill. It is close to the northern bank of the river, and 
was commenced among the thin coals which occur about 100 feet below the Hawkesbury sandstone on 
Ballimore Hill. This bore attained a depth of 794 ft. 6 in. At 526 ft. a seam of coal was struck, which 
was 5 ft. 3 in. in thickness, with an inch band about a foot from its upper surface At 550 ft. artesian 
mineral water was tapped; and the only other coal-seam that was struck was at 653 ft., but proved only to be 
11 inches thick. The presence of the artesian water prevented the 5 ft. 3 in. seam from being worked in 
the neighbourhood of the bore. No. 2 bore was situated about 60 chains in a northerly direction from No. 1 
bore on the creek. After the surface alluvium it first passed through a set of beds identical with those 
occurring immediately below the Hawkesbury sandstone on Ballimore Hill, which were followed by the 
same series of thin coal-seams." The total depth bored was 1,101 ft. 4 in., but after passing through the 
thin coals at 200 ft. no other coal-seam is reported to have been met with At about 600 ft. a few thin 
coaly layers were passed through, which no doubt represented the 5 ft. 3 in. coal-seam met with in No. 1 
bore, the horizon being approximately the same in both cases. The fact that this 5 ft. 3 in. coal-seam 
appears to have totally disappeared in so short a distance may possibly be due merely to a local thinning 
of the bed. As shown by both these bores, there is in this series of coal-bearing strata a great preva
lence of interstratified beds of conglomerate, the presence of which is against the uniform persistence of 
the coal-seams over a large area. '
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Pii, ^'V0 m'^e.s UP river from Gillies’ accommodation house, the section on the northern branch 

ot the river consists of the same series of thin coal-seams and light-coloured shales, showing that over a 
considerable area the dip of the beds is hardly appreciable.

I11 i'h® b®! of Spicer’s Creek, a few hundred yards north 
Wellington track crosses the creek, about 28 miles from Dubbo, 
where the Hawkesbury sandstone has been removed by the creek.
from this place, a shaft has been sunk to a depth-of about 30 ft." ____ _ .......^ ^
sandstone and light fireclay shales containing plant remains, chiefly rootlets and G-lossopteris leaflets, the 
same coal-seam was struck at 25 ft. It is reported to he about 4 ft. in thickness, with an inch hand near 
tne top ot it. Ihe coal is partly bituminous and partly a splint coal, containing small kernels and streaks 
ol very pure and fine-grained fireclay, the presence of which will materially affect the percentage of ash 
m specimens analysed. The following are analyses of two samples of this coal. No. 1 was taken out of 
the shatt, and £so. 2 from the heap at the mouth of the shaft

of the spot where the Dubbo and 
, a bed of coal crops out, at a point 

On the west hank, about a chain 
After passing through the alluvium,

Specific gravity ...
No. 1. No. 2.

... 1-430 ............... 1-479
Volatile hydrocarbons ... 23-61............... 23-05
Fixed carbons ...
Ash..............................

... 52 281 ito.oq

... 20-60/68
54-65
18-70

Sulphur ... ... ... 0-42............... 0-576
Moisture ................ ... 3-09............... 3-60

The colour of the ash in both samples is greyish. It is not a caking coal. Tho high percentage of 
aw.use f°r domestic purposes in localities ivhere abetter coal could be procured, but 
still it might have a local value for housebold purposes. It does not burn very readily, and when used 
for smeitmg purposes a certain amount of wood has to be used along with it. As all the analyses and 

i i-i een-,lna^e ^rom samples of this coal taken from near the surface, w'here the pereentao-e of 
volatile hydrocarbons has no doubt been lowered by the percolation of surface water, the results are 
probably, to a certain extent, not so good-as they would he if the samples had been iaken from a 
considerable depth. To prove the thickness and quality of this coal-seam it would be necessary to 
sink a shaft some distauce aw-ay from the present one on the line of dip of the seam. The probability is 

“J® s“afr- is sunk on the same flat as the present one the coal-seam will be struck at less than 
+1: fr.- P-W from the creek the country rises gradually, and consequently the further from the creek 
the thicker will the overlying Hawkesbury sandstone be, because the denuding action of the waters of 
the creek were more active, and wore deeper into the sandstones near the creek than towards the 
watershed.

.What relation the coal-seam at Spicer’s Creek bears to the coal-seams seen in section and 
occurring iu the bores at Ballimore Hill we have at present no means of determining conclusively, as 
there are no sections visible between these two places. Judging, however, from the slight dip of the 
peas generally, and the fact that along tho course of the Talbragar Biver, on the line of strike for a 
distance of 7 miles, most of the sections present some portion of a series of thin coals which are 
undoubtedly on the same horizon, and have in every case a uniform relation to the overlying Hawkes- 
bury sandstone, it seems to be probable that the Spicer’s Creek coal-seam may possibly be tbe repre
sentative of that which was struck at 526 ft. in No. 1 bore. It is, however, probable that there 
will not be be.ow the. Spicers Creek coal-seam nearly tbe same thickness of coal-bearing strata that 
has been proved by boring to exist in the neighbourhood of Ballimore Hill, because within a mile to the 
southward of the outcrop of the coal at Spicer’s Creek the older Palaeozoic rocks outcrop on the surface 
and represent the edge of the basin in which the coal-bearing strata had been laid down, unless, perhaps, 
they have been brought into position by faulting, of which I noticed no evidence.

. The great prevalence of interstratified conglomerates and the thin-bedded character of tbe whole 
senes point to the fact that during the deposition of the various beds there was a rapid alternation in the 
movements for ezevation and subsidence, in the character of the sediment, and in the direction of the 
currents from which it was deposited. It is evident from the few sections of the series which have been 
obtained that the area of the individual coal-seams is somewhat circumscribed, that is to say, that each 
coal-seam will he only locally persistent laterally, and will not persist with a uniform thickness over a 
large area. The total thickness of the coal-bearing strata in the neighbourhood of Dubbo has not yet been 
ascertained. The thickness proved by the deepest bore was a little over 1,100 feet, but at that depth the 
boie was still in the Coal-measures. It is of the utmost importance, both to the inhabitants of the Wbstern 
District and to the Railway Department, that a knowledge' he obtained by boring of the whole thickness 
ot the coal-bearing strata in this the north-western or Talbragar Biver Coal-field, because such a knowledge 
would settle the question whether or not there are in these Coal-measures workable seams of coal, which 
it opened up, could be utilised for smelting, railway, and other purposes, in the Western District, at a much 
smaller cost to tae consumers than is at present the case, when all the coal that is nsed has to be conveyed 
fiom the Lithgow and Newcastle coal-fields. It is therefore now almost a necessity that this the furthest 
western extension of our Coal-measures should be thoroughly proved. The bores that have already been ' 
put down in the district have been, for one reason and another, abandoned without satisfactorily testing 
the real thickness of the series of coal-bearing rocks that exist in the neighbourhood and pass under 
Dubbo, and consequently the presence or absence of workable coal-seams, with the exception of the 5 ft.
3 in. seam struck at 526 feet in No. 1 bore, has yet to he proved.

I have, &c.,
, WILLIAM ANDEBSON,

Ihe Geological Surveyor-in-charge.--------------------- Geological Surveyor.

APPENDIX No. 4.
Annual Report of the Pakeontologist, 1888.

Sir,
■ herewith have the, honor to hand you a progress report of work performed by me during 1888.

In continuation of the Monograph of the “ Permo-Carboniferous Fossils of New South Wales,” I 
®®£ r®l'®j fr* a suggestion made in the progress report for 1887—that the first part of this publication 
should be deferred pending the acquisition of additional material from localities not then represented. 
I am now glad to say that through the exertions of the collector, Mr. C. Cullen, valuable additions to the 

335—2 P Echinodermata
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EcMnodermata from Nowra and corals from Shoalhaven have been made. Under this heading may be 
mentioned the loan of a remarkably fine Cyathocrinws, the largest I ever saw, from Mount Vincent, made 
by the Maitland Scientific Society ; and a fine Palaiaster, from the Eavensfield quarries, by Mr. T. Browne, 
of "West Maitland. I now purpose completing this first part as soon as possible. It should, however, be 
understood that, leaving out of consideration the time necessary for the elucidation of such complicated 
structures as corals, a publication of this nature is always more or less interrupted by current work of a 
miscellaneous character.

Of the Palaeontological section of the “ Memoirs of the Geological Survey of New South Wales ” 
the two first appeared during the past year, viz :—•

No. I.—The Invertebrate Pauna of the Hawkesbury-Wianamatta Series, &c. By E. Etheridge, junr* 
No. II.—Contributions to the Tertiary Elora of Australia. By Baron von Ettingshausen.

In the first I endeavoured to give a concise history of the invertebrate animal remains found in the 
large series of rocks overlying the productive Upper Coal-measures of New South Wales. In the second, 
which simply passed through my hands editorially, descriptions of the Tertiary Elora of this continent 
are given, translated from the original memoirs in German. Many valuable conclusions as to the origin 
of the bygone and present floras of Australia will be found in this work. It is hoped that during the 
present year at least two other complete memoirs will appear, viz.:—The Paleozoic and Mesozoic Elora, by 
Dr. 0. Eeistmantel ; and a translation of the late Professor De Koninck’s “ Eecherches sur les Eossiles 
Paleozoiques de la Nouvelle Galles du Sud,” the preparation of both for the press being well in hand.

The sorting and transfer of the collection, mentioned in the last Annual Eeport, has been steadily 
carried on, and only about one-third now remains to be placed ; this will be completed on the reception 
of the new trays, now under order. Those classes recently transferred consist of the Silurian corals, 
Polyzoa, and Cephalopoda, the whole of the Permo-Carboniferous, except the univalves, and a part of the 
bivalves having been so dealt with. Other subsidiary lots have also been sorted and placed, such as Post 
Tertiary bones from Wellington Caves, Lord Howe Island, &c.

Amongst the more important Miscellaneous Determinations made during 1888 may be mentioned 
the following:—

A Selachian fish-spine, discovered by Mr. Geological-Surveyor Anderson, in the Siluro-Devonian 
limestone of the Wellington caves, making a welcome addition to the scanty vertebrate remains hitherto 
known from that horizon; a small collection of Upper Tertiary shells from near Adelaide, South Austra
lia ; and Permo-Carboniferous mollusca, from near Hobart, Tasmania, presented by Mr. Anderson. 
Further, a very interesting set of specimens from the Joagla Ealls, Styx Creek, near Armidale, collected 
by the latter, and proving the existence of rocks of Permo-carboniferous age in that district. {See 
Appendix No. 4 E.)

Post Tertiary shells from Olsen’s Caves, Queensland, presented by Dr. J. C. Cox.
Permo-Carboniferous Brachiopoda, presented by Mr. J. H. Maiden, Curator of the Technological 

Museum.
An excellent example of Gycadopteris scolopendrina, Eatte, obtained by Mr. G. A. Stonier, Eield 

Assistant, at Alexandria. This specimen enables me to confirm Mr. Batte’s description1 of the fossil, and 
its reference to the above genus.2

Post Tertiary shells, collected and presented by Mr. Theodore Sevan, at the Aird Hills, Douglas 
Eiver, British New Guinea, during his fifth exploring expedition. {See Appendix No. 4A)

A fine collection of plants and marine fossils from the Permo-Carboniferous rocks of the Wollon
gong and Shoalhaven Districts, made by the collector, Mr. Charles Cullen. These have already been 
referred to, but amongst the remainder may be mentioned examples of the plant Noeggerathiopsis, which 
confirm the structure of N. spathulata given by Professor J. D. Dana,8 wherein the leaves occur as a 
cluster growing together, in a verticillate manner, a fact in the structure of this genus which seems to 
have been overlooked by most authors.

Upper Silurian limestone with typical fossils. Erom between Cobar and Nymagee, by the Eev. J. 
Milne-Curran. In last year’s Annual Eeport reference is made4 to the first discovery of the fossil- 
iferous deposit, the additional specimens which have come to hand in every way confirming the former 
determinations. (See Appendix No. 4 D.)

A very interesting coral from the Lower Palaeozoic rocks of the Tass District, presented by Mr. E. 
A. Barber, which I have described as Lonsdaleia {Spongophyllwni) biparlita!"

The museum has been enriched by the presentation of Permo-Carboniferous mollusca from Somerton 
and Pallal, and Bavensfield, near Maitland, by Messrs. D. A. Porter and J. Browne, respectively ; several 
good samples of Lepidodendron from Goonoo Goonoo, and Devonian corals from Tamworth, by the former. 
Amongst the last named are examples of an hitherto unrecognized genus in New South Wales, 
Dipliyphyllum, which I hope to describe shortly.

A collection of Post Tertiary bird and marsupial bones from the Paroo Eiver, south-central 
Queensland, presented by Mr. A. S. Cotter. Amongst these are the mutilated tibia and fibula of Owen’s 
extinct and rare struthious bird, Dromornis, and a portion of a tibia of an Emu, lately described by Mr. 
C. W. de Vis as Dromaius patricius? thus showing the co-existence of that bird with the Dromornis. A 
description of these remains is now in the press.1

Mesozoic plants from the Ipswich coal-basin, Queensland, presented by yourself. These fill up a 
gap in our museum, whilst several forms not hitherto known to me from that area are represented.

G-lossopteris and other Coal-Measure plants from Iron Creek, near Mittagong, obtained by Mr. 
Geological-Surveyor David, B.A. Some of the Glossopteris are interesting in that they show traces of 
fructification.

In continuation of the examination of the diatomaceous earths of New South Wales,8 Diatomite 
has been examined from Lismore, Tweed Eiver, near Cudgen, Eichmond Eiver, and the Dubbo District, 
See Appendix 4 1?. A clay from a coast coal-seam, south of Pelican Creek, Lake Macquarie, was found 
to be devoid of organisms {See Appendix No. 4 D.) ; and a similar result occurred in connection with a 
Tertiary clay from Kiandra. {See Appendix No. 4 0.) I

1 Proc. Linn. Soc. N. S. Wales, 1886, I, p. 1081, t. 16 f. 5. * See Records Geol, Survey N. S. Wales, 1889,1, Pt. 2 (in lit.)
8 U.S. Exploring- Exped. (Wilkes), Geology, vol. X, Atlas, t. 12, f. 9. 4 Ann. Report Dept. Mines, N. S. Wales, for 1887 [1888], p. L56.

5 Records Geol. Survey N. S. Wales, 1889,1, pt 1, p. 22, t. 3. 6 7 Proc. Linn. Soc., N.S. Wales, 1888, III, pt 3, p. 1290.
7 Records Geological Survey N.S. Wales, 1889,1, pt 2. 9 Annual Report, Department of Mines, New South Wales, for 1887 [1888], p. 165*
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I have been favoured by Mr. R. A. I\ Murray, Grovernment Greologist for Victoria, with samples 
of diatomaceous earths from that province. Amongst other interesting results, the curious fact has 
presented itself that, with one exception, the diatoms of the one colony are quite different from those of the 
other. Difference in age of the deposits may perhaps account for this.

In the early part of the year I accompanied Mr. Greological-Surveyor David to inspect the bore 
through the Hawkesbury-Wianamatta beds, at the Moore-bank Estate, near Liverpool.

Conjointly with the same officer, important ethno-geological investigations have been carried 
on in the immediate neighbourhood of Sydney. Examinations of aboriginal burying-places, rock-shelters, 
and kitchen-middens have been made at Long Bay, near Botany, and at North Harbour, Port Jackson. 
A number of interesting facts were obtained and remains and implements collected.1 This line of investi
gation cannot be too strongly recommended, and it is hoped that opportunities will be afforded for their 
continuation. As a contribution to this study I visited aboriginal rock shelters on George’s Eiver and 
Harris Creek, in company with Dr. J. C. Cox.2

In connection with the late International Centennial Exhibition at Melbourne, I put together and 
forwarded a collection of Eocene and other Tertiary plants.

The departmental library has engaged much of my attention, with the view of assisting to render it 
as practically useful as possible. Through a wider distribution of the departmental publications the 
number of books has been largely increased.

I have, in conclusion, to express my appreciation of the lapidary’s (Mr. Chas. Merton) exertions in 
assisting me in much difficult and minute work. I have, &c.,

E. ETHESIDGE, June.,
--------------------- Palaeontologist.

APPENDIX No. 4 A. •
Miscellaneous Contributions to the Palaeontology of Australasia.

No. 7.—Eeport on semi-fossil Eluviatile Shells brought by Mr. T. Bevan from the Aird Hills, Douglas
Eiver, British New Guinea. .

The shells procured at the summit of a trachyte hill, called Aird Hill, are referable to three species, two 
univalves and one bivalve. They are:—

1. Melania clavust Lamarck.—Represented by several specimens. It has previously been obtained at New Ireland, the
Philipines, and is recorded by Mr. J. Brazier from the Solomon Islands also.

2. Neritina gagates, Lamarck.—This species comprises more than two-thirds the entire parcel, and is present in several
varieties. It is a characteristic New Q-uinea species, and was obtained by Mr. Brazier in the Katau River.

3. Gyrena sp.—Several valves, which Mr. Brazier, who was kind enough to examine these shells, in company with the
writer, is unable to precisely refer to any known species from New Guinea. It is nearest to Gyrena nitida, Desh.,
and is perhaps only a variety of it. The latter shell has hitherto been known from Borneo.

The shells were in a kind of silty mud or mould, which on dissolution in water failed to reveal any 
trace of Eoraminifera, or other low- organisms. The general mass seems to be composed of the minutest 
fragments of shell. The specimens do not in any way possess the aspect of fossils, the Neritinae retaining 
their original surface gloss. It would be very hazardous to suggest any theory of upheaval from the 
position of these shells, unless strong corroborative evidence is forthcoming as to the thickness, extent, 
and general position of the deposit containing them.

' E.E., j, 4/2/88.

APPENDIX No. 4B.
Miscellaneous Contributions to the Palaeontology of Australasia.

No. 8.—Eeport on a sample of clay from above a coal-seam on the coast, at least 6 miles south of 
. Pelican Elat, Lake Macquarie, New South Wales.

This sample of clay appears to have been taken from near the outcrop of the bed, judgingfroni the manner 
in which it is laminated and otherwise traversed by filaments and layers of low plant life, probablv 
Cryptogamic. After treatment of a portion with hydrochloric acid, the residue was examined and found 
to be destitute of the remains of organic life, other than small particles of the vegetable matter just 
mentioned. B.E., 22/3/88.

APPENDIX No. 40.
Miscellaneous Contributions to the Palaeontology of Australasia.

No. 9.—Eeport on a sample of Tertiary Clay from Kiandra, New South Wales.
This clay from the Tertiary lignite deposit at Kiandra is of a greyish-brown colour, very fine in texture, 
and slightly arenaceous. .

It was prepared and carefully examined for Diatomaceas, but without the presence of any frustules 
being detected. E.E., 8/5/88.

APPENDIX No. 4D.
■ Miscellaneous Contributions to the Palaeontology of Australasia.
No. 10.—Eeport on Eossils forwarded by the Eev. J. Milne Curran, from a new locality in the Cobar

District, New South Wales. .
The fossils forwarded by Mr. Curran are in an exceedingly fine-grained sandstone, much stained with oxide 
of iron.

Only two species are represented—a Rhynchonella, and fragments of what appears to be an Orthis 
.or StropTiomena. The Rhynchonella is of great interest, as I am quite unable to distinguish it from R. 
Wilsoni (J. Sowerby), a characteristic Upper Silurian shell, except in the lesser number and-coarser 
nature of the ornamenting ribs. In this character, however, it accords exceedingly well with a variety of 
this species termed Davidsoni, by Prof. M‘Coy, from the Wenlock. limestone.

The specimens are from 30 miles north-west of Cobar. *

1 Records Geol. Survey, N. S. Wales, 1889,1, pt. 1, p. 9, and pt. 2 {in lit.) * Ibid, pt. 2 {in lit.)

E.E., 8/5/88. 
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX No. 4B.
Miscellaneous Contributions to tbe Palaeontology of Australasia.

No. 1L—Further Preliminary Esaminations of Diatomite (Diatomaceous Earth) from New South
"Wales localities. .

(a.) Lismore District (Mr. C. S. Wilkinson).—The remains of Diatomaeefe in this deposit are very much 
broken up, but few complete frustules being present. The form is probably identical with that 
already recorded from previous localities, viz,, Melosira, but the frustules, instead of being barrel
shaped and short, are cylindrical and generally much longer. A few sponge spicules are also present. 

(/;,) Tweed Diver, near Cudgen (Mr. Munro, 15/3/88).—A very rich bed, containing both a large quantity 
of comminuted frustules and entire segments. In this case it is the short barrel-shaped frustle which 
predominates, and for the sake of distinction it may be well to temporarily know this as Melosira a ; 
and the former, or cylindrical frustule common in the Lismore sample, as Melosira b. In the present 
Tweed Eiver earth the frustules are exceedingly well preserved.

(c.) Richmond River (Mr. Munro, 15/3/S8).—In the present sample from the Eichmond Eiver deposit 
the frustules, Melosira b, predominates to a very large extent, and they are of a greater length than 
I have otherwise seen them. The deposit is not particularly rich. A few sponge spicules have been 
observed.

(<f.) Dubbo District.—The exact locality of this specimen is not known, but possibly it may be from the 
Warrumbungle Mountains. Both forms of Melosira a and b are present, and both equally plentiful. 
Spicules were not seen.

The examination of the New South Wales Diatomaceous Deposits, although at present only 
prosecuted in a preliminary manner, conclusively proves that a certain horizon, or perhaps more than one 
horizon, is well marked geologically by the constant presence of these frustules which 1 have referred to 
Melosira. So much is the case, and so marked is the form, that it will probably be necessary in the 
future to apply a distinctive name to it.

' E.E., 15/5/88.
The Grovernment Geologist.---------------------

' APPENDIX No. 4E.

Contributions to the Palaeontology of Australasia.
G-eologieal Survey Branch, Sydney, 18 September, 1888. 

No. 12.—Eeport on Specimens collected by Mr. W. Anderson, G-eological Surveyor, at Joagla Ealls 
Warm Corner, 50 miles north-west of Armidale, New England, New South Wales.

Duuino the recent tour of inspection of the Prospecting Board, consisting of Messrs. W. II. J. Slee, 
Inspector of Mines, and Mr. W. Anderson, in the New England District, the latter obtained some fossil 
mollusca from a boulder at the Joagla Ealls, Styx or Oaky Creek, county Clarke.

The limestone is of a dark-blue colour, crystalline, coarse-grained, and to some extent brecciated.
The fossils are of Permo-Carboniferous age, and represent either the Lower or Upper Marine Series. 

In the first place there is a large Aviculopecten, of which several fragments and one or two badly-preserved 
but almost entire valves are present. Allowing for the indifferent condition of the specimens, these may 
perhaps be referred to Aviculopecten Illatvarensis, Morris. With these are associated numerous fragments 
of Spirifera, and some traces of Renestella. Of the former genus there would seem to be two species, 
Spirfera Tasmaniensis, Morris, and a second unrecognizable form.

Mr. Anderson states that from the contour of the surrounding country the boulder could not have 
travelled far, and therefore it may be legitimately concluded that one or other of the marine portions of 
our Permo-Carboniferous series is developed within the drainage area of the watercourse previously 
referred to.

E. ETHEEIDGE, Juniob,
The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Palaeontologist.

APPENDIX No. 5.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney.

I have the honor to make the following report for the year 1888 ; and to furnish herewith an 
analytical statement of assays and analyses made in the Departmental Laboratory during tbe same period ; 
together with lists of donations to the Mining and Geological Museum and Library.

Exhibitions.
The great amount of Exhibition work devolving upon the Department during the year necessitated 

a large encroachment upon my time, as the following notes will reveal.
The Adelaide Jubilee International Exhibition was, after a very successful currency, brought to a 

close on the 7th January. The New South Wales Mining Court, as pointed out in my last report, was 
acknowledged to be one of the features of the Exhibition, a reputation it maintained to the end. The 
mineral section of the Colony’s exhibits comprised eighty-one entries, but it should be mentioned that the 
whole of the large and varied general collections of the Minister for Mines and of Professor Liversidge 
appeared but as two entries.

The exhibits represented by the above entries received fifty-nine awards, viz., 1(5 first, 31 second, 
and 12 third class awards. Of these the Minister for Mines received 13 first-class awards for minerals, 
metals, and fossils; one for publications, maps, and sections ; and five first and one second class awards for 
Forestry Exhibits.

The Council of the Centennial Agricultural Show having specially requested that the mineral and 
forestry exhibits of the Department should be transferred from Adelaide to Moore Park, Sydney, I was 
instructed to leave for Adelaide on the 29th December, 1887, to arrange for, and carry out the trans
ference. As the Centennial Show opened on the 24th January, the time was very limited for such an 
undertaking, but the Executive Commissioner and his officers having rendered every possible assistance, 
the necessary exhibits were packed and despatched in sufficient time to enable me to rearrange them by 
the date mentioned. About 2,500 square feet of space were occupied by the above exhibits in the pavilion 
erected on the show-ground. Considerable interest was manifested in them during the time they remained 
on view. At
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At the close of the show these exhibits were removed to the store which had been obtained by the 
New South Wales Commission for receiving exhibits for the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition^ to be 
opened on the 1st August; the balance of the mineral exhibits from Adelaide were also forwarded to it.

A considerable proportion of the mining exhibits were, however,fshortly afterwards removed and 
rearranged in the Centennial ITniversal Exhibition, which opened in the Prince Alfred Park building on 
the 14th March, and remained open until the 14th Mav. _

About 2,000 square feet of space were thus occupied during its currency. Prom this Exhibition 
they were again removed to the Melbourne Commission store, and prepared for transmission to the 
Melbourne Exhibition.

_ . In addition to the large departmental collections thus secured for display at the latter, the private 
exhibits at Adelaide were packed and taken charge of by the Department for the same purpose. Great 
exertions were made to increase the number of exhibits, by securing additions to those which were already, 
in hand, and fresh ones from newly-discovered or previously unrepresented deposits. Extensive corres
pondence was opened up with those interested in our mineral resources, and personal interviews 
sought were practicable. Every step was taken to secure a representation which would bring the mineral 
wealth of the Colony prominently before the visitors to the Exhibition, and to give effect to the wishes of 
the New South Wales Commission expressed in the following resolution conveyed to the Honorable the 
Minister for Mines by their President on the 28th July, 1887 :—“ That the Honorable the Minister for 
Mines be invited to authorize the officers of his Department to prepare, at the cost of the Commission, 
an exhibit that will fully exemplify the mineral resources of the Colony, and also to take charge of the 
exhibits furnished by private persons in the same classes, and to arrange for their display.” .

The efforts thus made resulted in a Mineral Court occupying a space but little short of 12,000 
square feet of spa,ce, and out of a total of 230 entries in this section 43 were by the Minister for Mines, 
and 140 obtained through his instrumentality, leaving 53 entered in the ordinary way. •

Many of the entries comprised exhibits in bulk weighing several tons each, the great desire beinw 
to secure exhibits which would impart a massive appearance to the Court and impress visitors with the 
extent as well as the richness and variety of the mineral resources of the Colony.

Having been instructed to carry out the work of arrangement, I visited the Exhibition building 
about a month prior to the general commencement of work, and drew out a plan of arrangement suited 
to the space set apart by the Executive Commissioner as a Mineral Court, which, meeting with approval, I 
was instructed to carry out; for tnis purpose I leit for Melbourne on the 29th June. ^Vbrk was begun 
on the 1st July, and continued vigorously at the rate of fourteen hours per day until near the opening 
day, when the night was still further encroached upon. At the opening (August 1st), though not quite 
completed, the Court presented a very good appearance, and evoked very generous congratulations from 
the Press and public alike. ,

. Mr. Ford, who had remained in Sydney to supervise the packing and shipping of the mining 
exhibits, arrived shortly before the opening, tjpon my departure, about the middle of August, he was 
placed in charge of the Mineral Court, a position to which he.had been appointed by the Executive Com
missioner, and one which he filled with great credit.

As the Exhibition closed on the 26th January, 1889, 1 venture to complete my notice of it.
t _ The Executive Commissioner, R. Burdett Smith, Esq., J.P., in his thirteenth report, in sum

marizing the awards, states :—“ But it is in Jury Section 50—Minerals and Mining—that in the matter 
of awards the exhibitors and exhibits of this Colony appear in special prominence. In silver and silver 
ores, and coal, the great majority of the awards fall to the share of New South Wales, and in gold and . 
copper first-class honors have been obtained.”

_ _ One hundred and seventeen awards were obtained in the mineral section of the New South Wales 
exhibits, viz., 50 first orders of merit, 30 second, 3 third, and 23 fourth.

The exhibits receiving the honor of special distinction, in addition to first order of merit, were—the 
collective exhibits of the Minister for Mines ; the Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company’s 
exhibit of petroleum oil cannel coal (kerosene shale), and products ; Professor Liversidge’s general 
collection of minerals ; Messrs. Hassall and Dowel, Ms.P., collection of tin ores, gem-stones, &c.; Broken 
Hill Proprietary Silver-mining Company’s trophy and exhibit of silver ores; the Gypsy Girl Silver
mining Company’s silver ore ; the New Year Silver-mining Company’s silver ores ; the Barrier Range 
Mine Managers’ Association’s collection of silver ores; the Baker’s Creek Gold-mining Company’s gold
bearing quartz ; and R. Saunders’ massive exhibit of sandstone from Pyrmont.

Assays and Analyses.
During the year prospectors and others interested in mining largely availed themselves of the aid 

afforded by the Department in assaying, free of cost, samples from new or unworked deposits within the 
Colony.

The samples selected for treatment in the Laboratory considerably more than doubled the number 
for the previous year, being 5,245, against 2,222 in 1887. ' .

_ In addition to the above, numerous samples were reported on verbally or in writing after inspection 
or simple tests. * ■

The 5,245 samples sent to the Laboratory were submitted to 10,123 tests for single metals, and 86 
analyses (of coal, shale, water, and miscellaneous substances). Particulars of the work, thus performed 
will be found in the accompanying analytical statement, prepared for insertion in the Under Secretary’s 
Report, under the heads of the various metals, &c., also in Mr. Mingaye’s report. {See Appendix No. 6.)

_ The correspondence iu connection with the above work has been very great; but, owing to precedence 
being given it, the results of assays have in all cases received speedy dispatch. °

Mining and Geological Museum.
Erom the list of donations {Appendix No. 5A) accompanying this report, it will be apparent that 

the Department of Mines has been placed under great obligations to the miningcommunitv, and especially 
to those of it who took part as exhibitors in the Adelaide and Melbourne Exhibitions. The donations at 
the former were exhibited at the latter, so that at its close, out of a total of 196 private exhibits in the 
Now South Wales Mineral Court, 112 were presented to the Mining and Geological Museum, either 
wholly or in part; whilst many of the balance not being suitable were not sought for. It
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It would be invidious to specially mention any of tbe exhibits thus presented, though many of 
them are of exceptional value. The obligation thus imposed upon the Department cannot be met by mere 
acknowledgment. The aim and object of the donors is to assist in building up a Mining and Geological 
Museum which shall serve as a permanent exhibition of the mineral resources of the Colony.

In anticipation of the requirements and economical furnishing of such an institution, advantage 
was taken of the opportunities afforded by the representation of the Colony at the Colonial and Indian 
and Melbourne Exhibitions to secure suitable show-cases, after they had served the primary purpose for 
which they were constructed, and thus, at one cost to the country, continue their usefulness indefinitely. 
In this way 168 show-cases were obtained from the Commissions appointed to represent New South 
Wales at the above Exhibitions, and they are now available, in addition to the fifty-five already in use in 
the temporary structure at present serving as a Mining and Geological Museum.

In view, therefore, of the large number of valuable exhibits and show-cases accumulated since the 
destruction of the former Museum in the Garden Palace fire, the urgent necessity for a proper building 
in which to display them is very apparent, not alone on account of the educational nor yet of the wider 
international advantages of keeping alive the interest awakened at recent Exhibitions in the great unde
veloped resources of the Colony, great though these advantages be; but also on the score of economy in 
public expenditure, for which reason alone this building should be at once begun. At the present time, 
in addition to the portion of rent borne by the inadequate structure in use as a Museum, and the interest 
on the cost of erection, the country is paying at the rate of £325 per annum for storage room, which, at 
4 per cent., represents a capital of over £8,000, an expenditure in which is no profit, as the exhibits thus 
stored are entirely hidden from the public. At about one-fourth of the capital thus represented, and at 
a corresponding reduction of rent, the Mining and Geological Museum could be placed on a fair footing 
and in a fair way of serving the purposes for which it is intended.

In addition to the donations recorded, the Museum has been enriched by a splendid collection of 
bones of extinct animals, obtained by the collector, Mr. Charles Cullen, from Myall Creek, near Bingera. 
This unique collection has, as yet, remained unopened, room for its display not being available.

Library.
During the year the donations to the Library have greatly increased {See Appendix No. 5B), the 

total number of volumes registered to date being 2,364. Increased shelving has been provided, which 
necessitated a rearrangement of the books ; but, owing to press of other work, the complete numbering 
and indexing has not yet been carried out. A considerable number of publications have been bound at 
the Government Printing Office during the year, which was necessary for uniformity and preservation.

I desire to express my acknowledgment of the great assistance rendered me in the performance of 
my duties in connection with the representation of the Colony at the Melbourne Exhibition by Mr. M. 
W. Lewis, Clerk of Works, East Maitland, in the preparation and description from practical observation 
of a collection of building stones from the Hunter Biver District ; and by Mr. Herbert Winchester, of 
the Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, who, under the Examiner of Coal-fields’ direction, supervised the prepa
ration and despatch of the coal exhibits from the Northern Coal-field.

My best thanks are due to Mr. T. Ford, the officer in charge of the Mineral Courts at the several 
Exhibitions mentioned, for the able and ready assistance at all times rendered me.

During my absence on such w'ork, Mr. G. A. Stonier, Geological Assistant, took charge of the 
examination of specimens for assay and the correspondence in connection therewith.

The performance of the duties of my assistant, Mr. Whittel, has been characterized by steady 
application and increasing usefulness ; whilst those of the general assistant, Malcolm Morrison, have been 
performed with ready willingness. I have, &c.,

JOSEPH E. CAENE,
■--------------------- Curator.

APPENDIX 5A.
Donations to the Mining and Geological Museum during 1888.

Donor. Donation. Locality.

Albion Tin-Mining Com
pany.

Mr. T. H. Alcook................
Mr. W. Anschau ...............
Captain Armstrong............
Mr. W. Ashcroft................
Australian Kerosene Oil 

and Mineral Company. 
Messrs. Bailey and Miles 
Back Creek Silver & Gold

mining Company. 
Baker’s Creek Gold

mining Company.
Bakewell Bros.... :.............
Mr. J. Badge .....................
Mr. E. W. Bathurst .......

Lode tin ore ........................................................

Galena.....................................................................
Tripolite (infusorial earth) ............................
Kaolin ....................................................................
Scheelite with a little copper.........................
Petroleum oil cannel coal (kerosene shale).

Pyritous lodestuff...............................................
Block of ore from 40-ft. level, No. 2 shaft

Quartz lodestuff, showing gold freely .......

Shale and ground shale......................................
Blue and green carbonates of copper............
Diamondiferous drift and associated gems

Mr. J, B. Beauregard
Mr. J. Beavis ............
Mr. S. L. Bensusan...
Mr. T. Bevan ............
Mr. Single.....................

Collection of silver ores... 
Rhodonite and tephroite
Rich lode tin ore................
Post-Tertiary shells .......
Bituminous coal................

Messrs. J. R. Single & Co.
Mr. L. Bishop .....................
Mr. J. H. Blatchford.......

Do ........
Mr. R. Breckenridge .......

Antimony ore (oxide)
Sandstone....................
Auriferous quartz .... 
Geological specimens. 
Iron ores......................

Albion Tin Mine, Barrier Range.

The Hazlewood Mine, Tasmania.
Richmond River District.
Near Rookwood.
The Cordillera Mine, Tuena.
Company’s Mine at Joadja Creek.

Bailey and Miles’ reef, Mt. Domedary.
Back Creek silver and gold mine.

Baker’s Creek, Hillgrove, near Armidale.

Beulah Brick-works, Macdonald Town.
Great Barrier copper and silver mine, Silverton. 
Round Mount diamond mine, parish of Aconite, 

Auburn Yale, near Inverell.
Lewis Ponds, near Orange.
Manilla.
Dalcoath Tin-mine, Glen Creek, New England. 
Aird Hills, New Guinea.
A new seam 1 mile N. E. from Mt. Jellore, county 

of Camden.
Ford’s Creek, near Gulgong.
Muree Quarry, Raymond Terrace.
Snob’s Reef, Braidwood.
Sugarloaf Mountain, Clyde Road, near Braidwood. 
Messrs. Breckenridge and Watson’s Estate, Port 

Stephens.
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APPENDIX 5A-—continued

Donor Donation Locality.

Mr. W. Bridle 
Mr. S. Bridgement 
Broken Hill, Block 14, 

Silver-mining Company 
Broken Hill Junction 

Silver-mining Company 
Broken Hill Propnetary 

Company 
Mr. T. Browne 
Mr. H G. Brown .
Mr. J. Burgess 
Mr. J. Campbell 
Mr. M. W Carr

Silver ore
Quartz showing free gold 
Silver ores

Silver-lead ores

Silver-lead ores

Building stone
Quartz with pyrites, galena, and zinc-blende 
Quartz showmg free gold .
Pyrites and zinc-blende m haplitic granite 
Tin ore

Mr C. A. Chesney 
Mr W. C. Cleghorn 
Mr. G Cochrane 
Mr T. Colls, M P. 
Commodore Silver-mining 

Company.
Mr. Corcoran 

Do
"Cordillera Hill Silver-min

ing and Smelting Com
pany

Cosmopolitan Extended 
Tm-mmmg Company 

Do do
Mr. T. Cottenll 
Mr. H. H. Cooke, M P. 
Mr H. Copeland, M.P

Dr J 0 Cox .
Mr. T. Cragie

Auriferous lodestuff 
Felspar
Fireclay .
Heavy spar (sulphate of barium) 
Silver ore

Stream tin .
Lode tin .
Silver, lead, and copper ores

Tin ores 

do
Schistose talc .
Quartz with arsenical and copper pyrites 
Orthis, Gasteropod fragments. Naticopsis, 

and Bellerophon
Stalagmite with Helix and Pupma .
Sulphide of antimony and topaz

Do Chrome iron

Do
Mr. Crommelin 
Mr. W. A. Cunee

Mr. H Daw'son 
Mr. P. Da\is

Concretionary iron ore 
Iron pyrites with vivianite 
Glossopteris, brown boghead mineral, and 

semi-bituminous coal.
Gold m slate 
Bituminous coal

Mr. J. H. Decent 
Mr. A. Delaney 

Do
Mr A DeMestre 
Mr. A. Dewhurst

Clay ironstone 
Bismuth ore 
Tm and copper ore 
Alum earth and crude alum 
Coal and Shale

Mr. J. Dunshea 
Mr. H. T. Edwards 
Messrs. T. Edwards and 

party
Mr J B. Engelen 
Mr. G. S. Evans

Mr. C Featherstonhaugh

Pipeclay
Coralline marble
Auriferous quartz .

Soapstone, asbestos, and slate 
Limestone, slightly argillaceous, containing 

Pentamerus 
Pyritous quartz

Do do
Mr. F. A. Ficmus

Crystallized cerussite 
Silver ore

Mr H. S Fry
Mr. C. L Garland, M P
Mr J. A Gegg
Mr J. H. Goodlet
Mr. J. G. Griffin

Basalt with augite and olivine 
Silver-lead ores 
Concretionary iron ore 
Sphserosidente
Silver, gold, and copper-bearing lodestuff

Do
Mr. W. J. Gregory, J P 
Mr J. R. Grant 
Mr. A. Gray, Consul for 

Sweden.
Mr. Guthene
Gypsy Girl Silver-Mining 

Company
Mr. M J. Hammond 
Mr. Hamlyn
Messrs. A Harber & Co.

Messrs Hassall & Dowel, 
Ms.P.

Mr J. S. Hawthorne 
Mrs. C G Haydon 
Mr Hebblewhite 

Do
Homeward Bound Gold- 

mmmg Co.
Mr T W. Horton

Do

Zeolites
Granite
Prehnite and calcite m basalt 
Auriferous quartz and quartzite

Devonian marine fossils 
Two tons of silver ore

Cobalt ore 
Volcanic dust
Shale, ground shale, and fossils (fish and 

plants)
Stream tm and gem-stones .. .

Garnets
Fossil-wood and concretionary ironstone 
Marine Carboniferous fossils .
Wood opal 
Auriferous quartz

Auriferous quartz and felspathic lodestuff, 
with blue and green carbonates of copper 

Auriferous quartz

Yarrangobilly Silver-mine, Tumut District. 
Araluen.
Company’s Mme, Broken Hill.

Broken Hill Junction Mine, Barrier Range.’

Broken Hill, Barrier Range.

Singleton Quarry.
Meadow Flat, near Rydal West.
Burgess’ Reef, Yeoval.
Six miles from Yalwal
Red Ci oss Tm-mme, Emmaville, Vegetable Creek, 

New England.
Chesney’s Lease, near Cobar 
Near Uralla.
North Willoughby.
Humewood, 5 miles from Yass.
Commodore Silver-mine, Captain’s Flat.

Furracabad, near Glen Innes.
12 miles from Glen Innes 
Cordillera Hill Silver-mine, Peelwood

Company’s Mme, Barrier Range.

do do
Between Caloola and Cowflat.
Dayspimg Reef, Parkes.
Isis, Muirurundi.

Olsen’s Caves, Queensland.
Cragie’s Prospecting area, 14 miles west from 

Bingera
4 miles from junction of the Gwydir and Horton 

Rivers, Bingera.
Bingera.
Grenfell.
15 miles from Thirlmere,

Flyer’s Creek, 14 miles from Cooma.
The Mittagong Coal Company’s Colliery, Natti 

River, 4 miles from Mittagong.
Leaton Grove, Auburn Park, near Bankstown. 
Gumble Flat.
Gumble Mine.
Berrung, Nowra.
Prior’s property, parish of Black Jack, county 

Pottmger, near Doughboy Hollow.
2 miles from Cudal.
Bibbenluke, near Bombala.
Near Locksley.

Gundagai.
Walk, 15 miles fromCowra.

Near the junction of the Macquarie and Turon 
Rivers

Near Lewis Ponds.
Maiden-head Station, Reedy Creek, Queensland 

Border, New England 
Bulb Pass
Captain’s Flat, near Molonglo, and Peelwood. 
Windellama
Brick Quarry, Granville.
Eyrie South Mines, Wiseman’s Creek, near 

Brewongle
Collingwood, near Melbourne, Victoria.
Green Hills, Berngan.
South Kembla.
Mount Gray

Ilford
Company’s Mme, Barrier Range.

Bungonia
Krakatoa volcanic eruptions.
St Peters.

Oban, New England.

Silverton.
Oaky Creek, Barraba.
Between Deep Creek and Farley.
Orange.
Company’s Mine, Yalwal, Shoalhaven.

Sawpit Gully, Fairfield, New England.

Mount Carrington, New England.
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APPENDIX 5A- continued.

Donor Donatio i Locality

Mi T. W Horton 
Do

Do
Do

Silver 01 e
Galena, witli a little coppei pyntes and 

zinc blende, m fenuginous quartz and 
felspathic lodestuff 

Auriferous lodestuff 
Aunfeious granite .

Mi. J. K Hume Otteba praetenta

Mr. E. Irby . .
Mr. T. Jones, M P.
Mr. T Jones .
Mr R Jones 

Do
Messis Jones Bros 
Katoomba Coal and Shale 

Mining Co
Mi J E Kelly . ..

Do 
Do

Messi s Kennedy and 
Bateman

Mr T Larkin .
Laurium Silvei mining Co 
Mr N Loom 
Mi F Liebentntt 
Mr J B Lillicrap 
Mi Lindbcrg 
Mr J Lockhart

Rev J G Love 
Mi Low e .
Mr E L ipton 
Mr J H Maiden 
Mi J. 0 M Manly 

Do
Do .

Do .
Do .
Do

Mr. G Martin .

Silvei ore .
Kaolin . . . ........
Scheelite .
Chalcedony, agates, stalactites, &,c. .
Re deposited gold
Brown iron ore
Coal and boghead mmeial

Tin and copper oie 
Auriferous lodestuff 
Aboriginal's tomahawk 
Tm ore

Calcite (cone in cone)
Silv er Oic
Quartz and mispickel 
Plant remains 
Tin ore 
Copper ore
lenuginous breccia quartz m slate, and 

containing a little pyntes 
Contorted slate .
Fossil fish 
Hematite
Spirifera (4 specimens)
Copper oi e and fluor spar .
Copper ore
Quartz with galena, zmc blende, and 

pyrites.
Galena
Pyntous veinstone, with veins of calcite. 
Altered ferruginous claystone 
Silver ores ... .

Do Cellular, siliceous, and felspathic lodestuff

Mascotte Gold and Silver 
Mining Company 

Mr J S Melville

Do
Do

Mi R Moore

Mr J Moigau 
Mount BJ.agoe Piospect 

ing Syndicate 
Mount Costigan lead and 

Silver Mining Co 
Mount Euriowie Tm 

mining Co
Mount Eui low ic West Tin- 

nnnmg Co
Mount Gray Gold mining 

Syndicate
Mount Stew a t Silver 

mining Company 
Mr C S M Glow

Mr J M'Kamara 
Mr H W Newman

New Lewis Ponds Gold and 
Silver Mining Company 

New South Wales Shale 
and Oil Company 

New Year Sillei inning 
Go

Mr L Nicholson

One tree Cordillera Silvei 
mining Co

Pinnacles Tribute Silver 
mining Company 

Mr. W H Puddicombe

Quartz and felspathic lodestuff, with zmc 
b'ende and pyntes

Star antimony, smelted from New South 
Wales artimony ores, and thme samp es 
of type metal rranufactuied from same 

Graphite .
Jasper, stibmre, and copper o.e 
Cellulai quaitz and blown inn. ore, an1 

specimens of gypsir i 
Silvei leal ores 
Gold and sm er beam goo

Silver oie

Tm oi e

Lode tm ce

Aui fcions lodestuff

Sill er oie

Lode tm ore, rhodonite, and tm healing 
to n malme

SJvei Ore and aunfeious quaitz 
Metali o antimony m calcite, and ca’cite 

vv ith needle antimony oi e 
Gold and silvei ores

A full section taken fi om the peti oleum oil 
cannel coal seam (bog head mineial' 

Silvei oic and show case

Quartz with tourmaline, and quaitz with 
iron pyntes and a little calcite 

Silver ore

Silvei ore

Fluor spai and tm ore

Messrs F J E Rae and 
party 

Mr Ranft
Mr. T L Richaidson

Coppei oie

Porous felstone with quartz and free gold 
Copper ore

Rnertiee, New England
The Great Red Rock Gold and Silver Mme, Fan 

field, New England

do do do
Big Hill, Surface Hill, and fiom 1st Claim, 

Tinibana
A creek between Rockwood and Mount Gilead, 

about 6 miles fiom Campbelltown 
Pye’s Creek
Shaking Bog, near Tumut.
Cobar
Sprmgsure, Queensland 
A reef 3 miles south of Gulgong 
Gunning Consols Mme 
Company’s Mines, Katoomba.

Gumble Mme, neai Mo’ong
Delaney’s Dyke Gold mme, near Molong
Dilga est
Eight miles north vv est of Tenterfield

Piopeity of Mr J M Antill, Jarvisfield, Pieton 
Company o Mine, Thackarmga, Bamer Range. 
Junction of the Wombanand Candom Creeks 
Neai Druitt Town 
New England 
fv ellmgton
Coehrare s Reef, Wan all Cieek

Mount Diomedaiy
Twelve miles south of Demsontown
Bargo, nea, Pmton
Shoalhaven Bridge and Camheraua.
Woolgarlo, near Yass 
Six miles west of Bmalong 
Eight miles north east of Yass

Haidwicke, neai Yass 
Greeves, near Yass 

do
Pye’s Creek, Webb’s Consols Mme, Severn Rivei, 

and Walsh’s Claim, adjoining 'VV ebb s Consols 
Bathurst and Company’s Portion, 6 miles north

west fiom Deepwater Railway Station 
Company’s Mme, Diake, New England

Gnderclift, New England 
Fin field
Ilfo-d, neai Mudgee

O uslnis eve M le, Pu namoota, Bainer Range 
’ oi t ’hlDgce Piospccting Syndicates Mme, 

Coba
Mount Cost &an Lead and Sill ei Mme, Tuena

Company’s Mme, Barnei Range

Company s Mine, Bamei Range

Mount Giay Gobi mme, Giovc Cieek, near Aber
crombie Caves

Company s Mme, Denison To vn, Mudgee Distnet. 

G.ant s Den, Bendemeei

Silver King Mine, Piunamoota, Bainer Range. 
New Refoim Gold mme, Lucknow.

Company’s Mme, neai Oiange

Company & Mme, Haitley, near Mount V letona

Company s Mme, Barnei Range

Biaidivood District

Company s Mine, neai 1 uena

Company’s Mme, Bainei Range

8 miles fiom Ottery Lode, Glen Cieek, neai Emma 
iille

Apsley, 3 miles south of VV ellmgton

Pile s Claim, Back Creek, 12 miles fiom Wame 
Gmlambone Copper mme, West Bogan
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APPENDIX 5A—continued.

Donor. Donation. Locality.

Mr. W. W. Richardson ...

Mr. A. M. N. Rose............
Mr. R. W. B. Rose............
Dr. A. Ross, M.P................
Mr. J. S. Rutherford .......
Mr. J. Scully .....................
Mr. J. C. B. P. Seaver, 

M.P.
Mr. E. Stack.........................
Mr. Steel ..............................
Dr. Storer..............................
Mr. H. Tarrant.....................
Prof. R. Tate.........................
The Malacca Diamond and 

Tin-mining Company. 
The Princess Midas Gold

mining Company.
The Secretary, Castlerag 

Proprietary Silver-min
ing Company.

The Terrible Dick Silver
mining Company.

The White Rock Proprie
tary Silver-mining Com
pany.

Torrington Tin • mining 
Company.

Mr. T. Travathan................
Umberumberka Silver

mining Company. 
Vanderbilt Silver-mining 

Company.
Hon. E. Vickery, M.L.C.

Victory Tin-mining Com
pany.

Mr. T. Waddell, M.P.......
Mr. T. Waterhouse, M.A. 
Webb’s Consols Silver

mining Company.
Webb’s Silver-mining Com

pany.
Mr. G. W. West ................
Wheal Australia Tin-min

ing Company. 
WhealVictoria Tin-mining 

Company.

Mr. F. Wheeler ................
Mr. Wilshire, P.M..............
Mr. W. H. Wilson ............

Mr. C. Wooller.....................

Do.

Messrs. C. Wooller, T.
Pike, and J. Erskine. 

Young Wallsend Coal
mining Company. 

Zig-zag Coal-mining Com
pany.

Gold and silver ore........................................

Auriferous lodestuff ...................................
Auriferous lodestuff ...................................
Pipeclay ..........................................................
Hydraulic limestone and briquette.........
Fossil-wood and secondary iron pyrites 
Silver ore ......................................................

Carrington Mine, and Jerrara Creek Silver-mine, 
near Goulburn.

Cooma District.
Upper Boloco.
J. Black’s farm, Norah, 3 miles from Molong.
The Island of Whangarei.
Gulgong.
Maritoto Mine, New Zealand.

Ironstone concretion............................
Infusorial earth .....................................
Cinnabar ..................................................
Bismuth ore .........................................
Glaciated rock-surface ........................
Tin and diamondiferous wash, &c.

North Willoughby.
Richmond River.
Kilkivan, Queensland. .
Near Bowen, Queensland.
Black Point, St. Vincent’s Gulf, South Australia. 
Company’s property. Auburn Vale, Inverell.

Auriferous quartz and copper ore Company’s Mine, Purnamoota, Barrier Range.

Quartz with galena and cerussite Castlerag, near Deepwater, New England.

Silver-lead ores Company’s Mine, Barrier Range.

Silver ore, Company’s Mine, Fairfield, Drake.

Tin ores Company’s Mine, Mole Tableland, New England.

Steatite .................................................................
Silver-lead ores, showing native silver freely

Golden Crown Reef, Yalwal. 
Company’s Mine, Barrier Range.

Silver ore Company’s Mine, Captain’s Flat.

Native bismuth, bismuth in quartz and 
granite, molybdenite and wolfram.

Tin ore .....................................................................

Kingsgate Bismuth Mine, near Glen Innes, 

Company’s Mine, Barrier Range.

Copper ore ........................
Fossil wood and leaves 
Silver ore............................

New Burra Burra Copper-mine.
Jubilee Claim, Rocky River.
Company’s Mine, near Emmaville, New England.

Silver ores ......................................

Silver ore, showing native silver 
Lode and alluvial tin ore .......

Company’s Mine, Little Plant Creek, near Emma
ville.

White Rock Silver-mine, Fairfield, Drake. 
Company’s Mine, parish Herbert, county Gough.

Lode and alluvial tin ore

Pipeclay and white shale..................................
Gem and iron sand ...........................................
Jasper with veins of quartz, and auriferous 
lodestuff.

Ferruginous quartz with a little pyrites ...

Graphite, topaz, tourmaline, quartz crystals, 
clear quartz, and quartz with graphite. 

Graphite ................................................................

Company’s Mine, parish Herbert, county Gough, 
between Cope’s Creek and the Mackintyre 
River.

One mile from Riverstone Railway Station.
Berrima.
Bald Hills, Chesney’s Lease, and Billygoe, Cobar 

District.
Wooller and Main’s Bonanza King Mine, Undercliff 

Run, Wilson’s Downfall, New England.
Undercliff Station, Wilson’s Downfall, New Eng

land.
do. do. do.

Coal ore obtained from a bore on Company’s 
property.

Block of coal ........................................................

Parish of Teralba, near Newcastle. 

Company’s Mine, Lithgow Valley.

APPENDIX No. 5B.
Donations to the Library of tho Mining and G-eological Museum during 1888.

Woiiks.

Author. Title. Donor.

Agassiz (L.) ...................................... Iconographie des Coquilles Tertiaires R£put6es iden- Trustees of the British Museum

Blake ....................................................

tiques avec les espechs vivantes ou dans difierens 
terrains de 1’Epogue Tertiaire accompagn^e de le 
description des especes Nouvelles.

(Natural History).

Report on the Geology of the Route (Explorations and 
Surveys for a Railroad Route from the Mississippi 
River to the Pacific Ocean).

do do

Bonney, Professor (T. G.), M.A. On a new theory of the formation of basalt........................ do do
Do do do On some Nodular Felsites in the Bala Group of North 

Wales.
do do

Do do do On a Boulder of Hornblende Picrite near Pen-y- 
Carnisiog, Anglesey.

do do

Brown (J.), F.G.S............................. Note on the Artesian Well at Colchester, and remarks 
on some of the Microscopic Fossils from the Col
chester Chalk.

do do

335—2 G
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APPENDIX 5B—continued.

Author. Title. Donor.

Briart (A.) and Cornet (F. L.) ...

Clarke (W. B.), Bev........................

Czjzek (J.)...........................................

Description des Fossiles du Calcaire grossier de mons. 
(Seconde Fartie.)

Researches in the Southern Gold Fields of New South 
Wales.

Uber die congeria Partsehie....................................................

Fitton (W. H.), M.D.

Garman (S.) ...............
Gardiner (J. S.) ......

An account of some Geological Specimens from the 
Coasts of Australia.

The Rattle of the Rattlesnake...............................................
On the British Eocenes and their deposition ................

Gervais (P.) .........................

Griffiths (G. S.).....................

Do .....................

Do .....................

Griffin (G. W.).....................
Hamlin (C. E.).....................

Heer, Professor (0.)..........

Hitchcock (E.) .....................
Hbfman (H. 0.) ................

Huxley, Professor (T. H.)

Do do 
Johnson (M. H.)

Observations sur les Mammifer6s fossiles du Midi de 
la France.

Evidences of a Glacial Epoch from Kerguelen’s Land, 
being comments upon the “ Challenger ” reports.

On the Official Reports of the Tarawera outbreak, 
with some objections to some of the conclusions 
drawn by the Government Geologist, Dr Hector.

On the evidences of a Glacial Epoch in Victoria during 
Post-Miocene Times.

New South Wales : Her Commerce and Resources.........
Results of an Examination of Syrian Molluscan 

Fossils, chiefly from the Range of Mount Lebanon.
On the Miocene Flora of the Polar Regions (2 lectures). 

Translated by J. E. Lee, F.S.A.
Final report on the Geology of Massachusetts, vol. I...
Recent improvements in desilverizing lead in the 

United States. _
Preliminary note on the Fossil Remains of a Chelonian 

Reptile, Ceratochelys Sthenurus from Lord Howe’s 
Island, Australia.

Further observations upon Hyperodapedon Gordoni ...
On Flint...........................................................................................

Kidston (R.)......................................  On the Fossil Flora of the Radstock Series of the
Somerset and British Coal Field. Part I.

Morris, Professor (J.), M.A........... The Chalk : Its distribution and subdivision....................

Mojsisovics (E.) and Neumayr 
(M.)

Morlot (A.) ......................................

Nicholson (H. A.) 

Do do

Beitrage zur Palaontologie von Osterreich-Ungarn und 
den Angrenzenden Gebieten Herausgegeben.

Uber die Geologischen Verbaltuesse von Istrien mit 
Berucksichtigung Dalmatiens und der Augrenzen- 
den Gegenden Croatiens unterkrains und des 
Gorzerkreises.

On the structure of Cleistopora (Michelina) Geome- 
trica, Edwards and Haime.

On the detection of Mural Pores in thin sections of the

Pettko Von (J.) 
Porter (D. A.) ..

Prestwich, Prof. (J.)

Do do

Do do
Do do

Do do
Slade (D. D.).

the

Streeter E..................
Do ................
Do ................

Woodward (H).......
Do .......
Do .......
Do ......

Woodward (A. S.)

Do do

Wood (S.) ... 
Zigno de (A.)

Favositidse.
Tubicaules von Ilia Bei Schemnitz ........................ .
Notes on some minerals and mineral localities in 

Northern Districts of New South Wales.
On a peculiar bed of Angular drift on the Lower Chalk 

High Plain between Upton and Chilton.
On a new group of Pre-Cambrian Rocks (the Arvonian) 

in Pembrokeshire.
On a raised beach in Rhos Sili Bay, Gower ...................
Notes on the Phenomena of the Quarternary Period in 

the Isle of Portland, and around Weymouth.
On Crag-beds of Suffolk and Norfolk..................................
On certain vacuities tor deficiencies in the Crania of 

Mammals.
Precious stones and gems ........................................................
The Great Diamonds of the World......................................
Pearls, and Pearling Life ........................................................
On some New British Carboniferous Cockroaches .......
Myriapods of the Coal Period ...............................................
On Carboniferous Limestone Trilobites .............................
On Aptychus and Aptychopsis in Nebalia.........................
On two New Lepidotoid Ganoids from the Early 

Mesozoic Deposits of Orange Free State, South 
Africa. _

Note on the extinct Reptilian Genera Megalania. 
Owen, and Meilania, Owen.

On Boulder Clay......................................... ..............................
Coup D’Oeil sur les Terrains Stratifies des Alpes 

Venitiennes. •

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History).

C. S. Wilkinson, Esq., F.G.S., &c.

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History).

C. S. Wilkinson,Esq., F.G.S. &c.

A. Agassiz, Esq., F.G.S. 
Trustees of the British Museum 

(Natural History).
Do do

The Author.

do

do

do

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History.) 

do do 
The Author

do

do
Trustees of the British Museum 

(Natural History).
The Author

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History).

do do

do do

do do

do do

do do
The Author.

Trustees of the British Museum
(Natural History).

do do

do do
do do

do do
do do

The Author.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History), 

do do
do do

Reports, Serials, &c.

Socidtd Royale Malacologique de I Reports for 1887 
Belgique 1

Belgium.

Canada.

The Secretary.

Canadian Institute .........................

Geological and Natural History 
Survey.
Do do do...

Annual Report 1886-87, and 
1888.

Annual Reports 1886, Vol. II. ;

Catalogue of Canadian Plants. 
By J. Macoun, M.A.

Proceedings, Vol. V,

1887, Part III ............

Part IV. Endogens.

do

The Director, 

do
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APPENDIX 5B—continued.

Author. Title. Donor.

Carte Geologique de la France ...

Do do

Do do

Keiserlichen Akademie der 
Wisaenschaften.

Naturhistorischen Yerunes der 
preussischen, Rheinlande, 
Westfalens.

British Museum (Natural 
History).

Do do
Geologists’ Association .............

Geological Survey of England & 
Wales.

Do do

Geological Survey of Great Britain 
and of the Museum of 
EconomicGeology in London.

Geological Survey of GreatBritain 
and of the Museum of 
Practical Geology.

Do do

Do do

Do do

Do do

Geological Survey of the United 
Kingdom.

Do do

Do do

Home Office 

Do

Iron and Steel Institute................
Mining Association and Institute 

of Cornwall.
Montrose Natural History and 

Antiquarian Society.
Royal Dublin Society.....................

Geologischen Reichs — Museums] 
in Leiden. |

Geological Survey ........................
Do .........................

Do ........................

Society Africana D’ltalia

Societa Toscana di Scienze 
Naturali Residente iu Pisa.

France.

Explication. Tome Quatrieme, 1879. Seconds Partie. 
V£g<5taux Fossiles du Terrain Honiller, par R. 
Zeiller.

Memoirs, Mineralogie Micrographique Roches 
eruptives Frampaises, 1879, par F. Fonque et M. 
Levy.

Memoirs. Le pays de Bray, 1879, par A. De Lapparent. 
Germany.

Denkschriften. Band VIII, 1854. Band XIII-XVII,' 
1857-9. Band XXII, 1864. Band XXIII, 1867. 
Band XXVI, 1867.

Verhandlungen. Zweite Halfte, 1886, Erste Halfte, 
Zweite Halfte, 1887.

Great Britain.

A Guide to the collection of Meteorites in the Depart
ment of Mineralogy.

Catalogue ofFossil Mammalia, Part V...............................
Reports from 1869-1876 ......................................................

Memoirs. Guide to the Geology of London and the 
neighbourhood. By W. Whitaker, B.A.

Memoirs. The Geology of the country around 
Fakenham, Wells, and Holt. By H. W. Wood
ward, F.G.S.

Memoirs. Vols. 1, 2, Parts 1 and 2, and Vol. 3. 1846.

Memoirs. Report on the Geology of the country of 
Londonderry and of parts of Tyrone and Fer
managh, 1843. By J. E. Portlock.

Memoirs. On the Tertiary Fluvio-Marine Formation 
of the Isle of Wight. 1856. By Ed. Forbes. 

Memoirs. On the Iron Ores of Great Britain. Parts 
2-4. 1858-62.

Memoirs. The Geology of the country around
Oldham, including Manchester and its suburbs. 
1864.

Memoirs. The Geology of parts of Berkshire and 
Hampshire. By H. W. Bristow, F.G.S., and W. 
Whittaker, B.A. List of Fossils by R. Etheridge,
F.R.S.E.

Memoirs. Decades 1 to XIII. 1849-1872 .....................

Memoirs. Monographs 1 and 2 and Plates. British 
Organic Remains. 1859. By T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. 

Memoirs. Monograph IV, 1878. The Chinserid
Fishes of the British Cretaceous Rocks. By E. T. 
Newton, F.G.S.

Mining and Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland for the year 1887. 

Report upon the Inspection of Mines, classed under 
the Metalliferous Mines Regulation Acts, 1872 and 
1875, in the countries of Anglesey, Brecon, Cardigan, 

■ Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Merioneth, Mont
gomery, Radnor, and Shropshire, and in the Isle of 
Man for the year 1887.

Journal No. 1. 1888............................................... .................
Transactions. Vol. II. Part I. 1888..............................

Report of the Directors, May, 1888 ..................................

Scientific Proceedings. Vols. Ill, V, and VI. 1887
88.

Holland.

Samlungen. No. 16, 1888 ....................................................

India.

Annual Report for 1887.............................................................
Memoirs (Paheontologia Indica). Series XIII. Vol. I. 

Part VII.
Records. Vols. XV, XX, XXI. Parts IV, V, I-III. 

1882, 1887, 1888.

The Director, 

do

do •,

The Secretary, 

do

The Trustees, 

do
Trustees of the British Museum 

(Natural History), 
do do

do do

do do

Geological Survey of Great 
Britain.

do do

do do

Trustees of the British Museum 
(Natural History).

do do

do do

do do

do do

The Secretary of State, 

do

The Secretary.

do

do

do

The Director, 
do

do

Italy.

Bollettino. Anno VI, Fasc. IX e XII, 1887. Anno The Secretary. 
VII, Fasc. V e X, 1888.

Atti. Vol. VI. 1888 ............................................................. do

Australasian Association for the 
Advancement of Science.

Australian! Museum .....................
Linnean Society ..............................

New Bouth Wales.

Handbook of Sydney for the use of the members do

Report of the Trustees for 1887 ........................................... The Trustees.
Proceedings. Second Series. Vol. Ill, Parts I-III, The Secretary. 

1888.
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Author. ' Title. Donor.

Journal and Proceedings. Vols. XXI, XXII, Parts 
III, I, 1887-88.

The Secretary.

The Government Statistician.
Results of Meteorological Observations made in New 

South Wales during 1886, under the direction of 
H. C. Russell, B.A., Government Astronomer of 
New South Wales.

Results of Rain, River, and Evaporation Observations 
made in New South Wales during 1887. By 
H. C. Russell, B.A., Government Astronomer.

Government Astronomer.

Do J........................... do do

Department of Mines

Geological Survey ... 
Do

Do ...

Do

Do

Do

Department of Mines
Do do

Do do

Do do

Department of Mines

Do do

New Zealand.

Reports on the Mining Industries of New Zealand. 
1888. _

Reports of Geological Explorations during 1885-86-87 
The Handbook of New Zealand. Third edition, 1883.

By the Government Geologist.
The Handbook of New Zealand, 1888. By the Govern

ment Geologist.
Catalogue of Stalk-and-Sessile-eyed Crustacea of New 

Zealand. By E. J. Miers.
Manual of the Indigenous Grasses of New Zealand. 

By J. Buchanan.
Manual of New Zealand Mollusca. By F. W. Hutton 

Queensland.

Annual Report for the year 1887...........................................
Geology of the Russell River. By R. L. Jack, 

Government Geologist.
Report on the Geological Features of the Mackay 

District. By R. L. Jack, Government Geologist. 
Report on the Burrum Coal-field. By W. H. Rands, 

Assistant Government Geologist.
South Australia.

Report on the Geological Character of the Country 
passed over from Port Agusta to Eucla. By 
H. Y. L. Brown, Government Geologist.

Statistical Register of the Province of South Australia 
for the year 1885.

United States.

The Secretary of Mines.

The Director, 
do

do

do

do

do

The Secretary.
The Government Geologist.

do

do

do

do

The Secretary.

do

American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences.

Proceedings. Vol. XXII. Part II. From December, 
1886, to May, 1887.

The Secretary.

American Geographical Society... Bulletin. Vols XIX, XX, 1887 88 .................................. do
American Institute of Mining 

Engineers.
Transactions. Vol. XVI. May, 1887, to February, 

1888, inclusive. Contents and Index, vols. I to 
XV, 1887, inclusive.

do

California State Mining Bureau...

Geological Survey .........................

Seventh Annual Report of the State Mineralogist for 
the year ending October 1st, 1887.

Mineral resources of the United States, Calendar year 
1886.

State Mineralogist.

Geological and Natural History 
Survey of Minnesota.

Report for 1886 .......................................................................... State Geologist.

Do do ... Lithological Studies. By M. E. Wadsworth ................ do
Do do ... Preliminary description of the Peridotytes, Gabbros, 

Diabases and Andesytes of Minnesota. By M. E. 
Wadsworth.

do

Do do ... Report on Botanical work in Minnesota for the year 
1886. By J. C. Arthur.

do

Do do ... Synopsis of the Asphididas of Minnesota. By 0. W. 
Oestlund.

do

Museum of Comparative Zoology 
at Harvard College, in Cam
bridge.

Bulletin. Vol. II. Nos. 4, 5. . 1871 ... The Director.

Do do ... „ „ III. „ 3,6,9-16. 1871-76... do
Do do ... ., „ IV. 1878 ... do
Do do ... ,, „ V. „ 1, 6-16. 1878-9 ... do
Do do ... ,, „ VI. 1879-81... do
Do do ... ,, „ VII. 1880-84... do
Do do ... ,, „ VIII. 1880-81... do
Do do ... ,, ,, IX. 1881-82... do
Do do .. ,, ,, X. 1882-83... do
Do do ... ,, ., XI. . 1883-85... do
Do do ... ,, ,, XII. 1885-86... do
Do do .. „ „ XII „ 1-5, 7. 1886-87...

,, Vols. XIV, XV. 1888 ...
Bulletin. No. 1. NotesontheToxodiumDistichium, or 

Bald Cypress. No. 2. On the Original connection 
of the Eastern and Western Coal-fields of the Ohio 
Valley. By N. S. Shaler.

do
Do do ... do
Do do ... do

Do do .... Bulletin. On the development of the Calcareous plates 
of Asterias. By J. W. Fewkes.

do

Do do ... Bulletin. On the Petrographical Characters of a Dike 
of Diabase in the Boston Basin. By W. H. Hobbs.

do

Do do ... Bulletin. On an Extinct type of Dog from Ely Cave, 
Lee County, Virginia. By J. A. Allen.

do

Do do ... Bulletin. Report on the Fossil Plants of the Aurifer
ous Gravel Deposits of the Sierra Nevada. By L. 
Lesquereux.

do
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Author. Title.

Museum of Comparative Zoology 
at Harvard College, in Cam-
bridge.

Do do

Do do

Do do
Do do

New York Academy of Science... 
Smithsonian Institute.....................

Bulletin. Report on the Florida Reefs. By L. 
Agassiz.

Bulletin. The Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada 
of California. Parts I and II. By J. D. Whitney. 

Bulletin. The superior incisors or Canine teeth of 
sheep. By F. Mayo.

Bulletin. The Eyes in Scorpions. By G. H. Parker.. 
Bulletin. The Climatic changes of later Geological

Times. Parts 1-3. By J. D. Whitney .....................
Transactions. Yols. IV, VI, VII. 1884-87 ................
Reports for 1885. Part II........................................ ..............

Victoria.

Department of Mines and Water
Supply.

Do do

Do do

Do do
Do do

Melbourne National Museum,

Philosophical Institute ...............
Royal Society ..................................
Royal Geographical Society of 

Australasia (Victoria Branch.) 
School of Mines and Industries, 

Bendigo.
School of Mines, Ballarat ............

Do ..........

Annual Report for 1886-87. j

Gold-fields of Victoria. Reports of the Mining Regis
trars for the quarters ending 31st March to 31st 
December, 1886, 30th September to 31st December,
1887, and 31st March, to 30th June, 1888.

Geological Survey. Observations on New Vegetable
Fossils of the auriferous drifts. By Baron F. Von 
Mueller.

Report of the Ventilation of Mines Board. 1888 .......
Mineral Statistics of Victoria for 1886, 1887 ...................
Prodromus of the Zoologv of Victoria. By F. M'Coy, 

M.A., C.M.G. '
Transactions. 2-4. 1858-60 ...............................................
Transactions. Vols. 5, 7, 11-18, 20-23. 1860-87.........
Transactions and Proceedings. Vols. V, VI. Parts I.

1888.
Report for six months ending 30th June, 1887................

Report for 1886 ........................................................................
The Sebastopol Plateau, being a section of the Ballarat 

Gold-field Proper By W. Luplan.

Geological Survey

JVesl Indies.

Report on the Geology of Trinidad. By G. P. Wall 
and Sawkins.

Donor.

The Director.

do

do
do
do

The Secretary.

do

do

do

do
do
do

do
do
do

do

do

The Trustees of the British 
Museum (Natural History).

APPENDIX No. 6.

Eeport to the G-eological Surveyor-ia-charge respecting Analyses and Assays of Minerals, Waters, &c.,
received in the Laboratory .during the year 1888.

Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Laboratory, Sydney, 21 Eebruary, 1889.
Sir,

I have the honor to furnish you with the following report respecting the various analyses, 
assays, &e., performed in the laboratory connected with the Geological Survey Branch during the year 
1888 .—

Owing to the large increase of mineral analyses, waters, assays, &c., over previous years, it was 
found necessary to apply for larger and more suitable accommodation, the present laboratory being much 
too small and totally unsuitable for such work.

At your suggestion larger premises were acquired, they being situated over the Ordnance Stores 
Department, Lower George-street.

These premises have been fitted up under my supervision, and are divided into as follow's:—•
Office and scales-room, including library.
Analytical Laboratory.—This room is fitted up with all the latest appliances necessary to carry 

out the various analyses required, it being connected with both gas and water.
Assaying and Eurnace Boom.—This room contains two large air coke furnaces, built on the same 

designs as those in use at the Royal School of Mines, London; also, two of Eletcher’s large gas fusion 
furnaces, of which I cannot speak too highly, they being found capable of performing all that is 
claimed for them. The cupellation is performed in two of Eletcher’s gas muffle furnaces, one large and 
one small being in continuous use. These also answ’er the purpose well, they being much cleaner than 
coke furnaces, and more readily regulated.

The laboratory is thoroughly stocked with apparatus, pure reagents, fluxes, &c., and is capable of 
turning out double the work if required, the whole establishment being connected with gas-lights should 
it be necessary at any time to carry on work at night.

The crushing and sampling of the various minerals sent for analyses and assay are performed in a 
room set apart from both the laboratories, thus doing away with much dust and dirt.

The ores are mostly crushed on two fiat iron plates set in solid brickwork, with wooden sides, the 
pulverizing being performed by means of fiat square hammers. These answer the purpose well, and this 
method of sampling is in my opinion one of the best, as large quantities of ore can he broken down and 
crushed in a short space of time, and the plates after each operation thoroughly cleaned.

On my application and your recommendation that an assistant be appointed who was thoroughly 
up in the analyses of minerals and the treatment of various ores, the appointment was offered to and 
accepted by Mr. H, P, White, E.O.8., that gentleman starting his duties on the 30th July, 1888.

6,245
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- 5,245 numbered samples were received during the year for analyses and assay, they being all
completed early in 1889.

10,123 assays for various metals were made, and 86 proximate and ultimate analyses of minerals, 
waters, &c. In addition to these analyses, many of the samples were submitted to a qualitative analysis 
with the view of ascertaining the composition of various minerals, &c., and a large amount of assays, &c., 
checked.

The following shows the increase of work from the year 1883 to 1888. .
Year 1883 .............................. 242 samples. Year 1886 ..............................

,, 1884 .............................. 664 ,, „ 1887 ..............................
„ 1885 .............................. 1,428 ,, „ 1888 ............................ .

The following assays were made during the year :—
Antimony.—Six samples.
Bismuth.—Twelve samples.
Copper.—Fifty-nine.
Cobalt.—Six samples were assayed for cobalt, and in all cases the nickel estimated. These ores were manganese wads.
Chromium.—One sample.
Iron.—Seven samples.
Lead.—Twenty-eight samples.
Manganese.—Three samples. '
Nickel.—Seven samples.
Tin.—Thirty-nine samples.
Tungsten.—One sample assayed for the percentage of tungstic acid. ....
Tellurium.—Three samples assayed for the percentage of tellurium, this element being combined with bismuth as 

tetradymite and montanite. Many qualitative analyses were made of the bismuth ores of the Colony, with the result that 
some were found to yield small quantities of tellurium.

Uranium.—Two samples of iron ore were examined for the presence of uranium, and in neither case was that element 
found present. _ . . ...

Zinc.—One sample tested for zinc. This mineral was found to be a silicate of zinc, and from its description is 
probably willemite. I believe this is the first time this ore of zinc has been discovered in this Colony.

Gold.—4,976 samples were assayed for gold.
Silver.—4,973 samples were assayed for silver.

Particulars of these analyses will be found stated in the report of tbe Under Secretary for Mines,
1888.

The work performed in the laboratory this year has been exceptionally heavy, as will be seen on 
comparing it with that turned out for all previous years, a large amount of this no doubt being due to 
the silver boom at Broken Hill, Sunny Corner, Mount Costigan, and various other localities which 
have sprung up into existence during the last few years.

I think I may venture to point out the usefulness of the work performed, especially as far as the 
assaying of prospecting samples are concerned, as to my knowledge it has been the means of opening up 
many districts, which would have laid dormant for many years to come if the ground had not beep 
thoroughly tested by assays made of samples taken from various parts of the lodes. In proof of this 
statement I may point out the Lewis Ponds District, Tuena District, &c., as also to the valuable find of 
cobalt ore near Carcoar, which Mr. T. W. E. David, Geological Surveyor of the Department, first identified 
and reported on, analyses and assays being made of various samples. This is a valuable discovery as 
hitherto the onlyr supply of cobalt obtained in this Colony was from the manganese wads, yielding a poor 
'percentage of cobalt, not in many cases sufiBcient in quantity to be profitably extracted. I do not think 
it is necessary for me to report more fully on the work performed in the laboratory, as the large increase 
and the amount of work shown in this report speaks for itself.

In concluding, I have to acknowledge the ready assistance given to me by the assistant, Mr. H. P. 
White, F.C.S:, in conducting many of the various analyses, without whose help it would have been 
impossible to have carried them all out in time. I would further acknowledge the steady working capacity 
at all times displayed by the second assistant, Mr. A. H. Neilson, as also the others employed in the 
laboratory.

I have, &c.,
JOHN C. H. MINGAYE, E.C.S.

The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Analyst and Assayer.

1,807 samples. 
2,222 .,
5,245 ,,

APPENDIX No. 7.

Sir, Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, January, 1889.
I have the honor to submit the following progress report on the caves of New South Wales 

for the year 1888.
Since my appointment to my present position, eight months ago, I have had opportunities, when 

visiting the different caves on matters relating to their improvement and management, of noting the great 
and growing interest taken in these subterranean stores of nature’s wonders. This is especially noticeable 
when some new cave or branch of an existing cave has been discovered and becomes known ; then follows 
what might be termed a “ rush ” of the district people to view the new wonders, which, having been locked 
up for ages, are suddenly thrown open to the gaze of man. Later on visitors from tbe metropolis and 
other places outside the district also find time to undertake a visit of exploration.

As is usually the case at all places of public resort, the caves are most crowded with visitors during 
- holiday times, and at these particular seasons they form one of the principal attractions to the pleasure- 
seekers of the respective districts in which they are situated, the annual picnic to the caves in fact having 
become quite an institution. In addition to the local visitors, tourists from the other colonies and 
different parts of the world are to be met at the principal caves the whole year round.
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The great majority of visitors approve of and express themselves well pleased with the precautions, 
taken by the Government for the preservation of the caves and with the works already carried out for 
their improvement; but regret is often expressed at the acts of vandalism perpetrated at some of the 
caves when first discovered, and before they were brought under Government control and supervision.

During the past year the following were the principal discoveries of new caves, viz., at Jenolan, a 
small but very pretty branch of the Elder Cave (See Appendix A), and at Wombeyan, a separate series 
of spacious lofty and beautiful caves (See Appendix B). This latter discovery was the means of bringing 
the Wombeyan Caves into great prominence. In fact, for grandeur and the pureness and variety of the 
stalactitic formations they rival any other known caves in the Colony. A new cave was also discovered 
near Araluen ; but this not yet having been explored, as it is full of water, no report on same can be made.

Eollowing are particulars showing number of visitors, improvements, &e., at the different caves for 
the year 1888, viz.:— .

Jenolan Oaves.
Number of visitors, 1,829, being an increase on the number for the previous year. A new 

accommodation house, capable of accommodating about thirty visitors, has been completed, yet during the 
summer months both this and the old house are occasionally uncomfortably crowded. On this account 
the erection of another building will soon become a matter of necessity. The owner of the existing 
buildings ?md lessee of the ground, Mr. J. Wilson, cave-keeper, has notified his intention of carrying out 
this work at an early date.

Great improvements have been carried out at these caves in the way of making the outside 
surroundings attractive to visitors. Plantations and walks have been tastefully .laid out and suitable 
trees, shrubs, and flowers planted. Altogether, it is intended to make the cave surroundings as attractive 
and pleasing to the eye as possible, in order that visitors, when not engaged exploring the caves, will be' 
able to pass their time pleasantly in viewing the scenery and vegetation around. The improvements at 
the bathing-hole have been greatly appreciated, and consequently taken advantage of by the visitors.! 
Everything that can be-done up to the present in the way of improving the interior of the caves has been' 
carried out. The result is that access to the different caves is now comparatively easy and cases of accident 
very rare. It is intended to put up a cottage for the engine-driver and new stables during the current 
year; and also to complete the erection of turbine on the creek, for driving the electric light, in place of 
the present engine, which work has been unavoidably held over on account of more urgent and necessary 
works having been carried out in the meantime which exhausted the available funds.

Wombeyan Oaves. ■
Until quite recently, these caves did not attract much attention outside the district; but since the 

new discovery of the splendid caves lately reported on (See Appendix B.) great interest in them has 
suddenly sprung up. Thit is at once apparent on reference being made to the visitors’ book, when it is 
noticed that latterly parties have arrived from almost all quarters and in much larger numbers since these 
discoveries than in any like period for years back.

The number of visitors for 1888 is about 400, being an increase of about 100 on the year 1887.
The principal improvements necessary for enabling visitors to explore the new caves with 

comparative ease and safety have already been carried out. A tender has been conditionally accepted for 
the erection of an accommodation house, and the work will probably be proceeded with without delay.

The old caves are both extensive and remarkable, and the surroundings of the whole very picturesque 
and pretty. Other general and necessary improvements at these caves will, I hope, be carried out in due 
course. :

Wellington Oaves. -
Taking into consideration the grandeur of the Jenolan and Wombeyan Caves and their respective 

visitors’ lists, the number of visitors to the Wellington Caves, 1,679, which do not compare with those 
named for beauty, is remarkable. This is, perhaps, accounted for by their proximity to the town of 
Wellington, and the fact that “the caves” are the principal resort for picnic and other parties from all 
quarters of this district. The visitors for 1888 numbered 600 more than those for the previous year.

Being within 5 miles of Wellington, an accommodation house is not required. A cottage for 
the keeper has recently been erected, and an open shelter-shed for the use of visitors is now in course of 
erection. .

These caves are chiefly remarkable for the number of fossil bones found buried in them, some rare 
specimens of which have been unearthed by the keeper, who, when not otherwise engaged with visitors, 
is employed in the collection of them for the Geological and Australian Museums.

Yarrangobilly Oaves.
These caves, situated in the coldest district of New South Wales, are mostly visited during the 

warmer months, the number for last season being about 200. They are remarkable as regards their 
extent and the massiveness of the various formations therein. Bomantically situated on the Yarrangobilly 
Eiver, the immense archway or entrance to the caves, and the limestone bluffs standing out in bold relief, 
together with the wild vegetation around, combine to form a most imposing and picturesque scene.

An accommodation and keeper’s cottage having just been erected, it is expected there will be a 
large increase in the number of visitors this season, a great number of people having signified their 
intention of visiting the caves when accommodation was provided for them.

Abercrombie Oaves.
The principal feature of these caves, as far as yet known, is the immense natural archway hollowed 

out of the limestone, the total length of which is 650 feet, and the average width 130 feet. The roof and 
sides are covered with fine stalactites of various lengths and colours of every shade. A variety of remark
able and pretty views are produced by these, especially when viewed from different points on the elevated

terraces
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terraces or platforms which project from the sides and run longitudinally for some distance through the 
arch. A number of caves can be entered from the archway, these mostly present the appearance of 
winding fissures, which can be traversed in some instances a great distance. Others, a little more 
spacious, are also met with, the floor of which consist of a thick bed of detritus. No pure stalactitic 
formations are found in them, they being very dirty, and present the appearance of having been inhabited 
by bats and wombats for ages. _ t .

On account of the gradual destruction of the stalactites in the archway by visitors^ a temporary 
keeper, at a small salary, has been appointed to protect them as far as possible. By this means it is 
expected the whole will be preserved in their present and still interesting state. _ _

The keepers of the different caves seem peculiarly well fitted for the positions they hold, and 
great credit is due to them both for their care and attention to visitors, and also for the interest taken by 
them in the work of exploration at their respective stations. This is especially the case at Jenolan and 
~Wombeyan Caves, where the operations in this respect, carried out by Mr. J. Wilson and Mr. M. Chalker 
respectively, have been attended with great success ; and thus the desires of the enthusiastic visitor to 
traverse still further these natural inroads into the earth’s interior are constantly being gratified.

I have, &c.,
W, S. LEIGH,

---------------------Superintendent of Caves.

APPENDIX No. 7A.

Sir, Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, 11 J une, 1S88.
I have the honor to submit the following report on the new cave recently discovered by Mr.

J. Wilson, Keeper, at Jenolan Caves:— _
The cave is situated at the extreme end of the Elder Cave, the entrance being reached from this 

point by an almost vertical descent of about 20 feet over fallen rocks. To the casual observer there would 
certainly appear to be no outlet beyond this, as you are brought face to face with an immense overhanging 
rock, which runs up perpendicularly to a height of 30 feet, the front of which is covered with a crystal 
formation, from which depend a number of narrow shawls, giving it a very pretty appearance. The base 
of the projecting rock, which is about 18 inches above the ground, is literally covered with stalactites, and 
these, reaching to within a few inches of the floor of the cave, form a guard of thickly-studded spikes, and 
completely shut out from view the small aperture beyond, which, after minute examination and some 
rough work, proved to be the entrance or mouth of a new cave. After the removal of a number of the 
stalactites, the interior was gained by crawling underneath the overhanging rock a distance of 5 or 6 feet. 
The cave consists of a long narrow passage, having a total length of about 90 feet and an average width 
of 4 feet, and may be divided into two parts, as follows:—■

The first part, i.e., for a distance of about 50 feet from the entrance, has the appearance of an 
arched tunnel on a winding inclined plane, the incline being continuous and at an angle of about 45°. 
The ascent is made over a crystallized rocky formation, which forms the floor of the cave. The sides are 
well studded with stalactites, which gradually diminish in length as they approach the centre of the roof; 
stalagmites are not so numerous. To stand upright in this part of the cave, except in one or two places, 
is out of the question, as the height to the centre of the roof does not average more than 3 feet, and at 
two points the passage narrows to such an extent that only small openings are left, just sufficiently large 
to admit of an ordinary-sized man forcing his way through.

The second part of the cave is gained by making a straight drop of about 10 feet from the top of 
the incline or end of first part. Here the visitor finds himself in a lofty passage, about 40 feet in length 
and 4 feet in width; and in this small area nature has formed one of the prettiest caves of the whole 
group. It is really a varied collection of the finest specimens found in the other principal caves. In it 
are grouped grand stalactites and stalagmites of various lengths and shapes. Columns in clusters, over 
10 feet in height, and shawls, rivalling in beauty those formed in the Imperial Cave, but of a different 
shape, in that they are not flat, but rather of a gouge-shaped section and pointed, are grouped in great 
variety; in some cases stalactites form the centre of shawls, giving them a rare appearance. Like those 
of the Music-hall in the Lucas Cave, the stalactites and shawls in this cave, when struck, give out various 
notes, and from their great number different peals could be rung at the same time, and almost any note 
sounded. A bed of crystals, having a wonderful combination, similar to the Fairies Ketreat in the 
Imperial, is also found in a cavity on the left-hand side below the level of the floor. A feature of this 
cave is the remarkable whiteness and transparency of the different formations. To see this cave by the 
aid of the magnesium light would well repay the visitor for the trouble experienced in reaching it. To open 
up the cave thoroughly would mean a great expense, and also the destruction of a number of the prettiest 
specimens ; in its present state it is easier to explore than some parts of the Elder Cave, through which a 
person must first pass before arriving at the new cave. Also, as the Elder Cave is noted for its difficult 
passages and small openings, the rough exploring of which a large percentage of the visitors enjoy, the 
new cave is only just in keeping with the rest of the Elder Cave, and the visitor who goes through the 
Elder thoroughly will not mind the little extra exertion attendant on visiting the new cave. I would 
therefore suggest that for the time being it be left in its present state, f.e., with openings just sufficiently 
large to admit one person at a time.

Small cave adjoining.—A few yards to the left, and on the same level as the entrance to the new 
cave referred to, is a small opening in the rock just large enough to enable one to force the body through. 
This proved to be the mouth of another cave, butof much smaller dimensions, being only about 25 feet long by 
12 feet wide, and 2 feet in height to the centre of the roof, which is arched. The bed of the cave is of the 
same crystal rock formation. All the formations are in miniature compared with the other cave. It has 
innumerable small stalactites studding the whole of the roof, all of which appear very clear and fresh and 
in the course of formation. Small columns arc ranged all round the sides, and there are a few in the 
centre, but none of them being more than 11 inches in diameter, a number of miniature shawls, similiar 
in appearance to those of the Imperial Caves, are also found. On the left-hand side, and near the 
entrance, is a very pretty coral-like bed, with numerous basins and other formations. Above this bed, and 
in the immediate vicinity, the stalactites assume a very peculiar and altogether different form to the rest j 
instead of being pointed, each is tipped with a lime crystal, perfectly shaped, and glittering like a diamond,
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and this being about twice the width of the stalactite, has the appearance of haying been stuck on the end 
of it. This cave can only be seen to advantage by one person at a time, and in a recumbent position, 
with the head, only inside the cave. In this way the whole can be seen at a glance. By the aid of the 
magnesium light a very pretty effect would be produced, especially when directed on the coral-bed.

I have, &c.,
W. S. LEIGH,

The Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Superintendent of Caves.

APPENDIX No. 7 B.
SiD Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, 7 September, 1888.

I have the honor to report, as requested, on the new cave recently discovered by Mr. M. 
Chalker at the Wombeyan Caves, near Goulburn. .

. The entrance, a round opening about 2 feet in'diameter (which it is proposed to enlarge), is 
situated ou the face of a rather steep hill, and is about 200 yards north-west of the mouth of the old 
cave, and 500 yards from proposed site of the cave-house. After passing through the entrance 
into the new cave, a perpendicular descent of 25 feet is made, and then a further descent for a like 
distance on an incline, the passage progressively increasing in size the lower you descend until the bottom 
is reached, when it opens out into a large chamber about 50 feet by 30 feet, and averaging 10 feet 
in height. This chamber contains a fine collection of stalactites and columns, &c., and may be termed 
the “ Hall,” as the small caves radiate from it in three different directions.

The first branch to the right of the entrance runs about due north about 100 yards in a zmzao- 
line on a comparatively level floor, and averages about 10 feet in width and 12 feet in height. The floor 
for 20 or 30 feet from the entrance is remarkably pretty in its formation, resembling a stream of crystals 
overflowing from a large basin, the stream below the main basin being composed of innumerable miniature 
basins m terraces, each basin being filled with a pure white coral-like formation. Other parts of the 
floor are covered with spherical stalagmites resembling snowballs. The stalactites in this, as also in the 
other branches, are grouped more regularly than is usually the case, as they run in almost.parallel lines 
across the limestone roof. These, as well as the other formations, are remarkable for their snowy white
ness and transparency, the only exception being an occasional nest of stalactites resembling terra-cotta 
m appearance, and so lending a pleasing variety of colour. A very singular feature here is a large 
column of stalactites having small stalactites, varying in size from the thickness of a needle to half an 
men m diaineter, projecting at all angles round its base, the whole resembling very much the trunk of a 
tree with the young shoots sprouting up all round. .

The middle branch cave, by far the largest, consists of a chain of chambers, ranging from the size 
of a small cabin to that of a lofty cathedral. These are formed by immense rocks falling and wedo-mo- 
themselves together in all shapes, which necessitates the making of a number of steep ascents 'and 
descents^ The chambers are well filled with all the prettiest formations met with in other caves. An 
instance is also observable of a large column formed by a number of stalactites having been naturally 
broken across at a point about half-way between the floor and the roof, the broken surfaces beinc 
separated from one another by a space of about 2 inches, so that the upper part of the column remains 
suspended from the roof.

. A further extension of this cave was discovered during my inspection, and I may safely say it is the 
crowning discovery as yet in the whole cave, being a roomy chamber at the extreme end (as far as yet 
known) of this branch, the floor of wdiich might appropriately be named the “ Crystal Lakes,” the so-called 
lakes being a large number of pure white and transparent basins formed into a succession of terraces, each 
basin being partly filled with minute crystals having the exact appearance of water, the illusion only being 
discovered bj touch. To see this formation alone would repay the visitor for the trouble experienced in 
reaching it. r

• a- branch to the left of the last described is comparatively small, and consists of a narrow
winding passage, at the end of which is an almost circular chamber, being the main part of the branch 
It contains a good collection of stalactites and stalagmites, and also some fine coral-like beds, the floor 
being of a crystallized dripstone. Eossilized bone deposits are found in some parts of the cave a few 
specimeus oi which I brought down for examination. The roots of the kurrajong tree growing 50 feet 
overhead appear through the roof of the cave, and seem to take root again below the floor, some of them 
having a thick crusting of lime. This cave in some respects resembles very much the Imperial and Lucas 
caves at Jenolan, the former in the fineness, transparency, and delicacy of its stalactitic structures, and 
the latter m some of its spacious and lofty chambers ; and I may safely add that some of its formations a 
proper description of which it would be difficult to give, if seen by the aid of magnesium wire or other 
such light, would be proved to be quite equal to some of the best found at the far-famed Jenolan Caves.
, w -*■ ™ay ^is discovery cannot be over-estimated, and it adds immensely to the interest of

the Wombeyan Caves for those desirous of studying the wonderful and beautiful phenomena of the ancient 
subterraneous river channels hollowed out of the massive marble limestone.

• a ,conc];us:‘011’ may rtatp that as time and circumstances permit further explorations will be 
carried out, it being my firm belief that other large chambers exist connected with this cave.

. Recommendations with regard to improvements and opening up of the newlv-found caves are sub
mitted on another paper. I have, &c. “
,,,, ri i t ci • i "W\ 8. LEIGH,
Ihe Geological Surveyor-in-charge. Superintendent of Caves.
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SUPERINTENDENT OF DRILLS’ REPORT.

Superintendent of Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines, reporting on the working 
of the Diamond-drills and Water-augers for the year 1888.

Sir, Department of Mines, Diamond-drill Branch, Sydney.
In submitting my annual report on the working of the Diamond-drills and Water-augers for 

the year 1888 I do myself the honor to attach to said report the following appendices:—

. Diamond-drills.
Appendix A.—Return showing the locality, strata, depth bored, percentage of core extracted, 

value of diamonds used during the year, and rate per foot, exclusive of office salaries, store 
wages, and rent; also Superintendent of Drills’ travelling expenses. _

Appendix'B.Sximm&ry of diamond-drills, showing the number of feet bored, total working cost 
to the Department, average cost per foot, and amounts receivable for the year 1888.

Appendix C, Nos. 1 to 14.—Sections of borings during the year 1888.
Appendix D.—Return showing the expenditure of Clarence Siding bore, without office 

expenditure.
Appendix E.—Return showing the total expenditure of Clarence Siding bore, including office 

salaries, &c., &c.
Water-augers.

Appendix F.—Return showing the locality, depth bored, and rate per foot, exclusive of office 
salaries, store wages, and rent; also Superintendent of Drills’ travelling expenses. _

Appendix Gr.—Summary of water-augers, showing the number of feet bored, total working cost 
• to the Department, and average cost per foot during the year 1888.

Appendix H, Nos. 1 to 6.—Sections of borings during the year 1888. _
Appendix I.—Map of New South Wales, showing positions of wells and bores, as published last 

year, with additions.
Appendix J.—Index to w-ells and bores, _
Appendix K.—Balance-sheet for diamond-drills.
Appendix L.—Balance-sheet for -water-augers. .

During the year the diamond-drill work has proceeded more satisfactorily than in any previous 
years, since diamond-drills were purchased and worked by the Government of New South Wales. This 
has been partly due to the better class of engineers and men employed at the drills. Several of the older 
ones who had been on the drill -work for some time were discharged by me, principally through their 
inattention and carelessness, thereby hindering others from doing a fair day’s work ; others were discharged 
for neglecting work through drink.

Several important bores have been put down during the year, viz., No. 11 drill, at Broken Hill, was 
down at the end of the year 1,122 feet; No. 10 drill, 1,101 feet 4 inches ; ISo. 4 drill, at Woodford, 1,656 
feet 6 inches ; Wbodford (second bore), 685 feet 1 inch; Eochend (Cockle’s Creek), 864 feet 9 inches. 
A bore was completed at Snake Creek 997 feet 6 inches, at Hexham Island 702 feet, and at Joadja 365 
feet 1 inch; and No. 2 bore at the same place was 382 feet in depth. Hence it will be seen that boring 
has reached a greater average depth during the year than in any previous years, with the same number 
of drills at work, the size of bore being not less"than 3 inches. Six diamond-drills were in the field at 
the end of the year, viz., No. A, at Joadja (Mittagong) ; No. 3 drill, Lochend (Newcastle District) ; 
No. 4 drill, Woodford (Blue Mountains) ; No. 8 drill, Fassifern, near Lake Macquarie ; No. 11 drill, 
Broken Hill; and No. 13 drill, Ash Island. No. 7 drill was, during part of the year, employed at 
Clarence siding, and brought into the Drill stores. _

The total depth bored by diamond-drill during the year is 8,292 feet 3 inches, or 5,194 feet 10 
inches more than in the year 1887. _

The average cost per foot of boring, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, also of 
Superintendent’s travelling expenses, is 8s. llf-d., or 9s. lid. less than during the year 1887. _

The total working, or field cost, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, also of Superin
tendent’s travelling expenses, amounts to £3,724 9s. lOd ; and the total earnings during the year amounts 
to £8,067 19s lid.; but the total cost, inclusive of all office salaries and all other expenditure in connec
tion with the Diamond-drill Branch, amounts to £4,564 8s. 2d., or at the rate of 11s. per foot.

The loss of wear and tear of diamonds in the bore-hole, and the cost of diamonds at per foot bored, 
has been less than during the year 1887. In the year 1887 the loss and wear and tear of diamonds at per 
foot amounted to Is. 6~i!d., but during the year 1888 the loss was Is. Oi-od, or 6Tyd. less per foot than 
in 1887.

Percentage of core saved during the year is 83'32 per cent., against 64'0 per cent, during 188/, or 
an increase in the percentage of core saved of 19'32 per cent. . _ ,

After deducting 5 per cent for wear and tear of diamond-drill plant, there is still a profit remaining 
showing that the working of the Government diamond-drills is no loss to the State, but on the contrary, 
that while they are worked without loss they confer an immense benefit to the whole community, by 
their assistance in the development of the extensive mineral resources of our rich Colony. _

Results would have been still better financially had it not been for the expenditure sustained 
through losing the core-barrel at Clarence Siding, and the attempts to recover the same.

The clerks of the Diamond-drill Branch, Messrs. J. S. M‘Neil, R. Dalrymple, and D. M'Culloch, 
and the storekeeper, Mr. J. S. Leigh, have greatly assisted me in the object aimed at, namely, by simpli
fying all work in connection with the Diamond-drill Branch, to make it more practical and effective, 
reducing expenditure and increasing the earnings of the diamond-drills.

A heavy extra addition has been added during the year to the work of the Diamond-drill Branch, 
inasmuch as the whole of the clerical work in connection with the Prospecting Vote has been transferred 
to this Branch, and entrusted to Mr. D. M'Culloch, who, with his usual energy, performed his duties very 

■ satisfactorily.
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satisfactorily. Through Mr. M‘Culloeh not being able to pay so much attention to the clerical work in. 
connection with the drills, a great deal of extra work has been thrown on and performed by Mr. J. S. 
M Neil, the Chief Clerk of the Branch, who also deserves especial credit, in conjunction with Mr. 
M'Culloch.

In conclusion, I beg to state, that although the Diamond-drill Branch has been self-supporting, the 
rates charged to the public for the use of drills has been gradually lowered ever since the supervision of 
said drills was placed under my charge, aud I hope to be able to recommend in the near future still more 
favourable conditions for those who use the drills than have been obtained hitherto.

Water-augers.
. the year 188/ I proceeded from Bourke to Wanaaring and Milparinka for the purpose of 

selecting bore sites for artesian water, so as to connect the important district of Mount Browne, and even 
as far as Cooper s Creek, with the Bourke railway, by a permanent water supply. The whole of this 
district both east and west of the Paroo, stretching towards Cooper’s Creek, is of Cretaceous formation; 
hence there is almost a certainty that artesian water will be obtained. The Government ofNew SouthMrales 
have led the way, and to the Department of Mines is due the credit of having proved by practical results 
that artesian water in unlimited quantities can be obtained by boring in the Cretaceous formation; and I 
am glad i.o note that advantage of such information has been taken, obtained at the Mines Department, by 
Mr. Longhead, the Canadian Water-borer, Mr. Barton, and others, who have, since such information was 
obtained by them, been successful in artesian water-boring. The first bore marked out by me at the 
lOl-j mile, about ll-j miles from W  ̂anaaring, east of the Paroo, has been successful, inasmuch as at the depth 
of 851 feet artesian water was tapped, and at 965 feet the water increased, flowing over the surface at 
the rate of 22,464 gallons per day. Section of bore was given in last year’s report. Eight new sites were 
marked out.by me between Wanaaring and Milparinka, viz., 15 miles from Milparinka, 30 miles, 46 miles, 
61 miles, 76 miles, 91 miles, 160 miles, and 121 miles. The latter -site is 17 miles west of Wknaaring. 
Boring operations were commenced during the year on three of the sites west of the Paroo, viz., the 121 
mile, 10b mile, and 91 mile from Milparinka. Owing to the severe drought, and in consequence of the great 
scarcity of wTater and grass, the boring at the 91 mile had to be temporarily abandoned, but should the 
drought break up it is intended to recommence operations.

The 106-mile bore was at the end of the year 655 feet in depth, and had passed through several 
hard layers of quartzite and limestone. Water of fair quality was tapped at the 126-feet level, but 
supply was small. I expect artesian water to be tapped at the depth of about 1,000 to 1,100 feet.

The 121-mile bore had reached the depth of 502 feet at the end of the year. A small supply of 
fresh water was tapped at the depth of 81 feet. This boring has been verv hard, and progress has been 
greatly retarded through the severe drought. In the face of this the price at per foot bored during this 
year is lower than that during the year 1887.

. Tiffin and Wright and Edwards boring machines or water-augers are very slow in deep and hard
boring in comparison to the Canadian wooden rods boring plants, which were introduced into New South 
Wales by Canadians during late years. Hence I recommended, and which recommendation was approved 
of, that boring, with the exception of the three bores now in progress on the Wanaaring-Milparinka 
route, should be done by contract with the Canadian plants, which, although not cheaper at the rate of per 
foot than the boring done by wages work under my supervision, will be performed in shorter time.

A bore was also started in the Cretaceous formation about 3§ miles north of Tibooburra, for the 
purpose of a supply of artesian water, several wells having been sunk in the granite and slate formations 
in the immediate vicinity of I ibooburra without beneficial results. The bore was commenced about half- 
a-mile north of Scott’s well, near a stock route. Eresh water was tapped at a depth of 150 feet,'which 
rose to 108 feet from the surface. At 233 feet from surface the supply increased very considerably, but 
as the water supply for the inhabitants of Tibooburra, including the Works Department well, failed during 
the recent severe drought, it was thought best to discontinue boring, and hand over the bore to the Public 
Watering-places Branch, for the purpose of supplying the public with water, which has proved a great 
boon not only to the inhabitants of those districts, but others who travelled through—in fact, it being 
about the only water available man and beast had to depend upon in that particular part to tide them 
over a severe and protracted drought.

No. 2 bore was started 300 yards north of No. 1 bore ; but as the people of Tibooburra had now a 
good supply of water it was decided to temporarily move the plant to Milparinka, for the purpose, if 
possible, of obtaining artesian water there.

. It.will be seen by Appendix E that the cost per foot of boring, without carriage, is 19s. 4d., but 
with carriage it is £2 3s. 2^d. per foot. This great item of carriage was caused through the plant having 
to be brought by teams from Hay to Tibooburra, fully 500 miles, at a cost of £407. Had it not been 
for this heavy item of carriage, the cost per foot of the whole boring with water-augers would have been 
very considerably reduced. •

Total number of feet bored, 1,962, or 604 feet 10 inches less than during the year 1887. This is 
due to the hard strata met with at the Wanaaring road and the severe drought.

. Total cost of boring, at per foot, inclusive of carriage, but exclusive of office salaries, £1 4s. 4Jd. ; 
but inclusive of all office salaries and all expenditure to the Government, is £1 7s. 6-Jd., or 5s. 2fd. more 
than in the year 1887. This increase is caused, as already stated, by the high carriage in bringing the 
boring plant from Hay to Tibooburra, and the loss of time sustained in supplying the public with water 
at Tibooburra, before the bore was handed over to the Public Watering-places Branch.

The cost of boring on the Wanaaring to Milparinka road, exclusive of carriage and office expendi
ture, was 16s. 7|d. per foot, or 8s. 256. per foot less than in 1887; but including office and all other 
■expenditure, it was £1 4s. 71d. per foot. I have, &c.,

W. H. J. SLEE, E.G.S.,
Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX



APPENDIX A.
Diamond-dbilTi work, showing average cost per foot, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, rent, and Sups”intendent of Drills’ travelling expenses, to the Department.
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do . 708 S 70S 8 2 14 59 3 1 6 89 18 01 82 19 1C3 4 9 0 4 SI

8,292 3 42 91 910 177 69 79
j

3l> 1,404
1

13 67 S3 32 3,724 9 10 0 8 111

Remaiks.

Joadja . ..

Do .
Redhead ... 
Snake Creek

Lochend __
Woodford .

Do .
Fassifern ..

Balhmore . 
Broken Hill

Hexham Island 

Ash Island ..

l The bores at Joadja were put down for the purpose of striking kerosene 
shale, hut so fax without success.

do do
Boiing for coal.
Several seams of coal were bored through, but none proved clear of bands 

for any great thickness.
Boied for coal, passed through several seams.
Bored for coal; parsed thiough coal (sec section).
This was a 4 inch bore put down from the bottom of pit, 476 feet 8 inches, 

294 feet 5 inches by the end of year ; mostly very haid conglomerates. 
This was completed caily in the ^ear.
Bonng to catch the Bioken Hill lode on the underlay, but so far 

without any success The strata through which Hie dull pas&ed was 
very hard and destiuctive on diamonds, being diorite, quartzite, 
granite, gneiss, and mica slates.

Payable seam of coal was not obtained, owing probably through the bore 
'not being deep enough.

Boring for coal.

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

VV. H. J. SLEE, RGi.S.,
Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX B.
Summary of Diamond-drills, showing number of feet bored, total working cost to Department, average cost per foot, and amounts received for 188S.

u rarriage. Proper- Propor- Supeiin-

Locality. Feet Travelling Diamonds Stores Fuel tion of 
balance of 

general
balance of Office Stoie tendent of 

Drills’ 
tiai elhng*0 bored. expenses. used issued. sundries gcneiai

stores
issued.

salaiies. wages Total.
!§ Railw ay. Uthei account. expenses.

ft. in. £ s. d £ s d £ s d £ s. d £ * d. £ s. d. £ s d. £ s. d £ s d £ s d. C s. d. £ 8. d £ s. d. £ d £ s. d
A Joadj'a, Bore No. 1 365 1 94 16 0 0 2 8 0 17 0 9 18 6 25 13 0 29 4 4 1 0 0 U 7 4 0 8 5 24 L9 6 9 16 0 6 IS 7 1 5 2 219 2 0
A Joadja, Bore No. 2 382 0 101 15 8 0 7 0 0 2 6 1 10 5 6 14 2 3 2 11 14 7 4 0 8 5 24 19 5 9 16 0 6 13 7 1 6 2 171 2 7
3 Redhead .. .. 213 3 33 12 0 0 10 0 1 7 0 0 11 4 4 15 9 0 2 10 8 6 6 3 5 4 2 4 6 0 8 5 55 3 8
3 Snake Creek......... 997 6 212 6 0 2 15 0 6 io 0 33 8 5 16 3 4 0 5 0 28 14 8 0 16 10 49 18 11 19 12 0 13 7 2 2 10 3 400 7 7
3 Lochend___ .. 864 9 202 8 8 6 2 4 1 9 3 6 9 0 1 8 0 43 16 2 14 4 6 1 5 6 23 18 10 0 11 0 41 12 4 16 6 7 11 2 7 2 1 n 360 19 8
4 2,341

294
612 17 6

4
8 2 19

0 8
2 17
3 8

6
6

73 8 
72 18

57
51

18 52 13 
9 11 7

10 10
5 7

91 11 
16 13

35 18
6 10

24
4

9
9

12
16

979
297

9
108 Fassifern............... 5 118 7 8 11 7 0 0 8 2 6 13 2 0 1 8 1 0 9 2

8 Ballimore ............. 501 1 362 6 0 0 7 8 3 2 0 4 9 9 4 12 6 37 1 11 11 18 5 1 0 43 1 11 1 5 3 74 18 4 29 8 0 20 0 8 3 15 5 597 8 10
11 Broken Hill .. .. 921 11 514 10 6 5 13 5 12 7 0 28 12 6 87 7 8 9 16 0 16 2 2 57 9 3 1 13 8 99 17 9 39 4 0 26 14 3 5 0 6 904 8 8
13 Hexham Island . . 702 0 208 16 0 3 12 0 1 10 6 20 12 1 8 5 5 36 14 4 11 1 19 3 2 0 11 3 33 6 11 13 1 4 8 18 1 1 13 6 367 10 8
13 Ash Island......... 708 8 134 9 8 0 11 10 0 11 6 1 5 8 6 6 11 10 3 5 14 7 4 0 8 5 24 19 6 9 10 0 6 13 7 1 5 2 210 19 0

8,292 3 2,596 5 6 12 9 9 21 2 8 28 15 1 81 1 7 420 1 0 242 6 0 31 12 1 282 10 8 8 5 6 491 2 7 192 14 6 131 6 10 24 14 5 4,564 8 2

Cost per 
foot

Amount 
receivable 

m full

Amount 
conceded 
by the 

Minister.

Total
amount

receivable,
deducting
Ministerial
concessions

Amount 
receivable 
per foot.

£ s d 
294 1 2 
805 16 4 
170 12 0 
987 16 10 
755 3 4 

2,500 17 4 
265 19 11 
590 11 3 

1,009 4 5 
604 10 0 
583 7 4

£ s. d.

245 18 4 

230 *9 *7

£ s d. 
294 1 2 
305 16 4 
170 12 0 
987 16 10 
755 3 4 

2,254 19 0 
265 19 11 
590 11 3 
778 14 10 
604 10 0 
583 7' 4

£ s. d.

0 11 0 8,067 19 11 476 7 11 7,591 12 0 0 18 3g

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch,

Comparative statement diamonds used per foot 1887 = l/0ft.
1888 = l/0ft.

W. H. J. SLEE, E.G-.S. _
Superintendent of Drills,

4
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APPEND/X C 20S Diagram /.

Seclijon of Bore
N? D. Diamond Drill

at Jo a tif a,, JU ttac/ong

Borehole 
3" DiamK Nature of Sfraia.

Sfra rt~________________________*_
StuT-z-cZslhoTz-e____________________

SuT-z-cZstr/ze Tifhfz zrarzstorz-e.

t~r?za'Zi?77-ziS7-£)LZ~£taL tfrtz.1s1.7~Z~:? Szt-TT-cZsZoz-ig. 
Szz.77.cZsZo7-z.&_ '

r

'Vrt- -
coarse Scc.7zj£sZ~a?z£, OofZ~__

LpZ/.tXZ'Zy Ct/77.Zf'Zzr77Z eTSt. Z& __

S&Z7z.eZsCarte TriZ/z, tfrzzairZ^ ift?7Zfr/Zt>77zertz.Zt2 
3tSL7Zt3s____________ _________________ _____ ___

/Dtw ry y~t'r7 /~srr * ,'y'tsi'rt-? %a •» X t __ ~L 
StsZ TZcZsZt? 7t £ _

47rzix.rZ^ tfc77^Zt777zero-Ze- 
(foctrse OZ 7zz/ Z 0 77z erzt Z~e.
StZ7-zcZsZ'07z.£. 4? ^Tz-a-Zz___
J^ZTT-e Ct?7z.tfrZ&,77-ze7-azZ~e.___
-5tX 72 cZsZo ~77.g.________________
C£7 7Z.t/Z.0 77T.e7~Zz2-e_____________
S7z.tz.Zv StZTz.cZs2~072.£_______
7'zrze Corzis2ar/zet-zt.Z~c_____
CZziscZiS___ _____________ _______
SCZ.7Z cZsZtSTTZ-iS._______________

f Ct7aZ_. ...ba.rt.eZ.____C0O. z___5lacZr SarzeZ,Cocci_____S7zexZ&____Z5 arieZsZ-ans.C Z-a. ty_C'aeCZ^___SZa.c'?r3a?z& _ COCLZ______<5 Zzxc:X~ ba. TtcZ.Co a. z_____itetc^- ZctTzeZ. Ocac Z ^ ZeCruZi&&£/-£■-____Coa.Z, spZzrz DZnccrttz___Coac. Z___CZezy---cocEZ___& acrid.___Coa. Z___Z7ct.rj.cZ . _.coa.Z-bcsLrrcZ_____
do2N;sfrz-:cOZtXTS______coaz______ZZZctTT______rrotaZZ _____bcc.7tc£.„ _____croex.Z____fTZcr.TO_____Coat_____erZccv ___Cool Z______band.______COO.Z_____bczn-dZ___COOL_____C Z a is  _OOdCZ_____CZct-lL_____COd. Z___czecy._____coat_____&c*r?eL_____COcxZ. ___crZazj----coedT_____bcxrzd_____coca?._____2>acrzcZ- ____CZce&._____batftdZ____ _Coo. Z.____bcxrttZ_______

1/2
4 6 A 0 2 6 3 2 A5 36 2 O 2 
3 2 6 0 O S5//6 /5f
326 /3.
£!
<73///3/5 / 2 2 2
's
k6 24 
/3 C 8 
3 S

>- Coal s act77zs_.

To~ta.l Depih

Thickness
of

Si rdfts.
Depth
from

Surfa.ce
■ f. in ft. /i?

- 6 0

_ S 6
.. /3 3

_ £4 6
- /6 9

. S3 6

_ 4 4-

n II
5 4- 4-

7 10

. 65 6
9 6

. 20 7
/ ‘4

37 £
6

_ 6 3
(2 2

6ft/_ 333 /

32 0

366 /



D/agram. 2
/Ippeho/x C

208

Seation of* Sore 1

NS /I. Diamond Drill
CUt cfoot eftct.

Borehole Thickness Depih 
of ' 

Strata.3" Dia. mC

Jfaz. Tz cZsZ-oTz e. - -

CorzofZo ?7-zeraL Ee.
SoCZ-red^a.7zas2-n?z& 7riZ-h. CoTxp-ZoTrz.

■Scz.7z cZaZo?-*. e

ZT-orzsZane. Za.r?-cZs.

Sen. tz c£sZotz& Coreg'ZoTnz eraz Ze~_

STzctZy S cz rz cZsZo

till " -

Scz. TzdisEo T7.&.

SgZztzZ CoolZ ■&• Sa.rlas.
S&ZZTzZ- CZolZ SOLTLCtS-. .

CocxZ(z?zfer£orD 3tz.rz.dCS TTzzosecZ

S3z.cz.Ze____
S7z at Zy Set tz cZsZ'o

SfzczZy ScztzcZs forte.

£ai7zcZsZorz.&...

CotzyZors-zertx.Tre__ _

S^-tzZy SacricZsZ-orz

SaatZ Znx ncZs______
C'orzyZorrz ertrZre

Tofa I Depth.



Appendix C. 210 D/a<t>rem 3.

Seclton of Bore
NQ 3 Dia.mond Drill _

nl Snjf/res Creek, Choj‘legion

Borehole 
3" Diamh Naiure of Siraia

Thicknes

of

Siraia.

S3c<.72.aLz>zpl£-___________ ________

cTzerfrocfc_________  _ . _...........
3ZcLcZ^7i.&.Ze $t-i P/z 3^ tz.zCs
CpCZZ 2’<Z.7'ZX?-S____ _______________(TO&Z ^- --------- -------------- ---------------------Efct<u. Z 4** 00-71 dx*,...........•*-->,------- -------Sex TV.cZsZ-o f^e. ^ $Z6t.&S/tc&Za._______CoglZ. _____ _______...___________
crTzer? ____ _____ _ _ _ _
3Zc*,c?r &7-Z&C.Z&_____ - . _ -___SGGC Z - - -------- ------------------- ---------2*z**.g.3-^7*-o.Z& - - -----------------------------
S<^Mzf^SA7aDe2rsZ’OTt3er\-~7T~ I -1

S7t.ac.£e **tl£72. C0O.Z Zo Tz^£s-------J3JDu.e S?*'a.Ze- ~ - - - - - - --------------------SotnoSsf-ane *rz2-7k SZtoZG------ -----------2}&xeS?i.cz.Ze. CaoZ 2tx.T2.cXS------So.TZcZrZo rte STtccZe.------------------STt-ccZe -mi*?* tTOGLZ zrAT’2*rtos -____
SAterZr-ac^-________ _________ _

~£~c>ctZ ^&cz.Tr*.s_............. ...................
fSes. erzZi2crp'e£Z^eG2‘£0ttJ

Cl,sr7r-aorfc 3Zzr£-?7z‘X.Z&

Sez/ziXsTarz.'S o-o-i'?■/. S'/z.z^Zz:_ 
C~&7ZE& .......... ...........

cZ rEarzte_______ __________

£b?z gZarTzer-o. Zre _

E3 erP____
S<ZZ77.C2S'2~0 7Z-G’-------

- C&ezZ S&CZ.77ZZ?--

£. : ,1

fsee STtZo-ryetZ SscZZutzZ
1 ^Zia-Z-e-— _. —----

COTZ^ZaTTzero-Z-e ff SoznzTsZ'an £ 
c7 e?-Z-rjcr3r .............. ......... .......—

■SaLTztEsEkme &■ S/fatz-Ze. -----

J?Za<?3r sAoc-Zg ‘tpclozy ZfzzzzZs

Cfc.erl'-.. _ ------------- ----------------------
ZZZzce &- 5Za.cZ: sZaZe----------- --
e?z>czZ ^3xx.T9.elJ---- ------------ _ -...eooLZ.......................................... .......... .............dTEccjs----- -- ------ ------ -- —------------------
^TtEfClT- ~SS —_ ^ _''_“_r_TJ“_“
^Uce^fra-Ze fz'S-Tx ET&xxZ Z&.t-Z'Stz&'S.
CZt»j7^r00ecZ~2c*.'TxaZs3 3. —----------SeatZ &- r* <£J_______-    ---------------
calZ&ZtZntZT- -.--—Z--Z
S7z^xZe<*Sair*<£j2zrr2.43 Ttt Z7z ScTCCc/’ztrZZTi^-
SAzatZe, SacrzxZsZane & 3Zxce STtxxZe.... 
CsszZ & 2>&-tze£s_____________
xrZcxy ................. ....................... .......... ...

SZzaZe; SarzcZs-EaTie PcZzrrZrot f 3S\ S

SZza.Zs&Sa.TzZcsZatze Tyxt/z zr-en
sZ'gtz.s 3zx.7xeZs-------------- -----------------
JtZzx.es7zez.Za tp-zZTz CesszZ. Zeot+es-\V COczZ Se&ms-. .

^ ^-/'J'ee enZoreecC S&eZ’zarxJ 
JSZzxaSTicuZa SbjszZ Zaov
C7z e rZ'T'a zrTr _____ ______________
£T0ZZ Z__________—
Mcctt-oZ.---------------------------------------
jfZcx. cfrlsZccJe '4tZzr7t.e?rZz. ."_V 
JiZzxe s&czZe TriZ/z zr&rzsJoTze Zeuncfy

l CaocZSeams-------------------
* /Sea aTzZexTyae£SeaZz<TTtJ

3Zu.e SZtctZ* zrzZ-Zz XT-orzsZ^ne Zanzts
C&cxZ ScerxcZs—.........................
^Zcee 3 7zzx.7 & —_ —----- -------
^ez. -pz.zJsZ'ozz & -r*'zlZ-3z S/*zcz-3e 
JSZtce STtzxZ*------------------- --------z3ZaLafrS?T.exZe. — ------------— - - ~

} zroczZ ^e.£c??zs-------------------—J JZZzze STiZxZe.sZo-ySoncZs &Sa.77.cZTZi>7t*
£?2,c£za fxT&Tz —
&z**.eS?zo.Ze.----------- -- ___ -_-— -
fTt.ac.ce f*^Zif‘7x~jo.Tz.cZj\Z‘^^xA—--- Zcte STi-aZc fCasrstZ Z&ez.T^aS’- ■

Zoeefr STt-a-Ze----------*-------------------CtPEZ-Z —------------------- ---------------
S&.rZ’SJ.sJ'STze------------------------

SoltzcZs Z~<?xz £ 7?%Z-7z STzczie AserzJ}
Tofa l Depth---------------

Depth

from
Surface

47 /
/! s 
T.\s./
4i\i■’li,

%
s+7

43

/4
S

46

Z\

732

/37\//

/! / 
S\ 6

sd, 6
I

/! 3 
S3\ <?

A*
3 A a

389

/4\ 3
tea - 6
/2 ’ 62 ; //

. // 
/

2/
S3
2/

S3' 6 
; 3 

3\7
/S 3

5> 2
'\e, 
f!f

2S\/I

S\6
/2\3 
2 : 0 

23 \ 8
/S \ 0
%\ 7S
4 4
s?'$ 

\ s
■f

7 0
* le 

8
SZ 6 

/4A9

it. in.

708

773

94-1

937

Enlarged Sections

Coal Seams at bz-i

f00.7 A* £>6* nds
Ce?oZ__
Caez Z ^JoTxds 
BZexm. S Zl<x 2e.
So 72 C4 sZhZf c'-fSl! 7J
SAatZe.fi'Oto.Z Z7*—

AAA
2tx tzcZs 

s^.txaA" SPio-Ze..
ZaAd£-r_z

Z’atx^^Z’attds-.CZo.%.--------------
3?if. sA^Zd •P-CaaZ
CZoir-. -______erva-Z -P Zoixci. x...c 7. cz. v-  --------v -Ce/ccl^’-Za Tzar CZa.y_ ....
CoexZ &■ Zex Ttds
CZat.y_................
C0ez.Z4t-Z,<x?zdS. 
Sea Tz gdsZ'&rz e 
C&cx-Z'A- £ez?i a s. 
S’o.TzdfZ'crz.e,-- 
SZcccZx &-C0K1 ZZeZs.
Jhichnsss—.M-S

2 ^ 
*

2 l
//

Coal Secerns aaJSd-f
Coa Z___CirecZoy. . 
ZZ&crZ-- ..
COtX z. a zac. y-

cocsaZ- _____,--COot.Z'T-aa.-’tcZS- . STt rxle1*-Coct-Z tpif* COM Z f& 3a te. ax.. CTt-isrZTvcZrZ- .. tSoa.Zy&txTici- - rf ex a. Z. — -. - ^ 'rpaE#&a<S0CL 2 .

/ 8S
J 4t-/ Si

09:
'f/‘
3-A

s S 7«9. 2 i
/ .■r

. / 2

. J 7
/ 2

Seal Seamsaz 70s-e

6

<200.1- - 3at.Tt.cZ.-.croatZ--- - .CoccZ PCZnyfank / cr<yo.z ~
‘gSZL

Coal Seams at 773-8
C&oZ_______ZoTZXi.---------- -C0OZ-------------aaTZcZ------------Gaac-Z.------------SZac. Z-C_______<saarZr
Coaz
Thickness-.~\S 6\

Coal Seams azedh?

tzS0aZ^__SaLT2.cZ._____S&aiy— _ _ - - -. CZ&GC.Z Poac-TzcZs. STta. ZcV-C0a~Zpr3g.



Append/)* C. 211 D/a^ram A.

Section of J]ore
//- 3 Diamond Drill

. at TUuihectcl

Borehole 
3" Dicunr Nature of Strata-

Thickness
of

Siratci.

Depth
-from

Surface
f. in. *■ 1 in.

I4Z>\ 9
4- 3 !
/ 4
2 /o
/ /

// o

3 &

3 3
6 !76 9

9 0

3 4
•

7 3

/3 0

/o O

r3
/a 0

/8 2 248 4

2 2

7 3
/ 6

4
2 S
3 6
4 6

/O
S 8

49 4

6 2 332 0

9 7

£ 3

/O 2

3S7 0

t1' 4*t3
Depth bored to 3/d December 1887—.

CfcerZrocfc____________ ___________________________
CouZ 3cz.r2.ELs-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CTzerirocTt__
CoclZ & 2>cc7~zcts-

s_ '.>• rf^\ CTierZr-ocZc

CPl£7'Zroctc rritTz. CsczZ 3cz?zcZs _________

jBZzze s3uZe TfLth CoaZ parZzTzj/s________
3Zu,e S&atZe------- -

- ___________________
ircarz------------- ------------ --------
3cx.7ixZ. . ------------ -----
COCCt------- -------____

h
Iff; 12t-

- o

C0OZ------------------
Strict----------- ------

_ CoolZ............................
BZize s7zat.Ze._.

¥
-4 >—CouZ Seams__

SaTLcZslfone &■ sTtczZe_______________

SZu.es3.a2e iritTz zransZorze 3a. reels-

SZcze sTzaZe. TrzZfr. SarzcZsZorzie.-------------

'irr-?;"

___
CoaZ-..-....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
STzaZe ttzZTz. SarzcZsEcrze-

SZzce s3aZe____________________

SSSi::;;Coo. zl -

/ o\—
— n- - - - 1 3 y

S—CoaZ Seams..

Sha.Ze ze-itA. CeaZ pipes------------------
SZzee STzaZe---------------------------------------
J2'przs2-en&---------------------------------------
JTZue s7za.Ze----------- ------- ------------------------
SarzsZsZ’arte 4*-sTza-Ze______________
SZzce STtccZe.___________ ____________
I’T'C’rzsZ'erz.e._________________________
SaTz<£.sZ‘a?2.& P-sTz.aZe---------------

SarzeZsZene ^ShaZej &■ SarzeZsZ-erze.. .

SZzce & BZaeTc sTcaZe miZTz. day ZarzcZs-

I’N <$%aj:*'>rifkC0aCfc£>uh

I C0CI~_____________j I C£ClZ_____

~ S7z.aZ& mLZTz CoaZ ZarzcZs.
000.2 -

A 2 
4-

r-- CoaZ Sea?7zs-

SarzcZsZ-orze..

Tot a! Depth...



Appendix C. 212 Diagram 5.

SexUloiL of Bore
3 Diamond Drill

ait Jjoahx3ftd

Borehole 
3' 0/a.mr Naiure of Sira. fa.

HN’' 7ti
irt:

AV

|

'f:
ri_ -,-..1

it

ffi!S »1

.....

l

v.yf

|
■ U'if

* - • •''-p ■

U/ickncs
of

9tra1a

5?an dpipe_________________

CZ&.Z/ V-COClZ &Ot7T.C4f.„.......

Xr£2/Sa.7z<Z$Zart.e fcsTz-a.te..
JiZa.ckS&*de & zrzdtj.ns.Z'sci cZctu.
C<?<x.Z & Zamds__________
CTterf- & &Zu.e —ctrA________

<trev5a.ndsZone ■frix'iZe sTzaZt 
2?Zac/t $7za.Ze. # cZot ,v .
Coa.Z_. *
JlZtceposii sfc&Ze k* rZct.-u____
CouZ & Zt4.72.cZS______________ _
SZctc s/z-a-Ze qt atrey pasZ-

" ZzoccZ pf3Zuz STlccIz y- 
Coczl._.

... ^

pipes’—........

3uce sZuxZe & zrorzsZone oa.n.cZs^

drey szZiczcus tfecZ dyrep sAoue,
^rocit ___________ _________
3 Zee c As A Gt-ZCdk See rzZisZrcTZe_____
SpaUe 9* Cocct Z>a.7*tZs___________ _CZctT/ ___________________________
CZpuc., ar'taTt*. Z>zStu.Tn.xTzc>zcs______

i SOCZ Z*&• Ztertdts.____________________
. STcccZe*#-Coex-Z pz'pes____________
; erouz__________ri.________________
3Za-elfsft.atZe, ’pod-Z V- fz'reVZa.ZtZ.ZZ.
.CoeeZ ZTtrerier:_______________ ____
' S7t.ac.Ze 41-CbatZ ZcctzcZs.__________
CfreyaasZ V- SZcce STtccZe__________
SauZ_______ ________ _________

JJSZtceShecZe &C0O.I &arzdLs ___
Grey S7xa.t« <¥‘C7z.erZr„
S7z_<x.le ^ crcpzzZ TfiT?es^__ _
&Zc<.epvs*.___ _ _ «C_________ ~ *
STzette ■& CoclZ. Tn'pes._______ i _
Grey pas * SKaZii______________
STuzZe IP Phzn Zayers of CoclZ.____
Ftrze CanaZomerotZ-c.______________
COCLZ 4^ ^Za^y frcuTzcZs'—__ __ _
'Sfu*-Ze.J>ec7tcZsi-0n* <¥ ey/'-ei/ sHaile~COCLZ qPSAcs.Ze Scfncll.______  1“.
COCCZ^________ ;_________ __________
COccZ vt'STz.ctZc ZoltzcIs-   __

> COCtZ SeCCTT-LS_______ _ _______ !
(•StZe erzZct7-<fect^ec£’Co~&^

F/

26
/

//
/

6
7

r/

&

10

Depth
from
Surface
T

1
//6 
3 /O25e
3
384
1z /20
O
z6 6
k
Ixue

8
—: v y" fBZu,e sAccZe & CcaZ pzpcs^_ _____ 2 3

2>Zu£Sh<z.Z£,zr&?zsZ‘arzeqi-<p?-ey '&0s‘Z: /Gt O
CTiuZe f CouZpzppes._f_____  , £
CTterf tcfrTccZe 'fndterettedoZa >24 0
{StezZ-aZZe -far pcZZ-cry fr irz'cfcsj

jtZucZc s7tacZe._ 
couz^______
STtccZe •0- Coo. Z pipes________
J3Zc.ce SZzccZe & prey posi-____
CouZ-,______ __________________
Sort jr-fyipe pZa.y______________
^PUZ. ^ ZTZacy 3aL7-zeZs_________
CouZ 4sTzacZe ZotrzSs___ JZV
SduZe 0 CoaZ S>ez.7zcZs________
Sofz- ?r%i2e cZa.y_____________
STzaZe 0 ooccZ Z>ctrtcZs_________
STiuZe d*- Sands Zone._______
BZcce sTzocZe 0- arreyposZ?rzl7i
zroTZsZone SccndCsl_________

STtuZe & zronsZone Zands.__ 

CTzerZy sTtalz 

■CociZ ^ea.77zs.
(See CTiZciTyezZ secZrzarif

Carried forward- —

2 £ s2 /
'4; 71

3 
/•■ 3 t\ /

j?;/£
/3\ 3

4\ £
4\ 8

24-\ a

&7

/2
2

/6

Enlarged Seciions

CoaZ Seams az 2/d~s

ous caeti-,

GHtCaa-l.___

Thickness

O’. in

1/ 3
£t\
•m
3i
n

3 8

Coal Seams dt. 417- 7

Ut[7

434

Coal— 4SancLsZoTte. 7
COZlld-Stxnds 4

CZczy____ / i
CouZ E Zands. 3
clay ------- 6
CouZ / O
cZuy______ 6
Coal 47 Zands / 6
day.____ 2
Code £ Zands n
CZact/ ... 6
Coal 4-Zands 2 4

Chert- _ 4
Coal- . .. /0
Clay.—..... ?
CoaZ. . ... 3
3Zue CZay. S
coal . .. / 6

Thickness zA



Appendix £
213

JjOcfuril d Borr , f eanU;r>JA,e^ )
Diagram 6.

X

Brought -forward------------------

CaT-ov/S7z.&-Ze__________ _ _
. cod.Z secLTrzs-,_____ ________________,

. &a.'n.&  6&§yi&Gr?ZcC£z<jhe£&.'-CO Cl Z Sect 777.S-_____________ _________
t CZ.a.&S* ZZolcTc s7t.ix.Ze -___________________'Sric'ZiZ' 2z£ii.mz-7ti>zxs C&C&Z.__________  _j3l<£e £??'ey s?t*x.2e_______ ____________fToa Z-----------------------------------------------------------jTT-onsZ’on.e - ________ _ -------------------------3Zi,UZ. STziZ-Ze ^ CZotx. Z TDiZfe*___________f:?ierZ-y j/rey sHctZe____________________

*, SoctZ & hBx.tz.cZs_____________________________
• 3lue SatTzcZsZrone & c&erZr_______ -\3Aujeg?ta£.Z& qpC&CLtpz/tcs-----------------

sZa.y~ _____________________________________Cacti. ^ 2a.T2.cZs________________________CZcz. v______________________________________Cacc’Z ^ 2cctlS.s---------------------------------------S7z.cx.Ze V-CeccZ yoiToes---------------------------jcir$eZccy------- -- - —------------- ^---------------37~zyh ?" pi l‘!U77ZZ7ZOCCS COOCL---------------
cz&yjrcoaz_____________________________

sTBccZe CaccZ~SckticIs______
.SttSaZ- ZzZu.ttzztzozcs {focZZ__________
S7z.cz Ze & Co>czL_______________________
Gfrey siZzczozcs t-oc/L____________

£?7-e% post____________________________

CTier£2/ grr-ey ^T-scZe.__________

SpTzrzt CoglZ______________

2/
36

9
fO

cZ-erty &- ZZa.e sTiuZe 34

fineCon^Iamera.i'et &Zu.e STiaZe ** post-_______________________

STiclZs CoclZ_ _________________CHert-v grey sTiat-iC________________
coolI-----------------------------------------------------2cXTt.cZ_______ __ ____ ______________________
caaz,__ _ ___ _____________ _____J'n^lis.rcx.SscZ CZcx y_________________ __ . _rCOCLZCeoLTriS. ---------------------------1 fSee entarseelSec-e-zoriL)X7u2iira.2-edL CZclO___________________

"'.COOlZ Secx-ms______________________
CoclZ 6l 2uz.7-z.cZ.s__________---_______TntZzcraX-ecZ cZa.%________ ____ ______
CoolZ ox »a.-rxt2s______________________JSZxxa S7v-<xZe.-.------- --- ---------------
CoclZ ox Z’cxrxCs------------------------------

S7i.tz.Ze, ZZxie post cltzZZ 
Z-ncZit.r-tz.2-e£. cZczg_______________

~-h

JfZzies7zat.Ze, Ssz.77-cZsZotl£., 
g’T'cp ^ SZolcTl STtolZc.____

{TocxZ______________ ____________
JBZ-ue & SZcurt sTzaZe # CoatZizn<£Cacc Z-----------------JSZttc sTicxZtl________sr - - - *’ - *

JiZcce STtccZe. - -
CoclZ Cectjrzs____________________
(See enZ'a.rj’etS. SecZiorzJ

S7z.cz.Ze, ScLTzcZsTone, Corz 
g'Zo77z erctc 4 tZice CTicle .

CouZ SeuTns.___________
7see enZtzroecZ Section-) SnaCZo 4t. SaCntScZ-one—-Z.

Depth bored to Htf Deer68.

m I
: as

/o 436

65 2

14

7*

7

Coal Seams az 425-2
A in

JirigTi l iilumm 
oils Coal_____ / 6
Coat4 Stxncls. 2
Jtn&Ti Z Si£u mzrt 
otes CoacZ.. .H / 2

Thicknessr 2 10

/ /'
CoaZ Seams at428-2

3jUf&? ZiZumint
/ noils Coal___

TancL . ... ok
3lCoat-----------

Thickness.— 1.£

CoaZ Seams at 645-4

^646
est

73

m

ess <o

96* S

JirZSthtmznoiie 
CoaZ_______
tctrtin.o__.__. 

JSjtiit'i* Coat.
tCv coal. 

STzaZe 4 CoaZ. SCiiC* Coal.
SbtTttna________ebazefiTZCtcLy^LCecl cZccy

Thickness....
ij.

4®

Coal Seams at 651-8

C0aZ#-2aTi6s 6i2>Tu?7tl- azZnjnzTt- attr C'oolZ____
irChZszl-ztTnin- 
oasCoccZ____

sioi
t/i

Thickness.... 2.2l

Coal Seams at 774-2

CoaZ Seams atssi-io
C~OizZ.______ 2'^ZctcTrSTtctZe....
CTOCL Z.................. 1SZcx. cXS’Ticix Ze...

CouZ.____ 2 4

Thickness— 2



Appendix C. 214 D/a^rsm 7.

Section of JBore ^
N& 4- Diamond Drill

at WoodfbrcL

1

Borehole 
3" Diamh

Uature of Strata.
Thicknes 

of 
Strarta.

W~

m

■ r-rip*.-

int !
= ■ ^ ‘‘11

SfaTzdpzjpa_______________
SarzcZstorze. m?& co?z£'Zo7?zgnz& 
i2n.cZ {rinncLia.T-Sa.neZs---------

QreyV- redsoLn-dstonej Conylom- 
erahe Ifgrej/ 9- Cfcocotafs Sfca. Zc-tyS-t-

Sarzcisfene fisTiezZe TKzicecZ ,
rzrzSZ pez-rSzTi.jp'S^_____________ (W7/

jBZcce si^LaZe.________
SAacZe 4SctTZiZsZarze--

S&TZ cZsfon c 4t- CaTztfemeraZZ 2/S 

SandsZorze, S%a.Ze PcTzeril.

S£zrzcZs2i?72eysZi{xZe ^ZTon 
{prZa7n.eriz.2'&_________ ________
2?ark S&acZe........----------------
rroctZ, TiariZ SipZzTzZ-----------------
Coal, acccl— --------,-----------------2>czrXsnaZe.------------------------------------
SaLTZcZsZ-OTze.-------------------------------
CouZ Ssolttzs._________ ______

(See. enZaryeeZ.Secci.arzj
San asZ-cne____________ _____
<r7ier2-_

239 6

i
7!*3

SacTUtfcoT^ ^sKaZeT-
} CouZ S&a 7T2,

(£*& enla.r&ea
Jdand. STrorz c. - --------- -— ----------- -Sccrfr snaZe & necrei sJierZ..
Par Jr sTiaZe ttzZPl CouZ ana. 
CTzerZpaTCznyc^ SroXen sCrata.

SfcczZe & CouZ pipes______ ...
CoaZ, spZint.__________________
CZzerZz--------------------- --------------------
S7z.ce.Ze Tzara!. SroXerz cTzeril. 
paerTr STeaZe Or CouZ pipes-------
OO-TXSTzaZe ebSaneZsZeTze--------

i Coal seccTTzs- ------- —,--------
> (See enfezeryea secTionJ

.T&.

i L.

li-ift

3>cz t?c STzaZe—
ScLTzdsS-ezrze &-STzaZe.____

} CoczZ sea?ns___________s.
(See enlaryeeZ SecCzorzJ

SancZsZene ^sHceZe_____
SpZzrzZ CoaZ_____________
Sands The tzs 4i£7iuZe.__

Set72 cZsZ’cTZ.e, Tztzs_____

J)a rZr sfe uZe.___________

sTiuZe & zronsZone SutzcZs.
STz.cx.Z^^-c^zz-tzcZsTzttz.^.

CT&OZZ 0CZ7Z.cZ- - . - — _ „S7z.c3c.Ze ‘P‘Sac7z.c£s2~0Tze~
STzacZe. &-J>cx.7zcZ.S'2‘c>rze
CTpcx-Z CTezcrzcZ- - -_r ---------

STiczZe. & SccTZfZsCfypz.c. -
Z>ar% sTx.oL’Ze.-----------------
JTa-rd. tfrey fioeft--------

mzTZ

JOarTr sTeccle trstuzZyScouisZent 4-4-

Tat&l Depth____

Depth
from
Surface

/6

/3

9
TO

3o \ O

3 9
l\
/C3
/
/o

*7
3
48
73
4S
7 

/Z 
70 \ 
8\

it. 7n.

/229

fW3

1573

1409 4

23
2

26

/J\3 
7S' o 
S\ 0
ss
6

70
/S9

m

Enlarged Sections

Coal Seams at /23S-2

ft- in.

CoaZ,pedspZim 
& 3i7u7n.zneu.S- 3 A
Sand____ _ — 3
Sdrizns--------- o&
Thickness-— 9

Coal Seams az /273-4-

^taroZ TanSa. 
StrtzTzZ CoczZ- -

Coal, ftarcZsjtiZui 

'icknejs____

Coal SeatTzs az/STP-/

Fireclay-.SOUZ-.f-.2>CZ.7Z<Z .
SOuZ, cpTznZ- 
(L SzczimiTious-

2?izr% 3a n <£- -
JgariZ CoaZ__
CouZ TZaneZs 
CouZ, peiityTim '■
JTurd 3uncZ. 
CoaZ, petZSpIzm 
& 3itz4.mi7zou.i-

Thickness—. rl 7 7

3i
4i
9
&
6s

Coal Seams at /409-4

TirecZay.
CoaZ. spZtTzZ.

FzrocZay,-

CoaZ.spZini.
Fireclay.___
CouZ *
Fireclay.. -

Coat.--.-.

Thickness.-.

4
/ 3

2 8

W
4
S
to

2 o

6 8
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Appendix C 215 Diagram 8.

SerlijDrt
m 4 

at

of Jiore Jf? 2
Diamond Drill
fVoocLfordj

Borehole 
3" Diam-r Narture of Sira-fa.

ihickness^ Depih 
of from

Sfra-ta. Sarfiaea

SZ-o. rz cZpipe— 
StXTz.eZfZohe___

ConffZoTrzeraie C77Z7za2>a.7~ ZcztzcZs^

JiroTrerz- Scz?z clsZo tz £

DarZc ShczZe.

ScLTzdsZone C&ocohzZe sAocle.

Sa.?zdsZ-07z&> s7z.a.Ze Cz7z7ia.Za.71____

SUTZcZsZoTZe ^‘■CZTZTZCzZaTT-.-.

CzTZTzaZaT- Za-Tzcds ^^Tza-Ze. 

JfaL7-d £77-ey sTlolZs.____ ____

Sa.TzdsZ’OTze SdzaZe.____

iT/§ocoZa.Za STzaZe.

Depth bored -to 3!- December 1868~.

-ft— fr7 if *

£ 3

2 0

4/ /
i

0

41 6

48 8

. 3£ 6

. 28 /

S £

. 28 /

.380 2

- 3 O

27 /

68S



Appeno/x C. 216 D/<3^r<3/77 9

S&oLLorb of Hare
N- 8 Diamond Drill

ort Tcbsstef&rrv

Borehole 
4" Dia-mE Nadu re of Si mi a.

Ezrze CorzpZc>77?e7-<z.2-e rrzZh Coalpz'f>
Corz^Zo?r2er-£X.Z'£ ‘Z'- S a rz cErZo rz

EactZ Z a rz czs_
SZzzr .STz. dzZ e.

Szxtz dsZ'orze, STzaZe 'f- Corz i?ZoTyzrrrz Z~e__

SZidZe ‘f-CAerZ TrzZ/z CoccZ ZczrzcZs-SZolcTt SZztxZe.

S a.rz.cZsZ'orz.e.___

STtorZe zrzZZz CoccZ JoZ/O

SarzdsZorze & S7z.czZe. 34\ £
STzczZe zrz'ZTz CoczZ ZtxrzcZs_ / ! 6SzcrzcZs- Z-orze. _ __ e i s'JCfzzzcZcZorn. tt~£Z-7z. CoccZ yozrzes
C. CT r X S'S yZ -9 fr ^ T '

/ j //

czccf4^
C~ _ ~~ T

C0acZ Ccs-irl-yJ_

E&at Z EZZozy.

// j s
t- r i. —___________ ______________ __ ___ _____ ___ _^£*.7z.cZj-£-0rt* +*~£2-Zz CZ0CZ.Z. j&zjcres

SZzzc &• SZczcZrSZz.tx.Zc <&-^'a.Tz.c£^2~o7z.e._

'7zczZe‘&--Sac.rzcZ&2'orz.e. ftsfaczZe jOarZirc^S-

Ccrz^rZtxTxzerxZe.
CozrzcZsZzxrza S7zr.2L. Zif._

SZzazZe. ^Scc.rz.cZs2~orz.&___

fbsszZ 7ecczs-£S-_ _

EorzyZo t?z eT-az. Ze

STzccZe & CoccZ /Ozpec^

Core pZ cTnc 7~ccZre

Depth to 31ft December 1688.



^PPENO/xC, 217 D/a^ra/r? /O,

SecJJjon or" It ore 2
A''-- IQ %■ 8 Diamond Drills

a t 3a l Urn ore

Sore hole
2" diamf

Thicknessofsi rata.Nature ef Strata

TioufTs Co7z.fZo7rzera.2~e.-

J?tZrk shale.

CorzfZo 7zz e ra Z~e. _ _

T'zrsa CoTz-fZorrzerate.

STiolZt/ So. rz dsZo7z e.

Coyzc/Zom era Z~£.

dorz. fZorTzera. Ze S7i a-Zy Sa-rz cZsZon e !48 3

ZBZzce s7zoe.Z& 4-. 0

2T I

STzccZy Cocrz-eZsZorze

* Co7ZfZorzzeraZe_. 2S\ 0

7ota. / Depth____



APPEND/X C. 218 D/a^ram//.

SeAztlon of jBore
N- // Diamond Drill

crb Jlrolmn UllL

Borehole 
5" Oixm*. ,\la.iure of Str-3.tr.

JfeplTz Dtp red. Z'o 3isf dterr /88J_.
Stark. praTT-il'e------------------------------------
drzezss fril'Ii. tpaarZg________________
drarzzfe------------------------------ _---------------
Hnezss ypdi7-i. pyaccrkg________________
pTarzike--------- ------------ ------------------------
ayzezss yriZ-Ti (peu-arZg------------------------

tPiza-rfjzfe przkTz. rzIZerecl Trzzca. Sc7iist__

tpzzarZs rrzfTz. cjrra.77.z2re_______________
(pzcar2$z2e trziTz. Trzzca ScTzzsi.----------
(paar-Sj Jr£2?z c?7zezss---------------------------
Crz/s2cx.Zz^ed tprarziZre________________
(paarZ-jife frzZh mica ScTzzslr______

ZpzLa.P'kg ttzS/t. c/nezss____

(pzcarZrgiZze___________________

JfarcZ z^aarZ'gzZ'e__________
JfarcZ c/Zassy zpaarDz,—

(prcarl'^zZ'e jricfz c?rzez5s_

dzc.ctrZrqz.Z'e---------------------------

TTlzccc Schist_______________

Sziarlgose schist Trtlh garTzets oltzcL
'py rices______________ ___________________
(pTzezss rock-------------------------------------------
(pzc.a.rZrpzTc______________________________

drz-ezss__________________________________

TTzicaceor-zs Schist___________________

J?orp7zyrz2~ic cpaarkgzZ'e------------------
(przczrt^----------------------------------------------- -
TTzica-ceoas Schist.---------------------------

ifyzeiss-----------------------------------------------------
Schist___________________________________
7?zzca Schist_________________________

Schist.__________________________________
ZBepth bored, to t/Hj/ecr’SS.

Th}ckness\ofSi ct iaL

DepthPromSurface
7t- if7. fz 7/7

200 /
/6 4
28 2
6 6

24- 8
/ /

/6 O

S! /

24 S
4 O

20 8
8 723 3

S3 0

/02 0

23 0
20 0

35 8

V 4

Si £

46 7iO 6
82 6
26 O

- 3S 0

. 23 0
S 0

. J3 0
- 37 0

6 0
63 0

3£ 0
- U22 0



Appendix C. 2)9 Diagram /?..

• Sac lLon of Bore
f/Q J3 Diamond Drill

etc Hexham Jslcuncb

ThicknessofStrata
Depthfro/yi Surfa. ce

■ft in it m

7$ 4

30 / /OB £

/ 6

26 34 /3J 2i
3 /

1/9 Si 2S9 9

3

f6f 2 42/ 2
/ 7

SB 3 S/2 0

5 4-2

16 m
2 6

o2 O S9S /o

. 3 6o
28 2 630 6

\) A 4o
24 2

2- 3. 3- 2
04
1

66S 4

1 /7 //
. 2 _ 4- _ 5

3
§

692 6

702 4

Borehole
3" Dieimr.

Nature of St r <3. fa

dUZz^yzoct, ^cxrzoZy cZezy o-n-D. T’urzrzzz'z.j? 
SCZ.TZ.<Z____________________________  ______

---J.1

SozT^oZs'ZoTze c'Az£f~Zy, yriZ/z TnzzzfscoTza 
unci ^rreysfirzZe-----------------------------------------

CoaZ.______________________________________

,J !J,

5a rzcZscorza. cZar/c a re3/ 77z a as fa tz e 
(zrziS. ^fuzz-Ze f-________f.______________________

CoaZ__________________________________________

Sa tz Csfon e cZziePy, trzZTz layers sP 
cZczrZ. yrzy TTzacZsZerze PdZa.sPsS.a-Ze___

CoceZ, opZzrzZ______________________________

SarzcZsZroTze cZieCZy^ ynfZz CoaZyzpes #

j Surdstone, mu-dstoTze ^dZacZc. stzaZe yridh.
/ glessopferts ^zceceecZzTLp &7Z£ n.r^oZPtcr" zrz cc&o&tZr

f irShC.y. yeZZo .v:~: _
C~0 a. Z.................... ..Sl retrZaty, yeZZa « ' _o^aZ-z.r.----- --
T^z-recZa-S-.
Coat-SeOrze** &zZ*c7Tzz7z.t?us,-.--------' Sa.rzeSz'^irTzzzZozzVS/^czX^ JfzeZ.

->V'/ d‘.zyO aO ? zzyz~zeaj-----------------
CoezZl rTze zzpz?er tzztzs ztzc7z.cs 

SplzzzTr &■ &iC*CTTZzrzozes.

y-Seczm..—

Clstt/Sd0.7.&, cTzzefZ5cZa.r7c ffrey, 7rzZ~/zSa.7zd.-
. sZoTze ty-tx ZzZ-Z-Ze sZczy zzstzsZctz <2________
^ CoaZ ‘d'SZz.cz.Za^ zz-ZZttzz-cz.rCzct 77-z ztt Z TS 

cSczcZ- 3*Z-?zzcA-____________ f___ _ . .

TTztiSsZ'syz e., sTzaZe P Set ~,2-cZsZ~G7'ze. _ _

CoaZ, Zzt.r7zf 3j/ cZoZerz’Z’e____ ________
ZDoZeriZ-e.______________ ________ _ _________

TZZuCsfoTze, 3Za.cZ: slaZe P Set ads Z'o 7ze._

CoaZ, 3ztm2r 3y cZoZertZe (SoTTtaooSeam) &
5oZeri3e_______________________________ '
SZzaZe, cZte/Zy HttrcZ Bleed, 7-riZ'Zz. a liZZle 
Treu-cZsrorze 4LSecrzas5e7z.&_______________

tzt.

jrr-'

CoZenZe.
ShatZeyZatc 
CoaZ, Setr7 
J7pZeriZ-& - - 
OoZerzfe &■
SartoZsZ'OTze Tczd S7zaly parZfzTzys. 

■Zy cZecompo
cZeZe7-iZ~e-------

Total Depths

CoaZ, iitmi- Zs SaZerice,_______ 'SToZeriZ-e-------- ----------------- ------- "
MoZerzfe &■ CaaZ TTzzaecZ-------------

CoZeri Ze parZZy cZecompoceeZ_____
CoolZ, Zu.mc Sy cZoZst-zZis----------------------poZePzZe___  r_______________ ________



Appendix, C. 220 /3.

SecLLoro of Bore
N? 13 Diamond Drill 
cub tlshs IslcUTVCb

Boreho/e 
3 " D * 3. mr Na.1ure of S fra. fa.

Thicknes
of

strata

Depth
from
Surface

fz zn ft Z7t.

23 6

/4 0

/J O
/ 3 S3 z

7* s

/ /SS 7

20/ s

33 6

A O

4- ' 33/ 7

3S £

£ O
2 426 2

/4 /O

/ 44/ /
6 /
3 3

22 7
/ O

7 3i 483 Si

Ox
/3 O
6

/s 3

/ | S24 4
s 0

3 430 /

/6 3
S 3
J. H
4 $
2 //
7 4f.

4
j

0 SS/ /o

2 /

23 /o
/ f- 6/S /
£ /o

2S /

/ 3
/O

/4 A> j

/ |
3

j 664 8

S?-a.Tz.cZ-pzpe. ztz c7c ZoarsL'y SztTzeZ&- crZ&y 
dZ+e-rZyzTTy ff-ZziZs jStzn.cZ &-p/-ey <sZcz.y-...........
SZ-zYfy7~ey c'Ztzy ^Sexrz-cZ 7tz?-7z. TnccrtrtcSieZL.

SoZ'z-^otn<£t/s7zczZe ttzZ-T. layers- 0r~yczT2.cZ-
sZesze-, Tr-fiZZe, esetzrse prtz.znecZ-______ _________
C0/?jL__________________ _ . . _________________________ ..
Sa/.z-zeZsZ'OTze.TrZzZe ‘&-p7~ey, TnosZZy tSaczyse.y 
3zzZ- SzTzt! ancZsZ-acZy zn pZacres “fr-troTzZ-a.Zn.iny 
COO-Z pipes r>z ZZze Zeater- 33 -ZeeZ rZ~ZZts ZAtcpri
CSPZ __________ _______ ’______
£tzrz.GZs2~cme. c3zer'ZyJ cra.Zerix7-e0z.cs zrzpZa 
a-ZZ-erTzot-Zrzny TfeZZz ZZacrfr &ye-cy s7zaces...

Sa-rzcZsZorze., c/T-ey, TezZZz P0czZpzpesSZacy 
<x3 3ase e-f 3ee£._________________ _ _____________
£7taZe, SZezczZz________________________ __________

{Ctrpz a rttZ .r A Ct Cc____P§Z^Z^£r::::::r

7r?*tt£e -fzreezaz-c/-________ _______ ___________

COAL ££AM

's
Scz-rzcZsZorze. yr-ey, aZZc7-rztx.Zz7zy ttz'ZZz yz-ey 
S0.a.Zy SezncZsZoTte---------------- -------------------------------------

SZz a Ze. Pan &y-_____ ____________ .  ___________________
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Appendix C. j^sIl Jsi^ajt cb JEtore, ( coraEmved,) A)/3^rdfn/A.
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APPENDIX D.
Expenditure in connection with the recovering of Core-harrel at Clarence Siding, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, &c.

No. of 
drill. Locality.

Days occupied.
Cost. Remarks.

Moving. Erecting. Repairing. Reaming. Delays. Holidays. Total.

7 Clarence Siding........................................... 247 13 10 270

£ s. d.

605 C 10

APPENDIX E.
Expenditure in connection with the recovering of Core-harrel at Clarence Siding, inclusive of all office salaries, store wages, &c.

•c'O Locality. Wages.

Carriage.
Travelling
expenses. Repairs. Diamonds Stores Fuel,

water, and 
sundries.

Proportion
of

balance 
of general 
account.

Proportion
of

balance Office Store Rent.

Superinten
dent 

of Drills’ 
travelling 
expenses.

Total Remarks.
*5
:f Railway. Other.

used. issued. of general 
stores 
issued.

salaries. wages.

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

7 Clarence Siding.... 398 12 0 8 13 8 18 8 4 10 3 13 16 0 86 19 3 28 18 3 13 3 0 47 17 8 18 1 83 4 10 32 13 3 22 5 3 4 3 9 747 13 11

The boring operations at Clarence Siding have been a great trouble and anxiety to me. As the core-barrel had several times been lost by the late engineer Goodare, I discharged him and put engineer Symons in charge for the purpose of discovering the 
lost core-barrel. Several obstructions, such as long and short bolts and short lengths of rods (no doubt put in by some person unknown) were brought to the surface ; but finding the expenditure to he too much, I recommended the withdrawal of the drill, 
which was done.

J. S. McNeil.
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE, E.G.S.,
Superintendent of Drills.
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APPENDIX E.

'4

lifiPGET of Water-auger work for the year 1888, exclusive of office salaries, store wagesj rent, and superintendent’s travelling expenses. *

5
ors

. Days occupied. Depths. Cost per foot.

&
tn
go
n
o
6

Locality.

M
ov

in
g.

Er
ec

tin
g.

Bo
rin

g.

Ba
lin

g.

Re
pa

iri
ng

.

tn
J?
'3
Q H

ol
id

ay
s.

Ta
nk

 si
nk

in
g.

Co
ns

tru
ct

in
g-

 fo
r

sto
rin

g 
w

at
er

.

Total.
At

31 Dec., 
1887.

Bored
during

year
1888.

Total.

Rate 
bored 

per day.
Cost of 

Carriage.

Working
cost,

exclusive 
of Carriage.

Working 
cost, 

inclusive 
of Carriage. Exclusive of 

Carriage.
Total.

Remarks.

Bourke to Wanaarihg Rbfid— ft. In. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ . d. £ s. d.

1 64 9 5 7 90 674 5 291 5 965 10 4 6& 9 10 0 284 9 10 293 19 10 0 19 6£

0 16 7

0 12
1 13 6|

As will be seen, 291 feet was put down this year. Fresh artesian 
water tapped at 851 feet; at 965 feet the rate of water increased, 
flowing over the surface at the rate of 22,464 gallons per day. 
See Report of 1887, where full Section is given.

Strata very hard ; thick layers of quartzite and limestone were 
met with.

Bore hard, quartzite and limestone forming the principal parts.
Had to be temporarily abandoned, owing to severe drought, 
there being no water and grass.

1

Wanaaring to Milparinka 
Koad—

3 37

01

33

37
14

9 8 186 655 1 655 1 c 11$

5 Rh

119 10 9 543 7 0 662 17 9

420 11 7

1 0 2£

0 16 S§
2 10 10

1 3 3 23 180 502 10 502 10 104 7 9 316 3 10
1 8 19 49 1 6 2 4 103 71 11 71 11 1 5J 62 4 7 120 11 6 182 16 1

16 77 299 2 93 18 12 42 559 1,521 3 5 1 295 13 1 1,264 12 2 1,560 5 3 0 16 7h 1 0 6J-

2 C6 102 52 9 234 341 0 341 0 2 9£ 407 2 9 329 13 4 736 16 1 0 19 4 The apparently large rate per foot, with carriage added, is due 
to the boring plant having to be brought from Hay, over 600 
miles, being £407 2s. 9d. But the cost without carriage is 
19s. 4d. per foot.

This is intended for artesian water.20 6 22 1 1 4 54 99 9 99 9 4 6 0 5 0 91 16 8 92 1 8 0 18 5?r 0 18 5£

102 88 423 2 145 19 13 4 51 S47 11,962 0 4 n 703 0 10 1,686 2 2 2,389 3 0 0 17 2£ 1 4 4£

* Fresh water tapped at 150 feet, rose within ios feet of surface. Very large supply. At the depth of 233 feet the water greatly increased. + The cost of the Milparinka bore, although included in the above statement, was defrayed bv
the Public Watering-places Branch, and the amount does not appear in the balance-sheet. ‘ ‘

J. S. McNetu. 
D. McCut.t.och.

W. H. J. SLEE, E.G.S.,
Superintendent of Drills.
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APPENDIX G.
Summary of Water-augers, showing number of feet bored, total working cost to Department, and average cost per foot, for 1888.

No, of 
Auger Locality. Feet bored. Wages.

Carriage.
Travelling
expenses. Repairs. Stores

issued. Sundries.
Proportion 
of balance 
of general 
account.

Proportion 
of balance 
of general 

stores issued.

Office
salaries.

Store
wages. Rent.

Super
intendent of 

Drills’ 
travelling 
expenses.

Total. Cost 
per foot.

Railway. Other.

Bourke to Wanaaring Road— ft. in. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.- d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

291 5 258 12 0 2 6 10 7 3 2 1 2 6 9 3 9 6 10 0 8 13 2 0 8 5 24 19 6 9 16 0 6 13 7 15 1 336 14 0 1 3 4

Wanaaring to Milparinka Road—

306 mile bore ........................ (>65 1 453 12 8 32 13 0 86 17 9 10 9 3 17 IS 4 27 11 3 6 10 8 2ft;i9 7 15 3 74 18 4 29 8 0 20 0 9 3 15 ft 791 0 3 1 4 IS

121 mile bore ........................ 502 10 255 14 0 30 12 3 73 15 6 12 9 11 5 18 6 IS 7 6 5 10 8 17 6 ft 0 16 10 49 18 10 19 12 0 13 7 1 2 10 3 505 19 9 1 0 4

91 mile bore ........................ 71 11 92 3 0 30 12 4 31 12 3 3 7 4 12 ft 1 0 14 0 11 10 11 0 11 2 33 5 11 13 1 3 8 18 1 1 13 6 239 14 10 3 6 S

1,521 3 1,060 1 8 96 4 5 199 8 8 26 6 6 24 19 4 67 7 7. 19 5 4 63 10 1 3 18 183 2 7 71 17 3 48 19 6 9 4 3 1,873 8 10 1 4 7£

407 2 9 7 14 0 20 15 4 736 16 1 2 3 24

99 91 16 8 92 1 8 0 18 fj).

1,962 0 1,453 2 4 96 4 5 606 10 5 26 6 6 32 13 4 67 7 7 40 0 8 63 10 1 3 .1 8 183 2 7 71 17 3 48 19 6 9 4 3 2,702 C 7 1 7 64

* The large item in carriage, £407 2s. !)d., has considerably increased the rate of boring at per foot for the first two bores at Tibbooburra, but should other bores be put down in the district the rate at per foot will bo considerably lessened, 
t The cost of the Milparinka bore, although included in the above statement, was defrayed by the Public Watering-places Branch, and the amount does not appear in the balance-sheet.

J. S. McNeil. 
D. McCulloch.

W. H. J. SLEE, P.G-.S.,
Superintendent of Drills.
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JLIPIPiE ZN-ZDIIX HI.

DIAGEAJVTS Nos. I to 6.

WATER AUGER SECTION8.

SUPERINTENDENT OF DRILLS' REPORT.

(33S-2L.}



/Ippehd/x ff 228 0/a (gram /.
Section of .Bore

N6 2 Wafer /fuger
cub 106 .MHe Pojl .

Hoarl JZiLpctrLnket to Wctizaartru/

He/ghf Waier rose 
frompoint of Upping

Marfure of Strain Borehole

Yard Ce7?zen?sa7zcZ-
JJ'i? 1Z0~zr72 dsforz <?_

Tf/z zZe San cZ cZrcffi _

frAzZ'e ^7z ceZe.___
C fay pZ+arzazzs CoZourJp.

Tffl zZ-e sTz ale “P-z/eZZc
6 rrans-Zrnne 3{xncZ.__

SancZsZon e z/z fZz zron
SZizzsZz SazzzZsZane.__

O Zz77zesZi?n£ ^ZZaaSanlt,
O JfczrcZSa.TzcZsZ'one fcZczy

YlneSazzcZy erZcx-y____

3 2?Za& sZzaZz/ zrZozz/-

3Ydr£Z ZzinesZane... _ ■
O.T’ztzeSzznzZy SZize trZzxzg.
6. Yard ZZmesZome ZezzZde

' BZue cZay & 3z 'y7zZ
SancZsZan <s___

Yard ZzmesZorze..

(/reenzsZz ZZzt<? SazzzZ-
sZ~07z&, ttzZZz SfreZisanti.
cfec-omposecZ reyeZixOZe

6 BZa e San cZsZ'on
BZae SacncZ frUozdeZem.

// BoaZder ZznzesZon-e.__
O &Zue sanS fBZacil- cZay_

Depth bored to 31*1 Dec1886.

dote:- Yd. Z£ry fazr faaZzZy, Zapped aZ /P 6 feel’, rose Zo mcZ£zn /OO feel efSarfa.<r£ 
Sappily, small-

fZdZer CZzanpeZs passed zAnoayY a Skm Seel alone ZTzzs, 3uZTzeilZzer
SZ’TclZ'ol fzppZs ztzcZz<rccZccZ 2-7z.d of ?f~ezf£r~-



dp PEND/X //. 229
£/a (gram

Se c ti on o f liore
M- 3 Ma.ier Eager 
at 1Z1 afiie Post 

Roa d 'MlLpao-lrdta, to TRrna crrunoj

Thickness Heighi Waier rose 
from point of tapping

Nature of Strata Borehole

' <pLuz.7-fjzfe 7-or/r- _
tyfezhScmcfsZ'OTza fpipecZca,

TELzte J/eZZoTr* erZez.jr__

5a.7ZcZsZ~0rz.£.
geZZozr zrZzzj/j j-Z-zfr___,

S Blue SarzcZsZozz e f iron ■

TO BZzze saz-zcZy erZa-y.__

// Blzze cZtxy&grey rocfc

O Blue. cZezy&g'reg' rocP

S Z/ZTTZesZorz-e T&crp
J (fT-eerz. s&TzcZy cZac.y_._ik -U]

/ SZcce rZoL.y___

O ZfZete SezrzcZy cZacy_ _
/. BZcze cZacy PZiTTiesZam. ■
O Z/ZTTzesforze TvtrZc, TsaraZ.

Depth bored to sNDec. W8B

A/ote-.-EresA Zt2tZ~er~ ZuppecZ ccZ 8f feet, sztppZy, 20yczZs.per- cZacy.



dpPENPtX ft 230

JLoaMs

Secttorb of 3ore
NS 7 Wciler /Juger 
aJ> 9i rMtLe Post 

JlfiLpajrtnJzco to WctncuxrtTtp

Thickness Height Water rose 
from point of tapping

BoreholeHature of Strata

Tier? soltz dy cZox.y_._,.

2 Bedcemerzf T'oc/t...

S Bed 7~0cB &yeZZ o

W/zife Scr-ndstone.--

(pzeccr-ZjzZ’e 7~ocifc.___

Depth bored fo 3!s-tPec.IBBB.



JPPEND/X //,
231 fl/a^ra/vd-.

Seclioiz of Bore J
N° I I Water Auger

at T tbbooburrcL

BoreholeNeilure of Sira-fa.

Beamy-reft,yreutetimsi

3 \ /0.7Ba.7~rZ ■f/z'ri'i'y TveZC--

/8 O BZu e sZol Be _

(puarfgzte &iZu.e.s7aTe

/1! /o

27\ O

tf7~eySa.7zcZsZ~a?z-£-

FRESH

(pzz.cz.rhyzZ'e-----
SZcce sZa. 7e—
7fi7z zZe SffeZiirzy cZaty.

288 o

Note:- yresZz. 7Pex.Zer~ Zapped oe.2 /£O -Feet) rose Zo rriiTizrz- /ZSZZ- of SurZiace 
T^ery tot rye Sz-eppZy.

JPresTz 7F7z.Zer~7cx.ppeG- uZ233 feeZ, rose Zo wZzTzzn- /ZOTZofSzxrZaee 
SzxppZy /OyOG yczZZons per doxy.



Append/* fl, '132

SecstLorh of Bore , Y° 2
N- // M/aier Pager

at Tthboobusprco

Thi'c

Sfr

knes
f
at a.

5
Nafure ofSfraia. borehole

Height Mater rose 

frompoint of tapping? Quality
Depth
Water
tapped

it. 17L it. 1 .
\17Z.

4 0 Sz£7~/a.c£ Zoct-m-—

mm

2/ o Cfraz^eZ tt-ols/z o-tzcL 
iezcZziers*._

t'*'it^i|

r-wiSi

fcl kf/\

• /S 0 'tyeZZotrsZczZ'e J~ecZi-
TnerzZr^ _ _ _*

ill

^fj -0

/o 0 ZfarcZ 4 ZZzze
SecZzrrzeTzZ

3 0.SzztziSs &
y^ZZe tzs-jrecZr 77zan Zz. _.

V/' ) jl ;• -

r,kwM

S3 0 Depth bored /see

f/a^ra/7? f



/IPP£ND/X // 2.33
U/adram 6

Se+'luni of* Bore 1

.NS I I barter Puger
oJ' ^fiiparLnkay

Thicknesi Depth
Warter

Height Water rose 
from point of topping

Nature of Strata Borehole
tapped

efrareZTrash tyZoaZders '

(?ra?~eZ mzsTi. 'f-ZZzie day ■

Set 7z cZaforze____

O TfaLrrZ creZaceoas days

& TfarcZCreZixcemas days

YardZcreZaceozis days

Depth bored to 3/f Dec. 1888

Note:- ScdZ 7t/ci.'Z'er~J CsmaZZyzsppZy? Zapped. ccZr 2S feed.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE. 
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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Plate N°
BROKEN HILL PROPRI E TARY MiN E

TsTJUsT
VIEW OF JAMIESON SHAFT WITH BRODRIBB SHAFT IN THE DISTANCE.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPH ED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.
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BROKEN HILL PROPRIETARY MINE

Plale N02^-

^,<£33$/
GENERAL VIEW OF THE NEW SMELTING WORKS—Consisting of the Three 80-ton Furnaces.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH '..ALES.



broken hill proprietary mine

Plate N93

RASP SHAFT. MoCULLOCH SHAFT,

(S;g.33S.)

GENERAL VIEW OF THE OLD SMELTING WORKS—Consisting of the Five 30-ton Furnaces.

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.



APPENDIX J.

INDEX TO WELLS.

SUPERINTENDENT OF DRILLS’ REPORT.



Appendix 
I3STIDE2: TO

Watci Water Height j 
abo%e 1N umber 

of Well f ountj ' Parish Name of Run Depth 
of Well

Sizp 
of Well

struck at 
feet from

stands at 
feet from

Yield per day 
in gallons Quality

surface sui face
1

ft ft
i Arrawatta King’s Plains 70 §1 X 5i 65 65 ei-failing Brackish

2 »> ,, 90 8x4 9 * j » *

3 „ Swamp Oak 45 6x4 21 .. if

4
Byron

40 6x4 4 3 J
Slightly brackish5 21 4x4 20 15 5 ? :

Cncumference
b Macquane Cutarbat 30 8 23 . Fresh and hard

Cn cumfei ence
7 .. Huntington 101 8 71 Hard.

8 Manaia " Kilfera 189 5 x 21 80 SO 50,000 Good stock

9 162 5 x 2J 50 60 Unlimited Salt
10 Fiankhn Moolbong 110 6x3 100 20,000 Good and fresh

11 )»
Vv indeyer

250 115 & 250 Unlimited, Presh
12 Buckalow 150 6x4 130 110 24,000 Slightly brackish

13 Taila ... Malee Cliff 70 5x3

14 J» * } 3 18 5 x 3{ 13 12 3,000 Slightly brackish

15
Wentworth

Beduia ) 1
16 Gall Gall | i

17,18,19 Taila O B Turleo j i
20

21, 22
Wentworth Gall Gall C [

WestPerengi, A [ 75 to 150 Salt
i

■fi
’3 to 27 Wamberrar | i
'8 to 34 Outer Tapio | i
5 to 37 »)

Menmdie
Octer Tilato j

38 Burta 280 6x3 250 250 Not tested Good stock

39 Wmdeyer Maliara 64 6x3 64 20 ,, Salt and poisonous

40 Perry Mooiara 100 6x3 82 82 17,500 Good stock

41 ,, Pan Ban 100 6x3 80 so Unlimited Fan stock i
42 3 »

Rankin
North Pan Ban 78 6x3 78 75 8,000

Good stock—43 Barnato 150 6x3 135 135 5 000 i
Slightly sw eet !

44 ,3 • J 3 200 6x3 190 140 7,000 . Good stock 1

45 Woore Fulham 175 5 x 2J 169 168 .3,296 a ’ '

46 >> Moama 170 6x3 170 3,000 Very brackish

47 Baden Park 200 6x3 6,000 Good stock
48 )» Emeiald 140 6x3 126 iJ

49 Booroondara. Paddington 200 8x1 5,000 Brackish

50 Woore Warfield 220 6x3 6,000 Good stock
51 Blaxland Bedooba 300 300 115 G ood and fresh

52 Mouramba ... Priory 230 8x4 Good stock

53 Canbehgo Booroomugga 100 6 x 3}

54 Girilambone 155i Boie 155 128 Good stock

55 120 116 105 Very salt t ,
56 J 3 » 100 *>

57 Ranh m Donald’s Plains A. 160 6x3 13.3 4,000 Presh
58 Mount Manara

59 Booroondara Donald’s Plains I 90 4 x 2i Limited Fiesh

60 Cowper. Coronga Peak 120 6x3 »» Good stock ...

61 Finch . Goondoobhne 50 6x6 35 35 Not tested Fresh
62 Leichhardt Polly Brorvan 20 6x5 18 10 1,000 Good and fresh



J.
-WELLS.

Nature of sui rounding country. Strata. Remarks.

X., gj'anite ridges ; E. S., and W., 
ridges and plain.

Forest, plain, and ridges, chiefly white 
gum timber.

X , barren ridges ; E. and W., do. ; 
S., forest and ridge.

Black soil plains and open forest 
countij.

Undulating, ridges running into rocky 
mountains.

Lou rarges. with creeks running to 
river.

Salt bush plains, lignum, S. side ...

Salt ami cotton bush, dark clayey 
sod.

Broken plains . .............................

S., malice and porcupine grass ; W., 
X , and E., black oak.

Pine ridges, mallee, porcupine grass, 
and saltbush.

Bed sandy soil or clay on saltbush^ 
plains. I

Bed sandy soil in belar or oak scrub !
Bed sandhills in mallee ................... {
Red clayey soil in box flats ........... |
White clay flats, with box timber J

Black soil, granite, rotten slaty 
bottom.

Black soil, rotten granite and pipe* 
clay.

Top brown soil, then basalt to bottom

Black soil 15', basalt 6'. .

Black alluvial soil, pipeclay, and slate 
rock.

Soft slaty rock................. ... .

Gypsum, sandstone, and clay 
Alluvial . . . . ....

Alluvial, 120' pipeclay and drift 30'.

Loamy soil 15', drift sand 55'.

-ii
Ii

This well is only used in time of drought. 

Water stands 5' from the top in wet seasons.

In a u et season overflows.

The well is believed to be down to the level of river water. The watei 
is hard, but used for household purposes.

Sunk on a low ridge, believed to be down to level of river water ; used 
for household purposes.

Salt at 80'; got much better as we went deeper; last spring struck 
almost fresh, 100' open shaft, 89' bore, 3J" diameter.

Salt at 50'; improved slightly when bored ; open shaft 100', bore 62'.
Selection of-site for well a matter of chance in some parts of Eiverina. 

Good stock water is obtained at a depth of 100' to 130'; in other parts 
two wells within 1 mile of each other salt water was obtained ; mid
way between another shaft was put down and good water obtained.

This well is in a sandy box swamp, and gives one of the best supplies 
in the district ; other shafts have been tried in the Mulga country 
and failed to strike water ; two of them sunk 220'.

This well is covered by the Murray water when in flood.

One well on Gall Gall, C, we pumped for a considerable time in the 
summer, hoping the water would improve, but it did not do so. 
Have several soakage wells, with good stock water, all at shallow 
depths of not more than 20', all sunk in the beds of dry creeks where 
the flood waters back up, and all within 5 miles of the river; the 
supply is not good, and are only made useful by making large 
chambers and drives at bottom of shaft.

Salt and cotton bush, light scrub, and 
undulating.

Sandhills and oak ridges, like de
composed limestone.

Open salt and cotton bush plains, 
with oak clumps, &c.

Open saltbush plains, with oak ridges, 
&e.

* • 5 ) J J
Sandstone ridges; red clay flats;

mulga pine ; beefwood.
Pine «andhill; mulga and belar ridges

Loamy flats, rocky lidge, and malee 
sandhills.

Box flats and pine sandhills.... ..

Bed clay flats and pine sandhills ... 
Open mulga, -with ridges of malee ...

Ironstone rises ; box flats ; mulga ;
&c.

Bed flats and pine sandhills.............
Undulating.........................................

Undulating barren and box flats and 
ironstone rises.

Undulating ridges ; volcanic hills . .

Hard clay, with giavel 100', alluvial 
SO', pipeclay and mica 30', soft sand
stone rock and clay 70'.

Pipeclay and drift . ................

Alluvial 82', fine drift IS' .............

Clay throughout .. . , ........

Alluvial 20', fine drift 58'................
Alluvial gravel, cement and sand

stone rock.
Gravel and cement 100', sandstone 

60' cement and blue clay 40\ 
Loam, clay, and cement 167', drifts'

Alluvial 100', sandstone flags 70', 
water in bine clay.

Cement and sandstone.
Hard sandstone 69', chalk 1', hard 

sandstone 70'.
Alluvial pipeclay, cement, and sand

stone rock.
Pipeclay and cement, hard sandstone.
Blue slate .......................................

Cement and hard sandstone, water 
in sandstone.

Red clay 3', red sandy drift 4', coarse 
red drift 6', red clay 7', white sandy 
rock 10', pipeclay 3', white sandy 
rock 12', fireclay 4', white sandy 
rock, with occasional thin strata of! 
fire and pipe clay 51'. 1

Hard sandstone, rock, cement, quartz? 
and gravel.

Quartz, gravel, and hard sandstone..
Hard slate, quartz, and hard rock, &c.

Open shaft 200', bore SO'. This well is to be sunk to full depth of bore, 
when the supply is expected to increase. A TifFen borer was used.

A good many trial shafts have been sunk on this run, salt water being 
struck in drift under 100' in all of them.

Have sunk fifty trial shafts on different parts of run, from 80 to 100'; 
salt water stiuck in all ; unfit for use. .

50,000 gallons per day have been obtained, but the supply seems 
practically inexhaustible ; slightly brackish.

Cool, cloudy weather seems to increase the supply.
There is a 30' drive in this well.

3 J >3 33

8 miles from this well a tx ial shaft was sunk 188'; no water struck; half- 
a-mile from the above well a shaft 6' x 3' was sunk to a depth of 96', 
then a bore 130 = 226', no water being struck ; boring still going bn.

The sandstone rock in this well required to be blasted ; it is intended 
to put a drive in this well to increase the supply.

This well was sunk before present owners bought station. There are 
two long drives at bottom, not required for use.

This well is not yet finished.

A shaft put down here would make 6,000 gallons per day

Cottonbush, mulga rises, and sand
stone hills.

Undulating, red, volcanic hills and 
mulga.

Sandy pine ridges, then open box flats
Buthar and pine timbers, small clear 

patches of saltbush.

Pipeclay and cement . . . ......  This well is in the bed of Tiltagoona Creek. •
................................................ Government well condemned as being unfit for stock. A well half-a-

mile to the N. W., good water, supposed to be soakage.
Pipeclay, cement, and layers of drift This well has never been used for stock purposes, owing to a 10,000-

yard tank full of water in the vicinity.
................................................. Not required to be used.

Sand .....................................................
White loose sand . ................... This well was cleared out in the dry time, and it watered the whole of

the stock on the place in the summer of 1881 and 1882.
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Number 
of Well. County. Parish Name of Run. Depth 

of Well,
Size 

of Well.
Water 

struck at 
feet from 
surface.

Water 
stands at 
feet from 
surface.

Yield per day 
in gallons. Quality.

Height
above
sea.

ft. ft.
63 Mnch............. 25 7x7 20 20 Limited.....

64 to 78 Leichhardt .. Euroka................. 45 to 68

79 Finch............. Dungalear ......... 120 100 80

80 to 88 20 to 4( ..............

89 Llanillo................. 45 6x4
90 45 Salt
91 55 6x4 2,000
92 45 6x4 a .....................

93 40 i non
04 60 1 000
95 35 6x4 600

?> .....................
96 35 6x4 600
97 38 4x3

..«
98 60 Sn.lt.

99 50 6x4

100 Cowper.......... Gienariff .............. 109 49

91 ............ ..........

101 209 101
102 330 Salt
103 Killara........... 144 60 000
104 Landshorough 49 20,000
105 Mossgiel ...... 360 ’iso
106 312
107 Gunderbooka 194 72' 6" 10 Salt

108 133 198 38

109 Barrona.......... 114 80 440
110 201 192

111 474 427

112 Pottinger...... 53 40
113 25 23
114 23 23
115 41 28
116 60 57
117 41 38
118 30 27
119 48 38
120 34 24
121 132 70 9,600122 Murchison ... Bingera.................. 80 80
123 Couralie ....... Near Moree ... 130 130 90124 Denham ...... G Orion .................. 174 174 78 24 000125 ) 188 164 90 576126 Yancowinna... Near Silverton 40 40
127 Delalah ........ Elsinora .............. 390 370 Unlimited..128 Clarence ....... 184 126129 Pottinger....... 78 54130 } 82 62131 j 81 81 4

...
132 90
133 136 85

...

134 60 35135 40 28
136 70 60
137 )} 71 41138 40
139 Robinson ...... 640 579140 Horth’berland Awaba.......... Teralba .............. 568 Bore 197 22
141 Mootwingee... Morden.................. 153 153 100
142 St. Vincent.... 850



Strata.Nature of surrounding country.
Remarks.

Open, red and black soil Sand

Very level, loamy soil . . .

Sand

This well is a simple sand-pocket, surrounded by clay, and catches the 
drainage of the adjacent hard ground ; the supply is always limited, 
and if sunk too far salt water is struck.

Fifteen bores by machinery on various portions of this station struck 
water m each of the first sand-drifts met with ; further attempts at 
finding fresh water abandoned.

The only fresh-water wells here are small sand wells, no springs being 
tapped ; would do for household purposes, or (say) 1,000 sheep.

There are nine sandy wells, with only a limited supply of splendid clear 
fresh water ; not sufficient to water any large number of stock; might 
be made available by having a receiving tank kept full for use in 
troughing; they are soon pumped dry, and take a considerable time to 
fill again; they are all in sand hollows, and fresh water is indicated by 
gum-trees growing in vicinity; if sunk too deep a clay bottom is struck, 
and continued through that for any distance salt wrater would be struck.

r

Belar and saltbush plains, loamy and 
sandy soil.

Sandy basins, box, coolabar, &c. . .
>9 5J ................................................................

Pme scrub and box flats ..............
Same............ ........................................
Sandy soil, pine scrub, and saltbush 
Red soil, N.W. plains; S.E. pine 

ridges.
Red soil, ridges, pine and coolabar ..

Drift sand.

Granite

Slate

There is a i em of country running from the Moonio River down to 
the lower Narran Take, between the Rarran and Barwon Rivers ; it 
consists of sandy basins and low pine ridges, where water can be ob
tained at various depths from 20' to 40', m some places salt, in others 
fresh ; on a portion of Llanillo Run there are two wells 3O' apart, one 
fresh wholesome water, the other barely lit for consumption : the 
supply influenced by the rainfall.

Pumped with an Althouse windmill; waters 20,000 sheep.
Pumped 1,500 gallons per hour; mill and pump never without water.
Boring being continued, a Wright and Edwards’ machine being used.
Rises 26' above surface m tube.

Black soil, flat 

Level plain ....

Open plain .........
JJ . .....

Ironbark country 
Black soil............

Sandstone 40', clay 24, 
130',

clay and sand

Sandstone 20' 9", clay 39' 3", clay, 
sand, and drift 138'.

Clays 20', mud and duft, 43', clays 
20', sandstone, 31'.

Clay and sand 82', sandstone 105, 
shale, granite, pebbles, lock, &c , 14'

Clay and gravel.
Clay and sandy loam 20', drift 5' . 
Sandy loam and clay 20', drift 3'. 
Clay, sand, and gravel.
Clay and gravel 57', rock 3'.
Sand and gravel
Loam, clay, gravel, and boulders.
Sand, clay, and gravel.
Clay, drift, and clay . . .
Sand and gravel, clay and rook

Clay, sand, and drift.. .
J’ 5J •

Soil 18', rock 60'
Red soil 77', 5' sand . .
Soil 34', sand 1' 8', marl 45' 4" 
Pipeclay at surface. Unknown . 
Black soil 40', stones, &c., 10', red 

soil 30', cement 5', gravel, &c., 51'. 
Loam, 45', drift, 15' .
Black soil, 12', clay and gravel, 16', 

sand, 12'.
Black soil, 65', sand, 5' . .
Black soil, 7', rotten rock, 64'. . .

Shale, conglomerate, sandstone and 
coal seams.

Turf, sandy clay, gravelly clay, loose 
and compact sand and chalk.

Water also struck at 22', 60', 64' 6", 66', and 69', all salt.

Salt water struck at 12' and 24'. Presh water at 31', 32' 6", 45', 53', 
and 55'. Salt water struck at 198', hard sandstone and conglomerate, 
and rose to 38' very quickly.

Salt water struck at 20'; a large supply. Fresh water at 80', rose 21' 
over surface, •

Fresh water struck at 80', 100' rose 8' over surface, 80 gallons per 
hour ; 107', rose 8' over surface ; 122' 6" over surface, 600 gallons per 
hour ; 192' rose 10' over surface.

Salt water struck at 110',_rose to within 23' of surface ; 349', brackish, 
rose 3 over surface ; 427', flesh water, rose to 3' 3" over surface.

Large supply.

Very good water.

Large supply.
Water tapped at 32', and at 70'; large supply.
Plentiful supply.

Salt water at SO'; brackish, 143'; fresh, 174.
Salt water at 80'; brackish, 141'; fresh, 164. i
150 gallons per day, after stnkmg the water expected to increase to 

1,000 gallons.

Strong supply. Coal struck at 184'.
Short supply.
Water in sand inexhaustible.
"W ater m gravel good. At 80' kangaioo bones and bi\ alve shells. 
Overflowed once m consequence of ringbarking.

Good water.
Water abundant.

Supply excellent.
Excellent and good supply. Came through fissure in rock.
Water supply m sand abundant.
Bore, 75' 10" at bottom of shaft—Cobar Copper Mine. Water in slate.

Water struck at 47'; small supply; 116 ft. 
abundant supply, all fresh.

larger supply ; at 153'



Numbei 
of Well County Parish Name of Run Depth 

of Well
Size 

of Well

W atei 
struck at 
feet from 
surface

Water 
stands at 
feet from 
sutface

Yield per day 
m gallons (Quality

Height
above

sea

ft ft
143 Cumberland Gladesville 442 Bore 336 8 Fresh ... 27
144 365 8 3) 27
145 Young 255 33 218 70 Salt

14G )> 128 3 3 121 105 1,440 Fresh
347
US Young 35 Salt
119 Netallie 104 33

150 ,, 135 | 19,200 | Fiesh
151 13£>
152 404 720 33

151 Tandora Glenlyon 240 20,000 »

154 3 t
Yancow mna

40 33

155 150 33

156 } 33

157 80 3 3

158 Sih erton 100 93
Salt159 , i „ 100

100 33 3 100 4,200 Fresh
101 „ 33 14 „

162 Wa i actgery i Mundagal 110 05 20,000 33 •

163 33 iy 108 65 20,000 33

164 , 70 65 40,000 „

165 Ilhliwah 137 137 60 33

166 Ulonga 121 86 Salt
167 }> 75 65 33

IfaS J5 75 65 3 3

169 110 75 33

170 J} 87 75 33

171 „ 100 80 ,,

172 110 00 3 3
1st class stock171 Uiana

,,

T S .Reserve 141 111 7,500
174 Denison 131 112 7,500 ,

175 U aiaclgery 90 75 7,500 Brackish
176 iSicholson 94 67 8,000 Salt
'77 Yaljeus 130 110 10,000 Sweet
178 140 90 Unlimited Brackish
179 \\ al^ici-s 110 101 1st cl>ss stock
ISO Daioona Kembee 200 180 Fan stock
1S1

Xillara
Wanga Y ana 400 20 Salt

182 Killara 714 33

IS" Baiadme Bandine Township 322 108 Fresh
1U1 Whitt T S Kesene 76 30 14,400

l-’ottingci , 9> 101
J so • 1 97
187 Manaia 126 97 Fresh
1SS
ISO
190 Young
191
10 > Yungnulgia 3 3 .

191 Yantara ’ ’ 1
1

194 Tunkowoko
1°5 Blaxland 167 161 Unlimited 1 resh
1% 136 118 10,000 3

197 Sturt 107 56 3

198 Nicholson 106 100 ,,

199 Franklin ” • 135 • 33 *
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tuieof sunoundin^ countn Strata Remarks

Conglomeiate sandstone and shale. 
Sandstone and shale.
Clay, drift, and drift sand

Sand, clay, and drift

Water also struck at 120', rose to 70' at the rate of 70 gallons per 
hour, at 196 J'also struck, rises to 75', small supply; at 235' duft 
sand, rises 100'm tubes.

At 111' good stock water rose to 105', 720 gallons per day.

Loam, 9', clay, 30'; drift, 1'; stones, Well 90', hoie at bottom 14' 
clay, &c , 47'; sandstone, 17'.

Loam, clay, sand, and drift Good stock water.
Drift, 100 ft, rock 
Loam, clay, stone, drift, and sand

stone

Shaft 236'; bore 168

Soakage water magnesian

water poisonous.

Granite formation 

Sandy loam and mica slate.

Little water, but good
Will water 2,000 sheep Fair stock water

24' of drives 10' from bottom First 600 gallons only fit for drinking 
Soakage water. Will water 10,000 sheep ’

Good supply , struck small supply at 60'; shaft, 
Struck large supply at bottom of bore.

90'; bore, 47

VS ater slightly salt 
Supply approximate

Nearly completed 
Small supply
Very little watei struck at 20

ISfot finished No water
2_y a >»

Not finished
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APPENDIX J—continued. 

Index to "Wells and Bores—continued.

No. Locality. District Strata Remarks.

200 Youngarnna Springs. Albert . Well 6 ft. deep ; estimated 800 to 1,000 gals, good water
per diem.

201 M'Crae’s Well, Baongum- • Well 27 ft. deep ; 8 or 9 ft. in rock; good supply for
yarra. stock; too brackish for domestic purposes.

202 Buckley’s Well, Yantabulla Bottom on sandy drift Well 40 ft. deep; water fairly good, but slightly impreg-
nated with soda; daily yield about 150 gallons.

203 Kuddei’s Well, Warroo Well 20 ft. deep ; water rose 10 ft. ; very salt.
Station.

204 Tynganie Spring ,, ... Well 40 ,, excellent water; estimated at about
10,000 gallons per diem.

205 Brmdmgabba, Moolort Well 94 ft. deep; watered 12,000 sheep through
Block. diought; excellent quality.

206 5» Well 120 ft. deep; water excellent; rose 90 ft. in shaft.
207 Kilfera, on Kilfera Block Well 150 ,, supply 100 gals per diem; good water.
208 Kenmare Block Well 38 ,, bore 197 ft.; water salt.
209

Kilfera Block .

Well 35 ,, water very salt; very bitter; no supply.
210 J >

Darling .

Well 100 ,, said to contain powerful mineral poison.
211 Polygonum Hut On road Booligal to Wilcanma.
212 Barrmgan Well . Albert On the “Border Run.”
213 Wangamlla .. Muirumbidgee

>)
County Yungnulgia,

On South Wanganella Block.
214 Pretty Pine . Lower Denihquin Run.
215 Beefwood Well, on “The

Wells ’ Block Albert District.
216 New Well, on Block Byjerk County Landsborough,

South, Paroo River Albeit District
217 Well County Yungnulgra, Coolawundy M ell 157 ft. deep ; good water.

Albeit Distnct.
218 Weil, Block Germono East County Yungnulgra Coparto Well 50 ,, watei rises to 20 ft
219 JunctionWell, Germano East Albert Well 80 ,, good water uses to 50 of surface.
220 Danbery Well, Danbery Good stock-water

North Block
221 Minamithtoo Well, Dll 300 ft. deep; good water lose to 65 ft. from suiface.

koorba North Block.
222 Barkungi Block Albeit 298 ,, good water lost to SO ft. from suiface.
223 Well Poolamacca 236 ,, good watei.
224 Thackannga Well Albert 236 „ „
225 Wanga Well 270 „ ,,
226 Noith Ita Well 240 ,, ,,

227 Melang West Well 20 „ ,

228 Moredevil Station Li\ erpool Plains Artesian fresh w ater
229 Myalmundi Nairomme 194 ft deep ; good w ater.
230 Gap Well (45 miles west of South Wairego Salt.

Cobar)
231 Top Well, New combe Muggaie Back B 

Block
70 ft. deep , good watei.

232 Bungle Well (o miles noith * 70 ft , good for stock ; at 75 ft, salt.
oi previous well).

233 Walgett Wells Town of Waigect 40 to 50 ft , good water in black-soil flats.
234 Tnangi Well Naiiomme 350 ft , good watei; equal to 5,000 to 6,000gals, per day.
235 Chapman’s Well

Randu ick
350 ft ; watei brackish.

236 Randwick Asylum Fiesh watei.
237 Bingagong Well Yanko Creek 120 ft. deep ; fresh water rose 52 ft. in shaft.
238 Goree Well 172 ,, good water rose 105 ft.
238a Packsaddle Albert Blue clay on drift 102 „ 14,000 gals, m twenty-four hours,

hiackish.
239

Tarella
Supply unlimited ; 250 ft. deep

240 Shaly clay and slate 250 ft. deep ; water obtained by diivmg 10,000 gals.

241 » »
m twenty four hours.

Untested fresh ; rose 60 ft. m shaft.Conglomerate cement
242 Packsaddle v Trial shaft 40 ft , salt, large supply.
243 Cobbham Supply large ; fresh water.
244 Big Plain Well Fiesh water.
245 Bulgrandra Wrell Fresh watei
246 Old Gunbai Well Salt water
247 Gunbar Road (13 miles from Fresh water

248
Hay).

J 3 a Fresh water.

249 75 miles west of Bourke Artesian watei, 950 feet deep
250 101^ miles west of Bouikc Artesian watei, 952 feet deep.
251 Tiboobuira Whillabrimah Cretaceous Fiesh watei, good supply, rose fiom 300 ft. to 70 ft.

fiom surface.

W. H J. SLEE, E Gr.S ,
Superintendent of Drills.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX K

Balance Sheet, Diamond Drills, 1888.

To 'alue of plant and machinery in the field at 1st 
January

Plant purchased in field

Value of stock in store at 1st January 
Plant purchased through store 
Stores purchased

Working expenses (exclusive of office salaries, store 
wages, rent, and Superintendent s travelling 
expenses)

Office salanes 
Store wages 
Rent
Superintendent s travelling expenses

Recoi enng core barrel at Clarence Siding 
Value of diamonds on hand 
Value of diamonds at drills at 1st January . .
Diamonds purchased

Amount receivable m excess of expenditure

13,009 3 7 
14 5 0

655 19 2 
80 13 11 

285 18 2

3,724 9 10 
491 2 7 
192 14 6 
131 6 10 
24 14 5

1,268 13 0 
280 13 10 
373 6 3

£ s d

13,023 8 7

4,o64 8 2 
747 13 11

1,922 13 1 
865 12 3

22,146 7 3

By amount receivable foi boung during the j ear 
Amount receiv able for tubing and stores 
Inspection fees

£ s d
\ alue of plant and machinerv in field

at 31st Decembei 13,023 8 7
Xess 5 per cent for depi eciation 651 3 5
Less plant issued and not used

"Value of diamonds on hand 
Value of diamonds at dulls

Value of stock in store at 31st December, 1888

£ s d 
7,589 14 0 |1 18 0 I

25 4 0

12 372 5 2 
225 8 5

868 16 4 
546 16 4

s d.

7,616 16 0

12,597 13 7

1,415 12 8 
51b 5 0

£. 22,146 7 3

J- S McNeil. \\r n J SLEE, PG S,
D McCulloch Supeimtendent of Dulls.

APPENDIX L.
Balance Sheet, Water Augers, 1888

£ s d £ s d £ s d £ k d
T'o V alue oi plant and machinery in the By Value of stock m store at 31st

field at 1st January 6,799 8 5 December 1 u 7Value of stock m storeat 1st January 1,440 18 9 Value of plant and
8,240 7 2 machinery in the

Working expenses (exclusive of field at 31st Dec £6,845 7 7
office salaries, store wages, lent, Less 5 per cent, for
and Superintendent’s travelling depreciation 342 5 4
expenses) 1,560 5 3 6,503 2 3Office salaries 183 2 7 Plant issued and not used ' 57 19 2Store wages 71 17 3 Tubirg do do . 105 8 4Rent

Superintendent’s travelling expenses
48 19 6
9 4 3 Profit and loss during year, repre

6,666 9 9

313 3 7 sentmg the value of v ork per
Stores purchased 37 10 5 formed m search of \\ ater 2,240 4 3Plant purchased 45 19 2

S3 9 7

£ 10,197 5 7 £ 10,197 5 7

J S McNeil. 
D. McCulloch

W H. J SLEE, E G S ,
Supermtendeiit of Drills

[Three Plates ]

Sv dnej Charles Potter, Gov ei nment Printer —188°
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS.
(REGULATIONS FOR THE ISSUE OF GOLD MINING AND MINERAL LEASES.)

fmentd) to parliament itt pmsimnce of the prohmono of the Clutreh anti Srhoot aCanis
Jttining Ails of 1888 anti 1889.

Department of Public Instruction,
Church and Schools Land Office,

Sydney, 8th October, 1889.

EEG-ULATIONS RELATING- TO GrOLD-MINING- LEASES IN THE CHURCH AND SCHOOL
ESTATE.

His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to make the following Regulations 
relating to gold-mining leases, in the Church and School Estate, in pursuance of the powers conferred by the Church and School 
Lands Mining Acts of 1888 and 1889.

J. H. CARRUTHERS,
Minister of Public Instruction.

To whom Authority to Prospect may be given.
1. The Minister may grant to any holder of a miner’s right 

or mineral license, or to any number of persons conjointly, each 
being the holder of a miner’s right or mineral license, an 
authority, in the form of the schedule hereto numbered 1, to 
enter upon and search for gold in any leased or unleased Church 
and School land other than land already held under lease for 
mining for gold or other minerals. Provided always that in the 
event of two or more applications being received at the same time 
for authority to prospect the same land, priority of application 
shall be determined by lot as provided in Regulation 6. The 
holder of an authority shall within seven days after the date 
thereof define the boundaries of the land to be prospected, by 
erecting at each corner of the land referred to in such authority 
posts 3 inches in diameter and projecting not less than 3 feet 
above the surface. Each such post shall be set in an |_ trench 
6 feet long and 9 inches deep, which shall indicate the general 
direction of the boundary and one of such corners, or a tree 
adjacent thereto shall have a board or metal plate affixed, having 
legibly written thereon : “ Held under prospecting authority by 
\name to be inserted]."

Protection to works to be provided.

2. The holder of a prospecting authority will bo required to 
protect all shafts and dangerous places, and works sunk, made, 
or occasioned by or in his behalf, by fencing off or filling in all 
such shafts or workings prior to abandoning them and before 
commencing any further mining operations under such authority.

In carrying out the objects of such authority all works must 
be conducted so as to prevent any damage to the lessee other 
than shall be unavoidable, and the Minister may, on non-fulfil
ment of these conditions, declare such authority as cancelled.
Fee to accompany Application for Prospecting Authority. Area, &t\, to be 

defined.
3. The fee to accompany each application for a Prospecting 

Authority, or for any renewal thereof, shall be at the rate of 5s. 
for any area not exceeding 5 acres ; 10s. for any area exceeding 
6 acres and not exceeding 10 acres; and 20s. for any area

701—A

exceeding 10 acres and not exceeding 25 acres; and such appli
cations must describe the locality and area upon which it is 
proposed to prospect.

• Duration of Prospecting Authority '
4. The period for which a prospecting authority shall be in 

force shall not exceed three calendar months, commencing from 
the date of issue. Prior to its expiration, the holder thereof must 
either obtain a renewal of such, which may, at the discretion of 
the Minister, be granted for a further period of three months 
on production of satisfactory evidence that prospecting opera
tions have been carried on in a bona fide manner, or that, from 
some sufficient cause, applicant has been unable to prospect. 
Otherwise an application for a lease of the whole or any part of 
the land specified therein must be lodged in the manner here
inafter described. And in case of any failure or neglect by the 
holder of the aforesaid authority to complv with these regula
tions the Minister may declare all claim to' the land void, and 
such land shall after the expiration of three clear days from 
the date of voidance be available to any other applicant.

Application for Renewal of Authorities.
5. All applications for authorities under the provisions of 

the Church and School Lands Mining Act of 1888, shall, 
if renewed by the applicant within thirty days after the 
passing of the Church and School Lands Mining Act of 1889 
be dealt with as if such application had been lodged immediately 
after the passing of such Act, and shall in every respect be 
subject to all the conditions thereof. During such thirty days, 
but no longer, the land described or covered by any application 
shall be reserved from lease or other disposition.

Priority of Application for Authority, how dealt with.
6. In the event of more than one application being made for 

the same land, or any part thereof, whether by renewed appli
cation made within the thirty days, or subsequently by 
applications lodged at the same time, it shall be determined by 
lot in the following manner which of such applications shall 
take precedence. And for the purpose of determining as afore
said by lot the order of priority of several applications for the
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same land, the Officer in Charge of Church and School Lands 
shall write on tickets, of equal size, the names of the several 
applicants which shall be placed (by the applicants should they 
desire to do so) in a box to be supplied to the Officer in Charge 
of Church and School Lands for the purpose, and that officer 
shall without looking into such box, and in the presence of all 
the applicants, or such of them as shall choose to be present, 
draw one ticket from the box, and the application which shall 
take precedence shall be that of the applicant whose name shall 
be on the ticket so drawn ; and the remaining applications may 
then be withdrawn and the deposits made therewith returned 
to the respective applicants, or the remaining tickets may be 
drawn out in rotation, and in that case the order of priority as 
between such remaining applications, shall be in accordance 
with the order in which the remaining tickets shall severally 
have been drawn out of the box. And the Officer in Charge 
shall thereupon note upon each such application the order of 
priority as aforesaid, and shall forward such application or 
such applications as shall not be withdrawn to the Minister of 
Public Instruction. If the first in order of such applications 
be granted, the other applications for the same land shall be 
deemed to be refused, and the fees deposited will be refunded 
to the depositors; but in the event of the first in qrder of such 
applications being refused on any ground that would not neces
sarily be a ground of objection to the next or any other of such 
applications, then such other applications shall be considered and 
dealt with in the order determined as aforesaid, until one of such 
applications shall be granted, or the whole of them refused.

Transfer of Prospecting Authority.
7. The Minister may, upon the application of the holder or 

holders of a prospecting authority, sanction or authorize the 
transfer of such authority to any person or persons, who shall 
thereupon be held responsible for the due fulfilment of the 
conditions thereof during the remainder of the term for which 
the authority has been granted : Provided that such transfer 
shall he in form of schedule hereto numbered 1a.

Governor may alter classification.
8. Upon production of satisfactory proof of the discovery of 

gold in any land specified in any prospecting authority, the 
G-overnor may alter the classification of any lands so as to in
clude the same in the class of land suitable for mining operations.

Applicant for gold-mining lease must be holder of Authority.
9. No application for a gold-mining lease of any Church and 

School land that has not already been classified as land suitable 
for mining operations will be entertained unless the applicant 
shall be the holder or the transferee of an authority under 
these Regulations j and the miner’s right or mineral license held 
by each applicant must be lodged with the application, or a 
statutory declaration made to the effect that he or they are the 
holder or holders of a miner’s right or mineral license, and that 
such have been produced to the Justice of the Peace before 
whom said declaration is made.

Area of leased land.
10. The extent of the area in a lease shall not exceed 25 acres, 

nor be less than 1 acre : Provided always that should such 
minimum area not be available a lease may be granted for a less 
area, but in no case shall the rent be less than twenty shillings.

. Dimensions of land.
11. In taking up land containing quartz veins or lodes, or in 

which quartz-veins or lodes will be chiefly worked, the length 
along the line of the vein or lode shall hot exceed three 
times the width of said area. In taking up other land the 
maximum length shall not exceed twice the maximum width.

Mode of taking possession.
12. Prior to making application for a gold-mining lease the 

intending applicant or applicants, or some one of them, or some 
person or persons duly authorized on his or their behalf, shall 
make a conspicuous mark upon a tree at or near to each angle 
of the land for which he or they intends or intend to apply, and 
shall cut trenches 6 feet long and 9 inches deep, which shall 
respectively indicate the general direction of the boundary-lines, 
or shall erect at or as near as possible to each angle of such land 
a post 3 inches in diameter, projecting above the surface not 
less than 3 feet, and each such post shall be set in an L trench, 
6 feet long and 9 inches deep, and some one of the trees or posts 
aforesaid shall be deemed the datum tree or post, and the person 
taking possession shall affix to such datum tree or post a board or 
metal plate having legibly written or painted thereon the words, 
u Applied for for gold-mining lease by \_name to be inserted?]” 

and such posts and boards or plates shall be kept erected, and 
the words and name aforesaid shall be kept legible till survey 
of the area shall be made, as hereinafter provided : Provided 
always that if the nature of the ground is such as to render the 
erection of posts or the cutting of trenches impracticable or 
extremely difficult, some other effective mode of marking the 
boundaries may be adopted ; but if it shall appear to the 
Minister of Public Instruction that the trees have not been 
marked or the posts have not been erected, or the trenches have

not been cut, or that the boards or plates aforesaid have not 
been affixed, when they might and should have been, it shall be 
lawful for the Minister of Public Instruction to refuse to 
receive or entertain the application for such land : Provided 
further that nothing contained in this regulation shall be 
deemed or construed to confer upon any applicant for a lease 
who shall not have deposited the first year’s rent, deed, and 
survey fee as provided in the 14 th Regulation, any right to any 
possession in respect of the land applied for.

Time of making and form of application.
13. Every application for a lease must be made during the 

currency of a prospecting authority as provided by the 4th 
regulation: except in cases where the land applied for has 
already been classified as land suitable for mining operations, in 
which case application for a lease must he made "within ten days 
and not less than three days after marking out the land by the 
person or persons by or for whom possession shall have been 
taken as aforesaid. But every such application shall be in the 
form in the Schedule hereto numbered 2, and shall contain as 
full and accurate a description as can be given of the extent and 
position of the land applied for, and of the position of the 
datum post or tree in relation to some fixed point or well-defined 
marked tree. If letters are used for the purpose of marking 
any tree or other object referred to, they must be conspicuously 
marked. And every such application shall state the term 
for which the lease is applied for and when the applicant 
or applicants proposes or propose to commence work upon 
or in connection with the land applied for, and the number 
of miners to be employed upon the said land at the various 
stages of the mine works. And every such application shall 
be dealt with according to the reasonableness of the proposals 
relating to the time of commencing to work and the number of 
men to be employed, and the Minister of Public Instruction 
shall judge of the reasonableness of such proposals ; and if in 
his opinion the time fixed for commencing to work is not 
sufficiently early, or that the number of men proposed to. be 
employed is too small, he may refuse to entertain such applica
tion ; and thereupon the money deposited as hereinafter pro
vided with or in respect of such application, or the unexpended 
balance of such money shall be returned to the persons by 
whom such money shall have been deposited j and the decision 
of the Minister of Public Instruction shall in all such cases be 
final and conclusive upon all parties.

Mode of making application and receipt for rent and fees.

14. Every application as aforesaid shall be made to the 
Officer in Charge of Church and School lands, and therewith 
shall be deposited twenty shillings for each and every acre and 
fractional part of an acre applied for, and a further sum suffi
cient to cover cost of making survey of said land in accordance 
with the scale of charges contained in Schedule hereto num
bered 3, together with one pound for deed fee, five, shillings 
for stamp fee; and a receipt for such sums shall be issued by 
the aforesaid officer or any officer acting on his behalf in the 
form in Schedule hereto numbered 4.

Application not entertained unless deposit be sent.
15. The Minister of Public Instruction may refuse to enter

tain any application for a lease if the applicant or applicants, or 
depositor or depositors, shall have failed to lodge therewith the 
deposits specified in regulation number 14, and if the Minister 
of Public Instruction shall so. refuse, or shall,for any of the 
reasons aforesaid refuse to entertain any such application, such 
application shall thereupon become and be void, and the posses
sion of the applicant or applicants shall thereupon cease and 
determine.

Determination of question of priority.
16. In the event of more than one application being made for- 

the same land or any part thereof, the application which shall 
have been first lodged with the Officer in Charge of Church and 
School lands in manner aforesaid, shall be considered and dealt 
with under the provisions hereinbefore contained $ unless it 
can be shown in evidence by statutory declaration that prior 
possession has been taken, in which case the Minister shall call 
for such investigation and reports as he may deem necessary, 
and the person establishing priority of possession shall be 
deemed the first applicant for the land, but if possession of the 
land shall have been taken by two or more persons at the same 
time, then it shall be determined by lot in manner hereinafter 
provided for, which of such applications shall take precedence.

Priority determined by lot.
17. For the purpose of determining as aforesaid by lot the 

order of priority of several applications for the same land, the 
Officer in Charge of Church and School lands shall write on 
tickets of equal size the names of the several applicants, which 
shall be placed (by the applicants should they desire to do so) 
in a box to be supplied to the Officer in Charge of Church 
and School lands for the purpose; and that officer shall, 
without looking into such box, and in the presence of all the 
applicants, or such of them as shall choose to be present, draw 
one ticket from the box, and the application which shall take
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precedence shall be that of theapplicant whose name shall be 
on the ticket so drawn,' and the remaining applications may 
then be withdrawn and the deposits made therewith returned 
to the respective applicants, or the remaining tickets may be 
drawn out in rotation, and in that case the order of priority as 
between such remaining applications shall be in accordance 
with the order in which the remaining tickets shall severally 
have been drawn out of the box. And the officer in charge 
shall thereupon note upon each such application the order of 
priority as aforesaid and shall forward such applications, or 
such applications as shall not be withdrawn, to the Minister of 
Public Instruction. If the first in order of such applications 
be granted, the other applications for the same land shall 
be deemed to be refused, and the rents and deed fees (and if 
survey of the land as hereinafter provided shall not have been 
made, the survey fees also), deposited as aforesaid, will be re
funded to the depositors ; but in the event of the first in order 
of such applications being refused on any ground that would 
not necessarily be a ground of objection to next or any other of 
such applications, then such other applications shall be con
sidered and dealt with in the order determined as aforesaid, 
until such one of such applications shall be granted or the 
whole of them refused.

Copies and extracts may be made of reports, &c.
18. Any person shall upon application and payment of the 

respective fees specified in the Schedule hereto numbered 5 be 
furnished with a copy of the surveyor’s report and plan of any 
land so applied for. J

Governor may grant or refuse application.
19. If the Minister on receipt of the application, plan, and 

report from the surreyor, be of opinion that a lease for the land 
applied for should not be issued, he shall then submit the 
application to the G-overnor with such recommendation as he 
may think fit to make in the matter, and the Governor, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, after considering the 
application and recommendation of the Minister, and all the 
circumstances connected with such application may grant or 
refuse such application: Provided always that before or at the 
time of granting any such application, it shall be lawful for the 
Governor with the advice aforesaid to alter or modify such 
application in any manner that he may think fit, and to deter- 
mme whether the whole or any part of the land therein applied 
tor shall be included in the lease. 1

Land protected pending application for lease.
20. Pending any application for a gold-mining lease, it shall

not be lawful for any person other than the applicant or appli
cants therefor or some person or persons legally entitled thereto 
to enter _upon, take possession of or occupy, or to mark out as a 
prospecting area, or to include within the boundaries of any 
prospecting area, the land applied for, or any part thereof- 
and no such entry, possession, occupancy, or marking shall 
confer any right or title to the said land. 8

Pendency of application.
21. The pendency of an application shall begin from the 

marking out of the land by the applicant or his agent, and shall 
continue until the applicant makes default in proceeding with 
Ms application in accordance with these Regulations, or until 
the Minister shall refuse to entertain such application, or until 
the Governor with the advice aforesaid, shall grant or refuse 
the same. But no application shall be recognised or considered 
as pending, the applicant for which shall not have made the' 
deposits required and specified in 14th Regulation.

Land held under prospecting authority may be worked pending application.
22. The applicant or applicants for the conversion of a olni™ 

or any part of such claim held under a prospecting authority 
may, at Ms or their risk, work the land under said authority 
pending the granting or refusing of the application.

Governor’s decision notified in Gazette.
23. As soon as possible after the Governor, with the advice 

aforesaid, shall have decided to refuse or grant any such appli
cation as aforesaid, notice of such refusal, or of the intention 
rv ?rn«a leaSe’ “k?1,1 be Published in tteO-overnment Gazette. 
If the Governor, with the advice aforesaid, shall refuse to grant 
the lease, the application therefor shall be deemed to be aban
doned, and such abandonment shall take effect from the date 
of the publication of the notice of such refusal in the said 
Gazette.

Form of lease.
24. If the Governor, with the advice aforesaid, shall deter

mine to grant a lease of land applied for, or any part thereof, 
a lease shall be prepared m duplicate in the form in the Sche
dule hereto numbered 6, or as near thereto as the circumstances 
will permit having regard to special requirements in certain

n’jrd!-haU ““'f111 the covenants, conditions, reservations, 
arid exceptions set forth m the said Schedule, and in these 
Regulations, and such others as the Governor, with the advice 
aforesaid. May, if he think fit, in certain oases direct, and every
tL iVor a ate of the dayof executioa thereof by

Execution ami delivery of lease.
25. Forthwith after the execution as aforesaid by the 

Governor, the lease in duplicate shall he forwarded to some 
duly authorized officer for delivery to the applicants, and notice 
m the form of the Schedule hereto numbered 7 shall be sent 
to the applicant requiring him or his attorney, constituted as 
hereinafter provided, to execute and take delivery of such lease ; 
and upon execution of the lease in duplicate, one of such forms 
shall, after being stamped, be delivered to the applicant or his 
attorney,^ and the other shall at once be returned to the Minis
ter, provided always that the notice last aforesaid may be sent 
by post or otherwise to the address given by the applicant in 
bis application.

Applicant, &c., may appoint attorney. Attorney may execute lease.
26. Any applicant or other person who may, by reason of 

absence or otherwise be unable personally to comply with the 
requirements of these regulations, may comply therewith by an 
attorney, constituted by the execution of a power of attorney, 
m the form of the Schedule, hereto numbered 8, or to the like 
effect ; and every attorney so constituted shall, before being 
permitted to execute any lease, or sign any transfer of mortgage, 
be required to deposit such power of attorney or a certified copy 
thereof, with the officer in charge of Church and School 
lands.
Lease, if not executed, may be cancelled. Special permission may be given 

to execute lease.
^ aily successful applicant for a lease shall for a period 

of twenty-eight days after being called upon in the manner 
prescribed in the 25th regulation, fail to attend by him
self or his attorney to execute and receive the lease granted 
to Mm he shall forfeit all right, title, and interest, in and 
to the land referred to in such lease, and to the possession 
thereof, and shall also forfeit all moneys paid or deposited with 
his application and the lease shall be forthwith returned to 
the Minister for cancellation : Provided always that it shall 
be lawful for the Minister, in cases in which he shall be 
satisfied that the failure on the part of the successful applicant 
aforesaid to execute and receive the lease was due or caused by 
circumstances over which such applicant had no control, and 
that such applicant was in nowise blamable for such failure 
to permit such applicant at any time within thirty days after 
the lease shall have been returned as aforesaid to execute and 
take delivery of such lease, but if such lease shall not be 
executed by the applicant within the thirty days aforesaid, such 
lease shall be absolutely cancelled.

Rent, and payment of.
28. The rent reserved under any gold-mining lease shall be

twenty shillings per acre, payable annually in advance, the first 
payment to be made with the application, which payment 
shall cover the rent reserved under such lease for one year from 
the granting thereof ; and thereafter the rent for each ensuing 
year shall be paid in advance to the Colonial Treasurer in 
bydney, and in default of any such payment the lease may be 
forfeited. J

. Providing for Royalty.
29. On every lease issued for mining for gold the royalty, 

reserved in respect thereof shall be one pound per centum of 
the value of the gold raised from the demised land.

Record of quantity of gold raised to be kept-Penalty if not so recorded.
30. At the expiration of each year or within one month there-

atter, a statement shall be furnished to the Minister under tbe 
hand of the lessee or some one of them, or of the Manager of 
the mine setting out the quantity and value of the gold raised 
from the demised land, and the accuracy of every such statement 
shall be verified by tbe statutory declaration of the person 
making it. And the lessee, or lessees, or Manager of tbe mine 
shall keep a proper book in which he or they shall enter the 
quantity of gold raised each day from the demised land; and 
the value of such gold shall also be entered from time to time 
as soon as known; and such book shall at all times be open to 
the inspection of such officer as tbe Minister may authorise for ' 
the purpose And it is further provided that if tbe lessee or 
lessees shall fail to pay the royalty reserved under his or their 
lease withm thirty days after such shall have become due, 
although no formal demand shall have been made therefor, or 
shall fail to keep a proper record of the quantity and value of 
the gold raised, or shall refuse to allow such record to be in
spected by any officer authorised by the Minister for that pur
pose, or shall fail to observe and perform the other conditions 
and covenants of his or their lease, the Governor may thereupon 
or at any time thereafter cancel such lease, and on publication 
in the Gazette of such cancellation the lease shall be absolutely ' 
void. ■'

Duration, termination, and renewal of- leases.
31. A lease for gold-mining purposes may be granted for 

any term not exceeding fifteen years, and during such term the 
holder of any such lease, and the executors, administrators, and
assigns of suoli holder shall be entitled at any time, with the
consent of the Governor, to surrender such lease. And it shall 
be lawful for the Governor, in tbe name and on behalf of Her 
Majesty, to grant to any such person as aforesaid a lease for any
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term not exceeding fifteen years of the whole or any part of 
the land demised by such surrendered lease. And any such 
lease may, with such consent, be renewed for any period not 
exceeding fifteen years.

Mode of applying for renewal of lease, &c.

32. Applicants for a lease of the whole or any part of the 
land demised by a lease which shall have been surrendered as 
aforesaid shall proceed in the manner hereinbefore prescribed 
to take possession of such land and to make application there
for. But holders of leases who shall desire to obtain a renewal 
of the lease of the land demised to them may make application 
in writing addressed to the Minister of Public Instruction 
for such renewal; and if it shall appear to the Minister, after 
due consideration and inquiry, to be expedient, he shall 
recommend the Governor to grant such renewal, subject to 
the surrender of the lease previously granted; and provided 
all boundary-marks shall have been properly maintained it 
shall not (unless the Minister of Public Instruction in certain 
cases think otherwise) be necessary for the purpose of obtain
ing such renewal to retake possession or to resurvey the land. 
Provided always that every lease so renewed shall be subject to 
such conditions and provisions, including any increase of rent 
or royalty, as the Governor may determine.

Lessees may determine lease on notice.

33. Lessees may at any time determine their leases by giving 
the Minister of Public Instruction three months’ notice of their 
desire to do so, but no rent shall in any case be refunded.

Registration of lease.

34. Every gold-mining lease or sub-lease, and every transfer, 
assignment, mortgage, or encumbrance thereof, or of any part 
or parts of the premises therein, shall be registered in such 
office in the City of Sydney, in or in connection with the 
Department of Public Instruction, as the Minister of Public 
Instruction shall from time to time appoint, and tho officer for the 
time being appointed to make such registration shall be entitled 
to demand therefor such fees, and such only, as are prescribed in 
the Schedule hereto numbered 5 ; and the fees so received 
shall be applied as provided for in the Principal Act ; and it 
shall be the duty of the officer appointed as last aforesaid to 
make registration of every gold-mining lease which shall have 
been granted, executed, and issued as aforesaid, of every sub
lease, transfer, assignment, mortgage, or encumbrance, sanc
tioned or authorized by the Minister, and of every assignment 
affected by operation of law; and such registration shall be 
made in such book or hooks and in such form as the Minister 
shall from time to time direct; and all such books shall be open 
during office hours, to bo inspected on paymeut of the fee 
prescribed in the Schedule hereto numbered 5; and the officer 
aforesaid, shall afford every facility for such inspection, and 
shall supply copies of or extracts from entries in such books, 
and tracings of plans, on payment of the fees prescribed as 
aforesaid ; but shall not permit any person other than an 
officer or clerk in the Department to make any such copy, 
extract, or tracing.

Transfers, &c., must be sanctioned and registered.

35. No transfer or assignment of any land demised as afore
said, or of any interest therein (except an assignment by 
operation of law) and no sub-lease of any such land, or any 
part thereof, shall be valid or bo recognised unless made with or 
under the license, sanction, or authority of the Minister of 
Public Instruction, and registered in the office, referred to in 
the preceding regulation. In the event of any lessee or any 
person having a legal interest in any land demised as aforesaid, 
desiring to transfer or assign such land or any interest therein, 
or in the event of any lessee desiring to sub-let such land or 
any part thereof, he shall make application in writing to the 
Minister of Public Instruction for such license, sanction, or 
authority, and upon such application, if. made by the 
person who appears by the register aforesaid to be legally 
entitled to the lease of the land, or to the interest 
therein, as the case may be, it shall be lawful for the Minister 
of Public Instruction, if he think fit, to grant such license, 
sanction, or authority. And with every such application 
for a license or authority to transfer or assign, the applicant 
shall forward an instrument in the form of the Schedule 
hereto numbered 9, under the hands of the parties to 
the transfer or assignment; and the Minister of Public 
Instruction shall, if he grant such license, sanction, or authority, 
notify the same upon the face of the instrument. And every 
application for permission to sub-let shall state clearly whether 
it is proposed to sub-let the whole or only a portion, and if so, 
what portion of the land demised ; and shall set out fully and 
distinctly the purpose for which it is proposed to sub-let 
such demised land or portion thereof, and the- several terms, 
conditions, and restrictions to which such sub-lease shall be 
subject; and if the Minister shall see fit to license, sanction, or 
authorise such sub-lease, he shall place a minute to that effect 
upon such application ; but before placing such minute upon 
the application, he may require such additions, alteration*,

or modifications to be made as he shall think fit. No 
application to license to transfer, assign, or sub-let shall be 
entertained, unless accompanied by the registration fee therefor 
prescribed in the Schedule hereto numbered 5; but in the 
event of such application being refused, the fee forwarded 
therewith shall be returned. Provided always that no such 
license, sanction, or authority, shall be required in the case of 
any assignment made by any person in whom the right to sell 
or assign is vested by operation of law, but nevertheless every 
assignment by such person shall be registered as aforesaid.

Amalgamation.
36. In cases where it can be shown to the satisfaction of the 

Minister of Public Instruction that adjoining leases can be 
more effectually worked together than separately, and that the 
owners of other leases will not be prejudicially affected by the 
amalgamation of such leases, the Minister may, on the appli
cation of the lessees, and payment of the fee specified in 
schedule 5, authorize the amalgamation of such leases, and 
thereupon such leases shall become one lease, and the number 
of men to be employed shall in no case be less than half tho 
aggregate number required under the leases so amalgamated. 
And failure to employ the required number of men shall render 
the title thereto forfeited.

Power to declare application or lease void.
37. The Governor shall have power at any time during the 

progress of any application, and before the execution of the 
lease to declare by writing under his hand, that the application 
(describing it) is abandoned, and after the lease has been executed 
by him, and before its execution by the lessee, that such lease is 
void, and after such lease shall have been executed by the 
Governor and the lessee, on the breach by the lessee of any 
covenant or condition of the lease, the Governor may 
direct that such lease be cancelled. If the Governor shall 
declare any such application abandoned, or lease void, or Any 
lease which has been issued, void or forfeited, or direct that 
any such lease be cancelled, the Minister of Public In
struction, or officer in charge, shall forthwith publish a notice 
in the Government Gazette to that effect, describing accurately 
the application or lease referred to, and such notice in the Gazette 
shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts throughout the Colony 
of such declaration having been made, and thereupon the land 
shall become and be open, as it would have been if such 
application had not been made, or if such lease had not been 
executed.

Suspension of work.
38. The registered holder, or majority of the registered 

holders, of any lease which shall have been registered in terms 
of the 34th Kegulation may at any time, upon satisfying the 
Minister of Public Instruction by statutory declaration that 
any of the following causes for suspension of work actually 
exist—viz., (1) that the demised land and mine are unworkable 
from any cause; (2) that the registered holder or holders 
require to be absent, for some sufficient cause, from the locality 
of the demised land, or are unable, by reason of sickness or 
other sufficient cause, to work in such land and mine; (3) 
that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the working 
of the said land and mine to be properly carried on—obtain 
from the Minister aforesaid an order in writing permitting tho 
holder or holders of such land to suspend work upon and. in 
connection with such demised land for any period not exceeding 
six months, and may, on payment of the fee prescribed therefor 
in the Schedule hereto numbered 5, and delivery to him of 
the order aforesaid, require the officer referred to in the 34th 
regulation to register such permission as aforesaid.

Water Rights.

Definition.
39. A water-right shall include and mean the right to collect, 

store, divert, and convey water from any source, for mining 
purposes, in the manner hereinafter provided.

Classes of water-rights.
40. Water-rights shall be of four hinds, namely

1. “Stream water-rights,” for water to be used in the bed 
' of a stream, or diverted therefrom for use else

where.
2. Spring, lagoon, or swamp -water-rights.
3. Watershed or storm water-rights.
4. Motive-power water-rights.

Sluicc-heads—how measured.
41. Any miner diverting or using water shall use a gauge or 

measurement to be called a sluice-head, of the following dimen- 
8ion8 :—A box sluice-head shall be a volume of water 1 inch by 
12 inches ; a ground sluice-head shall be a volume of water 3 
inches by 12 Indies, and shall be gauged in the following 
manner:—An open box, 6 feet in length, and 12 inches in 
width, with a scale of inches marked on the inner side at the
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lower end, shall be- placed as near as practicable at the head of 
the race—haying a fall or inclination not exceeding 6 inches in 
the entire length of it; and the gauge of water as above speci
fied shall be taken at the mouth of the box where the water is 
discharged. When the length of the race shall exceed one mile, 
the width of the box may be increased half an inch for each 
mile.

Limitation of water-right.
42. Tbe quantity of water to which any miner shall be 

entitled under one water-right shall not exceed four ground 
sluice-heads, except under storm-water or watershed rights, 
when he shall be entitled to all water collected by him. Pro
vided that no storm or watershed race shall be constructed 
above any similar existing race nearer than one quarter of a 
mile thereto.

Priority of water-rights.
43. The priority of water-rights derived from a common 

source shall be determined by the date of registration ; and in 
case of the water supply being insufficient, the person last 
registered shall forego his rights during such insufficiency of 
water as against the person previously registered, and so on in 
rotation as the supply diminishes. Provided that in all rivers 
and creeks from which water is diverted for mining purposes 
there shall at all times be left running at least one ground sluice- 
head of water for general use if required.

Water—motive power.
44. Any miner shall be entitled to divert water from any 

stream or natural source to be used as a motive-power, pro
vided that such water shall not be required for gold-washing 
purposes..

Water—when right thereto ceases.
45. The right to any water under any water-right shall termi

nate whenever the water shall be discharged into any natural 
stream or watercourse after being used.

Union of water-rights.
46. Where it is found that increased facility would be given 

in working claims and a waste of water prevented by the 
running of two or more water-rights through one race, the 
same shall be allowed, provided that all such rights shall 
follow in rotation and have precedence according to priority of 
registration.

Dams and reservoirs, &c.
47. Any person desirous of constructing a dam or reservoir 

shall make application to the Minister in the form in Schedule 
hereto numbered 12, and such application shall describe the 
site and area of the land, and therewith must be deposited tho 
sum of 10s. for each and every acre applied for, together with 
survey fee, as provided in schedule hereto numbered 3. And 
the boundaries of such shall be defined by the erection of posts 
not less than 3 inches in diameter and showing at least 3 feet 
above the surface at each angle.

A copy of such application shall be conspicuously posted by the 
applicant upon one of such posts of the site or area applied for.

If at the end of fourteen clear days no objections shall have 
been lodged with the Officer in Charge of Church and School 
lands, the application will be dealt with if unobjectionable.

Water for domestic use.
48. The Minister may set apart or withhold for domestic 

purposes any water-hole, spring, well or abandoned reservoir 
upon receipt of an application in writing signed by not less 
than twelve persons holding prospecting authorities or leases; 
and no person shall use for gold-washing purposes, or waste, 
or by any means defile the water so withheld.

Water-races.
Mode of application, dimensions, and rent therefor.

49. Every application for permission to cut and construct a 
water-race must fully describe the source from which it is pro
posed to take the water and the approximate length and dimen
sions of such race and with every such application shall bo 
lodged the first year’s rent and survey fee. The width allowed 
for every such race shall be 10 feet on each side of such race, 
but where the cutting exceeds 10 feet in depth or a tunnel is 
constructed, the width for such shall be 20 feet on each side 
thereof, and the width allowed for tressels for fluming shall be 
at the discretion of the Minister. And the rent reserved 
therefor shall not be less than 5s., per annum for every mile or 
fractional part thereof, payable annually in advance and the 
cost of survey at the rate for lineal measurement stated in 
schedule hereto numbered 3. Provided always that any ex
tension or deviation thereof may be granted on application and 
payment of the fees hereinbefore provided. Every such race or 
extension or deviation thereof, if the application therefor be 
approved by the Minister of Public Instruction, shall be 
registered in the Church and School Lands Office upon the 
applicant or applicants therefor signing a contract in the 
form in Schedule hereto numbered 10, and his Excellency the 
Governor, on the recommendation of the Minister may for any 
breach of such contract or the non-payment of rent for a period 
of twenty-eight days after such shall have become due, although 
no formal demand shall have been made therefor, cancel such

contract, which cancellation will be notified in the Government 
Gazette^ and all moneys paid thereon shall become forfeited. 
Provided further that in tbe event of any application for a 
water-race being refused, all moneys deposited therewith, 
after deducting for any expenses incurred in obtaining reports, 
&c., shall be refunded.

Races through other claims.
50. Any miner shall be entitled to* cut and construct a race 

through any claim or under, over, or across any other race, 
provided that such race shall be cut or constructed in such a 
manner as not to injure the claim or race across which it is cut 
or constructed.

Bridging roads, &c.
51. 'Wherever any race cresses any road or public footway, 

the owner of such race shall construct and keep in repair a good 
and substantial bridge over the same of the following 
dimensions ~

If over a road........................................... 12 feet in width
If over a footway..................................  6 „ „ „

Races, dams, &c., to be kept in repair.
52. No holder of a water-right shall allow the water thereby 

secured to him to run to waste, and in the event of any race, 
dam, or reservoir being out of repair, or being in an insecure 
condition, or the water being allowed to rim to waste, the 
Minister, on complaint being made to him, may make such 
order as may be necessary to prevent waste of water or public 
injury.

Registration.
53. All water-rights, races, dams, or reservoirs, shares therein 

or any transfer of the same shall be registered with the officer- 
in-charge of Church and School Lands.

Machine sites may be allowed.
54. No application for a machine site will be entertained 

unless a prospecting authority under these regulations be first 
had and obtained ; the first year’s rent and survey fee to be 
lodged with application. The area thereof shall in no case 
exceed 3 acres, nor shall the rent be less than twenty shillings 
per acre, payable annually in advance. The applicants for such 
site will be required to enter into and sign a contract in the 
form in Schedule numbered 11, which shall be registered in 
the Church and School Lands Office. Provided always that, 
in the event of any breach thereof, or the non-payment of rent 
for a period of twenty-eight days after such shall have become 
due, although no formal demand shall have been made therefor, 
the Governor on the recommendation of the Minister may cancel 
such contract, and the cancellation thereof shall be notified in 
the Government Gazette, and all moneys paid thereon shall 
become forfeited. Provided further that in the event of any 
application for a machine site being refused, all moneys deposited 
therewith, after deducting for any expenses incurred in 
obtaining reports, &c., shall he refunded.

No.

Date

Schedule No. I.
Gold-mining (Prospecting Authority). 

No.

Issued to 

of

DESCRIPTION.

£ t :

Dale 18 •

Authority for Prospecting and "Mining for 
on Church and School Lands. 

Issued to of
under the provisions of the Church and School 
Lands Mining Act of 1888, and subject to 
Regulations prescribed thereunder, to be in 
force for three months only from this date.

Schedule
Describing land over which this authority 

shall be exercised.

Area. County. Parish. Description.

£ Officer in Charge.

The following conditions are to be observed in connection with 
this authority :—

Within seven days from the date of issue, the holder of this 
authority will be required to mark out the land described 
herein by placing posts at each corner thereof, three inches iri 
diameter, and projecting not less than three feet above the 
surface, each-of which must be set in trenches six feet long by
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nine inches deep, to indicate the general direction of the 
boundaries. One of these posts, or a tree adjacent, must have 
a board or metal plate affixed thereto, with the words, <r Held 
under Prospecting Authority by” [name to be inserted) legibly 
written ther/-on.

All shafts and dangerous places occasioned by or on behalf 
of the holder of this authority will bo required to be protected, 
either by filling in or fencing off any such workings prior to 
abandoning them, and before commencing any further mining 
operations under this authority j and all works must be 
conducted in such a manner as to prevent any avoidable damage 
to the lessee; and the Minister may, on non-fulfilment of these 
conditions, declare such authority as cancelled.

Prior to tho expiration of this authority, either an application 
for a lease of the whole or any part of the land must be made, 
or the holder may apply for a renewal of such authority, which 
may be granted at the discretion of the Minister for a further 
period of three months j but in no case will more than one 
renewal be allowed.

Schedule No. la.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS. . 

Transfer of authority to prospect for over an
area of acre. County of
Parish of
('‘J” or “ We”) being registered as the holder of prospecting 
authority No. issued under the sanction of the Minister of 
Public Instruction to and
dated the day of 188 ,
and numbered in Register do hereby transfer to

from the sum of [Here insert the sum deposited as rent in 
advance] deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion 
the Estate may have been put in or about or in respect of this 
application : and this application shall thereupon become and 
be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. 
And if the lease shall be granted shall and will commence 
mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within from and after the granting thereof, and shall
and will employ upon such land not less than men during 
the first of tbe term thereby created, and not less than

men during the remainder of such term. And shall and 
will at any time when called upon in terms of the Regulations 
relating to gold-mining leases on Church and School lands, to 
do so, execute, and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein 
for a period of twenty-eight days, after being so called upon 

shall and will forfeit the said sum of [Here insert the sum 
deposited as rent in advance] and all right, title, or interest in 
and to the said land and the possession thereof) and the said 
lease shall be forthwith cancelled.

have the honor to be,
Sir, .

Your most obedient servant,

Signature of applicant, or of each applicant.
[Name in full, and address of each applicant.]

This application was received by me this diy of 
188 , at the hour of o’clock on the noon, and is
numbered

Signature.
Officer in Charge.

all my right, title, and interest in and to the prospecting
authority aforesaid and the said

do hereby accept transfer of the right, title, and interest of the 
said in and to the prospecting
authority aforesaid, subject to the provisions and conditions of 
the “ Church and School Lands Mining Act of 1888,” and 

hereby agree to be hound by nil and singular the terms, 
conditions, covenants, provisoes, restriction?, and reservations 
contained in the said prospecting authority.

In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our respec
tive names this day of 188 .

Witness to Signature. Transferror. Transferee.

I, hereby sanction and authorize
the transfer of the interest of in the
abovenamed prospecting authority to

Hated at this day of 18 •
(Signature)

J have this day of 18 , registered
the above transferee as tbe holder of prospecting authority 
No.

Officer in Charge of Church and School Lands.

Schedule 2.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—GOLD-MINING 

LEASH REGULATIONS.

Application for Gold-mining Lease.
To the Honorable (Place)

The Minister of Public Instruction, (Date)
Sydney.

SlE,
(''I” or tlWe”J hereby make application for a gold-mining
lease of that piece or parcel of land situated
County of parish of
containing of which took possession on the
day of under authority dated
for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for gold, for a
period of years, by [state how angles are marked] at each angle
thereof. The datum [tree, post» or other mark] is distant
in a direction from

forward herewith [“ The sum off] being the first year’s 
rent in advance of the said land, and [“ The sum off] to cover 
the cost of survey and deed fee. And hereby request that
survey may forthwith be made of the said piece or parcel of
land.

hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon 
tho distinct understanding and condition that if shall 
abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the 
Minister of Public Instruction for the time being may deduct

Note.—In dealing with this application, the number of men 
proposed to be employed, and the time proposed for commenc
ing operations, will be taken into consideration. And if (taking 
into account all the circumstances of tbe case) such proposals 
do not appear to the Minister of Public Instruction to be 
reasonable, ho may refuse to entertain the application, and 
thereupon such application will become and bo void.

Schedule 3.
Scale of fees for Survey.

Areas of Portions in Acres.
Amount 

for separate 
portions.

£ s. d. 
10 0
1 10 0
2 0 0
3 0 0
3 10 0

Lineal measurements to be paid for at the rate of £1 
10s. per mile.

. Schedule 4.
Receipt for Rent, Survey and Deed Fee.

Church and School Lands Office, 
Sydney,

Received from this day of 18 the
sum of pounds shillings and pence, being the
first year’s rent in advance, survey and deed fee for 
acres of land at applied for by the undermentioned
applicant under the Regulations for gold-mining on Church and 
School lands.
Application No.
Name of Applicant address
£ ■

Officer in charge of Church and School Lands.

Schedule 5.
Scale of Fees for Registration. Sfc.

For each transfer.............................. ...................................
For each assignment................................... ........................
For each mortgage or other encumbrance.....................
For each sub-lease................................................................
For registration of suspension of labour conditions... 
For copy of or extract from any entry, record, report,

instrument, or document, per folio..........................
For copy of any plan of one lease ...................................
For copy of every additional lease on same plan........
For inspection of any record.............................................
For each lot amalgamated ................................................

0 10 
0 10 
0 10 
1 0 
0 10

0 1 
0 5 
0 2 
0 1 
0 10

0
0
0
0
0

6
0
6
0
0
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Schedule No. 6.

Form of Gold Mining Lease.

This Indenture—made the day of , in the year of our 
Jjord one thousand eight hundred and , between Her Most 
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and

(hereinafter called the lessee ) of the other part—Witnesseth : 
—That in consideration of the sum of

paid by the said lessee on the day of 18 ,
and of the rents hereinafter reserved, and of the covenants and 
provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these 
presents grant and demise unto the lessee , h executors, 
administrators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land, 
containing by admeasurement ,
and more particularly described and delineated in the Schedule 
hereto, or in the plan hereunto annexed and numbered ,
and all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of gold in, on, and 
under the said land (hereinafter called the said mine) ; together 
•with all and singular the shafts, levels, ((rifts, works, ways, 
fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, and appur
tenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby 
granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for the 
purposes of mining on the said land for gold, and also with full 
power for the said lessee , h executors, administrators, and 
transferees, and his and their agents and workmen (including 
contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, 
make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, water
courses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the 
gold in, on, or under the said land; and to take and appropriate 
the same during the term hereby granted; and to make and 
construct on the said land races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, 
and tramways, and also to erect on the said land all buildings, 
engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary 
for the purpose of winning and obtaining the gold in, on, or 
under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works, 
of the said mine; and also to erect on the sa’id land such offices, 
cottages, and dwelling-housesfor the use of the agents, workmen, 
and persons employed in tho said mine and works, as the said 
lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees shall 
think proper: To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with 
the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to such rights and 
interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein at the date of 
these presents) unto the said lessee , h executors, adminis
trators, and transferees, from the date hereof, for the term of 

years, next ensuing, for the purpose of mining therein 
or thereon for gold, and working or winning the said gold, and 
for no other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her 
Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, yearly, and every year 
during the said term, the yearly rent of in advance,
the first year’s rent having been paid as aforesaid, on the 
day of the next payment shall be made to the Colonial 
Treasurer, in Sydney, on the day of next; and thereafter,
on the day of in each and every year, the
yearly rent aforesaid shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer 
aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the 
said land, mine, and premises are now, or at any time during 
the said term, may be subject or liable : Provided always, and 
it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent shall be in 
arrear for thirty days after the same shall have become payable, 
whether such rent shall have been legally demanded or not, 
any officer appointed or authorized thereto by the Minister of 
Public Instruction may, by himself or his a^ent, enter upon 
the said land, and seize and distrain all gold, and all rock, 
earth, or other matter containing gold actually got and raised 
from the said mine; and all machinery, apparatus, tools, 
waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, 
chattels, and effects whatsoever in, upon, and about the said 
land and premises; and every distress thus made may take 
away, sell, and dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved 
in common leases; and out of the moneys arising thereby 
retain so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, 
and which shall at the time of such sale be unpaid; and all 
expenses incurred by him or them in or in respect of such 
seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any 
surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessee , h 
executors, administrators, or transferees; and the acceptance 
nr receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach 
of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed 
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Minister of 
Public Instruction, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, 
to enforce observance of such covenant. And the said lessee” 
do hereby, for h sel , h heirs, executors, 
administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, 
Her Heirs and Successors, in manner following, that is to say :—

1. That the said lessee , h executors, administrators, 
and transferees shall and will during the said term pay unto 
Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, the rent hereby 
reserved, at the times and places hereinbefore appointed for 
payment thereof, clear of all deductions, and shall further pay 
as royalty the sum of one pound per centum per annum of the 
value of the gold raised from the demised land.

2. And shall and will after the expiration of from
the d'ate of delivery hereof, upon and during all lawful working 
days, except when prevented by inevitable accident, or during 
the execution of repairs, make, construct, and work the said 
land, mine, and premises in the best and most effectual 
manner, and to the best advantage, without interruption ; and 
shall and will diligently explore and search for gold in, on, and 
under the said land, mine, and premises.

3. And shall and will, after the expiration of the said t 
employ in the construction of the works, or in mining opera
tions on or under the said lands, during the first
month of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour 

able and competent workmen and miners at the least, and 
during the remainder of the said term, and- during the usual 
hours of labour, shall aud will employ as aforesaid, not less 
than such woikmen and miners, unless prevented
by inevitable accident, or during the execution of repairs. 
Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee 
each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and be 
deemed for the purposes of these presents to be a workman or 
miner employed-as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during the said term, effectually drain 
the said mine, and pump all water likely to cause injury thereto, 
or which would prevent or interfere with tbe working thereof, 
and if the said mine shall be affcctei, or be liable to be affected 
by the same flow or tody of water as any other mine or mines 
contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so 
to do, contribute with tbe lessee or lessees, or owner or owners 
of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of tbe machinery 
and labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free 
from water to a workable extent; or if the said mine shall be 
kept free from water to a workable extent, either wholly or 
partially by means of the maohineiy and labour of a contiguous 
mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, or owner or owners, of such con
tiguous mine or mines—then shall and wiil pay to such lessee or 
lessees, owneror owners, as aforesaid,- a reasonable proportion of 
the cost of such machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable pro
portion of the money so expended, and tbe Minister of Public 
Instruction for the time being, may, if, and whenever he shall 
think fit, deputesomeeffieient person who shall have access to and 
inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine 
is so freed or kept wholly or partially free from wafer, and 
what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to be paid,—such decision 
to be final and conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of 
the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of the said mine that tho 
same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to 
any roadway, river, creek, or private, Church and School, or 
Crown Lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public 
or private damage or inconvenience.

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during tbe 
said term, a post, painted white, or where it is impracticable to 
erect posts, shall and will erect, make, or establish some other 
approved boundary marks, at each angle of the said land, and 
at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, 
so as plainly and accurately to define the boundary-lines and 
angles of the said land; and in case posts shall be erected, 
each such post shall be fixed firmly in the ground, and shal 
project above the surface thereof not less than three feet.

7. And shall and will, as often as required so to do during 
the term, make and deliver to the Minister of Public 
Instruction for the time being, or any officer appointed or 
instructed to collect, obtain, or receive the same, all such truo 
and proper plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the 
workings and operations of the said mine, made up to tbe last 
day of tbe preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which 
shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the lessee for 
the time being, or the manager, or other officer having the 
charge, control, and direction of the works of tbe said mine) 
as the Minister of Public Instruction shall from time to time 
direct. And shall and will, whenever required by the Minister 
of Public Instruction so to do, deliver to any officer appointed 
or instructed as aforesaid, samples of the alluvium or vein stuff 
found in or upon such mine and land.

8. And shall and will at tbe expiration of -each year, or within 
one month thereafter, furnish a statement to the Minister under 
the hand of tbe lessee or someone of them, or of the manager 
of the mine, setting out the quantity and value of the gold 
raised from the demised land ; and the accuracy of every such 
statement shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the 
per son making it; and the lessee or lessees or manager of-the 
mine shall keep a proper book in which shall be entered the 
quantity of gold raised each day from the demised land, and 
the value of such gold shall be entered from time to time as 
soon as known, aud such book shall at all times be open to the 
inspection of such officer, as tbe Minister may authorize for tho 
purpose.
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9. And shall and will, during the said term, make proper 
and reasonable compensation to the occupier or occupiers, 
lesseeorlesseesfromtheChurcb and School Estate of any adjoin
ing land in respect of any damage which maybe sustained by him 
or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the 
carrying on of the works thereof or connected therewith, such 
compensation to be determined by the Minister of Public 
Instruction, or by some person authorised by him so to do.

10. And shall and will permit any mining surreyor, or other 
person duly authorised in that behalf, with all proper or 
necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said 
term, quietly to enter into and upon the said land, mine, and 
premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof j 
and for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, 
and to enter into and use all adits, levels, galleries, drives, and 
excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, 
machinery, gear, appliances, materials, labour, and other things 
in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so 
nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary interference is caused 
with the carrying on of the said mining works.

11. And further, shall and will at all times during the said 
terra keep and preserve the said mine and premises from all 
avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, 
watercourses, roads, ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein 
and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be 
considered by a Mining Surveyor or other proper officer 
authorised by the Minister of Public Instruction to inspect and 
report upon such matters and things to be unnecessary for the 
proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and 
in such state and condition shall and will at the end or sooner 
determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular tbe premises hereby demised to 
Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, or to the officer 
authorised to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the 
Minister of Public Instruction may, if he think fit, permit the 
lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, within 
such time as he shall fix after possession shall have been re
ceived as aforesaid to enter upon the said land, and to remove 
therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have 
been erected and fixed upon such land, and such earth, rock, 
stone, quartz, clay, sand, or soil containing gold as shall have 
been won from and raised to the surface of such mine.

12. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit tobeusedor 
occupied, the said land, or any part thereof for other than 
mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, 
or garden ground for the persons employed in, on, or about tbe 
said mine.

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with 
possession of the said land, mine, and premises, or any part 
thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without 
the license first had and obtained of the Minister of Public In
struction for the time being : Provided always that no such 
license shall be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or 
otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, or any 
part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled 
to sell tbe same for the benefit of the creditors or a creditor of 
the lessee or h transferees, or in cases where tho lessee 
or h transferees desire to let the said mine and premises, 
or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.

14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or 
adits to or from any contiguous mine or mines, whereby fresh 
air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent by or on 
behalf of Her Majesty as a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, 
or of the Minister of Public Instruction, or other officer on 
behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants 
herein contained, or of the right of the G-overnor, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void 
for breach of any such covenant: Provided always and it is 
hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—

16. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, Her Heirs, 
Successors and assigns, without compensation to the lessee, to 
make and use in, on, or under the said laud any levels, drifts, 
leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages for 
freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, 
or for conveying water to any other lands or mines for mining 
purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for 
effectually working any other mines, or for any public purpose 
whatsoever, and to cut, dig, and remove all timber, stone, 
gravel, and other materials in or upon the said land which 
may be required for any public purpose, causing as little 
damage, obstruction, or interference as possible to or with the 
said mine and the works thereof.

17. And if the lessee , h executors, administrators, or 
transferees shall prove to the satisfaction of the Minister of Pub
lic Instruction that tho said mine is unworkable from any cause 
whatsoever, or that the lessee , h executors, administrators.

or transferees, require to be absent for some sufficient cause 
from the locality of tbe said land and mine, or is or are unable, 
by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such 
land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow 
the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be profit
ably carried on, and shall obtain from such Minister permission 
to suspend work therein or thereon h may in such manner 
as may be prescribed by any Kegulations in that behalf relating 
to gold-mining leases register such land, mine, and premises for 
suspension of work therein or thereon, for any period not 
exceeding s:’x months, and may during such period discontinue 
work without incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or 
penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained.

18. And, lastly, that if tho lessee , h executors, adminis
trators, or transferees shall at any time during the said term 
fail to use such land bona fide for the purpose for which it has 
been demised, or if and whenever the said rent or royalty shall 
he in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment 
thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or 
not, or if and whenever there shall be a breach of or non-compli- 
anco with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the 
lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees, and 
the lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not have obtained from the Minister of Public Instruc
tion permission to suspend work as aforesaid, in case tbe 
breach shall have been for tbe non-compliance with the 
covenants for tbe employment of workmen or miners, or for 
the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of 
the Executive Council, who alone and finally shall judge and 
determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted 
by tbe Minister of Public Instruction for the time being, may 
(notwithstanding the acceptance of rent of the demised land 
after such failure, breach, or non-compliance shall have hap
pened or been committed), declare these presents void, and 
upon publication in the Government Gazette of notice of such 
declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the leseee , h 

executors, administrators, and transferees, under these pre
sents shall cease and determine both at law and in equity, and 
the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing 
a notice, purporting to be signed by the Minister of Public 
Instruction, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evi
dence in all Courts whatsoever in the Colony of New South 
Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and 
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain 
such declaration having been lawfully made, and that the 
interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined; and 
thereupon, it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, Her Heirs and 
Successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or 
other person duly authorised thereto, or for any holder of a 
Prospecting Authority, who has the permission of the Minister 
of Public Instruction for tbe time being, without any previous 
demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into and upon the said 
land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and 
enjoy as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if 
these premises had not been made, and the said lessee , h 
executors, administrators, and transferees, to expel and remove 
without any legal process, and as effectually as the Sheriff might 
do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a 
writ of habere facias possessionem bed been issued on such 
judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding 
taken in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such 
proceeding may plead leave and license in bar thereof; and 
these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and 
license by the lessee , h executors, administrators, and 
transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plain
tiffs, in such proceedings, for such entry or other matters com
plained of in such proceedings.

In "Witness whereof, His Excellency the Right Honorable 
Charles Robert, Baroh Carrington, a Member of 
Her Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its depen
dencies, hath, on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, caused 
the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this Grant, and 
also set his Hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the 
said Colony, the day and year first above written, and the

and seal the 
18 .

chains to an inch

lessee ha also set h hand
day of

Signed, sealed, and delivered, by the") 
within named
in the presence of '

. PLAN.

Parish of 

County of
Scale,

district.
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[Endorsement.']

Registered in the Church and School Lands Office, at Sydney, 
this day of a.d. 18 , at the hour of o’clock
in the noon, and numbered in the Register.

Officer in Charge.

No.
Dated A.d. 18 .

Her Majesty the Queen

TO

GOLD-MINING- LEASE.
D.

Schedule No. 7.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS— O OLD-MINI NO 

LEASE REGULATIONS.

Nodes to Applicant to execute Lease.

Department of Public Instruction,
Church and School Lands Office, Sydney,

18 .
I hereby notify you that the Gold-mining Lease for which 

you made application. No. on the day of
18 , has been granted and executed by His Excellency

the Governor, and is now lying at the office
awaiting execution by you. You arc therefore hereby 

required to attend at such Office, on or before the day of 
to execute and take delivery of the said Lease ; 

and failing so to do the Loise will be forthwith transmitted to 
the Honorable the Minister of Public Instruction for cancel
lation.

I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

Officer in Charge.

Schedule No. 8.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—GOLD-MINING 

LEASE REGULATIONS.

Form of Power of Attorney.

Know all Men by these Presents :
That [“ If or “ TFef adding the namei address, and description 

of each person] do hereby make, nominate, constitute, and
appoint, and in place or stead put
of to be true and lawful Attorney for and
in name and as a^t and deed, to sign, seal, and
take delivery of the gold mining lease for which on tho

day of 18 , made application (No.
at ), under the provisions of the “Church and School
Lands Mining Act of 1888,” and the Regulations made there
under, and which has been or shall be granted and issued by 
the Governor, and for and in name to enter into all
such covenants and agreements as shall be required to
enter into in and by the said lease and generally for and
in name to do, execute, and perform all such other acts,
deeds, and things, as may be necessary or may be required to 
be done, executed, or performed in and about the application 
for and execution of such lease j and do hereby ratify and 
confirm all and whatsoever the said shall lawfully
do, or cause to be done in or about tho premises, by virtue of 
this power.

In witness whereof, have hereunto set hand and 
seal, this day of 18. .

(Signature.)

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed 
in tho presence of .

District of
Schedule No. 9.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS —GOLD-MINING 

LEASE REGULATIONS.

Transfer of lease, lot County of

Parish ef

r 1” or (< JPef as the case may he] being registered as the 
lessee of all that piece or parcel of land demised by £ certain 
gold-miniug lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to

and dated the day of 18 ,
and numbered in register in consideration of the sum of

paid to by the Transferce , the receipt

of which sum hereby acknowledge, do hereby transfer to
all right, title, and interest in 

and to the piece or parcel of land as aforesaid, and 
do hereby accept transfer of the right, title, and interest of the 
said in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject to
the provisions and conditions of the “ Church and School Lands 
Mining Act of 1888” and the Regulations made thereunder, and 

hereby agree to be bound by all and singular the terms, 
conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations 
contained in the said lease.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our res
pective names this day of 18 .

Witness to Signature. Transferror. Transferee.

I, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer
of the interest of in the abovenamed lease to

Dated at this day of 18 .
(Signature)

I have this daj of 18 .
Registered the above Transferee as the holder of 
Gold-mining Lease No.

Officer in Charge of
Church and School Lands.

Schedule 10.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—GOLD-MINING 

REGULATIONS.

Application for permission to rent land for the purpose of 

constructing a Water-race.

To the Honorable (Place)

The Minister of Public Instruction,
Sydney. (Date)

Sir, '
(/ or We) hereby make application for permission to rent a
portion of the Church and School Estate for the purpose of
constructing a water-race, commencing at the
and terminatirg at the County of
parish of . The approximate length is
and the dimensions thereof feet at the top, feet at the
bottom, and feet deep.

forward herewith being the first year’s rent in
advance, at the rate of five shillings per mile or fractional part 
thereof, and to cover cost of survey, and request
that survey may forthwith be made of the land applied for.

hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon 
the distinct understanding and condition that if should
abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the 
Minister for the time being may deduct from the sum deposited 
os aforesaid any cost to which, in his opinion, the estate may 
have been put, in or about, or in respect of, this application, 
and this application shall thereupon become and be void ; and, 
if the application be granted, hereby undertake and
guarantee to indemnify the Crown and the Church and School 
Estate from any claim whatsoever for severance or other injury 
that may accrue to the lessee or lessees of tbe Church and 
School Estate through which the race passes by and through 
the construction of such race or operations in connection there
with, and also undertake to erect proper and serviceable
bridges over all roads and tracks in use and at such places as 
the lessee or lessees aforesaid may desire.

And further agree that, failing compliance on part, 
of all or any of these conditions, and the regulations pertaining 
to water-rights, shall and wTill forfeit all moneys paid by 

, and all right, title, and interest to the land and jace 
herein referred to, and the said right, title, and interest shall 
be forthwith cancelled. ‘

have the honor to he,
Sir,

Your obedient Servant,
(Signature of Applicant or Applicants)

[Name in full of each applicant must he given and witnessed, and 

address given.]

This application was received by me this day of
18 , at the hour of o’clock in tho not n.

Officer in Charge
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Schedule 11.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—GOLD-MINING 

REGULATIONS.

Application for Machine Site.

To the Honorable (Place)

The Minister of Public Instruction, (Date)

Sydney.
Sib,

[“J,” or “ We” \ hereby make application for a lease of that 
piece or parcel of land situated
County of Parish of containing of
which took possession on the day of under
authority dated for the purpose of erecting machinery
thereon for mining operations for a period of years, by
[State how angles are marked) at each angle thereof. The 
datum [Tree, post, or other mark) is distant in a
direction from

forward herewith [“ The sum of”) being the first year’s 
rent in advance of the said land, and ['“ The sum of”) to 
cover the cost of survey and deed fee. And hereby request 
that survey may forthwith be made of the said piece or parcel 
of land.

hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon 
tbe distinct understanding and condition that if shall
abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the 
Minister of Public Instruction for the time being may deduct 
from the sum of [Here insert sum deposited as rent in advance) 

deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion tbe 
estate may have been put in or about or in respect of this 
application ; and this application shall thereupon become and 
be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. 
And if the lease shall be granted shall and will at any
time when called upon in terms of the regulations relating to 
Hold or other Mining Leases on Church and School Lands, to 
do so, execute, and take delivery of such lease, or foiling 
therein for a period of twenty-eight days, after being so called 
upon shall and will forfeit the said sum of [Here insert the

sum deposited as rent in advance) and all right, title, or interest 
in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said 
lease shall be forthwith cancelled.

have the honor to be,
' Sir,

Tour most obedient Servant,
{Signature of Applicant, or of each Applicant.) 

[Name in full, and address of each Applicant.)

This application was received by me this day of
188 , at the hour of o’clock on the noon, and is
numbered

(Signature)

Officer in Charge.

Schedule No. 12.

Application for permission to rent land for construction of 

dam or reservoir.

* the undersigned, hereby make application to rent an area 
of situated parish of , county of ,
for the purpose of constructing a f and forward
herewith the sum of , being the first year’s rent, and
the sum of , to cover cost of survey.

In the event of this application being granted, hereby
undertake and guarantee to indemnify tbe Crown and the 
Church and School Estate from any claim for in j ury that may 
accrue therefrom.

And further agree that, failing compliance on ,
part of all or any of the conditions and regulations pertaining 
to water-rights, shall and will forfeit all money paid by

, and all right, title, and interest to the land and 
improvements thereon, and the said right, title, and interest 
shall be forthwith cancelled.

have the honor to be,
Sir, .

Tour obedient servant,

J Signature of applicant or applicants.

This application received by me, this day of ,
18 , at the hour of o’clock in the noon.

Officer in Charge of Church
and School Lands. *

* I or we.
t Dam or reservoir.
t Name in full of each applicant must be given, and witnessed and 

ddress given.

i Department of Public Instruction,
Church and School Lands Office,

Sydney, 8th October, 1889.

EEG-ULATIONS EELATING- TO MJNEEAL 
LEASES IN THE CHUECH AND SCHOOL 
ESTATE.

His Excellency the Governor, with tbe advice of the Executive 
Council, has been pleased to make the following Kegulations 
relating to Mineral Leases in the Church and School Estate, in 
pursuance of the powers conferred by the Church and Scho:l 
Lands Mining Acts of 1888 and 1889.

J. H. CARRHTHEKS, 
Minister of Public Instruction.

To whom Authority to Prospect may be given.
1. The Minister may grant to any holder of a miner’s right 

or mineral license, or to any number of persons conjointly, 
each being the holder of a miner’s right or mineral license, an 
authority, in the form of the Schedule hereto, numbered 1, to 
enter upon and search for any mineral other than gold in any 
leased or unleased Church and School land other than land 
already held under lease for mining for gold or other 
minerals. Provided always that in the event of two or more 
applications being received at the same time for authority to 
prospect the same land, priority of application shall be deter
mined by lot as provided in Regulation 6. The holder of an 
authority shall, within seven days after the date thereof, define 
the boundaries of the land to be prospected, by erecting, at 
each corner of the land referred to in such authority, posts 3 
inches in diameter, and projecting not less than 3 feet above 
the surface. Each such post shall be set in an |_ trench, 6 
feet long and 9 inches deep, W'hich shall indicate the general 
direction of the boundary, and one of such corners, or a tree 
adjacent thereto, shall have a board or metal plate affixed, 
having legibly written thereon: “ Held under prospecting 
authority by [name to he inserted).”

Protection to works to be provided.
2. The holder of a prospecting authority will be required to 

protect all shafts and dangerous places and works sunk, made, 
or occasioned by or in his behalf, by fencing off or filling in all 
such shafts or workings prior to abandoning them and before 
commencing any further mining operations under such authority.

In carrying out the objects of such authority, all works must 
be conducted so as to prevent any damage to the lessee other 
than shall be unavoidable, and the Minister may, on non-fulfil
ment of these conditions, declare such authority as cancelled.

Fee to accompany Application for Prospecting Authority. -Area, &c., to be 
: defined.

3. The fee to accompany each application for a prospecting 
authority, or for any renewal thereof, shall be, for minerals other 
than coal or shale, at the rate of 5s. for any area not exceeding 
20 acres, 10s. for any area exceeding 20 acres and not exceeding 
40 acres, and 20s. for any area exceeding 40 acres and not 
exceeding 80 acres, and for coal or shale shall be 50s. for any 
area not exceeding 320 acres, and 100s. for any area exceeding 
320 acres and not exceeding 640 acres Every application 
must describe the locality and area upon which it is proposed 
to prospect.

Duration of Prospecting Authority.
4. The period for which a prospecting authority for minerals 

other than coal or shale shall be in force shall not exceed three 
calendar months, and for coal or shale six calendar months, 
commencing from the date of issue. Prior to its expiration, the 
holder thereof must either obtain a renewal of such, which may, 
at the discretion of the Minister, be granted for similar periods 
on production of satisfactory evidence that prospecting opera
tions have been carried on in a hand fide manner, or that, from 
some sufficient cause, applicant has been unable to prospect. 
Otherwise an application for a lease of the whole or any part of 
the land specified therein must be lodged in the manner herein
after described. And in case of any failure or neglect by the 
holder of the aforesaid authority to comply with these regu
lations, the Minister may declare all claim to the land void, and 
such land shall, after the expiration of three clear days from 
the date of voidance, be available to any other applicant.

Application for renewal of Authorities.
5. All applications for authorities under the provisions of 

the Church and School Lands Mining Act of 1888, shall, if 
renewed by tbe applicant within thirty days after the passing 
of the Church and Schools Lands Mining Act of 1889, be 
dealt with as if such application had been lodged immediately 
after the passing of such Act, and shall in every respect be 
subject to all the conditions thereof. During such thirty days, 
but no longer, tbe land described or covered by any application 
shall be reserved from lease or other disposition.

Priority of application for Authority, how dealt with. .
6. In the event of more than one application being made for 

the same land, or any part thereof, whether by renewed appli
cation made within the thirty days, or subsequently by appli
cations lodged at the same time, it shall be determined by lot
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in the following manner which of such applications shall take 
precedence. And for the purpose of determining as aforesaid 
by lot the order of priority of several applications for tbe same 
land, the Officer in Charge of Church and School Lands shall 
write on tickets, of equal size, the names of the several appli
cants, which shall be placed (by the applicants should they 
desire to do so) in a box to be supplied to the Officer in Charge 
of Church and School Lands for the purpose, and that officer 
shall, without looking into such box, and in the presence of all 
the applicants, or such of them as shall choose to be present, 
draw one ticket from the box, and tbe application which shall 
take precedence shall be that of the applicant whose name shall 
be on the ticket so drawn ; and the remaining applications may 
then be withdrawn and the deposits made therewith returned to 

' the respective applicants, or the remaining tickets may be drawn 
. out in rotation, and in that case the order of priority as between 
such remaining applications shall be in accordance with the 
order in which the remaining tickets shall severally haye been 
drawn out of the box. And the Officer in Charge shall there
upon note upon each such application the order of priority as 
aforesaid, and shall forward such application or such applications 
as shall not be withdrawn to the Minister of Public Instruction. 
If the first in order of such applications be granted, the other 
applications for the same land shall be deemed to be refused, 
and the fees deposited will be refunded to the depositors ; but 
in the event of the firet in order of such applications being 
refused on any ground that would not necessarily be a ground 

. of objection to the next or any other of such applications, then 
such other applications shall be considered and dealt with in the 
order determined as aforesaid, until one of such applications 

. shall be granted, or the whole of them refused.

Transfer of Prospecting Authority.
7. The Minister may, upon the application of the holder or 

holders of a prospecting authority, sanction or authorize the 
transfer of such authority to any person or persons, who shall 
thereupon be held responsible for the due fulfilment of the condi
tions thereof during the remainder of the term for which the 
authority has been granted : Provided that such transfer shall 
be in form of Schedule hereto numbered 1a.

■ Governor may alter classification.
8. Upon production of satisfactory proof of the discovery of 

any mineral in any land specified in any prospecting authority, 
the Governor may alter the classification of any lands so as to in
clude the same in the class of land suitable for mining operations.

Applicant for mineral lease must be holder of Authority. •
• 0. No application for a mineral lease of any Church and
School Land that has not already been classified as land suitable 
for mining operations will be entertained unless the applicant 
shall be the holder or the transferee of an authority under these 
Regulations ; and the miner’s right or mineral license held by 
each applicint must be lodged with the application, or a statu
tory declaration made to the effect that he or they are the 
holder or holders of a miner’s right or mineral license, and that 
such have been produced to the Justice of the Peace before 

■whom said declaration is made.

Extent of mineral lot and form of measurement.
10. The area of any mineral lease shall not exceed 640 acres, 

and (unless specially authorized by the Minister) shall not be 
less than 40 acres for coal-mining lots, and shall not exceed 80 
acres, nor (unless specially authorized by the Minister) be less 
•than 20 acres for other minerals. All mineral lots shall be 
measured in the form of a square, except in cases in which the 
Minister may authorize a departure from that form.

Mode of taking possession.
11. Prior to making application for a mineral lease, the 

intending applicant or applicants, or some one of them, or some 
person or persons duly authorized on his or their behalf, shall 
make a conspicuous mark upon a tree at or near to each angle 
of the land for which he or they intends or intend to apply, and 
shall cut trenches 6 feet long and 9 inches deep, which shall 
respectively indicate the general direction of the boundary
lines, or shall erect at or as near as possible to each angle of 
such land a post 3 inches in diameter, projecting above the 
surface not less than 3 feet, and each such post shall be set in 
an L trench, 6 feet long and 9 inches deep, and some one of 
the trees or posts aforesaid shall be deemed the datum tree or 
post, and the person taking possession shall affix to such datum 
tree or post a board or metal plate having legibly written or 
painted thereon the words Applied for for a mineral lease 
by \name to be inserted'] j” and such posts and boards or 
plates shall be kept erected, and the words and name aforesaid 
shall be kept legible till survey of the area shall be made, as 
hereinafter provided: Provided always that if the nature of 
the ground is such as to render Ihe erection of posts or the 
cutting of trenches impracticable or extremely difficult, some 
other effective mode of marking the boundaries may be adopted; 
but if it shall appear to the Minister of Public Instruction that 
the trees have not been marked or the posts have not been 
erected, or the trenches have not been cut, or that the boards 
or plates aforesaid have not been affixed, when they might and

should have been, it shall be lawful for the Minister of Public 
Instruction to refuse to receive or entertain the application for 
such land : Provided further that nothing contained in this 
Regulation shall be deemed^or construed to confer upon any 
applicant for a lease who shall not have deposited the first year’s 
rent, deed, and survey fee as provided in the 12th Regulation, 
any right to any possession in respect of the land applied for.

Time of making and form of application.
12. Every application for a lease must be made during the 

currency of a prospecting autboriry, as provided by the 4th 
regulation: except in cases where the land applied for has 
already been classified as land suitable for mining operations, in 
which case application for a lease must be made within ten days 
and not less than three days after marking out the land by tbe 
person or persons by or for whom possession shall have been 
taken as aforesaid. But every such application shall be in the 
form in the Schedule hereto numbered 2, and shall contain as 
full and accurate a description as can be given of the extent 
and position of the land applied for, and of the position of the 
datum post or tree in relation to some fixed point or well 
defined marked tree. If letters are used for the purpose of 
marking any tree or other object referred to they must be 
conspicuously marked. And every such’application shall slate 
the term for which the lease is applied for and when the applicant 
or applicants proposes or propose to commence work upon or in 
connection with the land applied for, and the number of miners 
to be employed upon the said land at the various stages of the 
mine works. And every such application shall be dealt with 
according to the reasonableness of the proposals relating to the 
time of commencing to work and the number of men to be 
employed, and the Minister of Public Instruction shall judge of 
the reasonableness of such proposals ; and if in his opinion the 
time fixed for commencing to work is not sufficiently early, or 
that the number of men proposed to be employed is too small, 
he may refuse to entertain such application; and thereupon 
the money deposited as hereinafter provided with or in re
spect of such application, or the unexpended balance of such 
money, shall be returned to the persons by whom such money 
shall have been deposited; and the decision of the Minister of 
Public Instruction-shall in all such cases be final and conclusive 
upon all parties.

Mode of making application and receipt for rent and fees.
. 13- Every application as aforesaid shall be made to the officer 
in charge of Church and School lands, and therewith shall be 
deposited five shilling^ for each and every acre and fractional 
part of an acre applied for, and a further sum sufficient to 
cover cost of making survey of said land in accordance with 
the scale of charges contained in Schedule hereto numbered 3, 
together with one pound for deed fee and five shillings for 
stamp fee ; and a receipt for such sums shall be issued by the 
aforesaid officer, or any officer acting on his behalf, in the form 
in Schedule hereto numbered 4.

Application not entertained unless deposit be sent.
14. Tbe Minister of Public Instruction may refuse to enter

tain any application for a lease if tbe applicant or applicants, 
or depositor or depositors, shall have failed to lodge therewith 
the deposits specified in Regulation number 11, and if the 
Minister of Public Instruction shall so refuse, or shall for any 
of the reasons aforesaid refuse to entertain any such applica
tion, such application shall thereupon become and be void, and 
the possession of the applicant or applicants shall thereupon 
cease and determine.

Determination of question of priority.
15. In the event of more than one application being made for 

the same land or any part thereof, the application which shall 
have been first lodged with the officer in charge of Church and 
School lands in manner aforesaid shall be considered and dealt 
with under the provisions hereinbefore contained, unless it 
can be shown in evidence by statutory declaration that prior 
possession has been taken, in which case the Minister fhall call 
for such investigation and reports as he may deem necessary, 
and the person establishing priority of possession shall be 
deemed the first applicant for the land, but if possession of the 
land shall have been taken by two or more persons at the same 
time, then it shall be determined by lot, in manner hereinafter 
provided for, which of such applications shall take precedence.

Priority determined by lot when not established by possession.
16. For the purpose of determining as aforesaid by lot the 

order of priority of several applications for the same land, the 
officer in charge of Church and School lands shall write on 
tickets of equal size the names of the several applicants, which 
shall be placed (by the applicants should they desire to do so) 
in a box to be supplied to tbe officer in charge of Church and 
School lands for the purpose ; and that officer shall, without 
looking into such box, and in the presence of all the applicants, 
or such of them as shall choose to be present, draw one ticket 
from the box, and the application which shall take precedence 
shall be that of the applicant whose name shall be on the 
ticket so drawn, and the remaining applications may then be 
withdrawn and the deposits made therewith returned to the 
respective applicants, or the remaining tickets may be drawn
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out in rotation, and in that case the order of priority as between 
such remaining applications shall be in accordance with the 
order in which the remaining tickets shall severally have been 
drawn out of the box. And the officer in charge shall there
upon note upon each such application the order of priority as 
aforesaid and shall forward such applications, or such applica
tions as shall not be withdrawn, to the Minister of Public 
Instruction. If the first in order of such applications be 
granted, the other applications for the same land shall be 
deemed to be refused, and the rents and deed fees (and if survey 
of the land as hereinafter provided shall not have been made, 
the survey fees also), deposited as aforesaid, will be refunded to 
depositors j but in the event of the first in order of such 
applications being refused on any ground that would not 
necessarily be a ground of objection to next or any other of 
such applications, then such other applications shall be con
sidered and dealt with in the order determined as aforesaid, 
until such one of such applications shall be granted or the 
whole of them refused.

Copies and extracts may be made of reports, &c.
17. Any person shall, upon application and payment of the 

respective fees specified in the Schedule hereto numbered 5, be 
furnished with a copy of the surveyor’s report and plan of any 
land so applied for.

Governor may grant or refuse application. '
18. If the Minister, on receipt of the application, plan, and 

report from the surveyor, be of opinion that a lease of the land 
applied for should not be issued, he shall then submit the appli
cation to the Governor, with such recommendation as he may 
think fit to make in the matter, and the Governor, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, after considering the application 
and recommendation of the Minister, and all the circumstances 
connected with such application may grant or refuse such appli
cation : Provided always that before or at the time of granting 
any such application, it shall be lawful for the Governor, with 
the advice aforesaid, to alter or modify such application in any 
manner that he may think fit, and to determine whether the 
whole or any part of the land therein applied for shall be 
included in the lease.

Land protected pending application for lease.
19. Pending any application for a mineral lease, it shall not 

be lawful for any person other than the applicant or applicants 
therefor or some person or persons legally entitled thereto, to 
enter upon, take possession of, or occupy, or to mark out as a 
prospecting area, or toi nclude within the boundaries of any 
prospecting area, the land applied for, or any part thereof ; and 
no such entry, possession, occupancy, or marking shall confer 
any right or title to the said land.

Pendency of application.
20. The pendency of an application shall begin from the 

marking out of the land by the applicant or his agent, and shall 
continue until the applicant makes default in proceeding with 
his application in accordance with these Regulations, or until 
the Minister shall refuse to entertain such application, or until 
the Governor, with the advice aforesaid, shall grant or refuse 
the same. Rut no application shall be recognized or considered 
as pending, the applicant for which shall not have made the 
deposits required and specified in 11th Regulation.

Land held under prospecting authority may be worked pending 
application.

21. The applicant or applicants for the conversion of a claim 
or any part of such claim held under a prospecting authority 
may, at his or their risk, work the land under said authority 
pending the granting or refusing of the application.

Governor’s decision notified in Gazette.
22. As soon as possible after the Governor, with the advice 

aforesaid, shall have decided to refuse or grant any such appli
cation as aforesaid, notice of such refusal, or of the intention to 
grant a lease, shall he published in the Government Gazette. 

If the Governor, with tbe advice aforesaid, shall refuse to grant 
the lease, the application therefor shall be deemed to be aban
doned, and such abandonment shall take effect from the date 
of the publication of the notice of such refusal in the s&id 
Gazette.

Form of lease.
23. If the Governor, with the advice aforesaid, phall deter

mine to grant a lease of land applied for, or any part thereof, a 
lease shall be prepared in duplicate in the form in the Sche
dule hereto numbered 6, or as near thereto as the circumstances 
will permit, having regard to special requirements in certain 
cases, and shall contain the covenants, conditions, reservations, 
and exceptions, set fortli in the said Schedule, and in these 
Regulations, and such others as the Governor, with the advice 
aforesaid, may, if he think fit, in certain cases direct,and every 
such lease shall bear date of the day of execution thereof by 
the Governor.

Execution and delivery of lease.
24. Forthwith, after the execution as aforesaid by the 

Governor, the lease in duplicate shall be forwarded to some

duly authorized officer for delivery to the applicants, and notice 
in the form of the Schedule hereto numered 7 shall be sent to 
the applicant, requiring him or his attorney, constituted as 
hereinafter provided, to execute and take delivery of such lease; 
and upon execution of the lease in duplicate, one of such forms, 
after being stamped, shall be delivered to the applicant or his 
attorney, and the other shall at once be returned to the Minister: 
Provided always that the notice last aforesaid may be sent by 
post or otherwise to the address given by the applicant in his 
application.

Applicant, &c., may appoint attorney.—Attorney may execute lease.
25. Any applicant or other person who may, by reason of 

absence or otherwise be unable personally to comply with the 
requirements of these Regulations, may comply therewith by an 
attorney, constituted by the execution of a power of attorney, 
in the form of the Schedule hereto numbered 8, or to the like 
effect; and every attorney so constituted shall, before being 
permitted to execute any Isase, or sign any transfer of mort
gage, be required to deposit such power of attorney or a certified 
copy thereof, with the officer in charge of Church and School 
lands.
Lease, if not executed, may be cancelled.—Special permission may be given 

to execute lease.
26. If any successful applicant for a lease shall for a period 

of twenty-eight days after being called upon in the manner 
prescribed in the 24th Regulation, fail to attend by himself or 
his attorney to execute and receive the lease granted to him, ho 
shall forfeit all right, title, and interest, in and to the land 
referred to in such lease, and to the possession thereof, and 
shall also forfeit all moneys paid or deposited with his applica
tion, and the lease shall be forthwith returned to the Minister 
for cancellation : Provided always that it shall be lawful for the 
Minister, in cases in which he shall be satisfied that the failure 
on the part of the successful applicant aforesaid to execute 
and receive the lease was due to or caused by circumstances 
over -which such applicant had no control, and that such appli
cant was in nowise blamable for such failure, to permit such 
applicant at any time within thirty days after the lease shall 
have been returned as aforesaid to execute and take delivery of 
such lease, but if such lease shall not be executed by the appli
cant within the thirty days aforesaid, such lease shall be 
absolutely cancelled.

Rent, and payment of.
27. The rent reserved under any mineral lease shall bo 

five shillings per acre, payable annually in advance, the first 
payment to be made with the application, which payment shall 
•cover the rent reserved under such lease for one year from tbe 
granting thereof; and thereafter tbe rent for each ensuing year 
shall be paid in advance to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, 
and in default of any such payment the lease may bo forfeited.

Providing for Royalty.
28. On every lease issued for mining for any specified minerals 

other than coal or shale the royalty reserved shall be 5s. per 
centum of the value at the mine, and for coal or shale 6d. per 
ton. Provided that if the royalty in respect of the coal or shale 
raised during any one year exceeds the rent paid for such year, 
tbe amount paid as rent may be deducted from the sum payable 
as royalty. Rut if the royalty as aforesaid in any one year 
amounts to less than the rent paid for such year, the lessee 
shall not for such year be required to pay royalty.

Record of quantity of mineral raised to be kept—Penalty if not so recorded.
29. At the expiration of eacli year or within one month there

after a statement shall be furnished to the Minister under the 
hand of the lessee or some one of them, or of the Manager of 
the mine setting out the quantity and value of the mineral 
raised from the demised land, and tbe accuracy of every such 
statement shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the 
person making it. And the lessee, or lessees, or Manager of 
the mine shall keep a proper book in which he or they shall 
enter the quantity of mineral raised each day from the demised 
land; and the value of such mineral shall also be entered from 
time to time as soon as known j and such book shall at all times 
be open to the inspection of such officer as the Minister may 
authorise for the purpose. And it is further provided that if 
the lessee or lessees shall fail to pay the royalty reserved under 
his or their lease within thirty days after such shall have 
become due, although no formal demand shall have been made 
therefor, or shall fail to keep a proper record of the quantity 
and value of the mineral raised, or shall refuse to allow such 
record to be inspected by any officer authorised by the Minister 
for that purpose, or shall fail to observe and perform the other 
conditions and covenants of his or their lease, the Governor 
may thereupon or at any time thereafter cancel such lease, and 
on publication in the Gazette of such cancellation the lease 
shall bo absolutely void.

Expenditure by lessees.
30. Lessees shall, within the first three years of their lease, 

expend at the rate of five pounds sterling per acre upon the 
land demised, and, in the application lo be made as aforesaid, 
shall state how he or they purpose to expend such sum, and
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when such expenditure shall commence : Prorided always | 
that it shall be at the discretion of the Minister to sanction a 
reduction in the amount of expenditure should sufficient cause 
for so doing be clearly shown ; and it is further provided that, 
for the purposes of these Regulations, and any lease granted 
under these conditions, lessees shall be deemed to have com
plied to employ a given number of miners or workmen, if 
they, the lessees, to a number equal to the given number, work 
upon the demised land.

Duration, termination, and renewal of leases,
31. A lease for mining for minerals other than gold may be granted 

for any term not exceeding twenty years, and during such term 
the holder of any such lease, and the executors, administrators, 
and assigns of such holder shall be entitled at any time, with the 
consent of the G-overnor, to surrender such lease. And it shall 
be lawful for the G-overnor, in the name and on behalf of Her 
Majesty, to grant to any such person as aforesaid a lease for any 
term not exceeding twenty years of the whole or any part of 
the land demised by such surrendered lease. And any such 
lease may, with such consent, be renewed for any period not 
exceeding twenty years.

Mode of applying for renewal of lease, &c.
32. Applicants for a lease of the whole or any part of the 

land demised by a lease which shall have been surrendered as 
aforesaid shall proceed in the manner hereinbefore proscribed 
to take possession of such land and to make application there
for. But holders of leases who shall desire to obtain a renewal 
of the lease of the land demised to them may make application 
in writing addressed to the Minister of Public Instruction for 
such renewal; and if it shall appear to the Minister, after due 
consideration and inquiry, to be expedient, he shall recommend 
the G-overnor to grant such renewal, subject to the surrender 
of the lease previously granted; and provided all boundary- 
marks shall have been properly maintained it shall not (unless 
the Minister in certain cases think otherwise) be necessary 
for the purpose of obtaining such renewal to retake possession 
or to resurvey the land. Provided always that every lease so 
renewed shall be subject to such conditions and provisions, 
including any increase of rent or royalty, as the Governor may 
determine.

Lessees may determine lease on notice.
33. Lessees may at any time determine their leases by giving 

the Minister of Public Instruction three months’ notice of their 
desire to do so, but no rent shall in any case be refunded.

Registration of lease.
34. Every mineral lease or sub-lease, and every transfer, 

assignment, mortgage, or encumbrance thereof, or of any part 
or parts of the premises therein, shall be registered in such 
office in the City of Sydney, in or in connection with the 
Department of Public Instruction, as the Minister of Public 
Instruction shall from time to time appoint, and the officer for 
the time being appointed to make such registration shall be 
entitled to demand therefor such fees, and such only, as are 
prescribed in the Schedule hereto numbered 5 ; and the fees so 
received shall be applied as provided for in the Principal Act $ 
and it shalL.be the duty of the officer appointed as last afore
said to make registration of every mineral lease which shall 
have been granted, executed, and issued as aforesaid, of every 
sub-lease, transfer, assignment, mortgage, or encumbrance, 
sanctioned or authorized by the Minister, and of every assign
ment affected by operation of law ; and such registration shall 
be made in such book or books and in such form as the Minister 
shall from time to time direct; and all such books shall be open 
during office hours, to be inspected on payment of the fee 
prescribed in the Schedule hereto numbered 5 ; and the officer 
aforesaid shall afford every facility for such inspection, and 
shall supply copies of or extracts from entries in such books, 
and tracings of plans, on payment of the fees prescribed as 
aforesaid; but shall not permit any person other than an 
officer or clerk in the Department to make any such copy, 
extract, or tracing.

Transfers, &c., must be sanctioned and registered.
35. No transfer or assignment of any land demised as afore

said, or of any interest therein (except an assignment by opera
tion of law), and no sub-lease of any such land, or any part 
thereof, shall be valid or be recognized unless made with or 
under the license, sanction, or authority of the Minister of 
Public Instruction, and registered by the officer, referred to in 
the preceding regulation. In the event of any lessee or any 
person having a legal interest in any land demised as aforesaid, 
desiring to transfer or assign such land or any interest therein, 
or in the event of any lessee desiring to sub-let such land or 
any part thereof, he shall make application in writing to the 
Minister for such license, sanction, or authority, and upon such 
application, if made by the person who appears by the register 
aforesaid to be legally entitled to the lease of the land, or to 
the interest therein, as the case may be, it shall he lawful for 
the Minister, if he thinks fit, to grant such license, sanction, or 
authority. And with every such application for a license or 
authority to transfer or assign, the applicant shall forward an

instrument in the form of the Schedule hereto numbered 9,. 
under the hands of the parties to the transfer or assignment j 
and the Minister shall, if he grant such license, sanction, or 
authority, notify the same upon the face of the instrument. 
And every application for permission to sub-let shall state 
clearly whether it is proposed to sub-let tbe whole or only a 
portion, and if so, what portion of the land demised; and shall 
set out fully and distinctly the purpose for which it is proposed 
to sub-let such demised land or portion thereof, and the several 
terms, conditions, and restrictions to which such sub-lease shall 
be subject; and if the Minister shall see fit to license, sanction, 
or authorize siich sub-lease, he shall place a minute to that 
effect upon such application; but before placing such minute 
upon the application, he may require such additions, altera
tions, or modifications’to be made as he shall think, fit. No 
application to license to transfer, assign, or sub-let shall be 
entertained unless accompanied by the registration fee therefor 
prescribed in the Schedule hereto numbered 5 j but in the 
event of such application being refused, the fee forwarded 
therewith shall be returned. Provided always that no such 
license, sanction, or authority, shall be required in the case of 
any assignment made by any person in whom the right to sell 
or assign is vested by operation of law, but nevertheless every 
assignment by such person shall be registered as aforesaid.

Amalgamation.
36. In cases where it can be shown to the satisfaction of the 

Minister of Public Instruction that adjoining leases can be 
more effectually worked together than separately, and that the 
owners of other leases will not be prejudicially affected by the 
amalgamation of such leases, the Minister may, on the applica
tion of the lessees, and payment of the fee specified in schedule 5, 
authorize the amalgamation of such leases, and thereupon such 
leases shall become one lease, and the number of men to he 
employed shall in no case be less than half the aggregate number 
required under the leases so amalgamated. And failure to 
employ the required number of men shall render the title 
thereto forfeited.

Lessee to give notice of intention to work additional metals or minerals.
37. The Minister of Public Instruction upon receipt of notice 

from the holder of a mineral lease of his desire to mine for any 
mineral or metal other than that named in the lease, may grant t o 
such person license or authority to mine in and win from the 
land demised as aforesaid such other mineral or metal named 
in such notice, upon and subject to such terms, conditions, and 
limitations as he may see fit in each case to impose ; and every 
such license or authority shall be in the form in the Schedule 
hereto numbered 10, but with such additions, alterations, or 
modifications thereto or therein as the Minister may in each 
case see fit to make. '

Power to declare application or lease void.
38. The Governor shall have power at any time during the 

progress of any application, and before the execution of the 
lease to declare by writing under his hand, that the application 
(describing it) is abandoned, and after the lease has been 
executed by him, and before its execution by the lessee, that 
such lease is void, and after such lease shall have been executed 
by the Governor, and the lessee, on the breach by the lessee of 
any covenant or condition of the lease, the Governor may 
direct that such lease be cancelled. If the Governor shall 
declare any such' application abandoned, or lease void, or any 
lease which has been issued, void or forfeited, or direct that 
any such lease be cancelled, the Minister of Public Instruction, 
or officer in charge, shall forthwith publish a notice in the 
Government Gazette to that effect, describing accurately the 
application or lease referred to, and such notice in the Gazette 

shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts throughout the Colony 
of such declaration having been made, and thereupon the land 
shall become and he open, as it would have been if such 
application had not been made, or if such lease had not been 
executed.

Suspension of work.

39. The registered holder, or majority of the registered 
holders, of any lease which shall have been registered in terms 
of the 34th Regulation may at any time, upon satisfying the 
Minister of Public Instruction by statutory declaration that 
any of the following causes for suspension of work actually 
exist—viz., (1) that the demised land and mine are unworkable 
from any cause; (2) that the registered holder or holders 
require to be absent, for some sufficient cause, from the locality 
of the demised land, or are unable, by reason of sickness 
or other sufficient cause, to work in such land and mine ; (3) 
that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the working 
of the said land and mine to be properly carried on—obtain 
from tbe Minister aforesaid an order in writing permitting the 
holder or holders of such land to suspend work upon and in 
connection with such demised land for any period not exceeding 
six months, and may, on payment of the fee prescribed therefor 
in the Schedule hereto numbered 5, and delivery to him of 
the order aforesaid, require the officer referred to in the 34th 
Regulation to register such permission as aforesaid.
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No.

Date 

Issued to

Schedule No. 1. 
{Prospecting Authority.)

No.
£

of Date 18 .

DESCRIPTION. Authority for Prospecting and Mining for
on Church and School Lands. 

Issued to of
under the provisions of the Church and School 
Lane’s Mining Act of 1888, and subject to 
Regulations prescribed thereunder, to be in 
force for three months only from this date.

Schedule.
Describing land over -which this authority 

 shall be exercised.

Area. County. Parish. Description.

£
Officer-in-Charge.

The folloioing conditions are to he observed in connection with 

this authority :—
Within seven days from the date of issue, the holder of this 

authority will be required fo marie out the land described 
herein by placing posts at eacli corner thereof, three inches in 
diameter, and projecting not less than three feet above the 
surface, each of which must be set in trenches six feet long by 
nine inches deep, to indicate the general direction of the 
boundaries. One of these posts, or a tree adjacent, must have 
a board or metal plate affixed thereto, with the words, “ Held 
under Prospecting Authority by {name to he inserted}}' legibly 
written thereon.

AU shafts and dangerous places occasioned by or on behalf 
of the holder of this authority will be required to be protected, 
either by filling in or fencing off any such workings prior to 
abandoning them, and before commencing any further mining 
operations . under this authority; and all works must be 
conducted in such a manner as to prevent any avoidable damage 
to the lessee; and the Minister may, on non-fulfilment of these 
conditions, declare such authority as cancelled.

Prior to the expiration of this authority, either an application 
for a lease of the whole or any part of the land must be made, 
or the holder may apply for a renewal of such authority, which 
may be granted at the discretion of the Minister for a further 
period of three months ; but in no case will more than one 
renewal be allowed.

Schedule No. la.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS.

Transfer of authority to prospect for over an

area of acre. County of

Parish of

(“I” or “ We ”) being registered as the holder of prospecting 
authority No. issued under the sanction of the Minister of 
Public Instruction to an(j
dated the day of 18 ,
and numbered in Register do hereby transfer to

all my right, title, and interest in and to the prospecting 
authority aforesaid and the said

do hereby accept transfer of (he right, title, and interest of the 
sa^ in and to tire prospecting
authority aforesaid, subject to the provisions and conditions of 
the tf Church and School Lands Mining Act of 1888,” and 

_ hereby agree to be bound by all and singular the terms, 
conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations 
contained in the said prospecting authority.

_ In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our respec
tive names this daycf 18 ,

Witness to signature. Transferror. Transferee.

I> hereby sanction and authorize
the transfer of the interest of in the
abovenamed prospecting authority to

Dated at this day of 18 •
(Signature)

I have this day of 18 , registered
the above transferee as the holder of prospecting authority 
No.

Officer in charge of Church and School Lands.

Schedule 2.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—MINERAL LEASH 

REaULATIONS.

Application for Mineral Lease.

To the Honorable {Place)

The Minister of Public Instruction, {Date)

Sydney.
Sir,

C*I” or “We”) hereby make application for a mineral
lease of that piece or parcel of land situated
County of parish of
containing of which took possession on the
day of under authority dated
for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for for a
period of years, by | state how angles are marked] at
each angle thereof. The datum {tree, post, or other mark] is
distant in a direction from

forward herewith [fr The sum of,” ”*| being the
first year’s rent in advance of the said land, and *[“2%e sum 

of,” ”] to cover the cost of survey and deed fee. And
hereby request that survey may forthwith be made of the 

said piece or parcel of land.
hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon 

the distinct understanding and condition that if shall '
abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the 
Minister of Public Instruction for the time being may deduct 
from the sum of {Here insert the sum deposited as rent in 

advance] deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion 
the Estate may have been put in or about or in respect of this 
application; and this application shall thereupon become and 
be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. 
And if the lease shall be granted shall and will commence 
mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within from and after the granting thereof, and shall
and will employ upon such land not less than men during 
the first of the term thereby created, and not less than

men during the remainder of such term. And shall and 
■will at any time when called upon in terms of the Regulations 
relating to mineral leases on Church and School lands, to do 
so, execute, and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein 
for a period af twenty-eight days, after being so called upon 

shall and will forfeit the said sum of {Here insert the sum 

deposited as rent in advance] and all right, title, or interest in 
and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said 
lease shall he forthwith cancelled.

have the honor to be.
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,
Signature of applicant, or of each applicant.

{Name in full, and address of each applicant.]

This application was received by me this day of 
18 , at the hour of . o’clock on the noon, and is
numbered

Signature.
------  Officer-in- ch arge.

Note.—In dealing with this application, the number of men 
proposed to be employed, and the time proposed for com
mencing operations, will be taken into consideration. And if 
(taking into account all the circumstances of the case) such 
proposals do not appear to the Minister of Public Instruction 
to be reasonable, he may refuse to entertain the applica
tion, and thereupon such application will become and be 
void

Schedule 3.
Scale of fees for Survey.

Area and Portion in Acres.
Amount 

for separate 
portion.

Amount for 
each

additional
Portion

contermin
ous.

20 acres and less than 40 acres .............
£ s. d. 
4 0 0

£ s. d. 
3 0 0

40 do. do. 80 do.................. 5 0 0 3 15 0
80 do. do. 160 do.................. 6 0 0 4 10 0

160 do. do. 320 do.................. 7 0 0 5 6 0
320 do. to 640 acres inclusive ............. 8 0 0 6 0 0

Lineal measurements to be paid at the rate of £110s. per mile
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Schedule 4.
Receipt for Rent, Survey and Deed Tec.

Church and School Lands Office, 
Sjdnev,

Received from this day of 18 the
sum of pounds shillings and pence, being the 
first year’s rent in advance, survey and deed fee for 
acres of land at applied for by the undermentioned
applicant under the Mineral Lease Regulations for mining on 
Church and School lands.
Application No.
Name of Applicant address
£

Officer-in-charge of Church and School Lands.

Schedule 5.

' Scale of Tees for Registration, fyc.

Ror each transfer.................................................................. 0 10 0
For each assignment.............................................................. 0 10 0
For each mortgage or other encumbrance ................. 0 10 0
For each sub-lease ....................................    10 0
For each lot amalgamated ................................................ 0 10 0
For registration of suspension of labour conditions... 0 10 0
For copy of or extract from any entry, record, report,

instrument, or document, per folio ..................... 0 1 6
For copy of any plan of one lease................................... 0 5 0
For copy of every additional lease on same plan.......  0 2 6
For inspection of any record............................................ 0 1 0
For each lot amalgamated ................................................ 0 10 0

Schedule No 6.
Torm of Mineral Lease.

This Indentuke—made the day of , in the year of our 
Lord one thousand eight hundred and , between Her Most 
Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and

(hereinafter called the lessee ) of the other part—Witnesseth: 
—That in consideration of the sum of

paid by the said lessee on tbe day of 18 ,
and of the rents hereinafter reserved, and of the covenants and 
provisoes hereinafter contained. Her Majesty doth by these 
presents grant and demise unto the lessee* , h executors, 
administrators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land, 
containing by admeasurement ,
and more particularly described and delineated in the Schedule 
hereto, or in the plan hereunto annexed and numbered ,
except the surface of that portion thereof bounded by lines 
coloured red, containing acres, more or less, and all those 
mines, veins, seams, or deposits of | the mineral or metal pro
posed to be worked] in, on, and under the said land (hereinafter 
called the said minej; together with all and singular the shafts, 
levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, ease
ments, advantages, and appurtenances which are now or at any 
time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, or 
enjoyed therewith, for the purposes of mining upon and under 
the said land for , and also with full power for the said
lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, and 
his and their agents and workmen (including contractors, 
tributors, and so fortli), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use 
excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, water-courses, and 
other works necessary for winning and raising the in,
on, or under the said laud; and to take and appropriate 
the same during the term hereby granted ; and to make and 
construct on the said land races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, 
and tramways, and also to erect on the said land all buildings, 
engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary 
for the purpose of winning and obtaining tbe in, on,, or
under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works 
of the said mine; and also to erect on the .said land such offices, 
cottages, and d welling-houses for the use of the agents, workmen, 
and persons employed in the said mine and works, as the said 
lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees shall 
think proper : To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with 
the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to the reservation or 
exception of that portion of the surface of the said land shown 
on the plan aforesaid, bounded by the lines coloured red, and 
to such rights and interests as may be lawfully subsisting 
therein at the date of these presents) unto the said lessee , 
h executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date 
hereof, for the term of years, and days next
ensuing, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon for , 
working or winning the said , and for no other purpose,— 
yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, Her Heirs and 
Successors, yearly, and every year during the said term, the 
yearly rent of in advance, the first year’s rent having
been paid as aforesaid, on the day of the next pay
ment being the rent of the Slid land for month and 
days at the rate of fivepence per acre per month, from the 

day of to the thirty-first day of December,
18 , shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer, in Sydney, on or

before the thirtieth day of November, 18 ; and thereafter, on ,
or before the thirtieth day of November in each and every year, 
the yearly rent aforesaid (being the rent of the land hereby 
demised for the year commencing tbe first day of January 
next after each such payment) shall be paid to the Colonial , 
Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to 
which the said land, mine, and premises are now, or at any 
time during the said term, may be subject or liable : Provided 
always, and it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent 
shall be in arrear for thirty days after the same shall have 
become payable, whether . such rent shall have been legally 
demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto 
by the Minister of Public Instruction may, by himself or 
his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain 
all minerals, metals,- and ores actually got and raised 
from the said mine; and all machinery, apparatus, tools, 
waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, 
chattels, and effects whatsoever in, upon, and about the said 
land and premises; and every distress thus made may take 
away, sell, and dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved 
in common leases; and out of the moneys arising thereby 
retain so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, 
and which shall at the time of such sale be unpaid; and all 
expenses incurred by him or them in or in respect of such 
seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any 
surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessee , h 
executors, administrators, or transferees; and the acceptance 
or receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach 
of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed 
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Minister of 
Public Instruction, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, 
to enforce observance of such covenant. And if the said 
lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees, shall , 
mine for or win from the said land, mine, and premises, any 
gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or 
soil containing gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold 
is associated or combined, without the express sanction first 
had and obtained of the Minister of Public Instruction for the 
time being, tbe Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all 
the right, title, and interest of the lessee ,• h executors, . 
administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease 
and determine both at law and in equity. And the said lessee 
do hereby, for h eel , h heirs, executors, 
administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, 
Her Heirs and Successors, in manner following, that is to 
say :— •

1. That the said lessee , h executors, administrators,
and transferees, shall and will during the said term pay unto 
Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, the rent hereby 
reserved, at the times and places hereinbefore appointed for 
payment thereof, clear of all deductions; and shall further pay 
as royalty the sum of "

2. And shall and will upon and during all lawful working
days, except when prevented by inevitable accident, or during . 
the execution of repairs, make, construct, and work the said 
land, mine, and premises in the best and most effectual 
manner) and to the best advantage, without interruption ; and 
shall and will diligently explore and search for in, on,
and under the said land, mine, and premises.

3. And shall and will on and from the day of
next, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining 
operations on or under the said land, during the first three 
years of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour 

able and competent workmen and miners at the least ; , 
and during the remainder of the said term, and during the usual 
hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid, nob less 
than such workmen and miners, unless prevented
by inevitable accident, or during the execution of repairs, 
so that within the first three years of the term hereby created 
there shall be expended upon the said land, mine, and premises, 
such a sum of money as shall be equal to pounds sterling
upon each and every acre hereby demised : Provided that the 
lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee who shall 
work as aforesaid, shall count as and be deemed for the 
purposes of these presents to be a workman or miner employed 
as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during the said term, effectually drain 
the said mine, and pump all water likely (o cause injury thereto, 
or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof, 
and if the said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected 
by the same flow or body of water as any other mine or mines 
contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so 
to do, contribute with the lessee or lessees, or owner or owners 
of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery 
and labour necessary to free and keep such .mine or mines free 
from water to a workable extent; or if the said mine shall be 
kept free from water to a workable extent, either wholly or 
partially by means of the machinery and labour of a contiguous 
mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, or owner or owners, of such • 
Contiguous mine or mines—then shall and will pay to such 
lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable 
proportion of the cost of such machinery, labour, or wprks, or a
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reasonable proportion of the money so expended, and tbe 
Minister of Public Instruction for the time being, may, if, and 
whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who 
shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, to 
determine when the said mine is so freed or kept wholly or 
partially free from water, and what are the reasonable propor
tions of such expenses aforesaid, and to whom and when the 
same are to be paid,—such decision to be final and conclusive 
on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for .the disposal of 
the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of the said mine that the 
same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to 
any roadway, river, creek, or private, or Crown, or Church and 
School lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or 
private damage or inconvenience.

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said 
term, a post painted white, at each angle of the said land, and 
at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary 
so as plainly and accurately to define the boundary-lines 
and angles of the said land; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof, 
not less than three feet.

7. And shill and will, as often ns required so to do during 
the term, make and deliver to the Minister of Public Instruc
tion for the time being, or any officer appointed or instructed to 
collect, obtain, or receive the same, all such true and proper 
plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the workings and 
operations of the said mine, made up to the last day of the pre
ceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall be veri
fied by the statutory declaration of the lessee for the time being, 
or the manager or other officer having the charge, control, and 
direction of the works of the said mine) as the Minister of 
Public Instruction shall from time to time direct. And shall 
and will, whenever required by the Minister of Public Instruc
tion so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as 
aforesaid, samples of the minerals, metals, and ores, or any of 
them, found in or upon such mine and land.

8. And shall and will at the expiration of each year, or within 
one month thereafter, furnish a statement to the Minister under 
the hand of the lessee or some one of them, or of the Manager 
of the mine, setting out the quantity an 1 value of the mineral 
raised from the demised land ; and the accuracy of every such 
statement shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the 
person making it; and the lessee, or lessees, or Manager of the 
mine shall keep a proper book in which shall be entered the 
quantity of mineral raised each day from the demised land, and 
the value of such mineral shall be entered from time to time as 
soon as known, and such book shall at all times be open to the 
inspection of such officer as the Minister may authorise for the 
purpose.

9. And shall and will, du'ring the said term, make proper and 
reasonable compensation to the occupier or occupiers, lessee or 
lessees from the Church and School Estate of any adjoining 
land in respect of any damage which may be sustained by him 
or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the 
carrying on of the works thereof or connected therewith, such 
compensation to be determined by the Minister of Public 
Instruction, or by some person authorized by him so to do.

10. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other 
person duly authorized in that behalf, with all proper or neces
sary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, 
quietly to enter into and upon the said land, mine, and 
premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, 
and for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, 
and to enter into and use all adits, levels, galleries, drives, and 
excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machi
nery, gear, appliances, materials, labour, and other things in or 
on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so 
nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary interference is 
caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

11. And further, shall and will at all times during the said 
term keep and preserve the said mine and premises from all 
avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, 
water-courses, roads, ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein 
and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from lime to time be 
considered by a mining surveyor or other proper officer author
ized by the Minister of Public Instruction to inspect and report 
upon such matters and things to be unnecessary for the proper 
working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such 
state and condition shall and will at the end or sooner determi
nation of the said term deliver peaceable possession thereof, and 
of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her 
Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, or to the officer authorized 
to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Minister of 
Public Instruction may, if he think fit, permit the lessee ,

h executors, administrators, and transferees, within six 
months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, 
to enter upon the said land, and to remove therefrom such 

• machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected 
and fixed upon such land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or 
metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of 
such mine.

12. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be 
used or occupied, the said land, or any part thereof, for other 
than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, 
or garden ground for the persons employed in, on, or about the 
said mine,

13. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, 
land, and premises, for any mineral, metal, or ore other than

without the express sanction of the 
Minister of Public Instruction. _

14. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with 
possession of the said land, mine, and premises, or any part 
thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without 
the license first had and obtained of the Minister of Public 
Instruction for the time being. Provided always that no such 
license shall be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or 
otherwise, a sole of the said land, mine, and premises, or any 
part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled 
to sell the same for the benefit of the creditors or a creditor of 
the lessee or h transferees, or in cases where the lessee or h 
transferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part 
thereof, to be worked on tribute.

15. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or 
adits to or from any contiguous mine or mines, whereby fresh 
air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

16. And shall not norjwill plead acceptance of rent by or 
on behalf of Her Majesty as a waiver of the right of Her 
Majesty, or of the Minister of Public Instruction, or other 
officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of the 
covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, to declare these pre
sents void for breach of any such covenant. Provided always 
and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—■

17. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, Her Heirs, Suc
cessors, and Assigns, to make and use in, on, or under the said 
land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, water-courses, adits, roads, 
ways, and passages for freeing and keeping free any other lands 
or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other lands 
or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines 
with fresh air, or for effectually working any other mines, or 
for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, 
obstruction, or interference as possible to or with the said mine 
and the works thereof. And if, at any time during the term 
hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, 
or any part or parts of the surface thereof, shall be required 
for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, 
water-course, reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall 
be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his 
intention so to do, lo cause to be set out the part or parts of the 
said land, or of the surface thereof, which shall be so required ; 
and as soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts 
of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall cease to be 
included in the land hereby demised, and the lessee , 
h executors, administrators, or transferees, shall not be 
entitled to any abatement of rent, or any compensation what
ever in respect thereof.

18. And if the lessee , h executors, administrators, or 
transferees, shall prove to the satisfaction of the Minister of 
Public Instruction for the time being that the said mine is 
unworkable from any cause whatsoever, or that tbe lessee , 
h executors, administrators, or transferees, is or are unable, 
by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such 
land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow 
the working of the said land, mine, and premises, to be profit
ably carried on, the said Minister of Public Instruction may 
grant permission to suspend work therein or thereon, for any 
period not exceeding six months, without the lessee , h 
executors, administrators, or transferees, incurring in respect 
thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant 
herein contained.

19. And, lastly, that if the lessee , h executors, adminis
trators, or transferees, shall at any time during the said term fail 
to use such land land fide for the purpose for which it has been 
demised, or if and whenever the said rent or royalty shall be in 
arrear for days after the time appointed for payment thereof, 
whether the same shall been legally demanded or not, or if and 
whenever there shall be a breach of or non-compliance with the 
covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessee , h 
executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessee , h 
executors, administrators, or transferees, shall not have obtained 
from the Minister of Public Instruction for the time being 
permission to suspend work as aforesaid, in case the breach 
shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the 
employment of workmen or miners, or for the working of the 
mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 
who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter 
upon the evidence or reports submitted by the Minister of 
Public Instruction for the time being, may declare these pre
sents void; and upon publication in the Government Gazette 
of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of 
the lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, 
under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and 
in equity ; and the production of a copy of the Government 
Gazette containing a notice, purporting to be signed by the
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Minister of Public Instruction, declaring the lease void, shal 
be conclusive evidence in all Courts whatsoever in the Colony 
of New South Wales, of a breach of or non-compliance with 
the covenants and provisoes herein contained sufficient to 
authorize and sustain such declaration having Ibeen lawfully 
made, and that the interest created hereunder has been 
lawfully determined ; and thereupon it shall be lawful for Her 
Majesty, Her Heirs, and Successors, or Her or their agents or 
officers, or for any bailiff or other person duly authorized 
thereto, or for any holder of a prospecting authority, who has 
the permission of the Minister of Public Instruction for the 
time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter 
forthwith into and upon the said land and premises hereby 
granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and 
•effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had 
not been made, and the said lessee , h executors, adminis
trators, and transferees, to expel and remove, without any legal 
process, and as effectually as the Sheriff might do in case judg
ment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere 

Jacias possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and 
in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken in 
respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such 
proceeding may plead leave and license in bar thereof ; and 
these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such, leave and 
license by the lessee , h executors, administrators, and 
transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs 
in such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained 
•of in such proceedings. *
In witness whereof, His Excellency the Right Honorable 

Chables Robert, Baron Carrington, a Member of 
Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint 
Michael and St. George, Governor and Commander-in- 
Cbief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Depen
dencies, hath, on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen, caused 
the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this Grant, and 
also set his Hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the 
said Colony, the day and year first above written, and ihe 
lessee ha also set h hand and seal the 
day of 18 .

iSigned, sealed, and delivered, by the^ 
within named >
in the presence of '

Parish of 
County of

* District.

PLAN.

Scale, chains to an inch

Schedule No. 7.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—MINERAL LEASE 

REGULATIONS.
Notice to Applicant to execute Lease.

Department of Public Instruction, ■
Church and School Lands Office, Sydney,
. 18 .

I hereby notify you that the Mineral Lease for which you 
made application, No. on the day of

18 , has been granted and executed by His Excellency
the Governor, and is now lying at the office '

awaiting execution by you. You are therefore hereby 
required to attend at such Office, on or before the day of

to execute and take delivery of the said Lease; 
and failing so to do tbe Lease will be forthwith transmitted to 
the Honorable the Minister of i’ublic Instruction for cancel
lation. ,

I have the honor to be,
Your obedient servant,

Officer-in-Charge .

Schedule No. 8.
CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—MINERAL LEASE 

REGULATIONS.
Form of Power of Attorney.

Know all men by these Presents:
That [“J,” or ** Wef adding the name, address, and description 
of each person\ do hereby make, nominate, constitute, and 
Appoint, and in place or stead put
of to be true and lawful Attorney for and
in name and as act and deed, to sign, seal, and
take delivery of the mineral lease for which. on the

day of 18 , made application (No
At ), under the provisions of the “ Church and School
Lands Mining Act of 1888,” and the Regulations made there

under, and which has been or shall be granted and issued by 
the Governor, and for and in name to enter into all
such covenants and agreements as shall be required to
enter into in and by the said lease and generally for and
in name to do, execute and perform all such other acts,
deeds, and things as may be necessary or may be required to 
be done, executed, or performed in and about the application 
for and execution of such lease; and do hereby ratify and 
confirm all and whatsoever the said shall lawfully
do, or cause to he done in or about the premises, by virtue of 
this power.

In witness whereof, have hereunto set hand and
seal, this day of 18 .

(Signature?)
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed 

in the presence of •

District of *
Schedule No. 9.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL LANDS—MINERAL LEASE 
REGULATIONS.

Transfer of lease, lot County of
Parish of

[“ J” or “ We,” as the case may be J being registered as 
the lessee of all that piece or parcel of land demised by a 
certain mineral lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to

and dated the day of 18 ,
and numbered in register in consideration of the sum of

paid to . by the Transferee , the receipt
of which sum hereby acknowledge, do hereby transfer to

all right, title, and interest in
and to the piece or parcel of land as aforesaid, and 
do hereby accept transrer of the right, title, and interest of the 
said in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject to
tbe provisions and conditions of the “ Church and School Lands 
Mining Act of 1888” and the Regulations made thereunder, and 

hereby agree to be bound by all and singular the terms, 
conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations 
contained in the said lease.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our res
pective names this day of 18 •

Witness to Signature. Transferror. Transferee.

I, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer
of the interest of in the above-named lease to

Dated at this day of 18 .
(Signature)

I have this day of * 18 .
Registered the above Transferee as the holder of 
Mineral Lease No.

Officer in charge of
Church and School Lands.

Schedule 10.
License to mine for other metals or minerals.

I, the Minister of Public Instruction, of the
Colony of New South Wales, hereby authorize you 
who appear to be the present legal holder of the Mineral 
Lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen, to . and
dated the day of 18 , and numbered in
the register and your executors, administrators, and
transferees, to work for, and win from the mine, comprised in 
such lease for in addition to the metal or mineral
mentioned in tbe said lease, for the residue of the term thereby 
granted, subject to the payment of rent, at the rate 
per acre of the land demised by the said lease, in addition to 
the rent reserved under the said lessee, and to the following 
conditions, terms, and limitations, that is to say:—[Here set 
forth the terms, &c.] And this license is granted upon the 
express condition that the rent aforesaid shall be payable and 
recoverable in the same manner as rent reserved under the said 
lease ; and the covenants, provisoes, and agreements in the 
said lease shall be applicable in all respects to the rent hereby 
made payable, and to the hereby authorized to he
worked, and the said lease shall be read throughout as the said

hereby authorized to be worked, demised by
tbe said lease, and the rent hereby made payable was reserved 
and made payable in tbe said lease.
Dated at this day of 18 .

Minister of Public Instruction.

tls. 8d.] 701—B
SydneyCharles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW. SOUTH WALES.

MINING. .
ICRTHER CORRESl'ON'DFYCE RESPECTING CANCELLATION OP GOLD LEASES NOS. 050 AND 661, HUNTER AND JIACLEAY ; 

ALSO, APPLICATION POR. SAME LAND BY J. ABIGAIL AND ANOTHER AND T. A. PAULSON AND OTHERS.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 1 March, 1889.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales by the Secretary for 
Mines, further correspondence, reports, and minutes in connection with the cancellation of gold leases 
Nos. 650 and 06L, Hunter and Macleay Alining District ; also, subsequent applications for the same 
land. Ln continuance of Meturns ordered to be printed 2\st December, 1888, and 8<7t January, 1889.]

E. Abigail, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 January, 1889.
t I have the honor to direct your attention to certain allegations that have been made about a 

certain gold-lease claim known as the Mountain Maid. It has been said and repeated over and over 
again by some people, that I, while acting as Secretary for Mines, improperly and corruptly used my 
position for the benefit of one of the applicants because he was my brother, and gave him a lease which 
could not and would not have been given if the names had been different. I desire to point out that 
if these statements have any foundation in truth it must prove one of two things—that I either ruthlessly 
discarded.the reports of the proper officer of the Department in this case, or else they, the officers, 
lent themselves to an improper transaction to please me. In either case a very gross wrong would have 
been done. Now, knowing as I do, that there is not one word of truth in these charges, that in fact the 
case was dealt with in exactly the same way that I have dealt with the thousands of cases that came 
before me during the last two years, without any thought as to the names of the applicants, and wishing 
to relieve the Department from a charge which, if true, would sap the foundation of the public confidence 
in a Department which is dealing with the vast mineral lands of the Colony, and believing you would 
not for party or political reasons or purposes lend yourself to any action which is not founded on truth, 
I ask that you will cause a full inquiry to be made into the facts of this case, so that the truth may be 
known, and if any are guilty of wrongdoing they should be pointed out to the public. Asking your early 
attention and reply. I have, &c., ,

. -------- P. ABIGAIL.
Submitted to Under Secretary for report.—J.M.C., 17/1/89.

The Under Secretary for Mines to J. McElhone, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 January, 1889.

I have the honor to invite your attention to my letter of the 12th ultimo, referring to Mr.
. John M'Craeken’s complaint againt the conduct of the Warden at Bingera, Mr. C. Lawson, and requesting 
that you would be good enough to call at this office and see the papers relating to the matter.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

--------  Under Secretary.
I have no wish to see the papers referred to. The person wrote me making certain statements. I 

sent the letter to the Minister for Mines. After the action of the Mines Department in the ease of Mr. 
Abigail’s brother, I doubt if the public can place any confidence in the officers and Head of the 
Department.—J. McElhcvne, Sydney, 16/1/89. Mr. H. Wood, Under Secretary, Mines.

It would perhaps be well for the Under Secretary to apply to Mr. De Courcy Browne asking him to 
be good enough to furnish theorem he read last night re Mountain Maid in Parliament, and when it is 
received Mr. Wood should prepare a report in reply to it for presentation to Parliament. It would assist 
this work if the Under Secretary read Mr. Browne’s speech in Hansard.—E.A., 17/1/89.

Ask Mr. De Courcy Browne, M.P., to favour mo with a copy of the precis.—H.W., 17/1/89. 
Asked.—18/1/89. -

32—A Report
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19 January, 1889. 
the late Minister for

Report of the Under Secretary for Mines to the Honorable the Minister for Mines.
Upon the complaints respecting the non-observance of the labour conditions of gold lease No. 650, known 

as the Curreki Mine, and gold lease No. 661, known as the Mountain Maid Mine, both m the 
Coolongolook Division of the Hunter and Macleay Mining District.
Sir, .

Pursuant to your instruction of the 17th instant upon the letter of 
Mines, I have the honor to submit the following report:—

Cuekeki Mine.
Under date 8th November, 1887, Mr. Henry Tagg, of Coolongolook, complained of the non

observance of the labour conditions of the lease (No. 650) known as the Curreki Claim.
Upon this complaint the lessees, Messrs. Dickson, Cooper, and Paulson, were, in the usual manner, 

called upon to show cause why said lease should not be cancelled for non-observance of the conditions
thereof. n 1 ,

Under date 5th December, 1887, Mr. Paulson, one of the lessees, complained that the labour 
conditions of gold leases Nos. 650 and 661 were not being observed, and asked that they be cancelled.

He was thereupon informed that action was being taken on a prior complaint.
No cause was shown, and consequently, after ascertaining from the Warden that work had not been 

resumed on lease No. 650, it was in due course cancelled. Owing to representations made chiefly by the 
Warden, that Mr. Paulson had been victimised and kept idle by his co-lessees beforehand notice was sent 
to him, and he retook possession of the land formerly comprised in the cancelled lease No. 650 (the Curreki 
Mine), and in due course lodged application No. 182 for a lease of that land. Messrs. James Hassall, 
Thomas H. Jones, Paul Paulson, and Alfred S. Paulson were joined with Mr. T. A. Paulson in this
application. • .

In July, 1888, Mrs. C. J. Kirchner wrote asking that action upon the above application might be 
delayed to enable Mr. Kirchner to establish his right to an interest therein. In consequence ot this letter 
action was stayed as requested, but in October, finding no steps had apparently been taken by Mr. Kirchner, 
a letter was written to Mrs. Kirchner informing her that unless steps were taken at once the application 
would be dealt with, and accordingly, after waiting a reasonable time, action was resumed, and the 
application No. 182 is now ready for approval.

Mountain Maid Mine.
On the 23rd April, 1888, Messrs. Wm. Jennings and John Perry wrote stating they had applied 

for 10 acres of land at Coolongolook, held by Messrs Paulson and party, and which had not been worked 
for two years, and referring to Paulson and party having locked up some 50 acres, which, if tin own open, 
would give employment to a number of miners. . .

Upon this, Mr. Abigail, who was always strongly opposed to the locking up of mining lands, directed 
an immediate inquiry. The reply obtained from the P7arden was that the statement of Messrs. Perry 
and Jennings was untrue. Upon further reference to the Warden, it was stated by him that no 
complaint had been made by Messrs. Perry and Jennings of the non-working of leases at Coolongolook.

On the 7th May, 1888, Mr. Paulson wrote asking what had been done respecting the cancellation- 
of gold-mining lease No. 661, and on the 18th of the same month Messrs. Jennings and Perry sent in a 
complaint of non-work upon the same lease.

On the 21st May, 1888, the lessees were called upon to show cause why gold lease No. 661 (the 
Mountain Maid Mine) should not he cancelled for non-observance of conditions. Neither of the lessees 
showed cause, but Mr. Kirchner, who claimed an interest in the lease, sent in a letter which was regarded 
as an admission of non-work. Thereupon the Warden was asked to report whether work had been 
resumed on gold lease No. 661. In reply the Warden forwarded two telegrams from the Warden s 
Clerk at Coolongolook, in which he, referring to an entirely different piece of ground, stated it was held 
by Shaw and party, and that over 100 tons of quartz had been raised. Upon discovering this error, I 
again requested the report previously asked for, and, owing to the loss of time occasioned by the error, 
marked it very urgent. Upon receipt of a report that work had not been resumed thereon it was decided 
that the lease 661 be cancelled. It was subsequently cancelled in due course, and the cancellation was 
published in the Government Gazette on the 20th July, 1888.

On the 31st May, 1888, Messrs. Jennings and Perry wrote urging that Mr. Paulson was not 
entitled to beforehand notice, and that such notice should be given to them as the only bona fide com
plainants. Thereupon the Minister noted that the letter should receive serious consideration before giving 
any beforehand notice. The effect of this was, I think, that no beforehand notice was sent to either of 
the complainants (it is possible, though I have no recollection of it, that notice was given verbally to one 
or both parties), but on the 21st July, 1888, Messrs. Perry and Jennings took possession of the land 
formerly comprised in cancelled lease No. 661 at 1 o’clock in the morning, and at 8 o clock on the 
morning of the same day Messrs. Paul and Alfred Paulson took possession of the same. The Messrs. 
Paulson lodged their application No. 187 on the 24th July, 1888, at 12 o’clock noon ; Messrs. Perry and 
Jennings lodged their application No. 488 on the same day at a quarter to 3 o clock in the afternoon. 
Messrs. Perry and Jennings being the first in possession after the title under Gold Lease 661 had been 
cancelled they would be regarded as the persons whose application would be dealt with, and that of the 
Messrs. Paulson would be refused; but as both applications had been lodged before the time prescribed 
by the Kegulations I recommended that both be refused, and that as Messrs. Jennings and Perry were 
first in possession they should receive beforehand notice. This recommendation was approved bt the
Minister. . . _T

On the 10th of August, Messrs. Hassall, Jones, and T. A. Paulson lodged an application, No. 189, 
for the same land, and as the applications 187 and 188 were then pending, I recommended that it also be 
refused. This was approved by the Minister. .

Before sending these applications to the Executive Council for refusal, inquiry was made, as is 
usual in similar cases, whether any other applications had been lodged for the same land, and finding 
there were no further applications, Nos. 187, 188, and 189 were, in due course, refused, and the refusal 
was gazetted on the 20th September, 1888. I believe beforehand notice was given, in accordance with 
my recommendation, to Messrs. Jennings and Perry. This is in accordance with the usual practice m 
similar cases. • Uu
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On the 21st September, 1888, Messrs. Abigail and Perry took possession of the land at 2 o’clock, 
in the afternoon, and on the 29th September lodged their application, .No. 190, to lease the land. I was 
informed, I think, by Mr. Perry, that Mr. James Abigail had taken the place of Mr. Jennings for some 
reason connected with Mr. Jennings’ private affairs.

Messrs. Hassall, Jones, and Paulson having lodged an objection to application No. 190, on the 
ground that they claimed the land under application No. 189, I suggested to the "Warden to advise them 
to withdraw their objection, because application No. 189 having been refused before Messrs. Abigail 
and. Perry took possession, their objection could not be sustained, and if an inquiry were held they would 
probably lose the £5 deposited with their objection. Mr. Paulson having refused to withdraw, the 
inquiry was held, and evidence was given showing that the objectors relied upon their title under 
application No. 189, which, as before stated, had been refused. Upon receipt of the Warden’s report 
forwarding the evidence, I recommended that as application 189 had been refused before Messrs. Abigail 
and Perry took possession, application No. 190 be allowed to go on, that the objectors be informed of the 
ground of refusal of application No. 189, and that the objectors’ deposit,, or so much of it as the Warden 
might award, be applied towards payment of the costs incurred by the applicants. Action upon appli
cation No. 190 was expedited because I understood the applicants were anxious to commence work, and 
because it had been represented that the locality, which is a promising one, was in a languishing state 
owing to so much of the land having been locked up.

In conclusion, I beg leave to state that I do not know of any particulars in regard to these leases 
and applications in which the action differs from the action in similar cases without regard to the persons 
interested, except so far as beforehand notice was given to Mr. Paulson concerning the cancellation of 
lease No. G50 (the Curreki mine) instead of to the first complainant. In regard to this, if I may be 
permitted to say. so, the late Minister was perhaps unduly influenced by representations made in favour 
of Mr. Paulson, and I understand the late Minister’s minute, dated 1st June, 1888, on printed paper (28), 
page 7, of the. return ordered to be printed on the 21st December, 1888, to admit so much.

I have, &c.,
HAEEIE WOOD.

T. De Courcy Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 21 January, 1889.

As your letter of the 18th January, asking for a precis of the Mountain Maid case, has no 
office number, please state if this precis is to be a record of the Department, as, if not, I decline to send 
it. Mr. Abigail has asked for a special inquiry, and I am willing to furnish my precis as part of the 
case, so that the record of the inquiry will be complete.

Sorry for troubling you; but as the whole blame of the case has been thrown by Mr. Abigail 
upon “ his officers,” I desire to act carefully in dealing with him.

Tours faithfully,
-------- - T. DE C. BEOWNE

Inform that the jpre'efs was asked for officially, and will be a record of the Department.—H.W., 
22/1/89. Informed, 23/1/89.

4 T- 1)6 Courcy Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 24 January, 1889.

■ , , ^5* y°ur letter, dated 18th January, asking me to favour you with a copy of the precis
.relating to the lease known as the Mountain Maid ” read by me “ in the course of debate in the 
Legislative Assembly on the IGth instant,” I beg to herewith furnish the copy as requested.

I have, &c.,
. T. E. DE COUECT BEOWNE.

[Enclosure.]
Precis.

The “ Mountain Maid ” lease was formerly a 10-acre lease, G.L. 661, at Coo
longolook, Comity Gloucester, portion 75, and held by Paulson and party.

A considerable quantity of work appears to have been done on the leased area.
It was reported for non-working by Paulson and by Perry and Jennings, and 

for this cause was ultimately gazetted forfeited on the 20th July, 1888, on the 
regular Gazette day, Friday.

On page 3 of the Parliamentry paper appears a minute on exhibit 7, in which 
the Minister orders that beforehand notice be sent to T. A. Paulson of the forfei
ture of G.L. 661. This instruction was not obeyed, which is very suspicious, 
especially in view of Minister's minute on exhibit 38.

This minute has no reference to the lease referred to in the minute on exhibit 7.
On the 21st July, the forfeited lease was repegged by Perry at 1 a.m., and by 

Paulson at 8 a.m., Perry’s application being No. 188, and Paulson’s 187.

_As Bulladelah is the nearest telegraph station to Coolongolook—19 miles 
distant,—it is curious how Perry should have been on the land at 1 a.m., one hour 
after the land could be lawfully reoccupied. He evidently had beforehand infor
mation as to when the lease would be gazetted, and was in the locality waiting for 
midnight to repeg—a leak evidently in the Department.

On the 24th July both Perry and Paulson lodged their lease applications. No. 
187—Paulson—at noon, and Perry—188—at 2'45 p.m.

As the three days required by the Leasing Regulations (Nos. 3 and 48) had not 
elapsed—though seventy-two hours had—there was' no alternative but to refuse 
the two applications. This was done.

The Minister’s minute had reference 
to lease 650, the “Curreki.” This 
minute bears date 18/1/88, whereas 
the holders of lease 661 the ‘ ‘Mountain 
Maid” were not called upon to show 
cause till the 21st May, 1888.

Beforehand notice was given to T. 
A. Paulson as to 650.

I cannot find that beforehand notice 
was given to either party. But com
plaint having been lodged by Perry 
and Jennings as well as by T. A. 
Paulson, there would have been no 
great irregularity in giving beforehand 
notice to Perry and Jennings, seeing 
that it had been represented that 
Paulson being one of the offending 
lessees was not entitled to beforehand 
notice.

Application 187 was by PaulPaulson 
and Alfred Paulson.

Application 188 was by John Perry 
and Wm. Jennings.

The
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The refusal of 187 and 188 was confirmed by the Executive Council on 4th Sep
tember, 1888, but not gazetted till the 20th September, a delay which was pre
meditated, and for a special purpose, as follows :—On the 10 August, 1888 a third 
application to lease the land of the late G.L. 661 was made in the names of Hassall 
and Party—No. 189. As there were already two lease applications on the land 
the third one—No. 189—had to be refused, as the land was not available.

The refusal of this—the third application—was confirmed by the Executive 
Council on the 19th September, and, extraordinary to state, was, with 187 and 188 
(which had passed the Executive Council fifteen days previously), gazetted refused 
on the following day—a speedy action, very suspicious in itself.

The motive for holding over the gazetting of the refusal of 187 and 188 is now 
Very clear, and the Minister must have been cognizant of the reason. The motive 
was that if 187 and 188 were gazetted without 189 that Perry’s show to get the 
land was wiped out; but gazetting the three—187, 188, and 189—together all 
titles were wiped out, and Perry could be given an advantage in obtaining 
repossession by gazetting on an off day, by a special supplement. By page 14 of 
the papers [Exhibit H] this dodge was actually resorted to with a successful result, 
as Perry took possession of the land again on the afternoon of the 21st September.

As I know full well that these special supplements are not issued separately to 
subscribers, but are included in the Tuesday’s and Priday’s regular Gazettes, I am 
sure that Perry, through J. W. Abigail, who is with him in-the lease application 
of-21st September, got irregular information as to the Gazette notice of 20 Septem
ber, and was on hand at Bulladelah probably to benefit by it.

The whole matter is so surrounded with suspicion, so strong as to leave hardly 
a doubt in my mind that J. W. Abigail was afforded or obtained information in 
the Department in a manner not available to the general public.

The slovenly manner in which the papers of the case have been presented, adds 
to the doubts surrounding the cases; Nos. 187 and 188 are mixed up in a censurable 
way with 182 and 190, requiring special knowledge of the routine of lease appli
cations to unravel the story of the “ Mountain Maid.”

Perry and Abigail’s application No. 190 was made on the 29th September with 
suspicious celerity, not characteristic of this branch. The application is bustled 
through by the Chief Mining Surveyor [See exhibit 10, page 15 of the papers], 
and a lease prepared inside of two months from the date of application, a quick
ness without a parallel. Now this special treatment of the application must have 
been the result of exceptional instructions, verbal possibly, as under the peculiar 
circumstances of this case, the Minister would hardly be indiscreet enough to 
minute his wishes on the papers.

Altogether this Mountain Maid case is a discreditable one, and the attempt to 
cast the blame on the officers of the Department is cowardly and contemptible. I 
hold them beyond suspicion, as in my thirteen years business with the Department 
I can solemnly state that the business of leases has been most loyally adhered to by 
the subordinates of the Department. I make no charges against Mr. Abigail, but 
the pecul arities of the case are such as to cover him with suspicion. If he is 
blameless, then he is unfortunate in having such a brother. De C. B.

This is in accordance with the usual 
practice in such cases.

There is nothing suspicious 'nor 
irregular in this, because if applica
tions 187 and 188 had been gazetted 
refused while 189 was pending other 
applications would probably have been 
lodged which could not have been 
granted on account of the pendancy 
of 189, and therefore to prevent con
fusion and avoid unnecessary labour 
all such applications are gazetted at 
the same time.

There is nothing improper in this 
motive. I had recommended before
hand notice to Perry and Jennings, 
because they were the first to take 
possession after lease 661 had been 
cancelled. I certainly wasnotactuated 
by any feeling of friendship to either 
Perry or Jennings.

If application 189 had not been 
cleared away at the same time as 187 
and 188, the beforehand notice would 
have been a farce.'

There are numerous precedents for 
publishing such notices in a supple
mentary Gazette. Such supplements 
can be obtained from the Government 
Printer on the day of publication.

This is the first time that James 
Abigail appears in connection with the 
transaction. I do not know when he 
came first to the Department with 
Perry,but I think it was just before the 
application 190 was lodged, and so far 
as I can remember Perry then in
formed me James Abigail had taken 
the place of Wm. Jennings, and gave 
as a reason that Jennings’ private 
affairs prevented his proceeding fur
ther in the matter.

Perry and Abigail no doubt got the 
beforehand notice that was to have 
been given to Perry and Jennings.

This was due to the fact that the 
Minister had promised one night to 
lay the papers on the Table of the 
House on the next afternoon, and 
consequently the papers were pre
pared in a great hurry, and no time 
was allowed for revision.

*

In submitting these papers which refer to the Mountain Maid and Curreki leases I invite the 
Minister’s attention to the marginal notes on the precis submitted by Mr. De Courcy Browne, M.P.,—■ 
II. W., 4/2/89. ______

T. De Courcy Browne, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
. Sir, 52, Castlereagh-street, 20 February, 1889.

In the hurry of copying my precis of the “ Mountain Maid ” gold lease case furnished you 
-by request, I find there is one very important point omitted, and which I now supply.

On reference to paper No. 39 on page 9 of the Parliamentary Beturn you will find the minute of 
the Executive Council, recommending the cancellation of G-.L. 661—i.e., the Mountain Maid lease. The 
minute was approved on the 17th July, 1888, but not confirmed till the 23rd July, 1888, yet a Gazette 
notice is issued [see Paper No. 40] on the 20th July, cancelling the lease, or three days before the lease 
is cancelled by the Governor and Executive Council. This peculiar haste is repugnant to Reg. 46, relating 
to gold-mining leases, and requires an explicit explanation as to why the ordinary practice of the Depart
ment was ignored, and why the action of such a high tribunal as the Executive Council was anticipated 
by the Minister for Mines. I have, &c.,

T. F. DE COURCY BROWNE.

Place with other papers.—J.M.C., 20/2/89.

Report
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Report by The Under Secretary for Mines.
Heport on the precis forwarded by Mr. De Courcy Browne, respecting the Mountain Maid Mine at

Coolongolook.
Fbom the fact that gold lease, 050 (the Curreki) and 661 (the Mountain Maid) were both held by 
Paulson and party, and Paulson’s complaint referred to, both the papers have not been kept separate, 
and consequently persons outside the Department have been to some extent confused in regard to the 
action taken. Thus Mr. De Courcy Browne supposes the Minister’s minute, exhibit 7, Parliamentary 
Papers, refers to lease 661, whereas it refers to lease 650, and he states the Minister’s order was not 
obeyed, whereas in point of fact it was obeyed, and the beforehand notice was given to Mr. Paulson.

As regards lease 661 Mr. Paulson was the first to complain of non-work, and if he had not been a 
lessee he would probably have received beforehand notice in the usual course, but on the 31st May, 1888, 
Messrs. Jennings and Perry urged, that although Paulson was the first to complain he 'was in fact com
plaining of his own default and therefore was not entitled to beforehand notice, that they Jennings 

a nd Perry being the only bona fide complaints were entitled to such notice. Upon this the Minister 
( Mr. Abigail) "wrote the following miuute. “ This should receive serious consideration before allowing 
a ny of the first applications any right in connection with this case.” I cannot find that beforehand 
n otice was given to Perry and Jennings, but it is possible that it may have been. At any rate such a 
p roceeding would have been quite consistent with the Bill introduced by Mr. Abigail.

It appears that the papers were withdrawn from the Executive Council after the cancellation of 
gold lease 661 had been approved, but before the approval had been confirmed, and that the cancellation 
was gazetted before confirmation. This has been done in other cases where the matter has appeared 
to the Minister an urgent one. The urgency in this case was, I think, that Perry and Jennings 
represented they -were at great expenses awaiting cancellation of the lease.

There is nothing suspicious about the keeping back of the Gazette notice respecting applications 
187 and 188, till 189 was ready to be gazetted. This is the usual practice, so that all applications 
pending for the same parcel of land may be cleared away at the same time, thereby preventing confusion.

When recommending the refusal of applications 187 and 188, I recommended that beforehand 
notice be given to Perry and Jennings, and such notice would have been useless. 189 were cleared 
away. My reason for making that recommendation was that they, Perry and Jennings, were first in 
possession of the land after lease 661 had been cancelled. I certainly was not actuated by any feeling 
of friendship for either Perry or Jennings.

There are numerous precedents for publishing notice of refusal in a Supplement to the Gazette. 
Such Supplements are obtainable at the Government Printing Office on the day of publication, and it 
would be quite possible for the information to be telegraphed to Bulladelah in time for a person to reach 
Coolongolook by midnight.

I cannot from memory state when Mr. James Abigail first came to the Department in connection 
with this matter, but about the time application No. 190 was lodged his name first appeared in the papers.

There is no doubt that Perry and Abigail received the beforehand notice, that would have been given 
to Perry and Jennings in accordance with my recommendation on application No. 188.

It is no doubt true that the papers in this case were not prepared as carefully as they should 
have been, but it must be remembered that the time allowed for their preparation was very short, the 
order for their production having been given in the morning for the papers to be ready by the time the 
House met on that day; consequently, there was no time to make a proper examination before they were 
laid on the Table ; consequently the papers omitted had to be included in a Supplementury Beturn.

____________________________ H.W., 22/2/89.

’ Result of Inquiry.
Besult of inquiry made by the Honorable the Minister of Mines, at the request of Francis Abigail, Esq., 

M.P ., re the cancellation of gold leases, No. 650, known as the “ Curreki Mine,” and No. 661, known 
as the “ Mountain Maid Claim,” Curreki Mine, Block No. 650.

Having been requested by Mr. Francis Abigail, M.P., late Minister of Mines, to cause an inquiry to be 
made into the circumstances in connection with the issue of a gold-mining lease to Messrs. James Abigail 
and John Perry, I at once complied with the request, and instructed the Under Secretary of Mines to 
furnish me with a full report of the whole case. Having read that report, and having also fully considered 
all the other papers relating to the case, there seems to me to have been some confusion in consequence of the 
two cases known as the “ Curreki” and “Mountain Maid” gold-mining claims being mixed up and owned 
by the same proprietary, viz., Messrs. Dickson, Dickson, Paulson, and party. From my own personal 
inquiries and study of the whole of the papers, I find the case to be as follows:—‘1 On the 8th of 
November, 1887, Mr. H. Tagg complained that Dickson, Dickson, Paulson, and party had not complied with 
the labour conditions of their leases ” [see Exhibit No. 1 Parliamentary Papers^, and requested “that the 
lease should be cancelled, and that he (Tagg), being the first informant, should receive the usual “ before
hand notice.” On the 27th February following, more than three months having elapsed, Mr. Tagg again 
wrote referring to his previous complaint, and requesting a reply. [See Exhibit No. 12.] This letter is 
minuted by the Under Secretary of Mines, requesting the "Warden to hasten his report, and inform 
Mr. Tagg that the matter was still under consideration. On the 13th March following, Mr. Tagg 
was informed-by the Under Secretary of Mines that his complaint was still under consideration. From 
this point the papers do not disclose that any further communication was made to Mr. Tagg, nor did he 
receive any “ beforehand notice” in respect .to the cancellation of lease No. 650, which was confirmed by 
the Executive Council on the 17th April, 1888. [See Exhibit No. 16.] The next informant against 
Messrs. Dickson, Dickson, Paulson, and party, for non-compliance with the labour conditions respecting 

- the Curreki Mine was a Mr. E. Easterbrook, who lodged a written complaint on the 11th November, 1887, 
three days later than that lodged by Mr. Tagg. " [$ee Exhibit, Parliamentary Papers, No. 2.] This 
gentleman’s communication appears to have been ignored by the Minister altogether, as no reference is 
made to it in any of the papers. The next person to lodge a complaint against the non-fulfilment of the 
labour conditions on this gold lease No. 650, the Curreki claim, was Mr. T. A. Paulson, one of the 

■ lessees, who asked “that the lease which had been issued to himself and others should be cancelledl and 
that he, being the informant, should receive the ‘ beforehand notice,’ which would enable him to obtain

a
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a new lease, issued to himself alone, and for his own personal benefit.” This application, it will be 
noticed, was made nearly one month later than those of Mr. Tagg and Mr. Easterbrook, viz., the 5th 
December, 1887 [See Exhibit No. 3], and the minute shows the regular course was adopted on 
Paulson’s complaint, viz., to inform Paulson “ that the matter was being dealt with on prior complaints.” 
On the 23rd December, 1887, Messrs. Dickson, Dickson, Paulson, and party were called upon to show 
why this lease No. 650 should not be cancelled. [See Exhibits Nos. 4 and 5.] On the same date, 23rd 
December, 1887, Mr. Warden Eawcett wrote to the Under Secretary for Mines, urging “ that in the 
event of the lease being cancelled, Mr. Paulson, one of the then lessees of the claim, should have timely 
information given to him, to enable him to release the claim. [See Exhibit No. 6.”] The Under Secretary 
replied, that “in the event of the lease being cancelled the beforehand notice should be given to the first 
complainant, Mr. Henry Tagg.” On the 28th December, 1887, a Mr. W. Kirchner wrote to the Under 
Secretary for Mines, claiming to be one of the lessees of the claim, and requesting information. [See 
Exhibit No. 7.] The writer was informed, with the approval of the Minister, “ that the lease would most 
likely be refused for non-compliance with the labour conditions.” On the 31st December, 1887, the 
Under Secretary of Mines replied to Mr. T. A. Paulson’s letter of the 3rd December, 1887, stating “ that 
action was being taken on a prior complaint” (presumably that of Mr. Henry Tagg). [jSee Exhibit No. 8.] 
On the 18th January, 1888, notwithstanding that Mr. Warden Eawcett had been informed on the previous 
23rd December, 1887, that “ in the event of the lease being cancelled beforehand, notice should be given 
to Henry Tagg, the Minister (Mr. Abigail) minuted that “ Mr. Paulson, one of the lessees complained 
against, should receive ‘ the beforehand notice.’ ” The fullest inquiries then following fully establish 
the fact “ that the lessees of this claim had not complied with the requirements of the law in respect 
to the employment of labour.” On the 21st March following, the Minister approved of the lease being 
cancelled, which was confirmed by the Executive Council on the 17th April, 1888. [See Exhibit No. 16.] 
On the 19th April, 1888, two days before the cancellation of the lease was to be gazetted [see Exhibit 
No. 17], the “beforehand notice” was sent to Mr. T. A. Paulson, who was thus enabled to regain possession 
of the claim. Taking into consideration all the foregoing circumstances, I am clearly of opinion that 
what has been done over the matter submitted to me for decision by Mr. Abigail was most improperly 
done, and that it was a maladministration of the Mining Act. There cannot be the slightest doubt that 
the only person entitled to the “beforehand notice” was the first complainant, Henry Tagg, and that T. A. 
Paulson was not entitled to the lease which has been issued to him. Whatever induced the Minister to 
ignore the bona fide complaint of Henry Tagg, which complaint had from first to last been fully 
recognized by the Under Secretary for Mines, and to accept that of Mr. T. A. Paulson, who was com
plaining against himself and party, I cannot imagine, nor do the papers in the Mines Department show.

J. M. CHANTER.

Result of Inquiry.
Result of Inquiry made by the Honorable the Minister of Mines, at the request of Erancis Abigail, Esq., 

M.P., re the cancellation of Grold Leases No. 650, known as the “ Curreki Mine,” and No. 661, known 
as the “ Mountain Maid Claim.”

Mountain Maid Claim, Block No. 661.
On the 5th of December, 1887, Mr. T. A. Paulson, one of the lessees of the above claim complained 
“ that the labotir conditions were not being complied with, and that his co-lessees by their action 
were preventing the work being carried on.” Ho furthermore requested that the lease should be 
cancelled and that he should receive the beforehand notice to enable him to obtain a new lease of 
the claim, when he promised to faithfully comply with the labour conditions. He was informed that 
the matter was being dealt with on a prior complaint [see Exhibit No. 3], but I am of opinion 
that this prior complaint referred to another lease, viz., No. 650, and not No. 661, the “ Mountain 
Maid.” On the 23rd of April, 1888, Messrs. W. Jennings and John Perry lodged a complaint with 
the Minister for Mines against the lessees of gold lease No. 661, known as the “Mountain Maid” 
claim, alleging that the lessees had not complied with the labour conditions. [See Exhibit No. 18, 
Parliamentary Papers.'] Upon receipt of this letter the Minister asked for a careful inquiry and report. 
The case was submitted to Mr. Warden Eawcett for report, who reported upon the 13th of May, 1888, 
stating “ that the statements made by Messrs. Perry and Jennings were untrue, and he saw no necessity 
for an inquiry being held.” Two days later the Minister wrote a Minute stating that Perry and Jennings 
had lodged a complaint for non-fulfilment of labour condition^ upon a lease at Curreki, some time previously, 
and, as it adjoined the “ Mountain Maid” claim, he asked “ what had been done.” This minute seems 
peculiar, for I'find the Minister had himself, on the 3rd day of April, previously recommended His Excellency 
the Governor and the Executive Council to cancel the said lease. As a matter of fact he knew that it 
had been approved by His Excellency the Governor on the 10th day of the previous month, and confirmed 
by the Executive Council seven days later. ' Eurthermore, that on the 19th day of March, 1888, ho had 
approved of a “beforehand notice” being give to Mr. T. A. Paulson (who is the first complainant as 
regards the “ Mountain Maid” lease No. 661.) A similar “ beforehand notice ” having enabled him on a 
previous occasion to reobtain'possession of claim No. 650, known as the “ Curreki Claim.” Acting under 
instructions, the Under Secretary on the 15th of May, 1888, again requested Mr. Warden Eawcett to 
furnish a report as to the non-compliance with labour conditions on the “ Mountain Maid” claim. Here 
some confusion occurred for some time, as the various communications which passed between the Under 
Secretary and Warden’s Clerk show clearly that the latter had misunderstood his instructions and was 
forwarding reports that had reference to other leases, entirely distinct from the “ Mountain Maid ” lease. 
This error was not rectified until the 5th of July, 1888, when the Under Secretary again wrote to the 
Warden, informing him that his report was required upon the “ Mountain Maid ” lease No. 661. The 
Warden replied the following day, reporting that the labour conditions were not being com
plied with,, whereon the Under Secretary recommended the cancellation of the lease which was 
approved by the Minister three days later, viz., the 9th of July, 1888. On the 20th of 
the same month a Gazette notice was issued cancelling the lease. Messrs. Jennings and Perry appear 
to have been very persistent, as from their letter to the Minister, dated the 23rd of April, 1888, up to date 
of cancellation of the lease, several communications passed between them and the Minister, and it is a 
very noticeable fact that nearly all these communications bear a minute of the Minister urging matters

forward—
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forward—whereas the like attention does not appear to have been paid to those sent by the first informant, 
Mr. Paulson. That gentleman asserts in his letter to the Minister, dated the 7th of May, 1888, “ that the 
Minister had promised that in the event of the lease being cancelled, he—Paulson—should receive the 
beforehand notice.” A minute of the Minister, dated the 1st of June, 1888, apparently shows strong 
bias in favour of Jennings and Perry,—wherein the Minister states “he is not at all satisfied with the recom
mendation of the "Warden, which recommendation was in Paulson’s favour.” It has already been shown in 
the Warden’s report “that his recommendation in Paulson’s favour applied to both leases (blocks Nos. 650 
and 661.”) The Minister entirely approved this recommendation when Tagg and Easterbrook had to be put 
on one side in favour of Paulson respecting lease Ho. 650—although, as regards Tagg, the responsible 
officer of the Department had recommended all through that he should receive the “ beforehand notice.” 
What induced the Minister to disregard the Warden’s recommendation and favour the application of 
Jennings arid Perry the papers do not disclose, and the reasons, if there were any, were apparently 
only known to the Minister (Mr. Abigail) himself. Jennings and Perry were not entitled to any special 
consideration, as their complaint of non-work was not made to the Minister for a period of nearly four 
months later than that lodged by Paulson, who asserts that the Minister promised him “ the beforehand 
notice.” If the reasons adduced by the Warden were considered sufficient to justify the Minister in 
ordering the beforehand notice to be given to Paulson, in respect of the Curreki lease No. 650, to which 
ho was not entitled, Messrs. Tagg and Easterbrook having been prior informants, the same reasons should 
have’had still greater weight in respect to the “ Mountain Maid” claim (block No. 661) as in this case. 
Paulson was the only one entitled to receive this notice. The lease having been cancelled as hereinbefore 
mentioned, on the 20th of July, fresh applications were lodged, as follows:—No. 187, by Paul Paulson 
and Alfred Paulson, who took possession of the land on the 21st of July, 1888; No. 188, by 
John Perry and William Jennings, who also took possession of the land on the 21st of July, 
1888; No. 189, by James Hassall, Thomas A. Jones, and T. A, Paulson, who took possession 
of the land on the 4th of August, 1888. Applications Nos. 187 and 188 were refused in consequence 
of having been lodged before the expiration of three days. Perry and Jennings (applicants No. 188) 
appear at that time to have obtained information from some quarter which enabled them to take pos
session of the land at 1 o’clock a.m., a few hours after the Gazette notice was issued in Sydney ; whereas 
applicants for No. 187 did not appear to possess this information, for they did not take possession of the 
land until 8 o’clock a.m., or seven hours later. How this information was obtained the papers do not 
disclose, but a minute of the Minister, dated the 28th of August, 1888, approved of applicants No. 188, 
Perry and Jennings, receiving “ beforehand notice,” on the ground of “ priority of possession.” Applicants 
for No. 189, Hassall and others, who took possession on the 4th of August, 1888, were refused the lease 
also, on the ground “that the land was not available at date of taking possession.” It does appear strange 
that, as Paulson and others and Perry and Jennings, who had lodged applications before the three days had 
expired, which was in consequence refused, should have the refusal delayed in order to make the appli
cation No. 189 also invalid. This was evidently done, for although these applications were dated 24th of 
July, 1888, the Minister did not recommend His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council to 
refuse the applications until the 20th August, 1888, and the Gazette notice refusing the application was 
not issued until the 20th September, 1888, which stated that the whole of the applications, Nos. 187, 
188, and 189, were refused. It is quite clear that Perry by some means obtained information of 
the Minister’s intention to issue the Gazette notice notifying the refusal of applications Nos. 187, 188, 
and 189, on the 20th September, 1888, for at 2 o’clock in the afternoon on the following day, the 
21st September, 1888, Perry is found on the land, which is near Bulladelah, in the Stroud District— 
a considerable distance from Sydney—repegging the claim. How this information was obtained the papers 
do not disclose. It must have been given by some person verbally, thereby carrying out the expressed 
wishes of the Minister, who, in his minute of the 20th August, 1888, approved of Mr. Perry receiving 
the “ beforehand notice.” Joined with Mr. Perry in this very application, which is numbered 190, is Mr. 
James Abigail, referred to in Mr. Erancis Abigail’s'’letter to me. Mr. James Abigail’s name did not appear 
previously, and the reasons for Mr. Jennings withdrawing and his place being filled by Mr. James Abigail 
are not disclosed in any of the papers in the Department, and, consequently, they are not known to me.

Having now to give a decision on the whole matter, as requested by Mr. Erancis Abigail in his' 
letter of the 17th January last, I am constrained to say that, as the records of the Mines Department 
show, that “no official beforehand notice ” to Perry was given, as he was not entitled to receive one,it is 
clear that the information must have been verbally given by someone having an interest in assisting Perry 
and James Abigail to obtain the lease. In my opinion, Perry and James Abigail were not entitled to the 
lease in question. Paulson was clearly entitled to it.

J. M. CHANTER.

EXHIBITS.
Exhibit 1.

' Mr. H. Tagg to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir Coolongolook, 8 November, 1887.

I have the honor to bring under your notice the fact that the gold-mining lease, No. 22, gold 
lease 80, 10 acres, in favour of Dickson, Dickson, Paulson, and party, and known as the Curreki Claim at 
Coolongolook, county of Gloucester, has been held for several years, and next to no work has been done 
on it. .

They have had several extensions of time granted them on various pretexts, and the last extension 
of three months, and which will shortly expire, was for the erection of machinery, but no steps whatever 
have been taken to get any up or on the ground.

No efforts have been made during the long time they have held this ground to keep the water out, 
and no work whatever is being done at present on the claim. • _

I beg further to inform you that it was altogether owing to tbe holders of the above claim allowing 
their shafts to remain full of water which flooded me, and at last compelled me to abandon the adjoining 
claim No. 21, and held and worked by me. ...

I have the very highest opinion of the line of reef, and more especially the 10 acres, as it is on rich 
payable stone. I

1
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I believe it is the intention of the present leaseholders to allow the lease to be cancelled, and then 
to re-peg it out, thus shutting up and allowing this valuable property to lie idle.

Being the first to advise you to above effect, I beg to ask you to favour me with instructions how 
to proceed to be put in possession of the abovementioned ground.

Craving for the favour of a reply,— I have, &c.,
HEMET TAGG-.

Exhibit 2.
Mr. E. Easterbrook to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Cape Hawke, 11 November, 1887.
I have the honor to bring to your notice of Dickson and Paulson party not carrying out their 

labour conditions, No. 22, gold lease 80, Curreki Claim, Coolongolook, county of Gloucester. My object 
is to put my own shaft deeper, which is 70 feet deep. I cannot go deeper until they work their claim. I 
am certain it is a good line of reef. I have had three years’ trial at it; but they swamp me out whenever 
I attempt to commence work. I am, &c.,

EDWAED EASTEEBEOOK, 
---------------- - "Working Miner.

Exhibit 3.
Mr. T. A. Paulson to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Coolongolook, 5 December, 1887.
I wish to apply for cancellation of gold lease 650, portion 22, situated at Coolongolook, 

county of Gloucester, parish of Tellaree, held by myself and Dickson ; also lease No. 661, portion gold 
lease 75, situated at Coolongolook, county of Gloucester, parish of Tellaree, taken out by Paulson, T. 
Jones, and C. Jones. Out of the last twelve months the party has kept me and my two sons idle, with 
the exception of four months; and one gentleman in Sydney, who holds four shares, owes £80, and I 
cannot get a shilling from him. I hereby pray that you will cause these two abovementioned leases to be 
cancelled for nonpayment of rent, as I and my party are quite willing to pay rent, erect machinery, and 
work the two mines ; and if such leases should be cancelled, I hope you will give me due notice, as all 
my labour and money for this last eight years lay in these two mines, and not on any occasion have I 
been the cause of the mines being suspended from labour, although I had to carry it through for the rest 
of the shareholders. I have, &c.,

--------  T. A. PAULSON.
May probably be informed that the matter is being dealt with on prior complaint.---ME., 29/12/87. 

Inform.—G.E.H. {pro U.S.), 29/12/87.

Exhibit 4.
Notice to Messrs. A. E. Dickson and J. Dickson, jun., and T. A. Paulson. «

Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 December, 1887.
Tor are hereby called upon to show cause, within thirty days, why gold lease No. 650 (H and M), 
delivered 12th December, 1884, under which you are lessees, should not be cancelled for non-observance 
of the conditions thereby imposed.

HAEEIE WOOD,
-------- - Under Secretary for Mines.

I, Egbert Quatle, of Bullahdelah, a first-class constable, do hereby certify that I have served upon the 
within-named Arthur E. Dickson, Joseph Dickson, jun., and T. A. Paulson the notice herein, by 
delivering to Joseph Dickson, jun. (personal), A. E. Dickson, by delivering it to his father at Bullahdelah, 
a truecopv thereof, and T. A. Paulson by registered letter.

EOBEET QUATLE,
Bullahdelah, 4th January, 1888. Constable.

. Exhibit 5.
Notice to Mr. A. H. Cooper.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 December, 1887.
Tou are hereby called upon to show cause, within thirty days, why gold lease, No. 650 

(II. and M.), delivered 12th December, 1884, under which you are one of the lessees, should not be cancelled 
for non-observance of the conditions thereby imposed.

HAEEIE WOOD,
Under Secretary for Mines.

Exhibit 6.
Mr. Warden Eawcett to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, ( Bullahdelah, 23 December, 1887.
I take the liberty of saying that Mr. T. A. Paulson is a most respectable man, and I consider 

he lias been victimised by his partners; he is willing to work, but kept idle by them. If the claims 
Curreki and Mountain Maid got into his hands good work would be made. As to Kerr’s complaint 
about these claims, it comes with a bad grace from a man who will not work on his own. Erom some
thing I have heard I think it probable that the complaint against Conway and Kerr’s claim is to get rid 
of the drones. I hope if the leases of Curreki and Mountain Maid should be cancelled that Paulson may 
get timely information. With best wishes for the new year,—■

I have, &c.,
--------  CHAELES H. EAWCETT.

Inform Mr. Warden Eawcett that the complaint was made by Henry Tagg, and consequently 
beforehand-notice must be sent to him in case the lease be cancelled.—H.W., 3/1 /88. Warden informed 
by memo,

---- :—rtrr-----» EXHIBIT

$
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f» ' ■ Exhibit 7.

*’ Mr. W. Kirclmer to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, ‘ Q-.P.O., Box No. 960, Sydney, 28 December, 1887.

With reference to my conversation with you this morning, relating to the leases noted below, 
I have to advise you that although my name does not appear as one of the registered lessees of these 
mines, yet I really own a third share in them, both as appears by legal documents drawn up by Mr. T. 
Marshall, solicitor, which I can produce to you if necessary. As these mines have cost me a very large 
sum of money, I now beg to respectfully request that you will keep me informed of what is passing 
between your Department and the parties mentioned below, as at present I am kept quite in the dark as 
to what is going on, and can get no information from the parties who are up the country, although I am 
quite prepared to pay my share of the working expenses so as to keep the mine afloat.

■ I have, &c.,
W. KIECHNEB.

Exhibit 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. T. A. Paulson.

1 Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 31 December, 1887.
_ Referring to your letter of the 5th instant, in which you apply for a cancellation of gold lease 

No. 650, in the names of Dickson and yourself, and also of lease No. 661, held by Paulson and P. Jones, I 
have the honor to inform you that action has been taken in the matter on a prior complaint.

I have,.&c.,
HAEEIE WOOD,

. Under Secretary.

Exhibit 12.
Mr. H. Tagg to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Coolongolook, 27 Pebruary, 1888.
I beg to recall to your attention my memo, of or about the 9th hiovember, 1887, laying before 

you the reasons why the gold-mining lease No. 21, known as the Curreki, at Coolongolook, county of 
Gloucester, should be cancelled, and begging at the same time that you would favour me with early 
information of the cancellation. I now have the honor to inform you that the time allowed the present 
holders of the ground as the extension of non-labour for the erection of machinery has expired, and that 
no work whatever has been done on the ground. Begging that you will favour me with advice as to how 
I am to proceed,— ' I have, &c.,

. —;---- HENEY TAGG.
Bequest Warden to expedite his report and inform the writer the matter is still under considera

tion.—H.W., 6/3/88.

Exhibit 16.
Minute for The Governor and Executive Council.

Becommending the cancellation of a certain gold-mining lease.
' . Department of Mines, Sydney, 3 April, 1888.
It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the gold-mining lease 
of Crown lands specified in the annexed schedule be cancelled, the lessees having failed to fulfil the labour 
conditions contained therein.

--------  EEANCIS ABIGAIL.
The Executive Council advise that the course herein recommended be approved.—A. C. Bubge, 

Clerk of the Council. Min.. 88/14, 10/4/88. Approved.—Caebingtox, 10/4/88. Confirmed, 17/4/88.

Schedule alluded to.

Hunter and Macleay Mining District.
No. 650; name, A. F. Dickson and others; portion No. 22; locality, county Gloucester, parish 

Teleraree ; 10 acres ; Bullahdelah, 142.

Exhibit 17.
_ The Under Secretary for Mines to T. A. Paulson, Esq.

Sir, . Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 April, 1888.
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that the gold-mining lease noted in h. anasi. 650. 

the margin, will bo cancelled for non-fulfilment of the labour conditions contained therein.
If you desire to lease the land, you may, after the notification of cancellation, which will appear 

in the Government Gazette of 22nd April, 1888, take possession after 12 o’clock at night of that day. and 
apply, in accordance with the regulations. '

I have, &e.,
G. E. HE BEING

(For the Under Secretary for Mines).

[9*] 32—B
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING.
(MINEBAL LEASES, COUNTY OP GOUGH, PARISH OP HIGHLAND HOME.)

Ordered hj the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 August, 1SS9.

RETWales t0dated02lnd0M*!v3 A? Lcs1islativG Assembly of New South
House— 22 d M y’ 88 ’ That there be laid uP°n the Table of this

“ Copies of mineral leases Nos. 1,815, 1 816 1 817 nkn q 9qv inT, i •
“ the eZSA^rffh’ Pai'iSh °f HiShla‘1'1 io“e; ’3ls0 "U Whcatione for
“ puhl^r cOTiefof aBy 0frth?m' “t0 minOTal conditional
- Jni S i’ 0pi? of aU transiers, or applications for transfers, of the same 

and of all reports, plans, and papers relating to the same.”

(Mr. J. P. Abbott.)

Mineral Conditional Purchase Applications.
Application for Conditional Purchase.

District of Tenterfield C' [Alienation Act, sections 13, 14, and 19 ]
m,!,•<»«« „»ry G w. „inori purcl witkonfci;“"-“4-of

Deceived by me, with a deposit of £30, this 31st day of July, 1884, at 10 o’clock,-

. . . J- H. TOMPSON,
gjr> Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield.

,1“ •» »f r&txt
I am, &c.,

JAMES H. GEANEY,---- j
Emmaville.

To the Agent for the Sale of Crown Lands at Tenterfield.

1,815,1CS0lU61;tlslf7S,,“Sl'^ ^ ^ Hi8lllima being tie 1,„J Md ,nd,r mineral W,

The Survey,ir-Clcneral to The Tinder Secretary for lands
Mineral putcba!e sj-eo, Tenterfield, pariah of Highland Hc„e, connty Gough. .

It is submitted for the consideration of the Secretary for Lands tW h, tu- t> 1 'M'ay'’ 1883- 
requested to say what portions in the county of Goueh are orhnvlr th 1 mlneS, Department should be Append* A, B 
I Sie and I S!7, and how the application^ forthhest^od f wd undep. mineral leases 1,815,
31st July, 1884 ; also whether .any part of the land nnnlip3-fvr. a *miS- ?0n<^ltl0nal purchase, viz.,
in auy other applications ; if so, the state of such mineral lease acondl,tlonal purchase is embraced 
name, and whether still correct, and if otherwise, Se date SanSatior °f’whose

______ • DOBT. D. EITZGEEALD,
603—A Dor the Surveyor-General.

[S70 copies Approximate cost of printing (labour and material), £42 6s. Sd.] T1,e
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The Under Secretary for Mines.—I’.H.'W*. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 20/5/85. Noted a 
record.—E.'W.P., 14/5/85.

M.L., portion .173.—M.L. 1,815 ; lessee, James H. Gfraney ; delivered ; rent paid, 29/10/84. M.L.,
portion 174.-—1,816; lessee, James H. Graney ; delivered; rent paid. M.L., portion 176.—1,817 ; lessee, 
James H. Graney ; delivered ; rent paid.

At the date of conditional purchase, 31/7/84, these leases stood in the names of "W". "W. Richardson 
and G. Hardie. The transfer to Graney was approved on 1st August, 1884. Leases are now in course of 
cancellation for non-observance of labour condition.—27/5/85. '

The Chief Mining Surveyor.—T.C.B., 27/5/85. Chief Draftsman.—E.F.P., 2/6/85. Noted.—
M.C., 6/6/85. Mineral leases 1,815,1,816,1,817 now cancelled.—2/6/85. The Under Secretary for
Lands.—H.'W., B.C., 9/6/85.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Prosser.
(C.P. No. 84-60 ; C.S. No. 85-4,943 Cor.) .

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 July, 1885.
Deposit paid. I desire to inform you that the application made by you at Tenterfield on the 31st July, 1884,
£so for the conditional purchase of 60 acres of land is'void, as at date of application the area applied for was

held under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817 by W. AY. Richardson and G. Hardie. _
2. Enclosed is a form which, on being filled up in accordance with the instructions thereon, and 

forwarded to the Treasury, Sydney, will enable you at once to obtain the refund of your deposit.
I have, &c.,

E. H. AYILSON
-----------------(Eor the Under Secretary).

[Enclosure.-/
(C.P. No. 84-60 ; C.S. No. 85-4,943 Cor.)

gir) Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 July, 1885.
I desire to inform you that the application of Evan Prosser, on the 31st July, 1884, for the conditional purchase 

of 60 acres of land is void, as at date of application the area applied for was held under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 
1,817 by W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie. . , ,. ,

2. A form for refund of deposit has been forw’arded for the signature of the applicant, the nature of which you will 
be so good as to explain to him, if required.

I have, &c.,
F. H. WILSON

The Land Agent at Tenterfield.' ______________________________ __ (For the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for finance and Trade.
Conditional Purchase.—Revenue Refunded.

(C.P. No. 84-60 ; C.S. No. 85-4,943 Cor.)
Tenterfield; Sir, Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Division, Sydney, 30 July, 1885.
Evan Prosser ; ’ j ]ia,ve to inform you that the conditional purchase noted in the margin being void, as at date
31st July’1884“ of application the area applied for was held under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817 by AY. AY. 
“/I Richardson and G. Hardie, you will be good enough to refund to the selector the sum of L30, being the
deposit, >buU. , •iji “deposit money paid thereon. t * j j a

2. I am to add that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the
applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury.

J i I have, &c.,
. CHARLES OLIVER,

Under Secretary;

Messrs. Shepherd and Grossman to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Evan Prosser’s Conditional Purchase at Tenterfield. 

gjr Sydney, 7 August, 188o_.
ir’ AVe beg to acknowledge, with thanks, the receipt of your favour of the 5th instant informing 

us that the cancellation of this conditional purchase had been revoked, and that the purchase stands m
E. Prosser’s name as before.

AVe herewith return to you the refund voucher.
AVe have, &c., ^

SHEPHERD and CROSSMAN.

[Special Payments Form No. 2.]

Dr. to Evan Prosser.

[Enclosure./
New South Wales.

Conditional Purchase.—Revenue refunded.
Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 July, 1885.

For the following refund, viz. :—C.S. No. 85-4,943 Cor. ; C.P. No. 84—60.
Land Office at Tenterfield ; date of selection, 31st day of July, 1884 ; deposit Pal^

60 acres. Selection void, as at date of application the area applied for was held 
under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817 by W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie

Deposit to be refunded on 60 acres..

Amount to be refunded

£ s. d.

30 0 0
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Messrs. Shepherd and Crossman to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Sydney, 4 August, 1885.

In reply to your letter of the 30th July, informing us that conditional purchase 84-60, 
Tenterfield, conditionally purchased by J. H. G-raney, was void, as the land at the date or the application 
was held under mineral leases 1,815,1,816, and 1,817, by W. "W. Bichardson and G-. Hardie, we shall esteem 
it a favour if you mil have the same reinstated without delay, to avoid the possibility of the land being 
“ jumped,” as the land was purchased by Mr. Prosser on behalf of a company for a large sum, and several 
thousand pounds have already been expended on machinery and otherwise.

We find on application at the Mines Office that the mineral leases 1,815,1,816, and 1,817 were trans
ferred by W. W. Bichardson and GL Hardie to J. H. Graney on the 16th June, 1884, and the application 
for conditional purchase was made by J. H. Graney at Tenterfield on the 31st July, 1884.

We have, &c., .
--------  SHEPHEBD and CBOSSMAlSr.

Charting Branch.—Ed.B., 22/1/86. Noted in Charting Branch. District Surveyor informed. 
Eorm E to Mr. L.-S. Holmes this day, directing survey of portions 173 and 174, Highland Home. Con
ditional Sales Branch to await survey.—Jn. J. Callachob, 17/2/86. Mr. Landers,—Has surveyor 
reported.—C.W.P., 5/7/86. No reply.—W.T.L., 9/7/86. Records Mr. Landers,—Any reply yet.—
J.P.M., 15/11/86. Reply by C.S. 86-33,987 Dep.—W.T.L., 23/11/86.

Messrs. Shepherd and Crossman to The Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 177, Pitt-street, Sydney, 4 August, 1885.

_ In reference to the voidance of conditional purchase by J. H. Graney, 84-60, Tenterfield,
applied for 31st July, 1884, we must urge upon you to immediately recall the revocation of this condi
tional purchase, and prevent the possibility of this valuable property (which has been purchased bonajide 
by a number of gentlemen who have expended large sums and actually erected valuable machinery on the 
faith of the communications received from the Lands Department) being jumped, as we have reason to 
suspect that there is a movement afoot in the matter. ■

Mr. Prosser purchased from the Butler’s Tin-mining Company, in liquidation, by George Hardie, 
the official liquidator of the company, the Butler’s tin-mine, and after application to Mr. Hardie’s solicitor 
(Mr. W. J. Eergusson), for particulars of title, we made application at the Lands Office as to the validity 
of the conditional purchase, and were answered as follows :—“ Conditional purchase 84-60, county of Gough, 
parish of Highland Home, stands good in the conditional purchase registers, and is now in the name of 
Butler’s Tin-mining Company.”

' The purchase was completed so far back as the 31st of March, and thereupon extensive expendi
ture for the rapid development of the mine was at once proceeded with.

On the 13th July last Mr. Prosser received a notice from the Under Secretary for Lands stating 
that conditional purchase as therein set out, namely -.—Tenterfield—Butler’s Tin-mining Company ; 60 
acres ; 31st July, 1884—was, on the 8th July, registered in the books of the Lands Department as trans
ferred to him. Thereupon a company was formed of a number of gentlemen engaged in mining enter
prises in this Colony, who purchased the property, and are now actually engaged in the permanent 
development thereof, as before mentioned. We may add that not the slightest notification of any alleged 
imperfections was received by us until yesterday, 3rd August, when we received from your Department a 
formal notice of voidance of this conditional purchase upon the technical ground that the land was at the 
date of the application for conditional purchase held under mineral leases by Messrs. W. W. Bichardson 
and G. Hardie, who xvere the trustees of the Butler’s Tin Company; but, as a matter of fact, Messrs. 
Richardson and Hardie transferred these leases to J. H. Graney on the 16th June, 1884, and thereafter,- 
on the 31st July, 1884, Graney made the conditional purchase now in question.

Subsequently Graney transferred the conditional purchase to the Butler’s Tin-mining Company, 
who, by the liquidator, as before mentioned, transferred to Mr. Prosser.
_ Therefore we respectfully beg that the revocation will be recalled, otherwise persons may be 
induced to jump this valuable property, and so cause injury to the shareholders as regards the value of 
their shares, interfere -with the further development of the property, and promote expensive litigation.

We have, &c., 1
--------- SHEPHERD and CROSSMAN.

Graney’s mineral conditional purchase, dated 31st July, 1884, at which date the land was held - 
under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, which stood in the names of W. W. Richardson and G. 
Hardie, who transferred them to Graney on the 16th June, 1884, according to their letter, but the trans
fer was not approved by the Secretary for Mines until the 1st August, 1884, being one day subsequently 
to the date of conditional purchase, and consequently the conditional purchase was declared void.

Application for revocation of cancellation submitted on the ground that the interests involved are 
very large, and that the selector should not suffer from the delay in dealing with the transfer of the 
mineral leases by the Department of Mines.—E.H.W., 5/8/85.

_ Submitted.-—C.O., 5/8/85. I think that the voidance may be reversed, as there is no conflicting
claim.—J.S.E., 5/8/85. Telegram to Land Agent Aleene, care of Shepherd and Crossman, agent and
Treasury voidance conditional purchase 84-60 reversed 5/8/85. Mr. Cope; then Ckartin<7 Branch; 
then as to return of voucher. Noted, 13/8/85. Charting Branch, l'3/8/85. 0 ’

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
(C.P. 84-60 ; C.S. 85-5,214 Cor.)

Sir> _ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 August, 1885. •
. I am directed to inform you that the voidance of the conditional purchase noted in the Tenterfield; 

margin has been revoked, and the purchase stands now in apnlicant’s name, as before 60 acres; ’
t i o' 31 July. 1884.I nave, &C., J. H. Graney,

E. H. WILSON now E-Prosscr*
________________________ (For the Under Secretary).

The
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Tenterfield ;60 acres;
31 July, 1884.
J. H. Graney, 
jiow E. Prosser.

Tenterfield;
60 acres ;
31 July, 1884.
J. H. Graney, 
now E, Prosser,

C.S. 85-5,214 
Cor. herewith ; 
85-5,328 Cor,

Selected by 
0. H. Graney.

570

Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Tenterfield.
(C.P. 84-60 ; C.S. 85-5,214 Cor.)

'Sh, _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 August, 1885.
_ I am directed to inform you that the voidance of the conditional purchase noted in the 

margin has been revoked, and the purchase stands now in applicant’s name, as before,
I have, &c.,

P. H. WILSON
(Por the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Prosser.
(C.P. 84-60 ; C.S. 85-5,214 Cor.) '

Sir, _ _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 5 August, 1885.
_ I am directed to inform you that the voidance of the conditional purchase noted in the 

margin has been revoked, and the purchase stands now in applicant’s name, as before.
I have, &c.,

P. H. WILSON
(Por the Under Secretary).

Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Tenterfield.
5 August, 1885.

Voidance conditional purchase, James Harry Graney, 84-60, 31st July, 1884, 60 acres, reversed.

The Survey or-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Mineral Conditional Purchase 84-60, Tenterfield, parish of Highland Home, county Gough.

In this case mineral conditional purchase 84-60, Tenterfield, was declared void in accordance with Minis
terial approval (dated 16/7/85), on papers 85-4,943 Sur. On 4th August, 1885, Messrs. Shepherd and 
Crossman, solicitors, wrote, strongly protesting against the voidance, -which w7as revoked by approval 
(5/8/85) on C.S. 55-5,214 Cor.

The ground taken up by the solicitors was that tbe conditional purchase had been voided “ on 
the technical ground that the land was, at the date of the application for the conditional purchase, 
held under mineral leases by Messrs. W. W. Bichardson and G. Hardie (tbe conditional purchase being 
in the name of J. H. Graney), who, as a matter of fact, transferred these leases to J. H. Graney, on the 
16th June, 1884,” the conditional purchase being dated 31st July, 1884.

This point -was held to he a good one, “ as the selector should not suffer from the delay by the 
Department of Mines,” and the voidance wras revoked.

But the objection most fatal to the conditional purchase as described W'ould seem to have been 
overlooked, viz., that the portions applied for (being 173, 174, and 176) “ are not conterminous, portion 
175 intervening between 174 and 176, forming areas the selection of which is contrary to law (vide C.S.
85-4,943 and tracing).

This would appear to be insuperable so far as the whole 60 acres are concerned, for the described 
area could not be measured in any unobjectionable form ; but it may be pointed out that, now that the 
objection resulting from the priority of date of the conditional purchase to that of the transfer of the 
mineral leases is removed, there is apparently nothing to urge against the conditional purchase of the 40 
acres embraced by portions 173 and 174.

It is therefore submitted wUether the cancellation of the voidance of mineral conditional purchase
84-60, Tenterfield, should be reversed, and the conditional purchase again declared void, or whether the 
applicant should be allowed the 40 acres embraced by portions 173 and 174, taking refund on 20 acres, 
with the option of refund on the wrhole.

EOBT. D. EITZGEEALD
25 August, 1885. --------- (Eor Surveyor-General).

The latter suggestion is approved.—J.S.E., 7/9/85. Evan Prosser, care of Shepherd and Cross
man, with refund order, Agent and Treasury, area conditional purchase 84-60 reduced, 17th November, 
1885 ; Mr. Cope then. Noted, 25/11/85. Eecords, 25/11/85. Fu/e action on 85-5,227 Cor.—■ 
Jno. J.C., 17/2/86.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. Evan Prosser.
(C.P. 84-60; C.S. 85-5,979 Sur.)

Sir, _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 17 November, 1885.
_ With reference to your conditional purchase at Tenterfield, on the 31st July, 1884,1 am directed

to inform you that the area of the portion selected having been found to be only 40 acres, instead of 60 
acres, as stated in your application, your are entitled to a refund of £10, being the amount of deposit on 
the 20 extra acres paid in excess.

Enclosed is a form which, on being filled up and forwarded to the Treasury, with the authority 
signed by you, will enable that Department at once to refund the amount.

I have, &c.,
E. H. WILSON

(For t}ie Under Secretary).

The
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Tlie Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Tenterfield.
(C.P. 84-60 ; C.S. 85-5,970 Sur.)

Sirj _ Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 17 November, 1885.
"With reference to the conditional purchase of the 31st July, 1884,1 desire to inform you that 

the area thereof having been found, on measurement, to be only 40 acres, instead of 60 acres, as stated in 
his application, he has been informed that he is entitled to a refund of £10, the amount of deposit upon the 
20 extra acres paid in excess, for which the necessary refund form has been forwarded.

I have, &c.,
1'. H. WILSON

______ ________________________ (For the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Conditional Purchase—Eevenue Refunded.

(C.P. No. 84-60 ; C.S. No. 85-5,979 Sur.)
Slr> . Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 17 November, 1885.

.. I am directed to inform you that the area of the conditional purchase noted in the margin 
having been reduced from 60 acres to 40 acres, you will he good enough to refund the’amount of deposit, viz., 
£10, on the area paid for in excess. *

. I am to add that a receipt form for the disposal of the money has been forwarded to the 
applicant, with instructions to fill up same and transmit it to the Treasury.

I have, &c.,
F. H. WILSON

_____________________________ (For Under Secretary).

Messrs. Shepherd and Crossman to The Secretary for Lands.
^r> . Sydney, 9 January, 1886.

vve are instructed by our client, Mr. Evan Prosser, to accept the mineral conditional purchase 
of 40 acres, being lots 173 and 174, Tenterfield, offered in your letter of the 17th November last, with a 
refund of the deposit of £10 on the remaining 20 acres.

We have, &c.,
SHEPHERD axd CROSSMAN.

Charting Branch.—E.B., 20/1 /SO. Tide action on 85-5,227 Cor. enclosed.—Jno. J.C., 17/2/86.

Subject.
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Holmes is requested at his 

early convenience to measure, if unobjectionable according 
to regulations, the land embraced by portions 173 and 174, 
parish Highland Home, county Gough, held under mineral 
leases 1,815 and 1,810. ’

The land is granted in satisfaction of mineral conditional 
purchase 84-60, Tenterfield, James H. Graney, in accord
ance with Ministerial decision on C.S. 85-5,979 Sur. The 
original application runs 60 acres, being the land held 
under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, and it was 
decided to allow that held under 1,815 and 1,816, viz., 
portions 173 and 174, which the applicant has agreed to 
accept.

All old marks and numbers not necessary in survey to 
he obliterated. *

Tracing herewith.'
JNO. J. CALLACHOR '

(For Surveyor-General). 
Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Holmes {per Mr. D.-S. Finley).

Memorandum of Instructions.
(Papers No. 86-146 Cor.)

Surveyor-General’s Office, Sydney, 17 February, 1886.
Reply.

Returned with my letter to the District 
Surveyor, dated 26th September, 1886. 
No. 11. '

H. C. HOLMES,
Licensed Surveyor.

District Survey Office Instruction No 
86-25 forwarded to Mr. Licensed-Surveyoi 
Holmes. ■

T. E.
(For the District Survcvor). 

22 February, 1886. '

(No. 86 
Sir.

Mr. Licensed-Surveyor H. C. Holmes to The Surveyor-General.
■H-) Conditional Purchase, Tenterfield.

• T t. i , Tarraford, 26 September, 1886.
, , A .haye the h™01:to transmit herewith the plan* of one portion of land containing 40) acres

numbered 9, m the parish of Highland Home, in the county of Gough, conditionally purchased by .Tame 
Graney under the 19th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, measured by me on 4th and 5tl 
August, 1886, m accordance with instructions No. 86-25, dated 22nd Februarv, 1886, issued by tb 
District Surveyor. “ ’ 1

The applicant was not present at the survey.
I did not observe that any expenditure had been made on the above-mentioned portion in con 

ncction with mining as is required by the 19th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 
Ihere were marks of prospecting, but I think they were made prior to the date of mineral conditiona 
Purchase- I have, &c.,

HENRY C. HOLMES,
Licensed Surveyor.

One

Selected by 
J. H. Graney, 
now E. Prosser

Tenterfield;
J. H. Graney, 
now E. Prosser 
31st Julv, 1884 £10.

^Appendix C.
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Tenterfield, 
M.C.P. 84-60, 
60 acres, now 
40 acres;
E. Prosser.

Transferred to 
E. Prosser.

6

One tracing retained for use in the District Survey Office.—30/9/86. Forwarded to 
the Surveyor-General, 21st October, 1886.—F. G. Finley, District Surveyor. O.C.P. 84-60 with
85-3,399 Sur.—C.C., 25/11/86. Plan G. 4,147-1,761.—F.E.F., 11/1/87. Form “ F,” instruction, 
plan and two tracings herewith, examined and charted.—F. E. Fey, 20/l/87. Survey approved and 
dealt with in Charting Branch.—J. F. Go&gin, 24/1/87. Tracing for Conditional Purchase Inspector 
herewith.—R. Shelton, 24/1/86. Description prepared.—R.U., 4/3/87. Cat. No. noted, 3/5/87.

Description.
Mineral Conditional Purchase 84-60, Tenterfield.

40 acres 2 roods, county of Gough, parish of Highland Home, portion 9. Commencing on the 
north-eastern side of a road 1 chain wide, at a point bearing north 20 degrees east, and distant 1 chain 
from the northern comer of portion 175 of 20 acres ; and bounded thence on the south-west by that 
road bearing south 70 degrees east 30 chains 36 links; on the south-east by a line bearing north 20 
degrees east 13 chains 37 links ; on the north-east by the south-western boundary of portion 172 of 20 
acres bearing north 70 degrees west 30 chains 36 links; and on the north-west by a line bearing south 
20 degrees west 13 chains 37 links, to the point of commencement.

Examined.—R.TT., 4th March, 1887.

Mr. Y. Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 7 December, 1886.

I have the honor to enclose a declaration as to the value of the improvements on the mineral 
conditional purchase noted in the margin, and on behalf of the selector I would respectfully request its 
verification with the least possible delay, as my client desires to convert the land into freehold as early as 
practicable. I have, &c.,

VINCENT COGHLAN
--------  (Agent for E. Peossee).

Survey Branch, for urgent action in connection with the enclosed plan.—"W.H.C., 14/12/86. 
For charting urgently.—R. Shelton, 30/12/86. Mr. Fry,—Catalogue this case and forward to District 
Office in view of recent circular.—J. J. Finn, 10/1/87. Mr. Fry,—Let action be completed at once, as 
the adjoining original belongs to Mines, so cannot be sent to District Survey Office, and the case is a 
simple one.—R. Shelton, 17/1/87. ♦

The area allowed in satisfaction of mineral conditional purchase 84-60 (Tenterfield), enclosed for 
60 acres, viz., 40 acres, is found by survey to be 40 acres 2 roods, it is therefore recommended that the 
question as to the extra area of 2 roods be considered on payment of balance.—J. F. Goggin (for Surveyor- 
General), 24/1/87.

For approval.—F.H.W. {pro S.F.), 26/3/87. Approved.—T.G., 29/3/87.
Alienee and agent informed conditional purchase 84-60, area increased to pay 5s., 3/5/89. In 

three months. Noted, 3/5/87. Ch. Branch, 4/5/87. No further action in Charting Branch ; vide
86-33,987 Dep. enclosed.—J.W.N. {pro J.T.K.), 19/5/87.

\JEnclosure.~\
F.

Declaration of Conditional Purchaser for Mining Purposes.
I, Evan Prosser, of Darling Point, Sydney, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner, by conditional 
purchase, of the land hereunder described, and that an expenditure equal to £2 per acre for the area of the land has been 
made on mining operations other than gold-mining on the land, and since the selection on 31st July, 1884. And I make this 
solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed 
in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for tlie more effectual abolition of oaths and 
affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations 
in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

Description.
County of Gough, parish of Highland Home, 40 acres, being part of 

the district of Tenterfield.
Taken and declared at Sydney, this 7th day of )

December, 1886, before me,— i
A. E. Hemsley, • _

Commissioner for Affidavits.

Examined and entered in Conditional Purchase Register.—C.C., 14/12/86. H.R., 14/12/86.

conditional mining purchase No. 60 of 1884, in 

E. PROSSER.

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Land Agent, Tenterfield.
(C.S. No. 87-7,710 Cor.; C.P. No. 84-60).

Sir, Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Division, Sydney, 3 May, 1887.
I am directed to inform you that the area of the portion conditionally purchased by J. H. 

Graney on the 31st July, 1884, having been found on measurement to he 40i acres, instead of 40 acres, 
as previously intimated, he has been requested to pay over to you at once the sum of 5s., being the 
amount of deposit due on the 2 extra roods.

I have, &e.,
F. H. WILSON

(For the Under Secretary).

The
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The Tinder Secretary for Lands to Mr. E.- Prosser.
(C.S. No. 87-7,710 Cor.; C.P. 81-60.)

Sir, _ Department of Lands, Conditional Sales Branch, Sydney, 3 May, 1887.
I am directed to inform you that the area of the portion conditionally purchased fiy J. H.'^ 

Graney at Tenterfield on the 31st July, 1881, has been found on measurement to be 40^- acres, instead ’ ’
of 40 acres, as stated in previous intimation, and to request that you will therefore be good enough to 
pay over at once to the Land Agent at that place the sum of 5s., being the amount of deposit due on the 
two extra roods.

I have, &e.,
P. H. WILSON

_____________________________ (For the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.
(C.S. 86-7,710 Cor.) '
District of Tenterfield; name of applicant, James H. Graney, now E: Prosser; area, 401 acres; date,

31st July, 1884.
Section 19 of the Alienation Act of 1861. (25 Vie. No. 1.)

Declaration upon the above-described mineral conditional purchase requires verification. All available 
papers in connection with it are therefore referred to the Chairman of the Local Land Board, Armidale, 
with a view to the necessary instructions being issued to the Inspector of Conditional Purchases at an. 
early date.

. » ^ report, when furnished by the Inspector, shows that the improvements are not sufficient to 
satisfy the requirements of the law, or that they have not been effected bonajide for mining operations, 
as contemplated by tlie 19th section of the Alienation Act of 1861, an investigation by the Local Land 
Board may be instituted, subject to the provisions of the 20th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.—
W.H.C., 27/5/87.

The above recommendation approved by the Minister for Lands ; vide 87-18,500 Dep.
F. H. W.

(For the Under Secretary),
--------- 4<l&/87

Noted, 6/6/8/. Eecords, 10/6/87. Local Land Board Office, Armidale. Instruction to 
Inspector, No. 87-243. Tracing to Inspector Wisdom, 29/6/87.

Declaration of Conditional Purchaser for Mining Purposes.
I, Evan Peossee, of Sydney, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner, by conditional 
purchase of the land hereunder described, and that an expenditure equal to £2 per acre for the area of 
the land has been made on mining operations other than gold-mining on the land, and since the selection 
on 31st July, 1884. And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, 
and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present 
Majesty, intituled An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken and made in 
various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu 
thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

Description.
County of Gough, parish of Highland Home, 40 acres 2 roods, being (part of) conditional minine 

purchase No. 84-60 of 1884, in the district of Tenterfield. or/ 6
Taken and declared, at ----------- this 13th day of ) EVAN PEOSSEE.

December, 1887, before me,— j ’
, G. W. W. Waddell, J.P. "

Examined and entered.—T.S., 20/1/88. Instalment £4 Is. credited at Treasury, 18/12/87.

Ml*. W. H. Capper to The Assistant Tinder Secretary.
I, m company with Mr. Pope and Mr. Coghlan, waited upon the Under Secretary for Mines, as desired 
by you, in connection with the enclosed case.

Without, however, going into the details of the case, I desired him to state, for your information, 
and before a reply was sent to his communication of the 5th instant, whether the particulars given in 
memo, of 27th May, 1885, upon 85—3,399 Sur., were absolutely correct.

The Under Secretary for Mines, after perusing certain documents handed to him by a clerk—I 
presume they were leases—stated that the information was not perfectly correct, and would indicate the 
discrepancy m pencil. This was done, as will be seen from the addition to the memo, by the letters M.L. 
m pencil.

. --------- W.H.C., 14/3/88.
In view of the facts now disclosed by the papers, it is evident that the mineral conditional purchase 

represents the land shown on tracing* “A,” appended, as M.L. 173, M.L. 174, and M.L. 176, and not * Appendix J>», 
portions l/o, 174, and 176 ; and therefore that the memorandum written by an officer of the Mines 
Department on 27th May, 1885, on papers 85—3,399 C.S. Survey, is incorrect. -

Submitted that, in terms of 50 Vic. 21, section 6, the Minister is satisfied that the lessees, or 
person other than applicant, had at date of conditional purchase (or have now) ceased to hold any 
interest in the mineral lease, the conversion of which into'a mineral conditional purchase was applied for 
by conditional purchase 84-60. Further submitted, that the steps necessary to restore the purchase to 
the area originally claimed betaken, and that the Mines Department be informed that the correct position 
or the mineral conditional purchase is that indicated on the tracing “ A ” as M.L. 174 (20 acres'! M L 
173 (20 acres), and M.L. 176 (20 acres), parish of Highland Home, county of Gough.__S.F., 14/4/88.

Memo.-’
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Tenterfield; 
C.P. 84-60;
E. Prosser; 
86-7,710 Cor. ;

Armi
dale, 15/6/87.

C.P. 84-60; 
section 19, 
portion 0.

Tenterfield; 
M.C.P. 84-60. 
E. Prosser,

, s

. Memo, by Chief Mining Surveyor.
^ ‘ 20 March, 18SS.

It having been represented that mineral conditional purchase 8-1-00, parish of Highland Home, county 
of Gough (J. Graney, 40 acres), is incorrectly located on the official map of the Department of Lands, I 
recommend that the Under Secretary for Lands he asked to state, whether the accompanying tracing, 
taken from the parish map, shows the correct position of the mineral conditional purchase in question.
The Under Secretary for Mines. E.h'.P.

Approved.—H.'W!, 2J/3/8S.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 27 March, 1888.

We have the honor to ask that you will cause the papers in the case noted in the margin to 
he returned to Sydney with all possible despatch, as dispute as to possession of the land (upon winch 
a sum of about £8,000 has been expended) has arisen, and cannot be settled without a reference to the 
papers asked for. We have, &c.,

--------  BRETT akd COGHLAN.
86-7,710 Cor., Land Board, Armidale, 15/6/87. Ask the Chairman to return the papers by 

to-day’s post.—S.E., 27/3/88.

Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Local Land Board,
Armidale.

Sydney, 27 March, 1SS8.
Please return by to-day’s post papers 7,710 of 1886 correspondence, E. Prosser’s conditional purchase 
60 of 1884, Tenterfield, to you 10th June last.

STEPHEN FREEMAN
(For the Under Secretary).

Mr. Inspector Wisdom to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale,
Report respecting the selection of J. Graney, made at Tenterfield on 31st July, 1884,

Sir, Glen Lines.
I have the honor to .report that I visited and inspected the above-described conditional 

purchase on the 2Sth March, 1888, and that I found the selector then resident upon selection.
The land, which consists of forest ridges, and comprises 40-| acres, is occupied and used by ---------

-------- and the selector, who follows the avocation of ------------ , had at the time of my visit made the
improvements hereunder particularly described, the value of which I estimate at the sums respectively 
stated, viz.:—Shafts and excavations, £200.

Erom the appearance of the land, and the circumstances stated in the following remarks, I am of 
opinion that the selector has Been continuously resident upon the selection. '

Remarks:—
Every indication of Iona fide mining.

- I have, &c.,'
' J. B. WISDOM,

------ — Inspector of Conditional Purchases.
The papers in this case having been returned to the Department on 27th March, 1888, this report 

is forwarded to place with them.—S. Blythe, Chairman, Armidale,.21/4/88. Place with papers upon 
return from Mines Department.—E.B.S., 15/5/38.

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 April, 1888.

It having been represented that mineral conditional purchase 84-60 of 40 acres of land in 
the parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, is incorrectly located on the official map of the Lands 
Department, I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to state if the accompanying 
tracing shows the correct position of the conditional purchase in question.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 6 April, 1888.

With reference to the conditional purchase noted in the margin, we beg to submit for your 
attention the following facts, and beg that in view of the great importance of the interests involved, as 
well as to prevent litigation, that you may be pleased to cause the earliest possible attention to he given 
to it:—

On the 31st July, 1884, the land now under correspondence was applied for by Mr. J. H. Graney 
(a surveyor), who, in applying for same, described it as formerly being mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 
1,817, and as containing an area of 60 acres. This land was subsequently purchased and transferred by 
our client, Mr. E. Prosser, and money in mining operations and machinery was expended on the ground 
to the value of about £8,000. Some time ago, and since the selection, however, the land applied for and 
operated on by our client was granted under mineral lease .to one Bailey, who has served notice upon our 
clients to remove their machinery. This our clients have not done up to this, nor can they consider they 
are compelled to do,—« 1st,
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1st. Because we contend that the original selector applied for the land formerly held under mineral 

leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, which is identical with the land now in his possession, and on which the 
large sum of money stated has been expended.

2nd. Because they submit that the duplication of Nos. 173,174, and 176 led to the error, and that 
the land applied for by the original selector is not that shown on the parish map as granted him, but is 
nearly 2i miles distant in a north-east direction.

3rd. That as a proof, if any further is required, of the land selected, it will be seen that the land 
allotted could not have been intended to have been asked for by anyone having the most remote idea of 
how land could be taken up under one application, as our client’s transfer, or from his professional 
knowledge, must undoubtedly have had more than ordinary acquaintance with.

4th. To show that the land applied for was not that granted, and, as explained in the previous 
paragraph (3), we beg to enclose two rough sketches, 1 being the land applied for, and that marked 2 as 
granted. It will be seen from these that the plan marked 1 must have been the land applied for, as that 
shown in 2 would not have been asked for under one application by the most ignorant selector in the 
country, much less by a surveyor, who would at once know that having made an application for three 
portions of land, one of which did not adjoin the other two, he was bound not to get the latter, which, as a 
matter of fact, if 2 was intended as the application, your Department have already voided the portion 
-No. 176 on sketch 2. In conclusion, we submit the whole error has been led up to by the duplication of 
the numbers 173, 174, and 176, and we trust, under all the circumstances of the case, you will make our 
client’s original application for an area of GO acres good, and issue to him, with the least possible delay a 
certificate of conformity. ■ We have &c

BRETT and COGHLAN,
Agents for E. Prosser.

[Enclosure.^

•yi4mL/ 'yT&'wy
175 ML

The above shows tie land applied for by Oancy by red hatched lines, and which has had a large sum of money expende 
on it, and is now m the possession of E. Prosser ; attention is called to the similarity of numbers, and to the fact that 
portions JNos. 1/3, 174. and 176 do in this case adjoin, whereas in sketch No. 2 thev do not.

No. 2.
i r Jll®-a'lj0ve i'oagb sketch shows by batched lines the land which the Department have recognized as that applied for 
by J. H. Lraney, and it is pointed out how unlikely it is that a surveyor would apply for 60 acres under one application in 
the manner shown by hatched lines on the portions 173, 174, and 176.

The Chief Mining Surveyor to The Under Secretary for Mines.
®'r> Mines Department, Sydney, 14 April, 1888.

At your request, I have this morning seen Mr. Preeman, Assistant Under Secretary for Lands, 
m reference to the error which has apparently been made in locating Mr. Graney’s mineral conditional 
purchase (84-60), in the parish of Highland House, and which error may result in the granting of two 
titles to the same land.

. . 1 pointed out to Mr. Preeman that it appeared strange that as Mr. Graney’s application for mineral 
conditional purchase was for 60 acres he had made no inquiry or protest when the mineral conditional 
purchase w7as granted as for 401 acres only, and had any such inquiry been made it must have resulted 
in the discovery of the error. -

I urged upon Mr. Preeman that while there was even a possibility that Graney’s present claim 
■was not made in good faith, or until we were in a position to understand the circumstance above referred 
to, it might be as well to he as reticent as possible, rather than to give information which might prejudice 
the Government. - . & r j

In reply, Mr. 1 reemaii stated that he could uot agree with your view of the case, as stated by me,
and that as an injustice had evidently been done to the mineral conditional purchaser (through an error con D ^ ' o .
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in information supplied to “ Lands ” by this Department) he was of opinion that there should be no con
cealment or withholding of information whatever, and that the error should be rectified as soou as possible 
by placing the mineral conditional purchaser in possession of blocks mineral lease 173, mineral lease 174, 
and mineral lease 176. I have, &c., ■

EDWARD PITTMAN,
------ — . Chief Mining Surveyor.

Very urgent. As this is a matter possibly involving serious consequences, I shall be glad if the 
Under Secretary for Lands will be good enough to move the Minister for Lands not to deal with this case 
till Mr. Abigail returns and has had an opportunity to see the papers.—H.W., B.C., 16/4/88.

As Graney had transferred his interest in the mineral conditional purchase to the person before 
any intimation was made from this Department that the purchase was in any way questioned, it would 
not seem that that person can be blamed for not disputing what now proves to have been erroneous action 
on the part of the administration, and, so far as I can see, there is no occasion for delay m recognizing the 
title of the mineral conditional purchase holders, the case being apparently clear and beyond a doubt. 
As, however, the Under Secretary for Mines points out that the Minister for Mines is absent, the matter 
may perhaps be held over until he returns and has an opportunity of perusing the papers.—S.F., 18/4/88.

Tes.—C.O., 19/4/88. The Minister for Mines having now returned, these papers are forwarded
for his perusal, as desired.—S.F. (for U.S.), B.C., 23/4/88. The Under Secretary for Mines.

Memorandum by the Under Secretary for Mines.
Os' the 31st July, 1884, James H. Graney applied for a conditional purchase, under the 19th section of 
the Crown Lands Alienation Act 1861, of 60 acres of land, in the parish of Highland Home, county of 
Gough, held under leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817.

On the 1st May, 1885, the Lands Department sent a memo, to the Mines Department asking what 
portions in the county of Gough are or have been held under mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, and 
how the applications for these stood on the 31st July, 1884, &c. This memo, was dealt with by the 
Registrar of the Mining Department, who stated in reply that portion 173 mineral lease 1,815, portion 
174 mineral lease 1,816, and portion 176 mineral lease 1,817, lessee, James H. Graney. Delivered rent 
paid 29th October, 1834. At the date of conditional purchase, viz., 31st July, 1884, these leases stood in 
the names of W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie. The transfer to Graney was approved on 1st August, 
ISSl. Leases are now in course of cancellation for nou-ohscrvance of labour conditions; this reply is 
dated 27th May, 1885, and the Registrar then referred the paper to the Chief Mining Surveyor without 
saying for what purpose it was so referred. The Chief Mining Surveyor marked it to the Chief Drafts
man, who returned it marked noted 6th June, 1885. In the Registrar’s room the following was then 
added:—“ Mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817 now cancelled, 2nd June, 1885.” The paper was then, 
on the 9th June, 1885, returned to the Lands Department.

On the 16th July, 1885, the appliealion to conditionally purchase was declared void because the 
portions 173, 174, and 176 were not conterminous, and at the date of the conditional purchase the leases 
stood in the names of W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie, and were in course of cancellation.

On the 4th August, .1885, Messrs. Shepherd and Crossman asked to have the voidance recalled, 
and in this letter they stated Graney had transferred the conditional purchase to the Butler’s Tin-mining 
Company, who, by the liquidator, transferred to Mr. Prosser, and that the transfer of the leases to J. H. 
Graney was made on the 16th June, 1884. Thereupon the Minister for Lands, on the 5th August, 1885, 
decided that the voidance he reversed, and the alienees were so informed.

On the 7th September, 1885, the Minister for Lands again decided that as portion 176 was separated 
from 173 and 174 the applicant should be allowed the 40 acres embraced by portions 173 and 174, taking 
refund on 20 acres, with the option of a refund on the whole. Mr. Prosser was so informed on 17th 
November, 1885.

On the 9th January, 18S6, Messrs. Shepherd and Crossman wrote stating they were instructed by 
Mr. Evan Prosser to accept the mineral conditional purchase of 40 acres, being lots 173 and 174, Tenter- 
field, offered in the letter from the Lands Department of the 17th November, 1885, with a refund of the 
deposit of £10 on the remaining 20 acres. Thereupon instructions were issued to survey portions 173 
and 174, parish of Highland Home, and the two portions were measured as one portion, No. 9, containing 
40^- acres, on the 4th and 5th August, 1886.

On the 7th December, 1886, Mr. Prosser made declaration as to expenditure upon the 40 acres, 
and on the 13th December, 1887, another declaration was made as to the required expenditure on 40 
acres 2 roods, being part of conditional mineral purchase 84-60 of 1884. The declaration was sent on 
the 4th June, 1887, and forwarded to the Local Land Board for verification.

On the 10th December, 1887, Messrs. Brett and Coghlan wrote to the Mining Department, stating 
that they understood a Mr. Bailey had applied to lease the 40 acres comprised in conditional purchase 
84-60, E. Prosser, to which the following reply was sent on the 15th December, 1887:—

Gentlemen, Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 December, 1887.
Referring to your letter of the lOtk instant, in which you protest against the application of Mr. David Bailey for 

a mineral lease of 40 acres of land, in the parish of Highland Horn?, being granted, as you understand the land so applied for 
embraces the mineral conditional purchase No. 84-60, Tenterfield, by E. Prosser, I have the honor to inform you that the 
portions of land which have been leased do not embrace a conditional purchase. Two other portions bearing the same numbers, 
without the letters M.L., are embraced in the purchase before mentioned.

' I have, &e.,
HARRIB WOOD,

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan, 19, Maequarie-place. ' Under Secretary.
This was the first intimation received by the Mining Department, and as no further communica

tion was received from Mr. Prosser it was supposed the explanation w;as satisfactory, and it was not till 
the 27th March, 1888, when Messrs. Brett and Coghlan asked the Under Secretary for Lands to cause the 
papers to be returned to Sydney, as there was a dispute concerning the land, that any suspicion of an error 
was raised. The papers were returned accordingly, and on the 6th April, 1888, Mr. Prosser for the first 
time questioned the action taken upon his mineral conditional purchase application 84-60, and in this 
letter clearly points out how the error occurred, as though he was in the possession of all the facts.

• ; There
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can no dout>t that a mistake was made in the p.ortion numbers in this Department, and 
if the eenditaonal purchaser had obtained the quantity of land applied for, viz., 60 acres, it is conceivable' 
that he would not have detected the error ; but when he was told that the 60 acres had to be cut down to 
40 acres, because one of the portions was separated from the other two by reason of an intervening 
portion, while he must have known that the three portions held under leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817 
adjoined, it is inconceivable that he would concur in the reduction of the area and accept the smaller area 
without question. ^ He, however, not only did this, but all through the voiding and reversing of the 
voidance of conditional purchase he never once raised any question, nor hinted at any error, but quietly 
accepted the 40 acres, and received back his deposit upon the other 20 acres. And further, when after 
survey, it was found that portions 173 and 171 together comprised 40| acres, instead of 4o' acres,' he at 
once acquiesced and made an amended declaration. It is also worthy of notice that though in August,
1885, Mr. Prosser’s solicitors state that several thousand pounds have been expended upon the land in 
machinery and otherwise, the surveyor in his report, dated 26th September, 1886, states that he did not 
observe that any expenditure had been made on the land in connection with mining, as required by the 
19th section of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861. Now, the adverse title was not made by Bailey 
till the 18th JuJy iSSI, when he applied to lease portions M.L. 173 and M.L. 174, and the lease was not 
granted till 8th JS ovember, 1887, so that up to this last-named date the error could easily have been 
corrected, and had any question been raised before the lease issued to Mr. Bailey it would not have been 
issued, and the error would no doubt have been rectified. I, therefore, venture to submit that the condi
tional purchaser, by his acquiescence, extending over a period of nearly two years, has contributed 
largely to any wrong that may have been done to him—-that he has in fact slept upon his rights while an 
adverse title has been created, and that he is not now entitled to the consideration which he might fairly 
have claimed had he exercised or asserted his rights earlier. And I would submit that he should be 
allowed to stand upon the title he has accepted till be has cleared away the adverse title of Mr. Bailey. In 
this way the whole case will be brought before the proper tribunal, and the decision of the Court will he • 
<1“ upon a full consideration of the relative merits of the parties, and if any claim for compensation 
shouid be set up on either side against the Crown it may he made to rest upon rights established and 
recognized by the Court. .

• H.W., 27/4/88.
Approved.—B.A., 4/5/88. 

B.C., 4/5/88.
The Under Secretary for Lands.—G.B.H. (for the Under Secretary),

Beyond a doubt the land applied for originally is that now claimed by Graney’s successor. In the 
tace or this, and of the fact that the error in location of the conditional purchase was entirely brought 
about by the mistaken action of the Government Department, it would seem to be both inequitable and 
TV^to !f,w1 attempi t0 disPute tlle conditional purchase title. Submitted, therefore, that the minute 
ot J4th April, 1888, on office memorandum covering paper 88-14,248 Dept., be approved—S.F. 9/5/88.

Approved.—F.G., Q/o/SS. Under Secretary for Mines informed, 9/5/88. Brett and Coghlan 
informed, 14/o/88. 6

The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir> . Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 May, 1888.

.... . deferring to your blank-cover communication of the 4th instant, respecting the mineral con- Tenterfield
clitionai purchase noted in the margin, I am directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that the M-c-p- 84-®°> 
^7<t9nP°SltT °f tlle coi)ditio«al purchase in question is that as applied for under mineral lease S S’;Tif
174 (20 acres), mineral lease 173 (20 acres), and mineral leuse 176 (20 acres), parish of Highland Home Graney- 
county of Gough. - I have, &c„ ’

F. II. WILSON
. -------- (For the Under Secretary).

Papers 88-7,255 forwarded' to Lands Department 5th instant.—G.E.H., 10/5/88. The Lands 
Department may be asked why this letter is sent, and is it intended to disregard the request made by me —
F.A., 10/5/88. The Under-Secretary for Lands.—H.W., B.C., 10/5/88. Submitted.—S.F., 16/5/88.

The request of the Mines was, in effect, that, instead of sending on the conditional’purchaser’s 
claim, in accordance with the ascertained facts of the case, I should let the matter stand over until a 
Court of law should have considered the individual claims or titles. This is entirely opposed to the practice 
oi the Department, and, in my opinion, a weak and embarrassing mode of action. Independent of this 
there is no surety that the case will ever go into a Court, and, if it did, the rights of either claimant will 
not be weakened by the action now decided upon by me. The letter of the 9th instant should certainly 
have conveyed my decision more fully.—T.Gr., 16/5/88. J

original of this document, with minutes thereon up to to-day’s date, has now been forwarded 1 
to the Under Secretary for Mines.—W.H.C., 16/5/88. End of March.—W.H.C., 21/5/88. .

The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Brett and Coghlan.
Gentlemen, . . Department of Lands, Sydney, 14 May, 1888.

• f 7i!'7rIm|t0 * mineral conditional purchase quoted in the margin hereof, I am directed to Tenterfield,
mtorm you that the Secretary for Lands, having had the matter of location of the purchase under con- M-c-p- 84-e°; 
sideration, has determined that the lands represented thereby are portions' mineral lease 173, mineral lease nowEGrSS’e
173’and 17411 eral 16586 176’ °f 20 aCreS •each’ Parisl1 °f HigHand Home> county of Gough, and not portions

-I am further to add in terms of section 6 of the Act 50 Victoria No. 21, that Mr. Secretary 
Garrett is satisfied that the. lessees of mineral leases 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, other than James H. Granev 
ceased to hold any interest m such leases at the time Mr. Graney applied for the conversion thereof into 
this mineral conditional purchase. As on a previous occasion, owing to misapprehensions, the conditional 
purchaser was informed that the area of the holding had been reduced to 40| acres, and refund was

accordingly
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Tenterfield, 
M.C.P. 84-60, 
E. Prosser,
60 acres.

Tenterfield, 
C.P. 84-60, 
E. Prosser, 
60 acres.

88-3,021 Cor.

SS-10,SS9 Dep.

12

accordingly made, it will now be necessary for the present holder to repay forthwith to the Treasury or 
local Land Agent the sum of £9 15s., as deposit upon the 19-1 acres added, at 10s. per acre, together with 
instalments of 2s. per acre, which fell due on the 21st September last, also that which fell due during the 
first quarter of the current year. I have, &c.,

(For the Under Secretary).

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 2G May, 1888.

We have the honor to enclose the declaration of Mr. E. Prosser as to the expenditure in 
mining operations on the conditional purchase noted in the margin. _

As it is of importance that a certificate of conformity should be speedily issued for this selection, 
may we ask you, under the circumstances, to cause an early inspection to be made.

We arc, &c.,
--------  BRETT and COGHLAN.

Mr. Capper.—S.F., 26/5/88.

{^Enclosure.'] ■
Declaration of Conditional Purchaser for Mining Purposes.

I, Evan Prosser, of Sydney, do solemnly and sincerely declare that I am the lawful owner, by conditional purchase, of 
the land hereunder described, and that an expenditure equal to £2 per acre for the area of the land has been made on mining 
operations other than gold-mining on the land, and since the selection on 31st July, 1881; and I make this solemn declara
tion conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth 
year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual abolition of oaths and affirmations taken 
and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute declarations in lieu thereof, 
and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial oaths and affidavits.”

' Description. •
County of Gough, parish of Highland Home, 60 acres, being part of conditional mining purchase No. 60 of 18S4, in 

the district of Tenterfield. .
Taken and declared, at Sydney, this 23rd day of j E. PROSSER.

May, 1888, before me,— j
J. G Griffin, J.P.

Examined and entered.—C.C., 29/5/88.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, . 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 13 June, 18SS.

We have the honor to ask for the sjicedy issue of a certificate of conformity for the conditional 
purchase noted in the margin. Our object in asking for urgent action is to enable us to prevent a man 
named Bailey, to whom a lease over the ground was granted in error by the Department of Mines, from 
continuing working and removing mineral from the property, which we respectfully submit is shown 
beyond dispute by the papers to belong to our client. As the expenditure required by law is shown by 
the documents in yonr Department to have been made, perhaps, under the circumstances, you may be 
able to see your way to make the case special.

* We have, &c ,
--------- BRETT and COGHLAN.

Submittted as to request for certificate.—S.E., 26/6/88. Certificates may issue if conditions 
required by law have been satisfactorily performed. Inform Mines.—T.G., 26/6/88.

The Secretary for Lands to The Secretary for Mines.
Dear Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 26 June, 1888.

With reference to Graney’s (now Prosser’s) mineral conditional purchase, Tenterfield, subject 
to satisfactory proof of the fulfilment of the conditions required by law, I have directed the certificates 
the party is entitled to to be issued. Tours, &c.,

* _____ THOMAS GARRETT.
This is in opposition to the recommendation of the Minister for Mines,.and will, no doubt, lead 

to a claim for compensation,—H.W., 27/6/88. Under the circumstances, it must he met when it 
arises.—E.A., 28/6/88. _______________________ _

Office Memorandum.
J. Graney’s (now E. Prosser’s) Mineral Conditional Purchase, 84-60, Tenterfield.

Aftee informing Mines Department, as directed by the Minister, 26/6/88, the case may be forwarded to 
Miscellaneous Charting Branch to note, and then to the Chairman for inspection of the mineral 
conditional purchase as now located. Mr. Wisdom’s report herewith, being on portion 9 of 40/ acres, 
erroneously supposed to he the land applied for by mineral conditional purchase 81-60.

E.B.S., 27/6/88.
■ _____ W.H.C., 27/6/88.
The Assistant Under Secretary. Submitted.—S.E., 27/6/88. Approved.—T.G., 29/6/88. _ The

Under Secretary for Mines informed, 4/7/88. Misc. Chart Branch.—J.P.M., 5/7/88. Mr. Skinner, 
—The necessary alterations have been effected in Charting Branch, and District Surveyor informed.
R.M., 25/7/88. C. S. Branch.

--------------------------------------- — yho
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The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.
®ir> . f _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 4 July, 1888.

Referring to the mineral conditional purchase noted below, I have the honor to inform you 
that the Secretary for Lands has decided that the certificates may issue if the conditions required by law 
have been satisfactorily carried out. I have, &c.,

STEPHEN FREEMAN

Description.
Tenterfield; M.C.P. 84-60; 31st July, 1884; 60 acres ; 

J. H. Graney, now E. Prosser.

(For the Under Secretary), 

parish Highland Home, county Gough ;

As I have already stated, I venture to think that, as the conditional purchaser contributed to the 
wrong of which he complains, he should be left to his remedy, without assistance from the Crown to 
make good his title. The trouble in the Milburn Creek case arose through an attempt to improve the 
position of one of the parties.—H.W., 5/7/88. Submitted.

Approved.—F.A., 12/7/88. Resubmitted for any further action necessary.—E.R., 12/10/88.
I am not aware of any further action that can be taken by this Department. It has been pointed 

out.that the action proposed to be taken by the Lands Department appears likely to lead to consequences 
similar to those in the Milburn Creek compensation case, and reasons have been adduced why the action 
proposed should not bo taken.—H.W., 19/10/88. Submitted. •

I hope this case may be reconsidered by the Lands Minister, as I fear serious consequences if it 
be carried out as indicated by the Department of Lands. We can do no more than point this out —F A 
20/10/88. The Under Secretary for Lands, B.C., 20/10/88.—G.E.H. (for U.S.) ’

The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 July, 1888.

i -j j n Wn ref®rellce to y°.ur tetter of the 4th instant, stating that the Secretary for Lands has 
decided that the certificate may issue in respect to the mineral conditional purchase noted below*, if the 
conditions required by law have been satisfactorily carried out, I have the honor, by direction of the 
Secretary for Mines, to point out that, as the conditional purchaser contributed to the wrrong of which he 
complains, it is thought that he should be left to his remedy, without assistance from the Crown to make 
good his title, more especially as the trouble in the Milburn Creek case arose through an attempt to 
improve the position of one of the parties. I have, &c.,

HARRIE WOOD,
, _ _ Under Secretary.

Description.
t Tenterfield; M.C.P. 84-60; 31st July, 1884; 60 acres; parish Highland Home, countv Gough; 
J. H. Graney, now E. Prosser. ‘

Messrs. Brett and Coglrlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 26 July, 1888.

With reterence to the conditional purchase noted in the margin, we have the honor to request 
that you will cause urgent action to be taken with the view of having it speedily inspected and reported 
on, in order that our client may be able to obtain a certificate of his having complied with the conditions 
f(eJPllre<^ P7 tew. We are in receipt of a letter from him to-day, in which the following passage occurs:—■ 

We are anxiously waiting for the official letter from the Lands Department giving us a title to Butler’s 
mine, which you promised to gek It has been a very heavy loss to ns this mistake of the Mines Depart
ment, as we had to stop negotiations with English capitalists.” '

Under these circumstances we trust you may see your way to make this request of ours special.
' We have, &c.,

‘ BRETT and COGHLAN,
■__________________________ Agents for E. Prosser.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir’ -nr-.t. n , .. 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 11 September, 1888.

t With leierence to the conditional purchase noted in the margin, we have the honor to ask 
that you will be pleased to cause our request for the urgent issue of a certificate of conformity to receive 
early attention, as it is of the greatest importance to our client to obtain this document.

We have, &c.,
' BRETT and COGHLAN,

--------- A gents for E. Prosser.
Papers 88-3,811 Cor. urgently required. Will Banks please obtain—W.H.C., 12/9/88. Banks 

to search—S.F., 13/9/88. I have made a search for 88-3,811 Cor., and cannot find them.—F.B., 15/9/88 
Returned to Records for a further search.—W.H.C., 15/9/88. It has been ascertained from the writers 
that the papers are with Sir Henry Parkes.—J.P.M.. 13/12/88. Mr. Capper. The papers have since 
been returned. Please quote papers and the date upon which they were sent to the Land Board.— 
W.H.C., 15/1/89. 88-3,811 Cor., B.C., Land Board, Armidale, 9/1/89.—E.J.P. (pro J.P.M.), 19/1/89
End of February. Then as to the return of the previous papers in the case.—W.H.C.,’ 19/2/89'
Not yet returned.—E.J.P. (pro J.P.M.), 1/3/89. End of March.—W.H.C., 8/3/89. ’

Memo.

Tenterfield ; 
M.C.P. 84-60; 
E. Prosser; 
88-3,021 Cor.; 
Charting 
Branch, 6,7/88.

Tenterfield, 
M.C.P. 84-60, 
E. Prosser. 
Cor. 88-3,811.

ti
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. Memo. '
Tenterfield; The enclosed papers, referring to mineral conditional purchase 81-60, particularized in the margin, are 
Mre3P;fist July0 now f°rwar<lcd to the Chairman of the Armidale Land Board for action, as approved by Mr. Secretary 
last ;’jas. h. ’ Garrett on 29th June last (cover 88-3,021c). .
Graney. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale. F.tl.W. (for the Under Secretary).

B.C., 9/1/89., Department of Lands, Sydney. Special.—A.W.C.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 11 January, 1889.

With reference to the conditional purchase noted in the margin,—as we have already had the 
honor to point out, a man named Bailey, who obtained a lease from the Department of Mines (through 
an oversight) of this land, is on the ground and working and removing minerals from it; and as the case,- 
owing to various causes, has lain in abeyance, we beg respectfully to ask that if you can see your way to 
do so you will cause an inspection of the improvements to be made at the earliest possible moment.

"We have, &c.,
• BBBTT and COGHLAN,

--------  Agents for E. Pkosser. -
The papers in the case in question were forwarded to the Chairman of the Armidale- Board for 

early inspection. The agents may be so informed, and this letter also forwarded to the Chairman, to be 
placed with the previous papers, and with a view to the necessary local action being expedited.—W.H.C., 
11/1/89. "

Inform, as suggested.—W.H., 11/1/89. ■ Brett and Coghlan.—T.D., 12/1/89. The Chairman,
Local Land Board, Armidale.—E.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 12/1/89. Let me see the 
papers in this case.—F.G.E. Mr. Makin.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Brett and Coghlan.
Gentlemen, Department of Lands, Sydney, 12 January, 1889.

Referring to your letter of 11th instant, I have the honor to inform you that the papers 
relating to the conditional purchase noted in the margin have been referred to the Local Land Board at 
Armidale, to whom your communication has been forwarded, with a view to necessary local action being 
expedited. I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

Mr. District-Surveyor Binley to Mr. Surveyor Chapman.
Sir, District Survey Office, Armidale, 20 February, 1889.

I have the honor to request that you will at once proceed to carry out a resurvey of the mineral 
leases shown by blue tint on the accompanying tracing, and number the same in one portion as No. 8.

This survey will be in satisfaction of mineral conditional purchase No. 8-1-60 of 60 acres, James
H. Graney, now Evan Prosser. .

The usual plan and report will ho necessary.
This case has been standing over for a number of years, and the survey is most urgently required.
You will therefore be good enough to corsider this a special case, and proceed to complete the 

work at once. I have, Ac.,
F. G. FINLEY,

-------- District Surveyor.
Returned to Mr. District-Surveyor Finley with my plan and letter dated 11th March, 89-24.— 

A. W. Chapman, Surveyor. '
Note.—Mr. Licensed-Surveyor H. O. Holmes previously measured portion 9 of 40 acres in 

satisfaction of the mineral conditional purchase, but it is now found that the mineral conditional purchase 
was erroneously located by the Department. •

Tenterfield; 
M.C.P., 84-60; 
E. Prosssr.

Tenterfield ; 
M.C.P. 84-60 ; 
E. Prosser ; 60 
acres.
Cor. 88-3,811, 
Land Board, 
Armidale.

Mr. .Inspector Wisdom to The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.
Report respecting the selection of J. H. Graney, now E.. Prosser, made at Tenterfield on the 31st July, 1884. 
(C.P. 84-60; section 19 ; portions 173, 174, 176.)

Sir, • Glen Innes, 7 March, 1889.
1 have the honor to report that I visited and inspected the above-described conditional 

purchase on the 25th February, 1889, and that I found the selector then resident upon selection.
The land, which consists of forest ridges and comprises 60 acres, is occupied and used by------------

-------- , and the selector, who follows the avocation of------------------ , had, at the time of my visit, made
the improvements hereunder particularly described, the value of which I estimate at the sums respectively 
stated, viz.:— £ s. d.

Huts ........................................................................... 30 0 0
Shafts, drives, and excavations ... ... ... ... 1,000 0 0

£1,030 0 0
From the appearance of the land and the circumstances stated in the following remarks, I am of 

opinion that the selector has been continuously resident upon the selection.

IBon&Jide mining operations.
Remarks:—

I have, &c.,
J. B. WISDOM,

--------  Inspector of Conditional Purchases.
In
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# I11 this case the requirements of the law hare been fully carried out, and the case may now be 
considered complete.—F. G. Finley, Acting Chairman, 13/3/89. Declaration on mineral conditional 
purchase 84-60 is now submitted for approval, the necessary expenditure in mining operations having been 
made.—W.H.C., 19/3/89. Then Mines papers may be returned to that Department.—F.B.S. The 
■Undersecretary. For approval—S.F., 19/3/89. Approved.—20/3/89. Final certificate 
on mineral conditional purchase 84-60 sent to Evan Prosser, care of Brett and Coghlan, 27/3/89. 
Eecords to remove papers. 88-15,605 Dep. and enclosures removed therefrom.—-E.J.P. (per J.P.M.),

Mr. Surveyor Chapman to Mr. District-Surveyor Dinlev.
(No. 89-24.) . J ^ _

Glen Innes, 11 March, 1889.
In accordance with your instructions dated 20th February, 89-12, I have the honor to 

forward herewith a plan* of portion numbered 8, containing 60 acres, in the parish o.f Highland Home, *Appendix e. 
county of Gough.

By my instructions the land surveyed appears to be in satisfaction of mineral conditional purchase ,
84-60, James H. Graney, now Evan Prosser ; but, on the ground, I was informed that the land was held by . 
Kennedy Hill in virtue of a mineral lease. Kennedy Hill was in occupation of the land at the date of ' 
my survey, and had eight men employed working the mine.

I have shown on my plan the positions of extensive works and mining, and from what I could 
gather on the ground, the engine-shed, ten-stamper tailing-boxes, and complete machinery for crushing, 
also tramway and huts, were erected by Bensusan. Kennedy Hill, who was working the mine, had 
increased the length of the adit 20 feet, and was still working at it. He had also sunk a shaft 40 feet, 
and had sunk 40 feet of the shaft shown 160 feet deep. The remaining shafts were sunk by Bensusan.

The area of the mineral leases 173, 174, and 176 I found to be half an acre deficient in area, and I 
altered the eastern boundary of portion 8 to make the area 60 acres. The numbers and boundaries of 
mineral leases 173, 174, and 176, which do not form part of portion 8, I obliterated.

I have, &e.,
--------  A. W. CHAPMAN.

D.S.O. 89-12, plan and tracing herewith. Mr. Biden,—This case should be dealt with at 
once.—T. Dewin', 19/3/89. Examined and charted.—E. H. Biden, 1/4/89.

Forwarded to the Under Secretary for Lands. The survey includes the three mineral leases, Nos.
173, 174, and J76, now held under mineral conditional purchase 84-60, by James II. Graney. {Vide 
papers C.8. 89-11,910 herewith.) I have had the survey effected in view of the fact that the mineral 
lease measurements were not made for alienation, and the portion required renumbering as of the parish.
The papers in the case (C.S. 89-11,910) are attached.—F. G. Finley, District Surveyor, 17/5/89.

Charting Branch, 23/5/89.

The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. E. Prosser.
Sir, _ Department of Lands, Sydney, 27 March, 1889.

. The declaration made by you, at Sydney, on the 23rd May, 1888, with reference to the 
conditional purchase described at foot hereof, having been furnished, and it having been reported that an 
instalment ot the balance of purchase money has been duly paid, I am now directed by the Minister for 
Lands to notify to you that he is satisfied, after due inquiry, that the conditions as to mining expenditure 
prescribed by the 19th clause of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 have been completed in respect 
of the said conditional purchase.

The deed of grant may be obtained at any time hereafter by payment of the balance of the 
purchase money, with the interest, if any, then due ; but should such payment be deferred, an instalment- 
at the rate of two shillings per acre must be paid between the 1st January and 31st March in each, year 
until the balance, inclusive of interest as prescribed by law, shall have been duly paid, otherwise the 
selection will be forfeited. I have, &c.,

' STEPHEN FKEEMAN,
Under Secretary.

Conditional purchase No. 84-60, section 19 ; district, Tenterfield ; date, 31st July, 1884 ; county, 
Gough ; parish, Highland Home ; No. of portion, 9 ; area, 60 acres ; original applicant, James Harry 
Graney ; present holder, Evan Prosser.

MINEEAL
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Mineral Leases Nos. 1,815, 1,816, 1,817, and 3,237, Parish of 
Highland Home, County of Gough.

Application.
Application No 615, at Vegetable Creek, for a Mineral Lease.

1. By whom application was received.—Gr. H. G-ower, Warden’s Clerk.
2. At what place.—Vegetable Creek.
8. Date and hour when received.—14th January, 1882, at 12 o’clock. '
4. Receipt for 1st year’s rent.—Date, 14th January, 1882.
5. To whom receipt was issued.—Thomas Butler, John Smith, Andrew Smith.
6. Date when notice to survey was sent to Surveyor.—12th July, 1882.
7. Date when report and plan were received from the Surveyor.—21st December, 1882.
8. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections.—None.
9. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable? Yes.
10. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable ? Yes.

G-. MARTIN,
Warden.

Notice of Application and Deposit.
Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 6.

Sir, Vegetable Creek, 14 January, 1882.
We have the honor to inform you than we have this day deposited with Mr. Warden’s Clerk 

Grower, at Vegetable Creek, the sum of £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of 20 acres of land at 
parish Highland Home, county Gough, for the purpose of mining for tin-ore, and the sum of £4, being 
the fees for the survey of the said land. The number of our application is 615.

Wo have, &c.,
THOMAS BUTLER. 
JOHN SMITH.
ANDY SMITH, 

his
THOMAS x BUTLER.

The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. mark.

Perm of Application.
Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Vegetable Creek, 14 January, 1882.
Sir,

We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated in 
parish Highland Home, county Gough, containing 20 acres, of which we took possession on the 9th day 
of January, at the hour of 8 o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for 
tin-ore for a period of twenty years, by posts, notices, and L trenches at each angle thereof. The datum 
point is distant about 3 miles in an easterly direction from Alexr. Steame’s gully crossing-place, Gulf 
Road.

Notice of our having made this application will be given in accordance with the regulations in that 
behalf. We also hand herewith a receipt for £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of the said laud, 
and the sum of £4 to cover the cost of the survey.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condi
tion that if we shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the 
time being may deduct from the sum of £9 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which, in his opinion, the 
Crown may have been put in or about or in respect of this application ; and this application shall there
upon become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall 
be granted we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within one month from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less 
that two men during the first year of the term thereby created, and not less than four men during the 
lemainder of such term. And shall and will at any time when called upon, in terms of the regulations 
relating to mineral leases, to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a period 
of fourteen days, after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £9, and all right, 
title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be forthwith 
cancelled. A\re have, &c.

THOS. BUTLER,
JOHN SMITH.
ANDY-SMITH, 

his
THOMAS x BUTLER,

—------- mark.
_ This application was received by me this 14th day of January, 1882, at the hour of 12 o’clock noon, 

and is numbered 615.
GEORGE H. GOWER.

Form
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Form of Notice to make Survey.
kir> _ Mining Registrar's Office, Vegetable Creek, 1832.

An application for a mining tenement, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this 
office, I request you will be good enough to survey, in accordance with the regulations relating to mineral 
leases, the area so applied for, and furnish me at your earliest convenience with a plan and report.

Your attention is particularly directed to regulations relating to mineral leases, &c.
1 have, &c.,

H. B. Sullivan, Mining Surveyor, Vegetable Creek.
WM. E. HENRY,

Warden’s Clerk..
Description.

. D^isli Highland Home, county Gough. The datum point is distant about 3 miles in an easterly 
direction from A. Steame’s gully crossing-place, Gully Road.

Sir.

Mr. Mining-Surveyor Sullivan to The Chief Mining Surveyor.
Tin Lease Reef.

- _ i, i ; , . Tent Hill, 20 December, 1882.
.L nave the honor to transmit herewith the plan of one portion of land, containing 20 acres, 

numbered mineral lease 173, in the parish of Highland Heme, county of Gough, and applied for by Butler 
and Co. under the Mining Act of 1874.

The applicants were working this land at time of survey, and had put down a shaft 25 feet, the 
reef being very rich in tin. j j,ave; &c>) ’

H. B. SULLIVAN.

Mining District, New England ; applicant’s locality, parish of Highland Home, county of Gough.
Application No. 82-615, at Vegetable Creek.

Description-
. twenty acres, county of Gougb, parish of Highland Home; portion mineral lease, 173. Com

mencing at a point bearing north 29 degrees west 4 chains 50 links from the south-west corner of 
pornon mineral lease 175 ; and bounded thence on the north-east by part of the south-west boundary of 
that portion and a line bearing north 29 degrees west 14 chains 15 links; on the north-west by a line 
bearing south 61 degrees west 14 chains 14 links ; on the south-west by a line bearing south 29 degrees 
east 14 chains 15 links; and on the south-east by a line bearing north 61 degrees east 14 chains 14 links, 
to the point of commencement.

Examined.—W.8.C.

- Indenture.
Application No. 1,815. .

This indenture, made the eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-three, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and Thomas 
Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith (hereinafter called the lessees) of the other part, witnesseth:— 
That in consideration of the sum of five pounds paid by the said lessees on the fourteenth day of January, 
1832, and of the rents hereinafter reserved, and of the covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained. 
Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, 
and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land containing by admeasurement twenty acres, and more 
particularly described and delineated in the Schedule hereto, or in the plan hereunto annexed, and 
numbered M.L. 173, all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of [the mineral or metal proposed to he 
worked] in, on, and under the said lands (hereinafter called the said mine), together with all and singular 
the shaltn, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, and appur- 
lenances vliich are now or at any time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed 
therewith, for the purpose of mining upon and under the said land for tin, and also with full power for 
the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their agents and'workmen 
(including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, 
levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the tin in, on, or under 
the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted, and to make and 
construct on the said land, races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect on the 
said land all buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary for the purpose of 
winning and obtaining the tin in, on, or under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works of 
the said mine, and also to erect on the said land such offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of 
the agents, workmen, and persons employed in the said mine and works, as the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees shall think proper: To hold the said land, mine, and premises, 
with the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to the reservation or exception of that portion of the surface 
of the said land shown on the plan aforesaid, bounded by the lines coloured red, and to such rights and 
interests as may he lawfully subsisting therein at the date of these presents), unto the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date hereof, for the term of nineteen years and sixty- 
three days next ensuing, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning the 
said tin, and for no other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and 
successors, yearly and every year during the said term, the yearly rent of five pounds in advance, the first 
year s rent having been paid as aforesaid on the fourteenth day of January, 1832, the next payment being 

■ the rent of the said land for two months and two days, at the rate of fivepence per acre per month, from

No. of applica
tion, 015, parish Highland Home, 
county Gough, 
20 acres ; 
names and 
addresses:of 
applicants, 
Thomas Butle^. 
John Smith, and 
A. Smith.

See lease 
diagram.
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the thirtieth day of October to the thirty-first day of December, 1884., shall be made to the Colonial 
Treasurer iu Sydney, on or before the thirtieth day of November, 1883, and thereafter on or before the 
thirtieth day of November in each and every year, the yearly rent aforesaid (being the rent of the land 
hereby demised for the year commencing the first day of January next after each such payment) shall 
be paid to the Colonial Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the 
said land, mine, and premises are now, or at any time during the said term may he, subject or liable : 
Provided always, and it is hereby agreed, that if the said yearly rent shall be in arrear for thirty 
days after the same shall have become payable, whether such rent shall have been legally demanded 
or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto by the Secretary for Mines may, by himself 
or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals, and. ores actually 
got and raised from the said mine, and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, 
plant, and all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever in, upon, and about the said land and premises, 
and every distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose ot as in cases of distress for rent reserved 
in common leases ; and out of the moneys arising thereby retain so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy 
the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale be unpaid, and all expenses incurred by him or 
them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and if there be any surplus such 
officer shall pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees; and the 
acceptance or receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any covenant hereinafter 
contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, 
or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. . And if the said 
lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from the said land, mine, and 
premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing gold, or any 
mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the express sanction first had and 
obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all. the right, title, and interest of the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at 
law and in equity. And the said lessees do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, 
and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is to 
say. _ _

1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the 
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent hereby reserved, at the times and 
places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after the expiration of one month from the date of delivery hereof, upon 
and during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution 
of repairs, make, construct, and work the said land, mine, and premises in the best and most effectual 
manner, and to the best advantage, without interruption ; and shall and will diligently explore and 
search for tin in, on, and under the said land, mine, and premises.

3. And shall and will, after the expiration of the said month, employ in the construction of the 
works, or in mining operations on or under the said land, during the first year of the said term, and during 
the usual hours of labour, two able and competent workmen and miners at the least; and during the 
remainder of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid not 
less than four such workmen and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during the execution 
of repairs, so that within the first three years of the term hereby created there shall be expended upon 
the said land, mine, and premises such a sum of money as shall be equal to five pounds sterling upon each 
and every acre hereby demised : Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee 
who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and be deemed for the purposes of these presents to be a 
workman or miner employed as aforesaid.

4.. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof; and if the 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute, with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the 
said mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the 
machinery and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, owner or owmers, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and 
will pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost 
of such machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended; and 
the Secretary for Mines for the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient 
person, who shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so 
freed or kept wholly or partially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such 
expenses aforesaid, and to whom and when the same are to be paid—such decision to be final and 
conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or 
inconvenience.

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three feet.
' 7. And shall and will, as often as required so to do during the term, make and deliver to the
Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive 
the same, all such true and proper plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the workings and operations 
of the said mine, made up to the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall be 
verified bv the statutory declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer

having
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having the charge, control, and direction of the works of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall 
from time to time direct. And shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines so to do, 
deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and ores, or 
any of them, found in or upon such mine and land. .

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of any damage 
which may be sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for 
Mines, or by some person authorized by him so to do. '

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf, 
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state 
and condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable posses
sion thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and 
successors, or to the "Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless 
the Secretary for Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators, and 
transferees, within six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the 
said land, and to remove therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and 
fixed upon such land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised 
to the surface of such mine.

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be used or occupied, the said land, or any 
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine.

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, 
metal, or ore other than tin without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines.

_ 13- And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had 

' and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being : Provided always that no such license shall 
be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or in cases where the lessees or their 
transferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.

t 14. And shall not nor will close- up or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or 
mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty as a waiver of the 
right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce 
observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, with the advice of the 
Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: Provided always and 
it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—

16. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns, to make and use in, 
on, or under the .said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages for 
freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other lands ' 
or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually working 
any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. . And if, at any time during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts ot the surface 
thereof, shall be required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to be 
set out the part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, which shall be so required ; and as 
soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall cease 
to be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. And if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfaction 
of the Secretary tor Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable from any cause whatsoever, 
or that the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness 
or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow 
the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines 
may grant; permission to suspend work therein or thereon for any period not exceeding six months, 
without the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees incurring in respect thereto any 
forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained.

18. And, lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said termfail to use such land bona fide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment thereof,

whether
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whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a breach of 
or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessees, their executors, 
administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall not 
have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as aforesaid, 
in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment of workmen 
or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, who 
alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted by the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void ; and upon publication in the 
Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessees, their 

executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and 
in equity; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, purporting to be 
signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts 
whatsoever iu the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants 
and provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been 
lawfully made, and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined; and there
upon it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or 
ofiBcers, or for any bailiff or other person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral 
license, who has the permission of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous 
demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the 
same to repossess and enjoy as fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had 
not been made, and the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, to expel and remove, 
without any legal process, and as effectually as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had 
been obtained and a writ of habere facias possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of 
such entry and any legal proceeding taken in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such 
proceeding may plead leave and license in bar thereof; and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of 
such leave and license by the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person 
or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs in such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in 
such proceedings. •

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles Eobert, Baron Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, and the lessees have also set their hands and seals the twelfth day of 
November, 1883.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-named 
Thomas Butler (by his attorney, W. J. 
Eergusson), John Smith (by his attorney, 
W. J. Eergusson), Andrew Smith (by his 
attorney, W. J. Eergusson), in the presence 
of—■

T. C. Binnt, Eegistrar.

AUGUSTUS LOFTUS.
J. P. ABBOTT. 

fTHOMAS BUTLEE 
| (By his attornev, W. J. Eergussox). 
j JOHN SMITH ‘
* (By his attorney, W. J. Fergussox). 

ANDEEW SMITH
^ (By his attorney, W. J. Eergussox).

Plan.

Paris of Highland Home, county of Gough, 
20 acres, portion M.L. 173. Commencing at 
a point bearing north 29 degrees west 4 
chains 50 links from the south-west comer 
of portion M.L. 175; and bounded thence 
on the north-east by part of the south-west 
boundary of that portion and a line bearing 
north 29 degrees west 14 chains 15 links; 
on the north-west by a line bearing south 
61 degrees west 14 chains 14 links ; on the 
south-west by a line bearing south 29 degrees 
east 14 chains 15 links ; and on the south
east by a line bearing north 61 degrees.

Eegistered in the Department of Mines, 
at Sydney, this thirteenth day of 
November, A.n. 1883, at the hour 
of 10 o’clock iu the forenoon, and 
numbered in the Eegister 1,815.

T. C. BINNT,
Eegistrar.

ML 175

ML 173

Scale, 8 chains to an inch.

Form
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■ Form of Power of Attorney.
Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 12.

Kkow all Men by these Pkesexts,
_ That we, Thomas Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith, of Vegetable Creek, do hereby make, 

nominate, constitute, and appoint, and in our place or stead put William John Fergusson, of Sydney, to 
be our true and lawful attorney for us, and in our names, and as our act and deed, to sign, seal/and take 
delivery of the mineral lease for which we, on the 14th day of January, 1882, made application (No. 615 
at Vegetable Creek), under the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder, 
and which has been or shall be granted and issued by the G-overnor, and for us and in our names to enter 
into all such covenants and agreements as we shall be required to enter into in and by the said lease, and 
generally for us and in our names to do, execute, and perform all such other acts, deeds, and things as 
may be necessary or may be required to be done, executed, or performed in and about the application for 
and execution of such lease ; and we do hereby ratify and confirm all and whatsoever the said William 
John Fergusson shall lawfully do or cause to be done in or about the premises by virtue of this power.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 21st day of August, 1883.
' THOMAS BUTLER.

his
ANDREW x SMITH.

. mark.
his

JOHN x SMITH, 
mark.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Thomas Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith, in 
the presence of-------.

Transfer of Mineral Lease.
Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 13.

We, Thomas Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith, being registered as the lessees of all that mineral lot 
demised by a certain mineral lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to Thomas Butler, John Smith, 
and Andrew Smith, and dated the 8th day of November, 1883, and numbered in the register 1,815, in con- 
sideration_ of the sum of £8 paid to us by the transferees, the receipt of which sum we hereby acknow
ledge, do hereby transfer to the said William Wright Richardson and George Hardie, all our right, title, 
and interest in and to the mineral lot demised as aforesaid. And we do hereby accept transfer of the 
right, title, and interest of the said Thomas Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith in and to the demised 
land aforesaid, subject to the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder; 
and we hereby agree to be bound by all and singular the terms, conditions, covenants, provisoes, restric
tions, and reservations contained in the said lease.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our respective names, this 24th day of Novem
ber, 1883

Witness to signature. . Transferror. Transferee.

James H. Graney. Thomas Butler, 
his

—

James H. Graney. John x Smith, 
mark, 

his

—

James H. Graney. Andy x Smith, 
mark.

■—-

G. S. Bnzacott. — W. W. Richardson.
G. S. Buzacott. • George Hardie.

I, Joseph Palmer Abbott, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer of the interest of T. Butler,
J. Smith, and A. Smith in the abovenamed lease to W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie.
Dated, at Sydney, this 12th Day of December, 1883. J. P. ABBOTT..

I have this 12th day of December, 1883, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the forenoon, registered the 
abovenamed transferee as the holder of the mineral lease No. 1,815.

T. C. BINNY,
Registrar.

Transfer of Mineral Lease.
Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 13.

We, William Wright Richardson and George Hardie, of 131 Pitt-street, Sydney, being registered as the 
lessees of all those mineral lots demised by three certain mineral leases granted by Her Majesty the Queen 
to Thomas Butler, John Smith, and Andrew Smith, James Butler and Thomas M‘Guiness, Thomas 
M'Guiness, Thomas Francis, Thomas Butler, and John Carey, all of Emmaville, and dated the 12th day of 
November, 1883, and numbered in the register 1,815, 1,816, and 1,817, in consideration of the sum of 5s. 
paid to us by the transferee, the receipt of which sum we hereby acknowledge, do hereby transfer to the 
eaid James Henry Graney, of Emmaville, all their right, title, and interest in and to the mineral lot

demised
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demised as aforesaid. And I do hereby accept transfer of the right, title, and interest of the said William 
Wright Richardson and George Hardie in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject to the provisions of 
the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder; and I hereby agree to be bound by all 
and singular the terms, conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations contained in the 
said lease. ■

In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our respective names, this 16th day of June, 
1884 :—

Witness to signature. Transferror. Transferee.

G. S. Buzacott.
G. S. Buzacott.

To the signature of transferee, Alfred 
■ Francis.

W. W. Richardson.
George Hardie. James H. Graney.

I, Joseph Palmer Abbott, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer of the interest of W. W. 
Richardson and G. Hardie in the abovenamed lease to James H. Graney.
Dated at Sydney, this 1st day of August, 1884. J. P. ABBOTT.

I have this 1st day of August, 1884, at the hour of 3 o’clock in the afternoon, registered the above- 
named transferee as the holder of the mineral leases No. 1,815-7.

T. C. BINNT,
Registrar.

Notice of Application and Deposit.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 6.
Sir, Vegetable Creek, 24 March, 1882.

We have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with the Warden’s Clerk 
at Vegetable Creek the sum of £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of 20 acres of land at parish of 
Highland Home, county Gough, for the purpose of mining for tin ore, and the sum of £4, being the fees 
for survey of the said land. The number of our application is 655.

We have, &c.,
' . JAMES BUTLER.
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. THOMAS M‘GU.INESS.

Dorm of Application.

Mineral Lease Regulations.—Schedule 2.
To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Vegetable Creek, 24 March, 1882.

Sir, ‘
We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated 

parish of Highland Home, county Gough, containing 20 acres, of which we took possession on the 16th 
day of March, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of mining thereon and therein 
for tin ore for a period of twenty years, by posts, notices, and L trenches at each angle thereof. The 
datum point is adjoining west of Butler’s lode.

Notice of our having made this application will be given in accordance with the regulations in 
that behalf. We also hand herewith a receipt for the sum of £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of 
the said land, and the sum of £4 to cover the cost of survey.

We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if we shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £9 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown 
may have been put in or about or in respect of this application ; and this application shall thereupon 
become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall be 
granted, we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land 
within one month from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less 
than two men during the first year of the term thereby created, and not less than four men during the 
remainder of such term. And shall and will, at any time when called upon in terms of the regulations 
relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a period 
of fourteen days after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of £9, and all right, 
title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be forthwith 
cancelled. . We have, &c.,

• JAMES BUTLER,
THOMAS M‘GUINESS,

----------  Vegetable Creek.

This application was received by me this 24th day of March, 1882, at the hour of 12 o’clock noon, 
and is numbered 655.

G. H. GOWER,
Warden’s Clerk..

Notice
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. _ Notice to make Survey. ■ . . •
S^r> , . . . ■ Vegetable Creek, 7 July, 1882.

An application for a mineral lease, particulars as per margin, haying been lodged in this office, No. of appiica- 
1 request you will be good enough to survey, in accordance with the regulations relating to mineral fioni-?55; 
leases, the area so applied for, and furnish me at your earliest convenience with a plan and report. of Highiandri6h

Tour attention is particularly directed to regulations for mineral leases numbered respectively 2 aowh-Tea'a) 
.3, 12, 13, and 14, or to the regulations relating to gold-mining leases numbered respectively 1, 2 3 4 5 acres; names 
14, and 15. T Wp Vo ’ ’ and addresses of1 Udie, <VC., applicants, P.

IV. E. HENET M‘Guiness and
II' B- Sullivan, Mining Surveyor, Vegetable Creek. Warden’s Clerk. James ButIer-

Description.
Parish of Highland Home, county of Gough; tho datum point is adjoining the west of Butler’s lode.

Mr. Mining-Surveyor Sullivan to The Chief Mining Surveyor.
' ®*r’ T u 4.1. T ■ Tent Sill, 20 December, 1882. -

i. , I have honor to transmit herewith the plan of one portion of land containing 20 acres 
numbered M.L. 174, in the parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, and applied for by M‘Guiness Seeleasedia- 
and Co. under the Mining Act of 1874. I have &c. " ' gram'

. . --------------------- ’ H. B. SULLIVAN.
Mining District, New England; applicants’ locality, parish Highland Home, county Gough ; application

No. 82-655, at Vegetable Creek. 3 . ’’
Description.

20 acres, county of Gough, parish of Highland Home, portion M.L. 174. Commencing at the 
south-west corner of portion No. 173 ; and bounded thence on the north-east by the south-west boundary 
ot that portion.bearmg north 29 degrees west 14 chains and 15 links ; on the north-west by a line bearing 
south 61 degrees west 14 chains and 14 links ; on the south-west by a line bearing south 29 degrees east 
14 chains and 15 links ; and on the south-east by a line bearing north 61 degrees east 14 chains and 14 
links, to the point or commencement.

Examined.—"W .8.0.

Indenture.
Application No. 1,816.

This indenture, made the eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-three, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and James Butler 
and Thomas M Gumess, of Vegetable Creek, in the Colony of New South Wales (hereinafter called the 
lessees), ot the other part, witnessethThat in consideration of the sum of five pounds, paid by the 
said lessees on the twenty-fourth day of March, 1882, and of the rents hereinafter reserved and of the 
covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise 
unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land, containing
by admeasurement twenty acres, and more particularly described and delineated in the Schedule hereto

r1^10 P^ai1 hereunto annexed, and numbered M.L. 174, and all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits 
ot [the mineral or metal proposed to be worked] in, on, and under the said land (hereinafter called the 
said mine), together with all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections 
liberties, easements, advantages, and appurtenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby 
granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for the purpose of mining upon and under the said 
land tor tin, and also with full power for the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees 
and his and their agents and workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink drive 
make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for 
winmng and raising the tin in, on, or under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during 
the term hereby granted, and to make and construct on the said land, races, drains, dams, reservoirs 
roads, and tramways, and also to erect on the said land all buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery 
and appliances necessary for the purpose of winning and obtaining the tin in, on, or under the said land! 
and tor ettectually carrying on the works of the said mine, and also to erect on the said land such offices 
cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, workmen, and persons employed in the said 
mme and works, as the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees shall think proper • 
lo hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to the reservation 
or exception of that portion of the surface of the said laud shown on the plan aforesaid, bounded by the 
lines coloured red, and to such rights and interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein at the date of 
these presents), unto the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date 
hereof, for the term of nineteen years and sixty-three days next ensuing, for the purpose of mining 
therein or thereon, for_working orwinning the said tin, and for no other purpose,—Yielding and paying 
theretor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and every year during the said term, the 
yearly rent of five pounds in advance, the first year’s rent having been paid as aforesaid on the twenty- 
fourth day of March, 1882, the next payment being the rent of the said land for two months and two
days, at the rate of fivepence per acre per month, from the thirtieth day of --------------, to the thirty-first
day of December, 1884, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, on or before the thirtieth day 
or ^November, 1883, and thereafter on or before the thirtieth day of November in each and every year, the 
yearly rent aforesaid (being the rent of the land hereby demised for the year commencing the first day of 
January next after each such payment) shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all 
rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises are now, or at any time during 
the said term may be, subject or liable: Provided always, and it is hereby agreed that if the said yearly 
rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the same shall have become payable, whether such rent shall 
have been legally, demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto by the Secretary for 
Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all minerals, metals,

• .and
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and ores actually got and raised from the said mine, and all machinery, apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, 
carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever in, upon, and about the said 
land and premises, and every distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose of as m cases ot distress 
for rent reserved in common leases; and out of the moneys arising thereby retain so much as shall be 
sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale be unpaid, and all expenses 
incurred by him or them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and sale; and it there be any 
surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transterees; 
and the acceptance or receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach of any covenant here
inafter contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary tor 
Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such covenant. Anil it the 
said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from the said land, mine, 
and premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil containing gold, or any 
mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the express sanction hrst had and 
obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and interest or the lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall- cease and determine both at 
law and in equity. And the said lessees do hereby, for themselves, their heirs, executors, administrators, 
and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is to

’ 1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the
the said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent hereby reserved, at the times and
places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will after the expiration of one month from the date of delivery hereof, upon and 
during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution oi 
repairs, make, construct, and work the said land, mine, and premises in the best and most effectual 
manner, and to the best advantage, without interruption ; and shall and will diligently explore and search
for tin in, on, and under the said land, mine, and premises. . . . ,

3. And shall and will after the expiration of the said one month employ in the construction ot the
works, or in mining operations on or under the said land, during the first year of the saia term, and 
during the usual hours of labour, two able and competent workmen and miners at the least; and during 
the remainder of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, shall _ and will employ as aioresaid 
not less than four such workmen and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during the 
execution of repairs, so that within the first three years of the term hereby created there shall be expended 
upon the said land, mine, and premises, such a sum of money as shall be equal to five pounds sterling 
upon each and everv acre hereby demised : Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, 
each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and be deemed tor the purposes of these presents 
to be a workman or miner employed as aforesaid. _ . ’ •

4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof ; and if the 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or it the said 
mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent, either wholly or partially by means ot the 
machinerv and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended" by the lessee or lessees, owner or owners of such contiguous mine or mines—then shall and will 
pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such 
machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended; and the Secretary 
for Mines for the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who 
shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept 
■wholly or partially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to paid—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or
iiicunyciucuct. j. • A j i -j. j. 1.

6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land; and each such post shall be fixed 
firmly in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three feet. _

7. And shall and will, as often as required so to do during the term, make and deliver to the
Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive 
the same, all such true and proper plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the workings and opera
tions of the said mine, made up to the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which 
shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other 
officer having the charge, control, and direction of the works of the said mine), as the Secretary for 
Mines shall from time to time direct. And shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines 
so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and 
ores, or any of them, found in or upon such mine and land. .

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of anv damage 
which may be sustained by him or them by reason of the working ot the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for 
Mines, or by some person authorized by him so to do. .

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized m that behalf, 
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter iM-o 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels,

■ - galleries,
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galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine which shall be by him deemed necessary’ 
without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary inter
ference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, 
or to the Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Secretary 
for Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators,.and transferees, within 
six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to 
remove therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such 
land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of 
.such mine. ,

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be used or occupied, the said land, or any 
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground, 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine.

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises for any mineral
metal, or ore other than tin without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines. ’

. 13- Alld shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber tho same, without the license first had 
and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being : Provided always that no such license shall 
be necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or in cases where the lessees or their trans
ferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.

. 14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine 
or mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

. I5- An<l shaU not nor will plead acceptance of rent by or on behalf of Her Majestv as a waiver of 
the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to 
enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, with the advice’ of 
the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: Provided always 
and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following ;— ,

Hi. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns to make and use in, 
on, or under the said, land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall be required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with 
the advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to 
be set out the part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, which shall be so required ; and as 
soon as the same shall be so set out such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall 
cease to be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or trans
ferees shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent, or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. And if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfaction 
of the Secretary ior Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable from any cause what
soever, or that the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees is or are unable, by reason of 
sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient 
to allow the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be profitably carried on, the said Secretary 
for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein or thereon, for any period not exceeding six 
months, without the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees incurring in respect thereto 
any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained.

. 18- Antl> lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time
during the said term fail to use such land bona fide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment 
thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a 
breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees 
shall not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as 
aforesaid, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment 
of workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive 
Council, who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports sub
mitted by the Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void ; and upon publica
tion in the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the 
lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine 
both at law and in equity ; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, 
purporting to be signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence 
in all Courts whatsoever in the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the 
covenants and provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been 
lawfully made, and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined ; and thereupon it 
shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers or for anv 
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■bailiff or other person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral lease, who has the permission 
of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forth
with into and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as 
fully and effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said lessees, 
their executors, administrators, and transferees, to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as 
effectually as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of halerefacias 
possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken 
in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license m 
bar thereof; and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs, in such 
proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His K xcelleiicv the Ivigl11 Honorable Chasi/es Hobert, Babon Carrxkg-tok, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, and the lessees have also set their hands and seals the twelfth day of 
November, 1883.

AHGHSTHS LOPTUS.
J. P. ABBOTT.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-named / JAMES BUTLEE
James Butler (by his attorney, W. J. Eergus- ) (By his attorney, W. J. Eergusson) .
son),and Thomas M‘Gumess ’(by bis attorney, j THOMAS M'GUTNESS
W. J. Eergusson), in the presence of,— _ { (By his attorney, W. J. Eergusson).

T. C. Binnt, Eegistrar.

Plan.

Parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, 
20 acres, portion M.L. 174. Commencing at 
the south-west corner of portion No. 173 ; and 
bounded thence on the north-east by the south
west boundary of that portion bearing north 
29 degrees west 14 chains 15 links; on the 
north-west by a line bearing south 61 degrees 
west 14 chains 14 links ; on the south-west by 
a line bearing south 29 degrees east 14 chains 
15 links ; and on the south-east by a line bearing 
north 61 degrees east 14 chains 14 links, to the 
point of commencement.

ML 173

ML 174

20 Ac.

Scale, 8 chains to an inch.

Form of Power of Attorney.
Mineral Lease Eegulations—Schedule 12.

Know all Men by these Presents,— _
That we, Thomas M'Guiness and James Butler, do hereby make, nominate, constitute, and appoint, 

and in our place or stead put William John Eergusson, of Sydney, to be our true and lawful attorney 
for us, and in our names, and as our act and deed, to sign, seal, and take dehvery of the mineral lease tor 
which we, on the 24th day of March, 1882, made application (No. 655 at Vegetable Creek), under the 
provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder, and which has been or shall 
be granted and issued by the Governor, and for us and in our names to enter into all such covenants and 
agreements as we shall he required to enter into in and by the said lease, and generally for us, and m our 
names, to do, execute, and perform all such other acts, deeds, and things as may be necessary or may be 
required to be done, executed, or performed in and about the application for and execution ot such leaes ; 
and we do hereby ratify and confirm all and whatsoever the said William J ohn Eergusson shall lawfully 
do or cause to be done in or about the premises by virtue of this power.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 21st day oi August, 1883.
JAMES BUTLEE.

' THOMAS M'GUINESS.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Thomas M'Guiness and James Butler, in the 

presence of,—
James H. Graney.

Transfer
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Transfer of Mineral Lease.

Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 13.
"We, Thomas M'Guiness and James Butler, being registered as the lessees of all that mineral lot demised 
by a certain mineral lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to Thomas M'G-uiness and James Butler, 
and dated the 8th day of November, 1883, and numbered in the Register 1,816, in consideration of the 
sum of £800 paid to us by the transferees, the receipt of which sum we hereby acknowledge, do hereby 
transfer to William Wright Richardson and George Hardie all our right, title, and interest in and to the 
mineral lot demised as aforesaid. And we do hereby accept transfer of the right, title, and interest of the 
said Thomas M'Guiness and James Butler in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject to the provisions 
of the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder; and we hereby agree to be bound by 
all and singular the terms, conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations contained in the 
said lease.

In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our respective names, this 24th day of November.
1883.

Witness to signature. Transferror. Transferee.

James H. Graney. Thomas M‘Gumess.
James H. Graney. James Butler. ______
G. S. Buzacott. — W. W. Richardson.
G. S. Buzacott. — George Hardie.

I, Joseph Palmer Abbott, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer of the interest of James 
Butler and Thomas M'Guinessin the abovenamed lease to W. W. Richardson and G. Hardie.
Dated at Sydney, this llth day of December, 1883.

J. P. ABBOTT.
I have this llth day of December, 1883, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the forenoon, registered the 

abovenamed transferees as the holders of the mineral lease No. 1,816.
T. C. BINNT,

Registrar.

Application.
Application No. 844 at Emmaville for a Mineral Lease.

1. By whom application was received P Warden’s Clerk.
2. At what place ? Emmaville.
3. Date and hour when received ? 17th November, 1882, 10 a.m.
4. Receipt for 1st year’s rent, No. 802; date? 17th November, 1882.
5. To whom receipt was issued ? Thomas M‘Guiness.
6. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor ? 17th November, 1882.

12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? Tes.
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable ? Tes.

G. MARTIN,
Warden.

Notice of Application and Deposit.
Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 6. .

Sir, Emmaville, 17- November, 1882.
We have the honor to inform you that we have this day deposited with Warden’s Clerk at Emma

ville the sum of £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of 20 acres of land at parish of Highland Home, 
county of Gough, for the purpose of mining for tin ore, and the sum of £4, being the fees for survey of 
the said land. The number of our application is 844.

We have, &c.,
THOMAS M'GHINESS & CO.

Lorm of Application.
Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 2.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Emmaville, 17 November, 1882.
Sir,

We hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land, situated parish 
of Highland Home, county Gough, at the head of Alexander Stanes Creek, containing 20 acres, of which 
we took possession on the 9th day of November, at the hour of 11 o’clock in the forenoon, for the pur
pose of mining thereon and therein for tin ore in lode for a period of twenty years, by posts, notices, and 
L trenches at each angle thereof. The datum point is the north-west corner of newly-surveyed block 175, 
and the land is bounded from thence by lines east, north, west, and south.

Notice of our intention to make this application has been given in accordance with the regulations 
in that behalf, and there were no persons in occupation of the land applied for. We also hand herewith 
£5, being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land, and the sum of £4 to cover the cost of survey. 
We hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition that 
if we shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused,the Secretary for Mines for the time being 
may deduct from the sum of £9 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown may 

. have
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No. of applica
tion, 844; pans*. 
Highland Home, 
county Gough ; 
area, 20 acres; 
T. M‘Guiness,
T. Francis, and 
Thomas Butler.

See lease 
diagram.
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have been put in or about or in respect of this application ; and this application shall thereupon become 
and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the lease shall be granted we 
shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land within sis months 
from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less than two men 
during the first year of the term thereby created, and not less than four men during the remainder of 
such term. And shall and wall at any time when called upon in terms of the regulations relating to 
mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a period of fourteen 
days after being so called upon, wre shall and willforfeit the said sum of £9, and all right, title, or interest in 
and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be forthwith cancelled.

We have, &c.,
THOMAS M'GUINESS, 
THOMAS FRANCIS, 
THOMAS BUTLER,and 

----------  JOHN CARET.

This application wras received by me this 17th day of November, 1882, at the hour of 10 o’clock in 
the forenoon, and is numbered 844'. W. E. HENRY,

' Warden’s Clerk.

Form of Notice to make Survey.
Mining Board Regulations—Schedule 4.

(See Regulation 151.)
r, Emmaville, 17 November, 1882.

An application for a mineral lease, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this office, 
I request you will be good enough to survey, in accordance with the regulations relating to mineral leases, 
the area so applied for, and furnish me at your earliest convenience wuth a plan and report. _

Your attention is particularly directed to the regulations for mineral leases numbered respectively 
2, 3, 12, 13, and 14, or to the regulations relating to gold leases numbered respectively 1,2, 3, 4, 5, 14 
and 15. I have, &c.,

WM. E. HENRY)
H. B. Sullivan, Mining Surveyor, Tent Hill. Warden’s Clerk.

Mr. Mining-Surveyor H. B. Sullivan to The Chief Mining Surveyor.
Tin Lease Reef.

Sir, . Tent Hill, 20 December, 1882.
I have the honor to transmit herewith the plan of one portion of land containing 20 acres, 

numbered M.L. 170, in the parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, and applied for by M‘Guiness 
& Co., under the Mining Act of 1874. I have, &c.,

--------------------- H. B. SULLIVAN.

Mining District, New England ; applicant’s locality, parish Highland Home, county Gough ;
application No. 82-844, at Emmaville.

Description.
20 acres, county of Gough, parish of Highland Home, portion M.L. 176. Commencing at the 

north-east corner of portion No. M.L. 175 ; and bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing north 
29 degrees west 14 chains and 15 links ; on the north-west hyaline bearing south 61 degrees west 14 
chains and 14 links ; on the south-west by a line and part of the north-east boundary of portion M.L. 173, 
bearing south 29 degrees east 14 chains and 15 links ; and on the south-east by the north-west boundary 
of portion M.L. 175, bearing north 61 degrees east 14 chains and 14 links, to the point of commencement.

Examined.—W.S.C.

Indenture.
Application No. 1,817.

This indenture, made the eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-three, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and Thomas 

■ M‘Guiness, Thomas Francis, Thomas Butler, and John Carey, all of Emmaville, in the Colony of New 
South Wales (hereinafter called the lessees), of the other part, witnesseth :—That in consideration of 
the sum of five pounds paid by the said lessees on the seventeenth day of November, 1882, and of the 
rents heieinafter reserved, and of the covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth 
by these presents grant and demise unto the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, all 
that piece or parcel of land, containing by admeasurement twenty acres, and more particularly described 
and delineated in the schedule hereto, or in the plan hereunto annexed, and numbered M.L. 176, and all 
those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of [the mineral or metal proposed to be wmrked] in, on, and under 
the said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together with all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, 
works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advantages, and appurtenances which are now or at 
any time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for the purpose 
of mining upon and under the said land for tin, and also with full power for the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their agents and workmen (including contractors, 
tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, pits, shafts, levels, tunnels, water
courses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the tin in, on, or under the said land, and to 
-take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted, and to make and construct on the said
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land, races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect on tlie said land all buildings, 
engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary for the purpose of winning and obtaining 
the tin in, on, or under the said land, and for effectually carrying on the works of the said mine, and also 
to erect on the said land such offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, for the use of the agents, workmen, 
and persons employed in the said mine and works, as the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and 
transferees shall think proper: To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with the appurtenances 
(subject nevertheless to the reservation or exception of that portion of the surface of the said land shown 
on the plan aforesaid, bounded by the lines coloured red, and to such rights and interests as may be 
lawfully subsisting therein at the date of these presents), unto the said lessees, their executors, adminis
trators, and transferees, from the date hereof, for the term of nineteen years and sixty-three days next 
ensuing, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning the said tin, and for no 
other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and 
every year during the said term, the yearly rent of five pounds in advance, the first year’s rent having 
been paid as aforesaid on the seventeenth day of November, 1882, the next payment being the rent of the 
said land for two months and two days, at the rate of fivepence per acre per month, from the thirtieth 
day of October to the 31st day of December, 1884, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, on 
or before the thirtieth day of November, 1883, and thereafter on or before the thirtieth day of November 
in each and every year, the yearly rent aforesaid (being the rent of the land hereby demised for the year 
commencing the first day of January next after each such payment) shall be paid to the Colonial Treasurer 
aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises are now, or 
at any time during the said term may be, subject or liable : Provided always, and it is hereby agreed that 
if the said yearly rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the same shall have become payable, whether 
such rent shall have been legally demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized thereto by the 
Secretary for Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all 
minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from the said mine, and all machinery, apparatus, tools, 
waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever in, upon, 
and about the said land and premises, and every distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose of as in 
cases of distress for rent reserved in common leases ; and out of the moneys arising thereby retain so 
much as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale be unpaid, 
and all expenses incurred by him or them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and sale ; 
and if there be any surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessees, their executors, adminis
trators, or transferees; and the acceptance or receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after 
breach of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right of Her 
Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance 
of such covenant. And if the said lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for 
or win from the said land, mine, and premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, 
gravel, or soil containing gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without 
the express sanction first had and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, 
with the advice of the Executive Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, 
title, and interest of the lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents 
shall cease and determine both at law and inequity. And the said lessees do hereby, for themselves, their 
heirs, executors, administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in 
manner following, that is to say:—

' 1. That the said lessees, their executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent hereby reserved, at the times and 
places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.

2. And shall and will, after the expiration of six months from the date of delivery hereof, upon 
and during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident or during the execution 
of repairs, make, construct, and work the said land, mine, and premises in the best and most effectual 
manner, and to the best advantage, without interruption; and shall and will diligently explore and search 
for tin in, on, and under the said land, mine, and premises.

3. And shall and will, after the expiration of the said six months, employ in the construction of 
the works, or in mining operations on or under the said land, during the first year of the said term, and 
during the usual hours of labour, two able and competent workmen and miners at the least; and during 
the remainder of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid 
not less than four such workmen and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during the 
execution of repairs, so that within the first three years of the term hereby created there shall be expended 
upon the said land, mine, and premises, such a sum of money as shall be equal to five pounds sterling upon 
each and every acre hereby demised: Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each 
lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and be deemed for the purposes of these presents to be 
a workman or miner employed as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof; and if the 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the 
said mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the 
machinery and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and 
will pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such 
machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended ; and the Secretary for 
Mines for the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who shall 
have access to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept 
wholly or partially free from water, f.ni what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to be paid,—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, 
river, creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage 
or -inconvenience, 6.
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6. And stall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land; and each such post shall be fixed firmly 
in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three feet.

7. And shall and will, as often as required so to do during the term, make and deliver to the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive 
the same, all such true and proper plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the workings and opera
tions of the said mine, made up to the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which 
shall be verified by the statutory declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other 
officer having the charge, control, and direction of the works of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines 
shall from time to time direct. And shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines so to 
do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and ores, or 
any of them, found in or upon such mine and land.

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of any damage 
which may be sustained by him or them by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for Mines, 
or by some person authorized by him so to do. ,

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf, 
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine which shall be by him deemed necessary, 
without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary inter
ference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works.

10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successor, or 
to the Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Secretary for 
Mines may, if he think fit, permit the lessees, their executors, administrators, and iransferees, within six 
months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, and to remove 
therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed upon such land, and 
such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of such mine.

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be used or occupied, the said land, or any 
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine.

12. And shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for any mineral, metal,
or ore other than tin, without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines. ■

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and 
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had 
and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for tho time being: Provided alwrays that no such license shall 
bo necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said land, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is'made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit ot 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessees or their transferees, or in cases where the lessees or their 
transferees desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.

14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or 
mines whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty as a waiver of 
the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to 
enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, with the advice of 
the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: Provided always 
and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following:—

16. That it shall be lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns, to make and use in, 
on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall be required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall be lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to be 
set out the part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, which shall be so required ; and as 
soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall 
cease to be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or trans
ferees shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent, or any compensation whatever in respect thereof.

17. And if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfaction
of the Secretary for Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable from any cause whatsoever, 
or that the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness 
or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow 
the working of the said land, mine, and premises to be profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines 
may grant permission to suspend work therein or thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without 
the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or 
penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained. 18.,
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18. And, lastly, that if the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such land bona fide for the purpose for which it has heen demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment thereof, 
whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a breach of 
or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessees, their executors, 
administrators, or transferees, and the lessees, their executors, administrators, or transferees shall not 
have obtained from* the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as aforesaid, 
in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment of workmen 
or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Q-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, who 
alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted by the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void ; and upon publication in the 
Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and 
in equity; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, purporting to be 
signed by the Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts 
whatsoever in the Colony of New South Wales of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and 
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been lawfully made, 
and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined ; and thereupon it shall be lawful 
for Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other 
person duly authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license, who has the permission of the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into 
and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and 
effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not heen made, and the said lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectually 
as the Sheriff might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere facias 
possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken 
in respect thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license in bar 
thereof; and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessees, their 
executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs in such 
proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles Eobert, Baron Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint G-eorge, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, and the lessees have also set their hands and seals, the twelfth day of 
November, 1883.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-named 
Thomas M‘Guineas (by his Attorney, W. J. 
Eergusson), Thomas Erancis (by his At
torney, W. J. Eergusson), Thomas Butler 
(by his Attorney, W. J. Eergusson), and 
John Carey (by his Attorney, W. J. Eergus
son), in the presence of,—

T. C. Binnt, Eegistrar.

AHGHSTHS LOETHS.
J. P. ABBOTT. 

fTHOMAS M'GHINESS
(By his Attorney, W. J. Eebgusson). 

THOMAS EEANCIS 
J (By his Attorney, W.'J. Eebgttsson). 
" THOMAS BUTLEE ~

(Bv his Attorney, W. J. Eebgusson). 
JOHN" CAEET

_ (By his Attorney, W. J. Eebgusson).

Plan.
Parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, 

20 acres, portion M.L. 176. Commencing at the 
north-east corner of portion No. M.L. 175, and 
bounded thence on the north-east by a line bearing 
north 29 degrees west 14 chains 15 links ; on the 
north-west by a line bearing south 61 degrees west
14 chains 14 links ; on the south-west by a line 
and part of the north-east boundary of portion 
M.L. 173, bearing south 29 degrees east 14 chains
15 links; and on the south-east by the north-west 
boundary of portion M.L. 175, bearing north 61 
degrees east 14 chains 14 links to the point of 
commence ment.

Eegistered in the Department of Mines, at 
Sydney, this thirteenth day of Novem
ber, A.n. 1883, at the hour of ten o’clock 
in the forenoon, and numbered in the 
Eegister 1,817.

T. C. BINNT,
Eegistrar.

ML 176

20 AC.

ML. 1:73 ML 175

Scale, 8 chains to an inch.

Perm
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Form of Power of Attorney.
Mineral Lease Eegulations—Schedule 12.

Know all men by these presents,—
That we, Thomas Butler, Thomas M'Gruiness, Thomas Erancis, and John Carey, do hereby make, 

nominate, constitute, and appoint, and in our place or stead put William John Eergusson, of Sydney, to 
be our true and lawful attorney for us, and in our names, and as our act and deed, to sign, seal, and take 
delivery of the mineral lease for which we, on the 17th day of November, 1882, made application (No. 814, 
at Vegetable Creek), under the provisions of the Mining Act, 1871, and the regulations made there
under, and which has been or shall be granted and issued by the Governor, and for us and in our names 
to enter into all such covenants and agreements as we shall be required to enter into in and by the said 
tease, and generally for us and in our names to do, execute, and perform all such other acts, deeds, and 
things as may be necessary or may be required to be done, executed, or performed in and about the appli
cation for and execution of such lease ; and we do hereby ratify and confirm all and whatsoever the said 
William John Eergusson shall lawfully do or cause to be done in or about the premises, by virtue of this 
power.

In witness whereof, wo have hereunto set our hands and seals, this 21st day of August, 1883.
THOMAS BUTLEE.
THOMAS M‘GUINESS.
THOMAS EEANCIS.
JOHN CAEET.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the abovenamed Thomas Butler, Thomas M‘Guiness, Thomas 
Erancis, and John Carey, in the presence of,—

James H. Geaney.

Transfer of Mineral Lease. .
Mineral Lease Eegulations—Schedule 13.

We, Thomas Butler, Thomas M'Guiness, Thomas Erancis, and John Carey, being registered as the lessees 
of all that mineral lot demised by a certain mineral lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to Thomas 
Butler, Thomas M'Guiness, Thomas Erancis, and John Carey, and dated the 8th day of November, 1883, 
and numbered in the Eegister 1,817, in consideration of the sum of £800 paid to us by the transferees, 
the receipt of which sum we hereby acknowledge, do hereby transfer to the said William Wright Eichard- 
son and George Hardie all our right, title, and interest in and to the mineral lot demised as aforesaid. 
And we do hereby accept transfer of the right, title, and interest of tho said Thomas Butler, Thomas 
M'Guiness, Thomas Erancis, and John Carey in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject to the provisions 
of the Mining Act, 1874, and the regulations made thereunder ; and we hereby agree to be bound by all 
and singular the terms, conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations contained in the 
said lease.

In witness whereof, we have hereunto subscribed our respective names, this 24th day of November, 
1883.

Witness t<5 Signature. Transferror. Transferee.

James H. Graney. Thomas Butler.
James H. Graney. Thomas M'Guiness.
James H. Graney. Thomas Francis.
James H. Graney. John Carey.
G. S. Buzacott. — W. W. Biehardson.
G. S. Buzacott. — George Hardie.

I, Joseph Palmer Abbott, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer of the interest of Thomas 
Butler, T. M'Guiness, T. Erancis, and J. Carey, in the abovenamed lease to 

Dated at Sydney, this llth day of December, 1883.
J. P. ABBOTT.

I have this llth day of December, 1883, at the hour of 10 o’clock in the forenoon, registered the 
abovenamed transferee as the holder of the mineral lease No. 1,817.

T. C. BINNT,
Eegistrar.

Minute for The Executive Council.
Eecommending the approval of certain applications for Mineral Leases.

Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 October, 1883.
The applications for mineral leases of Crown lands specified in the annexed schedule are submitted for 
the approval of His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council in terms of the Mining Act of 
1874.

----------  J. P. ABBOTT.
The Executive Council advise that the course recommended be approved.—Alex. C. Buboe, 

Clerk of the Council. Min. 83-44, 23/10/83. Approved.—A.L., 23/10/83. Confirmed, 30/10/83.

SCHEDULE ALLUDED TO. 
New England Mining District.

No. Name. Locality. Area. Period.

Vegetable Creek- 
Gib
655

Emmaville—
844

T. Butler and others...,...........
J. Butler and another ............

T. M‘Gumess and others.......

County Gough, parish Highland Home................
do do do ................

do do do ..............

Acres.
20
20

20

Years.
20
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Gazette Notice.
• Department of Mines, Sydney, 6 November, 1S83.

Notice to Applicants for Mineral Leases.
Notice is hereby given that the undermentioned applications for mineral leases of Crown lands have heen 
approved by His txcellency the Governor and the Executive Council.

. JOSEPH P. ABBOTT.

New England Mining District.

Application No. Lease No. Name. Locality. Area..
Date of

commencement of 
Rental.

Date of 
Application.

Yeg. Creek 015 ...

„ 655 ...
EmmaTille 844 ...

T. Butler and others...

J. Butler and another 
T. M‘Gruiness and 

others.

County of Gough, parish 
of Highland Home, 

do do ...
do do ...

a. r. p. 
20 0 0

20 0 0 
20 0 0

30 Oct., 1883

30 „ „
30 „ „

14 Jan., 1882

24 Mar., ,,
17 Nov., „

Memos.
Department of Mines—New England Mining District.

Application Nos. 615, 655, Vegetable Creek, 841, Emmaville, for mineral leases, submitted herewith for 
the consideration of the Honorable the Minister for Mines.

' The plans and descriptions have been checked.
No objections appear to have been made. •
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable.
The time for commencing work appears to be reasonable.
Applications Nos. 615, 655, Vegetable Creek, 841, Emmaville, New England Mining District, 

approved of.
Minute of the Executive Council, 18/10/83.

J. P. ABBOTT.

Application.
Application No. 1,476, at Emmaville Keserve, for a Mineral Lease.

1. By whom application was received ? The Warden’s Clerk.
2. At what place ? Emmaville. -
3. Date and hour when received? lilth July, 1887, 3-30 p.m.
4. Beceipt for first year’s rent? Date—19th July. 1887.

12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? Ves.
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable? Yes.

* ' G. MARTIN,

Applicant has complied with conditions as to time of lodging application.
Warden.

Notice of Application and Deposit.
^ Mineral Lease Regulations—Schedule 6.

_ Emmaville, 19 July, 1887.
I have the honor to inform you that I have this day deposited with the Warden’s Clerk at 

Emmaville the sum of £5, being the first year’s rent in advance of 40 acres of land at county Gough, 
parish Highland Home, portions M.L. 173 and M.L. 174, for the purpose of mining for tin. The number 
of my application is 1,476. I haye &c.
The Dnder Secretary for Mines, Sydney. ’ DAVID BAILEY.

i Dorm of Application.
Mineral Lease Eegulations—Schedule 2.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— Emmaville,19 July, 1887.

I hereby make application for a mineral lease of that piece or parcel of land situated county 
Gough, parish Highland Home, portions M.L. 173 and M.L. 174, containing 40 acres, of which I took 
possession ou the 18th day of July, for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for tin, for a period 
of twenty years, by posting notices and cutting L trenches at each angle thereof. The datum point is at the 
south-east corner of portion 173. I do not require any of the surface.

Notice of my having made this application will be given iu accordance with the regulations in 
that behalf. There was no person in occupation of the land. I also hand herewith the sum of £5, being 
the first year’s rent in advance of the said land. ,

. 1 hereby acknowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and condition 
that if I shall abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines for the time 
being may deduct from the sum of £5 deposited as aforesaid any cost to which in his opinion the Crown 
may have been put in or about or in respect of this application; and this application shall thereupon 
become and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. ' And if the lease shall be 
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granted, I shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the demised land within 
one month from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon such land not less than 
four men during the first three years of the term thereby created, and not less than six men during the 
remainder of suchi term. And shall and will at any time when called upon in terms of the regulations 
relating to mineral leases to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing therein for a period 
of fourteen days, after being so called upon, I shall and will forfeit the said sum of £5, and all right, title, 
or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the said lease shall be forthwith 
cancelled. I have, &c.,

. DAVID BAILEY,
' -------- Emmaville.

This application was received by me this 19th day of July, 1887, at the hour of 3'30 o’clock in the 
afternoon, and is numbered 1,476.

JOHN M. SHEAHAN,
Warden’s Clerk.

Questions to be answered by Applicants to Lease.
When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or an 
agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answer the 
following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to be 
read over to and signed by the person furnishing the answers :—•

3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in 
application No. 1,476 ? 18th July, 1887.

4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land ? Yes.
5. What was the diameter of the posts ? Three inches.
6. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? Three feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench—and what was the depth of each trench ? Six 

feet long, 9 inches deep.
9. At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed? South-east corner of portion 173.

10. Did you affix a board, or metal plate to the datum post? Metal plate with schedule “ A ”
attached. . _ _ _

11. What was written or painted on each board or plate ? Mineral lease application, by David 
Bailey.

12. Where did you post the notices, schedule 1 ? Warden’s Office, Emmaville, and Post Office, 
Torrington.

13. When did you post such notices ? 19th July, 18S7. -
I, David Bailet, declare that the foregoing questions have been answered by me truthfully in every 
particular, and the answers thereto have been read over to me and are correctly taken down in writing.

DAVID BAILET.
Witness to signature, John M. Sheauan.

G. M. L. Matheson, Esq., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir! Sydney, 10 September, 1887.

, One of my constituents, Mr. D. Bailey, writes asking me to request that you will push on the 
issue of the leases for two blocks he applied for at Emmaville. He refers to them as mineral leases 173, 
174, but I rather think these are the portion numbers, and that parish is Highland Home, county Gough. 
They may be known in your Department as M. 1,317, 1,318.

I would like to be informed they have been approved of, and that the leases will be ready shortly.
I am, &c.,

' GEORGE M. L. MATHESON.

Memo.
Department of Mines—New England Mining District. _

Application No: (Emmaville) 1,476, for a mineral lease, submitted herewith for the consideration of the 
Honorable the Minister for Mines.

The plans and description have been checked. ,
No objections appear to have been made.
The number of men proposed to be employed appears reasonable. _
The time for commencing work appears to be reasonable. Application No. (Emmaville) 1,476, 

New England Mining District, approved of.
Minute of the Executive Council.

E.A.

. Indenture.
Application No. 3,237.

This indenture, made the eighth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred 
and eighty-seven, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and David Bailey, 
of Emmaville, in the Colony of New South Wales (hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, 
witnesseth:—That in consideration of the sum ot ten pounds paid by the said lessee on the nineteenth 
day of July, 1887, and of the rents hereinafter reserved, and of the covenants and provisoes hereinafter 
contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents grant and demise unto the lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, and transferees, all that piece or parcel of land containing by admeasurement forty acres, and 
more particularly described and delineated in the schedule hereto, or in the plan hereunto annexed, and 
numbered M.L. 173, M.L. 174, and all those mines, veins, seams, or deposits of [the mineral or metal 
proposed to be worked] in, on, and under the said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together with
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all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections,, liberties, easements, advantages, 
and appurtenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby granted may be held, occupied, 
or enjoyed therewith, for the purpose of mining upon and under the said land for tin,-and also with full 
pow'er for the said lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, and his and their agents and 
workmen (including contractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use excavations, 
pits, shafts,levels, tunnels, 'watercourses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the tin in, on, 
or under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted, and to 
make and construct on the said land, races, drains, dams, reservoirs, roads, and tramways, and also to erect 
on the said land all buildings, engines, furnaces, pumps, machinery, and appliances necessary for the 
purpose of winning and obtaining the tin in, on, or under the said land, and for effectually carrying on 
the works of the said mine, and also to erect on the said land such offices, cottages, and dwelling-houses, 
for the use of the agents, workmen, and persons employed in the said mine and works, as the said lessee, 
his executors, administrators, and transferees shall think proper: To hold the said land, mine, and 
premises, with the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to the reservation or exception of that portion of 
the surface of the said land shown on the plan aforesaid, bounded by the lines coloured red, and to such 
rights and interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein at the date of these presents), unto the said 
lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, from the date hereof, for the term of nineteen years 
next ensuing, for the purpose of mining therein or thereon, for working or winning the said tin, and for 
no other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, yearly and 
every year during the said term, the yearly rent of ten pounds in advance, the first year’s rent having been 
paid as aforesaid on the nineteenth day of July, 1887, the next payment being the rent of the said land 
for one month and twenty-three days, at the rate of fivepence per acre per month, from the eighth day of 
^November to the thirty-first day of December, 1888, shall be made to the Colonial Treasurer in Sydney 
on or before the thirtieth day of November, 1887 ; and thereafter, on or before the thirtieth day of 
November in each and every year, the yearly rent aforesaid (being the rent of the land hereby demised for 
the year commencing the first day of January next after each such payment) shall he paid to the Colonial 
Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said land, mine, and premises 
are now, or at any time during the said term may he, subject or liable: Provided always, and it is hereby 
agreed that if the said yearly rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the same shall have become 
payable, whether such rent shall have been legally demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorized 
thereto by the Secretary for Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and 
distrain all minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from the said mine, and all machinerv, 
apparatus, tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, and all other goods, chattels, and effects whatso
ever in, upon, and about the said land and premises, and every distress thus made may take away, sell, and 
dispose of as in cases of distress for rent reserved in common leases ; and out of the moneys arising thereby 
retain so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy the said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale be 
unpaid, and all expenses incurred by him or them iu or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and 
sale ; and if there he any surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, or transferees ; and the acceptance or receipt of rent by or on behalf of Her Majesty, after breach 
of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or 
of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce observance of such 
covenant. And if the said lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees, shall mine for or win from 
the said land, mine, and premises, any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz, clay, sand, gravel, or soil 
containiug gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or combined, without the express 
sanction first had and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being, the Governor, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, may declare these presents void, and thereupon all the right, title, and 
interest of the lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees under these*presents shall cease and 
determine both at law and in equity. And the said lessee doth hereby, for himself, his heirs, executors, 
administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in manner 
following, that is to say:—

_ !• That the said lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during the
said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent hereby reserved, at the times and 
places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.
_ _ 2. And shall and will upon and during all lawful working days, except when prevented by
inevitable accident or during the execution of repairs, make, construct, and work the said land, mine, and 
premises in the best and most effectual manner, and to the best advantage, without interruption ; and 
shall and will diligently explore and search for tin in, on, and under the said land, mine, and premises.

3. And shall and will on and from the seventh day of December next employ in the construction 
of the works, or in mining operations on or under the said land, during the first three years of the said 
term, and during the usual hours of labour, four able and competent workmen and miners at the least; 
and during the remainder of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as 
aforesaid not less than six such workmen and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during 
the execution of repairs, so that within the first three years of the term hereby created there shall be 
expended upon the said land, mine, and premises, such a sum of money as shall be equal to five pounds 
sterling upon each and every acre hereby demised: Provided that the lessee, or if there be more than one 
lessee, each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, shall count as and he deemed for the purposes of these 
presents to be a workman or miner employed as aforesaid.

4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water 
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof ; and if the 
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other 
mine or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the 
lessee or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines a reasonable proportion of the machinery and 
labour necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the said 
mine shall be kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the 
machinery and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money 
expended by the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and 
will pay to such lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of 
such machinery, labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of the money so expended ; and the Secretary
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for Mines for the time being may, if and whenever he shall think fit, depute some efficient person who 
shall have access to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept 
wholly or partially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, 
and to whom and when the same are to be paid—such decision to be final and conclusive on all parties.

5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of 
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river, 
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or 
inconvenience.

G. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at each 
angle of the said land, and at such points along the boundai’y-linos as shall be necessary, so as plainly and 
accurately to define the boundary lines and angles of the said land ; and each such post shall be fixed firmly 
in the ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three feet.

7. And shall and will, as often as mpiired so to do during the term, make and deliver to the 
Secretary for Mines for the time being, or any officer aj)pointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive 
the same, all such true and proper plans and sections, returns, and statistics of the workings and operations 
of the said mine, made up to the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall 
be verified by the statutory declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer 
having the charge, control, and direction of the works of the said mine), as the Secretary for Mines shall 
from time to time direct. And shall and will, whenever required by the Secretary for Mines so to do, 
deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and ores, or any 
of them, found in or upon such mine and land.

8. And shall and will during the said term make proper and reasonable compensation to the 
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of any damage 
which may he sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of 
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for 
Mines, or by some person authorized by him so to do.

9. And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorized in that behalf,
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into 
and upon the said land, mine, and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and, 
for the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, 
galleries, drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, 
materials, labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed 
necessary, without making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary 
interference is caused with the carrying on of the said mining works. .

■ 10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine 
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads, 
ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein and thereon in good repair and condition, except such of the 
matters and things last aforesaid as shall from time to time he considered by a mining surveyor or other 
proper officer authorized by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things 
to be unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such state and 
condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable possession 
thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, or 
to the Warden or other officer authorized to receive possession thereof. Nevertheless the Secretary for 
Mines may, if ho think fit, permit the lessee, his executors, administrators, and transferees, within six 
months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said land, aud to remove 
therefrom such machinery, plant, and apparatus as shall have been erected aud fixed upon such land, and 
such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the surface of such mine.

11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be used or occupied, the said land, or any
part thereof, for other than mining purposes, or for pasturage, or as sites for dwellings, or garden ground 
for the persons employed in, on, or about the said mine. . _

12. Aud shall not nor will mine in or upon the said mine, land, and premises, for auy mineral, 
metal, or ore other than tiu without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines.

13. And shall not nor will transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber the same, without the license first had 
and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time being : Provided always that no such license shall 
he necessary in cases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of the said laud, mine, and premises, 
or any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of 
the creditors or a creditor of the lessee or his transferees, or in cases where the lessee or his transferees 
desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute. _

14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or 
mines, whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.

15. And shall not nor will plead acceptance of rent by or ou behalf of Her Majesty as a waiver of 
the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to 
enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of the Governor, with the advice of 
the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant: Provided always 
and it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—

16. That it shall he lawful for Her Majesty, her heirs, successors, and assigns, to make and use in, 
on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and passages 
for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or for conveying water to any other 
lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for effectually 
working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage, obstruction, or 
interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at any time (during the 
term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, or any part or parts of the surface 
thereof, shall he required for the purpose of any township, village, railway, road, canal, watercourse, 
reservoir, or for any other public purpose, it shall he lawful for the Governor for the time being, with the 
advice of the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to he 
set out the part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, which shall be so required ; and as 
soon as the same shall be so set out, such part or parts of the said land, or of the surface thereof, shall

cease
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cease to be included in the land _ hereby demised, and the lessee, his executors, administrators, or- 
traneferees shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent, or anv compensation whatever in respect 
thereof.

17. And if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the satisfaction of 
the Secretary for Mines for the time being that the said mine is unworkable from any cause whatsoever, 
or that the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness or 
other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine, or that the supply of water is insufficient to allow the 
working of the said land, mine, and premises to be profitably carried on, the said Secretary for Mines may 
grant permissionjto suspend work therein or thereon, for any period not exceeding six months, without 
the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or 
penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained.

18. And, lastly, that if the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time 
during the said term fail to use such land hotid fide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if 
and whenever the said rent shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment thereof, 
whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall be a breach of 
or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, or transferees, and the lessee, his executors, administrators, or transferees shall not have obtained 
from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as aforesaid, in case the 
breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment of workmen or miners, 
or for the working of the mine, the Grovernor, with the advice of the Executive Council, who alone and 
finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted by the Secretary for 
Mines for the time being may declare these presents void ; and upon publication in the Government 
Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law' and in equity ; and the 
production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, purporting to he signed by the 
Secretary for Mines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts whatsoever in the 
Colony of ISTew South Wales, of a breach of or non-compliance with the covenants and provisoes herein 
contained sufficient to authorize and sustain such declaration having been lawfully made, and that the 
interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined ; and thereupon it shall be lawful for Her 
Majesty, her heirs and successors, or her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other person duly 
authorized thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license, who has the permission of the Secretary for 
Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, lo enter forthwith into and upon the 
said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and effectually to all 
intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said lessee, his executors, adminis
trators, and transferees, to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectually as the Sheriff 
might do in case judgment in ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere facias possessionem had 
been issued on such judgment; and in case of such entry and any legal proceeding taken in respect 
thereof, the defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license in bar thereof ; 
and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessee, his executors, 
administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs in such proceedings, 
for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.

In witness whereof, His Excellency the Right Honorable Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, a 
Member of Her Majesty’s Most Honorable Privy Council, Knight Grand Cross of the 
Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor and Commander- 
in-Chief of the Colony of Kew South Wales and its Dependencies, hath, on behalf of Her 
Majesty the Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to be affixed to this grant, and also 
set his hand, at Government House, Sydney, in the said Colony, the day and year first 
above written, and the lessee has also set his hand and seal the seventeenth day of November, 
1887.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within-named \
David Bailey, in the presence of,—• )

John M. Sheahan, W.C.

CARRINGTON. 
ERANCIS ABIGAIL. 
DAVID BAILET.

Plan.
Parish of Highland Home, county of Gough. Within reserve S3fn, nolified 3rd November, 1884.

s-

ML 173

20 AC.

20 AC.ML 174

Scale, 20 chains to an incli.

Registered in the Department of Mines, at Sydney, this second day of December, a.d. 1887, at the 
hour of four o’clock in tl e afternoon, and numbered in the Register 3,237.

. EDWARD EARR,
Registrar.

Messrs.
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' Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 10 December, 188'/.

"We understand that a Mr. David Bailey has applied for a mineral lease of 40 acres, in the 
parish of Highland Home, county G-ough, viz., mineral leases 173 and 174, and said application embraces 
the mineral conditional purchase Tenterfield, O.P. 84-60, E. Prosser. _

Under these circumstances we beg respectfully to protest against the granting of the application in , 
question. We have, &c.,

BEETT and COGHLAN,
--------  Agents for the Selector.

The portions which have been leased do not embrace a M.C.P. Two other portions bearing the 
same numbers, without the letters M.L., are embraced in M.C.P. 84-60, J. Graney.—E.E.P., 13/12/87. 

Inform.—H.W., 14/12/87.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. Brett and Coghlan.
Gentlemen, Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 December, 1887.

Eeferring to your letter of the 10th instant, in which you protest against the application of 
Mr. David Bailey for a mineral lease of 40 acres of land in the parish of Highland Home being granted, 
as you understand the land so applied for embraces the mineral conditional purchase No. 84-60, Tenter- 
fleld, by E. Prosser, I have the honor to inform you that the portions of land which have been leased do 
not embrace a conditional purchase. Two other portions bearing the same numbers, without the letters 
M.L., are embraced in the purchase before mentioned. I have, &c., '

HAEEIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

Transfer of Mineral Lease.
Mineral Lease Eegulations—Schedule 13.

I, David Bailet, of Emmaville, being registered as the lessee of all those mineral lots demised by a 
certain mineral lease granted by Her Majesty the Queen to me, and dated the 8th day of November, 1887, 
and numbered in the Eegister 3,237, in consideration of the sum of £200 paid to me by the transferee, 
the receipt of which sum I hereby acknowledge, I do hereby transfer to Kennedy Hill, of Emmaville, all 
my right, title, and interest in and to the mineral lots demised as aforesaid. And I do hereby accept transfer 
of the right, title, and interest of the said Kennedy Hill in and to the demised land aforesaid, subject 
to the provisions of the Mining Act, 1874, [and the regulations made thereunder; and I hereby agree 
to be bound by all and singular the terms, conditions, covenants, provisoes, restrictions, and reservations 
contained in the said lease.

In witness whereof we have hereunto subscribed our respective names, this 24th day of January, 
1888,—

David Bailey, transferror; Kennedy Hill, transferree.

I, Francis Abigail, hereby sanction and authorize the transfer of the interest of David Bailey in 
the abovenamed lease to Kennedy Hill.

Dated at Sydney, this 10th day of March, 1888.
EEANCIS ABIGAIL.

I have this 10th day of March, 1888, at the hour of 11 o’clock in the forenoon, registered the above- 
named transferee as the holder of the mineral lease No. 3,237.

EDWAED EAEE,
Eegistrar.

Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, 19, Macquarie-place, Sydney, 13 April, 1888.

We have the honor to ask for a sketch showing the position of the leases noted below; also 
copies of descriptions of same. As this is a matter of urgency, may we ask to have our request specially 
dealt with. We have, &c.,

BEETT and COGHLAN,
' -------- Agents for E. Peosseb.

Tenterfield, M.Ls. 1,815, 1,816, 1,817 ; parish Highland Home, county Gough. If possible, ‘ 
supplv tracing on usual terms.—H.W., 16/4/88. Lithograph herewith showing portions referred to 
tinted blue.—W.S.C., 19/4/88.

Mr. K. Hill to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Emmaville, 8 May, 1889.

On account of pending litigation regarding the issue of a lease to me by your Department 
for portions mineral lease 173 and mineral lease 174, parish Highland Home, county Gough, 1 have the 
honor to request that you will be good enough to grant a suspension of labour on those blocks until the 
matter of the validity of title has been settled.

' I have, &c.,
--------  KENNEDY HILL.

Under the circumstances permission may be granted to suspend work for two months.—H.W., 
8/5/89. Submitted. Approved.—S.S., 8/5/89.

The
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The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. K. Hill.
Sir, _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 May, 1889.

Eeferring to your letter of the 8th. instant, applying for suspension of labour on portions 173 
and 174, in the parish of Highland Home, county of Gough, I have the honor to inform you that the 
Secretary for Mines has been pleased to grant suspension for a period of two months.

I have, &c.,
GERAED E. HERRING

(Eor the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Warden Martin.
Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 14 May, 1889.

_ I* have the honor to inform .you that the Secretary for Mines has been pleased to grant 
suspension of the labour conditions of mineral lease 3,237, portions 173 and 174, in the parish of High
land Home, county of Gough, to Kennedy Hill, for a period of two months.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,

Under Secretary.

[Five Plans.]

[2*. 9c?.]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18SP.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING. .
(APPLICATION OF A. J. HACK FOB CONDITIONAL PURCHASE ON GUYBA GOLD-FIELD.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 July, 1889.

LET URN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 4th June, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of all letters, papers, and other documents relating to the appli- 
“ cation of A. J. Hack, dated 21st July, 1887, for the conditional purchase 
“of 40 acres of measured portion No. 113, on the Guyra Gold-field.”

{Mr. Chanter.)
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MINING-.

No. 1.
Application by Alfred James Hack.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part III, section 47).

Application for Conditional Purchase. 
Eastern Division, Land District of Armidale—Alfred James Hack;

[C. P.' No. 91 of 1887.] 

area, 40 acres.
Armidale, 21 July, 1887.

I heeebt apply for 40 acres of Crown lands, as conditional purchase, 47th clause, non-resident, and I 
tender the sum ol £8, being a deposit of 4s. per acre thereon. A description of the land applied for is 
on the back hereof, and the prescribed declaration is attached hereto. The land applied for is not 
improved.
The Land Agent at Armidale. --------

Deceived, subject to land being available, and applicant duly cautioned.
L. S. GORDON,

21 July, 1887. Crown Lands Agent.
Description.

Eastern Division county of Sandon, parish of Metz or Cooney, , 40 acres : Commencing at the 
south-east corner of 113, and bounded thence by lines west; thence northerly by falls ; thence east to the 
creek, and by it southerly to point of commencement, being measured portion No. 113 (voided mineral 
conditional purchase of J. Moore).

A. J. HACK,
Applicant’s name m full is Alfred James Hack. 21 July, 1887.

L. 8. Goedon, C.L.A.
This is the application marked A referred to in the annexed declaration of Alfred James Hack, 

made before me, at Armidale, this 21st July, 1887,—
LAMBERT 8. GORDON,

. . . Commissioner for Affidavits.
This application (together with the deposit of £8) was lodged with me by Alfred James Hack this 

21st day of July, 1887, at 56 minutes past 10 of the clock forenoon.
LAMBERT 8. GORDON,

____________________________ Land Agent at Armidale.

No. 2.
. Declaration by Alfred James Hack.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part III, sections 24, 26, 42, and 47).
. _ _ [C. P. No. 91 of 1887.]

Declaration by Applicant for a Conditional Purchase to accompany application.
I, Alfred James Hack, of Commissioner’s "Water, farmer, do hereby solemnly declare and affirm that I 
am the applicant for the conditional purchase, as described in the application hereto annexed and marked 
A, and that the several answers to the questions in the schedule hereto are true and correct. And I make 
this solemn declaration as to the several matters aforesaid, according to the law in this behalf made, and 
subject to the punishment by law provided for any wilfully false statement in any such declaration.

. . A. J. HACK.
Made before me at Armidale, this 21st day of July, 1887,—

• Lambert 8. Gordon, Commissioner for Affidavits.

Schedule.
The answers to the following questions must be fully and accurately given.

1. What is your name ? Alfred James Hack.
2. What is your age ? 31.
3. State year and date of birth ? 31st July, 1855.
4. Are you married, single, or a widower ? Married.
5. Where have you resided for the past two years? Commissioner’s Water. And have you during 

that period borne any name or names other than your present names—and if so, what ? No.
6. Have you been in the employment of any person during the last two years—if so, state of whom ? No.
7. Do you intend using the land now applied for solely for your own use and benefit ? Yes.
8. Have you entered into any agreement, or arrangement, by which any person other than yourself can 

acquire any interest in the land you apply for ? No.
9. Is there any understanding between you and any person in reference to the land applied for that will 

tend to defeat or evade the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1884 ? No.
10. Are you under any obligation that will prevent you from fulfilling the law in regard to the land you 

apply for ? No.
11. Do you hold any land from the Crown requiring residence at the present time ? No.
12. Do you hold any conditional purchases or conditional leases; if so, state the Land District in which 

they are situated, and the respective dates of taking up the same ? No.
13. Do you already hold a conditional purchase, without conditions of residence, under the Crown Lands 

Act of 1884? No.
14. Have you at any time made any conditional purchase of any kind under the Crown Lands Act of

1884, or any of the repealed Acts ? No.
15.
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Portion No. 113. 
40 acres,(parish 
of Cooney, 
county of San
don.

Papers enclosed: 
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87-91, and 
diagram ; also 
C.S. 87-28,806.

4

15. If you hold conditional purchases, arc they mortgaged or encumbered in any way; and if so, to
whom? No. _

16. Do you understand the conditions of residence and fencing required by the Crown Lands Act of 
1884? Yes.

Give your address and post town. Armidale.
A. J. HACK,

Signature of attesting witness,—Lambeet S. Gonnox, Armidale.
Commissioner for Affidavits.

. No. 3. ’
The Under Secretaiy for Mines to The Under Secretaiy for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 August, 1887.
I have the honor to ask whether an application has been made by Mr. A. J. Hack for a 

conditional purchase of 40 acres of land in the parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, portion 113, as said 
land is said to be auriferous. f have, &c.,

HAKRIE WOOD,
_____ Under Secretary.

Reply in the affirmative, and inform that this letter will be forwarded to the Chairman ot the 
Armidale Board.—W.H.C., 15/8/82. E.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), 15/8/87. Under Secretary 
for Mines informed.—19/8/87. The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale..—E.H.W. (for the Under 
Secretary), B.C., 19/8/87. Referred to the District Surveyor for report, in connection with A. J. 
Hack’s application for conditional purchase, 87-91, Armidale.—H. T. M.viax, Clerk-in-charge, 22/8/87.

No. 4.
The Under Secretaiy for Lands to The Under Secretaiy for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 19 August, 1887.
In reply to your letter of the 15th instant, I have the honor to inform you that an application 

has been made by Mr. A. J. Hack, for a conditional purchase of the land noted in the margin, C.P. 87-91, 
Armidale.

I am directed to add that the letter under reply has been forwarded to the Chairman of the Local 
Land Board at Armidale. I have, &c.,

P. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 5.
The Under Secretaiy for Mines to The Under Secretaiy for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 26 August, 1887.
Referring to conditional purchase application 87-91, at Armidale, by Frederick Hack, for 40 

acres of land, portion 113, parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, I am directed by the Secretary lor Mines 
to request that you will be good enough to move the Secretary for Lands to disallow such conditional 
purchase, as there is reason to believe that the land is auriferous, and a portion of it has been applied for 
under a gold lease. I have, &c.,

HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 6.
Mr. District-Surveyor Finley to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Armidale Land District.
Repoet of the District Surveyor upon original conditional purchase, under Section 47, No. 87-91 for 
40 acres, in the parish of Cooney, county Sandon, applied for by Alfred James Hack.—D.S.O., 87-167.

The measured portion herein applied for is shown by- pink tint on the enclosed diagram. As far 
as can be ascertained in the absence of the plan, it is vacant and available for conditional purchase.

With regard to the enclosed letter from the Under Secretary for Mines, it may be stated that the 
land is not within a gold-field.

F. G. FINLEY, D.S.,
. -------- 30/8/87.

Referred to Minister for Lands under 14th section, sub-section 7.—S. Bi.tthe, Chairman, 1/9/87.

[Enclosure.~\
Land District of Armidale.

(Crown Lands Act of 1884, section 47, C.P. No. 91, of 1887.)
Extract from an application for conditional purchase, lodged with the Land Agent on the 21st day of July, 188/, at 56 

minutes past 10 of the clock forenoon, by Alfred James Hack, Armidale. Deposit paid, £8.
Description. _

Eastern Division, county of Sandon, parish of Metz or Cooney, 40 acres : Commencing at the south-east corner of 
113 ; and bounded thence by lines west; thence northerly by fall; thence east to the creek, and by it southerly to point of 
commencement, being measured portion No. 113 (void mineral conditional purchase of J. Moore.)

- Examined—H. T. Makix. Referred to the District-Surveyor for report.—Land Board Office, Armidale, 2Sth July, 
1887.—Sydney Blythe, Chairman.

Received subject to land being available, and applicant duly cautioned.—L. S. Gordon, Crown Land Agent, 21/7/87.

No. 7.
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No. 7.
Caption to Depositions of Witnesses. ...

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, sub-section 1).
New South Wales, Armidale, | 

to wit. j
The examination of Francis G-eorge Finley, of Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, District 

Surveyor ; Alfred James Hack, of Armidale, selector; Edward Thorne, of Hillgrove, miner ; Edward 
McNamara, of Hillgrove, miner; and Christopher Allingham, of Hillgrove, miner, in the said 

. Colony.
Whekeas it hath been alleged that certain valuable auriferous deposits exist on the land applied for by 
Alfred James Hack, as a conditional purchase on 21st July, 1887, No. 87-91, in county of Sandon, parish 
Metz or Cooney, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the said matter on oath, the depositions 
of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states My name is Franck Ocorrjc Finley, District Surveyor, Armidale Land 
Board District; I know the portion of land described in Alfred James Hack’s application, conditional purchase, 87-91, and 
I furnished the report, dated 30th August, 1887. At the date of application for this land, and also at the date of my report 
so far as I knew, the land was open to conditional purchase ; my attention, however, has since been directed to the Govern
ment Gazette, of Tuesday, 30th August, wherein I see proclamation of an extension to the Guyra River Gold-field ; I have 
traced this description out on the maps, and I.find that the gold-field which is not open to conditional purchase, embraces 
the land applied for by Alfred James Hack. . .

Sworn at Armidale, this 1st dayof September, )
1887, before us,— . j

Sydney Blythe, J.P., 
. C. E. Smith, P.M.

Chairman.

P. G. FINLEY.

This witness being duly sworn, states My name is Alfred James Hack ; I am the applicant for 40 acres of land under 
the 47th section, being portion 113, county Sandon, parish Metz, applied for on 21st July, 1887, and on that date this land 
was not included in any gold-field reserve not open to conditional purchase ; I believe since I took up the land there has 
been a narrow seam of auriferous quartz found on it, but at the time I applied for it I did not know there was gold on it, 
although it had been prospected, and no gold found on it; I may add that if this conditional purchase is confirmed, I may 
use it as a business site ; there is a number of men working there at the bottom of the falls.

Sworn at Armidale, this 1st day of September, 1 
1887, before us,— (

Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman. 
C. E. Smith, P.M.

A. J. HACK.

This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Edward. Thorne; I am a miner, living at Hillgrove ; I know 
portion 113, of 40 acres ; I know two boundaries; and this is the land Mr. Hack applied for ; there are three distinct reefs 
running through it, two of which are auriferous ; I am certain they contain payable gold ; I found the reef the week before 
I pegged it out; I pegged it out on the 28th July, 1887 ; I then made application for a lease ; I did not know Mr. Hack 
had applied for it when I pegged it out; I think the application of Thorne and party was on the 8th August, 1887, not 
the 28th July.

By Mr. Hack.:'1 was not cautioned that if I prospected that land I was prospecting it for somebody else; it is 
unusual for a miner after finding a reef to allow it to lie for a week before pegging it out, but I was not on waves at the
t'xie- .................... ...... EDWARD THORNE.
feworn at Armidale, this 1st day of September,

1887, before us,—
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman. 
C. E. Smith, P.M.

This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Edward McEamara ; I am a miner; I am a partner with 
Thome ; I know the ground applied for by,M r. Hack ; I did not know that he had applied for the 40 acres until such time 
that we had found payable gold; we found payable gold on the 29th July ; Hack, after that, served us with a notice, 
saying it was his ground, and we still kept possession, and kept on working ; there are three gold-bearing reefs, but whether 
two are payable I do not know, but one of them is ; these three gold-bearing reefs are all on the land.
„ ...................... EDWARD McNAMARA.
Sworn at Armidale, this 1st day of September, )

1887, before us,— \
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman. .
C. E. Smith, P.M.

This witness, being duly sworn, on oath states :—My name is Christopher Allinejham.
By Mr. Hack: I am a miner ; in conversation I heard some one say to Thorne, 

other people it was after I saw in the paper that you had selected that portion.

Sworn at Armidale, this 1st day of September, ) ■
1887, before us,— i

Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M. .

“ Mind you are not prospecting for 

C. ALLINGHAM.

This closed the evidence.—S. Blythe, Chairman.

No. 8.
The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, sub-section 7).
Reference by Local Land Board to Minister.

New South Wales, Armidale,-)
to wit. j .

Whebeas, on the 1st day of September, 1887, a case, wherein Alfred James Hack lodged an application 
at the Crown Lands Office, Armidale, on the 21st July, 1887, for a conditional purchase of 40 acres, in 
county of Sandon, parish of Metz or Cooney, and it being alleged that the said land contains valuable auri
ferous deposits, and since date of application has been proclaimed within a gold-field reserve {Vide Gazette

No.
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No. 489, page 5744, of 30th August, 1887), and the said matter came on for decision or adjudication 
before the Local Land Board, at Armidale, and the said Board having taken evidence, do now, instead of 
adjudicating further or deciding thereon, refer the case to the Honorable the Minister for Lands for 
decision. .

Given under my hand, this 5th day of September, 1887, at Armidale,—
SYDNEY BLYTHE,

--------  Chairman.
Submitted.—E.H.W., 26/9/87. C.O.
Erom the evidence there can be no doubt that the ground was open to conditional purchase at date 

of application, and has been since reserved as part of a gold-field. There can also be no doubt that it has 
been, since it was applied for, proved to be auriferous, but not by the applicant for the conditional pur
chase. _ Lnder this state of facts, I must confirm the conditional purchase. It will be for the miners, if 
they think fit, to apply to have permission to dig and search for gold, and then, on application, the con
ditional purchase may be resumed. The conditional purchaser should be informed of his position at time 
of Board carrying out this decision.—T.G., 12/11/87.

Enter in Precedent Book.—E.H.W., 14/11/87. Mr. Capper and Mr. Wilmot. Entered in Pre
cedent Book.— W.E.T., 19/11/87. Entered.—G.W., 22/11/17. The Chairman, Local Land Board, 
Armidale.—E.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 8/12/87. Confirmed. Applicantand Land Agent 
informed.

No. 9.

Armidale,
C.P. 87-91, 47 
sec.
21 July, 1887.
A. J. Hack.
40 acres, county 
Sandon, parish 
Cooney, portion 
113.
Armidale.
Gold lease appli
cation, No. 1,328, 
8 August, 1887, 
E. Hume.
E. McNamara, 
and others.
10 acres, county 
Sandon, Baker’s 
Creek, Hill- 
groove Falls.

Mr. Warden Smith to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir, Warden’s Office, Armidale, 22 October*, 1887.

I have the honor to request that you will cause to be laid before the Honorable the Minister 
for Lands, as soon as possible, the papers in the case of A. J. Hack’s application for a conditional pur
chase, particulars whereof are noted in the margin. My reason for making this request is, that an appli
cation for a gold-mining lease for 10 acres, by Edward Thorne and party, has been lodged here, which 
includes a portion of the land applied for by Hack, and until the Minister’s confirmation or otherwise of 
Hack’s application is known, I am unable to deal with Thorne and party’s gold-lease application, against 
which Mr. Hack has lodged objection. I have, &c.,

C. E. SMITH,
Warden.

No. 10.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 29th October, 1887.
I have the honor to invite your attention to my letter of the 26th August last, relative to 

conditional purchase application, 87-91, at Armidale, by Erederick Hack, for portion 113 of 40 acres, in 
the parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, in which, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, you were 
asked to be good enough to move the Secretary for Lands to disallow such conditional purchase, as there 
is reason to believe that the land is auriferous, and a portion of it has been applied for under a gold lease.

• I have, &c.,
GERRARD E. HERRING

• -------- (For the Under Secretary).
[Urgent.] See decision on 87-32,529 D.—J.P.M., 22/11 /87. See Ministerial decision on 87-32,529 

C.S. Dep. herewith. Submitted that a circular be prepared and forwarded to Chairmen of Boards, 
quoting the same, for their information and guidance.—G.W., 23/11/87. The Assistant Under 
Secretary. Approved.—S.E., 23/11/87.

No. 11.
Mr. A. Argles to J. Inglis, Esq., M.P.

My dear Sir,
I drop you a few lines to inform you that A. J. Hack is still trying to get his conditional 

purchase on the gold-fields, kindly got proclaimed for the miners. So, yesterday, Mr. A. J. Hack tried 
to get an injunction to stop the miners working on block 113, parish of Metz, county of Cooney; and the 
miners own you have done a great thing for them. So, dear Mr. Inglis, would you kindly see Mr. Thomas 
Garrett, Minister for Lands, and state the case to him, and this is the same ground that I wrote you a 
letter about before. I also sent in a petition to the Minister for Mines, so, Mr. Inglis, you will do all 
you can for me and all the miners of Hillgrove Falls, and please will you see Mr. T. Garrett at once, as 
we want it done before the Land Board sit in Armidale, as we do not know what their little game is.

I hope you are enjoying good health. I am, &c.,
ALFRED ARGLES 

(Nephew to old General Argles, of India).
We have great trouble with more ground, but we will get it yet. I hope, of course, you know 

I am one of the tributers.—A.A.

Dear Garrett,—Kindly look into this, and oblige. Do what is right for the miners if you can.—J.I.

No. 12.
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No. 12.
The Under Secretaiy for Land to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 15 December, 1887.
With reference to your letter of the 29th October last, No. 87-10,588, requesting that Circular No. 

conditional purchase, No. 87-91, Armidale, by Frederick Hack, may be disallowed, as the land is believed min?' chalr' 
to be auriferous, I have the honor to forward herewith copy of the decision given by the Minister for 
Lands in connection with the matter. • I have, &c.,

D. H. WILSON .
.-----------------(For the Under Secretary).

[-EttcZoswre.]
Circular, No. 87-58.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 30 November, 1887.
A question having arisen as to whether Local Land Board should confirm applications for the conditional 

purchase of lands supposed to be auriferous, and which had been included in proclaimed gold-fields subsequently to the 
applications being received, but prior to the cases coming on for confirmation, I am directed to forward, for your information 
and guidance, a copy of a decision by Mr. Secretary Garrett on the point raised.

I have, &c.,
. STEPHEN FREEMAN

The Chairman, Local Land Board. (For the Under Secretary).

Copy referred to.
From the evidence, there can be no doubt that the ground was open to conditional purchase at date of application, and has 
been since reserved as part of a gold-field. There can also be no doubt that it has been, since it was applied for, proved to 
be auriferous, but not by the applicant for the conditional purchase. Under this state of facts I must confirm the 
conditional purchase. It will be for the miners, if they think fit, to apply to have permission to dig and search for'gold, 
and then, on application, the conditional purchase may be resumed. The conditional purchaser should be informed of his 
position at time of Board carrying out this decision. ' ■ ■ _

. No. 13.
Memo, from Mr. District-Surveyor Finley to Mr. Surveyor Hogarth.

17 December, 1887.
Will Mr. Hogarth be good enough to run a connection from north-east corner of por
tion 113, Cooney, to the south corner of Smith’s 15-acre gold lease.

F. G-. FINLEY,
--------  District Surveyor.

Mr. D.-S. Finley,—The accompanying tracing, showing the desired connection is 
forwarded herewith.—Henry Hogarth, Surveyor. Armidale, 21/12/87. Yery urgent.

No. 14.
Thorne and Party to The Land Board, Armidale.

Gentlemen, Armidale, 21 December, 1887.
We, the undersigned (Thorne and party), humbly beg you will not approve of Mr. A. J. 

Hack’s selection, as we were on the ground working under our miners’ rights before A. J. Hack 
applied for it, and we applied for a gold lease a few days after, not knowing of Mr. Hack doing so. One 
of the party acquainted Mr. Gordon about the matter, and wanted to lodge the objection to Hack, and 
Mr. Gordon told Mr. Gray that he thought the objection not necessary as it was on a water reserve, and 
old mineral conditional purchase, and they were working on their miners’ rights, and I must state that the 
said land was proclaimed a gold-field, 30th August, 1887, a few days before the inquiry was held in the 
Warden’s Court, at Armidale, and we have had the land surveyed, and have been working the land ever 
since. We first pegged it out, and have spent in labour and machinery the sum of £306, and there are 
three other gold leases applied for and surveyed on the same block, 113, and v/e, hoping you will consider 
the matter for the benefit of the mining community,

' We are, &c.,
THORNE AND PARTY,

--------  ■ Hillgrove Mines.

[Enclosure.^ .
To the Minister for Lands,— Hillgrove Mines, 20 December, 1887.

Sir,
We, the undersigned miners of Hillgrove, humbly petition you not to grant the application of Mr. A. J. Hack, 

for portion of No. 113, 40 acres, on the following grounds : The said land being gazetted a gold-field (see Government Gazette 
30 August, 1887); and if such is granted it will be a great injustice to the mining community, as the ground is totally unfit 
for any other purpose than that of mining; and as a large amount of money and labour has been expended, and gold lease 
applied for and surveyed on such application, we trust you will seriously consider the matter.

WM. B. NEALES, mining manager, Hillgrove. 
SAMUEL NEW ALL, miner, Hillgrove.
R. THOMPSON, miner, Hillgrove.

[Here follow 108 other signatures.]

The papers in this case were recently dealt with. Please state where they are. Immediate.— 
C.O., 28/12/87. 1

No. 15.
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No. 15.
Thorne and party to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Sir, Armidale, 22 December, 18S7.
At the request of the petitioners, I hand you enclosed petition, which I trust will have a good 

effect. Yours, &c., '
THORNE AND PARTY,

■---------------- Hillgrove Mines.
[-EWfosKre.]

To the Land Board, Armidale,—- Hillgrove Mines, 20 December, 1687.
Gentlemen,

We, the undersigned miners of Hillgrove, humbly petition you not to grant the application of Mr. A. J. Hack, 
for portion No. 113, 40 acres, as a conditional purchase, on the following grounds :—The said land being gazetted a gold
field (see Government Gazette, 30th August, 1887); and if such is granted it will he a great injustice to the mining com
munity, as the ground is totally unfit for any other purpose than that of mining, and as a large amount of money and labour 
has been expended in gold-mining, lease applied for and surveyed on such application, we trust you will seriously consider 
the matter.

WM. B. NEALES, mining manager, Hillgrove,
SAMUEL NEWALL, miner, Hillgrove.
B. THOMPSON, miner, Hillgrove.

[Here follow 112 other signatures.]

No. 16.
Mr. A. Argles to The Land Board, Armidale.

Gentlemen, Neutral Bay, 24 December, 1887.
I humbly beg you will consider the granting of A. J. Hack’s selection, 40 acres, on block 113, 

old mineral conditional purchase, as there are four different places gold has been found, and gold 
leases applied for and surveyed ; and Brereton and Smith applied for a lease, which takes a portion of 
113, 40 acres, and was applied for two months before Hack put in his peg, and Thorne and party were 
working under their miners’ rights before Hack applied, which I can swear, and I can get 100 minors to prove 
same, and I must remind you the Act says a man cannot take less than 40 acres ; so when Brereton and party 
take their portion off with his claim, there cannot be 40 acres, as the block 113 was surveyed to one Moore 
as a 40-acre mineral conditional purchase. So, gentlemen, I humbly hope you will seriously consider the 
matter, as, if granted, it will be a great injustice to the miners, and will he the downfall of the Hillgrove 
mines, as all the reefs run right into this, and will stop the miners from getting wood, and allowing the 
principal 40 acres to be shut up, and the Government to receive only £40 per year, and no labour to 
comply with.

Whereas if for mining it will bring in hundreds of pounds to the revenue ; and I must state this 
ground was proclaimed a gold-field on the 30th August, 1887, and before the inquiry was held in the 
Warden’s Court in Armidale. As I must ask you gentlemen not to close the mining up in this valuable 
district, as I am a mining expert, and I must speak well of Hillgrove Falls mines, and it will become a 
big place, and begging you will not stop the mining industry.

I have, &c..
ALFRED ARGLES,

--------  Hillgrove Falls Mines, Armidale.
We interview the Minister for Lands to-morrow, with petition signed.

No. 17.
Mr. W. Gray to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Hillgrove Mines, 24 December, 1887.
1 beg your humble services. I wish to draw your notice to portion of land situated at Hill

grove Falls, in the parish of Metz, county of Sandon, portion 113, has been applied for by A. J. Hack as 
a conditional purchase in July. There was one gold lease taken up on the portion in April last, and there 
are three more since July. I beg, sir, to bring before your notice that this block of land is not fit for 
anything but mining purposes, as you could not stand on the surface, some places being perpendicular, 
and by granting this as a selection it would be a loss to the Government of £40 a year. There are 22 
acres taken on it now, and if cancelled there will be 23 more taken on that portion. I myself will be one. 
There would be a great population here if it is not granted.

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM GRAY.

' • No. 18.
Mr. District-Surveyor Einley to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

(No. 87-34). A. J. Hack’s Conditional Purchase, 87-91, 21st July, 1887. .
' Sir, District Survey Office, Armidale, 27 December, 1887.

Since forwarding you my report dated 30th August, 1887, No. 167, on the above conditional 
purchase, for preliminary hearing at your Court of 1st September, 1887, several circumstances have 
arisen, which present apparent objections to the immediate confirmation of the conditional purchase, and 
I now have the honor to draw your attention to them.

. A. J. Hack’s application was lodged on the 21st July, 1887, but there was an application by 
Brereton and Smith for an 8-acre gold lease, No. 166, of prior date, in existence, viz., of the 30th April, 
1887. Hack’s conditional purchase encroached on this lease. There is also an application by Thorne 
,& Co. for a 10-acre gold lease, N.o, 169, which encroaches on Ifack’s conditional purchase, but it is of a 

' ‘ ’ later
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later date, viz., 8th August, 1887. Those two gold leases conflicted, and I believe the dispute has been 
before the Warden, who had recommended certain boundaries. There is still a third conflicting claim to 
the land by Hanlon & Co. for a 4-acre gold lease, but this is also of more recent date than the conditional 
purchase, viz., 22nd September, 1887.

At the time of application Hack’s conditional purchase was a measured portion, No. 113, of 
40 acres,

All the gold leases which encroach on, or conflict with, conditional purchase, have only recently 
been surveyed, and at the date of my first report to you it was impossible to locate them, nor was their 
position known, so that no mention was made of them. In fact, after survey it could not be done until a 
surveyor was sent from this Department to define the relative positions of the leases and the conditional 
purchase.

From the foregoing it is clear that the only claim which can stand against Hack’s conditional 
purchase, is gold lease No. 166, Brereton and Smith. This lease is of prior date ; all other leases are of 
more recent date. The area excised from Hack’s conditional purchase is clearly shown on the accom
panying plan, as also are all other encroachments. According to the boundaries claimed by Brereton and 
Smith, and as surveyed to him, the extent of the encroachment is about 32 perches, but according to the 
recommendation by the Warden, consequent on dispute between Brereton and Smith and Thorne & .Co., 
the encroachment is only about 8 perches, a very small area.

In either case the surplus area in the portion will admit of the encroachment and still leave a 
residue of 40 acres.

The following questions arise :—
1. Will not a subdivision of portion 113 be necessary, and Hack called upon to pay a subdivision 

fee in terms of the 55th section of the Act ?
2. Or does the fact of the land being a measured portion of 40 acres, and there being only a

residue of such portion, invalidate Hack’s claim, or can the adjustment suggested in question 1 be made 
in terms of the 58th section of the Act ? I have, &c.,

. F. Gh FINLEY,
District Surveyor.

No. 18a.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board,

Armidale. '
Sydney, 28 December, 1887.

Please return at once for further perusal papers 87-32,529, Departmental, re A. J. Hack’s.conditional 
purchase, 87-91, Armidale, portion 113 of 40 acres, sent you 9th instant. Any action in matter should 
in meantime be suspended.

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary.

No. 19. :
Mr. It. Burchess to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Dear Sir, Hillgrove, 28 December, 1887.
Concerning this block of land, No. 113, situated on Baker’s Creek, Hillgrove Falls, there is 

now another lease taken up on it and paid for. The land is fit for no other purpose but mining purposes, 
and it would be a sacrifice to allow any one to select it, as it is a very valuable portion of land ; if it was 
selected it would be hundreds out of the Government’s pocket, as well as the miner. There is already 
two leases taken up on it. I myself intend to take up another portion of it if it is not granted to Hack. 
Brereton and party have got a portion of it, and Smith and party have got a portion of it, and Thorne and 
party have got a portion of it, and Dewar and party have got 10 acres of it, and there are several more 
waiting to take up land on it should it be thrown out, as that is the wish of all the men at Hillgrove Falls 
that it should be thrown out. On the 30th of August it appeared in the Gazette, 20 square miles thrown 
into a gold-field. The portion that Brereton took up was taken up in May, some two months before Hack 
applied. As far as grazing purposes goes, it is no use at all, and to fence it in is impossible. '

' Yours, &c.,
RICHARD BURCHESS.

No. 20.
H. W. Forster, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.

Be Hack’s application for 40 acres, conditional purchase, Thorne and party; application for 10 acres,
gold-mining lease.

Sir, _ 167, York-street, 28 December, 1887.
Following my interview.with you this morning, I now, as requested, write you the facts of the 

above application. .
On the 20th July last Mr. Hack applied for a conditional purchase of 40 acres, at Hillgrove Falls. 

Previously to Hack’s application Thorne and dray, of the party of Thorne and party, were in possession of 
the ground, for which they applied for a gold-mining lease, by virtue of their miners’ rights.

On the 29th July last, Thorne and party gave notice of intention to apply for a 10-acre gold-mining 
lease (they having at that time proved the ground to contain a payable gold-bearing reef), and in the terms of 
the Mining Act, on the 8th August following, Thorne and party applied for their said lease, and paid the 
requisite amount. Since that time Thorne and party have expended on the ground upwards of £300 
in making a drive of 45 feet and a shaft of 32 feet deep, and also in erecting plant for quartz-crushing 
purposes. Thorne.and party have, up to the present, obtained some 23 oz. of gold from the mine, and 
have'now at grass about 25 tons of quartz ready for crushing. ' .

On the 20th of April, previously to Hack’s application, Brereton and party took up a gold-mining 
lease of 8 acres, which 8 acres was formed by cutting off a portion of' the land since applied for by Hack.
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The land applied for by Hack was originally a 40-acre mineral conditional purchase known as block 113, 
and the portion taken by Brereton reduces the land applied for by Hack below 40 acres (see section 24 of 
48 Yictoria 18). The land applied for is situated within the Eastern Division, and sub-section 1 of section
47 of the said Act, both of which sections say that no area shall be less than 40 acres.

The 40 acres applied for by Hack was on the 30th day of August last past proclaimed a gold-field 
and gazetted as such on that date; therefore, as the land had not up to that time nor since been alienated 
from the Crown to Hack, his claim for a conditional purchase cannot be sustained.

My clients, Thorne and party, claim a right to this 10 acres by virtue of their miners’ rights and 
virtue of their application for a gold-mining lease on Crown lands. (See Interpretation of Crown Lands, 
section 2, of the Mining, 37 Yictoria, No. 13, which states “ All lands, &c., which have not been granted 
in fee, or lawfully contracted to be so granted;” also, section 39, 46 Yictoria, No. 7, which says that land 
open to lease and of which possession shall have been taken shall be deemed to be held under promise of 
lease and to be exempt from sale, &c. See also sub-sections 6 and 8 of section 21 of Crown Lands Act,
48 Victoria, No. 18.)

1 have personally viewed the land applied for by Hack, and can unhesitatingly say the land, on 
account of its precipitous and rocky nature, is totally unsuited for a bona fide selection.

Being informed that Hack’s application is to be heard before the Local Land Board, at Armidale, 
on the 29th December instant, I have hurriedly prepared the foregoing facts for your perusal, in order to 
prevent this application being granted and an injustice done to my clients, who are, I submit, on the facts 
stated, legally entitled to their gold-mining lease, as applied for.

Having every confidence that you will see my clients justly dealt with,
I have, &c.,

H. W. FORSTER,
--------  Solicitor.

Telegraph to the Chairman, and request that the papers may be returned for further perusal, and 
intimate that any action in the matter should, in the meantime, be suspended.—C.O., 28/12/87. Tele
gram sent, 28/12/87.

No. 21.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board,

Armidale.
• Sydney, 28 September, 1887.

PLEASE return at once, for further perusal, papers 32,529 of 87, Departmental, re A. J. Hack’s conditional 
purchase application 91 of 87, Armidale, portion 113, of 40 acres, to you 9th instant. Any action in 
meantime should be suspended. .

CHARLES OLIVER,
Under Secretary for Lands.

No. 22.
Telegram from the Chairman, Land Board Armidale, to The Under Secretary for

Lands.
29 December, 1887.

In reply to your telegram, received yesterday evening, Hack’s case was set down for consideration to-day, 
but withdrawn, and the papers forwarded by post this day.

SYDNEY BLYTHE,
Chairman, Local Land Board.

No. 23.
The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Local Land Board Office, Armidale, 29 December, 1887.
c p g7 M In obedience to your telegram of yesterday, I do myself the honor to forward herewith all
parish Cooney, papers in connection with the case named in the margin. This matter was set down for consideration by 
Armidalean<*°n’ ^le Board for this day, but withdrawn, as stated in my telegram. Several letters which were received by 
AUred James the Board in this connection will be found with the papers, all strongly protesting against the confirina- 
Hack, 40 acres, tion of Hack’s application. I have, &c.,

SYDNEY BLYTHE,
-------- Chairman.

Submitted.—C.O., 4/1/88.
From the facts as now set out in the District Surveyor’s report, and which were not before me 

when I gave the decision on 32,529, it is clear that application is open to objection on two grounds, that 
part of the area was in occupation for mining purposes when it was applied for by Hack as a condititonal 
purchase, and that, if the area of the gold lease applied for prior to date of Hack’s application is deducted, 
there will not then be 40 acres available in the portion. The case should be referred back to the Board 
for reconsideration as to the above two grounds of objection.—T.G-., 4/1/88.

The Chairman, Armidale.—C.O., B.C., 4/1/88.

No. 24.
Mr. A. Harlow to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Sir, Armidale, 29 December, 1887.
1 object to the granting of a selection on block 113 to Mr. Hack on the ground that it is 

auriferous, that there are several parties applying for gold leases on it, and others intending to apply as 
soon as it is settled if it can be proved that the ground is gold bearing, and it is not fit for grazing 
purposes. ' I have, &c.,

A. HARLOW.
. ~~ ' ~ No. 25.
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No. 25.
Mr. P. Dewar to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Sir, _ Armidale, 29 December, 1887.
■ I strongly object to the granting of a selection to Mr. Hack, on block 113, on the ground

that it is auriferous, and I and party have applied for a gold lease on it, and there are several parties 
waiting to see how the case goes. It will be a valuable piece of ground for mining purposes, and it is not 
fit for grazing purposes. I shall be in the Court, and if any evidence should be required I'shall be ready 
to state what I know about it. I can prove it to be auriferous, having some of the stone with me.

I have, &c.,
PETEE DEWAR.

No. 26.
Mr. W. Black to The Secretary for Lands.

Respected Sir, Hillgrove Mines, December, 1887.
I humbly beg to ask you as a favour not to sanction Mr. A. J. Hack’s application for a free

hold lease of block 313, in the parish of Metz, county of Sandon. My reason, kind Sir, is—Firstly, it 
would benefit the Government fourfold a year if kept as a mining lease, whereas, if granted as a freehold, 
the yearly rental would not amount to as much as a mineral lease. I further beg to bring to your notice 
that the locality is not suited as a freehold, as its gradient being so steep it is as much as a man can do to 
stand on the surface, being nearly a perpendicular. I further wish to tell you, Sir, that a portion of this 
block (113) was taken up in April last as a mining lease, and since then (in July) Mr. A. J. Hack has 
applied for the above block as a freehold. I therefore beg of you, kind Sir, to consider the matter, and 
humbly begging of you not to grant the freehold lease, as the Government will derive very little benefit if 
let as a freehold. I further beg to inform you, Sir, that I, together with others, will take a lease of the 
block as a mining lease on conditions it is not granted as a freehold.

Trusting, kind Sir, you will carefully consider the matter, both for the benefit of the Government 
and the working miners, I have, &c.,

- --------- WALTER BLACK.
Referred to the District Surveyor at Armidale as to how the land was applied for and for what 

purpose.—C.O., B.C., 4/2/88. Vide papers, C.S., 87-59,278. Forwarded to Head Office by Local Land 
Board on 30th January, 1888.—F. G. Finley, District Surveyor, 7/2/88.

This case has been under consideration, both by the Honorable the Minister and the Local Land 
Board for some time. The whole of the papers in the case were forwarded to Sydney by the Local Land 
Board on the 30th January, 1888. The land was applied for as a conditional purchase by A. J. Hack on 
21st July as conditional purchase 87-91, but I would suggest that this paper be attached to the papers in 
the case.—F. G. Finley, District Surveyor, 7/2/88.

No. 27.
Statutory Declaration by W. H. Gray.

I, William Henry Gray, of Hillgrove Falls, near Armidale, in the Colony of Kew South Wales, miner, 
do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—That I, and Edward Thorne, for ourselves and 
party, did, on Saturday, the 16th day of July last past, peg out five men’s ground, on the line of reef at 
Gara Falls, and went into possession thereof, and have continued in such possession to this date, and I 
and Edward Thorne, for ourselves and party, are the holders of miners’ rights, and were the holders of 
miners’ rights at the time of taking such possession, and marking out the five men’s ground on the 16th 
day of July last, as aforesaid. We have worked the ground, and have been until very recently in the 
undisturbed possession thereof. The five men’s ground above mentioned is alleged to be selected as a 
mineral conditional purchase by one A. J. Hack on the 20th dayof July last. The five men’s ground 
pegged out as aforesaid ivas taken up for Edward Thorne, Richard Golden, Thomas Smith, William Leslie, 
and myself, all the holders of miners’ rights, and such ground is within the proclamation gold-field Hill
grove Falls. And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by 
virtue of the provisions of an A ct made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, 
intituled, “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various 
departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and 
for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, 1 WILLIAM HENRY GRAY,

this 3rd day of January, 1888, before me,— J
A. M. Simpson,

A Commissioner for Affidavits and Notary Public, Armidale.

Forwarded to the Chairman, at Armidale, in connection with previous papers.—C.O., B.C., 5/1/88.

No. 28.
Mr. J. McNamara to The Secretary for Lands.

A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase, Armidale.
Dear Sir, Waltham Buildings, Bond-street, Sydney, 3 January, 1888.

I have been instructed to act in this matter, but have not yet had an opportunity of perusing
the papers.

1 shall, therefore, be obliged if you would postpone dealing with the matter until I have had an 
opportunity of perusing the papers, say until Tuesday next.

Yours faithfully,
' M. J. McNAMARA.

P.S.—Kindly let me know that you will hold matter over till I see the papers.

No. 29.
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No. 29. •
Telegram from the Clerk-in-charge, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Armidale, 7 January, 1888.
lie Hack’s application for conditional purchase, 87-91, Armidale, Chairman desires to know if it will be 
necessary for Brereton and others to he notified to appear at Court, and if you will please have all papers 
connected with Brereton and Thorne and party’s application for mining leases on same land forwarded to 
this ofifice at once, as the case is for hearing on 20th instant.

H. T. MAKIN, _
Clerk-in-charge, Local Land Board, Armidale.

Brereton and others should be summoned.to give evidence. The Department of Mines will be asked 
to forward papers.—C.O., 7/1/88. Wire, 7/1/88. Under Secretary for Mines to forward papers, 
9/1/88.

No. 30.
Telegram from the Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board,

Armidale.
7 January, 1888.

In reply your to-day’s wire, Brereton and others should be summoned to give evidence, Department of 
Mines will be asked to forward papers.

H. CURRY
(Dor the Under Secretary).

No. 31.
The Chairman, Land Board, Inverell, to The Clerk-in-charge, Armidale.

9 January, 1888.
I think it will only be necessary to summon Brereton and party, as from report of District Surveyor, 
the applications from others were subsequent to the date of Hack’s. By all means notify Mr. Hogarth 
to attend.

SYDNEY BLYTHE,
Chairman, Local Land Board.

No. 32.
Summons of Witness.

Crown Lands Act of ISSi—(Part II, section 14, sub-sections 2 and 9).
New South Wales, Armidale, ) ■

to wit. j
To Henry Hogarth, Licensed Surveyor, of Armidale.

Wheueas in a certain matter wherein Alfred James Hack applied on the 21st July, 1887, for a conditional 
purchase of 40 acres, in the county of Sandon, parish of Metz or Cooney, part of which it is alleged wns 
under mining lease to Smith and Brereton at date of the said A. J. Hack’s application, it hath been made 
to appear that you are likely to give material evidence touching the said matter. Those are, therefore, in 
Her Majesty’s, name, to command you to be, and appear on Friday, the twentieth day of January instant, 
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, at the Court-house at Armidale, and then and there give such evidence, 
and testify to what you may know concerning the matter, and produce all books, papers, deeds, and 
documents, which may be in your possession or under your control, having any reference to the matter 
under investigation, and so attend from day to day till the said matter be disposed of.

Given under my hand at Armidale, this 9th dav of January, 1888,—
' C. E. SMITH, P.M.,

Member of the Local Land Board.

Original summons of witness handed this day by me to Mrs. Hogarth for Mr. Hogarth.
C. BECKINGHAM,

. 9th January, 1888.

No. 33.
Summons of Witness.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—’(Part II, section 14, sub-sections 2 and 9).
New South Wales, Armidale, ) .

to wit. j ’
To George Smith and William Gordon Brereton, of Hillgrove, trading as Smith and Party. 

Whereas in a certain matter wherein Alfred James Hack applied on the 21st July, 1887, for a conditional 
purchase of 40 acres, in the county of Sandon, parish of Metz or Cooney, part of which it is alleged wras 
under mining lease to you at date of the said A. J. Hack’s application, it hath been made to appear that 
you are likely to give material evidence touching the said matter. These are, therefore, in Her Majesty’s 
name, to command you to be, and appear on Friday, the twentieth day of January instant, at ten of the 
clock in the forenoon, at the Court-house at Armidale, and then and there give such evidence, and testify

to
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to what you may know concerning the matter, and produce all books, papers, deeds, and documents, which 
may he in your possession or under your control, having any reference to the matter under investigation, 
and so attend from day to day till the said matter be disposed of. '

Given under my hand at Armidale, this 9th day of January. 1888,—
C. E. SMITH, P.M.,

■ Member of the Local Land Board.

Summons served this day on Mr. Brereton, who accepted same on behalf of himself and George
Smith.

JOS. H. HEALEY,
9th January, 1888.

No. 34. .
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, ■ • Department of Lands, Sydney, 9 January, 1888.
With reference to the conditional purchase noted in the margin, which will be dealt with by the 

Local Land Board on the 20th instant, I have the honor to request that you will be so good as to forward 
to the office, with a view to being referred to the Chairman, by the date above mentioned, all papers 
relating to the application by Messrs. Brereton and party and Thorne and party for mineral leases on the 
land in question. " I have, &c.,

E. H. WILSON
--------  ■ (For the Under Secretary).

The papers may be supplied.—H.W., 10/1/88. The other papers in this case have been 
forwarded to the Warden for production in Court.—G.E.H. (for the Under Secretary), 13/1/88. May 
now be forwarded to the Chairman of the Armidale Board, as desired by telegram of the 7th instant.— 
W.H.C.—17/1/88. Yes.—E.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), 17/1/88.

No. 35.
Office Memorandum.

The enclosed papers referring to the conditional purchase, quoted in the margin are forwarded to the 
Chairman of the Local Land Board, Armidale, as desired by his telegram of 7th instant.

E.H.W. ■
(For the Under Secretary), B.C., 17/1/88.

The enclosed papers are now returned to the Department, together with all others relating to the 
case.—Sydney Blythe, Chairman, B.C., 27/1/88. To the Under Secretary for Lands, Sydney.

No. 35a.
Caption to Depositions of Witnesses.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, sub-section 1).
New South Wales,) 

to wit. )
The examination of William Gordon Brereton, of Hillgrove, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner; 

Edward Thorne, of Hillgrove, miner ; William Gray, of Hillgrove, miner; Henry Hogarth, of 
Armidale, Government Surveyor; John Griffin Martyn, of Armidale, Licensed Surveyor; Walter 
Warner, of Armidale, Licensed Surveyor ; and George Smith, of Hillgrove, miner, in the said Colony. 

Whebeas it hath been alleged that a part of the area contained within the conditional purchase appli
cation named in the margin, was in occupation for mining purposes, when it was applied for as a con
ditional purchase, and that if the area so held for mining purposes, prior to the date of Hack’s appli
cation be deducted from the area applied for, there would not be 40 acres available within the measured 
portion as applied for by Hack, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the said matter on oath, 
the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.

Ihis witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is William Gordon Brereton ; I am one of the partners in 
Brereton and party, who made application for a gold-mining lease No, 1,323, in the connty of Sandon, parish of Cooney ; 
our party were in 'occupation on the 30th April, 1887, for mining purposes of that land, which has since been measured to 
us as a gold-lease ; that broken blue line on tracing now shown to me (marked A) indicates the dividing line between our 
party and Thorne and Company ; I observe that that broken blue line slightly encroaches on the measured portion No. 113, 
and it is in my knowledge that that portion has been applied for by A. J. Hack as a conditional purchase ; I have heard 
the letter, dated 7th January instant, addressed to the Minister for Mines read ; that letter is signed by me for myself and 
partner, and in that letter we desire that the portion of our lease which encroaches on portion 113 may be excused there
from ; to that letter we have had no reply ; we still desire that that small portion of our lease which encroaches on portion 
113 may be excused from such lease ; we were in occupation of the land described on 30th April, 1887, for mining purposes, 
by virtue of an application (marked B) lodged by ns and bearing that date ; that application gives a description of the land, 
a portion of which, on measurement, was found to encroach on portion No. 113, and we arc still in occupation of the 
same land.

Bf/ Mr. M‘Donald, J.P., solicitor : We paid for this lease on the 30th April, 1887, and we pegged it out eight or 
ten days before, and since the time we took possession, we have done a lot of rvork on this lease, and we have not done any 
work on the encroachment on portion 113 ; our starting point was in a south-westerlv direction 3 or 4 chains from a tree 
marked 113. "

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: In my original application, the firm blue line on tracing marked A indicates our southern 
boundary. That line would be a mueh greater encroachment on portion 113 than the line we have agreed upon with Thorne 
and party, and that was one of the boundary lines which we applied for as a gold-mining lease; at the time I applied for 
that land, I understood it was Crown lands ; I was told it was a forfeited block (portion 113); we may have broken some

stones

[Very urgent. ]

Armidale, C.P. 
87-91, parish 
Hetz or Cooney, 
county Sandon 
Mr. Hack.

88-1,907 D. 
C.P. 87-91, 
Armidale. 
A. J. Hack

C.P. 87-91. 
Parish Cooney, 
county Sandon, 
Armidale. 
Alfred Jas. 
Hack ; 40 acres 
21 July, 1887.
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stones on that portion of our lease which was included in measured portion 113; I did not sign a petition against the 
application of A. J. Hack ; I was never asked to do so; I have seen a letter (read to me by the Board) signed by me on 
behalf of myself and party, made by me on my own free will and accord, and without the consent of my partner ; my 
reason for not consulting George Smith, whose name appears appended to the letter dated 7th January, 1888, was that 
Smith has ceased to be a partner in this lease, and will transfer to my son his share whenever the lease is granted ; this 
agreement to transfer was made a couple of months ago, but only signed this year ; I think it was signed after the date of 
the letter referred to ; I think the date was the 13th January, 1888.

By Mr. M'Donald, solicitor : I had the consent of my son to act for him ; there was money paid a couple of months 
previous to the letter, but no written agreement drawn up.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, ) W. G. BRERETON.

before us,— )
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

Mr. Brereton, recalled by desire of Mr. Forster, solicitor :—We agreed to accept this modification of our southern 
boundary line, as shown by broken blue line on tracing “A,” in the month of December last.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, ) W. G. BRERETON.

before us,— )
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states as follows :—My name is Edward Thorne ; I 
am a gold-miner; I hold a gold-miner’s right; I had a gold-miner’s right last year, 1887 ; I see plan marked “ A ” and the 
portion No. 169 gold lease marked Thorne and company ; that is the land applied for by us as a gold-mining lease ; Gray 
was my partner at the time ; previously to my making application for this land as a gold lease, I had possession of it by 
virtue of my miner’s right; we were on the ground before the IGth July, 1887, and we pegged it out on the 16th July, 1887 ; 
by virtue of the miners’ rights we pegged it out on the 16th ; we pegged out five men’s ground ; it was on the reef, and the 
reef is inside portion 113 ; I know the boundary of portion 113 ; I daresay the reef is 2 or 3 chains south of the northern 
boundary of portion 113, that is, south of the north-east corner of portion 113 at the creek.

By Mr. McDonald, solicitor : I and Gray pegged out five men’s ground on the west line on the reef ; that would be 
about 300 feet long and about 200 feet wide; the five men’s name were Thorne, Gray, Leslie, Golding, Emerson ; their 
Christian names are—Edward Thorne, William Gray, William Leslie, Richard Golding, and David Emerson ; none of them 
were on the ground, with the exception of myself and Gray ; they all went on the ground at different times ; I have been 
mining for some years, and I cannot say that I do know the mining regulations here ; I suppose there has to be a man to 
every claim ; I mean a man to every 60 feet; there was not a man working on every 60 feet; there were only two of us 
working on the land at the time we took possession of it by virtue of our miners’ rights ; within three days after we pegged 
it out, the three other men I have mentioned went to work on it, so that there were five of us working it within three days ; 
they were prospectieg only for an hour or two on the third day ; I was working continuously myself from the 16th on the 
lease ; Gray also worked continuously from the time of pegging out; Golding used to come down two or three times a 
week ; this is between the time we pegged it out and our application for the lease ; he used to prospect when he came down ; 
I mean he used to be napping stones when he came down ; I am aware that Golding lived in Armidale at that time ; Leslie 
did not work on the land from the 16th ; Leslie did not work at all on the ground ; Leslie never went there at all, and did 
not have a man to represent him ; Emerson worked on the land within the three days ; he continued to work on the 
ground ; I went to Hillgrove 8th July ; I started to work for Brereton on that day, but not on this land, and I worked a 
fortnight for Brereton ; it was not after I left Brereton that that land was pegged out; I was in Brereton’s employ when I 
pegged it out; I did my eight hours a day with him, and Gray was employed the same time as I was ; I marked out the 
ground on the 29th July, 1887, for a gold lease of 10 acres, and took possession on that date ; I, Michael McNamara, and 
Edward McNamara marked it out; Mr. Argles and Mr. Edwards were the other two partners ; these were the only persons 
interested in the lease ; Leslie, Golding, and Emerson had no interest in the application for the lease ; we had a falling out 
the same day as we pegged out; I swear that itwas pegged out twice; we did not peg out the same land in our application1 
for lease as we had pegged out under our miners’ rights, but that pegged out under miners’ rights was so included in the land 
applied for as a gold lease ; the five men’s ground was pegged out about the middle of the 10-acre lease ; I gave evidence in 
the Warden’s Court in dispute between myself and Brereton ; in giving evidence at that inquiry, I did not say anything 
about my pegging out under my miner’s right; I know that all my mates had miners’ rights at the time I pegged it out.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: At the time I gave evidence with regard to the boundaries between myself and Brereton 
and party, it was with reference to the boundaries of mining leases only, and the ground pegged out by virtue of miners’ 
rights was not in question ; the work I did on the ground at the time was in search of gold ; I found quartz about that 
place about a week before we found the reef.

By the Board : I only know the north-east corner of portion 113, the one on the creek ; I can swear distinctly that 
the ground that we pegged out, as stated by the virtue of our miners’ rights, was within the boundaries of measured portion 
113, and it was on the 16th July I pegged it out; I could only see one tree blazed on the northern line of portion 113, and 
it might be 2 or 3 chains or 4 chains west from that, and it was to the south of that blazed tree that we were working under 
our miners’ rights ; I think the ground we first occupied ran close alongside the blazed tree mentioned.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, j E. THORNE.

before us,— ( .
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman,
C. E. Smith, P.M.,
B. A. Moses, J.P.

Examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My names is William Gray ; I 
am a gold-miner, and hold a miner’s right, and held one in the year 1887 ; I am a partner with Thorne ; I know block 113 ; 
I know the northern corner of block 113 on the creek; we took up originally by virtue of my miner’s right on the 16th 
July, 1887 ; we took up about 300 feet by 200 feet; the greater part of the ground I took up on that occasion is south of 
the northern portion 113 ; looking at the tracing marked “ A” nearly all the ground would be in it; the name of the parties 
that took up this ground were W. Gray, Edward Thorne, David Emerson, William Leslie, and R. Golding; those pegs 
were never shifted, and we pegged out the ground again for a gold-mining lease of 10 acres ; in that 10 acres pegged out 
was included the five men’s ground ; we prospected the ground for a reef ; at the time I pegged out the five men’s ground 
I was working for Mr. Brereton, and worked eight hours a day, and used to work on our ground before we went to work 
for Brereton, and after we had finished our work for him ; I see plan marked “A,” and see block marked 169, and that 
shows an encroachment on portion 113 ; I also see a dotted blue line, that is our present line, and the one agreed upon as 
our boundary and Brereton’s, and that also was an encroachment on portion 113 ; I do not think the present line between 
our lease and Brereton’s is above a chain from the creek ; we made application for this lease 29th July, and paid for same 
on the 8th August, 1887 ; nobody interfered with us while we had this land marked out.

By Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: I have not got my miner’s right with me ; I took it out about the first of the year; I 
helped to peg out the ground with Thorne on the 16th July, 1887 ; it was about 12 or 1 o’clock in the day; I pegged it out 
on a Saturday, but I cannot say the correct time; some of my mates went on to the ground after we pegged it out; 
Golding was there, and sometimes came out for a week at a time ; Golding was there nearly every day prospecting on the 
ground between the 16th and 29th of July ; Emerson was camped there, and was working on the ground between the dates 
mentioned ; Leslie was not on the ground when we pegged it out; he has been on the ground, but I could not say between
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the 16th and 29th of July; Thorne and; I have been working the ground sometimes before 7 o’clock in the morning; 1 
knocked off working for Brereton somewhere about the 18th July ; we were on the ground long before the 16th July ; I 
cannot state the exact time I left off work for Brereton.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: Our datum post is inside portion 113 somewhere about a chain.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, \ WILLIAM GRAY,

before us,— ' j
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

[This closed evidence with regard to the first ground as contained in the Minister’s minutes.].

By the. Board: This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Henry Hogarth, Government 
surveyor, residing in Armidale; under instructions I visited portion 113, applied for by A. J. Hack as a conditional 
purchase on 21st July, 1887; my duties out there were merely to make a connection between Smith’s gold lease and the 
north-east corner of portion 113 ; the tracing now shown me, marked “ D,” is the one prepared ; according to the tracing 
it would encroach on portion 113, but I am not prepared to say that is the correct position of Brereton’s lease ; I looked at 
the tracing marked ‘‘ A ” ; assuming that the blue dotted line on that plan is the correct one, there would be an encroach
ment on measured portion No. 113; I made that encroachment by scale measurement 10 perches; I have not actually 
measured it; assuming that were taken out of portion 113, I am not in a position to state whether or no there would be 
still left 40 acres within that portion ; I could not state this without an actual survey.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: Assuming the firm blue line to be correct, the boundary there would be a greater encroach
ment than by the blue broken line ; by scale measurement there would be 36 perches ; the area of five men’s ground would 
be 1 acre 1 rood 16 perches, and assuming that portion 113 is 40 acres, it would be considerably less than 40 acres if that 
area were deducted ; I did not survey this block.

By the Board: Assuming the area to be pegged out as quartz claims, five men would be entitled to a considerably 
greater area than that stated by Mr. Forster, and would, in fact, exceed 2 acres 32 perches, that being the allowance for 
four men.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, \ HENRY HOGARTH,

before us,— \
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P. •

By Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: This witness, who being duly sworn, on oath, states;—My name is John Griffin 
Martyn, licensed surveyor, in Armidale ; some years ago I made a survey of portion 113, in parish Cooney; I made the 
survey in the last week in January, 1882; it was a portion of 40 acres ; the actual measurement is 40 acres 2 roods and 24 , 
perches; I have not been on the ground since for the purpose of measuring any encroachment as shown on plan marked 
“ A ” ; I have refreshed my memory by my field book with regard to the above fact.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor : Assuming five men’s land were taken out of the land, 300 x 200 feet, it would be 1 acre 
1 rood 16 perches ; if that area were taken out there would not be 40 acres in measured portion 113.

By Mr. McDonald, solicitor : I am quite sure that there would be 1 acre 1 rood and 16 perches to be deducted from
area.

By the Board: It is usual on frontage blocks to omit the roods and perches in writing the area on the plan.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, I JOHN G. MARTYN.

before us,— j ’
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

' Examined by Mr. McDonald, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Walter 
Warner ; I am a licensed surveyor in this district; I made a survey of an encroachment on portion 113, parish Cooney, 
this morning ; I surveyed the encroachment shown by dotted blue line on tracing marked “A”; the encroachment on 
portion 113 is between 11 and 12 perches ; that is the exact measurement; I did not survey the encroachment shown by firm 
line ; I only surveyed that shown by dotted blue line ; I calculated the encroachment shown by firm blue line is slightly 
over a quarter of an acre, and I made that calculation on the ground.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: The boundary peg of Brereton was found by me ; I found the corner pegs of portion 113 ; 
I did not survey block 113 ; I heard Mr. Martyn and Mr. Hogarth giving their evidence ; assuming that a block of 300 x 
200 feet were taken out of block 113 apart from the encroachment there would be 1 acre 1 rood and 16 perches in reduction 
of area.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of September, 1888, ) WALTER WARNER,

before us,— (
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

W. G. Brereton, recalled by Mr. M’Donald, solicitor : Gray left off working for me on the 28th July, 1887, and 
Thome on the 26th ; they had been working for me a little over a fortnight ; they worked from half-past 7 to 5 at night, 
with an hour for their dinner ; all I know is that they pegged on to our ground and outside of portion 113 altogether, and 
they might have pegged inside altogether.

By Mr. Forster, solicitor: They just worked eight and a half hours ; there was a little wet weather during the time 
they worked for me ; Thorne worked only for about an hour the first day he worked for me ; I made the note of the pay
ment in my book on the 26th July, 1887 ; they told me they were going to leave, as they had found some ground; I did 
not make a note of this.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, ) W. G. BRERETON.

before us,—• (
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M. •
B. A. Moses, J.P.

Examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor.- This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Gharles 
Leonard Badham ; I was Mining Registrar during last year, and up to January this year, and have made search to the 
best of my ability of the rights issued by me ; the only miner’s right in the name of Golding is the one issued on 5th 
October last year, and in the name of James Golden ; this man sometimes went by the name of Purchase, at least I believe 
this is the same person ; I do not see any record of a miners’ right in the name of Richard Golding; a miner’s right taken 
out in any Warden’s Court is available for any part of the Colony, and would not be recorded by me, excepting where 
application was made for a lease when I required to be satisfied that anyone signing the application should hold a miner’s 
right.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, ) CHARLES L. BEDHAM.

before us,— j
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.
B. A. Moses, J.P.

This
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C.P. 87-01, 
parish Cooney, 
county Sandon, 
Armidale.
Alfred Jas.IIaek 
40 acres.
21st July, 1887.

This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is George. Smith ; I am a miner out at Hillgrove ; I know 
Thorne and Gray, the applicants for 10-acre lease ; I have seen them on their ground ; I saw them about the 25th July ; I 
did not see them previous to that; I was in Sydney ; I could see that they had been working there previous to the 26th 
July.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of January, 1888, 1 GEORGE SMITH,

before us,— \
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman. '
C. E. Smith, M.P.
B. A. Moses, J.P. •

This closed evidence 27.
S. BLYTHE, Chairman.

No. 36.
Decision of the Board. .

Crown Lands Act of 1881—(Part II, section 14, snb-section, 4).
New South Wales, Armidale, 1

to wit. } ... .
Whebeas, on the 20th day of January, 1888, it became a matter for investigation before us whether, prior to 
the date of application for the conditional purchase named on the margin, a part of the area so applied for 
was not in occupation for mining purposes ; and whether, if the area so occupied for mining purposes bo 
deducted from that applied for as a conditional purchase by Hack, the latter would not he thereby reduced 
to a less area than 40 acres ; and having taken evidence, and inquired into the said matter, wre find that a 
part of the area so applied for as a conditional purchase was, prior to the date of such application, in 
occupation for mining purposes, and that, if the area so occupied for mining purposes be deducted from 
the area applied for as a conditional purchase, there will not be an area of 40 acres left to satisfy such 
application. We beg, therefore, to recommend that the application of Hack for 40 acres he disallowed, 
there not appearing to us to have been that area available at the date of Hack’s application.

Given under our hands, at the Office of the Local Land Board, at Armidale, ^ 
in the Colony of New South Wales, this 20th day of January, 1888,— )

SYDNEY BLYTHE, J.P,, Chairman.
B. A. MOSES, JP.,-)
C. E. SMITH, P.M., j Members.

Submitted.—C.O., 7/2/88. Disallowed.—T.O., 7/2/88.

No. 37. '
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to The Secretary for Lands.

Me Thorne and Party’s Gold-mining lease application 17,002, Hillgrove—A. J. Hack’s objection.
Sirj Wentworth Court, Sydney, 30th January, 1888.

Our client, Mr. Hack, informs us that an inquiry was held before the Land Board at Armidalo 
hereon, on the 20th instant, and that the evidence then taken was to be submitted to you for your 
decision. ...

Mr. Hack slates that, at a previous inquiry in August last, certain evidence was given in his behalf, 
which, if brought forward, would directly nullify the effect of some of the evidence taken at the last 
inquiry, hut that such evidence cannot be found, and upon inquiry at the Department of Mines wc can 
learn nothing of it. _ _ .

We have the honor, therefore, to request that you will he pleased to cause an inquiry to he made 
as to the existence of such evidence, and, if discovered, that we may be furnished with a copy thereof.

Wc have, &c.,
ABBOTT AND ALLEN.

No. 38.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to Tbe Secretary for Lands.

Me Thorpe and Party’s Gold-mining lease application, 17,002—A. J. Hack’s objection.
Sir, Wentworth Court, Sydney, 2 Eebruary, 1883.

^Referring to our letter ol the 30th ultimo hereon, when we alluded to an inquiry held before 
the Local Land Board, on the 30th January last, also that certain evidence taken at a prior inquiry, on the 
24th August last, bearing very strongly on the subject, could not be found, we now have the honor to for
ward a copy of statutory declaration by Christopher Allingham, one of the witnesses at.the last-mentioned 
inquiry, and to repeat our urgent request that you will be pleased to cause that evidence to bo produced, 
and a copy sent to us, feeling certain that, upon reading and weighing the whole evidence, your decision 
will he in favour of our client, Mr. A. J. Hack, the objector. ‘

" We have, &c.,
—------------- ABBOTT AND ALLEN.
[Enclosure.']

Statutory Declaration.
I, Christopher Allingham, of Hillgrove Falls, near Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner, do hereby, 
solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :—

1. On or about the 24th day of August last, I gave evidence in the Warden’s Court at Armidale, at the heating of
the objection made by Alfred James Hack against an application by Edward Thorne and party for a goltWease 

' at Hillgrove Falls aforesaid. My evidence on that occasion was taken down bythe Warden’s Clerk in writing,
and after he had finished doing so I signed my name to the depositions.

2. On tbe same occasion, I heard evidence given in like manner by Alfred. James Hack, Edward Thorne, and
Edward McNamara, witnesses in the matter then before fho Court, and saw them, as I believe, severally sign 
their depositions. . • 3.



3. On the 26th day of July last, I was on portion No. 113, in the parish of Metz or Cooney, and on leaving the
said portion X met the said Edward McNamara, a man named Edwards, and Edward Thorne. The said 
Xtaward Xhorne was then going on the said portion 113. He had a pick in his hand, and the said Edward 
McJNamara said to him (Thorne), “ Take care you are not prospecting for other people.” Thorne replied, “ Oh,
111 chance that,” and proceeded onto the said land. r , ,

4. I was upon the said portion No. 113 almost every day between the 21st and the 26th days of July last, searching
and prospecting on the eastern half of the said portion, and I am positive that there were no pegs on the said 
land marking out five men s ground, as alleged by the said Edward Thorne and one William Gray, the mate of 
the said Edward Thorne. -

-I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of 
paSjeA the“mth ,year o£ tho reisn of Her present Majesty, intituled, “ An Act for the more effectual 

1 A*™*1*1™18 t!ikel1 and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to
substitute lleclaratious m lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oath and Affidavits.” 
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 23rd day of January, 18S8, ) C. ALLINGHAM

before me,— ( ' '
. A. RlOHAEDSOIf, J.P.

No. 39.
Mr. A. J. Hack to The Secretary for Lands.

„. The No- 1 Sydney Coffee Palace Hotel Company, 391, 393, and 395, George-street,
lr’ T , . , Sydney, 11 Pebruary, 1888.

-n , , , p .jS, 0 request that you will allow further evidence to he taken before the Local Land 
hT July 1887a e’ ^ appHcation for a conditional purchase of 40 acres, made at Armidale on the

c n. rpp® evidence 1 propose to produce, is to the effect that Thorne and party wore not in possession 
ot tbe said land previous to my application.
n r iu.WCv[r^ jesPec^uPyA8*1 y°u to cause a search to he made for the depositions taken at Armidale 
betore the Warden, on or about 24th August, 1887, these papers not having been forwarded to you, and 
upon my making application for a copy of same in the Warden’s office, no trace of them could bo found, 
and no record of their having been sent to Sydney. These papers, if found, vvould clearly show that I 
was the hrst applicant for the land. j

j® ,p r/?, r»U m e (1 ^ ^r >' may Pe made in the Mines Department for the depositions referred to.—
if- ’’ i;le depositions referred to were returned to the Warden (0. E. Smith) on the 12th

ultimo. Ihe Mines Department will obtain them (or copies) by wire, if required.—H.P. 16/2/88 The 
Assistant Under Secretary.—W.H.C., 17/2/8S. > / / •

I understood Mr. Secretary Garrett to say that he made no promise to Mr. Hack about this case 
beyond consenting to taking no further action in the matter, pending the receipt of a letter from that 
gentleman. It Mr. Hack s request be complied with, it will be a reopening of the case by what is virtually 
a side wind. Submitted as to what is to he done.—S.E., 17/2/88.
oom/oD^r‘ 4rc/nlaTn i,® 5u/to right. I can see no good purpose to he gained by reopening the case.—T.G., 
22/2/88. A. J. Hack informed 23/2/88. May those Hack’s case papers be returned to the Chairman 
of the Armidale Board ?—W.H.C, 14/3/88. Tho Chairman, Armidale.—S.F., B.C., 14/3/88.

Sir,

No. 39a.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. A. J. Hack. ,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 23 February, 1888.
, . ftoterring to your letter of the 11th instant, respecting your conditional purchase noted in

i Qq niargm, which was the subject of inquiry by the Local Land Board at Armidale, on the 20th January 
r j \am i r?iC i xt10, nd°rm y0}1 to at, under the report of the Board referred to, tho Secretary for 
Lands has decided that the conditional purchase in question be disallo-wed, and that the case cannot he 
reopened. • I have, &c.,

F. H. WILSON
(For the Under Secretary).

O.H.M.S.
Advertised Unclaimed. ' ^ •

ME, A. J. HACK, ^a 8
O
£ ^ 
nd ^G) <3)o
is
tfrH

Sydney Coffee Palace Hotel Co.,

391, 393, 395, George-street, 

Sydney.
Department of Lands,

Sydney, 23/2/88.

I
‘W QO

1 ’
4JP8

a>5 <c PlXH o 3 O
ID

Ps

■ / No. 40.
Mr. A. J. Hack to The Secretary for Lands.

ir‘ T ,, , , , ■, , Armidale, G March, 1888.
n -di dv a'W" ■1eA1^0r to harld you’ under separate cover herewith, seven statutory declarations hv ami Pgeter D TS’ James Elliott, Christopher Allingham, William Harlowf
and Peter Daly, proving that the gold-mimng lease applied for by Messrs. Thorne and party on the 29th

' July
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July last (and embracing part o£ measured portion No. 113, parisli of Cooney, Hillgrove Falls) was not 
in their occupation, pegged, or marked by them at the time sworn to by them before the Land Board here
upon the inquiry held by the Board respecting our conflicting claims to the land.

Upon the 21st July last I made application at the local Lands Office to conditionally purchase the 
said measured portion 113 under the 47th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and it was not until 
the 29th July, eight days subsequently to my application, that Thorne and.party applied tor the land .as a 
gold-mining lease. In the first instance itwas decided that my application tor the land as additiona. 
conditional purchase was good, but upon representations subsequently made by Thorne and party to the 
Department, an inquiry was directed to be made by the Land Board here as to whether the land had been 
in occupation for gold-mining purposes by Messrs. Thorne and party prior to the date ot my application

' Upon the hearing of that inquiry Messrs. Thorne and Gray (of Thorne arid party) swore that they 
were in occupation of the land prior to my application, viz., on the 16th July, and that they had pegged 
it and held it under their miners’ rights, but I entirely disbelieve this statement, as on several occasions, 
before the Warden and Local Land Board, when the whole matter of pegging was gone fully into (at 
which I was present), they never^ once mentioned any pegging out or possession previous to tbat of the

The declarants are persons who have been living in the immediate neighbourhood of the land for a 
considerable time past, and are well acquainted with the land and locality. At the inquiry I was taken 
completely by surprise by Thome and party’s evidence, or I should then have tendered the evidence 
contained in the declarations I forward herewith. I would most respectfully submit that. upon the 
evidence which I have forwarded, it may be decided that Messrs. Thorne and party were not m occupa
tion of this land until some eight days after my application, and I respectfully desire that my application 
may be finally confirmed and possession of the land given me as speedily as may conveniently be done, 
as I am sufiering considerable loss and inconvenience through not being able to complete contracts entered 
into by me upon the decision given by you in my favour in the first instance.

I am, &c.,
_____ _ A. J. HACK.

T.G., 17/3/88. May be forwarded, to the Chairman of the Armidale Board, to be placed with 
the previous papers on the case.—W.H.C., 22/3/88. Yes.—P.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), 22/3/88. 
The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.—P.H.W. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 22/3/88. May 
be placed with other papers in the case—S. Blythe, Chairman, 27/3/88.

do hereby solemnly and

[jEJncZoswres.]
Statutory Declaration.

I, George Phillips, of Hillgrove, near Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner, 
sincerely declare as follows:— ... . i

1. That I have followed the occupation of mining for some years, and am well acquainted with mining work in al

2. I know^portion No. 113, containing 40 acres, in the county of Sandon and parish of Cooney, applied for as a
conditional purchase by one, A. J. Hack, in July last past. i, t i ,

3. I was on the said portion on the 4th day of August last past, and saw four men working thereon, whom 1 knew
to be Edward McNamarra, Michael McNamarra, Alfred Argles, and Edward Thorne.

4. From the appearance of the ground and the quantity of mining work done by these men thereon at the said
date, they could not have been working for more than three days, at the utmost.

And 1 make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of 
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, An Act for the more effectm 
abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales,^aud 
to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 3rd day of March, 1888, ) GEORGE PHILLIPS,

before me,— )
. Geo. Allingham, J.P.

follows :— 
1.
2.

’ Statutory Declaration.
I, Neil O’Donnell, of Hillgrove, in the Coionyof New South Wales, miner, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as

I know portion No. 113, containing 40 acres, in the parish of Cooney and county of Sandon, taken up as a 
conditional purchase by A. J. Hack, on the 21st day of July last. . , r t i r

I was frequently on the said portion both immediately before and after the said 21st day of July, and 1 am 
certain that at that date there were no pegs of any description denoting occupation of the said land tor mining 
purposes, nor were there any such, nor any work done thereon for some days after the aforesaid date.

3. I was on the said portion about the 30th July, and saw two men, one named W. Gray, and one whose proper 
name I do not know, at work thereon. From the appearance of the ground, and the quantity of work vi.slble> 
these men could not have been working for more than a few hours. On this date I saw mining pegs distinctly 
visible on the land.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to,be true and by virtue of the provisions of 
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, mticuled An Act for the “?01® e, 
abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New bouth Wales, c.nd 
to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 3rd day of March, 1888, ) NEIL 0 DONNELL,

before me,— 1
James M‘Lean, J.P.

. Statutory Declaration. '
I, James Elliott, of Hillgrove, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as 
follows :—

1. I know portion No. 113, containing 40 acres, in the parish of Cooney and county of Sandon, taken up as a
conditional purchase by A. J. Hack, on the 21st day of July last. 01 . , * anA t am

2. I was frequently on the said portion, both immediately before and after the said 21st day of July, and i am
certain that at that date there were no pegs of any description denoting occupation of the said land tor mining 
purposes, nor were there any such, nor any work done thereon for some days alter the aioresaid date. ^n(j
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And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of 

an Act made and passed m the nmth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more eflfectual 
abolition ol Oaths and Affirmations taken and made m various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and 
to substitute Declarations m lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.” 
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 3rd day of March, 1888, j

before i JAMES ELLIOTT.
James M'Lean, J.P.

Statutory Declaration.
I, Christopher Allingham, of Hillgrove, near Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner, do hereby solemnly 
and sincerely declare as follows :— ^ > j j

1. That I know portion No. 113, containing 40 acres, in the county of Sandon and parish of Cooney, applied for as
a conditional purchase by one A. J. Hack, on July last. v > i R

2. I was on the said portion on the 22nd day of July, and also on the 26th day of July, and on neither of these
occasions did I see any mining pegs on the said portion, nor any of the usual indications of the said land, or a 
part thereof, having been taken up for mining purposes.

3. n the last-mentioned occasion, the 26th July, I went on to the said portion for the express purpose of looking
tor pegs, and as before mentioned, found none. r r r 6

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of 
ma“® a“d pas®sd “ the year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “An Act for the more effectual 

anr- Affirmatl0“f take„n and made m various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and 
to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 5th day of March, 1888, 

before me,—
A. Crossman, J.P.

C. ALLINGHAM.

Statutory Declaration.
L^rel^LSre arfollmTOi--rOVe’“ear Armidale’ “ ^ Col0ny °f New’South Wales> miner> do hereby solemnly and

1. I know portion No. 113, in the county of Sandon and parish of Cooney, which has been taken up as a 
_ conditional purchase by A. J. Hack, in July last past.
2. I was frequently on the said portion, both immediately before and immediately after the 21st day of July last

past, being there almost daily, and I never saw any mining pegs on the said land on the said dates, and I am 
positive there were none such erected upon the said portion until some days after the said 21st day of July. 

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of 
an Act made and passed m the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual 
abolition ot Oaths and Affirmations taken and made m various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and 
to substitute Declarations m lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.” 
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 5th day of March, 1888, 1 his

before me, the contents having been read over and explained > WILLIAM x HARLOW
to him, and he appearing to understand the same,— ) mark '

James M‘Lean, J.P. Witness to mark,—
J. A. Glass.

Statutory Declaration.
L?™lecf™ flows11f-Ve’ near Armidale’ in the Colony of New South Wales, [miner, do hereby solemnly and

1. That I know A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase of 40 acres, portion No. 113, in the county of Sandon and
parish oi Cooney. ^

2. That on the 21st day of July last past there were no claims on the said portion, and if there had been any I
would, have seen them, for I was over and across the land every other day.

a maJke tkis solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of
aLpd mad^.and PaTd H1 the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual 
abolition ot Oaths and AffirmaHons taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales and 
to substitute Declarations m lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.” 
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 5th day of March, 1888, ) ROBERT BROWN

before me,— [ '
Geo. Allingham, J.P.

Statutory Declaration. 
the Colony of New South Wales, miner, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare asI, Peter Daly, of Hillgrove, 

follows :—
1. I know portion No. 113, containing 40 acres, in the county of Sandon and parish of Cooney, applied for as a

conditional purchase by A. J. Hack in July last.
2. I was on the said portion on the 28th day of July, and saw two men prospecting thereon, whom I know to be

Edward and Michael McNamara. They had only commenced work, and could not have been employed for 
more than half-an-hour at the outside. I saw no marks or mining-pegs of any description on the said portion 
on this date, although I made a careful search for any such.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of 
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual 
abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made m various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to 
substitute Declarations m lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 3rd day of March, 1888, ) PETER DALY

before me,— - ’ i •
James M‘Lean, J.P.

• No. 41.
. Office Memorandum.

The papers referring to the conditional purchase quoted in the margin were to-day returned to the 88.i r.„-
Chairrnan °i 1'1C Local Land Board, Armidale, under a blank cover of the Assistant Under Secretary the c.p.’87-91, 
application having been made under the Crown Lands Act of .1884. ' • Armidale, a j

The Chairman, Armidale. "W.H.C., 15/3/88 ^ '

Befund, £8. Applicant, agent, and Treasury informed, 22/3/88. Voucher No. 88-26.

No. 42.
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No. 42.
Mr. A. J. Hack to The Secretary for Lands.

S;r) • Armidale, 20 Marcli, 1888.
In addition to the declarations I had the honor to forward to you I now forward another by 

William G-ordon Brereton re my application for a conditional purchase of 40 acres, county of Sandon, 
parish of Cooney. I have, &e.,

....- A. J. HACK.
Put with other papers and submit.—T.Gr., 22/3/88.

{-Enclosure^
Statutory Declaration.

I, William Gordon Brereton, of Hillgrove, near Armidale, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner, do hereby 
solemnly and sincerely declare as follows :— . . , , , , . T

1. That I know portion No. 113, in the county of Sandon, parish of Metz, containing 40 acres, selected by A. J.
Hack on 21st July, 1887. t r i

2. Edward Thorne, of Hillgrove aforesaid, miner, was in my employment from the 13th to 2oth days ot July
last past, and in constant work from daylight to dark on my grant, never leaving during working hours.

3. William Gray, of Hillgrove aforesaid, miner, was in my employment from the 13th to the 28th days of July
last, and likewise never leaving work during working hours. . . ..

4. I was working between 50 and GO yards away from the place on said portion 113, where the said William Gray
and Edward Thorne deposed at the Local Land Court at Armidale, on the 20th January last, that they worked 
on the 16th July, and I am certain that had they or any other person been at work there on that date I must 
have seen them. Whereas no such-persons or their work was observed by me.

5. It was after the said Edward Thorne and William Gray left my employment that any claims were pegged out
on the said portion No. 113, so far as I am aware, and I had every opportunity of observing, as I was working 
constantly in close proximity to the said block, on my gold-mining lease.

And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing the same to be true and by virtue of the provisions of 
an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled “ An Act for the more effectual 
abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to 
substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 19th day of March, 1888, } W. G. BRERETON.

before me,— j
John A. M'Donald, Notary Public, Armidale.

No. 43.
Mr. A. J. Hack to Messrs. Brett and Coglilan.

1 .lane, 1888.
1 hereby authorize Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to act as my agents in connection with my conditional 
purchase, Armidale, 87-91, 40 acres, selected 21st July, 1887.

A. J. HACK.

No. 44.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir; Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 June, 1888.
I have the honor, by direction of tbe Secretary for Mines, to request you to inform me 

'ri whether any decision has been arrived at with reference to the case of A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase 
of portion 113, parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, and if so, the nature of it.

I have, &c.,
GERAKD E. HERRING 

____ (Eor the Under Secretary).
Have the papers been received this morning ? They were applied for by telegraph on the 15th. 

W.H.C., 18/6/88. Records.

' No. 45.
Office Memorandum.

15 June, 1888.
The Under Secretary desires that a telegram be sent to Mr. Chairman Blythe asking him to forward, for 
perusal at this office, all the papers in connection with Hack’s conditional purchase case at Hillgrove.
Mr. Thompson. W.H.C.

Wire, 15/6/88. Papers herewith.—J.P.M., 18/6/88.

No. 46.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board,

Armidale.
, 15 June, 1888.

Please forward for perusal all papers re Hack’s conditional purchase at Hillgrove. Urgent.
CHARLES OLIVER,

Under Secretary for Lands.
No. 47.
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No. 47. .
The Clerk-in-charge, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

®r> _ Local Land Board Office, Armidale, 16 June, 1888.
_ I do myself the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your telegram of the 15th instant, and e''

herewith beg to enclose all papers connected with Alfred James Hack’s application for conditional Hack ; 40 acres ;
purchase, as noted in the margin. . I have &c county sandon,

0 ^vc.., parish Cooney.
. . HENEY T. MAKIN, ■

--------  Clerk-in-charge.
Inform the Under Secretary for Mines that the conditional purchase was disallowed on the 7th 

Eebruary last.—C.O., 18/6/88. To-day. U.S. Mines informed, 18/6/88.

No. 48.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Department of Lands, Sydney, 18 June, 1888. .
_ Eeferring to your letter of the 7th instant respecting the conditional purchase noted in-the Armidale, c.p., 

margin, I have the honor to inform you that the purchase in question was disallowed on the 7th February A. ^iiack!0168 ’ 
^ast- . I have, &c., -

P. H. WILSON
. __________________________ (For the Under Secretary). .

No. 49.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

4 _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 19 June, 1888.
I have tho honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to request that you will be so good c.p., 87-91; 

as to favour me with the loan of all the papers having reference to conditional purchase No. 87-91 at acrcs^A’/0 
Armidale by A. J. Hack. I have, &c., Hack-.’

. - G-ERAED E. HEREING-,
-------- • (For the Under Secretary).

The Under Secretary for Mines was informed of the decision in the case on the 18th instant, a 
loan of the papers is however now applied for.—W.H.C., 27/6/88. The Under Secretary for Mines.—
S.F. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 27/6/88. To bo returned.—Submitted.—H.W., 27/6/88. Seen.—
F.A., 28/6/88. The Under Secretary for Lands.—G-.E.H. (for the Under Secretary), B.C., 28/6/88.

No. 50.
Mr. A. J. Hack to The Minister for Mines.

' 144, King-street, 25 Juno, 1888.
I beg to protest against any gold leases other than Brereton and- Smith’s being issued, in 

respect of my 40-acro block, conditional purchase, as it has been discovered that there are fully 40 acres 
within my boundaries, exclusive of the said Brereton and Smith’s application, of which the Lands 
Department is now being made cognizant, Brereton and Smith being the only parties who might reasonably 
be supposed to have any rights to gold leases. All other parties applied long after I was in legal posses
sion of my said conditional purchase, and it is with a view of avoiding long and expensive legal pro
ceedings, which I am otherwise advised to take, that I respectfully enter this protest, which I hope may 
take effect until the matter is finally disposed of by the Lands Department.

I have, &c.,
--------- ' A. J. HACK.

This might he sent to the Lands Department for their final opinion, re Hack’s conditional 
purchase.—F.A., 25/6/88. The Under Secretary for Lands.—H.W., B.C., 25/6/88.

No. 51.

Sir,
Messrs. Brett and Coglilan to The Under Secretary for Lands.
. 19, Maequarie-place, Sydney, 30 June, 1888.

, With reference to the conditional purchase, noted in the margin, we have the honor to submit 
the following, with the view of showing cause why the matter of granting to Hack the 40 acres should he 
reconsidered.

1. We contend that the only application lodged for any part of the land in question before Hack’s
was that of Brereton and Smith, and if their application was satisfied there would still he an area 
of over 40 acres left to meet Hack’s application.

2. The statement of Thorne and party that they worked continuously on the land under reference is
flatly contradicted by their employer at the time (W. G. Brereton).

3. One of the party of Thorne & Co. (Golding) did not, at the time of the alleged pegging, hold a
miner’s right. ,

4. As proof of the opinion held as to the bonafidea of Hack’s selection, Brereton and Smith, the only
applicants before him, are willing to withdraw from that part of their lease, which overlaps 
portion 113, if such action on their part would assist Hack’s claim, without prejudice to'them as 
applicants for the lease.

Armidale,
C.P. 87-91, A. J. 
Hack; 88-24,168 
Dcp.
See copy of 
telegram here
with, marked 
“A.” See copy 
of evidence of 
Mr. L. S. Martyn, 
herewith, 
marked “ B’J ; 
also copy of 
reix>rtby District- 
Surveyor Finley. 
See copy of W.^* 
G. Brereton’s 
evidence here
with, marked 
“ 0,” and his 
declaration, 
marked “ E.”
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See declaration 
of C. Allingham 
herewith 
marked “ D.”

t j

5. Thome and Gray, at an inquiry before the "Warden, stated that they did not peg the land until 
after they left Brereton’s employ, which would he about the 28th July, 1887 (seven days after Hack 
applied). This evidence was taken down at the Court, and the depositions signed, but they cannot 
now be traced. Hack is prepared to swear to this, having been present and being under examina
tion at the time.

The foregoing statement of facts, which we are prepared to prove, will, we trust, show the justice 
and the necessity of having the case reopened, when we shall be prepared to answer any objection that 
may be brought forward. We have, &c.,

BRETT AND COGHLAN.

Special. Register and submit with the papers.—C.O., 4/7/88. The Under Secretary.—W.H.C.,
7/7/88.

As this case may be reopened, write to the Department of Mines with reference to former corres
pondence on the subject, and request that any action on mineral lease applications may be stayed for the 
present.— C.O., 10/7/88. Immediate. Done.—10/7/88.

A.
Telegram to Hehry T. Makin, Clerk-in-charge, Local Land Board.

I think; it will only be necessary to summon Brereton and party, as from report of District Surveyor the 
applications from others were subsequent to the date of Hack’s. By all means notifiy Mr. Hogarth to 
attend.

SYDNEY BLYTHE,
-----------------Chairman, Local Land Board.

B.
Examined ly Mr. McDonald, solicitor-. This witness, who being duly sworn on oath, states:—My 

name is John Griffin Martin, licensed surveyor in Armidale ; some years ago I made a survey of portion 
113 in parish Cooney ; I made the survey in the last week in January, 1882 ; it was a portion of 40 acres ; 
the actual measurement is 40 acres 2 roods 24 perches; I have not been on tho ground since for the pur
pose of measuring any encroachment, as shown on plan marked “A”; I have refreshed my memory by 
my field-book with regard to the above fact.

- .Z?,y Mr. Forster, solicitor : Assuming five men’s land were taken out of the land, 300 x 200 feet, it
would be 1 acre 1 rood 1G perches ; if that area were taken out there would not be 40 acres in measured 
portion 113.

By Mr. M'Donald solicitor : I am quite sure that there would be 1 acre 1 rood and 16 perches to 
be deducted from area. .

JBy the Board : It is.usual on frontage blocks to omit the roods and perches in writing the area on 
the plan.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of) JOHN G. MARTYN.

January, 1888, before us,— j
Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase, 87-91, 21st July, 1887.
Sir, District Survey Office, Armidale, 27 December, 1887.

Since forwarding you my report dated 30th August, 1887, No. 167, on the above conditional 
purchase, for preliminary hearing at your Court on the 1st September, 1887, several circumstances have 
arisen which present apparent objections to the immediate confirmation of the conditional purchase, and 
I now have the honor to draw your attention to them.

A. J. Hack’s application was lodged on the 21st July, 1887, but there was an application by 
Brereton and Smith for an 8-acre gold lease, No. 166, of prior date, in existence, viz., of 30th April, 1887. 
Hack’s conditional purchase encroaches on this lease. There is also an application by Thorne & Co. for 
a 10-acre gold lease, No. 169, which encroaches on Hack’s conditional purchase, but it is of a later date, 
viz., 8th August, 1887. These two gold leases conflicted, and I believe the dispute has been before the 
Warden, who has recommended certain boundaries. There is still a third conflicting claim to the land 
by Hanlon & Co., for a 4-aCre gold lease, but this is also of a more recent date than the conditional 
purchase, viz., 22nd September, 1887.

At the time of application Hack’s conditional purchase was a measured portion, No. 113, of 
40 acres.

All the gold leases, which encroach on, or conflict with, the conditional purchase, have only 
recently been surveyed, and at the date of my first report to you it was impossible to locate them, nor 
was their position known, so that no mention was made of them.

In fact, after survey it could not be done until a surveyor was sent from this Department to define 
the relative positions of the leases and the conditional purchases.

From the foregoing it is clear that the only claim which can stand against Hack’s conditional 
purchase, is gold lease No. 166, Brereton and Smith’s. This lease is of prior date, all other leases are of 
more recent date. The area excised from Hack’s conditional purchase is clearly shown on the accom
panying plan, as also are all other encroachments. According to the boundaries claimed by Brereton and 
Smith, and as surveyed to him. The extent of the encroachment is about 32 perches, but according to 
the recommendation by the Warden, consequent on dispute between Brereton and Smith and Thorne 
& Co., tho encroachment is only about 8 perches, a very small area.

In either case the surplus area in the portion will admit of the encroachment, and still leave a 
residue of 40 acres. •

The following questions arise :— ■
1. Will not a subdivision of portion 113 be necessary, and Hack called upon to pay a subdivision 

fee in terms of the 55th section of the Act ?
2,
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, 2. Or does the fact of the land being a

residue of such portion, invalidate Hack’s claim, 
in terms of the 58th section of the Act ? ’

The Chairman, Local Land Board, Armidale.

measured portion of 4U acres, and there being only a 
or can the adjustment suggested in question j. be made 

I have, &c.,
F. G. FINLEY,

District Surveyor.

. Enclosure. Plan showing conflicting applications, 
tracing showing Mr. Surveyor Hogarth’s connection survey.

Plan showing encroachments. Memo, and

w reC^ eia!L ^ M!I>onald> solicitor: Gray left off working for me on the 28th July, 
_ 8 7, and Thorne on the 26th; they have been working for me a little over a fortnight; they worked from 
half-past seven to five at night, with an hour for their dinner ; all I know is, that they pegged on to our 
ground, and outside of portion 113 altogether, and they might have pegged inside altogether.

f! F°Jster’ sollclt°r •• They just worked eight and a half hours ; there was a little wet weather 
mg the time they worked for me ; Thorne worked only for about an hour the first day he worked for 

me; 1 made the note of the payment m my book on the 26th July, 1887 ; they told me they were going 
to leave, as they had found some ground; I did not make a note of this.
Sworn at Armidale, this 20th day of Decemher 

1888, before us,— ’ W. G. BRERETON.

Sydney Blythe, J.P., Chairman. 
C. E. Smith, P.M.

' D.
Statutory Declaration.

I, Christopher Allinoham, of Hillgrove Falls, near Armidale, in the 'Colony of New South Wales, 
miner, do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows

1. On or about the 24th day of August last, I gave evidence in the Warden’s Court at Armidale, 
-cij j 0^jec^,ons made by Alfred James Hack against an application by
j-idward Thorne and party for a gold lease at Hillgrove Falls aforesaid. My evidence on 
that occasion was taken down by the Warden’s clerk in writing, and after he had finished 
doing so, I signed my name to the depositions.

same occ^-si01'11 heard evidence given in like manner by Alfred James Hack, Edward 
ihorne, and Edward McNamara, witnesses in the matter then before the Court, and saw 
them, as i believe, severally sign their depositions.

3. On the 26th day of July last I was on portion 113, in the parish of Metz, or Cooney, and on 
leaving the said portion I met the said Edward M’Namara, a man named Edwards, and 
Jidward ihorne ; the said Edward Thorne was then going on the said portion 113. He had 
a pick m his hand, and the said Edward McNamara said to him (Thorne), “Take care you 

■are not prospecting for other people,” Thorne replied. “ Oh, I’ll chance that,” and pro
ceeded on to the said land. > n

. was upon the said portion No. 113 almost every day between the 21st and the 26th days of 
July last, searching and prospecting on the eastern half of the said portion, and I am 
positive that there were no pegs on the said land marking out five men’s ground, as alleged 
b i tu' , ward Thome and one_ William Gray, the mate of the said Edward Thorne, 

r j-i . .ma'£e this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and by virtue 
ol the provisions of an Act made and passed, in the ninth year of] the reign of Her present Majesty, 
in ituled An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and A.flirmations taken and made in various 
departments of the Government of New South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and 
tor the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 23rd day ) (j ALLINGHAM

of January, 1888, before me,— . j '
. A. Richardson, J.P.

4. I

And I

E.
’ Statutory Declaration.

I, William Gordon Brereton, of Hillgrove, near Armidale, in the Colony 
do hereby solemnly and sincerely declare as follows of New South Wales, miner>

1. That I know portion No. 113 in the county Sandon, and parish of Metz, containing 40 acres
selected by A. J. Hack on 21st of July, 1887. ’ t> ,

2. Edward Thorne of Hillgrove, aforesaid, miner, was in my employment from the 13th to 26tb
days ot July last past, and in constant work from daylight to dark on my ground never 
leaving it during working hours. • ' “ j o >

S' Graye’ of Hpgrove, aforesaid, miner, was in my employment from the 13th to the
Zotix days, oi J uly last, and likewise never leaving work during working hours.

4. I was working between 50 and 60 yards away from the place on said portion 113, where the
Wilham Gray and Edward Thorne deposed at the Local Land Court at Armidale on the 

20th January last that they worked on the 16th July, and I am certain that had they or any 
other person been at work there on that date I must have seen them, whereas no such 
persons or their works was observed by me.

5. It was after the said Edward Thorne and William Gray left my employment that any claims
were pegged out on the said portion 113 so far as I am aware, and I had every opportunity 
ot Observing, as I was working constantly in close proximity to the said block on mv gold 
mining lease. J 6

And
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And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously believing tbe same to be true, and by virtue of 
tbe provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of tbe reign of Her present Majesty, 
intituled, “ An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various 
departments of .the Government of New South AVales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and 
for the suppression of extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.”
Subscribed and declared at Armidale, this 10th ) "W. G. BKERETOX.

day of March, 1888, before ine,— )
Jou?r A. MacDojtald, Notary Public, Armidale.

No. 52.
Memo, by The Under Secretary for Lands.

Upon the 22nd Eebruary last it was decided that this case should not bo reopened, but in view of tho 
statements contained in the letter from Messrs. Brett and Coghlan, on behalf of Mr. Hack, it is a matter 
for consideration whether the further inquiry should not be granted. If tho representations are well 
founded, the case would appear not to have been fully before the Board, and for this reason a rehearing 
is desirable. Against this view it could be urged that Mr. Hack should at the inquiries already held 
have adduced the evidence he now desires to put forward, but taking into consideration all the circum
stances of tbe case, and the alleged great value of the land, it may be deemeq prudent to grant a further 
inquiry. With regard however to Brereton and Smith being willing to amend their lease application, it 
should not be permitted, as this may be the results of an arrangement between them and Mr. Hack in 
order to defeat the claims of others. Should tbe reinquiry be granted, the result will be the same as that 
which followed the previous inquiry unless the further evidence it is alleged can be brought forward 
demands a different finding, and if this should be so, justice only will be done in the matter.

' C. 0, 7/7/88.

The foregoing recommendation approved.—H.P., 27/7/88. Inform the parties and Department
of Mines, and then refer to tho Chairman of th'e Local Land Board.—C.O., 27/7/88. Brett and Coghlan 
and Under Secretary for Mines informed, 31/7/88.

The Chairman. Local Land Board, Armidalo.—F.H.W. (for the under Secretary), B.C., 31/7/88.

No. 53.
The Under ■Secretary for Lands to Messrs. Brett and Coghlan.

Gentlemen, Department of Lands, Sydney, 31 July, 1888.
Referring to your letter of tbe 30th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that tho papers 

relating to the conditional purchase noted in the margin are about to bo forwarded to the Chairman of 
the Local Land Board for further inquiry. I have, &c.,

E. II. WILSON
(Eor the Under Secretary).

• No. 54.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, 31 July, 1888.
’ Referring to your letter of the 19th ultimo (88-3,859), I have the honor to inform you that 

the papers relating to the conditional purchase noted in tho margin, are about to be forwarded to the 
Chairman of the Local Land Board for further inquiry.

I have, &c.,
E. H. WILSON

_ (For the Under Secretary).

No. 55.
Mr. Mining-Surveyor Sullivan to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

Sir; Camp, 17 August, 1888.
In accordance with your request, I have the honor to transmit herewith a tracing showing 

portion 113, parish of Metz., county of Sandon, together with all the gold leases which encroach upon it. 
Trusting that my sketch may give you all the information required, '

■ I have, &c.,
II. B. SULLIVAN,

" Mining Surveyor.

. 1 No. 56.
The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Local Land Board Office, Armidale, 18 August, 1888.
I do myself the honor to return herewith all the papers in connection with the conditional 

purchase of A. J. Hack, 87-91, 40 acres, which were received here on 2nd instant, for a further inquiry to 
be iustituted. I may here state such further inquiry could not have taken place since receipt of papers, 
owing to absence of members of the Board. _ _ _

My reason for now returning the papers is that the matter may be reconsidered, in view of tho 
tremendous conflicting interests that have arisen since the Minister for Lands gave his last decision that 
he would not reopen the case, although statutory declarations were forwarded that former evidence _was



Having understood that much of this land had been applied for as gold leases, and parties there in 
full work, I applied to Mr. Sullivan, mining surveyor, for a tracing of the land applied for as gold leases 
within the said portion, Ho. 113, and beg to enclose his letter covering tracing containing the names of 
all the applicants for leases by which it will be seen that fifteen leases are located wholly or in part on this 
portion. •

If it is decided that the inquiry into Hack’s claim to the lands should still go on, I-presume it will 
be necessary at once to notify the same to all the applicants for lease. . f

I have, &c., '
. SYDNEY BLYTHE,

--------  - Chairman.
Although a number of leases have been applied for, it would appear that the safest course to 

pursue will be to permit the further inquiry to proceed ; indeed, the greater the conflict of interest the 
more necessity for the fullest possible inquiry.—C.O., 22/8/88. ’ .

Approved.—H.P., 30/8/88. ;■

No. 57. >
Office Memorandum. .

The enclosed papers referring to the conditional purchase quoted in the margin, are now returned to the 88-31,436 d. 
Chairman of the Local Land Board, Armidale, whose attention is directed to the Minister’s minute of Armidale.1’ 
yesterday’s date as to a further inquiry being held regarding the land in question. - a. j. Hack.

E. H. W.
B.C., 31/8/88. ------ >— (Eor the Under Secretary.)
Notice to A. J. Hack to attend Court, Armidale, 18/12/88 ; posted 15/11/88.

No. 58. .
Petition from the Miners of Hillgroye. *

To the Honorable the Minister for Lands— ■
Sir,
... Me, the undersigned humble petitioners, being bona fide miners, do petition and pray that the 

conditional purchase No. 113, county of Sandon, parish of Metz, applied for by A. J. Hack, be not 
granted, as, in the first place, part of such land was applied for as a gold-mining lease previous to A. J. 
Hack s application; and, furthermore, we believe that there is not the requisite area, viz., 40 acres in the 
said portion to enable him to take it up as a conditional purchase; and we, your humble petitioners, as 
m duty bound, will ever pray.

M. McNAMABA, miner, Hillgrove.
E. McNAMABA, miner, Hillgrove.
W. H. COOPEE, miner, Hillgrove.

[And 71 others.]

Memorandum attached to Petition. .
We must also state that this block 113 has all been paid for and measured for gold leases in 5 and 10-acre 
tu/iu ai i ,?,n.10 t,wo or t,^rce blocks a good deal of money has been spent in sinking' and tunnelling. 
Inis block 113 is also unfit for agricultural or grazing purposes. Trusting that you will do your best to 
set this matter right. 1 We remain, Ac., -

___________________________ MINEBS, Hillgrove.

No. 59.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

®ir> , . _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 December, 1888.
i i • ,, b^6.,6 ,rior re(luest that you will be good enough to state if the conditional purchase Amidaie,

noted m the margin has been finally settled. I have, &c„ c.p.sr-m
, GEBAED E. HEEBING- a.Ttack.

-D oo oi .nr. -r, , -------- (cor ine under secretary 1.
?°*efl,to L'B'’ Armidale, for inquiry, 31/8/88. Papers 88-37,687 D, noted to 

Mines, 11/10/88. J.P.JvL, 17/12/88. Mr. Capper. Mr. M'Guanne,—Please give subject matter of 
above quoted papers. W.H.C., 4/1/87. 88-37,686 D is a communication from the Mines Department,
lorwarding letter from Brett and Coghlan, withdrawing opposition to mineral lease being issued. Paper 
still under reference to Mines Department, under B.C., 11/10/88.—J.P.M., 5/1/88.

No. 60. ;
Caption to Deposition of Witnesses. •

at c< jii -m- i *. Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, subsection 1).
New South Wales,) . '

to wit. j
The examination of Alfred James Hack, of Hillgrove, in the Colony of New South Wales, selector ; John

. ri - Jq °f r^Tmi^a^e; ^a^er Warner, of Armidale; Mordaunt Alister Maclean, of
Armidale; Edward Thorne, of Hillgrove; William Gray, of Hillgrove; Edward McNamara, of 

i grove; Martin Bnslane, of Hillgrove; and Michael McNamara, of Hillgrove, in the said Colony. 
Whereas it became a matter for inquiry as to whether the land applied for by Alfred James Hack on the 
p -T’ J-»87, at Armidale, as a conditional purchase, No. 87-91, of 40 acres, county Sandon, parish 
Cooney, was available at date of application, and- it hath been found necessary to investigate the said 
matter on oatn, the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto 

444—D - Crown
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Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, subsection 1). •
Caption to Deposition of Witnesses.

New South Wales, ) 
to wit. )

The examination of James William Metcalfe, of Hillgrove, in the Colony of New South Wales, miner ; 
John Moore, of Armidale ; William Gordon Brereton, of Hillgrove ; Peter Dale, of Hillgrove ; John 
James M'Neill, of Hillgrove; George Burton, of Hillgrove; Christopher Allingham, of Hillgrove; 
George Phillips, of Hillgrove; William Harlow, of Hillgrove; Robert Brown, of Hillgrove; Neil 
O’Donnell, of Hillgrove ; and John Michael Sheahan, of Armidale, in the said Colony.

Wheheas it became a matter for inquiry as to whether the land applied for by Alfred James Hack on the 
21st July, 1887, at Armidale, as conditional purchase, No. 87-91, of 40 acres, county Sandon, parish 
Cooney, was available at date of application, and it hath been found necessary to investigate the said 
matter on oath, the depositions of the several witnesses are appended hereto.'

[Enclosure.
Local Land Board Meeting, Armidale, 18th, 19th, 21st, and 22nd December, 1888.

Case of Alfred James Hack, C.P. 87-91, 21st July, 1887, Armidale, 40 acres, 47th section, county Sandon, parish Cooney.
Members of Board :—F. G. Finley, Esq., J.P., Acting Chairman, C. E. Smith, Esq., P.M., Member.

Solicitors:—Messrs. M‘Donald and Kearney appeared on behalf of A J. Hack ; Messrs. Simpson and Forster appeared on
behalf of Thorne and party.

Examined by Mr. M‘Donald,solicitor: This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, saith as follows :—My name is 
Alfred James Hack; I was the applicant on the 21st July, 1887, for a non-residential selection of 40-acres, county Sandon, 
parish Cooney; I was over the age of 21 years when I applied for the land ; I paid the deposit required by law on that 
land before I selected it; I was on the land the day before ; I examined the plans at the Lands Office and found it was open 
to selection ; I believe there was no one in occupation the day before when I was there ; I went on to the creek on the 20th 
July, 1887, and on to the land, and as far as I could know there was no one there ; I have seen the place since several 
times that Thorne and party pegged out ; I was at the very place on the 20th July, 1887 ; I know that they allege that 
they had, prior to that date, pegged out claims on portion 113 ; I saw that part of portion 113, and I am certain that no 
one was there ; I know that to be a portion of the land they claim on portion 113 ; I also know portion 113 by the marked 
trees on the creek ; I saw the marked tree that morning, and I know that the workings of Thorne and party are within the 
boundaries of portion 113 ; I did not notice any pegs belonging to any person on portion 113 on the 20th July, 1887 ; I 
went to the land with the object of taking up this land as a conditional, purchase the next day, and I searched it very 
carefully ; I went on to the ground after I heard that something had been found there ; I sent Christopher Allingham to 
see the ground the day after I took it up ; I have been on the land since the date of my application, but have not interfered 
with it in any way ; I served Thorne and party with a notice, and protested against anyone being in occupation.

Examined by Mr. Simpson, solicitor : I have not interfered with the land in any way, except serving the notice ; I 
know portion 113, and what it contains, and I applied for 40 acres ; the description is in my application ; I went over one 
portion of this land along the creek carefully, and I did not see any pegs ; I do not know that Smith and Brereton had any 
pegs on portion 113 at that time; I have never heard that Smith and Brereton had pegs on portion 113 ; I know that 
Brereton and Smith’s lease embraces a portion of 113 ; I have not measured the encroachment; I recollect a dispute between 
Thorne and party and Brereton; I may have been in Court or I may not; the dispute was about Breretqn’s southern boundary; 
I know nothing of the dispute of my own knowledge ; I am aware that Brereton and Smith have written to the Minister for 
Mines to have a pre-lease excised from portion 113; looking at a plan marked “A,” and the dotted line thereon, lam 
aware that he wanted the corner of portion excised ; I took this portion of 40 acres, No. 113, as a conditional purchase on 
the 21st July, 1887, as a non-residential selection ; this 40 acres is on a place called the Falls ; I do not know the depth, but 
of my knowledge it is of some considerable distance ; this portion extends from the top to the bottom of the Falls ; I have not 
sworn that I took it up as a business site ; I took up the land as a conditional purchase, knowing it to be open for selection ; 
I did not take this up for auriferous purposes ; I have applied for a permit to work this after I knew that others had proved 
the ground to be auriferous ; it was some considerable time after I made application that I applied for a permit; I think it 
was made about December, but I could not say, as it was made by a firm of solicitors in Sydney ; before I took up this 
selection I had not been on the ground with any particular purpose, and had never prospected it; I have no knowledge 
that the ground was being prospected by Thorne and Gray ; I have heard that there are several applications for lease on 
portion 113 ; I have seen marked trees on the ground, and have heard that it was surveyed for leases ; I have not given the 
other applicants for gold lease notice except Thorne and party, but I did lodge a protest at the Mines Department against the 
granting of gold leases ; it was not long after I made this application that I gave Thorne and party notice ; I know Thorne 
and party’s lease is surveyed, but cannot remember when.

By the Board: I know the position of the workings of Thorne and party ; I am not aware that Thorne and party 
pegged out any portion in virtue of their miners’rights on portion 113; I was not aware when I took up the land that 
Brereton’s lease encroached on portion 113 ; I know now that Brereton’s lease does encroach on this portion, but cannot 
state the exact area. -

By Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: I am aware that the encroachment of Brereton’s does not reduce the area less than 
40 acres; I am aware that all other applications for lease, except Brereton’s, were subsequent to my application for 
conditional purchase ; the first time I heard of Thorne and party’s miners’ rights claim was when the case was before the 
Board in January last; it was then stated by Thorne and Gray before the Land Board ; I was in the Court before the 
Warden in August last year when their lease was dealt with, and I lodged an objection against Thorne and party’s lease in 
August last year; on that occasion I appeared in support of my objection, and I cross-examined Thorne ; on that occasion 
they did not mention one word about their having pegged out under miners’ rights ; they then swore to pegging out their 
lease application on the 29th July, 1887, and added that they had proved the ground to be auriferous some time before 
they pegged it out; I asked him if it was a usual thing for a miner who had found a payable reef to allow so long a time 
to elapse before pegging it out, and he said, “No, it is not usual; but I was working for Brereton at the time I found the 
gold.” .

Examined by Mr. Simpson: I did not follow the line of Brereton’s lease on the 20th July, 1887, on the other side of 
the creek, but I looked along the line in the direction of the trench, and that went as fair as possible to the marked tree ; 
I did not see the blazed trees.
Sworn at Armidale, this 18th day of December, 1888, ) A. J. HACK,

before us,— )
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.

. C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is John Gubben 
Martyn; lama licensed surveyor residing in Armidale; I made the original survey of portion 113, parish Cooney,the 
land which is the subject of inquiry ; I surveyed it on the 1st February, 1882 ; I measured the block as 40 acres ; but it is 
a fact that the area included in the boundaries of my survey was 40 acres 3 roods and 20 perches ; in frontage blocks we are 
allowed a margin ; the roods and perches are always omitted from the plan in accordance with the regulations ; that block 
fronted to Baker’s Creek. •

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: My survey was given as 40 acres 3 roods and 20 perches, but I called it 40 acres, 
as allowed in regulations ; I have gone over my former calculations ; I find it to be 40 acres 3 roods 20 perches, not 40 acres 
2 roods 24 perches ; I do not know any of the circumstances in connection with Hack’s application ; if five men's

ground
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ground as a mineral lease were taken out of the portion 300 x 200, it would be under 40 acres ; I do not know anything of 
an application by Brereton and Smith for a portion of this land looking at the plan A ; I see Brereton and Smith’s appli
cation for gold lease 166, 30th April, 1887, and that would take in a portion of 113 ; I cannot say how much the fixed blue 
or dotted blue line would embrace of portion 113.

By the Board : The area in excess is inside the portion 113, a marked tree stands on the corner of the portion, and 
there is no peg.

By Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: The tree stands at the north-east corner.
Sworn at Armidale, this 18th day of December, ) JOHN G. MARTYN.

1888, before us,— (
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

_ Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Walter Warner, 
licensed surveyor, living in this district; I made a survey on the morning of the 20th January, 1888, upon portion 113, 
parish Cooney; looking at the plan A, I made a survey of the dotted blue line, which shows the encroachment of Brereton 
and Smith’s lease application ; T found the area of that encroachment to be about 12 perches ; that is gold lease 166 ; I also 12 perches, 
estimated the encroachment shown by the firm blue line by calculation, and found it in area to be a little over a quarter of 
an acre ; I found the tree on the corner of portion 113.

_ Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: I did not put the chain over the firm blue line, and I did not survey the original 
portion 113 ; I did not see a peg on the corner of portion 113 ; it was a tree there ; I do not remember seeing any pegs on 
portion 113 ; I took my line from the marked tree at the north-east comer.

By the Board : I cannot remember having seen any pegs on the ground.
Sworn at Armidale, this 18th day of December, 1888, ) WALTER WARNER.

before us,— ( -
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

_ Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald: This deponent being duly sworn, maketh oath, and saith as follows :—My name 
is Mordaunt Alister Maclean, draftsman in the District Survey Office, Armidale, looking at the map of the parish of Cooney 
from the District Survey Office, Armidale, I observe portion 113 of 40 acres ; on the 21st July, 1887, portion 113 was not 
within the Guyra River Gold-field Reserve ; at that time the land appeared as open for selection ; I am aware a gold-field has 
been gazetted on the 30th August, 1887 ; and portion 113 is within the boundaries of that proclamation ; prior to the date 
of proclamation, portion 113, had been applied for as a conditional purchase by A. J. Hack.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: No portion of this portion 113, prior to 30th August, 1887, formed part of a gold
field reserve or any other reserve as far as the records show.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald: I am aware the land adjoined water reserve 1,393a.
Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: It appears by this plan that portion 113 was Crown land at the date of application 

by Hack ; a measured portion.
Sworn at Armidale, this 18th day of December, 1888, ) M, A. MACLEAN,

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Edward Thorne; I 
am a gold-miner; and I have got a miner’s right, and had a miner’s right for last year, 1887 ; 1 know measured portion 113, 
of 40 acres, county Sandon, parish Cooney ; I know the marked tree at the north-east corner ; I applied for a lease of 
portion of this portion 113, under the name of Thorne and party ; I cannot remember when I pegged this out as a gold 
lease ; I took possession under my miner’s right on the 16th July, 1887, and pegged it out; Gray and I were present on 
that occasion ; we then pegged out six men’s ground ; there was myself. Gray, Leslie, Golding, and Emerson; this was all 
there were, so there was only five men’s ground ; the area of the land pegged out was, I believe, 60 x 60, but I can 
hardly remember what we pegged out; the land we pegged out was down the falls just over the creek, a portion of it was 
on measured portion 113 ; when we pegged it out we worked it every day ; the other four men did not work at the time we 
pegged it out; two of us worked the land on the day we pegged it out, the others worked it a day or two after we took it 
up ; I found a reef there the same day as we pegged it out; there was more than one reef on the ground; there were two 
reefs ; we have been in possession working this as a gold lease, and are working this up to the present time ; the land we 
pegged out under our miners’ rights was embraced entirely within the gold lease ; we applied for a 10-acre gold lease; 
McNamara and myself pegged out the gold lease ; I think both the McNamaras were there on the land at the time of 
pegging out the gold lease ; I made the lockspits in accordance with the regulations, put pegs up.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald : I do not recollect the date I pegged the gold lease, but I do recollect the date of 
my pegging out under my miner’s right, because I noted it down at the time ; Gray and I pegged it out on a Saturday 
between 2 and 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and we worked on it that day ; I do not know the day the others worked on the 
land ; I would not swear that they worked on it within ten days ; I remember giving evidence before the Land Court in 
January last; I say that some of the others worked on the land ; it is not true that some of the men were never on the 
ground at that time ; they were all there at different times ; I do not recollect swearing in January last that Leslie never 
worked on the ground or was there at all ; Leslie had no interest in it after we applied for the lease ; neither had Golding 
or Emerson ; I cannot say whether these three men worked on the land ; I worked on the land every day, including the 
16th, and since I was in Mr. Brereton’s employment at that time, and I worked for Mr. Brereton about a week after the 
16th ; my working hours were eight hours a day, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. ; I could not say when I left Brereton ; it might 
have been a week after the 16th ; I will swear I worked two hours a day on the land during the time I was in Brereton’s 
employ, and my mates worked with me sometimes ; Gray and I worked regularly ; that is Gray came sometimes ; Gray was in 
Mr. Brereton’s employment; I cannot say how many times Gray worked there ; I cannot remember if any of the others 
worked there ; a portion of the ground I pegged out as a quartz claim was on portion 113 ; the reef is on the north-east 
side of our 10 acres, and in pegging out we pegged out along the reef, making the reef as near as possible the centre ; there 
would not be much of our quartz claim on portion 113 ; I cannotsay if there was as much as half our claim on portion 113 ; 
I recollect giving evidence before the Warden in August last year, when Mr. Hack objected to our claim ; I do not remember 
saying that we found the reef on portion 113 about a week before my pegging it out on the 29th July, 1887 ; we pegged it 
out as soon as we found it; I would not swear that I did not say in reply to Mr. Hack, “ I did not peg it out sooner, because 
I was in the employ of Mr. Brereton ” ; I did not register the claim I pegged out on the 16th July with the Warden’s 
Clerk ; I have been mining for about twelve years ; I have been mining in this Colony for about three years ; I produce a 
note-book, with a note in it, that I pegged out the land on the 16th July ; I made the note in my book on the 16th July ; 
I do not know how long I have had the book ; I was working on a reserve at Tilbuster before going out to Hillgrove.
Sworn at Armidale, this 18th day of December, 1888, | E. THORNE,

before us,— ^ j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

' ~ Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: This deponent being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is William Gray ; I am a 
gold-miner, residing at Hillgrove ; I hold a miner’s right, and did hold one for last year, 1887 ; I am a partner in the firm 
of Thorne and party ; I know block 113, county Sandon, parish Cooney ; I know the north-east corner of that portion ; 
there is a peg and a tree marked at the north-east comer ; the peg represents two parties, one Thorne and party, and the 
other Hanlon ; that is about 10 or 12 links from where the tree is marked; the corner I refer to is the corner of a gold

lease,
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lease, and I also know where the corner tree stands on the corner of portion 113 ; I know the lower portion of 113, that is 
near the creek ; I pegged out a claim on this portion with Thorne the last witness ; we pegged it out on Saturday the 16th 
July, 1887 ; nobody else was with us when we pegged it out; we pegged out five men’s ground along the line of reef ; 
looking at the plan, marked “ A,” all the claim was pegged out, the biggest part of it on portion 113 ; we pegged out about 
300 feet along the line of reef by 200 feet; when we pegged it out on Saturday afternoon, we worked on it the rest of the 
afternoon, that is Thorne and I; the names of the five men were, Thorne, Gray, Emerson, Golding, and Leslie ; after the 
16th July, Thorne and I were working there every day after I had done my work for Mr. Brereton ; I worked for Mr. 
Brereton eight hours a day, and the rest of the day, sometimes two, three, and four hours, I worked on my claim; Thorne 
was with me, but the'other parties were not-with us on all occasions ; some of the others worked a little on the ground, 
but Thorne and I 'did the principal part of the work ; we found the one reef on the land on the ] 6th July ; when wre pegged 
it out; the other reef we found about the 23rd or 24th July ; that was the second reef ; we applied for a lease on the 29th 
July ; we had a disagreement with some of our party, and we applied for a 10-acre lease in the name of another party ; 
Thorne and I were still in the lease ; we took in the two McNamaras, Argles, and Edwards ; this application was formed 
in the name of six parties, and we have been in possession ever since; looking at the plan “A,” the dotted blue line 
represents the line between us and Brereton ; Brereton then claimed the firm blue line, and claimed that firm blue line up 
to August, 1887, J think ; that firm blue line would embrace a great deal more land of portion 113 than the broken blue 
line ; we had notice about trespass on this land about three or four weeks after w’e took up this land ; the notice was that 
we were trespassing on Mr. Hack’s freehold, or something to that effect ; this lease we have measured to us, and this lease 
embraces the whole of the land we took up under miners’ rights ; Golding did not do much on this ground after the 16th 
July ; he was there several times ; I knocked off work for Brereton about the 27th or 28th July, 1887 ; our datum post for 
the lease is on portion 113.

Cross-examined by Mr. M'Donald : I used to work for Mr. Brereton between 7‘30 a.m. and 5 p.m. ; it was dusk at 
5 o’clock at that time ; we had our hour for meals, and worked for eight hours ; we worked with a candle on our lease ; 
Thorne and I used to go after we had done our work for Brereton : we did not work always together ; we did not knock 
off work always at the same time ; I do not know what date Thorne left Mr. Brereton ; we have worked every day on 
our claim, and up'-to the present date ; I know a man named M‘Neill; he was not working with us ; he was working at 
Brereton’s at the same time, and was not camped with me; I am a married man; 1 do not think he was camped with 
Thorne ; we were camped close together ; we were mates, and used to converse in the evenings ; M'Neill asked me for a 
share in the land, or, in other words, asked me if I could give him a show, but he did not say where ; when M ‘Neill came back 
from Armidale, on the 23rd or 24th July, I told him we had found the reef, but I cannot swear to the exact date ; I cannot 
swear that he returned on the Monday ; M‘Neill never worked with me at all; Thorne was with me when I pegged out the 
land on the 16th July ; it was in the afternoon ; I gave evidence here before the Land Court in January last, and on that 
occasion I said that we pegged it out in the afternoon ; I stuck* in pegs and made trenches in assisting to peg out the land ; 
the pegs we put in were about 3 or 4 feet high and 3 inches square ; in putting in the pegs under our miners’ rights we 
started at the nort-east corner of portion 113, about 8 or 9 links from the tree marked 113 ; we then went 200 feet south
westerly along the creek, and then about 300 feet north-westerly, and then across the reef again to the point of commence
ment ; the reef is nearer the north-eastern boundary of our gold lease than the south-western boundary ; we paced the dis
tance along the creek, but did not measure it exactly ; the pegs we put in to mark the ground are not there now ; since it 
was surveyed as a lease, more than six months ago ; the pegs we put in as a miner’s right were there when we gave evidence 
before the Land Board last time, and the datum peg of the quartz claim, put in on the 16th July, is within a few links of 
the corner of portion 113, and was standing at the time when I gave evidence before the Land Board in January last ,* the 
datum peg for gold lease and miner’s right is identical, and it was big enough for anyone to see at that date ; we pegged 
fresh for a gold lc£se on the 29th July, and started from the same peg, but put in other pegs for the other corners ; it is not 
a fact that we would not have Golding in the party for the lease application because he had not a miner’s right ; I was not 
aware that Golding had not a miner’s right; we never registered our claim with the "Warden’s Clerk ; we were prospecting 
it, and did not know that it was applied for as a conditional purchase; there was no gold in the first reef that we found on 
the 16th July, but there was gold in the one we found on the 23rd July ; Emerson, Golding, and Leslie worked on the 
land at odd times ; I will swear that Leslie worked on the ground, but I do not remember whether he worked on it while 
we held it under miner’s right; I did not sign a petition to the Minister, asking for a refusal of Hack’s conditional pur
chase, as there was a large amount of machinery on the land ; there is some machinery on the land, but I cannot swear 
whether it is on the land or just off it; we have had it there since March last.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: We have had the machinery on the land since about two months after we took the 
land up.

Cross-examined by Mr. M(Donald: I was not here when the objection of A. J. Hack, lodged against Thorne’s lease, 
was heard before the Warden in August, 1887 ; when I said, in answer to you, a little while ago, M‘Neill and I were 
talking about selections,! had one at Bathurst, I made a mistake, as we were not talking about selections.
Sworn, at Armidale, this 18th day of January, 1887, j

• before us,— \ WILLIAM GRAY.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.

• C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Edward McNamara ; I 
am a miner, residing at Hillgrove ; I am one of the parties in the firm of Thorne and party, and applicants for a lease of 
10 acres ; I knowrportion 113, parish Cooney, that Hack selected, subject of this inquiry; our lease embraces some por
tion of this portion 113 ; we gave notice of intention to apply for this lease on the 29th July, 1887 ; before we applied for 
this lease we had,occasion to visit the ground; I was taken there on the 25th July by Gray and Thorne ; I saw that they 
had opened a small leader on the ground ; I saw that work had been performed on the ground ; they asked me over to see 
the reef that they, (Thorne and Gray) had found, and they said they had no money to work it; I inspected the ground, and I 
saw the pegs myself; looking at the plan “A,” I point out where there was a peg about half a chain from the tree marked 
113 ; south of that about 300 feet I saw another peg, and north-west about 300 feet I saw another peg ; I saw another peg 
north-east of portion 169 ; all this evidence about the pegs refers to the quartz claim that I saw on the 25th July ; previous 
to the 23rd July I saw two pegs close to the creek; on the 29th July, 1887, we applied for a lease, and we have been 
working on the ground ever since ; we had a small two-head battery there ; there was a dispute between our boundary and 
Brereton’s boundary; that is our northern boundary and Brereton’s southern boundary ; there was about and acre in dis
pute between Thorne and party and Brereton ; there would be half an acre of the portion in dispute in portion 113 ; I got 
a notice from Mr. A. J. Hack, on or about the 3rd August, claiming the land ; the day before I got the notice I saw Hack, 
and on that occasion he said, ‘ ‘ Chaps, I do not know whether you are working oh the ground claimed by me or not; if 
you are I certainly "will have to object to you ” ; Hack never said anything then about his comer pegs, and I have received 
no notice whatever, excepting what I have already mentioned ; I helped to peg out the lease on the 29th July; I am the 
holder of a miners right, and held one in 1887.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney : I had no interest in the miners’ rights until the 25th July ; I worked mates with 
them from the 25th, share and share alike ; I did not purchase a share in this ; there were three parties to go out between 
the time they pegged out their mining tenement and my joining them; there was no transfer of this mining tenement 
registered to me, and I am aware that there was no registration of the mining tenement; there was no repegging on the 
25th, when I joined ; there were four fresh men who joined the party on the 25th, including myself ; there were three to go out 
and four to come in, and this made a six men’s claim of it; the names of the persons who came in were Michael McNamara, 
Alfred Argles, J. C. Edwards, and myself, and the matter remained in that position until we made our application on the 
29th ; there were no transfers ; it was about dinner-time that I went on to the ground on the 25th, and went with Gray 
there and Thorne ; it is the same witness as in Court; I had been prospecting about there for some months ; I saw two pegs 
there on the 23rd, but the trenches did not seem to have been freshly done ; there were not a great number of pegs in that 
locality ; the pegs I saw represented about five men’s ground ; I was present when they put down the pegs to mark the 
10-acre lease. We left the pegs of the quartz claim standing, and put other pegs outside for the lease ; the peg near the 
corner tree was left; to the best of my opinion the datum peg was left there ; the pegs we put in were conspicuous, and 
could be seen ; they were of the usual height; I have seen the ground recently, and I know two of the pegs are not there ; 
I do not know what became of them ; I cannot say when I saw the two pegs there last; I never heard of them being 

‘removed ; they were there after the 29tl} July, and after that we took no notice of them ; on the 25th, when I visited the 
* land.
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land, I saw a hole that had been made by a pick and shovel; I think the hole may have been 5 feet long; it was an 
ordinary trench ; they were prospecting at that time ; this was situated under the big boulder ; I have no doubt about that 
whatever ; I have been earning my livelihood by mining for some years ; I could not tell what length of time had been 
expended in the trench, it might have been done in a day, or it might have taken a week.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: I know that Thorne and Gray had found a reef before they told me ; I knew some 
two or three days before they came and showed it to me ; they came and borrowed our mortar and showed me some stone.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney: I said that I worked on and off this land since the 25th July ; I have not worked 
on it continually myself since that date, I mean some of our party have ; if there had been no crushing done while the 
trench was being dug it could have been done in a day ; there was no usual transfer, when 1 joined the party, of any share 
that I acquired in the claim ; on the 23rd July I saw two pegs myself, and on the 25th I was shown the four pegs by 
Thorne and Gray ; I did not go over the whole of the ground ; on the 23rd July I knew the two pegs did not belong to 
Brereton, but I did not know that they belonged to Thorne and party.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: The two pegs I saw' on the 23rd July were two of the pegs shown to me by Thorne 
and Gray on the 25th July ; it is all hard working ground on the side of this mountain.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney: There was stone there.
By the Board : Looking at the plan A, I observe portion 113 ; I will swear positively that three pegs shown to me 

by Thorne and party were on portion 113, that is, the pegs under the miners’ rights.
bdward McNamara.

Sworn at Armidale, the 19th December, 1888, ) 
before us,— j

F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman. 
' C. E. Smith, P.M. .

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson, recalled and resworn: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name 
is William Cray; I gave evidence here yesterday ; I recollect the 25th July, 1887 last; I saw Edward McNamara ; I took 
him up to my miners’ rights claim ; I took him there to show him that we had found a reef ; I showed him the reef, and 
he asked me where our top pegs were ; when he started to go up, I said, “ You had better join us, as we are poor, and 
some of our partners are going out ” ; before the 25th July I went to borrow his mortar ; it was on the 17th that I borrowed 
McNamara’s mortar ; it was on a Sunday, that was the next day after we took up the ground ; I believe I showed McNamara 
the stone, and that was out of our reef ; after that everybody knew that Thorne and party had pegged out.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘JDonald: It was on Sunday, the 17th July, that I borrowed McNamara’s mortar ; I did 
not crush the stone that day; I did not show McNamara what I got out of it.

WILLIAM GRAY.
Sworn at Armidale, this 19th day of December, 1888,1 

before us,— J
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman. 
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson : This deponent, duly sworn, maketh oath, and saith as follows :—My name is Martin 
Brislane ; I am a miner at Hillgrove, and I am one ol the party of Hanlon and party, and we adjoin Thorne and party ; I 
know where the marked tree of portion 113 on the creek is ; I know Thorne and party’s Enterprise Claim ; I know Thorne 
and Gray ; I recollect going on to the land they pegged out; I did not see them pegging out, but I saw Thorne and Gray 
on the 16th ; it was a Saturday; I saw them bringing stone from the direction of Thorne and party’s claim on that day ; it 
was after dinner ; they brought the stone to the camp and threw it down and burnt it sometime after on the same day and 
crushed it, but I did not see what they got out of it; on the Saturday following I went to peg out some ground, and then 
we went to find the top pegs of Thorne and Gray’s claim ; we found the pegs of their claim some time after looking for 
them ; we were then pegging out a claim on the top of their claim ; I did not go round any other pegs ; I have seen Thorne 
and Gray on their claim before the 23rd ; I could not say how many times I saw them there before the 23rd.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘I)onald: Our claim joins the bottom end of Thorne and party’s, but I pegged out ou the 
top end ; I pegged out at the top end before I joined Hanlon and party, but did not keep it; I know that it is the 16th, 
because I went to work for Brereton on the 13th, and worked half a day on the 13th ; there was a man named M‘Neill with 
Brereton at the same time ; he was not in the camp when they brought the stone, and knew nothing about them finding 
the reef until he came out from Armidale ; we were all camped together ; I do not know that part of Hanlon & Co.’s lease 
is on portion 113, except what I am told ; I do not know that if Hack loses this land that I shall get a larger area of land 
than if he did not; I know that our lease has not been granted to us yet, and I do not know tho reason why.

. Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney : There was a telegram sent to the Mines Department about the sale of our claim ; 
I did not cause a telegram to be sent as to the cause why the lease was not granted, and did not receive a reply ; I heard 
Mr. Elliott read a telegram, and I cannot say that the telegram gave the reason why the lease was not granted.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson : There is no arrangement between myself and Thorne and party assuming that I 
would get more ground if Hack, loses this land; this would make no difference in my evidence.
Sworn at Armidale, this 19th day of December, 1888, ) MARTIN BRISLANE.

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: This witness being recalled and resworn, states :—My name is Alfred James Hack ; 
I have never conditionally purchased land in New South Wales before the present application; I have never before held a 
selection of any kind.

By the Board : I discovered that this portion was over 40 acres subsequent to my making application for it; I did 
not know at the time I applied that it was over 40 acres ; I took this land up as a measured portion of 40 acres ; I was not 
aware that Brereton and party’s gold-lease interfered with portion 113 when I took the land up. .

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson: I was told that the area of this portion was over 40 acres.
Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney: I went purposely on to the ground to select it.

Sworn at Armidale, this 19th day of December, 1888, ) . A. J. HACK,
before us,— \

F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

' Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Michael McNamara ; 
I am one of the party of Thorne and party ; I hold a miner’s right, and had one in 1887 ; I know portion 113, parish 
Cooney, and I know the tree at the north-east corner ; in fact, I know the whole of the corners ; I know Graj' and Thorne, 
and I also know that they have a quartz-mining claim; I know it by their showing me their pegs on the 26th July, 1887 ; 
I went round the ground with them on that day ; I should say the north-east peg of their claim is about half a chain from 
a marked tree, No. 113 ; that was the peg they showed me as the peg of their mining tenement; I went to the south-easterly 
peg, and from thereto the south-westerly peg, and from there to the northerly peg, as I should term it, the north-westerly 
peg ; the greater portion of this land stands on portion 113, and except the northerly peg, and that may have stood outside 
portion 113, the ground they had pegged, I should say, was 300 x 200 feet; it might be an acre and a half, but I could not 
say exactly ; there was a dispute between Brereton’s southern boundary and Thorne and party ; looking at the plan “A” 
I see a dotted blue line ; Brereton’s peg stood on the corner of the dotted blue line ; taking Mr. Brereton’s southern line as 
shown by dotted blue line, it embraces a corner of portion 113 ; I cannot say what area ; I saw Mr. Brereton’s application 
for gold-mining lease of 8 acres, that being the southern peg of his lease ; I stood at the southern peg of Brereton’s lease 
and looked along the line of his lockspit; I saw that it embraced part of portion 113 ; on the 26th July, 1887, I understood 
I had an interest in the ground which had been preferred to me by my brother on the 25th July ; on the 29th July I applied

' ' . for
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for a lease of this ground, with five other parties, and I prospected on the ground that they showed me ; they pegged.out 
from the 26th to the 29th ; we have machinery there ; the mine is opened up ; on the 26th July I had a look at the hole 
that Thorne and party had opened on one side of the reef ; the ground looked as if it had been recently worked, and there 
had been quartz crushed on this reef ; on the 26th July, I crushed some quartz myself out of the reef pegged out by Thorne 
and party, under their miner’s right; the 26th was the first day that Thorne and party told me they had found the reef ; 
from something I heard previous to the 26th, I went on to the ground to look at it.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney: I became interested in this land for the first time on the 26th ; there was no 
transfer, as far as interest of the land was concerned, on the 26th July ; at that time, as far as I knew, this was a quartz 
claim of five men ; up to that date all I knew about the pegs was from hearsay; at the time I stood on Brereton’s peg, and 
looked along the line; I knew the marked tree of portion 113 ; I saw the tree previous to my looking along the lockspits, 
and I had been prospecting for some five or six weeks previous to the 26th July ; I had not seen this land pegged out prior 
to the 26th J uly, and had no connection with Thorne and party during the five or six weeks referred to ; I have had a fair 
experience as a miner, and while I was prospecting there I might not have seen the pegs there ; my object for prospecting 
was with the idea that I might possibly find a reef worth taking up ; in the event of my finding anything, I would have 
looked out for pegs ; I remember giving evidence here in Warden’s Court on one occasion, to the best of my knowledge 
last year, but the date I cannot fix ; in all probability I did state in the Warden’s Court that we at first intended to apply 
for this ground under miners’ rights, but changing our minds, we remarked, and applied for the land to lease ; I do not 
remember if I stated on that occasion whether Thorne and Gray held a quartz claim ; my position as regards the quartz 
claim is not altered from that day to this ; I had not seen any quartz raised from Thorne and party’s land previous to the 
26th ; the quartz I crushed on the 26th contained a little gold, but not much ; we have erected a small water-mill, I think 
it is on portion 113, and a small 2-head stamper ; we started to erect these in September, 1887 ; it is used for crushing 
quartz that we raised off that ground, and has not been used for any other purpose since ; I am pretty certain about the 
position of this machinery ; it stands between the two corner trees of 113 in the creek ; according to the plan “ A ” the 
machinery stands on the land applied for by Hanlon & Co. as a lease ; I know, for a positive fact, that it is not within 
the portion applied for as miners’ rights ; it is not in the portion applied for by us as a lease on the 29th July ; I signed a 
petition to the Minister for Mines, asking that Hack’s conditional purchase be refused, on the ground that large sums of 
money had been expended in machinery and working the ground.
Sworn at Armidale, the 19th day of December, 1888, 7 MICHAEL McNAMARA.

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Case postponed until Friday, the 21st instant, at 11 o’clock.

t Cross-examined by Mr. Forster: This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name, is Jantes William 
Metcalfe ; I am a miner; I know Gray and Thome, by having seen them knocking about the Baker’s Falls ; I was at 
Morton’s on the loth July, 1887 ; Morton’s is a half-way house between Armidale and Hillgrove ; on the noon of the 16th 
I went down the Falls ; I saw two men pegging out some ground between 2 and 3 o’clock ; I said to them, “Hullo, you 
are pegging out a claim,” and they replied, “ Yes I asked them if they had a miner’s right, and they said, “Yes, they 
were pegging out five men’s ground” ; I said, “ You had better give me a show in it,” and they said, “We cannot—it is 
too late ” ; there is a tree marked 113, and the peg is put about half a chain away from the tree 113, the north-east corner 
of the ground, the way it is laid ; this land Thorne and Gray were pegging out was on the opposite side to Hillgrove and 
Baker’s Creek Company’s claim ; I saw them put the peg in and cut the trenches out; I only saw one peg and trench in the 
lower end of the ground ; the ground is a little steep.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney: It was only from a remark they made to me that they were pegging out five men’s 
ground; Gray passed this remark; my memory is very good as to dates; I have got the date of 16th July noted in a 
book, which I do not produce ; I met with an unfortunate accident on the 15th November, 1887, at Hillgrove ; I may have 
noted the accident in my book ; I was not spoken to before the 18th, not until last evening, about giving evidence here ; 
Gray spoke to me last evening, and said to me, “ What day did you come down the Falls ?” and I said, “On the 16th”; 
when I got on the ground on the 16th, Gray and Thorne were pegging out the ground ; I never said to Mr. Hack that these 
men were blasting on the ground; I told Mr. Hack that it was days afterwards the 16th that they were blasting; I did not go 
all round the ground ; I saw them putting the last peg in about half a chain from tree marked 113 ; I cannot tell what sort 
of a boulder they got out, as it is so long ago ; I did not take notice on the 21st or 22nd whether there was anything else 
near this boulder ; the ground is very steep above where they put in the trench ; I did not notice if they put a trench in 
for a reef; I might have signed a petition against Hack getting the ground, but I do not remember.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, \ J. W. METCALFE,

before us,— /
F. G. Finley. J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn on oath, states My name is John Moore ; I 
am a storekeeper residing in Armidale; I know block 113, parish Cooney, Hillgrove Falls ; I was an applicant with others 
for this block ; I cannot recollect the date I selected it; I think it was after the year 1881 ; we applied for 40 acres ; 
looking at plan “ A ” I recognize portion shown thereon in red colour as No. 113, and adjoining blocks 109 and 110 ; at the 
time we applied for this land, and we only paid for 40 acres, and the land was surveyed to us ; the interest we only paid 
on 40 acres up to the time of its lapsing, in consequence of Mr. Speer not paying for his interest.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) JOHN MOORE,

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, resworn and recalled: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My 
name is William Gray ; I remember giving evidence referring to the pegging out of the five men’s ground ; they each had 
miners’ rights ; the names of the parties were Thorne, Leslie, Emerson, Golding, and myself ; they showed me their miners’ 
rights ; Golding has three names which he goes by ; they are Golding, Purchase, and Purdey. '

Cross-examined by Mr. McDonald: I do not know where Golding is now ; I may have seen him two or three months 
ago ; I was present at the Land Court in J anuary last; I do not remember whether Golding was called at that Court; I do not 
think he gave evidence ; I do not recollect Mr. Badham being called ; I do not know that Golding obtained a miner’s right 
at the office here in October, 1887 ; Golding showed me a miner’s right in the name of Purdey or Purchase, not in the name 
of Golding ; I was never asked if his name was Purchase or Purdey ; in January last I did not say if his miner’s right was 
in the name of Purchase or Purdey ; I did not read his miner’s right; he told me that his miner’s right was in the name of 
Purdey, but he said I am better known as Golding ; it was taken out at Armidale ; this same man did not have an interest 
in another claim with me ; he is not the same man that sold a cab to me; I had a buggy given over to me, but I never 
bought it; the man that lent me the cab is the same man as had an interest in the Enterprise claim of five men’s ground. 
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) WILLIAM GRAY,

before us,— j
F. G, Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
G. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor: This witness being duly resworn on oath, states:—My name is John 
Griffin Martyn ; I am a licensed surveyor residing in this district; I know block 113 referred to in this case ; I think it 
was applied for by John Moore for 40 acres under the 19th section ; I surveyed this land as 40 acres ; when I measured the 
block I knew the block contained more than 40 acres; at the time I measured I made it 40 acres 2 roods 24 perches;

since
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since then I have increased the area slightly ; it is quite possible that surveyors may make a difference in the survey of 
traversing creek boundaries, and it is a discretionary matter with surveyor as to the traversing boundaries on a creek ; we 
recognize the edge of the bed of the creek as the boundary of the portion ; the fair mean high water-mark which the 
surveyor fixes at the time of his survey from what he sees.

Gross-examined by Mr. Kearney, solicitor: Having taken this mean I surveyed the block, and the survey has been 
accepted, I believe.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) JOHN G. MARTYN.

before us,— j ■
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney, solicitor: This deponent, duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is William Gordon 
Brereton; 1 am a miner; I am interested in same claim at Hillgrove ; I know the end of portion 113 near the creek ; 1 
have not been much on that block ; I made an application for a lease, and it crosses the creek ; I have been on the ground ; 
looking at the plan “ A” I pegged off gold lease 166 ; I think I pegged this out in April, 1887, I point out on the plan, at 
the north-east corner a tree marked 113 ; in April, 1887, there were no pegs there that I could see, only what I put in 
myself ; T saw this land every month after this until the end of the year ; I saw some pegs there, but I would not be sure 
whether it was in July or August; I saw lots of pegs there a month or two after I pegged out; I saw one peg in particular 
inside the land I pegged put, claimed by Thorne and party, up the creek about 1 chain or 1J chain outside of block 113, and 
they claimed that as their datum until the surveyor came, and after that, as far as I know, they started on a new line 
altogether ; I knew Thorne and Gray pretty well; they had been in my employ a little while ; I think I only paid them 
once ; they were only about a fortnight with me ; on the 26th July I paid Thorne £4 17s. for two weeks and one hour, and 
on the 28th July I paid Gray £5 8s. for thirteen and a half days work ; I was on the land then looking after it but not 
doing much work ; they were generally there before I came in the morning, and I very seldom left before they finished in 
the evening ; their working hours were from 7’30 a.m. to 5 p.m., with an hour for dinner ; their day’s work was for eight 
hours ; the half hour was so they could knock off at 12 o’clock on Saturday ; I have no doubt that they worked constantly 
whilst in my employ ; they did not work on block 113, as far as I knew, while in my employ ; as soon as they had done 
work I got on my horse and went to the top of the hill; it was in the middle of winter ; it was often dark %vhen I got oh 
to the top of the hill; Thorne told me that he had found a piece of ground of his own, and was not going to work any more 
for me, and I paid him as soon as ever he told me ; I paid him on the same day, but I thought it was about the 26th July ; 
I went down on my horse on the morning ; I think it was a Tuesday, and this was the first time that they told me that 
they had found a piece of ground ; I never heard any blasting going on before the date Thorne left me ; that is on portion 
113 ; I know the position of their claim very well.

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor: I did not put all these writings in my book at the same time ; there may 
have been writing in my note-book on the second leaf before I wrote in lead-pencil; I never rubbed anything out; looking 
at plan marked “ A ” I encroached on portion 113 by firm blue line showing my application for gold lease made in April; 1 
withdrew my claim as far as the firm blue line and accepted the dotted blue line by mutual agreement with Thorne and 
party ; notwithstanding this, there was still a small encroachment on portion 113 ; after that I never asked for a part of 
the firm blue line to be excised; I wrote to the Minister asking for a part of dotted blue line to be excised, that is, a small 
part inside the dotted blue line ; I mean the encroachment of portion 113 from my lease ; I wanted a modification cutting 
that out of my lease ; I recollect giving evidence here before the Land Court on or about the 20th January, 1888 ; I cannot 
remember the exact date ; my lease has been granted to me for about 7 acres ; I recollect the dispute between Thome and 
party and myself before the Warden ; I was in possession of the firm blue line up to the date that the surveyor came and 
surveyed it; I think the lease survey was made before the date of the Warden’s Court; I have remarked before the Land 
Court and before the Warden that Thorne and party’s peg was on my land ; their peg was about 1 chain or 1J chain from 
the marked tree 113 ; I saw other pegs on the other side of the tree ; my peg at the top was an apple-tree stump ; there 
was one wet day while Thorne and party worked for me ; I did not make a note of this wet day ; I think this was the only 
wet day ; they do not generally work on wet days ; there had been very little work done on my ground at that time ; I had 
four men there prospecting; I was dollying in the creek very often all day long ; I often would be dollying all day long 
from 8 o’clock to 5, except Sundays ; I might have been away half-an-hour or an hour at different times ; my application for 
lease was 8 acres, and about 7 acres has been allowed to me ; the dotted blue line forms a boundary of the 7 acres.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney, solicitor: The loss of the acre on my gold lease does not all come out of portion 113. 
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, { W. G. BRERETON.

before us,— \
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. Kearney, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Peter Daly; 
I am a miner ; I was a miner in July, 1887 ; I was at Hillgrove nearly all of July; I know portion 113; I was on that 
portion about the 27th July; I saw Michael and Edward McNamarra there ; they were taking out a big rock that they said 
covered a reef ; they had just about commenced the work ; they had been working there about half-an-hour; I did not see 
any pegs on the ground ; I went on to the land to see about pegging a piece for myself, but I did not search so diligently 
as I would have done had I liked the ground ; I could not see any other work done on the ground, except the work at the 
rock ; I had been mining at Hillgrove some time previous to this ; I am an old miner; I fixed the time in my mind by the 
receipt for the purchase of a horse. •

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor .- I was only on the ground once, but I looked pretty carefully over it.
By the Board : I did not know at that time that I was on portion 113, except what I was told ; I did not see a tree 

marked 113.
Sworn at Armidale this 21st day of December, 1888, ) PETER DALY.

before us,— j ’
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman. .
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is John 
James M‘Neill; I was at Hillgrove about the commencement of July last year; I was working for Mr. Brereton at that 
time; I know Gray and Thorne; they came to work for Brereton after I did ; they worked for Brereton during the 
time I worked for him ; I came into Armidale on the 23rd July ; it was a Saturday evening; I considered about this date 
when I was summoned to appear in this case ; I had been working for Brereton from somewhere about the beginning of 
July ; my family were living in Armidale when I came in to see them ; I received £4 from Brereton for wages; I went 
back to Hillgrove on the Monday following ; I had some conversation with Thome on the Monday night, the 25th ; he said 
to me, “ I found something good on Saturday while you were away in Armidale ” ; he did not seem to care to show me 
where it was ; I saw where Thorne went, it was on the opposite side of the creek to where we were camped ; I went over 
to see the ground that Thorne was working ; I went over on a Wednesday, it was the 27th ; I had no other conversation 
with him on the Wednesday about this.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson, solicitor: I cannot fetch it any other date but the 23rd ; Mr. Hack did not say 
anything to me about the date. ■
Sworn at Armidale this 21st day of December, 1888, ) ' J. J. M‘NEILL.

before us,— j " ’
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M. '

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states:—My name is George 
Burton; I was at Hillgrove last year working for George Smith; I was mining for him; altogether I was working for 
eighteen months for Smith ; I know Gray and Thome ; I know the place where they had a claim at Hillgrove; I know

portion
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portion 113 ; it is close to Baker’s Creek mine ; it is north-west from Baker’s Creek ; I knew the place where Thorne and 
Gray’s claim is before they took it up ; I have split timber on that land, but I cannot state the day or date ; I have seen 
Thorne and Gray working at their claim just after they had pegged it out, but cannot say the date ; I remember seeing 
Hack at their claim ; Hack served some of the party with a notice, they were working on the ground a week or so before that 
I suppose it was about a week before they pegged it out; I was splitting timber there ; I saw them working on the ground 
I suppose between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., ordinary working hours; 1 know the two McNamaras; I have seen them working 
there ; I saw them working there the day the notice was served, and a few days before it also ; there was only my mate 
working with me then, and there was no one on it then ; I was camped close to it; I have seen Thorne and party working 
at a tunnel by candle-light, but not about that time ; I never saw them working by candle-light before Hack served them 
with the notice ; there was one shot fired at Thorne and Gray’s after the time I saw Hack.

By the Board: I cannot remember date or month.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) GEORGE BURTON,

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined hy Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is 
Christopher Allingham ; I am a miner at Hillgrove ; I know Hack and Thorne and Gray ; I know portion 113 at Hillgrove ; 
I remember being there on the 22nd J uly last year; I went there purposely ; I went to see if any pegs were on the land ; I 
made a search, but found no pegs ; I was there on 26th July ; on that occasion I looked over the ground, but did not 
search particularly ; I walked across the land at the lower end ; I found no marked trees there on the 22nd, nor any 
trenches cut, and I did not see any one on the ground ; it was after dinner when I got down there ; I went down there at 
Hack’s request.

Cross-examined hy Mr. Forster, solicitor : There were no pegs there that I saw ; I searched carefully on the lower end 
of this land—at the lower end ; I did not know if I should find pegs there ; I went there at Hack’s request; I do not think 
there could have been pegs there ; I found tree No. 113 ; I believe I went up the creek from 113 ; I saw a peg up the hill on 
Brereton’s ground ; I mean an apple-tree stump ; I am not interested in this case, but Hack is my brother-in-law.

By the Board : I found the old corner of portion 113, but I did not find any new marked trees.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) C. ALLINGHAM.

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.

. C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is Oeorge 
Phillips; I am a miner at Hillgrove, and I have been a miner for some years, and during that time have had a good deal of 
experience in mining work ; I know portion 113, parish Cooney ; I know Thorne [and Gray and their party ; I know their 
mine on portion 113 ; I was there on the 4th August last year ; I had been there before ; on the 4th August I saw four 
men there, and also saw what work had been done; I thought that three days’ work had been done by the four men there ; 
that is what I thought.
Su’orn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, ) GEORGE PHILLIPS,

before us,— j
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor: This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is William 
Hanlon ; I am a miner, at Hillgrove ; I know a portion of ground that goes by the name of Enterprise Mine ; I know where 
Thorne and party’s claim is; I was there befere they pegged it out ; I remember that it was pegged out by Thorne and 
party ; I meant to peg it out, but they were too early for me ; that was somewhere about the 21st July.

By the Board: If I am not mistaken, the pegging out took place on a Friday; I never saw any pegs there ; they 
told me I was too late to peg it; Thorne and Gray told me.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, )

before us,— 5 WM. HANLON.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states ;—My name is Bobert 
Brown; I am a miner, at Hillgrove ; I know a place called the Enterprise ; I was there before Tborne and Gray had a claim; 
I have been off and on at Hillgrove for the past two and a half years ; I was on that ground somewhere about the 18th or 20th 
July, 1887 ; I did not see anyone there then ; I did not see any pegs or any markings of a claim; I was over the land two or three 
times, both before and since ; at that time I speak of I did not notice any work done on the land; I have an interest in a 
claim pegged out on portion 113 ; I know the land ; Hack’s claim and part of my claim is on that portion.

Cross-examined by Mr. Forster, solicitor : I was on the land about 11 o’clock, and I was there in August last; I did not 
look to see if any work had been done ; I went there prospecting, and not to look for pegs ; I only remained about an hour 
on the ground.

By the Board: At the time I went there in July I knew where the corner tree of portion 113 was on the gully ; I do 
not know which corner that is, only that it is close to the creek ; I should say that corner 113 is 6 or 7 chains from the 
Enterprise claim.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888,")

before us,— / ROBT. BROWN.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness, being duly sworn, on oath, states ;—My name is Neill 
O'Donnell; I am a miner, and live at Hillgrove ; I know Hack, Thorne, and Gray ; I know portion 113, parish Cooney ; I 
know where Thorne and Gray’s mine, called the Enterprise claim is ; I have known that ground for thirty years, and before 
Gray and Thorne were there ; I was there about the 24th July, last year ; I did not see anyone there on that occasion ; I 
did not see any claim pegged out then; I was there about the 30th July ; I am not quite sure about the day I saw Mr. 
Thorne there; on that day I saw them digging ; there was not much work done ; they had made a bit of a hole.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, )

before us,— { NEILL O’DONNELL.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined by Mr. M‘Donald, solicitor -. This deponent, being duly sworn, on oath, states :—My name is John 
Michael Sheahan ; I am Mining Registrar at Armidale; I produce the book which shows the lists of miners’ rights issued 
during 1887; I have made search in that book for a miner’s right in the name of Richard Golding, or Purchase, or Purdey ; 
I found a miner’s right, issued on the 6th October, 1887, to James Golding ; there has been no miner’s right issued to any
one of the name of Purchase; but one was issued on the 14th January, 1887, to Henry Purdey.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of December, 1888, )

before us,— \ JOHN M. SHEAHAN.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.
C. E. Smith, P.M.

Cross-examined
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Cross-examined by M. M‘Donald, solicitor : This witness being duly resworn on oath, states :—My name is Alfred 

James Hack ; I served the notice on Thome on the 4th August, and on Alfred Argles on the 3rd; also the two McNamaras 
on the 4th August; the notice was warning them that I conditionally purchased the land on the 21st day of July ; I had a 
conversation with Metcalfe this morning, and I asked him what brought him to town, and he told me he came to town 
about my case ; he said, “ I saw them on the 16th July ” ; I said, “what were they doing there then ? ” and he said “ they 
were blasting a big rock that the reef went through ” ; it was on the 9th December that I applied for a permit to search for 
gold.

Cross-examined by Mr. Simpson, solicitor : Up to the present time I have not expended a fraction on the land, and I 
have not taken possession.
Sworn at Armidale, this 21st day of Decemher, 1888, )

before us,— j A. J. HACK.
F. G. Finley, J.P., Acting Chairman.

_ _ C. E. Smith, P.M.
This closed the evidence.

Acting Chairman.

No. 61.
Decision of the Board.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, subsection 4.)
■ Decision of Local Land Board.

New South AVales, Armidale, 1 
to wit. j

Whekeas on the 18th, 19th, 21st, and 22nd days of December, 1888, it became a matter for investigation 
before us whether the land applied for by Alfred James Hack, on the 21st July, 1887, at Armidale, 
as conditional purchase No. 87-91, of 40 acres’ in the county of Sandon, parish of Cooney, was 
available at date of application, and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, we 
decide to forward the evidence to the Honorable the Minister for Lands, for his decision under 
section 14, subsection 7, and beg to attach the following report, viz.:—

1. That, in the opinion of the Board, W. G. Brereton was in lawful occupation, for mining
purposes, of that part of measured portion No. 113, as shown to be embraced wdthin gold 
lease, No. 166, by the firm blue line on plan A, on the date of A. J. Hack’s conditional 
purchase ; and that the said measured portion, in consequence thereof, was not open to, 
nor available for, conditional purchase on the 21st July, 1887, the date of A. J. Hack’s 
application. The land had been previously measured to satisfy an application of one John 
Moore for a mineral conditional purchase of 40 acres, and any encroachment thereon, such 
as Brereton’s gold lease, would reduce the area below 40 acres.

2. That, in tho opinion of the Board, the evidence does not satisfactorily prove that Thorne and
party were in lawful occupation, for mining purposes, of any part of measured portion 
No. 113, prior to the 21st July, 1887, the date of A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase.

F. G. FINLEY, Acting Chairman.
C. E. SMITH, P.M., Member.

No. 62.
The Acting Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—Fart II, section 14, subsection 7.)
Reference by Local Land Board to Minister.

New South Wales, Armidale, l 
to wit. )

Whebeas on the 18th, 19th, 21st, and 22nd days of December, 1888, a case wherein Alfred James Hack 
applied for 40 acres of land on the 21st July, 1887, at Armidale, as a conditional purchase No. 87-91, in 
the county of Sandon, parish of Cooney, and the said matter came on for decision or adjudication before 
the Local Land Board at Armidale, and the'said Board having taken evidence, do now, instead of adjudi
cating further or deciding thereon, refer the case to the Honorable the Minister for Lands for decision. 

Given under my hand, this 27th day of Decemher, 1888, at Armidale.
F. G. FINLEY,

Acting Chairman.

No. 63.
The Acting Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Local Land Board Office, Armidale, 27 December, 1888.
Herewith I have the honor to forward you the whole of the papers in the case of A. J. Hack, Alfred James 

together with the depositions taken before the Board at the rehearing of the case, recently held- in ^Apuifissr91' 
accordance with the Honorable the Minister’s memorandum dated 27th July, 1888, on papers C.S. «> acres,’ ’ 
88-29,169. 47 scotlon‘

Having in view the fact that the previous decisions in the case wrere given by the Minister, the 
Board has not thought it within its province to give an actual decision on the rehearing of the case. It •
has, however, had the advantage of a personal hearing of the evidence and observation of the wutnesses, 
and it is thought that the Minister might wish to have an expression of opinion from the Board on the 
case. A short report has, therefore, been appended, which will be found on the decision paper. .

I might add that the Board has given every opportunity to all parties interested in the case to 
produce evidence to put the case fully before the Minister.

. . . I have, &c.,
F. G. FINLEY,

Acting Chairman.
. No. 64

444—E
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No. 64
Freds of Mr. A. J. Hack’s case.

Armidale Conditional Purchase 87-91, 47th section, 40 acres, portion 113, Alfred James Hack.
The above conditional purchase, being measured portion 113 of 40 acres, was selected under the non- 
residential clause by A. J. Hack, on 21st July, 1887, and the land agent made the following endorsement 
upon the application:—“ Received, subject to land being available, and applicant duly cautioned.”

" On 20th December followina, the miners of the district petitioned against the allowance of the 
conditional purchase, on the grounds that the land had been gazetted a gold-field, and it the selection 
were allowed it would be a great injustice to the mining community ; and by letter of 15th August, 1887, 
the Under Secretary for Mines stated that the land embraced by portion 113 was auriferous, and asked 
whether it had been selected by Hack. He was informed that it had been so selected, and on 19th of the 
same month this letter was forwarded to the Chairman, in whose hands the former papers were.

On 30th August, 1887, Mr. District-Surveyor Pinley reported that the land in question was not 
within any gold-field. The gold-field was, however, proclaimed upon date of surveyor’s report, viz., 
30th August. ' .

On the 1st September, 1887, the case came before the Land Board, who, having taken evidence, 
decided to refer it for the decision of the Minister, and on 12th November following, Mr. Secretary 
Garrett decided as follows :—“ Prom the evidence there can be no doubt that the portion was open to 
conditional purchase at date of application, and has since been reserved as part of a gold-field. There 
can also be no doubt that it has been, since it was applied for, proved to be auriferous, but not by the 
applicant for the conditional purchase. Under this state of facts I must confirm the conditional 
purchase. It will be for the miners, if they think fit, to apply to have permission to dig and search for 
gold, and then, on application, the conditional purchase may be resumed. The conditional purchaser 
should be informed of his position at the time of Board carrying out this decision.” The papers were 
then returned to the Chairman, and the application was accordingly confirmed.

On 27th December, 1887 (6,615 L.B.), Mr. District-Surveyor Finley made a further report, in 
which he drew attention to the fact that several circumstances had arisen which presented apparent 
objections to the immediate confirmation of the conditional purchase. _ _ _

He pointed out that a number of conflicting gold leases encroached upon the portion in question, 
but the only claim that could stand against the conditional purchase was gold lease No. 166 by Brereton 
and Smith, which was of prior date to the conditional purchase, all the other leases being of subsequent 
date. He also pointed out that the encroachment of Brereton and Smith’s gold lease, as claimed by them, 
was about 32 perches, but according to the Warden’s recommendation, consequent on a dispute between 
Brereton and Smith (gold lease 166) and Thorne & Co. (gold lease 169),- the encroachment was only 
about 8 perches ; but in any case the surplus area in the portion would admit of the encroachment, and 
still leave a residue of 40 acres.

In view of a letter, dated 28th December, 1887 (7,311c), from Mr. W. H. Forster, solicitor, the 
papers were recalled from the Board, and the Chairman intimated that any action in the matter should, in 
the meantime, be suspended, and on the 4th January, 1888, the following minute was made by Mr. 
Secretary Garrett:—“ From the facts as now set out in the district surveyor’s report, and which were not 
before me when I gave the decision on 32,529, it is clear that application is open to objection on two 
grounds—that a part of the area was in occupation for mining purposes when it was applied for by Hack 
as a conditional purchase, and that if the area of the gold lease prior to date of Hack’s application is 
deducted, there will not then be 40 acres available in the portion. The case should be referred back to 
the Board for consideration as to the above grounds of objection.”

The papers were accordingly returned to the Chairman, and on 20th January last the Board held 
an inquiry, and found as follows :—u A part of the area so applied for as a conditional purchase was, 
prior to the date of such application, in occupation for mining purposes, and if the area so occupied for 
mining purposes be deducted from the area applied for as a conditional purchase, there will not be an 
area of 40 acres left to satisfy such application. We beg, therefore, to recommend that the application 
of Hack be disallowed, there not appearing to us to have been that area available at the date ot Hack’s 
application.” _

This recommendation was approved by Mr. Secretary Garrett on 7th February, 1888, and upon a 
protest bv Hack (88-650 Cor.), he decided on 22nd of same month that no good purpose could be served 
by reopening the case. Numerous letters and statutory declarations, both in favour of and against the 
granting of the conditional purchase, were then received, and on the 27th J uly last, in view of certain state
ments made by Messrs. Brett and Coghlan, in their letter of 30th June last (88-3,450 Cor.), Sir Henry 
Parkes decided to grant a rehearing, and the papers were forwarded to the Chairman with that object.

On the 18th, 19th, 21st, and 22nd ultimo the Board held an inquiry, and decided to forward the 
evidence to the Minister for his decision, under section 14, sub-section 7. They, at the same time, reported 
that, in their opinion, Brereton was in lawful occupation for mining purposes of that part of portion 113 
as shown to be embraced within gold lease 166 at date of Hack’s application, and the said ^measured 
portion in consequence was not open to, nor available for, conditional purchase at date of Hack’s applica
tion, and the land being a measured portion of 40 acres, any encroachment, such as Brereton’s lease, 
would reduce the area below 40 acres. In their opinion, however, there was not sufficient evidence to 
prove that Thorne and party were in lawful occupation of any part of the measured portion at date of 
Hack’s application.

From the foregoing it will be seen that the main issue of the case depends upon the correct area 
of portion 113, t.fi., whether after satisfying Brereton and Smith’s gold lease 166, there were 40 acres 
available within the portion to satisfy the conditional purchase. Upon this point there appears to be 
some doubt, on account of the rugged nature of tho country making exact measurement very difficult, 
and with a view of putting this matter more clearly before the Minister, the following extracts are made 
from the evidence upon that point:— _

At page 9, Mr. Licensed-surveyor Martyn states:—“ .... I surveyed portion 113 on 1st
February, 1882. I measured the block as 40 acres, but it is a fact that the area included in the boundaries 
of my survey was 40 acres 3 roods 20 perches. In frontage blocks we are allowed a margin. The roods 
and perches are always omitted from the plan in accordance with the regulations. .... My survey
was given as 40 acres 3 roods 20 perches, but I called it 40 acres, as allowed in regulations....................”
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At page .11, Mr. Licensed-surveyor Warner -states :—“ .... I made a survey [on 20th
January, 1888, upon portion 113, parish Cooney. Looking at the plan ‘A,’ I made a survey of the 
dotted blue line, which shows the encroachment of Brereton and Smith’s lease application 166. I found 
the area of that encroachment to be about 12 perches. I also estimated the encroachment shown by firm 
blue line by calculation, and found it in area to be a little over a quarter of an acre. . . . .”

Again, at pages 58 and 59,' Mr. Licensed-surveyor Martyn states :—“ .... When I
measured the block 1 knew it contained more than 40 acres. At the time I measured I made it 40 acres 
2 roods 24 perches. Since then I have increased the area slightly. It is quite possible that surveyors 
may make a difference in the survey of traversing creek boundaries, and it is a discretionary matter with 
surveyors as to the traversing boundaries on a creek. We recognize the edge of the bed of the creek as 
the boundary of the portion................... ”

' W.H.C., 4/1/89.

• No. 65.
■ The Acting Surveyor-General to The Tinder Secretary for Lands.

. Alteration of area of measured portion after approval of plan.
’ 7 January, 1889.
In reply to the annexed memo., I would state that I believe measured unsold portions have been altered 
in respect of area after approval of plan, in minor particulars, e.y., the introduction of a reserved road or 
exclusion of a small part for a reserve.

I am not aware of any precedent for alteration of area of an alienated portion conditionally 
purchased under tho repealed land laws, except where an error has been disclosed, and I do not’know 
of any such case under the existing Land Act.

In the matter of portions conditionally purchased, it has for many years been insisted on that 
there should be no alterations of boundaries after approval of plan (except in cases of erroneous measure
ment).

I may add that it was in order (partly) to meet the frequently occurring necessity for providing 
roads through conditionally purchased land that the 110th section was introduced into the Crown Lands 
Act, so as to avoid altering plans, which was seen to be objectionable, and under an opinion of Mr. 
Attorney-General Wisdom (see opposite page), it is implied that conditionally purchased land must be 
treated as freehold land, i.e., that similar rights appertain to both classes of tenure.

E. TWYNAN.

[Enclosure.]
Opinion.

. Prior to the passing of section 27 of the Lands Act Amendment Act, it was considered doubtful whether the Crown had 
the right under the Act 4 William IV No. 11 to make roads through conditionally purchased lands, and that section was 
introduced for the purpose of giving that right.

In my opinion the Legislature, in passing the section referred to, did not intend to alter the mode of procedure 
prescribed by 4 William IV No. 11, and there does not appear to me to be any sufficient reason why the same formalities 
should not be observed with respect to roads opened through conditionally purchased lands, as are observed with respect 
to roads opened through ordinary freehold property.

No. 66.
Office Memorandum.

Mr. Saunders, _
Kindly have the area computed in the most accurate manner practicable, and give result.

. . W.H., 7/1/89.

Urgent. Mr. Skinner,—Do this special forme, please.—C.J.S, 7/1/S9. Vide memo, here
with.—C.J.S., 8/1/89. .

No. 67.
Memo, from The Chief Draftsman to The Assistant Under Secretary.

Lands Department, 8 January, 1889.
The area of portion 113, parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, has been carefully calculated; and 
accepting the position of the falls forming the west boundary of the portion as delineated by Licensed- 
surveyor Martyn, it has been found to contain 42 acres 1 rood 38 perches, which, under surveyor’s 
regulations, would be called 42 acres.

It is observed, however, that Mr. Martyn has adopted, in fixing the position of the falls, the same- 
traverse as Licensed-surveyor Manning, in the survey of portion 59 adjoining, and on Mr. Manning’s plam 
the outline of the falls is somewhat differently shown. ■

Taking Mr. Manning’s definition of the falls, portion 113 has been calculated to contain 41T acres;, 
or, according to practice, 41 acres. Portion 113 has, therefore, been under-estimated by at least 1 acre,, 
if not by 2, the error being apparently in computing the area between the traverse and the edge of the-, 
falls.

. C. J. SAUNDERS..

No. 68.
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No. 68.
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Department of Lands, S3 dney, 11 January, 1889.
In reply to your letter of the 11th ultimo, respecting tho conditional purchase noted in the 

margin, I have the honor to inform you that the papers in the case have this day been referred to the 
Chairman of the Local Land Board, to cause the boundaries of the portion applied for, viz., 113, to be 
modified so as to exclude so much of the gold lease (Brereton and Smith) as encroached on that portion.

I have, &c.,
E. H. WILSON,

(For the Under Secretary.)

• No. 69.
Messrs. Brett and Coghlan to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Dear sir, Friday.
Enclosed is a letter which, under the circumstances of the case, I take the liberty of asking 

you to make special.
The Minister for Mines stated he could take no notice of verbal intimation of the action of your Depart

ment, and if at all possible, I would esteem it a great favour if you intimated action to the Mines to-day.
I have, &c.,

---------------- VINCENT COGHLAN.
\Tlnclosure^\

Sir, 19 Macquarie-place, Sydney, 11 January, 1889.
We have the honor to ask that you will be pleased to notify to-day if possible, the Department of Mines, the 

decision in the case of the conditional purchase noted m the margin. We have, &c.,
BRETT and COGHLAN.

89-1,050 D., Land Board, Armidale, 11/1/89. Submitted whether this notification should he 
made.—W.H., 11/1/89. Inform.—S.E., 11/1/89. The Under Secretary for Mines was informed this 
morning, and the papers were despatched to the Chairman of the Armidale Board this afternoon.—• 
W.H.C., 11/1/89. The Chairman of the Armidale Board.—F.H.W. (for the Hnder Secretary), B.C., 
12/1/89. lleceived and placed with former papers in the case.—F.G.F., 21/1/89.

No. 70. •
The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board, Armidale.

The papers referring to the conditional purchase noted in the margin are forwarded to the Chairman of 
the Local Land Board, Armidale, with the Minister’s authority to cause the boundaries of portion 113 to . 
be modified, so as to exclude so much of gold lease 166 (Brereton and Smith) as encroaches on the portion, 
and to confirm the application for the balance of portion 113, if not less than 40 acres. As it is clearly 
shown that in reality portion 113 contains 40 acres 3 roods 22 perches, and the encroachment of the gold 
lease is only 12 perches, it is evident that tho portion contains a sufficient area to satisfy Hack’s condi
tional purchase, 87-91, irrespective of the gold lease.

F.H.W.,
Department of Lands, B.C., 11th January, 1889. (For the Under Secretary.)

Hnder Secretary, Mines, informed, 11/1/89.

No. 71.
Memo, by The Assistant Under Secretary for Lands.

The accompanying precis sets out the successive stages of action in this case, from the date of A. J. Hack’s 
application under the 47th section of the Act to the finding of the Land Board on the 22nd ultimo, at a 
rehearing directed by Sir Henry Parkes, as Secretary for Lands. _ _

The Board, after taking voluminous evidence, have remitted the case to the Minister for decision, 
in terms of subsection 7 of section 14, and report that so far as the supposed conflicting gold leases are 
concerned the conditional purchase application is anterior to all but that of W. G. Brereton. This lease 
overlaps the measured portion 113 applied for to the extent of about 12 perches.

The Board state as their opinion that the portion was not available for conditional purchase at the 
date of Hack’s application, as the encroachment referred to reduced the area to less than 40 acres.

Although no explanation is afforded on this point—in respect to which there is direct evidence— 
the Board were probably influenced by the fact that the plan of portion 113 had been duly approved in 
1884 as for 40 acres. _

The evidence of the surveyor (Martyn), who executed the survey in 1882, shows, however, that the 
area of the portion is actually 40 acres 3 roods 20 perches, and that the excess over the 40 acres was 
omitted from the plan in accordance with the survey regulation. By an independent calculation in this 
office, the area is found to be at least 41£ acres. _

The point upon which the legality of the conditional purchase application turns is, whether in view 
of the plan having been approved as for a survey of 40 acres in 1884, and the application lodged for that 
area, it can now be corrected to what is more nearly then the true area.

The approval of the plan under the Act of 1875 is apparently a formal sanction of the measure
ment, required to distinguish lands open to conditional purchase as measured portions from other lands 
open but unmeasured. ,

The 55th section of the present Act requires that “ measured Crown lands shall, upon being condi
tionally purchased, be taken in portions as measured, but if the area applied for be less than a measured 
portion, such portion may on approval by the Local Land Board be subdivided, &c.” It



It may be pointed out tbat tbe application has not yet been confirmed, and that in the case of any' 
vacant measured portion it would be absurd to suppose that a correction of the plan, such as an alteration 
of the length of a boundary or of area could not be effected without a reapproval of the plan.

--------  W.H., 9/1/89.
. Submitted.

I direct the Board to cause the boundaries of portion 113 to be modified, so as to exclude so much 
•of gold lease 1G6 (Brereton and Smith) as encroaches on the portion, and to confirm the application for 
the balance of portion 113, if not Jess than 40 acres. As it is clearly shown that in reality portion 113 
•contains 40 acres 3 roods 22 perches, and the encroachment of the gold lease is only 12 perches, it is 
■evident to me that the portion contains a sufficient area to satisfy Hack’s conditional purchase, 87-91, 
irrespective of the gold lease.—J.N.B., 10/1/89.

8end copy of this minute to Minister for Mines.—J.N.B., 12/1/89. Copy forwarded.—T.D., 
12/1/89.

*' No. 72.
Memo, from The Under Secretary for Mines.

Extbact.
(1.) Was the land (Hack’s conditional purchase, 87-91, Armidale), within a gold-field when the selection 

was made ?
(2.) Was it within a gold-field when the conditional purchase was confirmed?
(3.) Does the title under conditional purchase date from selection or confirmation?

H.W., 12/1/89.

Chief Draftsman.—E.T.P., 12/1/89. Urgent. (1) Ho ; (2) Tes ; (3) Erom date of confimation.— 
P.D. {per C.W.) The Chief Mining Surveyor.

As the action of this Department in regard to granting permits to search, or permit to remove gold, 
must depend upon the date of the title under the conditional purchase, perhaps the question should be 
asked officially.

Submitted.—H.W., 14/1/89. Approved.—E.A., 14/1/89. Under Seeretary’s Land Bill.—
H.W., 15/1/89. The title dates from the moment' of application, but the conditional purchaser cannot 
take permission of ordeal with the land until confirmation.—S.P., 15/1/89. Approved.—J.N.B.,
15/1/S9. "

Nd. 73/ .
Office Memorandum.

Papers of Hack’s case, conditional purchase 87-91, Armidale, were forwarded to the Chairman, Armidale, 
11th January, 1889, for confirmation of the application for balance of jiortion 113, if not less than 40 
acres, after excluding so much of gold lease (10(3, Brereton and Smith’s) as encroached upon that portion. 
The Under Secretary.

■--------- F.B.S., 22/1/89.
Prevent further action being taken, and send for papers.—W.J.L., 22/1/89. Telegraph to Acting 

Chairman to suspend action, and return the papers to this office.—W.H., 22/1/89. Urgent. In 
reference to previous directions to have the papers in Hack’s case returned to Head Office, the Minister 
•directs that the Chairman be requested to stay action on this case until further advised.—S.E., 23/1/89. 
Mr. Capper. Wire, 23/1/89. Hack’s case. Mr. Secretary Lyne desires to see Mr. M. J. McNamara 
before a decision is given in the matter.—S.E., 23/1/89. Mr. Capper. Mr. M‘Gruanne to bring forward 
papers as soon as received.—W.H.C., 23/1/89.

• No. 74.
W. C. Proctor, Esq., to The Honorable the Minister for Lands.

Sir, Victoria Chambers, 23 January, 1889.
I have the honor on behalf of the owners of the Enterprise Gold-mine, at Hillgrove, in the 

county of Sandon, and parish of Metz or Cooney, which is partly embraced in the conditional purchase 
of A. J. Hack, to forward to you herewith a leader from the Armidale Chronicle containing the facts of 
the case lately before the Land Board at Armidale, and commenting upon the wrongful action of Mr. 
Brunker, the late Minister, in upholding Hack’s application, notwithstanding that it was twice decided by 
the Local Land Board that the conditional purchase should be disallowed, as the area was proved to be 
under 40 acres at the time of Hack’s application. Hoping you will see the justice of reopening the case 
in the interest of the miners and the public. I have, &c.,

--------  W. C. PEOCTOE.
These papers relating to the conditional purchase of A. J. Hack, Armidale, were recalled by 

■direction of the Minister on the 23rd instant, are now submitted for instructions.—W.H., 25/1/89. S.E- 
Instruct District Surveyor to have another survey made by a surveyor not already employed in connection 
with this.—W.J.L., 1/2/89.

\]£nclosure.~\
Extract from the “Armidale Chronicle,” \$th January, 1889.

Hack’s 40-acre Conditional Purchase.
The granting by the Minister of Hack’s conditional purchase of 40 acres at Hillgrove, against the recommendation of the 
Local Land Board, has caused considerable surprise and much adverse comment. We do not say that Hack is not entitled 
to the land in question, but we do say that, where such large interests are at stake, something more is required than the 
.mere dictum of the Minister overriding the decision of the Land Board. On a previous occasion this same land was •

recommended
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recommended by the Land Board not to be granted, and, through some mysterious influence at work, the particulars of 
which are probably only known to the Department itself and those immediately concerned, the matter was referred back to the 
Board for further consideration. The case came again, before the Board a few days ago, and for a second time the land was 
recommended to be disallowed on the same grounds as before, viz., that the minimum area of 40 acres was not available. 
From the evidence adduced at the last hearing, it would appear that when Hack made his application a portion of a gold
mining lease, legally applied for by W. G. Brereton, reduced the area available to less than 40 acres. Brereton subsequently 
abandoned, in favour of Hack, sufficient of his lease application to allow Hack his 40 acres. It was, however, argued by 
Mr. Forster, who came specially from Sydney to oppose Hack’s claim before the Board, that Brereton’s subsequent abandon
ment did not avail Hack, since, on the date of his application, Brereton’s application held good, thus making the area vacant 
less than 40 acres ; also, that since then, and before Brereton’s abandonment, the whole of the land claimed by Hack had 
been applied for by others under application for various gold-mining leases. This view of the case was sustained by the 
Board, who for a second time recommended that Hack’s application be disallowed on account of there having been 
insufficient area when he applied. The Minister has now set aside the recommendation of the Board, and has granted Hack 
his 40 acres. As we said, we do not wish now to question the justness of Hack’s claim, but we decidedly protest, in the first 
place, against such clauses in the Land and Mining Acts as give the Minister, or perhaps the Under Secretary, the absolute 
power over courts of law; and we also deprecate such arbitrary action of the Minister by which he uses the powers so^ 
wrongly vested in him in an arbitrary and unreasoning manner. It would seem as if the granting of this land to Hack were 
a final act before the last Ministry went out, following the advice given in the Bible, .and “ making friends of the mammon 
of unrighteousness.” The land in question is said to be very valuable, and there is no knowing who have had a hand 
in the matter. It is also understood that a permit to mine” has been granted to Hack. If so, this shows injudicious 
haste on the part of an outgoing Ministry. As Hack did not take up the ground legitimately for mining purposes, if it 
had to be granted to him, it should have been at once resumed and thrown open to the miners. This giving up and 
absolutely selling for £40 land on which the Crown should have received a yearly rent of £40, especially as it was not 
taken up under an Act intended for mining purposes is, to say the least, straining the law, besides parting with the Crown 
revenue. Of course no one can blame Hack for doing his best for himself, and he has shown extreme cleverness in thus, 
effectually carrying through to the finish so very difficult an undertaking.

No. 75.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to The Chairman, Land Board,

Armidale.
23 January, 1889.

Please stay action in Hack’s case until further advised, and return papers first post.
■ WM. HOUSTON,

• -------- (For the Under Secretary.)
Papers herewith, as directed.—P. G. Finley, Acting Chairman, 23/1/89.

(

No. 76.
Telegram from The Acting Chairman, Land Board, Armidale, to The Under

.Secretary for Lands.
23 January, 1889.

Papebs, Hack’s case, returned to-day.
F. G. FINLEY,

. Acting Chairman.

No. 77.
Telegram from H. Copeland, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.

23 January, 1889. '
Strongly urge not granting Hack’s conditional purchase, Hillgrove. New important law point. Peply 
Armidale.

HY. COPELAND,
-------- “ New England Hotel,” Armidale.

Urgent,—-Inform Mr. Copeland that nothing further will he done towards granting Hack’s con
ditional purchase at present, and that I have wired to Chairman, Land Board, to return the papers to this- 
office.—W.J.L., 23/1/89. • Wire, 23/1/89.

No. 78.
Telegram from The Under Secretary for Lands to H. Copeland, Esq.

23 January, 1889.
In reply to your to-day’s wire, I am directed by Mr. Lyne to inform you that nothing further will be 
done towards granting Hack conditional purchase at present. Chairman, Local Land Board, asked by 
wire to return papers to this office. ■

. CHAELES OLIYEE,
■ Under Secretary.

No. 79.
Mr. Saul Solomon to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, “ Empire Hotel,” Sydney, 23 January, 1889.
I have the honor to call your attention to an attempt by certain persons to obtain from your 

Department approval of a conditional purchase of 40 acres, situated at Baker’s Creek, Hillgrove Gold
mining District, in favour of Mr. Hack.

As a claim-holder entitled to a lease for gold-mining purposes, under application Nos. 1,344 and 
1,522, in common with other claim-holders who would be affected by the proposed conditional purchase, 
and in the interest of public policy, I respectfully protest against the conditional purchase being granted 
to Mr. Hack or his nominees. I



I enclose, for your information, copies of two letters recently received by my agent in Sydney from 
the Mines Department, in tbe first of which you will see that my claim for leases Nos. 1,344 and 1,522 
is fully recognized, and the promise is made that steps will be taken to expedite the issue of the leases 
referred to.

Other correspondence in your office will prove that mine is not the only protest that has been made 
against Mr. Hack’s application for the conditional purchase. .

I would also point out that the gold-mining district I am referring to ((xuyra) was proclaimed on 
30th August, 1887. Mr. Hack’s conditional purchase application was disallowed by a previous Minister 
for Lands on 7th February, 1888, and its approval now would, in my opinion, be illegal, but would 
certainly be unjust, inasmuch as it would obliterate a number of gold-mining claims which have already 
been accepted by the Mines Department, and upon which rent has been paid, work done, and leases 
officially promised.

I thank you for the attention you have already given to the matter, I relying on your further 
■consideration. . I have, &c.,

----------------- SAUL SOLOMON.
[Enclosures.-

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 January, 1889.
Referring to your letter, dated 6th ultimo, re gold lease application, No. 1,344, at Armidale, I have the honor to 

•enclose herewith a tracing of the land as surveyed, and to inform you that more land is included in the survey than is 
embraced by the applicant’s pegs, and apparently all the land that was available.

I have, &c.,
■ HARRIE WOOD,

T. E. De Courcy Brown, Esq., M.P., 52 Castlereagh-street, Sydney. Under Secretary.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 31 October, 1888.
In reply to your letter of the 24th instant, with reference to the issue of leases under applications, Nos. 1,344 and 

1,522, at Armidale (on behalf of Mr. Saul Solomon), I have the honor to inform you that steps will be taken to expedite 
the issue of the leases referred to. I have, &c.,

HARRIE WOOD,
T. F. De Courcy Brown, Esq., M.P., 52 Castlereagh-street. Under Secretary.

No. 80.
E. Ward, Esq., to The Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Sydney, 6 February, 1889.
With reference to the petitions and protests which have already been presented to you against 

the confirmation of Mr. A. J. Hack’s application for the conditional purchase of 40 acres of auriferous 
land on the Guyra gold-field (Hillgrove District) to the- exclusion of a number of lond fide claim-holders 
whose leases have been promised and rents therefore received by the Mines Department, I have the 
honor to submit for your information the following particulars of the case, which 1 have obtained from 
the most careful investigation I have been enabled to make.

Mr. Hack’s application is dated July 21st, 1887, and was forwarded to the District Surveyor for 
report on July 2Sth, 1887. '

On the 15th August, 1887 a letter was written by the Secretary for Mines to the Secretary for 
Lands, asking whether such an application had been made, and stating that the land was said to be 
auriferous.

The Mines Department was therefore informed that such an application had been made, and the 
letter from the Mines Department was sent on to the Land Board.

On the 30th August, 1887, the land applied for by Hack was proclaimed a gold-field.
" On the 1st September, 1887, Hack’s application came before the Land Board when considerable 
evidence was taken. I presume this evidence will be available for your inspection, but I may mention 
that it was proved by the District Surveyor that the land applied for by Hack was within the gold-field 
proclaimed on August 30th, and Hack himself admitted that since his application was made, auriferous 
deposits had been found on the land. Other witnesses deposed to having pegged out gold claims on the 
land in July and August, and to having found payable gold.

The case was referred by the Board to the Minister for Lands on the 5th September, 1887.
The Minister at first decided to confirm Hack’s application, but a letter was written by the Mines 

Department asking that it might be disallowed.
Numerous petitions were also presented to the Minister, and to the Land Board, protesting against 

Hack’s application being confirmed. These are mostly dated in December, 1887. In one letter Alfred 
Argles asserts that Brereton and Smith applied for a lease which included portion of Hack’s claim, two 
months before Hack pegged out, and that Thorne and party were also in occupation under their miners’ 
rights. ■

On the 27th December, 1887, the District Surveyor reported the existence of Brereton and Smith’s 
lease of 8 acres, dated 30th April, 1887, and that this encroached on the 40 acres claimed by Hack, and 
thereupon arose the question of the area of that claim being less than 40 acres.

I contend that the application being for a measured portion of 40 acres, and for which the appli
cant only paid for 40 acres, any encroachment however slight must reduce the area to less than 40 acres, 
and be therefore in a strictly legal sense fatal to the application for conditional purchase. '

I know that it has been urged that .Brereton is willing to waive so much of his claim as would 
adjust Hack’s area to the full 40 acres, but it was forcibly pointed out by Mr. Solicitor Forster at the 
hearing before the Land Board that no action by Brereton, subsequent to the date of Hack’s application, 
could validate that application to the detriment or prejudice of other existing rights. Clearly, Hack’s 
application must stand or fall by its validity, or otherwise on the date it was made. It was a claim for 
40 acres, and no more. It included a portion of ground already legally held by Brereton, which being 
deducted necessarily reduces the area claimed by Hack below 40 acres. This conclusion is without 
reference to the claims of Thorne and party, and others also encroaching on Hack’s claim.,

On the 28th December, 1887, Mr. Solicitor Forster on behalf of Thorne and party lodged a protest 
with the Minister for Lands against Hack’s claim, and a telegram was despatched to the Land Board 
recalling all papers in the case for further consideration and ordering.. suspension of all action in the 
meantime. On
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On the 4th January, 1888, the Minister for tLands, after reperusing the papers and the District 
Surveyor’s report, decided to refer the case back to the Land Board for reconsideration.

The case accordingly again came before the Land Board, this time on 20th January, 1888. 
Voluminous evidence was taken, and the Board recommended the Minister to disallow Hack’s application 
for the conditional purchase, because they considered the portion applied for did not contain 40 acres 
after deducting the land in occupation for mining purposes. • "

The Minister for Lands, acting upon this recommendation, finally disallowed the application. I 
am not in possession of the exact terms of the Minister’s minutes, but the papers - will be in your 
possession.

On the 11th February, Hack applied for a rehearing, and that evidence previouslv taken in the 
Warden’s Court should be produced. • '

On the 24th February the Minister declined to reopen the case.
On the 27th July the. Colonial Secretary (Sir Henry Parkes) granted a rehearing.
The Land Board asked the Minister to reconsider this decision, in view of the conflicting interests of 

claim-holders which has arisen in the meantime. The Minister refused this request.
In December, 1888, the Land Board did reconsider the case, and reported that, in their opinion, 

Brereton was in lawful occupation for mining purposes on that part of measured portion of No. 113 
embraced in gold lease JSTo. 1GG on the date of Hack’s application for conditional purchase, and that the 
land in consequence thereof was not open to, nor available for, conditional purchase on 21st July, 1887.

For all purposes of honest administration it might be fairly supposed that this repeated decision of 
the Land Board would have been respected, and that the previous decision of the Minister, disallowing 
Hack’s application, would have been upheld accordingly. But the strangest, and I should hope unprece
dented, feature of this case has yet to be revealed, and I submit it proves that other influences, certainly 
irregular and improper, were now at work.

The final decision of the Board was not given until the end of December, 1888. The papers could 
hardly have been received and considered by the late Minister for Lands until after the New Year’s 
holidays. I find that the late Ministry were defeated on the 9th January, and resigned on the 10th. 
But on the same day, after the registration, and, I am told, after office hours, the late Minister, whose 
resignation was actually in the hands of the Governor, wrrote a minute overriding the repeated decisions 
of the Land Board, reversing the final decision of his predecessor in office, and directing the Land Board 
to confirm Hack’s conditional purchase.

Fortunately, however, in the interests of justice and of public policy, before this direction could be 
quite fulfilled, a new administration was sworn in, and I have to acknowledge not merely the courtesy 
hut the absolute fairness to all parties with which both yourself and 3'our honorable colleague, the 
Minister for Mines, have promised the fullest investigation before finality in these proceedings is 
pronounced.

I respectfully submit, on the merely legal aspect of the matter, the Board’s repeated decisions 
are correct, because Hack’s application was for 40 acres only, and there is no doubt he included ground 
already legally held by other persons for mining purposes. There is, I believe, some pretence that the 
ground he describes measures something more than the 40 acres he applied for, which excess would swamp 
the deduction of Brereton’s area.

But can a man be allotted what he has not applied for ? Hack’s application is for 40 acres, 
including Brereton’s portion. Surely you cannot legally give other land not applied for to cover an 
actual deficiency in the application itself. Take the reverse of the position. You have a maximum as 
well as a minimum area for conditional purchases. If a man applies for the maximum area, and his 
application is found upon survey to cover a few perches in excess of the maximum, would that invalidate 
his application altogether; and if not, how can a similar defect validate that which would otherwise be- 
invalid.

Of course I admit that is rather a question for a lawyer than a layman. I only venture to put 
the case to you as it occurs to me. .

But, sir, I do most urgently submit for your consideration that there are other aspects of this case 
which should not be ignored.

1. The bona fides or otherwise of Hack’s application.
2. The elements of public policy and justice.

As to the first I contend that Hack’s action shows mala fides throughout. I have personally- 
inspected the locus in quo, and can aflirm as all evidence will confirm, that the 40 acres does not comprise 
a perch available for cultivation, or the half of a rood available for a business site. This was certainly 
known to Hack when he applied for the conditional purchase. It is also a fact that this almost precipitous 
mountain side does contain gold-hearing reefs. This was known to other persons before Hack’s appli
cation (to Brereton and Smith and Thorne and party) and can it be doubted it was known to Hack him
self. And what does Hack do ? Why the moment he thinks his application is to be confirmed, and that- 
he is to get the fee simple of this 40 acres for £40, he applies for permission to mine on it, the only 

. purpose he ever wanted it for. Can it therefore be said that his application for the conditional purchase 
was bona fide?

Mr. Abigail, the late Minister for Mines, has within the last few days, publicly denied any com
plicity in these proceedings, and has stated that the conditional purchase was approved by his colleague, 
the late Minister for Lands, in opposition to his (Mr. Abigail’s) minutes, but the records of the Mines 
Office will prove whether, before leaving the Ministry, Mr. Abigail sent on to the Executive Council any 
approval of Mr. Hack’s application for permission to mine on the conditional purchase.

As to public policy and justice, I submit that if this mala fide claim of Mr. Hack’s is to be con
firmed, it gives a monopoly of 40 acres of gold-hearing country, valueless and unavailable for any other 
purpose than gold-mining to one man for £40, to the exclusion of bond fide claim-holders, who must at 
least pay to the state £40 per annum in perpetuity, and who are prepared to expend already subscribed 
capital in its immediate development.

You have already in your possession enclosed in Mr. Solomon’s letter of last month’s date, copies 
of letters we hold from the Mines Department, promising that steps will he taken to expedite the issue 
of leases for two claims Nos. 1,344 and 1,522, for which rent in advance has been received and acknow
ledged by the Mines Department.

Uporf
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Upon the faith of these official promises and receipts, a public company has been formed to work 
two of these claims, .and the necessary capital has been subscribed and is now available, but lying idle, 
pending the'settlement of this matter.

These claims with others will be obliterated if Hack secures his monopoly of the 40 acres.
_ I have addressed you at this length, not merely as a director of the Company, to which I refer, 

but in'the interests of all associated with the Hillgrove District, and of justice.
Other testimony than mine will sustain all that I have said. '
Awaiting your further consideration any reply,—

I have, &c.,
EBENEZER WARD.

P.S.—As I am now returning to Adelaide, pending your decision, may I ask that you will kindly 
cause any reply hereto to be addressed to me at Parliament House, Adelaide.—E.W.

The papers in Hack’s case, the subject of this letter, were forwarded to the Chairman of the 
Armidale Board on the 6th instant, with Ministerial authority for a resurvey of the lands in question by 
a surveyor who has not already been employed on this case.—W.H.C., 11/2/89.

May be forwarded to Chairman to place with other papers.—W.H., 11/2/89. Urged that the 
survey ordered may be completed without delay.—W.J.L., 11/2/89. The Acting Chairman, Local Land
Board, Armidale.—H.C. (for Under Secretary), B.C., 12/2/89. - Inform.—W.H.C., 12/2/89. District 
Surveyor and E. Ward informed, 12/2/89.

To the Honorable the Minister for Lands, Sydney,—
The Petition of the undersigned Residents of-Hillgrove and surrounding district,

Showetit,— ,
(1.) That, at a public meeting of residents of Hillgrove and others interested in the development 

of the mineral resources of the district, the following resolution was unanimously carried :—
(2.) That this meeting indignantly protests against the action of the Minister for Lands in Sir 

Henry Parkes’ Government in granting A. J. Hack’s conditional purchase. application for 40 acres after 
the same having been twice refused by the Local Land Board, who had opportunities of personally 
inspecting the site, which renders the application absolutely valueless for bondjide purposes, besides the 
fact of the conditional purchase being situated in the centre of an important and rising gold-field; and 
that this meeting pledges itself to unite every influence to induce the Government to disallow', and 
grant the same laud for mining purposes, as otherwise it would be a blot and stain on the Ministry', a dis
grace to the country, and injustice to the mining community in general and Hillgrove in particular. •

, (3.) We, the said petitioners, in addition to the foregoing resolution, would respectfully submit the 
following facts:—

_ (4.) That a late Minister for Lands refused to allow the application of the said A. J. Hack. Tour 
petitioners have good grounds for requesting that the matter be inquired into.

(5.) That, according to sworn evidence before the Land Board of Armidale, a portion of this 
ground w'as held by virtue of miners’ rights previous to A. J. Hack’s application for selection No. 113.

(6.) That the whole of the said 40 acres have been applied for and surveyed into fifteen blocks, 
which have been applied for as gold-mining leases.
. (^-) In consequence of the decision of the Minister above referred to, many persons have been
induced to invest in mining properties held upon the said 40 acres, thereby causing very great incon
venience and heavy losses, unless the prayer of your petitioners be granted.

(8.) That, in conclusion, your petitioners pray that you will be pleased to cause the said 40 acres 
of land to be disallow-ed, and granted for mining purposes.

Your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever prav.
JOHN O’NEALS, mine-manager, Hillgrove.
R. J. WEBSTER, mining agent, Sydnev.
J. M'CARTHY, miner, Armidale. "

[Here follow 375 other signatures.]

No. 81. '
OflS.ce Memorandum.

The enclosed papers referring to the conditional purchase, noted in the margin, are forwarded to the c p 87-91 • 
Chairman of the Local Land Board, Armidale, for resurvey by a surveyor who has not already been ArmidUc 
employed on this case. Vide approval of the Minister, dated 1st instant. |Ssic

E.H.W. ’
(For the Under Secretary),

___ _______________________ B.C., 6 February, 1889.

No. 82.
Report of Deputation.

Shorthand Notes—11th February', 1889.
Deputation, introduced by Mr. Copeland, from miners of Hillgrove to protest against Hack’s non- 

■ residential conditional purchase being allowed to stand good. ’
The deputation represented that this was a bogus selection from the first. The land embraced a steep 
precipice, and was unsuitable for any other purpose than mining, and when they saw a man evading the 
regulations they (bought that they wore entitled to draw' attention to it, as this selection was prejudicial 
to important mining interests, in support of which statement they presented a petition to the Minister,
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signed by some 380 miners, residents at Hillgrove, which was one of the most important mining places in 
Hew South Wales. They represented some fifteen mineral leases. They advanced the following argu
ments against Hack being allowed to have this land :—

1. That, in the declaration which accompanied his application for the conditional purchase, 
‘ Hack had to declare that the land was intended to be used for his sole use and benefit (and

until the purchase was confirmed he was still an applicant), whereas it would not be difficult 
to prove that others were interested with him.

2. That Thorne, and party pegged out the land on the IGth under miners’ rights, but did not 
. .. apply for the land before Hack, who tendered his application on the 18th of the month;

but, under the 1st section* of the Act 46 Yic. No. 7, of the 21st November, 1882 (an 
Amending Act to Act 37 Yic. No. 13, Mining Act), it is stated that possession shall be 
taken and application made, and the land taken possession of shall be deemed to be held as 

• under promise of lease and exempt from sale, and they contended that it would be sufficient 
. . to prove possession by the miners on the IGth to debar this land, under section 21, subsection

8, of the Crown Lands Act of 1881, from conditional purchase. With reference to the 
question of possession, on the 16th they desired that Thorne and party might be given an 

. . opportunity of proving this. The Land Board said they were not satisfied on the point, but
" Thorne and party had not had an opportunity to rebut any evidence on this head, and if

necessary could furnish abundant proof of possession ; in fact the statement of one of the 
' opposition witnesses (O’Hanlon, they thought was the name) went to prove it.

3. That Hack applied for the land as 40 acres, the minimum under the 47th clause of Crown
Lands Act of 1884, whereas it is now found that it was not 40 acres, but there is a difference 
of 2 roods. This-is caused through error in surveying creek. Such being the case, they 
held the selection was bad, an opinion evidently shared by the District Surveyor and Acting 
Chairman of Land Board, by the Land Board, and Mr. Garrett. As, when the case came 

■ ' before the Board, they referred it to the Minister, Mr. Garrett, who decided against the
.conditional purchase, but during Sir Henry Parkes’ administration of the Lands Depart- 

■ ■ mont the case was reopened and sent to the Land Board, who decided that the purchase was
. not 40 acres and illegal. Mr. Brunker, however, overruled this holding that, under section

52 of Crown Lands Act of 1881, measured portions must be taken as measured.
On the strength of Mr. Garrett’s decision above-mentioned some £1,000, or any way £100 had been 

spent in mining operations, which would all be lost if such decision be reversed. Bailing other action, the 
land might be resumed under the 45th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.

The Minister (Mr. Lyne) said that this matter could not be decided now. The case was an 
intricate one, and he had not had time to carefully go into it. Mr. Proctor had waited upon him, and 
upon his representations he had stopped further action in the case. Mr. Brunker had directed that the 
conditional purchase be confirmed, and it wnuld have been if he had not stopped it.

What they had said about the conflicting actions of this and the Mines Department was correct, 
and in connection with this he had arranged for a conference with the Minister for Mines on this case.

With regard to the area, one surveyor made it 40 acres, others different, and the question arose 
wdiether a survey, accepted and approved by the Department, can be touched by a Minister or anyone 
else, and this point he had submitted for the opinion-of the Attorney-General; in his own opinion it was 
doubtful. In this instance the plan had been sent on by the District Surveyor and approved for 40 acres, 
and Hack could not know that it was not so. He had sent the papers to the' Board (and that was why 
they were not before him) to have a survey of the land made by a surveyor who had not previously been 
connected with the case. If the survey could be altered he thought Hack’s case vras bad, as Brereton’s 
lease would hold good. He could give them no decided answer, but they could rest assured nothing 
would be done in a hurry, and when anything was done he would communicate with Mr. Copeland.

The point as to Thorne and party pegging out was a comparatively new one, as it did not come out 
clearly in the papers. If the survey of the portion could not be altered, that settled the case. He would 
order the new survey to be completed without delay, and, if in doubt, afford Thorne and party an 
opportunity of showing that they had pegged out the land prior to Hack’s selection.

WALTER D. SINGLE,
' 11/2/89.

■ ■ ' No. 83.
. The Under Secretary for Lands to E. Ward, Esq.

Sir, Department of Lands, Sydney, New South Wales, 12 February, 1889.
Armidale. I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 6th instant, respecting the

Cacres87"2i Jui - conditional purchase noted in the margin, and to inform you that it has been forwarded to the Chairman 
xssrf'A. j. ’ of the Local Land Board, to place with other papers in the case.
Hack- I have, &c.,

H. CURRY
(For the Under Secretary).

No. 84.

* The exact wording of the section is “ To obtain a lease for mining- purposes of any kind provided fur in the Act 37 Vic. No. 13, possession 
of the land shall be taken, and application to lease made, in the manner, form, and period prescribed by the regulations made under said Act. Every portion of land ojjcn to lease of which possession shall have been taken as aforesaid shall be deemed to be held under promise of lease, and 
to be exempt from sale unless or until default has occurred in making the prescribed application to lease, or until the application has been 
abandoned, or the Governor has refused the application, and notice of such abandonment or refusal has been published in the GazdteS
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No. 84 . ' ’
Extract from Daily Telegraph, 12 Eebruary, 1889.

ImpobtajStt Mining Case.—Deputation to the Minister for Lands. .

Yesterday Mr. Copeland, M.P., and Mr. Proctor, solicitor, introduced to the Minister for Lands a depu-. 
tation of gentlemen interested in mining at Hillgrove, in the New England District, who protested against 
the granting of a certain conditional purchase applied for by Mr. Hack. ■

Mr. Copeland explained that the selection in question was a bogus selection from the very first. 
The land was taken up under regulations that had no application whatever to mining. It was supposed 
to be taken up for the purpose of agriculture or grazing, whereas the fact was that the land was situated 
on a precipice as steep as the wall of a church, and could be of no earthly use other than for any minerals 
or gold it contained. When they saw a man attempting to evade the proper regulations under which land 
could be obtained for mining purposes, and resorting to other regulations, he thought that the Department 
was fairly entitled to look at the case with some suspicion from the very beginning. In addition to that, 
there was a declaration that had to be made when a conditional purchaser made a selection, to the effect 
that he held the land for his sole use and benefit. He thought it would not be very difficult to prove that 

. Mu- Hack had others “ in ” with him in this selection, and that there were people resident in Sydney 
connected with the speculation. The land had been applied for under mining conditions, and it appeared 
that before Mr. Hack made his application one mining application had encroached upon that measured 
portion of 40 acres, An applicant for land for gold-mining purposes had already taken up a small portion 
of that land, and the argument was, therefore, that there was not the minimum of 40 acres for Mr. Hack 
to take up. There was considerable feeling in the district on the matter, as it was felt that there had been 
ah attempt to evade the law by taking up a large area of valuable mining land. .

_ Mr. Proctor said the land was originally applied for by Mr. John Moore, of Armidale, as a M.C.P., 
and it was surveyed as a 40-acre conditional purchase. After that the usual inquiries were made, and 
Mr. Moore’s M.C.P. lapsed. It was then pegged out by Thorne and party on July 16, 1888, under 
miners’ rights. On July 21, 1888, Mr. Hack applied for it as a measured portion of 40 acres. The Local 
Land Board held an inquiry, but gave no decision. Being doubtful, the Board referred the matter to the 
Minister for Lands, and Mr. Garrett decided in favour of the miners and against Mr. Hack’s application. 
After a considerable time had elapsed, Sir Henry Parkes, temporarily occupying the position of Minister' 
for Lands, reopened the case on being properly petitioned to do so, and sent it back to the Board, who 
again decided that there was not 40 acres there, as required by the Land Act provisions under which a 
conditional purchase could be taken up, and therefore that Mr. Hack’s selection was illegal. However 
Mr. Brunker decided that probably, as one line of the selection was not surveyed, there was sufficient area 
along that line to make up the deficiency. The land had been taken up by Mr. Hack as a non-residential, 
selection, but for no purpose could it be used except mining, and mining was not a purpose contemplated 
under the non-residential clause. If the Minister for Lands would inquire into the -whole subject, he 
would see how absurd it was to deprive so many miners and the public of the advantage of having the land 
in question kept open for mining purposes. The Mines Department said that the miners were entitled to 
the land, but at present the Lands Department said that Hack was. Several hundred miners could be 
employed on the land, and on the faith of Mr. Garrett’s decision thousands of pounds had already been 
spent by different persons as purchase money for the land, and hundreds of pounds had been expended for 
mining purposes, and all that would be lost if Mr. Garrett’s decision remained reversed.
# _ Mr. Lyne, in reply, said the matter could not be decided now. It seemed to him to be a very
intricate case. The point in reference to the applications from the miners did not seem to him to come' 
out very clearly in the official papers, and the question of area was a very difficult matter to deal with. 
The surveyor who surveyed the land first now said that he was aware when he made the survey and sent 
it to the Department that there were more than 40 acres there, but he stated, and his plan was supposed 
to show, that there were only 40 acres. Some officer of the Department had run up the lines and they 
made the land nearly 42 acres altogether. It was a crucial point whether that survey, having been sent 
in a considerable time ago and accepted by the Department and approved, could now’ be touched legally 
by the Minister, or by anybody else, and on this point and on one or two others, he had submitted the 
matter to the Attorney-General. As far as he (Mr. Lyne) could read the law, it was very doubtful if it 
could be touched even if it had 10 acres more than it wras supposed to have. He had instructed the district 
surveyor to have another survey made by a surveyor altogether independent of the case, and this would 
show whether there were more than 40 acres in it or not. There were two parties, as they of course knew, 
fighting about this land, and he had already arranged for the Minister for Mines to have a conference 
with him when he received the papers back from the local Board, so that there should be no further 
clashing between the Mines and the Lands Departments. The Mines Department was evidently acting 
in one direction, under the Mining Act, and the Lands Department in another, and one Department did 
not seem to know what the other had done. All he could say about the matter now was this :—There 
w’ere several points, the principal being whether there was any power to alter a survey once approved of 
by the Department. The point as to previous occupation by pegging out had not been brought before 
him previously. Nothing would be done in a hurry, and before anything was done Mr. Copeland would 
know something about it, for he had been interesting himself in connection with the question, and it was 
such an important matter that he (Mr. Lyne) must have the Crown law officer’s opinion before he took 
action, particularly as to whether he could touch the 40 acres or not, and if not that would settle the 
whole thing. If otherwise, other questions would arise, such as the pegging-out by the miners, which 
seemed to him a very important matter. He would order the survey to be completed without delay, and 
if in doubt he would give Thorne and party an opportunity of showing that they had pegged out the land 
before Hack’s selection. “

Hack’s case.—Please see me in regard to newspaper report to effect that Attorney-General has 
been asked to advise on point as to whether a measured portion, the plan whereof has been duly approved, 
can be altered or amended.—S.E., 12/2/89. Mr. Capper.

■ I cannot trace any instruction by the Minister to obtain advice upon the point raised in Hack’s 
case. The principal papers in the matter were forwarded to the Chairman of the Land Board, Armidale, 

• * on
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on the 6th instant, with a minute by Mr. Secretary Lyne, to the effect that a surveyor, who has not 
already been employed on this case, should carry out the resurvey.— W.H.C., 13/2/89. The Under 
Secretary. .

The point raised as to the power of the Department to alter a measurement, plan whereof has been 
approved, is now being referred to the Attorney-General oh separate paper. Place these documents with 
the bulk of the papers on their return.—S.P., 18/2/82.

No. 85.
Extract from Daily Telegraph, lotli Eebruary, 1889.

Hack’s Selection at Hillgeove.

{To the Editor of the Daily Telegraph).
Sir* . .

My attention having been called to a report in your issue of this day of a deputation which 
waited on the Minister for Lands concerning a selection taken up by one Hack, at Hillgrove, near Armi
dale, I am constrained to point out the many incorrect statements made on that occasion, and to the 
electioneering dodge displayed in the whole matter. _ _

And, firstly, I would draw your attention to the fact that Hack’s absolute right to this selection 
was recognized by the late Ministers for Lands and Mines after a very exhaustive inquiry lasting many 
months, and the confirmation of his selection, with a permit from the Mines Department, was actually 
awaiting the signature of the Executive Council, when the new Ministry, on the mere receipt of a telegram 
from one of their partizans (Mr. Copeland), withdrew the papers so carefully considered by their pre
decessors, and threw the whole matter into confusion. . _

It was stated by Mr. Copeland at the deputation that this was a bogus selection. This is not so. 
Hack selected this piece of ground in due form of law, as others had done before him when it was Crown 
lands open to selection and not within a gold-field. _

The nature of the ground is beyond the question, as a matter of fact it was taken up by him for 
the timber on it, and contracts were ready to be made with him by persons in the neighbourhood for 
supply of same.

. After the land was selected by Hack it was discovered that a small portion had been applied for 
by Smith and Brereton prior to his selection, but the small piece did not at all interfere wTith his lot, 
which had been surveyed by the proper authorities, and found to contain nearly 42 acres ; consequently 
Hack withdrew any objection to these parties who have had their lease granted.

But it was stated at the deputation by Mr. Proctor that Thorne and party had gone on the land 
prior to Hack’s selection. This statement is disposed of by the report of the Chairman of the Land 
Board, before whom the inquiry as to Hack’s claim took place.

It was further stated that many miners were prevented from working the ground. But what are 
the true facts ? They are these: Certain people, in the face of continual warnings, have floated companies 
in connection with the land, and finding that after much patient investigation the two Departments had 
arrived at the conclusion that Hack was perfectly in order in his selection, as the ground by all moral and 
legal rights belonged to him, they are trying by all and every means to escape from the consequences of 
their rashness, and are being assisted by some who have been unfortunately induced to put their money 
in these companies. Yours, &c.,
12th Eebruary. -------- ONE WHO KNOWS.

Submitted. The papers in reference to the case are with Mr. Capper.—M.L., 13/2/89.

No. 86.
Mr. District-Surveyor Einley to Mr. Surveyor Laing.

Conditional purchase, 87-91; Armidale ; A. J. Hack; 40 acres : parish of Cooney, county of Sandon.
• 14 Eebruary, 1889.

Replied to by my Mr. SuRVEroR C. W. Lainu is requested to make a resurvey of portion 113, parish of Cooney, county 
25/2«9,dNoeia.- Sandon, which has been applied for by A. J. Hack under conditional purchase 87-91, Armidale, 
~ 40 acres.

It will be necessary to make a very careful resurvey of the old measured portion No. 113 of 40 acres. 
It will also be necessary for him to excise the portion of land known as Brereton and Smith’s gold 

i think the scale lease, 166, which encroaches upon measured portion 113. The plan should bo drawn to a scale of at 
«hra.M no a least 10 chains to an inch, and it should clearly show the area of portion 113, both inclusive and exclusive 

of Messrs. Brereton and Smith’s gold lease.
The matter is very urgent, and should receive immediate attention.

E. G. FINLEY,
• District Surveyor.

No. 87.

Charles W 
Laing.

should be 4 
chains to an 
inch.—F.G.F. 
19/2/80.

Sir,
Mi*. District-Surveyor Einley to The Under Secretary for Lands.

40 acres 
A. J. Hack.

District Survey Office, Armidale, 14 February, 1889.
Armidale; c.p. ; In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, requesting me to expedite the resurvey of the
87-91; 2i July, conditional purchase noted in the margin, I have the honor to inform you that I have telegraphed to Mr.

’ Surveyor C. W. Laing to proceed to the locality at once, and I anticipate that he will complete the survey 
next week. Every endeavour will be used to complete the survey immediately.

I have, &c.,
F. G. FINLEY,

’ -------- - District Surveyor.
The Under Secretary.—W.H.C., 22/2/89. Submitted for information of Minister.—S.F., 22/2/89. 

Seen.—W.J.L., 22/2/89. "
No. 88.
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. . No. 88.
Memo, by The Under Secretary for Lands..

TTpox a certain day in the year 1887 an application was lodged for a mineral lease under the provisions 
of the Mining Act of 1874. The land described in the application, besides including unmeasured land, 
embraced, to the extent of about one quarter of an acre, a corner of a measured portion adjoining. A few 
weeks subsequently an application under section 26 of the Act of 1881, 48 Victoria No.18, was lodged 
for a conditional purchase of 40 acres. The land applied for and described was a measured portion, that 
is, the land had been measured by a Grovernment Surveyor and the plan of such measurement had-been 
approved, as provided in section 13 of the Lands Acts Amendment Act of 1875, 39 Victoria No. 13, as 
40 acres. Upon the Local Land Board considering the application for the conditional purchase it was 
found that the land described was already covered to a small extent—about one quarter of an acre—by 
the description given in the mineral lease application previously applied for. It was, however, shown 
upon calculation of the lines of the measured portion, given upon the improved plan, that the area therein 
embraced 42 acres, which is sufficient to satisfy both the application for the mineral lease and the appli
cation for the conditional purchase. I understand the Minister for Lands to now desire advice as to 
whether or not the Crown Lands Act of 1884, 48 Victoria No. 18, gives him or the Land Board power 
to authorize a resurvey of a measured portion under such circumstances as are here stated!

The sections of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, 48 Victoria No. 18, bearing upon the question of 
measurement and unmeasurement are from 55th to the 60th.

-------- S.F., 16/2/89.
Perhaps the Honorable the Attorney-General may be asked to advise.—S.P., 18/2/89. Approved. 

—"W.J.L., 18/2/89. The Crown Solicitor.—F.H.AV. (for Under Secretary), B.C , 18/2/89.

' No. 89. . • ■
Memo, by The Under Secretary for Lands.

Hack’s Conditional Purchase. .
ly connection with the above case Mr. Secretary Lyne wishes to ascertain whether holders of miners’ 
rights who mark out claims on gold-fields, by pegging out in the usual manner, require a legal holding 
title thereto at once, and to the exclusion of other persons, irrespective of whether thevmine continuously 
thereafter. Mr. Capper to inquire at Mines Department. "
. -------- . S.F., 18/2/89.

I waited upon the Under Secretary for Mines this morning, and after reading the above to him ho 
answered that a good title would be made, but it would always be open to attack if subsequent default 
occurred.—W.H.C., 19/2/89. The Under Secretary. Put with papers.—W.J.L., 19/2/89.

No. 90.
Mr. W. E. Myring to The Under Secretary for Lands. ■

S*r> 98, Pitt-street, Sydney, 20 February, 1889.
With reference to Hack’s conditional purchase noted in the margin, I have the honor, as A j Hack's 

agent tor Thorne and party, and without prejudice to their claim as first occupiers or other considerations c- p- 87:91;40 
in their favour, to protest against one action in the case, which I would ask should be submitted to the ArawSe.lsrove 
Attorney-General for his opinion as to its legality or otherwise.

. On the 20th January the Local Land Board at Armidale disallowed the application for the 
selection, and the Minister (Mr. Garrett) confirmed this action; but, on the 27th July, SirHeury Parkes 
acting as Minister for Lands, reopened the case. ’

I would respectfully submit that under whatever section the disallowance was made, the action 
was final (subject only to the right of appeal), and that the Colonial Secretary, Sir Henry Parkes (at the 
time acting Minister), had no power to reopen the case.

■ I make this submission with all due respect, but it appears to me a strong point in favour of my 
clients. J

■ I have not copies of papers, and am not well acquainted with the sections of the Act under which 
the respective actions of the Board and Ministers were taken, but it seems to me that if the selection was 
disallowed by the Minister following a minute by the Board to the effect that the selection should be 
disallowed, the case wa,s probably referred to the Board under section 14, sub-section VII, for decision by 
the Minister. I submit that then his finding or (in terms of the Act, as" quoted) decision was final. 
But should the Department not recognize the Minister’s decision given under the before-mentioned clause 
of the Act as a Ministerial decision, it must then be equivalent to a Land Board decision, and, if so, the 
applicant Hack should have appealed in the usual way within twenty-eight days. ’ ’

■ Briefly, the points I would like submitted to the Attorney-General are as follows :—
1. Is the action of a Minister in disallowing a selection after it has been referred to the Board

under section 14 sub-section VII, deemed a Ministerial decision ; if so, is it not final and 
can it be legally reopened in the Lands Department ? ’

2. If a disallowance of a selection, as shown by the Minister, is not a Ministerial decision does
it then become equivalent to a Land Board decision ; and, if so, should not the applicant 
Hack have appealed against same in the usual way.

’ I have, &c.,
--------  W. E. MAKING.

Papers (89-346 Cor.), B.C. to Land Board, Armidale, 6/2/89. For resurvey, tide Minister’s 
approval.—J.A.J. (pro J.P.M.), 26/2/89. The Under-Secretary.—W.H.C., 26/2/89. Inform that 
the case will be dealt with in the ordinary way.—W.J.L., 26/2/89. W. E. Myring informed, 8/3/89.

No. 91.
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No. 91.
Messrs. McNamara and Norton to The Secretary for Lands.

He Hack’s conditional purchase.
Sir, Waltham Buildings, Bond-street, Sydney, 22 February, 1889.

Our client has drawn our attention to the deputation which waited on you on the 11th instant, 
relative to this conditional purchase, and we have the honor to point out that there are many inaccuracies 
and mis-statements in the statements made by the deputation. The land was Crown land open to condi
tional purchase at the time of Hack’s application, and was not within a gold-field. It was proved clearly 
before the Land Board that there was within the boundaries of the portion in question more than sufficient 
to satisfy Hack’s application for the 40 acres. The statement of the pegging out by Thorne and party 
was clearly disproved to the satisfaction of the Land Board, and the evidence shows that the pegging out 
as alleged by Mr. Proctor did not take place.

_ We would point out that the late Minister for Lands, Mr. Brunker, after carefully going into the 
evidence and the papers, recommended that Hack’s application be confirmed, and we feel sure that your 
predecessor’s decision will not be interfered with by you unless some facts, which were not brought under 
his notice, are brought before you. As you were good enough to say that before dealing with the matter 
that you would give our Mr. McNamara an opportunity of seeing you, we shall be glad if you will give 
him an early appointment, that he may go fully into the statements made by the deputation, and point 
out to you in what respects they are inaccurate.

We have, &c.,
McNAMAEA AND NOETON.

No. 92.
Mr. District-Surveyor Einley to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Eesurvey of portion, No. 113, parish of Cooney, county of Sandon.
Sir, District Survey Office, Armidale, 6 March, 1889.

s'fsm and9’ 111 accordance with the Honorable the Minister’s instructions, dated 1st February, 1889,
2,406-1,660, ami papers C.S. 89-346, I now have the honor to forward a plan and report showing a resurvey by Mr. 
Laing™plan1 Surveyor C. W. Laing, of measured portion No. 113, in the parish of Cooney, county of Sandon. 
forwarded under Mr. Surveyor C. W. Laing has had no previous connection with this case in any way.
in'roii'form™1^’ According to Mr. Laing’s resurvey the total area of portion 113 is 41 acres 1 rood 6 perches, and

the area of the portion, exclusive of Brereton and Smith’s gold lease, is 41 acres and 39 perches.
Attention is drawn to the fact that the.western boundary of the portion has been fixed by scale 

only from Mr. Licensed-Surveyor Evelyn Manning’s plan of the survey of the portion adjoining, being 
portion 59 ; there being no other way of determining it, as it follows no natural feature.

The whole of the papers in this case are forwarded herewith, as also the original plans of measured 
portions Nos. 59 and 113, catalogued S. 2,354-1,660, and S. 2,406-1,660.

I have, &c.,
F. G-. FINLEY,

----------------- District Surveyor.
[Enclosure^

Resurvey.—Surveyor Charles W. Laing to the District Surveyor, transmitting plan of portion 113, parish of Cooney, 
county of Sandon, showing resurvey of original measurement. Plan and instructions herewith.

Sir, Armidale, 25 January, 1889.
I have the honor, in accordance with your instructions, dated 14th February, 1889, No. 4, to transmit herewith 

the plan of portion No. 113, parish of Cooney, county of Sandon, showing resurvey of original measurement.
Owing to the nature of the country, which is a mass of broken rocks, and very steep, I found it impossible to measure 

along the north or south boundary of portion 113, but traversed a connection from A to D, and checked it by triangulation 
from transverse line 10, with satisfactory results, then calculated the length of AD-BC.

I found all corners, and the reference to corner B should read as shown by me.
I have, &c.,

CHARLES W. LAING.
The District Surveyor, Armidale. . --------

Forward to the Under Secretary for Lands, with my letter of this date.—F. G. Fixley, District Surveyor, 6/3/89.

Armidale. 
C.P. 87-91, 
40 acres.
A, J. Hack.

No. 93.
The Under Secretary for Lands to Mr. W. E. Myring.

Sir, . Department of Lands, Sydney, 8 March, 1889.
Eeferring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, on the subject of tbe conditional purchase, noted 

in the margin, I am.directed by the Secretary for Lands to inform you that the case will be dealt with in 
the ordinary manner. I have, &c.,

H. CUEEY
_____________________ (Eor the Under Secretary).

No. 94.
Office Memorandum.

Alfred J. Hack, Armidale.—Conditional Purchase 87-91, 47th section, 40 acres, portion 113.
Me. Seceetaey Lyne, on the 1st February last (89-346 Corr.), directed as follows :—Instruct District 
Surveyor to have another survey made by a surveyor not already employed in connection with this.

In accordance with those instructions a resurvey has been made by Mr. Surveyor C. W. Laing, 
who finds that the area of portion 113_ is 41 acres 1 rood 6 perches, and the area of the portion, exclusive 
of Brereton and Smith’s gold lease, is 41 acres and 39 perches. On
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On the 19th February the opinion of the Attorney-G-eneral was sought as to whether the Minister 
had power to order a re-suryey of a measured portion, the plan of which had been approved, but as such 
opinion has not yet been given, the case may perhaps remain in abeyance pending its receipt.

- W.H.C., 11/3/89.
The Under Secretary. --------

Pending the receipt of the opinion of the Attorney-General this case may stand over.—J.N.B., 
12/3/89. Opinion herewith.—J.P.M. (per T.B.), 15/3/89. Mr. Capper. Opinion by Mr. Attorney- 
General Simpson now enclosed {Vide 89-6,898, Departmental).—W.H.C., 15/3/89. The Under Secretary. 
Submitted.—S.F., 16/3/89. .

No. 95.
The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Lands. _

Subject: bections 55 to 60 of tlie Crown. XjEiiids Act of 1884, 44 Vic. ISTo. 18, as to tlie power of tlie 
. Minister to resurvey land under certain circumstances.

Sir, Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 14 March, 1889.
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter, which were 

forwarded to me from your department on the 20th February, 1889, and to state that I have submitted 
them to Mr. Attorney-General Simpson, a copy of whose advising thereon will be found upon the * ‘See below, 
other side of this letter. I have &c.,

’ JOHN WILLIAMS, '
----------------- Crown Solicitor.
\_VJnclosure.'} '

Copy Opinion or the Attorney-General.

I no do not see any power given in the Land Act of 1884 either to the Minister for Lands or to the Land Board to authorize 
a resurvey of a measured portion.

Section 55 says that land upon being conditionally purchased under the Act of 1884 shall be taken in portions as 
measured ; but if the area applied for be less than a measured portion, such portion may, on approval of the Land Board 
be subdivided. But in the present case the portion applied for is less than a measured portion, viz., 40 acres if it is 
considered that the approval under the Land Acts Amendment Act, 39 Victoria hTo. 13, section 13, constitutes the land a 
measured poition after the passhuj of the Lands Act of 1884. Section 56 of that Act states that no land shall be considered 
to be measured until the plan shall have been approved of by the district surveyor, or an officer duly authorized in that 
behalf, &c. J

If the approval under the Act 39 Victoria No. 13 has ceased to have .any effect (and this is a question upon which I 
express no opinion), the 42 acres may be considered as an unmeasured portion under the Act of 1884 ; and 40 acres of it if 
sufficiently described, may be selected, excluding the land included in the mineral lease application. If the approval under 

i 18/5 still constitutes the land as described in the plan a measured portion, I don’t see any certain way out of
the difficulty which has arisen ; but perhaps the best thing to do would be for the Minister to direct a resurvey and let 
the legality of the proceedings be tested by those whose interest it may be to dispute it.

___________________________________ 13/3/89.

No. 96.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands. ’

Sir> . . . Department of Lands, Sydney, 25 March, 1889.
, Beferring to tbe matter of the conditional purchase noted in the margin, I have, by tbe direction » -j ,

of the Secretary for Mines, to request that you will be good enough to inform me as soon as possible c.p. 87-91; 
whether further consideration has been given to the objections to such conditional purchase • and if so 40a?res’1„
with what result. ' I have, &c., ’ ’ parish Cooney,

HAERIE WOOD, A?jD^Sdon;
_.__________________________ Under Secretary.

No. 97.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 April, 1889.
I have the honor to invite your attention to my letter of the 25th March, and to request the 

favour of a prompt reply. I have, &c.,
GERARD E. HERRING

. , -------- (Eor the Under Secretary).
CMOjeet:—die conditional purchase 87-91 at Armidale, 40 acres, portion 113, parish Cooney 

county Sandon; A. J. Hack. J ’

No. 98.
Messrs. Brett and Ooghlan to The Minister for Mines.

®ir’ . . 19, Macquarie-plaee, Sydney, 13 May, 1889.
_ _ Under instruction from Mr. A. J. Hack, we have the honor to request that you will cause c. p. 87-9 

the conditional purchase noted in the margin to be approved at the earliest moment possible, as owing to daie^A!’/HAck 
the long delay which has already taken place, our client has been unable to complete arrangements which ' 
he had entered into, and has been, and still is, suffering severe and, to him, ruinous loss. He is, and 
always has been, ready to comply with all the provisions of the Act. ' ’

The anxiety and mental strain brought upon him by tbe lengthy delay occasioned by tbe action of 
interested parties is proving too much for him, and Ms bodily health is suffering. ‘

Under these circumstances, and in order that justice may be done, we trust that you will at 
once cause tbe necessary certificate to issue. J

We have, &c.,
____________________________  BRETT AND OOGHLAN.

No. 99.
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No. 99.
Messrs. Abbott and Allen to The Under Secretary for Lands.

Sir, "Wentworth Court, Sydney, 28 May, 1889.
I have the honor to forward to you the copy of a letter received by me from Mr. A. J. Hack, 

in reference to his C.P. 87-91 of 40 acres, made at Armidale, I need hardly point out to you how grossly 
unfair it is to Mr. Hack that this matter should be tied up in the manner in which it has been, simply 
because Mr. Chanter chooses to place upon the Business Paper of the Legislative Assembly a Notice of 
Motion which he makes no effort to have disposed of.

The interests involved in this conditional purchase are so great, and of such vital consequences to 
Mr. Hack, that there should be no delay in dealing with the matter one way or the other.

I would most respectfully urge that the Minister should give his decision in this case in such a 
way as to enable the parties to the dispute to fight out their contentions in the Supreme Court, if they 
think proper. The facts of the case are, I think, admitted, the points of law involved are intricate, and 
can only be finally decided in a satisfactory way by a Court of Justice. Under these circumstances, I 
would ask the Minister, without delay, to take a course which will enable all parties to have the 
disputes settled at the earliest possible date I have, &c.,

-----------------ABBOTT AND ALLEN.
[Enclosire.~]

J. P. Abbott, Esq., M.L.A., Elizabeth-street, Sydney,— Armidale, 22 May, 1889.
Sir,

I shall esteem it a favour if you could inform me if it is Mr. Chanter’s intention to apply for the Select 
Committee to inquire into the matter of my conditional purchase. It is now so long since the time fixed for it to come 
before the House, and as nothing has been done, I thought that perhaps Mr. Chanter had abandoned it. Could you induce 
Mr. Chanter either to proceed with this matter at once or withdraw his motion, or in any way hurry my case at the Lands 
Department, so as to get the certificate of approval issued, as I find that I am not able to bear the heavy expenses that I am 
continually being put to and have been put to for the past two years over this case.

If you can further assist me in this matter you will confer a great favour on me.
Yours truly,

A. J. HACK.
[Three plans.]

[ s. 9d.J
Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Piinter.—lS£9.
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING. -
(CORRESPONDENCE, &c., RELATING TO THE CASE OF THE BLUE JACKET MINING LEASE

CANOWINDRA.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 9 July, 1889.

LET URN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 8th May, 1889, That there he laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ Copies of all letters, papers, minutes, reports, and other documents 
relating to the case of the Blue Jacket Mining Lease, 56, at Canowindra, 

“ in the County of Ashburnham.”

' fDr. Itoss,J

■ SCHEDULE.yo.
1. Messrs. G. W. H. Dry and John Charnock to.the Secretary for Mines (minutes thereon). 8 October, 1887 .......
2. Mr. W. E. Croucher to the Secretary for Mines (minutes thereon). 12 October, 1887 .............................................
3. Messrs. G. W. H. Dry, John Charnock, and others to the Secretary for Mines. 22 October, 1887 ......................
4. The Under Secretary for Mines in reply to letter of the 8th instant. 25 October, 1887 .........................................
5. Mr. G. W. H. Dry to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 3 November, 1887....................................................................................
6. The Warden’s Clerk, Canowindra, to Mr. Warden Sharpe. 13 November, 1887 .................. ..................................
7. Mr. John Boyd to same. 17 November, 1887 ...........................................................................................
8. The Under Secretary for Mines in reply to letter of the 22nd ultimo. 23 December, 1887 ......................................
9. Mr. W. Croucher to Mr. Tnomas Forsyth. 7 May, 1888................................................................................................

10. Executive Council Minute cancelling G.L. 54 (enclosure). 15 May, 1888.....................................................................
11. Mr. F. W. Smith to the Under Secretary for Mines (minute). 29 May, 1888.............................................................
12. The Under Secretary for Mines in reply to above. 13 June, 1888................................................................................
13. Gazette Notice of Cancellation, G.L. 54. 28 July, 1888 ..................................................................
14. The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. John Boyd and others, informing them of cancellation. 28 July, 1888
15. Dr. A. Ross, M.P., to the Under Secretary for Mines (enclosures). 1 August, 1888.................................................
16. Application for G.L. No. 77, at Canowindra, by William Croucher and others (forms attached). 3 August, 1888
17. Messrs. G. W. H. Dry to the Under Secretary for Mines (minute). 6 August, 1888.................................................
18. The Under Secretary for Mines in reply to above. 17 August, 1888...................................................................
19. Mr. G. W. H. Dry to the Under Secretary for Mines. 18 August, 1888 .....................................................................
20. Dr. A. Ross, M.P., to the Secretary for Mines (minute and enclosure). 1 September, 1888 .................................
21. The Under Secretary for Mines in reply to above. 6 October, 1888 ............................................................................
22. The Chief Mining Surveyor to Mr. Surveyor Curtis, notice to survey. 23 November, 1888 ..................................
23. Mr. Surveyor Curtis, forwarding plan, &e. (enclosure). 29 January, 1889 .................................................................
24. Mr. T. . De Courcy Browne to the Secretary for Mines. 3 May, 1889 .....................................................................
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MINING-.

No. 1.
Messrs. G. W. H. Dry and John Charnock to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, • Belmore, Canowindra, 8 October, 1887.
"We, the undersigned, lessees of gold-mining lease No. 54, comprising 2 acres, known as the 

old prospecting claim, situate at the Blue Jacket Beef, Belmore, near Canowindra, parish Collett, county 
of Ashburnham, do hereby, in accordance with the Gold-fields Mining Act, respectfully request that a 
suspension of work may be granted us thereon for the period of three months, for the following reason :— 
That the workings, now at a depth of 240 feet upon the main reef, are flooded with water for a consider
able distance along the course of the workings, and within a distance of 100 feet from the surface, 
necessitating machinery to be obtained and employed to combat with it and enable us to clear the 
workings and get at the stone, which is now under water. We therefore request this protection while we 
obtain and erect the necessary machinery. Awaiting favour of your esteemed reply,

" ’ We, are, &c.,
G. W. H. DET.

, JOHN CHARNOCK.
- N.B.—The Warden (Mr. Connolly) for the Carcoar and Bathurst district, who attends here as 

P.M., informs me he cannot deal with the matter, as this is in the Forbes District, and the Warden there 
seldom having occasion to come here necessitates our application to you.—G.W.H.D. and others.

G.L. 214, Lachlan, J. Boyd and others.—The writer should probably be informed that he must 
apply to the Warden of the district for suspension on the above lease.—E.F. Submitted.—17/10/87.
Approved.—H.W., 18/10/87. .

No. 2. _
. Mr. W. E. Crouclicr to Tlie Secretary for Mines.

' Sir, Canowindra, 12 October, 1887.
I beg to draw your attention to the following facts :—A party of three, named John Boyd, 

George Dry, and John Charnock, have a gold lease of 2 acres at Belmore, Canowindra. The lease has 
been signed by them, but they are not doing any work. I beg that you will make inquiries and have the 
lease cancelled for non-working and give me the privilege of taking possession of it, as I am prepared to 
go into it and give it a fair trial, and not let it lie idle, as the present party are doing, waiting for others to 
strike something. I beg to ask that there will be no delay in having it cancelled.

I have, &c.,
-------- - W. E. CROUCHER.

Referred to Mr. Warden Sharpe for report as to application for suspension by Dry and party.— 
E. Fare, for the Under Secretary, 5/11/87. Mr. Warden Sharpe, B.C., 5th November, 1887.

It appears from the annexed report of the Warden’s Clerk at Canowindra, as also from a letter I 
have received from one of the shareholders, that the labour conditions have not been complied with on 
the lease in question. Attention is drawn to report and correspondence.—Ernest A. E. Sharpe, Warden, 
B.C., 29/11/87. The Under Secretary for Mines.

As the nature of the several reports are conflicting, probably the usual course may be adopted, 
and the applicants for suspension be informed that they must apply to the Warden (Mr. Sharpe) in open- 
Court for the concession they ask.—E.F., 15/12/87.

.The writers may be informed that they must apply to the Warden in open Court. There is no 
other wav of dealing with such applications. It was a waste of time to refer to the Warden.—H.W., 
20/12/87. ' ' ________ ■____________________

* Should be 
No. 54,

• No. 3. _ '
Messrs. G. W. H. Dry, John Charnock, and others to The Secretary for Mines. ,

Sir, . ’ Canowindra, 22 October, 1887.
We respectfully invite your attention to application for registration of gold-mining lease 

No. 56*, on Blue Jacket Reef, Belmore, Canowindra, county Ashburnham," parish Collett, for the period 
of three months, pending erection and completion of plant, to enable us to get the water out of the 
workings, that we may drain the ground to get at the reef. The application is dated about the 15th 
instant. Tour reply per return granting same will oblige, as we are anxious to forward the mine.

We are, &c.,
. G. W. H. DRY,

. JOHN CHARNOCK,
--------  And Others.

How does this stand?—H.W., 24/10/87. The writers have been instructed to apply to the
Warden of the district. Seen.—G.E.H. (for U.S.)

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. G. W. H. Dry and John Charnock.
Gentlemen, Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 October, 1887.

• Referring to your letter of the 8th instant, in which you apply for suspension of the labour 
conditions of gold-mining lease No. 214 in the Lachlan Mining District for the period of three months, I 
have the honor to inform you that application should be made to the Warden of the district for suspension 
of the labour conditions of the lease. I have, &c.,

GERARD E. HERRING
. (for the Under Secretary).

- .. . . : • • . ■ No. 5.
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No. 5.
Mr. G. W. H. Dry to Mr. Mrarden Sharpe.

Dear Sir, Canowindra, 3 November, 1887.
We have applied to Mr. Connolly, P.M. here, who is also Warden for the Carcoar and Cowra 

districts, and he informs us he thinks it would be necessary for the application to be made to you. This 
would mean 90 miles of journey, unless you accepted a declaration from us setting forth the facts 
which I can forward upon receipt of reply. Yours, &c., ’

-------- - ' a. W. H. DEY.
Will Mr. Cook be good enough to inform me if the labour conditions have been complied with on 

this lease, and inquire from lessees on what grounds they ask for suspension of labour. See conditions 
of labour below P—Eenest E. Shaepe, Warden, B.C., 5 November, 1887. The Warden’s Clerk, 
Canowindra.

The labour conditions on Gr.L. No. 214 are That fourteen days after delivery two men are to be 
employed continuously the ordinary working hours. The lease was delivered on the 22nd June last. -

No. 6.
The Warden’s Clerk, Canowindra, to The Warden, Forbes.

Sir, Warden’s Office, Canowindra, 13 November, 1887.
Tie the attached papers, I have the honor to state for your information that Mr. Dry, one of 

the applicants, states that the ground on which he asks for a suspension of the labour conditions is that- 
they wish to erect machinery to test the deep ground. Mr. Boyd, another of the applicants, does not 
wish for a suspension, as he wishes the ground to be worked, and states that there is no intention of 
erecting machinery. Mr. Charnock has not been spoken to about the matter, as he lives some distance 
from Canowindra. The labour conditions have not been carried out. Two men were employed for six. 
weeks after the granting of the lease, but since that time no work of any sort has been carried on in 
connection with the lease. I have, &c., ' -

. WM. COOK,
Warden’s Clerk.

. No. 7.
Mr. John Boyd to Mr. Warden Sharpe.

Sir, Canowindra, 17 November, 1887.
_ The Warden’s Clerk here called on me the other day to ask on what grounds w'e asked for 

suspension of work on our lease at Belmore, and I now beg to state that I, as one of the shareholders, 
was never a party to it. Dry asked me some time ago, and I told him then that I didn’t want suspension- 
of work, as we had made a start, and I would like to see it tested, and if it was no good throw it up,. 
But it appears he took it on himself to write. Charnock didn’t even sign the letter, although I believe 
his name appears on it. We have worked it for about six weeks ; and, on account of Dry not paying his 
share of working expenses, we have not worked it for about six or eight weeks, as what was done 
Charnock and myself had to pay for it. I would sooner see it cancelled than to be humbugged any more, 
as I believe it is a good claim. I would like to see it properly worked. I say if we cannot work it let 
somebody else do it, although it will be hard for Charnock and myself to lose it, as we have been out of 
pocket now.

I thought I had better drop you a line in case you might be misled. ■
I am, &c.,

JOHN BOYD.

■ No. 8. •
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. G. W. H. Dry, John Charnock, and

another.
Gentlemen, Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 December, 1887.

Eeferring to your letter of the 22nd October last, in which you apply for permission to 
register gold-mining lease No. 56, Blue Jacket Eeef, Belmore, Canowindra, for suspension from labour, 
I have the honor to inform you that your application should be made to the Warden in open Court.

Thave, &c.,
GEEAED E. HEEEING

' (for the Under Secretary).

No. 9.
- Mr. W. Croucher to Mr. Thomas Forsyth.

Sir, . Canowindra, 7 May, 1888.
Some months ago I wrote to the Minister for Mines, giving notice that the labour conditions 

were not being complied with on gold-lease No. 214, Canowindra, and though for months I have purposely 
refrained from leaving the field for fear of missing the notice of cancellation, I have come to the conclusion 
now that it will be necessary for me to get someone in the city to push'the matter through for me. I am 
unable to hang about any longer; and, if you cau get the notice addressed to your care, I will keep you 
posted with any change of address. 1 presume this letter will be sufficient authority for you to show to 
the Minister. If you can push the matter through, you will do me a great favour.

' • I am, &c., ’
; ' -------- WILLIAM CEOTTCHEE.

Send.notice to Mr. Eorsyth.—H.W., 14/5/88,

No. 10.
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Minute for Executive Council.
Recommending the Cancellation of Gold-mining Lease.

. Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 May, 1888.
It is recommended to His Excellency the Governor and the Executive Council that the gold-mining lease 
of Crown lands specified in the annexed schedule be cancelled, the lessees having failed to fulfil the labour 
conditions contained therein. -------- FRAN CIS ABIGAIL.

The Executive Council advise that the recommendation herein set forth be approved, and the 
necessary notices issued.—Alex. C. Bubge, Clerk of the Council. Minute 88/23, 22/5/88. Approved. 
—Cabkingtoiv, 22/5/88. Confirmed, 29/5/88.

\_Enclosure.~\
' Schedule alluded to.

Lachlan Mining District;.
No. 214; John Boyd and others ; G.L. 54; county Ashburnham, parish Collett; 2 acres; Canowindra; Application No. 14.

No. 11.
Mr. E. W. Smith to The Under Secretary for Mines.

. Sir, Belmore Mills, Canowindra, 29 May, 1888.
When I was in your office last August I called your attention to a quartz lease held by J. 

Boyd, J. Charnock, and G. W. H. Dry (2 acres). They have held it now for, I think, over two years 
(the lease was issued last June, 1887), and not more than £10 W'orth of work done on the lease, and that 
in September, 1887. The reefs are showing on the surface, so that they know where to start. I have 
twelve miners at work within 70 yards of them raising payable stone on the same line, and if this ground 
was cancelled there are any number of miners would be glad to take it to work.

How long are these men to hold it without working according to their lease ? They should have 
been at work continuously since the 29th June, 1887. Yours, &c.,

--------  F. W. SMITH.
Inform that steps are being taken for cancellation of the lease on a prior complaint.—E.F., 6/6/88. 

Yes.—G.E.H. (for U.S.), 7/6/88. __

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. E. W. Smith.

Sir, Department of Mines, Sydney, 13 June, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the 29th ultimo, in which you lodge a complaint for the 

nonfulfilment of the labour conditions of gold-mining lease 214, Boyd and party, Canowindra, I have the 
honor to inform you that steps are being taken for the cancellation of the lease on a prior complaint.

* T Ti fl VP ■
’ GERARD E. HERRING

• (for the Under Secretary).

No. 13.
Gazette Notice.

. Department of Mines, Sydney, 28 July, 1888.
Notice to Applicants foe Gold-mining Leases.

Notice is hereby given that the undermentioned gold-mining lease has been cancelled for non-fulfilment 
of the labour conditions contained therein.
[88-12,930.] -------- - FRANCIS ABIGAIL.

Lachlan Mining Disteict.

No. Name. Portion No. Locality. Area. Applicaticn No.

214 John Bojd and others..... GL 5-4i County Ashburnham, parish Collett...
a. r. p.
2 0 0 Canowindra 14

No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. John Boyd and others.

Sir, Department of Mines, 28 July, 1888.
I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that the gold lease noted in tho 

margin has been cancelled for non-fulfilment of the labour conditions contained therein.
I have, &c.,

GERARD E. HERRING
(for the Under Secretary for Mines).

No. lo.
A. Boss, Esq., M.D., M.P., to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Molong, 1 August, 1888.
Herewith I enclose letters from Mr. G. W. H. Dry, of Canowindra, in which he complains of 

some gross injustice having taken place in regard to the Blue Jacket gold-mining lease, Noi 56,* at 
Canowindra, in which he is interested. I
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I regret, tpo, exceedingly, of the unsatisfactory answers furnished to me on the matter by the 

department, and which are marked in red in Mr. Dry’s letter. Let me beg of you to furnish the fullest 
information to Mr. Dry (by writing to him direct) explaining how the Blue Jacket Reef now stands, so 
that i may be relieved of the odium of having supplied false and incorrect information to Mr. Dry:as was 
supplied to me by the Mines Department.

The matter, it is self-evident, is serious, and I trust it will receive your immediate attention, and 
an answer written to Mr. Dry at once, so that he may know exactly how the case and matter stand. 
Let me beg ot you to give the matter your prompt attention. Tours, &c.,

. ’dr! a. ROSS.

[Enclosure A.~\
_ Mr. G. W. H. Dry to A. Ross, Esq., M.D., M.E. .

6ar t^-h. j • , , , . . , Canowindra, 28 July, 1888.
^ i 011tllfct. . m “y ]astl when referring to my lease to mention particulars for your identification, so now subjoin 

Tm :n ^°^cl"™lninS Lase, Ro.^06,' 2 acres, Blue Jacket Reef, Belmore, near Canowindra, Lachlan District; Messrs. ‘Should be 
Alessees. _ So please don’t neglect to inform me at the first intimation of its being cancelled ;1also of any other on the same line of reef.' » No. 54.

G. W. H. DRY.

Dear Sir,

[Enclosure R.]
Mr. G. \V. H. Dry to A. Ross, Esq., M.D., M.P.

T , Canowindra, 30 July, 1888.
. 1 '“lormetl that a notihcation of the eanceilation of my lease on the Blue Jacket Reef, referred to in my last,

has been gazetted, aithough J can find no one who has seen it; however, one of the original shareholders, John Boyd, 
1 11 uan0 4. T' stl]ailser> marked it out on the strength of it. In yours of the 4th instant you informed me that no steps 
had been taken to have it cancelled, hence I remained in false security. My inquiries elicit that applications for it have 
been made some time ago, hence the replies to your queries at the office have not been correctly given. Boyd held the 
deed on trust on behalf of himself, Charnock, and myself, and acts surreptitiously in obtaining a cancellation by collusion 
with a stranger to oust the bona fide shareholders (the partners therein). The term of the rental has not expired, and under 
the circumstances is it not possible to get this cancellation revoked. Will you look this up, as it is a perfect swindle upon 
myself and the other shareholders by this Boyd ? I applied some time past to the Under Secretary for Mines for suspension 
0 abour pending the erection of machinery, &c., as there was a great difference between the shareholders regarding the 
dTfault'therein a°0Ur re1uired. I may mention that neither of the latter has received any notice whatever regarding any

. a shareholder with Mr. Charnock, and unites with me in requesting that you will do your level best
to upset this nefarious transaction. J G W H DRY

[Later.] . [Enclosure G]
I am informed now the term of rent due is past. . 31 July, 1888.

„„ 1 iii- , If such is the case it is confirmation of Boyd the shareholder’s
undei handedness, as he, holding the deeds, should acquaint us of any notice received from the department referring 

ieret°,_ whereas we have received no notice either from the department, as is usual, or from him, the holder of the deeds. 
It such is the case, could we not send the lease morcy to the Treasury and demand the acceptance, the department not 
having noticed us, as is usual and requisite. Mr. Clyburn and myself anxiously await your reply.

G. W. H. DRY,

No. 16.
Application No. 77, at Canowindra, for a Gold-mining Lease.

1. By whom application was received ? The Warden’s Clerk. .
2. At what place.? Canowindra.
3. Date and hour when received ? 3rd August, 1888, at 12 noon.
4. Receipt for first year’s rent, No. 75. Date—3rd August, 1888. -
5. To whom receipt was issued ? William Croucher. *
6. Date when notice to survey was sent to surveyor ? ’ ’
7. Date when report and plan ivere received from the surveyor ?
8. Names of objectors, and dates on which they lodged their objections ?
'9. Dates of inquiry ? .

10. Are the applicants holders of miners’ rights ? Tes.
no- vS !!ie !?n<* aPP^ec^ f°r exempted from leasing under the 34th section of the Minina- Act, 1874? No
12. Is the time proposed for commencing work reasonable ? ° '
13. Is the number of men proposed to be employed reasonable ?

Gold-mining Lease Regulations—Schedule 2—Application for Gold-mining Lease.
To the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, Sydney,— °

Slr’ -rtr t v c .... , Canowindra, 3 August, 1888.
- i nPP1011.^?11 ^or a gold-mining lease of that piece or parcel of land situated

^oTeAiCT Hl ,: f elmore, containing 2 acres, of which we took possession on the 30th day of July 
iu r ''ae h°}:lr ^ 12 30 o clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of mining thereon and therein for 

gold, tor a period of fifteen years, by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle thereof. The 
datum post is on the north-west corner of the Blue Jacket gold lease.

Nohceof our intention to make this application has been given in accordance with the regula
tions m that behalf, and we hand herewith a list of the persons who occupy or claim a right to the land 
aforesaid, or any part thereof, together with such contents as we have obtained. We also hand herewith 
the sum of two pounds, being the first year’s rent in advance of the said land, and one pound ten shillings 
to cover the cost of survey. And we hereby request that survey may forthwith be made of the said piece 
or parcel of land. ^

.. achiiowledge that this application is made upon the distinct understanding and
condition that it we sha.ll abandon or fail to proceed with it, or if it is refused, the Secretary for Mines 
tor the time being may deduct from the sum of two pounds, deposited as aforesaid, any cost to which in 
u 1011 the iWn “W l\ave teen put in or about or in respect of this application ; and this application 

shall thereupon oecome and be void, and the possession aforesaid shall cease and determine. And if the 
leas3 shall he granted we shall and will commence mining operations upon or in connection with the 

* “ demised
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demised land within fourteen days from and after the granting thereof, and shall and will employ upon
such land not less than two men during the whole of the term thereby created,and not less than-----------
men during the remainder of such term. And shall and will at any time when called upon, in terms of 
the regulations relating to gold-mining leases, to do so, execute and take delivery of such lease, or failing 
therein for a period of fourteen days after being so called upon, we shall and will forfeit the said sum of 
two pounds and all right, title, or interest in and to the said land and the possession thereof, and the 
said lease shall be forthwith cancelled. We have, &c.,

' WILLIAM CEOUCHEE,
JOHN BOYD.
ALEEED A. GALLAGHEE
(by his agent, John Boyd).

Miners’ Eights.
No. 22 ; date—1st January, 1888. William Croucher, miner, Canowindra.
No. 27 ; date—1st January, 1888. John Boyd, storekeeper, Canowindra.
No. 148; date—25th January, 1888. Alfred A. Gallagher, mining agent, Sydney.

• This application was received by me this 3rd day of August, 1888, at the hour of 12 o’clock in the 
forenoon, and is numbered 77.—William Cook, Warden’s Clerk.

Questions to be answered by Applicants to Lease.
When receiving an application to lease land for mining purposes, the Warden, Warden’s Clerk, or

an agent, as the case may be, shall require the applicant or applicants, or his or their agent, to answ'er the 
following questions, and shall take down such answers in writing. The statement, when complete, to be 
read over to, and signed by, the person furnishing the answers

1. “Were you or each of you (applicants) the holder of a miner’s right in force at the date of taking 
possession of the land referred to in application No. 77. Do you produce them ? Yes.

3. What was the date and hour of the day when you took possession of the land referred to in 
application No. 77 ? 30 July, 1888,12'30 a.m.

4. Did you take possession by erecting posts and cutting trenches at each angle of the land ? Yes.
5. What was the diameter of the posts ? 3 inches.
6. How high did they project above the surface when fixed in the ground ? 3 feet.
7. What was the length of each arm of each trench, and what was the depth of each trench P

6 feet in length and 9 inches in depth. .
9. At which angle of the land is the datum post fixed ? North-east.

10. Did you affix a board or metal plate to the datum post ? A board. . _
11. What was written or painted on each board or plate ? Applied for gold-mining lease by William

. Croucher and party. _
12. Where did you post the notices, schedule 1 ? Post office and Warden’s office, Canowindra.

. 13. When did you post such notices ? 30 July, 1888. _
14. Did anybody claim or appear to be in possession of the land applied for, or any portion of it ? No.

I, Wiiliam Croucher, on behalf of self and party, declare that the foregoing questions have been 
answered by me truthfully in every particular, and the answers thereto have been read over to me, and 
are correctly taken down in writing. . . .
Witness to signature,— WILLIAM CEOUCHEE.
_______ William Cook, Warden’s Clerk.

Gold-mining Lease Begulations, Schedule 6.—Notice of Application and Deposit.
Sir, Canowindra, 3 August, 1888.

I have the honor to inform you that I have this day deposited with the Warden’s Clerk at 
Canowindra the sum of two pounds, being the first year’s rent in advance of 2 acres of land at Canowindra 
(Belmore), for the purpose of gold-mining, and the sum of one pound ten shillings, being the fees for 
survey of the said land. The number of my application is 77. .

I have, &c., .
The Under Secretary for Mines, Sydney. WILLIAM CEOUCHEE.

No. 17.
Mr. G. W. H. Dry to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Canowindra, 6 August, 1888.
I have the honor to invite your attention to the collusion practised by one shareholder, and the 

lack of notice being forwarded to the other shareholders, whereby they are ousted from their legitimate 
holding, as follows :—Messrs. Boyd, Dry, and Charnock occupied a gold-mining lease of 2 acres, No. 56,* 
on the Blue Jacket Eeef, Belmore, parish of Collett, county of Ashburnham. They worked it for some 
time by hired labour. A disagreement arose between the shareholders, one of whom demanded the work 
be let out on contract; the other, a business man, wished it continued on the weekly-wage system, which- 
was proving a loss to the non-business shareholders. The storekeeper held the lease deed, and his name, 
John Boyd, being the first, received all notices, &c., that might be sent. He then enters into collusion 
with other men to get the lease cancelled, which is ultimately done, and marks the ground out on the 31st 
July, 1888, which is two days prior to the notice in Gazette appearing. The shareholders have never 
received any notification of any complaint of non-fulfilment of conditions, which is usual to forward, 
otherwise any person holding a lease may have it cancelled over them and not know it is done. Thinking 
that some underhand dealing was afoot, I requested Dr. Eoss, M.P., to inquire, and he was informed that 
nothing was done in the matter, yet the foregoing results. Surely something is very wrong.

' Yours, &c.,
G. W. H. DEY,

. - - Kindly
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Kindly have this matter investigated. The property is now of value, and John Boyd, the share
holder complained of, by his collusion, now holds the interest which by right should belong to his previous 
co-partners, Dry and Charnock, as you will see by previous memo, forwarded you through Dr. Boss; If' 
this practice is- permitted it will be a premium to dishonestly inclined persons, and destroy the integrity of 
the mining interests.—Gr.'W'.H.D. " '

The lease was cancelled for non-work. More than one complaint was lodged, and the Warden’s’ 
Clerk’s report was to the effect that the labour conditions had not been complied with. Mr. Dry may be 
so informed.—G-.E.H., for II.S., 11/8/88. Submitted. Approved.—F.A., 14/8/88.

No. 18.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. Gr. W. H. Dry.

Sir, . Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 August, 1888.
.’ Beferring to your letter, dated 6th instant, re gold-mining lease No. 56,* on the Blue Jacket * should be g.l.
Beef, Belmore, parish Collett, county Ashburnham, I have the honor to inform you that this lease was 64- 
cancelled for non-work. More than one complaint was lodged, and the Warden’s Clerk’s report was 
to the effect that the labour conditions had not been complied with. .

I have, &c.,
BABBIE WOOD,

, Under Secretary.

‘ No. 19. . . *
. ' Mr. G. W. H. Dry to The Under Secretary for Mines.

Sir, _ Canowindra, 18 August, 1888.
Be gold-mining lease, 2 acres, Blue Jacket Beef, Belmore, Canowindra, Boyd and others, 

referred to in mine of 6th instant, I beg to inform you that the number of same should be 54, not 56, as 
stated therein. Boyd, the shareholder', was the custodian of the lease deed, and doubtless furnished the 
wrong number intentionally. The other shareholders, Charnock and Dry, as stated previously, never 
received any notice, either from the Mines Department or from Mr. Boyd, of any complaint or negligence 
tending to forfeiture, yet Boyd re-occupies the lease in his own right to oust them. Arvaiting the favour 
of your reply, I am, &c., .

Gr. W. H. DBY,

. No. 20.
A. lloss, Esq., M.D., M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, _ Molong, 1 September, 1888.
There is something evidently not right in the case of Mr. Dry, as his letter explains. (Letter 

enclosed.) The case has been for some time before your department for consideration, and I will be glad 
if you will cause a searching inquiry to be made. There is something wrong somewhere, otherwise Mr. 
Dry would not have complained in the manner he does. Give the case your usual prompt attention and 
consideration, and oblige. I have always found Mr. Dry a decent straightforward man.

Yours, &c.,
. -------- DB. A. EOSS.

Dr. Boss, M.P., may be informed of the circumstances under which the lease was cancelled.—
H.W., 24/9/88. Submitted. Approved.—E.A., 24/9/88.

[Enclosure.'] '
. Mr. G. W. H. Dry to Dr. A. Eoss, M.P.

Dear Sir, Canowindra, 27 August, 1888.
. Enclosed please hnd memo, re lease ; and I would certainly like the Minister for Mines’ attention directed to

the injustice committed. As you will perceive, ground may be worked and some one interested may represent that it is 
not, and get it cancelled without the knowledge of the other shareholders, whom no notice of complaint is made to that 
they may defend their case. Under these circumstances any person could perpetrate a swindle. You will please to do 
your best to get the cancellation rescinded. lam &c.

____________________________ • a. W. H. DRY.

No. 21.
The Under Secretary for Mines to A. Ross, Esq., M.D., M.P.

sir> . _ Department of Mines, Sydney, 6 October, 1888.
Beferring to your letter of the 1st ultimo, with regard to gold-mining lease Ko. 56,f at tShouidbeO.L 

Canowindra, I have the honor to inform you that the above-mentioned lease was cancelled for non-work. 64'
Not only was complaint of non-work lodged, but the Warden’s Clerk’s report upon a written application 
for permission to suspend work was to the effect that the labour conditions had not been complied with 
for a considerable time. I have, &c.

' BABBIE WOOD,
. ____________________ ______ Under Secretary.

" ' No. 22. .
The Chief Mining Surveyor to Mr. Mining-surveyor L. A. Curtis.

■ Notice to make Survey. No. 77,
r, • t\ n Canowindra, 2• &ir> . -Department of Mines, Sydney, 23 November, 1888. acres, applied

An application for a gold-mining lease, particulars as per margin, having been lodged in this Croucher, 
office, I request you will he good enough to survey, in accordance with the regulations relating to gold
mining leases, the area so applied for, and to furnish me at your earliest convenience with a plan and report, canowindra,

A. A. Gallag’her, 
• X OUr Sydney;
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Gold lease, 
Lachlan; n< 
G.L. 88-77, 
Canowindra

8

Tour attention is particularly directed to the regulations for mineral leases, numbered respectively 
2, $, 12, 13, and 14. or to the regulations relating to gold-mining leases, numbered respectively 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5,14, and 15. I have, &e.,

EDWD. F. PITTMAT,
--------- Chief Mining Surveyor.

Copy of description of the land as given in the applicationSituated at Blue Jacket Hill, Belmore. 
The datum point is on the north-west corner of the Blue Jacket gold lease. Two of the applicants 
reside on the ground, and can point out the pegs. Date of application, 3rd August: date of possession, 
30th July, 1888.

No. 23.
Mr. Mining-surveyor Curtis to The Chief Mining Surveyor.

Sir, Orange, 29 January, 1889.
I have the honor to transmit herewith plan of one portion of land, containing 2 acres, numbered

G.L. Ill, in the parish of Collett, county of Ashburnham, applied for under Division 2 of the Mining 
Act of 1874, by William Croucher and party, and surveyed in accordance with instructions dated 23rd 
November, 1888, No. 88-77.

W. Croucher was present at time of survey and pointed out the pegs.
I have, &c.,

LOUIS A. CURTIS, M.S.
The portion was renumbered, because, not having any tracing, I did not know which numbers on 

the pegs applied to this land.
L.A.C.

[JUnclosure.]
Tracing of Portion No. G.L. 111.

Parish of Collett, county of Ashburnham. Applied for under the Mining Act of 1874 by W. Croucher & Co. Forwarded 
to Mr. District-surveyor Crouch on the 4th day of February, 1889.

Application No. 88-77.
Within the Canowindra gold-field; proclaimed 21st March, 1879; reserved from C.P. Within the Canowindra 

temporary common and reserve 220 from lease; notified 12th March, 1883. Within the leasehold area of Mogong and 
Tilga Run. Embraced .within M.T. 54, of 3 acres 2 roods 27 perches. Otherwise apparently available.

H. A. CROUCH.
P7S°

902
Azimuth from G.L. 2.—Stakes at corners. 
Date of survey, 17th January.

No. 24.
Mr. T. F. De Courcy Browne to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 3 May, 1889.
On behalf of two of the former lessees (Dry and Charnock) of the gold lease noted in the 

214, margin, I beg to lay before you the loss and injustice they will suffer if they are deprived of the land.
IW Messrs. Dry and Charnoek’s statement to me, summarised, is as follows :—G.L. 214, Lachlan, was

held by Messrs. Dry, Charnock, and Boyd. A considerable quantity of wrork was done on the lease. 
Suspension of labour was applied for, owing to heavy water necessitating the procuring and erection of 
steam machinery. Not receiving any reply from the department (which had not the pow'Cr to grant 
suspension, the lease being a gold one), the kind offices of Dr. Ross, the Member for the district, were 
invoked, and, after inquiry at the department, informed Mr. Dry, in July, 1888, that nothing was being 
done in the matter, and so far the lease had not been interfered with. On the 30th July, to the surprise 
of Dry and Charnock, they found that the lease had been repegged by Boyd (one of the lessees), Croucher, 
and Gallagher. Uurther inquiries revealed that the lease had been cancelled for non-working.

Neither Dry nor Charnock had ever received any notice to show cause, and that if any had been 
sent them it was received by Boyd, who kept it secret. He also had possession of the lease. Boyd was 
also advised by telegraph of the date of cancellation ; hence he being able to repeg the land on the night 
of the 80th July, and take in as partners Croucher and Gallagher.

As the cancellation of the lease was obtained by Boyd, and possession taken of it again by him, to 
the loss of his former partners, I think I am not making an unreasonable request if I ask that Boyd, 
Croucher, and Gallagher’s application—No. 88-77, Canowindra—be refused, and Dry and Charnock given 
an opportunity to revive the old title, so that they may not be deprived of all profit for the money and 
labour expended by them in developing the lease, or that substantial justice may be done them in any 
other way pleasing the Minister.

No work has been done on the land by tho new applicants.
I liave

T. F.’ DE COURCY BROWNE

Please let me have the papers.—S.8., G/5/89.
(Agent for Dby and Ciiabkock).

[6J.] Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1SS9.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MINING.
(MESSAGE No. 60.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 September, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 60.
Oovernor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to authorize the search for minerals on 
lands sold conditionally or otherwise, or leased conditionally, and to cancel the sale or lease of such lands 
when they are found to contain minerals, and for the purpose of mining upon such lands after cancellation 
of the sale or lease, and for other purposes connected therewith.
Government Souse,

Sydney, 271A September, 1889.

\Zd.-] 684
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COAL MINES REGULATION BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 45.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 7 August, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 45.
Oovernor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to make better provision for the 
regulation of Coal Mines and Collieries, and for other purposes connected therewith.

Government Souse,
Sydney, 7th August, 1889. •

13d.-] 539—





NEW SOUTH WALES.

DEPARTMENT OE MINES.
(ANNUAL REPORT OE THE STOCK AND BRANDS BRANCH.)

|3r£scnieb ta farliammt tra Command.

To the Honorable Sydney Smith, Esq., M.P., -Minister eor Mines, &c., &c.
Sir, . _ _

I liaye the honor herewith to submit the Report of the Chief Inspector
of Stock for the vear 1888.* -

The Report shows a creditable amount of work performed by the officers of 
this branch.

The inspection of stock at saleyards and slaughter-yards has, no doubt, been 
of great public utility. It is, however, in the interest of the public health, to be 
regretted that all slaughter-houses and dairies are not regularly inspected.

In the matter of diseases of stock the Chief Inspector of Stock and the 
Government Yeterinarian have rendered valuable services during the year.

In view of the recent severe drought the number of stock is, I venture to 
think, very satisfactory. Horses and cattle show a considerable increase upon the 
previous year, and the decrease in sheep is not so great as, under the circumstances, 
might have been expected. The cast of fat sheep is sufficient to provide for our 
home consumption and leave some two and a half millions for export; the cast 
of store sheep is good, and with a high percentage of lambs should, if the season 
continue favourable, bring up the number above that of any previous year.

It is worthy of note that last year the proportion of the wool clip shipped 
from Sydney is larger than in 1887, and that the proportion which passed through 
the ports of the adjoining Colonies.respectively was less..

The appendices to the,Report contain most valuable information.

Department of Mines, 14th June, 1889.

I have, &c.,
HARRIE WTOOD,

Under Secretary for Mines.

319—A
[3,153 copies—Approximate Cost of Ti-inling (labour and material), £21 Is. 7d.]
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The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 1st June, 1889.

On the 1st February last I submitted a Progress Deport for the year ending 31st December, 
1888, giving the approximate number of the horses, cattle, and sheep then in the Colony; and I have 
now the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Report for that year on the working of 
this Branch, which is as usual based very much upon Inspectors’ estimates—owners still showing very 
little inclination to furnish data. It will be seen that the actual number of horses, cattle, and sheep in 
this Report exceed those in the Progress Report. I have, &c.,

ALEX. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

I.—INSPECTORS AND THEIR WORK.
1. The Inspectors.

There are now forty-eight inspectors, having charge of sixty Sheep Districts.

2. The Inspections made. 
The inspections made during the year were as follows:—

Of Stock ... ... ... ... ...
„ Reserves ... ... ... ... ...
,. Pounds ... ... ... ... ...
„ Noxious animals ... ... ...
,» Dogs ................................................
>. Kg's ................................................

16,421
4,501

405
5,471

712
150

Total ......................... 27,600

This would give an average of 576 inspections made by each of the forty-eight inspectors.

3. Horses, Qattle, and Sheep inspected.
Horses.—The number of horses inspected during the year was 77,753, by forty-seven inspectors.
Cattle.—The number of cattle inspected during the year was 926,522.
Sheep.—The number of sheep inspected during the year was 25,394,567. This is an increase of 

3,373,447 on last year’s inspection.

4. Inspections at Homehush Sale-yards.
During the year bi-weekly visits to the Homebush yards have been made by the Sydney inspector, 

with the view to inspecting the stock yarded. The total number of stock submitted to auction was 
as follow's:—Cattle, 93,065 head; sheep, 1,311,030, or a weekly average of 1,790 cattle and 25,212 
sheep, being an increase of 28 cattle and a decrease of 2,363 sheep on the weekly average, as compared 
with previous year. These inspections are called for not only for the prevention of disease but also to 
check stock stealing, and with that view the inspector sees that the brands and marks of the stock 
correspond with those in the permits or travelling statements accompanying the stock, which are collected 
and filed in this office for future reference, should, as it at times happens, inquiry be made with respect 
to stock suspected of having been stolen.

5. Distance travelled ly Inspectors during the year on duty.
The total number of miles travelled by forty-eight inspectors was 193,392, or an average of 

4,029 each per annum, being an increase of 136 miles for each inspector over that of last year.

6. Prosecutions and Convictions.
The prosecutions instituted during the past year were as follows

Under Sheep Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 177
„ Imported Stock Act ... ... ... ... ... 5
„ Brands Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 20
,, Pastures Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 208
„ Public Watering Places Act... ... ... ... 9

Total ... ... ... 419

This shows a decrease in the prosecutions under the Pastures Acts, and is accounted for by stock
owners becoming better acquainted with the provisions of the Act and its enforcement by inspectors.

The number of convictions were :—
Under Sheep Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 157

,, Imported Stock Act ... ... ... ... ... 2
„ Brands Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 18
„ Pastures Act ... ... ... ... ... ... 204
„ Public Watering Places Act... ... .............. 7

Total ............................ 388

II.
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II.—HOKSES.
1. The Numher.

The number of 
was as follows:—

horses in the Colony during the twenty-eight years previous to and including

Year. No. Year. No. Year. No.
1861 ................ 251,497 1871 ... ... 337,597 1881 ... ... 398,577
1862 ................ 233,220 1872 ... ... 304,100 1882 ... ... 328,026
1863 ................ 273,389 1873 ... ... 328,408 1883 ... ... 326,964
1864 ................ 262,554 1874 ... ... 331,462 1884 ... ... 337,172
1865 ................ 284,567 1875 ... ... 357,697 1885 ... ... 344,697
1866 ............... 282,587 1876 ... ... 366,703 1886 ... ... 361,663
1867 ................ 278,437 1877 ... ... 328,150 1887 ... ... 390,609
1868 ...............
1869 ................
1870 ...............

280,201
280,818
280,304

1878 ...
1879 ...
1880 ...

... 336,468

... 360,038

... 395,984

1888 ... ... 411,368

This shows an increase of 20,759 during the year, and is due principally to the returns being more 
complete.

The numher of horses in each Sheep District will be found in Appendix A.

2. The different Breeds.
Draught.—The numbers returned under this head are—Ordinary, 116,197 ; thoroughbred, 19,141; 

total, 135,338.
Light Harness.—The number returned as ordinary is 92,516 ; thoroughbred, 13,495 ; total, 106,011. 
Saddle.—The numbers of ordinary are given as 146,767 ; thoroughbred, 23,252 ; total, 170,019.

3. Horses introduced.
From other districts.—The number of stud horses introduced were 108, and stud mares, 374; 

ordinary mares, 2,089 ; and horses, 2,658.
From other Colonies.—The number introduced by sea was—Studhorses, 4 ; and ordinary horses and 

mares, 335.
The number introduced overland was 97 stud mares and 61 stud horses ; and ordinary, 337 mares 

and 367 horses.
From Fngland and other Countries.—The number introduced under this head were, 1 stud mare, 

5 stud horses, and ordinary horses, 1.
4. Horses fit for sale.

The numbers returned as being fit for market during the coming year are 20,439 draught, 20,853 
light harness, and 29,473 saddle.

Of this number it is estimated that 15,504 are suited for the India and China markets.
There were sent from five districts 605 horses to be shipped from Sydney, and from six districts 

800 horses to Melbourne for foreign countries.

5. Improvement.
In forty-three districts the horses are said to be improving. The principal reasons given are— 

Introduction ot superior stud horses, breeding from good mares, more attention to the rules of breeding, 
and better prices obtainable; and in fifteen districts there is no improvement. In two districts they are 
deteriorating,—the reasons given being too much light blood introduced, breeding from weedy mares for 
racing purposes.

6. Diseases in Horses.
This year has been unusually free from epizootic diseases in horses.
Horse Fever.—This equine contagious disease, which was so prevalent in the Barrier Kanges and in 

South Australia last year, has not been reported this year. .
Australian Slringhalt.—This ailment has not appeared in the Colony during the year.
Rheumatism and Pneumonia.—Have not been reported.

# Strangles.—Has during the year been of a mild character. This points to the climatic conditions 
exercising a powerful influence on the health of animals.

Prurigo.—The Queensland horse mange having spread into this Colony, Mr. Government 
Yeterinarian Stanley was sent in the beginning of the year to Brisbane and tbe Bichmond Bivef District 
to inspect and report on this disease. His report will be found as Appendix B.

As he predicted, the disease disappeared on the advent of winter, and has broken out again with 
the summer heat in the Bichmond, Clarence, and Manning Eiver Districts.

The treatment to keep it in check amongst working horses is to wash them from head to foot once 
or twice a week with M'Dougal’s sheep-wash, one part of dip to twenty parts of cold water, and cleanse 
the harness and stable at the same time. Many other anti-parasitic dressings will be found to ansu er 
the same purpose.

7. Losses in Horses through Accidents, Sfc.
The losses in horses from wire in chaff and other accidents, as reported amount to 2,207.

8. Wild Horses.
_ The number of wild horses in the Colony is estimated at 5,481, which shows a decrease on the 

previous year of 739.
. 9. Tax on Entire Horses.

A large majority of owners are still in favour of a special tax being placed on entires.
III.—
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III.-CATTLE.
1. Number.

. The returns of cattle ia the Colony during the twenty-eight years ending 31st December, 1888, 
stand as follows :—

Year.
1861 ...

No.
... 2,271,923

1862 ... ... 2,620,383
1863 ... ... 2,032,522
1864 ... ... 1,924,119
1865 ... ... 1,961,905
1866 ... ... 1,771,809
1867 ... ... 1,728,427
1868 ... ... 1,761,411
1869 ... ... 1,795,904
1870 ... ... 2,195,096
1871 ... ... 2,014,888
1872 ... ... 2,287,660
1873 ... ... 3,794,327
1874 ... ... 2,856,699

Year.
1875 .............

No.
... 3,134,086

1876 ............. ... 3,131,013
1877 ............. ... 2,716,385
1878 ............. ... 2,771,583
1879 ............. ... 2,914,210
1880 ............. ... 2,580,040
1881 ............. ... 2,597,348
1882 ............. ... 1,859,985
1883 ............. ... 1,640,753
1884 ............. ... 1,425,130
1885 ............. ... 1,317,315
1886 *............. ... 1,367,844
1887 ............. ... 1,575,487
1888 ............. ... 1,622,907

This shows an increase during the year of 47,420, and a decrease as compared with the year 1878 
of 1,148,676. .

• The numher of cattle in the several Sheep Districts will be found in Appendix A. _
The number of cattle introduced from Queensland was 176,600, and the number sent from this 

.Colony into that, 11,100.
2. Different Breeds.

Shorthorns.—The number of pure-bred and stud Shorthorns is estimated at 40,935 ; and ordinary 
603,966; total, 644,901.

ILereford.—Pure and stud, 20,692 ; ordinary, 197,587 ; total, 218,279.
Devon.—Pure and stud, 8,042 ; ordinary, 54,051; total, 62,093.
Black-polled.—Pure and stud, 319 ; ordinary, 1,169 ; total, 1,4¥8.
Ayrshire.—Pure and stud, 1,776 ; ordinary, 3,882 ; total, 5,658. .
Alderneys.—Pure and stud, 431; ordinary, 449 ; total, 880.
Friazau Holstein.—Pure and stud. 7.
Crosses.—Pirst crosses, 3,671; ordinary, 685,930; total, 689,601. The crosses are estimated as 

follows :—Shorthorn and Hereford, 226,555; Shorthorn and Devon, 71,398 ; Hereford and Devon, 42,332 ; 
Shorthorn and Black-polled, 2,724; Black-polled and Devon, 100 ; Ayrshire and Shorthorn, 4,932 ; 
Alderney and Shorthorn, 150; the balance, 341,410, being unrecognizable.

There is a comparatively large increase in the milking breeds of cattle. This arises through 
many of our cattle-owners in the coast districts having turned their attention to dairying instead of 
fattening for market; and it is believed that this change will continue and increase.

3. Stock introduced.
From other Districts.—^0.^. bulls, 202 ; stud cows, 343 ; total, 545 ; ordinary cattle, 65,057.
From other Colonies by Sea.—Stud bulls, 15 ; stud cows, 19 ; total, 34 ; ordinary cattle, 360. 
Overland.—Stud bulls, 91; stud cows, 240 ; ordinary cattle, 105,l75 ; total, 105,506.
From Countries outside the Australian Colonies.—Bulls, 34 ; cows, 13 ; total, 47. Of these 8 were 

Shorthorn; 10 Devon; 20 Hereford; 8 Black-polled; and 1 Jersey.
4. Increase and decrease of Cattle.

In thirty-seven districts the cattle are reported to be increasing, for which the following reasons 
are given:—-(1.) The good season. (2.) Fewer sales, owners holding back for better prices. (3.) Increase 
in number of owners. (4.) Considerable numbers of store cattle have been introduced from Queensland. 
(5.) More owners have taken to breeding cattle, and are selling oft’ their sheep to replace them with 
cattle. In the remaining districts they are decreasing on account of large sales through drought and not 
breeding.

5. The “ Cast" of Fat and Store Cattle.
. The estimated “ cast” of fat cattle to be sent to market during the coming year is 225,333, and store 

cattle, 185,103. From twelve districts the fat cattle are principally sent to Melbourne; from two districts 
they are principally sent to Adelaide ; and the remaining districts supply the markets of (Sydney, Maitland, 
Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange, Goulburn, Tam worth, and Albury. .

6. How kept.
The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,230,987; on open runs, 224,000; 

and the balance, 167,920, are depastured both ways.
7. Improvement and deterioration.

In thirty-five districts the cattle are said to be improving, in twenty-two districts they are 
stationary, and in two districts deteriorating. The principal reasons given for the improvement are— 
Introduction of good stud stock; more attention and care in selection ; also, in culling and keeping in 
paddocks. The reason given for deterioration is inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from 
all sorts without respect to breed or quality.

8. Their Diseases and Ailments.
Fleuro-Fncimonia.—In thirty-two districts, on 286 runs, the cattle were reported as affected with 

pleuro-pneumonia ; and in twenty-eight districts the cattle are reported as being free from that disease.
In thirty-one of the infected districts the disease was caused by contagion from without, principally 

from infected travelling stock from Queensland ; in two districts supposed to be latent in herds, and in 
one district the cause not known. ■ From



From twenty-eight districts it is reported that the inoculation was successful on the whole of the 
343 holdings or stations on which it was performed.

In every case the result was satisfactory, the disease leaving the herds without further loss.
The number of owners in favour of inoculation is given as 6,585 ; against, 651; undecided, 2,269; 

and 8,834 opinions not known.
The number of owners in favour of compulsory inoculation in the case of infected herds is given 

as 5,335 ; against it, 1,703; undecided, 2,315 ; and 8,997 opinions not known.
_ This shows a very large majority of owners in favour of the compulsory inoculation of all herds in 

which the disease appears ; audit is hoped that legislation in this direction will soon be obtained.
_ Tuberculosis.—Although power is given under the Imported Stock Acts to deal with and destroy
imported stock affected with this deadly and dangerous disease there is no law in force which empowers 
an inspector of stock to interfere with any of our own cattle so affected. It is true that the meat of such 
cattle can be seized and destroyed by inspectors of slaughter-houses, but to do this effectually all the 
slaughter-houses in the colony would have to be regularly inspected, and this cannot be done.

It is also the case that under the Dairies Supervision Act tuberculous milch cows can be seized and 
destroyed, but notwithstanding this it is currently reported by persons competent to judge that there are 
tuberculous cows now in the dairies in Sydney and the suburbs.

Several eases of this disease haVe'been detected in the Homebush and Maitland sale-yards during the 
yepr, and agents have notified sellers that they will not receive cattle affected in this way at the sale-yards.

■ ■ Notwithstanding this, cattle affected with the disease are still met with at the public abattoirs. 
They are of course condemned and destroyed. It is to be hoped that in the interests of the public health 
local authorities will prohibit the slaughter for food of tuberculous cattle in the country townships.

A tuberculous dairy cow arrived in the s. s. “ Manapouri” from New Zealand. She was not 
allowed to be landed.

Cumberland Disease.—The number of cattle reported to have died from this disease is 1,216, being 
565 less than last year. 1 .

Blackleg is reported to have carried off 328, being an increase of 241 on last year.
Cancer.—Cattle to the number of 1,905 are reported to have died of tubercular swellings in the 

throat, being an increase of 307 oh last year.
_ Bed W%ter.—On\j 15 deaths are recorded, but. the disease is very prevalent in certain localities 
in the coast country. ■ •

Hydatids claiming 8 victims are reported. '
Ophthalmia occasionally assumes an epidemic form, and the losses are often considerable. 365 

deaths are recorded from this cause. .
Blaine has not been reported this year.
Noxious Plants are reported to have killed 60 cattle.

IV.—SHEEP.
1. The number.

The number of sheep in the Colony during the twenty-eight years ending 31st December, 1888, 
stands as follows:—

1861 ... ... 6,119,169 1875 ... ... 25,353,924
1862 ... ... 6,558,896 1876 ... ... 25,269,755
1863 ... ... 7,169,126 1877 ... ... 21,521,662
1864 ... ... 9,082,463 1878 ... ... 25,479,484
1865 ... ... 9,650,106 1879 ... ... 30,062,910
1866 ... ... 11,644,593 1880 ... ... 35,398,121
1867 ... ... 15,066,377 1881 ... ... 36,591,946
1868' ... ... 16,000,090 1882 ... ... 36,114,814
1869 ... ... 16,848,217 1883 ... ... 37,915,510
1870 ... ... 16,218,825' 1884 ... ... 31,660,321
1871 ... ... 16,766,012 1885 ... ... 37,820,906
1872 ... ... 17,873,696 1886 ... ... 39,169,304
1873 ... ... 18,990,595 1887 ... ... 46,965,152
1874 ... ... 22,797,416 1888 ... ... 46,503,469

The number of sheep in the several Sheep Districts will be found in. Appendix A.
Increase and Decrease. ■

This shows a decrease of 461,683, besides the usual increase in lambs, and is attributable to the 
severe drought from which the colony suffered. During the year about as many sheep left this Colony 
(231,000) for Queensland as were brought from that Colony into this (242,000).

2. The different Breeds.
(1.) Merino. -

Combing.
Rams. Ewes. Wethers. Lambs. Total.

Pure and stud—Superfine ... 46,755 573,657 135,258 263,155 1,018,825
Ordinary ... ... ... 89,192 2,128,233 1,449,331 1,149,274 4,816,030

5,834,855
Pure and stud—Medium ... 79,559 1,207,765 478,137 595,203 2,360,664
Ordinary ... ... ... 166,689 6,586,123 3,938,508 2,887,870 13,579,190

15,939,854
Pure and stud—Strong ... 50,333 893,902 512,086 422,147 1,878,468
Ordinary ... ... ... 91,971 4,395,539 2,472,674 1,608,867 8,569,051

10,447,519
Total, Combing ... ... ... ... 32,222,228

Clothing.



Pure and stud—Superfine ... 12,168 252,316 124,517 131,102 520,103
Ordinary ... ... ... 25,994 655,037 533,573 309,243 1,523,847

2,043,950

Pure and stud—Medium ... 24,087 331,637 217,104 176,946 749,774
Ordinary ... ... ... 62,802 3,253,122 1,740,470 1,305,355 6,361,809

7,111,583

Pure and stud—Strong ... 24,033 376,091 220,258 168,986 789,368
Ordinary ... ... ... 44,393 1,617,892 1,091,573 649,718 3,403,576

4,192,944

Total, Clothing .............. 13,348,477

Total number of Merino Sheep ... ... ... 45,570,705

(2.) Long-woolled and cross-bred Sheep.
Pure and stud—Lincoln ... 3,090 31,460 25,836 21,247 81,633
Ordinary ... ... ... 3,878 66,350 45,838 31,248 147,314

Total, Lincoln .............. 228,947

Pure and stud—Leicester ... 3,387 26,244 24,393 17,010 71,034
Ordinary ... ... ... 2,403 ' 27,407 19,565 17,413 66,788

Total, Leicester ... .............. 137,822

Pure and stud—Downs ... 778 4,530 2,149 2,833 10,290
Ordinary ... ... ... 1,045 7,251 7,546 4,361 20,203

Total, Downs ,.............. .............. 30,493

Pure and stud—Romney Marsh 118 2,007 90 523 2,738
Ordinary ... ... ... 400 2,000 3,400 1,939 7,739

Total, Romney Marsh ... .............. 10,477

Total number, Long-woolled Sheep ... ............ 407,739

(3.) Crosses.
Crosses of the above breeds 1,607 202,447 188,039 132,932 525,025

(long-woolled) with Merino
principally.

Total, crosses .,............ .............. .............. 525,025

Grand Total . ,, ,,, , , , , , . .............. 46,503,469

Sexes and Classes. '
734,742 

22,641,010 
■13,230,345 

9,897,372

46,503,469

3. Sheep introduced and imported.
(1.) Prom other districts in this Colony—Stud, 14,625 ; ordinary, 2,114,659 ; total, 2,129,284.
(2.) Overland from other Colonies—Stud, 1,054; ordinary, 196,116 ; total, 197,170.
(3.) By sea from other Colonies—Stud, 3,285 ; ordinary, 692 ; total, 3,977.
(4.) Prom England and Countries and Colonies other than Australian—497; of these 456 were 

American Merino, 29 Prench Merino, and 12 English South Downs.
Out of 1,997 sheep which passed through quarantine, the total deaths reported by the district 

inspectors amounted to eleven rams and two ewes, and they were most probably due to confinement and 
want of air and water on board ship,—to exposure with wet fleeces on during long railway journeys, at an 
inclement season of the year,—and not to the mode in which the dipping was given. Besides the imported 
sheep, some 300 from the inland districts were also dipped. [ For particulars of sales see Appendix C.]

4. long-wooJled and cross-bred Sheep.
Amongst the long-wooiled sheep the Lincoln is said, in a large majority of the districts, to give 

the best returns in wool and in weight of mutton, the cross-bred sheep being second.

5. ‘The “ Cast” of Fat and Store Sheep.
The annual “cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 4,477,239. and store sheep,

e^m. ' e.

Ewes ... 
Wethers 
Lambs...



Pud docked 
Shepherded 
Both ways

G. How Sheep are kept.
41,'747,383 

1,108,774 
647,312

46,503,469
7. Condition of the Flocks.

In thirty-eight districts the sheep are said to be improving ; the principal reasons given being— 
more attention to breeding, paddocking, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing 
and culling.

In rourteen districts they are said to be stationary, and in eight districts they are deteriorating. 
The reasons given are—effects of bad seasons, breeding from inferior owes, bad management, and 
bad selection of rams. °

8. Lambing.
The general average for the whole of the Colony of the paddocked sheep is returned by inspectors 

at_54i per cent., and shepherded sheep at 391 per cent. In eighteen districts the lambing was high, in 
thirty-three districts medium to fair, and in eight districts very low. The reason given for the high 
percentage is the favourable season and runs -not overstocked, while the fair and low percentages 
are attributable to unfavourable season, povertv of ewes, want of feed and water, and bad season after 
lambing. '

The paddocked sheep show a higher percentage that the shepherded sheep by 15 per cent.
The percentage for both is very low.

9. The Clip.
Average per sheep. .

Lambs.—The number of lambs shorn in the grease.was 6,053,509; the number washed, 23 756 • 
total lambs shorn, 6,077,265. > > >

Sheep.—The, number of sheep shorn in the grease was 35,426,832 ; creek-washed, 416,779 ; and 
scoured, 875,280.

The average weights of the clip arc estimated as follows :—
Lambs. Sheep.

lb. oz. lb. oz.
Grease....................................................................... 1 11 5 6^
Creek-washed... ... ... ... ... ... 1 7 3 pj.
Scoured ... ... ... ... ... ... ...... 2 9^

Total Clip.
The total clip in the Colony for the year 1888. according to the number of sheep, would be 

35,426,832 shorn in. the grease, average clip, 5 lb. 6^ oz. per sheep = 191,526,310 lb.; 416,779 
sheep, creek-washed, average clip, 3 lb. 11 oz. per sheep = 1,285,068 lb.; 875,280 sheep scoured, 
average clip, 2 lb.. 91 oz. = 2,270,257 lb. Lambs—6,053,509 lambs shorn in the grease, average clip, 
1 lb. 11 oz. per lamb = 10,215,296 lb.; 23,756 lambs washed, average clip per lamb, 1 lb. 7 oz. =r34.149' 
lb.; total clip, 205,331,080 lb. '

Condition of Clip.
. f11 twenty-two districts the clip is reported as sound and containing fair amount of yolk ; in twenty-

eight districts, sound, but light in yolk ; and in the ten remaining districts light and unsound. On the 
whole the clip was clean, but in a few districts dusty, and the value of the wool was affected by grass- 
seed and burrs.

Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of New South 'Wales is shipped to England, America, Erance 

Germany, and other countries, from the principal ports of the three neighbouring Colonies, as well as from 
Sydney. The portion of our clip thus shipped from the other Colonies is often mistaken as the produce 
of those Colonies, more particularly for that of Victoria and South Australia.

The following is an estimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the 
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane, for the years 1887 and 1888

Port of Shipment.
18ST. 1888.

Greasy. Washed. Total. ' Greasy. Washed. Total.

lb. lb. lb. ib, lb, - lb.
132,855,099
45,922,914
16,054,563

330,189

2,983,730
1,090,073

135,838,829
47,012,987
16,054,563

348,856

148,681,473
38,421,221
14.369,559

269,352

3,410,500
163,327

152,091,973
38,584,548
14,369,559

285,000

Melbourne .........................
Adelaide..............................
Brisbane.............................. 18,667 15,648

195,162,765 4,092,470 199,255,235 201,741,605 3,589,475 205,331,080

Ibis shows an increase of 6,0/5,815 lb. on last v'ear’s clip, and is accounted for by a greater 
number of sheep having been shorn in the grease this year than in 1887. '

Classing the Clip.
, thirty-one districts the clip is reported as having been well classed, and in the other districts it
is not considered to have been so ; the reasons being—owners do not think it pays, want of convenience, 
sheds not large enough to warrant expense, and the difficulty of obtaining competent woolsorters.

Wool-presses.
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• Wool-presses. _
A great number of different kinds of presses are used ; those most in favour are Fcrrier’s Patent 

and Williams’ and Robinsons’; rack screw and pinion presses are used. There is stillroom for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by small owners.

Woolpacks, >
The woolpacks used are mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in, 

to 5 ft. 3 in., and the weight from 10 to 12 lb.
On forty-eight stations the wool is dumped before leaving.

10. Sheep-lrands and marlcs.
Ear-marking. _

In most districts the system of ear-marking sheep is properly carried out, and may now be said to 
be approved by all the Boards.

Tattoo-marking. _
This system of marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not, as yet to any great extent in the 

case of ordinary flock sheep, but where tried it has been found to be a good preventive to sheep-stealing.
Y.—DISEASES IN SHEEP.

1. Scab.
The flocks in this Colony and in the Colonies of Queensland, Yictoria, South Australia, and 

Tasmania are free from scab. It exists, but to a very slight extent, in New Zealand and Western Australia, 
and it is hoped they will soon be declared clean. The importation of sheep into this Colony from New 
Zealand and Western Australia is prohibited. •

2. Anihrax—Splenic Apoplexy.
The course indicated in my last report in regard to this fell disease was acted on, and on the arrival 

of M. Pasteur’s representatives, Dr. Germont and M. Loir, in this colony a cablegram was sent to M. 
Pasteur to ascertain whether he would allow them to teach some one to be named by the Government of 
this Colony the cultivation and use of his “ Vaccine of Anthrax.” He offered to do so on certain terms, 
and instructed Dr. Germont and M. Loir to demonstrate its efficacy. _

They did so at Junee in October last. The demonstration, which.was given in the presence of a 
Board appointed by the Government (consisting of Mr. J. de Y. Lamb, the Chairman of the Metropolitan 
Board ; Mr. W. Hamlet, Government Analyst; Mr. E. Stanley, Government Yeterinarian ; and myself) 
of delegates from the Pasture Boards of this Colony, the Chief Inspectors and "Veterinarians from the 
other Colonies, and large numbers of owners, proved a complete success. A'report of the demonstration 
has been published by the Board, together with valuable information in regard to the nature, symptoms, 
and treatment of the disease, in the form of a pamphlet which will be of great value to our stock-owners. 
So convincing were the experiments then carried out, and so explicit was the information given by Dr. 
Germont and M. Loir, that the owners present in whose flocks the disease had appeared were anxious that 
these gentlemen would operate on their sheep, and in the course of a few'weeks about 100,000 sheep were 
offered for vaccination at M. Pasteur’s own terms. If this large number of sheep bad been vaccinated the 
protective powers of the vaccine would have been put to a thorough test—but in consequence of some 
misunderstanding betrveen M. Pasteur’s representatives and the members of the Royal Rabbit Commis
sion, he refused to allow Dr. Germont and M. Loir to operate on the sheep, and nothing further has as 
yet been done in the matter. It is hoped however that some definite arrangement will be come to before 
the end of October, when the dangerous season will set in with the hot wreather, and the stock if they 
are not moved from the infected country will die,—or that M. Pasteur will appoint an accredited agent in 
the Colonies who will deal directly with owners and vaccinate their sheep at a reasonable rate per sheep.

3. Foot-rot.
In fifteen districts the sheep have been more or less affected with foot-rot during the year; the 

reasons given being—wet in the early part of the year, and running on low' rich pasture. The principal 
remedies tried were careful paring, butter of antimony and bluestone, bluestone and kerosene, arsenic, 
arsenic and lime, blue vitriol, sulphate of copper, carbolic acid, and nitric acid—with satisfactory results:

4. Flulce.
In thirteen districts, especially Armidale, the sheep wei£ affected with fluke, through depasturing 

on low sw'ampy ground, unsound country, and rank pasture. The remedies used were—arsenic, salt, tar, 
and turps, sulphate of iron, and Liverpool salt and sulphur—with good results.

" 5. Farasilie Worms.
. In twenty-two districts the sheep are reported as having been infested with wmrms, to an extent of 

(say) per cent., attributed to,—rain in the early part of year,—to being affected from previous year,— 
to rankness in the grass,—and to unsound country. _

Of these worms the most common and most injurious to the sheep have been the toenia (the tape
worm), the anchytostonum (the thread stomach wrorm), and the filaria (the lung worm).

It is during the first year, immediately after weaning, that wmrms are most likely to do harm ; 
therefore that is the time to avoid their invasion, and to adopt preventive measures, such as keeping the 
sheep well supplied with Liverpool salt, and drenching, where necessary, with arsenic, which has proved the 
most effective drench, and for which the prescription has already been published in the various country 
papers. Some owners have used turpentine and linseed oil successfully. Turpentine, sulphur and salt, 
and an infusion of tobacco, have also been tried with fair results as regards efficacy and safety. _

In the month of April last circulars were forwarded to the local stock inspectors for distribution 
amongst the various sheep owners in their districts asking for information on this subject, more particularly 
with respect to the use and effect of the arsenic and other drenches on sheep infested with wmrms.

■ In all some 170 owners returned the circulars sent. Of these sixty were returned blank, while 
nineteen stated they had no experience in the use of drenches. Eor the .opinions of the remaining, 
ninety-one as expressed see tabulated statement which forms Appendix D to this Report. '
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• VI.—PIGS.

., - 01T^ie number of pigs in the Colony, as returned at 31st December, 1888, is 248,683, beinsr a decrease 
of lo,2I7 as compared with the returns for the previous year. ®

Prom the other Colonies 44 have been introduced by sea.
Foreign pigs are prohibited.

Diseases in Pigs.
No disease whatever has been reported amongst pigs.

VII.—DOGS.
T*™* Tw®ntI'two1foreigl\d.°/s>/-«-> dogs from England, America, Erance, Germany, Russia, China and 
Japan, and other places outside the Australasian Colonies, passed through quarantine during the year and 
660 Colonial dogs were inspected at the port of Sydney. 8 y ’ana

Diseases in Dogs.
Babies h™ been very prevalent in Europe, and was only checked in London bv the wholesale 

slaughter of stray dogs, and the confinement of others. 7 01csaie
*m.f r^fstcur smetbod of treatment of hydrophobia is gaining in favour, and patients from almost every
part of the world are sent to his Institute for treatment. amiosu eiery
in thesfcoTon1ies<1Ual'antiUe regulations are absollltely necessary to prevent the introduction of this disease

vm.—DISEASES IN RABBITS AND RABBIT POISONING.
wasteriedtth^^It^£tedM,>^?du0era^t^eab-from ®uroPe> and to cultivate and spread what
before allowhm suof i T h he t0 their destruction, it was deemed advisable
Detore allowing such a course to be taken to have a reliable opinion as to whether or not these ailments if

• ̂ t^^hel' TmalBV. Mr;. &0^rnment Veterinarian Stanley was directed to
M Huer^riK£.d ' ''ith tie "‘,'V ‘0“i“S ^

IN.-TRAVELLING STOCK.
1. Trespass on Deserves.

i,.™*™Initlllrtj'-fiVe cllstriclts tb® driftways and reserves for travelling stock are reported as having been 
SKfo£X,i^P,"fle“Vby ““Souring and selectL’ stock. & some instances the
by tlfe lfsseeshof the .nn f T^t 6 f'T ^eir not belng withdrawn from lease, and being used
T™ + 0t I • i In twenty-five districts they are reported as being entirely free from tresnassshoufiffie8 SUggeS1t’m 0r1de,r to enable them to exercise proper supervision ovfr them, that the boundaries 
should be properly marked^ lam glad to be able to report that Mr. Brunker, the Minister for Lands
asLd ?orVMd0thieh^ T^10 king ?f tbe rf,sfves> aud ^ w hoped that this work which has been so long 
fenr ini to il; 1 urgently required will he soon carried out. Some of the importers aho suggest
lencmg m the reserves and appointing caretakers. ^ °°

2. Grass on Deserves and Driftways.
• ^ eleven districts the inspectors report that there is not sufficient grass on the reserves and drift-

there is Slv sufficient*0 fw® ±at at0Ck t0 reac,ynarket in Sood condition ; in twenty-eight districts that 
grass on Se rSSSdoM g0° SeaS0“S ! “ts that, as a rule, there is sufficient

the vea?inmse3oth ^ ?p0!ted ^ sheep to tbe number 8,847,418 have passed through during
201,97a h * 8 ld Watei’' Fr0m SeV6p dlstrlcta tbe number of loafing sheep is given at

i 8. Dingbarking Driftways and Deserves.
reQuiremetos^tincf tn dr.iftways and reserves is not during good seasons far short of the
* JS u + * ir tbe,st°ck traffic, it is again urged that as the ringbarking of the driftways and reserves
easesS would everywhere largely increase and improve the pasture upo/them-in some
ment to °U ^ T ^ 500 ceut.-that this work be undertaken. It would give employ
ment to a large number of the men now idle, and could be carried out by contract at reasonable rates. 7

r 4. New Doads for Travelling Stock.
droving'roa^sraredrecommended0adS are redvbred for travelling stock, and in forty-eight districts no new

5. Neio Deserves for Travelling Stock.
»,”1™““°"of °”s f" lr”elli”g s‘0‘,t “ re’uh'ed!

6. New Wells, Tanks, or Dams.
by tie h” ™Je‘S” *h*‘ WellS- °r i‘ms S,,0n11 be CO“l™‘cl

7. Travelling Charges for Stock.
tko +*+Iia tblrte®n districts travelling charges for stock have been collected on twenty separate occasions 
Boatos ^ eCted beiUS £1’574 1S> ld-’ m°st °£ wMch has been refunded t0 datc °n appeal to the

8. Laws relating to Travelling.
amended Sheep Acte «le,bg ,o

319—B 8 ^ _
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X.—EEG-ISTEATION OP HORSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
1. Brands registered.

The number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1888, was 59,368. The 
numher of brands registered during the year 1888 was—horse brands (alone), 510 ; cattle brands (alone), 
419 ; and horse and cattle brands, 1,323 ; making a total of 2,312, being an increase of 307 applications
on the previous year. , • .• c

This large increase is accounted for by the increase of settlement m the outlying portions ot the 
Colony. The total number of registrations is larger than that of any previous year for twelve years 
back. There is also a large increase in the number of brands transferred, and changes of addresses 
recorded.

2. Brands transjerred.
The brands recorded during the year 1888 as transferred were—horse brands, 35 ; cattle brands, 

45 ; horse and cattle brands, 213 ; total", 293.
3. Brands cancelled.

The brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1888 were 122.
4. Addresses changed.

The number of addresses of owners changed in 1888 was 80.
5. Compliance with the Act.

In fifty-one districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act 
are reported as being duly carried out, and in the remaining nine districts fairly so.

G. Benefits of the Act.
The inspectors, in alluding to the benefits of the Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock

stealing, facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience,
and protection to stock-owners.

F XI.—POUNDS.
1. Numher and inspection.

There are 345 pounds in the Colony, some of which are at present closed for want of pound- 
keepers. The whole of the pounds are inspected periodically by the various inspectors of stock.

2. State of Yards.
Porh-seven of the pound-yards are reported to be old ; several require renewing, being unfit for 

the safe custody of stock ; and the remainder are said to be in a fair and good condition.
3. Beeping and depasturing Pound stocle.

The provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock, according to the reports 
received, is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers have now paddocks for the stock.

4. Management of Pounds. - _
The poundkeepers are reported to be performing their duties, upon the whole, in a satisfactory 

manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stock as inspectors of pounds has had a very beneficial 
effect.

XII.—NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
1. The Districts in which the Pastures and Stock Protection Act is in force.

The Act has been brought into operation iu all the districts. \_See Appendix 1? 1 and 2.]
2. Receipts and Expenditure under the Act.

The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners during the year 1887 was £o2,651 13s. 8d., and 
the amount expended, £37,354 11s.. Id. Tbe amount of assessment paid by stock-owners m 1888 urns 
£24,938 4s. Gd., and the amount expended, £52,121 9s. Cd., the difference being accounted tor by the 
subsidv granted by the Government to the Boards, and large amount to credit of s0Jne ,a
commencement of. the year. Three districts are reported to be in debt to the amount ot £1,488 5s. oa.

In eleven districts full rates were levied, in thirty-two districts less than full rates, while m
seventeen districts no rates whatever were levied. .

During the year the bonuses paid by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows :—Eor kangaroos, 
from Id. to Is. ; wallaroo, 4d. to Is.; wallaby, from Id. to Is.; paddymelon, from 2d. to 6d. ; hares, 
from 2d. to Is.; kangaroo rats, 3d. to 6d.; native dogs, from 10s. to 80s.; pups, 2s 6d. to 10s. ; 
opossum, Id.; wombats, 2s. 6d.; wild - pigs, Is.; bilbees, 2s. Gd. to 5s.; eagle-hawks, 2s. Gd. to 10s. Gi. ; 
and emus, 3d. to 2s. .3. Estimated number of Noxious Animals. _ _ _

The aggregate of the returns by inspectors of the estimated numbers of noxious animals in their 
districts shows that there are supposed to be 1,338,880 kangaroos, 3,184,/00 wallabies, 31,40o native 
dogs, 2,044,430 hares, and 3,480 wild pigs in the Colony.

4. Increase and Decrease.
Kangaroos are reported to be increasing in six districts, wallabies in three districts, native dogs 

in seven districts, hares in twenty-six districts, and wild pigs in seven districts. In thirty-tour distric s 
kangaroos are reported to be decreasing, wallabies and native dogs in twenty-five districts, hares m two 
districts, wild pigs in three districts, and in the remaining districts they are said to be stationary.

5. Number destroyed.
The number of kangaroos destroved during the past year was 657,319 ; of wallabies, 653,585 ; of 

kangaroo rats, 31,033 ; of paddamelons“ 14,181 ; of wild pigs, 9,938 ; of hares, 167,115 ; of native dogs,
9,824 ; of eagle-hawks, 1,144. _

6. Steps taken for their destruction.
In the majority of the districts hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, and trapping have been 

adopted with satisfactory results. In thirty-six districts poison has been used with fair to best results, 
and only from one district has it been reported as not satisfactory. •
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7. Amendments suggested in the Act. ■
It is suggested that the Amended Stock and Pastures Bill become law. That all owners of stock, 

irrespective of number, should be liable to an assessment, as also owners of 1 acre of land and over; 
that hares be included in a list of noxious animals; that the Boards be empowered to cope with the 
rabbit nuisance; that the Q-overnment should grant larger subsidy; that uniform rates be levied; 
that the rate of bonus be the same throughout the Colony ; and that all returns of stock be made on 
the same day. ’

8. Losses from Tame and Native Logs.
. . The losses in stock for the past year from the ravages of native dogs are estimated at 65,488 sheep,

valued at £17,410; and from tame dogs, 52,332 sheep, valued at £16,638, making the loss from tame and 
native dogs together £34,048.

, Appendix F. shows the work which has been done under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts 
since they were passed, and how far the objects for which they w'ere so have been attained.

A proposal has been made to discontinue the bonus for kangaroos ; but if this is done the hunters 
will not kill the small kangaroos, and the number will increase rather than diminish.

XIII.—COMMONS.
1. Number and extent.

The number of permanent Commons in the Colony is 94, with an average extent of about 1,250 
acres each. The number of temporary Commons is 230, -with an average extent of 2,000 acres each.

2. Number of Gommoners, Stock, Sfc.
The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at 90, and the average number of 

stock kept on each Common is 114. .
In twenty districts the Commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that of grazing 

Commoners’ stock.
XIV.—MISCELLANEOUS.

1. Artificial Grasses.
■ In twenty-four districts artificial grasses have been sown for pasture during the year to a small 

extent, in four districts to a large extent, and in remaining districts none; the most successful being 
lucerne, prairie, and rye.

2. Number and Livision of Buns.
The number open or unenclosed runs in the Colony is 6,302 ; the number enclosed is 32,630 ; the 

number partially subdivided is 12,470 ; and the number properly subdivided is 20,311.
3. Improvements, Fencing, Lams, Tanks, and Weils.

The number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated at 1,310,420, at an average 
cost of (say) £43 10s. per mile, amounting to £56,996,312.

' The number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 23,330, at an average cost of (say) £87 
10s.; number of tanks, 21,741; average cost of each, £189 5s. ; and the number of wells used is estimated 
at 3,131, at an average cost of £199 5s. 6d. each. . .

Cost of fencing, £56,996,312 ; cost of dams, £2,041,144 ; cost of tanks, £4,682,830 ; cost of wells, 
£623,941; making a total of £64,344,227 as representing the amount expended by way of improve
ments, &c.

4. Plants and Weeds.
In thirteen districts trefoil burr grows to a slight extent; in twenty-four districts to a large 

extent, and in twenty-three districts there is none reported. '
In twenty-seven districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent, in fifteen to a consider

able extent, and eighteen districts are reported as free from it.
- In twenty-five districts black thistle is reported to a slight extent, iu nineteen to a great extent, 

and sixteen districts are reported to be free from it. - • •
In twenty-seven districts the land is reported as being slightly infested with Bathurst burr, in 

twenty-one to a large extent, and in twelve the land is not infested.
Larling pea, Boleu-poley, “ Fellow Boy,” and Sweet briar are reported to be growing in a few districts.
Euphorbia Lrummondii.—Although.this plant has been carefully experimented with, aud shown so 

far to be non-poisonous, and put to a practical test by owners (see Mr. Stanley’s report, Appendix J to 
Report for 1887), reports still continue to be received of its causing the death of sheep.

5. Cost of clearing Commons, Reserves, Sfc., of Weeds.
■ The cost of clearing the permanent Commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated 

at £29,658; the temporary commons, £17,997; the police paddocks, £2,152; the travelling stock 
reserves, £126,169; and the droving roads at £70,280 ; amounting in all to (say) £246,556.

6. Examination of intending Applicants for appointment of Inspector.
During the past year one examination was held by the Stock Board of Examiners. The following

table shows the result:— .

Date of Examination. Number of Candidates. Names of successful Candidates. •Nature of Certificate issued.

1888.
A i 23rd......... ..................................... 9

( J. W. Boultbee . .................. 2nd class. .
2nd „ -
2nd ,, ..

Total ....................................... 9

- It will thus be-seen that nine candidates were examined, three of whom received 2nd class 
certificates. 7.
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7. The Stock and Pastures Bill.
■ This measure has not yet been brought before Parliament, but it is hoped that the Government. 

business will at an early date in the coming session of Parliament be in such a state as to admit of its. 
being introduced.

8. The Presh Meat Trade.
It is satisfactory to be able to report that the arrangements for this trade are now nearly completed, 

and there is a good prospect of its being shortly commenced.
This will not be a day too soon, for with sheep in the Colony, and the prospect of another 

favourable season in 1889, it is of the highest importance to owners that the stock should be killed as near 
as possible to their pastures, and thus save the very serious waste and deterioration in the meat which the 
live stock trade entails. The best outlet for our surplus stock is in the exportation of frozen meat, and 
that again will never be put on a payable footing until we can place our meat in prime condition (which 
the fresh trade will enable us to do) iu the London market. It is only courting disappointment and loss 
to offer inferior or wasted meat in that market.

APPENDIX A.
Retuen of Stock in the several Sheep Districts.

Year 1S87. Year 13S8.
Districts

Acreage. Horses. Cattle., Sheep. Pigs. Acreage. Horses. Cattle. Sheep.

854,473
3,122,590

6,050
10,441

13,088
60,955

580,903
1,347,470

865,284
3,320,604

6,888
10,472

15,037 
63,508

696,486
1,244,651Armidale ........

Balranald ........ 5,103,673 2,548 4,881 1,175,201 5,125,777 2,690 4,431 1,076,105
Bathurst ........ 1,275,531

185,567-2
559,067

11,689,292
346,008

18,773 30,234
22,443

483,049
16,761

287,679
2,636,519

66,571

1,331.873
227,279f

14,826
3,994

36,287
22,239
14,682
30,299
28,796

533,986
26,759

301,700
2,253,278

59,114

........

Bombala ....... 3^378
6,634

n;352
33,032
29,628

544)958*
9,262,820

343,3771

3*538
5,826

Braidwood ... ?n986 3^938
Brewarrina ... 3,979,412

219,262
3,154,007
1,074,476
2,221,9511
6,027,618
5,740,902
1,772,453
2,353,765j

3,071
2,467
2,791
'7,503
15,268
2,058

12,588
20,834
14,596
14,972

137,093
7,896

1,094,974
2,141

1,092,272
619,544

1,251
1,573,484
1,762,201

784,202

3,983,172 3,350
2,601
2,865
8,047

16,264
2,490
3,239
8,214

14,381 
20,819 
16,158 
16,877 

140,199 
7,927 
7,405 

26 721 
8,043

1,187,559 
1,483 

1,050,539 
704,570 

704 
1,612 447 
1,761,696 

859 136

Cannonbar ...
Carcoar............
Casino ............

2,705,647
1,064,004
2,142,672*
6,760,240
5,589,032
1,791,172
2,280,565*

Condobolin ... 2*978
7,624

8,'360 
22,583 

5,678Coonabarabran 3^053 792*704 3,421 868,905
Coonamble ... 2,343,044 

1,152,4281 
2,9 41,209
3,143,163 

350,561 
2,563,2031 
2,160,0194

3,874
3,836

10,184
6,169
8,417

16,384
38,913
18,502

1,368,928
848,857

1,370,006
1,166,277

2,145
1,220,200

2.765,511*
1,140,620
2,858,574
3,147,359

336,584
2,504,071*
2,056,566

4,287
4,019
5,043
7,172
3,725
7,107

11,239
5,755
7,391

19,720
40,596
18,607
7! ,463

1,442,839
945,028

1,392,176
1,198,672

2,132
1,436,438

573,234

Deniliquin......
Dubbo ............
Eden.................

4^872 
6,596 

' 3,772 
5,996 

11,494Glen Innes .. 92'795 623^739 11,551
Goulburn ...... 881,237

888,2632
1,480,746

10,153,622

8,486
14,515
10,602
3,745
3,063
5,222
2,219
8,182

37,575
55,635
46,302

5,469
6,027

20,399
2,556

59,847
46,032

396,222
2,558

875,431 
1,021,901 
1,684,173 
5,018,701 
4,737,882 
1,324,922 
(5,172,740 

321,912* 
603,556

8,780
15,306
11,496
5,614
3,000
5,759
1,821
8,814

40 861 
56,896

380,164.
2 579

Gundagai.......
Hay .................

887^258
1,485,701

57,417
5,967
3,832

22,610
2,142

65,511
56,232

1,135,070
1,701,723
1,105,774

678,113
779,145

4,269
7,247

Hillston .......
Hume. ............
Ivanhoe............

3j378j275
1,269,2671
7,872,866

314,497*
466,723

1,258,143
477,443

1,504,360
3,986
4,984Maitland ....... 14597 15,059

Menindie ........ 12,097,377* 4,341 3,098 1,781,519 9,770,975 3,658 2,179 1,014,715
Merriwa .......
Molong............
Moree ............

751,889
1.740,275
2,919,013*
1,130,865*

3.081 
7,978 
5,526
8.081 
5,730

12,891
14,850
38,718
25,588

354,829
652,988
870,611
494,150
406,073

721,840
1,583,202*
2,887,242*
1,169,477

769,218

3,525
8,340
5,856
8,517
5,906

13,563
16,771
40,388
25,553

385,984
796,881
850,654
487,986

Murrurundi ... 779,708 26^798 26,857 426.228
Narrandera ... 2,894,589 2,973 11,506 1,245,893 2,906,292 3,078 8,581 1,232,908
JNarrabn .......
Picton ............
Pilliga ............

1,345,627
259,5522

1,553,006
653,277

3,118
3,398
1,676

7,362
18,417
10,691
36,069

523,269
6,901

404,386
1,370

1.258,593*
247,609*

1,516,951
660,898

2,710
3,624
1,941

10,385

5,447
21,017
11,598
39,212

498,655
6,034

367,856
1,209PortMacquarie 9;561

Port Stephens 525,834 7,868 43,375 1,920 632,531 8,057 48,617 1,483
Qucanbeyan ... 950,197 3,861 18,034 443,790 937,886 3,909 19,833 461,613
Singleton ....... 784,331

195,200
11,442
23,054
14,948

72,239
16,008
58,513

111,871
12,180

1,906,477

779,781
197,300

4,269,506

11,712
22,170
17,098

6M20
15,690
61,215

97,506
10,635

1,886,392Tamworth....... 4,090,811
Tenterfield ... 1,889,414* 

1,410,9172 
2,703,9 Ll*

5,770
2,422
8,801

61,421
5,587

24,894

138,199
1,049,23-2
1,661,554

1,800,195*
1,407,487*
2,753,328

5,854
2,313

10,554

58,443
5,475

21,832

104,169
970,982

1,567,562Wagrga Wages
Walgett .......
Wanaaring ... 
Warialda .......

5,251,378 4,963 25,531 1,571,061 5,316,238
11,399,262
3,354,647*

4,064
3,121

23,266
12,497
48,949

1,583,870
1,119,304

792,8943,469,243 9,234 49,586 886,940 10,157
Wentworth ... 6,903,311 1,588 1,524 683,863 6,881,747 1,779 1,670 665,903
Wileannia....... 20,427,734 7,202 18,811 2,792,946 12,608,725 5,944 5,714 1,812,063
Windsor .......
Yass .................
Young ............

231,406
819,025

1,952,376*

8,355
5,204

12,165

14,642
13,973
23,937

7,025
475,199

1,543,139

192,075
804.112

2,091,181*

7,736
5,122

12,992

15,297
16,320
28,662

6,420
483,899

1,785,938

Total....... 168,813,675 390,609 1,575,487 46,965,152 263,900 163,109,652* 411,368 1,622,907 46,503,469 248,683
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APPENDIX B.
Eepokt on a Contagious Animal Skin Disease, Petteigo.

Sir, Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 19 March, 1888.
> I have the honor to report that, acting on instructions from the Hon. the Minister for Mines, 

I examined animals suffering with the skin disease in the neighbourhoods of Brisbane and Ipswich, then 
proceeded to the Bichmond and Clarence Eiver districts, where I found the disease identically the same 
as I had seen in Queensland.

This disease appears to have been known in the North of Queensland for several years, and to have 
attracted attention early in 1887, in consequence of spreading throughout that Colony ; this was during 
the prevalence of heavy rains, and the disease disappeared with the cold weather.

Last summer it reappeared, and extended principally through the coast districts, extending into 
New South Wales, so that now it is more widely spread and more severe in character than was ever 
remembered before. It is a disease of the skin, that would be bettor named prurigo, meaning “ to itch.” 
The term mange is applied to another disease in horses and dogs, caused by acari, to which it bears a close 
resemblance.

. This prurigo is characterized by an eruption of small scattered itching nodules, loss of hair from 
the withers, back, loins, and croup ; later on the head, the mane, and tail are also involved. -

. . . a p0ntao>°us nature, and its progress depends very much on the surroundings and suscep
tibility of the animal exposed to attack. In some places not one horse escapes, in others the disease spreads 
slowly, and a large percentage enjoy immunity—two horses may work together, one suffers and the other 
escapes; one attack does not prevent a recurrence of the disease.

Cattle appear to.be attacked by the same disease, but suffer less irritation ; it is shown by a rising 
scurf and partial shedding of hair ; the remaining hairs are erect from the withers to the tail, and it may 
extend along the neck to the head, surrounding the eyes, covering the ears with scurf, and the skin thick
ens with exudation, itching so much that the beast wall rub against trees and make bleeding sores! Only 
a small percentage of the cattle I have seen are at present attacked. 'Fat cattle do not Appear to lose 
flesh, and so far the disease is restricted to the skin, and the flesh is not contaminated. The only sheep I 
heard of being attacked -were at Fessifer, in Queensland. I examined one of these sent into Brisbane for 
treatment, and it certainly had the appearance of suffering from the same disease, having lost most of the 
wool in patches, from the shoulders, back, and rump; this has been the result of rubbing, caused by 
itching irritation of the skin. ' J

The sheep had been repeatedly dressed when I saw it, but the itching had not altogether subsided ; 
60 per cent, of the mob were said to be affected. Should this disease appear in New South Wales sheep, 
local quarantine and effectual dipping would be the measures to arrest it.

This disease is not caused by the horse mite, Acaripsoroptes, but is apparently due to the presence 
of a vegetoid parasite, of a microscopic fungi order, which finds proper nourishment on the skin ; and by 
rapid spore formation and growth penetrates the hair follicles and perspiratory ducts and epidemic cells. 
Being a foreign material it sets up irritation in the periphery nerves, interrupting and perverting the 
functions of the skin, exciting itching and inflammation, with an extraordinary accumulation of scurf 
and effete products.

The heavy rains no doubt altered the herbage, making it rank and watery, so that vegetation has 
not elaborated its various chemical elements to the same extent as in ordinary seasons ; this food has 
affected the horses, depriving their blood of the salts necessary to balance the acid secretions of the seba
ceous glands, and the alkaline secretions of the perspiratory glands ; exposure of the skin to continued 
wet weather has had a detrimental effect on their constitutions, and may explain the immunity from this 
^“s®ase ®nj°ye<i hy horses that are strictly stable-fed and sheltered; foals also rarely take the disease, 
although mares suffer very severely. The food in these cases is much richer in nitrogenous and saline 
elements than is found in squashy grasses.

. The symptoms are, first, a rash extending along the neck, withers, and back, to the tail, for about 
18 m. on each side of the spine (not unlike mosquito bites). The spots are the size of a threepenny-piece 
the hair is slightly raised, and the little swellings can be felt by passing the hand carefully over the parts 
A day or two later, on the centre of some of these a little pimple is felt and a small scab, with five or six 
hairs adhering ; it is readily detached. The horse likes manipulation and moves his lips sympathetically. The 
itching is seen by a sore or two as large as a shilling on the back, where the horse has rubbed the skin 
sore with his teeth, isoon the hair stands erect on the withers and top of the spine, the skin begins to 
wrinkle, it is thickened by interstitial effusion. A large amount of scurf and loose hair accumulate the 
sores (caused by horses rubbing and biting each other) extend, vesicles form and break aud their secretions 
make horny scales, which accumulate with the cuticular debris. The hair of the mane and tail is destroyed 
by rubbing, the skin of both thickens and corrugates; the hair soon falls in quantities from the wither and 
back, in consequence of the animal rolling; in a week or two after the attack the parts are more or less bare 
of hair, aiid covered with a thick scaly scurf, with patchy sores, coated with exudation, blood, and dirt.
, The progress and termination of this disease is variable. Some entirely recover without treatment; 

c ange ot teed, such as stabling grass horses, has a good effect; change of season, from warm moist summer 
weather to cold dry winter, appears sufficient to check the development of the parasitic fungus-, it 
disappears, m the winter months, and may, or may not, reappear on the same horse the following year.

, ^ early stages and milder forms it is arrested by various applications, but when allowed ta~
become chronic, intense pathological changes proceed; sore ears, ulcerations, and sero-us abscesses beneath 
the skm, reduce the animal s condition, and make him unserviceable. The disease is not of itself fatal, 
but deaths have resulted, from the injudicious use of irritating poisonous applications. .

To distinguish this disease from others is not easy, as it bears a remarkable resemblance to the itch 
or horse mange ; it differs, however it being much less contagious, and it does not attack the skin in 
isolated patches, or extend from the margins outwards, to become confluent. Eecoveries are spontaneous, 
without treatment; and last, the insect is absent.

Exposure to sun and rain sometimes causes scald, which is something like it, but the hair is lost 
lapidiy, as it from a blister, leaving the skin bare but sound ; there is no itching, pimples, or scurvy sores •
the skin is not corrugated, and the mane and fail remain intact. ’
rj. Erythema is an eruptive itching skin disease, frequently seen in horses, often duo to an acid con
dition of the excretions of the skm, originated by improper stable feeding. It occurs in isolated cases,
ahd is not contagious. ' ' ' ..........  Eingwonn



Ringworm is perhaps the most familiar example of a contagious skin disease, caused by vegeioid 
parasities. It can thrive equally well on the skins of various animals and mankind. There are several 
diseases that are known to be caused by vegetoid organisms; they attack mankind, animals, fishes, and 
insects as well as vegetation. _ _ _

This prurigo is distinctly contagious, the medium being probably the fungoid parasitic cells or spores. 
These are so minute that they readily float in the air, and are easily conveyed by one horse biting another, 
by the saddle-cloths, harness, brashes, &c. The ears and head become infected by an animal biting his 
own back, and the reason of the upper surface of the body being first infected is that the spores settle as 
dust and fall through between the hairs on to the skin, being more likely to fall off the sides or limbs ; or 
may be the excretions and accumulated debris on the skin in those parts is a more suitable soil for their 
growth, which once established soon penetrates the orifices and fissures of the skin.. Such fungoid 
parasities are extremely minute, measuring from 1-3000 to 1-7000 of an inch, and are rapidly reproduced 
by proliferating cell growth called spores, or by thread-like bodies called mycelium ; these invade the skin 
and produce the morbid changes so disastrous to its structure. Susceptible horses.show the disease about 
a week after contagion ; in some it finds a suitable soil and makes rapid progress ; in others it is altogether 
as slow, and it takes several months to run its course. _ •

Prevention.—Avoid every source of infection; keep the horse in health by cleanliness and good 
food, and wash with soap and water, or some simple dressing that is antiparasitic, and sprinkle sulphur on 
the skin from time to time.

Curative remedies will consist of anti-parasitic agents that will not injure the skin, so as to leave 
permanent blemishes. The skin of the horse is very sensitive to the action ot turpentine and the mineral 
caustics ; these should be avoided as too irritating. In all cases cleanse the skin by thorough washing 
with soap and water, or soda and water, then apply agents containing sulphur, such as potassa sulphurate, 
one pound to 5 gallons of water, luke warm, or lime and sulphur, or hyposulphite of soda, combined with 
water. Powdered sulphur mixed with grease as an ointment is a good dressing ; also one part sulphur 
iodide to ten parts of glycerine and fat. Preparations of tar, such as watery solutions of carbolic acid, 
known as Little’s dipping mixture, and Jey’s carbolic fluid, are very convenient for use. There are several 
other agents that may be equally useful, such as prussic acid or sulphurous acid, mixed with glycerine and 
water, also iodine and mercury ; these require to he used cautiously. More important is the method of 
application than the agent that is used. The wash is to ho diligently and thoroughly applied from the 
horse’s nose to his tail; in fact it would he best to swim him in the medicated bath. _ _ _ _

The clothing, saddles, harness, brushes, and even the stables will require fumigating with burning 
sulphur, or immersion in the dressing used for the horses. And as reinfection is liable to occur a repeti
tion of the application will be required twice or thrice a week in order to effect a cure. _ _

Constitutional treatment must not be lost sight of; change of feed, rock salt, and. mineral tonics 
that act specially upon the skin, as antimony, arsenic, iron, &c., are most suitable. It is important to 
remember that one infected animal is a constant source of danger to others, so that isolation and segrega
tion should he attended to ; and although it may be almost impossible to treat unbroken horses and cattle, 
still it will be necessary to check if not to eradicate the disease in working animals, as we cannot foresee 
the disastrous extent to which the disease may reach.

I have, &c.,
EDWARD STANLEY, E.R.C.V.S.

SUGGESTIONS OP THE CHIEP INSPECTOR OP STOCK. .
Ma. A. Buuce, Chief Inspector of Stock, makes the following suggestions in a minute submitted to 
the Minister for Mines regarding the mode of dressing horses for this ailment:—■

“ The most effectual mode of dressing horses for this ailment would be to dip aud swim them, for in 
ihat way it would he certain that none of the infected portions of the horse would escape being dressed ; 
and it may be when there is a large number of horses on a station to dress that dipping will he resorted 
to, the dip being made with a gentle smooth slope inwards, and the same slope, but well battened, out
wards. It might, too, in some cases, be arranged, as horses can he readily moved from one place to another, 
that several neighbours would join in the construction of a dip and yards in a central position, and drive 

• their horses there to be dipped.
Where dipping cannot be carried out the next best method of dressing would, I think, he—after 

saturating the infected and suspected parts of the horse well with the mixture—to put a blanket or clotn 
thoroughly saturated with the mixture over the infected and suspected parts of the horse for (say) 4 or 
5 minutes, during which time additional mixture might be poured upon the blanket or cloth, particularly 
where the ailment is worst. _ _

Supposing that a good many horses have to be dressed, that a liquid application has to be used as a 
cure, and that the horse is not to he dipped, he should be made to stand on a drip so constructed and 
sloped as to lead the mixture which drops from him into a tub (to be placed outside, in the ground at the 
corner of the drip nearest the boiler), to which it should he returned to he heated and used again,

To keep the horse steady (the quietest horses would otherwise plunge about) and expedite the 
work, a proper pen or crush of good stout round stuff should (if not already erected) be constructed over 
the drip, and if there were many horses to dress, the drip and pen could be made ihree or four panels 
long. This would enable both broken and unbroken horses to be quickly and safely dressed, and one drip 
and pen could be made to answer several.owners, as suggested in regard to dipping. _

In this way horses could he nearly as thoroughly dressed as if they were dipped, and with little 
trouble and but slight waste of mixture, and to make the dressing with the saturated cloth more effective, 
that might be shaped into something like the cover and hood used for racehorses, but, of course, coming 
only a short way down the sides.”
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APPENDIX C.
The following lots of sheep, bred by the several New South Wales, Queensland, and Tasmanian 

owners, were disposed of at the annual stud sales held in July, 1888.

• Name of Breeders. Address. . Number of 
Kams.

Number of 
Ewes.

Total.

Bams. | 1' Ewes

Sold by Messrs. Goldsborough, Mart, and Co. {Limited), on account of 
New South Wales.

A. L. Faithfull, Esq..................
H. R. F. Hume, Esq.................
Exors. late Thomas Armstrong
J. MaeVean, Esq.......................
Geo. Bruce, Esq.........................

George Clark, Esq...............
Messrs. Marshall and Slade

. Springfield, Goulburn .......................... a
2 i

12
5

. Loombah, Molong .................................. 7

Queensland.
I East Talgai, Hendon ............. .......... I 9 j 3
] Glengallou, Warwick .......................... | 7 | 2

James Gibson, Esq.............
David Taylor, Esq.............
W. H. Gibson, Esq...........
Thos. Parramorc, Esq.........
George Parramore, Esq. ..
Estate lateRobt. Jones.....
J. B. Gibson, Esq.............
G. W. Keach, Esq.............
Chas. Field, Esq.................
W. H. Gatenby, Esq.........
Messrs. A. and G. Finlay
W. H. Bennett, Esq.........
P. W. Archer, Esq.............
D. M'Kinnon, Esq.............
James Cox, Esq..................
E. Dowling, Esq.................
Hy. S. Smith, Esq.............
Thos. Gatenby, Esq...........
W. A. Gatenby, Esq.........
A. Gatenby, Esq, .............
W. H. Ralston, Esq...........
R. C. Gatenby, Esq...........
R. Kermode, Esq...............
Thos. Riggall, Esq.............
J. F. Rigney, Esq...............
G. A. Jones, Esq................

Tasmania.

Bellevue, Epping ..................
St. Johnston, Campbelltown .
Fairfield, Epping ...................
Beaufront, Ross......................
Wetmore, Ross ......................
Riccarton, Campbelltown1...
Perth..........................................
Chiswick, Ross ......................
Woodfield, Cressy...................
Woodburn, Cressy...................
Douglas Park, Campbelltown
Bloomfield, Ross.......................
Panshanger, Longford ..........
Dalness, Evandale..................
Clarendon, Evandale...............
Quorn Hall, Campbelltown ...
Harland Rise, Evandale .......
Pisa, Lake River ..................
Glasslough, Epping ...............
Lemon Springs, Oatlands......
Woolmer’s, Longford..............
Stewarton, Epping..................
Mona Vale, Ross ..................
Somercotes, Ross ..... .'...........
Buona Vista, Avoca ..............
Moorville..................................

55
59
60 
82 
61 
72 
43 
93 
26 
38 
27 
61 
60 
36

105
31
17
66
22
48
20
12
54
38

6

12

38
12
12
16

20
8

8
16

2 645

Sold by Messrs. Brunker and Wolfe on account of 
New South Wales.

H. C. White, Esq................................... J Havilah .................................................. [ 1

Messrs. Wm. Gibson and Son
Thos. Gibson, Esq..................
R. Taylor, Esq..........................
R. Viney, Esq...........................
C. B. Grubb, Esq......................
H. C. Gatenby, Esq.................
B. Archer, Esq..........................
F. W. Grubb, Esq....................
A. M. M ‘Kinnon, Esq.............
G. F. Thirken, Esq...................
F. E. Laurence, Esq.................
C. A. Parker, Esq. ..................
S. Grueber, Esq...............

Tasmania.
Scone ................................
Esk Vale ............................
Valleyfield ........................
Fernliill ............................
Strathroy............................
Rhodes.............................. ;.
Woodside, Cressy .............
Bengio ...............................
Mountford ............. ..........
Darlington Park................
Tasmania...........................
Selina ................................
Tasmania...........................

274
46
31
28
48

135
44
43
42

2
11
11
10

13
21

726 39

Sold by Messrs. Griffiths and Weaver on account of
New South Wales.

H. C. White, Esq...................................
James Lee, Esq.......................................
Hon. Geo. Lee ................................... .
Hon. G. H. Cox....,...............................
H. R. F. Hume, Esq..............................
George Rouse, Esq..................................
J. D. Cox, Esq. ......................................
F. R. AVhite, Esq...................................
Messrs. Lackey, Wallace, and Mills ...
J. M. L. M‘Donald, Esq......................
Messrs. Cox Bros........................,...........

21
Larras Lake............................................. 53 10

5
1
6

Biragambil ..... ....... ............ ................... 6 5
Cullenbone ............................................ . 10 5

10
6
4

14 136 " 20

1,507 204
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APPENDIX D.
Statement showing drenches used for worms in Sheep, and results.

Result.
Drench used. Number of times used. Total number of Sheep drenched.

Favourable. Against.

3 119,596
3,110

2
Salt and sulphate of iron ......... 4 3
Turpentine in different mediums. 26 89,683 15
Arsenic and soda...................... j 116

G
550,029

61,867
71 "i'

APPENDIX E.
1. Babbit Scab.

Scabies cuniculi.—This disease, which was introduced from Europe by Dr. Watson, of Adelaide, is 
caused by acari, but is uot sufficiently severe to prove fatal to any appreciable extent amongst rabbits. 
Cats also contracted the disease, hut experiments made hy him to infect sheep were unsuccessful. 
Mr. Stanley advised the Glovernment not to permit the introduction of the disease into this colony, on 
the grounds that while it is ineffective for killing rabbits its introduction would not be entirely free 
from risk to other animals.

2. Tintinallogy Disease.
This ailment, which was attempted to be propagated by Drs. Butcher and Ellis, he reported to he 

of native origin, its pathology was not known, its effects were uncertain and variable, and he was not 
satisfied of its being communicated by contagion, or of its fatal effects on rabbits. He inoculated horses, 
cattle, and sheep without their showing any indication whatever of contracting the disease, and he left 
the inoculated animals with several others introduced to the infected enclosure from a healthy paddock 
for three months under the observation of the local inspector of stock, who ultimately reported that no 
animal had contracted the disease from the rabbits.

3. Poisoning.
Experiments were made at Bandwick hy feeding rabbits on food saturated xvith the juice of a 

poisonous bulb, said to have been received from Germany. The rabbits avoided the bulb itself, but 
after being fasted for forty-eight hours devoured the food, and three out of five died within 24 hours after.

The symptoms wrere indifference to surrounding objects, not attempting to escape from being 
caught, followed by paralysis of the fore extremities, convulsions, and death. Twro recovered after being 
fed on green food. Practically the bulb is of less value than ordinary mineral poison for the purpose of 
rabbit destruction.

During the post-mortem examination of rabbits Mr. Stanley found the common bladder worm 
coenurus cuniculi and another hydatid, about the size of large shot, situated in the kidneys. He also found 
coccidium oviform in the livers of rabbits that had died from emaciation caused by these parasites.

APPENDIX E 1.
Statement of the Operations of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards during the year 1888.

Amount of 
Assessment 

collected.
Amount

Expended. Kangaroo Wallabies Natne
Dogs

P.-
melons Haies. Kangaioo

Rats. Haw ks Wal
laroo

Opos- 
1 sums Emus Bil

bees Pigs.

£ s d £ s d
Albury .. 715 7 0 810 15 8 6,430 4 314 12,867 798
Armidale 918 19 10 1,619 6 10 16,182 787 7,462
Balranald . 93 5 6 376 8 10 6,789 230
Bathurst . 819 4 3 1,729 4 1 55,217 9,808 44
Bernina . 343 18 5 356 14 4 24 1,438 123 3,634 16
Bombala . 417 19 3 102 45 191 167
Bourke ... 1,124 14 4 11,807 10 36 eoi
Braidwood 272 2 10 298 2 5 11,649 102 303
Brew arrina 149 13 0 459 3 1,364
Broulee . . 286 3 6 152 17 3 1 1,490 89 121 348 4,161
Cannonbar 583 14 2 15,127 58 100 400
Carcoar ... 496 13 8 823 11 9 1,104 10,269 9 26,733
Casino ... 202 4 3 3,033 19 530 2,105
Cobar . 486 1 1 662 6 4 10,169 747 6 253
Condobolin 589 17 8 1,555 1 6 19,656 452 100
Cooma . 230 15 6 269 13 0 515 2,418 95 51
Coonabarabran . 856 0 4 1,371 5 4 181 37,539 185
Coonamble 142 19 3 955 4 3 13,729 33 323 14 4,438
Coiowa 404 12 2 1,521 2,430
Deniliquin. 54 0 3 397 14 8 9,341
Dubbo ... .......... 467 12 2 8,210 179
Eden . ... 171 3 11 234 9 4 1,304 921 173
Forbes . . 716 5 11 8,811 3,460 140 5,548
Glen Innes 1,105 3 3 7,040 10,843 487 10,018 207
Goulburn . 1,326 ii 11 1,783 19 3 235 76,004 44 47,035
Grafton . 177 16 1 2,065 431 154 57
Gundagai . 531 13 9 2,432 4 3 1,714 27,675 81 19,168
Hay . 128 0 6 122 0 6 804
Hillston ... 85 13 10 374 3 2 2,241 70 59
Hume....... 339 8 9 940 9 0 8,190 4,159 70 10,082
Ivanhoe... . 509 11 5 9,709 127
Kiama .. 50 0 0 ..........
Maitland . 246 18 4 254 4 9 89 3,179 252

837
Merriwa .... •.............. 167 19 5 ' 1,407 184 6 •* . •
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APPENDIX E1—continued.
Amount of 

Assessment 
collected

Amount
Expended Kangaroo Wallabies ftatne

Dogs
P

melons Hares Kangaroo
Hats Hay ks Wal

laroo
Opos
sums Emus. Bil

bees PlKS

£ d £ s d
Molong 1,530 18 9 1,629 12 10 55,012 1,464 120Moree 2,341 11 10 3,016 14 5 31,242 7o,264 243Mudgee 991 10 7 1,164 13 11 o0,189 128 29,979Murrurundi . 263 1 3 14,760 78 4oNarandera 762 4 0 1,181 13 0 4,391 ' 92 82 847 853Narrabn 936 10 11 1,113 1 9 246 32,964 124 2,926 l,2o8Picton 122 18 3 172 6 4 44 199 113Pilliga 210 3 0 449 9 7 4,3o0 5,009 £>1Port Macquane 171 7 8 91 11 6 65 72 23 46Port Stephens 188 10 0 188 10 0 446 32oQueanbej an 535 19 11 2,969 20,695 87 136Singleton (>12 2 7 2,947 4,666 380 3,305Sydney 201 18 0 398 6 6 18 5,503Tamworth
Tenterfield 1,102 18 4

2,931
2,631

15
14

9
5

90,217
45,633

41,132
60,480

384
407

2,804
Urana 73 3 6 371 12 2 3,505
Wagga Wagga 305 n 4 888 6 5 3,936 25 5,845 36Walgett 228 5 3 345 8 1 1,202 642 1 93 79Wanaaung 232 6 4 883 8 3 11,430 215Warialda 2,555 11 10 4,454 17 5 37,130 163,627 306 6,208Wentwoith 368 12 2 1,000 10 6 421
Wileannia 1,435 5 2' 5,311 18 0 113,369 7,359 684Windsor 224 19 5 243 13 9 2 3,535Yass 183 7 6 145 7 7 416 2,328 29Young 349 17 1 2,107 3,540 IS

Totals 23,352 13 11 54,992 12 11 667,436 653,285 9,619 16,576 176,732 15,918 497 95 4,161 9,836 853 12,041

APPENDIX F 2.
Statement of the estimated number of noxious animals in the Colony at 31st December in the years 

1880 to 1888 inclusive ; the number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during these 
years; the amount of assessment collected; the amount of Glovernment subsidy received, and the 
total expenditure for each of these years.

j 
Y

ea
r 

J

Kangaroos Wallabies Native Dogs Rabbits Hares. Wild Pigs
Amount

.
Assessment
collected.

Amount
of

Government 
subsidy paid

Amount
of

Expenditure.

•o
*3 Q)
ss•3 S3 
w*

5 "o 
0

•B0> u
ts S
§ s
w 3

tH
£•3

&a

TJ
3 S
s s
5 s

u
&
Sa
to*

<9 ~
gl

w c

ta
3 3

Sz;'*

T5 .<u u
"Saji
as
w c

<a 'S4) i- 43
S £•3 S3

® _

1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888

5.484.000
6.057.000 
4 833,000 
3,822,200
3.007.000
2.500.000 
2,226,700 
1,881,500 
1,338,880

581,7o3 
1,452,829 

750,846 
1,403,233 

855,676 
1,106,478 

476,438 
667,436

3.317.000 
4,242,200
3.628.000
2.916.500
2.765.700
2.300.000 
2,952,600
2.742.500
3.184.700

43,724 
347,842 
330,109 
473,609 
506 372 
594,603 
388,088 
653,285

1
30.000
30,500 2 250
30,800 6,980
24.600 7,195
23,300 7,336
20.000 8,474
33.600 9,560
32,700 7,739
31,405 9,619

762300
5092000
2500000

3,999
188,257

301,500
429,600

2,044,430

5,878
28,623
56,628

176,732

2,400
2,400
3,480

922
562
664

12,041

£ s. d

17,648 19 10 
45,772 12 8 
32,781 14 2 
48,069 15 8 
61,754 15 4 
41,585 0 0 
32,651 13 8 
24,938 4 6

£ s d

749 11 2 
25,299 19 2 
16,381 19 C 
21,606 10 6 
23,753 3 8 
16,168 3 0 
9,589 9 5 
6,711 2 8

£ s d.

15,517 5 4 
61,191 14 3 
58,132 7 1
62,121 0 o
64,672 8 2 
67,783 6 6 
37,354 11 1 
62,121 9 6

7,294,689 3,337,633 59,153 •• 192,256 267,861 14,189 305,202 15 10 120,259 19 1 418,894 1 11

N B —The whole of the accounts of expenditure for 1888 are not j et to hand.

Sydney Charles Potter, Goi eminent Punter —1889

[Is. 3d.] 319—C
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’ y 1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH- WALES,

t

BERRIMA PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.
(CQBRESPQNBENOE, &c„ IN REFERENCE TO APPOINTMENT OF MR, E. CARTER AS A MEMBER OF.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 21 Lane, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 9th May, 1889, That there he laid upon the Table of this 
House,—

“ Copies of all papers, minutes, or other documents having reference to 
“ the appointment of the Board at Berrima under the Stock and Pastures 
“ Protection Act, or the appointment of Mr. E. Carter as one of the 
“ members of the Board for the years 1888 and 1889.”

{Mr. Mo Court.) .

N°- SCHEDULE. •
■ 1. Mr.-Inspector Yeo to the Chairman of the Sheep and Pastures Board, Berrima (enclosure), 24 February, 1S8S.
2. The Secretary, Board of Sheep Directors, in reply to above. 28 February, 1888 .....................................................
3. Mr. Inspector Yeo to the Chief Inspector of Stock (minutes thereon). I March, 1888.............................................

• 4. Gazette. Notice—Appointing Directors for year 1888. 13 March, 1888 .........................................................................
o. The Chairman of the Board to the Secretary for Mines. 14 May, 1888........................................................................
(i. Mr. E. Carter to the Secretary for Mines. 15 May, 1888................................................................................................
7. The Chief Inspector of Stock to the Chairman of the Board, in reply to letter of the 14th instant. 16 May,

. 1888 .........................................................................................................................................
8. Mr. E. Carter to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P. 18 May, 1888 ............. ...........................................................................
9. Mr. Inspector Yeo to the Chief Inspector of Stock ; Eeport, &c., in reply to B.C. of 21st instant (minute thereon).

25 May, 1888 .................................................................................................................................................................
10. Same to Chairman of Board, applying for position as Secretary. 26 May, 1888.........................................................
11. Mr. W. (Sr. Massingham to same. 31 May, 1888 ...........................................................................................................
12. Mr. E. Carter to W. McCcurt, Esq., M.P. (minute thereon and enclosures). '2 June, 1888.....................................
13. Minute of Mr. Secretary Abigail on the case. 5 June. 1888 ........................................................................................
14. Mr. A. D. Badgery to the Secretary for Mines (minute thereon). 6 June, 1888 .....................................................
15. Mr. Inspector Yeo to the Chief Inspector of Stock, in reply to B.C. of the 5th instant. 7 June, 1888..................
16. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter. 12 June, 1888 ....................................................................................
17. Mr. E. Carter in reply to above (minute thereon). 18 June, 1888.................................................
18. 'The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. W. Morrice. 5 July, 1888.... ........................................... .C...
19. The Chairman of the Board to the Secretary for Mines. 7 July, 1888 .......................... ...........
20. Mr. E. Carter to the Chief Inspector of Stock. 28 July, 1S88 ...................................................................
21. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. A. I). Badgery. 7 August, 1888 .................................. '
22. Mr. A. D. Badgery to the Chief Inspector of Stock. 13 August, 1888 ........................ ..........
23. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Edward Carter. 20 August, 1888 ...........................................................
24. Mr. E. Carter to the Chief Inspector of Stock. 1 September, 1888 ....................................................................
25. Same to the Secretary for Mines (minutes thereon and enclosures). 10 September, 1888...... ..................................
26. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. .E. Carter in reply to above. 17 September, 1888.................................
27. Same to Mr. A. D. Badgery. 17 September, 1888.....................................................................................................
28. Same to Mr. Inspector Yeo. 17 September, 1888 ...........................................................................................................
29. Same to AV. McCourt, Esq., M.P. 17 September, 1888 ...... ......................................■
30. Mr. Inspector Yeo in reply to letter of the 17th instant. 18 September, 1888 ................................ ........................
31. Mr. E. Catter to the Secretary for Mines (minute thereon). 22 September, 1888 .....................................
32. The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter. 2 October, 1888 ..................................................................
33. Same to Mr. Inspector Yeo. 8 February, 1889 ..................................................................................... ..........................
34. Mr. Inspector Yeo in reply to above (minute thereon and enclosure). 9 February, 1889..........]'..!...!!!!].!!”......
35. Gazette Notice—Appointing Polling-places for Sheep District of Berrima. 12 February, 1889 ............
36. Gazette Notice—Election of Directors for Sheep District of Berrima. 22 February, 1889...................... .............
37. Mr. Inspector Yeo to the Chief Inspector of Stock, forwarding above. 23 February, 1889 .......... ;...... .......
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BERBIMA PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.

No. 1.
Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chairman of the Sheep and Pastures Board, Berrima.

gjr Moss Yale, 24 February, 1888.
’ Would you be good enough to inform me if any nominations by persons eligible to be elected 

as directors for the Berrima sheep district, have been made toyon; and, if not, would the present 
directors be willing to act again for the . en,suing year. (Please^ find list of present directors names
.ttaoM.) YEO,

----------------- Inspector of Stock.
* [Enclosure.•

Sheep Directoks. _
W. J. Cordeaux, Esq., Bendooley, Berrima ; M. Butler, Esq., Woodlands ; D. Morrice, Esq., Ealing Forest, Sutton 

Forest; A. I). Badgery, Esq., Sutton Forest; E. Carter, Esq., Golden Grove, Sutton Forest.
Laroe Stock Directors.

'• J. A. Badgery, Esq., Ivy Hall, Sutton Forest; W. Morrice, Esq., Browley, Moss Yale ; H. E. -Kater, Esq., Mount. 
Broughton, Moss Vale. ^______________________________ _

No. 2.
The Secretary, Board of Sheep Directors, Berrima, to Mr. Inspector Yeo.

gjp Berrima, 28 February, 1888.
’ In reply to your letter of the 24th instant, to the Chairman of this_ Board, who is at present 

away, I have the honor to inform you that no nominations for the election of directors were made.
’ The directors who form the present Board are, I believe, quite willing to be reappointed as such

for the ensuing year. . • xi on • u r
Not having had notice of the date of the election, as on previous occasions, the Chairman has 1

suppose forgotten about it. I bave^&c.,
^ ~ ~ ' Secretary.

- ' No. 3.
. Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock.
, gjr Mpss Yale, 1 March, 1888.

I have the honor to inform you that 1 am in receipt of a letter from the secretary of the 
Berrima Pastures and Stock Protection Board, on behalf of the Chairman, W. J. Cordeaux, Esq., stating 
that no nominations of either sheep or large stock were received, consequently there was no election.

Attached I beg to submit a list of owners’ names,.who are willing to act, if approved of by you.
I have, &c.,

JAMES YEO,
___________ Inspector of Stock.

[Enclosure.~\

- ' * Sheep Directors
W. J. Cordeaux,. Esq., Bendooley, Berrima; M. Butler, Esq., Woodlands, Berrima; D. Morrice, Esq., Ealing 

Forest, Sutton Forest; A. D. Badgery, Esq., Sutton Forest; C. L. Nicholson, Esq., Sutton Forest.
. . . Large Stock Directors.
3. A. Badgery, Esq., Ivy Hall, Sutton Forest; W. Morrice, Esq., Browley, Moss Vale ; H. E. Kater, Esq., Mount 

Broughtons Moss Vale.

■ Mr Inspector Yeo,—Please say why the name of C. L. Nicholson is proposed in place of Mr. 
Carter, last year’s director.—A.B., B.C., 5/3/S8. By request of Messrs. A. D. Badgery and Walter 
Morrice, also Mr. C. L. Nicholson stating his willingness to act if appointed.—J* Yeo, 6/3/88. . 1 beg to
nominate the gentlemen herein named as sheep and large stock directors for the sheep district of 
Berrima.—A.B., 7/3/88. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 8/3/88. Approved.
F.A., 9/3/88. ________________________ _

: : No. 4.
Gazette Notice, 13th March, 1888.

............ Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 13 March, 1888.
Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Act of 1882, and the Pastubes and Stock Protection Acts. 
Notice is hereby given, for public information, that the undermentioned gentlemen have, on the nomina
tion of the Chief Inspector of Stock, been appointed directors for the several sheep districts named :—

! Berbima.
' Sheep Directors.
' . . W. J. Cordeaux, Esq., Bendooley, Berrima.

M. Butler, Esq., Woodlands, Berrima.
D. Morrice, Esq., Ealing Eorest, Sutton Eorest.
A. D. Badgery, Esq., Sutton Eorest.

. C. L. Nicholson, Esq., Sutton Eorest.
Pasture Directors.

J. A. Badgery, Esq., Ivy Hall, Sutton Eorest.
W. Morrice, Esq., Browley, Moss Yale.

‘ H. E. Kater, Esq., Mount Broughton, Moss Vale.
No. 5.



No. 5.
The Chairman of the Sheep Board, Berrima, to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Berrima, 14 May, 1888.
I beg respectfully to draw your attention to tbe enclosed letter from Mr. Teo, Inspector of 

Stock for this district, and also a copy of the reply to it by the secretary of our Board.
The list of directors attached to Mr. Yeo’s letter composed the Board for 1887. I find by the 

Government Gazette, No. 168, of 12 March, 1888, that Mr. C. L. Nicholson’s name has been substituted 
for Mr. E. Carter’s, who was one of the oldest and most energetic members of the Board, and also one of 
the largest stock-owners in the district. . , ,

When no election has taken place, I, as Chairman, have always been asked, to recommend names 
for appointment. Mr. Carter being very much annoyed that his name was taken off the list without 
cause, I feel it my duty to ask that an inquiry be made into the matter. .

At a meeting held in Berrima, on f’riday, the 11th instant, it was decided by a majority, of one. to 
remove the office of the Board to Moss Vale, caused by the alteration referred to above, which will entail ■ 
considerable more expense. I have, &c.,

W. J. CORDEAUX,
Chairman.

No. 6.
Mr. E. Carter to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Q-olden Vale, Sutton Eorest, 15 May, 1888.
I desire to bringunder your notice the treatment that I have received from Mr. Yeo, the Inspector 

of Stock, Moss Vale, who has taken it upon himself, without any cause whatever, to remove me from the 
Board of the Pastoral Stock Protection Act. ... .

I may here state for your information that I am the oldest resident in this district, and my father 
before me was the owner of sheep in 1838, when scab was so prevalent amongst them in this district, and 
I had every opportunity of becoming thoroughly acquainted with the management of sheep and other 
stock. I may add that I am at present the largest stock-holder in the district, and have always taken 
great interest in all kinds of stock. _ ,

I may further add that I have been a sheep director, I believe, since the Act first passed, and have 
always given my best attention to the duties required of a director; and now to be removed from the 
Board, after so many years’ service, without any cause whatever, or any complaint of my neglecting to per
form the duties connected with these appointments.

I may add that I was under the impression that the power of removing a director from a Board 
could only be exercised by the Honorable the Minister for Mines, and the very fact of my being removed 
by the Stock Inspector, Mr. Yeo, has usurped a power that belonged to you only, and I pray you will 
take this matter into your consideration, and grant me such relief from this painful insult as you may lie 
pleased to direct. I have, &c.

EDWARD CARTER.

, . N°\7*
The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Chairman of the Board of Sheep Directors,

Berrima. .
Sir, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 16 May, 1888;.

In reply to your letter of the 14th instant, I have the honor to inform you that Mr. Nicholson 
was appointed a sheep director for the Bemma District, instead of Mr. Carter, at the suggestion of two 
members of the Board. I have, &c.,

ALEXANDER BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 8.
Mr. E. Carter to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P.

Sir, G-olden Vale, Sutton Eorest, 18 May, 1888.
As you are aware, I was a member of the Board of the Pastoral Stock Protection Act for the 

district of Berrima, which position I have held for a number of years, and I now have been removed from 
that position. And, as I have been informed that through some advice or complaint, which has been 
made to the Inspector of Stock at Moss Vale, by Mr. Walter Morrice, of Browley, and Mr. A. D. 
Badgery, of Sutton Eorest, I would be glad if you would obtain from the Honorable the Minister for 
Mines a copy of the letters (if any),(or the verbal statement made by the above gentlemen to the Inspector 
of Stock at Moss Vale, which was the cause of my being removed from the Board of Directors. ■ '

I further wish to know if any complaint has been made of my not attending to the duties, or for 
what reason, if any was given, for my removal, as I feel a great injustice has been done me. No notice 
was given to me that there was any intention of removing me from the Board, and I also wish to know by 
what authority or power Messrs. Morrice and Badgery were entitled to exercise in removing my name.

I hope the Honorable the Minister for Mines will see his way to restore me to the position I held.
. Yours, &c.,

' -------- EDWARD CARTER.
t I beg to forward these letters from Mr. Carter. It appears to me to be a case requiring a thorough 
investigation ; by some behind-back work Mr. Carter has been removed from his position On the Board 
without his knowledge, and without any reason whatever being, assigned for the change. I trust there
fore the Minister will see that Mr. Carter is reinstated. I certainly think if any objections were taken 
to Mr. Carter the inspector at Moss Vale'should have communicated such objections to that gehtleinan, 
in order that he might have an opportunity to reply to them.—W. McCotjbt. - ■,

Report the facts of this' case to me as soon as possible.—E. A., 21/5/88. Mr. Yeo, for report and 
explanation.—A.B., 21/5/88. .. . .

No. 9.
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Ko. 9. •
' Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Stock Office, Moss Vale, 25 May, 1SS8.
' Referring to your blank cover of the 21st instant, for report and explanation, [ beg to state
that I wrote to W. J. Cordeaux, Esquire, Chairman of the Berrima Pastures and Stock Board, on the 

' 24th February, 1888, asking if any nominations of directors had been made to him for the ensuing year, 
and not having received a reply, on the 29th February, 1888, I made a special journey to Berrima to see 
Mr. Cordeaux, who was away from home ; consequently I deemed it advisable to see some of the other 
directors on the matter ; I saw Messrs. A. D. Badgery and \Y. Morrice, who, on the suggestion of Mr. 
A. D. Badgery, were, I considered at the time, both agreeable that Mr. iSdcholson should be nominated 
in lieu of Mr. Carter, which I submitted for approval, in the absence of the Chairman. I might also 
mention that if it is necessary Mr. A. D. Badgery is quite willing to give his reasons in writing for 

' recommending Mr. Nicholson in lieu of Mr. Carter.
' I have, &c.,

JAMES YEO,
. --------- Inspector of Stock.
Submitted.—A.B., 2G/5/88. The Under Secretary for Minos. This explanation may be sup

plied to Mr. McCourt, M.P., and he may be informed that if he desires it Mr. Badgery will be asked to 
furnish his reasons for recommending Mr. Nicholson in lieu of Mr. Carter.—II.W., 29/5/88. Sub
mitted. Approved.—F.A., 2/0/88. '

No. 10.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Chairman of the Pastures and Stock Board,

Berrima.
Dear sir, Moss Vale, 26 May, 1888.

Having seen an advertisement in the Scrutineer, calling for tenders for the secretaryship of the 
Berrima Pastures and Stock Protection Board for the ensuing year, I most respectfully beg to offer myself 
as a candidate for the appointment, at the salary of £50 per annum, and supply an office for the use of 
the Board, free of charge. I might mention that I held a similar appointment under the Ivanhoe Pas
tures and Stock Protection Board for two and a half yeays to the satisfaction of the Board, and which 
appointment I resigned of my own accord, prior to my leaving the district.

Enclosed you will please find testimonials from Directors of the Ivanhoe Board, testifying to my 
fitness for the appointment.

I can only say should the Board do me the honor of appointing me, I shall do my utmost to give 
every satisfaction. I have, &c.,

JAMES YEO.

No. 11.
. Mr. W. G. Massingham to The Chairman, Pastures and Stock Board,

’ Sir, Alymerton, Mittagong, 31 May, 1888.
In reference to your advertisement in the Southern Mail of the 26th instant, re the secretary

ship of the above Board ;—if the duties are of such a nature as would admit of the work being done at 
my own house, and only requiring partial attendance at the office, I have the honor to tender my services 

• in the above capacity for one year for the sum of £35, and furnish fidelity guarantee for £100.
I remain, &c.,

W. G-. MASSINGHAM.

No. 12.
Mr. E. Carter to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P.

Sir, Golden Vale, Sutton Eorest, 2 June, 1888.
I addressed a letter to the Honorable the Minister for Mines, dated the 15th May, 1888, 

calling his attention to the treatment I have received from the Inspector of Stock at Moss A ale, by 
removing me from the Board of Sheep Directors for this district, without any just cause or reason, unless 
it be the action I took in reference to a letter received by the Chairman of the Board from the Inspector 

, of Stock at Moss Vale, asking if the Board would pay half the expense of an office and furniture for 
Moss Vale, and this letter was brought before the Board at its next meeting for consideration, and I 
opposed the removing of the office to Moss Vale on the following grounds :—■

• Firstly,—The Stock Board had an office in Berrima, for which they paid no rent.
Secondly,—There was sufficient furniture for their requirements.
Thirdly,—The Board had no funds at the time in hand.

I thought it undesirable that the Board should go to this unnecessary expense, and my opposing
■ this matter, I have every reason to believe,' has been the cause of the action taken by Mr. Yeo, Inspector 
cf Stock, in removing my name from the Board of Directors.

At a meeting of the Board held in Berrima, a resolution was carried by a majority of one, that the 
office should be removed from Berrima to Moss Vale.

The Honorable the Minister for Mines will see that by the removal of my name from the Board, 
and the appointment of Mr. Nicholson in my place, enabled the inspector to carry out the intentions of 
his letter referred to above.

■ Knowing that the Government was desirous of keeping down unnecessary expenditure, I con
sidered it my duty, as a colonist, to assist them in their efforts to do so.

I remain, &c.,
-------- EDWARD CARTER.

' I
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.1 teg to' forward atove letter together with two .copies of letters*, one ftom Mr. Carter to Mr. 
‘Morrice, and one from latter gentleman, denying that he ever recommended Mr. Carter’s removal from 
the Board, as stated in a minute to you by the Inspector of Stock at Moss Vale. The action of the 
Inspector of Stock throughout this business requires thorough investigation. It seems clear that Mr. 
Carter has been removed from the Board without his knowledge, and without the consent of his Co
directors being obtained.—W. McCotjbt. The Honorable the Minister for Mines.

Let me know how this matter stands, I have an impression it was dealt with last week.—F. A., 5/G/8S.

, [Enclosures.1 '
My dear Mr. Morrice, Golden Vale, Sutton Forest, 2 June, 1888.

r r.V0? Tre aWare that 1 liave bcen removed from the Board of sheep directors, Berrima, I have made enquiry
irom the Chief Inspector of Stock why I was removed, and he informed me that the Inspector at Moss Vale said it was by 
the request of Mr. A. D. Badgery and Mr. Walter Morrice. .

I cannot believe that you made such a recommendation. Would you be kind enough to say whether you did so or not.
' ' Yours, &e.,

EDWARD CARTER.

My dear Mr Carter, ... . . Browley, 3 June, 1888.
_ In reply to yours of yesterday s date, re your removal from the Board of sheep directors for the District of 

berrima, 1 can only say that I never recommended the same, and that I knew nothing of it until the meeting of the Board 
at Berrima. - I am, &c.,

_____  WALTER MORRICE.

No. 13. .
Minute by The Secretary for Mines.

T 5 June, 1SS8.
1 hate to-day seen a letter from Mr. Walter Morrice, dated 3rd June, 1888, in which lie states he never 
recommended tbe removal of Mr. Carter, and that he knew nothing of it until the meeting of the Board.

This case appears a very strange one, I cannot understand why Mr. Inspector Yeo should have 
gone out of his nay to secure the removal of Mr. Carter, who it appears has always attended to the duties 
ot the position ever since the Board has been established.

I require a very clear report upon this matter, and an explanation from Mr. Inspector Yeo.
F.A.

• -^,e^erl’e^ ^9’’'T1’-^nsl:)ee*:or ^e°,s rcport and explanation, more especially in regard to Mr. 
Moruce s contradiction of your statement that lie was agreeable that Mr. Nicholson should be nominated 
in lieu of Mr. Carter—A.B., B.C., 5/G/88.

No. 14.
Mr. A. D. Badgery to Tbe Secretary for Mines.

. Sutton Forest, G June, 1888.
it ,. am S1!611 understand that Mr. Carter feels hurt at his name having been omitted from 

the list of sheep directors for the Berrima District, and that Mr. Yeo has incurred his displeasure over 
the matter. I feel it but due to Mr. Ifeo to say that that gentleman is not in any way to blame for Mr. 
Nicholson's name having been substituted for Mr. Carter’s.

I Mr. Yeo at Moss Yale, and he told me that there had been no election of members, conse- 
queiitly the Board was defunct, aud that it was his duty to submit the names of gentlemen who would 
fill the appointments.

As Mr. Yeo was a perfect stranger in the district, I gave him the names of several gentlemen 
whom 1 knew would work in the interest of the public, and not study individual interest. On the same 
day, I told Mr. Yeo to submit the list to Mr. Walter Morrice, who has since told me that he approved of 
the names thereon. _ My sole reason for leaving Mr. Carter’s name out, is that he has not worked in the 
interest of the public, but for his own individual benefit.

For a number of years Mr. Carter has openly stated that he did not wish the native dogs to be 
destroyed on his runs, and has stated as a reason for protecting native dogs that it prevented men of small 
means from selecting on his runs, for from the dry nature of the country, it would not pay to keep cattle 
on small holdings, and the dogs prevented them from keeping sheep.
tv/t I)ur;nS Part of the last four years> 1 leased a block of country from Mr. A. W. Holt, it adjoined 

Carter's run. I paid £1,100 per annum rent, besides as much as £100 in one year as taxes under 
the Iv-abbit .Diseases in Sheep, and Stock and Pastures Protection Acts.

Notwithstanding a heavy outlay for poison, steeltraps, &c., I lost over £400 worth of sheep in the 
tame, and many of my neighbours suffered in a more or less degree. I mention their names, Thomas 
.Loseby, M. W. Hillas, Conrad Seiler, Badgery Bros., Mr. Jamieson, and a number of smaller holders. 
All these parties trace their trouble and loss to the vast tract of mountainous country held by Mr. Carter 
and on which the native dogs are protected. ’

A few weeks ago a hunter brought me some marsupial scalps, also the scalp of a native dog. He 
asserted that he had shot them on the outskirts of Mr. Carter’s run, and although native dogs were 
plentiful round his camp, Mr. Carter had forbidden him to use poison. Even many miles from the head 
station, and where there was not a remote chance of poisoning a tame dog.

Mr Carter will surely remember telling me only a few weeks back, that he intended to make a 
charge on hunters who were shooting marsupials on his run. Surely that does not look like studying the 
public interests. If - you look at the minutes of our various meetings held at Berrima, you will see how 
JMr. Carter always voted.

Messrs. Carter and Cordeaux hold a long strip of country along the Wollondilly. and their interests 
are identical, J

' Eor
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Ifor some time it has been evident that, in a little while, the marsupials will be almost extinct. 
The prices paid for skins are inducing many to shoot them, therefore I feci that it is not necessary to offer 
large bonuses for their scalps, hut rather to give a price that will secure the destruction of the native dogs
entirely. .

I am not now a sheepholder in this district, therefore my efforts are not in my own interest.
I have also been accused by some of the Berrima people of wishing to take everything from that 

town by proposing to remove the Stock Board to Moss ale. .
Well, my reasons are that Moss Yale is far more central and more convenient for the greatest 

number of the directors, as well as more suitable for the public. As a proof, I give you the directors 
distance from Moss Yale and Berrima:—

Director. Moss Vale. Berrima.

Walter Morrice 
H. E. Kater
C. L. Nicholson 
A. D. Badgery 
W. J. Cordeaux
D. Morrice ... 
W. Butler ...
J. A. Badgery

... 1 mile ... ...

... 2 „ ...

... 3 „ ...

... 3* „ ...

... 8 „ ...

... 8 „ ...

... 8 „ ...
... 6 „ ...

4 miles.
7 „
8 „
Si „
3
8
3

11

3?

3?

>3

Showing a balance of 13 miles in favour of Moss Vale.
I may here mention that we have a convenient room at Moss Vale free of rent. I am quite 

prepared to answer any question Mr. Carter may put on the subject.
■ " I am, &c.,

_____  ANDREW D. BADG-ERY.
I think a copy of this letter should be sent to Mr. Carter with the request that he may supply any 

reply he wishes to make to it. There are certainly some very serious charges against him in this state
ment of the case.—E.A., 8/6/88.

The Chief Inspector of Stock.—B.C., 8/6/88.

No. 15.
Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock,

gjj.. Stock Office, Moss Yale, 7 June, 1888.
With reference to your B.C. of the 5th June, 1888, for report and full explanation regarding 

Mr. Morrice’s contradiction of my statement, I beg to state that the interview I had with Mr. A. D. 
Badgery, suggested—and Morrice was at Moss Yale, when Mr. Badgery suggested the “ames of the 
directors, which names I entered in my note-book. Mr. Morrice was standing by and heard the names 
suggested, and appeared to be quite agreeable. I might also mention that Mr. Badgery and Mr. Nicholson 
are both prepared to substantiate my previous statement, and Mr. Badgery further informs me that on a 
future occasion Mr. Morrice remarked to him that he quite approved of the names suggested. _

With reference to Mr. Carter’s remarks, I beg to distinctly deny that I was prejudiced against his 
reappointment as a director owing to the action he took >'e removing the office from Berrima to Moss Yale. 
It would, I consider, tend to show that after having first written and then making a special journey to 
Berrima to see the Chairman, who was away from home, that it was my duty to consult some of the oth®1, 
directors, and I should most certainly not have altered the original list if it had not been suggested by
the gentlemen already named. I have, &c.,

B JAMES YEO,
Inspector of Stock.

No. 16.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter.

g;r) Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 June, 1888.
’ Referring to previous correspondence with regard to your name having been removed from the 

list of' sheep directors for the Berrima District, I am directed to forward the copy of a letter which has 
been received from Mr. A. D. Badgery in order that you may make any remarks you may deem advisable 
thprpon I have, &c.,

' • ALEXANDER BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 17.
Mr. E. Carter to The Secretary for Mines.

Glolden Yale, Sutton Eorest, 18 June, 1888.
I am in receipt of a letter from the Chief Inspector of Stock, enclosing a copy of Mr. A. D. 

Badgery’s letter of the 6th June, in which Mr. Badgery undertakes the defence of Mr. Yeo’s interest m 
this matter in stating that Mr. Yeo had nothing to do in substituting Mr. Nicholson s name m the place
of mine. . . ^ nrAs to what conversation took place between Mr. Yeo and Mr. Badgery^ I know nothing ot. Mr. 
Badgery remarks that “ Mr. Yeo was a perfect stranger in the district.” It this was the case, the greater 
the reason it was for him (Mr. Yeo) to apply to the Chairman of the Board or the secretary, for any 
information that he may have required respecting the appointment of a board of sheep directors, and
not to Mr. Badgery. „ „ , . , . . . „

I have been informed that Mr. Yeo wrote to the Chairman (Mr. Cordeaux), asking hnn tor the 
list of those who were acting as sheep directors, which names, I believe, were supplied to Mr. Yeo, and 
he (Mr. Yeo) removed my name.
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I submit that Mr. Badgery had no right to interfere. Mr. Badgery says that Mr. Walter Morrice 
agreed to the removal of my name ; but I hold Mr. Morrice’s letter stating that he knew nothing of my 
removal from the Board. So much for Mr. Badgery’s statement.
. -M-r- Badgery says his sole reason for leaving Mr. Carter’s name out was that I did not work in the
interests of the public, but for my own individual benefit. As the Board is composed of eight members, 
how was it possible for me individually to carry out anything in opposition to the other seven, members, 
should they not consider that any motion I made was not for the benefit of the publid; and I have at all 
times taken an active part and attended all meetings of the Board, and anything that X may have done 
that does not please Mr. Badgery, if he had attended at the meetings, he could have opposed any action 
that I took.

. Mr. Badgery further says that I openly stated that I did not wish the native dogs to be killed. 
This I did not say; but have said if native dogs killed a few sheep, they also killed large numbers of 
marsupials. And as for Mr. Badgery stating that I said it prevented men of small means from selecting on 
my run, is perfectly untrue ; and I wish to state that I never prevented my stockman or other servants 
from destroying native dogs, and my stockman (Hugh MTherson) has destroyed them and has taken the 
scalps to Berrima. Martin Bender, another servant in my employ, has also delivered scalps in Berrima, 
and my son has also destroyed them and delivered the scalps, I think, to Mr. Badgery.

. With reference to Mr. Badgery paying Mr. A. Holt £1,100 a year rent for his estate in the county 
of Argyle I have nothing whatever to do with, but if Mr. Holt is communicated with he will tell you that 
when 1 was younger no person exerted himself more than I did to destroy the native dogs.

Mr. Badgery is aware that I gave large shooting parties, and supported thirty and forty men for 
three days at a time lor several years, as shooters and drivers, to destroy the marsupials ; and will Mr. 
Badgery dare to say that I gave instructions to any of these persons not to shoot native dogs ?

Mr. Badgery has given the names of several gentlemen who live in the county of Argyle, and 
complains that they trace their troubles and loss to my not destroying the native dogs. Hoes Mr. Badgery 
expect me to leave the county of Camden and go into the county of Argyle to destroy the native dogs 
that may be trespassing upon the runs of these gentlemen ?

, This is one of Mr. Badgery’s complaints whv he (Mr. Badgery'") removed my name Irom the Board 
of directors. " ‘ '

Mr. Badgery says, in his letter, that the marsupials will soon be. almost extinct; but, for the 
Honorable the Minister’s information, I may state that there are thousands of rock wallaby on the Crown 
lands adjoining^ my property, for which the Board allows 2d. per scalp, which is just the price of the 
cartridge, therefore they are now on the increase.

With reference to Mr. Cordeaux’s interests being identical with mine, that interest must lie in the 
destruction of marsupials, as vve are the greatest sufferers.

The trumped-up charges made by Mr. Badgery, to protect Mr. Yeo, has nothing to do with it. 
The-question is, why did Mr. Yeo remove my name, unknown to me and the other six members of the- 
Board, including the Chairman?

The questions are these :—
1. Why did Mr. Yeo remove my name without consulting the Chief Inspector of Stock? "

■ 2. Why does Mr. Yeo say it was at the suggestions of Mr. Walter Morrice and Mr. Badgery ?
3. Mr. Morrice denies that statement made by Mr. Yeo, which Mr. Morrice has put in writing.
4. Why did Mr. Yeo make this statement, knowing that Mr. Morrice did not make the suggestion ?
5. IV hy does Mr. Badgery say Mr. Yeo is not responsible, but that he (Mr. Badgery) removed my

name ? "
6. Has Mr. Badgery the power, behind the back of the Board of Directors, to do this ?

c 7. Why are these three gentlemen contradicting each other? If Mr. Yeo has made a statement 
‘ that is not true, against Mr. Morrice, I think some notice should be taken of it.

I may state that I have always considered that the sum of £2, given for the scalp of a native dog, 
Was "excessive, as it leads to fraud, by dishonest persons destroying tame dogs and passing their tails and 
scalps for the dingo. It was only a few days ago that the Police Magistrate and I had to deal wdth one 
of these cases, in which a person named William Groodfellow was charged wdth obtaining money for a 
scalp not being one of a dingo, for which he w'as convicted.

^ Since writing the above, I have seen M.r. Walter Morrice, and he still adheres to what he stated 
in his letter, namely, that he never suggested the removal of my name to Mr. Yeo.

Yours, &c.,
_ 1 , EDWARD CARTER.
Please send the name and address of the hunter which Mr. Badgery refers to.

I think this letter proves that a most improper thing has been done by Mr. Inspector Yeo. I have 
not had his explanation yet.—E.A., 25/6/88. ‘

No. 18.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. W. Morrice.

Sir, . Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 5 July, 1888.
_ _ With reference to the appointment of Mr. Nicholson, as a sheep director for the Berrima

District, in the place of Mr. Carter, Mr. Inspector Yeo states, that after making a special trip to see the 
Chaii man about the reappointments of the Board, and failing to see him, he consulted Mr. Badgery, and 
submitted the names suggested by him, that you were present and appeared to be quite agreeable. It is 
said that at a later period you told Mr. Badgery that you quite approved of the names suggested.

I am directed by the Minister for Mines to request that you will be good enough to say whether 
you were present, and agreed to the action that was taken.

I have, &c.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE,

- ____________________________ Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 19.



No. 19.
The Chairman of the Sheep Board to The Secretary for Mines.

Sir, Bendooley, Berrima, 7 July, 1888.
Having read a copy of Mr. Andrew Badgery’s letter to you, 6th June, 1888, re Mr. Carter’s 

name being removed as a director from the Stock Protection Board, Berrima, wherein he states that my 
interests are identical with his (Mr. Carter’s) that he controlled the Board, that I was not acting for the 
jmblic interest, and fostering the increase of native dogs, I beg respectfully to say, as to myself, that his 
assertions are quite uncalled for and untruthful. Having suffered more than any person in the district 
from dogs, both tame and wild, surely it was to my interest, as well as the public, to destroy them, having 
been in possession of sheep here since the year 1839 up to the present time, and I give to my neighbours 
strychnine, to destroy them, as they require it. Being Chairman of the Board since the Act came in 
force, and worked unanimously together, I feel hurt that he should have made these uncalled and 
untruthful assertions against me, he being comparatively a recent sheepholder and member of the Board.

I have, &c.,
WM, JXO. COEDEAUX,

Chairman.

No. 20.
Mr. E. Carter to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Holden Vale, Sutton Eorest, 28 July, 1888.
In writing to your Department some time ago, asking to be supplied with the name of the 

hunter who informed Mr. A. D. Badgery, while encamped upon my run, that the native dogs were howling 
around his camp, and that I would not allow him to destroy them, I shall be glad to obtain this informa
tion as soon as convenient. ' Yours, &c.,

--------  EDWABD CARTER.
Send copy to Mr. Badgery, and ask him for the name of the hunter. Inform. Mr. Carter that we 

have done so.—A.B., 2/8/88.

No. 21.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. A. D. Badgery.

Sir, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 7 August, 1888.
Herewith I have the honor to forward the copy of a letter received from Mr. Carter, asking to 

be furnished with the name of the hunter who informed you that he (Mr. Carter) would not allow him to 
destroy the native dogs which were howling around his camp, I shall be glad if you will be good enough 
to supply mo with the information, I have, &c.,

ALEXANDER BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of 8tock,

No. 22.
Mr. A. 1). Badgery to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

8ir, Sutton Eorest, 18 August, 1888.
In reply to your question as to who informed me that Mr. Carter would not allow him to use 

poison on his run, I beg to say it was Thomas Nye.
1 infer from Mr. Carter’s letter to you that he denies having protected the native dogs on his 

run. If such is the case, I can satisfy you on that point.
Air. Carter appears hurt at being left off the Board of Directors, after having (as he says) served 

the public faithfully. All I can say is, the public should be the best judges ; and at the ballot for thirty- 
six committee-men, to work in the interest of our Agricultural Society, Air. Carter’s name stands within 
two of the bottom of a list of sixty-one candidates.

Several people have come to me and reported that Air. Carter had asked them to sign a document 
stating that he had always given satisfaction in the discharge of his duties as a director. It should be a 
valuable document. 1 am, &e.,

--------  ANDREW D. BADGERY.
Inform Air. Carter.—A.B., 20/8/88.

No. 23.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter.

Sir, Stock Branch, Department of Alines, Sydney, 20 August, 1888.
Referring to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you that Air. Andrew

D. Badgery has intimated that the person who informed him that you would not allow him to destroy 
native dogs on vour run was Thomas Nyc. I have, &e.,

* ALEXANDER BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 24. ,
' Mr. E. Carter to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Golden Vale, Sutton Eorest, 1 September, 1888.
As A. D. Badgery has charged me with having used my position on the Board for my own 

individual benefit, will you be kind enough to inform me in what way I used my position on the Board 
as sheep director for my-own individual benefit. Yours, &c.,

EDWARD CARTER.
* — - ' ' " No. 25.



No. 25.
Mr. E. Carter to The Secretary for Mines.

^r> T , G-olden Yale, Sutton Forest, 10 September, 1888.
1 hope you will pardon my again bringing under your notice my removal from the board of 

sheep directors, as I wish to bring under your notice the papers accompanying this letter.
Mr. Morrice’s letter, denying that he suggested my name to be removed. Therefore Mr. Yeo has 

written an untruth, and by so doing, misled the Chief Inspector of Stock.
. I also enclose a letter from Mr. Hillas (Bannaby), and Mr. Dennis O’Connor (Summer Hill) also
a, declaration made by Mr. Thomas Nye. I enclose this that the Honorable the Minister for Mines may 
see that Mr. Badgery has also said what is proved to be untrue. J
.,. 1 have enclosed the attendance of directors for last year, also the attendance for the two meetings
this year. The Honorable the Minister will there see that the appointment of Mr. Yeo as secretary was 
through the action of those gentlemen, although Mr. Yeo’s tender for the appointment was higher than 
the tender of Mr. Massmgham by £15. 8

. } ha™ evel7 reason to believe my name was removed from the Board by Mr. Yeo to ensure bis 
appointment as secretary The action of Mr. Badgery and Mr. Nicholson shows this. With all due 

.respect I think Mr. Yeo should not be allowed to bold this appointment under the circumstances.
1 am only asking that justice may be done to me; also to prevent the inspector from again taking 

into bis own hands the removal of any member of the Board. 6 °
I now, sir, with respect leave my case in your hands.

I am, &c.,
_ -------- EDWABD CABTER.

I wish to see Mr. Bruce about this matter, and he may ascertain if it is the case that Mr. Yeo has 
been appointed secretary to the Board.-E A., 11/9/88. Mr. Yeo has been appointed secretary to the 
Pastures Board.—A.B., 11/9/88. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—-H.W. 11/9/88.

_ It appears that the law does not give any power to undo what has been done in this case • hut I 
desme to express my strong disapproval of the conduct of Mr. Stock-Inspector Yeo, who appears to have 
allowed himself to he used by others to the injury of Mr. Carter without sufficient reason, and such 
another case coming under my notice will result in serious consequences to him. Should an election of 
Board not take place next year, Mr. Carter’s name is to he submitted for appointment. Inform all 
parties, including Mr. McCourt, M.P.—F.A., 12/9/88. ^

I Hmolno'iiMoc* \My dear Mr. Carter, L * Bro]

■ t, • In reply to yours of yesterday’s date, re your removal from the board of sheep directors for the District'of 
at Berrima ^ ^ ^ ^ 1116 Vet' recoinmended the 6ame< and that I knew nothing of ituntil the meeting of the Board 

’ I am, &c.,
_______ WALTER MORRICE.

In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I beg to say that I have not seen Mr. A. Badgery fw neariy six months 
In reference to my accusing you for my losses m sheep, I may tell you that I have been very fortunate in that way for 
oUpL1 T been ®omPara;tlvely small in comparison to my neighbours, who have been compelled to continually yard ^heir
direction S D^’Pounnr “fT d0gS were, “<?re numerous on your side of the river, as they conm^from that
direction. Mr. D. 0 Connor tells me he has poisoned either eight or nine dogs close to the Wollondilly and Berrima Rivers.

I am, &c.,
___  MALCOLM W. HILLAS.

for I eo ' I1” rfference *0, y,0l/r D0te> dated 2Sth J.uly> I keg to inform you that Mr. Andrew Badgery h’as^idsmfomied^ou 
for I consider it a gross libel for any person to belie me, as I have not spoken, personally, to Mr. A. B. for the last fifteen
WeVsoief 1J+ referetne *1 J-0*?' 1'™lai'ks tha* 1 should say that you were protecting the native dogs, and attributed my 

y 1 £*ls I <hstmctly deny, though my losses, for a poor man, are considerable, amounting from 280 to 300 
sheep annually, and this I attribute to the dogs from the Camden side; but seeing the Legislature of the Colony has enacted
on aTl stockTor thepVdZtdlStt-Ct * f ffpomt a .Stock Boa''d- and giving each Board certain limited power to levy contributions 
™ aB st°ck> the destruction of those noxious animals, that is, the marsupials and native dogs, and on these grounds I 
considei myself void of common sense to accuse you, or any other person of the said. ~

I am, &c.,
_______ D. O’CONNOR, Ju.vk.

0f S/lttoT Forest. do solemnly and sincerely declare that Mr. Edward Carter never did, at anytime, while 
camping on his run, hunting, prevent me from shooting or poisoning native does. If Mr. A. D Badgerv savs that T trild 
A1^ Th™ wvartT W0U]d ?0t ?ll0W me t0 destr°y native dogs, he (Mr. A. IX Badgery (sfateswhathT kimwsisuntrue 

thld S0 !rinn 4e'/]aratl0II> c<Jnscle.ntiously believing the same to be true, and in virtue of the provisions of an Act 
made and passed m the ninth year of the reign of Her present Majesty, intituled, “ An Act for the more effectual abolition 
of Oaths and Affirmations taken and made in various Departments of the Government of New South Wales and to siibsti 
•tute Declarations in lieu thereof, and for the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.” ’
Made and signed before me, at Moss Vale, this 23rd day of August, 1888,— THOMAS NYE.

Wm. Bridges, J.P.
Morric^errima’ 10th ^ 1887'-:Directors Present :"W- J- Cordeaux, E. Carter, F. E. Kater, A. D. Badgery, D.

Kater, W^Moreict11 AUgUSt’ 18S7—Directors Present :~A' D- Badgery, W. J. Cordeaux, E. Carter, D. Morrice, H. E.

Berrima, 13th September 1887.—Directors present:—M. Butler, E. Carter (in the chair), D. Morrice 
Berrima, -4th January, 1888.—Directors present :—W. J. Cordeaux, M. Butler. Meeting adjourned No auorum 

of the 24tTjanuary anUary’ 1888—directors present :-The Chairman, E. Carter, J. A. Badgery. Adjourned meeting

MorricJw” More0icedM ?8ftors Present J. Cordeaux, A. D. Badgery, D,
seconded by Mr^Nidholso^^Tlia^tlie of^he^Board^ie remoimd^o^Ioss VMe'<’’1' Bvoposed by A. D. Badgery, and

i i »*F H“vfC. L. Nicholson, That Mr, James \eo be appointed secretary to the Board for the ensuing year.” ' yi y
091 —B No. 26.
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No. 26.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter.

g;r Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 September, 1888.
’ Referring to your letter of the 10th instant, with regard to your name being omitted from the 

board of sheep directors, I have the honor to inform you that the law does not give any power to alter 
what has been done, but the Minister for Mines has expressed his strong disapproval of the conduct oi
Mr. Inspector Teo, and has directed that he be censured. . _ ., ,

Should no election of the Board take place next year your name will be submitted for appointment.
I have, &c., .

ALEXANDER BRUCE,
• Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 27.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. A. D. Badgery.

Sir Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 September, 1888.
Referring to the correspondence which has taken place with regard to Mr. Carter s name being 

omitted from tlie list of sheep directors, I have the honor to inform yon that the Minister for Mines has 
expressed his strong disapproval of Mr. Yeo’s conduct, and has directed that he be censured.

Mr. Abigail has given instructions for Mr. Carter’s name to be submitted for appointment next 
year, should there be no election of directors. I have^^ANr)ER BRIJCE)

Chief Inspector of Stock.

■ No. 28.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Inspector Yeo.

gjr Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 September, 1888.
’ With reference to the correspondence which has taken place, with regard to Mr. Carter’s name 

being omitted from the list submitted, for appointment as sheep director at Berrima, the Minister for 
Mines has written the following minute “ It appears that the law does not give any power to undo what 
has been done in this case, but I desire to express my strong disapproval of the conduct of Mr. Stock 
Inspector Yeo who appears to have allowed himself to be used by others to the injury of Mr. Carter, 
without sufficient reason, and such another case coming under my notice will result m serious consequences 
to him. Should an election of the Board not take place next year, Mr. Carter s name is to be submitted
for appointment.” 1 haVe’AEEXANI)EE BRUCE,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 29.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to W. McCourt, Esq., M.P.

gjp Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 17 September, 1888.
Referring to the correspondence which has taken place with regard to Mr. E. Carter s name 

being omitted from the list of sheep directors at Berrima, I am directed by the Minister for Mines to 
inform you that the law does not give any power to alter what has been done, hut that he has expressed 
his strong disapproval of Mr. Yeo’s conduct, and directed that should no election of directors take place 
next year, Mr. Carter’s name is to be submitted for appointment.

J I have, &c.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 30. .
Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

sil. Stock Office, Moss Yale, 18 September, 1888.
’ I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated 17th September instant, 

and beg to note the minute written by the Honorable the Minister for Mines, with regard to Mr. Carter s 
name being omitted from the list submitted for appointment as sheep director for the Berrima District. 
Should no election of the Board take place next year, Mr. Carter’s name will he submitted for appoint
ment, according to your instructions. I haVe’JAMES YEO,

Tncmofvhnr nf Stnp.lr.

No. 31.
Mr. E. Carter to The Secretary for Mines.

sir Golden Yale, Sutton Eorest, 22 September, 1888.
' ' In reference to the letter I received from the Chief Inspector of Stock, and dated the 17th 

instant, I beg to say Lam not seeking reappointment to the board of sheep directors. Does the Unet 
Inspector of Stock think for a moment that I would accept a seaton the Board while Mr. Yeo is secretary 

Mr. Yeo having made a false statement, and he knew he was doing so when he said mv removal 
was recommended by Mr. Walter Morrice, I would ask how can such a person report, or his letters^ be 
believed. I have given gratuitous services to the Sheep and Stock Board xor many years, mM^now

1
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removed because the inspector of tbe district wished to get rid of me for his own benefit, and to carry out 
this, he falsely stated my removal was recommended by Mr. Walter Morrice, and the voting of Mr. 
Nicholson on the appointment of Mr. Teo to the office of secretary clearly shows this to be the case.

Then we have Mr. A. D. Badgery stating that I used.my position on the Board for my own benefit, 
and also that the hunter Thomas Nye said that I would not allow him to destroy native dogs. Mr. T. 
Nye’s declaration is before the Minister for Mines, denying that he ever made such a statement to Mr. 
A. D. Badgery, also other letters disproving those charges. Is Mr. Badgery to be allowed to belie me in 
this way, and still be allowed to retain the position on the Board of Directors ?

I am only seeking for justice, as false charges are made against me.
Mr. Badgery should be called upon to prove that I used my position on the Board for my own 

individual benefit.
Why is the Board of Directors not called upon to report how I have used my position as a director 

for my own benefit ?
The Chief Inspector of Stock says the law does not give any power to alter what has been done. 

Am I to believe there is no law to punish crime. Is not making untruthful statements a crime ? a crime 
that no master would allow to go unpunished, neither would he keep such a person any longer in his 
employment. 1 I have, &c.,

--------  EDWAED CARTER. -
If Mr. Teo or Mr. Badgery has said anything to damage the reputation of Mr. Carter, he has his 

remedy at law. I have already expressed my strong dissent at the action of Mr. Inspector Teo in this 
matter. Mr. Carter may be informed to this efiect.—F.A., 29/9/88.

No. 32.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. E. Carter.

Sir, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 2 October, 1888.
I am directed by the Minister for Mines to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22nd 

ultimo, and to state that if Mr. Teo or Mr. Badgery have said anything to damage your reputation, you 
have your remedy at law. I am to point out that Mr. Abigail has already expressed his strong dissent at 
the action of Mr. Inspector Teo in this matter.

I have, &c., .
A. C. THOMSON,

Pro Chief Inspector of Stock.

No. 33.
The Chief Inspector of Stock to Mr. Inspector Yeo.

Sir, Stock Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 8 February, 1889.
Referring to the resolution passed by your Board on the 30th ultimo, that Moss Yale should 

he appointed a polling place instead of Berrima, I have now the honor to inform you that a notice will 
appear in the Gazette on Tuesday next appointing Moss Yale a polling place, and Berrima an additional 
polling place for the sheep district of Berrima.

It is not considered desirable to cancel the polling place at Berrima at present.
If more nominations are received than are required, it will of course be necessary for the Chairman 

to appoint a deputy at Berrima. I have, &c.,
ALEXANDER BRUCE,

• -------- Chief Inspector of Stock.
P.S.—Tou should prepare two lists of those.

No. 34.
Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Stock Office, Moss Yale, 9 February, 1889.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter dated the 8th inst., and beg to note that Moss 

Yale has been a polling place and Berrima an additional polling place for the sheep district of Berrima.
I also beg to state that your instructions will receive my attention as requested.

I have, &c.,
J. TEO,

----------------- Inspector of Stock.

[jEWZoswre.]
Extract from minutes of meeting of the Berrima Pastures and Stock Protection Board, held at Moss Vale on the

30th January, 1889.
Proposed by Mr. A. I). Badgery, seconded by Mr. D. Morrice,—“That this Board is of opinion that, as the stock office 
and the office of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board has been removed to Moss Vale, that it is desirable, should there 
be an election of directors for the ensuing year, the polling should take place at Moss Vale instead of Berrima, as notified 
in the Government Gazette.” (Carried.)

J. YEO,
—----- Secretary.

It is recommended that Moss Vale be notified as the polling place and Berrima as an additional polling place with a 
Deputy Returning Officer.—A.B., 5/2/89. The Under Secretary for Mines. Submitted.—H.W., 5/2/89. Approved.— 
J.M.C., 7/2/89.

No. 35.
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No. 35. -
Gazette Notice.

Department of Mines, Stock Branch, Sydney, 12 February, 1889. 
Diseases in Sheep Acts, 1866, 1878, and 1882; Pastuee and Stock Peotection Acts. 

Notice is hereby given, for public information, that Moss Yale has been appointed a Polling-place, and 
Berrima an additional Polling-place for the sheep district of Berrima, under the abovenamed Acts.

The notice in the Government Gazette of the 11th ultimo, so far as it relates to the Berrima sheep 
district, is hereby cancelled.

JOHN MOORE CHANTER.

No. 36.
Gazette Notice.

Notice is hereby given, for public information, that the undermentioned gentlemen have been duly 
elected Directors for the sheep district of Berrima, under the “ Diseases in Sheep Acts Amendment Act 
of 1882 ” and the “Pastures and Stock Protection Acts,” namely:—

Name. Run or Holding. Post Town.

Sheep Directors.
Wm. Jno. Cordeaux, Esq. 
Andrew D. Badgery, Esq.
David Morrice, Esq..........
John A. Badgery, Esq. ... 
P. H. Throsby, Esq...........

Bendooley.....
B,osewood.....
Ealing Forest
Ivy Hall ......
The Briars ..

Berrima. 
Sutton Forest. 
Sutton Forest. 
Sutton Forest. 
Moss Vale.

AValter Morrice, Esq..........
H. E. Kater, Esq................
Charles L. Nicholson, Esq.

Pasture Directors.
Browley ........
Mt. Broughton 
Newbury........

Moss Vale. 
Moss Vale. 
Sutton Forest.

Dated at Berrima, this 22nd day of February, 1889. WM. JNO. CORDEAUX,
Returning Officer.

No. 37.
Mr. Inspector Yeo to The Chief Inspector of Stock.

Sir, Stock £)ffice, Moss Yale, 23 Fehruary, 1889.
1 have the honor to forward to you, under same cover, list of names of gentlemen duly 

nominated as sheep and large stock directors for the Berrima sheep district, and as these were the only 
nominations received, the Chairman has declared them duly elected.

I have, &e.,
JAMES YEO,

Inspector of Stock.

[9d.]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER BORES ON THE BOURKE-WANAARING ROAD.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Ordered hy the Legislative A.ssembly to he printed, 9 April, 1889.

[Laid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales, in reply to a question 
by Mr. Waddell, dated ±th April, a Return in connection with Bores on the Bourke-Wanaaring Road,]

KETUKN re bores on the Bourke-Wanaaring Road, showing :__
1st.—The time taken at each bore.
2nd.—The total cost of each bore approximately.
3rd.—The estimated supply from each bore.

^hat ®tePs havfi been taken to conserve the water at the respective bores and the cost 
5th.—Also, the number, situation, capacity, and cost of the tanks on this road.

1st.—The time taken at each bore.*
No. A.—Occupied 48 days. 
No.C._ „ 42 „

No. B5.—Occupied 
No. D— „

95 days. 
368 „

No. B.— „ 3 „ No. F.— „

w jj

155 „
No. B1.— „ 72 „ . . No. E.— . . ,, 485 ‘ „
No. B2.— „
No. B2(2nd). „

18 „
12 „

No. F (2nd). „ 300 „

2nd.—The total cost of each bore approximately 
Cost of No. A (approximately) ...
Cost of No. C (approximately) ...
Cost of No. B (approximately) ...
Cost of No. B1 (approximately) ...
Cost of No. B2 (approximately) ...
Cost of No. B2 2nd (approximately)
Cost of No. B3 (approximately) ...
Cost of No. D (approximately) ...
Cost of No. F (approximately) ...
Cost of No. E (approximately) ...
Cost of No. F, 2nd (approximately)

These costs include the making of dams, service

£ s. 
232 15 
203 13 

14 10 
349 

87 
58

460 13 
1,784 11 

751 13 
2,351 19 

... 1,454 16 
tanks, and fencing, &c., &c.

3
5
3

d.
5
6 

11
2
9

10
10

5
1
0
4

t. .

3rd.—The estimated supply from each bore.
No. A.—Salt water only tapped.
No. C.—Salt water only tapped.
S0- ®;'_ILresh water rose 8 feet over surface, at the rate of 1,000 gallons per day.
-No* B •—Fresh water stood at 34 feet below surface.

Fresh water rose 21 feet over surface, at the rate of 1,450 gallons per day 
S°' ™ (2“d)-—Fresl1 watcr rose 21 feet over surface, at the rate of 1,450 gallons per day 
No. B .—Fresh water rose 10 feet over surface, at the rate of 15,000 gallons per day.
No. D.—Fresh water rose 3 feet 3 inches over surface, at the rate of 4,320 gallons per day 
No. F.—Salt water only tapped. r j

F-~Fr,esh water rose 20 feet over surface, at the rate of 33,000 gallons per day.
No. F (2nd).—Fresh water flowed over surface at the rate of 22,464 gallons per day.

144- 4th.
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4th.—What steps have been taken to conserve the water at the respective bores, and the cost.
At Goonery artesian bore an iron buckle-plate supply tank, 25 in. x 25 in. x 5 in., holding about

20,000 gallons, and 300 feet of steel troughing have been erected by the Department of Public Works. 
The cost, which includes fencing, was £440 8s. 7d. ■

At Tinchelooka, or 75-mile bore, owing to the drought, the survey is incomplete, and beyond a small 
retaining dam across the creek no improvement has been made for storing water. The sum of £254 is 
upon the Estimates for enlarging the dam and for fencing. No caretaker is employed.

At Cuttaburra, or lOTJr-mile bore, owing to the drought, the survey is not completed, and no 
improvements have been made. The water, which was very good on completion of the bore, has since been 
represented brackish, and the Department is awaiting analysis of water before making definite recom
mendations for further expenditure. No caretaker is employed.

5th.—Also, the number, situation, capacity, and cost of the tanks on this road.

Tanks on Bourke-Wanaaring Road.

' Name. Situation. Cost. Capacity.

£ s. d. 
1,380 17 4

850 0 0

f of a miUion gallons.

2. Kulkyne ..................................... At 90-mile peg, 15 m. from 75-m. bore, lli m. 
from lOlJ-m. bore .................................................... 2J million gallons.

[Sd.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889
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Legislative Assembly.

UEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER BORES.
(RETURN SHOWING TENDERS FOR PUTTING DOWN, IN THE COLONY.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 27 August, 1889:

\fiaid upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, by the Secretary: for 
Hines, a Return, in reply to a Question dated Toth June, 1889, by Hr. Hassall, H.P., showing Bores 
put down for water in the Colony

Questions.

2. Bores pul down for Water in Colony:—Hr. Barbour, for Mr. Hassall, asked the Sec bet ary fob 
Mines,— ■
(1.) What were the names of the tenderers for the work of putting down twenty-five hores in 

. search of water, as per Gazette notice No. 8,389, of date 20th November, 1888 ?
(2.) What were the prices respectively given in such tenders ?
(3.) Were any of the tenders accepted, conditionally or otherwise ?
(4.) If so, by whom, and at what price per foot, inclusive or exclusive of tubing ?
(5.) Will he furnish a Return, giving locality and numbers of bores (if any) put down in search 
of water all over the Colony, carried out under supervision of Department of Mines, and the rate 
paid per foot, inclusive and exclusive of tubing ?

Answers.

(1.) Austral American Boring Company; William S. Watkins; A. D. Carmichael; Artesian Well and 
Mineral Boring Company; Federal Artesian Well and Mineral Boring Company; George Proud- 
foot; Colonial Mineral and Water Boring Company (Limited) ; T. S. Parrott; Mooy Brothers. •

(2.) 1. Austral American Boring Company tendered for seven bores, at the following rates:—25s. per 
foot for the first 1,000 feet, 27s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 30s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 
exclusive of tubing, etc.

2. W. S. Watkins tendered for eight bores, at the following rates:—23s. per foot for the first 500 
feet, 25s. per foot for the next 500 feet, £12 10s. extra per each 100 feet from 1,000 feet to 1,500 
feet, and for 10 bores at 25s. per foot up to 1,000 feet, exclusive of tubing.

3. A. D. Carmichael tendered at 22s. 6d. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 28s. 6d. per foot for the 
next 500 feet, 32s. 6d. per foot for the next 500 feet, exclusive of tubing.

. 4. Artesian Well and Mineral Boring Company tendered for 25,000 feet boring, at the following
rates :—34s. 6d. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 46s. 6d. per foot for the next 500 feet, 60s. per foot 
for the next 500 feet, exclusive of tubing.

5. Federal Artesian Well and Mineral Boring Company tendered for 25,000 feet boring, at the 
following rates :—19s. 6d. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 20s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 20s. 
per foot for the next 500 feet, exclusive of tubing.

6. George Proudfoot tendered for 25,000 feet boring, at the following rates :—32s. 6d. per foot 
for the first 1,000 feet, 39s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 52s. 6d. per foot for the next 500 
feet, exclusive of tubing.

7. Colonial Mineral and Water Boring Company tendered for nine bores, at the following rates :— 
60s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 80s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 100s. per foot for the next 
500 feet, exclusive of tubing.

601— 8.
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8. T. S. Parrott tendered for five bores at the following rates:—68s. per foot for the first 1,000 
feet, 74s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 82s. per foot for the next 500 feet. Also, for three bores 
at 39s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 45s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 53s. per foot for the 
next 500 feet. Also, for three bores at 36s. 6d. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 42s. 6d. per foot 
for the next 500 feet, 50s. 6d. per foot for the next 500 feet. Also, for five bores at 60s. per 
foot for the first 1,000 feet, 66s. per foot for. the next 500 feet, 74s. per foot for the next 500 feet. 
Also, for five bores at 63s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 69s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 
77s. per foot for the next 500 feet.. Also, for four bores at 66s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 72s. 
per foot for the next 500 feet, 80s. per foot for the next 500 feet. Also, for one bore at 58s. per 
foot for the first 1,000 feet, 64s. per foot for the next 500 feet, 72s. per foot for the next 500 feet. 
Also, for six bores, in existing Giovernment Wells, at 74s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 82s. 
per foot for the next 500 feet, 92s. per foot for the next 500 feet. Exclusive of tubing.

9. Mooy Brothers tendered for 25,000 feet boring at 20s. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 25s. 
per foot for the next 500 feet, 30s. per foot for the next 500 feet, exclusive of tubing.

-(3.) Yes; Tender No. 5 was accepted conditionally, but the Tenderers have withdrawn their tender.
■ (4.) By the Hon. W. J. Eyne, Secretary for Lands, who was at that time administering the business 

in connection with Public Watering Places and Water Conservation, at the following rates, for 
boring :—19s. 6d. per foot for the first 1,000 feet, 20s. per foot for the next 500 feet, and 20s. per 
foot for the next 500 feet. Eor tubing:—10-in. diameter, 9s. 7d. per foot; 8-in. diameter, 6s. 6d. 
per foot; 6-in. diameter, 3s. lid. per foot.

(5.) The cost of.the four deepest bores sunk by this department is as under :—

Cost per foot.

Locality. Bore. Depth. Exclusive 
of tubing.

Including
tubing.

Wanaaring and Milparinka Boad ... ...
Do ..................
Do ..................
Do ..................

75 mile 
• 101* „

106 „
121 „

960 feet 0 in. 
965 „ 10 „ 
655 „ 1 „
502 „ 10 „

32s. 8fd. 
24s. 4-5-d. 
21s. 7fd. 
17s. 8£d.

35s. Sn-.d. 
26s. 9*d. 
24s. Ifd. 
20s. l*d.

Puller details are given in the Annual Beports of the Department for years 1883, page 10; 1884, 
pages 12 and 221; 1885, pages 181 and 210; 1886, pages 194 and 212; 1887, pages 197 and 214; and in 
1888 Beport, which is in the hands of the Government Printer.

Sydney Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.

[3d.]



Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DUTIES ON IMPORTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
(PETITION FROM FARMERS AND OTHERS IN THE WELLINGTON DISTRICT.)

Ordered by ihe Legislative Assembly to be printed, 2Q September, 1889.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned farmers, storekeepers, producers, labourers, and others, directly or 

indirectly interested in the productions and manufactures of the Colony,—
Bespectfuliy Showeth :— ■

1. That your Petitioners comprise a very large proportion of the settled portion of the parish of 
Hargraves, in the Wellington District, and have invested a large amount of capital and labour in the 
development of the agricultural and producing industries in the district.

2. That for some years past the agricultural and producing industries have suffered most severely 
owing to continued droughts, and from other causes, coupled with the fact that agricultural and other 
products from foreign and colonial ports, having the advantage of water carriage, are permitted to 
compete duty free with similar colonial products sent by rail to Sydney.

3. That unless relief be afforded to the agriculturists of New South Wales by the imposition of 
duties on all imported farm produce, a considerable area of agricultural land will be thrown out of tillage, 
and very many agricultural labourers will be thrown out of employment.

4. Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take these premises into your 
earnest consideration, and, with the view of assisting your Petitioners and promoting the welfare of the 
Colony, will cause measures to be passed imposing duties upon all agricultural and other products 
imported into New South Wales, as well as upon such manufactured articles as can be reasonably made 
within the Colony.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. ■

[Here follow 31 signatures.^
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

DUTIES ON IMPORTED AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
(PETITION FROM FARMERS AVD OTHERS OF TARALGA, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 9 October, 1889.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the undersigned farmers, producers, storekeepers, labourers, and others, directly 
or indirectly interested in the productions and manufactures of the Colony,—

Bespectfully Showeth :—
,. . 1; Tb!^ y°ur Petitioners comprise a very large portion of the settled portion of the Taralga
district, and have invested a large amount of capital and labour in the development of the agricultural and 
producing industries in the district.

. That for some years past the agricultural and producing industries have suffered most severely 
owing to continued droughts and from other causes, coupled with the fact that agricultural and other 
products from loresgn and Colonial ports, having the advantage of water carriage, are permitted to 
compete duty free with similar Colonial products sent by rail to Sydney. .

3. That unless relief be afforded to the agriculturists of New South Wales by the imposition of
duties upon all imported farm produce, a considerable area of agricultural land will be thrown out of 
tillage, and very many agricultural labourers will be thrown out of employment. .

4. Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will take these premises into your '
earnest consideration, and with the view of assisting your Petitioners and promoting the welfare of the 
coiony> wiU cause measures to be passed imposing duties upon all agricultural and other products 
imported into New South Wales, as well as upon such manufactured articles as can be reasonably made 
within the Colony. J

And your-Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 106 signatures.^

[3d.-] 705—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW - SOUTH -WALES.

SEED-WHEAT TO DISTRESSED FARMERS.
(REGULATIONS EOR DISTRIBUTION OP.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 April, 1889.

[LAID upon the Table of ihe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales by the Secretary for 
Mines,—“ Copies of Papers in connection with the Distribution of Seed-wheat to Parmers in Distress.”']

Department of Mines, Sydney, 29 March, 1889.
# I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to forward you herewith a copy of

a minute relating to the distribution of seed-wheat to farmers in need of it. From that minute you will 
gather what it is you are required to do, and in general terms how you are required to do it. It is at 
once assumed that in view of the distress which renders this action upon the part of the Government 
necessary you will have no difficulty in finding three gentlemen in any part of your district who, from 
disinterested motives, will he only too glad to aid you with such information and advice respecting 
applicants for seed-wheat as you may deem necessary to enable you to arrive at a decision or to make 
your recommendation upon each application within your district.

I also forward for your guidance a proforma, declaration with forms attached to he kept in your 
office, and forms of declaration, &c., for use. You will, of course, see that the forms are filled up to suit 
each case dealt with. For instance, the “ undertaking by the landlord not to distrain ” will he required 
only in the case of tenant farmers.

If seed-wheat can be purchased in the district, and the applicant prefers it, you will, when 
forwarding your report (if it be favourable), recommend that it be purchased locally, and at what price.

If the seed-wheat has to be supplied from Sydney you will name the nearest railway station or port 
to the residence of the applicant, to which it may be sent, and whence the applicant will be required to 
remove it to his land.

If you require further information upon any point, or a further supply of forms, kindly apply at 
once by letter or telegram.

I have the honor to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

Esq., Police Magistrate.
Under Secretary.

paris

paris

Pro forma.
•*->* ^ ® oft C in the county of
°f Land owner or Tenant Farmer, do solemnly and sincerely declare that]:
1. The land I occupy as [owner or lessee] is situate at in the county of

of being portion numbered '
2. The area sown by me with wheat last season was acres.
3. The quantity of seed sown per acre was bushels.
4. The cost of preparing the land was £ [if the first crop, exclusive of the cost of clearim

ot "wheat obtained from the above areas was bushels, which realized £
6. The number of acres proposed to be sown this season is , and the quantity of seed-win

1 require for the purpose is bushels.
7. That the number of acres ready for sowing is
8. That I cannot afford to purchase seed-wheat for the purpose of sowing the land referred to in pa:

graph 6, and that I require the Government of New South Wales to supply me with 
bushels of seed-wheat, or the money to purchase the same,

114—. ' ..............

* Name.
t Residence and 
Occupation, 
t Facts declared 
to be true.

And
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* Name.
+ Residence and 
Occupation,
J Name of Appli
cant.
§ Address of 
Applicant.

And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be true, and m virtue of the 
provisions of an Act made and passed in the ninth year of the reign of Her present _ Majesty, intituled, 
'• An Act for the more effectual abolition of Oaths,and Affirmations taken and made in various Depart
ments of the Government of Hew South Wales, and to substitute Declarations in lieu thereof, and tor 
the suppression of voluntary and extra-judicial Oaths and Affidavits.

‘ ' ' ’ {Signed')
Made and signed before me at

this day of ■
(Signature of Magistrate)

188 .)

j.p:

We * of t
knowj: of §
to be true in every particular.

Date.

■ Certificate.
and* oft hereby certify that we personally

and we believe the statements made in the foregoing declaration

(Signed)
(Signed)

Undertaking to pay for Seed-wheat.
In consideration of the Government of New South Wales complying wholly or in part with my request 
for a supply of seed-wheat, I of , hereby undertake and promise to pay to the
Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, or such officer as he may locally appoint, on or before 1st March, 1890, the 
sum advanced to enable me to purchase the seed-wheat, or the value of the seed-wheat supplied to me m
terms of my said declaration. ,N

(Signed)
■ to Signature) "

Seed-wheat to Farmers in Distress.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 27 March, 1889.

The Police Magistrate in each district to act on behalf of the Government with authority to appoint 
three persons in any portion of his district to report to him in accordance with rules and regulations laid 
down But in all cases final decision must be with the Magistrate, for any quantity under 30 bushels to 
any one applicant, and such Magistrate shall alone be responsible to the Government.

If any one applicant requires more than 30 bushels, report and recommendation must be made to

* 6 Every application for seed-wheat must be supported by a statutory declaration, setting out:

(1.) Description of land, and whether owner or lessee. .
(2.) The area sown with wheat last season.
(3.) The quantity of seed sown per acre.

1 (4.) The cost of preparing the land.
(5.) The quantity obtained from the area sown and the amount realized.
(6.) The number of acres to be sown this season, and quantity of seed required. ,
(7.) The number of acres ready for sowing.

. : (8.) That he cannot afford to purchase seed. ' .
Attached to such declaration a certificate by two well-known persons that they know the applicant 

•personally, and believe the statements in the declaration to be true. . . .
Upon receipt of this information the Police Magistrate will cause the necessary inquiries to be

made and report result to the Minister for Mines. ; . ... . . ril ,,
The person receiving seed-wheat shall sign an undertaking to repay to the Colonial treasurer the 

amount advanced out of the proceeds of the first crop. The landlord to sign a guarantee that the produce 
o-rown from the seed supplied will not be distrained upon for rent to the detriment of the Government. 
& If wheat can be obtained in the district the money will be advanced on voucher showing the actual 
purchase of seed-wheat, and the Magistrate to decide in each district fair market price.

In those districts where it is impossible to obtain a sufficient supply, the Government will, on 
receipt of the Magistrate’s recommendation, send the seed from Sydney, and care will be taken to secure 
the very best article. • g g

Undertaking by Landlord not to Distrain.
I , of , being the owner of portion numbered , in the parish of ,
county of , hereby declare and promise that, in consideration of the Government of New
South Wales supplying my tenant , of , with seed-wheat, or the money to
purchase seed-wheat, to crop any land leased by the said' from me, I will npt distrain, to the
detriment of the Government of New South Wales, upon the crops grown from such seed-wheat.

(Signed) * •
-(JVitness to signature) *

Order
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Order for the supply (locally) of Seed-wheat.
I hereby request you to supply to of * . bushels of seed-wheat of
good quality, for which you will be allowed * per bushel, and charge the same to the
Government of New South Wales. You will take the receipt (in the form below) of the said

for the wheat when you deliver it to him, and attach such receipt to the voucher herewith, upon 
. which you claim payment for such wheat.

{Signed)
Police Magistrate.

To Mr.
Police Magistrate of

Receipt for Seed-wheat.
I HAVE this
bushels of seed-wheat, in 

(Witness)

day of received from Mr.
terms of the order of the Police Magistrate at

. (Signed)

of
, bearing date

Notice of transmission of Seed-wheat.
To Esq.,

Police Magistrate at
You are hereby informed that bushels of seed-wheat have this day been forwarded to

for delivery to of

Under Secretary for Mines.

To
Station-master at

You are hereby informed that bushels of seed-wheat have this day been forwarded to you
for delivery to _ of whose receipt therefor you will be good enough to take in
the form herewith, and forthwith transmit such receipt to this Department.

Under Secretary for Mines.

Receipt for Seed-wheat.
I have this day of received from the Railway Station-master at

bushels of seed-wheat supplied to me by the Government of New South Wales.
. (Signed)

(Witness to signature)

Seed-wheat to Distressed Farmers.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 2 April, 1889.

Under separate cover, I have the honor to forward a supply of application and other forms in 
connection with the distribution by the Government of seed-wheat to distressed farmers, and shall be 
glad to learn whether you think the supply sent is sufficient for your district.

With reference to my circular of the 29th ultimo on this subject, I am directed to point out that 
the gentlemen who you may select to assist you in this matter will not be paid for their services, and 
you may appoint three in each locality in which you think they will be required.

You should, without delay, forward to such gentlemen a supply of forms upon which application 
may be made. The declaration can be made before any Justice of the Peace.

I have the honor to be,
■ Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Under Secretary.
Esq., Police Magistrate at .

[3d.]

* Words and 
figures.

Note.—The form 
can be made to 
apply to any 
other person 
than a Station* 
master.

Note.—This 
form can be 
made to apply to 
others than a 
Station-master.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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JLt- v>r J.V -ft. •

To His Excellency the Eight Honorable Charles Egbert, Baron 

Carrington, Knight Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished Order of 
Saint Michael and Saint George, a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honorable Privy Council, Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the 
Colony of New South Wales and its Dependencies.

May it please Your, Excellency,—

We, the undersigned Members of the It oval Commission appointed “ To 
make a full and diligent inquiry as to whether or not the introduction 
of Contagious Diseases amongst Rabbits, by inoculation or otherwise, 
or the propagation of Diseases natural to Rabbits, for the purpose of 

. destroying them, or promoting their destruction, will be accompanied
or followed by danger to human health or life, or to animal life other 
than Rabbits, or to interfere injuriously with the profitable carrying 
on of the agricultural or pastoral pursuits followed by the tillers or 
occupants of public or private lands in our Australian Colonies; if 
either or any of the above means are dangerous, to what extent ? if not 
so dangerous as to justify absolute prohibition, under what conditions 
and restrictions should such inoculation or propagation be permitted to 
bo introduced and carried on, and generally to inquire into and report 
to us upon the several methods or means proposed or that may be 
proposed to the Governments of our several Colonies concerned for the 
purpose of checking or suppressing the Rabbit Pest in the said Colonies, 
and which may be referred to you by us for the purpose of inquiring 
into and reporting upon by you,” beg to submit the following Progress 
Report :—

Preliminary Work.

The Commission assembled for the first time on the 16th day of April, 
1888, at Sydney, representatives of the Colonies of New South Wales, Victoria, 
South Australia, Queensland, and Tasmania being present. Dr. MacLaurin, one 
of the representatives of the Colony of New South Wales, was unanimously 
elected President of the Commission. A general discussion ensued in which all 
the members took part. The Commission then met daily, with the exception 
of one short adjournment, until the preliminary business was completed. At 
the fourth meeting the representative of the Colony of New Zealand associa- 
ated himself with the Commission. At the request of the Commission the 
representatives of M. Pasteur received permission to introduce into the Colony 
of New South Wales cultivations of - the microbes of chicken-cholera, on con
dition that they would undertake to conduct no experiments therewith without 
the sanction of the Commission. In order to test fully and safely the various 
schemes proposed for the destruction of rabbits by disease, the Commission- 
immediately took steps to obtain a suitable laboratory in which small experi
ments might be conducted ; and also an island infested with rabbits, and an 
inland area similarly infested and surrounded by rabbit-proof fencing, in which 
experiments could be conducted on a larger scale and under normal conditions. 
The evidence of Henry Augustus Ellis, Esquire, M.B., was taken concerning 
the great mortality which had prevailed among rabbits on Tintinallogy Station, 
bordering on the Darling River in New South Wales, and concerning the 
experiments which had been conducted by Herbert Pickering Butcher, Esquire, 
M.R.C.S., Eng., and himself in connection with the so-called Tintinalloey disease. 
The Commission then proceeded to the residence of Dr. Ellis, and examined 
certain rabbits suffering from the so-called disease.
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At the request of Drs. Butcher and Ellis it was resolved that all 
particulars submitted by them concerning this disease would be considered con
fidential.

In consequence of a letter from M. Pasteur’s representatives, it was 
resolved that in accordance with the terms of the Proclamation of the Govern
ment of New South Wales, the Commission would treat as confidential the 
details of any method that might be examined, but not adopted for trial by the 
Government. _

The representatives of M. Pasteur were subsequently examined concerning 
the condition of the cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera, which they 
were about to introduce into New South Wales, and the method which they 
proposed to pursue in order to exterminate rabbits. They were requested to 
prepare a written statement in connection with the scheme of M. Pasteur, 
and it was arranged that facilities be granted to them for the conduct of 
preliminary experiments at the laboratory of the Board of Health under 
such precautions as Dr. MacLaurin, the President of the Commission and 
of the Board of Health, might prescribe. It was ordered that a supply of 
rabbits be obtained for purposes of experiment. A schedule of experiments 
was adopted by which to test the utility of chicken-cholera and of the 
so-called Tintinallogy disease for the destruction of rabbits. Dr. Katz, Ph.D., 
was appointed chief expert officer for the conduct of experiments under 
the direction of the Commission, and a Committee, hereinafter called the 
Experiment Committee, was appointed to watch the experiments on behalf of 
the Commission. The representatives of M. Pasteur, on April 24th, submitted 
their written statement, including a list of the experiments of demonstration 
which they proposed to make. They were then examined concerning the 
existing evidenee in favour of M. Pasteur’s scheme. On April 25th a second 
general discussion was held, at the close of which the order of experiments 
was defined, and it was resolved that the Experiment Committee should have 
full discretion in all matters concerning the conduct of experiments within the 
terms of the Commission, and in all matters regarding the progress of the 
inquiry, subject to the limitations already determined by the Commission. 
Statistics concerning the cost of rabbit destruction in New South Wales and 
Victoria were received, and steps were taken to obtain like information from other 
Colonies. On April 26th the last meeting of the first session of the Commission 
was held, when a memorandum was received from the Babbit Branch of the 
Lands Department of New South Wales, and a minute from the Under Secretary 
for Lands, forwarding for consideration by the Commission all the mechanical 
devices, &c., which had been submitted to the Government of New South Wales 
in connection with rabbit destruction. It was resolved that these appliances 
should be placed in some suitable store where they might be inspected by 
members, and the further consideration of their merits was postponed. The 
Experiment Committee was requested to scrutinize the correspondence concern
ing these appliances which was then in the possession of the Hon. the Minister 
of Mines. It was resolved that two members of the Committee should form a 
quorum and the Committee was requested to elect a chairman, who should 
have general control over the experiments about to be adopted. The Hon. the 
Secretary for Lands invited the Commission to take into consideration the 
question of the proper width and mesh of rabbit-proof netting fencing. It was 
accordingly resolved that a Committee, consisting of the members representing 
the Colony of Victoria, with such other members as were able to attend, should 
take evidence in Victoria from witnesses who had practical experience in the 
use of rabbit-proof fencing; and this Committee was authorised to make public 
advertisement inviting such evidence. The Commission advised that licenses to 
prosecute their experiments with the so-called Tintinallogy disease might be 
granted to Doctors Butcher and Ellis with safety to the public health, it was 
then resolved that on or about May 23rd the Commission should meet in 
Adelaide, and investigate the action of tbe disease known as rabbit scab, and 
subsequently proceed to Silverton, and if necessary to Tintinallogy or elsewhere, 
to take evidence concerning the so-called Tintinallogy disease. Steps were 
taken to secure the presence at Silverton of Dr. Butcher, and of rabbit 
inspectors and others who could give evidence concerning the mortality among

rabbits
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rabbits at Tintinallogy, and the Government of South Australia was invited to 
provide facilities for the work of the Commission in South Australia. The first 
session of the Commission then closed.

Appointment op Experiment Committee and equipment op Laboratory.

On the following day, April 27th, the first meeting of the Experiment 
Committee was held, and Dr. W. Camac Wilkinson was elected chairman. The 
minutes of the proceedings of this Committee are set forth in Section YI of the 
detailed report. At the outset great difficulty was experienced in obtaining a 
suitable site for a laboratory, in which the schedule of experiments adopted hy 
the Commission could be executed. Many places were visited, which were in 
some respects capable of adaptation to the purpose, hut some serious difficulty 
presented itself in every instance. It became evident that no suitable building 
could he obtained in any inhabited neighbourhood, without risking interruption 
of the experiments, on the ground of danger to the public health. Ultimately, 
on May 4th, after communication with the Hon. the Secretary for Lands, Eodcl 
Island was set apart for the use of the Committee as an experimental station. The 
necessary plans were speedily prepared, and the works were executed with admirable 
expedition hy the Department of the Colonial Architect of New South Wales. Mr. 
A. N. Pearson, one of the representatives of the Colony of Yictoria, rendered most 
important service in connection with the designing of the station, and with the 
supervision of all the work. A description of the station is given in Section YIII of 
the detailed report, so that here it' need only he said that the island is sur
rounded hy a broad belt of water ; that the general enclosure, in which 
animals arc kept, measures nearly a quarter of an acre, with stalls and pens, 
an aviary, artificial burrows, &c., the whole enclosure, with every outlet from 
it, being protected by fly-proof gauze, the drainage being conducted into dis
infecting tanks, and a furnace being provided in which dead carcasses and 
all infected matters may be burnt. A well-equipped laboratory is provided, 
with quarters for the experts and servants. All these works were completed 
ill less than two months, and thus, at a comparatively small cost, provision 
was made for the experiments to be performed under the direction of the 
Commission; and when its work is ended, a permanent bacteriological station 
will remain, in which, from time to time, the communicable diseases of animals 
can be studied with facility.

Dieeiculties with M. Pasteur’s Eepresentatives.

Meanwhile, on May 8th, the Committee received a letter from Dr. Hinds, 
one of the representatives of M. Pasteur, stating that their preliminary experi
ments were completed. The list of experiments with microbes of chicken- 
cholera, which had been adopted by the Commission, was sent to Dr. Hinds, 
and he was asked to suggest any other experiments. At the meeting of the 
Committee on May 14th, a letter dated May 10th was read, signed by 
Dr. Hinds, Dr. Germont, and M. Loir, in which they stated that they were 
unable to accept any participation in these experiments. This letter and the 
correspondence which ensued will be found in the Deport of the Experiment 
Committee forming Section YII of the detailed report. As considerable delay 
in the progress of experimental work was caused by this correspondence, it is 
necessary to show clearly the positions taken by the Commission and its 
Experiment Committee on the one hand, and by M. Pasteur’s representatives 
on the other.

The Commission, at its meeting on April 24th, had adopted a definite 
schedule of experiments concerning chicken-cholera, which would test— 
(1) whether chicken-cholera would spread from infected rabbits to healthy 
rabbits in hutches, cages, and artificial burrows; (2) whether domestic animals
could be injured by the microbes of chicken-cholera; (3) what birds are liable 
to chicken-cholera; (4) whether the virulence of chicken-cholera is altered
when it is repeatedly communicated from rabbit to rabbit. Incidentally, it 
was to be tested whether birds at liberty in a large enclosure would contract 
chicken-cholera when rabbits were dying from that disease in the enclosure. 
At the same meeting, at which this schedule was adopted, the representatives

of
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of M. Pasteur proposed to make experiments as follows:—(1) to show in the 
laboratory that they could kill rabbits by addiag microbes to their food; 
(2) to show similarly that domestic animals are not affected by the addition of 
microbes to their food; (3) to make an experiment on an inland area of (say)
500 acres, enclosed with rabbit-proof fencing, but otherwise under natural con
ditions. In this experiment food containing microbes would from day to day be 
placed in different parts of the area. On behalf of the Commission it was 
explained that a laboratory would soon be ready, and that any experiments which 
M. Pasteur’s representatives might desire would certainly be done; and it was 
proposed that they should associate themselves with Dr. Katz, the Chief Expert 
Officer of the Commission, in the conduct of their own experiments. The 
expei’iments proposed by the Commission were carefully explained, and M. Pasteur’s 
representatives were informed that if they desired any modification of these 
experiments, their wishes would receive careful consideration, and also that Dr. 
Katz had been instructed that all work concerning chicken-cholera was to be 
performed in association with them. Dr. Hinds, on behalf of M. Pasteur’s 
representatives, at once assented to these proposals. The Chairman asked if 
M. Pasteur’s representatives would not take time to consult. They conversed 
shortly among themselves, and Dr. Hinds said, t:We accept your proposals at 
once.” In the course of their examination which followed, great stress was 
laid hy members of the Commission on the necessity for proving, not merely 
that rabbits could be killed by administering infected food, but also that chicken- 
cholera would spread from infected rabbits to healthy rabbits independently of 
the administration of infected food. . _

When the Commission closed its first session, on April 26th, it was 
apparently understood by all parties that the laboratory experiments with chicken- 
cholera, including those prescribed by M. Pasteur and those directed by the 
Commission, would be performed as soon as the laboratory was completed.^ But 
the subsequent refusal of M. Pasteur’s representatives to take any part in the 
tests prescribed by the Commission necessitated a tedious and disappointing 
correspondence. This refusal was considered by the Experiment Committee, as 
before stated, on May 14th.

Visit ot Commission to Melbourne, Adelaide, Silverton, and Tintinallogy.

Pour days later the Commission met informally, in Melbourne^ to hear 
the statements of Dr. It. E. Hudson and Mr. A. L. Gilbert, concerning their 
observations during a recent visit to Tintinallogy. As 'it proved ^possible- 
to obtain a full attendance of the Commission in Melbourne, the intended 
committee meeting was replaced by a one day’s Session of Commission, which 
was held on May 21st. Ten witnesses, who held land in various parts of Victoria 
and New South Wales, were then examined, chiefly concerning the proper 
height and mesh of rabbit-proof fencing. Two of the rabbit inspectors of 
Victoria were also examined.

The Commission then passed into South Australia, and on May 23rd, 
at Adelaide, the evidence was taken of seven witnesses, including owners, 
lessees, and managers of large station properties, and Professor Watson, who 
introduced the Sarcoptes cunieuli, or rabbit scab. Babbits and sheep, which 
had been made the subjects of experiments with this disease, wTere examined- 
by the Commission. It was then resolved that with a view to economise 
the time of the Commission, an Executive Committee, consisting of Dr. Ban
croft, Dr. Wilkinson, Mr. Dillon Bell, and Mr. Tabart, should proceed forth
with to Tintinallogy, make investigations there, and submit a wwitten report 
to the Commission. _

On May 26th and 28th the Commission met at Silverton and examined 
Dr. Butcher, of Tintinallogy, and Mr. C. W. Beid, who assisted him in his 
experiments; also the managers of several large station properties in the West
ern District of New South Wales; Mr. H. E. Vindin, the Superintending 
Inspector of the Babbit Branch of the Lands Department of New South Wales, 
and several of his staff, and Mr. M. J. C. Tully, the Inspector of Stock for the 
Sheep District of Wilcannia.

During
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During the return journey the Commission examined, at Adelaide, on 
May 29, Mr. C. J. Valentine, Chief Inspector of Stock, and Mr. S. G. Hiibbe, 
the Chief Inspector under the Vermin Destruction Acts of South Australia; 
and also one of the members of the Pastoral Board of that Colony. At Mel
bourne, on June 6th, the evidence was taken of Mr. E. M. Curr, Chief 
Inspector of Stock for the Colony of Victoria.

Meantime the Executive Committee had visited Tintinallogy, had person
ally examined the infested country on that and neighbouring runs, and had 
taken evidence there, and at Albemarle Station and at Adelaide. •

Eurther Negotiations with M. Pasteur’s Bepresentatives.

On June 11th the Experiment Committee again assembled at Sydney, 
and gave orders for the completion of the necessary works at Ilodd Island. 
Negotiations with tbe representatives of M. Pasteur were actively resumed. 
Finally, these representatives definitely declined to conduct any experiments to 
test the communicability of chicken-cholera from rabbit to rabbit, or to supply 
microbes of the disease for experiments under the direction of the Committee, 
until all the experiments of demonstration prescribed by M. Pasteur had been 
completed, including an experiment on a large scale on some inland area, 
protected only by a rabbit-proof fence. At last a cablegram was despatched to 
M. Pasteur, asking him (1) to consent to an experiment testing the contagious
ness of chicken-cholera from rabbit to rabbit; (2) to permit infected rabbits to 
be given to the Commission for special experiments. M. Pasteur consented to 
an experiment, but directed that five infected rabbits should be kept for six 
days with twenty healthy rabbits in an enclosure of one square metre (i.e., less 
than I jr square yards), and that his representatives should wait before giving 
microbes of dead rabbits.

On June 16th M. Pasteur’s representatives were asked whether, if this 
experiment was successful, they would permit further experiments under less 
favourable conditions, say in artificial burrows, or in a larger space, or with 
fewer rabbits. They said they could not. They were asked again whether 
they would make the experiment several times over, placing two infected 
rabbits with five healthy rabbits in each of six enclosures of two square metres 
each. They refused.

The Commission was therefore called together, and met on June 19th, 21st, 
and 22nd. A report was submitted by the Experiment Committee, and the 
correspondence and minutes of the Committee were read. It was thereupon 
unanimously resolved:—

"That the representatives of M. Pasteur be informed that the experiment 
which they propose to perform is not satisfactory to the Commission— 
that even if it be attended with positive results the Commission will 
not be able to infer that the disease will spread from rabbit to rabbit 
under natural conditions; that the Commission refuse to permit any 
broadcast dissemination of chicken-cholera microbes on any inland area 
until satisfactory proof shall have been given by experiments approved 
by the Commission—(1) that the disease is capable of spreading freely 
from rabbit to rabbit; (2) that the disease is innocuous to domestic 
animals; and that ‘ the Commission express its surprise that as M. 
Pasteur is seeking to obtain a reward of £25,000 for his scheme, his 
representatives should have absolutely declined to permit the fullest 
testing of its merits. The Commission will not object to the conduct 
of an experiment on the lines laid down by M. Pasteur, but it requests 
a final answer without delay—whether M. Pasteur’s representatives 
will allow the experiments prescribed by the Commission to be con
ducted, and whether they will furnish rabbits suffering from chicken- 
cholera for the purpose of experiments under the direction of the 
Commission. If M. Pasteur’s representatives do not assent to these 
conditions the Commission will report accordingly to the Government 
of New South Wales, and will recommend—(1) that correspondence 
with M. Pasteur and his representatives be suspended; (2) that the 
permission granted to M. Pasteur’s representatives to introduce into

New
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New South Wales and keep in New South Wales the microbes of 
chicken-cholera, and to perform experiments on rabbits with a view 
to maintain a supply of the microbes in active state, he withdrawn;

. (3) that steps he taken to obtain the microbes of chicken-cholera from
other sources, so that the utility of this disease for the extermination 
of rabbits may be tested in a satisfactory manner.”

A copy of this ultimatum was sent to the representatives of M. Pasteur.

'Other Schemes for the Destruction of Babbits.

Papers by Mr. Coleman Phillips, concerning the bladder-worm in the 
Wairarapa district of New Zealand, were received from the Government of 
South Australia. This subject was afterwards made the subject of close study, as 
will be shown in another part of this Report.

As fears were expressed, that Drs. Butcher and Ellis would lose control 
of the so-called Tintinallogy disease, the Commission advised that they he 
granted pern,iission to employ the so-called disease among rabbits in such 
districts as they may desire, provided that the places in which the disease is 
being employed be notified to the Commission. Dr. Ellis was requested to 
forward to Dr. Katz, as soon as possible, fifty rabbits suffering from the so- 
called disease, or any less number which might be available.

A Committee appointed to examine the correspondence relating to the 
introduction of disease for the extermination of rabbits presented its report, 
which was adopted. In conformity with a recommendation in that report, it 
was resolved that letters be addressed to Mr. E. A. Bishop, of Sydney; M. 
Lanferon, of Nevers, Prance; M. A. Laplanche, of Eismes, Erance; Mr. E. D. 
Graham, of Cairns, North Queensland; and Mr. J. H. Richardson, of 
Colorado, asking for additional particulars in support of their statements. At 
an earlier stage the Committee had caused a message to be sent by cable to 
Messrs. West and Raphael, of London, through the Agent-General of New South 
Wales, requesting them to forward the microbe cultures which were mentioned 
in their letter. {See Appendix I.) Letters were also addressed to Professor 
Ribbert, of Bonn, and to Professor Loeffler, of Greifswald, asking for information 
concerning the diseases of rabbits recently discovered by them.

It was further resolved,—
(1.) That the Commission recommend the Governments of the respective 

Colonies to issue licenses to responsible persons who may desire to 
keep rabbits in confinement for the purpose of poison experiments.

(2.) That the Commission recommend that licenses to keep rabbits in con
finement be granted by the Governments of each Colony to any com
petent persons who may desire to conduct pathological inquiries con
cerning the destruction of rabbits.

(3.) That these resolutions be transmitted to the Honorable the Secretary 
for Lands, and that he he requested to forward copies of them to the 
Governments of the other Colonies.

The Experiment Committee was authorised to subject to experiment, on 
the general experimental lines already laid down, any disease that might he 
submitted to them for examination, and that might seem worthy of investi
gation.

SUMMARY OE EVIDENCE.
The chief diseases which were submitted for consideration by the Com

mission were—
(1.) Chicken-cholera.
(2.) The so-called Tintinallogy disease.
(3.) Bladder-worm (camurus).
(I.) Sarcoptes cunieuli or Rabbit Scab.
The evidence concerning the usefulness of these diseases for the destruc

tion of rabbits will now be stated as briefly as possible.
Evidence
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Evidence conceening Chicken Cholera. ’
The case in favour of the employment of the microbes of chicken-cholera 

as submitted by M. Pasteur and his representatives was very imperfect. It will 
be found stated in Appendix III, and in Section II of the detailed report, pp. 
43-19. It may he summarized shortly as follows

M. Pasteur states that, though he had made no special study of rodents, 
he had often seen rabbits die in cages which had not been disinfected after 
fowls had succumbed to chicken-cholera in them; that he soon convinced him
self that the least meal given to rabbits, after the food has been tainted with 
the microbes of chicken-cholera, will speedily entail the death of the rodents. 
At his instigation M. Loir put five rabbits in a box and fed them with 
infected food, and six hours later introduced three healthy rabbits into the 
same box.. The five rabbits fed with infected food died, and also one of the 
three. rabbits placed with them. On another occasion four rabbits were fed 
with infected food, and four healthy rabbits were placed with them. Within 
twenty-four hours the four infected rabbits were dead. Their carcasses were 
left in the box with the healthy rabbits. Of the healthy rabbits one was 
found dead on the third day, one on the fourth, one on the fifth, and one 
on the seventh. Tame rabbits were used in both these experiments. In all 
these instances it was verified, according to M. Pasteur, that death was due 
to the microbes of chicken-cholera. Swine, dogs, goats, sheep, rats, horses, and 
donkeys were fed with infected food, and not one of them became indisposed. 
The microbes can be grown easily in broth made of flesb, e.g., the flesh of 
rabbits. They lose their virulence and perish at 51° Centigrade (124° Pah.); 
but. when not exposed to the atmosphere they may he kept for years. In 
addition, M. Pasteur gave a short sketch of the experiment on the Pommery 
Estate. Here a large number of rabbits, penned up for purposes of sport in an 
enclosure measuring eight hectares*, were absolutely dependent for food on eight 
large trusses of hayf that were daily scattered about their burrows. On one day 
(Friday) this food was sprinkled with a fresh growth of the microbes of chicken- 
cholera. The food was consumed in a few minutes. On the day following the 
exposure of the infected food (Saturday), nineteen dead rabbits were seen out
side the burrows. On Sunday no one visited the paddock. On Monday thirteen 
other dead rabbits were counted. The rest died in the burrows. Not a single 
live rabbit was seen after the day on which the fatal meal was given.

This was the sum of the evidence available prior to the arrival of 
M. Pasteur’s representatives. These gentlemen stated before the Commission 
(1) that the virus was not weakened by transmission from one rabbit to 
another ; (2) that there was no instance on record in Prance, within their know
ledge, in which a natural epidemic of the disease among fowls had spread to 
rabbits; (3) that they had never heard of the epidemics among domestic fowls 
spreading to wild fowls; (4) that several diseases may kill rabbits, with very 
similar symptoms and post-mortem appearances; (5) that it was doubtful 
whether all the rabbits at Mme Pommery’s Estate partook of the poisoned 
food, but that it was thought that the quantity exposed was not sufficient for 
all of them, and that therefore some must have communicated the disease to 
others.

The plan of spreading the disease, as proposed by the representatives of 
M. Pasteur, will be found on pages 45 and 46 of the detailed report.

M. Pasteur’s Experiments oe Demonstration.

The experimental station at Itodd Island being in readiness, and the 
negotiations with the representatives of M. Pasteur having advanced a stage, the 
experiments of demonstration prescribed by M. Pasteur were performed bv M. 
Loir, Dr. Germont, and Dr. Hinds, between July 7th and August 4th, under the 
supervision of the Experiment Committee, and of Dr. Katz, the Chief Expert 
Officer of the Commission. It was shown that, as a rule, rabbits died speedily 
after eating food to which the broth-cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera 

' had
# A hectare is equivalent to 2 acres 1 rood 35 perches. t See Appendix No. III.
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had been added, or after inoculation with such cultures; when several rabbits 
wrere fed, in some instances all died, in others some survived; but the survivors 
invariably succumbed after a second or third feeding. The proof that the rabbits 
died from chicken-cholera was not as complete as was desirable, but a strong 
presumptive case was established. The next experiment was that dealing with 
the contagiousness of the disease. Pive rabbits were inoculated with about two 
drops each of a broth-culture of the microbe, and thereafter placed with twenty 
healthy rabbits in an enclosure of one square metre area {i.e., 3 feet 3 
inches square). They were kept under observation for a period of seven days. 
The five inoculated rabbits died within fourteen and a half hours ; of the 
twenty not inoculated five died within seventy-one hours, and from that time 
until the conclusion of the experiment no more died. The dead rabbits were 
left in the little enclosure to the end, but none of them were examined so as to 
obtain certainty as to the cause of death. The rabbits which survived ate food 
from off the bodies of the dead. Of twenty-five healthy rabbits kept in a similar 
enclosure for the same time three died without any introduction of infection.

Subsequently, the experiment was repeated with slight variation in another 
enclosure of the same size. Eive rabbits fed on infected food were placed 
among twenty healthy rabbits. One of the five, through inadvertence, was not 
specially marked. The rabbits were kept under observation for ten days. Within 
this period eleven died. Among them were three of the five to which infected 
food had been given. One of the five survived. The fate of the fifth could not 
be decided owing to the omission to mark it. So that either seven or eight of 
the twenty healthy rabbits died. Blood from three of the eight unmarked 
rabbits which died was examined microscopically, and organisms agreeing in 
form with those of chicken-cholera were found. In two cases out of the three 
so examined, blood from the dead rabbits was inoculated into living rabbits; 
death followed, and similar organisms were found in the blood. A control 
experiment on twenty-five healthy rabbits was not made. .

It was next shown that a horse, a cow, a sheep, a goat, a pig, and a 
dog did not suffer after many meals containing large doses of broth-cultures of 
the microbes of chicken-cholera.

When these experiments prescribed by M. Pasteur ended on August 4th, 
Dr. Katz, with the permission of M. Loir, took some blood from the heart of 
one of the rabbits which had died after eating infected, food, and from this 
blood successive cultures of microbes were grown, which were used in the 
experiments conducted on behalf of the Commission. Ihe experiments of 
demonstration, carried out according to the instructions of M. Pasteur, were 
regarded by the Commission as unsatisfactory. But it was now possible to 
institute a new series of tests which would fully try the real issue.

Experiments with Chicken-cholera Microbes, conducted by Dr. Katz, on

BEHALE OE THE COMMISSION.

These experiments are fully described in Section XI of the detailed 
report, so that only a brief summary need be given in this place. They were 
carried out chiefly in order to ascertain whether chicken-cholera will spread 
freely from infected to healthy rabbits. In some of the experiments, infected 
rabbits were allowed to be with healthy rabbits in artificial buirows, or in 
hutches, either with wooden bottoms or wire-netting bottoms; in other 
experiments healthy rabbits were put in hutches or boxes in which other 
rabbits had died of chicken-cholera. The artificial burrows varied from 16 to 
70 feet in total length of the branching passages, and were so made that they 
could be easily opened. According to the size of the burrows, infected and 
healthy rabbits were let go into them in the respective numbers of one to two, 
two to four, three to six. In all, eight infected rabbits were placed with 
sixteen healthy ones. Within twenty-five minutes all the rabbits had found 
their way inside the burrows. A transmission of the disease from the sick to 
the healthy did not occur in any instance. Of the eight infected rabbits six 
died outside the burrows, and two inside. In the hutch experiments, ten
infected rabbits were placed with twenty uninfected in eight wooden hutches, in six
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of--which one infected rabbit was placed with two uninfected, while in two .hutches 
two infected rabbits were associated with four uninfected. Eour of the twenty- 
uninfected rabbits contracted chicken-cholera in-the hutches, and died in con
sequence. In five separate experiments single rabbits were placed in hutches or 
boxes in which other rabbits bad died of chicken-cholera ; all of these hutches or 
boxes contained droppings of infected animals, but the rabbits placed in them did 
not in any instance contract the disease. In the course of these experiments several 
facts were established :—

(1.) Australian rabbits are killed in a very short time by the addition of small 
, quantities of. the microbes of chicken-cholera to their food, most of

them dying in between twenty and twenty-four hours. Inoculation of 
cultures causes death in from seven and three-quarters to about fifteen 
hours. But on the other hand Dr. Katz stated in a summary report, 
dated ISovember 21st, that “food material polluted with small portions 
of the contents of the rectum or caecum of rabbits which succumbed 
to chicken-cholera (feeding) did not prove dangerous to healthy rabbits 
which ate it.”

(2.) The stage of incubation, or latency, occupies most of the time before 
death, the symptoms lasting but a short time.

(3.) While chicken-cholera in fowls is a form of blood-poisoning attended 
with severe diarrhoea, the excreta being virulently infective, in rabbits 
the disease presents the characters of pure blood-poisoning, without 
diarrhoea or intestinal haemorrhage. With few exceptions, the rectum 
or lowest portion of the bowel of rabbits dead from chicken-cholera 
contained ordinary faecal balls. In one rabbit, however, the contents 
of the rectum were soft; a rabbit, inoculated with a small quantity 
of this soft matter, died from chicken-cholera; but another rabbit, 
fed with a larger quantity, survived. In another series of experiments,

. two rabbits were fed with cabbage leaves, to which had been added 
part of the contents of the caecum (or the first portion -of the large 
intestine) of a rabbit dead from chicken-cholera; in neither case was 

. chicken-cholera developed. .
(4.) So far as may be judged from one experiment, the urine of rabbits 

' suffering from chicken-cholera is not infective.
- (5.) Dr. Katz, frequently observed that blood-stained liquid exuded from
- the nostrils of rabbits which had been lying dead for some days from 

chicken-cholera.
. (6.) The virus of chicken-cholera preserves its infecting power for some

time in putrid or putrefying matter; thus blood taken from a rabbit 
dead from this disease, kept for nineteen days and allowed to putrefy, 
caused a vigorous rabbit to die from chicken-cholera in less than seven
teen hours; but after being kept for twenty-three days it failed to cause 
death when inoculated.

(7.) In. the course of putrefaction, moisture is necessarily present. But a 
series of experiments were performed to ascertain whether the process 
of drying at ordinary temperatures would prove fatal to the microbes. 
Sterilized silk threads were steeped in the blood of rabbits dead from chicken

. cholera or in broth-cultures of the microbes of this disease. They wTere 
then dried in a desiccator at temperatures between 64-40 and 71-15° Ealir. 
Prom time to time these threads were placed under the skins of rabbits. 
Those steeped in blood lost their power of inducing chicken-cholera 
within four days ; those steeped in broth-cultures even earlier. Similar 
threads were placed on sandy soil in baskets protected from rain and 
sun, and were successively inoculated into rabbits; the thermometer 
ranged from 68-9° to 84-650 Pahr.; threads soaked in blood lost their 
virulence in twenty-four hours; those steeped in broth-cultures in less than 
eight hours. In a subsequent series of experiments the basket and its 
contents were exposed to direct sunlight on a warm December day with 
southerly breeze; the threads steeped in broth-cultures failed to cause

- chicken-cholera after two hours exposure; but those soaked in blood 
retained their virulence longer, one of them inducing the disease after 
eight hours exposure. The general conclusion is that the process of

....... drying even at comparatively low temperatures soon destroys the virulence
of the microbes. (g.)

113—B .



(8.) The virulence of chicken-cholera did not vary in any important degree 
when the disease was transmitted from one rabbit to another, from 
this to yet another, and so onwards for twenty removes from the first 
rabbit.

(.9) In rabbits newly dead from chicken-cholera, the blood in the heart 
contained comparatively few microbes, contrasting strongly in this 
respect with blood taken from rabbits which had been left untouched 
where they died for twelve, twenty-four, thirty-six or more hours. The 
relative abundance of the organisms some time after death impressed 
itself upon Dr. Katz in every instance in which a comparison was 
made.

(10.) No wild rabbit has manifested immunity from the disease, but one of 
the tame rabbits experimented upon survived after repeated feedings 
and inoculations with virulent matter.

(11.) The virus of chicken-cholera, administered through the digestive 
organs, proved fatal to two magpies, two butcher birds, and a blue jay 
(which are principally animal feeders), and to two wonga pigeons, one 
bronze wing pigeon, one rose breasted cockatoo, and two swamp quail 
(all of them vegetable feeders). One cockatoo, which resisted two 
feedings, died of chicken-cholera after inoculation. Of two laughing 
jackasses, one died after feeding with infected matter, but not from 
chicken-cholera; the other resisted two feedings, but died from the 
disease after inoculation. Two Maori hens (wekas) remained alive after 
one had been twice fed and once inoculated, and the other once fed 
and twice inoculated. Of six crows variously inoculated and fed with 
infected matter, three died of chicken-cholera and three survived. Dive 
infected rabbits were allowed to die in an aviary containing nine fowls 
and twelve pigeons; their bodies remained there for periods varying 
from two to five weeks, and were much pecked, those which lay 
longest being torn into fragments, while the others were pecked open 
and largely devoured. One of the pigeons died of chicken-cholera 
within the five weeks occupied by the experiment and one fowl died of 
that disease shortly after the experiment terminated. Apparently the 
tendency of birds to contract chicken-cholera in this way is not great.

(12.) Hares are very liable to take chicken-cholera, after feeding or inocu
lation.

(18.) Derrets are not liable to the disease, after either feeding or inocu- 
. lation.

In the various experiments so conducted concerning chicken-cholera, it 
is all important to establish the fact that the microbes used were in reality 
those of chicken-cholera. It may, therefore, be stated (1) that the cultures 
were developed from the blood of a rabbit which died of chicken-cholera in the 
course of the experiments conducted by M. Pasteur’s representatives; (2) that 
the course, symptoms and post-mortem appearances of the disease produced by 
the microbes agreed with those which characterize chicken-cholera; (3) that
the blood of animals experimented upon contained microbes of characteristic 
form and reactions; (4) that cultures of these microbes presented typical
appearances; and (5) that introduction of these cultures or of the blood of 
infected animals into healthy rabbits succeeded invariably in reproducing the 
disease.

Does Chicken-cholera Exist in Australasia?

Section XII of the detailed report contains the results of inquiries made 
into the question, whether chicken-cholera exists in the Australasian colonies or 
not. A large number of suspicious outbreaks were reported to the Commission 
from New South Wales, Victoria, and New Zealand. When possible, specimens 
of the affected fowls were obtained. Dr. Katz was able to make an examina
tion in nine cases; in none of these could the disease be identified as fowl- 
cholera. So far, therefore, there is no proof that the disease exists in these

colonies.
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colonies, trat more extended observations and experiments are necessary to 
determine this question. Dr. Gamaleia, of Odessa, recently stated that he had 
obtained bacteria of chicken-cholera from the intestines of normal pigeons; that 
these bacteria had only slight virulent power, but that they acquired virulent 
power as against pigeons and fowls after being transmitted through susceptible 
animals, such as rabbits and other rodents. Several experiments . made by 
Dr. Katz lent no confirmation to these statements.

Laroe Experiment with Chicken-cholera.

At this stage the Commission resolved that a larger experiment should 
be performed, so as to test fully, under conditions as natural as possible^ 
whether chicken-cholera would spread from infected to healthy rabbits to 
such a degree as to warrant the dissemination of. a disease which does spread 
naturally among domestic fowls, which has not been known to spread 
naturally among rabbits, and which has not been proved to exist among 
domestic fowls in these colonies.

The details of this large experiment are given in the progress report 
(No. Ill) furnished . by Dr. Katz, which will be found in section XI 
of the detailed report, pp. 168-171. Shortly stated, the experiment was 
as followOn November 7th, a hundred rabbits were turned loose in 
an enclosure measuring 100 feet by 80 feet, and containing artificial 
burrows in all 185 feet long. These rabbits were in very poor condition. 
They had been caught in the dry country around Hay, N.S.W., and had 
suffered from partial starvation. Other rabbits from the same source were 
fed with cultures of the microbes of chicken-cholera and placed in the same 
enclosure, as follow :—Ten on November 7th, six on November 14th, and six 
on November 22nd. Of the twenty-two rabbits so introduced, twenty-one died 
before the 29th November, when the experiment terminated. Three of the 
twenty-one were removed after death; of these, one died from chicken-cholera, 
whilst two died from other causes. The remaining eighteen rabbits, according 
to Dr. Katz, died of chicken-cholera, and their bodies were left in the 
enclosure until the completion of the experiment. Of the hundred rabbits 
not. specially fed, five died very quickly, and five other rabbits were put in 
their places. Between November 8th and 14th, fifty-two died ; between 
November 15th and 22nd, seventeen died; and between November 23rd and 
29th,. ten died. Of the seventy-nine rabbits which so died, not one perished 
from chicken-cholera. All died, apparently, in consequence of the primary 
starvation.

The result of this experiment was unsatisfactory, owing to the great 
mortality which occurred among the rabbits from causes independent of chicken- 
cholera. The Commission therefore ordered that another experiment on a large 
scale should be conducted so soon as a sufficient number of strong healthy 
rabbits had been obtained, the experiment to be conducted strictly on the lines 
laid down by the Commission on October 15th. .

This order was made on December ■ 19th, 1888. Delay followed, owing to 
the difficulty experienced in obtaining a sufficient stock of healthy rabbits. 
Subsequently on January 2nd, a fire broke out at the experimental station on 
Itodd Island, the kitchen being destroyed, the shed and passages and main 
enclosure being damaged. The injury to the enclosure was not repaired till 
Eebruary 4th, and the kitchen was not rebuilt till an even later date. Meantime, 
between January 7th and 30th, one hundred and sixty-one live rabbits had 
been sent to the station in different consignments; but, in spite of attention to 
feeding and accommodation, large numbers died, only eighty-six surviving on 
Eebruary 4th. The second large experiment was commenced on February 12th, 
though the full number of rabbits required was not available till the 14th. -

■ Second Large Experiment/

The main enclosure on the island was divided into two nearly equal 
divisions, separated from each other by a double fence of rabbit-netting,- the' 
space between the two fences being one yard wide. In each division there were

artificial



artificial burrows and special feeding places (see- diagram 9). One division, 
called the disease division, was stocked on February 12th with fifty rabbits, most 
of which looked healthy; among these five well-conditioned rabbits were at once 
introduced, which had been fed on cabbage leaves, sprinkled for each rabbit with 
two cubic centimetres of a virulent broth-culture of the microbes of chicken- 
cholera. At the end of a week other five rabbits, infected in the same manner, were 
turned loose in the enclosure, and at the end of the second week five others, similarly 
fed. At the end of the third week, on March 5th, the experiment terminated. 
All the infected rabbits died speedily. Their bodies were allowed to remain in 
the enclosure, with one exception. In that instance, the rabbit had been much 
bruised, but the microbes of chicken-cholera were found in its blood. A control 
rabbit which died of chicken-cholera was put in its place in the enclosure. It 
may be inferred with confidence that the fourteen other infected rabbits died 
of chicken-cholera, because other rabbits fed at the same times, in the same 
manner, were proved to have died of this disease, and because many of the 
fourteen died with characteristic symptoms, and their bodies after death showed 
distinctive characters. Dr. Katz has now acquired such experience that he 
is able to recognize the symptoms during life, and the appearance of the 
carcass soon after death with some degree of certainty. Though the fifteen 
infected rabbits so introduced died of chicken-cholera, and though their bodies 
were allowed to remain to the close of the experiment, only four of the fifty 
rabbits originally placed in the disease division died of chicken-cholera. But no 
less than thirty-two rabbits died during the experiment from causes independent 
of chicken-cholera.

At the outset of the experiment, on February 12th, thirty-eight rabbits, 
mostly full-grown, were placed in the other half of the enclosure, called the 
control division. The majority of these rabbits were not in such good condition 
as those in the disease division. Two died almost immediately; and, when a 
fresh supply of rabbits arrived two days later, the number in the control 
enclosure was raised to fifty. No infected rabbits were introduced. Of the 
fifty, twenty-nine died during the course of the experiment. Dr. Katz satisfied 
himself in every case that death was not due to chicken-cholera.

The great mortality among the rabbits in both enclosures from causes 
other than chicken-cholera is attributed by Dr. Katz, in part at least, to the 
oppressive state of the atmosphere and the excessive heat prevailing at intervals 
during the course of the experiment. Injuries sustained by the rabbits in capture 
and during transit from the interior must also be taken into consideration. In 
examining the bodies of rabbits which died during this experiment from causes 
other than chicken-cholera, Dr. Katz found in quite a number of cases an 
appearance of the entrails resembling that found by Dr. Wilkinson in rabbits 
examined at Albemarle (see Appendix VII). Such rabbits, therefore, were in 
anthing but a healthy state. In other rabbits the lungs were distinctly 
pneumonic. Before the experiment was commenced on February 12th ninety- 
one rabbits had died out of one hundred and ninety-one sent to the station. 
Even in the contagion experiments conducted by the representatives of 
M. Pasteur, which lasted only one week, and in which comparatively few 
rabbits were used, several deaths occurred from causes independent of chicken- 
cholera.

The details of this large experiment will be found in the Progress 
Beport (No. V), submitted by Dr. Katz.

General conclusion concerning the Utility op Chicken-cholera por the

Destruction of Babbits.

The Commission therefore finds that while rabbits are easily killed by the 
addition of the microbes of chicken-cholera to their food, the disease does not 
spread freely from infected to healthy rabbits. The disease in rabbits differs widely 
in this respect from chicken-cholera as seen among fowls. In poultry-yards it 
is virulently infective. The inquiries conducted on behalf of the Commission 
furnish a satisfactory explanation of the difference. Fowls infected with chicken- 
cholera suffer not only from blood poisoning but also from severe diarrhoea, and 
the droppings have power to spread the disease. On the contrary, infected rabbits,

with
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with few exceptions, remain free from diarrhoea, and die of pure blood poisoning. 
The microbes are chiefly in their blood. If these microbes are to infect other 
rabbits in any number the bodies of rabbits dead from the disease must be 
broken up by decomposition, or by the agency of carrion birds, &c., and the 
microbes so set free must contaminate the food of other rabbits. If the 
dead bodies lie in the burrows it will be remembered that rabbits do not feed 
there. If they lie in the open and the microbes are set free, a temperature 
of 124° Tab., or the mere process of drying at a much lower temperature, 
will suffice to destroy their virulence. Moreover, the experiments of Dr. 
Katz indicated that while the microbes retain their virulence for a time 
when mixed with putrefying matter, there is a limit to their power of survival. 
Generally, therefore, it appears that the destruction of rabbits on a large scale by 
chicken-cholera can be obtained only by feeding the rabbits with the microbes 
of the disease; and, as other poisons, such as arsenic and phosphorus, to the 
use of which no objection can be taken, will kill rabbits to which they are 
administered, the Commission cannot recommend that permission be given to 
disseminate broadcast through Australasia a disease which has not been shown to 
exist in these Colonies, which in other countries prevails in disastrous epidemics 
among fowls, but which has never been known to prevail naturally among rabbits.

Experiment with Chicken-cholera under Natural Conditions.

It has already been made manifest that the Commission' has arrived at 
an unfavourable conclusion concerning the practical utility of chicken-cholera 
for the destruction of rabbits. The Commission, in fact, does not feel justified 
in recommending any further expenditure by Government in testing the efficacy 
of this disease ; but as M. Pasteur and his representatives desire that the 
microbes should be tried in an infested country under natural conditions, the 
question arises whether such experiments should be permitted. The investi
gations and experiments conducted by the Commission tend to prove that 
exaggerated notions have prevailed concerning both the probable spread of the 
disease from rahhit to rabbit and the contingent danger of spread from infected 
rabbits to birds. It has been made certain that chicken-cholera will not affect 
domestic animals other than birds. Even with the most susceptible animals the 
spread of the disease will be far less free in open country than among fowls in 
poultry yards. Certain wild birds, such as jackasses, crows, and cockatoos, are 
not so susceptible to infection as fowls or rabbits. Birds kept in an enclosure 
in which rabbits are dying or lying dead from chicken-cholera do not contract 
the disease in great numbers, though they peck freely at the carcasses. It may 
be urged that the experiments conducted at the station at Itodd Island, though 
very severe as regards the number of infected rabbits turned loose among 
healthy rabbits, and as regards the limited space within which diseased and 
healthy rabbits were penned together, do not furnish an absolute test of what 
would be the degree of contagion in an experiment conducted under natural 
conditions with natural food. The Commission, therefore, is not prepared to 
advise the Government of New South Wales to forbid the performance by 
M. Pasteur’s representatives of an experiment in infested country under natural 
conditions, provided that such experiment he conducted on certain lines and 
subject to adequate precautions.

M. Pasteur’s representatives, at their interview with the Commission on 
April. 24th, 1888, spoke as follows: “ We propose .... to make an 
experiment on a larger scale in a space in the country, enclosed with rabbit- 
proof fencing, but otherwise under natural conditions. Por this purpose we 
would go to a station, prepare there the broth, and make a cultivation; and this 
we would spread on food (natural, if available; if not, an artifical food—the 
cheapest to be procured in the neighbourhood) where the rabbits are thickest. 
Prom day to day we would go to the different parts of the area to spread the 
disease. We ask for this purpose an area of not greater extent than about 
500 acres, for if we are able to prove that rabbits can be poisoned under 
natural conditions, the only question for future consideration will be the 
distribution of the poison. We consider that if we practically clear the area 
given: to us for experiments it will be a fair and good test of the efficacy and 
practicability of the method advocated by M. Pasteur.” Such
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- Such, art experiment would, in the opinion of the Commission, he utterly 

unsatisfactory, whatever might he its result.
It has already been demonstrated that the microbes of chicken-cholera 

are deadly to rabbits, but do not injure domestic animals, excluding birds.
If M. Pasteur is to claim a reward of £25,000- simply on killing the

rabbits in an area of 500 acres, his task is an easy one. No one doubts that
such an area could be cleared with ease by means of chicken-cholera. But in 
such a case most, if not all, of the rabbits would be poisoned with infected
food. No experiment can possess any value unless it is performed under such
conditions that the main agent in the destruction of the rabbits shall be- the 
spread of infection from diseased to healthy rabbits. One or other or both of 
the following experiments would be satisfactory :—(1) On an area of 500 acres 
of infested land, enclosed by netting-fencing, to catch from time to time a 
number of rabbits, infect them with chicken-cholera and turn them loose in 
their old haunts; (2) On a generally infested area of not less than 25,000 acres 
similarly enclosed, to'lay food infected with microbe cultures at the discretion 
of the experimenters. In the former case all consequent mortality would be 
due to contagion; and in the latter case any approach to extermination would 
imply either a very extensive operation of contagion, or the use of such 
large quantities of infected food as to reduce the entire experiment to a 
mere competition between the present methods of poisoning, on the one hand, 
and the use of infected food (considered as a direct poison), on the other. In 
either experiment the enclosures should contain sufficient natural food to 
eliminate any possibility of death from starvation. There is obvious necessity 
for supervision by competent inspectors, and for the observance of all possible 
precautions.

The Commission, however, considers that the possibility of any useful 
results from such experiments is so remote, that its definite judgment on 
M. Pasteur’s scheme, as above recorded, need not longer be withheld.

M. Pasteur’s Letter to the Chief-Inspector of Stock.

On the 1st October, 1S88, M. Pasteur addressed a letter, to Mr. Bruce, 
the Chief-Inspector of Stock in New South Wales. A free translation was 
published in the Sydney Morning Herald, and a copy of the published trans
lation was forwarded to the Commission by the Under Secretary for Lands. 
Certain inaccuracies in the translation were calculated to cause misconception 
of M. Pasteur’s position. The part of M. Pasteur’s letter on which the Com
mission desires to comment, when literally translated, reads as follows * :—

“With regard to the rabbit plague, I have not confided further to any 
one the secret of the use on large scale of the means which I have proposed 
for the partial or total extermination of these rodents by the adoption of chicken 
cholera. It is to the (Government of Sydney that I will make it known, if there 
be occasion. My representatives have only one thing to do, and I have sent them 
to do it, at the request of that Government: they have to show that I have pro
posed a means harmless to domestic animals, a means which kills the rabbits in 
twenty-four hours, after a single meal sprinkled with the microbes, and that 
this means is contagious, that is to say, that the rabbits which have taken the 
fatal meal communicate the disease and death in a notable manner to healthy 
rabbits, with which they are mixed, as they are in the burrows.

“ How to arrange for the manufacture of the fatal ingredient, how to 
mix and use at a distance this ingredient with all its properties, that is my 
secret, about which the Commission is to see and know nothing for the present, 
and which I will only make known if the prize proposed on the 31st August, 
1887, is awarded to me.” The

* “Quant au fldau des lapins, je n’ai pas davantage confix a personne le secret de [’application en grand du moyen 
que j’ai proposd pour [’extermination partielle on totale de ces rongeurs, par 1’emploi du cholera des poules. C’est au 
Gouvernement de Sydney que je'le ferai connaltre, s’il y a lieu. .

“Mes repr&entants n’ont qu’une chose a faire, et je les ai envoyiis la faire, a la demande de ce Gouvernement: 
ils ont k d&nontrer que j’ai proposes un moyen inoffensif pour les animaux domestiques, moyen qui tue les lapins en 
vingt-quatre heures a la suite d’un seul repas souilR par le microbe, et que ce moyen est contagieux ; e’est-it-dire, 
que les lapins qui ont pris le repas mortel, communiquent d’une maniire notable la- maladie et la mort k des lapins 
sains auxquels ils sont meRs, comme ils le sont dans les terriers. _ '

‘ ‘ Comment disposer une fabrique de [’ingredient mortel, comment ihgredier et utiliser au loin cet ingredient 
avec toutes ses proprietes, 1& est mon secret, sur lequel la Commission n’a rien k voir ni k savoir pour le moment,' 
et que je ne ferai connaitre que si le prix, propose le 31 aofit 1887, m’est attribue.”
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The translation previously published implied that there was some essen
tial secret concerning M. Pasteur’s method kept back by him. Prom the 
original letter it is clear that M. Pasteur instructed his representatives to make, 
on a small scale, a demonstration of the efficacy and safety of his scheme; but 
that he retains the method of applying it on a large scale as his own secret, 

, which he will make known only if the prize of £25,000 is awarded to him. 
M. Pasteur, however, seems not to understand the terms of the proclamation 
concerning the reward, which was offered to “ any person or persons who will 
make known and demonstrate at his, or their own expense, any method or pro
cess, not previously known in the Colony, for the effectual extermination of 
rabbits.” A

. According to M. Pasteur’s letter, he sent his representatives to show, inter
alia, that chicken-cholera was contagious; whereas, in point of fact, the Com
mission had the utmost difficulty in inducing his representatives to perform any 
experiment testing the contagiousness of the disease among rabbits. M. Pas
teur’s letter implies that he expects the reward to be adjudged him for his 
scheme on such proofs of its efficacy as he may determine, and before the 
mode of carrying it out on a large scale shall'have been revealed. '

Mortality among Rabbits in certain Districts.

_ From time to time great mortality has prevailed among rabbits in 
different parts of the Australasian Colonies. Thus, on the Ellenthorp property 
in Tasmania, about five years ago, a disease prevailed among rabbits, but 
not to such a degree as to exterminate them. On two other occasions disease 
appeared among the rabbits on two other estates in that Colony, 60 miles 
distant from each other, and destroyed all the rabbits. Two very recent 
instances of great mortality among rabbits have engaged the close attention 
of the Commission — namely, the so-called outbreak of disease at Tintin- 
allogy Station, on the Darling. River (N.S.W.), and the disappearance of 
rabbits from the Wairarapa district, in the North Island of New Zealand. 
Much information concerning the former will be found in this report, but no 
absolute conclusions can be arrived at in the absence of further experimental 
tests. The Commission is able to reprint an exhaustive report by Professor 
Thomas, of Auckland, on the causes of the mortality in the Wairarapa district.

The so-called Tintinallogy Disease.

Tintinallogy is a station on the eastern bank of the Darling River, 
between Menindie and Wilcannia. It includes about 380 square miles of country 
appraised at one sheep to 7 acres, but more heavily stocked. Rabbits were 
present in 1884 when the present manager went to reside there; but they 
increased vastly in numbers in the following years. In 1885, 5,000 rabbits were 
killed on this station ; in 1886, 32,000; in 1887, 291,000. The maximum was 
in the month of September, 1887, when twenty-two men killed 56,510 rabbits. 
Dr. Butcher, ivho was resident at the station, and Dr. Ellis, of Sydney, had 
discussed the probability of an outbreak of disease among the swarms of rabbits, 
and agreed to investigate any disease which might present itself. The so-called 
Tintinallogy disease appeared about 1-| mile above the home station, and Dr. 
Butcher obtained a rabbit suffering from it at the beginning of September, 
1887. . He at once commenced a series of experiments to test the contagiousness 
of the disease, and reported _ the matter .to the Minister of Mines. In con
sequence, orders came to destroy his rabbits; Proceeding to Sydney, he obtained 
permission to fence off with rabbit-proof netting a bend of the Darling, 
including about 500 acres, and to continue his experiments in this enclosure. 
He claims to have spread the disease through the bend, and subsequently 
through the Tintinallogy station by turning-loose rabbits which he had infected 
artificially. His first attempt, to infect the bend, early in November, 1887, failed, 
in his opinion, because he used rabbits from the back country which would not 
mingle with the bend rabbits. He then caught rabbits in the bend, infected 
them, and turned them loose in their old haunts. From that time, he says, 
the rabbits died in the bend. From the original centre of the outbreak,

the
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the disease spread in all directions, and with great fatality. Dr. Batcher 
turned loose infected rabbits in various parts of the run, especially in 
places where the natural spread seemed to be cheeked. In five or six months 
from the first appearance of the mortality among the rabbits, Tintinallogy, which 
was so heavily infested before, became a thinly infested country. Mr. Tully, 
Inspector of Stock for the sheep district of -Wilcannia, wras sent to Tintin
allogy to report on the experiments made by Dr. Butcher concerning the trans
mission of the disease to stock. At his first visit early in January 1888, he saw 
little evidence of general mortality among the rabbits in the country which he 
passed through on his way to Tintinallogy. De’ saw no evidence of disease till 
his arrival within two or three miles of the home station; within this limit 
the rabbits were in very low condition, and he noticed carcasses lying about. 
In the bend he saw evidence of general mortality. At his second visit, early 
in February, he noticed a falling'off in condition of the rabbits, which were 
apparently ill from some cause a much greater distance up the river, more 
than 9 miles from the station. There did not seem to be anything like the 
same number of live rabbits in the bend. Carcasses were lying about. There 
was still green feed along the river frontage. On his third visit, in the middle 
of March, there were very few rabbits left in the bend.. Many dead rabbits 
were lying about, and the live rabbits were very weak. The river frontage was 
still in good condition, though dry and a little bare. The rabbits along the 
frontage outside the bend enclosure appeared more or less sickly, and their 
number had decreased amazingly. The rabbits were sickly for 20 miles up 
the river. He was quite satisfied that at the time of his first and second visits, 
the mortality could not have been due to starvation; and even at his third visit, 
the condition of the feed was not such that he could conclude that the mortality 
was due to starvation. Mr. Clarke, the Babbit Inspector of the district, which 
includes Tintinallogy, Murtie, Billilla, Teraweynia and adjoining stations, stated 
that Tintinallogy was very heavily infested with rabbits; that the rabbits began 
to die in large numbers in November, 1887 ; that the feed was then good, 
and the condition of the stock good; that he had reported the decrease in the 
number of rabbits as 95 per cent. At Billilla and Teraweynia, on the Tintinallogy 
boundary, the mortality was also great. On Murtie, nearly 60 miles from 
Tintinallogy, the mortality Avas startling in its intensity and suddenness, as great 
an effect being produced in one month as in six months at Tintinallogy. The 
manager of Murtie is reported to have said that in one month (February) 80 
per cent, of the rabbits died.

According to Dr. Butcher, the course of the disease is as follows :—The fur 
on the head stands up, the eyes are prominent, and there is a very slight discharge 
from the eyes and nose, lasting only three or four days. By the end of a week, 
emaciation is perceptible, the fur stands up all over the body, porver is lost in 
the hind legs, so that when the rabbit tries to sit up, it falls over. Weakness 
and emaciation become more and more marked, and the animal dies in a kind of 
convulsion in about tAventy or twenty-one days.

In the course of a large number of post-mortem examinations, Dr. Butcher 
found slight increase of serous fluid in the abdominal cavity ; the liver 
blackish and friable, but not increased in size ; the mesenteric glands swollen, 
and infiltrated with jelly-like fluid ; and the glands above the kidneys (supra
renal glands) enlarged and altered in colour from dull white, the natural 
colour, to blood-red or black. He had found little nodules containing pulp 
in the liver in many cases, but these Avere absent in a large number of 
affected rabbits.

Dr. Ellis, in his evidence given at Sydney, said he had not noticed 
enlargement of the mesenteric glands, that the supra-renal bodies were red 
instead of white, and that points like tubercular abscesses Avere scattered 
over the surface and in the substance of the liver.

In examining diseased rabbits at Dr. Ellis’ residence, the Commission 
noted chiefly the great emaciation, and the presence in the liver of lines 
and nodules of yellow pulpy matter, due to the growth in the bile ducts 
of a gregarinoid animal parasite, called coccidimi omforme.

During



• During tlieir visit to Tintinallogy, Dr. Bancroft and Dr. Wilkinson made 
examinations , (post-mortem) of several rabbits suffering from the disease. The 
chief appearances were general emaciation of the body and darkening in colour 
of the liver. Dr. Wilkinson examined a number of rabbits suffering from the 
same disease at Albemarle station. He found emaciation, excess of fluid in the 
abdominal cavity, the liver dark-blue or black, and very friable, the supra
renal capsules, spleen and kidneys healthy; but there was invariable evidence 
of catarrhal inflammation of the stomach, with small patches of haemorrhage 
in the lining membrane, and ■ in many cases erosions, or even ulcerations of 
the surface. Signs of chronic inflammation were present in other parts of the 
alimentary canal. *

Dr. Butcher, found a scabby skin disease prevalent among the rabbits, 
and also, in constant association with this skin disease, cheesy deposits in the 
muscles. But in the great majority of the rabbits suffering from the so-called 
Tintinallogy disease the skin was healthy. The skin disease had been known 
in the district for some considerable time. •

Dr. Butcher’s experiments concerning the transmission of the disease 
■ from affected rabbits to healthy rabbits are described with great fulness in 

the detailed report (pp. 73 to 79). Blood-clot, blood serum, and the substance 
of the liver or the supra-renal glands mashed up in water, were used to 
communicate the disease. The infective matter was introduced into other 
rabbits by injection beneath the skin with a hypodermic syringe, by inoculation 
into a vein, and by the passage of a seton steeped in infective matter beneath 
the skin. In all these ways the disease was reproduced. A few animals 
operated on died from septic poisoning in a few days, others from various 
accidents, but in the great majority of cases the disease was produced and ran 
its regular course, death ensuing usually on or about the 16th or 17th day. 
Control rabbits, kept under similar conditions, but not inoculated, did not 
die. 'Ihe rabbits experimented on were well cared for in every way. Infected 
rabbits having been kept in a certain crate, other rabbits placed in the 
empty crate contracted the disease. A rabbit suffering from the natural disease 
was put with sixteen rabbits in a yard measuring 10 ft. x 12 ft.; all the rabbits 
died between the 18th and 23rd day. One inoculated rabbit was placed in a 
crate with six other rabbits; after 21 hours the inoculated rabbit was removed; 
the six rabbits died on the 19th and 20th days. A diseased rabbit caught in 
the bend was placed in a yard 20 ft. x 24 ft. with thirty-eight other rabbits ; 
the bend rabbit died in 9 days, all the other rabbits died between the 19th 
and 24th days, the one remaining rabbit was lost sight of. In each case, 
some kind of control experiment was conducted. Thus, in the last instance, 
ten rabbits were kept in a similar yard under similar conditions, and these all 
remained alive. Diseased rabbits caught in the bend were nursed and fed; 
but they died in the usual way. A number of sheep, a horse and a calf, 
variously inoculated, remained healthy. The carcasses of rabbits lying dead 
from the disease in various parts of the run were eaten by dogs, cats, pigs, 
fowls, crows and hawks. None of these animals died except cats. The cats 
died in great numbers. When the Executive Committee visited Tintinallogy, 
the bodies of eighteen cats were seen on the bank of the river. Two of 
these cats were examined by Dr. Bancroft and Dr. Wilkinson. They died 
fat; inflammation with exudation was present in part of the small intestine.

The witnesses examined before the Commission at Silverton, and by 
the Executive Committee, varied greatly in their views concerning the cause 
of the great mortality among the rabbits at Tintinallogy. Thus, Mr. Sadlier, 
the general manager of the Albemarle station, on which, also, the disease 
made its appearance, believed that it was produced by the food. He remarked 
that “ A very similar disease to the present one—in fact, identical, so far as 
I can observe—has displayed itself on this station during the summer in 
previous years; but as these seasons were unusually good, and the feed 
abundant, it did not last long, and the rabbits seemed to get quite healthy 
again. ... At the present time, since the rain a fortnight ago, 
the rabbits are becoming quite active, and getting quite strong.” Mr. Vindin, 
Superintending Inspector of the Babbit Department of New South Wales, 
was at Tintinallogy from the 5 th to the 9th March. He came to the 
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conclusion that the rabbits were dying of some disease, and that the disease 
was caused by the dryness and poverty of the feed. Over a large part of 
his district, since the beginning of March, there had been great mortality 
among the rabbits, which he ascribed to the condition of the feed. His 
general conclusion was, that the rabbits at Tintinallogy died through eating 
dry feed and astringent barks, and through want of nourishing food; and 
that, as the feed improved, the disease would disappear to a great extent, 
and the rabbits would recover. Mr. Brown, manager and part-owner of 
Kallara Station, visited Tintinallogy on behalf of the Wilcannia Pastoral Associa
tion. He held that the disease was Nature’s remedy for the plethora of 
rabbits; but he thought that it was closely connected with the condition of 
the feed—“ Where the rabbits are very thick, and feed very scarce, there this 
disease appears.” The theory that the mortality was directly due to the rabbits 
eating bark, through want of other succulent food, was not supported by the 
general tenor of the evidence given before the Commission. It was stated, 
on the contrary, that the rabbits died in the open country as well as where 
scrub was abundant, and that the rabbits were not dying in some parts where 
the barking of the shrubs had been extreme.

Amidst these diversities of opinion, it was all-important that the 
experimental results should be placed beyond question. But the experiments 
conducted by Hr. Butcher cannot be regarded as conclusive. They were not 
watched by any competent independent observer. The rabbits used in them 
were obtained from the run, on which vast numbers of rabbits were dying 
naturally from the so-called disease. Hence, comparatively little weight can be 
attached to Dr. Butcher’s results unless they be confirmed by a disinterested 
expert, working with rabbits obtained from a district where no unusual mortality 
prevails. Why, then, were such experiments not performed under the direction 
of the Commission ? Por the simple reason that Drs. Butcher and Ellis 
would not, or, at all events, did not, furnish diseased rabbits to the Commission, 
though repeatedly requested to supply them.

' The history of the correspondence between the Commission and Drs. 
Butcher and Ellis may be shortly stated as follows :—The Commission, 
having heard the evidence of Dr. Ellis on April 17th, resolved on the 23rd 
that experiments be at once made on behalf of the Commission with the disease 
suggested by Drs. Butcher and Ellis. On April 24th, a schedule of experiments 
was adopted for the testing of the so-called Tintinallogy disease. On April 
26th, the Commission advised that licenses to prosecute their experiments with 
the said disease might be granted to Drs. Butcher and Ellis, with safety to 
the public health. It was then clearly understood that Dr. Ellis would 
forward to the Commission rabbits suffering from the so-called disease. On 
May 28th, the evidence of Dr. Butcher was taken at Silverton. On June 21st, 
as fears were expressed that the control of the disease would be lost, owing 
to the limited number of rabbits obtainable at Tintinallogy, the Commission 
advised that Drs. Butcher and Ellis be granted permission to employ the 
so-called Tintinallogy disease among rabbits in such districts as they may 
.desire, provided that the places in which the disease is being employed be 
notified to the Commission. It was further resolved, that Dr. Ellis be requested 
to forward to Dr. Katz as soon as possible fifty rabbits suffering from the 
so-called disease; or if fifty were not quickly available, to send, in the first 
instance, such number as might he forthcoming. On August 18th, the Chairman 
of the Experiment Committee reported that no further communication had 
been received from Drs. Butcher and Ellis; that no experiments with the 
Tintinallogy disease had been conducted, owing to rabbits not having been 
supplied; and that he was unable to say when rabbits affected with the disease 
would be forthcoming. It was resolved that a communication be addressed 
both to Dr. Butcher and to Dr. Ellis, asking whether their experiments were 
being conducted in new country in accordance with the permission granted on 
21st June, and enquiring when they would be able to provide twenty rabbits, 
suffering from the said disease, for the purpose of experiments under the 
direction of the Commission; that Messrs. Butcher and Ellis be also reminded 
that the permission granted to them to establish this so-called disease in fresh 
country was merely intended to prevent the disease from being lost, and



did not involve approval of their scheme by the Commission. On October 
13th, a letter from Dr. Butcher was read, complaining that his account for. 
expenses for his attendence at Silverton had not been attended to, and intimating 
that no infected rabbits would be forwarded until such account was paid, and 
a guarantee given to refund the cost of the carriage of such rabbits to Sydney. 
A scale of payment for the expenses of witnesses was adopted; provision was 
made for the payment of Dr. Butcher’s expenses according to this scale; and it 
was. resolved that Drs. Butcher and Ellis he again requested as speedily as 
possible to forward to Sydney fifty rabbits suffering from the so-called Tinti
nallogy disease, or such less number as may he forthcoming—the Commission 
undertaking to defray the expenses of conveying such rabbits to Sydney. Dr. 
Butcher intimated that, being at considerable expense through his experiments, 
he had closed his camp at the bend and could not provide rabbits, hut that, on 
receipt of his expenses as already applied for, he would re-open the camp. The 
Commission regards the neglect by Drs. Butcher and Ellis to supply rabbits 
suffering from the disease as highly unsatisfactory. The failure to supply such 
rabbits was of long standing, before any difficulty arose concerning expenses.

The Commission finds it hard to believe that the abandonment of this 
scheme by its promoters was due to the alleged illiberality of the official 
scale of expenses. The Commission is not in a position to state whether, 
independently of conditions arising directly from starvation, any disease, and 
especially any communicable disease, existed at Tintinallogy. The balance of 
the very imperfect evidence at present available appears to incline to the negative.

Bladder, Worm and Cocoidial Diseases in New Zealand.

. Section IV of the detailed report, pages 115 to 123, consists of the 
evidence of Mr. Coleman Phillips, concerning the disappearance of rabbits 
from the _ South Wairarapa district of the North Island of New Zealand. 
This district contains over a million acres, and the rabbits, which a few 
years ago were swarming in the country, have almost entirely disappeared. 
According to Mr. Phillips, the poisoning operations conducted in 1883-4 were 
not successful; and in the South Island, where millions of rabbits have been 
destroyed by poison, the plague is as severe as ever. He attributes the success 
in the Wairarapa district to the ravages of the bladder worm, which is an 
encysted parasite, forming a bladder-like tumour in the muscles of rabbits. 
The mature form of the parasite is a tape worm, found in the intestines of 
dogs.. Segments of these tape worms, or the eggs thereof, pass from the 
intestines of the dogs, and, when eaten by rabbits with their food, produce 
the bladder worm; just as the little echinococcus tape worm in the dog leads 
to the hydatid cyst in man. In this bladder worm, heads of new worms 
develop in large numbers. Dogs in turn feed on the flesh of rabbits con
taining bladders, and the heads thus swallowed form new tape worms in the 
intestines of the dogs. This cycle is constantly being repeated. Mr. Coleman 
Phillips therefore recommends that all dogs at stations where rabbits abound 
be fed on rabbit flesh till they get thoroughly infested with these worms, 
so as to become thin and mangy in appearance ; that they then receive doses 
of areca nut, so that the worms may be expelled. The segments with their 
myriads of contained eggs will then infect the grass. Babbits will eat the 
grass and develop the bladder worm. Mr. Phillips thinks that other natural 
enemies of rabbits, such as ferrets, stoats, weasels, cats, and hawks may also harbour 
the parasite in its tape worm stage, and thus assist in propagating the bladder 
worm among rabbits. He maintains that these natural enemies of rabbits slay 
by the parasites contained in their excreta, and not by directly killing the rabbits; 
that the process is slow, hut effectual. "
. Professor. Thomas, of University College, Auckland, made an inquiry 
into the causation of the disappearance of rabbits from the Wairarapa district, 
and his Beport to the Honorable the Minister of Lands of New Zealand will 
be found reprinted in full in Appendix VIII. The Commission regards this 
Beport by Professor Thomas as most valuable. He concludes that the decrease

of
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of rabbits in tbe Wairarapa has, in the first place, been due to the measures 
adopted by man, especially the winter poisoning; but that certain parasitic 
diseases have appeared in the district, have been widely but unequally, prevalent, 
and have assisted, to a small extent, in keeping down the rabbits. These 
parasitic diseases include—(1) the bladder worm (camurus) of which Professor 
Thomas gives an excellent history, and the smaller bladder worm (Cysticercus 
pisiformis); (2) the cocciclia* or gregarinoid animals which have already been 
referred to in connection with the so-called Tintinallogy disease; (3) the rabbit 
mange, itch, or scab; and (4) the rabbit louse. The little mite which causes 
the scab disease is distinct from the Sarcoptes cuniculi experimented upon by 
Professor Watson; it lives on the surface of the skin and is. comparatively 
harmless. In the opinion of Professor Thomas, the effects of this mite, and of 
the larger louse, are seldom so serious as to lead to the death of a rabbit 
infested with them. Professor Thomas found comparatively few rabbits affected 
with the bladder worm, but rabbiters told him that 20 per cent, were not 
uncommonly infested. Infested rabbits usually contained only one bladder, 
some had two, and in one instance of the natural disease Professor Thomas 
found three bladders. The bladder-like cyst is usually situated among the 
muscles in one of the limbs, the trunk, or the head, but may be in the. internal 
parts of the body. It may reach the size of an orange, and consists of a 
gelatinous membranous sac full of clear fluid, and supported externally by the 
thickened tissues of the part in which it lies. The inner surface is dotted with 
minute heads of future worms.

“ Avoiding unnecessary details,” (writes Professor Thomas) “we may say 
that the effect of a single bladder-worm will, as a rule, hardly be shown during 
the first three or four months, but that afterwards, as it continues to increase 
in size, it may be a source of weakness to the rabbit; but I have not been 
able to find any evidence that a rabbit affected with a single bladder-worm only 
might not live till death came to it from some other natural cause. But with 
the increase of the number of parasites the tax on the strength of the rabbit 
becomes greater than it can bear, and it succumbs to the burden, sometimes 
directly, sometimes indirectly, being brought into a low and weak condition, in 
which it readily falls a victim to other adverse influences, such as weather, 
scarcity of food, or enemies.”

The presence of one, or at most two, bladder-cysts indicates that as a rule
the rabbit swallows isolated eggs of the tape-worm; but Professor Thomas’
experiments showed that when whole segments were swallowed, little bladder-cysts 
grew in multitudes in the tissues, and death followed from the disturbance so 
caused. It is difficult to estimate how often such an event occurs in the natural 
process of infection.

The researches of Professor Thomas prove that the bladder worm of rabbits 
and the tape worm of the dog from which it is derived are perfectly distinct 
from the camurus which sometimes proves fatal to sheep. Stock of all kinds 
that fed on the same ground with the diseased rabbits remained in good 
condition. A few experiments on ferrets and cats gave Professor Thomas no 
reason to think that any animals except dogs could be the bearers or hosts of 
the adult tape-worm.

The smaller bladder-worm of the rabbit (Cysticercus pisiformis) was
found by Professor Thomas in only two of the rabbits from the Wairarapa
district, but it was present almost constantly in rabbits caught in the Waikato, 
each rahhit usually containing one to ten specimens. This bladder-worm is 
round, about the size of a pea, and is found free in the abdominal cavity, or, 
at a later stage of development, adherent to the lining membrane, usually in 
that part forming the great omentum or that covering the rectum. “When 
present in small numbers it causes very little injury to the rabbit . . . •
It must be seldom, however, that this parasite can, under conditions obtaining 
in nature, cause the death of a rabbit.”

Professor

* Further information concerning coccidii, with magnified representations of the lesions caused by them, will he 
found in Appendices V and VI,
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Professor Thomas found coccidia in the liver more prevalent than the 
bladder worm, and apparently productive of more serious mischief. Coccidia 
spread from infested rabbits to healthy rabbits through the droppings of the 
former falling on to the food which is eaten, or being carried into water 
which is drunk by tbe latter.

_ Immediately before summarizing his general results, Professor Thomas 
writes as follows on parasitic diseases generally:—

“ One of the most prominent characteristics of parasitic diseases is their 
unequal development in different localities and in different seasons. So, with 
reference to the diseases due to the bladder-worm and liver coccidia, we may 
expect in some localities a more extensive development and useful results, 
whilst in other localities the diseases may not meet with the necessary conditions, 
and little or no good may result. Eurthcr, we have seen that moisture is 
favourable to the spread of these diseases; we may expect them therefore to 
he more prevalent in moist or ill-drained localities, and to he more useful in 
wet seasons and climates than in dry ones. Hence, over a great part of 
Australia the diseases would be less effective than in New Zealand.

“When animals of the same kind are densely crowded together on the 
same ground, as is the case with the rabbits in Ihe infected districts, one of 
the conditions for the spread of a parasitic or infectious disease is best fulfilled. 
When the number of animals is reduced, the danger of infection will diminish.”

Professor Thomas summarizes his conclusions as follows —
“ 1. The reduction of rabbits in the Wairarapa has been chiefly due to 

measures adopted by man. The most valuable of these measures has 
been the winter poisoning, which has been followed up during the 
rest of the year by trapping, &c. Oats and ferrets, too, seem to have 
done good work.

“ 2. Certain parasitic diseases have appeared in the district, and have been 
widely, though unequally, prevalent.

“3. Of these parasitic diseases two only—those due to bladder-worm and 
liver coccidia—deserve special notice as being capable of destroying 
rabbits. There is reason to believe that these have assisted to a 
small extent in destroying rabbits in the district.

“ I. The employment of the liver coccidia for the destruction of rabbits cannot 
be advocated, as in rare instances the parasites have been known to 
attack man. They are, however, present in the district, and it would pro
bably be impossible to suppress them. Portunately the danger to human 
beings is very small indeed, and the disease may prove of further use in 
killing rabbits. '

“ 5. The bladder-worm may he usefully employed against the rabbit pest; but it 
must not he expected that it will destroy more than a small percentage of 
the rabbits in the district. Tike all parasitic diseases, it is variable and 
apparently capricious in its distribution, and its propagation is limited by 
conditions which will vary with the locality and season. It would be more 
useful in a moist climate than in one which is hot and dry. It assuredly 
cannot be regarded as_ furnishing alone a sufficient means of dealing with 
the rabbit pest, nor will it render unnecessary the ordinary methods of the 
destruction of rabbits, hut must he looked upon as simply a minor' and 
auxiliary means of destruction.” ~ “

_ A rabbit suffering from bladder worm was brought from New Zealand 
by Sir James Hector, for examination by the Commission. It was received 
at the station on June 16th. Since then the bladder has increased in size, 
hut otherwise the rabbit seems in a normal state.

Mr. Hawkins, of North Wairarapa, in a letter recently addressed to the 
Commission, states that, during the past seven years, rabbits have not decreased 
in numbers in his district, though the bladder worm has been prevalent. He 
states that ferrets throve exceedingly well in South Wairarapa, hut did not 
multiply freely in the North. He holds that the great diminution of the rabbit

pest
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pest in South Wairarapa has been due, not to the bladder worm disease, hut 
to the great multiplication of ferrets. His letter will he found in Appendix IX.

In the opinion of the Commission, the receipt of Professor Thomas’ full 
report renders it unnecessary that the Commission should make any further 
inquiry concerning the bladder worm disease.

Sarcoptes Cuniculi or Rabbit Scab. ’

In March 1887, Professor Watson, of the University of Adelaide, 
succeeded in importing from Germany six rabbits suffering from the Sarcoptes 
cuniculi or rahhit scab. He placed them in an enclosure about 50 feet square 
with a number of Australian wild rabbits. The latter contracted the same 
disease and died, some in two, some in three, and some in six months. The 
Sarcoptes cuniculi is the itch-mite of the rabbit, an animal parasite which lives 
in the fur, the female burrowing and depositing eggs in the skin. The insect 
is only a quarter of the size of the scab insect in sheep. It causes great 
irritation of the skin, and enlargement of the lymphatic or absorbent glands. 
The affected animals die of wasting and exhaustion. In Germany, where 
the sarcoptes has been chiefly studied, septic poisoning usually occurs, with 
suppuration in the absorbent glands; but this complication was absent in the 
rabbits subjected to experiment in Adelaide. The fur of rabbits infested with 
the sarcoptes was repeatedly inserted in the wool of sheep without any ill effect. 
Attempts to communicate the rabbit scab to man, and to a dog and cat, failed. 
It thus appeared probable that the sarcoptes could be utilised for the wholesale 
destruction of rabbits. But the spread of the parasite from infested rabbits to 
healthy rabbits, and the fatal development of the disease, occurred in the wet 
season. As soon as the dry season set in, the infested rabbits, which had been 
suffering severely, proceeded to recover in the most thorough manner. Professor 
Watson satisfied himself that the sarcoptes would not be of any practical utility 
for the destruction. of rabbits in the dry parts of Australia, but he is not 
satisfied whether it might not be of service in districts which possess a moist 
climate. While the results were still favourable, Professor Watson sold all his 
stock of infested rabbits. The subsequent history’ of these rabbits, as described 
by several witnesses, did not encourage any hope that material assistance in 
dealing with the rabbit plague would be obtained by use of the Sarcoptes 
cuniculi, at all events in the dry districts of Australia.

Other Schemes eor the Destruction op Rabbits by Disease.

Suggestions for the destruction of rabbits by disease were submitted by one 
hundred and fifteen correspondents for consideration by the Commission. Of 
these, 26 were from New South Wales, 8 from Victoria, 3 from South Australia, 
3 from Queensland, 6 from New Zealand, 2 from Tasmania, 1 from Piji, 15 from 
England, 4 from Scotland, 1 from Ireland, 12 from Prance, 3 from Belgium, 2 
from Germany, 2 from Switzerland, 2 from Spain, 1 from Italy, 1 from Austria, 
1 from Roumania, 17 from the United States, 1 from Canada, 1 from India,
1 from Netherlands India, and 2 from South Africa. Most of these schemes
were classified and reported upon by a special committee, and the results of the 
labours of that committee are recorded in Appendix 1, pages . The
remaining schemes came under the notice of the Commission at a later date, 
and were classified by Mr. Pearson, whose report appears in the supplement to 
Appendix I, page . According to these reports, in which the Commission 
fully concurs, many of the schemes are vague, no specific disease being
mentioned, or merely “ a disease ” said to be peculiar to rabbits. In many
instances the use of diseases dangerous to man or to domestic animals is 
recommended, such as small-pox, syphilis, glanders, hydrophobia, tuberculosis, &c. 
Other correspondents suggest the employment of nasal catarrh, which is 
mentioned by Leuckart as peculiar and fatal to rabbits; of the liver-worm, 
which is said to have killed great numbers of rabbits in Colorado; of diseases 
which have decimated the wallabies and opossums in certain districts, &c. 
In all cases in which there seemed to he any possibility that the disease 
mentioned would prove useful, letters asking for further information were
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sent to the correspondents concerned. Communications were also addressed to 
Professor Eibbert, of Bonn, and Professor Loeffler, of Greifswald, requesting fuller 
details concerning diseases recently described by them as peculiar to rabbits. 
In two instances replies were received stating that the original correspondents 
had disappeared. A letter from M. Laplanche, of Pismes, was unfortunately 
lost in transit, and a request for a copy of the same has been forwarded. One 
proposal was that as disease always breaks out when animals are crowded together, 
rabbits should be placed in an enclosure, fed well, and encouraged to breed 
freely, and that when any disease manifested itself among them attempts should 
be made to spread it widely.

The Commission has found no evidence to warrant the belief that any 
known disease can be so employed as to exterminate rabbits. Probably many 
diseases will be found useful auxiliaries in reducing the rabbit plague within 
manageable proportions. Purther inquiry by competent observers into the 
epidemic and parasitic diseases of rabbits should be encouraged. But even 
when much fuller information concerning these diseases shall have been 
obtained, it will still be necessary, in tne opinion of this Commission, to 
continue the methods of suppressing the pest which are now generally adopted, 
subject to such improvements in detail as may from time to time be discovered.

Schemes eoe, the Destruction oe Rabbits otherwise than by Disease.

About fourteen hundred schemes for the destruction of rabbits by means 
other than disease have been referred to this Commission. It was intended 
that the schemes should be classified and reported upon by a special committee 
prior to the. publication of this Report, but the mass of the correspondence has 
rendered it impossible to complete this labour. The Commission trusts to be 
able, within the space of six weeks, to submit this classified list of schemes, 
with notes on the merits of the several proposals.

_ On certain points, however, the Commission has arrived at definite con
clusions, the chief of which may be formulated as follow:—

(1.) That the responsibility for the destruction of rabbits, whether on free
hold or on leasehold land, must rest on the landholder. That, with 
respect to unoccupied Crown lands, the State must accept similar 
responsibility.

(2.) That the rabbit pest has made the continuance of the system of annual 
leases of Crown lands impossible.

(3.) That no finality in rabbit destruction will be obtained without making . 
the erection of rabbit-proof fences compulsory.

(4.) That there are very large areas of land so poor that the erection of 
rabbit-proof fences around individual holdings might cause financial 
failure. That the Department administering the Rabbit Destruction 
Acts should be empowered to permit the fencing of such poor holdings 
in groups. That in dealing with land of very poor carrying capacity 
the State should show special consideration to the lessees in respect of 
tenure.

(5.) That in all infested country, but especially in such poor districts, 
simultaneous operations for the destruction of rabbits should be made 
compulsory.

. (6.) That, netting fencing, 3 feet high, with a mesh of If inch, forms a
practically efficient barrier against the incursions of rabbits.

(7.) That the system of compulsory trapping, with professional trappers and 
State bonuses, is radically bad.

(8.) That legislative measures should be taken compelling land owners or 
lessees in districts infested by rabbits to join, subject to the above 
provisions, in payment of the cost of rabbit-proof netting fences or in 
the addition of such netting to existing fences.

In
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In the opinion of the Commission these propositions require little 
explanation or argument in their favour. Responsibility for the destruction of 
rahhits must ho placed somewhere. To whom can it he assigned hut to the 
holder of the land, whether owner or lessee ? Boundary fences would then he 
paid for jointly hy neighbours. The State must take all the responsibilities of 
ownership with reference to unoccupied Crowm lands, both as to destruction of 
rabbits and joint payment of the cost of boundary fences. In infested country 
the leasehold occupiers of Crown lands must have certainty that, if they expend 
the money necessary for the destruction of rahhits and for the protection of their 
lands, they will enjoy for a fair term the fruit of their labours. The contest with 
rabbits is most difficult in the huge resumed areas of poor land nowr held under 
ordinary squatting tenure. To break up these large holdings at once into small 
blocks is to postpone the adoption of effective measures for the destruction of rabbits. 
The first work in saving these lands must he done hy large holders; and the 
necessary expenditure will not he incurred unless there is a reasonable security 
of return. In every large leasehold of this character it should be arranged that at 
intervals a certain fraction of the whole should he open for resumption. There 
would then he no sound reason for complaint either hy the State, the lessee, or 
the selector. The necessity for rabbit-proof fencing scarcely needs demonstration. 
However stringent supervision may he, action on adjoining holdings will fail in 
certain cases to he simultaneous, and the holder who acts promptly will find in 
the absence of fencing that the respite from the plague is hut temporary, while 
the holder whose lands abut on unoccupied hilly or scrubby country will see all 
his operations futile. When once rabbit-proof fences are erected the reduction 
of the pest within manageable proportions is a question simply of time and money. 
Yet, with large areas of land of very poor carrying capacity, the erection of rabbit- 
proof fencing around individual holdings may not he financially practicable. These 
areas must he fenced off from the better land around, and the simultaneous 
pursuance of the best known methods of rabbit destruction must he made com
pulsory. The Commission, realizing that the cost of netting fencing was a great 
difficulty, made careful inquiry concerning the minimum height and the maximum 
mesh which would prove effective. Abundant evidence will bo found in the 
proceedings in favour of the decision of the Commission : that netting fencing 
3 feet high, with If inch mesh, is for all practical purposes an effective harrier. 
Such was the almost unvarying testimony of those witnesses who had practical 
experience with netting of this width and mesh. Rabbits die of starvation when 
their warrens are encircled with this netting ; gardens protected by it are free from 
invasion, though the infested country around is dry and hare. Little weight can he 
attached to the opinions of witnesses who never used such netting, and still 
less to experiments in which rahhits are chased in small enclosures.

The system of compulsory trapping, with professional rabbitters and State 
bonuses, is radically bad. Rabbitting parties settle down in thickly-infested country 
and speedily kill multitudes of rabbits; as soon as the numbers are greatly 
thinned, a longer stay is unremunerative. No attempt at extermination is made. 
The party moves on to another place favourable for its operations, leaving the 
remaining rabbits to multiply ready for its next visit. Large sums are paid to 
such parties per capita. The station hands are demoralised. The State treasury 
is depleted of hundreds of thousands of pounds, and with what result ? The 
rabbits are as numerous as ever; the operations of the trappers simply drive 
them more and more widely over the country; the landholders are disgusted at 
being forced to assist in a practice which they condemn; and no good whatever 
is done except to the rabbitters themselves, who fatten on a pernicious system. 
The Commission expresses its satisfaction that the Rahhit Department of New 
South Wales has resolutely turned its back upon this wasteful policy. It must 
not he inferred that the Commission objects to traps and trapping parties per se. 
Trapping is, without doubt, a useful method, hut should he carried out by station 
hands, and with a view to the extermination of rabbits, not to profitable 
employment.*

* This limited recommendation of trapping must be held to apply only to areas enclosed by wire-netting fences, and 
in which the propagation of natural enemies of rabbits is not being encouraged, -
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It remains only to record tliat the first-appointed President of the Coin
mission, Dr. MacLaurin, was able to attend hut few of the meetings; that 
Professor Allen, as acting-Chairman, undertook the general direction of the 
business of the Commission; that on August 18 it was notified to the Com
mission that Dr. MacLaurin’s resignation of membership had been received, and 
that at the repeated request of the Commission, Professor Allen finally accepted 
the office of President.

Certified under our hands and seals this third day of April, 1889,—

(n.s.) H. B. ALLEN (President),

(L.S.) W. CAMAC WILKINSON,

(l.s.) EDWABD QUIN,

(l.s.) E. 11. LASCELLES, 
per H. Mahon,

(l.s.) A. D. BELL,

(l.s.) HENRY TRYON,

(l.s.) THOMAS A. TABART, 
per H. Mahon.

113—D DISSENT



DISSENT I. ' '
In opposition to the majority of my colleagues I submit that M. Pasteur’s 

representatives should not be permitted to make experiments with chicken- 
cholera microbes in infested inland country protected only by netting-fencing.

The experiments made under the direction of the Commission show 
that chich en-cholera has very little tendency to spread from infected to 
healthy rabbits. This result agrees with the fact that in Prance and else
where the disease has not been known to prevail among rabbits when it was 
devastating the poultry farms. Hence, if used for the destruction of rabbits, 
the microbes of chicken-cholera must owe almost all their value to their 
action as direct poisons to the rabbits which eat them. A certain quantity 
of a broth culture of these microbes will kill a rabbit, but so also will a
certain dose of phosphorus, arsenic, or strychnine. Por the preparation of
cultures and their maintenance in full virulence the services of experts are 
necessary. The cultures lose their virulence on drying at ordinary temperatures 
or on short exposure to the sun’s rays on a warm summer day. Hence as a 
direct poison the microbes must be more expensive, less stable, less manageable, 
than the poisons now in use. So far as this paragraph is concerned I believe
that my statements have the concurrence of my colleagues. _

In my opinion, a small experiment with chicken-cholera on an inland area 
is of no service, except as a preliminary to the wide dissemination of the microbes 
through the huge areas of infested country. Such dissemination would entail risk 
to wild birds, though the expeiaments of the Commission show that the risk is 
not so great as might have been anticipated. The chief risk is the remote one 
to domestic fowls. It has not been shown that chicken-cholera exists among 
fowls in Australasia. The introduction of any new disease should be forbidden 
unless some decided benefit is clearly to be secured; the wide dissemination of 
a new disease is specially objectionable. In face of the final conclusion of 
the Commission that chicken-cholera should not be disseminated broadcast in 
the infested parts of Australia, I regard any limited experiment in open 
country as useless and not devoid of danger.
3 April, 1889. (l.s.) II. B. ALLEN.

. DISSENT II.
I dissent from the decision arrived at by the majority of my colleagues 

to withdraw opposition to the introduction of fowl-cholera microbes into the 
country; and the following are the reasons for my dissent:—

' The action of the Commission as set forth in this resolution is opposed 
to their past action, as especially set forth in the proceedings, and report of the 
Experiment Committee, page 130 at the top, and page 135, 23rd line from 
the top.

The chain or reasoning by which my colleagues endeavour to link the 
present with the former action of the Commission may be briefly presented 
as follows :— _ _

Although the experiments at Itodd Island have throughout indicated 
that chicken-cholera has so low a degree of contagion amongst rabbits that 
ihere is next to no probability of its possessing any special merits as a means 
of destroying these pests, yet, it is just possible that there may be in the open 
country some condition, not existing at Hodd Island, which would operate in 
favour of the contagiousness of the disease. And, because this is possible, it 
would be more conclusive to have the experiment tried unde1'- entirely natural 
conditions.

The original objection to admitting the microbes into the interior for the 
purposes of experiment in the open was that there might perhaps he danger to 
the public health, to sheep, cattle, and other domesticated beasts, and that 
there certainly was danger to poultry, and perhaps to many useful wild 
birds. The experiments at Hodd Island are held to have shown that there 
is no danger to the public health, nor to domesticated beasts, and that the 
danger to birds is much less than was anticipated, that, in fact it is so small 
as to be practically out of the reckoning. Therefore these objections having 
been removed, there is no reason Avhy an experiment in the interior should 
not be allowed. T°
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To me, however, this chain of reasoning appears seriously imperfect. 
Leaving out of consideration the danger to man and to beast (which, for 
general reasons, may he regarded as nil) the true logical position is as follows:—

(1.) The contagion amongst rabbits at Bond Island was less than desired.
(2.) The danger to birds at Bodd Island was less than anticipated.
(3.) In the open country the contagion amongst rabbits may be greater 

than at Bodd Island.
Here the argument of my colleagues ends. But to complete the chain 

the following is necessary:—
(4.) In the open country the danger to birds may be greater than at 

Bodd Island.
Whatever line of reasoning be applied to the question of contagion 

amongst rabbits must just as rigorously be applied to the question of danger 
to birds, and indeed also to the danger to stock and to the public health.

If, however, the position be abandoned, and it be admitted that no hope 
whatever can be entertained of there being greater contagion in the open 
country than there was at Bodd Island, then it must be asked, what is the 
object of introducing the disease at all ? The only answer which can be given 
is that it is out of courtesy to M. Pasteur, and that his agents may be allowed 
to perform the experiments of demonstration, which they came to perform. 
But, as a matter of fact, the experiment which the majority of the Commis
sioners have decided not to oppose, is not the experiment which these gentlemen 
came to perform. It is in substance an experiment on a large scale, which the 
Commission have repeatedly requested to have performed, but which M. Pasteur’s 
agents have strenuously declined to carry out. And even supposing that the 
experiment were precisely that which M. Pasteur has laid down, it seems to 
me entirely unjustifiable to permit, out of mere courtesy to anyone, and Avith 
no practical object, the introduction of a disease into the country, when that 
introduction, as shown by the Bodd Island experiments, will undoubtedly, in 
a degree, be dangerous to poultry, and to some other birds.

If it be said that the probabilities of any real danger to birds are so 
small as to be practically out of the reckoning, I cannot agree with the state
ment. By arguing from probabilities, it is easy to arrive at any conclusion 
which may be desired. The conclusion where possible should be based, not on 
probabilities, but on known facts. And what are the knoAvn facts ? They are, 
on the one hand, that chicken-cholera has never been knoAvn to prevail, or 
even to occur, naturally amongst rabbits; and that in the experiments at Bodd 
Island, the contagion was so small as to be of no practical utility; and these 
experiments it is important to bear in mind were specially devised so as to be 
eminently favourable to contagion amongst rabbits; devised not only by the 
Commission but also by M. Pasteur himself. Then, on the other hand, the facts 
are, that chicken-cholera, according to M. Pasteur’s own statements, has pre
vailed naturally as a virulent, devastating, and highly infectious disease in poultry- 
yards ; and that, according to the experiments at Bodd Island, birds do contract 
the disease from rabbits. If then the disease be once admitted into the country, 
there is a risk that it may become established amongst birds, and by slow degrees 
be carried about both by birds and by insects, until at last it reaches the poultry- 
yards. To attempt to estimate the amount of this risk is useless, whether that 
attempt be in the direction of exaggerating it or of minimising it. But one 
thing is clear, Avhile the disease is not in the country there is no risk; if it be 
introduced there will be risk.

If, finally, it be said that fowl-cholera already exists in the colonies, then 
it is to be answered that the investigations of the Commission all go to shoAV 
that the disease now in the colonies is not the same as M. Pasteur’s cholera des 
poules; and it is undesirable to supplement one disease by the importation of 
another.

Bor these reasons, and as being officially interested in poultry farming, 
I am obliged to dissent from this resolution. '

In all the rest of the report I concur.
(l.s.) A. N. PEABSON,

per H. Mahox.
Note

3 April, 1SS9.
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Note ey the Commission on Dissent II.
The Commission has decided to print Mr. Pearson’s dissent with its Deport, 

although such dissent did not reach the Commission till a few minutes before 
the hour appointed for the signing of the Peport, Mr. Pearson having already left 
Sydney.' It is absolutely necessary to state that the general opinions, arguments, 
and conclusions attributed by Mr. Pearson to the Commission have never been 
entertained for a moment, so far as the Commission is aware, by a single 
member; at any rate tbe Commission utterly repudiates them. The Commission 
has already given its final judgment against M. Pasteur’s scheme. Its position 
with regard to an experiment with chicken-cholera in the open is simply that no 
sufficient reason exists why M. Pasteur’s representatives should be forbidden to 
perform such an experiment if they so desire. In development of this position, 
the Commission has briefly indicated, for the guidance of the Government, jf it 
should be decided to permit any such experiment, certain leading conditions, 
which would be indispensable if the experiment is to bo worthy of the slightest 
attention. The Commission is of opinion that no advantage can be gained by 
such an experiment, other than that M. Pasteur’s representatives would not be 
able to complain that any part of the demonstration which they were sent to 
perform had been prohibited by Government.

Inserted by order of the Commission,— •
^ (l.s.) H. B. ALLEN,

President.
8 April, 1889. •

Note on Netting-eencing by Mb. Bell (New Zealand).

While (as a member of a mixed Australian and New Zealand Commission)
I do not dissent from the emphatic declarations made in the- Beport with 
regard to the value of “rabbit-proof” fences as an aid to rabbit destruction,
I desire to say that I do not consider this part of the Beport “to bo entirely 
applicable to the circumstances of New Zealand. My Australian experiences, in 
connection with the work of the Commission have satisfied me that wire-netting 
is an agent of considerable value in Australia, where there are no heavy snow
drifts, no mountain torrents, no great streams and rivers changing their course 
with every flood, no extensive landslips, glaciers, mountain crags thousands of feet 
high, and so on. In New Zealand, where all these special conditions prevail,. its 
usefulness must, I think, be proportionately less. Moreover, there are few districts 
in New Zealand where the country is not considerably intersected by road lines, 
which introduce obvious difficulties into the wire-netting question. This is not , 
the case in Australia, where vast tracts of infested country are traversed by at 
most two or three lines of road. I do not dwell upon the well-known danger 
of the wilful introduction of wild rabbits into netted areas by persons interested 
in the maintenance of the pest, because such a practice could scarcely be carried 
out on a scale of serious magnitude in the case of an already infested district 
subdivided into netted enclosures. Where, on the other hand,' what is called a 
“ barrier ” is attempted, by the erection of a “ rabbit-proof ” fence between an 
infested district and a clean one, this practice of dropping rabbits over the fence 
from the infested side must certainly be taken into account in weighing the 
probabilities as to the efficacy of the plan.

(l.s.) A. D. BELL.
3 April, 1889.

[Is. 6t?.]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—183^
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. Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

. RABBIT ACT.
(RETURN OF REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE UNDER, UP TO 13 JUNE, 1880.)

Ordered hy ihe Legislative Assembly to le printed, 1G July, 18S9.

[Laid upon lh°. Table of the House in accordance with promise made hy the Honorable the Sscretmu/for 

Lands, in answer to Question Ho. 7, on Votes and Proceedings Ho. 23, of 9 May, 1SS9.]

(1.)
Questions and Answers.

The amount of money expended annually in wa^es, rations, and bonuses 
it first came into operation, up to ISth June, 1889, is as follows under the Babbit Act since

Expenditure for the year 1SS3
j> ,, 1881
j> ,, 1885

,, 1880
,, 188/

„ „ 1888
» „ 1880

£ s. d. 
887 7 11 

8,201 19 1 
11,340 6 1 

9,036 11 5 
8,393 14 9 
5,257 2 7

Total . £43,147 1 10

(2 and 3.) The following statement shows the state of the Babbit Account on 31st May, 1889

. RABBIT ACCOUNT 
• (Under Act 40 Vic., No. 14).

Dr.

Assessment. Consolidated 
liei! enuc Fund. Total.

£ s. d. 
489 18 9 

09,405 19 4 
46,925 18 4 
40,200 2 6 
47,518 2 0 
41,308 4 4

£ s. d. £ s. d. 
4S9 18 9 

69,4(05 19 4 
135,053 14 9 
167,634 1L 0 
208,746 2 C 
150,771 16 11 
62,763 0 9

1SS4 „ .............
88,127 16 5 

127,434 8 7 
161,228 0 6 
109,463 12 7 
62,763 0 9

1885 „ .................
1SS6 „ .................
i8S7 .................
1838 .................
3SSS) „ (to 30th May)

Totals.................£ 245,848 5 2 549,016 IS 10 794,865 4 0

1553 Receipt-; .........1554 „ . .........
1555 ,, . .................................................
188G „ . ................
1SS7 „ .. ...........................................
1SSS .................. .............................................
1889 „ (to 30th May) * ”!!!!!! 11.!.!!!!!

Balance .......... ..... £
Total ..................£

o.

Total.

£ s. d. 
35,899 14 9 
44,757 S 0 
37,463 10 10 
40,023 17 9 
41,173 4 8 
47,941 1 9 

3,505 13 11

250,764 11 3 
544,100 12 9

794,865 4 0

31st May, 1880- '
To Balance due by Assessment Fund to Consolidated

Revenue Fund ....................................................... £544,100 12 9
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
PETITION PROII TENTliRHELD PASTURES AND STOCIf PROTECTION AND SHEEP BOARD, CONDBINING.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly 17 April, 1889.

Petition from the Tenterfield Pastures and Stock Protection Board to the Honorable the Speaker and 
Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled,— 

Huitblv Showeth :—

That your Petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate 
repeal of the “ Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883 ” (46 Vic. No. 14), on the ground that it has, ever since it 
became law, worked most unsatisfactorily, and instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin, it 
has conduced to their spread over a large tract of country formerly free from the pest.

Your Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House that in any future legislation on 
this subject, the principle of local self-government and the compelling of each district to destroy the pests 
within its boundaries be, as far as possible, enforced.

• And your Petitioners will ever pray.

' On behalf of the Board,
AUGUSTUS R. FRASER,

Chairman,
Tenterfield P. & S. P. & Sheep Board.

-BOth March, 1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION FROM CHAIRMAN OF GLEN INNES PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 2 May, 1889.

From the Glen Innes Pastures and Stock Protection Board to The Honorable the Speaker and Members 
of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled,—

Humbly Showeth:—

That your petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate 
repeal of the Babbit Nuisance Act of 1883, on the ground that it has, ever since it became law, worked 
unsatisfactorily, and instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin, it has conduced to their 
spread over a large tract of country formerly free from the pest.

_ Your Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House, that in any future legislation on 
this subject the principle of local self-government and the compelling of each district to destroy the pests 
within its boundaries be as far as possible enforced.

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
On behalf of the Board,

' CECIL BLOXSOME,
Chairman, Glen Innes Pastures and Stock Protection Board.

Glen Innes, 25 April, 1889,

r3<L] 233—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION FROM CHAIRMAN OF CARCOAR PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 8 May, 1889.

Petition from the Carcoar Pastures and Stock Protection Board.
To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in

Parliament assembled.
HuMBr/r Showeth :—
f a i That your Petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate repeal 

of the Rabbit Auisance Act of 1883 (40 Vic. No. 14), on the ground that it has, ever since it became 
law worked most unsatisfactorily, and instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin it has 
conduced to their spread over a large tract of country formerly free from the pest.

2’ 3our Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House that, in any future legislation 
on is subject, the principle of local self-government and the compelling of each district to destroy the 
pests within its boundaries be as far as possible enforced.

And your Petitioners will ever pray, &c.
On behalf of the Board,

HENRY GLASSON,
Chairman, Carcoar Pastures and Stock Protection Board.

Carcoar, 4 May, 18S9.
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION FROM CHAIRMAN OF GRAFTON PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION

BOARD.) AND SHEEP

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 May, 1889.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Grafton,—
Humbly Showeth :—

That your Petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate repeal 
of the “ Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883 ” (46 Vic. No. 14), on the ground that it has ever since it became 
law worked most unsatisfactorily, and instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin it has 
conduced to its spread over a large tract of country formerly free from the pest.

Your Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House that in any future legislation on 
this subject the principle of local self-government, and the compelling of each district to destroy the 
pests within its boundaries, be as far as possible enforced.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c., &c.
WILLIAM SMALL,

Chairman, Grafton Pastures and Stock Protection and Sheep Boards.

[3d.] 273—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION EE,OH A. T. LAURIE, CHAIRMAN OF THE PORT STEPHENS PASTURES AND STOCK

PROTECTION BOARD.)

^Received by the Legislative Assembly, 22 blag, 1889.

Petition from tlie Port Stephens Pastures and Stock Protection Board.
To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in

Parliament assembled,—

Your Petitioners humbly showeth :—
That the repeal of the Rabbit Act of 1883, 46 Vic. No. 14, would be an act of justice to the 

general public and the contributors under the Act, forasmuch that such Act in its working is universally 
admitted to be a failure, as the vermin are spread by the working of the Act, while each hour of delay 
must aggravate the evil.

Your Petitioners are aware that a Bill has been drafted dealing with the question on the lines 
suggested by the delegates from the various Pastures and Stock Boards who met for its consideration.

Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that an Act repealing the present Act may be speedily 
passed, and that another better fitted to meet the exigencies of the case may be called into existence 
without delay.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
On behalf of the Board,

A. T. LAURIE,
' . Chairman.

[3rf.] 300—
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION PB03I J. 51. ANTILL, CHAIRMAN OF THE PICTON PASTURES AND STOCK PROTECTION BOARD.)

'Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 28 May, 1889.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Picton Pastures and Stock Protection Board,— .
Humbly Showeth:—

That the Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883 (46 Vic. No. 14) has worked most unsatisfactorily ever 
since it became law, and that instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin, it has been the means 
of spreading the pest over a large extent of country, formerly free from rabbits. Your Petitioners there
fore pray that the Act may he immediately repealed, and that, in any future Legislation on the subject 
the principle of local administration may he adopted as far as practicable.

And your Petitioners, will ever pray, &c.

Eor and on behalf of the Board,—
. J. M. ANTILL,

Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Picton, May 22nd, 1889. Chairman.

t

[3'i.] 321—
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT NUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION EEOM J. MOXLEY AND J. RIDDLE, DIRECTORS OE THE NARRABRI PASTURES AND STOCK

PROTECTION AND SHEEP BOARD.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 5 June, 1889.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

The Petition of the Pastures and Stock Protection Board, Narrabri,—

Humbly Showetji :— - ’

That your Petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate repeal 
of the Rabbit Nuisance Act of 1883 ” (46 Vic., No. 14), on the ground that it has, over since it became 
law, worked most unsatisfactorily, and, instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin, it has 
conduced to its spread over a large tract of country formerly free from this pest; and further your 
Petitioners would humbly ask to be released from the assessment this year.

Tour Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House, that in any future legislation 
on this subject the principle of local self-government, and the compelling of each District to destroy the 
pests within its boundaries, be as far as possible enforced. -

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &e., &c.

J. MOXLEY, 1 Directors, for Chairman, Narrabri Pastures 
J. RIDDLE, ) and Stock Protection and Sheep Board.

[3d.] 351
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

RABBIT, iNUISANCE ACT.
(PETITION EBOM W. E. ABBOTT, CHAIBMAN OE THE MURRUBHNDI PASTURES AND STOCK

PROTECTION BOARD.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 25 June, 1889.

Prom tie Murrurundi Pastures and Stock Protection Board.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.

Humbly showbih :— .

That your Petitioners would respectfully urge the justice and necessity of the immediate 
repeal of the Rabbit Act of 1883, 46 Vic. No. 14, on the ground that it has ever since it became law 
worked most unsatisfactorily, and, instead of bringing about the destruction of the vermin, it has 
conduced to their spread over a large tract of country.

Tour Petitioners would also humbly pray your Honorable House that in any future legislation on 
this subject the principle of local self-government, and the compelling each district to deal with its own 
pests, should be enforced.

And your Petitioners will ever pray.

W. E. ABBOTT,
Chairman, Murrurundi Pastures and Stock Protection Board.
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

BOARD OP WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE.
(FIRST ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1SS8.)

Jpresentfi to parliament bg dommanb.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works,
Sir,

The Board of Water Supply and Sewerage have the honor to submit to 
you their first annual Report.

2. The notification appointing the following gentlemen members of the Board 
was published in the Government Gazette, 26th March, 1888 :—

* Thomas Rowe, Esq., E.R.I.B.A., President;
William Christopher Bennett, Esq., M. Inst., C.E.;
Cecil West Barley, Esq., M. Inst., C.E.;
Benjamin Palmer, Esq., J.P.;
John Douglas Young, Esq.;
George William Lander, Esq., J.P.;
Joseph Graham, Esq., J.P.

3. The first meeting of the Board was held 9th April, 1888, when Mr. Palmer 
was elected Vice-President. The Board met twice a week to overcome the great 
amount of work consequent on starting a new Department, for though some of the 
chief executive officers were the same as had been at the Town Hall in charge of the 
waterworks, yet the system adopted by the Board was, to some extent, new to them.

J. The Board, during the first few weeks of their office, determined to make 
themselves perfectly acquainted with all the works entrusted, and which would 
become ultimately entrusted, to their charge, and with this object in view they 
visited the source of the present water supply at Pheasant’s Nest, on the Nepean 
River, and the Cataract River, where the tunnel enters into it from the Pheasant’s 
Nest, and then viewed the canal for several miles, and at all points of interest above 
and below Campbelltown. They also visited the Prospect reservoir, which covers 
an area, when full, of over 1,200 acres, and holds 10,000,000,000 gallons. The 
Board were much interested in the works at the off-take which regulate the quan
tity of water being discharged from the dam to Sydney, &c. They also inspected 
the open canal and pipe line to the Pipe Head.

5. The Board visited the sewerage works at Botany, and inspected the main'' 
sewer duct from Belmore Park to Bondi, walking through it^tom end to end.

79—a 6;
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, 6. The arrears of water rates to 30th June, which the Board had to collect, 
and which were handed over to them by the City Corporation, extended over two and 
more years, and amounted to £52,650 6s. 4d. Of this sum, £46,638 9s. Id. was 
collected or accounted for by 31st December. This collection was not made without 
yery great difficulty on the part of the Board; in fact, 2,059 summonses were 
issued, of which only seven were given against the Board. Notwithstanding the 
Board having had to call in the aid of the Police Courts to such a large extent, the 
fact has to he recorded that at the end of the year a sum of £41,739 13s. 3d. was 
still outstanding of uncollected rates for the half-year ending 31st December.

7. A great deal of trouble was experienced with builders who in many instances 
neglected to pay the required fees before using the water necessary for building 
purposes. Six licensed plumbers had their licenses suspended for various breaches 
of the by-laws.

8. The mode and scale of rating for water adopted by the City Council was 
at 5s. per room, no difference being made as to the size of the room, and conse
quently of the building. The amount raised by this charge was barely sufficient to 
p&y the working expenses and material for maintenance, and a certain quantity of 
material for new works per year. The Government having remitted the Corporation 
certain debts, and taken over from that body £85,000 of debentures, which they 
raised to meet extraordinary expenses, the City Corporation lowered the rate to 3s. 
6d. When the Board took control they found themselves with a debt on the Nepean 
scheme, with accumulated interest to date, of £2,499,970, and £85,000 worth of 
debentures; to meet the interest on these sums and provide a sum for working 
expenses, including material for maintenance, and a sinking fund to replace the 
pipes (as they wore out) that were already in the ground, they found it necessary to 
raise over £150,000 per annum. In accordance with the Act, they altered the mode 
of rating per room to so much per £ of the assessed annual value, which is the mode 
adopted by all other water companies, with the exception of those who sell the 
water exclusively by meter. This mode, selling exclusively by meter, the Board 
rejected, as it would entail every householder affixing a meter, which with its con
nections, costs from £6 to £10, and this charge on the smaller preperties, which are 
a large majority in the number of tenements, would he out of all proportion to the 
amount of water they consumed, besides making necessary an army of meter-readers 
and workshops for testing and repairing meters. Water companies in England and 
Scotland charge as much as Is. and 2s. in the £ without a sliding scale. The water 
sold by measure was fixed by the Board at Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons.

The scale of rates adopted by the Board—a maximum of 6d. in the £, and 
then a sliding scale to 2d.—did not prove as remunerative as was expected, hut they 
determined to give it a fair trial for twelve months. This scale of rates is very much 
cheaper than Melbourne, which is 8d. in the £, with a sliding scale to 3d., and 
Adelaide, which is Is. in the £, the same as Parramatta, without a sliding scale.

9. At first complaints were made by the public at this change in the mode of 
fating, as it bore heavily in comparison on the larger and more valuable properties, 
hut at the same time it cheapened it on those under £80 annual value; the public 
had been accustomed to a rating which was manifestly unfair, and no fairer scheme 
than the mode adopted has been found by large experience in other countries to be 
practicable; it hears heavily in individual cases, hut the community at large ,is 
treated on an equitable basis, and is therefore benefited by it.

10.
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10. The expenses of the Department, including wages and material for main
tenance, for the nine months were £19,205 14s., equivalent to £25,607 12s. per 
annum, compares very favourably with the Glasgow waterworks; for though the 
Department supervised and laid 53^ miles of new mains in nine months, the Glasgow 
waterworks expended in 1886 (latest returns to hand) £31,805 13s. 7d., and only 
laid 9-|- miles in twelve months.

. 11. When the sewerage works are ultimately transferred to the Board the
cost of the Department, which now is entirely borne by the water fund, will to some 
great extent be divided with the sewerage fund.

12. The Board considered it was their duty to work the Department on as 
near a commercial basis as possible, and the following statement will show in a few 
entries their transactions for the year :—It is proposed to provide sinking funds to 
extinguish the £85,000 of debentures, also for any sums that may be raised by loans 
for new works, so that after a few years the works will be self-supporting; the 
Board have not yet contemplated making any sinking fund for the money expended 
on the Nepean scheme, as the works have not yet been handed over to them.

Boabd op Water Supply and Sewerage.

Cash Statement, December 31st, 1888.

Receipts. £ S. d. Expenditure. £ S. d.

To transfer from City Corporation.. 15,000
75,089

0 0 By Nepean scheme—4 per cent.
,, Rates, &c., collected ... ... 9 11 interest on £2,499,970 for seven 

months 6 days ... ... ... 59,976 7 3
„ Interest on £85,000 debentures 
,, Sinking fund, to repay £315,300

4,300 0 0

in thirty years at 4 per cent, 
(original cost of pipes laid to 
12 May, 1888)......................... 5,625 0 0

„ Refunds ... ... ... 957 14 6
Received from Colonial Treasurer

on Y ote1888,for general expenses 
Colonial Treasurer,balanceat credit

16,160 0 0

to meet outstanding liabilities... 3,130 8 2

£90,089 9 11 £90,089 9 11

■ ■ ■ ■ £ s. d.
Hates outstanding on 31 December, 1888 ... ... ... ... 21,391 9 4
Meter accounts ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 20,348 3 11

£41,739 13 3

13. Prom which it will be seen that the whole cost of the Nepean water supply 
to date, with interest added, is debited to the account; also, that a sinking fund for 
replacing the pipes, &c., which were laid underground before the Board took over 
the control, has been provided, and that after providing for this, paying interest on 
the Water Supply scheme, interest on debentures and loans, and working expenses, 
the Board have a credit balance of £3,130 8s. 2d. to carry forward to next year, with 
assets of uncollected rates amounting to £41,739 13s. 3d. This happy state of things, 
it must be borne in mind, is brought about by the receipt of rates extending over a 
period of three or four years, and cannot be looked upon as revenue belonging to 
the year; the excess which there must be in 1889 of expenditure and liabilities over 
revenue—as Sinking Punds will have to be provided as already mentioned—will to a 
great extent be met by the uncollected balance of rates standing over from 1888.

The
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The Board consider it their duty to make their revenue meet their expenditure 
and liabilities, and hope to he able to effect this without raising the rates, which 
course they will only resort to if greater necessity arises than is at present apparent.

14. The population supplied with water, by the Board having laid 53^ miles 
of mains, according to the proportion mentioned in the Report on Sewerage of Western 
Suburbs, viz., 339 persons per mile for City and Suburbs, and 254 per mile for 
Western Suburbs, and taking the lower estimate, 254 persons per mile, is equivalent 
to 13,589 souls, or a total for the year of 6SJ miles, equivalent to 17,336 souls.

15. Prequent complaints have been made by the public with regard to the 
situation of the offices of the Board, which are placed in a most inconvenient position, 
far away from the business parts of the city. The Board have been trying to obtain 
suitable accommodation in a more central situation, but have not yet been able to 
attain their object.

16. The amount of water pumped from Crown-street to Paddington shows an 
increase of one-eighth, and from Crown-street to Woollahra an increase of over one- 
third of the amount of water pumped the previous year to these reservoirs. The 
average daily amount of water flowing into Sydney from the Prospect Reservoir was 
about 9,000,000 gallons.

17. The Board have in contemplation the advisability of having stored in the 
high levels of Sydney sufficient water for a day’s consumption, and also extending 
the present low-level reservoir with the same object, so that if any accident occurs 
to the pipe-line, the city would not be inconvenienced as it would be as at present, 
as the storage of the Crown-street reservoirs is only equal to a third of a day’s 
consumption.

18. During the nine months forty-nine meetings of the Board were held, at 
which the attendance was as follows :— '

President (T. Rowe) ... 
Vice-President (B. Palmer) 
W. C. Bennett ... ...

*C. W. Darley ... ...
J. D. Young ... ...
Gr. "W. Lander ... ...
J. Graham ... ...

Present. Absent. 
49 Nil. 
40 3
48 1
13 30
48 1
48 1
46 3

* Mr. Darley was absent from the Colony through ill-health from 20th May; previous to that time he attended each 
meeting, and during his stay in England has been exceedingly useful to the Board on various important matters.

19. The report of the Board Engineer, Mr. Trevor Jones, C.E., is enclosed 
herewith, covering a report of Mr. Robertson, inspector, and Mr. Eyfe, engineer of 
pumping, also the balance-sheet by Mr. Green, accountant.

REGINALD BLOXSOME,
Secretary.

Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 
1st March, 1889.

THOMAS ROWE,
President.

APPENDICES.



APPENDICES.

. A.
Metbopolitan Boabd oe Wateb Sdppbt akd Sewebage—Statement or Receipts and Expenditdbe to 31st Decembeb, 1S88.

Eeceipts.

Amount paid oyer by City Council—Water Fund
Water rates, including arrears.......................................
Meter accounts do .......... ............................
Plumbers and others account, including arrears ...
Sundry Water Supply, including arrears .................
House supply

s. d.

Building tees ....................................... we
......................... .................. 46 5Drilling fees

Plumbers’ Licenses ......
Kents ................................
Miscellaneous Keceipts..

48,557 4 3 
22,186 17 4 

1,484 17 10 
53 7 4

159 1 2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0

16 3 
19 12

Advance Account.
Per Treasure!—On account of 1888, &c.................................. q in
Advance by Treasury to be refunded....................................... l,JUo i) id

Per Treasurer—On account of loan authorised 1838, for £150,000 0 0

Contractors' Accounts.
Deposits on Contracts

£ s. d. £ s. d.
15,000 0 0

75,089 9 11
90,089 9 11

18,005 9 10

36,961 17 7
54,967 7 5

2,306 17 C

£147,363 14 10

Expenditube.
Paid to Treasury to credit of “ Water Supply ” Account .........................

Maintenance. >
General expenses of the Department, including wages and materials for

maintenance ...................................................................................... .............. "j"
Management. A s- cl-

President’s Salary and Board Fees ....................................... ?
Salaries of officers ................................................... ................... i avi 19 Q
Assessment expenses and wages of Temporary Stan:........ Q

Printing and s'ationery.................................................................. ’cok p a.
Advertising and miscellaneous expenses   ozo 0 *

Construction and Stock.
New mains, machinery, pipes, stores, working plant and tools, &c............

City Council Water Fund.
Amount paid for outstanding claims due at time of transfer

Amount to credit of contractors and others for accounts passed and out
standing not yet paid ....................................................................................

The Treasury.
Unclaimed wages to be refunded .................. ....................................................

Contractors' Deposits.
Deposits on contracts refunded........................... . n -n i
Balance at credit of this account, deposited with E. S. and A. O. Bank

s. d.

9,256 4 10

9,949 9 2 
48,913 7 10

3,690 4 4

71,809 6 2 

16,842 8 9

581 17 6 
1,725 0 0

£ s. d. 
90,089 9 11

54,966 17 5 
0 10 0

2,306 17 6

£147,363 14 10

MELBE,

Metbopolitan Boabd oe Wateb Supply and Sewebage—Balance-sheet—Wateb Supply 31st Decembeb, 1888.

GREEN,
Accountant.

Db. . , ■ . .
To amount advanced by Treasury—Loans to 25th May, 1888, with m eres

added .......................................................................................................V........
Amount advanced by Treasury—Loans, 25th May to 31st December...
City Council Water Fund....................................................................................
Debentures ......... .....................................................................................................
Colonial Treasurer—advance to date ..............................................................
Rates overpaid to be refunded ...........................................................................
Outstanding accounts due to contractors and others...................................
Amount due contractors for deposits on contracts .......................................
Revenue to date, including arrears ...................................................................
Sinking Fund ...........................................................................................................

£ s. d.

2,499,970 0 0 
36,961 17 7 

380,720 1 6 
85,000 0 0 

1,905 9 10 
193 19 8 

16,842 8 9 
1,725 0 0 

125,485 19 0 
5,625 0 0

Ck.
By Metropolitan Wafer Supply Works—Expended to 25th May, 1888,

from loans by N.S. Wales Government; with interest added...... .
Lands, reservoirs, mains, buildings, machinery, stores, and new uorks

to date .................................................................................................
Water rates uncollected .............................;••••■•.......if ...... i
A mount at credit of contractors—Deposits, deposited with E.s. ana

A.C. Bank .....................................:......................................................
Colonial Treasurer—Balance at credit ......................... •■•"••••.............

„ unclaimed wages to be refunded ..........
,, Sinking Fund..........................................................

Interest on loans, 25th May to 31st December, 1888
Interest on debentures.........................................................
Cost of maintenance and management ..........................
Transferred to Sinking Fund ............................................

3,154,429 16 4

£ s. d. £ s. d.

.................................. 2,499,970 0 0

513,132 3 8
41,739 13 3

1,725 0 0
3,130 8 2

0 10 0
5,625 0 0

— 8,755 18 2
59,976 7 3
4,300 0 0

19,205 14 0
5,625 0 0

89,107 1 3
£ 3,154,429 16 4

MELBE. GREEN,
Accountant.
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B.

Initiatory proceedings of the Board.
Initiatory.

State of affaire 
when Board was 
called into 
existence.

The Board was met at its inception by more than the usual difficulties which beset the inauguration of a 
Commission to conduct the business of a Department already in full swing, so far as operations were con
cerned, but to which it was necessary to appoint nearly all the officers and operatives, a small nucleus 
only of those previously conducting the work having been retained.

. The state of- affairs, when the Board took office, was as follows:—A n unprecedented drought 
prevailed, to which all previous droughts were mild by comparison; residents of outlying districts who 
had up to that time been able, with economy, to tide over all previous seasons, now were soliciting water 
to stave off actual water famine. To aggravate the evil the stock of pipes was exhausted, and, moreover, 
the markets in all the-Colonies were completely stripped in this respect.

The Board had bought in every available pipe, and were forced into comparative inaction though 
anxious to afford relief.

Pipes ordered.

Letting pipe
laying by yearly 
contract.

This difficulty was made more exasperating by the fact that owing to the partial completion of the 
trunk mains, the Prospect dam, together with the partial filling of the latter, an ample store of water 
was available in the City reservoirs, but could not be distributed to the outlying suburbs requiring it for 
want of pipes.

About July consignments of pipes previously ordered by the City Council began to arrive, and the 
Board earnestly and sedulously furthered the work of laying the same in all directions.

Early in the existence of the Board it was decided that the work of pipe-laying should be effected 
by contract, after due consideration having been given to two other methods practised previously by the 
City Council, viz., by “day labor” and “piecework.”
. . .1 waf at; first a little distrustful lest this mode should prove costly, and that possibly troublesome

litigation might arise from it. "
I am now glad to be able to state that, by adding to my own specification such experience as had 

been brought together in the Harbours and Divers Department, the present specification is such as to 
have achieved excellent results without a serious dispute, and at a cost a little below that entailed by 
other methods. The Board is, I think, to he congratulated on the result of the experiment.

This system enabled the Board to amplify their operations to any extent, when required, without 
enlarging their staff of operatives.

A considerable amount of work has been carried on, more or less, in connection with the City and 
Suburban Councils, and it is gratifying to be able to record that the Board has always received from 
these bodies every courtesy as well as facilities for the conduct of mutual business.

Below I have arranged, under their respective headings, an account of the several works under
taken, proposed, or executed by the Board during the year 1888. I also append a report from the 
inspector of pipe-laying upon the operations of his branch, and a schedule of streets, lanes, &c., in 
which pipes have been laid by the Board, and the cleansing of mains as carried out under his 
superintendence.

This last work is one that deserves more than a passing notice, being a system whereby mains that 
are all but stopped by internal incrustation are rendered equal in efficiency to new, by the introduction 
of an instrument and forcing it through the pipes. "

I had the honor of introducing this practice into Sydney, having witnessed its effect as practised 
by the hydraulic engineer in Melbourne, W. Davidson, Esq.; by its use" a saving of at least 90 per cent, 
is effected over the practice that previously obtained of renewing the mains when they became ineffectual.

Campbelltown water supply.
The drought was so protracted and severe that petitions for water supplies poured in on the Board 

from unexpected quarters; localities situated along the line of canal, as Campbelltown, Liverpool, Parra
matta, Granville, and Auburn, were among the number.

. Campbelltown’s wants, appearing the most urgent and being the first applicants, received immediate 
attention, and, in order to accelerate the work, a plan, already prepared in the Harbours and Divers 
Department, having been modified so as to bring it within the community’s means, was adopted.

The Board had at the time no pipes wherewith to carry out the work, hut in order to allay the 
great want of water in the town, a sufficient quantity were bought in Sydney at an advanced rate, to lay 
the 6-inch trunk main from the canal to the standpipe in the centre of the town.

. The work was so far completed by last Christmas as to permit of the water being turned on as 
promised, and would have proved a well-appreciated boon but for a copious rain that fell a few weeks 
previously; which relieved the wants of the residents. When pipes arrive the town will ho reticulated.

: Liverpool.
The Municipal;Council of this town, having had the matter of water suppljr under consideration 

for many years,-and had several schemes submitted to them, favored one prepared in the Harbours and 
Divers Department, -which consisted of erecting an earthen dam at Hinchinbrook, near the upper 
extremity of the Cecil Hill tunnel, filling the same from the canal and bringing the water by a 6-inch 
main to the town for distribution by a reticulation system.

The mayor and aldermen of Liverpool designed to take the whole cost of the proposed work on 
themselves, and waited on the Board with the request that if such works were carried out the Board 
should grant water for filling the reservoir at a trifling charge, the Council undertaking the distribution and 
management, and the collection of rates. This proposal could not be entertained by the Board, there 
being legal and other difficulties in tbe way.

The Board ultimately agreed to give the town a water supply on the same terms as were agreed to 
for Campbelltown ; the nature of the works is decided on, hut for the want of pipes cannot immediately 
be put in execution.

Parramatta.
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Parramatta.
The Town Council of Parramatta, having a working scheme of their own for many years, have 

requested the Board to grant water when required to fill their local dam, at Is. 6d. per 1,000 gallons, and 
also they paying for the line of trunk main from Granville to the local reservoir. .

The Board looked favorably on the proposal, hut timely rains as well as want of pipes have inter
fered to delay any further action for the present. •

Granville.
Granville is already provided with a trunk main laid along the "Woodville Ro'ad from the canal to 

the town, and, as soon as pipes arrive,- it is to be reticulated by order of the Board, if suitable financial 
arrangements can be determined on between the Board and the Council.

Water for irrigation.
Many proprietors and tenants of land which is commanded by the canal are petitioning the Board 

to be supplied with water for irrigation direct from the canal. _ _
This is a question with which it behoves the Board to deal very circumspectly, bearing in mind 

that a.concession once made is difficult to recall; water for irrigation for large areas, to be of any good 
use, should be available in very great quantities, and the supply as at present laid out, though adequate 
for many years to supply fairly large quantities, will by degrees be required for the use of the city, but 
which, unless stringent provisions accompany the concession, could not be withdrawn from the 
irrigationists. _

The Nepean scheme, however, is capable with proper arrangements of being developed into ah 
irrigation scheme, and was designed with the intention of being so utilized, because the large quantity to^rovidc for** 
of water that the canal is capable of conveying when running full during the time the Nepean is i11 with
flood, enables it to replenish lateral reservoirs which are proposed to be constructed along its course, and arrangements, 
which might thereafter be used for irrigation.

• Salt-water mains.
During the early existence of the Board, while its officers were determining the assets of the 

Board, it was found that about £7,000 remained unpaid by the City Council for work done and materials 
supplied by the Water Branch of the City Engineer’s Department in laying salt-water mains in and about '
the city during 1883-4-5.

These salt-water mains were handed over to the City Council by the Board as they were deemed 
to be doing good work in watering the streets with salt water, thereby saving the water of the Board.

Hudson Brother’s pipes.
When the Nepean scheme was so far completed as to be in a position to take up the whole supply 

of Sydney and suburbs, the temporary line of wrought-iron pipes and the flumes forming the scheme, 
known as Hudson Bros., were no longer wanted, and as the pipes and flumes had an intrinsic value the 
Board decided to offer them for sale to the highest bidder.

When inquired into it was found that some complication existed as to some of them being on 
private land, also that the Government wanted to retain a portion of them, which, together with other 
considerations now in process of being settled, caused delay in disposing of them.

New outlets from Paddington Beservoir.
Eor the last few years it has been becoming evident that the branches on the pumping main from 

Crown-street to Paddington Beservoir (which also serves as supply main) were too restricted to afford a 
free supply to the localities they were feeding. It had also he.en in contemplation for some time to give 
the centre of the city the benefit of the high-level supply when the pumping power should be adequate.

Ifor these and other reasons it was decided to form new outlet works to the Paddington Beservoir ; 
these outlet works should have been completed during 1888, hut owing to unreasonable delay in 
procuring castings at local foundries the completion has been deferred for several weeks.

The work consists of a 24-inch outlet pipe from each compartment joining into one in a chamber 
just outside the reservoir, fitted with a complete set of outlet and reflux valves, air-vessels, &c.; the main 
proceeds through a tunnel across Oxford-street and along Begg-street as a 24-inch main ; at the intersec
tion of Begg-street with Glenmore Boad it bifurcates into a 20-inch main towards the city and a 15-inch 
towards Double Bay. The city branch continues along Glenmore Boad and Liverpool-street as far as 
Darlinghurst Boad, where the present contract terminates, and which when completed to this point 
will at once do away with complaints of precarious or turbid supply in Darlinghurst and Surry Hills.

Another contract will then be let to continue the main, 18 inches in diameter, along Liverpool- 
street to its intersection with College-street, where it will bifurcate and discharge into the 15 and 12 inch 
mains already laid for the more liberal distribution of high level water to meet the growing requirements 
caused by the lofty buildings lately becoming so numerous in Sydney. _ _

It is satisfactory to be able to state that the Board’s operations of pipe-laying have exceeded all 
previous experience in Sydney in point of speed, 53i miles having been laid since the Board’s formation, 
and that no defects in joints or pipes have shown themselves. -Moreover that complaints of improper 
restoration of street surface have been very few.

North Shore pumping scheme.
Early in the year it became my duty to report the great want of water that existed on the higher 

levels of North Shore, and to submit a scheme for raising water temporarily for the benefit of 'the 
residents pending the arrival of the permanent scheme from .Potts’ Hill via Byde.

The Board approved the scheme, accepted tenders for the same, and on the 1st October water Was 
given to the higher levels, and operations of pipelaying were vigorously pushed ahead in response to the 
many urgent petitions received by the Board. . ' The
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The pumps ai'e a pair of Blake’s duplex direct acting, guaranteed to lift 10,000 gallons per liom? 
through a 6-inch pipe, to an elevation of 150 feet, into a pair of buckled plate tanks, containing together
40,000 gallons, procured from the Beads and Bridges Department.

The whole plant acts admirably, developing considerably more power than the guarantee, moreover 
working so silently and smoothly as to cause no nuisance to the populous neighbourhood.

Aslifleld Heights supply.
Since the Board was formed the bulk of the parts of the western suburbs, the reticulation of which 

remained incomplete, has been accommodated, especially the part most urgently in want of water, but a 
portion of Ashfield is so elevated that the head of water in the grand trunk main from Potts’ Hill is not 
adequate to reach to the dwellings in these localities.

There are also parts of Petersham and Newtown that receive but a precarious supply owing to 
their elevation. _

To remedy this want only one course is open, viz., to raise water by pumping.
To this end a plan was submitted to the Board during 18S8 to erect a small engine at Petersham 

to fill elevated iron tanks erected at Ashfield ; this work was approved, and tenders received tor the same 
under the emergency that the locality was at the time suffering from a water famine, and consequently 
the wants of Ashfield only received consideration. _ _

Seeing that the recent rains have nearly altogether mitigated all water scarcity in the locality, 
it seems now that it would be advisable to combine the consideration of the Petersham and Newtown 
claims, as the same pumping plant will do for all, as all the above requirements are permanent in character.

With the above view a plan is being prepared for submission to the Board, embracing a provision 
for all the places named, as well as a balance tank for Balmain, which latter is considered as part of the 
Balmain supply, and necessary in order to conserve the water from the 15-inch trunk main when the 
pressure is good, and to give it out during the day when the consumption is at its maximum.

Utilizing Busby’s Bore. '
It has always appeared a matter to be regretted, that on account of the elevation of the ground 

intervening between Crown-street reservoir and the low-lying localities of Bushcutters’ Bay, Double Bay, 
and Bose Bay, the gravitation water could not reach them, and it was necessary to give to those places 
water, which had been pumped partly to Paddington and partly to Woollahra.

When Busby’s Bore became disused, in casting about for some useful purpose to put the tunnel 
to, it occurred to me that it is at precisely the level necessary for passing the Crown-street water by means 
of a pipe laid through it to the levels in question, and that it is also in the proper direction. .

At an early date a scheme having the above object will be submitted to the Board, and if approved 
will considerably reduce pumping operations.

Duplication of pumping mains.
Since the consumption of water has begun to rise rapidly a want of constancy has been felt in 

the water at the higher levels, which I attribute to the fact that the old pumping plant is not able to 
keep the Paddington reservoir full against the increased consumption, on account of there being only a 
single rising main for part of the distance whereby only one set of pumps can work at the same time.

In 1886 I represented this to the City Council, who in August, 1887, ordered large pipes for 
duplicating the pumping mains from Crown-street to the corner of Moore Park, whence it is already 
double—one branch to Paddington the other to Woollahra.

This line of pipes would also, under the terms of the contract, have been finished by the end of the 
year, but has been delayed through want of castings, and is only now drawing towards completion.

When finished these mains will enable both pumps to work simultaneously, instead of as hitherto, 
one set having to stop while the other was working, and will also enable a better head of water to be kept 
up at both Paddington and Woollahra reservoir, thus giving a continuous good pressure to all the mains 
charged from these reservoirs.

The new pumping plant.
It has been made known to the Board that when they took office the pumping plant at Crown- 

street was in a very precarious condition. I had in several reports represented the same to the City 
Council. As soon as the Board was formed I urged the necessity of immediately procuring a pumping 
plant, such that if accident happened to the existing engines their work could be performed by the new.

The type of engines recommended were the Worthington direct acting duplex compound con
densing, fitted with compensating cylinders of 150 horse-power to be accompanied with a battery of 
Babcock and Wilcox boilers.

My report was referred to Mr. Darley, who—in an exhaustive memorandum—while agreeing as to 
the type of both engines and boilers, advised that they should be of larger dimensions, and more powerful.

The Board agreed on account of the urgent necessity of immediately replacing the old and worn- 
out plant, and to obviate the inconvenience that would be entailed by a break-down to order the larger 
type engines and boilers direct from the makers through the Agent-General, the same to be inspected and 
approved by Sir John Bowler, the Government consulting engineer in England.

A letter was afterwards received from the latter gentleman highly approving of the Board’s 
selection with reference to both engines and boilers. _

The plant is now well under way, the engine and boiler-houses designed, the design for the 
superstructure having been actively supervised by the President of the Board, and it is confidently hoped 
that the foundations for engines and boilers will probably be ready for the arrival of the engines and 
boilers. _

It is anticipated that for effectiveness and economy of working, economy of space occupied, they 
excel anything of the kind in Australia.

Work
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Work being carried on by Harbours and Rivers Department.
A great amount of work for the extension of the supply to fresh districts is contemplated by the 

Harbours and Havers Department, viz., the duplication of the trunk mains from Potts’ Hill to Crown, 
street, the laying of a trunk main from Potts’ Hill to the southern and south-eastern districts, viz., 
Canterbury, Kogarah, Hurstville, &c.; also a trunk main from the same place, via Burwood and Eyde, 
to Chatswood supply reservoir (into which the water is to be pumped by a plant located near Hyde), 
whence the water will gravitate to Hunter’s Hill and North Shore.

Extent of water-mains in city and suburbs.
The estimated extent of trunk and reticulation water-mains laid in the city and subui’bs at the end 

of 1888, exclusive of mains laid by the Government under Sydney Water Supply Act of 1880, is 382-f miles
J. THEYOE JONES, C.E.,

The Secretary, Board of Water Supply and Sewerage. Board Engineer.

c.
’ Sir, Water Supply and Sewerage Department.

I have the honor to submit the Annual Report of work done for the year ending 31st 
December, 1888, which includes wmrk done by the City Council prior to the Water Board assuming 
control:—

Main laying.
Prior to the Board’s control there were laid 8,446 pipes, extending over 26,127 yards, in 1888. 

Under Board’s control 30,399 pipes, extending over 94,173 yards, making in all 38,845 pipes of total 
measurement of 120,300 yards, or 68 miles 620 yards. The contract system adopted by the Board appears in 
every respect to be a success, the wmrk being more economically and expeditiously'’ executed than under 
the old system of day labour. As evidence of the faithful manner in which it has beeu carried out there 
has not been a single instance of leakage through defective workmanship. During the latter portion of 
the year the rate of laying has been about 3f miles per week, v/hich could be increased to and maintained 
at 4 miles, without any addition to the present staff, it a sufficient supply of materials were available.

Main cleaning.
Eor the year a length of 5 miles 1,417 yards of mains has been cleaned; some of which have been 

down between fifteen and twenty years and were practically closed up, have been made as efficient as new:
There are still a great number of mains require cleaning, but owing to the great consumption of 

water that takes place during the present hot weather, it is a work that could be more advantageously 
prosecuted in the winter months, when it would be advisable to have as much as possible done.

. Eire-plugs, &c.
Since the principle of laying mains upon footways has been adopted a marked difference in the 

cost of maintenance of hydrants and plugs has been shown. Those on footwray rarely require any repairs, 
and are conspicuous, whilst those in the roadway, owing to the heavy traffic, are constantly requiring 
attention, and sometimes found wdth difficulty, w'hich, in case of fire, is a matter of vital importance. 
There is also a greater liability to pollution, as when the plugs are drawn in low positions, and the water 
in the main becomes exhausted, the hydrant falls upon the higher portions of the main fall, and a rush 
of air into the main ensues, which in its course carries wdth it the accumulated substances within the cases.

Much trouble is experienced in dealing wdth the present style of hydrant and wooden fire-plug, 
and I would suggest the adoption, if available, of an improved hydrant which would not be so difficult to 
deal with in case of fire, &c.

. Water supply.
Although there has been such a large addition made to the length of mains, and the consumption 

proportionately increased, there have been less complaints made of the insufficiency of supply than for 
some years past, which is attributable to some important alterations that have been made in the reticula
tion and a more equable distribution of water.

I have much pleasure in testifying to the harmonious and creditable manner in which the various 
officers under my supervision have worked, to which much of the successful working of the Department 
is attributable. I have &c.

The Board Engineer. ’ D. C. HOBEETSON, .
Inspector.

Mains—Laid prior to Water Board’s control ... 
Under Water Board’s control ... ...

Total... ...

Cleaned prior to Water Board’s control
» under „ ( „

Repaired prior „
„ under „ „

Kemoved prior „ 3}
. under „ „

Standpipes—Erected for boroughs ... ...
Private worts—Paid for by consumers ... ...
Main drillings—To connect service ... ...

Extensions from existing services
Meters—Affixed ... ... ..........................
Horse-troughs—Supplied... ... ... ...
Gulley shafts—Supplied ... ... ... ...
Leaks—Services cut off to prevent waste of wat er 
Inspections—Made of premises ... ... ...

Notices served to abate waste of water 
,, ,, affix meter ...
„ „ remove standpipes

79—B %--------

Scmmaby of Work done during the year 1S88.
Pipes. 
8,446 =

30,399 =

Yards.
26,127
94,173

38,845 = 120,300 — 68 miles 620 yards.

2,287 yards. 
7,930 „ = 5 miles 1,417 yards. 

79
15576

28
29 57

6 . 
36

2,811
344
780

7
28

1,859
12,692

677
146 '

79
Abstbact



Abstbact or Mains laid in the Tear 1888,

District.
Number of different sized Pipes.

I Lengths of different sized Pipes
1 Total 

No of 
Pipesfor 
Distuct<c!Z

0 3" 4" 6" 7" 9" 12" 15" 18" 20" 24"1 3" 4" 6" j 7" 9" 12" 15"
1

18"1 20"
1

24"

Total 
length of 
Mains for 
District.

Alexandria ..........
Ashfield ..............
Balmain ..............
Burwood .............
Campbellto'nn ...
City ...................
Concord ............
East St. Leonards 
Leichhardt ... .
Macdonaldtown ...
Marrickville .....
Newtown .............
Paddington.........
Petersham .........
Rand irick
Eedfern ..........
St. Leonards.........
St. Peters............
Strathfield .........
Yietona ............
Waterloo ..........
Waverley ..............
Woollahra .........

Tinder Board's control 
Prior to Board’s con

trol.
Total for year ...

37

Abstbact of Mains laid 1888, under Water Board s control.

2,931 

4G3 

'79

381

716

876 411 2,646 1,258
2,488 1,125 924 737 7,580 3,395

377 1,164
1,612 524 545 115 4,903 1,598

5 1,648 12 15 20 4.956
5 94 51 16 184 129 134 16 311
3 1,157 10 3,440

80 67 252 201
1,979 165 6,030 510

111 •j. 330
1,531 956 270 101 4,658 2.889

363 1,119
44 104 68 137

1,694 618 191 34 39 5,196 1,894
1,004 184 77 3,057 555

239 725
1,336 672 44 128 6 4.042 2,032
1.997 89 528 6.113 280

114 224 342 637
147 451
AA7 73 150 54 1.2501 225
932 321 2,843 970
167 508 . ...

17,406 8,442 12 2,589 1,214 312 34 272 68 155 53,062 25,481
4,027 3,035 . 963 373 ... 153 12,323 9,330

21,433 11,477 12 3,552| 1,587 312 34 272 68 308 65,385134,811

37

37

817

231

142
1,603

445

7,901
2,961

10,862

231

4,801
1,360

6,161

774

483

1,257

1,257

136

136

136

511

416265 
151 ...

1,078 265

1,078 265

Mileage under Board’s control . 
Mileage prior to Board’s control

53 miles 893 yards. 
14 „ 1,487 „

1,287
5,274

377
2,796
1,671

521
1,160

153
2,144

111
2,858

363
216

2,576
1,265

239
2,182
2,614

338
147
684

1,256
167

30,399
8,446

38,845

3,904
16,759
1,164
8,601
5,028
1,998
3,450

453
6,540

330
8,745
1,119

818
8,093
3,843

725
6,705
7,996

979
451

2,151
3,813

508

94,173
26,127

120,300

Total 68 620

Abstbact of Mains laid, 1888, prior to Water Board’s control.
3 34 314 I ... 105 970

925 592
348

1,006
325

1,075
3,120

985
3,736

936
33

1,096

4 520 294 192 ... 1,603 ...
6 58 1ft 249 169 61 755
7 14 171 974L. 20 48 542 3,082 64 1,179

308
11

375
East St. Leonards .. 
G-lebe.........................

9
10 11

308 . . .. "”33
936

Leichhardt ............. 11
13

271
126

104
215

77S 318
386 641 ... 341

262
127

53
515

55
117
332

1,161
930
733
268

1,027
797
393
165

1,567
162
350

1,230
3,554
2,858
2,232

811

Newtown .................. 14
15 127

13 249 ’ 393
42|

l
755

16 53 165 ... I... .......
Eandwick................... 17

18
180

55
335 550

162
1,017

19 117 350
76820 151 181 462

Strathfield .............
Victoria....................
Waverley .................
Woollahra..................

21
22
24
25

889
743
509

272
187
224
268

2,733
2,288
1,551

821
570
681
811

Total.............. 48 4,027 3,035 963 373 153 12,323 9,330 . ! 2,961 1,860| ... ...1. 8,446 26,127

Abstbact of Mains laid, 188S.
1,287
5,274

725
3,802
1,671

325
1,700
1,160

461
11

2,519
111

3.199
625
343

2,629
1,780

294
2,299

3,904
16,759
2,239

11,721
5,028

985
5,734
3,450
1,389

33
7,636

330
9,772
1,916
1,211
8,258
5,410

8S7
7,055

1 876 411 . 2,646 1,258
2,931Ashfield ................. 2

3 34
2,488

691
1,125 924 737

105
7,580
2,134

3,395 2,853

Burwood ................. 4
5 6

2,132
5

524
1,646

18
1,068
1,157

375

li
839 307

15
6,506

20
1,598
4,956 37

2,562 1,055

Caxnperdow n ........
City .....................
Concord....................
East St. Leonards ... 
Glebe..........................

6
7
8
9

10

5G
58

176
3

86
11

249
71 "io 184 129 182

169
558

10
252

33

61
3,393
3,440
1,137

755
237 "79 774 511

...

Leichhardt .............
Macdonaldtown . ..

11
12
13

2,250

’i',657
363

269
1U

1,171
13

270 101

6,808

5,044

828
330

3,530 " 817 381
14 249 1.119 42 755

416
151

265Paddington ..............
Petersham..................

15
16
17
18

171
1,747
1,184

294

"'618
519 77

191 34
104

39
68 530

5,361
3,607

887

1.894
1,572 "231

71.6

483

136

St. Leonards...........
St. Peters.................
Strathfield .............
Victoria....................

19
20 
21 
22 
23

1,336
1,997
1,003

890
407

789
89

496
187

73

44 128 6 4 042 2,382 142 ..1 ...

670 181 6,113
3,075
2,739
1,250

280
1.458

570

2,065 7b8 2,946
1,499
1,077

9,226
4,533
3,309

150 54 225 445 231 684 
1 989 

435

2,151
6,045
1,31924 1,441

167
54S 4,394 1,651

Woollahra.................. 25 268 1 _ ... 508 811

Totals ... 98 21,433 11,477 12 3,552 1,587 312 34 2721 68 308 65.385134.811 37 10.862 6,161 1,257 136| 1,078 265 38,845 120,300

Total mileage, 68 miles 620 yards.
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Maks's Laid, 1888.^—continued.

District and Street.

Alexandkia.
Under Water Board’s control:—

G-erard-street ...........................
Pliillip-street ............................
Henderson-street........................
Buckland-street ......................

Do .......................
Short-street..............................
Ljne-street ..............................
Alexandria-street ..................
Renwick-street .......................
Jennings-street ......... ............
Dibbs-street..............................
Reserve-street..........................

Do ..........................
Queen-street ..........................
Collins-street ..........................
Yictoria-street..........................
Bountain-strect ......................
Jesson-strect ...........................
Hurley-street ...........................
Maddox-steet ...........................
Copeland-street .......................

Total for year,

Ashfield.
Lackey-street ..........
Alt-street..................

Do ..................
John-street ..............

Do ..............
Elizabeth-street ..... .

Do ......
Do ......
Do ......

Liverpool Road ......
Do ......
Do ......
Do ......

Murrel Road .........
Victoria Road ..........

Do ..........
Norton Road .........

Do ..........
Prospect Road ........ .

Do .........
Smith-street.............

Do ..............
Do .............

Cecil-street .............
Church-street .........
Milton-street ......... .
Edwin-street .........
Park Avenue .........
Holden-street ........
Bland-street.............
Tintern-street .........
Henson-street.........
Joseph-street ..........
Queen-street .........
Chandos-street .....
Frederiek-street ......

Do ......
Robert-street .........
Henry-street .........
Hercules-street .....
Albert Parade.........
Lucy-street..............
Parramatta Road ..
Croydon Road.........

Do .........
Anthony Road.........

No. and Size of Pipes. 1
Length of 
each size.

Length of Total 
length for 
district.

Total No.
Df pipes for 

district.3" 4" 6" 9" 12" 15" • 20"
main.

...

30 
42 
56

2
25
31

. 12. 
122 

51 
47

io
83 
12 

• .75

278

i’49

60

31

37
39
95

••• .

...

90
127
167
456')

6 ' 
77
93
38

370
155
140

• 1871
■ 30) 

249
■ 36
■ 225

95
843

■ 114 
119

• 287

' 90 
127 
167

■ 462

77
93
38

370
155
140

217

249
36

225
95

843
114
119
287

876
411

2,646)
1,258) 3,904 3,904 1,287

12

2

11

5

is

150

12

iss

3

279.

154
117
213

41
313

358

226
70
48

220
104

58’

273

103

108

32

8

13

187
225

86

27

"S

182

567

’’22

”96
1

56

j

30

1

41

55

"9

292

159

150

174
361 

819)

309 J
31) 

322 f
556 ( 
138; 

17 "I 
97 f 

1,753 ( 
4; 

46 
66") 

166) 
457) 
224) 
27) 
39) 
52) 
41 [ 

1,184 J 
414 
567 
676 

•9) 
649) 
839 
263 
471 
358 
646 
121 
953
85

1,088) 
15) 

682 
221 
147 
669 
317 
297 

12 ) 
527 ) 
169

174

855

315

1,047

1,871

46

232

681

66

1,277

414
567
676

658

839
263
471
358
646
121
953

85

1,103

682
221
147
669
317
297

539

169

2,488
1,125

924
737

(

7,580) 
3,395 ( 
2,853 C
2,931;

16,759 16,759 5,274Total for year.
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Mains Laid, 1888—continued.

■ District and Street.
No. and Size of Pipes. Length of Length of Total 

length for 
district.

Total No. 
of pipes for 

district.
S" 4" 6" 9" 12" 15" 20"

each size. main.

Balmain.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

34 105 105
42 130 130
43 ... 136 136
70 215 215
36 112 112

103 314 314
20 63 63

34
314

... ... ... ... 1051 
970 J 1,075 1,075 348

Under Water Board’s control:—
141 430 430
48 153 153
63 ... 194 194
75 . . 233 233
20 «.• 63 63
30 __ . . 91 91

377 ... 1,164 1,164 1,164 377

2,239 725
-- ........ -

Btrnwoon.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—•

20 60 60
74 230 230

106 ... 329 329
17 52 52

107 330 330
99 . . . ... 305 305
97 297 297

224 6911 1,283
Do ................................... 192 592)

70 234 234

520
294

192

1,603-) 
925 [ 
592)

3,120 3,120 1,006

Under Water Board’s control:—
213 639 639

3 9)
Do .............................. 123 369 [ 841
Do .............................. 115 463 )

2 720
Do ........................... 238 714)

4 12) 177
Do .......................... ... 55 165)

116 353 353
44 . . . 136 136

39 120) 260
Do ' ........................... 46 140 )

98 300 300
127 384 384
49 148 148

113 343 343
98 297 297
97 295 295
41 122 122
56 170 170
80 243 243
83 255)

507Do .................................. 70 ... 216 [

Do .................................. 11 36 )
6 30) 623

“ Do .................................. 198 593)
145 440 440

73 223 223
167 510 510
99 301 301

187 569 569

1,612
524

545
115

4,903 ) 
1,598 f 
1,637 C 

463)
8,601 8,601 2,796

11,721 3,802

Campbelltown Supply .......  | fi
"s

1,648

7"

12

1.5) 
20 f 

4,956 ( 
37)

5,028 5,028 1,671

5,028 5,028 1,671
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Maixs Laid, 1888—continued.

District and Street.

CAMPEBDOWtf.
Prior to Water Board’s control

Missenden Road.......................
Do .......................

Wellington-street ...................
Rowley-street ...........................

Total for year .

City.
Prior to Water Board’s control

Moore Park (pond) ..............
Pine-lane.................................
Dixon-street.............................
Henry-lane .............................
Parbury-lane .........................
Beattie’s-lane .........................
Barker-lane .........................

Elizabeth-street .
Do .

Bathurst-street . 
Duncan-street.,., 
O’Connell-street .

Under Water Board’s control
Beilby’s-lane .........................
Elizabeth-street .....................

Do .....................
Do .....................

Castlereagh-street ........ ........
Do .................
Do .................
Do .................

Market-street .........................
Park-street ..............................
College-street .........................

Do .........................
Do .........................

Barrack-street.........................
Clarence-street .....................
Cleveland-street .....................
Allan and Murray-streets......
Eitzroy-street .........................

Total for year..........

Concoed.
Under Water Board’s control:— 

Crane-st. to Mortlake Gasworks...
Do do ...

Wharf Road ..............................

Total for year......... . |

_ East St. Leonards.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

Alfred-street ...............................
William-street..............................
Thrupp’s Point Road...................
Willoughby-street ......................

Under Water Board’s control :—
Carrabella-street ......................
Broughton-street...........................
Pitt-street ...................................

Total for year................

Ko. and Size of Pipes.
Length of Length of 

main.
Total Total No.

length for df pipes for
3" 4" 6" 9" 12" 15" 20" district. district.

... 13
249

• ... • ... ‘ ■ 46')
755) 801

... 5 ... ... ... 15 15
58 ... ... ... ... 169 169

... 58 ... ■ ... 169-)

... ... 18 ... • • ... 61 ( 985 985 325
... 249 ... ... 755)

14 48 48
24 ... 75 75

... 54 ... ... 176 176

... 19 ... ... 59 59
33 ... 103 103
27 . . 83 83

... 14 ... • ... 46 46
243 • ... ... 730 730

... 258
20

... 836 > 
64 j 900

... 233 ... • 765 765

... • ... 98 ... 307 307

... 142 444 444

14. 48")
... • in

974'
... 542 ( 

3,082 t 3,736 3,736 1,179
• • t ... 20 ... .64 J

34 ■ 102 •)
13

’’’5 ... 40 ( 
36 ( 238

... 5 60;
29 ... ... • 108)

... 18
”7

<57/ 
30 ( 217 '

... 3 12)
14 ... ... 45 45 ■

... 82 325 325
8 ... 32)

... ... 4 ... 13 [ 422
... 94 377)

21 ... 66 66
5 ... 16 16

33 ... ... ... 1C 6 106
17 52 52

... 129 511 511

42 134)
... 5 ... 16

94
”51 311

173 • 1,998 1,998 521
... 16 79

... 184 774
129 511J

... ... ... 5,734 1,700

...
3

1,048 ... ... 3,110-)
10 j 3,120

109 ... ... 330 330

3
1,157

...
...

... 10 ) 
3,440 j 3,450 3,450 1,160

50 154 154
... 86 ... ... 261 261

88 ... ... 267 267 •
84 ... ... 254 254

308 ... ... 936 936 936 308

... • . . 67 ... ... 201 201

... 22 ... ... .. » 67 67

... 64 ... ... ... ... 185 185

... 86
‘67 ... ...

... ...
252)
201) 453 453 153

... ... ... ‘ ... ... ... «...»» ' ■ 1,389 461
~ '



Maikb Laid, 1%$%—continued.

District and,Street.
i
I

No. and Size of Pipe. « Length of Length of Total 
length for 

district.

Total No. 
of pipes for 

district.3" V 6" 9" 12" 15" ’ 20"
each size. main.

Geebe.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

11 33 33 33 ii '

Leichhabdt.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

■ 54' 164 164
Kegworth-street.............................. (57 

51 ’
. ... . 204 

. 155..
204
155

76 232 232
23 23 23

104 318 318
--

... . 271.
104' ...

778')
. 318 / 1,096 1,096 375

Under the Board’s control:—
204' 622 622

' 37 . 112 112
37 112 112

131 403 403
59 . 179 179
49 . 151 151
53 . 161 1G1
85 257 257

126 378 378
125 380 380
115 349 349

104 321 321
48 144 144
33 98 98
79 239 239
64 190 190 ' -

147 451 451
29 90 90
28 85 85
40 119 119
40 123 123

126 392 392
41 126 126
27 83 83
40 127 127
30 94 94

61 189 189
91 276 276
46 141 141
49 148 148

1,979
165

...
...

6,0301 
510 ; 6,540 6,540 2,144

Total for the year ................ ... ... ... 7,636 2,519

Macdonald Town.
25 79 79
86 251 251

111 330 330 330 111

Mabbickyille.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

32 97 97
71 219 219
23 70 70

215 641 641

126
215 ... ...

... 3861 
641 j 1,027 1,027 341

Under Water Board’s control:—
13 42-)

Do ' ................. 33 96 f 1,336Do ................. 270 817 C
Do ................. 101 381J

6 18 18
120 3571 363- Do .............................. 2 6 j
382 1,153 1,153

816124 3761
" Do ................................... 148 440 j

142 432 432
88 267 267

207 627 627
49 150 150
75 227 227
83 252 252

73 218 218
Premier-street .................. . 136 4121

Do ............................... 29' 95 J 507
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Mains Laid, 1888—continued.

District and Street.

Mabeickville—continued.
View-street...... ..........................
Wardell Road..............................
Vernon-streeb.............................
Rairfowl-street ........................
Marshall-street ........................
Denning-street.............................
Glen-street ..................................
Moms and Arthur streets......
Calvert-street .............................
Victoria-street ........................

Total for year ,

!>' EWTOWN.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

Edgeware Road .
Under control of Water Board :—

Laura-street......................................
Hawkins-strcet .............................
Angel-street......................................
Juhett-street ...... \.........................

Total for year .

Paddington.
Prior to Water Board’s control
— Rorfolk-street .............................

Elizabeth-street ..........................
Suffolk-street ..............................
Napier-street ...............................
Oxford-street ..............................

Total .

Under Wat-er Board’s control:— 
Glcnmore Road and Liverpool-st,
Uutford-street...................................
Ulster-street ...................................
Outlet to reservoir..........................

Total for year .

Petersham.
Prior to Water Board’s control

Wardell-street................................
Under Water Board’s control:— 

New Canterbury Road ..............

Bo
Bo ..............

Krombit-street ...........................
Cobar-street....................................
Railway Terrace...........................

Bo ...........................
Victoria-street................................
Fairmounb-street...........................
Windsor Road................................

Bo .................................
Rosedale-street ...........................
Constitution Road .......................

Bo ............... . ..
Benison Road..............................

Bo ....................................
Albany Road ..............................
Bulwich Road................................
Edward Road..............................
Pigott Road ..................................
Lewisham Road............................
Yule Road ....................................
Frederick Road ........................... .
Hampstead Road ........................ .
Weston-strect.................................

Total for year.........

No. and Size of Pipes.
Length of Length of 

ihain.
Total _ 

length for
Total No.
ofpipesfor

3" 4" 6" 9" 12" 15" 20" : district. district.

32 96 • 96
165 512 . 512

64 ... J98 198
59 182 182
66 ... 205 205
53 163 163 *
56 ... 168 168

164 • •• 499 499
96 289 289
22 67 67

1,531
956

4,658
2,889

817 8,745
;

270 8,745 2,858
... i’61 381.)
... 9,772 3,199

13
249

42
755

42
755

j 797 262

92 283 283
45 139 139

... ' 143 436' 436
83 261 261

363 1,119 1,119 1,119 363
.... 1,916 625

33 102 102
-

17 52 52
49 ... 151 151
15 ... ... 45 45 ij
13 43 43

127 ... 393 393 393 127

20" 24" J
... 104 416 416

11 35 35
33 102 102

... 68 265 ’ 265
... 44 137 ■)

... ... 104 416 > 818 818 216
68 265)

1,211 343

18" 20" .ts
53 165 165 1.65 53 ‘

• 20 54')
*" .

iei
’34

587 ( 
1361 928

39 151)
53 ... 163 163

212 643 643
2

30
6] 

129 J 135
192 595 595

91 278 278
1

274' . *'* 5)
841/ 846

90 ... 274 274
7

3L8
28) 

981) 1,009 •
298

”4
... 911)

12) 923
127 392 392
87 265 265
58 • •• 178 178

113 343 343
90 275 275
70 217 '217
58 ... 181 181
91 277 '277'
56 171 171

1,694 5,196''
618 1,894

... ... 191 716 - 8,093 8,093 2,576
34 136

39 151J

........... 8,258 • 2,629
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'74

• Mains Laid, 1888—continued.

District and Street.

Band wick.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

St. James’ Boad..............................
Gowrie-street ...................................
Waverley Boad ..............................
Centennial Park ..................... .........
Belmore Boad...................................

Under Water Board’s control:—
Belmore Boad..............................

Do ..............................
Do ..............................

Brook-street...................................
Carr-street ...................................
Coogee-street ..............................
St. Luke’s-street..........................
Beach-street....................................
Bream-street ..............................
Perouse-street...............................
St. Paul’s-strect ..........................
John-street ...................................
Arden-street...................................

Do .....................................

Total for year

Bedvern.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

Ivy-street ...........................................
Thurlow-street ..............................

Under Water Board’s control:—
Baptist-street ..............................
Telopia-street ...............................
William-street..............................
Wilson-street ..............................

Total for year

St. Leonards.
Prior to Water Board’s control:— 

West-street .................................

Under Water Board’s control:—•
Thrupp’s Point Boad..................

Do ......................
Do ......................

Wycombe-street.........................
Falcon-street .............................
Broughton-street .....................
Supply and Delivery Tanks'......

Do do ..........
Harriette-street .........................
Arthur-street .............................
Church-street.............................
M'Laren-street .........................
James-street..................... ..........
Lane Cove Boad.........................

Do .........................
William-street.............................
Mount-street .............................
Edward-street.............................

Do ........... .................
W est-street.................................

Do .................................
Hayherry-street.........................
Burlington-street ......................
Ernest-street .............................

No. and Size of Pipes. Length ofLength of each size. length for district.3"
main.

4" 6" 9" 12" 15" 20"

155 473 473
* i« 25 1 T T 77 77

65 157 157
9 30 30

... 271 ... 830 830

180
335

5501 
1,017 ; 1,567 1,567

1 8)
• •• ... 123 369 [ 603
, , , 77 231)
... 287 847 847
• . • 58 176 176

109 334 334
... 82 242 242
• . • ... 35 106 106

138 421 421
173 543 543

83 251 251
42 130 130
36

26
“Ol 190

... 80/

1,004 3,057 ■)
184 555 £ 3,843 3,843

... ... 77 231)

... ... 5,410

9 25 25
46 ... 137 137

... 55 ... 162 162 162

22 68 68
• . • 70 210 210

81 246 246
66 201 201

239 ... ... 725 725 725

... 887

117 350 350 350

2 6)
,,, 192 576 [ 1,311

243 ... ... ... 729;
149 ... 447 447
... 128 483 483
66 ... . . • 202 202

...
ii

... ... 36} 85
... 14 ... 49)

23 . . . 70 70
44 ... ... 133 133
45 ___ T ' f 138 138

... 63 191 191
80 241 241

219
3

668-i
9/ 677

30 ___ 93 93
___ 61 ___ 184 184

... 4
61

... ... 16 ) 187/ 203

12
293 887}

36/ 923
147 442 442
146 . . . 441 441
146 ... 441 441

2 61
___ 1,336 4,042
... 672 — — 2,032 ■ 6,705 6,705

44 ... 142
... 128 483j

... ... ... ■ ... ... 7,055

Total No. 
of pipes for 

district.

515

1,265

1,780

55

239

294

117

2,182

2,299Total for year
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Mains Laid, 1888—continued.

District and Street.

St. Petee’s.
Prior to W ater Board’s control:

Campbell-street ........................
Cook’s Kiver Boad....................

Under Water Board’s control
Campbell-street .......................

Do .......................
Lackey-streefc ........................... . 67
Hutchison-strect.......................... 119
Church-street .............................. 107
Railway Road.........................

d5 ..............................
Park-sfcreet ................................... 148
Brown-street .......................... 79
Sutlierland-street ................ 141
St. Peter’s-street . ... 61
Terry Boad .......... . 150
Unwin’s Bridge Boad ................ 9
1 Do * do .....................

Do do .....................
George-street .......................... 142
Yelverton-street.............................. 136
Fredenck-street .. . .... 134
Belmore-street.............................. 147
Yictoria-street..................... 45
Samuel-streeb ................. 134
Syinerston-street............................. 120
Bowen Park Road ................. -170
Crown-street ............ ........... 86

Total for year .

Steatheield.
Prior to Water Board’s control:

Tornngton Road........................
Carrington-slreet ....................
Meredith-street ........................
Abbotsford Boad........................

Do ....................
Strathfield Avenue....................
Woodward Avenue....................
A1 vision Boad...........................
Margaret-atreet .................
Blwin-street..................................
Boulevarde ................................
Nichol Parade.............................
Plorence-street . .. .

Under Water Board’s control:
Wakeford Boad.....................
Liverpool Boad .................

Total for year

Victobia.
Prior to Water Board’s control

McKenzie-street........................
Mitcbell-street...........................
Susannab-street .......................
Parker-street .....................
George-street   ..
West Crescent-street...............
Middle-street............... ..
Lower Bay View-street...........
Upper Bay View-street ......
Waiter-street .............................
Grantham-street ....................
Union-street ........................

Under Water Board’s control.
Blue Point Boad.......  ...
Edward-street..........................
Lord-street ..............................

Total for year .........

No. and Size of Pipes.

0" 9" 12" 15" 20"

78

1,997

123
10S
119
89

59
172
67

105
50

889

114

89

46

101 
5 01

151
181

151 181

140

388

528

272

224

27
127
144

18
66
55
95
95
75
29
12

743

53
48
46

147

187

187

Length of 
each size.

462
768

1,230

6) 
245 j 251
205 205
365 365
333 333
424")
18] 442

455 455
243 243

'432 432
187 187
461 461

36 b
17 ( . 1,232

1,179)
436 436
414 414
407 407
446 446
139 139
404 404
363 363
518 518
263 263

6,113-)
280 t 7,996

1,603 )

Length of 
main.

Total 
length for 
district.

Total No. 
of pipes for 

district.

462
768

1,230 1,230 332

7,996

9,226

2,614

2,946

381 381 1
337 337 ( |
365 365
2721 
139] 411
172 172
528 528
204 204 1
321 321
153 153 I
297 297 1
155 155
230 230

2,733-)
821 j 3,554 3,554 1,161

342
637

342-)
637) 979 338

4,533 1,499

85 85
375 375
442 442

54 54
205 205
171 171
291 291
310 310
239 229

88 88
38 38

570 570

2,2881 
570] 2,858 2,858 930

163 163
150 150
138 138

451 451 451 147

1
' " 1

3,309 1,077

79—C
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Mains Laid, 1888—continued.

District and Street.
No. and Size of Pipes.

Length of Length of Total Total No. 
of pipes for 

district.
3" ' 4" 6" 9" 12" 15" 20"

each size. main. district.

Wateeloo.
Under Water Board’s control:—

21 63 63
n 231 231
53 159 159
27 82}

194) 276
Do .......................... 64

20 60 60
64 195 195
63 ... 191 191

9 34')
Do ................................... 2 6 !

304
Do ................................... ii ..« 33 C
Do ...................................... 54 ..« 231J

Bucklandand Wellington Streets 
Do do ...
Do do ...

21

52

'"l
139

79 •) 
25 [ 

412 ) 
156

516

156

Total for year......................^ 407
73

150
54

...
1,250-) 

225 f 
445 (
231;

2,151 2,151 684

Waverley.
Prior to Water Board’s control :—

142 434 434
107 326 326

35 106 106
77 ... 237 237
91 275 275
56 169 169

134 401 401
91 284 284

509
224

... . - 1,5511 
681; 2,232 2,232 733

Under Water Board’s control :—
106 318 318

136 * 408 408
55 ... ... 166 166

44 132 132
105 ... 315 315

168 509 509
31 ... 93 93
29 91 91
64. ... 195 195
36. ... 110 110
66 . . 202 202
23 . . 70 70
52 160 160
74 230') 251

Dn ....................................... 6 ... 21 j

Lawson*street................................... 1 86
105

... 263
318.

263
318

70 ... 212 212

932
324

2,843')
970) 3,813 3,813 1,256

6,045 1,989

Woollahra.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

|
i
1

101

1
I

306 306
142 430 430

25 75 75

268 ... 811 811 811 268

Under Water Board’s control:—
40 121 121

1

90 273 273
15 ... 47 47
22 67 67

167 508 503 508 167

.. 1,319 435

I
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Mains Cleaned, 1888.

Street.

City.
Prior to Water Board’s control:—

Castlereagh-street ........................
Thomas-street ................................. .
Quay-street ......................................
Valentine-lane.................................
Little Bourke-street ....................
Auburn-street .................................
Cleveland-street .............................
Woolley-street.................................
Pembroke-street ............................. .

Totals ...

Under Water Board’s control:—
Woolloomooloo-street.................
Yictoria-street..............................
College-street ..............................
Porbes-street ..............................
Albert-street ..............................
Orwell-street ..............................
Lankelly-lane ..............................
Brougham-street..........................
Duke-street ...................................
Thomson-lane,..............................
Thomson-street ..........................
Pring-street ..................................
Belvoir-street ..............................
Beaufort-street..........................
Wilton-plaee ..............................
Wilton-lane...................................
Sarah Ann-street..........................
Wilton-street ..............................
Brumby-street..............................
Buckingham-street .....................
Bedford-street.................. .
Little Buckingham-street .......
Castlereagh-lane ..........................
Adelaide and Steel-streets .......
High Holborn-street .................
Lansdowne-street..........................
Cleveland-street ..........................
Chelsea-street ..............................
Bourke-street ..............................
Albion-street ..............................

Total.......................................
Prior to Board’s control...

Geand Total

Length of different sizes.

3" 4" C"

Length of 
street. Total length.

106
50
50

40
T60
120

500
52

588

54,
60
80

427

1,088
52

106
104,
537

80
40

160
120

526 746 1,015 2,287 2,287

121

110

240
153
209

140
66

60

218

512
131
538

192

258
455

57

102

173
105

55
341
64

406
187
188

230
212
270
214

60

415
729

183

536

415
1,241

131
721
121
192
110
258
695
153
209

67
140

66
102

60
173
105

55
341

64
406
187
188 
218 
212 
500 
214 
536

60

1,607
526

4,460
746

1,863
1,015

7,930
2,287

2,133 5,206 2,878 10,217

7,930
2,287

10,217

5 miles 1,417 yards.

Municipality.

Alexandria ......
■Ashfield ...........
Balmain ...........
Burwood...........
Camperdown ..
Oity ....................
Concord ...........
Darlington ......
Glebe ............... .
Granville...........
Leichhardt ......
Macdonaldtown
Marrickville......
Newtown...........
North Shore......
Paddington ......
Petersham ......
Bandwick.........
Redfern ............
Strathfield ......
St. Peters............
Waterloo............
Waverley............
Woollahra .......

Connections made to Mains.

Extensions Houses
supplied.Drillings. from existing 

services.
Meters affixed. Horse troughs. [Gully shafts.

51 3 73 4
448 15 530 80
241 62 335 30 7
270 10 361 69
28 1 33 3 1420 24 154
21 21

7 4 8 3
47 68 17
18 21 2

178 22 207 42
29 8 80 5

241 17 270 - . 40
121 32 153 25
199 15 314 55

64 30 96 13 14
167 16 210 31
83 5 107 42
89 34 141 25
54 57 34

195 39 281 7
29 7 37 3

146 23 175 53
65 1 82 43

2,811 344 3,684 780 7 28Totals



'W'OKK DONE BY WASTE WaTEB INSPECTORS, 1888. «

.
' No. of Notices served. i

District. Inspections. To abate 
waste.

To fix 
meters.

To remove 
stand
pipes. 1

D

City. Suburbs.

Macquarie Ward.......
Phillip ...............

2,289 - 
1,602

79
. 63

17 Woollahra.................
Wayerlej .................

Fitzroy „ ........ 159. ■ 8 4 Redfern.....................
2,465

560
191 23 44
105 14 14

5,283.
1

235 14 9 •
Denison „ ........ i Balmain.....................

Totals ............... . 12,359 • 681 . 72 68 Stanmore .................

■Totals .................

No. of Notices served.
No. of

Inspections, j To abate To fix To remove standpipes.1 waste. meters.

81 ' 8
242 22

6 i 18 3
10 6

2 2
2 ......

6
2

3
5

333' i 74 11

D-

Sir, _ The "Waterworks, Crown-street, 11 Feoruary, 1889.
I have the honor, in .accordance with instructions of the 7th instant, to make the following 

Report upon the working of all .the pumping engines, &c., during the year 1888.
The main pumping engines at the Crown-street works,, which were erected about ten years ago, 

were in daily work throughout the year pumping to the Paddington Reservoir, and performed the work 
satisfactorily. During the-year-they have only required the usual examinations and repairs consistent 
with the constant running of the machinery: With respect to the flaw in the main shaft which I 
reported to the Board some time ago; I may mention that 1 examined the same carefully last week, and 
found that although the flaw was certainly more visible, showing that there was some slight deflection, yet 
the cracks had not extended longitudinally. Of course there is no certainty that the straps, which were 
put on about sixteen months ago, are sufficient to hold it together till the new machinery takes up the 

- pumping. Still, taking in consideration the time that would be taken up in fitting the new shaft, it would 
not, in my opinion, be wise to interfere with the’supply of water to the city and suburbs. During the 
year the quantity of water pumped to Paddington by these pumps was 724,914,200 gallons, showing an 
increase of 90,633,470 gallons on the previous year.

The. Blake pumps which have been in use about seven years were in daily work throughout the 
year pumping to the Woollahra’Reservoir. These pumps are of a design which is quite out of date. 
They are very much worn.’and qonsequently'require. very careful handling, and are very troublesome to 
keep in order. The central .valve chamber is liable at any time to give way, and to do away with any 
unnecessary delay in case of any accident, I have in readiness a duplicate chamber to replace the present 
one when necessary. Under the circumstances the pumps are in as fair order as they possibly can be 
kept, and worked during the year as satisfactorily as their dilapidated condition would permit. These 
pumps should be thrown out as soon as possible. During the year the quantity of water pumped by 
these pumps to the Woollahra Reservoir was 300,112,240 gallons-, showing an increase of 110,249,540 
gallons on the previous year. From the increase in the quantities of water pumped it is evident that 
more pumping power will shortly be required to keep up a sufficient supply.

■ There are three boilers at the Crown-street works supplying the main pumping engines and Blake 
pumps. Those boilers, with the connections, were in good working order throughout the year, only 
requiring repairs of a very limited nature, and worked very satisfactorily.

_ The pump at the Woollahra works is a geared pump, and was in almost daily work throughout 
the year pumping to the Waverley reservoir, and performed the work satisfactorily. The repairs to this 
pump during the year were of the ordinary nature necessary to maintain its efficiency. The boiler in 
connection with this pump was in good working order.

The pumps and boiler at the North Shore pumping works were only erected towards the latter 
end of the’ year, and consequently were working only two months of the year as required. They per
formed the work during that time satisfactorily. I have, &e., ■

................................. J. FYFE,
■ ■ ■ Mechanical Engineer.

J. Trevor Jones, Esq.,’ Board Engineer. —---- —

Retjjen of water supplied and coal consumed, January 1st to December 31st, 1888.

' ’ From' ’ To Water pumped. • Coal consumed.

Gallons. Tons cwt.
724,914,200

300,112,240

1,025,026,440

579 10

1,033 15

Total pumped ............ '........

Reptimped— '

Woollahra ....!..............!....... Waverley ................................... 61,236,931 181 0

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1880.
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PROSPECT RESERVOIR INQUIRY.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS.

MONDAY, 3 DECEMBER, 1888.
The Hon. J. Sutherland verbally instructed. Mr. It. L. Mestayer to undertake an investigation 

into all the circumstances attending the failure of the embankment at the Prospect Reservoir, and to 
report fully upon the same, in accordance with detailed instructions which would be forwarded to him.

TUESDAY, 4 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Mestayer attended at the Public Works Office to obtain particulars of works executed, &c., 

and arranged with the Under Secretary and the Resident Engineer to make the first visit to the works on 
the following day.

WEDNESDAY, 5 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect, and examined generally the whole of the works, plans, 

specifications, &c. .

THURSDAY, 6 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Mestayer attended at the Public Works Office, and obtained further information, plans, &c. 
Letter received from Under Secretary for Public Works enclosing copy of instructions.
Letter written to Under Secretary for Public Works in reply, and asking for certain information, 

plans, and sections of embankment.

FRIDAY, 7 DECEMBER, 1888. 
Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect Dam.
Put down Borehole No. 1.

MONDAY, 10 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect Dam.
Put down Borehole No. 2.

TUESDAY, 11 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Mestayer and Mr. Gordon met at the Public Works Office to confer upon the mode of carry- 

in'* out their investigations, and afterwards at Mr. Mestayer’s office, where Mr. Gordon was informed of 
all particulars relating to the inquiry which had been ascertained up to that date .

WEDNESDAY, 12 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer proceeded to the Prospect Dam.
Put down borehole No. 3.

THURSDAY, 13 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer attended at the Public Works Office, and wore informed by the 

Honorable the Secretary for Public Works that, if it became necessary, steps would be taken to appoint 
them a Royal Commission for the purposes of the inquiry.

Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer afterwards met at the latter gentleman’s office, Beresford Chambers, 
52, Castlereagh-street, to consider the best means of obtaining evidence.

FRIDAY, 14 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect Dam, and had trenches opened up for the 

examination of the puddle-wall at various sections.
Observations were taken of the level, position, and condition of the puddle-wall at each place.

SATURDAY,
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SATURDAY, 15 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. G-ordon attended at the Australian Club, and examined Lewis P. Moline, Esq., Engineer for 

the Contractors, and Eobert Shand, Esq., Manager for the Contractors.
Mr. Mestayer attended at his office, 52, Castlereagh-street, and examined Eobert Shand, Esq., 

Manager for the Contractors, and Lewis P. Moline, Esq., Engineer for the Contractors.
Letters were written to Mr. Henry Murray, Contractor, requesting him to attend at Mr. Mestayer’s 

office and give evidence respecting the work ; also to Alfred Bennett, Esq., Proprietor of the Evening 
News.

Mr. Mestayer and Mr. Gordon waited on Mr. Alfred Bennett, who promised to reply by letter on 
Monday, the 17th instant. _ _

It was decided to proceed to Prospect Eeservoir on Monday morning, leaving Eedfern by train at 
8 o’clock.

Telegram forwarded to Mr. G-eorge Eobinson, Forest Lodge, instructing him to meet Messrs. 
Gordon and Mestayer, at Eedfern Eailway Station, on Monday morning, at 7-45, to proceed to Prospect 
and take evidence of witnesses.

MONDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer, accompanied by Mr. George Eobinson, Secretary and Shorthand- 

writer, met at the Eailway Station, Eedfern, at 7'45 a.m., and proceeded to Prospect Eeservoir, where 
they had Borehole No. 5 put down.

Mr. Eobert Cameron, Diver, attended and went down at section 19.
The following witnesses were examined :—Eobt. H. Eyan, Esq., Government Eesident Engineer; 

Mr. Wm. Nicholas, Government Inspector of Earthwork; Mr. Eobt. Cameron, Government Diver, 
Harbours and Eivers Department.

A careful inspection was made of the outer slope of the embankment.
. Instructions were given for the diver to be ready to go down again at another section on Wed

nesday next, the 19th instant, at 10 a.m., and for further borings to be taken. .

TUESDAY, 18 DECEMBER, 1888.
■ Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer met at the office of the latter at 9 a.m.

Letters received from Under Secretary for Public Works enclosing copies of correspondence with 
the proprietors of the Evening News.

Letter received from Editor of Evening News re appointment. .
Proceeded to Evening News office and examined James A. Hogue, Esq., Editor of Evening News. 
Afterwards attended at Public Works Office, and were informed by the Under Secretary that 

Mr. G. A. Bramston and Mr. Edwin Limond desired to be examined.
Mr. Henry Murray, Contractor, attended at Mr. Mestayer’s office and was examined.
Letters were written to Messrs. Bramston; Limond ; Ives, M.L.A.; F. B. Gipps, C.E.; Hon. John 

Davies, M.L.C.; J. Weston; and J. Eutherford, asking their attendance to give evidence ; also to the 
Editor of the Evening News, for certain information.

Telegram sent to Mr. John Norton, Newcastle, asking his attendance to give evidence.

WEDNESDAY, 19 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect Eeservoir, where they inspected the borings 

ordered to be put down on Monday, and afterwards examined :—Mr. Edward Jackson, Inspector of 
Brickwork and Masonry; Mr. George Davis, Inspector of Puddle and Earthwork; Mr. W. Stewart 
Wearne, Eeporter for the Evening News; Mr. E. Cameron, Diver, Harbours and Eivers Department.

Mr. Cameron, the diver, went down at section 44 and examined the bank and ground in the 
neighbourhood of the second slip, and reported result. Instructions were given for him to go down again 
at section 47, and also at section 16, and report at Mr. Mestayer’s office on Saturday next, 22nd instant.

THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER, 1888.
Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer met at Mr. Mestayer’s office, Beresford Chambers, Castlereagh-street, 

at 9 a.m., and examined Mr. G. A. Bramston and Mr. E. Limond.
Mr. John Norton called and stated that he had not come down in response to the telegram, and 

that he was too busy to give evidence this week, but would write a letter stating the time when he would 
be disengaged and forward it this evening.

Telegram received from. Mr. James Eutherford.
Telegram sent to Mr. James Eutherford.
Memo, received from Editor, Evening News, with information.
Letter received from Mrs. Gipps, ststing that Mr. Gipps was at present in Melbourne.
Letter received from Mr. Ives, M.P.

FRIDAY, 21 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer met at Mr. Mestayer’s office, Beresford Chambers, at 9 a.m., and 

examined Mr. E. Cameron and Mr. Jas. Eutherford.
Mr. John Norton called at Mr. Mestayer's office and stated that he was too busy at present to 

give any evidence, but would send in a letter stating his terms and when he would be prepared to attend.
Letter received from Mr. Weston, giving information of character of work executed when he was 

engaged on the works at Prospect.

SATURDAY,



SATURDAY, 22 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. G-ordon and Mr- Mestayer met at Mr. Mestayer’s office to receive evidence from Mr. Gipps and 

Mr. Norton, neither of whom attended.
Letter written to Mr. Gipps, asking him to attend at the earliest possible moment. ' '
Drafting Beport, and preparing copies of evidence and other information.

MONDAY, 24 DECEMBER, 1888,
Mr. Mestayer attended at his office. . ' .
Letter written to Mr. B. H. By an for information. "
Letter received from the Under Secretary for Public Works, asking for detailed estimate. 
Drafting Beport, &c.

THURSDAY, 27 DECEMBER, 1888. . ,
Mr. Mestayer attended at his office and examined F. B. Gipps, Esq., C.E.
Mr. Mestayer afterwards called on the Under Secretary for Public Works, and was informed that 

Mr. Secretary Sutherland had telegraphed to Mr. Norton, and also to Mr. Maher, to attend on Saturday 
morning, 29th instant. .

FRIDAY, 28 DECEMBER, 1888. .
Letter written to Mr. Hogue, Evening News office. •
Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect, where he re-examined Mr. Byan, Mr. Nicholas, and Mr. 

Davi&.i . ,

' ' SATURDAY, 29 DECEMBER, 1888. •
Mr. J. J. Maher, of West Maitland, attended at Mr. Mestayer’s office, and was examined by Mr. 

Mestayer.
Letter received from Secretary for Public Works, enclosing one from Mr. Maher.

■ Lettcr 'received from Secretary for Public Works, enclosing extract from Evening News.
■ , Letter received from Under Secretary wishing Mr. Mestayer’s attendance.

Letter written to Under Secretary for Public Works re Mr. Maher.
. Letter written to Mr. Byan for information.

Letter written to Editor, Evening News, for information.
Information received from the Secretary for Public Works that Mr. John Norton could not attend 

until next Saturday. .

MONDAY, 31 DECEMBER, 1888.
Letters written to J. A. Hogue, Esq., Evening News.
Letters written to G. Gordon, Esq., Melbourne, with copies of evidence of witnesses examined by 

Mr. Mestayer. .
Telegram received from G. Gordon, Esq., Melbourne.
Telegram sent to G. Gordon, Esq., Melbourne.

WEDNESDAY, 2 JANUARY, 1889. ‘ '
Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect, where he examined Mr. J. Buckett, Mr. Byan, and Mr. Davis.

THURSDAY, 3 JANUARY, 1889. -
Memo, written to Secretary for Works in reply to Evening News' leading article.
Letter received from Under Secretary for Public Works, with evidence.
Letter received from Chief Clerk for Public Works to call at Public Works Office.
Letter written to Mr. Byan for information. , ,
Letter written to Mr. Gordon, Melbourne, with copies of evidence taken by Mr. Mestayer.

FRIDAY, 4 JANUARY, 1889.
1 - Letter written to Mr. Gordon, Melbourne, with copies of evidence taken by Mr. Mestayer, &c.

Letter written to Mr. Byan asking information.
Letter received from D. 0. M‘Lachlan, Esq., Chief Clerk, Public Works Department, to 

examine Mr. Mackay.

SATURDAY, 5 JANUARY, 1889.
Mr. Mestayer attended at the Public Works Office at 10 a.m., and examined Mr. A. Mackay, F.C.S. 
Letter written to Mr. Byan re evidence. _ . .
Drafting Beport, and preparing copies of evidence, and other information. ■ .

WEDNESDAY, 9 JANUARY, 1889.
Letter received from the Under Secretary for Public Works, with cutting from Daily Telegraph. 
Letter written to Under Secretary for Public Works in.reply. .

FRIDAY,
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FRIDAY, 11 JANUARY, 1889.
Letter written to Mr. W. A. Harper, requesting him to give evidence. 
Letter written to Under Secretary, with report.

SATURDAY, 12 JANUARY, 1889.
Estimate given to the Under Secretary for Public Works.
Letter written to Mr. Eyan, for further information.

MONDAY, 14 JANUARY, 1889.
Telegram to Mr. Eyan, for further information.
Letter to the Under Secretary for Public Works, with Appendices to Eeport.

TUESDAY, 15 JANUARY, 1889.
Letter to the Under Secretary for Public Works, re Mr. Harper’s evidence.
Mr. Harper, junior, called at Mr. Mestayer’s office, and stated that his brother was too ill to attend 

at present.

THURSDAY, 17 JANUARY, 1889.
The Honorable the Secretary for Public Works sent for Mr. Mestayer, and verbally informed him 

that he wished him to confer with Mr. Gr. G-ordon, and discuss the various matters referred to in their 
reports, and to submit, so far as they could do so, a joint recommendation as to the measures which 
should be adopted.

TUESDAY, 22 JANUARY, 1889.
Letter received from Under Secretary for Public Works, enclosing report and diagram from the 

Government Geologist suggesting possibility of a slip in the strata causing the slips at the Prospect 
embankment.

Letter written to Mr. Wilkinson, requesting him to call on Mr. Mestayer at his office on Thursday
next.

THURSDAY, 24 JANUARY, 1889.
C. S. Wilkinson, Esq., F.G.S., Government Geologist, called at Mr. Mestayer’s office, and discussed 

the possibility of the slip at Prospect having been caused by faults in the strata, and to compare the facts 
ascertained during the inquiry with what might have been expected to take place under such circumstances. 

Letter written to Under Secretary for Public Works, re analysis of water from foot of embankment.

FRIDAY, 25 JANUARY, 1889.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer met at the latter gentleman’s office to discuss their reports and 

prepare a joint recommendation as to the measures they would recommend for adoption.

MONDAY, 28 JANUARY, 1889.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer proceeded to Prospect to examine the works.

TUESDAY, 29 JANUARY, 1889.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer met at the latter gentleman’s office to consider their joint 

recommendation.

WEDNESDAY, 30 JANUARY, 1889.
Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer met at the latter gentleman’s office, and drew up their reports upon 

the works they recommended for immediate adoption. ,
a Eeports sent in to the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works.

Proofs of evidence sent to the gentlemen who had given evidence.

WEDNESDAY, G FEBRUARY, 1889.
_ Mr. Mestayer attended at Public Works Office with regard to Minutes of Evidence. Instructions 

received to write to W. E. Dunn, Esq., contractor’s engineer at Prospect, and E. A. Eranklih, Esq., to 
give evidence. '

Letters written to E. A. Eranklin, Esq., W. E. Dunn, Esq., and the Under Secretary for Public 
Works.

FRIDAY, 8 FEBRUARY, 1889. 
Letter written to C. S. Wilkinson, Esq., re his evidence.

SATURDAY,
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SATURDAY, 9 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter received from F. A. Franklin, Esq., stating that when he returned to town he would call.

TUESDAY, 12 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Message received from P.W. Office requiring attendance of Mr. Mestayer.

WEDNESDAY, 13 FEBRUARY, 1889.
At Public Works Office in answer to message, and saw the Under Secretary for Public Works.

THURSDAY, 14 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter written to G. Gordon, Esq., M.I.C.E., Melbourne, with information.

FRIDAY, 15 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter w'ritten to Superintendent of Telegraphs enclosing Mr. Gordon’s letter.
Letter written to Mr. Bramston re evidence.
It. Shand, Esq., contractor, Prospect, called and arranged for Mr. Dunn to attend nest week for 

further examination. •

WEDNESDAY, 20 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Called on Mr. Harper re giving his evidence this week.
Telegram sent to Mr. Eyan and Mr. Shand, saying, “ Will be at Prospect Dam to-morrow morning.”

THURSDAY, 21 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Proceeded to Prospect, where Mr. Mestayer examined Mr. W. E. Dunn and Mr. J. Eothery.

' FRIDAY, 22 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter received from Mr. Harper, saying that he would call to-day and give evidence.
Letter written to Under Secretary for Public Works, enclosing report on analysis of water from 

the foot of embankment at Prospect Dam.

SATURDAY, 23 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter written to Mr. Harper, appointing 10 a.m. on Tuesday to receive his evidence.
Letter written to Mr. Gordon, Melbourne, forwarding copies of the evidence of Mr. Dunn and of 

Mr. Eothery, taken on Thursday.

TUESDAY, 2G FEBRUARY, 1889. 
Attended and examined W. A. Harper, Esq., C.E.

WEDNESDAY, 27 FEBRUARY, 1889.
Letter received from Mr. Gordon re Mr. Dunn’s, evidence.
Letter to Mr. E. H. Eyan re Mr. Dunn’s evidence.
Telegram to Mr. Eyan requesting him to see Mr. Dunn, and ask him to call at this office one 

morning this week.

THURSDAY, 28 FEBRUARY, 1889. 
Letter to Mr. Gordon with copy of Mr. Harper’s evidence.
Letter to The Under Secretary for Public Works re Mr. Franklin.

. FRIDAY, 1 MARCH, 1889. •
Minute received from the Under Secretary for Public W orks, enclosing letter from Mr. District 

Court Judge Murray re chemipal changes of the clays.
Letter to Under Secretary for Public Works, acknowledging its receipt, and asking for analyses 

made by Mr. Mackay. ,
^Analyses received.

SATURDAY, 2 MARCH, 1889.
Letter to Mr Gordon, with copies of Mr. Mackay’s analyses and of Judge Murray’s letter. 
Letter to Mr. Dunn re not calling this morning.

MONDAY,



MONBAT, 4 MABOH, 1889. 
Waited on Mr. Franklin re his evidence.

THE SB AY, 5 MABOH, 1889.
Letter from Mr. Dunn re his inability to attend on Saturday last. 
Letter to Mr. Dunn in reply..
Letter to Mr. Eyan, coming up on Thursday.
Letter to Mr. Shand re Mr. Dunn.
Letter to Mr. Franklin; asking him to call on Friday.

WEBNESBAY, 6 MABOH, 1889.
Attended at Public "Works Office re printing the fresh matter now ready.
Mr. Franklin, C.E., attended and informed Mr. Mestayer that, having been engaged as the 

professional adviser to the contractors, he' was' not prepared to give any evidence until he had received a 
reply from the contractors to a letter which he had sent them.

Preparing report, on Judge Murray’s letter ; also on Mr. Mackay’s analysis of the soils at Prospect.

' ■ ' THUBSBAY, 1 MABOH, 1889. . -
Proceeded to Prospect, where Mr. Mestayer re-examined Mr. Dunn, Mr. Eyan, and Mr. Davis re 

shale peeling up.

• SATTJBBAY, 9 MABOH, 1889.
Letter to Mr. Grordon, with copies of evidence of Mr. Dunn, Mr. Eyan, and Mr. Davis, taken on 

Thursday.
Mr. F. A. Franklin called and stated that he declined to give any evidence, as his clients, the 

contractors, did not see that any good would result from re-opening the subject. . ,

MONBAY, 11 MABOH, 1889.
Letter to the Under Secretary for Public Works regarding Mr. Franklin’s refusal to give evidence, 

and asking for instructions.

TUESBAY, 12 MABOH, 1889.
Letter to Under Secretary for Public Works, re printing evidence, &c.

MONBAY, 25 MABOH, 1889.
Letter to the Under Secretary for Public Works, enclosing report on analysis of soils, and 

Mr. District Court Judge Murray’s letter on the effect of chemical changes in the material forming the 
Prospect embankment.
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* PROSPECT DAM.
15 January, 1889.

I have carefully read and considered the reports which have been furnished by 
Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer in connection with this important matter. A perusal 
of all the correspondence will, I think, show that I have neglected no opportunity of 
obtaining information from every source which has been open to me in relation 
thereto.

I have from the first been fully impressed with the necessity of ascertaining 
all the facts of the case, and making them public without a single reserve, and this, 
I think, I have accomplished.

A perusal of the reports obtained will, I think, show that if the measures 
recommended by the two able engineers which I have employed are carried out no 
fears need be apprehended of the ultimate success of this great work. I have now 
to direct Mr. Hickson to carry out as quickly as possible the works recommended by 
these gentlemen, and if I have not an opportunity of doing it myself, I would urge 
my successor to place all the papers on the Table of the House at his earliest con
venience. With regard to the termination of the contract recommended by Mr. 
Gordon, I have taken steps to secure this, but I have been met with the statement 
on the part of the contractors that there are outstanding claims unsettled, amounting 
to something like £33,000. This is the first time I have heard of their existence, 
and upon making inquiries of the Harbours and Rivers Department I am told that 
they are also unaware of it. The whole matter requires careful investigation.

JOHN SUTHERLAND.

80—B
Eeport
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Report on the Prospect Dam.
By G-. Gordon, M. Inst., C.E., 7 January, 1889.

The points on which 1 am desired by the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works to report are :—
I. On the dam and subsidiary works as a whole ; whether the design is in accordance with the best

engineering knowledge, and whether the work has been faithfully carried out according to the 
design. ■

II. The present condition of the dam.
III. The kind of material of which it is composed, and its adaptability to the purpose for which it 

has been used.
IY. The cause of the movements, and their significance as bearing on the stability of the dam.
Y. The best course to pursue under the circumstances.

2. Having made a personal inspection of the dam, and had levels, measurements, and borings, and 
an examination by a diver made in my presence, and having examined the persons named in Appendix II, 
and inspected original drawings, &c., I have given the subject my most careful consideration, and I now 
have the honor to report as follows :—

‘ I.—The Dam and Subsidiary Works as a whole.
3. Assuming the scheme of bringing the Nepean water into Sydney, of which the Prospect Dam 

forms an important part, to have been, after full consideration, finally adopted as the best, I am of opinion 
that the general design of the dam and its subsidiary works leaves nothing to be desired. It is in full 
accordance with examples of similar structures by some of the most eminent engineers in England, and 
in some particulars, I think, it is in advance of several important modern works in Europe. It seems to 
me complete in all its parts, simple in design, and therefore easily worked. As far as the general design 
is concerned, it seems to me to have been departed from in constructing the works only in two particulars ; 
the connecting main has been laid on the lower instead of the upper side of the dam, and the brickwork 
stop in the tunnel has been purposely left out. Both are, I think, improvements.
. 4. I shall have occasion to refer to the specification again under III; I would here remark that so
far as it applies to the dam it seems to me to be rather too strict and explicit for a work of this magnitude, 
the conditions of which had in part to be ascertained as the work proceeded, and not to leave enough 
latitude to the engineer. At the same time I admit that high authorities could be cited in favour of every 
clause in it. But for such a work the specification should be made applicable according to the spirit or 
intention and object of the design, rather than to its literal expression in the specification and plan, and 
it seems to me that in some particulars it would under this specification have been difficult to exercise a 
desirable latitude without coming into collision with the contractors. Judging by the evidence, I am of 
opinion that the contractors carried out the work as nearly as possible according to the specification, and 
in fact that they were very strictly kept to it, although Mr. Byan, the executive engineer, and other wit
nesses, say there was a constant battle going on between the officers of the Department and the contractors. 
This is by no means an unusual state of affairs on large works. All the evidence, both of contractors 
and others goes to prove that Mr. Byan was unremitting' in his attention to the work and scrupulously 
exacting as. to the conditions of the specification. There are on every work some occasions on which 
deviations from the specification are unavoidable, owing to the weather or other accidental causes.

5. As to the tower, tunnel, and outlet works generally, I had an opportunity of seeing them in 
progress in August, 1884, and was impressed by their substantial character and the care that was being 
taken in their construction. As they seem now to be in perfect order I shall not need to refer to them 
again.

II.—The Present Condition of the Dam.
6. The first slip at No. 54, which 'Began in April last and continued up to November 12th, appears 

now to have been very nearly stopped in its horizontal movement by the deposit of stone on and outside
' the lower part of the slope in the middle portion of the slip. While the filling up of the slip went on in 
July and up to August 6th, the forward horizontal movement was as much as 1 foot per diem. After the 
7th August it averaged DOS inches per diem to the 31st, and during the whole of September it only moved. 
T inch. In October and part of November the movement was dependent on the work of filling and 
trimming going on on the inner slope, the aggregate movement up to November 12th being 20 inches. 
Since that date sometimes no movement has been detected for days together, but the bank has not yet 
quite attained a state of equilibrium, inasmuch as movements of to li" in a day have been measured, 
amounting in the aggregate to 6i" from November 12th to December 20th. The forward movement of 
the stone filling which was observable for some time in the axis of the slip, and which reached a total 
observed amount of lO-J", has almost ceased, no motion being detected from the 27th November to the 
18th December, except f'' on the 11th December. ' There is still some forward movement at the ends of 
the slip where the stone filling is incomplete.

• . . 7. Erom the sections shown to me that had been taken from time to time it is evident that this
slip has a forward rolling motion, the toe having apparently resisted for some time any tendency there 
may have been in the lower part of the bank to slip forward. The motion is roughly indicated by arrows 
on the section at 54 on plan No. 1 attached.

8. As the front bank slipped away from the nearly vertical puddle wall, it is probable—indeed' it 
may be said to be certain—that the latter subsided under its own weight into the space thus formed in 
front of it. It is extremely plastic, and it is recorded that the level of the top was found on -the 2nd 
May, 1888, to have gone down 5 feet. After being remade, it went down 3 feet to 21st June, and 
6 feet and upwards to 22nd September, when it was again fully rebuilt, but had subsided about 5 feet up 
to the 20th ultimo.

. The Second Slip.
9. The second slip at T.S., No. 44, was first observed in November last, and observations of the 

daily movement were begun on the 23rd of that month. Before my arrival Mr. Mestayer had put down 
two bores, called No. 1 and No. 2, on the 7th and 10th December, respectively, at the reduced 
levels of 185'87 and 186-50, the water level in the reservoir being 178'79 and 178’75. On the 14th

. December
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December I put down a bore, called No. 4, in tbe axis of this slip, at the B.L. of 179-517, near the' 
water’s edge, the water level being 178'72. This bore was put down to the original bottom at about 26 
feet. At 14 feet (B.L. 165'57) water was met with which rose 4 ft. 6 in. in the bore (to B.L. 170 0) ; 
below that, at 16 feet, we found stiff dry yellow clay. At 20 feet it was slightly sandy. The water then 
rose to 1 ft. 5 in. below W.L. of reservoir or B.L. 177'22. On examining the same day No. 1 bore, the. 
water was met (in the shape of thick slurry) at B.L. 172-62, and injNo. 2 (clean water), at B.L. 177'42, 
with slurry at 174’25. On again trying the level of the water in No. 4 it was found at 174-24. As, in 
bpring, this level was pierced in dry clay, and as the level of water first struck was considerably lower, 
also because in boring Nos. 1 and 2 no water was met with, although it afterwards rose in the bores to the’ 
heights above-mentioned, I conclude that there is no wet stratum on which the bank slides, but that the' 
movement is in the whole mass, and the excess water is distributed through it. In all these bores the 
clay was generally similar, being of various colours, with a considerable admixture of white clay; in' 
general it was stiiF and dry, sometimes hard, and evidently, from the water not percolating into No. 4 from' 
the reservoir, quite water-tight from the outside, although there is water higher up in the bank which 
finds its way into the bore-holes. '

10. A bore, No. 3, was put into the puddle wall at the top of this slip. The puddle was 
thoroughly well worked, and very smooth and plastic, but to my mind not stiff enough. Oh the augur' 
being withdrawn the bore-hole partly collapsed before the tool could be put down again; It is said by
Inspector Davis that this was put in harder than that in the lower parts.

11. The puddle wall has subsided vertically 14"82 feet, or 12-73 below the intended ultimate level.
The horizontal movement of the puddle wall has not yet been ascertained at this place, but it must have 
moved forward with the inner slope. The total horizontal movement of the face from 22nd November to 
20th December is stated at 4"46 feet, and it was pretty uniform, averaging nearly 2 inches a day. ,

12; On the 19th December I sent Mr. Cameron, diver, down the slope at this place to examine the 
face of the bank and the toe. As well as could be measured with a steel tape down the slope from a; 
mark above water, it was found that the top of the stone dyke had moved forward about 3 feet. The 
diver reported that the form of this slip is quite different from that at 54. There is no steep face to the.- 
bank and pitching near the bottom, but the toe appears to have been pushed, out horizontally, the outer 
slope of the dyke being flatter, and the original surface of the bottom being forced forward and raised 
like a blister. This action extends both ways from section 44 as far as he could go, probably 200 feet on See sketch on 
each side, but it diminishes each way, and there is more disturbance towards the east than towards the Amj'en'di’x e 
west. The broken stone between the dyke and the pitching is not thrown up or disturbed ; the slope ’
seems to the diver to be pushed out bodily, and the stones of the dyke are displaced There 
were a good many loose stones which seemed to have come from the rough stone above the dyke, but they 
may have come from the dyke itself. The top of it is not of a uniform height, being 2 or 3 feet higher in, 
some places than in others. The diver shifted the gear to section 47, and found the toe similar to the last 
place, but there was less bulge in the ground. In some places the dyke is twisted. Going from section 47 
towards the first slip the action seemed to die out, but there were still indications of it. The results of • 
the diver’s examination are sketched on section 44, where the disturbance is at its greatest. Plan 2.

13. Although the section of this slip is quite different from that of the first, it is, I think, probable 
that the movement of the bank began in the same way, and is due to the same cause; but in the first 
slip the foundation and the toe offered greater resistance, and caused the slipping clay to rise and roll 
over, the dyke, while in the second the toe offered comparatively no resistance to the greater weight 
behind it, the.bank being nearly one and a half times as high as at the first slip. In both cases the bank 
is seeking a flatter, slope. ‘

At and near Section 18.
14. On the 14th December I desired that a bore, No, 5, should be put down next day at section 18, 

which is nearly the highest part of the danpand the cores kept for inspection on the 17th. They showed 
that the bore went through similar clay to the former bores. The bore was about a foot above the water 
level. Muddy water was struck at 10 ft. (abaut 168 B.L.), which in about three minutes rose to the top 
of the hole. When the men left off on Saturday the water was about 11 in. below the surface of the 
reservoir. On removing the plug on Monday the water rose and ran over. At 8 to 10 ft. soft clay was 
met with, .“as soft as the puddle in No. 3 bore,” which at 4 ft. I found like soft putty, and at 6 ft. rather 
softer. On Monday the 17th the bore was put dowrf to 42 ft. (the length of the rods), and finished in 
very stiff brown and gray clay. When the rod was taken out from 42 ft. depth the water stood at 3 ft. 6 in. 
from the top of the hole, or 2 ft. 7 in. below the reservoir water. I have shown this bore on drawing 
No. 3, as also the two additional bores Nos. 6 and 7 put down by Mr. Mestayer after I had left, in order 
to show the different levels at which water was struck, and at which it settled afterwards in the bores (see 
paragraphs 9 above and 26*below).
. 15. On the 17th the diver was sent down at No. 19, and reported that the toe was intact, and just
the same as when he was down last for Mr. Bishop in May ; but in about 12 ft. of water he came on a 
step or ridge in the rough stone which seemed to have been disturbed and had a wavy appearance. On 
the 20th the diver went down (by my instructions) at No. 17. At the bottom he found some loose stones 
which were not there when he was down in May last, they seem to have come from the rough, stone;; 
there are also some very loose stones in the dyke itself. Between 16 and 17 there is a great oozing out 
of white clay, of which the diver brought a specimen, extending some distance,.and completely covering 
the slope. It runs over the bank “ like paste” in some places, and extends pretty well up to shallow 

■ water. He noticed very little spuing at No. 19 when he was down on the 17th. He does not think this 
spuing runs down to the bottom. At 19 he got on the clean original bottom, and at that point there was 
no disturbance. He found places where there was some spuing when he was down for Mr. Bishop, but 
■cannot remember where they are, as he made no notes at the time. At Nos. 16 and 17 he also found the 
ridge or step which he found at 19 ; it is not continuous but irregular, and not in a straight line. He-did 
not find it where the spuing had taken place. None of this spuey material is found-at the second slip, or 
between it and the first. ' , ;

16. The puddle wall at No. 18 has subsided 4 ft. 7 in., or to 9 in. below the intended ultimate 
level. It has moved forward 2 ft. 4-) in. It is evident, therefore, that the bank at this place'is not quite 
stable, although the movement is as yet very much less than at the slips, The curb at this-section is 
' ' - - - . . . . - .. ........ -75;'
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75 ft. 6 in. from the centre line, and it was intended to he 73 ft., and the line of curb seems to the eye to 
be somewhat bulged outward from the north end of the dam all along, but this cannot be verified by 
instrumental measurement, as no exact records exist of its original position. There is a curve in the 
rough stone toward the water side looking from the east bank, where it leaves the solid, but this is also 
subject to the remark just made.

At Section 5.
17. The puddle-wall is here in its right position—horizontally. It has subsided 1 ft. 9 in., that is to 

say, it is not yet quite down to the ultimate level, so that there is nothing to show that any undue 
movement has taken place at this place.

18. The rear slope of the dam seems to be in perfect order. The contractors were engaged at the
time of my visits in soiling the slopes, but I could see nothing to cause any suspicion of undue or unequal 
settlement, nor has such, so far as I have been able to learn, ever been stated to exist. _ _

19. The dam is at its present level quite water-tight, the leaks that have been said to exist are
entirely imaginary. . .. .

20. I do not believe that the puddle-wall is fractured or cracked in any part, or that it is possible
it should be.

III.—The kind of material of which the dam is composed, and its adaptability to the
purposes for which it has been used.

21. The two materials wm have to deal with under this head are the puddle in the middle of the
dam and the clay of which the inner slope of the dam is built up. The former is made of the best, indeed 
the only clay available ; and it has been well worked and made into a perfectly water-tight puddle. It is 
to my thinking not quite stiff enough; but as it is a “ short” or friable clay, not in the least tough, it is 
better that it should be rather too soft than too stiff. I believe it would be found sufficiently dense m 
the lower parts of the wall. One of the difficulties the resident engineer says he had wdth the contractors 
was the too great quantity of water used in its manufacture. On the other hand, the contractors say the 
clay was of such a sticky and adhesive nature that the cutting aud cross-cutting with spades specified and 
insisted on could not be done without a large quantity of w-ater. In addition to this, the trench was 
subject to be flooded by leakage from the pipes supplying the water on the dam, and by the rainfall on 
the inner slope, which, according to specification, had a reverse slope of 1 in 12, and from which the 
surplus water had to be carried across the puddle before it could reach the drains in the outer slope. 
The contractor’s engineer, Mr. Moline, also says that owing to the puddle being brought up in perfectly 
horizontal layers (longitudinally) it was difficult or impossible to thoroughly drain off surplus water. In 
July, 1885, the resident engineer wrote strongly to the contractor respecting the too lavish use of 
water. Although this is the only written objection on the subject, the letter implies, I think, that this 
had been the subject of verbal complaints. (Appendix III.) _ _

22. I believe that though it may be liable to greater subsidence than was reckoned on m its higher 
parts, and may in this way give trouble, it is perfectly safe in regard to being watertight. _

23. The inner slope is principally, if not entirely, composed of clay from the flat behind the reser
voir. Wherever bores have been put dowm they show a similar material—brown, yellow, red, and white 
clay. It cannot be said to be a good material for a bank, even if the most objectionable part (the 
white clay) had been excluded ; and I am informed it was so mixed up with the other that it would not 
have been possible to exclude it from the dam. There is better material in Prospect Hill, and a good 
deal of it has been used apart from that required to bare the stone in the quarry. Some of it is mixed 
with stone, but some is free from it. These seem to be the only materials available.

24.. Had these different materials been put in alternately in thicknesses of, say 3 feet ea,ch (3 
layers of 12 in.), they would I think have made a very good bank. The evidence is somewhat conflicting 
on the question why only clay was used. Mr. Eyan says the contractors were at liberty to use earth 
from any of the places mentioned in the specification. Mr. Moline, while admitting that Mr. Eyan 
objected to pure clay being used, says he would not allow the earth from Prospect Hill to be brought on 
the work in trucks, or any stony or gravelly material to be used in the inner slope, relying on clause 17 
of the specification. This is one case in which I think the specification binds the Eesident Engineer too 
much, although Mr. Eyan says his chief allowed him every reasonable liberty. There are difficulties in 
modifying the contract vis-d-vis of the contractors. ,

25. I think the plan of depositing the material in the bank in layers sloping inwards, 1 in 12, is
not suitable to this material, because, as the outer part of the embankment was always higher than the 
part next the trench, all the water falling on the bank in storms, as well as that specified to be used, is 
confined between the puddle wall and the slope, and cannot escape except to a small extent by evaporation. 
The practice of engineers differs in this respect, as well as regards the use of water in consolidating earth 
work. I think it would have been impossible to avoid the use of white clay entirely in this bank, and, 
therefore, I think alternating horizontal layers of clay and a more free material should have been’adopted. 
(See para. 24.) '

1Y.—The cause of the movements and their significance as hearing on the stability
of the Dam.

26. I think the causes of the movements are :—Eirst, the character of the material employed in 
the inner slope, which will not stand at a slope of 8 to 1. Secondly, an excess of wyater used or .allowed 
to accumulate in the inner slope of the dam—its presence in excess of what the clay will retain being 
shown by the filling of the bore-holes from a higher level than that of the reservoir water—"-and. the excess 
tending to cause the material to take a flatter slope and to do this irregularly, and, so to say, in patches. 
There exists an erroneous impression that the water in the reservoir is destroying the bank, and that 
therefore its entire disappearance or dissolution is only a matter of time. The material is not washed out 
(except to a small extent in the case of white clay, see para. 15), but it is shifting in order to obtain a 
flatter slope. I think more vertical subsidence will take place in the puddle wall than has been 
allowed for in the higher parts, and also generally, because it is said that the bank wras not so well 
consolidated by carting and rolling for 3 feet or so on the inner side of the trench under the water- 
pipes, thus giving an opportunity for the puddle to squeeze laterally and compress this wet and

ill-rammed
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ill-rammed ground. Near the first slip the progress section shows that there was a deep depression 
here in the puddle wail, and I was informed that the water in the trench had to be dammed back in steps 
on the puddle, and that it sometimes got into the trench where it was being put in; and although it is 
possible to attach too great importance to this fact, I believe that this circumstance has increased at this 
place the over-saturation of the inner slope. I consider the rear slope of the dam perfectly stable ; the 
inner slope is not so, nor is the puddle wall at present, but I think the inner slope can be brought to a 
state of stability, when it will serve its purpose of supporting the puddle wall. _

27. In the meantime I do not think there is any risk of the dam breaking, even under a consider
ably greater depth of water than there is at present, or of any loss of water and consequent scarcity in 
Sydney. •

V;—The best course to adopt under the circumstances.
28. What seems to me most urgently needed at present is the stoppage of the second slip, the first 

having been nearly brought to a stand-still. In my opinion this can only be done by reducing the slope 
of the bank, and opposing weight to its present tendency to slip. The broken stone used at the first slip 
would, I think, have been better deposited from a staging outside the toe, and clear of the shifted material, 
and I believe this is recognised by the engineers, but they were without the necessary appliances. 
Immediate action was needed, and it was not anticipated that new slips would take place. In deeper 
water I think barges or rafts towed by small steamers should be employed. It is impossible to say at 
present how much of this work will be needed, seeing that the place where the toe.is most perfect is in 
the deepest part of the dam, where the work is oldest, and the greatest opportunities of slipping have 
existed; but there seems no doubt at all that it will be required from T.S., thirty-five, or so nearly up to 
the first slip, a distance of 1,600 feet, and for this part of the dam I would recommend that the wdrh he 
put in hand at once, if it has not already been begun. I fear it will be necessary for a much greater length, 
for in whatever way the now slight movement at 18, and the oozing out of bad material at 16 and 17 will 
develop themselves. A flattening of the slope above L.W. to 4 to 1 will be necessary, and to do this 
under water a deposit of heavy material to form the foot of the new slope seems indispensable.

29. I regard the drawing oil of the water in the reservoir as out of the question altogether ; and 
even were it not so as regards the supply to Sj^dney, any incipient slip would be encouraged and new ones 
started—while, in all probability, the cheaper rate at which a new toe could be formed with dry materials 
would be more than balanced by the additional amount of damage to be made good.

30. The outer mound of stone of all sizes mixed being formed, the space between it and the present
slope could be filled with a cheaper material—such as quarry-chips or screenings and strong earth 
deposited in bags and covered with broken stone. I have sketched the plan I would recommend on plan 
No. 4 attached to this report. _

31. The precise mode of dealing with the bank from 15 to 20 can only be decided after the nature of
the movements now beginning there have been ascertained. If the toe-dyke remains unmoved, and no bulge 
appears in the bank under the curb, I think the oozing can bo stopped by a deposit of screenings ; the 
slope above L.W. (170'0) to be flattened to 4 to 1, in the manner shown on plan 5 by red lines; the 
screenings covered with quarry rubbish and earth in bags supported by a mound of rubble 10 feet 
high and 6 feet wide on top ; but if the bank shows a tendency to slip in the same way as at 44 or 54, 
then a much larger mound and a flattening of the slope under L.W. will be necessary. This I have shown 
on the same drawing in blue lines, and it will be seen that if it is ever found necessary it will be an addition 
to the deposit of screenings, which I would recommend to be put on at once unless the oozing out of clay 
is found to have ceased. In making this new slope of 4 to 1 above L.W. it may be possible to avoid taking 
up much of the pitching by giving it time to settle. It will be well not to raise the water in the reservoir 
higher than will give an ample reserve for Sydney, because, if raised, the water would, in my opinion, 
retard any movement that may be going on with the water at its present level, and make its true character 
more difficult to determine, while, if the movement were altogether checked by the rise of the water, it 
would certainly reappear on its being lowered again in summer ; neither is it necessary to permanently, 
finish off the crest of the dam. The width of the crest is reduced in front by 8 feet, but if it be desired 
to keep the 30-feet width on top, which, I think, is more than is necessary, it may still be got by adding . 
to the rear slope at the top without making the slope too steep. _

32. A slight movement in a high part of the dam would probably be best detected by the horizontal 
movement of the puddle wall, for the longitudinal cracks along the top might be caused by its vertical 
subsidence, especially where the trench was very deep, the added percentage having only been reckoned 
on the height from the base of the bank, and not for the whole height of the puddle ; and I would there
fore recommend that trenches be cut across the dam at every alternate T section at least, and the position 
of the puddle wall both as to level and horizontal position with reference to the centre line be observed 
daily, as also the position and levels of a series of pegs on the slope at each trench down to the curb 
measured and recorded in the accurate and careful manner adopted by Mr. Jacobs in observing the 
present slips. Beyond the water lines soundings should be taken. By this means any movement in the 
body of the dam, apart from subsidence, can hardly fail to be detected. (It should be stated that neither 
the contractors or their engineer, nor the resident engineer, suspected any slipping while the dam was 
being constructed. Mr. Davis, inspector, says he noticed that the inner slope took more filling than the 
outer, but he does not appear to have attached much importance to this.) Further, that if the services 
of Mr. Cameron, diver, are available, he should examine the face of the dam below water, going down at 
such distances as would allow him to cover the whole of the length, and reporting fully what he finds 
each time, and to do the whole work at least twice, and oftener if any change is observed the second 
time.

33. The setting of the pitching and other work on the dam should be discontinued, and I would 
suggest that the present contract should be terminated by mutual agreement. The work remaining to be 
done by the contractors is neither important nor of much value, and the bank should, while these investi
gations are going on, be entirely in the hands of the officers of the Department; indeed if my recom
mendations are adopted it would be necessary to stop traffic on account of the trenches.

34. When cracks appear they should be dug out so as to allow of their being filled in and well 
rammed from the bottom to the top, but I do not think this work is of very great urgency in dry weather 
until the slipping has stopped. It is well however to prevent any more rain-water getting into the dam.

Where
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Where the cracks are caused by the subsidence of the puddle wall, i.e.. when they occur between it and 
the earth filling front or rear, I think they should he filled up by forcing the puddle to expand laterally 
by weighting it on the top.

_ 35. With such a watertight material as is used in the front slope I do not think there is any 
necessity for the puddle wall going higher than the H. W.L. or E.L. 195'00.

_ Estimate.
36. An estimate of the cost of the remedial measures must necessarily be contingent on the 

behaviour of those parts of the dam in which the movement is as yet uncertain (see paragraph 28 above). 
I therefore divide the estimate into five parts, of which the first, amounting to £12,050, refers to the work 
I have designated as urgent (paragraph 28). The second and third are contingent on the state the dam 
is found in. If it slips as it has done at 41, No. 3 must be added to No. 2, not substituted for it, and that 
part may cost from £23,850 to £42,400. No. 4 is not urgently needed at present; No. 5 is.

37. I would state while in order to save time Mr. Mestayer and I conducted this inquiry together, 
as regards borings, diving operations, and also in taking some of the evidence, our joint work stopped 
there ; and we have not conferred together on any of points 111, IV, or V, referred for our separate and 
independent reports.

38. I have much pleasure in saying that all the persons to whom I applied for information, who 
were more immediately connected with the work, whether as engineers or contractor, seemed to be anxious 
to give all the information in their power, and I have to thank them for their willing co-operation with 
me in this inquiry.

Summary.
39. It may be convenient if I state briefly the results of my inquiry under the different heads.

I. The general design of the Dam and subsidiary works is in accordance with the best engineering 
knowledge, and the only ways in which the spirit of the original general design have been 
departed from are, in my opinion, 1st, a too close following of high authorities in the construc
tion of such works, and 2nd, the choice of material.

. II. The present state of the Earn.—The only part of the dam which seems to be perfectly stable is a 
' short length at each end, and while the amount of movement in the highest part of the dam is as

yet slight, it requires most careful watching. The slip at No. 54 seems to be now at rest, 
and that at No. 44 approaching that condition, but if the bank were made up, or the water 
lowered, it would probably again begin to move. • <•

III. The material composing the inner slope of the dam is too clayey and, while quite water-tight, 
will probably cause a good deal of trouble and expense before it finally assumes a permanent 
form. The puddle in the wall is highly plastic and quite water-tight, but rather soft.

. IV. The prime cause of the movement is the too clayey nature of the material forming the inner slope 
and the imprisonment of an excessive quantity of water in the bank during construction. This, 
I believe, can be remedied, but at a considerable cost. The state of the dam need not cause any 
alarm for its ultimate safety or stability, or any apprehension of a scarcity of water in Sydney, 
but prompt action is necessary.

V. The best course to pursue.—To terminate the present contract in order to allow of a thorough 
examination of the bank which should be undertaken at once ; to stop the pitching of the slope ; 
to construct at once a rubble bank from No. 35 to No. 51, or thereabouts, outside the toe and 
fill in behind it with suitable heavy material to a slope of not less than 4 to 1 below low-water 
and to reduce slope above low-water also to 4 to 1. To begin a similar rubble wall wherever 
there is any sign of the toe moving or of the slope bulging, and to continue in such places 
the treatment recommended at 35 to 51; to load the puddle wall; to let the treatment of the 
portions of the bank, where white clay is oozing out on the surface, depend on the movement 
or stability of the bank, and where there is any considerable amount of this oozing to cover 
it with screenings immediately; to allow the water to rise in the reservoir sufficiently to afford 
a proper reserve, but not higher, until the movement of the bank is checked ; to use the greatest 
dispatch in carrying on the repairs.

----------------- Gr. GrOKDON,
■ . . M. Inst. G.E.

Appendix I.—Estimates.
Estimate No. 1.

For repairs from T.S. 35 to T.S. 51, recommended at once (para. 28).

Eubble mound, 25,718 cubic yards, at 6s.
Screenings, 1,185 „ '
Filling, 9,130 „
Eubble on face, 2,667 „
Contingencies, 10 per cent. .

£ s. d.
6s. ... ... ................. 7,715 8 0
7s................................ ................. 414 15 0
4s. 6d. ... .. ................. 2,054 5 0
6s............................... ................. 800 2 0

... ... ... ................. 1,065 10 0

£12,050 0 0

Estimate No. 2.
For flattening slopes of dam and stopping oozing out of white clay from T.S. 5 to T.S. 35 (para. 28).

’ Eubble mound, 17,222 cubic yards, at 6s. ................................ ...
Screenings at back of do. and over 100 ft. X 500 ft. x 2 ft., 5,037 cubic 

yards, at 7s.- ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Eubble stone face, 12,333 cubic yards, at 6s......................... ................
Filling below L.W., 40,000) .„ „„„ , . , , . .. .

• „ above „ 9!000j 49,000 cubic yards, at 4s-6d.....................
Contingencies ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ...

£ S. d.
15,166 12 0

■ 1,762 19 0
3,699 18 0

11,050 0 0

Ot—
1

ĉ
r 11 0

£23,850 0 0

Estimate
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... .................................... JEstimate No. 3.
llepairs between T.S. 5 and T.S. 35, supposing bank shows signs of moving (para. 28), additional to No. 2: 
, , £ s. d.
. Eubble mound, 37,811 cubic yards, at 6s. ... ... ... ... 11,343 6 0
, Screenings at back, 1,500 ,, „ 7s. ... ... ... ... 525 0 0
. Tilling, 22,177 „ „ 4s. 6d. ... . .................. 4,989 16 6

Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,691 17 6

. . . £18,550 0 0 '

JEstimate No. 4.
Alteration of top of dam, 10,200 cubic yards, at 2s. 
Replacing puddle—

.................. 1,020 0 0

Excavation, 5,000 cubic yards, at 2s. ... ... ... £500
Puddle, 4,000 „ at 4s. 6d. ... ... 900

------ 1,400 0 0
Trimming, &c. (say) 5,000 cubic yards, at Is. 9d. ... ... ' ... 437 10 0
Contingencies ... ... ... ... ... ... .................. 292 10 0

£3,150 0 0

JEstimate No. 5.
Trenches for examination and refilling same (para. ), 1,000 cubic yards,

at 2s. 9d......................................................................... ................................ 137 10 0
Sundries ... ... ... ..i ... ... ... ... ... 502 10 0

£640 0 0

No. 1. 
No. 2. 
No. 5.

Immediate Requirements.
........................................................................... 12,050 0 0
........................................................................... 23,850 0 0
........................................................................... 640 0 0

£36,540 0 0

Appendix II to Report of 7th January, 1889.
. , Notes of Evidence taken in re Prospect Dam by G-. Gordon.

1. I examined the following persons, and I give below the substance of the information obtained 
•from them:—
; ' 1. Mr. Moline, engineer to the contractors.

2. Mr. Shand, manager for the contractors.
3. Mr. William Nicholas, who was in charge of the borings made by -my orders, and was an

: inspector on the works. .
4. Mr. Ryan, resident engineer.
5. Mr. J. A. Hogue, editor Evening News. ■.

' 6. Mr. Stewart Wearne, correspondent of the Evening News.
7. Mr. Rutherford. ’
8. Mr. E. Jacksoh, brick and masonry inspector. .
9. Mr. Davis, inspector.

10. Mr. Limond.
11. Mr. Weston (by letter).
12. Mr. Murray (examined by Mr. Mestayer in my absence). .

' 13. Mr. Cameron, diver.
14. Mr. Bramston.
15. Mr. E. B. Gipps, C.E. (examined by written questions).
16. Mr. Buckett.
17. Mr. Maher.

. 2. The evidence, except in the case of Mr. Weston, was taken down by Mr. George Robinson,
Shorthand writer, and written out in duplicate for Mr. Mestayer and myself (except that of Messrs. 
Moline and Shand, whose evidence was taken down by another shorthand writer). I examined Messrs. 
Moline, Shand, and Ryan separately from Mr. Mestayer. The others we examined together, except Mr. 
Murray, who was examined by Mr. Mestayer only, and Mr. Gipps, whose evidence I got in answer to 
written questions put through Mr. Mestayer.

3. Mr. Louis Moline, 15/12/88, stated that he took charge of the works for the contractors about 
August, 1884, and was there till February, 1887; when he took charge there had been a great flood, and 
the puddle-trench got filled with water; the same year the flume in the lowest part of the valley burst, 
and the trench was again filled with water; it was baled out and all the slush taken out before work was 
resumed; a second flume at a higher level by 14 feet was put in at sections 24 to 25 ; after that the bank 
was kept high enough to collect any storm-water that might come in ; the second flume was kept in for a 
considerable time afterwards, the trench and bank being properly stepped down, leaving an opening for 
an approach to the flume ; a trench was dug in the solid and filled in in 6-in. layers when the flume was 

' removed;

V
 ✓
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removed ; the channel through the rear half was filled with stone ; the material for the bank was chiefly 
got from the flat below the dam ; none was taken from the upper or water side of the dam ; there was 
not a sign of a slip ; the material varies a good deal; Mr. Ryan objected to pure clay being used, but the 
whole country is clay, and the contractors could not help themselves ; the bank was always watered as 
specified ; it was watered by means of water-carts ; a line of pipes was laid on the inner (or north) side 
of the puddle-wall, and the puddle was watered by hose from them ; these pipes leaked or burst some
times ; the puddle would hold water “like a cup’’; the frequent storms of rain did more than anything 
else to put water on the bank, and after rain it would lodge in the bank ; sometimes the horses could not 
travel over it for a day or so ; Mr. Ryan insisted on the clay in the puddle-wall being brought up in quite 
level steps, longitudinally, thus I ..............^ j " ; this made it difficult to drain

off surplus water from long lengths ; Mr. Ryan often urged that less water should be used in the puddle, 
but it could not be chopped with less ; the centre (middle) part of the dam is harder than that put on 
more recently; in 1886 cracks 2 inches wide occurred, owing to the subsidence of the puddle-wall; a 
deep part at No. 54 was pumped out after a heavy flood; does not think that has anything to do with the 
slip ; the filling was both rolled and carted over ; the specification was adhered to—“ we could not get 
away from it”; considers the clay chopping needless, and that more water was put into the clay than was 
needed; the work was nearly all day-work ; the clay-puddle was all day work ; contractors objected to 
the water being let into the reservoir so fast; thinks that if the dam had not been filled so quickly there 
would have been a better chance for the water to get out of the bank^ thinks there was less friction than 
usual between the engineer and the contractors ; occasionally had to appeal to the chief engineer, who 
upheld the decision of his officer.

4. Mr. Robert Shand managed for Mr. M'Guigan (the contractor); after his death acted as 
executor; previously to this had never managed a contract for M‘G-uigan, but was more a confidential 
clerk ; had charge of correspondence, pay, &c.; does not know that any part of the dam is different from 
any other part; so far as he knows the specification was adhered to to the letter; Mr. Ryan was very 
strict as regards that; the bulk of the material of the bank was got from the flat; it was all pretty much 
the same, and it was pretty well distributed ; had a scheme for running a line into the hills and bring 
material down on to the bank ; drained the surplus water into the stone drains in the rear half of the 
bank ; was warned to give plenty of water both to puddle and bank ; unless closely watched men will put 
more water on than ordered for ease in chopping ; there was a man (now dead) who had nothing to do 
but to regulate the supply of water (Barge) ; puddle put in under his and Davis’s inspection ; both men 
were brought out from home ; contractors had only to follow their directions; the men were entirely 
under their orders ; the weather varied—1887 was very wet, last year dry ; in 1884 or 1885 were stopped 
for want of water; got on very well with the engineer until lately, and carried out instructions ; now 
there is a dispute about extras ; often complained of undue strictness.

5. William Nicholas, inspector, took charge, first, at the 162-foot level; was on the trench, not on 
the bank, on the wet season ; the contractors got rid of most of the water by draining into the stone 
drains ; sometimes work had to wait, principally in the trench work.

6. Mr. Ryan, resident engineer (from beginning of work) : Did not make the design of the work 
it was made in the office, as also the specification. Work was carried out as far as possible according to 
the specification. The material of the dam at No. 18, where the flume was, is the same as the rest, and 
the puddle was brought up the same way; had a constant battle with the contractors ; sometimes puddle 
was too wet; sometimes layers of banks too thick ; sometimes surface soil was brought on to bank. After 
heavy rain men did not run water off as soon as possible. Complained of rainwater and of constant 
bursting of pipes flooding the work, but only once in writing (copy of memo, of July 20, 1885, attached). 
The slip was first noticed (22/4/88) nearly at No. 54, and bulging was noticed on the 24th ; communicated 
with Mr. Moriarty. It was decided to change the section of the puddle-wall at the top where it was 
not at its full height, by making a set off of 4 feet on the inner side at 195 R.L. The puddle-wall, where 
settlement had long been going on, was opened on 2nd May, 1888, and found at 194'65 ; refilled it to 
199'57 ; reopened again June 21st,.when it was 19G'39 ; rebuilt it then, and afterwards at different dates 
between September 5th and 22nd, when it was 1S2'70 ; rebuilt to 199’41; stone filling in front of slip was 
begun on 28th August, 1888 ; measurements of slip were made from nearly the commencement; no move
ment of stone since 26th November at middle of slip ; still putting stone at ends of slip, where there is a 
slight movement. About 5,800 cubic yards of stone has been deposited up to 20th November ;. saw no sign 
of movement during construction of dam ; were stopped for want of water previous to heavy rains in 1885 
there was nothing unusual at any time ; there was at 54 a quantity of water that had to be dammed back.

7. The Honorable the Secretary for Public Works forwarded to Mr. Mestayer and myself copies 
of correspondence that had passed between him and Mr. Bennett, proprietor of the 'Evening News, and 
we called on him to ask if he had any information he could furnish us with. Mr. Bennett referred us to 
the Editor, Mr. J. A. Hogue, and we saw him on the 18th December. Mr. Hogue informed us that 
Mr. J. Norton, now no longer connected with the paper, had furnished most of the information that had 
appeared in the Evening News. Mr. W. Stewart Wearne, now at Prospect, had also written several of 
the later reports. Mr. Hogue also gave us the names of Mr. Buckett, publican, near Prospect, Mr. 
Rutherford, who was a sub-contractor on the works, Mr. Ives, M.L.A., Mr. Davies, M.L.C., and Mr. 
Gipps, C.E., as persons who could supply information. Mr. Rutherford furnished the information in 
Evening News of 3rd December, and predicted collapse of dam. Mr. E. B. Gipps gave information on 
which it was stated (2nd May, 1888) that portions of the puddle-wall consisted of rubble and rubbish. 
Mr. J. Norton wrote all the articles up to end of June. All the information supplied had appeared in 
the Evening News of April 23rd, 24th, 25th, 28th, 30tli ; May 2nd, 10th, 11th, 12th, 25th (report by 
Mr. Gipps); June. 8th, 9th, 15th, 21st; July 31st; August 1st. It was found afterwards, on going 
through the file of the Evening News, that on July 28th, November 26th, 29th, December 1st, 3rd, 7th, 
10th, 12th, 13th, and 14th the subject was treated of.

8. Mr. Norton.—I sent a telegram to Mr. Norton, asking him if he were disposed to give evidence, 
but I received no reply until on the 21st he came to Mr. Mestayor’s office. He said ho was too busy to 
give any information until about the end of the next week, but he would send a letter and state when 
and on what terms lie would do so. As I left Sydney on the 22nd, I have no evidence from Mr. Norton.
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, -M-1’- Mestayer and I also wrote to Messrs. Ives and Davies; Mr. Ives replied, but he had no
definite information to give as to the mode of construction of the dam; Mr. Davies did not reply.

10. Mr. S. "Wearne.—On the 19th December, Mr. Mestayer and I examined Mr. Stewart Wearne 
at Prospect, and it appeared that most of the reports given by him to the Evening News were founded on 
information given him by Mr. Buckett, publican, and Mr. Butherford, sub-contractor, and that he could 
not speak to many of the alleged occurrences from personal observation. Some of the statements, as, for 
instance, that the water was undermining the dam, w-ere only expressions of his own opinion; he made 
no measurements of the slips, but “ judged approximately”; he sawr that some of the pitchers xvere dis
placed through the bulging ; some dimensions (in article of August 1st) were given him by Mr. Rutherford; 
the statement that “the embankment was commenced straight off without cutting the natural surface” 
was information supplied to him (there is direct evidence to the contrary) ; in the paper of December 1st 
“leaks in the dam” were mentioned; Mr. Wearne stated that at this time a small stream of water 
appeared which had not appeared before (on this see Mr. Rutherford, page 22) ; he did not ascertain 
whether the small stream came from the stone drains; is not an engineer, and he wished the proprietors 
of the paper to send up a professional man, but this was not considered necessary. The article of 
December 3rd, in which it was stated that there was a small stream of water coming from the dam, was 
written by Mr. Norton ; he is not an engineer, and knows less about the subject than he (Mr. Wearne) 
does ; with regard to the disappearance of a horse and dray in the dam, Mr. Wearne did not see it; the 
horse sank up to the shoulder.

11. Mr. Wearne did not give Mr. Rutherford’s name at this time, but said he would write to him 
for permission to do so ; he had other informants.

, 12. Mr. Rutherford, Mr. Wearne’s informant, was examined on the 21st; he was a sub-contractor, 
and did the pitching of the dam ; he knows nothing of the construction of the dam ; he did not notice 
anything wrong with the dam when he started the pitching; there was no bulging of the slope then.; 
does not remember the date when he first noticed the slip ; he told Mr. Copeland, one of the Inspectors, 
who disbelieved him; the pitching there was not finished, and he xvas shifted to another place; he had 
nothing to do with the construction of the dam, and only saw it when he rode past it; he did not see the 
earlier portion constructed ; he did not, as stated in the Evening News, predict the collapse of the dam ; 
what he said was that there would be a slip; it had begun, and he thought it wmuld increase; has been about 
a year on the bank ; has noticed the water very muddy for about a chain out all along the bank, when a 
breeze was blowing on to the bank; thinks the clay is too “ soapy”; knows Mr. Wearne, of the Evening News, 
and corrected some information for him which he had got from a publican near Prospect; the information 
was very inaccurate; the “ tunnels ” spoken of are cracks, 8 or 9 feet deep ; the extreme width he saw 
was 18 in. at the top ; if anything of any greater size had opened he would have been sure to see or hear of 
it; has never heard of a horse and cart going dowrn into one of the cracks, and if it had happened he 
must have seen or heard of it. Mr. Wearne asked him, some time ago, about the water flowing from the 
back of the embankment; told him he did not think it was from the dam ; “ it cannot be a leak”; the 
articles in the Evening News were certainly very highly coloured; they were what might be expected 
from a reporter wanting to create a sensation ; while he ivas there about 20 feet of the bank (in height) 
was constructed, and it appeared to be done very thoroughly in 6-inch layers ; nothing to lead him to 
believe there was anything wrong done; there were rows between the contractors and inspectors about 
not having sufficient water in the dry weather ; there was not sufficient W'ater in the puddle ; has been on 
two or three dams in Victoria; never saw a bank so well constructed as this ; the whole fault is in the 
clay; is sure the curb is not in the same position that he laid it in; thinks it fully a foot nearer the 
water ; it was set out sometimes by Mr. Jacobs, sometimes by the contractors ; thinks the contractors 
were compelled to do their work well, there were so many inspectors; Mr. Ryan and the contractors were 
always quarrelling. . . ■ ‘

13. Mr. II. Jackson, brick and masonry inspector:—The stone dyke at the toe was built simul
taneously with the bank ; they grew together; the embankment was made up against the dyke.

14. Mr. Davis, Inspector:—Came to the work in October, 1881; was specially brought out from 
England, where he had had experience in dam-making ; has tested the puddled clay here under a small 
stream of water 1 foot high for twenty-four hours ; it had then a slight dish in it; the contractors did 
everything we wanted, and they seemed willing to abide by the specification; we could not find much 
fault with them ; after heavy rain the water used to lie about, but the contractors brought it into stone 
drains and ran it off ; the (inner) bank is a watertight bank ; the bank is moving ; about eighteen months 
ago I found the bank had settled a good deal; when water got accidentally into the puddle-trench it was 
completely taken out; Mr. Moriarty thought we were getting the puddle too soft, but “ I showed him 
that as the trench was rough it was necessary to be soft in order to fill in thoroughly” ; his orders were to 
get the puddle so that the men could barely stand on it, and it was brought up soft “ so that you could not 
sink into it with your boots” ; it was made harder as it approached the top.

, 15. Mr. Limond was examined on the 20th December; he was on the dam from the beginning to the
finish of the trench; drove the engine of the contractor’s sawmill. (He afterwards said he left on 14th July, 
1883.) Mr. Limond made a long statement in support of a theory of his that the puddle-trench should not 
have been put down lower than the water level in the ground, and that the damage is caused by this water 
causing the puddle to swell and lift the top ; that water level was 15 feet fi'bm the surface ; the water 
in the trial shafts was salt; thinks the puddfe at the bottom of the trench is like soup ; did not see how 
it was worked in the trench; puddle-wall and bank were about 12 or 13 feet high when he left; the 
puddle-wall wTas about a foot below the bank; saw no sign of water working up when puddle was put in; 
the salt w'ater never came to the surface ; it was 15 feet below it. .

16. Mr. Weston stated in a letter that he was employed on the tunnel works from 1883 until their 
completion ; he had nothing to do with the puddle-trench, but has often heard contractors complain of 
the strictness of the engineer as to the preparation and placing of the puddle ; has had considerable 
experience on public works in England, and never was under an engineer so strict and attentive to his 
duties as Mr. Ryan.

17. Mr. Weston’s name was given us by Mr. Murray, another sub-contractor on the tunnel works ;
I was not able to be present when Mr. Murray was examined by Mr. Mestayer; many of his statements 
are directly contradicted by the evidence of all the other witnesses who speak to these points ; I attach no 
importance whatever to Mr. Murray’s evidence on this account; Mr. Ryan had to request the contractors 
to dismiss him from the work. ■

80—C
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18. Mr. Cameron, diver, attended on the 21st and recapitulated his report of the first two days’
operations, and reported what he had found on the 20th December; I have stated fully the result of his 
examination of the work in paragraphs of my report, and shown it on plans 1 to 3. _

Mr. Bramston attended to offer a suggestion of a mode of supporting the dam, a modification of 
one which, he said, had been successfully applied to a miners’ dam at Eaglehawk, 'Victoria : he proposed a 
breakwater of screw-piles and cylinders or concrete blocks on the inside of the dam, and near it, but not 
touching it (instead of the log breakwaters used at Eaglehawk). It was explained to him that the circum
stances being quite different the plan would not be applicable in this case, and he expressed himself as 
satisfied. _ .

19. Mr. E. B. Gripps, C.E., was in Victoria when I was in Sydney, and I wrote to him saying I
would leave with Mr. Mestayer a number of questions which I would have put to him. To these and 
others put by Mr. Mestayer I received Mr. Gipps’ replies on the 7th instant. He had visited the dam 
occasionally, perhaps two or three times in the year from the beginning; he saw the puddle put into the 
trench; he denies entirely Mr. Hogue’s statement (see page 16 ante) that he was responsible for the state
ment in the Evening News that portions of the puddle-wall consisted of “ rubble and rubbish” ; he never 
made such a statement, and says it is incorrect, having seen the puddle-wall from its inception ; considers 
the puddle well made, and of good material; thinks decidedly that the material in the inner slope was 
inferior ; it was almost entirely clay or soluble shale ; never saw on the inner slope any layers of any great 
extent entirely of white clay ; considers the dark clay from Prospect Hill worse than the white clay; has 
seen layers of both these clays in the dam, but cannot say that they extend to any great width or aepth; 
the clays appear to be intimately intermixed ; never saw the hank or puddle in a wet or sloppy concfition; 
thought too little water was used; never noticed any tendency in the bank to slide before the first slip 
took place ; has noticed all along the bank that the wash caused by the wind makes the water very thick ; 
has seen nothing to lead him to suppose that the contractors had not carried out their work properly. 
Mr. Gipps goes on to state his theory of the cause of the slips, viz., that the ground water rises under 
hydrostatic pressure between the puddle-wall and the bank ; this is inconsistent with the tacts that water 
is sometimes found in the bank at a higher level than the water in the reservoir, and that on the other 
hand most of the bores were put down through dry clay. _

20. Mr. Buckett, publican, was examined by Mr. Mestayer. Mr. Buckett’s name was given to us 
by Mr. Hogue, of the Evening News. He objects to his name appearing in the papers ; Mr. Buckett says 
that what he has to say is only what he heard from the workmen; he knows nothing about “rubble and 
rubbish” in the puddle-wall, and never heard of it; has seen nearly the whole of the work, but did not 
watch it closely; sometimes he was not on the bank for a month, sometimes two or three times a week; 
tells only what has been told to him ; knows nothing of the work, and cannot say anything as to the truth 
or otherwise of what was told him ; he thought the dam was unsafe when the first slip took place ; he says 
the ground at the front too, near the second slip, was very spuey ; could not ride over it in wet weather; 
saw trenches opened in the bank at the first slip; in some places the stuff was dry and had no solidity; 
thinks soakage coming from the outer too is from the drains; never saw or heard of a stream of muddy 
water coming away from it; while the work was in progress the bank was often flooded, and also the 
puddle-trench; the puddle was so soft that the men could barely walk on it.

21. Mr. Maher was also examined by Mr. Mestayer. He knew nothing about the dam but what 
he had read in the papers, and had never seen it; he attended to suggest a remedy, which consisted in the 
application to the face of the slope of a layer of ti-tree confined between ironbark balks, kept in place by 
means of wood or iron “girders,” and covered with ironbark slabs, 2 inches apart. Mr. Maher’s suggestion 
is applicable to the protection of a slope from the wash of water, but would not in any way counteract the 
internal movement of the dam.

G.G., 7/1/89. .

Appendix III to Report of 7/1/89.
Memorandum from B. H, Ryan to R. Shand, Esq., for Contractor.

Harbours and Rivers Department, Prospect Reservoir Works, 20 July, 1885.
I wish to direct the serious attention of contractor to the manner in which the puddle in embankment is 
at present prepared and finished. The disposition to have it imperfectly cut and the tendency to use too 
large a quantity of water is clearly manifest.

Eor contractor’s information and guidance as to what is required I may inform him that the puddle, 
when finished in place, should be of the consistency and compactness, as nearly as may be, of well-prepared 
brick-clay as same is placed in the mould in the process of hand brick-making, should not be left sloppy 
or miry, but to finish in a tough, dense, and somewhat putty-like condition. As this is the portion of the 
work which must keep back the water, any divergence of the puddle from this state may have a result 
totally disastrous to you as>also to others concerned in the undertaking.

PROSPECT
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Prospect Reservoir.
REPORT on the Embankment of the Prospect Reservoir, and Works in connection 

' ' therewith, made in pursuance of instructions received from the Honorable the
' Secretary for Public Works, by R. L. Mestayer, M. Inst. C.E., Hydraulic 

Engineer. " -

- R. L. Mestayer, Esq., M.I.O.E., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, ■ '

' . 1the honor to report that, upon receiving your instructions, I made immediate arrange
ments to inspect the Prospect Reservoir embankment, and undertake the investigation 'with which you 
had entrusted me.

- These instructions {Appendix A) may conveniently be resolved into the following divisions, viz.:—
' W -*-0 ^.e Prospect Dam and report upon its present condition.

II. To ascertain the kind of material that has been used in its construction, and its adaptability to 
the purpose for which it has been employed.

■ III. To point out:—
- • (a) The cause of the movements that have taken place. .

• (J) Their significance as bearing on the stability of the structure.
(c) What will be the best course to take under the circumstances.

• IV. To report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole, whether the design is
in accordance with the best eogineering knowledge on the subject and whether the works have 
been faithfully carried out according to the design.

I propose to consider each division separately in the order named, and it may not be amiss for me 
to mention in this place that, having visited these works in March, 1887, and again early in June of last 
year,. I had, prior to undertaking this investigation, some personal knowledge of the character of the work 
and the manner in which it had been executed. '

I.—The present condition of the Dam.
, .- ^ie '-’th °f December last, I visited the works, and after a careful examination of the plans,
sections, and specifications of the reservoir and subsidiary works—especially of the plans and sections that 
haa been prepared of those portions of the embankment that had given way, and the records of observa
tions that had been taken up to that time—I went carefully over the ground with the resident engineer, 
Mr. It. H. Pyarg and took note of all the information he had obtained relating to the movements.

My last visit to the works was made on the 2nd instant, and the report which I now have the 
honor to present, is based entirely upon information and evidence obtained at various times, and from 
many different sources, during this period. . .

. , I found on examining the embankment, that considerable movement had occurred at three different 
positions, which were altogether in excess of anything which could have been produced by natural subsi
dence of the materials of which the embankment had been formed, viz.:—

(«.) The first slip between sections 51 and 55, where a large section of the water slope, about 300 
feet long, had moved bodily forward 27 feet.
This forward movement w as naturally accompanied by extensive subsidence of the top portion of 

. . . the embankment betwreen the puddle-wall and inner slope, and the formation of extensive fissures
running longitudinally above the puddle-w'all which (owing to the support from the embankment 

■ being withdrawn) had subsided about 17 feet and followed the moving portion of the embank
ment. .

' (*•) A-second slip between sections 42 and 46, which had at that time reached a total forward move
ment of 1'52 feet, accompanied by subsidence of the inner portion of the top of the embankment 
and the formation of fissures running longitudinally over the outer and inner edges of the 

• puddle-wall, siniilar, but to a much lesser extent to those formed at the site of the first slip.
(c.) Extensive subsidence of those portions of the top of the embankment between the puddle-wall 

- and the water slope from sections 4 to 30, accompanied by the opening of fissures varying from
a few feet to several chains in length, some of them being from 10 to 14 feet in depth, and from 
1 to 18 inches in width.

The subsidence of the earth at this point, had, up to the time of my first official visit to the works, 
been ascribed to natural settlement of the material.

■ This being the deepest portion of the embankment, the results of the natural settlement would 
necessarily be more strongly defined than at the more shallow portions of the embankment; but, although 
recognizing-the force of this argument, I was struck by the similarity between the fissures that had 
opened here and those at the other points, where decided slips had taken place, and finding that up to 
that date no regular observations had been taken at this latter point to ascertain whether any forward 
movement was taking place, I instructed Mr. Ryan to have daily observations taken for this purpose, 
similar to those being made at the site of the two first-mentioned movements. This has been done 
regularly since that date, and the result is that no movement has been detected during the last four* 
weeks; but, in order to ascertain whether any movement other than subsidence had taken place previously 
at this the deepest portion of the dam, I have had sections taken and plotted upon the original sections 
to which the work was constructed, and these show clearly that a forward movement has taken place, 
amounting to a maximum of 18 inches at section 18, and extending right and left of this, the total length 
moved lying between sections 15 and 21. -

The fact of this movement having occurred is further confirmed bv the examination of the bank 
under water by the diver. "

In
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: V

In order to ascertain the condition of the interior of the bank, I have had borings put down at eleven 
different points, and in Appendix B is given the results in detail. Generally speaking, they indicate that 
the bulk of the embankment is solid and dry ; but in most cases there are indications of the presence, of 
moisture in some one portion or other of the embankment in quantities more than sufficient to exercise 
a most injurious influence upon the materials of which the bank is composed.

As the depth of water on the inner toe of the embankment varied from 20 to 50 feet, I could not 
personally examine it, but the services of a diver were placed at my disposal, and with his assistance a 
careful examination has been made of that portion of the embankment under water, extending from 
section 16 to section 50. . ,

This examination has fully confirmed the fact of a forward movement having taken place at section 
18, a bulge occurring on the slope about 36 feet from the waters edge, as though the upper portion of the 
bank had slid forward upon the lower. No movement of the stone dyke at toe of embankment was 
observable at this point.

The examination of the water slope of the embankment by the diver also revealed the fact of the 
slip at section 41 being different in character from those at section 18 and section 54. In these two 
latter cases the upper portion of the bank has moved forward upon the lower portion, the plane of 
movement lying apparently at a point about 40 feet beloiv the top of the embankment at section 18, and 
about 29 feet below the top of the embankment at section 54, the stone dyke at the toe of the embank
ment retaining its original position at both these sections, but at the former place (section 44) the stone 
dyke has been forced from its position, driving the ground before it and opening cracks of many feet in 
length in the solid ground in front of tho moving portion, some of the cracks being, the diver states 
“ large enough to take in the whole of a man’s leg.” _ ’

The stone dyke all along this portion was very much distorted, many of the stones displaced, and 
several of them forced completely out of the dyke, which appeared from its form to be gradually 
overturning.

Between sections sixteen and seventeen—almost the deepest portion of the embankment—a large 
amount of soft material had spued out of the bank. Samples of this were brought up by the diver, and 
consisted principally of white and pale yellow clay of the consistency of stiff paste.

The diver reports having seen a little of this in one or two other places, but not in noticeable 
quantity, as at this particular portion of the embankment. ■

In order to ascertain the condition of the puddle-wall I have had the ground opened and the 
puddle-wall exposed at different points. The original line of the puddle-wall was then set out, and 
measurements carefully taken to the inner edge. It 'was thus found that the puddle-wall at section 18 
had moved inwards (towards the water) about 2 feet 4 inches and had subsided 4'59 feet, being 7 inches 
more than had been originally allowed for. .

At section 5 it had subsided T73 feet, being 7 inches less than the 5 per cent, allowed for, and the 
centre of the puddle-wall was in its original position, showing that no movement other than natural 
subsidence had taken place at this point.

At section 24 the puddle had subsided 3 ft. 9 in., being 4| inches more than allowed for in the 
construction of the wall.

This excess of subsidence of the puddle-wall beyond the percentage allowed, is just what might 
have been expected, and will go on for some time yet, as it appears from the evidence given by Mr. Eyan 
that the 5 per cent, addition was made only on the height of the puddle-wall above the ground line, and 
that no allowance was made for subsidence of the material in the trench.

This I consider an error of judgment, tho portion of puddle-wall in the trench being very moist, 
and exposed to a pressure from the material above ground of from 2 to 5 tons per square foot, will 
certainly be compressed to a greater or lesser extent, especially whore the strata passed through are at 
all porous.

Samples of the puddle-wall were taken out at each place and carefully examined. The whole of 
them were very uniform, and showed every indication of the puddle being of first-class quality, thoroughly 
well worked, but of a softer consistency than I should have considered advisable.

I have carefully examined the back of the embankment, but can find no indication in any portion 
of it, of any movement other than natural subsidence. Particular attention was given to the lower portion 
of this side of the embankment owing to rumours that had been circulated of a leak having occurred 
at or near the deepest portion; but there is nothing to justify any such statement—in fact everything 
goes to prove the direct opposite ; and I have no hesitation in asserting positively that there is not the 
slightest leak through the puddle-wall up to the present time, nor is there anything to indicate the 
slightest probability of such an occurrence in the future. Dry stone drains were built in this portion of 
the embankment to remove the surplus water from it during the time of its formation, and to serve as 
Outlets for the portion of rainfall absorbed after its completion. The water now trickling from the foot 
of the back slope at two or three places in every case issues from the outlets of these stone drains, and 
is not more than would naturally be looked for, considering the large area of bank exposed to the weather, 
and the heavy rains which have lately fallen.

When I first examined the embankment on the 5th of December last there was no flow of water 
from any of these drains, but on the 19th of December there w7as a slight stream from the two draining 
the deepest portion of the embankment.

The whole of the ground at the foot of the embankment, except at the outlet of these drains, is 
. perfectly dry and firm ; and none of the witnesses whom I have examined have been able to indicate any 
point—except the outlets of these drains—where any moisture has at any time been noticed.

"When the back slope of the embankment is turfed, very little, if any, w'ater will find its way down 
these drains.

In Appendix C is given the total movement at each of the places where any slip has occurred, and 
also the daily movement since I have had the work under observation.

IT.—
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II.—The kind of material that has been used in the construction of the embankment, 
and its adaptability to the purpose for which it has been used. * ' J

This division of my investigations has a most important hearing upon the questions I have after
wards to consider, viz., the causes of the movements and their significance—and has consequently received 
my most careful attention. “

I have spared no pains to obtain the fullest information from all sources, and all the evidence I- 
have obtained from persons totally unconnected with either the Grovernment Department or the contractors, 
goes to confirm the particulars given me by the Resident Engineer and by Mr. Shand the .contractors’ 
representative. There is consequently no conflict of evidence so far as regards the materials used.

The puddle-wall consists of carefully-selected yellow and red clays, excavated from the flat imme
diately below the embankment. '

That portion of the embankment next to the puddle-wall consists of selected material taken from 
the same place as the puddle, and consists principally of yellow and red clays, similar to that of wdiich 
the puddle was formed, worked in 6-inch layers, ” ^

_ The remainder of the embankment has been formed of somewhat similar materials, from the same 
site, -together with a large amount of earth from the hill at the east end of the embankment and the 
material excavated from the puddle-trench.

This was all carefully inspected before being deposited, the finer material being deposited on the 
water side of the embankment, and the stone and coarser material at the hack, all of it being worked in 
12-inch layers, and every endeavour appears to have been made to thoroughly consolidate each layer by 
rolling and diverting the traffic over every portion of it in turn.
- These layers were all formed with an inclination of 1 in 12 towards the puddle-wall.

The puddle is of a quality fully equal to any I have seen in the colonies. It is not quite as tough 
as puddle is usually made in England ; but that is to be accounted for by the different character of the 
clay, none of the clays that I have yet seen in the colonies being as strong or suitable for puddle as the 
majority of the clays found in England;

. The materia], however, employed here is undoubtedly of very good quality, and quite suitable fox 
forming a sound and perfectly water-tight puddle-wall. ' . ‘

I have taken samples from the puddle-wall, both by means of open cuttings and by boring into the 
heart of it; and all the samples, although taken from very different points and from various depths, are 
remarkably uniform, and prove that the puddle is of exceedingly good quality ; but it has been put in softer 
than I consider necessary.

It is with very great regret that I find myself unable to speak as well of the material used for the 
embankment, especially for that side of it next the water. .

The bulk of this portion is clay, taken from the same site as the clay for the puddle, and all the 
material which was not considered suitable for puddle was brought into the bank.

I do not consider that clay alone ever makes a good bank. It would be much better if mixed with 
an equal bulk of coarse gravel. In this particular case a considerable portion of the material consisted of 
inferior clay and decomposed shale, whilst the earth from the hill at the east end of the embankment 
contained a quantity of what appeared to be a dark, almost black, clay, resulting apparently from the 
decomposition of the diorite rocks ; both this and the inferior light-coloured clay from the flat are unsuitable 
for the water-face of the embankment, as in the presence of water they run down to slurry of a specially 
slippery nature,

The borings which I have taken fail to show the presence of these inferior materials in beds or 
patches of any depth, and from the care that has unquestionably been taken to ensure complete mixture and 
thorough consolidation of the whole of tho materials, I should not have anticipated anything different; but 
as these materials form a by no means small proportion—in some places amounting to one-fourth of. the 
whole—I cannot but believe that they have appreciably affected the water-resisting capability of the 
remainder of the material, and in the presence of any large quantity of water the mixed material would 
not naturally stand at a slope of 3 to 1.

So far as the back of the embankment is concerned, I consider the materials quite suitable for the 
purpose, as even if the grey and black clays existed there in a much larger proportion than in the water-side 
of the embankment no evil result could ensue, owing to the draining of the bank by the stone drains and 
the admixture of rougher and coarser materials, which would have a tendency to prevent the formation of 
any plane of movement such as appears to have been formed where the slips have occurred. '

All other materials that have been used in the construction of these works are, in my opinion, 
of the very best quality, and in every way suitable for the purposes‘for which they liave been employed.

HI-—(«) The causes of the movements. (£) Their significance as bearing upon the 
stability of the structure, (c) The best course to take under the circumstances.

fa) I have no doubt that the principal cause of the movements is excess of water in the embank
ment, which has acted upon the inferior materials (the white and black clays already referred to), disin
tegrating and decomposing them, and forming a slippery surface, inclined to the horizon at an angle 
insufficient to support the upper portion of the embankment.

This water can have obtained access to the embankment in three different wavs, viz. :—
Istly. Upwards from the ground, as suggested by Mr. Gipps, in consequence of the puddle-wall having 

blocked the passage for the flow of the underground water through the porous strata intersected 
by it, and causing an accumulation of water at a pressure sufficient to enable it to force its way 
between the puddle-wall and the side of the trench, or through the ground underneath the 
embankment.

2ndly. By percolation of the water in the reservoir through the water-face of the embankment.
3rdly. By the accumulation in the embankment of rain falling upon the working-faces during the 

progress of the work, and sinking into the subjacent layers, partly also from the excess of water 
used in forming the puddle, and leakage from pipe supplying the puddlers. It
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It was asserted by one of the witnesses (Mr. Limond) that the movement was caused by water in 
the ground which rose and fell as though subject to tidal influence, and he considered that -this water was 
acting upon the puddle-wall, converting it into “ soup,” and causing the whole mass to settle down bodily. 
A direct settlement, however, will not account for the movements which have occurred, and would, more
over, have affected the back of the embankment quite as much as the front portion.

The oscillations of water-level referred to by Mr. Limond have not been observed by other witnesses, 
hot even by the man who had charge of the trial-shafts, and even if existing could not have had the effect 
suggested by Mr. Limond. _ _

If the movements are due to water in porous strata underlying the reservoir breaking through the 
ground under the embankment owing to the action of the puddle-wall in arresting the natural flow, one 
would expect that the movements would in all cases be alike, and that the planes upon which motion has 
taken place would be at or near the same level as compared with the natural surface of the ground ; also 
that borings put down through the embankment would all strike water at the junction of the bank with 
the original ground surface ; but so far from this being the case, the bottom is in all cases where it has been 
reached by boreholes, hard and dry, water being met with many feet above the surface.

If the water were finding its way up through the puddle-trench, it would be found in greater abund
ance in the boreholes nearest to the puddle j the exact reverse is, however, the case.

Also, at the site of the slips at sections forty-four and fifty-four, where the greatest movement has 
occurred, no water-bearing strata were cut through, the puddle-trench being exceptionally dry at this part.

The gravel bed in which only was any quantity of water encountered underlies the deeper portion of 
the embankment, where the movement has been but small; and the water in the embankment at this part 
is 17 feet 6 inches above the original surface. _

I conclude, therefore, that the water is not coming from the ground, nor is it coming up the puddle- 
trench. _

If the water is finding its way into the embankment from the reservoir, it would necessarily follow 
that the level of the water in the different boreholes would stand at the same level which should correspond 
with that of the water in the reservoir ; also that of two boreholes on the same section, one near the water 
and the other near the puddle-wall, if any difference did occur, the water should stand at a lower level in 
the hole near the puddle-wall than in that near the water, owing to the frictional resistance of the material 
through which the water had to pass.

Here, again, however, the facts show the exact opposite ; the boreholes on section eighteen giving a 
water-level in the hole nearest the puddle-wall of 9 inches above that in a hole 25 feet nearer the water. 
Again, in sinking the first borehole on section eighteen (Appendex B, Bore No. 5), the water rose above 
the surface of the ground, continued flowing for some minutes, and the following morning, when the plug 
closing the hole was removed, the water rose above the ground and overflowed, although the ground at this 
point was 9 inches above the level of the water in the reservoir.

This fully proves that the water met with is not forcing its way into the embankment from the 
reservoir. _ _

The only remaining alternative is that the water has accumulated in the embankment during its 
.construction, and all the facts observed in connection with the movements, together with the results obtained 
from the boreholes, which I have put down, can be completely explained on this hypothesis; while the 
evidence given by different witnesses fully establishes the fact of a very large amount of water—chiefly due 
to the wet season of 1887—having fallen on the exposed work.

The natural disadvantage of having such an exceptionally wet season had undoubtedly been aggra
vated by the unsuitable nature of some portions of the material, and also by the manner in which the 
embankment was formed, viz., in layers sloping inwards to the puddle-trench, in consequence of which the 
whole amount of rainfall was thrown inwards to find its way into the puddle-trench, or downwards into the 
lower portions of the embankment by absorption and percolation through surface cracks and irregularities, 
which were bound to exist in spite of the means taken to consolidate the material.

The difference in the height of the different planes of sliding would, in this way, be accounted for, since 
different lengths of the embankment having been carried up at different times, the water would manifestly 
settle at different levels, especially as the varying quality of the materials employed would result in the 
formation of layers of varying resistance to the passage of the water, and varying also very much in their 
capacity for absorbing it.

During the very dry weather immediately succeeding the wet season of 1887 the work on the 
embankment was pushed forward very rapidly, 21 feet being made up during the first seven months 
of 1888 at section 15 and other portions at similar speed.

This rapid piling on of pressure has squeezed the super-saturated portions of the embankment com
paratively dry, forcing the water away from near the puddle-wall—where, the embankment being highest, 
the pressure of course is greatest—towards the water-face of the embankment. This water, forced in all 
directions through the material composing the embankment, under considerable pressure, has disintegrated 
and decomposed the weaker and inferior clays and decomposed shale ; and where many of these water
ways—small individually—intersected or even traversed the same plane, the cohesion of the mass of earth 
has been reduced to such an extent as to render it incapable of supporting the strain thrown upon it, and a 
forward movement has taken place.

The water having been gradually driven from the puddle-wall to the water-face is to a certain extent 
retained there by the pressure of the water rising in the reservoir, and that p>ortion of the bank would 
consequently become more disintegrated and softened than that nearer to the puddle-wall, and its effective 
resistance to the thrust behind it proportionately reduced.

• The mechanical action of the water has, I believe, been the principal cause of the movements that 
have taken place, but the evidence given by Mr. Mackay goes to indicate that this action has probably 
been much intensified by the chemical decomposition of some portions of the material, notably the white 
and black clays, which under the influence of moisture rapidly oxidise, and in so doing increase considerably 
in bulk. My own observations on the behaviour of these materials when exposed to the influence of water 
and air entirely confirm this, and the expansion of the clays, due to their chemical decomposition, would 
call into action a force tending to move the bank bodily towards the water, even if the angle of repose were 
more than has been provided for. If the movement is due to this action alone it will soon cease, and when 
tjiat occurs the bank will rapidly consolidate.

From
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From a careful consideration of all the facts I have gathered, and the evidence obtained, I conclude 

that the movements have been occasioned by tho combined action of six different causes, none of which 
alone would, under ordinary conditions, have injuriously affected the stability of the embankment, but 
which, when found united at any particular section, would have been sufficient to overcome the natural 
cohesion of the material and produce a greater or lesser amount of motion, depending primarily upon the 
amount of moisture present, and, in a secondary degree, .upon the relative intensity of the different causes, 
more especially upon the proportion which the inferior white and black clays bear to the bulk of the 
material, and the consequent energy of the action occasioned by their disintegration and decomposition.

This conclusion is, I consider, materially strengthened by the fact of the greatest movement having 
occurred at the site of the first slip. During December, 1887, and January, 1888, there was a large 
accumulation of water at this point, owing to the damming back of the water from the excavation for the 
puddle-trench between sections 57 and 59 ; this water being prevented from reaching the puddle-trench 
could not be drained off at all, and the whole of it had to sink into the bank or dry up. That the greater 
portion of it sank into the bank is certain, and I have not the slightest doubt that the magnitude of the 
slip, which has occurred at this point, is due entirely to the excessive saturation received by this portion of 
the embankment at that time.

Causes operating to effect the movements, arranged in the order which I consider best represents their relative
effect.

1st. The large amount of water contained in the water-face of the embankment, arising principally 
from exceptional rainfall during 1887, and to a smaller extent from excess of water used in 
puddling.

2nd. The inferior character of some of the materials employed, more especially the white clay from 
the flats below the embankment, and the dark decomposed diorite from Prospect Hill.

3rd. The chemical decomposition of these materials under influence of excess of moisture.
4th. The inclination of the formation layers towards the puddle-wall by which the rainfall was directed 

into the wmrk.
5th. The rapid construction of the embankment during 1888, by which the pressure was brought too 

rapidly upon the wetter portions of the interior.
6th. The rising of the water in the reservoir, which, preventing the gradual draining of the embank

ment, has increased the decomposing and disintegrating action of the contained water.

(b.) The significance of the movements as hearing on the stability of the structure.
If the view I have taken of the causes of the movements is correct there is evidently ample scope 

for very wide divergence of opinion as to their significance and the greater or lesser probability of their 
creating a permanent source of weakness of the whole of the embankment. Very much depends upon the 
comparative influence of each cause, and more especially upon the result of the prolonged action of water 
upon the inferior materials. .

Before forming any definite opinion on the subject, I endeavoured to collect all the facts that could 
be obtained in any way bearing upon the subject, and although the time which has been occupied in this 
investigation has not been sufficient to enable me to assert positively that there is not the slightest fear of 
the movements rendering the structure insecure, there is the greatest probability, short of actual certainty, 
that no further movements will take place, and that no serious injury has been caused to the embankment 
by the present movements which will imperil its safety.

I do not consider that there is any reason to anticipate further movement through increasing the 
depth of water in the reservoir; on the contrary, the increased pressure brought to bear on the water-face of 
the embankment will be in a direction opposed to the present line of movement, and, while checking this, 
will also tend to compress the material, and—provided that all forward movement is arrested—will bring 
together the drier surfaces immediately above and below the present planes of movement, thus rendering the 
whole more homogeneous.

All the borings indicate that the great bulk of the material is firm and comparatively dry, so much 
so that it would bear the addition of much more water than can by any possibility exist in it at the present 
time, if only the water were uniformly distributed instead of being concentrated at a few places as at 
present. '

I believe that this uniform distribution of the water will be effected by gradually increasing the 
pressure upon the water slope of the embankment, and that the excess of moisture now present .at the sites 
of the slips; and probably also to a lesser extent in other portions of the work will, under the influence of 
continued pressure be disseminated throughout the drier portions of the material and gradually absorbed. 
There is not, in my opinion, the slightest probability of the water penetrating the embankment to any depth, 
the material is of too compact and non-absorbent a nature for this to be possible, and the surface being pro
tected by the broken stone, and pitching from all wave action will be proof against the greatest pressure 
that can be brought to bear upon it when the reservoir is filled to its utmost capacity.

When I visited the works on the 2nd instant, a strong wind was blowing, causing a considerable wash 
all along the face of the inner slope. Two witnesses—Mr. Gipps and Mr. Rutherford—have stated that 
under similar circumstances they found the water near the bank so thick and cloudy from suspended clay 
that it was quite unfit to drink. I made a careful inspection of the water and did not at any place find any 
indication of this, the water being as clear at the edge of the bank as it was in the centre of the reservoir, 
showing that the lighter portions of the material which had caused the cloudiness observed by these witnesses 
having been washed away the surface was now quite unaffected by the wash of the water.

The spueing out of the white clay observed by the diver between sections 16 and 17, and to a lesser 
extent in other places, is, in my opinion, the result of the surface action of the water, owing to a larger 
proportion of this material being immediately underneath the broken stone at these points; and this 
material being the most readily acted upon by the water, has expanded and forced its way through the 
stones. • .

This action will certainly occur at all places where any of the white clay will come to the surface of 
the inner slope, but will not in any way affect the strength of the embankment.

. That
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That the movements of the embankment have not injured the puddle-wall is certain, the material of 
which it is composed being in such a plastic condition that it will adapt itself readily to the varying 
pressure without cracking. _ _

The only portion of it which has given way to any extent is at the site of the first slip, where it has 
subsided and filled up the space left by the forward movement of that portion of the embankment. When 
this is filled up solid and the puddle-wall carried lip again to its proper height, the wall will be as strong 
here as at any other part of the work.

Most of the longitudinal cracks and fissures that have been observed along the top of the embank
ment, have doubtless been occasioned by the forward movement of portions of the embankment, many 
however, especially those over the back edge of the puddle-wall, are due solely to natural subsidence.

The material of which this dam has been constructed is about the very worst that could have been 
used if a perfectly regular and uniform subsidence were to have been attained. The puddle-wall will settle 
gradually and comparatively uniformly, not so the embankment. The rolling, watering, and kneading it 
has received from the traffic has so far consolidated it that it will allow the puddle-wall to shrink completely 
away from it before settling.

As this occurs, gaps will be formed under the surface and down the back and front edges of the 
puddle-wall for many feet in depth, when suddenly, owing perhaps to rain softening the surface, perhaps to 
a little heavier traffic than usual, the crust of earth overlying the fissure breaks down and a crack opens of 
greater or lesser extent. _

There is nothing to fear from this so long as the cause of the cracking is subsidence only, and since 
the nature of the material forbids any hope of the bank settling completely for many years, it necessarily 
follows that the appearance of the cracks along the top of the embankment must be expected for some 
time to come _ .

Under ordinary circumstances the formation of surface cracks should not occasion any anxiety. 
Seeing, however, that a large portion of this embankment is in a condition of unstable equilibrium, or 
at all events very closely approximating thereto, any formation of surface cracks must be carefully watched, 
and accurate instrumental observations maintained to determine whether they are due to subsidence only, 
or whether they must be considered as indications of further movement in the bank. .

(c.)—The best course to take under the circumstances.
In considering the various means which might be adopted to stop any existing movements, prevent 

others from taking place, and make good the injuries which the embankment may have sustained by those 
that have already occurred, it is necessary to determine first of all whether existing circumstances will 
permit of lowering the water in the reservoir sufficiently to expose the whole of the embankment where tho 
disturbances have occurred. _ _

To do this would mean practically emptying the reservoir, so far as its functions of supplying the 
city is concerned. _ ,

If the quantity of water coming down the aqueduct was considerably in excess of the daily con
sumption in Sydney—ten million gallons in twenty-four hours—this might have been done, the 30-inch 
main below the reservoir being capable of delivering nearly 50 per cent, more than this; but on examining 
the records of the intake I found that the daily supply from the aqueduct had frequently fallen below
1,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.

I concluded therefore that lowering the water was out of the question, and that the best course to 
take- under the circumstances must be such as can be carried out successfully, without interfering with the 
present supply to the city.

This latter condition has largely influenced the recommendations which I have the honor to make, 
as, could the water have been drawn off, I should have advocated a very different method of dealing with 
the work.

At the site of the first slip, sections 5T50 to 55'50, the present distorted embankment should be at 
once cut down to an uniform slope from the top inside edge to the horizontal bench formed by the stone 
which has been tipped over the lower portion, the water slope to be finished to the original section down to 
this level; the horizontal benching, where of exposed earth, to have a 3-in. layer of stone, broken to a 3-in. 
gauge punned into the earth, a final layer of 12 in. of broken stone, similar to that now on the water slope, 
being spread over the surface. '

The top of the embankment to be carefully examined, all unsound and loose parts opened up by 
trenches, which must be refilled with the gravelly soil from the Prospect Hill excavation, mixed with the 
material excavated from the trenches and from the slope of the bank, the filling to be in 6-in. layers, 
watered and rammed as solid as possible. . .

The puddle-wall where it has sunk to be brought up to the 200-feet level, thus allowing a slightly 
larger margin for settlement than before.

I do not consider it necessary to tip any more stone at the toe of the bank, as movement has 
ceased for some weeks, and the recent borings show that dry material now exists in places which were 
wet when the first borings were made in July last by Mr. Bishop. _ i j u’

The bank itself has consequently a greater resisting power than it had at that time. Added to this, 
the weight of stone already deposited is largely in excess of any thrust that can theoretically be brought 
upon it, although, owing to its being loosely packed, its effective resistance is far less than that of masonry 
of equal weight, or even of carefully-built dry rubble. _ _

I do not consider that carrying up the embankment to its full height will cause any further move
ment other than that due to fully consolidating those portions of the embankment which have been 
loosened, and possibly a slight amount due to settling and compacting the stone. _

At the site of the second slip, section 42 to 46, I do not think a more efficient system can readily 
be adopted for arresting the movement than depositing stone in front of the dyke and upon the toe of the 
embankment. _ .

This stone, however, must not be tipped from the bank, but taken in boats or rafts and deposited 
directly on tho place it is to occupy. By this means fully three-fourths ot the quantity that would 
otherwise be required will be saved, time and expense largely economized, and the weight concentrated 
at the spot where it will be most effective. The quantity required will not,T believe, exceed 3,000 cubic 
yards, but in order to allow for the difficulty of depositing it in position I have taken the quantity at 4,000 
yards in preparing the estimate of cost. About
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About 400 square yards of tbe pitching will have to be taken up and relaid and the top of the 
embankment treated similarly to that at the site of the first slip.

The movement at section 18 has not been sufficient to render any readjustment of the pitching 
necessary, and unless some further movement does take place—which I do not consider probable—I 
should not advise any interference with the present slope, but simply make up the embankment to its 
proper level,and open out all fissures and unsound places, making them up solid with similar material, and 
in the same manner as already described.

. If) however, any further movement occurs at this point it will have to be dealt with in quite a 
different manner from that adopted in the other two cases ; the plane of disturbance is about 10 feet 
below the present water-level, and could be reached by a trench which would allow of the water causing 
the slip being pumped out.

This operation would be both difficult and costly, although from the small depth at 'which the fault 
occurs it could, I am satisfied, be executed without danger. The w'ater once removed there "would be no 
chance of the slip recurring, and the trench could be filled in as solid as any portion of the embankment.

I have not given an estimate of this work, as it forms no part of my proposals for dealing with the 
embankment in its present condition, but it is put forward as the probable solution of a possible but very 
remote contingency.

I consider it of importance that the top of the embankment should be made sound without delay; the 
cracks now existing being merely blinded with loose material serve as channels to convey the rain falling 
on the surface into the interior of the bank, where it is not required, and can be productive of nothing but 
harm. A careful watch should be kept for any indications of cavities forming in future from the unequal 
subsidence of the materials, and immediate steps should be taken to fill them up solid with suitable 
materials.

This being a duty distinctly devolving upon the contractors, under Clause 24 of the general 
conditions of the specification, and in no sense to be considered as arising out of the movements upon 
which I have been instructed to report, I have not taken its cost into account in preparing my estimate. 
(Appendix F.)

IV.—To report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole, 
whether the design is in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on the 
subject, and whether the works have been faithfully carried out according to 
the design.

The design of these works is undoubtedly in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on 
tho subject, and, taken as a whole, they could not be better calculated to serve the purpose for which they 
are intended.

I have carefully studied the specification and contract drawings, and closely examined every portion 
of the works. ’

. The specification is clear and precise in its terms, and taken in conjunction with the contract 
drawings, contains provision to meet any contingency liable to arise, and every particular necessary for 
the satisfactory carrying out of the contract.

The contractors have carried out their portion of the work in a thoroughly sound and substantial 
manner, and the serious disturbances which have occasioned so much anxiety and apprehension regarding 
the stability of the structure, are most certainly not due to any laxity of supervision on the part of the 
engineers, nor to any attempt on tho part of the contractors to evade their responsibility. '

When discussing the causes of the movements, I stated that sloping the layers of material of which 
the embankment is composed, inwards towards the puddle trench was, in my opinion, one of the causes 
which had to some extent operated in inducing them. It is but right that I should mention here that 
some of the first engineers in this branch of the profession advocate this particular method of forming 
embankments, while others of equal standing prefer to form them in horizontal layers. Taken by itself 
there is nothing to object to in this mode of construction, and with some soils it has decided advantages.

The special conditions which have combined to render this mode of construction so unsuitable in 
this present instance could not have been foreseen at the time the v'ork w'as commenced.

It wmuld, in my opinion, have been preferable to fill the deeper portions of the puddle trench with 
cement concrete up to an uniform level; the puddle wall would then have been of an uniform height 
throughout the v'ork, instead of varying from 20 to 75 feet in depth below the ground surface as at 
present.

The method of working the puddle also by cutting and cross-cutting, is not, in my opinion, so well 
adapted as pugging to produce a puddle of first-class quality. Much more water has to be used, and 
there is great risk, especially with some kinds of clay, of the material becoming injured by the excess of 
water, and its toughness and consequent suitability for the intended purpose materially impaired.

The strict supervision on the Prospect Works appears to have been sufficient to guard against this ; 
but the samples of puddle I examined were decidedly softer than any I have used in my own practice, and 
judging from them there can be no doubt that the puddle in the lower portions of the trench must be 
softer still. '

_ This is to some^ extent an advantage in this particular case, the additional plasticity of the puddle 
allowing it to follow the movements of the bank without cracking, and so long as the puddle wall remains 
unbroken, it will be impossible for w'ater from whatever source it may arise to penetrate to the outer 
slope of the embankment.

The whole of the work in connection with the outlet tunnel, valve tower, and waste weir, is of the 
very best description, and could not, in my opinion, be improved upon either in design or execution.

It has been my aim in the foregoing Eeport to comply as closely as possible with the instructions 
of the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works, to give “ a plain unvarnished statement of all the 
facts,” I have ascertained respecting the construction and execution of these works; and to state as 
concisely as possible the opinions I have arrived at upon the several points submitted to me.

80—D I
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I cannot conclude this report without acknowledging the great assistance I have received in making 
this investigation from the officers in the Public "Works and the Harbours and Eivers Departments. All 
the resources of these Departments were placed unreservedly at my disposal, and any application I made 
for information, plans, or documents in their possession was fully and promptly responded to.

My special acknowledgments are due to those gentlemen who—some of them at considerable 
personal inconvenience—attended to give evidence on various matters coming within their personal know
ledge, and it is matter for congratulation that although evidence has been obtained from so many and 
such varied sources, and from persons whose interests were in some instances diametrically opposed, the 
discrepancies are so few and unimportant in character. '

I have, &C.,
11th January, 1889. L- MESTAYER.

APPENDICES.

J. Barling, Esq., J.P., Under Secretary for "Works,—
gir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 13 January, 1889.

' l?e Prospect Dam, I have the honor to forward herewith the complete appendices referred to 
in my report on the above work, including the estimate, Appendix E, a copy of which was forwarded to 
the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works on Saturday morning.

I have, &c.,
R. L. MESTAYER.

APPENDICES.
A. —Instructions.
B. —Copies op Borings.
C. —Table showing Daily Movements.
D. —Section at T.S. 54.
E. —Section at T.S. 44.
E.—Estimate.

(A.) Instructions.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.

Subject:—Slip at Prospect Dam.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 December, 1888. 

With reference 1o the correspondence I have had with Mr. Mestayer, M.I.C.E., this afternoon, at 
which I requested him to visit the Prospect Dam, and make a report to me on its present condition, and 
to his acceptance of the Commission, I now wish to give specific instructions for his guidance. He will 
notice from reading the papers, and from the information which I have given him, that further movemeins 
have taken place in the Prospect embankment which have been the subject of many newspaper articles, 
and have caused a considerable amount of apprehension in tbe public mind. I have already instructed 
Messrs. Bennett and Whitton to report on the subject, and they have visited tbe dam and are now 
engaged in preparing their report. .

As the matter, however, is so important that it would not be right for me to leave one stone 
unturned in arriving at the true facts of the case, I have thought it desirable to call in the aid oi experts 
who are unconnected with the Department. I understand that Mr. Mestayer is an engineer ot consider
able standing, especially in matters appertaining to hydraulic engineering. ... ,

I wish him, therefore, to at once visit the Prospect Dam, and_ carefully examine its present 
condition, and also to ascertain the kind of material that has been used in its construction, and its adapta
bility to the purpose for which it has been used. I wish him to point out the movements which have 
taken place, their significance as hearing on the stability of the structure, aud what, in his opinion, will 
be the best course to take under the circumstances.

I wish him to give me a report on the construction of the dam aud subsidiary works as a whole, 
and whether, in his opinion, the design is in accordance with the best engineering knowledge on the 
subject, aud whether also the works have been faithfully carried out according to the design.

In carrying out these duties, as I wish to get an entirely unbiassed opinion on the subject, he will 
consider himself quite independent of either the officers of the Harbours and Rivers Department or o 
the engineers outside the Department who have previously reported on the subject.

Mr. Hickson and all the officers of the Department will he so good as to give Mr. Mestayer every 
assistance in the way of answering questions he may put to them, and will place at his disposal any plans 
and other "information which they may possess, or which may he in the Departmental records. _

I wish Mr. Mestayer to undertake this work at once, and shall he glad if he will as quickly as 
possible take in hand the duties confided to him, in the carrying out of which I desire especially to 
impress upon him their great importance, and the necessity for giving a plain unvarnished recital ot the 
facts as they present themselves to his investigation. J0HN guTHERLAND.

(B.)
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(B.)
Boee-hole No. 1.—Borings taken at T.S. 44, 7th December, 1888. .

Hole 58 ft. 9 in. from centre of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground 185’87 ; reduced level of water
in reservoir, 178'79.

3 ft. yellow clay.
5 ft. do shales.
7 ft. do and blue clay *
9 ft. do do

11 ft. do red, and blue clitv.
13 ft. do do
15 ft. do do •
17 ft. do and red clay.

Wot clay level ... 19 ft. do do showing wet.
20 ft. do do
21 ft. do ■ do
23 ft. do do
25 ft. do clay.
28 ft. do do
31 ft. do and blue clay.
33 ft. red clay and gravel bottom.

Note.—At 19 ft. a narrow band of what appeared to be a dark sandy clay was met in which was moisture. Decem
ber 8th, at 11'30, I put a rod down this hole and found 24 feet of slurry and water.

Boee-hole No. 2.—Borings taken at T.S. 44'25, December 10th, 1888.

Hole 58 ft. from centre of puddle trench, 7 ft. 9in. above W.L. Reduced level of ground 18G'50;
reduced level of water in reservoir, 178'75.

20 ft. 9 in. wet clay level

4
6
8

10
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

6 in. red clay.
yellow and-white sandy clay, 
red and blue clay, 
yellow and blue clay, 

do do
yellow, blue, and white clay.

do do
yellow and blue clay.
yellow and blue clay ; particles of dark clay through, 
yellow and blue clay.
yellow clay. •

do • 
do
do ■
do
do
do

Note.—At 20 ft. 9 in. there appeared to be wet clay showing on the rods, which did not show itself until we had 
bored to the 23 ft. level.

Boeehole No. 3—Borings taken at T.S. 44. 13th December, 1888.

Hole on centre line of puddle-trench; reduced level of ground, 198'77 ; reduced level of water in
reservoir, 178'72.

13 ft. 6 in. level of puddle

4 ft. yellow and blue clay, dry and loose.
6 ft. do do do
8 ft. do do do

10 ft. yellow sandy shale and clay, dry and loose.
14 ft. puddle.
15 ft. do
16 ft. do
18 ft. do
20 ft. do ' '

Boee-hole
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Boeehole No. 4.—Borings taken at T.S. 44. 13th December, 1888.
Hole 80 ft. Sin. from centre of puddle-trench; reduced level of ground, 179'57 ; reduced level of water in

reservoir, 178'72.

•

3 ft. yellow and red clay.
6 ft. do do
8 ft. do do

10 ft. yellow clay.

Struck water ...
12 ft. do and shale.
14 ft. do (water). -
16 ft. yellow sandy clay and shale.
18 ft. red shale and clay.
20 ft. yellow and white sandy clay.
22 ft. yellow, red and white.
24 ft. yellow and blue clay and shale.
26 ft. yellow clay and gravel (surface).

Note.—Hie water rushed in at the 14-ft. level when the rods were put down the second time.

Boeehole No. 5.—Borings taken at T.S. 18. 15th December, 1888.
Hole 79 ft. lin. from centre of puddle-trench ; reduced level of ground, 179'44 ; reduced level of water in

reservoir, 178'71

4 ft. 
6 ft.

"Water level
8 ft. 

10 ft. 
lift. 
14 ft. 
16 ft. 
18 ft. 
20 ft. 
22 ft. 
24 ft. 
26 ft. 
28 ft. 
30 ft.

dark black clay, 
yellow sandy clay.

do (wet).
yellow and black clay and ironstone gravel water, 
red and blue clay and gravel, 
red, blue, and yellow sandy clay, 
yellow and blue sandy clay, 

do do
yellow, blue, and white clay. *
yellow, red, and brown clay and shale.

do do
do do
do do
do do

32 ft. do do
34 ft. yellow and blue sandy clay and gravel.
36 ft. yellow and blue sandy clay.
38 ft. do do
40 ft. do do
42 ft. yellow and sandy clay and gravelly loam.

Note.—At 10 ft. upon drawing the rods the water rose with a rush, ran over the surface of the hole, aud continued 
running about 3 minutes. Dec. 17.—Upon drawing plug the water ran over surface of hole and rose about 9 in. from 
1 o’clock to 2 p.m.

Boee-hole No. 6.—Borings taken at T.S., 18, December 27th, 1888.
Hole 30 ft. from centre of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground, 196'56; reduced level of water

in reservoir, 180'7 9.

4 ft. yellow clay and gravel.
7 ft. do and brown clay.

10 ft. brown sandy clay.
12 ft. do gravelly clay.
14 ft. do clay.
16 ft. do and yellow clay and gravel.
18 ft. do do do
20 ft. yellow sandy clay.
22 ft. do do
24 ft. do do
26 ft. do do
28 ft. do do
30 ft. do do

December 28th.—At 15' 6" upon putting the auger down brought up soft mud and water which rose 
to 15' 7".

December 31st.—Slurry 15' 4" from surface.
January 2nd, 1889.—Slurry 15' 9" from surface.
January 3rd.—Slurry 15' 8" from surface.

Boee-hole
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Bore-hole No. 7.—Borings taken at T.S. 18, December 27th, 1888.
Hole 55 ft. from centre of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground, 187‘73. Reduced level of water

in reservoir, 180‘79.

Wet clay level

3 ft. yellow and black clay.
5 ft. do do
7 ft. do do sandy clay.
9 ft. do sandy clay.

11 ft. do do
13 ft. do and black sandy clay.
15 ft. do sandy clay.
17 ft. do do
19 ft. do do
20 ft. do do

December 27th.—Out the water at 19' 6", and it rose toS feet from the surface. 
,, 28th.—Water 7 feet 10 inches from surface.
„ 31st.—Do 7 „ 3 „ do do

Jan. 2nd, 1889.—Do 7 „ 1 „ do do
„ 3rd. „ Do 7 „ 1 „ do do

Bore hole No. 8.—Borings taken at T.S. 24, December 28th, 1888.
Hole on centre line of puddle trench. Reduced level of ground, 195T7. Reduced level of water in 

Reservoir, 180 "7 9. This boring was put down to determine the depth of puddle. Puddle was struck 
at 8 ft. 6 in.

Bore-hole No. 9—Borings taken at T.S. 24, December 28th, 1888.
Hole 30 ft. from centre of puddle trench ; reduced level of ground, 195 T 7 j reduced level of water

in reservoir, 180’7 9.

4 ft. yellow sand} clay.
6 ft. yellow and black clay.
8 ft. yellow clay.

10 ft. do do
12 ft. do do
14 ft. yellow and blue clay sandy.
16 ft. do do
18 ft. yellow clay sandy. -
20 ft. do do
22 ft. do do
24 ft. do do
26 ft. do do
28 ft. do do
30 ft. do do

Bore-iiole No. 10.—Borings taken at T.S. 54. 2nd January, 1889.
Hole 73 feet from centre line of puddle trench ; reduced level of ground 188-20; reduced level of water in

reservoir 180-89.

Water

3 ft. 
5 ft. 
7 ft. 
9 ft. 

11 ft. 
13 ft. 
15 ft. 
17 ft.
19 ft.
20 ft.
21 ft.
22 ft.

red clay.
yellow, red, and white clay, 
yellow, red, white, clay, and shale, 
yellow, and blue clay, 
yellow, red, and blue clay, 
red clay and gravel, 
red clay and gravel, 
yellow and red clay and gravel, 
yellow and brown clay.

yellow, red, and blue clay, 
yellow and red clay and gravelj

Height of water in hole at 73 feet. 
January 2nd, at 2 p.m. = 12' 6"

„ „ „ 5 p.m. = 12'3"
,, 3rd, „ 10 a.m.=12' 3"
„ „ „ 4-45p.m. = 12'3"

e

Bore-hole
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Bore-hole No. 11. Boring taken at T.S. 54. 2nd January, 1889. '

Hole, 46 ft. 6 in. from centre line of puddle trench ; reduced level of ground, 190'71; reduced level of
■ water in reservoir, 180 89.

3 ft. yellow and blue clay.
5 ft. do do

- 7 ft. do do
9 ft. do do and shale.

11 ft. do do
13 ft. do do
15 ft. do do
17 ft. do do and shale.
18 ft. do do .
20 ft. do do

Bottom ... 21 ft. red clay and gravel.
22 ft. do * do

This clay was quite dry.

(C.)

Movement of Inner Slope at T.S. 44'15.

Daily Horizontal Total Horizontal
Movement in inches. Movement in feet.

1888. •
December 3 .................

4 .................. 2 00
1-52
1-69

5 ................. 000 1-69
6 ................ 425 204
7 ................. 000 2-04
8 ................. 1-75 ' 2-18

10 .................. 3-25 2 45 Movement for two days.
11 .................. 1-50 2-58
12 ................. 275 2-81
13 ................. 1-75 297
14 .................. 2-375 3-17
15 .............. . 075 3-23
17 ................. 6-625 3-78 Movement for two days.
18 ................. 2-25 3-96
19 .................. 3 125 4-22
20 ................. 1-00 4-30
21 ................. 000 4-30
22 .................. 0-125 4-31
24 ................. 100 4-39 Movement for two days.
27 ................. 1-375 4-51 Movement for three days.
28 .................. 0-625 4-56
29 .................. 0-875 463
31 .................. 100 4-71 Movement for two days.

January
1889.

2 ................. o-oo 4-71 Movement for two days.
3 .................. 0375 4-74

Movement
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1888.
December 4............

?>
>5
a 
>> 
>3 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 

- -3 3 
33

5.
6.
7.
8. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
18.
14.
15. 
17 
18.
19.
20.

Movement of Inner Slope at T.S. 54.

j Daily horizontal 

movement in inches.
i

Daily horizontal 
movement in feet.

27-35 Up to December 3rd, 1888-
27-35
27-35
27-35
27-35

. 27-35
27-35 • - - . - ..

0-375 27-38
27-38
27-38
27-38

0-5 . * 27-42
0-375 27-45

27-45
0-125 27-46

27-46

No farther movements have occurred up to January 3rd, 1889.

' (I\)
Estimated cost of work required to be done at tbe embankment of the Prospect Reservoir 
good the injury occasioned by the slips that have occurred up to the present date 11/1/89:—

5,060 cubic yards. Pilling in embankment, rammed in place as specified, @2/- ... 506
820 cubic yards. Excavation in cutting bank to original section, @ 2/- ... ... 82
500 lineal yards. Opening up fissures and filling same, rammed solid as described

in report, @ 10/- ... ....................................................................................................... 250
1,153 cubic yards. Puddle in raising wall to 200 feet contour, @ 4/6 ... ... 259

814 square yards. Broken stone, 3 inches thick on horizontal benching, at sections 
. 51'50 to 55'50, rammed into surface, @ 9d. ... ... ... ... ... 30
814 square yards. Broken stone, 12 inches thick,packed on said surface, @1/6... 61

2,430 square yards. Pitching on slopes, 1 foot 6 inches thick, including 6 inches
broken stone under pitching and kerb, @ 7/6 ... ... ... ... ... 900

400 square yards. Taking up and relaying pitching where displaced, @ 5/- ... 100
4,000 cubic yards. Stone deposited at toe of bank at sections 42 to 46, @ 15/- ... 3,000

Contingencies, 10 per cent; ... ... ... ... 518

in making

s. d. 
0 0 
0 0

0 0 
8 6

10 G 
1 0

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0

, £5,707 0 0

R. L. MESTAYER, 11/1/89.

PROSPECT
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SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY-PROSPECT RESERVOIR.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE.

SATURDAY, 15 DECEMBER, 1888.

Lewis P. Moline, Esq., Engineer to the Contractors, examined by Mr. Gordon :—
1. When did you take charge? About August, 1884. I was there till February, 1887. I/. P. Moline,
2. Was the puddle trench filled in when you took charge ? There had been a great flood and the puddle Esq. 
trench was filled with water. The contractors were in a fix. Mr. McGruigan died, and the contract was trans- s
ferred on account of the flood upsetting the whole of the arrangements. In the same year the flume burst ^ ®ec-' l®8®1 

_ and filled the trench with water. We had to bail out and take out the slush before commencing operations:
A flume at a higher level was constructed to provide against future storms. The water was running 18 
inches deep and 40 feet wide for a considerable time through the second flume. '
3. Was that second flume above the surface or just at it ? It was 2 or 3 feet below the surface at

. section-24'50—just-14 feet above the last level. After that we could keep the bank high enough to .
collect any storm-water that might come.
4. At that time the bank must have been in its deepest part about 14 feet ? Tes. The flume at peg 25 
was left open for a considerable time after the bank was raised and a depression was left. We were at 
the bank for months—after the gully was formed. It was about 15 or 20 feet. The natural surface rose 
pretty rapidly about the flume.
5. As a rule, was the specification strictly carried out except in the ease of the horizontal layers being 
stopped by gap at flume ? Tes ; except at that place.
6. There were proper steps I suppose ? Tes. There was a depression at that flume before it was removed.
7. Was there any hurrying in making up that ? No ; we had lots of time. There was a trench 24 inches 
deep cut in the solid, and they were putting in 6-inch layers in that trench. The channel through the

• outer slope was filled up entirely with stone. ' ■
8- Was the material chiefly got from the lower excavation, i.e., below the flat ? Tes, where the excava
tion is. There was none above the water side. I know the bottom was untouched, unless it was to do 
what was necessary for grubbing, &c., but not for the purpose of making the dam.
9. Is the material from below the dam pretty much of the same character ? It varies very considerably,
and is mostly shale and clay. ■
10. Dark clay ? Tes. But Mr. Shand could give you more information about that.
11. Who is Mr. Shand ? He was virtually the contractor. He was in charge of the works throughout.
He was in entire charge of the work when Mr. McGruigan died.
12. During the progress of the work were there any slips beyond the ordinary subsidence ? Not a sign 
or shadow of anything. Since this occurred I have been unable to explain why some of the pegs* did not 
agree with the measures I put them into. I could not understand the difference. It never struck me 
that such a thing was likely to occur. I never noticed anything during the progress of the work.
13. Was the result of the bore a fair sample of the material of the inner slope (Borehole No. 4) ? It 
varies a good deal. Mr. llyan objected to pure clay, and rightly too. The whole country is clay; we 
could not help ourselves. It was principally yellow clay in the last bore I saw nearly opposite the first 
bend—deep excavation.
14. Was it specified that the bank was to be watered ? Tes, clearly so, and it was done invariably.
15; Was a row of pipes laid along the puddle trench ? The pipes were laid first resting on timbers.
The bank itself was watered by means of water-carts. The puddle wall was watered by hose from the 
main pipe which ran along from end to end.
16. Did you have [any bursts ? Tes; the pipes would give way occasionally. We got the water into 
these pipes by pumps, and the water that could come out was only what was in the pipes if it occurred at 
night. If it occurred at daytime we stopped it at once. I ought to say we connected our line of pipes 
with the 30-inch main afterwards. Then they were always charged, and if a burst happened at night more 
water would get in. The puddle-wall would hold water like a cup. The rainfall did more than anything 
to put water on the bank. There were frequent storms. When the rain fell it would lodge on the clay.
Mr. By an insisted on the puddle-wall being level longitudinally.
17. Did you notice whether the bank was boggy or not during these heavy rains ? The horses could

The new material put on wouldtrample very well over it generally, but in some places they could not. 
be soft. The centre part is harder than that made more recently.
18. What was the subsidence in the puddle trench? We could not tell what subsidence there might
have been, during the progress of the works, in the clay puddle. ‘
19. When was that ? In 1886. A deep part of the trench at section 54 was pumped out after heavy flood. 
I do not think it has anything to do with the trouble that has taken place.
20. Was the clay rolled or carted over? Both ; but not over the puddle trench.
21. Was it done according to specification ? Tes ; we could not get away from it. The clay-chopping
business I considered^ a farce. There was more water put into the clay than was needed. In 1885 we 
had to stop, there being no water. 22.

Mr. Moline afterwards said he was rather uncertain about this, and did not attach much importance. to this 
recollection of his. r

80—E
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L. P. Moline, 22. Where did you get your sand from ? Liverpool, on the Southern Railway line. There was no sand 
®S<1' near the dam. , ,

23. Did you sub-let the work ? It was almost all day work. The contract was sub-let for driving the 
ec'’ ' tunnel. We objected to water being let in at the rate it was. If the dam had not been filled so quickly 

there would have been a better chance for the water in the bank getting out.*

Lewis P. Moline, Esq., Engineer for the Contractor, examined by Mr. Mestayer:
24. During what time were you engaged on this work? Prom August, 1884, to February, 1887.
25. What was your position ? That of Contractor’s Engineer. _ . .
26. During tlte time that you were there was the work carried out strictly in accordance with the specxn- 
cation ? Yes ; in all cases the Grovernment Inspectors were exceedingly strict, far more so than I 
thought was necessary.
27. Was there any exceptionally wet weather during the time you were on the works? No; nothing 
sufficient to interfere in any way with carrying on the work.
28. Was any provision made for carrying or draining the water off the embankment ? I do not remember 
any instance of difficulty having occurred by rainfall, and which required special drainage.
29. Do you remember any suggestion being made by the contractors for using the refuse from the 
quarry and the gravel in forming the embankment? The refuse from the quarry was allowed to be put 
in the outer slope; but I prepared a plan showing the tramway we proposed to put in to bring the 
material to the bank. We proposed to tip the dirt on each side of the bank out of the waggons and then 
cart it over the bank in the usual way, but we were not allowed to put rails on the bank.
30. This was not approved of by the Department I believe ? No ; I know that they refused to allow it 
to be done, but I do not remember any reason having been given.
31. With regard to the puddle wall; there having Jjeen many statements made. as to the enormous
quantities of water used for the puddle, can you give me any information on this point ? No more water 
was used than was necessary to make the puddle in the manner provided for in the specification. . If 
pugging had been allowed, as suggested by the contractors the puddle could have been put in much drier; 
but the whole of the clay had to be cut and cross-cut by spades. Less water was used at first, but it was 
found necessary to increase the quantity as the men could not draw the spades clean from the clay. 
There was consequently much loss of time and labour besides the work could not be properly done. The 
quantity of water was increased until the spades could be drawn out quite clean. _ _
32. How was the embankment worked up ? The excavated material was brought up the sides in 
drays, there inspected by the Government officials, who would reject any they considered unsuitable, 
and either have it taken off the work altogether, or if it were suitable for any other part of the bank, 
they would have it taken there. All the material when approved by the Government officials was 
deposited in layers never exceeding the specified thickness, and the traffic was diverted from time to time 
by timber and other means so as to ensure every portion of the bank being thoroughly traversed and worked 
down. Water carts were kept constantly working backwards and forwards over the whole embankment 
to moisten the material and ensure its thorough consolidation.
33. Were all the layers of material put in sloping towards the puddle wall ? Yes.
34. In wet weather did not this cause a large accumulation of water in the puddle trench ? I do not 
remember any accumulation of water occurring from this cause for more than a day.
35. Did you at any time see the embankment, more especially at the water side, too wet for traffic to be
carried on ? No ; immediately after heavy rain it might have been difficult to work the traffic, but I do 
not remember any stoppage occurring from this cause. _
36. If any such accumulation of water had occurred at the puddle trench in consequence of the slope of 
the layers towards it, could the accumulated water have got down the side of the puddle wall to the lower 
portions of the embankment? No; I consider this would have been impossible, the puddle being 
thoroughly consolidated and driven into the banks at each side.
37. How was the stone dyke at the toe formed ? It was built of dry rubble masonry, and the embankment
worked up to it. .
38. Have you any other information that you can give us, or any suggestions that you can make respecting
this work ? I think not. '

Robert Shand, Esq., Manager for the Contractor, examined by Mr. Mestayer:—
E. Shand, 39, Were you the contractors’representative on this work ? Yes.

®8<1- 40. How long have you been here ? From tbe commencement of tbe work. _
Have you any statement which you would wish to make as to the manner in which the work has been 

ee‘’ ' carried out ? The contractors have throughout endeavoured to carry out the work in the very best 
manner, and any instructions of the Government Resident Engineer were immediately attended to.
42. With regard to the material employed in the embankment, did not disputes occur between the
contractor and the Government representative with regard to its quality ? None of any importance. 
Occasionally a load of material brought on to the work would be rejected by the Inspectors as being unfit 
for the work, and it was then taken away. Sometimes the material which had been brought up by the 
contractors for one portion of the bank was rejected as not being sufficiently good for that portion, but it 
was allowed on the back of the bank or on some other position, and no objection was taken by the 
contractors to its disposal in this way. The contractors had suggested to the Government representative 
that it would be better to mix refuse from the quarry and coarse gravel which was removed from the bank 
in opening up the quarry, with the material of which the embankment was being composed, but the 
suggestion was not accepted. _ , . , .
43. It has been suggested that one cause of the slip is a layer of the white clay having been deposited m 
a portion of the bank ; can you inform me whether at any time this white clay has been deposited in bulk 
at any one portion of the bank ? No, I am certain that in no instance was any quantity of this white clay

deposited

* In my own notes I have also “ Ryan often insisted on less water being used, but it could not be chopped without.
“ Left the work in February, 1887.” “ Less friction than usual (between engineer and contractor) occasionally appealed to
the chief.”—G.G.
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deposited in any one place. There is more or less white clay throughout the whole of the embankment; B- Shand, 
but as it came out of the excavation mixed with the other red and yellow clays it could not possibly have ®scl- 
been put in any one place by itself in the bank.
44. Was the embankment carried up strictly in accordance with the specification? Tes; and the ec'’ ' 
Grovernment Inspectors took very good care that we should not deviate from the specification in the
smallest particular.
45. After wet weather did the material in the embankment become somewhat boggy? No; we drained 
the water off over the embankment across the puddle trench into drains in the opposite side of the bank.
It was contrary to our own interests to allow water to lie sufficiently long to render the embankment 
boggy, as it would have cost us so much more in working the traffic over the softened earth.
4G. Was any provision made for draining the bank on the water side, other than what you have already 
mentioned? No ; and there was no possibility of draining this part of the bank properly, because water 
was allowed to rise in the reservoir and so prevent the escape of any water that might have lodged in the 
bank.
47. Some articles which have appeared in the papers allude to an excessive quantity of water having been 
used in forming the puddle and putting it in the trench,—will you describe the manner in which this 
puddle was formed ? The clay after having been excavated, turned over, and sufficiently exposed to the 
weather, was brought to the puddle trench, it was then cut and cross-cut by spades and well worked with 
water by the men until there was the proper consistency to satisfy the Grovernment Inspectors. No more 
water was used than was really necessary for the purpose. The contractors suggested that the clay should 
be worked in a pugmill; but this suggestion was not approved of by the department. "Working it in the 
manner required—that is, cutting and cross-cutting it with spades—involved the use of much more water 
than if it had been pugged, as unless excess of water was used, it was impossible to draw the spade clean 
from the clay.
48. Was any exception taken by the department at any time to the quantity of water that was being used ,
in the puddle trench ? No ; the Grovernment wished to have the puddle well watered.
49. Was any difficulty experienced in rolling and thoroughly consolidating the embankment right up to 
the puddle trench ? It was very difficult to ensure this part of the bank being thoroughly consolidated, 
in consequence of the formation of the puddle wall, but a special gang of men were engaged ramming the 
earth all along the puddle trench. The carts, also, that brought the puddle, in all cases were close up to 
the trench, and were backed right up to it when depositing the clay. I do not think that this part of the 
work is less consolidated than any other part of the embankment.
50. You have had assistants at work for some time taking levels and sections of the bank at different
points. Do your observations agree with those taken by the officers of the department as to the amount -
of the movement and its character ? Tes ; generally there is no discrepancy between our observations so 
far as I can ascertain. .
51. Have you ascertained from your own observations whether there has been any movement in other 
parts of the bank—other than the two slips at sections forty-four and fifty-four ? The observations we 
have taken do not indicate any movement on the top of the bank except settlement over the puddle, which 
has taken place more or less along the whole length of the bank ; but I am under the impression that 
a movement has taken place along the straight, as the kerb is not in the same position as when it was 
put in.
52. Is there no means of checking the present position of the kerb to ascertain whether it has shifted at 
all ? Tes ; the kerb was put in to pegs at a fixed distance from centre line of puddle trench. Many of 
these pegs are still standing, and the distance shows an increase of between 2 feet and 3 feet;—that is, ■ 
these pegs have moved waterwards by this amount.
53. Have you any further remarks to make for our information, as to the construction, the slips, or any
thing ? No ; I have no further information to give you. I have given you all I can think of at present.

Robert Shand, Esq., Manager for the Contractors, examined by Mr. Gordon:—
54. You were manager for Mr. M'Guigan ? Tes ; I acted under Power of Attorney for him.
55. Were you there at the beginning of the work ? Tes ; I acted for him while he lived.
56. What were you after his death ? I managed for a while as executor.
57. You were still in charge of the works? Tes.
58. Had you ever been in charge of similar works before for Mr. McGruigan ? I was never looked upon 
as manager; I was a sort of confidential clerk, managing corespondence, pay, &c., &e., on other contracts.
59. Is there anything in connection with the construction of the dam you would like to mention ? I do 
not know that any particular part is different to any other part.
60. Was the specification adhered to as closely as possible? So far as I know, to the letter. Wetrusted 
to dray traffic more than to rolling. Mr. Eyan was careful to see that the work was properly carried out, 
even if further expense were incurred by the contractor.
61. As regards material, it was practically all got from the excavation on the lower side ? The bulk of it 
was got froih the flat.
62. Was the material all pretty much the same? Tes, and it was pretty well distributed.
63. What system did you wish to adopt with regard to material ? We had a scheme under which it could 
be run on level instead of climbing up the roads. Our idea was to run straight into the hills. In fact, 
we went to the trouble of sinking shafts for a certain distance. We have had no suspicion of a movement 
We never dreamt of such a thing happening.

t 64. There was an allowance for subsidence ? No; it was to the contractor’s interest to avoid that sort of
thing. There has been a difference of opinion as to whether the chopping could not be done with less 
water. Unless very closely watched a man may be inclined to put more water on than ordered. There 
was somebody to regulate the water.
65. Who was that ? He was a man from England who is now dead, and also Mr. Davis. We had 
nothing more to do with him than to carry out his instructions more or less.
66. What sort of weather had you? The first year was very dry. In 1887 we were troubled with very 
wet weather. On an average we did not work half-time then. As far as I can remember we had a lot of 
rain in 1886.
67. Was this year (1888) a dry one ? Tes; the preceding one was a wet one. 68.
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E.Shand,Esq. 68. One year you bad not sufficient water to go on with? That would he very early. We had to stop
15^.0888. 69™! Tupped there if ncnsand in the neighbourhood ? Nothing suitable fop mortar m connection with 

the masonry. It is only good for. blinding purposes. There is a coarse kind of sand m the quarry.
We were allowed to use that sometimes for joints of rough pitching.
70. Is there any schedule price of this kind of work? For blinding 3 inches deep Is. square yard ( s.

71. Then the puddle was constructed as nearly as possible level right across the length of the dam ? Yes,

72W Had you any trouble to get the water out on the occasion of a flood at onetime ? If any watercame 
in we lifted it out with a crane. At peg 15 we had to use a pump. We have had flood waters, but it was
only a matter of a day or two to bail it out. __
73. Did you get on harmoniously? Up to now we have got on very quietly, and have carried out mstr .
Now we are asked to do something beyond the contract. We consider we have finished, and what we are
now asked to do we consider an extra. . . , _ i74. You have no reason to complain of undue strictness? We have complained often enough, and 
appealed to the Engineer-in-Chief, but the only reply we could get was that the work was to be car 
out to his satisfaction. We thought money was being thrown away m cutting and cross cutting clay so

often.

I was not

MONDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. William Nicholas, Inspector of Earthworks, was called and examined

Mr 75. Were you Inspector in charge of the bank ? Yes. 1 .
W. Nicholas. 76. When did yon take charge ? When the work was at the 162 ieet level.

----- a___ _ 77. What sort of weather did you have at that time ? I believe it was rather a dry season.
17 DeC”1888- rid of the rainfall that collected on the work? They

79* Were thcworks stopped through the water not being drained off ? Once or twice we had to stop 

work until the water got away ;—this was in the trench work.
80. How did the contractors remove the water from the bank? The water was led across the pudd e 
trench into stone drains built in the embankment on the back or land side ol the puddle nail.

E. H.
Ryan, Esq.

17 Deo., 1888,

Robert II. Ryan, Esq., Resident Engineer, called and examined by Mr. Gordon
81. Mr. Gordon^] You have been here from the beginning of the work? Yes ; from the commencement
82. Did you make the design of the dam or did the office ? It was made m the office, but I was m and 

out during the time it was being made.
83. The specification was made in the office as well ? .Yes.
84. The specification was adhered to as closely as possible ? Yes. . i 0 -rr
85 There were very slight deviations, and only such as could not be avoided . les. a 0 QO
86' Except these slight deviations which could not he helped, there were no alterations made ? As far as
we possibly could do so we adhered to the specification, and carried out the work according to it
87. At the time water was let off was the puddle iu the trench up to the surface ? TboJo'leveflume
was fixed across before the trench was opened, and it was kept so until the puddle was brought up to it

underneath.
88*. It was a large flume ? About 60 feet wide. , i . -r .89. At what section was this? At section 18. A second flume was fixed across the trench at a later
date and on higher ground; that is, at section 24. , . ,T ., ,i _90 Was there any difference between that part of the dam and any other? No; it was the same

material that was used.
91. The puddle was brought up the same way ? Yes. t a +Vo
92 Then you began at the toes ? Yes ; we commenced to build the embankment at the toe.
93. Did you find the contractors as willing as they generally are to carry out work according to specifica
tion? It was a constant battle right through from beginning to end. , . n rpu. ji.
94. What were they principally remiss in. Did they put in too little or too much water . The Peddle 
was sometimes too wet; the layers of the banks at times were too high above that allowed by the 
specification. They sometimes brought surface-soil on to the bank ; after heavy ram it was some time 
before the water would go off the centre. My directions were to have the men, during the time of rain
fall, to run the water off as soon as possible. This they never carried out, so far as 1 know.
95 Did you ever complain of the excessive amount of water? I complained of the rain water, and of 
their pipes constantly bursting and flooding the ground and puddle, frequently verbally, but I think only 
once in writing. They were mostly verbal complaints ; hut I have a memorandum I wrote m July, 1885, 
about the puddle.

Harbours ami Eivers Department, 20th July, 1885.
Memorandum from R. H. Eyan to E. Shand, (for Contractor). Prospect Reservoir Works,
I wish to direct the serious attention of contractor to the manner in which the puddle m
prepared and finished. The disposition to have it imperfectly cut, and the tendency to use t?0 1^e,^utahn*ltI ° d<Jle’ 
Fs clearly manifest. For contractor’s information and guidance as to what is required, I may info , brickFilav as

undertaking. _
96 That implies that vou had frequently spoken to them about it ? Yes, frequently. _ , i „ • „
97. Then about that'part of the bank immediately along wa^’und®r n° idtll di|
sufficient rolling, do you think there is much water there ? I think a piece about 3 feet m wldth
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not get the same amount of rolling as the outside. About 20 feet of the upper part was put in during _ ^
the dry weather. I am under the impression that the 3 feet at the side accounts, to some extent, for the 
puddle wall going over on the main portion of the embankment ; being of a light material would also yj j,ec jgSS. 
affect it. *
98. About getting rid of the water after heavy rains, did they do it well ? They cut drains across the 
puddle-wall into stone drains at the back. In the heavy section, they put in 21 feet between December 
and August, that is, in about eight months ; up to July, about the deepest part, they put in 20 feet in seven 
months (from December, 1887, to July, 1888). Over 15 feet was put in iu six months; and 12 feet in five 
months. This was the heaviest section.
99. What is about the present water level? 179'28 this morning.
100. Can you show me the progress section (longitudinal) ? [ I'Vorldng plans shown].
101. Where was the movement first noticed ? As near as possible at section 54.
102. And when ? On Sunday, April 22nd, 1888. This was the top settlement but no bulge apparently
visible. '
103. When did you first notice the bulge ? On the following Tuesday (the 24th), and I sent a telephone 
message to Mr. Moriarty.
104. What did you do then ? Mr. Moriarty and Mr. Darley came up, and we decided to change the 
upper section of the puddle-wall. In some places the puddle-wall was at its full height, and covered up; 
but where it was not at its full height the section was changed. We made a set-off of 4 feet at 195 feet 
It.L., but where the wall was above that level we did not cut it down. The set-off is at the near or water 
side of the puddle-wall.
105. There is another section? That is another section at'the same place, 54 section shown. I got 
authority to open it up and inspect the puddle. We found it considerably down, and we started two set
offs, so that the puddle-wall would be 8 feet wide all the way down.
106. How much did you find it had come down, and at what point ? We opened it on May 2nd, 1888, to 
the deepest point, 194'55 R.L., refilled it to the original height, R.L., 199'41 ; it had subsided again, when 
we reopened it to 196'39 R.L. on June 21st; rebuilt it, and afterwards at different times, extending

' over a fortnight (between September 5th and 26th) when it was 182'70 R.L., we re-built it to 199'41 
feet.
107. What is it now ? It is covered up now, and we have not taken it since that date.
108. When was the stone-filling at toe of section 54 commenced ? On August 28th, 1888.
109. When did you commence to make your measurements of the horizontal movement ? From the com
mencement cross-sections were at once taken to determine the extent of movement, and daily observations 
were commenced on 4th May, 1888. [Copy of measurements read. See Appendix^] '
110. Does that include the movement of the stone ? Tes, when we got our points fixed on the stone.
111. Are you still putting stone on? No; it is about three weeks ago since we put any stone on, as we 
had to remove our railway. There is no movement of the stone now—not since 26th November. I was 
still putting stone at the end of the slip, where there is a slight movement, before this work had to be 
stopped, as above-mentioned.
112. Mr. Mestayer.] Is this an extra ? Tes.
113. How much does each truck carry ? 23 cubic feet, about.
114. Do you take it just as it comes ? Tes ; small stones fill up the spaces between the large ones.
115. Will you show the plan of the spot where the material was taken from for the dam ? (This spot was 
shown on working plan).
116. Tou have not detected any movement lately at section 54 ? No.
117. There was no sign of movement while the dam was going on? None that we could see.
118. Do you remember what season it was when you were stopped for the want of water ? It was 
previous to heavy rain falling in June, 1885.
119. Did you notice anything unusual at any time ? No; at section 54 there was a quantity of water 
which was dammed back by the contractor to prevent it getting into the trench further on. It did not 
extend up to the second slip.

Mr. Robert Cameron, Diver in the Harbours and Rivers Department, called and
examined :—■

120. Mr. Gordon.] What did you find in your examination this time ? I went down at section 19 and Mr. 
carefully examined the bank in various directions. The condition of the toe of the embankment is just Cameron, 
the same as when I went down before for Mr. Bishop. There has been no displacement or movement of
the dyke. There are a few.loose stones about, which appear to have come from the spalling, but no loose 17 I)ec-’1888- 
stones in the dyke itself, nor any bulging of the dyke. There is about an inch of mud on tho ground at 
the bottom.
121. How does.the face of the embankment look? On the face of the embankment where the water is 
about 12 feet deep, there is a bulge, as though the upper portion were sliding over the lower portion, 
similarly to the slip at section 54. It forms a ridge about 2 feet high on the face of the embankment. ’

TUESDAY, 18 DECEMBER, 1888.

James A. Hogue, Esq., Editor of tbe Evening News, examined:—
122. We have been instructed by the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works to examine and report J. A. 
on the alleged defective state of the Prospect Dam, and wish to know if you would have any objection Hogue, Esq.
to giving the names of those who wrote the various articles in your paper ? Mr. John Norton, who is not —n
now in our employ or under our control, knows more about the work during its progress than any other 18 Pec.,188S. 
person who has been in our employ, and he wrote the greater portion of the reports. Mr. W. Stuart 
Wearne, who is now at Prospect, has written some of the later reports; Mr. Buckett, publican at Prospect,
I am informed also knows a good deal about the work ; he was there almost every day during its progress, .
and I understand is very much concerned about its safety, as if the dam gives way he expects to suffer 
very severely ; Mr. Rutherford, who was a sub-contractor there, and is now a contractor for Mr. Bennett,

at
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■ J- A. at Muudarrali, Little Coogee, can give information, as lie was on the job nearly all the time. He gave 
Hogue, Esq. gome information at one time and said that his name might be given up to the G-overnment as the authority 

• if it were necessary to do so. It did not, however, become necessary to divulge the informant’s name.
18 Dec., 1888. Mr_ Iveg; M.P., who lives up that way, and Mr. John Davies, M.L.C., might also be able to give some 

information which might be useful. Mr. I’. B. Gipps, C.E., is another who examined and reported on the 
dam for this paper. The whole of the information which we have obtained at various times has been 
published in the Evening News on the following dates:—April 23 and 24, April 2o, April 30 ; May 2, 10, 
11, 12, 25 ; June 8, 9, 15, 21; July 31; August 1; of this year.

Mr. Henry Murray, Contractor, examined by Mr. Mestayer :—
H. Murray, i23- When were you on the works ? At the time I was there the tunnel which’brings the water through 

. a to the syphon was being built. It is of the horse-shoe shape. _
18 Dec., 1888. 124. What were you doing on the work ? I had a sub-contract from Messrs. Shand & Co., for the brick

work of the tunnel. , .
125. Do you remember the date ? No ; but I can give it to-morrow. I^think it was about tbe end or
1883 or beginning of 1884. While I was there I looked about me all over the place. The puddle-wall
was always a long way below the bank.
126. How much below ? Sometimes between 30 and 40 feet.
127. Was it not kept slightly below the bank ? It never got as high as the bank, and was generally about 
the depth mentioned below the bank.
128. What was your opinion of the work put in the puddle-wall P My idea of puddle was very different 
from their idea, for I considered the clay should have been milled.

■ 129. Do you think that too much or too little water was used in the puddle trench ? The puddle trench
was one floating mass of mud, and the men had to work in long boots. There were millions of gallons of 
water constantly in the trench.
130. Were you the contractor for this tunnel? No, there were two or three contracts for building this 
tunnel, and I had one of them.

' 131. The specification provided for the puddle to be cut by spades ? Tes, I believe so.
132. We are informed that a suggestion was made to mill the clay ? I know nothing about that.
133. The statement that I have from one witness is, that a great deal more water than usual was necessary 
for the spades ? Tes, and the way it was done would require a much greater amount of water. The 
inspectors insisted on its being used.
134. Did you ever hear the inspectors complain about so much water being used? No, I never heard 
them.
135. Do you know as a fact that a great quantity of water was used in the trench? I do, and I was 
constantly wondering what would become of it.
136. Did you notice any means that were taken for draining the bank, in the event of heavy falls of 
rain? No, only cuts. There was nothing done to take away the soakage.
137. Was the water rising in the dam ? It was rising when I came away. _ _
138. Did it come in from the aqueduct ? No ; I do not think that any water came in except from the 
water-shed.
139. The bank would not be very high then ? Oh, yes, the bank was about 30 or 40 feet, and I reckon 
the dam was a long way on towards completion before the Nepean came into it.
140. That relates to the puddle trench ? Tes. _
141. Do you know anything about the material the bank was made of, and the way it was worked up ? 
What I saw of it was in no way different to the ordinary railway bank.
142. Did they use rollers ? Sometimes they did, but very seldom, as the traffic of the drays was supposed 
to dispense with the roller. I do not think there is enough slope in the bank.
143. How was this (Prospect) work done ? The earth was simply tipped on the top and lowered down 
into the trench without having undergone any process before being let down, and the puddle was manu
factured in the trench and, of course, required much more water than if it had been pugged before being 
lowered into the trench.
144. The specification provides for the puddle being cut and turned over; was this not done ? It may 
have been done ; but it appeared to be simply raw clay when it was put down the trench, for the water 
had all escaped from it when it was tipped on the bank, and very little, if any, of the gases had escaped 
out of it.
145. Did you notice the material which was put in ? It was principally clay.
146. There has been a theory advanced that this white clay has been put in as a bed. by itself ? I did
not notice it myself, and I cannot see how they could do it. There is a little pipeclay in the cutting ; it 
is a horizontal bed, and they could not separate it. ...
147. Mr. Eyan says that in this bank somewhere about one-quarter of the material is pipeclay ? I think 
he is about right there; in fact, it is very difficult to get any clay in this country without getting 
pipeclay in it.
148. Tou say you were employed on the Loch Katrine works; what material was that ? I saw the 
material put into that bank. It was so rich that they had to mix loam with it.
149. Did they mix any gravel with it ? Tes, and also turfed the outside as they went along.
150. Did you notice whether the bank (at Prospect) was thoroughly consolidated right up to the puddle
trench ? Well, you could hardly see the face of it, because the puddle trench was so thickly timbered 
inside. .
151. How long was this puddle trench kept so much below the bank ? All the time I was there. Por a

■ time the contractors were not allowed to put any more on the bank until the puddle came up.
152. How was the puddle trench timbered ? It was a mass of timber, and the timber was too light to 
give the strength to work up to. I consider the puddle trench should never have been more than 3 
or 4 feet below the bank.
153. Now, in your statement, it was not kept only a little below the bank, but between 30 and 40 
feet ? Tes.
154. Then, this part of the specification was not worked up to ? No.

155.
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155. And you think that this accounts for the puddle-wall leaving the hank as it sets ? Quite so.
156. What sort of weather was it when you were there ? It was variable weather. Sometimes we had 
heavy rains.
157. Did the bank become slippery after these rains ? Yes ; and there was great difficulty in working the 
traffic over it owing to its being so slippery.
158. The contractors say that the wet on the water side was drawn across to the stone drains which were 
let to drain the water from the back of the bank ? I never saw any stone drains, and only saw it run 
across the top by cuts. The water would have to go down 40 feet before they could take it away.
159. During that time the wafer could only flow into the trench ? Yes.
160. You know for a fact that a great deal more water got into the puddle trench than was necessary ? 
Oh, yes ; I should reckon four times as much as was necessary.
161. Is there anything else you know of in connection with the work that went wrong? No; I took notice 
of the lightness of the timber propping, and they could not roll up to it properly owing to this lightness.
162. Do you know when the toe was put in ? The toe was put in after the bank was up between 30 and 
40 feet, or possibly 50 feet. When I was there nobody would walk about at night for fear of failing into 
the puddle trench.
163. The whole of the time the bank was being brought up to this height the puddle was kept at this 
great depth below it ? Yes.
164. Were there many disputes between the contractors and the engineers]at that time? Yes; they
were continually wrangling. .
165. What was generally the difficulty ? I could never.get to know. It seemed always centred upon the 
puddle. There was a line of inspectors always on the bank finding fault.
166. Who were the principal inspectors ? I almost forget their names. There was a Mr. Davis from 
England who had a son there also ; Mr. Jackson, over the tunnel; Mr. Ryan, the resident engineer, and his 
assistants, besides others whose names I cannot recollect.
167. Was there any difficulty about the tunnel work? Occasionally there was, but nothing of any 
moment. I think if the work were all as good as the tunnel there would be nothing to fear.
168. The tunnel is well done ? I think they threw away too much money on it in concrete.
169. Do you know any one who can give us information ? There is a man named M‘Coy who was on the 
works much longer than I was on them.
170. What was he doing ? He was in the tunnel, and also kept a boarding-house.
171. Do you know where he is to be found ? I have no idea where he is now.
172. That is a very important statement of yours about the puddle trench being kept so much below the 
bank ? I knew a great many of the men who were working in the trench by sight but not by name, and 
they could tell you the same. I think the contractor had a great deal to put up with from the Engineer 
and his assistants. Nothing was right, they seemed to be always at loggerheads. Whenever they put 
any earth down the inspectors would inspect it and try to find fault. They would worry the contractors 
over trifles, whilst they neglected important things. Mr. Ryan was also on the same line to find fault with 
things that were of little consequence ; Inspector Lackey was there but left. There were one or two 
broken legs caused by the boxes in which the clay for puddle was being lowered coming down by the run.
173. Will you let me have the date when you were on the works ? I will send it to you.

Mr.
H. Murray.

18 Dec., 1888.

WEDNESDAY, 19 DECEMBER, 1888.

Mr. Edward Jackson, Inspector of Brick and Masonry, was called and examined .
174. Was the dyke built up with the bank? Yes ; the dyke and the embankment were built simultane
ously. The embankment was made up against the dyke. Jackson.
175. Do you know a man named Murray who was on the works ? Yes.
176. What was he doing ? I had always thought and understood that he was a foreman bricklayer ; but 19 Dec., 1888. 
we found out after sometime that he was a sub-contractor. It was difficult for us to know who were work
men and who were not. The contractors dismissed him at Mr. Ryan’s request. The specification gave us
the power to have a person dismissed although we could not dismiss him ourselves.

Mr. George Davis, Inspector of Puddle and Bank, was called in and examined:—
177. When did you come on the work? I came herein October, 1881. I was specially brought out navis,
from England for this job. '
178. Where had you been before ? I was in the employ of the Corporation of Huddersfield for eleven 19 Dec., 1888. 
years, and made three dams during that time,
179. What were you employed at ? I was looking after the clay, making the embankment, and doing 
anything else that I was instructed. Mr. Stanway was engineer, and Mr. Crowther head engineer.
180. How was that embankment formed ? The Huddersfield work was quite different to this.
181. Did you see the specifications ? No ; I.had to work by the engineer’s orders.
182. How did you put the clay into the trench ? We put it in in 3 feet tips, right up to the puddle-wall 
on both sides. The puddle was putin, chopped, and cut. We could take the puddle out of the field, and 
bring it on to the platform. It was put in to the trench just as it came from the field. I have tested this 
clay by placing.it under a small stream of water, a foot high, for twenty-four hours, and then found that 
it had a little hit of a dish. That was after it had been soaked. It was what I would call finished clay.
183. Mr. Mestayeri] What sort of material was the bank at Huddersfield formed of ? It was composed of 
stone, shale, clay, and anything that we could get, mixed with earth, or we could not have got it to stand.
184. What kind of stone did you use ? The stone was exactly similar to what we are getting here, and 
the quarry was in about the same position as this one.
185. What kind of a tunnel did they put in ? They would not have masonry put in, but made a brick 
conduit.
186. Mr. Gordon.'] Have you made any other dams besides that of which you have spoken ? I helped to 
make one near my home in a similar way at Colay for the Bristol waterworks.
187. Mr. Mestayer.] How far is that from Bristol ? About 14 miles. The material for it was brought in
carts. We took the facing out of the lower bank at the water side. It was run out of the drays on to 
the bank. There was no consolidation except the traffic from the sides. . ‘
188.. Was the puddle brought to the bank line ? 'Yes, as far as possible. 189.
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Mr. Gr. Davis. ig9. How was it put in ? It was put in in foot layers and thoroughly rolled, and we shifted the rollers 
in every way.

19 Dec., 1888. pg(y Gordon."] In this work did the contractors seem willing to do what was required ? Tes ; they 
did everything that we wanted, and they seemed willing to abide by the specification.
191. Had you any fault to find with them ? "We could not find much fault with them. We always have 
trouble with contractors. In England they do not take contractors without they (the contractors) can 
prove that they have had previous experience in the particular kind of work.
192. Was the puddle often very wet (say) after heavy rains ? After heavy rains the water used to lie 
about but they always brought it into the stone drains and ran it away. The bank is a perfectly water
tight bank.
193. Mr. Mestayer.] Then how do you account for water being found in the bores put down ? I account 
for it because I say the bank is moving. If you take the solid bank you will not find water; it is 
perfectly water-tight. I found about eighteen months ago that the bank had settled a good deal.
194. Mr. G-ordon.] Have you ever worked under Bateman, in England ? Not directly. I was at 
Marsden Tunnel, at Holmforth, and I would not live under it for a £1,000 a year.
195. When they accidentally got water in the puddle trench was it taken out again ? Tes ; every bucket 
was taken out. Mr. Moriarty thought we were getting the puddle too soft; but, as I showed him, our 
puddle trench being very rough, it was necessary to be soft in order to fill in thoroughly. My orders 
were to get the puddle so that we could barely stand on it, and it was brought up soft but so that you 
would not sink into it with your boots. We made it harder as we came to the top.

Mr. W. Stewart Wearne, Iteporter for tlie Evening News, examined :—
]^r_ 196. Mr. Gordon.] lu the Evening Nines of July 28th last a paragraph appears, which says : “The section

W.S.Wearne. of the near half of the dam, extending some 70 yards in length, subsided bodily a depth of over 4 feet.”
, Hid you write that ? Tes ; I saw that it had gone down. I may as well tell you that a person gave us 

19 Dee., 1888. information, and I was simply sent up here to verify by my own observation what was stated.
197. Can you tell us who gave this information ? It was given by a person who was in daily observation 
of the work. He is a good and thoroughly practical man.
198. Did the report appear before you came up here ? No ; it did not appear in the newspaper until 
after I had seen that it was correct.
199. Did you see it subside? No; I did not see any actual perceptible progress of the subsidence 
though it was going on during the time I was there.
200. But the report would make it appear to have subsided suddenly. How long did it take ? I think 
the largest amount of subsidence took place within twelve hours.
201. Can you give us the name of your informant ? No ; I am not at liberty to give his name without 
his permission, as it might be injurious to him in his occupation. I spoke to my superiors in the office about 
giving his name, but I cannot give it until I see him, for at present he would not care to have it known.
202. But if he does not wish his name published we can withhold it ? I do not think he would have any 
objection to giving evidence, though at present he may not wish his name known. I also have other 
informants.
203. The article says further on: “Cause of subsidence—water undermining the bank?” Tes; that was 
the theory he and I believed correct.
204. Again: “ Pitchers bulging out and some coming out completely.” Did you see these yourself ? I 
saw the pitchers about 8 feet from the water-level.
205. Did you measure their height ? I made no actual measurement, but judged from careful observation 
I saw the position they were in, and they were raised so much that, though actually not burst out, very 
little would have turned them over.
206. They were out of their places then? Tes; very much so indeed.
207. The article of August 1st gives certain dimensions of the slip. Did you give them? No ; but the 
dimensions are fairly accurate, and were given by my informant.
208. “ The puddle-wall had gone in”—how? It had gone in towards the water—subsided towards the
water’s edge.
209. How did you know this ? Because when they tried to find the puddle it could not be found in its 
proper place and distance.
210. “ A gully is said to be at this point, &c., &c.” How did you get this ? It is actually known that 
between these two places there was a watercourse. It is between the extreme limits of the two slips ; 
so people who were working here at the time told me. It was presumed that the slip was at this point.
211. “ Construction of the embankment was commenced straight off without cutting the natural surface 
level ?” This was information supplied to me. So far as I can recollect no objection has been taken to the 
contractor’s work by the JSmning News.
212. By the same informant ? Tes.
213. The article of December 1st, “about leaks in the dam.” This was soakage, I suppose, after rain? 
At this time there had been no rain for a long time, and there appeared a stream of water flowing from 
the back of the dam which had not appeared before.
214. Mr. Mestayer?] Did you ascertain whether it came from the stone drains ? I would have to get that 
information from an interested party. I am not an engineer, and I wanted them to send up a professional 
man; but they did not consider it necessary to do so. My examinations were undertaken just when I 
was sent up, and were not continuous.
215. The article of December 3rd said “ there was a small drain of water coming from the bank,” and 
suggested driving piles ? I know nothing about that. It was written by Mr. Norton, I believe.
2L6. Mr. Gordon.] "Was this his own idea ? No, it was not. It was suggested to him. He is not an 
engineer, and possibly has less knowledge of the subject than I, as I had a good amount of experience in 
surveying. *
217. Mr. Mestayer?] Did you write the leading article of December 7th ? No ; I do not write leading 
articles.
218. Mr. Gordon?] Was the article meant to convey the meaning that the dam was not built strong
enough to bear a greater pressure of water than was then in it ? I think so. It had 12 feet of water in it; 
and instead of increasing it to 15 feet they reduced it to 9 feet, which was indisputable evidence of its 
weakness. 219.
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219. Do you think that was the reason of the reduction in the water level ? Tes.
220. Mr. Mestayer.'] But is not indisputable rather a strong word to use ? I cannot say so. I judge from ^ S.Wearne.
the information I gathered, and cannot argue whether the word is strong or not. 19D^A~1888
221. Mr. Gordon.] Why do you think that the subsidence would increase ? This was the opinion of my ec‘’ 1
informant. With respect to the horse and cart, it sunk up to its shoulders. I did not see it myself.
222. Mr. Mestayer.] Will you see your informant and ask him to communicate with me ? Tes.

Mr. Robert Cameron, Diver, Harbour and Rivers Department, called and further 
examined, after having been down at section 44 :—

On coming up he reported as follows :—“ I went as far as I could on each side. . The face of the bank jj;r-
is not disturbed but the dyke has been forced out from its original position, and is pushing the ground R. Cameron.
before it; in some places the ground has been raised 6 feet; it is hollow at the bottom and then comes up /-----
as if lifted- by a spade.” 19 Dec., 1883.
223. Mr. Mestayer.] Is the spalling shifted? No ; the bank appears to have gone straight out.
224. Mr. Gordon?] The face of the bank has not bulged as at the other slip ? Ko; it is totally different.
There are large cracks in the ground, some of them large enough to take the whole of a man’s leg.
225. Mr. Mestayer.] Are these cracks in the solid ground in front of the dyke ? Tes. The dyke has 
moved forward pushing the ground up before it, cracking it in all directions as if a charge of dynamite had 
been exploded.
226. Mr. Gordon.] Has the dyke gone over ? Ho; but in some places the top appears t6 be curling over; 
the dyke is very much twisted and many of the stones are so loose I could take them out with my hand.
[Mr. Cameron was instructed to go down again at section 47, also at section 16 and report at Mr. Mestayer’s

office on Saturday, the 22nd inst.]

THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER, 1888.

. Mr. G. A. Bramston called and examined:—
227. Mr. Gordon.] We have been informed that you have some information which you wish to give us Mr. G-. A. 
respecting the Prospect Dam ? Tes ; it is simply an idea that I have that the dam could be made more Bramston'. 
secure than it is at present. I think I know what would stop the slip and make the bank perfectly secure. /——\
228. Tour information, then, does not relate to the construction of the work ? Ho ; I do not know any- 20 Dec., 1883. 
thing of the construction of the dam. I am not an engineer, but have had some experience with dams on
the gold-fields—at Eaglehawk, near Sandhurst, in Yictoria. and at other places. I "think the remedy for 
this dam will be to relieve the water pressure on the face.
229. How do you propose to do that ? By making a breakwater of timber some little distance from the 
bank. We had a lot of trouble at Eaglehawk, and this is how we cured it.
230. How was the breakwater made ? It was made funnel-shaped to guide the water to the outlet and 
keep the pressure off the face. In the. case of the Prospect Dam I would make the breakwater of timber
secured to screw piles or cylinders filled with cement concrete built inside the dam and near the bank, but -
not touching it. This would prevent any more slipping.
231. Mr. Mestayer.] Then, if I understand you aright, you think that the pressure of water in the
reservoir is causing the bank to slip, and that if the pressure of the water be kept off the face of the 
embankment, there would be no further movement ? Tes ; and I would keep it off by a timber break
water. ‘
232. Tour idea, then, would be to put this timber breakwater the whole length of the dam ? Ho; only
where the heaviest portion of the water is. .
233. Mr. Gordon.] Tou do not propose to prevent the water from getting between the breakwater and 
the embankment? Ho ; but to fix the breakwater so as to take the pressure off the water.
234. Mr. Mestayer.] Were these breakwaters put in to prevent slips ? Tes ; in the early days of sluicing
we had a great deal of trouble with dams slipping ; but after we constructed these breakwaters we never 
had any slips. .
235. Mr. Gordon.] But if any water space exists between the two, the pressure will be the same as if there 
were no breakwater there; the breakwater would only check the wave action, not reduce the pressure ? I 
thought the breakwater would take the pressure off the bank altogether. It certainly answered at the 
dam I referred to at Eaglehawk.

J Mr. Edwin Limond called and examined :—
236. Tou were on the Prospect Reservoir works, I believe? Tes ; I was there from the commencement Mr.
to the finish of the trench. E. Limond.
237. What were you doing ? I was foreman and manager at the saw-mill for Mr. M'G-uigan.
238. We are informed that you can give some important information with regard to the dam. How long 20 Dec., 1888. 
were you there ? About nine months.
239. Were you there when the trench was commenced ? Tes, I was there before the trench was com
menced. I cut the timber for it while it was being built.
240. Where was the saw-mill situated ? Close to the trench.
241. We understand that you can give us the reason for the defect in the dam ? Tes, I can tell you 
what causes the failure of the dam. People have been looking for the cause at the top, but it is not 
there, it is below. I went up to Prospect last week, was on the top of the dam at 4 o’clock on Sunday 
morning, and saw that it was just as I had predicted five years and a half ago—that it would not stand.' I 
have had a lot of work of this kind in Hew Zealand.
242. What caused you to predict that it would not stand ? I could see from the first, when they went
down 15 feet further than the original specification level, that it would not stand. ■
243. Erom what original level ? Before the trench was commenced there were trial shafts sunk from 30
to 60 feet deep, and in every one of these shafts water rose to about 15 feet from the surface, the original 
level of bottom of puddle trench was above this water.' I built the mill near one of these shafts, close to 
• ’ 80—E the
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E L'm d P^ace w^ere the by-wash is now, with the intention of using the water for the engine ; but I found, 
• • after working a couple of days the water was so salt that I could not use it, and had tp stop until they

20 Dec 1888 carted fresh water for me. I noticed also that the water in these shafts, during the day, would rise and 
' - ’ fall, and we would have to lower or raise our pump as required to get the water.

244. How did it rise and fall ? It rose and fell like a tidal water, and there must be some influence 
working on it to cause this rising and falling. The original specification was that the puddle trench 
should be sunk 15 feet.
245. The specification says 15 feet or more [specification rea(T\, so that it was optional how much deeper
he went in order to find a solid bottom ? Yes ; but if they had not gone below the 15 feet the dam would 
have stood, as they would have had a drv bottom. In the first contract the specification said it was to be 
sunk 15 feet. "
246. There was only this specification which says 15 feet or more ? There was another specification which

' said 15 feet. * .
247. Did you see that specification? No ; but Mr. M‘G-uigan told me that it was all it had to be sunk.
As it was they sunk (say) 10 feet below the water level on to a rotten reef, and on that reef the water 
comes. ■
248. What was the clay like that was put in ? The clay was not all totally wet or pugged in as you make 
bricks ; and as soon as this water got to the puddle clay it would swell considerably.
249. Mr. Mestayer^ Did you see the puddle-wall put in? Yes; and when I left the wall and bank 
were a considerable height above the surface.
250. It was level with the bank ? It was a good deal higher than level. I spoke to Mr. M‘G-nigan one 
evening about the depth they were sinking the puddle trench, and he said that he did not think it would 
stand ; but, he added, there is the specification for it.
251. Was the puddle put down on a wet bed? It was put down on as dry a bed as. it was possible to 
obtain.
252. Mr. Gordon.'] How do you account for the bank slipping ? I know that it is this water coming 
upon the rotten reef that causes the bank to slip. You can find it out by putting a bore in, and you 
will find the puddle at the bottom like soup. The clay is expanding through this water getting into it, and 
it is lifting the whole of the top bodily.
253. But it is sinking down instead of lifting up ? Yes ; the bottom is sinking down whilst the clay is 
still lifting up.

. 254. How do you account for the top sinking, then ? The moisture from the top comes in, and then it
shrinks again.

. 255. Mr. Mestayer.] If a bore were put right down in the centre of the bank you would expect to find
water ? Yes. ~
256. I have put some bores down in the bank without finding water, how do you account for that ? Yes; 
but there is water there. I know it.
257. Mr. Gordon.] What did you see in the puddle trench ; how was it done ? The material was carted
in from the flat, and partly taken out of the trench itself, was it not ? The clay was ploughed and dug 
and carted into the trench. .
258. Mr. Mestayer.] Did you see how it was worked in the trench? No; I did not.
259. You say you thought at the time by the depth of the water rising in these shafts, that the puddle
would never stand ? Yes; I did. ^
260. Mr. Gordon.] Were you there when the flume broke ? Yes ; my engine was taken to work the 
pump that pumped the water out.
261. Had they not engines on the trench? Yes ; they had two small engines; but I do not know what 
kind of pumps they had.
262. How long did it take you to pump the water out ? It took twenty hours.
263. What kind of a pump did you use ? A Tangye pump.
264. Do you know what kind of pumps they were using in the trenches before this break took place? 
No ; I do not.
265. When did you leave the works ? I left there on the 14th July, 1883.
266. Was that before or after Mr. MTxuigan died? It was before he died.
267. Do you know if there were any complaints about the size of the timber for the trench ? There were 
complaints at first that the timber was too small.
268. What size was it ? It was cut five by three, the proper size, but they wanted it bigger.
269. Did you cut the props ? No ; I did not. They used bush timber for the props. The reason the 
row took place over the timber was because I was making too much money and they wanted me to 
reduce my price. They afterwards gave me weekly wages.
270. Do you know of any accidents having taken place ? There were none at the mill, but there was a 
man killed in the tunnel, in the chamber underneath the tower.
271. It has been said that men had their legs broken by the buckets in which the puddle was lowered

■ into the trench—do you know of any such accidents ? No ; I never heard of any accidents except at the
tower. I know of no broken legs or other accidents at any other place. In the tunnel where the man 

' was killed they opened up for some distance without timbering the ground, and the man who was killed
was picking overhead when about a ton of stuff came down on him.
272. Mr. Mestayer.] You say that all this water was extremely salt, and you could not u,se it? Yes; 
after two days the engine was in a fearful state owing to the water. Mr. John Bothery, engineer, of 158 
Harris-street, Pyrmont, and Mr. Price, overseer of works, can confirm this. Mr. Price said at the time 
when they sunk into this drift that the dam would never stand.
273. Did you say that the men in the lower tunnel were working upwards instead of downwards ? Yes ; 
they were opening up the chamber and picking the roof down.
274. What height was the embankment when you left ? The embankment was, along the flat, about as 
high as this room, and the puddle about the same height.
275. How far did they keep the puddle trench from the surface ? About a foot.
276. Did you see any sign of water working up through the bed when they put the puddle in ? The bed 
was always wet.
277. Mr. Gordon.] Did you see the pipes burst in the treuch ? The pipes used to burst sometimes.
278. How did they get the water away ? They have stone drains in the back part of the bank, and the

■ water
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water was taken across to the drains. The mistake that has been made was in sinking the trench to the 
depth they did. *
.279. Mr. MestayerDid the salt water come up to the surface? No, it remained at from 12 to 15 feet 
below the surface.
280. Did you ever see it rise higher than 15 feet ? No, it remained at about that height.
281. Mr. Gordon^ "Were you there when the embankment was built ? Tes.
282. Do you think it was well rolled? They had drays on it to carry the material, and I think it was 
pretty well trampled all over with the number of drays they used.

. 283. Did they use rollers ? The drays were much better than rollers.
284. Do you think the contractors did their work properly ? I consider that the contractors did their 
work, as far as I could see, well and to the best of their ability. All that I can say is that if the original 
depth of 15 feet had been adhered to the dam would have been perfectly safe.
285. Was Mr. M'Guigan laid up much before he died ? Well, I may say he was always ailing, and was 
often very bad. If ever they get a heavy rain, and a great pressure of water by the dam filling up it will 
go like a pile of salt.
286. Then you consider that the bank is not safe? I am sure the dam is not safe. We may expect 
heavy rains, and they cannot let the water off fast enough, so the dam must fill up and give w7ay.
287. Have you any further information you can give us, or suggestions that you can make ? No ; I gave 
information to the ^Evening News on Monday last, but they did not publish it.

Mr.
. 33. Limond;

20 Deo., 1888.

FBIB AT, 21 BFGFMBFB, 1888.

Mr. Robert Cameron, River, Harbours and Rivers Department, called and examined
[I have been down at sections 47 and 16, and have come to report myself.]

288. Mr. Gordon.~\ Tou went straight down the slope with the chain on Wednesday ? Tes. Mr.
289. The first measurement you gave us was to the top of the dyke ? Tes. E- Cameron.
290v The second was to the foot of the dyke ? Tes ; on the bed as it were. ' ^
291. Was that part of the dyke altered in shape ? No, it seemed to be cutting into the lake; burst up, 21 Dec., 1888. 
I may say. It has come out more flat, and great big rents appear for about 14 feet in the solid ground.
It rises 2 or 3 feet. It went down the outer slope. ,
292. How did you measure it? It was a little more than two lengths of the pricker, and the pricker is 
6 feet long.
293. Where is the hump you spoke of? On the outer slope of the bulge, it felt as if it were a blister. I 
followed it and found the dyke as if it were curling over, and the stones were displaced. It seemed as if 
the bottom of the dyke was going away ahead of the top. There were a good many loose stones lying 
about. .
294. Where do you think these stones came from ? They probably came from the shingle. The top of 
the dyke is not of an uniform height. It is pretty flat on the top as if it had sunk down. In some places 
it was just as it had been built. In some places the dyke is 2 or 3 feet higher than in other places.
295. How far do you think this irregularity extended ? It extended as far as I went at that time. It got 
less as I went along. It was not so much as I got near the solid where it apparently died out. I could 
feel indications of it all the way along. The bulge extended to a little beyond where I could get from 
section 411. It seemed to taper away, and there was more of it to the right than to the left. On the 
valve tower side it was worst, but it extends to the other side. I then shifted the gear along to section 47, 
went down again and found that it tapered out somewhat like the other. In some places it was hard to find 
the place where the toe w7as. There is not so much bulge there as at other places. There were some stones 
in this place which had fallen in or sunk. In some places the dyke is much higher and twisted. Groing 
away from the tower, from section 47 to the breakwater the bulging seemed to die out, though I could 
feel some indications of it. It was so dark that I could not see whether it disappeared or not. I was 
down during that heavy thunderstorm. The gully spoken of is a good distance out from the bank and is 
said to have been a creek. It is near section 19. The shingle slope seemed to have been disturbed—it 
seemed wavy and in some places was very rough. There is a sort of steps as though it were moving. I 
saw that on "Wednesday. I shifted the gear yesterday to section 17. Down at the bottom there is a 
quantity of loose stones. I found this stuff {stuffproduce!] up the bank, it seems to have oozed out of 
the bank. This was between sections 17 and 16, and extends some distance. I did not go to the end 
of it. There are other places in the dam which are oozing out.
296. Did you see them yesterday ? No ; I saw them when I was down before, but I cannot recollect 

.where, because I took no notes at the time. {The specimen shows nearly all white clay, mixed with a little 
yellowd\ This was spewed out in many places, and runs over the bank like paste in some places. It 
extends pretty well up to shallow water. The water was higher in May than it is now. When I went 
down for Mr. Bishop there was no displacement near the spot where I saw the stones yesterday. There 
were no stones there on my previous visit.
297. Are there many loose stones ? There are not a great number now, but there are more than when 
I was down before. They are more like round stones used for the slopes. There are some loose stones 
on the dyke which I could pull out with my hands. I went from section 47 as near as possible to, and 
examined the dyke; but I did not go as far as I would have done, on account of the severe thunder
storm which caused me to come up as the men were exposed.
298. Was there any spewing out at this point ? There was no spewing up from section 45 towards the first 
slip. Going from the bank you can find a little puddle, but nothing to speak of.
299. Did you examine the step referred to in your former evidence ? Tes. I came across it again and 
went along it. The bottom seems pretty sound. It is between sections 17 and 16 that the dozing is 
seen. The sfep runs along to section 17, and in some places was more defined than in others.
300. Did it run straight along ? It did not appear to run straight but diagonally along the bank. I 
found the ridge at section 17 very irregular; it is either curling over or it is very uneven.
301. Do you know how far it extends ? I have no idea how far along the bank it extends, but I found 
it as far as I went.
302. Were the stones on the slope displaced? I found none of the stones loose in walking down the
bank itself. They seemed bedded in the bank, 303.
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Mr. 303. Was there any spewing at section 19 when you went down ? I noticed very little on Monday hut 
R. Cameron, there was a greater quantity nearer in, and I saw it the whole distance I travelled. At section 19 I got on 

ot^tT^isTs cleaD> original bottom, and at that point there is no sign of any disturbance.
21 Dee., 1888. go^ How far does the spewing extend ? It runs a good way down from the shallow water (say) 5 or 6 

feet downwards. There was some spew at about that distance from the surfaoe, and it became worse in 
deeper water.
305. Was there any ridge where you brought this stuff from? No; it was quite smooth all the way 
along. In some places it is like light ironstone gravel, in others like paste. I do not think the stuff runs 
to the bottom. I know there are other places where spewing is taking place but I have not been near 
these places this time. I found them when I ivas down for Mr. Bishop, but I cannot remember where they 
were as I. took no notes at the time.

Mr. J. 
Butherford.

21Deo!Tl888.

Mr. James Rutherford, Contractor, called and examined :—
306. Mr. Gordm.~\ We have been informed that you can give us some information respecting the Prospect
Dam, and shall be glad to receive it. What were you doing there ? I am a sub-contractor for the 
pitching of the dam. _ .
307. When did you first go on the work ? I was on the work from the beginning, and did the pitching
of some sections of the aqueduct. _ _ .
308. Do you know how the dam was constructed ? No ; I know nothing of its construction. .
309. Were you at work there in the year 1883 ? I was in No. 10 and No. 1, and afterwards in No. 8 
and No. 9 sections.
310. Who did you take the pitching sub-contract from ? Prom Mr. Shand.
311. Mr. Mestayer!] Are you doing the pitching now? I am doingthe pitching of the embankment now.
3L2. Mr. Gordon.] Did I understand you to say that you had been there from the beginning of the work ? 
Prom the beginning of the pitching. .
313. Does your contract include the loose work? No; it does not include the putting on of the loose 
work. I did the pitching from the kerb upwards.
314. Tou had to put the layer of spalls in ? Tes, 6 inches of metal and spalls. _
315. Did you notice anything wrong in the slope of the bank when you started the pitching ? No ; the
pitching was done before there was any slip. _
316. Was there any bulging of the slope? No ; there was no trace of the bank shifting then. When I
first noticed the slip I told Mr. Copeland, one of the inspectors, that there was a slip and he laughed at 
me, and told me I was mad. I then told Mr. Davis, another of the inspectors. He went to Mr. Byan 
who wras ready to eat him. The slip however increased. _ _
317. Do you recollect the date on which you first noticed this slip ? No, I do not; but the pitching was 
not finished and we were shifted to another part of the bank.
318. Do you think it would be in April ? Probably it was in April. . _
319. What we particularly wanted to know was whether you knew anything about the construction of the 
dam itself. No ; I was not there at that time. I was not working at it, and only saw it as I rode past it.
320. Mr. Mestayer!] I think what you have said throws a little light on an article which appeared in the 
Evening News, and said that a correspondent had predicted the collapse of the dam. I wrote to the 
editor and he gave me your name as the correspondent alluded to ? That is not correct. It was before 
the slip really occurred that I told them that a slip would occur. It had begun to slip and I thought it 
would increase.
321. Where did the cloudiness of the water principally occur in windy weather ? The water was very 
thick for about a chain all the way along the bank whenever a breeze was blowing. I consider the clay 
was too good for the purpose, and a rougher material would have done.
322. Mr. Gordon.] How much do you think was made after you went on to the work ? 15 or 20 feet
were made. The pitching was begun rather late. We have shifted the tram line twice since I began; it 
was on what was the top of the bank first, now it is on the finished portion. I did not see anything of 
the construction of the earlier portion of the bank.
323. Mr. Mestayer!] Tou can notice the water quite thick even now after rain or when it blows ? Tes; 
especially when the wind blows towards the bank. There has been very little rain since I have been there.
324. How long have you been on the bank ? About a yeAr.
325. Did you consider that the material used in the bank was unsuitable ? I think the clay was too
soapy, and when wet would go away to nothing. _ ...
326. How is the pitching laid in the aqueduct ? The pitching in section 1 this side of the reservoir is 
pitched for a slope of one to one. It is laid on clay footed against the bottom of the excavation. The 
bed is coarse gritty sand and rotten rock, and the pitchers are first set on the puddle.
327. Do you know Mr. Wearne ? Tes; Mr. Wearne is a reporter for the Evening News, and I corrected 
some information for him which he had received from a publican living at Prospect. The information 
was very inaccurate.
328. Mr. Wearne informed us that he had received some important information from a gentleman, but 
that he could not disclose the name of his informant because of certain circumstances which made it 
inadvisable at present; but in a month or two there might be no objection. He, however, would call on 
his informant and endeavour to get consent. Are you the gentleman ? and have you any objection to your 
name appearing in print in evidence ? No; it was not I, and I have no objection to my name appearing 
in connection with this information.
329. Do you know of a horse and cart falling into one of these fissures ? I have not known or heard of 
any horse or cart going into one of the cracks, and if it had I would either have seen or heard of it. In 
various places there were cracks 8 or 9 feet deep, and extending 200 or 300 yards. I have seen them 
working at these.
330. Mr. Gordon.] What do you think was the width of these cracks ? 18 inches was the extreme width. 
I saw the bank go down at least 6 feet on the morning after the slip had taken place. They commenced 
at the top of the slope and shot the ballast out of the truck to strengthen the toe of the bank. They 
have put some thousands of yards of metal there. It was the bank that went down. I think they should 
have commenced from the bottom and worked upwards with their ballast.
,331. Mr. Mestayer.] There is a stateinent made in one of the Evening News’ articles that the banks were 

' .............. . hopeycombed.
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honeycombed with tunnels large enough for a man to walk through ? I never saw any fissure more than Mr.
18 inches wide, except at the slip. If anything of any size had opened I was sure to have seen or heard ut er or • 
of it. I saw some of Mr. Wearne’s articles in the paper, and they were certainly slightly coloured. 21^60^1888
332. -Mr. Gordon.^ Then you think these articles were somewhat exaggerated, and were what might be '* •
expected from a reporter wanting to create a sensation ? Yes ; if they got hold of a word or two they
made much more of it. .
333. What height has the bank been raised while you were there ? The bank was raised about 20 feet 
whilst I was there, and everything appeared to have been done thoroughly. It was done in 6-inch layers.
334. Mr. Mestayer?\ Did you see anything to lead you to believe that the contractors did not do their 
work properly or according to specification? There was nothing to lead me to believe that anything 
wrong was done.
335. Do you know if the inspectors had any trouble with the contractors about the quantity of water 
used? There were rows between them about not having sufficient water.
336. Did you think there was sufficient water used ? Well, really there was not sufficient water used for 
the dry weather.
337. Do you think the bank is well made ? I have never seen a bank so well constructed as this one. It
was all put in in 6-inch layers next the puddle-wall, and the rest in 12-inch layers. '
338. Was there any distinction made between the forming of the slopes ? I saw no distinction between 
the inner and the outer slope. It was all well carted over and rolled.
339. You have had some experience in dam construction ? Yes ; I have been on two or three dams in 
Yictoria, amongst them the G-ong Grong, Kirk’s Dam, &c. I do not think there is any fault to be found 
with the construction of the dam. I think the whole fault is in the clay, and the spall packing not being 
heavy enough. It is only 12 inches thick. The contractors were up to the specification in every case.
340. This scarcity of water to which you alluded would be in watering the bank? Yes.
341. What sort of condition was the puddle-wall kept in? I do not think they had sufficient water in it.
They did not keep bags on it, as is generally done in such cases, but they simply had men told off to give 
it a watering. Young Mr. Davis, a son of the inspector, was looking after the water on the puddle-wall, 
and they had the water in accordance with the specification and under his orders.
342. We have heard that the water-pipe conveying the water alongside the, puddle-wall was very leaky,
and kept the place constantly in a state of slush ? I have never seen that. It was only a 2-inch pipe of 
wrought-iron, and it had to supply water for everything—men, horses, bank, &c. '
343. Then in your opinion there is nothing to justify the statement that the puddle was kept in a state of 
flood ? The puddle, in my opinion, was not kept sufficiently damp.
344. Mr. Gordon^ Did you do the puddle-wall at Gong G-ong ? No ; I only carried out the pitching.
345- Mr. Mestayer.~\ Did you ever say anything to Mr. Wearne, or to any one else, about the water 
flowing from the back of the embankment ? Mr. Wearne asked me some time ago about it and I told
him I did not think it came from the dam. We tasted the water, which is bitter, and tastes of cement; -
so it cannot be a leak from the reservoir or it would taste like the water in the reservoir.
346. Mr. Gordon.^ How do you think the contractors did their work ? I think the contractors were com
pelled to do their work well There were so many inspectors about that it was almost impossible for 
them to do the work badly. They had to do it all well, or there would have been a row.
347. How did you get on with the contractors ? I got on very well with the contractors except that we 
were always quarrelling about the measurement. They quarried the stones and I set them. I put all the 
kerb in except about 300 feet near the towers. It is put in parallel to the centre line of the puddle-wall.
348. Mr. Mestayer.'] Have you seen anything which would lead you to believe that the kerb is not in the 
same position as that in which you laid it ? I am sure that it is not in the same position. Three weeks 
ago I looked at it, and it had shifted about a foot outwards at the site of the second slip.
349. Which way has it gone ? It has come out towards the water.
350. How long ago is it since it was put in ? About five months ago. The kerb was put in about the 
commencement of my work.
351. Has the water Seen any higher than it is at present ? I think it was about 3 or 4 feet higher.
352. Did it come over the kerb ? It has been over the kerb and some 6 feet up the slope.
353. How much nearer do you think the kerb is now ? I think it is fully a foot nearer the water line
than it was at site of second slip. •
354. During the last three weeks daily observations have been taken, and no movement has been detected.
Can you indicate the exact position in which you placed it ? No; Mr. Jacob gave me the centre line 
sometimes, and sometimes the contractor; and there was frequently a difference of 6 inches in the pegs.

THURSDAY^ DECEMBER, 1888.

F. B. Gipps, Esq., C.E., was called and examined by Mr. Mestayer :—
355. In connection with this inquiry into the condition of the Prospect Reservoir, Mr. Gordon, who.has jjr 
had to leave again for" Melbourne, has given me a few questions in writing to which he would like your jr. <jipps. 
answers, and which I will forward to him ? I will answer to the best of my ability; but I have only
visited the Prospect Dam now and again during its progress—perhaps two or three times a year. 27 Dec., 1888
356. You have visited it occasionally during the time it was being built ? Yes; two or three times 
a year.
357. You visited the dam several times during its construction ? Yes, from nearly the inception of 
the work.
358. At what stages of its construction ? At various stages. -
359. Did you see the puddle put into the trench ? I saw it being put in, and again when it was half full.
I saw it before the embankment was being raised above the original surface.
360. In what respect do you think the puddle is faulty ? In no respect so far as I could see. It 
appeared to me to consist of good clay, and was well puddled. Perhaps 1 would have adopted a different 
method in filling it in, that is to say, filling in the trench. It was filled by throwing the puddle down from 

' a great height, Still I believe it was well worked after being put down into the trench.
361,
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361. Where is the place, or where are the places (referred to in a leading article of the JEvening News of 
the 2nd May last, and for which Mr. Hogue says you are responsible) at which the puddle-wall is com-

• 1888 Pose^ rukkle and rubbish ? Did you see any rubbish or rubble put in ? I did not say that. . I never 
’’ ’ gave Mr. Hogue any authority whatever for making that statement. I deny the statement entirely. I

have seen the puddie-Wall from its inception, and 1 distinctly say that the statement is incorrect.
362. This article appeared on the 2nd May, and your report appeared about the same time ? The
Evening News asked me to give them a report on the dam ; I accordingly visited and examined it, prepared 
my report, and handed it in to the Evening News about the 3rd or 4th of May; but there was not a word 
about the puddle-wall being composed of rubble and rubbish, and I am not responsible for that statement 
in any way. _
363. Do you think the first slip is due to the caving in of the puddle-wall owing to its bad construction ?
The puddle-wall was not of bad construction, but the material in the front face of the dam I decidedly 
think was inferior. _ _
364. Did you visit the dam while the inner slope was being constructed ? Not often. I visited the dam
only about two or three times during the year. _ _
365. You mention in the report published in the Evening News of the 25th May that the inner slope is 
composed almost entirely of clay ? I saw the inner slope from its very start, and I was very much 
surprised at the light material being put in. I noticed that after being sprinkled with water, when it 
dried it blew off with even a light wind as very fine dust, showing that there was very slight cohesion 
in it.
366. That is the clay in the slope ? Yes. _
367. Where was the large quantity of earth put that was excavated from the hill at the east end of the 
works ? I do not know where it may have been put. I cannot say of my own knowledge where it 
was put.
368. When you were there the material made use of in the embankment was clay ? It was almost 
entirely clay or it was soluble shale.
369. Was the clay well levelled and carted over in forming the dam ? That I cannot say because at no 
time was I long enough on the dam to form any opinion. I have certainly seen on one occasion shortly 
after the commencement that the slope was being brought up in layers of from 18 to 24 inches at a 
time, but these layers may have been levelled out thinner before being rolled.
370. Was that at the back or front ? The front.
371. Was that close up to the puddle wall ? No. # _
372. The specification provides that one portion may be laid in 6-inch layers and another in 12-inch layers
and the whole is to be well rolled. The general tendency of the evidence of what you have seen would 
lead you to think the contractors had done their work properly ? I have seen nothing to lead me to 
suppose that they had not carried out their work properly. _
373. Did you ever observe any tendency to slide in any part of the dam prior to the slip at the bend ? No.
374. Did you see the puddle-wall being made, and of what consistency was the clay when put into the
trench of the puddle-wall ? It was of the consistency of pretty thick pug. _
375. It did not go in a very thin state ? No ; it was more like a thick pug as far as I saw it. I was only 
there on different occasions and did not stop long.
376. Do you consider the puddle-wall well made and of good material ? Yes.
377. Did you ever see in the inner slope any layers of white clay entirely? No layers of any great
extent. On the occasion when I visited the dam on May 1st, I took samples of the different clays which I 
saw on the front slope. I noticed a thin layer of white clay and one of dark clay like that on the side of 
Prospect Hill, which is, of course, detritus of diorite rocks, and is more unreliable than the white clay. 
When I tested it in water I found the capillary action as strong nearly as in very porous sandstone, and 
it quickly melted away like sugar. _
378. Did these layers extend over half the width of the bank ? I saw layers of both white and dark brown 
clay; but I cannot say that they extended to any great width or depth.
379. There were patches of both kinds of clay ? Yes ; simply patches.
380. There were no layers of (say) 300 feet in length ? No, I cannot say that I saw any of that length.
381. You have seen no layer of that size? Ihave seen no layer of such an extent as you suggest. Atthe 
same time whenever I visited the dam the clays and shale alluded to appeared to be intimately intermixed 
with and to form part of the material in the water face of the dam.
382. Was the slope of the layers from the face downward toward the bank maintained ? I cannot tell, as 
I was not on the work except on different occasions for a short time.
383. Did you ever see the bank after heavy rain ? I have seen it after rain.
384. Did the workmen lead the surplus water across the puddle-wall to the drains in the rear half-width ?
I did not notice and cannot say. •
385. Did you ever notice the work in a wet or sloppy condition? I did not notice it.
386. Did you ever see the bank or the puddle while the work was going on in a wet or sloppy condition ?
No. In fact as I saw it in the beginning, I particularly noticed that there seemed to be too little water, 
-and they did not seem to be able to get sufficient water for the work. ’ '
387. That would leave the bottom part in a very porous condition ? Yes. ' .

. , : 388. And when they got heavy rain in 1887, the water would naturally accumulate in that part? Yes.
389. Are there any points respecting the mode of construction of the bank, or respecting the materials 
employed in any part of the work, that came under your own observation, and that you think of interest 
in this inquiry, and that you could mention ? The chief points which came under my notice were the 
characters of the clays on the front face. I found that the white clay was soluble, and the dark-brown 
clay, which they looked on as a heavy clay, and was expected to give weight, was very porous, and when 
broken up it had no cohesion at all. This appeared to me, when I visited the dam in May, to be the 
cause of the slips, but from a recent examination I think I may have been somewhat premature in 
attributing the slips wholly to the clay, and I am now inclined to think that it was due as well to 
leakage from the puddle trench, which is, so to speak, curling or blowing up the dam. {Elan shown.~\ 
This puddle-trench cuts right across the natural flow of the water in the strata which has only a dip 
varying from 20 to 35 feet per mile, and this flow being stopped by the impervious puddle-wall the water 
from the porous strata is accumulating, inducing a constantly increasing pressure which is gradually 
forcing its way up the side of the puddle-wall or through the ground immediately connected with it, 
and is undermining portions of the embankment. 390.

Mr. F. B, 
Gipps.
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390. You consider that this water is forcing the clay up then, and is throwing the whole bank out? Yes. .Mr-
My impression is that these slips will continue, because I do not think there is sufficient weight to over- ^ipp5- 
come them. ^ ^
391. What then is your idea of the slip ? I am inclined to think, as in my first report, that the slips are ^ ®eo.-> l888, 
greatly due to the clays, which are very easily soluble and have melted away, leaving no weight to over
come the pressure of water as aforementioned. The dam is largely kept in its place by the water in the 
reservoir. If that were withdrawn the embankment would probably fail. The clays in front are very
weak, more especially the dark ones.
392. You think then that the water which is in the strata cut across by the puddle trench is now pushing 
itself up in the puddle trench? Yes, the crust of the original surface has been broken, and the front face 
being the weaker side, it is being blown up.
393. Then you would expect that when any bores were put down into the sides of the slope you ivould 
get a large quantity of -water ? Yes, at the bottom.
394. But if the puddle-wall were properly made and compressed the puddle should seal out the water ?
Yes ; but w.e know that in several instances of coffer-dams, water has forced its way right up through 
weak or broken surface strata through puddle. In this case a good deal of the rock was blasted with 
heavy blasts, and this would tend to break up or disturb the super strata.
395. Then you contend that putting in the puddle-wall has stopped the natural flow of water through the 
porous strata intersected by the dam, and the water is accumulating behind it ? Yes.
396. But a head of even 40 feet should not produce any effect on a properly made puddle-wall. I have 
never known it to do so, and I have put them down in all varieties of porous and water-bearing strata. If 
the puddle were bad I could understand it, but the samples we have taken out are of very good quality ?
No doubt of it: but I contend that the ground and super-strata have been broken and shaken by blasting, :
and that the hydrostatic pressure of the water in the large area drained by the porous sandstone intersected 
by the puddle trench is sufficient to force its way up through the ground and attack the clays in the front 
embankment. Of course if the front embankment had sufficient weight it would overcome this, but it has 
not nearly sufficient weight. In California, in the San Francisco Whiter Supply W^orks, the Pillarcitos 
reservoir went in a very similar way, and there it was found to be due to a leak just between the inner • -
face of the puddle-wall and the trench. ' ' '
397. When you saw the embankment being put in was it put in with layers sloping in towards the puddle- -
Avail ? Yes.
398. Did you ever see the face of the dam being brought up to any considerable height above the puddle- 
wall ? Yes ; I forget to what depth I saw it, but it was a good depth.
399. The specification states that the embankment may be kept a little aboAre or a little below the surface 
of the puddle-wall, and we would like to find out exactly what was done ? VV hen I saw the light clay 
aforementioned the inner face of the embankment was going up, and the puddle-trench was not anything 
like filled up. The embankment on that occasion was started before the puddle-wall was near the surface.
400. One witness we had before us said he had seen the top of the bank 30 or 40 feet above the level of
the puddle ? I suppose when I was there the puddle in trench was nearlv that depth below the surface 
slope. ^
401. But was the embankment carried up right to the edge of the trench while the puddle was so low ?
That I could not say.
402. So far as the construction of the trench and the slope are concerned, did you see anything to lead 
you to think that there was any bad workmanship in it ? Decidedly not.
403. Did you see the stone-dyke at the inner toe of the embankment being put in ? No : I saw the 
stone dyke, but I did not see it put in.
404. "We have been told that the embankment was built some 30 or 40 feet high before the toe was put 
in ? That is nonsense.
405. The dyke was put in and the embankment worked up to it ? Yes ; it was one of the first things I 
noticed at one of my visits.
406. There is no doubt that these clays are very poor ? No doubt whatever.
407. You took some samples of the clay to try them yourself ? Yes. ■'
408. How did you test them? I tested them with different quantities of water, and noticed their 
conditions. The white clay melted away to a paste, and the brown or dark clay absorbed a large quantity 
of water, and then caved and fell to pieces as fine sand.
409. Did you try to mix the white and yellow clays ? No ; but I tried the yellow and the red, and found 
they were the only clays that could be trusted. The white goes into a thin paste, but the dark-brown 
clay is much worse than the white. It is very sandy and rotten, which may be imagined by the slips to 
be seen on Prospect Hill. It is not a true clay, but onlv detritus from the diorite rock above it. ■
410. I believe you have said that sometimes when the winds was bloiving towards the embankments ■ the 
water gets so thick that it cannot be used? That is not in my report. I have, however, noticed it 
myself.
411. At which part of the bank ? It was very near the first slip that I took notice of it.
412. That would be around the bend? Yes.
413. Have you noticed it any other place ? Yes, I have noticed it in other places all along the 
embankment.
414. Wa.s that after rain ? No, it was in dry weather. It ivas due to the wash caused by the wind
•Ihe wind always induces a current right along the face of the dam. '

FRIDAY, 28 DECEMBER, 1888.

Robert H. Ryan, Esq., Resident Engineer, was called and re-examined :—
415 When was the stone-dyke put in relatively to the bank ? The toe was put in first and the bank 
worked to it and carried up uniformly with it.
^j'j?^0Wn^ar WaS Pu<^e"waH allowed to be kept below the bank? That portion alongside the 
puddle-wall was never more than a few inches. The banks outside the select material were allowed 
occasionally to be ahead about 2 feet in advance.
417. Was the puddle-wall at any time 30 feet below the surface of the embankment ? Never. 418.

R. H. 
Ryan, Esq.

28 Dec., 1888.
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R. H. 418. Was tlie timber of the puddle trench sufficient for the purpose ? Tes, generally. At times its 
Ryan, Esq. insufficiency had to be brought under contractor’s notice.

419. In adding 5 per cent, for the subsidence, was the depth of the puddle trench below the ground level 
c8 ec., ®' taken into account? No, only the height above the ground was considered when the 5 per cent, was

added.
420. Did the water in the reservoir have access to the bank before the broken stone was put on ? No ;
but the contractors did not carry on the spalling as last as I wished, and I had to write and hurry them 
on with it. At times the waves washed over the top of the stoning. ^
421. Did you ever notice a rise and fall of the water in the trial shafts on the site of the works ? No ; 
but Mr. Nicholas, who had a great deal more to do with these trial shafts, would be in a better position 
to give you any information on that point.
422. When the puddle trench was excavated did any considerable amount of water come through the 
rock? No; generally it was exceedingly dry. It was only where the gravel bed was cut through that 
we had any considerable quantity of water to deal with in the puddle trench.
423. Did the gravel bed occur at either point where the slips have taken place ? No ; the strata cut 
through in this case had no gravel, and the rock was not of a porous nature and did not give out any water.

Mr. William Nicholas, Inspector of Earthwork, called and re-examined :—
Mr. W. 424. Did you notice the water in the f rial shafts and the depth it stood below the surface? I cannot 

Nicholas, remember exactly, but as near as I can recollect, the surface of the water was about 14 feet below the 
' ground; not less. _ _ #

28 Dec., 1888.425. During the time these trial shafts were open did you ever observe any rise and fall (like a tidal 
influence) of ihe water? No, I am sure that no such rise and fall took place or I should have seen it.

Mr. George Davis, Inspector of Earthwork, called and re-examined :—
Mr. G. Davis. 426. When excavating the puddle trench from about section 40 past and round the bends where the slips 

“n have taken place, did you find any water coming in from the rocks that were cut through ? No ; this part 
23 Dec., 1888. 0f £]ie trench was very dry, no water whatever came in through the rocks. .

SATURDAY, 29 DECEMBER, 1888.
Mr. James J. Maher was called and examined hy Mr. Mestayer, who first showed Mr. 

Maher, the drawings of the Prospect Dam in order that he (Mr. Maher) should 
understand the subject:—

Mr. J. Maher. 427. Will you make a statement, as you propose, and I can afterwards question you? Tes; I think 
/——x that may be the best way of proceeding. With respect to the dam, I have not seen it and am not

29 Dec., 1888. acquainted with it, nor have I any knowledge of the clay which is used. I saw several articles in the
paper on the subject, and one very sensational article. This induced me to write on the subject, as I have 
had a large practical experience in making dams, and I fully believe that I have found out the defect. I 
believe that I found it out through the loss of a shaft; in fact, I have proved it. We lost a shaft, and 
when we lose a shaft we sink another. In doing so, we draw the timber of the lost one. The first 
shaft we had was about 4 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in., and required puddle clay to keep the water back. Slabs 
were laid down level, with two holes in each side, and the puddle was well rammed. In this the back 
water rose and drove us out, and when drawing our timber we found that both above and below the 
puddle the slabs were safe, but on the puddle they were bent. This was owing to the clay swelling. I 

’ recollect a river embankment being built, where they were putting in a puddle-wall. I asked them what 
facing they were going to put on it, and was told clay and stone. I said it would not do, as the first
flood that would come would sweep it away. Since that time it has been swept into the river five times, 
and they have now repaired it with rubble stone shot over the face.
428. What was this embankment for ? To stop the overflowing of a river when flooded. The bank kept 
slipping away, and they put up a puddle-wall and faced it with rubble stone. t

‘ 429. It was an embankment to a river ? Tes, but it keeps slipping, and is now being repaired for about
the tenth time. . . . T- T
430. Do you not think puddle is a good thing to keep water back ? I do not think it is the best. It I 
were doing it I would ram the clay well and allow it to puddle afterwards, with the face protected.
431. Where do you think the defect in the Prospect Dam lies ? It is in my opinion under water that 
the slip takes place and not at the toe of the bank. If the clay is not well rammed it will absorb 
water. It is wonderful how much it will absorb. When the clay has been dry and gets wet again it will 
shoot out like a gun and break everything in its way.
432. The puddle is not wet, the water has not yet got into it. We have opened the puddle-wall m 
several places and have had excavations made in the sides with a view of ascertaining what condition it is 
in, and we find that wherever we have taken the clay from it it is like pug-clay both above and below . 
Well I looked at the bursting of our slabs as evidence that water getting into the puddle will cause 
expansion of the clay. I believe that this slip takes place from the saturated clay expanding straight out. 
It throws out from the centre although for 20 or 30 feet above and below it may be perfect. In this case 
it will be impossible to test the toe of the bank except by diver or by running all the water out of the dam.
433. We have had the diver at work on various occasions and he has made a report [explained.'] Mr. 
Maher : When 1 wrote the letter in June last to the Evening News I said that it would always be a 
source of danger, and I then maintained that unless the face was secured it would slip again. Tou can
not tell where the slip may occur; but in my mind it is under water, and this of course brings the chasm 
at the top in view. I know of a waterworks which was constructed with a puddle-wall and. whilst it was 
being built I said if ever there is a heavy rain or flood it will bulge the stone out. This has actually 
occurred.
434. Was that an cnbankment? It was in a waterworks lately constructed.
435: Tou have had a good deal of experience with puddle clay ? Tes; I have had so much experience
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with it, to my cost, that I know its capacity in these cases. In some cases in my experience it bent the 
slabs, in others it not only bent but burst them, sending the whole face out, and even closing the shaft.
436. That was puddle behind the slabs ? Tes ; for instance, in ramming ordinary puddle you will ram 10 
feet of it into a space of 3 feet.
437. The method adopted here wras this : The clay w'as cut and left on the surface for a few days ; then 
cut again and put into the trench where it was cut and cross-cut with spades ? Tes ; but I look upon it 
that the heavy stamping and treading down of the puddle is injurious, because when the puddle becomes 
dry and then wet again it wall absorb more water.
438. Then you think that the treading down of the clay has injured it ? Tes ; I think so.
439. The object of this was, of course, to bring it dovm to an uniform consistency? Tes ; but it has 
always proved a failure. I was at Snowy Eiver, which had its course turned by bags of sand, and there 
was no leak. Tellow clay is an excellent material, but must be restrained.
440. About 50 per cent, of this puddle is yellow clay ? Tes. In the place of which I was speaking we 
were working perfectly safely until the water flooded us, and in about a fortnight the yellow clay had 
bursted our slabs and closed our shaft.
441. ATas this rammed ? It was worked up with a rammer just as w7e would ram a post-hole. I feel 
perfectly convinced that if puddled clay is rammed as tight as possible, and then water is put on it, it will 
burst up anything that comes in its way. In my letter to the Honorable the Secretary for Public ATorks, 
I also said that 1 felt convinced that this was the case in the Prospect Dam, and I also felt convinced that 
I could suggest a remedy.
442. ATe shall be glad to receive any suggestion you can make, our object being to obtain the widest
information as to the cause of the defect, and any suggestions that may be made will receive every con
sideration ? I have rot seen the dam, and do not know xvhether my suggestion would be practicable or 
not. I have only formed my opinion from what I have read in the newspapers. '
443. ATe will receive your suggestions, and even if they cannot be made use of in their present form they 
shall receive careful consideration ? May I ask what is the depth of the water. ,
444. The deepest part is 85 feet from the top of ground line ? ATell, I vrould propose, and I am fully 
convinced that I can save the dam at a very small cost, that ironbark girders be laid from top to 
bottom on the face of the dam, across these I would fix either w7ood or iron girders grooved.
445. Tou w’ould place them longitudinally? Tes. This would leave a cavity between them wdiich I 
propose to fill up with ti-tree scrub.
446. AVhat depth would you make you girders ? About a foot deep. T would fill all the cavity between 
the ironbark girders with ti-tree, and then place the iron girders over them with planks over the ti-tree 
resting in the grooves of the iron girders.
447. Along the top of the ironbark beams? Tes; the iron girders would be fastened to the ironbark 
beams in order to retain them in their places. I would then cover the whole with ironbark slabs about 2 
inches apart.
448. Then you would first lay down ironbark beams, fill in the spaces with ti-tree scrub, covered longi
tudinally with iron girders and finally cover the whole with ironbark slabs ? Tes ; so that no debris 
could come out. It w'ould then form a drum, .
449. But this w'ould be simply covering up the moving mass? No; it cannot move any further as it is 
constrained. It cannot then force the face out.
450. It w'ould carry the foot with it ? No ; it cannot, for there is a foot allowed for the expansion of the
clay, and it cannot shift the face. . ....
451. If this were done the timber would actually be fastened to a place wdiich is moving ? No ; it would
fasten itself just in the same manner as a brick arch binds a chimney face. .
452. How would you fasten the ironbark beams to the dam ? I would not fasten them to ihe dam. The 
girders would fasten the beams as they went round and ivould become a drum, and I think that this 
would render the face secure. I have proved ti-tree to bo a perfect pulverizer. It strains tlie water and 
collects the dirt, so that it soon becomes hke a cement. 1 have used it in turning the Snowy Eiver. 
AThen casually going along ive would thrust ti-tree into tlie little holes which were seen between .the 
upright timber and the bags of sand, and after a tlood it was that hard that it required a pick to break 
and remove it.
453. How thick did you use them? The upright timber to bold the ti-tree scrub wms only about as thick 
as my arm, and I believe it is all there now. There were three or four well-known men in the company 
which diverted the Snowy Eiver.
454. Have you any idea of the cost of such an arrangement as you suggest ? No ; I have not. It is
more a question for the engineer who may carry out the w'ork ; but I do not think it would cost very 
much. I would, however, stake my life that it would be a perfect cure for the dam. .
455. But the plan you suggest involves emptying the reservoir, and that is a thing which cannot he done, 
as Sydney is depending entirely on this reservoir. It very often happens, however, that there are more 
ways than one to accomplish the same object, and we must look for the best means to adopt as well as.the 
least expensive ? A cs ; of course, it might bo clone by divers, but it would be expensive. I think the girders 
might bo brought up and laid down without the divers, but they would have to go down and fasten them.
456. In the deepest portion there is about 50 feet of water over the toe of the embankment, and it would 
be very difficult to biy these girders under vvaler even at a lesser depth, by divers? Tes ; it would be 
difficult; but I do not think that the}' would have to be la:d by the diver, although they would have to be 
secured by him. At the same time 1 think that the work could be done for £100,000“ less than another 
scheme which I saw proposed. ATherever there is puddle clay it must be constrained, as there is rain 
water from the back, from the top, and many other ways, always liable to get into it.
457. In fact the object of your arrangement would be" to tie the face in one solid mass? Tes; it would 
be like a drum and bind itself. I believe they have found ironbark timber in wells, and perfectly sound 
after one hundred years. It would require a skilled engineer to say what size the beams should be, and 
also the size and weight of the slabs.
458. The ironbark girders and slabs you propose to use are such as arc usually in the market? Tes;
you can get them in tne mills at any time. I should suppose that the slabs required would be about 4 
inches thick, and the}' would make a very pretty face. The size of the slabs would depend upon the 
length they were laid upon the face—20, 30, or 40 feet in length, as might be arranged. .
459. How would you fix the slabs ? The top beam could be made with a groove, so that the top of the 
slabs would be encased in them, and the iron girders I know can he got at any engineering shop.

$0— 0- 460,

Mr.
J. Maher.

29 Dec., 1888.
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Mr. 460. There would be no difficulty about the material, as it is of every day use ? It is in general use, and 
J. Maher. for constraining of the wall I would depend upon the ti-tree, simply because I have proved it to be 

almost as good as a filter, and it retains the dirt. It gathers the dirt as it washes up and down, and29Dec., 1888.retains it 8 F >

461, There is an. exceedingly small quantity of sediment to be found in these waters ; the water comes 
frSsttt such a long distance that the sediment is deposited before it reaches the reservoir? Tes ; but windy 
weather will make it rise a little.
4f6^. Tes ; but it doe's not affect the clay sufficiently to cause a deposit such as you would require. I have 
never seen the water in any state but that you could dip it up at any spot and drink it at once. If you 
saw the dam you would be able to judge for yourself ? I do not think that, after the reports I have seen 
in the papers, even a sight of the dam would alter my opinion. In one claim in which I was engaged the 
clay had actually closed the shaft completely after bursting up. Several of my mates in this claim can 
testify to this fact.
463. With regard to the river bank which you mentioned a short time back ? Some persons maintained 
that the water in this case was coming from the bottom and so causing the slip ; others maintained that 
the water actually came from the swamps some 4 miles away, sunk down perpendicularly to a certain 
distance whence it found its way horizontally to the bank of the river. I opposed this idea and offered to 
prove that they were wrong by sinking a shaft at any place or places they would point out, and show them 
that there was no water between these swamps and the bank of the river. In the early days we would 
often sink alongside of a river and then drive right under it without getting neater. 1 wmuld here draw 
your attention to a paragraph in the Evening JSfews, which says “ the plan will have to bo adopted which 
we suggested.” Now, in no article that I have seen do they suggest any plan until after my letter appeared, 
on the 9th Juno last, in their columns.
461. We wish to got any suggestions or information from anybody, and wo shall be glad of any further 
information or suggestion you may be able to give us. Tou must understand that we went to Mr. Hogue, 
the editor of the Evening News, and asked him for any names of his various informants, and though lie 
gave us a number, your name was not one of them. It was through the Honorable the Secretary for 
Public Works that we got your name ?

Mr. Maher : In the letter I wrote to the Evening News I did not sign my name, only the initials. 
I am not an engineer, and hope it will not be considered presumptuous in me to give my opinion.

Mr. Mestayer: We would rather have the experience of a practical man in this class of work than 
we would have a dozen theories, so you need not think yourself presumptuous in placing your own experience 
and practical work before us.

Mr. Maher: I thank you. I contend, as I have already explained, that the dry clay rammed hard 
would have been far better than any puddle in building this dam. With face of dam constrained as I 
propose dry earth rammed would be sufficient.

Mr. Mestayer here explained the form of the puddle-wall, &c.
Mr. Maher : I am very pleased with the very courteous manner in which you have received me, and 

the kind way in which you have examined and listened to my explanations. It gave me more confidence 
in making my views plain to you, and I still feel that I have stated the true cause of the defect and also 
the remedy.

WEDNESDAY, 2 JANUARY, 1889.

Mr. John Buckett, jun.. Publican, was called and examined by Mr. Mestayer:—
465. Tour name has been mentioned to us in connection with the dam, and we are told that you can give 
us some information respecting it ? What I have to say is only what I obtained from the workmen who 
were working on the dam, and I have not made it my business to follow it up,
466. Have you seen the cracks yourself ? Tes ; I have frequently seen them, and I have gone some scores 

' of times on to the dam.
467. Did you hear anything or did you see anything at any of these visits which would lead you to believe 
that there was any defective workmanship in the work? No, I have not, but I have heard experienced 
men say that a mistake had been made in not stepping the rise to bind it.
468. That is to say it has been worked on the flat instead of having steps put in ? Tes ; steps put in on 
the rise. I heard this from a man who has worked on some of the largest dams and reservoirs in the old 
country, and who was a ganger here.
469. There was a statement made in the Evening News a short time ago that some portions of the puddle 
were made of “ rubble and rubbish.” Do you know who gave this information ? No ; I know nothing about 
that. I know that the Government inspectors have condemned puddle which I thought was quite good 
enough, and better than some which they put in.
470. Tou have heard nothing of this “rubble and rubbish” ? No.
471. Where did they put the condemned stuff? They put it on the water side. I do not think they 
gave it sufficient time to drain first.
472. Tou think that the moisture from this condemned stuff has been draining into the bank ? Tes ; I 
do think so.
473. And you think that it should not have been put there whilst it was so wet ? No ; it should not.
474. How long have you been here, from the commencement of the work ? No ; I have been here about 
five years.
475. Then you have been a close and constant observer of the work all that time ? I have seen nearly 
the whole of the work done during that time, but I have not watched it closely. Sometimes I have not 
been on the bank for a month ; sometimes two or three times a week when I have taken friends or visitors 
on to explain and show them the work.
476. Do you know Mr. Wearne, of the Evening News ? Tes.
477. He told us, in his examination, that he had obtained a lot of his information from a gentleman who 
did not wish his name to be published; is that gentleman yourself ? No ; it is not.
478. Have you any objection to your namo appearing, as it has been decided to print all the evidence
given during this investigation ? I do not care to have my name appearing in the papers, as it might 
injure my business. What I have told you is just what I have been told by the men working on the job. 
I have not much knowledge of public works, and cannot say anything as to the truth or otherwise of 
their tales. I followed mining chiefly when at work. 479.

Mr.
J. Buckett, 

jun.

9 .Tnn 1 ftftQ
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a79. What have you heard, or seeu, which led you to believe that the dam is unsafe ? The shrinkage of T J^r:
^e Wo, er side and the bursting up of the cubes. When the slip first took place it burst the cubes up ’ e * 

^ca1'^ wler iV^-US“ i6 an exP^9s*on> ^eD after earth had been put on them they would drop down again bodily. ' a ‘
■ \v as this at the first slip ? Tes; at the first slip. This dropping down continued, but nothing 2 Jan 1889

serious occurred until the second slip took place. S ^ Jan., itssa.
mally cracks between the first and second slips? Tes, they extended from the top 

rig t down the baiiA. There were cavities 10 to 12 feet each way, in which men could walk. No later 
aso11 a “rlver told me that he had let a man down a crack which was 10 or 12 feet deep.
,? " yesterday ? . No, it was some weeks ago, but it was yesterday the driver told me of it.

mi 6 aie i 6 crac^s to toe side of the first slip ? Tes ; those caused by soakage.
. - . Inese cracks are all at the site of the first slip ? Tes ; from near the hospital to the first slip it is

like a rotten layer and was constantly giving way.
wG were pnt down into tlie rotten layer were in the bank? Yes.

c j’j-n aS ^to1’ toe slip had occurred? Tes, about a month ago when they opened up the bank to 
hud the puddle-wall and they could find no puddle.
487. Were uot these trenches ; not shafts ? They were trenches cut in on the hatter side. This infor
mation 1 got from the men who were working there. When the toe was put in I said it would not resist 
any great weight. ■
488. ihe toe is just a rubble _bank? Tes, and the ground all around the front is very spewy. Ihave
often seeu horses bogged in this rotten soil. » r j
489. That would be round about the deepest portions of the bank ? Tes, and more so toward the top end 
or where the second slip has occured. There was a gully there.
490. It w'as at that point that the ground was so bad ? Tes ; I have had to get off my horse when riding 
there, owing to the spewy nature of the ground.
491. The ground would be really boggy in wet weather ? Tes ; a man would sink down to his knees if 
walking on some parts of it.
492. Did you see any of the trial shafts put down? No ; I have seen the trenches put down near the 
^QOW 1 ^avf knTn .them t0 be 17 or 18 feet deep, and they were rammed up with clay again.
the bank8 ^ ^ ^ ^ °f ^ SllpS °r at this end ? At tbe site of toe slip, and a great part along

494. And those cracks which went down 17 or 18 feet w'ere at the site of the slip ? Tes ; they opened 
_ie ground up right along to see how far the cracks went. In some places they W'ere only 5 or 6 feet .
deep, and 111 others from 10 to 20 feet deep. The stuff was dry and powdered and had no solidity at all. 
ao.'7xr t0 aeep toenches closely timbered to keep the sides up as it was always on the. move.

y°u seen any movement on this side ? There has been no movement at all on this side except 
a very little which W'as caused by the shrinkage.

Smt was on tbe V^ter side, and there has been none ou this side ? Nothing of any consequence,
497 Have you noticed the soakage on the bank at this side ? Tes ; but I think that is through the drain 
wells on this side. °
loo xt6 soa:kaSe tllat 1 meant was that coming from the toe of the embankment? Tes. *
soakage 6 y°U ^ a mU<W7 Stream rullllinS? No ; 1 was ouly one day toere and I saw the

500. We have heard that some person saw a muddy stream coming away ? ■ I have never seen or heard of 
it comiDg through m that form.
501. So far as you know there has been no soakage except this from the drain ? No ; this is how they
account ior it. J
502. Have you ever seen it coming from any place except the drains ? No.
oOA Ho you know a man named Price, who was one time a mason on the works ? There was a man here 
or tnat name.
o04. Do you know what is become of him ? Illy brother-in-law saw him some nine months ago in Sydney,
He was superintending some stone work there. 6 J ~
rn?*' -n?!1 do n0t tnow wbere he is to be seen or heard of now ? No.
18 inches or so*3™1, 866 ^ at thiS end? No ; n°ne ,vider tban wotlU admit y°ur leg-say

fn°J; At t}le deeP Part ®f to® bank ? Tes 5 they said that the extent of the cracks could be seen better 
the early morning than later on, and I have gone across in the early morning and lain down to look

-n-A cracks' ,db® inspectors used to go along and kick the dirt into the cracks in order to blind them. '
PUS. Hid yon see the dyke being built up ? Tes.
sin ^ built Up b?f°re the bank ? Tes ; it was built up before the bank.
■Y ' -,1 70U ?7er ?otlcfi,any Sreat fiua,1toity of water lying about the work whilst it was in progress?
tbp ^ftr flo°ded7 ,There has been 20 30 feet of water in the puddle trench, and right along
nnmTffb ’ + lfc r x?* P® S°^ 0llt lmtl1 after tbe rain ceased. They then used a Tangye engine to
pump tne water out of the trench. oj &
Si ^ J ^as eal’eto% taken out before the puddle was put in ? Tes, as far as
in d fn* TaV bumxthe Puddl® was always wet and I think there was a little too much water used
tL S Puddle- They would puddle it m the flat, and when cutting it the hose would be going all
the time and the men would be standing up to their knees in mud or slush. 6 5
olz. it was so soft that they could hardly walk over it ? *5~es.
fto' b JJ,ndersj'a!ld y°u to say that there was often a lot of water on the bank? It was not left on any 
longer than whilst it was raining. ^
hnt som®time®; . 1 had dra7f at work for me, and sometimes the men would bring them
51 ? * 7aS( r,° S°ft to^w0^- I bave gone over and seen horses sink up to their bellies.
week, before tht/c“uh"k i^perf ”1 *'1 tbe “I“ted ,tufi w” P”*' “d “ ™

“™ tut wa' s“kins do™? Te’; tier* 

ydars^^ Water r^stog in the reservoir at the time ? Tes ; it has been rising between three and four

518i
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Mr.
J. Buckett, 

jun.

R. H. Ryan, 
Ksq.

2 Jan., 1839.

Mr.
G. Davis.

2 Jan., 1839

A. Mackay, 
Esq.

5 Jan., 1889.

518. Tlie water was actually rising in tlie reservoir wldle this water was seating down into the 
work ? Tes,
519. Do you tnow a Mr. Norton who was up here for a newspaper ? Tes. _
520. Did he stay here with you ? Tes ; he always stopped here, sometimes a week or two at a time.
521. Did he get his information from you or from the men P 1’rom the men and from what he saw
himself. _
522. Have you anything else to tell us with regard to the work, as I do not think I have any more 
questions to ask you ? I think I have told you, iu reply to your questions, all that I have either heard 
from others or that I have seen myself.
523. Do you know what reason was given for the prediction that the dam would never stand ? They
reckoned that the clay was too soluble ; that the dam was filled up too quickly ; was not given sufficient 
time to consolidate; when they got fine weather they put the material in too quickly for it to become 
solid, and it was not of a sufficiently binding nature. In fact at one time they talked of stopping the 
work owing to its being put in so fast. _
524. "When was it that they talked of stopping the work ? About twelve or eighteen months ago.
525. They were getting near the top and making more progress ? They made more progress in the last
eighteen months than in the whole of the previous three years. _
520. Tou say the reasons given for the prediction that the dam would not stand were that the material 
used was not of a sufficiently binding nature ; that it had no time to consolidate; that the dam was filled 
up too quickly, and that the material was put in too fast to allow it to become solid ? Tes. _ _
527. So far as your opinion goes these are the causes which led to the prediction ? I got these opinions
from two or three of the “bosses” who had had good experience in England and other places. Some of them 
had worked on the same jobs as Mr. Davis had been on in England. - These men are now scattered all over 
the colonies, some in Queensland and some in Yictoria. _
528. So far as your own knowledge goes the work has been well done ? Oh, yes ; so far as I could judge. 
They worked very strictly to the plans, and the men told me that they worked very closely to the specifi
cations, but they thought that the stuff was not sufficiently binding in its nature, and that steps should 
have been put in. In large railway embankments they cut steps on the rise and fall of. the ground to 
keep them from slipping. The man who told me about the stepping has been all his lifetime working at 
this kind of work, as was his father before him.

Robert H. Ryan, Esq., Resident Engineer, recalled, and further examined :—
529. "YVas there any stepping done for the bank to work on on the hill side ? No, the bank was simply 
worked up to the hill.
530. How far did the selected material come back ? About 22 or 23 feet at ground level. .
531. Were the trenches, which were opened in order to see the extent of the cracks, rammed when making 
the ground good? Tes, they were, well rammed, and they took more material than had come out of them. 
Gr. Davis, Inspector, had charge of this work.
532. Have you filled in the cracks which have not been wide enough to open up by trenches ? I have
not made them good yet. The bank at these places has been left until the time comes to open them up. 
In filling up the cracks a little water was used; the material placed on top, and well rammed; then 
more water and another layer of material and well rammed. Much more material was used to fill these, 
trenches than had come out of them. _ _
533. One witness spoke of your going down 20 feet or more to find these cracks ? No, we 'did not go 
down more than 14 or 15 feet at the most. We followed them down till they disappeared; then we 
commenced and filled the trench in again.

Mr. George Davis, Inspector of Earthwork, recalled, and re-examined :—
534. When you opened the trenches along the deeper parts of the dam did you, when filling them in 
again, see that the earth was thoroughly well rammed ? Tes, it was all thoroughly well rammed.
535. Were the trenches on the cracks filled up again as solid as you could make them ? Tes, they were
well rammed and much more filling was put into them than came out of the cracks. .
536. It was watered and rammed ? Tes ; we had two rammers to every filler, and the men on top filling 
in were sometimes stopped in order to allow the ramming to he completely done. The water was put oa 
first, then a layer of 6 inches of stuff was put on and well rammed ; then more water on. the top of this 
and another layer of stuff well rammed before each alternate watering and layer of material was put down.
537. Tour son had charge of part of the puddle trench ? Tes ; he had charge of the puddle and the work
of the bank as well. He has been at this work along with me some sixteen or seventeen years. '

SATURDAY, 5 JANUARY, 1889.

A. Mackay, Esq., E.C.S., examined by Mr. Mestayer in regard to the chemical 
nature of the clay and soil used in the formation of the Prospect Dam, taken 
at the Public Works Office.

Mr. Mestayer pointed out to Mr. Mackay that there were one or two points in connection with 
his report, in reference to which he would be pleased to be furnished with further information. .
538. Mr. Mestmjer.~] Is the clay to which you refer as being of a poor character as illustrated by its
contact with water of a gray or pale yellow colour? Tes, it is a peculiar clay of the Wianamatta shale 
formation. . ,
539. Did you see the excavation from which it came ? Tes ; it is on the flat below the outside embank
ment. I consider the trouble of a chemical before it becomes of a mechanical nature.
540. Do you consider the yellow and tbe red material of a poor character ? It depends upon the amount
of oxidization that has taken place. _ _ _
541. Having observed their action with water I have had an opportunity of watching their behaviour. I
found that they settled quickly, forming a tough impervious mass ? Tes, because they have not been 
oxidized or changed by contact with air and water. 642.
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542. A similar portion mixed between the fingers was of a greasy character ? The best way is to grind
them down ; and if we were in a laboratory I would illustrate to you that the material would give way 
under the action of water. '
543. Then you think when water has access to the material, decomposition would take place? Tes ; the 5 Jan', 1839, 
water would cause a complete separation. ■
544. Have you considered how the water could reach the clay ? Tes; it is bound to reach the clay under 
the process of oxidization going on, and especially in the earth embankment facing the water.
545. But would there be sufficient water under this process to cause such mischief ? Tes; iu time there 
will be. If water come into contact with the clay, it is bound to swell and break everything it comes into 
contact with.
546. There is no doubt in view of the evidence taken that a large quantity of rain fell on to the bank, 
and has never got thoroughly removed, the material then iu the bank being of a nou-absorbent nature.
During the year 1888, the bank was erected very rapidly, and was very nearly at its full height when the 
slip began to occur. ■ Do you not think that the pressure of this dry portion of the bank upon the moist, 
and _ in some parts sloppy, material down below would have a tendency to accelerate the decomposition ?
Decidedly.
547. And under the influence of the water there would be a tendency of the upper portion of the bank 
outwards ? Tes, and the movement is increased by the chemical changes going on below.
548. We have ascertained by borings where the movements are, but the principal one has stopped 
altogether for some time ? The mischief in the embankment is increasing by the oxidization of the clay.
The swelling taking place under these natural agencies is what nothing as a rule will stop. I could show at 
once that, on the clay being exposed, by being alternately dried and moistened by the -weather, it can be 
knocked to pieces with a stick. The first rain that comes will wash the lighter, the true clay part of it, 
away.
549. Then you agree with me that the upper portion of the embankment has a tendency to slide owing 
to the mechanical effect of the contained water? The chemical action below the water-line is causing the 
trouble. The tendency of the heavy silicious material separated by decomposition of the clays will be to 
sink downwards. I calculate the weight of the heavier matter to be 1301b. to the cubic foot. There should 
be no greater pressure put on the top of the embankment than can be helped. To protect the bank, I 
think the stone-pitching should be removed, and hardwood slabs substituted until all action has ceased, . 
and the material has completely consolidated by natural action. It would then be permanent and never move 
again.
550. Have you examined samples of the puddle ? The puddle is an impervious mass, and cannot be 
affected by either air or water. The change of the colour of the clay from white to yellow and red, and 
ultimately black, is due to the presence of iron. There is a continual alteration taking place where the 
stuff has not been puddled, as the case is in the sloping embankment next the water, so that any weio-ht 
presses the lighter material outwards. That lighter stuff is scarcely heavier than water. It weighs about 
70 lb. per cubic foot.
551. Have you noticed the black or very dark material found on the Prospect Hill where the excavation 
took place? Tes ; it is of volcanic formation. The same process of oxidization can be seen going on in the 
blue metal, but the soil is oxidized completely, and should be perfect material for an earthwork into 
which water penetrated.
552. Twenty feet below the surface there is not a drop of water to be found. Prom your knowledge of the
character of these clays do you think it is at all probable that the water in the reservoir has got through 
the face ? Tes, l am perfectly certain it has. It must of necessity. 1 do not think it is impervious 'to 
water. The swelling is increasing. If there is pressure enough, the heavier portions will tend down
wards and the lighter portions work out under the chemical action. I would suggest adopting the 
natural plan of keeping the bank damp. When once it settles it will never move. When the two firm 
portions unite it will form a completely solid stratified mass. -
553. Do you then not think it would be advisable to stop the action ? It cannot be stopped. .
554. Then you would encourage oxidization by artificially moistening the bank ? Tes. The chemical 
action is at the bottom of the whole thing; this chemical action causes expansion.
555. We have it in evidence that when there is a heavy wind blowing the water becomes so cloudy as to 
be undrinkable. On one occasion when it was very rough I went along the bank and found that the 
water was perfectly clear. My explanation of this is that the inferior clay has been washed off leaving a 
purified bank ? Tes; but the oxidization is not yet complete. By removing the pressure, the oxidization is 
allowed to go on in its natural way. The more it is pressed the more the lighter clay matter will be pressed 
outwards. The silica will never become so hard as when the separated material comes together. The best 
thing to do is to bring about a natural amalgamation of the material. I would suggest that the bank 
should be kept moist with water, without pressure, thus encouraging oxidization in the most natural 
manner, which in my opinion will improve the general condition of the bank and prevent cracking in wide 
gaps or rents.

A. Mackay, 
Esq.

PROSPECT DAM. •
Minutes of evidence given by Mr. Limond, at the Public Works Office, on 3rd January, 1889.

Present:—Mr. Barling, Under Secretary for Public Works ; Mr. Bennett, Commissioner and Engineer-in
Chief for Roads and Bridges.

556. Me. Baeling, addressing Mr. Limond, said:—Tou have expressed your willingness to give evidence Mr. Limond. 
to the Minister on the subject of the slip which has occurred at the Prospect Dam, w'here I believe you have ^'
been working, and you have attended before Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer for the purpose, but not being 3 Jan., 1889. 
satisfied with the way you were treated by those gentlemen, you have attended, at the request of Mr.
Sutherland, to give your evidence here. I may mention that Mr. Sutherland has been called away to the 
Executive Council, and is, therefore, unable to examine you personally, so' he has asked me to take your 
evidence, which he will read after it has been transcribed. Mr. Bennett is here to ask you any questions 
upon engineering matters. I may add that any expenses incurred by you in coming here will be cheer
fully paid. Will you now be good enough to state what you know about the matter.

Mr.
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Mr. Limond. _/Jir. I/imond said :—Here is the reference I received from Mr. McGfuighan, for whom I went to
----- work at the Prospect Dam about Christinas, 1882. The puddle-trench was then about being commenced.

3 Jan., 1889. j wa8 engaged to build a saw-mill for cutting timber, required for the trench and the buildings. I chose 
a site for the mill about 2 chains from the puddle-trench, in order that I might get water from one of 
the trial-shafts that was there, several of these shafts being about 50 feet deep, so I was told. 
Iu all these shafts there was water about 15 feet from the surface. I got the engine in position 
and started to work, but was unable to use the water for more than a week, as I found it was salt; 
but during the time we did use it we had to raise and lower the pump by which it was obtained several 
times, as the water rose and fell, as if under tidal influence. I then stopped using the water, and had 
fresh water brought to me for the engine. They kept sinking the puddle-trench. I was told by Mr. 
McQ-uighan the depth was to be 15 feet, but I was astonished afterwards to see them sinking deeper 
and below the water-line in the trial-shafts. One day I spoke to Mr. MeGuighan about it, and asked 
him if they were not doing wrong going so deep ; he answered and said he thought so too, but he was 
going according to the specifications. So they sunk to about 30 feet, some parts more than this, down to 
the silicate reef, engines being kept all the time pumping to keep the trench clear of water. Having got 
to the reef, the puddle was put in with clay, carted in with drays. When I left in July, 1883, the wall or 
embankment was up to a considerable height above the level of the ground. Therefore, I say, the puddle- 
trench was made too deep ; the bottom is like soup, being thoroughly impregnated with the water which is 
there, and the moisture rising through the heavy dry clay, upwards, is causing it to swell and shift; it is 
that which is moving the whole of the bank. Any working-man who has worked upon clay-works will see 
in a moment that what I am stating is a fact. The only way to prove it is to sink a trial-shaft in the 
side of the by-wash, and drive in the level of the puddle-trench to the bottom of it, and see if my words 
are not true. If they are not true, I will forfeit my life. I am positive that, allowing for soakage and 
drainage, there is at least 10 feet of water standing at each side of the walls. I also noticed that in the 
heaviest rains the water never rose in the shafts to the surface.

EDWIN LIMOND,
--------  4/1/89.

557. Mr. SenneU.~\ What were you engaged at previous to your going to work at the Prospect Dam ? 
I was previously, for fifteen years, in New Zealand, on the diggings, and on water-works, road-making, 
and bridge-building.
558. What big dams were you employed upon ? Waimea Water-race and Eeservoir, the Leviathan 
Dam and Water-race, and Hohnnui Water-race and Dam. At the Waimea Water-race one of the dams was 
over 100 feet high and built of stone, and another was considerably higher. The other two were of clay 
and about 60 ft. or 80 ft. in height, the facings of the dams being of piles with clay thrown on the surface.
559. What have you been doing since you left the dam ? I left to manage a mill, and in the interval I 
went to Spears’, at Woolloomooloo Bay, whore I lost two of my fingers. I then went ’bus-driving. 
Afterwards I was with Hudson Brothers for about four or five months. Since then I have been driving 
a cab, which I am now doing.
560. With reference to the rise and fall of the water in the trial-shafts you spoke of, did you attribute 
it to tidal influence ? Tes.
561. Did you observe any alteration in the time of the rise and fall ? Tes; it shifted every day like the tide. 
Others observed it besides me. One was Mr. Bothery, an engineer and fitter, who is still on the works.
562. Mr. Barling.'] Tou were saying to me this morning that you considered the shingle met with in 
sinking the puddle-trench to be the bed of an old river or creek ? Tes.
563. What Was the width of it ? The width of the old creek-bed was about 5 or 6 chains, cutting the 
dam at right-angles.
564. What do you consider should be done to remedy the matter? In my opinion nothing can be done 
to save the old wall. I suggest that a wall 8 or 10 feet thick be built 30 or 40 feet in front of the present 
embankment, the outside of stone and the inside of concrete, the foundations to be sunk 10 or 12 feet; 
it should be built at an angle of 1 in 4 or 1 iu 5, and be w'ell backed up with earthwork. I estimate the 
cost of this at from £70,000 to £80,000. I am positive that the influx of water after a heavy rainfall will 
cause the bank to give way, as the outlets are not sufficient, and before the by-wash could be reached the 
dam would be gone.

Minutes of further evidence respecting the Prospect Dam, given by Mr. Limond before the Honorable 
the Secretary for Public Works and the Under Secretary for Public Works, at the Public Works 
Office, on Monday, 7th January, 1889. ■

Mr. Limond. 535 Sutherland.] Since giving your evidence in regard to the slip at the Prospect Dam you have visited 
J011 D0W wish t° correct some of the evidence that you gave. Will you now state what you 

an'’ ' wish to correct, or desire to add to your previous statement? In stating the depth of the trench I made 
an error ; I said 35 feet, but I find from the plans in the possession of Mr. Shand, which have been 
shown to me by that gentleman, that the depth varies from 45 feet to 75 feet, and a depth of 45 feet at 
the bed of the old creek of which I have spoken.

Water.

With
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With regard to the wall I suggested should be built, I desire to say that I abandon that idea altogether 
unless it is carried the whole length of the embankment. I think the securing would be better done from 
the inside. When I was at the dam yesterday I found that water was oozing from the embankment near the 
scouring outlet close to the bed of the old creek. I took a bottle of the water, which I have brought with 
me' EDWIN LIMOND.
t • ^ direcf’ons th? Minister, an officer of the Department was instructed to accompany Mr.
Limond to Prospect, and obtain a properly-certified bottle of the water he referred to as oozing from the 
embankment This was done on the 8th January, and the water so obtained was sent to Mr. Hamlet for 
analysis on the 9th January.

Mr. Limond. 

7 Jan., 1889.

THURSDAT, 21. FEBRUARY, 1889.
William E. Dunn, Esq., Engineer to the Contractors, called and examined by 

' Mr. Mestayer :—
566. Your name is ? William Edward Dunn.
567. You are engineer to the contractors? Yes.
kco wVeI0,i ^en 011 ^ w,°.r]is from their commencement? No; I have been here since January, 1887. 
&by. W as that the year m which there was so much rain ? Yes
570. With respect to the rain which fell on the bank during this wet weather, we understand that this 
water was conducted irom the water-slope across the puddle-trench and into drains on the land side?
J-©Sj IS SO.
571. Was the work stopped, at any time in consequence of the ground being too wet or soft to work on?
oeverai days after heavy rams it was more or less soft on the surface, and we occasionally stopped for a 
day or two owing to its being so wet. j 11
o72. Then we may take it as a fact that there was a great deal of water which could not be carried away? 
les, a large quantity.

Iou £ave seen °:jr rePorfcs which have been published ? Yes ; I have read them over very carefully 
o/4. You have seen the conclusion to which we have come ? Yes.
575. Erom your own knowledge of things here, do you think the conclusion is sound ? Yes very laro-ely 
so. ! attach much importance to the fact that the water was rising in the reservoir during the progress 
ot the works, and teat to my mind is one of the principal causes of the defect or slips which have occurred. 1

''Tw?1,70,11 eame’ wl)at was tlle height of the bank and the height of the water ? The bank was uu 
to the 17o-toot contour, and the water at 166 feet. i
throughout ^ Caine ^ WaS neal'ly finished ? Tllere was albout 28 feet to be added to the height

578. And the water continued steadily rising with it ? Yes-in fact, in some cases it rose quicker than 
the stone pitching could be put on, and washed over the top of it.
r9i.fD'!n?g P1'?PTess oi; the work, did anything come under your notice which would give' you the 

slightest idea of a slip at any place ? No ; I do not think there was anything that came under my notice, 
t there was one thing which I took notice of, and made me wonder if we had come to a water-tight 

bottom : In one short length of the puddle trench, after the puddle had been put in a day or two, the
ron “wii 16 .T011 flaked and we had t0 tabe the Pllddle out and remove the loose bottom.
o8J. What was the cause of this ? I could see no exact cause for it, but it might give a reason for 
something. It had also occurred during the time of some of my predecessors. The only place that this
occurred within my own knowledge was at pegs 71 and 72. It was supposed to be a perfectly sound
rock on n Inch we laid the puddle. After it stood for two or three days we found that the bottom 
had peeied an<l we had to lift some 3 chains of the puddle. As a matter of fact, it was lifted back 50 or 
fcO leet. It came off m flakes.
roo ?id T0? l;lotice any water breakin£ through at this point ? None whatever.
kqq at Waf P.egs IK5!’? 72 tbat *he bottom lifted about 60 feet, aud had to he reformed ? Yes. 
oad. About what time did this occur? I think the date was in September, 1887.
584. Was that the only case which came under your personal observation ? Yes, but others had noticed 
it previously.
585. Was there much remaining to be done when you came on to the works ? When I came here the
roe^Cr3nWaS completed, so that there was only about 1,000 feet to finish.
086. Ihere was no water coming up at any spot ? None whatever.
587. Not where the clay peeled ? No ; it simply peeled off.
588. D!d you consider any serious consequences would happen from this peeling ? I have not considered
whether anything could happen from it. ousmeieu
589. Have you had any previous experience with other puddle-walls ? No ; I have always been en^ao-ed
m railway works. ■ ’ j ^
590. So you have had no practical experience in puddle work before ? None.
koo wT baT® taben a g°od deal of interest in the leak on the land side, I believe ? Yes I have 
592. What is the general result of your observation? 'That there has been a steady flow of water for 
sometime, irrespective of ram or saturation of the bank y warei ior

^ 7T the CaUSe °f tkiS st6adT flow ? U “PPears to me very much like a spring,
and I know as a fact that there was a spring for some mouths on the flat outside the dam altogether where 
the gravel bed crops out. A ganger first drew my attention to it, hut I think it is dry now 
594. At any rate this flow has not increased ? No.
cof ‘ wl8 th® dow increased at any other point ? No ; it is smaller at the other places 
rn£' ™.hen dld J0V: ce your obsei'vat'°ns ? I took the first on September 10th, 1888 
-oo w nad been rmHn,1ff fw eomo time? It ran all through the year.
098. How did you test the flow ? 1 had a gallon measure, and it took 1 'minute 34 seconds to fill it or
by calculation 919 gallons in twenty-four hours. oco,.us uu n, oi
fffn dld you take t!'e next observation ? The next time was on 7th December, when the flow
seemed uo have decreased. In this case I used a larger measure, and I made 672 gallons in twentv-four 

^ 1 baVe °n the 24th Jamlary> - ^euwation which gave 696 gallons iu twenty
' 600.

W. E. Dunn, 
Esq.

21Eeb7l889-
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W. E. Dunn, GOO. What measure did you use in your later trials P A. 5-gallon measure. The discrepancy betweeii 
®s<i' my first and the later experiments may be accounted for by the first not having been so accur^ e y i.ne ,

oi^p^k^iaoo as a difference of a second in the smaller measure would give a larger result. _
e '601. Was this water clear ? Yes, perfectly clear ; just as you have it from a spring. _

602. You do not think that this water was percolating down the bank P As far as I can sec, any water
which percolated from the bank would not be like that. • o at
603. You do not consider that this water is leaking through the puddle from the reservoir . o.
GOA If it were a leak from the reservoir it would increase in volume instead of remaining at a steady 
rate ? I do not look upon it as a leak from the reservoir, but as a percolation from some other source,
vet I cannot account for it. ■ . . . , j . j „
605. Is it not drainage from the bank itself ? It is certainly not drainage, as it is constant during dry
weather. I have watched it for a long time, and while other drains are just dry, or weeping, this one is
continually running.
606. This is from one drain only ? Yes. We have one at peg 11, and another at peg lo. •
607. And where is this drainage? At peg 14. , • „
608. Have you noticed any flow at the other drains ? Nothing at any of them, except a slight wecpi
609. Have you noticed the other drains after rain? Yes. Ihave watched particularly after rains, an
there is generally some soakage; but the extra water does not seem to have any particular effect on t is 
particular flow. _
610. Arc they all equally affected by the rain ? No, they are not. _ , . ■, T
611. Then you cannot account for the running ? I cannot think that it is anything but a spring ; an
do not think it possible for water to come through the puddle-trencb. . . ,
612. In your opinion, this water does not come through the puddle? It is impossible that it can be
coming through the puddle. It has been running for twelve months, and I do not think it is from ram 
and soakage, nor can it he from the puddle-trench. . . » , ,
613. One of the newspapers referred to a stream of muddy water which was seen flowing ±r9™,. ,e b‘ ,, 
of the bank did this refer to the flow mentioned by you ? I think not I have never seen it dirty, 
has always been quite clear when I have seen it. They have been confusing it with some ot the others.
614. There was a newspaper paragraph to the effect that a horse and dray had sunk almos on o sigi 
up to the horse’s shoulder;-do you know anything about that ? The statement is incorrect. W e had a 
water-cart which got one of its wheels into a crack and sunk up to its axle, hut that was ail.
615. You have taken very careful observations along the bank ? Yes, for the last six months.
616. Have you detected any movement along the deep part of the bank . I apparenuly detected a i ovc- 
ment in January, hut I afterwards came to the conclusion it was from the heavy rainfall.
617. When did'" you put in your pegs? On the 29th December pegs were put in, and on the 4th of 
January I found a small difference Since then I have not found any difference-m met, it appears to 
have gone back, and leads me to think that the heavy ram had soaked between the stones, causing the
ground to swell slightly, and thus giving the pitchers a little apparent forward movement and the diy

. weather has caused them to come back again. Of course, in this hoi weatacr n is very difficult to bct
perfectly accurate sights owing to the intense glare. , ,, , r „
618. Was that the only lime that you noticed any movement in the face, and that uas surface inoiement 
only? Yes ; but the pegs I put ‘in for the pitching have moved, some of them bodily 2 or 3 feet from
whore they were put in. . .
619. When were they put in ? In October, 1887, and a few of them are m existence still.

What are the movements ? One at 15 moved 2 ft. 4a- in.; at 18, moved 2 ft. 10 m. ; at 22, moicd 
11 in.; and there were two or three others.
When did you take measurements ? On December the 5th, 1888. , ,, ,
Were all the pegs put in at once ? Those from 14 to 26 were put in last, and all the others at the 

end of the hank were put in six months before. I should like to mention here that the report stated that 
the kerb was not put in from a fixed line. This is not quite correct, as the lino was ranged out from a
623d Wore p^put in from the solid ? I did put some in from the solid, and afterwards I
put them in from 1 he centre of puddle-trench. Polos were put in true after the 20th of each mont i.
624. Where did you put in your pegs ? All my pegs were put m on the WO-fcot level, and I assume
that none were more than an inch or two out. , , . .... .
625. Did you check them at all? I checked them all through before the pitching was put on.
626. When you checked them, how did you find them r They were all perfectly true, , Tt ^
627 There is no evidence so far as we can see at present as to when these movements first occur] el. Had 
von noticed any signs of movement before the slips occurred? No ; hut for a long time before the.slip 
occurred wo were patting in more puddle than wo thought we should requ.re to put m and wo found 
after the slip occurred, by checking it m many ways, that wo were putting m more puddle than we were
GdS.^heif wuls this? It was just after the slip occurred. lean show you where we stopped fora
fortnight, and the puddle sank down 1 loot to 18 inches. , . , • -n,,,
629. Where was this ? It was between pegs 6 and 39 [snown on plan], and sank within the fortn a 
mentioned.
630. ____0 - D
63 L. That is since the first slip occurred ? Yes. , ,T o mi r i. r
632. \rou have not since noticed the apparent movement of January? Teat movemmt, or what 1
thought was a movement, has gone back again. . T,
633 Is there any other point in connection with the work to which I nave not alluded oi on yvhich v o 
can give us any information ? No; I do not know of anything. The particulars and notes which I havo 
given you were taken simply for my own information, but I thought they nngko bo of use to you m t i s 
investigation.

620. 
2 ft. 
621. 
622.

Tlow long ago is it since this occurred?^ It was about June last.

Mr.
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Mr. John Rothery, Engineer and Eitter, examined by Mr. Mestayer :—<
634. Tour name is ? John Bothery.
635. Tou have been here since the commencement of the work, I believe P Tes. ■
636. "What are you ? I am a fitter and engineer.
637. What were you doing here at the commencement of the work? I was erecting a saw-mill.
638. Was it the same saw-mill that Mr. Limond was engaged on? Tes ; I erected it.
639. Tou drew the water for use in the engines from one of the trial-shafts, I believe ? Tes.
640. One of the witnesses said that the water was so salt that you could not use it;—is that correct? No; 
it was brackish, but not so salt as to be unusable.
6tl. Had you to knock off using it altogether owing to its saltness ? No ; it was always used.
642. Did you ever notice any rise and fall of the water in the shafts ? Only when we pumped it out.
643. How was that accounted for ? We used to pump it down about 4 feet during the day, and next
morning when we commenced working it might or might not be up to the same level as when we com
menced the previous morning. . ,
644. Then it depended on the weather whether it was up again or not ? Tes, greatly: sometimes it was 
and at other times it was not.
645. Then, irrespective of the pumping, you saw no rise and fall similar to tidal influence? No ; I never 
saw any rise and fall in these trial-shafts other than that caused by our pumping.
646. One of the witnesses, Mr. Limond, said you had been on the works some time and could corroborate
his statement of the rise and fall of the water? There was no rise and fall of the water further than 
what I have already explained. . .
647. It was stated that after working two days the engine was in such a state from the salt water that it 
could not be worked, and it had to stop until fresh water was brought for use ? That is not correct. We 
did not stop, and we used the same water right through.
648. In what state did you find your boiler after the first week’s use of this water? Quite clean.
649. Was there any salt on your tubes ? No ; there was neither sediment nor scale.
650. Had the water been salt, as Mr. Limond stated, what state would your boiler have been in ? It
would have scale ou similar to a sea-boiler in a steamship. • -
651. As a matter of fact the stateinent about the saltness of the water is incorrect? There was no salt 
on the tubes ; they were perfectly clean, and I ran for a month before I blew the boiler down again.

Mr.
J. Rothery.

21 Feb., 1889.

TUESDAY, 26 FEBRUARY, 1889.
w. A. Harper, Esq., C.E., called and examined by Mr. Mestayer :—■

652. I saw the Minister for Works some time ago, and he was anxious that I should see you on the W.A.Harper, 
subject .of your Beport on the Prospect Dam before the whole of the evidence was printed ; and, notwith- Esq., C.E. 
standing that our reports have been sent in, he is still anxious to get all the information possible.on the
subject in order to assist in forming an idea of the exact cause of these slips, and to guide us in our ^ Eeb., 1889. 
opinions. Had you any jiersonal knowledge of the work prior to receiving instructions from Messrs.
Want, Johnson, & Co., to report on the works in September? I had been up twice in the early paid of 
the work, but wras not out afterwards until September. .
653. Had you any knowledge of the way the work was going on? I had no personal knowledge of the
way it was being carried out. • •
654. Had you examined the work subsequently to September ? I saw it twice soon after the work was
started; once afterwards, and then in September. I saw it first about twelve months after it started ; 
again about eighteen months after; on another occasion at about three years; and then within the last 
twelve months. .
655. Is the report that has been published in the Daily Telegraph of the 5th January a fair reprint of 
your report ? Tes.
656. Tou say you consider the puddle-wall is as good as possibly could be formed from the materials 
available ? Tes.
657. Did you examine anything more than the surface of the puddle ? I saw the material as it was 
being put into the trench.
658. Have you had any personal experience in the construction of large dams of this description ? I 
have only built one.
659. Where was that? In New Zealand, under almost the exact conditions as the Prospect Dam, only 
it was much shorter. .
660. What height ? About 80 or 90 feet.
661,. Of what consistency did you use the puddle—was it hard and firm like stiff brick-clay, or was it soft 
like putty ? More like putty. It was a specially good blue clay, and was carted about 5 miles. All the 
blue clay was good, but this was especially good. I have never seen any clay here equal to it, and I have 
been a good deal about the Colonies. All the clays here which I have seen have a good percentage of 
sand in them. bin
662. .That is the case in all the Colonies ? No, not in New Zealand, and near Newcastle there is some 
very good clay.,
663. Was your puddle in New Zealand formed by chopping and cutting with spades ? Tes ; it was 
chopped up small with spades and all the lumps broken; it was then dropped in loads and spread out 
fairly thin, worked up with water, and cut and cross-cut with spades. .
664. Tou employed a method then similar to that adopted at the Prospect Dam ? Tes.
9^5. The evidence which we have obtained in our investigations seems to show that the puddle, especially 
in the trench, was put in very soft—like putty ? Tes, I know it was. I drew attention to that in one 
part of my report—that is, I said it was in a semi-solid condition. . • . . '
666. When was that ? In 1887, I know for a fact that it was always too wet.
'®57. In speaking of the work done at the time you visited the dam you say there were a series of parallel 
qracks at some places, clearly indicating a subsidence of the lower, layers since the admission of the water; 
at what parts of; the embankment did you notice these parallel cracks ? They were at the southern end 
of. the dam.

80-H 668.
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W.A.Harper, ggg wiiere the slip occurred? No—where the value tower is. .
Esq., C.E. G6g Were tpey on the surface or on the slope ? Some were on the surface, others on the slope. 

pfilTwsfk 67°- Was that in •A-ugu8* and September, 1888 ? Tes; they were Ming them up. A number were 
■ 6 pointed out to me as being nearly filled up again. _

671. Did you consider they were of a very serious nature ? No, I did not. They were not large, and only
like the ordinary cracks of an embankment. .
672. The material was thoroughly carted over and pressed in every way. Tou examined the material
thoroughly and saw how hard it was ? Tes. _ . ,
678. The puddle-wall would shrink away from this material and leave a hole in its place ? Tes. I think 
the material was very bad; it was like sand. I have had some experience with similar stuff on tbe 
Southern Line, at Clifton, which slipped. The clay had a soapy look, but was really very sandy.
674. It was a soapy blue colour ? Tes. _ • t o xr t i, j
675. The material you allude to as seeming loamy clay is what you refer to in the article? Tes : I had 
the same kind of bad material in the dam which I constructed, and I used a puddle lining. I then had 
no further trouble with it.
676. Tou ascribe these parallel cracks to the subsidence, of the lower layers caused by the water per
colating the material ? Tes. _
677. Do you consider that the water was finding its way from the reservoir up to the puddle-wall ? Tes.
678. In what way ? Do you think it forced itself through the porous material, or was it by absorption ? 
It found its way by absorption, like a sponge.
679. The material forming the bank is chiefly clay, being kept wet and well carted over, should not the
face of the bank be watertight ? It should. _ .
680. There was no other slip than that at section 54 when you were up in September ? No.
681. Tou say in your report that you cannot see any reason why the embankment should have gone at 
this spot more than at any other ;—have you since then heard or seen anything to account for this move
ment ? No, I have not; and I have not been able to understand how any mass of particular material 
could get into one place, when it was so regularly distributed in the site from where it was taken.
682. So far as construction is concerned, it was applicable to the whole of the bank? Tes.
683. Did you hear that in December, 1887, and January, 1888, this part of the embanknent was constantly
flooded owing to the necessity for keeping the water away from part of the puddle-trench which was 
being excavated at that time ? No. _
684. Do you think this would have any effect in causing the slip ? No doubt it would. _ _
685. The contractors stated that they drained the bank by taking the water across to the stone drains in
the back bank, but it happened at times that for some reason the water could not be taken away; it 
therefore soaked in and had to take its chance ? I should think if that were the case it would be a good 
way to account for the slip. I did not know this at the time when I made my report. _
686. Then the fact of our finding water in the bank at a higher level than that of the water in the
reservoir goes to show this ? Tes. I was always under the impression that the puddle-wall was not dry 
enough, but I did not know that it was confined to any one particular spot. One of my old contractors 
was out there while this work was going on, and he came to me one day and said, “ I never saw such 
stuff in my life ; they are making the puddle-wall of mud and water.” So I had an idea that at times 
they were using too much water. _ _ _
687. In your report you take exception to the manner in which the repairing work was being done, and
you consider it worse than useless ;—does this refer to the stone being thrown down on the slope of the 
bank? Tes. I could see that they were making it slip. _ # _
688. That is to say, they were throwing the weight on to the slipping surface, and so causing it to slip 
more ? Tes. They might have piled it up from the foot, but even that I do not consider of much use.
689. Then, if it had been built from the toe, it would overcome your objection a good deal ? Tes. I 
pointed this out to Mr. Shand, and I think he suggested it to the G-overnment. Mr. Shand and I talked 
over the matter several times, but I thought that, before they did anything at all, they should have cut 
the trench.
690. In suggesting to cut the trench, did you mean to cut right through the embankment or simply up to
the puddle-wall ? Dp to the puddle-wall, _ _
691. Tou suggested lowering the water—not necessarily below the outlet level;—did you mean the inlet 
of the supply to Sydney ? What I meant was that they should try as low as they could get before cutting 
off any of the supply. If this would not do, then cut it off if necessary.
692. What was this level ? I think the water was at 12 feet at the time. _
693. If this lowering of the water did not expose the fault, what good purpose would it have served ? 
Drom what I could see then the slip only seemed to go a little below the water-level.
694. If it were known that the plane of disturbance was at such a level that to expose it by lowering the 
water would have prevented Sydney being supplied from the reservoir, would you still recommend it? 

i No. When I went up the Department insisted that this cracking was only the ordinary occurrences in 
large dams, and they ridiculed the idea that they were anything out of the common.
|695. As I understand your report, you do not recommend definitely any remedy for the fault, but merely 
! suggest a searching examination of the bank where the slip occurred ? I was not asked to recommend 
* anything. I was simply asked to report whether it -was usual subsidence or not, and to give a general 
: statement on it. _ .
'696. Tou recommend in your report protecting the bank by a layer of puddle laid on the water face 
■IS inches thick;—would you use this lining of clay all the way along the bank, and of uniform thickness, 
irrespective of the depth of water ? Tes ; it was only that thickness in the dam to which I have alluded, 
and we had no further trouble. _ _
697. If you found that the material itself is not taking up the water, and is not being injured by the
water, would you still go to this expense ? No; the present conditions, as now known, alter my 
opinions. I did not consider that the material was good enough, and that it was overcharged with 
water. _ _
698. The object then of your suggestion of the puddle lining would be to protect the wall if it were shown 
that the water was injuriously affecting it ? Exactly,
699. I think our investigations show very clearly that the bank is practically non-absorbent ? In that
case I would not recommend the puddle lining. 700.
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700. Have you prepared any estimate of the cost of wliat you recommend ? Ho. .
701. The puddle alone would cost £10,000? Well that would he only a trifle when compared with the sc*'’ ' '
present cost of the embankment. In the case of the Hew Zealand dam the material was very bad, being 20^Feb~1889 
principally sandy gravel, but the puddle lining had the desired effect. ’’ ’
702. About two-thirds of this bank is a firm and thoroughly tough clay, well worked over, and has a 
fairly impervious surface ? In that case it really amounts to a puddle.
703. Are there any other points in connection with the dam which you would like to mention, now that 
you know more of what has actually been found out during our investigations ? I do not think there is 
anything else. I think the idea of boring is the proper course to adopt in order to obtain the required 
information.

TRURSDAT, 7 MARCH, 1889.
R. H. Ryan, Esq., Resident Engineer, further examined by Mr. Mestayer :—

704. In Mr. Dunn’s evidence he mentioned that a portion of the bottom of the puddle-trench had to be
taken up between sections 71 and 72 in consequence of the shale having lifted; is this a fact? Tes;
about 7£ feet. " . _
705. "Was there any other length on the bottom, in addition to this 7-j feet to which you refer, which had
to be remade in consequence of this peeling up of the shale ? Hot at that place.
706. As a matter of fact, it was only between section 71 and 72 that this occurred to this extent ? Tes ; 
but there were other places of small extent.
707. Was this lifting due solely to the action of the weather on the shale ? Tes.
708. Was there any signs of water where this peeling up took place ? Ho ; we had to sink deeper than
we at first anticipated, in order to get a sound bottom. .
709. When you sunk at first the shale seemed hard and sound ? Tes ; it was hard and sound.
710. Mr. Dunn mentioned that he had heard of this same thing having occurred at other places ? Tes ;
I cannot point out the places, but I know there were some few places where it had to be taken up.
711. How was this ? The shale had been exposed for some considerable time to the air, and we took it up.
712. Were there any unsound places ? All the unsound pieces were always taken out.
713. What unsound places there were was, I presume, simply surface disintegration of the shale caused
by exposure to the atmosphere? Tes ; merely superficial, caused by the action of the air. '
714. Did the lifting of the shale raise the puddle at all where it had been put on? Ho ; we always put 
on a good depth of clay to keep a weight on the bottom to protect it from the action of the air.
715. It was when there was no clay on the shale that it lifted? Tes ; it was only where there was no 
clay that it lifted, but the flaking of the shale extended a few feet under the clay sometimes.
716. In every case where this peeling up occurred, was it the same shale ? Tes ; the same shale. It was 
principally on the centre line of the trench, where the channel was cut, that the bottom usually lifted.
717. When you cut through the shale it was perfectly sound, but after exposure to the atmosphere it 
lifted ? Tes. As far as I know the sides never lifted. It was in the centre it showed most, .especially 
where the channel was cut.
718. In any instance where this has occurred was it due to water on the bottom ? In no instance.
719. Then, as I understand you, this was simply the ordinary disintegration of surface exhibited by all 
shales when exposed to the atmosphere ? Tes ; nothing more than that.
720. It was solely in consequence of the exposure to the air? Tes; in fact from about section 27 up to
the end we met with little or no water whatever. •
721. With regard to the stream from the back of the embankment—I understand you cut through some 
gravel-beds ? Tes.
722. If any of these were now giving out water the probabilities are that this water would find its way to 
the drains below ? Tes; and that portion under the back part of the bank would most likely discharge 
some water below.
723. The particulars given by Mr. Dunn of this flow would seem to show that it is something more than 
that due to the ordinary drainage of the bank, owing to its great evenness of volume ? Tes; I have 
always thought so.
224. What do you think is the reason of this ? I think it is due to the soakage from the gravel-beds and 
shale, together with the ordinary soakage from the bank.
725. Is this at the place where most water was found ? Tes.

K,. H.
Ryan, Esq,

7 March, 1889.

A. E. Jacob, Esq., Assistant Engineer, called and examined by Mr. Mestayer:—
726. Mr. G-ordon, in a letter to me, says he would like to know whether the line of kerbing was set out A. P.
with a theodolite from the solid, or was it measured from the centre line of the bank ? It was set out Jacob, Esq.
from the centre line of the puddle-trench, which had been ranged from the solid with the' theodolite. '
727. Speaking of the movements on the face in the deep part, Mr. Dunn said some of the kerb pegs were 7March,18S9. 
put in from the solid;—did you range the line out ? Ho ; he must be referring to his own work.
728. That was not the line you fixed ? Ho ; we fixed no line there.
729. Did you give them the line of the trench ? Tes; the centre line was set out from the solid by us.
730. Did you give them the line of the kerb ? Ho ; we gave them the centre line of the trench and 
gave our inspectors the distance of the kerb from the centre line of the trench, but we did not range 
any line out for the kerbing.
731. To a certain extent the kerb Was governed by a line ranged out from the solid ? Tes.
732. There was no ether independent line ? Ho; we put in no actual line for the kerb, our inspectors •
ranged it with poles.
733. Mr. Dunn appears to have worked from the centre line of the puddle-trench ? Tes. ■
734. Did you give them any points on the slope ? Ho ; we considered it was not our place to do so.
"When we had given them the centre line of puddle-trench and toes of slopes we considered we had done 
all that was necessary, though we occasionally checked the slopes for our own satisfaction.

735.
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A. P.F. JaoSb, 735_ You contend that in giving them the line of the puddle-trench yon gave them sufficient to work 
Es<1- upon ? Tes ; hut with regard to putting in the kerb, we never laid down a true line; we simply kept our

nCir iTTeaQ inspectors provided with distance from the centre line of the puddle-trench. ? -vr,.
7March, 1889.73(1 whel[ tlle ]iei,i3ing wag being put in, did you check it from time to tune from the centre line. No.

737. So, really, it would bo impossible to say whether the kerb is in exactly the same line now or o .
Tes. "VTe have no records to fall back on. „ , , ,, , .. „ ,, ._„i.
738. Did you take the measurement of the puddle that was shifted when the bottom of the trench flaked
up owing to exposure ? No ; I took the level of the bottom of the trench on 27 u y, , ,? .£ ■»
and it was then 29 feet from the surface. Inspector Davis informed me a few days after that the depth 
had been altered to 35 ft. 6 in., and I altered my notes accordingly. , , .. , ,
739. Did you take actual measurements ? No; I did not take actual measurements the second time, but
the bottom had been altered to feet additional in depth at 72.
740. That was in consequence of the rock being unsound ? Tes. j
741. How much do you think was taken up owing to this “flaking up of the bottom ? There could not 
possibly be more than 25 feet. I did not get a note of the exact amount at the time, but I am sure it 
could not exceed 25 feet.

' 742. The actual surface taken up could
more exactly.
743. Tou did not see the actual amount taken up ? No. ■ ,, .
744. There were other places which had to be taken up owing to the flaking . Tes; there were a 
potholes which were taken up. Every part of the trench was carefully sounded immediately before h 
clay was put on the bottom, and all unsound pieces taken up.

not have exceeded 25 feet? No; but Mr. Davis can tell you

. William E. Dunn, Esq., Engineer to tlie Contractors, called and re-examined by
Mr. Mestayer:—

W. E. 745. Mr. Gordon has written to me asking me to put one or two more questions _ to you. He wishes to 
Dunn, Esq. know how you knew that the bottom had “ flaked up ” when it had been covered in for two or three days .

f This I explained to him hy letter. See page 84.] ... .
7 March,1889. 740 pqq tbe puddle rise in the trench ? That is a thing we could hardly ascertain. We simply saw it 

begin to flake at the exposed end of the puddle, and we were told to remove it. . , r j. 4. j.1,
747.. What depth of puddle was there in it at this time ? About 1 foot at one end up to 4 feet at tne
other end.. The shale at this place had peeled all the way along.
748. Where it flaked up it wras from 1 to 4 feet deep ? Tes. . .
749. Did you take the level as well as the position horizontally of the pegs which moved and went back
again? I took the levels in the first instance, but after I found that there was no movement I took no
more levels. _ _
750. Tou do not know whether there was any variation or not? No. .a. 1 n >-0
751. IVlien did you take your levels ? On 5th December, 1888. Levels were taken along the kerb to
feet from the centre line of trench. \Levcls shown and explained^ _ „ , . _ . ,
752. When was this ? Shortly after I put the transverse line in. In many places it runs 9 to 12 inches
lower than where originally put in. _ - , , , ,
753. Is that the kerbing ? Tes ; taking the level at the exact point where the pegs should have been had
they not moved on the 73-foot contour. {Levels produced^ _ _
754. These levels are compared with the actual levels of the kerb as put in originally ? Tes.
755. What is the actual difference in level ? About G inches above at peg 15. _
756. So that point on the kerb has moved 2 ft. 41 in. towards the water, and is 0'4 lower than it was .
Yeg>
757. What is it at peg 18 ? At present it is 182'04, and should be 182'73. .
758. At peg 22 it is 2 ft. 11 in. nearer the water ? Tes. _ i v , .
759. These were measurements taken to the original pegs ? Tes ; this was the line run through on the
73-foot contour. Wherever I could find an old peg I took the distance of it. . ,
760. How was this 73-foot contour set out ? It was offsetted from the centre line of puddle trench.
We then compared, the pegs to see if any were out of line, and checked them. _
761. Did you find any out of line ? A few were, but none mbre than 2 inches out of line. _
762. Was it set off with the theodolite ? With the exception of the first two or three pegs, which we set
off from the solid ; we set the others from the centre of puddle trench. . _
763. Was the alleged movement entirely horizontal or was there any slipping down shown at the same 
time ? I can hardly say.
764. Did you report the discrepancies at 15, 18, 22, and other places to the contractors ? .Yes.
765. Was it mentioned to the inspectors that there were these discrepancies. I do not think so.
766. It was not considered at the time of sufficient importance to make a formal report about ? No.
767. Mr. Eyan says that the distance taken up owing to the shale peeling could not be more than
25 feet ? I think it was about 60 feet. _
768. Did you not make a complaint about it ? No ; we found we had been overpaid previously, and we 
did not take any notice of this.
769. Were you not paid for this ? We were only paid for 25 feet, but as far as I can remember there 
was about 50 feet taken up.
770. Did you take up the bottom all along ? When we took up the clay there was more bottom taken
but, and the contractor asked me to see that we got paid for this extra measurement. .
771. Did you get paid for the extra ? No ; we found that some extra measurement had been paid for
oefore, and so we made no claim for this. ■
772. Do you think this is a matter of any importance ? No ; it is not.

TAliinATEt?
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Tabulated Statement of Settlements of Clay between pegs 8 and 19. June, 1888. Taken by
Mr. W. E. Dunn.

Date. Chainage. R. L. Clay. Layer put on. j Date. Chainage. R. L. Clay. Layer put on.

1888.
June 4................. Peg 6

8
„ 10 
„ 12 
„ 14 
„ 16 
„ 18 
„ 195

200-44
199- 44
198 94 
198-94 
198-58
200- 24 
200-44
200 27

1888.
Peg 8 
„ 10 
., 12 
„ 14 
„ 16 
„ 18 
„ 19-50

200-18
199-38
198- 88
199- 80
200- 90 
200-70 
200-58

Nil
)>

>}
>1
}>

June 5............... Peg 8 
„ 10 
„ 12 
„ 14 
„ 16 
„ 18 
„ 19-5

199 97 
199-47 
19917
199- 88
200- 03
20018 
200-80

0-50
0-50
0-50
0-50
Nil

0:50

June 12........... Peg 8 
„ 10 
„ 12 
„ 14 
„ 16 
„ 18 
„ 19-50

199-67
198-97
198- 27
199- 27
200- 47 
200-54 
200-54

Nil

»

It
)t
»

June 7................ Peg 8
10 

„ 32 
„ 14 
„ 16 
,. 18 
„ 19-50

200-57
199- 57 
19917
200- 03
201- 03 
20123 
20067

0-50
0- 50

| Thin layer

1- 00
100
Nil

W. E. Dunn,
Estj.

7 March, 1889.

The differences of leyel on the 7tli, 8th, and 12th are the most reliable.—W.E.D., 6/3/89.

Mr. George Davis, Inspector of Puddle and Earthwork, recalled and further
examined by Mr. Mestayer :—

Li?' ? f®co^eci; th® flaking up of the shale at the bottom of the puddle-trench between sections Mr. G-. Davis. 
70 and 71 f Yes ; there was a piece flaked there. ^ ,
TL^ were ^°U Presen^ the time it was taken up? Yes ; it was my duty to be there. 7March, 1889.
775. Was the whole of the unsound part taken up ? Yes.
L'*?' was the length of this unsound part? The greatest length between pegs 70 and 71 was
7 to O I6Ct.
777. You are sure that it was not more than 7 feet ? I go by our needles, which are 10 feet Ions and
it never exceeded that. 8
778. You are certain it was not 10 feet ? I am certain, perfectly certain. I can get three or four men 
who were working at this place putting the clay in who will tell you the same. There are two Italians 
working here now who put in this clay.
779. AV here are they working ? They have just gone home again. They were down here half -an-liour 
ago, and were told there was nothing for them to do this morning, consequently they have returned

Any

to?" are h was AO feet ? There was not GO feet in the whole amount taken up.
‘n' irm m W^10^e " flaking up ” taken together ? Not in the lot.
\82r Thfre1 were ?ther Places where it “ flaked UP ” ? Yes ; we came to a hole occasionally.
*oo w6 • r0 • or not, 1,Tllen exPosed to rain, air, or ihe weather, will lift a little.
783. was it not lifted by water ? No ; there was no water.
/tok’ vitv'213 simPi-f exP0SUre that caused it? Yes ; simply exposure to the air.

^her.e w®re the other Places ? At section 40. I showed Mr. Ryan some that had lifted.
Lon irh3 grfat extent ? No; _ two men lifted it iu a day. It did not take them all the day.
787. -then the whole of the “ flaking up ” did not exceed 60 feet ? Taking the whole length of the 
bank it did not exceed 1 chain all added together.

CORRESPONDENCE,
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Correspondence.
Treasury Minute.

Subject -—The Dam at Prospect.
The Treasury, New South Wales, Sydney, 28 Novemher, 1888.

Some doubt having been expressed in Parliament as to the safety of the dam at Prospect, I would submit, 
for the consideration of Mr. Sutherland, the desirability of his appointing some officer or officers to 
inspect and report on the state of the dam. J.P.B.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.—Gt.E., B.C., 28/11/88. Submitted.—J.B., 28/11/88.
I can assure my honorable colleague the matter he refers to is causing me a great deal of anxiety; 

and previous to the date of his minute the Acting Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers had visited 
the dam, and placed me in possession of the latest information on the subject. Subsequently I have been 
in close consultation with Messrs. Whitton and Bennett. These gentlemen have concurred in what they 
consider the best course to pursue under the circumstances, but previous to taking any action they are to 
visit the dam in company to-morrow, and on Monday I shall have the result of their conference before 
me, when I shall immediately place the matter before the Cabinet. I may also mention that Mr. Williams, 
one of the Assistant Engineers for Harbours and Rivers, has visited the dam alone, and his report will 
also be placed before the Cabinet.—John Stjtheeland, 80/11/88. Under Secretary, Einance and 
Trade.—J.B., B.C., 30/11/88. Seen.—J.E.B., 30/11/88.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to E. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Sir) Department of Public Works, Sydney, 4 December,1888.

I am directed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland to enclose copy of his instructions touching your 
commission to examine and report upon the present condition of the Prospect Dam, and I am to request 
that you will be so good as to enter upon the duties and furnish your report at the earliest possible 
moment. I have, &c.,

J. BARLING,
. Under Secretary.

E. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 6 December, 1888.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 4th instant, enclosing a copy 
of the instructions drawn up by Mr. Secretary Sutherland for my guidance in examining into and 
reporting upon the slips at the Prospect Dam. ,

The matter shall receive immediate and most careful attention, and I will submit a report at the 
earliest date consistent with the thorough examination necessary to enable me to comply with the
instructions. .

I visited the dam yesterday, and in company with Mr. Ryan, the Resident Engineer, went care
fully over the works. As, however, some information must be obtained as to the condition of the interior 
of the bank, I requested Mr. Ryan to arrange to put down a bore into the bank at a point which I 
indicated to him ; and I shall be present to see this work carried out.

To enable me to properly estimate the character and importance of the causes which have pro
duced the movement in the bank, I shall be obliged if you will give instructions to be supplied to me :—

1. Plan of dam, showing positions and extent of all movements noticed up to present date. _
2. Longitudinal section of dam along puddle-trench, giving particulars of geological sections of

ground at sites of movements.
3. Cross-sections of bank at centres of movements, showing:—

(a) Original sections.
(5) Altered outline caused by slip up to the time the first steps were taken to arrest the move

ment by weighting the toe.
(e) Present outline of bank and stone thrown in to arrest the movement.

4. Copies of particulars obtained by boring up to the present time.
5. Specification under which the work has been constructed.

The specification is necessary to enable me to comply with the clause of my instructions in which
I am directed to “ report on the construction of the dam and subsidiary works as a whole...................
and whether the works have been carried out according to the design.”

I have, &c.,
R. L. MESTAYER.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to Gr. Gordon, Esq.
Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 December, 1888.

I am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith for your information 
and guidance, a copy of the instructions which have been given to Mr. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E., who as you 
are aware has also been appointed to inquire into, and report upon the condition of the Prospect Dam, 
and to request that you will be good enough to take them as referring to the inquiry entrusted to you. 
The object of Mr. Sutherland is to obtain a full and impartial statement of the facts of the matter as they 
appear to you as an engineer of experience, altogether unconnected with the Department having charge 
of the work. _
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. ‘I ani to add that Mr. Hickson has been instructed to place everything required at your service 
including original plans and documents, and all officers of the Department have been enjoined to give 
you all possible information, and to reply to any inquiries vou may desire to make in the course of your 
investigations. ‘ Ihave, &c.,

J. BAELING,
. Under Secretary.

Copy of instructions to Mr. Mestayer which were forwarded herewith were laid on the Table of the 
House on the 6th December, 1888.

G-. Gordon, Esq., to Tlie Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, 13 December, 1888.

, , 1 visited the Prospect Dam yesterday and examined the second slip and two boreholes nut
down by Mr. Mestayer on the 7th and 10th inst. 1

I should like to put down another bore in the same line, i.e., in the axis of the slip near the water’s 
edge, and another m the puddle-wall on the same line, and still another in the part of the dam that has 
not shown any inclination to slip. In order to save time I asked Mr. Eyan to have the places prepared 
tor these, and also to have a trench dug across the top of the bank at a place I pointed out, so as to be 
ready for my putting down the bores to-morrow. Mr. Hickson says he can get me the services of a diver 

permission to employ one to examine tlie toe of the bank, and I ask authority for the works 
mentioned above and leave to examine the plans of the accessory works, and to get some tracings made.

Tours, &c.,
--------  G. GOEDON.

Mr. Hickson,—Please attend to this.—J.B., B.O., 13/12/88. Submitted.—J. B. Appd. I give 
Mr. Gordon the fullest authority to carry out his investigation in the way he thinks best.—J.S., 14/12/88. 
I have arranged for these matters as instructed by the Minister.—E.H., B.C. 18/12/88 Under 
Secretary for Public Works. Put with papers—J.B. 19/12/88. ’ ’

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to Mr. H. Murray.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 15 December, 1888.

I understand from Mr. Dempsey that you can give me some information concerning the way 
the work was carried on at Prospect. I shall be extremely glad of any such information, and shall be 
much.obliged if you can call here to see me on Tuesday afternoon, about 3 o’clock p.m.

Tours truly,
______  E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to A. Bennett, Esq., Evening News Office.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, Sydney, 52, Castlereagh-street, 15 December, 1888.
. - ^re informed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland that you are willing to place at our disposal

any information m your possession relating to the Prospect Dam. If you could mention a time on Tuesday 
morning which would be convenient to you, we shall be happy to wait on you to receive any particulars 
you can supply. We are, &c.,

G. GOEDON.
______________ E. L. MESTATEE.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 December, 1888.

t „ m f lrectet* to enclose foe your information copies of correspondence, which has taken place
between the Secretary for Public Works, and Mr. Alfred Bennett, proprietor of the Evening News, and 
have to request that you will be so good as to put yourself in communication with that gentleman, with a 
view to obtaining any information he may have at his disposal with regard to the Prospect Dam.

I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,

___________________________ Under Secretary.

. The Under Secretary for Public Works to G. Gordon, Esq.
®ir) _ Department of Public Works, Sydney, 15 December, 1888.

I am directed to enclose for your information copies of correspondence, which has taken place 
between the Secretary for Public Works and Mr. Alfred Bennett, proprietor of the Evening News, and 
have to request that you will be so good as to put yourself in communication with that gentleman, with a 
view to obtaining any information he may have at his disposal with regard to the Prospect Dam.

I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,

----------------- Under Secretary.
{Enclosures.'] -

Department of Public Works,
My dear Mr. Bennett, Sydney, 11 December, 1888.

Tou will have observed from the papers which have been laid upon the Table of the House 
™ j* ave appointed two engineers outside the Department—one having only recently come to the Colony, 
and the other a resident of the sister Colony of Yictoria—for the purpose of inquiring into the present 
state of the Prospect Dam. I have given them the utmost freedom of action, and have instructed them 
as far as possible to keep themselves from the influence of the Department, and report to me the true 
facts of the ease whatever they may indicate. My

»
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My object, however, in writing to you is to ask you to be so kind as to assist me in this matter. 
From the interest your paper has taken on the subject of the Prospect Dam it is clear that you must 
have obtained a great deal of information given you by various informants on the subject, and I have now 
to ask that you will be so good as to place this information, so far as you are able, at the disposal of the 
two gentlemen who have been appointed for the inquiry, namely, Mr. Mestayer, late Hydraulic Engineer 
to the South Australian Government, and Mr. G-eorge Gordon, an engineer of eminence in Victoria.

I have instructed these gentlemen to obtain information from every possible source, and it is for 
this reason that I ask you to be so good as to place any information you may have at their disposal. _

I feel sure that from a national point of view you will accede to my request, and if you will 
furnish me with the names of those wdio have supplied you with information, I will take care that their 
evidence shall be taken and considered. My only object is to elicit the truth.

I am, &c.,
Alfred Bennett, Esq., Eoeninr] News Office. JOHN SUTHERLAND.

P.S.—To show the extent of the power entrusted to these gentlemen, I enclose you copy of the 
instructions to Mr. Mestayer, in similar terms to which instructions are being prepared for Mr. Gordon.

Town and Gauntry Journal and Evening News Office,
Dear Sir, Market-street, Sydney, 12 December, 1888.

Mr. Bennett desires me to acknowledge receipt of your letter and enclosure of yesterday, and 
to say that he will be only too happy to supply your officers with any information in his power in reference 
to the condition of the Prospect Dam, in the security of which he takes a deep interest. Such members 
of the staff of the Evening News as have reported upon the dam will willingly see Mr. Mestayer and Mr. 
G-ordon, and afford these gentlemen whatever assistance they can to facilitate their investigations. At the 
same time I should mention that all information which representatives of the Evening News have obtained 
has been published in that journal and commented upon, and I assume that such information and comments, 
touching a subject of such great importance, have been preserved in your Department. Should that, 
however, not be the case, I have an index by me that will enable mo to lay my finger at any time upon the 
various reports, &c., that have appeared on the subject in the Evening Nctos. These I will be glad to 
point out to any accredited officer of your Department who may desire to see them.

I may add that it is very gratifying to Mr. Bennett and myself, as it must be to the public, to 
observe the steps you have taken to have a thoroughly independent examination made by competent 
engineers of the dam, with a view to ascertaining its actual condition, and so set the public mind at rest, if 
possible, as to its stability. • I have, &c.,

JAMES A. HOGUE,
The Secretary for Public Works. -------- Editor, Evening News.

Answered. See letters sent to Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer on the subject.—J.B., 15/10/88. 
Put away.

Dear Sir, Parliament, Newr South Wales, Sydney, 12 December, 1888.
I have to thank you for your letter of this date, in which you offer to place your services at 

the disposal of the engineers I have appointed to inquire into the present state of the Prospect Dam, and 
I shall take care to request them to avail themselves of your kind offer.

My only object is to get at the true facts of the case from whatever source I can obtain them.
I have from the first been fully impressed with the necessity of the most searching investigation.

Arours, <fcc.,
The Editor, Evening News. JOHN SUTHERLAND.

Town and Country Journal and Evening News Office,
Dear Sir, Sydney, 17 December, 1888.

Mr. Alfred Bennett desires me to say, in answer to your note of the 15th instant, that he will 
be glad if you will call on the editor of the Evening News, at the office of the Sydney Morning Herald, any 
time on Tuesday forenoon. Yours, &c.,

JAMES A. HOGUE,
Messrs. Gordon & Mestayer. Editor, Evening News.

Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 18 December, 1888.
Mr. Secretary Sutherland has been informed that you can give some information to Messrs. 

Gordon and Mestayer, who are conducting an inquiry about the Prospect Dam. Will you be so good as 
to say in what it consists, and whether you can state any facts bearing on the construction of the dam 
from your own observation. Yours truly,
Mr. G. A. Bramston, 717, George-street. R. L. MESTAYER.

Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 18 December, 1888.
Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer, w'bo are taking evidence about the Prospect Dam, have been 

informed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland that you can give information as to the construction of the dam. 
Can you attend at Mr. Mestayer’s office, Beresford Chambers, Castlereagh-street, at 12 o’clock on 
Thursday next ? Yours truly,
Mr. Edwin Limond, 63, Church-street, Newtown. R. L. MESTAYER.

Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 December, 1888.
Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer, who are taking evidence about the Prospect Dam, have been 

informed by Mr. Hogue, of the Evening News, that you can give information as to the construction of 
the dam. Can you attend at Mr. Mestayer’s office, Beresford Chambers, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, at 
11 o’clock, on Thursday next ? Yours truly,
Mr. Rutherford, Mundarra Tow7ers, Little Coogee. R. L. MESTAYER.
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R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to I. Ives, Esq.
Dear Sir,. Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 December, 1888.

Mr. G-. Gordon, C.E., of Victoria, and myself have been instructed by the Honorable the 
Secretary for Public Works to report upon the condition and construction of the Prospect Dam.

We have been informed that you might be in a position to give us some information as to the 
character of the work. If that is the case, we shall be very glad to be put in.possession of any facts you 
may be willing to communicate, and shall be happy to wait upon you at any time on Thursday afternoon 
which may be convenient to you. j airi) &0 ,

E. L. MESTATEE,

Copy of Telegram addressed to Mr, John Horton, “Terminus Hotel,” Newcastle.
T . „ . 18 December, 1888.
1 am informed you can give evidence as to Prospect Dam. Can you attend at Beresford Chambers, 52, 
Castlereagh-street.

' G. GOEDON,
' ______ ______________________ . Australian Club.

R. L, Mestayer, Esq., to The Hon. J. Davies, M.L.C., C.M.G.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 December, 1888.

Mr. Gr. G-ordon and rayself have heen instructed by the Honorable the Secretary for Public 
Works to report upon the condition and construction of the Prospect Dam.

We have been informed that you might be in a position to give us some information as to the 
character of the work. If that is the case, we shall be glad to be put in possession of any facts you may 
be willing to communicate, and shall be happy to wait upon you at any time on Thursday afternoon which 
may be convenient to you. I am &e

E. L. MESTATEE.
Note. Up to the present date, 30 March, 1889, no reply has been received from Mr. Davies.—E.L.M.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to J. A. Hogue, Esq.
_ Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 December, 1888.

Dear Sir, Prospect Dam.
I shall be obliged if you can give me particulars on the following points, viz.:_

1. An article in the Evening JVews of the 3rd instant refers to a correspondent who seven months 
o a a^° P16^10 ,e collapse of the dam. Can you give me the name of this correspondent ?
2. A leading article in the Evening News of 2nd May, 1888, refers to an article published in the 

- Evening News ihxQQ years previously in which it was stated that portions of the puddle-wall
consisted of rubble and rubbish. Can you give me the name of the person responsible for this 
statement r ■ ^

3. Can you give me the dates of the articles written by Mr. Norton ?
' I am, &c.,

E, L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to Mr. J. Weston.
■ Dear Sir _ Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 18 December, 1888.

1 have been instructed by the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works to inquire into and 
report upon the work of the Prospect Dam. 1
t 1 m.ld.®rstand y°u were engaged upon the works for some time during 1883 and 1884, and shall 
+fe ? We , y?" brlV(? y1® any information as to the manner in which the work was executed, and
the depth at which the puddle-wall was kept below the level of the bank.

• I am, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE.

Memo, from Mr. J. A. Hogue, Evening News Office, to Mr. Mestayer, C.E.
Dear Sir, , Sydney, 19 December, 1888.

,, ,T ^ ln answer to your first question,—Mr. Eutherford, contractor ; 2nd—Mr. Gipps, C.E. • 3rd- 
Mr. Norton wrote all the reports up to the end of June.

J. A. HOGUE.

Agnes Gipps to Geo. Gordon, Esq. ’
Dear Sir, . . “Maida,” Chandos-street, Ashfield, 19 December, 1888.

• , ,, . Miy Gipps i.s at present m Melbourne. In a letter that I received from him yesterday he 
said that all bemg well he would leave Melbourne for Sydney on Thursday. On his arrival here I will 
lose no time in giving him your letter. Tours, &c.,

AGNES GIPPS.

80—1 I.
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I. E. lyes. Esq., to E. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Dear Sir, Sydney, 19 December, 1888.

I am not aware that I can give you any information as to the character of the work at the 
Prospect Dam.

I visited the dam on Tuesday morning the 4th instant, arriving there at 6 a.m., and as work does 
not commence until 8 a.m. I had a good opportunity of seeing the amount of settlement during the 
previous night. In one place, a crack of some considerable length widened considerably as I looked, on.

On Monday, 10th instant, I again visited the dam, in company with Mr. Kelly, ML. A., arriving at 
about 10'30 a.m. At this hour most of the cracks had heen covered, but in one place three or four men 
with picks were loosening the solid sides of a crevice fully a foot wide, and filling in with stuff so obtained. 
Another man was using a long iron rod in the crevice, apparently with a view of inducing the small stuff 
to go further down. Tours, &c.,

8 I. E. I YES.

Telegram from J. B/atlierford, Esq., to R. E. Mestayer, Esq.

Just received letter.
Mundarra Towers 

Will attend to-morrow, if required.
, Coogee, 20 December, 1888. 

JAS. EUTHEREORD.

Telegram from R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to J. Rutherford, Esq.
20 December, 1888.

Shall be glad if vou will call here to-morrow morning about 11.
R. L. MESTATEE,

Beresford Chambers,
• Castlereagh-street.

• Mr. R. J. ‘Weston to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Dear Sir, Marrickville Road, Marriekville, 20 December, 1888. .

In reply to your request, I beg to inform you that I was engaged on the Prospect Reservoir 
works from August, 1883, to August, 1885, as manager of the tunnel works until completed. 1 can 
vouch for all material and workmanship used for the construction of the said works being first class. All 
bricks used were culled out from the stock before they were allowed to be taken into the tunnel for use. 
The man who performed this task was subject to the approval of the Government Inspector. Only the 
best brands of cement were used; and on receiving a fresh supply of cement it had to be weighed, 
measured, and tested, by order of the District Engineer, and in his presence or his assistant, often both 
of them ; an inspector in the tunnel to see the work faithfully performed ; an inspector outside to see all 
concrete and cement mortar properly mixed, &c.; and during the construction of the above works the 
District Engineer was through the tunnel almost daily. _ ,

In reference to the puddle-trench, I had nothing whatever to do with that portion of the work; 
hut I know the engineer was very determined to have the trench sunk down to a good solid formation, 
and that for some distance it was upwards of 40 feet deep. _ , .

I have repeatedly heard our firm complain of the strict attention of the District Engineer to the 
fixing of the puddle in the trench, also to the getting and preparing of the same for use, and many other 
matters connected with the works. _ . . .

In conclusion, I have had considerable experience on general public work in Great Britain and 
other parts of the world, and can honestly and truthfully saythat I never was managing works under the 
supervision of an engineer so strict and attentive to his duties as Mr. Ryan, District Engineer oi the
Reservoir Works, Prospect. I have, &c.,

. R. J. \V Rb IOJN.

Mr. E. Limond to The Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, 63, Church-street, Newtown, 21 December, 1888.

I waited on Messrs. G-ordon and Mestayer yesterday, 12 noon, when not only my statement 
was unbelieved, hut I was told it was all lies about water being under the puddle. I cannot rest under 
this imputation, but shall take other steps to prove to the public that my assertions are correct. Ihe
JSveninq News has not published my evidence as yet.

' Tours, &c.,
_____  EDWIN LIMOND.

I have seen Mr. Gordon about this, and he absolutely denies the truth of these allegations—J.S., 
21/12/88. Resubmit.

Tell him to call at 11 a.m., Monday, and the Minister will then take his evidence.—J.B., 29/12/88. 
Edwin Limond, Esq., 29/12/88.

Toun message 
vacant.

New South Wales Electric Telegraph, 29 December, 1888.
' J. Barling, Esq., Public Works Office. .

of to-day to Edwin Limond, 63, Church-street, Newtown, is undelivered. Address is 
3 H.J.S.P.. Manager.

Shall we search for him?—J.B., 31/12/88. Eind him.—J.S., 31/12/88.

Telephone message from Newffown Police, 2nd January, 1889,3 p.m.,to Inspector-General of Police. 
Me. Edwin Limond resides at No. 73, Church-street, Newtown. He is a most respectable man, and 
lately worked at the Prospect Reservoir.

Telegraphed to Limond, 2/1/89. -------- „
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3&. L, .Mestayer, 13sq., to F. B. Gipps, Esq., C.E.
Prospect Dam.

Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 22 December, 18S8.
# _ Mr. Gordon wrote to you on Tuesday last, asking if you would be good enough to give us any
information you could regarding the above work. Mr. Gordon has been obliged to return to Victoria, 
but has left with me the questions he intended to put to you, and I shall be much obliged if you will 
kindly let me know when it will be convenient for you to call here and see me respecting it. I shall be 
here up to 1 o’clock on Monday, but not on Tuesday or Wednesday. ■

_ If Monday morning will not suit your convenience, please send me a line to my private address— 
Symington, Parramatta Eoad, Ashfield. . Yours, &c.,

R. L. MESTATEE.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to If. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Sir, _ _ Department of Public Works, Sydney, 22 December, 1888.

_ With reference to the instructions which have been given to you in regard to the work of 
reporting upon the Prospect Dam, I am desired by the Secretary for Public Works to request that you 
will be so good as to give a detailed estimate of any works which you may recommend should be carried out. 

I am to add that Mr. Gordon has been similarly instructed. I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,

_____ _______________________ Under Secretary.

B. L. Mestayer, Esq., to B. T. Byan, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 24 December, 1888.

Dear Sir, . Prospect Dam. '
_ I wish to find out how far the movement that we found at section 18 has extended, and shall 

be glad if you will have similar sections taken at each 100 feet, right and left of section 18, until the 
present and original face-lines are found to correspond.

I also wish two more boreholes to be put down at section 18—30' and 35' respectively from the 
centre of puddle-wall. They should go down about 35 feet deep. I shall come out on Thursday or 
Eriday, but the holes can be sunk without waiting for me. Yours, &c.

________ E. L. MESTATEE.

Copy of Telegram addressed to J. Norton, Esq., on 27/12/88.
Minister will be glad if you can give your evidence respecting the Prospect Dam at once. Can you call 
at the office of Mr. Mestayer, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, for this purpose, on-Saturday 
morning at 10 o’clock. Any expense incurred will be paid by the Department.

j. BAELING,
Under Secretary for Public Works.

■ Telegram from Mr. J. Norton to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
In reply to your telegram, could not possibly come to Sydney to give evidence, re Prospect Dam before 
to-morrow, Saturday, week. ’

J. NORTON, ........
--------  “Terminus Hotel.”pj

Telegraph that I will instruct Mr. Mestayer to proceed to Newcastle to take his evideneel at any 
early time which may suit his convenience.—John Sutherland, 29/12/88. Wired, 29/12/88. “ . ‘

Copy of further Telegram addressed to J. Norton, Esq., on 29/12/88.
Minister will instruct Mr. Mestayer to proceed to Newcastle to take your evidence at an early time 
which may smt your convenience. Beply.

. J. BAELING,
Under Secretary for Public Works.

J. Norton, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
t. , -1,. . , . Newcastle, 31 December, 1888.

Useless to send Mestayer here for my evidence, re Prospect Dam, as I decline to afford information 
before present Board, being doubtful of its utility and impartiality.

John SuTiiERLANi^r31/12/88Mr' Norton refuses to S1™ evidence, as we offered to pay all expenses.

Sir,
The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. Norton, Esq.

T ,. + j t. j.1 ci , „ Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889. ■ j
f <ilfect6j3 tlle Secretary for Public Works to acknowledge the receipt of your telegran 

of the 31st ultimo, m which you say it is useless to send Mr. Mestayer for your evidence in regard to th< 
Prospect Dam, as you decline to afford information on the subject/ Mr. Sutherland very much resets 

k/P?,001116 to tllls conclusion. He is most anxious to obtain all the particulars possible 
be nmned by^oif11 ^ y0U ^ C°nSent to glve evl,ience before himself at any convenient time wlfich may

I.
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I am to point out that the matter is of great national importance’ and Mr. Sutherland thinks he is 
justified in appealing to your patriotism as a public man to give him all the information you can, as it is 
clear you have devoted very considerable attention to the subject, and have collected a mass of evidence 
■which he thinks may be very useful. I have, &c.,

J. BARLING!,
-------- Under Secretary.

Up to this date no answer has been received from Mr. Norton.—D.C.M'L.-, 15/1/19.

It. L. Mestayer, Esq., to Mr. Gr. Robinson.
■ Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 27 December, 1888.

Please be at my office by 9'30 a.m. on Saturday, and I shall be glad if you can go through the 
livening News files to-morrow, and note down any assertions in the articles written by Mr. Norton. Mr. 
Secretary Sutherland has telegraphed to him to come to my office on Saturday to give evidence, and also 
to Mr. Maher, of West Maitland, who has written to the Evening News.

Yours, &c.,
R. L. MESTAYER.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to It. L. Mestayer, Esq.
My dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.

Mr. Sutherland desires me to enclose for your information an extract of a leading article from 
the Evening News of this day’s date upon the subject of the Prospect Dam. ’

I am further desired to point out to you the extreme importance of taking any evidence which mav 
present itself to you in connection with the subject of your inquiry, however trivial or absurd it may 
appear to you as an engineer—because it is largely on statements of this character that the public minc. 
has been exercised of late, and it is desirable to get at the source of the many statements which have been 
spread abroad with regard to the state of the dam.

I am, &c.,
J. BARLIN G!.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to Gr. G-ordon, Esq.
My dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.

Mr. Sutherland desires me to enclose for your information an extract from the Evening News 
of this date, bearing on the subject of the Prospect Dam, and to ask that you will be so good as to come 
to Sydney again before sending in your final report. Mr. Sutherland further wishes me to point out to 
you the extreme importance of taking any evidence which may present itself, no matter how trivial or 
absurd it may seem to you as an- engineer—because it is by such statements that a great deal of the 
uneasiness now existing in the public mind with regard to the dam has been raised.

I am, &c.,
J. BARLING.

[Enclosure.']
[Extract from the Evening News of Thursday, 27th December, 1888.]

The Peospect Dam.
The coming event of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer’s report on the Prospect dam has cast its shadow before, and the fore
shadowing is not a pleasant one to contemplate. Though the report has not heen drawn up, the Minister for Works was 
able to tell the Assembly on Friday what the most important part of it will be when it does come. The Hansard report of 
what the honorable gentleman said contains the following :—

There are two gentlemen now holding a very serious inquiry into the state of the Prospect Dam, from its first foundation till the time they took 
evidence on the subject. They will not be prepared to give in their report before some time next week. I sent for Mr. Gordon to-day, and he 
assured me that there was not the slightest danger of the dam giving way. Alterations and a large expenditure of money will have to take place; 
and I have given instructions to those gentlemen, not only to make recommendations but also to state what will be the cost of carrying out the 
recommendations.
It appears from Mr. Sutherland’s remarks that Mr. Mestayer agrees with Mr. Gordon, for speaking of the two gentlemen, 
he concluded by saying,—■

They are certain that there is not the slightest foundation for the fear of the dam going.
This remarkable communication to the Assembly can have no other effect than that of destroying the confidence of the 
public in the report of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer when it is produced. Their instructions to hold the investigation 
were issued on the 13th December, and assuming that they commenced work the following day, their inquiries into the 
state of the Prospect Dam from its foundation had extended over a week and a day when they assured Mr. Sutherland that 
there was not the slightest fear of it collapsing. It is true that, according to the Minister for Works, the investigation was 
not concluded when he saw Mr. Gordon ; hut what is of most importance is to know on what evidence Mr. Gordon and 
Mr. Mestayer came to the conclusion that the dam is in no danger. It may be taken for granted that they went out to see 
it; but for the practical purpose of their commission, looking at the embankment was, comparatively speaking, a waste of 
time. The Department has been taxing its resources during the last eight or nine months to patch the work up, and most 
probably when Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer were taken to see it most of the cracks had been filled up, and unless it had 
burst through again the stream of thick yellowish water our reporter saw running from the base of the embankment on its 
lower side was stopped up. Looking at the work in its patched-up condition would therefore give the two gentlemen only 
a very imperfect idea of what has been going on in the way of cracks, slips, subsidences, and the actual flow of water 
through the embankment. What they required to do was to take the evidence of disinterested men who had been carefully 
watching the dam since the first slip was discovered, and if they have not done this the investigation on which they 
guarantee the soundness of the work is useless, and their opinions are not worth one penny of the money they will cost. 
An application was made to us by Mr. Mestayer a few days since for the names of those who had written certain reports in 
the Evening News, and also the names oi those persons who had given our reporters the information upon which some of 
their statements were founded ; but so far as we know, not one of those who may be termed the Evening News witnesses 
has been examined. If there has been any examination of witnesses at all, it has been carried on in a remarkably secret 
manner; and it is perfectly certain that during the few days that elapsed between the appointment of the two gentlemen 
and Mr. Gordon’s statement t<5 Mr. Sutherland it would have been impossible to take all the evidence necessary to enable

them.
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them to give a definite opinion respecting the stability of the dam ; but what is that opinion, as stated by Mr. Sutherland, 
worth? In the first place, it contradicts those of Mr. Hickson and Mr. Williams, two officers of the Department,who 
recently reported upon the condition of the embankment. The only interpretation to be put upon the opinions of those two 
gentlemen is that the dam is in a dangerous condition, so that the statement of Mr. Gordon that there is not the slightest 
fear of it giving way is in direct opposition on this particular point to the opinions of Mr. Hickson and Mr. Williams. 
Even the Engineer-in-Chief for Railways, who guaranteed the soundness of the work six or seven months ago as confidently 
as Mr. Gordon and Mr. Mestayer do now, reported to Mr. Sutherland the week before last that the dam now requires to be 
“carefully watched.” Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer not only contradict Mr. Hickson, Mr. Williams, and Mr. Whitton, 
but, if Mr. Sutherland reported Mr. Gordon correctly, they contradict themselves. They say that “there is not the 
slightest danger of the dam giving way,” but that alterations and a large expenditure of money will have to take place. If 
the dam is in no danger, what will this money have to be spent for ? The fact is that every shilling Mr. Gordon and Mr. 
Mestayer inay recommend to be expended will be for securing the dam, and will therefore be a contradiction of the state
ment that it is not in the slightest danger. We are dealing with the two professional gentlemen entirely on the basis of 
the speech made by Mr. Sutherland in the Assembly. The honorable gentleman may have misunderstood Mr. Gordon, but 
if he did not, and the verbal report submitted to the House is a correct one, the engagement of Mr. Gordon and Mr. 
Mestayer will only add another unsatisfactory chapter to the record of extravagance and blundering connected with the 
Prospect Dam. .

The Under Secretary for Public Works to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 27 December, 1888.

, I am directed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland to forward herewith a letter which has heen
received from Mr. James J. Maher on the subject of the Prospect Dam, and to inform you that a 
telegram has heen sent to the writer requesting him to he good enough to attend at your office on Satur
day morning at 10 o’clock, in order that you may take any evidence on the subject that he has to give.

I am to inform you that Mr. J. Xortou, late of the staff of the Evening JVews: has also been 
requested to attend at your office on Saturday morning at 10 o’clock to give evidence on the same 
subject.

Mr. Sutherland desires that the fullest information possible should be obtained from these gentle
men, and will be glad if you will take whatever evidence they are prepared to give.

, I have, &c.,
J. BAELING,

----------------- Under Secretary.

^Enclosure.']
tion. c>ir, , 26 December, 1888.

1 take the liberty of forwarding you a letter of mine which, as you will observe, appeared in 
the Evening News, in re the Prospect Dam at the time of the first breakage.

I am. sorry to say that my prognostications have been realised, and not one of the gentlemen 
eonnected with, its construction or inspection seems able to account for the cause, which to my mind is 
Tery simple indeed. ’ J ’
nr- • 1 ''Toul<i 518,76 commimicated with our worthy Member, Mr. Thompson, or our esteemed citizen and 
Minister for Lands, Mr. Brunker, hut, upon second consideration, I thought you, sir, the fountain-head 
would be the most advisable to forward my information to. *
_ knowledge has heen obtained in deep sinking on the gold-fields, where the hatter is much used
m keeping hack the water. I simply offer my advice in the interests of the citizens of my native city, 
and hoping, hon. sir, that you will accept my observations in the same spirit in which they are written • 
■and if you or any of your advisers would desire an interview on the subject from my point of view, I am 
willingly at your service. I may add that Mr. "Williams seems to possess the best knowledge of any of 
ihe experts or professionals that I have read. Ton will also find that the cause of the slip has not been 
occasioned at the toe of the. dam. The diver will prove my words correct. He may he deceived if a 
large quantity of the debris is lodged at the bottom, but a remedy most efficacious is very simple indeed.

Hoping, lion, sir, that you will excuse the liberty I have taken in addressing you on this subject,
Tours obediently,

JAMES J. MAHER,
Eastview, Church-street, West Maitland.

. [Sub-Enclosure.1
The Peospect Dam.

To the Editor.
The warning note of danger sounded by you in the Evening News in re the above proves to he of 

very great value to the citizens of Sydney; for any person reading the report of the visit to the works 
which appeared m the Evening News_ of the 9th, of the officials of the Water and Sewarage Board, will 
see at a glance.that a great calamity is imminent, for not one of the gentlemen present see'med to give a 
satisfactory opinion as to the cause of the fissure. I possess not the educational attainments of an 
engineer, hut have had considerable experience with puddled clay, therefore feel no diffidence in offering 
an opinion on the subject.. The Prospect Dam as constructed will ever be a source of danger for as the- 
water recedes and rises a fissure will occur in some part or other of the work. The expansion of puddled 
clay is almost incredible when exposed to the action of water, and cannot be consolidation or settlino- 
down, as so expressed by Mr. Eowe. Now, my opinion is, however impertinent it may be considered5 
that the face of the dam, where puddled clay has heen used, must he protected by a facial of heavy 
masonry, or ironbark timbering well secured. Then, and then only, can a calamity be averted 
Thanking you m anticipation. Yours, &c., '
Maitland, June 9, 1888. J-J.M.

E.
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R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to J A. Hogue, Esq.
Pear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh street, 28 December, 1888.

You referred Mr. Gordon and myself to Mr. "Wearne as one of the authorities who could 
give information respecting the Prospect Dam.

Mr. "Wearne, in replying to questions from us, stated that much of the information he had supplied 
to you was given to him by someone whose name he declined to mention, as he (Mr. Wearne’s informant) 
had particular reasons for wishing his name not to be made known.

I told Mr. Wearne that if bis informant would come to my office I should be glad to take any 
evidence or receive'any information he would give me, and would see that his name did not appear. As 
this has failed to induce Mr. Wearne’s informant to visit me, I have thought it as well that you should 
knowhow the matter stands, more especially as Mr. Wearne said he had referred the matler to his 
superiors in the office.

If you can persuade this or any other person in possession of any information respecting work at 
Prospect to communicate with me I shall be only too glad to take their information.

Yours, &c.,
E. L.-MESTAYEE.

Up to present date no information has been received from Mr. Wearne or his informant.—E.L.M., 
25/4/89.

Pl. L. Mestayer, Esq., to J. Barling, Esq.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 29 December, 1888.

The bearer, Mr. J. J. Maher, has called upon me this morning in accordance with the telegram 
sent to him by you, and given me his evidence as to what he considers the cause of the slip, and the 
remedy he proposes.

As I understood from you that Mr. Maher’s expenses would be paid by your Department, I have 
given him this note to certify to the fact of his having attended as requested.

I am, &c.,
--------  E. L. MESTAYEE.

Sub mitted.-—J.B., 30/12/88. Give him three days at 30/- per diem and his travelling fares, and say 
that if any part of his recommendation is adopted a substantial recognition will be awarded.—John 
Sutheeiand, 31/12/88. Mr. Mestayer,—What expenses do you recommend?—J.B., B.C., 31/12/88. 
See voucher 88-4,704 for £G Is.—T.J.C., 10/1/89. Mr. Maher informed, 31/12/88. ■ Maher has been
paid.—Per A. Eng.-in-Chief, J.S., B.C., 12/1/89. Under Secretary for Public Works. Place with
others papers.—D.C.M’L., 14/1/89. Attach to voucher.—J.S., 4/1/89. Mr. Cremen.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to A. Bennett, Esq., Evening News Office.
Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 December, 1888.

With reference to your leader of the 27th instant, on the subject of the Prospect Dam, in 
which the following statement appears, viz. :—“ An application was made to us by Mr. Mestayer a few 
days since for the names of those who had written certain reports in the Evening News, and also the 
names of those persons who had given our reporters the information on which some of their statements 
were founded; but so far as we know, not one of those, who may be termed the Evening News witnesses, 
has been examined.” I am directed by Mr. Secretary Sutherland to ask if you will be so good as to 
mention the names of the witnesses you refer to, and whom you think have not been examined by the 
engineers appointed to inquire into the matter.

I am to say that Mr. Sutherland read the paragraph with very great surprise, as he has given the 
most emphatic instructions that all information obtainable should be considered ; and if you will kindly 
give the names of the gentlemen you refer to, care wall be taken that their evidence shall be received in 
the fullest possible manner, as it is the desire of the Minister to exhaust every channel of information on 
the subject that is available.

j am to add that Mr. Sutherland will consider it an especial favour if you will at your earliest 
convenience comply with this request. I have, &c.,

J. BAELING,
Under Secretary.

Gr. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 29 December, 1888.

1 said I thought I would send in my report about the end of this week. That was before 
I knew I was to send an estimate. As I have not yet received the cross-section I want for this purpose, 
it will be next week before I can be ready. I have finished the draft of my report, but I will not write 
it out till I get Mr. Gipps’ evidence, which I expect daily ; not that I think it will induce me to alter 
the report, as I know from the report in the Evening News what his views are, but there may be 
something in his evidence requiring attention. If some of my recommendations are adopted the closing 
of the contract will be a necessity.

• With the compliments of the season. Yours, &c.,
G. GOEDON.

The cross-sections will be sent to you to-day.—Pro A. Engineer-in-Chief, J.S., B.C., 31/12/88. 
Under Secretary, Public Works. Please see that they go without fail to-day.—J.B., 3l/12/88. 
Sent, 31/12/88.

E.
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* K. L. Mestayer, Esq., to J. A. Hogue, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 31 December, 18S8.

Dear Sir, Be Prospect Dam.
_ On the 18th inst. I wrote to you asking for the name of your correspondent responsible for 

the assertion that the puddle-wall was in places composed of rubble and rubbish. You replied that 
Mr. P. B. GrippS had given you the information. Mr. G-ipps, however, in his evidence most strongly denies 
ever having made any such statement, and asserts that you are mistaken in ascribing it to him. I shall 
be very glad if you can ascertain whether any mistake has arisen, and, if so, who is the person responsible 
for the statement, as I should like to take his evidence on that point and any other information he is 
willing to give. . I am, &c.,

" _________ B. L. MESTAYEE.

J. Hogue, Esq., Evening News Office, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
_ Town and Country Journal and Evening News Office,

Dear Sir, _ Market-street, Sydney, 31 December, 1888.
■ _ In reference to your letter of 29th instant, I desire to point out that in the Evening News
article you quote from, the expression occurs, “ So far as we know not one of those,” &c., &c., “ has been 
examined.” I furnished to Mr. Mestayer, as far a,s I can now remember, the following namesMr. J. 
Wearne, Mr. J. Norton, Mr. E. B. Gipps, C.E.; Mr. Eutherford, contractor; Mr. Buckett, hotelkeeper; 
Mr. Ives, M.L.A.; and the Hon. John Davies, M.L.C. Yours, &c.,

/AT „ JAS.’ A. HOGUE.
(JN .B.—Vtde reply from Under Secretary for Public Works, p. 65.)

J. A. Hogue, Esq., to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
. _ Town and Country Journal and Evening News Office,

Dear Sir, Market-street, Sydney, 31 December, 1888.
. 'When I gave you the name of Mr. E. B. Gipps as our authority for the statement “re rubble 

and rubbish,” I wrote from memory and must have been mistaken, Mr. Gipps having denied it. I was 
under the impression at the time that it was he who made the statement. I will endeavour to obtain the * 
information you require, but you must see how difficult it is to obtain it after the lapse of time that has 
taken place since the statement was published. Yours, &c.

JAsI’a. HOGUE.

A. Mackay, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Technical College, Sydney, 31 December, 1888.

_ Be Prospect Dam.
Dear Sir, _
. A® coming within the scope of investigations I have been making into the soils of the Colony, 

considerable attention has been given to the nature of the clay and soil used for forming the puddle-wall 
and for making up the sloping embankments of the Prospect Dam; and as I now feel certain of having 
discovered the cause of the fretting away or weathering of the material used in the earthwork, and the 
consequent alarms which have arisen concerning the safety of the whole structure, I take the liberty of 
submitting the following for your consideration. "

You will see that the cause of disturbance is more of a chemical than a mechanical nature.
On examination of the stuff used for building up the earth embankment on the reservoir of inside 

slope of the work, I find it to be made up very largely of a peculiar species of clay, common to the 
Wainamatta shale formations of the metropolitan district. This clay is largely composed of silicates of 
iron, and is acted on rapidly and visibly by exposure to air, rain, or water. It shrinks in bulk as a first 
change, it then cracks and oxidizes rapidly, changing to yellowish and reddish clay loam, of a character 
different essentially from the original clay. These are some of the chemical changes that occur, as I have 
had. frequent and minute occasion for observing in connection with the cultivation, trenching, and 
draining of the W ainamatta shale soils—the clays especially, for orcharding and other purposes.

The mechanical effect of the chemical changes have become very visible at the Prospect Dam 
Works. As the shrinking and oxidization proceeds, the silicious or sandy portion of the clay matter 
tends downwards, it being very much the heaviest; while the oxidized and loamy portions of the clay 
earth become so lively, especially when saturated with water, that they float or wash away. This is, in 
reality, what has been going on at the Prospect Dam, ever since water was brought into contact with the 
clay soils of the inside slope of the work ; and the process must continue to go on until the oxidization 
and chemical change is complete, and the soil settles down into regular loamy strata or layers.

The question then is, how can these consequences be met ? And this, I have not a doubt, will be 
found a much, less troublesome matter than at first sight appears. It will be seen that if any extra heavy 
material, such as stone, is placed on top of earth undergoing the chemical changes, and under the condi
tions mentioned, the result will be to press out the lighter portion of the material—which analyses, in 
this case, let me see, is nearly one-half of the whole—the stone sinking downwards by the displacement. 
Where the soil is in contact with water, as in the case where slips outwards have occurred at the 

. Prospect Dam, the process is very rapid, the light stuff being literally strewed out upon the water, where 
it is forming ugly blemishes upon the magnificent proportions of the huge earthwork. '

I would suggest that, as the changes going on in the embankment cannot be stopped, the better 
course would be to meet the alterations as they go on, and so aid in the process of absolute solidity. 
This can be done by using water from the reservoir to soak—not to saturate—the soil. This would 
increase the process of oxidization, the sinkage and shrinkage being met by applying loamy soil, which 
would be washed into any small cracks or crevices. Large gaps and slips could not occur under this 
course of treatment. Thus the material of the embankment would solidify gradually downwards upon 
the solid earth below and against-the puddle-wall behind. The said puddle-wall is, to every visible 
appearance, a most solid and perfect work. Examination
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' Examination of the whole earth embankment along the inside face of the dam shows that the 
changes mentioned have occurred most rapidly where the greater proportion of loose clay matter has 
been deposited, and where the westerly winds have had fullest opportunity for exerting their influences. 
This is just what might be expected. If all the bank facing the water had been of loamy earth no such 
rapid changes would have been likely to occur ; and it might be worthy of consideration whether, where 
such masses of material have to be dealt with, it would not be a desirable course to have chemical 
analyses made, in order to have a knowledge of the changes which must occur when the stuff is moved 
and placed under different conditions from its natural state. Where clay has to be dealt with, so intricate 
and obscure is much of it in composition, that investigation of the kind seems to me a very necessary 
proceeding to ensure safety.

In order to meet the fretting or withering action upon the earthwork slope by the water in the 
reservoirs, when moved into wavelets by the winds, I would suggest that slabs of colonial hardwood— 
which does not float, being more dense or heavier than water—would answer the purposes of protecting 
the moving earth below. They would be fastened so as to lie upon, without pressing or shifting, the- 
material under them; and as the stuff settled down solid the stone cubes could be laid in position, as 
being the very best material for the purpose. _ _ .

I have now the pleasure of submitting the foregoing for your attention and consideration in such 
manner as you may consider most fitting, either in a private or public sense. I do not intend doing 
anything more in the matter. My desire has been to try and help to get at the cause of the troubles at 
Prospect Dam. The leisure of a brief holiday and the use of the apparatus in the Agricultural Depart
ment here have made the investigations possible and pleasant. I will be glad to give any further 
information in my power either to yourself or to any of the professional gentlemen concerned whom you 
may entrust with the same. I will be in Sydney during Wednesday, Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, 
January 2, 4-6. I leave for Port Macquarie, Monday.

I have, &c.,
ANGUS MACELAY, I.C.S.,

Inst. Agriculture) B.T.E.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to It. L. Mestayer, Esq.
My dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889;

I have to-day received from Mr. Gordon the notes of evidence taken from Messrs. Moline 
and Shand. Mr. Gordon says he gave a promise that the information should not be made public, and by 
direction of Mr. Sutherland I have written to Mr. Gordon asking him to obtain the permission of the 
witnesses to have their evidence printed and placed with the reports. _ _

Mr. Sutherland desires me to say that he wishes all evidence taken to be made public, as he thinks 
it is of the utmost importance to expose everything to the public view with regard to the Prospect Dam.

Yours, &c.,
J. BAELING,

P.S.—The evidence is enclosed herewith. Under Secretary.

G. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 31 December, 1888.

I enclose evidence of Messrs. Moline and Shand. I thought it better to send the original, and 
I have kept a copy. The pencil notes are mine, as some of the evidence would not be quite intelligible 
to any one who did not hear it and the questions that were put. Yours, &e.,y 4 G. GOEDON.

P.S.—I told all the witnesses connected with the works whom I examined that the information they 
gave was for my own use only, and not for publication.— G.G.

E. L. Mestayer, A.M.I.C.E. Geo. Gordon, Esq., M.I.C.E., 2/1/89. Eegister and place with 
other papers.—J.S., 7/1/89.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to G. Gordon, Esq.
Dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo with the notes of evidence- 
of Messrs. Moline and Shand. I also note your postcript, in which ypu state that you informed the 
witnesses that the evidence they gave was for your use only, and not for publication. With reference to 
this, Mr. Sutherland desires me to say that he wishes any evidence taken in connection with the subject 
of your inquiry made public, and he will thank you if you wTill have the goodness to obtain the permission 
of the witnesses to have this done in the present case. _ _

I presume we shall have the pleasure of seeing you in Sydney again in the course of a few days.. 
There are matters Mr. Sutherland will be glad to see you upon.

' Yours, &c.,
J. BAELING.

D. C. M‘Lachlan, Esq., to E,. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Sir; Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.

I am desired by the Secretary for Public Works to ask you to be good enough to call at this 
office at 11 o’clock to-morrow (Wednesday) morning, in reference to the Prospect Dam.

Yours, &c.,
- D. C. M‘LACHLAN.

The-
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The Under Secretary for Public Works to A. Mackay, Esq.
Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your valuable and interesting letter of the 31st 
ultimo, in regard to the nature of the clay and soil used for forming the puddle-wall, and for making up 
the sloping embankments of the Prospect Dam, and to convey to you the thanks of the Secretary for 
Public Works.

I am desired to say that Mr. Sutherland will be glad to avail himself of your offer to give evidence 
on this important subject, and to ask you to be so good as to call at this office at 2 o’clock p.m. to-morrow 
(Wednesday), in reference thereto. .

I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,

Under Secretary.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to J. A. Hogue, Esq., Evening News Office.
Dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 3 January, 1889.

Mr. Sutherland desires me to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 31st ultimo, in which, 
at his request, you gave the names of the witnesses whom you supposed had not been examined in regard 
to the Prospect Dam. I have only had an opportunity of seeing Mr. Mestayer to-day, and he has given 
me the enclosed memorandum with respect to the matter, from which you will see that your supposition 
that the Evening News witnesses had not been examined, is incorrect. With regard to Mr. Norton, 
every endeavour has been made to obtain his evidence, but as yet without result, as will be seen from the 
attached copies of correspondence that has taken place, but Mr. Sutherland hopes that the letter sent 
him yesterday will have the desired effect. _ _ .

I can assure you that Mr. Sutherland is leaving no stone unturned in obtaining information on the 
subject, no matter from what source it is to be derived, and where witnesses object to give their 
evidence to either Mr. Mestayer or Mr. Gordon he is prepared to take it himself.

I am, &c.,
----------------- J. BARLING.

\_Enclosure.']
Copy of Memorandum by Mr. Mestayer on letter from Mr. Hogue, of 31st December.

All the gentlemen mentioned were written to the same day that Mr. Hogue gave me their names, 
and they were asked to give evidence in the course of the three following days. Mr. Rutherford came as 
requested; Mr. Wearne was examined by us at Prospect the following day; Mr. Gipps was in Melbourne, 
but called and gave his evidence as soon as he came back ; Mr. Ives replied to the letter stating he had no 
evidence to give ; the Hon. J. Davies has not replied to the letter, and Mr. Norton has refused to give 
any evidence. Mr. Buckett’s evidence was only taken yesterday owing to a misunderstanding about the 
name, this not being the name given me by Mr. Hogue.

Be seen that they are all examined.—J.S., 3/1/89. Resubmit Wednesday morning.—J.B., 3/1/89.

X). 0. M‘Lachlan, Esq., to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 4 January, 1889.

I am desired by the Secretary for Public Works to ask you to be good enough to call here 
to-morrow morning at 10 o’clock to meet Mr. Angus Mackay, of the Technical College, Sydney, who has 
arranged to be at the office at that time, in regard to the nature of the clay and soil used for forming the 
Prospect Dam. Yours, &c.,

D. C. M'LACHLAN.

Gr. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 4 January, 1889.

I have written to Messrs. Ryan, Moline, and Shand, asking their permission to have the 
evidence published. I have no doubt about their being quite willing. I have asked Mr. Ryan and Mr. 
Shand to inform you direct. I do not remember to have told the other witnesses whom I examined in 
company with Mr. Mestayer that the evidence was only for my own information.

I had not expected to be wanted so soon again in Sydney, and I have an engagement for next week 
in Gippsland—a water supply or irrigation scheme,—but I shall be glad to go over on my return. _ By 
that time Mr. Sutherland will have read my report, and if there is anything in it needing explanation I 
shall be glad to afford it. If the matiers on which Mr. Sutherland wishes to see me refer to anything 
other than the dam will you kindly mention what they are, that I may be prepared.

Yours, &c.,
--------  G. GORDON.

I wish to see Mr. Gordon chiefly about the dam, but when he is here will consult him about locking 
the Darling, concerning which we have further information. The time mentioned by Mr. Gordon will 
suit.—John Sutherland, 7/1/89. Write.—J.B., 7/1/89. Geo. Gordon, Esq., C.E., 8/1/89.

11. L. Mestayer, Esq., to G. Gordon, Esq., C.E.
Dear Sir, . I January, 1889.

I forward you herein the results of two boreholes put dowrn on sec. 13, behind the one put 
down when you were here. The movements have decreased latehr, and I give below the daily record at 
sec. 44, from December 20th till yesterday. Yours, &c.,

R. L. MESTAYER,

80—K
Minute
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Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Prospect Dam.

Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 5 January, 1889.
It was suggested by Mr. Mestayer, M.I.C.E., before whom Mr. Angus Mackay, P.C.S., of the Technical 
College, Sydney, gave evidence to-day in regard to the nature of the clay and soil used for the formation 
of the Prospect Dam, respecting which he had submitted a report, that it was desirable Mr. Mackay should 
officially visit the dam for the purpose of taking samples of the material used in connection therewith, 
and making an analysis thereof. Mr. Mackay intimated that he could not be released from his engage
ments for a period of six weeks. Mr. Mestayer, however, expressed the opinion that, notwithstanding 
this lapse of time, it would be better to have the result of that gentleman’s analysis in order that the 
investigation into the whole matter may be complete.

--------  J.B., 8/1/89.
• Appd.—J.8., 7/1/89. Write.—J.B., 8/1/89. Angus Mackay, Esq., E.C.S., 9/1/89. Seen

. Besubmit on 16 Eeb., 1889.—B.H., 12/1/89. • -

Extract from Telegraph, Saturday, 5th January, 1889.
The Prospect Reservoir.

The following report.on the Prospect Dam, by Mr. W. A. Harper, A.M. Inst. C.E., was made at the 
. request of Messrs. Want, Johnson, & Co. on September 20, after the first slip. Mr. Harper was asked to 
furnish an entirely independent report, he being hampered with no conditions whatever :—

“ I do myself the honor to inform you that in accordance with your instructions I visited the works 
on Wednesday, September 6, with Mr. Chapman, to report on the present state of the embankment, and 
the following will give you my views on the character of the works :—

“ Eirst puddle-wall.—This work has been perfectly constructed of the finest clay throughout of the 
best quality in the district, and under the most rigid supervision. I have no hesitation in saying that 
(with the reservation that the best clays procurable are not of first-class description) the construction of 
the wall is such that no fears of its safety need ever be entertained, providing the bank which supports it 
remains intact. I examined portions of the wall now exposed, which show it to be a concreted mass of 
impervious clays so well laid and wrought that no pressure would cause the slighest percolation through 
it. It is homogeneous in density, and considerably exceeds the theoretical thickness required for a wall 
constructed of first-class materials, deposited on the most approved principles. With this fact laid down, 
viz., that the construction of the puddle-wall is perfect, it is surprising to find that in one portion of the 
bank the wall has subsided over 6 ft., and in order to understand the reason of this very serious depression 
one must direct his attention to other causes which have so disturbed the continuity of its mass in this one 
particular locality.

“ Second embankment.—The outside mass is composed in all reservoir dams of any ordinary 
materials, in many cases entirely of surface loams ; in the case of the Prospect the material used is 
procured from large cuttings in the adjacent hills, and is the inferior or second-class earth of quite 
suitable character for the work. No slips or extraordinary subsidence occurs throughout its whole length ; 
in fact it remains, as it should, seeing the number of years it has taken to deposit, almost at its permanent 
level.

“ The inside mass presents quite a different appearance ; it is cracked in many places for a chain 
in length, and in some cases a series of parallel cracks occur at the same place, clearly indicating a 
gradual subsidence of the lower layers since the admission of the water. This I do not consider of serious 
importance, for undoubtedly the whole of the lower layers, as the superincumbent mass becomes more 
saturated, will gradually consolidate, and in such a huge body of material it is not surprising that local 
surface disturbances may appear from time to time, becoming less frequent until the whole mass becomes 
charged with the maximum quantity of moisture it will absorb. At the same time I consider a properly- 
laid embankment where the deposition has extended over a number of years should not subside essentially 
after completion, if the material is suitable, laid in thin layers, thoroughly saturated when laid, and well 
consolidated by continuous wheeling and pulverising.

“At a point where the height of the dam is comparatively small, about a quarter of a mile from its 
northern end, a very serious disturbance has taken place. The whole inner face of the embankment (for 
a distance of about 300 ft.) has been violently projected into the reservoir, and also the whole of the inner 
portion of the bank at this point has slipped, and now bulges out at least 8 ft. beyond the line of the 
present water-level. This slip has caused the portion of the bank opposite it to subside at least 6 ft., and 
has so tom away the puddle-wall, which is still evidently in a semi-consolidated condition in its lower 
portions, that the wall itself has also subsided, with bank, some 6 ft. in the centre.

“ The diagrams appended hereto illustrate the present condition of bank at this point. I consider 
this slip a very serious misfortune; I cannot see any special reason (in the meantime) why this particular 
spot should have given way ; and consider it quite as probable that any portion of the inner mass may act 
in a similar way; in fact, the deeper portion of the bank should be more liable to slip at a lower level, on 
account of the greater weight it carries. The same conditions apply to the whole work, similar material, 
and the same process of laying along its whole length. The system of depositing the material in con
tinuous layers prevents the accumulation of any particular class of. earth in one place, and insures 
homogeneity in character over the whole surface.

“ The problem to solve is, why this particular part of the bank should act in this manner while the 
balance remains, with the exception of the surface cracks before mentioned, in apparently a stable 
condition. I hold that there is no reason for the disturbance being peculiar to this locality, and must 
draw the conclusion that any part of the remainder may, at any lime while the process of saturation is 
proceeding, begin to act in a similar manner; and without fearing any immediate danger to the structure 
on account of the superior nature of the puddled core, I consider the method being carried out of repairing 
the breach is most unjustifiable and dangerous. The first duty was undoubtedly to lower the water as much 
as possible, not necessarily below the outlet level, and carefully investigate the cause of the mishap by 
cutting a cross-sectional trench through the dam at the centre of the slip.

“ This could have been done without much expense and carried down to the necessary level, and 
the. line of slip carefully ascertained, to enable a reliable conjecture as to the cause being formed.

“The
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“ The work now being done I consider worse than useless, viz., the tipping of most expensive stones 
pell-mell over the projecting portion into the water—it may be literally termed throwing money into the 
sea ; and in addition to its uselessness in preventing a continuation of the slip, I consider it the very best 
way to assist such depression by extending it further and sinking more rapidly. Had the stones been 
systematicalljr deposited frorn the toe upwards, they would have assisted matters materially, but I doubt 
then even their efficacy in holding back a slipping bank. The cause of this depression and its line of fracture 
still remains unknown. The bank is still slipping, the subsidence being fully 9 inches during the twenty- 
four hours prior to my inspection, as clearly shown by the levels on the surface drains cut the day before.

“ Time alone will prove how much further this-” subsidence may still extend. It is possible that the 
complete saturation of the mass may soon cause it to assume its permanent angle of repose ; but this in' 
no way undervalues the urgent necessity for at once determining the secret cause of this unnatural 
bulging out.

“ One naturally directs his attention in attempting to conjecture the possible reasons of the fault 
to the class of materials employed and the work of the contractor. As to the latter, all doubts of bad 
workmanship may be at once set aside, for there is a permanent resident engineer-in-charge, with a full 
staff of assistant engineers and inspectors, so that each load of material deposited has been most rigidly 
supervised. The onus of construction is thus thrown entirely on the engineer-in-charge, who has 
undoubtedly adhered strictly to the instructions laid down in his specifications.

“ As to the quality of the material, I have serious misgivings. It is an inferior loamy clay, subject, 
on account of its composition, to very great expansion and contraction, according to the quantity of 
moisture allowed to enter it.

^ “ It is most unstable, and has no plasticity, becoming semi-liquid with the addition of a very
small quantity of moisture, and porous when dry. I consider it one of the worst materials that could 
possibly be used in a bank, and, in my opinion, should have been protected from the possibility of 
absorbing too much moisture by a puddled lining of approved clay between it and the layer of broken 
metal on which the pitchers are laid. The cost of this layer would have been small, and I have used a 
puddle lining 18 inches thick to protect similar material, with the result that no water ever entered the 
main body of the bank.

“ The metal layer and pitching is carried out in a most superior manner—better I have never seen. 
The stone is of first-class quality, and the pitchers are larger than I have ever seen used.

“ A proper investigation at the point before-mentioned would probably at once prove bevond all 
doubt the agencies at work, and dispose of the unpleasant uncertainty existing as to the future of the 
structure. In addition, the original lines of the work might be still adhered to, the protuberance 
removed and restored to its original shape, and the everlasting eyesore dispensed with, which, under the 
present scheme, of patching, will remain as a permanent stigma on the engineers of a work which, 
on account of its magnitude, would otherwise be classed as one of the great undertakings of modern 
engineering.1’

Note.—We are informed that 42 to 44 has slipped, as predicted by Mr. Harper, who indicates 
that the remainder may at any time, while the process of saturation is proceeding, begin to act in a 
similar manner.

Refer to Mr. Mestayer, who, I understand, will examine Mr. Harper.—J.B., 7/1/89.

Gr. Gordon, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir> Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 8 January, 1889.

I have the honor to forward, under separate cover, sealed and addressed to the Honorable 
the Secretary for Public .Works, my report on the Prospect Dam ; also in separate cover, five plans to 
illustrate it and Appendices II and III to Report, being an abstract of the evidence. I had already 
prepared the. greater part of this before I. knew that the evidence was to be printed, and I intended it for 
the information.of the Honorable the Minister, and not for publication. Although superseded by the 
evidence itself, it may yet be convenient.

Mr. Moline has no objection to his evidence being published.
I purpose, in accordance with your letter of the 2nd instant, to go to Sydney on my return from 

Gippsland, unless I hear from you to the contrary. Please telegraph.
I have, &c.,

--------  G. GORDON.
. Received this day and handed unopened to Mr. Sutherland.—J.E., 10/1/89. Specially submitted 

for instructions.—J.B., 10/1/89. I do not think it will be necessary now for Mr. Gordon to come to
Sydney.—John Sutheeiand, 11/1/89. Telegraph to above effect.—J.B., 11/1/89. Telegram sent.— 
11/1/89. Put with papers.—J.B., 11 /1/89.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 9 January, 1889.

. I have just received the cutting from Daily Telegraph of 5th instant sent from your office. I 
saw this report of Mr. Harper’s at the time, but did not think it called for any special action such as 
examining Mr. Harper as a witness, seeing that the report itself contains Mr. Harper’s views very fully 
and clearly stated. If you still think, however, that it would be advisable to examine Mr. Harper, I will 
write and ask him to call on me as soon as possible.

I am, &c.,
--------  R. L. MESTAYER.

.1 am so anxious to obtain information from any and every source which is open to me that I think 
the evidence of this gentleman should be obtained, as it is the only way to give it a proper bearing on the 
subject of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer’s inquiry and investigation.—John Sutherland, 9/1/89.

Write.—J.B., 9/1/89. R. L. Mestayer, Esq., M.I.C.E., 10/1/89. Put all the papers together.— 
J.B., 10/1/89.

The
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The Under Secretary for Public Works to Angus Mackay} Esq., E.C.S.

Sir Department of Public Works, Sydney, 9 January, 1889.
’ With reference to your call at this office on the 5th instant, when you expressed your 

willingness to officially visit the Prospect Dam as soon as you could be released from your engagement, 
in order that you may take samples of the material used in connection with its formation, and make an 
analysis thereof, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary for Public Works will be glad it you will 
proceed to the dam as soon as you can make it convenient to do so, and furnish him with the result ot 
your investigation. I have,

Under Secretary.

The Under Secretary for Public Works to P. L. Mestayer, Esq., M.I.C.E.
g'r Department of Public Works, Sydney, 10 January, 1889.

’ With reference to your letter of the 9th instant, enclosing a report made by Mr. W. A. 
Harper A.M.I.C.E., on the condition of the Prospect Dam, which appeared in the Sydney JJaily 
Telegraph of the 5th instant, and inquiring whether that gentleman should be called to give evidence 
in connection with the inquiry now being conducted by Mr. Gordon and yourself, I have the honor to 
inform you that Mr. Secretary’ Sutherland is very anxious that every possible item ot information in 
respect of the Prospect Dam procurable shall be obtained and considered by you when drawing up your 
report and to request that you will be so good as to place yourself in communication with Mr. tiarpei

TTnrlfvr SJAGrAfn.rr.

It. L. Mestayer, Esq., to W. A. Harper, Esq.
Dear Sir 11 January, 1889.

6211 I have been desired by the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works to write and ask if you 
will be good enough to call here on Tuesday morning next, the 15th instant, at 10 o clock, in order to 
sive me any information you may have regarding the Prospect Reservoir.
b J Yours truly, .

R. L. MESTAYER.

P. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 11 January, 1889.

’ I have the honor to forward herewith my report on the Prospect Dam. The estimate and 
other appendices will be forwarded to you to-morrow. ^ &c

’ R. L. MESTAYER.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to P. H. Pyan, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 12 January, 1889.

Dear Sir, Ac Prospect Embankment.
Please send me result of observations as to movements up to date ; the latest I have is up to 

January 3rd. I could not get up last week as arranged ; the Minister wished to have the reports in this 
week, and my time has been quite taken up with that, but I shall be up next week most probably, and 
bring the proofs of evidence to be signed. iours truly^ MESTAYER.

p.S._'What about results from the other sections I asked for at 16 and 20 ? I have not seen them
yet, and if you can send them on Monday I shall be glad. They may necessitate an appendix to my report.

P. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers; 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, M January, 1889.

g;r Ac Prospect Dam. '
’ I have the honor to forward herewith the complete appendices referred to in my report on the 

above work, including the estimate (Appendix E), a copy of which was forwarded to the- Honorable the 
Secretary for Public Works on Saturday morning. I bavc, &c M-c«gm * yRR

Telegram from P. L. Mestayer to R. H. Ryan, Esq.
- 14 January, 1889.

What is the reduced level of inlet to pipes supplying Sydney ? If water in reservoir were lowered below 
this, could supply be continued, and how ? L MEgTAYER

. Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-st.

R.
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ll. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public "Works.
, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 15 January, 1889.

Dear Sir, Re Prospect Dam.—Mr. W. A. Harper’s evidence.
Mr. W. A. Harper is ill, and, for the present, confined to his bed. His brother called this 

morning and promised to let me know as soon as he was well enough to come to town, so that an appoint
ment might be made, when he would attend and give any information in his power.

I am, Ac.,
--------  E, L. MESTAYER.

Submitted.—J.B., 15/1/89. Seen.—J.S.

Telegram from The Under Secretary for Public Works to Geo. Gordon, Esq.
Sydney, 18 January, 1889.

Minister desires you to come to Sydney immediately, if possible, to confer with Mr. Mestayer, re 
Prospect Dam. J. BAELING,

Under Secretary Public Works.

The Government Geological Surveyor to The Minister for Mines.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines,

Sir, Sydney, 16 January, 1889.
In reference to the cause of the sinking of portions of the Prospect 

Dam, it may be desirable to point out that it is probable that the Wainamatta 
shale-beds upon which the dam has been constructed may have moved owing to 
“ faults” in the strata.

There are numerous faults in the Wainamatta formation, as may be well 
seen in the railway-cuttings between Sydney and Penrith.

Should the dam happen to have been built upon one such as that of which 
I enclose a sketch section, which occurs near the Ashfield Eailway Station, the 
present sinking would not be surprising.

In this section the beds A A,' owing to lateral pressure, have moved 
horizontally, and B B' upwards, upon the beds C C.'

A great pressure vertically upon the beds at A A,' might cause a compres-. 
sion and force them up at B B. The effect would show itself in waves or raised 
portions of the ground in front of the dam, and the remedy for further movement 
would be to heavily load these raised portions, and not to put more weight upon 
the dam itself, beyond what is necessary for its repair.

I have, &c.,
C. S. WILKINSON, 

Geological Surveyor in Charge.

This might, perhaps, be sent to the Works Department for the information 
of the Minister.—H.W., 16/1/89. Submitted.—Approved, F.A., 17/1/89.
The Under Secretary for Public Works, B.C., 18 Jan., 1889. Eefer for the 
consideration of Messrs. Gordon and Mestayer.—J.B., 21/1/89.

R-. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Government Geological Surveyor.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street,

Sydney, 22 January, 1889.
Dear Sir, Re Prospect Dam.

Your letter of the 16th inst. to the Under Secretary has been referred 
to me for consideration in connection with the instructions I have received to 
inquire fully into all matters in connection with the Prospect Eeservoir.

If you could make it convenient to call here on Thursday morning, at any 
time after 10 a.m., I shall be glad to show you the information I have obtained, 
and you would be in a better position to judge whether the results accord with 
the suggestions you have made. I am, &c.,

. E. L. MESTAYEE.

C. S. "Wilkinson, Esq., to E. L. Mestayer, Esq., C.E.
Dear Sir, Department of Mines, N.S.W., 23 January, 1889.

I beg to thank you for your letter of this date. I will, if possible, call 
upon you shortly after 10 a.m. on Thursday (to-morrow). ’

I am, &e.,
-------- C. S. WILKINSON.

Eeturned to the Under (Secretary for Public Works. In accordance with 
request contained in my letter of 22nd January, Mr. Wilkinson called at my office, 
and I showed him the plans and sections of the embankment where' disturbances 
had occurred, and gave him particulars of all the movements so far as they had 
been determined by the investigations made by myself and Mr. Gordon. This 
information satisfied Mr. Wilkinson-that there was not evidence of any slip in the 
strata, and that the movements in the embankment could be accounted for without 
assuming any movement of the strata to have occurred.—E. L. Mestateb, 23 
March, 1889.

The
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The Under Secretary for Public Works to 11. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Sir, Public Works Department, Sydney,.23 January, 1889.

I am directed to inform you that a telegram has been received from Mr. Gordon, dated 
Melbourne, 22nd instant, stating that he was unable to undertake the overland journey, but that he 

. intended to come by the “ Orizaba,” in order to confer with you in reference to the Prospect Dam.
- I have, &c.,

J. BAELING,
. Under Secretary.

Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Subject:—Analysis of Water from Prospect.

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 9 Jannary, 1889. 
The Minister would be greatly obliged if Mr. Hamlet would kindly cause an analysis to be made of the 
sample of water which is forwarded herewith. It has been taken from the foot of the embankment at 
Prospect, and is required in connection with evidence which has been taken in regard to the slip at that 
place.
The Government Analyst. . J. BAELING.

The Government Analyst to The Medical Adviser to the Government.
Sir, Government Laboratory, Sydney, 16 January, 1889.

I have the honor to report that I have made a chemical analysis of the sample of water taken 
from the foot of the embankment of the Prospect Dam, on the 8th January, by Edwin Limond, in the 
presence of T. W. Holliman, of the Department of Public Works.

The sanitary-chemical analysis, which accompanies the present report, shows that the water is 
unfit for domestic purposes.

The water was found to contain 156 grains of solid matter per gallon, equivalent to 22i lb. 
per 1,000 gallons. This solid matter was found on analysis to have the following composition:—

Sodium chloride (common salt) ... ... ... • • • 121'05 grains.
Silica... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 1-05 „
Oxide of iron and alumina ... ... ... ... 0-70 „
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ... ... 4-95 „
Lime ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8-93 „
Magnesia ... ... ... ... ... ... 2-59 „
Loss on ignition = organic matter, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen oxide 17-18 „

156-45 grains.
I have, &c.,

WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.I.C., E.C.S.,
Government Analyst.

Analysis.
Government Laboratory, Sydney, 16 January, 1889.

Analysis of a sample of water received from the Hon. the Minister for Public Works, 10/1/1889, labelled, 
“ Samples taken from foot of embankment, Prospect Dam.”

Kesults expressed in—

Appearance in 2-foot tube ... ... ...
Odour on heating to 100°Eah.... ... ...
Chlorine as chlorides ... ... ... ..
Phosphoric acid in phosphate ... ... ...
Nitrogen in nitrates and’nitrites ... ...

Do equivalent in nitric acid ... ...
Do existing as free ammonia ... ...

Organic nitrogen or albuminoid ammonia ... 
Oxygen absorbed in fifteen minutes at 80° Eah.

Do do four hours do
Poisonous metals ... ... ... ...
Total solid residue dried at 220° Eah. ... ...

Grains per gallon. Parts per 100,000.

Clear on standing. 
None.

73-5 105-0
trace.

019 025
0-85 1-12
0-0042 0-006
0-56 008

0-28 0:40
None.

156-45 223-5

General observations on the character of the water:—Unfit for domestic use. For further 
particulars see report herewith.

WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.I.C., E.C.S.,
Government Analyst.

E.
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R/. L. Mestayer; Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 24 January, 188.9.

He Prospect Dam—Analysis of water trickling from embankment.
Sir, • -

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of the above analysis, and your minute referring it to Mr. 
G-ordon and myself for consideration. I will bring the matter under Mr. Gordon’s notice as soon as ho 
arrives. In the meantime, if any analysis of water taken direct from the reservoir has been made I 
should like to have it for comparison. If no such analysis has been taken, it would, I think, be advisable 
to have one made now, and the results attached to the one now sent.

I am, &c.,
R. L. MESTATEE.

Analysis.
Government Laboratory, Sydney, 3 February, 1888.

Analysis of a sample of water received from Prospect Reservoir. Taken by R. H. Ryan, 14/1/88, 30/1/88.
Labelled R. H. E., &c.

Kesults expressed in—

Grains per gallon. Parts per 100,000.

Appearance in 2-ft. tube....................... .. ...
Odour on heating to 100° Fah. ... ... ...
Chlorine as chlorides ... ... ... ...
Phosphoric acid in phosphates ... ... ...
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites ... ...

Do equivalent in nitric acid ... ...
Do existing as free ammonia ... ...

Organic nitrogen, or “ albuminoid ammonia” ... 
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Fah. ...

Do 4 hours do ...
Hardness in degrees, Clark’s scale, before boiling 

Do do after do
Poisonous metals... ... ... ... ...
Total solid residue, dried at 220° Fah.... ...

5

1

Bright and clear. 
None.

2-4 3-42
None.

Minute trace.
•Oil -016
•018 -026

•086  -124
Not a hard water. 

None.
653 9-34

Culture examination for pathogenic organisms—negative results. Moving organisms formed. 
General observations on the character of the water. See Report.

WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.C.S.,
Government Analyst.

SUPPLEMENTARY REPORTS.
R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 31 January, 1888. 
Sir, He Prospect Dam.

I have the honor to forward, herein enclosed, my second report on the above work, detailing 
the works upon which Mr. Gordon and myself are agreed should be at once carried out.

I am, &c.,
R. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 30 January, 1889. 

Sir, He Prospect Dam. . ’
I have the honor to inform you that, in accordance with your instructions, I have conferred with 

Mr. Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., respecting our reports on the above work, and I now submit a statement-of 
the various points upon which we agree as to the course which should be adopted to ensure the stability 
of the embankment, and also of the differences of opinions we hold as to the work which we consider 
advisable.

1. We agree that lowering the water in the reservoir below the level required to ensure an ample
reserve to the city supply is out of the question, and that any measure to be adopted must be 
carried out whilst the water is at or about the reduced level of 180 feet.

2. We agree that an ultimate level of 195 feet is sufficient for the top of the puddle-wall, and that in
restoring the wall where it has sunk it is unnecessary to bring it to a higher level than will be 
required to provide for the subsidence which may be expected to occur. ,

3. We agree as to the urgent necessity of maintaining the upper portion of the bank so far as to
_ prevent the percolation of water into the interior, at whosesoever cost this may have to be done.

4. -We agree as to the necessity of a thorough and systematic examination of the whole of the
embankment, both above and below the water-level, and that trenches exposing the upper portion 
of the puddle-wall should be opened at every alternate transverse section in order to ascertain 

- whether the wall is still moving at any portion of its length. :
This work we consider of the utmost importance, and should be proceeded with immediately.

V-< 5.
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5. We agree that there is no immediate necessity to complete the pitching and the’ crest of the
embankment; and that it will be advisable to terminate the present contract by mutual consent, 
if possible.

6. We agree that until all movements have ceased it is advisable not to raise the level of the water in
the reservoir above that necessary to ensure an ample reserve for the city supply.

7. We consider that the apparent divergence of opinion as to the measures necessary to be taken
between the first and second slips may, and probably will, disappear when the full extent of the 
movement has been accurately determined by the systematic examination recommended in para
graph 4. We agree that all movement at this point must be stopped by means of a rubble-stone 
mound deposited from boats or rafts, and that as movement is undoubtedly taking place between 
transverse sections 41 and 46 this portion should be put in hand immediately; but that it will 
not be necessary to extend this rubble mound between transverse sections 42 and 51, if the 
embankment is completely at'rest.

8. We agree that the same course should be adopted to deal with any movement that may be detected
in other portions of the embankment, except at the deeper part between transverse sections 15 
and 25.

9. We agree that it will be unnecessary to take any steps to cover the oozing out of the white clay
reported by the diver, if this action has ceased ; if, however, further examination should prove 
that this is still continuing, and is not merely due to the surface action of the water in the 
reservoir, we consider it can be best dealt with by a deposit of screenings, as suggested by Mr. 
Gordon, in his first report. ,

The foregoing nine paragraphs cover almost the whole of the work described in our first report as 
being immediately required, the principal exception being the alteration of the water-face of the bank 
from its present slope of 3 to 1 to that of 4 to 1 proposed by Mr. Gordon.

This I do not agree with, as I consider that the work above described will of itself be sufficient to 
effectually arrest all movement, and that the water contained in the embankment—which is undoubtedly 
the present active cause of the disturbances—will gradually be difiused, and thus rendered inoperative.

Whether any further work will be necessary at the deep portion of the dam, viz., between trans
verse sections 15 and 25, can only be determined when the results of the examination recommended in 
paragraph 4 are known; should there be any doubt of the stability of the bank at this portion, I consider 
it could most easily be ensured by the method indicated in my first report, i.e., by opening a trench 
between these sections and removing the water which will be met with ; further borings will, however, be 
necessary to determine the best position of such trench. This would, in my opinion, be much 'less costly 
than the method proposed by Mr. Gordon, and equally effective.

The difference between our estimates is more apparent than real, and is due principally to the fact 
that Mr. Gordon’s estimate provided for the work-that he considers may be found to be required vihva. 
the complete examination of the bank has been made, whereas I have included only such work as I con
sidered was proved to be necessary by the movements that have occurred and by the examination that we 
have already made.

After a careful reconsideration of the subject, I still consider that about £6,000 will be found 
sufficient to remedy the evils occasioned by the disturbances which have occurred, and that the systematic 
examination of the bank, which we have recommended, will prove that no further movements other than 
natural subsidence will have to be provided against. I have, &c.,

. E. L. MESTATEE,
M. Inst. C.E.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 31 January, 1889.

Sir, -Be Prospect Dam.
I should like to add to the report I had the honor to forward to you this morning that in 

restoring the puddle-wall the puddle should be worked in a pug-mill, and not in situ, as provided in 
specification, as I consider it a matter of importance to prevent access of any water to the embankment 
more than is absolutely necessary to the completion of the work.

I have, &c.,
—E. L. MESTATEE.

Does Mr. Gordon concur.—J.B., 1/2/89. [Urgent.] I do not think pugging is at all essential, 
as puddle can be worked quite well without it, and without excess of water, but I have no objection to 
the pugging, if the proper precautions against an excess of water are taken with it; such excess is just as 
probable in pugging as in working the puddle by hand. Probably pugging would be cheaper if a pug-mill 
is on hand.—G. Gordon, 2/2/89.

Gr. Gordon, Esq., to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, Sydney, 30 January, 1889.

In compliance with the request conveyed to me by Mr. Barling’s telegram of the 18th instant, 
I have conferred with Mr. Mestayer on the subject of our respective reports on the Prospect Dam, and 
I have now the honor to state that Mr. Mestayer and I are agreed on the following points, viz. :—

(a) That the emptying of the reservoir is out of the question.
(5) That the puddle-wall should be continually kept up to full height, and that the ultimate height 

need not exceed B.L. 195.
O)
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The necessity of the maintenance of the crest of the dam only so far as to prevent the accumu
lation ot water within it, no matter at whose expense this may have to be done.
Ihe necessity of a thorough examination of the bank from end to end, in the manner recom-

”J report' “4 ‘h*‘ *• ’houli *• *•«“
That there is no immediate necessity for finishing the pitching and the crest of the dam, and 

, deEfable tbat the present contract should be terminated by mutual agreement.
(/) That the water should be allowed to rise m the reservoir, but only to such a level as will give 

an undoubtedly sufficient supply to Sydney until the repairs have been completed below H.W.L.
+ 1 ^1° J1111111 tllat an ahPareilt difference of opinion as to the measures recommended in my report
shTdf We hbetWeen fCCtl?inV3j and 51 W1.n d,saPPear wlien tbe exact extent of the movement of the dam 
shall have been ascertained, for we are quite agreed that it is absolutely necessary to arrest any forward
movement, bj means of a stone mound deposited from barges, wherever and as soon as any such move
ment is detected We both think this work should begin at once from section 41 to 46." While Mr 
Mestayer hopes that nothing will need to be done between 46 and 51, or to the east of 41 I am less 
sanguine, and I provide tor the whole length from 35 to 51 being similarly treated; but I shall be happy
thereIis°nn1fm Mr'3MeStayer +p1S lf tlle exammation mentioned above should show that
there is no foiward movement of the puddle wall or inner slope at those parts of the dam.

• 3' /Vsa“®, way Mr- Mestayer has reckoned nothing for the treatment of the slope where the
oozing out of the white clay showed itself, believing this to be only a temporary symptom. Should this 
proi e to be the case, and should there be no movement of slope or of puddle wall traceable above L W as 

^7! ^present to be none below that level, I would agree that nothing need he done at that 
place, but as there is undoubtedly a movement m the neighbourhood, I can hardly hope that the work 
I proposed between sections 5 and 35 (Estimate No. 2) can be dispensed with for the whole distance.

4. I am still of opinion that a flattening of the slope above L.W. to 4 to 1 is necessary wherever 
there is any tendency to slip, but, as stated m paragraph 36 of my report, nothing definite can be said as 
t:i?,thc cx,act ccTse to bo *akeu with the high part of the dam, or the expense likely to be incurred, until 
after a thorough examinatmn on the lines laid down in paragraph 32 of my report, because the exact 
nature of the slight movement that has taken place in that part is not yet ascertained.

Mr-Mestayer and I are both very strongly of opinion that the examination should be be-^un 
without any delay; and also that the repairs near 44 should be carried out as rapidly as possible. °

I have, &c.,
G. GORDON,

_______________ M. Inst. C.E.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to R. Shand, Esq.
_ Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 6 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, ne Prospect Dam.
In the Daily Telegraph of the 2nd instant, in an article on the Prospect Dam, two gentlemen 

are referred to as capable of giving valuable evidence in this inquiry. I have discussed the matter with 
the Under Secretary for Public Works, who is of opinion that, as the inquiry is not yet closed, any 
further evidence likely to be of service should be taken, and, if necessary, dealt with in an Appendix to 
the Reports. It you will kindly inform me where Mr. Dunn—one of the gentlemen referred to—can be 
communicated with, I will arrange to take his evidence at the earliest possible date. Should there be 
anyone else whose evidence you would wish to be taken, if you will let me have their names, I will 
communicate with them at once. X am &c

_______ *___________________ ’ R.’ L. MESTAYER.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 6 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, Jie Prospect Dam,
. . In accordance with your suggestions made this morning at our conversation respecting the

articles m last Saturdays Telegraph, I have written to Mr. F. A. Franklin, and asked him to call here 
to-morrow morning; also to Mr. Shand for Mr. Dunn’s address. •

I am, &c.,
___________________ R, L. MESTAYER.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to E. A. Eranklin, Esq., C.E.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 6 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, _Z?e Prospect Dam.
., . . . e nnthor of an article in the Daily Telegraph mentioned you as being in a position to give

evidence ot importance in the inquiry being held re the above work.
I was previously unaware that you had been in any way connected with the work, or I would have 

taken an earlier opportunity of asking you for any information you can afford on the subiect.
^ I discussed the matter with the Under Secretary for Works this morning, and he is of opinion 

that, as the inquiry has not yet terminated, any information likely to be of service should be at once 
obtained, and could, it necessary, be dealt with as a Supplementary Report.

If will be convenient for you to call at my office to-morrow morning between 10 and 12'30, or in 
the atternoon between 3 and 4, to give me any information you may have respecting the work, I shall be 
much obliged. Should these hours not be convenient for vou, kindly let me know what times will suit 
y°ubcst- ' lam, Ac.,

___________ R. L. MESTAYER.
F.80—L
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F. A. Franklin, Esq., C.E., to It. L. Mestayer, Esq., C.E.
’ Be Prospect Dam.

Dear Sir Sunny Corner, 9 February, 1889.
Tours of the 6th instant reached me here this morning. It is so well known to the authori

ties I have been connected with the Prospect Dam works on the contractor’s behalf that I am at a loss to 
understand why my name was not submitted to you at the outset of the inquiry.

I will call upon you upon my return to Sydney. I am^&c^ A* TVO A TVTTrT TAT

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Be Prospect Dam Enquiry—Analysis of Water flowing from drain at foot of embankment.

■ 22 February, 1889.
^ I have carefully compared the analysis of this water with the analysis of the water taken from

the reservoir in January, 1888. , „ , . « ,. £ , ,
The comparison of the analyses, however, taken alone, does not afford any information ot value to 

determine whether the water is due to a leak, a spring under the embankment, or to drainage from the

The character and composition of the water is totally different from that of the water m the reser
voir: but if the latter could escape through a crack in the puddle-wall it, would, on issuing from the rear 
of the embankment, have a very different composition from that which it possessed when m the reservoir, 
owing to the soluble salts in the soil through which it would have passed. , , ,, ,

If analyses only are taken into account therefore, it would be unsafe to conclude that this water
did not come from the reservoir. . . , . . „ ,, . , ., ,,

To obtain definite data sufficient to enable one to decide positively the origin of this water, it would
be necessary to determine accurately:— -

1. The soluble matter which would be dissolved by water passing through the soils of which the
embankment is composed; m ,, .

2. The analysis o£ subsoil water at this point in addition to that of the effluent, and or the reservoir
water * '

3. The daily flow from the drain, as compared with that of the adjacent drains, and the effects of
variations in the weather upon the flow; . , ■ .

4. The temperature of the effluent at this and the adjacent drams, and ot the water in the reservoir;
5. The effect of the rise or fall of the water in the reservoir upon the flow from the dram.

I do not consider that there is the remotest possibility of this water being due to a leak, and in
that opinion Mr. Gordon fully concurs. . , ,

It may be due to a spring, as when the dam was commenced it was round that the gravel bed 
underlying this portion of the embankment contained a large amount of water, and at a point on the 
flat two or three hundred yards below the dam where an outcrop of the gravel bed occurs, water has 
regularly been noticed. Mr. Dunn, the Contractor’s engineer, has roughly gauged the flow from.this 
drain and has found it to amount to about 700 or 800 gallons a day, and his latest measurements indicate 
less than those taken first. This is very strong proof that it is no leak, as in that case the flow would
unquestionably have increased instead of diminished.

Seeing that this drain is cut in the deepest portion of the embankment, it is quite possible that the 
water may be due solely to the rainfall during construction, and that which has fallen since the outer 
slope has been completed; but supposing that subsequent examination proves that this water is due to a 
spring under the embankment, no apprehension need exist as to the effect of a sprmg m this position, 
especially when the discharge is so small, as in this case. I may instance the Hope. Valley Eeservoir, m 
Adelaide, in proof of this : there are several springs under the embankment, which is about 60 feet high 
at the deepest part, and at one time the whole of the ground at the toe of the embankment was saturated 
with the water from these springs. By sinking drainage wells at various points, and. connecting them by 
open jointed earthenware pipes, the water was drained to one central point, and carried away m a .12-inch 
pipe: the flow from this pipe amounts to several thousand gallons daily, but the embankment is m no 
respect injured, nor is the stability of the foundation in the slightest degree impaired. Mr. Dunn, in his 
evidence, states positively that this water is always perfectly clear, and this shows that it is not affecting
the embankment at all. RL. MESTAYER.

Mr. District Court Judge Murray to The Secretary for Public Works.
Sirj Mittagong, 22 February, 1889.

’ gome weeks ago I wrote a letter from Grafton for insertion in the Sydney Morning Herald, 
touching a question of great public interest. I could never find it in print; probably—almost certainly— 
it never was published. May I take the liberty of writing to you on the subject, as it is just possible 
that some good may come out of the suggestion which it has struck me to make ? It is this : I notice 
that the chemical or mineralogical aspect of the Prospect Dam difficulty does not appear to have been 
gone into by your Department. Hot pretending to be in any way an expert, but having some small 
superficial knowledge of the subject, I am strongly of opinion that the slimy nature of the clay, which 
has apparently caused the difficulty, is due to its containing a soluble salt, i.e., carbonate of iron.

It is a matter of common observation that the white clays resulting from the decomposition of the 
Wianamatta shales generally turn red on exposure to the air. This change is caused by the decomposing 
of the carbonate of iron—a colourless salt—contained in the clay; the result is red oxide of iron. This 
oxide is almost absolutely insoluble. Consequently it may be expected that a clay which, when it contains 
the soluble carbonate, is easily made pasty and slimy (“ slurry,” I believe, is the term used by navvies) 
by the action of water, will, when the insoluble red oxide is substituted for the carbonate, become stiff
and tenacious, suitable for the body of a dam. .

Supposing
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Supposing I am correct, the instability of the water face of the dam is due to the presence of 
layers or masses of this unripe material, that required a long exposure to convert it into what it ought 
to have heen before being used—what remedy should he adopted P As to this I speak with very great 
diffidence; the practical difficulty may he too great, But, theoretically, there is one way of quickly 
causing the required change. This is by the introduction of a solution of lime. Lime at once decom
poses carbonate of iron—the result being oxide of iron and carbonate of lime—the latter salt, of course, 
being almost insoluble. "Whether by the judicious cutting of longitudinal trenches in the dam, and 
introduction of lime (to be covered, so as to prevent carbonation by the air), the trenches being taken 
down to the plain of percolation, lime water might be induced to work through the clay.

The depth of covering over the faulty clays will probably prevent the required change from taking 
place for a quite indefinite time unless something is done to assist the chemical action ; it is therefore 
well worth going into this question. I would suggest the consulting of a thoroughly good chemist, such 
as my old friend, Mr. Charles Watt. At any rate, the chemical aspect of this important matter should 
not be ignored. Perhaps all I have said has been already considered. ■ -

Tours; &c.,
C. E. E. MUEEAT, .

^ -------- D.C. Judge.

If I mistake not this aspect of the 'case has been fully considered in Mr. Mackay’s report.—J.B., 
27/2/89. Mr. Mestayer.

It. L. Mestayer, Esq., to G. Gordon, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 23 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam.
I enclose copy of additional evidence taken on Thursday from Mr. Dunn, the present engineer 

to the contractors, and Mr. Eothery, whose name was mentioned by Mr. Limond as able to corroborate 
his absurd statements about the tidal influences. The Government have completed arrangements to take 
the work over, and are building a couple of boats for the stone ; trenches have been opened up every 
200 feet, but regular observations have not yet been made. ,

Believe me, &c., . .
E. L. MESTATEE. .

G. Gordon, Esq., to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Colonial Chambers, 86, Collins-street West, Melbourne, 25 February, 1889.

. Dear Sir, Prospect Dam.
I have received your letter of the 23rd with some additional evidence. I should like to ask 

Mr. Eyan and Mr. Davis if they can say anything about the peeling of the rock mentioned in No. 
579 to 588. Did Mr. Dunn say how they knew the bottom had flaked up when it had been- covered in for 
two or three days ? Did the puddle rise in the trench ; if so, what depth of puddle was there in it, and 

.what was the nature of the rock which flaked up ? Did Mr. Dunn take the level, as Well as the position 
horizontally, of the pegs which he says moved and went lack again ? Can he give the actual measure
ments of the pegs that have moved two or three feet ? Was the line of the pitching set out with a 
theodolite from the solid (622), or was it measured from the centre line of the bank ? Was the alleged 
movement entirely horizontal, or was there any slipping down the slope at the same time ? Did he report 
the discrepancy he found at 15,18, 22, and other places to the contractors? Did he mention it to the 
inspectors ? What did he do about it ? Are you taking any more evidence ?

- Tours, &c.,
. G. GOEDON.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to R. H. Ryan, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 27 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, Re Prospect Dam.
When Mr. Dunn was examined by me last week he mentioned that when, the puddle was 

being put in the trench between pegs 71 and 72, part of it had to be taken up again because the bottom 
peeled up ; that when the bottom of the trench was prepared for the puddle it appeared to be perfectly 

' sound, but after the puddle had been on it for two or three days the bottom peeled up. Mr. Dunn said 
that after about three feet of puddle had been put on they had to stop for some reason, and it was when 
resuming work that this peeling of the bottom was noticed. In consequence of this he said a length of 
about 60 feet was taken up and all the unsound rock removed. Did you know of this ; if not, please 
ask Mr. Jacob and Mr. Davies to let me know if they knew of it, or if they knew of anything of the sort 
occurring at any other part of the puddle trench.

I have wired you to day asking you to tell Mr. Dunn I should be glad if he could call at my office; 
I did not send to him direct as I did not know whether he was still on the works. " ’ ’ '

Tours, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE,

Telegram
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, Telegram from R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to R. H. Ryan,.Esq.
Sydney, 27 Pobruary, 1889.

Ip Mr. Dnnn is still at Prospect, please ask him if he can call at my office one morning this week, between 
10 and 1. If he has left please send me his address.

It. L. MESTATEE.
E. H. Eyan, Eesident Engineer, Prospect Eeservoir Works, Prospect.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to G. Gordon, Esq.
. Beresford Chambers, 52 Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 28 February, 1889.

Dear Sir, -Ke Prospect Dam.
• I have received your letter of the 25th instant, and have asked Mr. Dunn to call at my office; 

when he does so I will ask him for the particulars referred to by you. There was only about 2 feet of 
puddle in the greater part of the trench, where the bottom had flaked up, after this had been put in the 
work at that point was stopped for a day or two, and on resuming work the contractors noticed that the 
puddle had lifted at the end; the bottom of the trench was found to have flaked up for a total length of 
about 60 feet.

I forward you herewith copy of Mr. Harper’s evidence. The only witness remaining to be 
examined is Mr. Franklin, who was mentioned by the writer of the article in the Daily Telegraph, as 
having been connected with the work as consulting engineer to the contractors. I have had a letter from 
Mr. Eranklin at Sunny Corner, and he will call here as soon as he returns to town.

Tours, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 28 February, 1889.

Sir, Be Prospect Dam.
I have not been able to take Mr. Franklin’s evidence, owing to his absence from town. I have 

sent to his office this morning again and hear that he is expected back on Saturday.
Do you propose to have the supplementary reports sent in by Mr. Gordon and myself printed with 

the other reports, evidence, and correspondence ? If so, will you let me have copies of them to arrange 
for the printer. ... . .

There were several errors in the printed copies of the original reports, but the printers decline to 
correct and take fresh proofs until they have the whole of the revises. These I have now obtained.

I am, &c.,
. E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 1 March, 1889.

Sir, Be Prospect Dam—Mr. Murray’s Letter.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your minute, dated 27th ultimo, with Mr. Murray’s 

letter respecting the probable effect of the decomposition of the clays composing the embankment of the 
Prospect Eeservoir. Mr. Mackay dealt with a portion of the probabilities of the effect of the 
decomposition of these clays, but his argument was quite different from Mr. Murray’s, and before dealing 
with this latter letter I should be glad to have a copy of the analyses of the clays which Mr. Mackay 
was directed to make.

I understood from Mr. Mackay about three weeks ago that the analyses were nearly finished, and 
you will probably have received them by now. If not, I would suggest that Mr. Mackay should be asked 
to complete them at once and let you have the results this week.

I have, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE,

A. Mackay, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Technical College, Sydney, 28 February, 1889.

Sir, Be Prospect Dam.
In response to request conveyed in your communication of January 9th, I proceeded to the 

Prospect Eeservoir in order to get specimens of the clay and other material of which the Dam is constructed.
The Engineer in Charge, Mr. Eyan, promptly placed the necessary facilities at my disposal, and by 

means of auger rods (bores having been put down in parts of the work where the process of disintegration 
is going on, and again where the stuff has “ slipped ” or moved forward by gravitation from its original 
position in the bank) I got the material dealt with in the analyses as Nos. 2 and 3.

• The No. 1 material is the raw unworked clay taken from the bed of the water shed, from which, as 
I am informed, was got the bulk of the clay for forming the puddle wall, and a large proportion of the 
stuff used in the protecting embankment which faces the Beservior, and which is now in contact with 
the water.

The No. 4 is the loamy earth which covers and faces the Prospect Quarry, and is of the type of 
which is formed that portion of the embankment facing the water which has given the least, if any, trouble. 
This latter material is of volcanic origin ; it is true, thoroughly oxidised earth that is not likely to move 
or separate were it placed in masses of any conceivable size. It affords all the properties which should 
make perfect, reliable material for an earth embankment formed on correct lines, and which has to resist 
disturbing atmospheric effects, or from being in contact with, or possibly saturated with, water. This 
latter material does not alter—in a mechanical sense—on exposure to the weather, air, or water, and is 
thus the very opposite of the clay material of No. 1.

The
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The following sketch-will show from where Nos. 1, 2, and 3 were taken:—

In order to get at the real character of the substances in operation they have been tested by 
mechanical and chemical analysis, by microscopic examination, by weight, and specific gravity, with the 
following result:— ■

No. 1. Mechanical analysis of clay matter from the "Wainamatta shale series—already described in 
a former report—yellowish-white in appearance, as taken from the natural bed, w'here it lies unaltered 
by air exposure. It weighs 1G5 lb. per cubic foot; when dry, 143J lb. per cubic foot. It yields 31 per 
cent, of very fine sandy matter which, under the microscope, appears as rounded grains of quartz sand, 
white in colour, and which weighs 170 lb. per cubic foot. 09 per cent, of the whole is very fine silicate 
of alumina plastic, and which, for ordinary purposes, is true clay matter of very fine quality. For 
making puddle it is not easy to find anything better.

Chemical analysis shows :—
. . . Per cent.

Moisture of combination and organic matter (the latter fractional) ... ... 9'7
Sandy and dry matter, insoluble in strong acid ... ... ... ... 86'755
Alumina and iron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2'37
Sulphuric acid .. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 0T1
Lime ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0'22
Magnesia ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0T2
Undetermined matter (alkaline) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0'725

100-000
. This material, owing to its close density, the weight of other clays over it, and the enormous pro
portion of fine clay matter present in its composition, would remain unaltered for all time in its natural 
bed, but, when moved and exposed to the air and the changes of contraction and expansion, arising from 
drying winds and wet wreather, it alters in a remarkable manner, as we see from the next analysis of the 
stuff (No. 2) taken from the inner face of the embankment w'here the “slip” had occurred, and from 
below the water level in the reservoir.

No. 2. Plastic clay-like material, showing reddish veins and streaks. Weight, 172 lb. per cubic 
foot; when dry, 1511b. Masses of particles of hard oxide of iron are visible under the microscope. 
Oxidation, or separation of the sandy from the fine clay matter is going on rapidly in this material. 14 
per cent, of sandy matter, separates freely ; the remainder, 80 per cent., is coarse clay, coloured by the 
oxidised iron, and is still undergoing separation.

Chemical analysis shows
Per cent.

Moisture of combination and organic matter ... ... ... ... ... 9'31
Sandy and clay matter, insoluble in strong acid ... ... ... ... ... 83-257
Alumina and iron (peroxide) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5 857
Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 011
Lime ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0'23
Magnesia ... ... ... .. ... ... ... ... ... ... 0095
Undetermined matter (alkaline mostly) ... ... ... ... ... ... 1-151 '

100-
That a great change has taken place in this material, in comparison with the raw stuff from the 

undisturbed bed below, is very evident. The increase of weight and presence of nearly 6 per cent, of 
alumina, and oxidised iron, show what has been going on, and what must go on till the oxidation is 
complete.

No. 3. Matter got from below the level of the water in the reservoir, and outside of the original 
slope of the embankment. -

It is, in reality, part of the stuff that has “slipped,” or‘moved forward, because of the chemical 
changes brought about by contact with the water in the reservoir, which movement is increased by the 
pressure of heavy material above.

As taken from the boring tool, it weighs 120 lb. per cubic foot; when dry 98 lb.
Further separation gave 47 per cent, of very fine clay matter, weighing 70 lb. per cubic foot— 

which is, but slightly heavier than water. This stuff really floats in water for several days before it settles.
• It
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It seems very likely that if further tests are applied, and the matter that has moved furthest into 
the water can he reached, it will he found to be still lighter ; indeed, that the mass there is but very little 
heavier than water, and therefore, most difficult stuff to retain in position in the presence of water in a 
state of movement—as the case is in the reservoir at Prospect. Under the microscope, it is seen to be a 
mass of very fine aluminous matter, with but little sandy or silicious stuff.

Chemical analysis shows :—
Per cent.

Moisture of combination and organic matter ... ... ... ... ... 14'50
Clay and sandy matter, insoluble in strong acid ... ... ... ... ... 75’10
Alumina and iron ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... -... 1000
Traces only of sulphuric acid and magnesia. The lime has all disappeared ...............
Undetermined matter ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 0'40

100-
No. 4. Earth from the surface embankment of bluestone quarry, from which broken metal and cubes 

are got for facing the inside embankment of the reservoir.
This is very decided volcanic material, and which shows the process of oxidation still going on very 

rapidly in the rock. In the soil the change is practically completed, and hence, that part of the embankment 
made up largely of stuff of this kind, is not influenced by the weather changes or contact with the water.*

Mechanical analysis gives 48 per cent, of very fine silicious matter, which the microscope discovers 
to be coated with oxidised iron. The remainder is fine aluminous earth. As gathered during a dry day, 
the earth weighs 119 lb. per cubic foot. By drying at an even temperature of 212°, 25 lb. of water per 
cubic foot of soil is evaporated.

Chemical analysis shows:—
Per cent.

Organic matter and combined water ... ... ... ... ... ... 22-50
Sandy matter ..
Alumina and iron 
Lime ... ...
Magnesia ...
Chlorine = Salt 
Potash... ...
Phosphoric acid and loss

23-80
47-00

■60
Traces.

•90
•20

4-75

100-
Several minute tests were applied to this soil, as also to the others, in order to get at any changes 

likely to occur by saturation with water. The only observable change in No. 4 was that it gave off distinct 
traces of chloride, sodium (salt), and magnesia, which affected the water and made it sweetish.

The violent changes observable in connection with Nos. 1, 2, and 3, and which are referred to fully 
in the former report, I had the honor of submitting to your Department, do not affect this earth (No. 4.) 
Hence my reasons for recommending it and other earths in which oxidation has been completed for the 
formation of such works as those at Prospect, where in process of time the earth facing the water must 
become saturated.

It will be seen that, when tested closely, the driest of the clays (No. 2), and which in general 
observation is supposed to be dry, actually contains 21 lb. of water per cubic foot.

I think it will be seen by the foregoing anal) ses that the cause of disturbance in the embankment 
is due to the character of, and the consequent oxidation of the large masses of clay matter (No. 1) lodged 
there. When saturated, the heavier portions of the mass separate rapidly and gravitate downward. In 
the face of any movement in the mass, which may arise from wind, storms, and agitation of the water of 
the reservoir, the movement must be very rapid, and where there is pressure above the mass, either of 
stone, earth, or lodgments of rain-water, the change will be accellerated, and accounts in full, as it 
appears to me, for the changes that are going on in the work referred to, and which may have the effect of 
loosening the puddlewall behind, by the removal of its support.

The state of No. 3 proves further that the lighter portions of the material have been pressed, or 
floated, outward in large masses, thus tending to still further remove the support the embankment was 
erected to give.

I can but reiterate the suggestion made after the first investigations, and submitted in the former 
report, that, as oxidation of this huge mass of matter cannot now be prevented, the better course is to 
humour it, and to encourage the whole mass to settle in natural strata or layers. Oxidation of the 
character and dimensions mentioned may be controlled, it cannot be stopped. No human agency can do 
it; but much mischief may be done by attempting to force this natural manifestation of nature.

In conclusion, I would again suggest the desirability of having chemical examination and analyses 
made of clay and other materials that have to be moved in masses, in order to make those in charge of 
the works acquainted with the changes which must take place when such matter is moved and exposed to 
the influences of the weather under conditions which differ essentially from that of their natural state.

I have, &c.,
ANGUS MACKAY, E.C.S. -

E. H. Eyan, Esq., to E. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Harbours and Elvers Branch, '

Dear Sir, Prospect, 1 March, 1889.
I have your letter re Mr. Dunn’s examination. In sinking the trench near the extreme 

south-western end, it was found necessary to get down considerably deeper than anticipated, the clay 
having been placed on the bottom close to where the drop commenced, the latter being exposed to the 
action of the atmosphere for some considerable time, lifted in the ordinary way, and in removing it 
subsequently, it was found that the lift extended for a distance of 7^ feet (about) under the clay, which 
necessitated the temporary removal of the latter for that length, and the taking up of the unsound 
bottom. You,
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You, of course, know that the puddle-wall for its entire length was founded on the dry close blue 

shale, and that it was one of the best bottoms that could be got, goes without speaking, provided that it 
was covered immediately after it was finished aud ready for use. This was invariably done ; for, as soon 
as possible after a section of the trench was completed, it was covered up immediately after with the 
clay, as it would not bear exposure for any time, and would lift in parts, more especially the centre, 
where the channel was cut.

Anyone with a practical experience of this work and in this material, could easily understand how, 
in removing the unsound slope, which was exposed for some time, it would he possible for a small portion 
of the shale bottom under the clay, the latter being of little depth to get injured, and therefore, and 
quite properly, it was followed up and removed. This is as nearly as possible what happened. I may 
mention that all through, from the commencement to the finish, I have myself, accompanied by the 
inspectors, examined and sounded with a pick every foot of the trench-bottom immediately before the 
puddle-wall was started. Very truly yours,

E. H. EYAN.

R. H. Ryan, Esq., to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Department of Public Works, Harbours and Eivers Branch,

Dear Sir, Prospect, 2 March, 1889.
I think it may be necessary, from the tone of the evidence given by Mr. Dunn, and mentioned 

to me in your letter of the 27th ultimo, that myself and my assistants and inspectors would require 
to be examined again. Yours, &c.,

E. H. EYAN.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to W. E. Dunn, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 2 March, 1889. 

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam.
I understood from Mr. Eyan that you would be at my office to-day between 10 and 1 o’clock, 

and I remained in on purpose. Please let me know when you will be here. I have had a letter from 
Mr. Q-ordon, who has asked me for some further information from you.

Yours, &c.,
E. L. MESTAYEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to G. Gordon, Esq.
Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 2 March, 1889.

Enclosed I forward you copies of a letter sent to the Secretary for Public Works by Mr. 
Murray, District Court Judge at Mittagong, which Mr. Barling sent to me yesterday ; and also the 
analyses of soils from Prospect, made by Mr. Mackay.

I have asked Mr. Eyan about the peeling of the trench bottom, and he says that although the 
bottom was hard, dry, and apparently quite free from flaws of any description, if it were left exposed to the 
air for a few days after being prepared for the puddle, the surface would lift, and that this did occur as 
mentioned by Mr. Dunn ; but Mr. Eyan gives 7 or 8 feet as the length of the puddle that was moved. 
The whole of the bottom was hard shale, a material which we know is very readily affected by exposure 

'to air. ^ '
‘ I do not think that this would have any effect on the stability of the dam, as even if the unsound 
piece had not been discovered the weight of the puddle above it would have kept it in place, and as no 
water was met with, there was nothing to injure the puddle, even supposing that the disintegration of the 
shale that had peeled had proceeded so far as to reduce it to powder. Mr. Dunn was to have called here 
this morning to see me respecting his evidence, but has not yet come. When he does, I will ask him the 
questions raised by you in your letter of the 25th ultimo.

’ Yours, &c.,
E. L. MESTAYEE.

W. E. Dmm, Esq., to R. L. Mestayer, Esq.
Dear Sir, Prospect Eeservoir, 4 March, 1889.

In answer to yours of Saturday re my not having called on you as arranged on that day. 
This was brought about by Messrs. Shand and Chapman demurring to my leaving the works unless the 
contractors were reimbursed for the loss of my services to them while away. However, Mr. Shand, who 
was in Sydney on the Eriday, told me he would see you about it himself ; but I found, on his return that 
evening, that he had not done so, and as I had not a man about me to send a telegram by on the following 
morning, I was unwillingly obliged to allow you to remain in ignorance of my change of plans. As I: 
have no say in this matter, being a salaried servant of the contractors, it might be as well, if you still 
wish to take further evidence from me, to see Mr. Shand on the subject, who will probably be in Sydney 
until Wednesday, and whose whereabouts could be ascertained by applying to Mr. J. Chapman, Bank of 
New Zealand, Pitt-street. Yours, <fec.,

. WILLIAM E. DUNN, :
Engineer for Contractors. .

E.
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R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to R. Shand, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52 Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 5 March, 1889. 

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam. '
As it appears to be inconvenient to you for Mr. Dunn to call at my office, I have arranged to 

bo at the works at 10 a.m. on Thursday, and I shall he obliged if you will arrange for him to be there.
I should not have asked him to call at my office, but for your own offer that he should do so at 

any time I might wish it. Tours, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to E. A. Eranklin, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 5 March, 1889. 

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam.
Shall you be able to call and see me re the above matter, either to-morrow (Wednesday), or 

Eriday between 10 and 1 o’clock ? I shall be out of town on Thursday.
Tours, &c.,

E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to W. E. Dunn, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 5 March, 1889.

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam.
I was very much surprised on receiving your letter this morning, as when I first mentioned to 

Mr. Shand that I wished to ask you some questions he said you should come to my office at any time I 
might require you.

Eelying on that promise, I asked you to come on Saturday; however, to save any further trouble, 
I will come to Prospect on Thursday morning, and I have written to Mr. Shand to that effect. I shall bo 
there about 10 a.m., and shall see you as soon as I arrive.

Please be at the office about that time. Tours, &c.,
E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to R. H. Ryan, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, 5 March, 1889. 

Dear Sir, . He Prospect Dam.
As you wish to be more fully examined as to the peeling of the shale in the puddle trench, I 

will be at the Works on Thursday morning about 10 o’clock for that purpose.
. Tours truly,

E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to G. Gordon, Esq.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 9 March, 1889. 

Dear Sir, He Prospect Dam.
I enclose copies of some further evidence given by Mr. Eyan, Mr. Dunn and Mr. Davis re the 

flaking up of the shale in the puddle trench, and on the water flowing from the rear of the embankment. 
I do not see that anything of importance has been elicited, as the flaking up referred to seems to have 
been very trifling, and nothing more than is always found with all classes of shale when exposed to the air.

Tours, &e.,
E. L. MESTATEE.

R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 11 March, 1889.

Sir, He Prospect Dam.
In accordance with your instructions given to me by you on the 6th ultimo, I wrote to Mr. 

E. A. Franklin, C.E., and asked him to attend at my office and give evidence in the above enquiry. 
Owing to Mr. Franklin’s absence from town the matter had been in abeyance until the beginning of this 
month, when, hearing that Mr. Franklin had returned to town, I again wrote to him. In reply to my 
letter, Mr. Franklin called here on Wednesday and stated that having been engaged by the contractors to 
advise them professionally during the progress of the work, he did not feel at liberty to give any evidence 
in the matter without first obtaining their consent, but that he had written to Mr. Shand and would see 
me again as soon as he had received a reply to that letter.

On Saturday morning Mr. Franklin called here and stated that he had received a reply from Mr. 
Shand, who did not think it advisable to reopen the matter, as the Government had effected an arrange
ment with the contractors.

Mr. Franklin stated that he considered himself bound to respect the opinion of his clients, and 
must, in consequence, decline to give any evidence.

Under these circumstances I shall be glad if you will instruct me whether any further action is to 
be taken. J have, &c.,

E. L. MESTATEE.

E.
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R. L. Mestayer, Esq., to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Prospect Dam.

Dear Sir, Beresford Chambers, 52, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 25 March, 1889.
Me Mr. Mackay’s analysis of soils at Prospect, and his report thereon, also letter from 

C. E. E. Murray, Esq., on the probable effect of the changes in the chemical constituiion of the materials 
forming the Prospect embankment,—I have very carefully considered these papers, and in order the 
better to give a decided opinion I have made special examinations of the materials in question. Although 
not professing perfect knowledge of analytical chemistry, I am well acquainted with both the theory and 
practise of analysis, and my own examinations of these soils agrees practically with Mr. Mackay’s results. 
I, however, dissent altogether from his conclusions.

The differences between analyses Nos. 1 and 2, upon which Mr. Mackay lays so much stress, do not, 
in my opinion, prove anything, because Mr. Mackay has omitted to prove that the material operated upon 
for analysis No. 2 had the composition given in analysis No. 1 before it iuas put in the embanlcment.

The embankment is a mixture of clays and soils taken not only from the flat but also from the 
Prospect Hill, and the composition of these soils differs one from the other much more widely than 
analysis No. 1 from No. 2.

Seeing how the work was carried on, and the measures taken to thoroughly incorporate all the 
materials, no matter whence received, into one homogeneous mass, it would be practically impossible to 
take a sample of material from the bank and be certain of its being the same as was brought from any 
given site, with the exception perhaps of some isolated lumps of white clay, which, still retaining their 
original colour, can be identified and compared with similar material in its original bed.

The very existence of a considerable quantity of this white clay, unaltered in colour after months 
of exposure both on the bank and on the excavations on the flat, is a refutation of the theory deduced by 
Mr. Mackay from the analysis alone.

Analysis No. 3 corresponds nearly with the composition of this white clay, excepting that it 
contains the merest trace of iron, and has evidently been taken from a portion of the bank where this 
material was in excess.

Analysis No. 4 fully bears out the opinion I had already advanced in my report as to the 
suitability of this earth for filling the fissures and completing the embankment.

The theory advanced by Mr. Murray is not borne out by the results of my examinations nor by 
Mr. Mackay’s analyses. I have failed to find any soluble salts of iron in any of the clays; carbonates 
also were entirely absent; and the white clay contains the mer'est trace of iron, but runs into a thin 
“ slurry” directly water has access to it.

After a very careful reconsideration of the whole matter, and further examination of the embank
ment since the opening of the transverse trenches, I am firmly convinced that the mechanical action of 
the contained water is the active cause of the disturbances, and that there is no reason to modify in any 
way the opinion I have already expressed in my reports. I am, &c.,

E. L. ME8TAYEE,
■ M. Inst., C. E.

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY.
(REPORTS, &c., ON PROSPECT DAM—PLANS RELATING TO.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, S May, 1889.

Five Plans relating to the Reports upon the Prospect Dam,
to . be placed with Papers previously laid upon the Table 
(Sig. 80) and printed.
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NEW SOUTH WALES

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND, PARISH OF NEWCASTLE, COUNTY OF NORTHUMBERLAND, REQUIRED AS 

A SITE FOR RESIDENCE OF CARETAKER, RESERVOIR, NEWCASTLE.)

flresentei) to parliament, jmr»nant to JUt 44 Pic. ita. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(l.s.)
Carrington,

Governor.

) By His Excellency The BightHonourable 
\ Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection 
with! the erection of a cottage at Newcastle, for and 
towards the completion of which said works public funds 
are available under the provisions of the ‘‘Appropriation Act 
of 1888;” and whereas the land hereinafter described is 
required for the construction of the said works : Now I, the 
Governor of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive 
Council of the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this 
behalf given to or vested in me by the “Lands for Public 
Purposes Acquisition Act,” do by this notification published in 
in the Gazette and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ New
castle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate,” circulated in 
the Police District wherein the said land is situated, declare 
that the land hereinafter described has been resumed for the 
public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for 
and in connection with the erection of a cottage for the 
caretaker of the reservoir at Newcastle, to the intent that, 
upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, the 
legal estate in the said land shall forthwith be vested in the 
Minister for Public Works and bis successors, on behalf of Her 
Majesty, for the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an

estate of inheritance in fee-simple in possession, freed and 
discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interest, contracts, 
charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever; 
and to the intent further that the legal estate therein, together 
with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, 
shall be vested in the said Minister as a trustee with the powers 
stated in the said last-mentioned Act. And I declare that the 
following is the description of the land hereinbefore referred to, 
that is to say :—

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Newcastle, county of Northumberland, and Colony of New 
South Wales, being part of allotment 318 of the subdivision of 
the city of Newcastle, originally purchased by H. W. Tomkins : 
Commencing at the intersection of the east side of Terrace- 
street with the north side of Pitt-street; and bounded thence 
by the east side of Terrace-street bearing north 12 degrees 30 
minutes west 90f links; thence by a line bearing north 78 
degrees 6 minutes east 2 chains 16£ links; thence hyaline 
bearing south 6 degrees 51 minutes west 1 chain 55f links to 
the north side of Pitt-street; thence by said north side of 
Pitt-street bearing north 83 degrees 1 minute west 1 chain 74f 
links, to the point of commencement,—containing by admeasure
ment 37^ perches, owner unknown.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twelfth 
clay of February, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the 
fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES FLETCHER. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!



NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOE PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OF LAND, PARISH OF ROSET, FOR THE SUPPLY OF WATER TO THE

TOWN OF NYMAGEE.)

friAetttfcb itf |3arliam£ttt pursuant to JUt 44 'Btr. Jtu. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)
Carrington,

Governor.

) ByHisSxcellencyThe RightHonourable 
j Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council. Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain works for and in con
nection with the supply of water to the town of Nymagee, 
in the said Colony, for and towards the completion of which 
said works public funds are available, and whereas the land 
hereinafter described is required for the construction of the said 
works : Now, I, the Governor of the said Colony, with the 
advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in pur
suance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in me 
by the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by 
this notification published in the Gazette and in a newspaper, 
that is to say, in the “ Cobar and Louth Herald,” circulated 
in the Police District wherein the said lands are situated, 
declare that the lands hereinafter described have been resumed 
for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, 
for and in connection with the supply of w-ater to the said 
town of Nymagee, to the intent that, upon the publication of 
this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said land 
shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public Works and 
his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of the 
said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, 
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of- 
way, or other easements whatsoever, and to the intent further 
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said 
Minister as a trustee with the powers stated in the said last- 
mentioned Act: And I declare that the following are the descrip
tions of the lands hereinbefore referred to, that is to say:—

1st. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the town of 
Nymagee, parish of Roset, county of Mouramba, Colony of 
New South Wales, being portion 28: Commencing on the 
southern side of a road 3 chains wide at the north-western 
comer of portion 27 of 6 acres and 33 perches; and bounded 
thence on the north by that road dividing it from portion 21 
of 8 acres 18 perches bearing about south 86 degrees 43 
minutes west 5 chains 6| links; on the west by a road 1 chain

50 links wide dividing it from part of portion 3 of 40 acres 
bearing south 11 chains 84 links; on the south by a road 1 chain 
50 links wide dividing it from portion 29 of 12 acres 23 perches 
bearing east 5 chains 6 links ; and on the east by the western 
boundary of portion 27 aforesaid, bearing north 12 chains 13 
links, to the point of commencement,—containing 6 acres and 
10 perches, and said to be in the possession and occupation of 
D. Thomas.

2nd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the town of 
Nymagee, parish of Roset, county of Mouramba, Colony of New 
South Wales, being portion 26 : Commencing at the southern 
side of a road 3 chains wide at the north-western corner of 
portion 25 of 6 acres 2 roods 2 perches ; and bounded thence on 
the north by that road dividing it from portion 23 of 7 acres 3 
roods 11 perches bearing about south 86 degrees 43 minutes 
west 5 chains 61 links; on the west by the eastern boundary of 
portion 27 of 6 'acres 33 perches bearing south 12 chains 42 
links; on the south by a road 1 chain 50 links wide dividing it 
from part of portion 30 of 12 acres 24 perches bearing east 5 
chains 6 links; and on the east by the western boundary of 
portion 25 aforesaid bearing north 12 chains 71 links to the 
point of commencement,—containing 6 acres 1 rood 17 perches, 
and said to be in the possession and occupation of J. Bray.

3rd. All that piece or parcel of land situate in the town of 
Nymagee, parish of Roset, county of Mouramba, and Colony of 
New South Wales, being portion 27 : Commencing on the 
southern side of a road 3 chains wide at the north-eastern corner 
of portion 28 of 6 acres 10 perches ; and bounded thence on the 
north by that road dividing it from portion 22 of 7 acres 3 
roods 34 perches bearing about north 86 degrees 43 minutes 
east 5 chains 6f links ; on the east by the western boundary of 
portion 26 of 6 acres 1 rood 17 perches bearing south 12 chains 
42 links ; on the south by a road 1 chain 50 links wide dividing 
it from part of portion 29 of 12 acres 23 perches bearing west 
5 chains 6 links ; and on the west by the eastern boundary of 
portion 28 aforesaid bearing north 12 chains 13 links to the 
point of commencement,—containing 6 acres and 33 perches, 
and said to be in the possession and occupation of May Thomas.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this thirteenth 
day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION, IN CONNECTION WITH THE SUPPLY OP WATER TO THE PILLAGE OP RYDE.)

$ resent eti to parliament, pnrsnant to JUt 44 Pic. Jto. 16, sec. 6.

NOTIFICATION OP RESUMPTION OP LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)

Cabrington,
Governor

By His ExcellencyThe RightHonourable 
Charles Robert, Barok Carrington, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection 
with the supply of water to the village of Ryde, for and 
towards the completion of which said works public funds are 
available ; and whereas the land hereinafter described is required 
for the construction of the said works : Noiv, I, the Governor 
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council of 
the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in this behalf 
given to or vested in me by the “Lands for Public Purposes 
Acquisition Act,” do by this notification, published in the 
Gazette and in a newspaper, that is to say, in the “ Sydney 
Morning Herald,” circulated in the Police District wherein 
the said land is situated, declare that the land hereinafter 
described has been resumed for the public purposes herein
after mentioned, that is to say, for and in connection with 
the supply of water to the village of Ryde, to the intent 
that, upon the publication of this notification in the Gazette, 
the legal estate in the said land shall forthwith be vested in 
the Minister for Public Works and his successors, on behalf of 
Her Majesty, for the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, 
far an estate of inheritance in fee-simple in possession, freed and

discharged from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, con
tracts, charges, rates, rights-of-way, or other easements whatso
ever ; and to the intent, further, that the legal estate therein, 
together with all powers incident thereto or conferred by the 
said Act, shall be vested in the said Minister as a trustee, with 
the powers stated in the said last-mentioned Act: And I 
declare that the following is the description of the land herein
before referred to, that is to say : —

All that piece or parcel of land situate in the parish of 
Concord, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales, being part of a grant of 256 acres to J. H. Potts : 
Commencing at the intersection of the eastern boundary of the 
aforesaid grant with the southern boundary fence of the Great 
Southern and Western Railway; and bounded thence by the 
said boundary of grant bearing south 23 minutes west 20 feet 
10 inches; thence by a line bearing south 73 degrees 50 
minutes west 267 feet 2 inches and south 80 degrees 12 minutes 
west 369 feet; thence by the western boundary of the afore
said grant bearing north 18 degrees 23 minutes east 22 feet 8 
inches ; thence by the southern boundary of the Great Southern 
and Western Railway bearing generally north-easterly, to the 
point of commencement,— containing 1 rood 6J perches, and 
said to be in the possession of Coates and Whitty.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this first day 
of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second year 
of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OP LAND FOR THE SUPPLY OP WATER TO ASHFIELD, PARISH OP PETERSHAM.)

9«0enteb to farlianunt, jrorsuant to Jlct 44 Ito. £io. 16, eec. 6.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, ) Byllis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable 
to wit. \ Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,

' a Member of Her Majesty’s Most
. Honourable Privy Council, Knight 

(l.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington, Order of Saint Michael and Saint 

Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection 
with the supply of water to the district of Ashfield, in the 
county of Cumberland, in the said Colony, for and towards the 
completion of which said works public funds are available ; 
and whereas the land hereinafter described is required for 
the construction of the said works : Now, I, the Governor 
of the said Colony, with the advice of the Executive Council 
of^ the said Colony, in pursuance of the powers in 
this behalf given to or vested in me by the “ Lands for 
Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by this notification 
published in the Government Gazette and in a newspaper, 
that is to say, in the “ Sydney Morning Herald,” circulated 
in the Police District wherein the said land is situated, 
declare that the land hereinafter described has been resumed 
for the public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, 
for and in connection with the construction and erection of a 
reservoir, tanks, water pipe depdt, and other works for such 
supply of water as aforesaid, to the intent that, upon the pub
lication of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the 
said land shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public 
Works and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the 
purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance 
in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, 
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of- 
way, or other easements whatsoever, and to the intent further 
that the legal estate therein, together with all powers incident 
thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be vested in the said

Minister as a Trustee with the powers stated in the said last- 
mentioned Act: And I declare that the following is the descrip
tion of the land hereinbefore referred to, that is to say :—

All that piece or parcel of land situate at Ashfield, in the 
parish of Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of 
New South Wales, containing by admeasurement three roods 
and thirty-one and a half perches, a little more or less, and 
which said land is part of 10 (ten) acres conveyed by Arthur 
Frederick Jeffreys to Donald Robertson, and held by the said 
Donald Robertson under certificate of title No. 120,2?0, dated 
the ninth day of July, 18S7 ; and which said ten acres form 
portion of two hundred and fifty-five (255) acres held by 
the said Arthur Frederick Jeffreys by certificate of title, 
application No. 4,533, dated 15th November, 1878: Com
mencing on the north-western side of Hoiden-street, one chain 
wide, on the northern side of a road one chain wide dividing 
it from the remainder of the said 255 acres, and distant one (1) 
chain from the south-east corner of the said ten (10) acres; 
and bounded thence on the south-east by the north-western 
side of Hoiden-street bearing north two (2) degrees thirty-one 
(31) minutes east two hundred and seventy-five (275) feet and 
three (3) inches to the south-western side of a lane twenty (20) 
feet wide dividing it from another portion of the said ten (10) 
acres; thence on the north east by the south-western side of 
that lane bearing north eighty-seven (87) degrees twenty (20) 
minutes west one hundred and fifty (150) feet; thence on the 
north-west by a line bearing south two (2) degrees thirty-one 
(31) minutes west two hundred and seventy-five (275) feet 
six (6) inches to the north-eastern side of the said read one 
(1) chain wide ; and thence on the south-west by the said north
eastern side bearing south eighty-seven (87) degrees twenty-' 
eight (28) minutes east one hundred and fifty feet, to the 
point of commencement,—being part of one hundred (100) 
acres originally granted to John Clephsm by Crown Grant 
dated the 11th day of November, a.d. 1794, cf which said land 
Donald Campbell is said to be owner.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this twenty- 
seventh day of June, in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the 
fifty-third year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[3d.] 469—
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OF 1880.
(MUNICIPAL DISTEICT OP BALRANALD—BY-LAWS.)

tfttsenteb to parliament, puranant to ^ct 44 tlic. |to. 14 sue, 13.

MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OF BALRANALD.—BY-LAWS.
Sydney, 2nd July, 1889.

--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X> X ’JUii. VV O.

The following By-laws, relating to the management and regulation of Water Supply, made by the Council of the Municipa 
Distnct of Balranald, under the power conferred by the “ Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880,” having beei
requirements^of^he above-cited ^0Tern0r’ wl^ the ^ Executive Council, are published in accordance wfth th,

HENRY PARKES.

Bx-laws foe the Management and Regulation op 
WaTEE StTPPLY.

The Mayor and Aldermen of the Municipal District of Bal
ranald, pursuant to and in exercise and execution of the powers 
and authorities conferred on such Council by the Country 
Towns Water and Sewerage Act of 1880, make the following 
By-laws :—

Rates and Charges.
1. The following rates and charges are those which the 

owners and occupiers of land and tenements shall pay in respect 
of water supplied by the Council, that is to say,—

2. On every house or tenement of £10 assessed annual value 
and under, ten shillings per annum.

3. On every house or tenement above the annual value of 
£10, a rate of one shilling for each pound sterling on the 
anaount of the assessed Municipal valuation.

4. Water supplied for other than domestic purposes, such as 
stables, gardens, ornamental grounds, manufactories, or other 
purposes, shall be by meter or by special agreement with the 
Council.

5. Public-house troughs, twenty shillings per annum; water 
carts from stand-pipes, 6d. per load of not exceeding 200 gallons.

6. Unimproved town allotments and suburban lands, if not 
distant more than 150 feet from any main or pipe of the 
Council’s, shall be charged at the rate of one shilling in the 
pound on the annual value, as assessed in the Municipalities 
Act.

7. For water supplied temporarily to buildings in course of 
progress, 20s. per centum on the amount of the contract for 
stonework, brickwork, and plastering, or the Council may 
require a meter to be fixed, the charge to be the ordinary one 
in use for water supplied by measure or agreement.

8. Water required for market gardens or purely agricultural 
purposes may be supplied by measurement at such times and at 
such charges as the Council may agree to.

9. For water supplied by the Council by measurement the 
charge will be, except in cases referred to in preceding sections, 
ut the rate of two shillings per 1,000 gallons.

10. The minimum quantity of water to be charged in each 
■case where water is supplied by measure, except by agreement, 
shall be not less than at the rate of 25,000 gallons per quarter, 
even should this quantity not be consumed.

11. For water supplied to any lands, tenements, or premises 
not before specified, and not chargeable with or paying 
Municipal rates, shall be supplied by measure at the rate of 
4s. per 1,000 gallons, or by special agreement.
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12. No meter shall be allowed to be affixed unlees the dial 
of the same is capable of registering 1,000,000 gallons, except 
by special consent in writing of the said Council; the meter to 
he ot approved Und.

13. If any meter shall cease registering, or be out of repair, 
or registering inaccurately, the said Council shall estimate the 
charge for water consumed during the period such meter was 
not in working order and until it is repaired and refixed either 
by taking an average of the quantity used during the previous 
quarter or during the corresponding period of the previous 
year, or the said Council may insert a check meter on the 
service-pipe.

14. Any person supplied with water by the said Council 
wilfully allowing water to run to waste, or using it in a wanton 
and extravagant manner, shall be subject to a penalty not 
exceeding five pounds for each offence, and to a further penalty 
of two pounds for each day after receiving notice from the said 
Council.

15. Before any person shall affix any service-pipe to any pipe 
of the said Council, or alter or repair, or in any manner inter
fere with any pipe of the said Council, or any service-pipe, 
cock, ov fitting connected with the pipes of the said Council, 
he shall obtain from the said Council a license in that behalf 
to execute such works; and any unlicensed person affixing, 
altering, repairing, or in any manner interfering with such 
pipe, service-pipe, cock, or fitting as aforesaid, shall be liable to 
a penalty not exceeding ten pounds.

16. Before any license shall be granted by the said Council, 
the person applying for the same shall satisfy the said Council 
that he is a competent plumber, and before obtaining his license, 
he shall deposit £5 as security for faithful performance of all 
his work in connection with the water supply : also T>av an 
annual fee of £1 Is.

17. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, who 
shall offend by opening any ground so as to uncover any pipe 
or pipes, the property of the said Council, without giving two 
days’ notice to the said Council of his intention so to do, or 
who shall in any way tamper with or alter any pipe, the 
property of the said Council, without the permission in writing 
of the said Council being first obtained, or who shall wilfully 
or carelessly break, injure, or open any lock, cock, valve-pipe, 
work, or engine, the property of the said Council, shall be 
liable for eacli such offence to a penalty not exceeding twenty 
pounds. In cases of leakage or emergency the Council may 
dispense with the two days’ notice as aforesaid,—in such cases 
application to be made to the Council Clerk.
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18. Any person, whether licensed or not as aforesaid, who 
shall lay any pipe to communicate with the pipes of the said 
Council without giving two dajs’ notice of the day and hour 
when such pipe is intended to be made to communicate with 
the pipes of the said Council, or who shall make such com
munication except under the superintendence and according to 
the directions of some officer of the said Council, or shall lay 
any leaden or other pipe to communicate with the pipe of the 
said Council, of a strength and material not sanctioned by the 
said Council, shall be liable for each such offence to a penalty 
not exceeding five pounds, and in the event of continuing the 
offence to a further penalty of two pounds for each day after 
the notice of the offence from the said Council.

19. Lead piping to be of the following weights :—
Diameter of pipe. Weight of pipe per yard,

3//
T 5 lbs.
JL"2 6 „
r n „a//? 9 „
i" 12

H" 16 „
ir 20 „

and galvanized iron piping of approved quality only will be 
allowed for external and internal services; ordinary connections 
with sub-mains must be made with proper ferules, to which for 
iron service a length of not less than 2 feet of lead pipe must 
he attached.

20. If any person shqll neglect to repair any service-pipe 
conveying water from the pipes of the said Council into the 
premises of such person after having received notice from any 
officer of the said Council that such service-pipe requires 
repairing, the said Council may stop the water from flowing 
into such premises either by cutting off the service-pipe or 
otherwise as the said Council may see fit until the necessary 
repairs shall have been effected. The service-pipes from the 
main being the property of the owners or occupiers of the 
tenements supplied by such service-pipes, the occupier (if any), 
and if none the owner, shall in every instance in which any 
damage shall be caused by reason of such service-pipe being 
leaky or otherwise, out of repair or broken, be liable to a 
penalty not exceeding five pounds, and in the event of con
tinuing the offence to a further penalty of two pounds for each 
day after notice of the offence from the Council.

21. Any person, whether licensed as aforesaid or not, con
necting any service-pipe or branch service-pipe with any steam- 
boiler for the purpose of supplying the same with water with
out first affixing a self-acting valve for preventing the pressure 
of the steam reversing or affecting the dial of the meter, shall 
be liable to a penalty not exceeding five pounds, and in the 
event of continuing the offence to a further penalty of two 
pounds for each day after notice of the offence from the said 
Council.

22. Any person not having agreed to be supplied with water 
by the said Corncil who shall take or carry away any water 
from any drinking tap, or through a private or public service- 
pipe, shall be liable to a penally not exceeding five pounds.

23. All charges for water supplied by measure or under 
special agreement must be paid on the first days in April and 
October in each year, or as may be agreed on by the said 
Council.

24. In the construction of these By-laws, the word “ person” 
shall be deemed to extend to and include a corporation whether 
aggregate or sole, and the words “ said Council ” shall mean the 
Council of the Municipality of Balranald.

25. No water-closet or urinal whatsoever shall be connected 
directly with the service-pipe, but shall be supplied by means 
of a cistern of an approved kind; any person so offending shall 
be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds and a 
further sum of twenty shillings for each day, if more than one, 
that such an offence continues.

26. In the case of any lands or tenements becoming liable to 
he rated for water during the currency of a half-year, the rate 
shall be immediately payable, but so much thereof only as is 
proportionate to the unexpired portion of the half-year.

Mehobakdttm op Agreement this
day of 188 , between of
of the one part and the Council of the Municipality of Balranald 
of the other part, whereby the said agrees to take
water by measure supplied by the said Council at the rate of 

per 1,000 gallons, or for the lump sum of £ 

for the term of twelve months from date hereof, to be used in 
or upon the land, tenements, or premises in the occupation of 
the said situated in and such water
shall be used for the purposes of only, and the
said agrees to pay the said Council for the water
so supplied on the first days of April and October in each year; 
and the said Council agrees to supply such water at the rate 
aforesaid, provided always and it is hereby agreed, that the 
said Council shall not be liable to any penalty or damages for 
not supplying such water, if the want of such supply arises 
from drought or other unavoidable cause or accident, and the 
said Council may terminate this agreement at any time by 
giving the said three weeks’ notice in writing t»
that effect.
As witness the hands and common seal of the said parties 

hereto, given under our common seal this 
day of 188 .

The foregoing By-laws were made and passed by the 
Municipal Council of Balranald; and the seal of the 
said Council was hereunto affixed the eighth day of 
November, one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
eight.

(i.s.) JOHN CEINHAM, 
Mayor.

Eichaed Beatt,

Council Clerk.

[3d.]
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18S9.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT 
EXTENSION ACT OF 1887.

(NOTIFICATION OF LOAN OF £8,000 TO MUNICIPAL COUNCIL OF WILCANNIA.)

fteseuteb to -parliament, pnremant to JUt 51 Hie. £to. 18.

New South Wales, Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit. J Eight Honourable Charles Egbert, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Hei 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(L.S0 Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Distinguished Order of Saint 

Governor, Michael and Saint George, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
New South Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas by the u Country Towns Water and Sewerage 
Act Extension Act of 1887 ” it was amongst other things 
enacted that it should be lawful for the Governor, by notifica
tion in the Gazette, to declare that any of the special provisions 
contained in Part Y of the “ Country Towns Water and 
Sewerage Act of 1880” should apply to the Council of any 
Borough or Municipal District in respect of any loan authorized 
to be made by the Colonial Treasurer to such Council, pursuant 
to the first-mentioned Act, and that upon the publication of such 
notification the enactments specified in such notification, with 
such necessary modifications as the Governor might think fit 
to make, should apply to the Council and to the Water-works 
therein referred to with as full effect as if the said enactments 
had been embodied in that Act and specifically applied to such 
Council and Works : And whereas by an agreement dated the 
fourteenth day of January, one thousand eight hundred and 
eighty-nine, made between the Council of the Municipal 
District of Wilcannia, in the Colony of New South Wales, of 
the one part, and The Honorable John Sutherland, Minister for 
Public Works of the said Colony, of the other part, it was 
agreed that the amount of the loan to be made to the said

Council, pursuant to the provisions of the said first-mentioned 
Act, should be the sum of eight thousand pounds, and that 
such loan should be made upon the terms and conditions con
tained in the said agreement now in recital: And whereas by 
a bond under the seal of the said Council, dated the fourteenth 
day of January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
nine, being a bond given pursuant to the provisions of section 
five of the said first-mentioned Act, the said Council bound 
themselves in the penal sum of sixteen thousand pounds 
well and truly to perform and fulfil the terms, conditions, 
and provisions contained in the said agreement: Now, there
fore, I, Charles Egbert, Baron Carrington, the Governor 
aforesaid, in pursuance of the power and authority so vested 
in me by the first-mentioned Act, do by this notification 
hereby direct that the provisions of section one hundred and 
twenty-five of the “Country Towns Water and Sewerage Act 
of 1880,” with such modifications (if any) as are contained in 
the said recited agreement, shall apply to the said Council in 
respect of any loan authorized to be made by the Colonial 
Treasurer to such Council, pursuant to the “ Country Towns 
Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1887.”

Given under my Hand and Seal, at Government House, 
Sydney, this sixth day of April, in the year of 
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty- 
nine, and in the fifty-second year of Her Majesty’s 
Eeign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

mi 186—
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1889.

Legisiatiye Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MXJKRAY RIVER.
(EEPOET OF MB. D. MMOBDIE ON THE HIYEEMON OF WATEB FBOM.)

Ordered T)y the Legislative Aitemhly to he printed, 28 May, 1889.

[Laid upon the Table by the LLcnorable the Minister for Minesd\

3). M'Mordie, Esq., B.E., M. Inst. C.E., to The Secretary for Lands.
S** 1 2 3 4') Roads and Bridges Department, Sydney, April 30, 1889.

__ With reference to the minutes of the Hon. W. J. Lyne, M.P., then Secretary for Lands, 
dated 27th and 28th February, appointing “ Mr. M‘Mordie, C.E. (late Member of the Water Commission), 
to visit Victoria a.s soon as possible and ascertain whether the reports which have gained currency as to 
the diversion of the. Murray waters are correct. Whether these waters are being used by persons, 
companies, or trusts in Victoria, and for what purposes, if any. Mr. M‘Mordie will report upon these 
matters and upon any others which may appear to him of sufficient importance in connection with the 
same question ” I have the honor to report that Mr. W. C. Bennett, Commissioner for Roads, &c., &c., 
having relieved me temporarily of my duties in his department, and having been provided by the Hon. 
the Colonial Secretary with a letter of introduction to the Government of Victoria, I left for Melbourne 
on 5th .March, and having in due course presented my letter of introduction, I was afforded by the Hon. 
the Minister ot Water Supply every facility for pursuing my inquiries, and on the 12th March I was 
supplied by Mr. Stuart Murray, Chief Engineer of Water Supply, with the following schedule:—- 
Schedule of Diversions cf Water from the River Murray by Waterworks and Irrigation Trusts in the

Colony of Victoria. .

Name of Trust, &c 
Diverting Water.

Means employed to divert 
Water.

Quantity diverted per 
twenty-four hours.

Mildura Irrigation CoIodj Pumping Given elsewhere

(Castle Donnington) Swan 
Hill Waterworks Trust. 

Benjeroop and Murrabit 
Irrigation Trust.

(Direct Cut) Swan Hill 
Waterworks Trust.

Echuca Boro’ Waterworks 
Trust.

Yarrowonga Waterworks 
Trust.

Pumping ..........................

Natural diluent
deepened.

Small channel from river 
to Gunbower Creek.

Pumpng ..........................

Pumpmg ....... .................

30.000 gallons ................

A portion of the flood- 
waters, quantity not 
determined.

A portion of the flood- 
waters, quantity not 
determined.

200.000 gallons ...........

50.000 gallons ...........

Purpose applied to.

Irrigation, stock, & 

domestic supply.
Domestic supply.

Domestic and stock 
supply.

Domestic and stock 
supply.

Domestic supply.

Domestic supply.

Remarks.

Can only obtain supply 
w hen river is above 14 
feet on Echuca gauge.

Can only obtain supply 
when river is above 6£ 
feet on Echuca gauge.

In a footnote accompanying this schedule are mentioned four Irrigation and Water Supply Trusts, 
to be supplied from the Murray River, in various stages of development, hut not yet in working order, 
viz.

1. Tarrumherry, commanding about 14,000 acres irrigable land.
2. Cohuna, ,, 80,000 „ „
3. Koondrook, „ 8,000 „ „
4. Swan Hill, . „ 14,000 „ ,,

and it was estimated that about one-third of these areas would bo irrigated annually.
I was also informed that there were, no doubt, private pumping plants along the river, of which 

the Government had no official knowledge.
I then proceeded to Echuca to commence an examination of the river diversions on the Victorian side.
The first place visited was Mr. O’Shaughnassy’s Madowla Park Station, 16 miles up the river 

from Echuca, where I found a pumping plant erected in a barge, which can he moved about so as to pump 
water at any point where it may be required on the station or other property along the river. The pump 
is a 20-inch centrifugal one, and throws when at work 1,000 cubic feet per minute, hut the actual 
diversion by this plant wmuld probably not exceed an average of 1,000 cubic feet per minute during the 
irrigation seasons. At one place the water is pumped into a large earthen channel 45 feet in width 
between top of banks at the head. For a distance of 1 mile along the course of this channel the country 
falls toward the river, and it was therefore necessary to carry the channel in embankment, and it was 
explained that the earth for forming the hanks was taken from inside the channel, and the width was 
thus fixed by the -width of ground required to get sufficient earth to form the banks with shallow excavation.
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It was also explained that owing to the large capacity of the channel it could be used as a reservoir 
from which irrigation could be carried on for a time when, from any cause, it might be found desirable 
or necessary to stop the pump. .

A little down stream from this place there.is another pumping station where the water is pumped 
into an iron flume carried on timber tressels, and is conveyed in this flume across low-lying undulating 
country a distance of 3,000 feet, and thence along the higher ground in earthen channels. The higher 
parts of the low undulating ground (called saud hills) are watered from the flume by means of 10-inch 
canvas hose, of which a length of 1 mile is provided in 1 chain lengths.

Proceeding down the river from Madowla Park the next diversion of water from the river is at a 
small farm belonging to Mr. Jeffrey, li miles up stream from Echuca. Tbe size of the holding is 25 acres, 
of which about half is irrigated annually by means of a 4-inch centrifugal pump. Mr. Jeffrey pays a 
license of five pounds (£5) a year to the Victorian Grovernment for permission to erect and work his 
pumping plant on the Government reserve along the river bank, and he is allowed to pump 12 cubic feet 
a minute. ■> •

In Echuca the quantity of water being pumped from the river, at the time of my visit, for the 
town supply, including water used for irrigating gardens and watering streets, was close on half a million 
gallons a day. The Council Clerk informed me that the quantity used in winter is not so great, but at 
the time of my visit-the quantity being pumped for the town supply and- railway requirements may he 
taken at 55 cubic feet a minute. -

On Wharparilla Station, a few miles down the river from Echuca, the erection of a large and 
substantial timber fluming was commenced a few years ago. It was intended to carry a stream of water, 
about 15 square feet in section to a distance of 6 miles back from the river, where the high ground would 
he commanded; but a length of only about 400 yards was actually constructed, and the work was then 
abandoned, although pumping plant had been purchased. It is . still intended to irrigate this property, 
but I understand it is to be irrigated from the Goulburn River, and the original scheme abandoned.
. On the Turrumberry Estate there is a 25 horse-power pumping plant, but tbe estate was lately sold 
to a syndicate, which has acquired irrigable property there amounting to 10,000 acres, and they have 
formed a trust, comprising about 19,000 acres. . It is proposed (but not yet decided) to erect a pumping 
plant of 125 horse-power (indicated) at once, and to duplicate it when a sufficient demand for the water 
arises. The diversion sanctioned here is 1,800 cubic feet a minute.
r Eurther down the river, near the head of the Gunbower Creek, there is a 10 horse-power 9-inch 
Tangye pump belonging to Mr. Roberts, with which he irrigates about 100 acres, and the diversion by 
this plant may be estimated at 50 cubic feet a minute.
• Adjacent to Mr. Roberts’ pumping plant is that of Messrs. Hayes and Barker, who own irrigable 
land to the extent of about 2,000 acres. The diversion by this plant may be taken approximately at 225 
cubic feet a minute.

Immediately below Messrs. Hayes and Barker’s pumping plant the Gunbower Creek takes off from 
the river, and I may here mention that in March, 1881, Messrs. G. Gordon and A. Black prepared a scheme 
for taking an increased supply from the river into Gunbower Creek, and for distributing it by various 
channels through the Gunbower district for domestic and stock supply, and they pointed out how, from 
the abundance and permanency of the supply obtainable from the river Murray and the favourable nature 
of the country, the scheme could be easily extended for irrigation on a systematic and extensive scale, and 
for the supply of water to the Loddon, above Kerang, and to Reedy Lake, Lake Charm, and the numerous 
natural basins to the westward of the Loddon.

I found trial shafts being sunk across the Gumbower Creek, near its head, which I was informed 
were to test foundations for the construction of head works of a channel for diverting water to the Loddon 
via Kow Swamp, and, on my return to Melbourne, I was courteously supplied with a blue book, giving 
particulars of this scheme, which has received the approval of tbe Goverument. •

It was found that the Loddon could not afford a supply for irrigation to all those claiming to share 
in its use, and in May, 1887, it was recommended by the Chief Engineer of Water Supply “That the 
lower portion of the Loddon River, from a point some miles above Kerang, should be supplied from the 
Murray, by way of Kow Swamp, and that the parties interested in this part of the river, and ’ in the 
country dependent upon it, be invited to take.steps to give effect to this recommendation.” .

The required steps appear to have been taken, and the execution of the wmrk is likely to be quickly 
proceeded with. The head of the Gunbower Creek does not admit water from the river until the surface 
has risen to over 15 feet above summer level at Echuca, and the bed is to be lowered to admit water when 
the river rises 6| feet above summer level at Echuca. The bottom width of the new channel is to be 
60 feet, and the side slopes li to 1. It is reckoned that in ordinary years this channel will give a supply 
from'the beginning of July till the end of December which, after providing for current wants, will leave 
an available storage for irrigation in the Kow Swamp basin of 1,267 millions of cubic feet; and the total 
diversion by gravitation may be reckoned as averaging 7,000 cubic feet a minute for those six months. 
The area proposed to be irrigated annually by gravitation is 20,000 acres in summer and 10,000 acres in 
winter, the total irrigable area comprised in the scheme being estimated at 90,000 acres. A portion of 
the supply is to be delivered into the Loddon above M'Ravey’s weir, 6 or 8 miles above the town of 
Keraug, and another portion into the Loddon above the weir at the junction of the Pyramid Creek, just 
below Kerang, thus affording means for diverting the Murray water, among other places, into the 
numerous natural basins, including Reedy Lake and Lake Oharas, west of the Lodden, so that there 
appear to be great facilities for extending this scheme at a future time.

The existing works for diverting Murray water by gravitation into the Gunbower Creek, and 
thence by various channels through the district for domestic and stock supply, and also for supplying 
water for irrigation by pumping are the deepened and improved Deep Creek aud Bagots Creek, and the 
channel known as the Direct Cut. The natural level of Deep Creek was considerably lowered, and formed 
into a channel of 10 feet bottom width, and 10 feet in depth and side slopes of 1 to 1 at the head, and in 
this improved state it admits water when the river rises above O^- feet on the Echuca gauge. At the time 
of my visit, the inlet to Bagots Creek was closed by an earthen dam. This inlet has a bottom -width of 
about 15 feet, and depth of 6 feet. The principal off take however is the Direct Cut. It is provided with 
a timber bridge and regulator with 4 spans of 10 feet each. The canal or channel below the regulator is 
15 feet wide at bottom, 13^ feet deep with side slopes of 1 to 1, and water begins to flow in when the 
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river rises above 6| feet on the Echuca gauge. I could not find sufScient data for calculating the quantity 
of water diverted by these outlets, but at 13^ feet on the Echuca gauge they would be capable of diverting 
‘10,000 cubic feet a minute, and this may be taken as a moderate estimate.

The next important diversion is that to be made by the Cohuna Irrigation Trust, for which the 
work is in an advanced state. The main channel is 21 feet wide at bottom, with side slopes li to 1. 
The main channel bifurcates at 5 miles 25 chains, and the total length of main channels provided for in 
the scheme is about 80 miles, and of subsidiary channels about 40 miles. The bed level at head 
corresponds with the level of the water in the river when the Echuca gauge reads Hi feet. Flood-water 
above this level will be admitted by iron pipes of 50 inches diameter, two of which are now laid, and the 
scheme provides for laying two more of the same size when required. There is to be a pumping well 
sunk to 1 feet below summer level, now in progress,' and a pumping plant of 250 horse-power (indicated) 
is being erected. The scheme provides for duplicating this pumping power when required as demand for 
water developes. It is proposed at present to divert 6,000 cubic feet a minute for summer irrigation, and
5,000 cubic feet a minute for winter irrigation, but the ultimate sanctioned diversion, when the scheme 
becomes developed, is reckoned at 9,000 cubic feet a minute for summer irrigation, amd 7,500 cubic feet a 
minute for winter irrigation. '

A great deal of irrigation is done by private pumping plants on the Gunbower and other creeks, 
but these plants need not be further noticed for the purposes of this report, as the water supplying them 
is included in the diversions already enumerated.

The next diversion is that made by the Koondrook Irrigation Trust, near the township of Koon
drook. The channel is 15 feet in width, and a portable pumping plant is brought to pump water when 
required. I failed to get -any definite information about this work, but the diversion is on a small scale, 
and it will be a sufficiently accurate approximation to estimate the diversion here at 400 cubic feet a 
minute for summer and winter.

A natural effluent has been deepened for the supply of the Benjeroop and Murrabilt Irrigation 
Trust, but as it does not divert waters until the river rises above 14 feet on the Echuca gauge it is not of 
much importance so long as pumping is not resorted to.

Between Koondrook and Swan Hill (Castle Donnington) the diversion by private pumping plants 
may be taken, at a low estimate, at 600 cubic feet a minute for summer irrigation.

The water pumped for the town supply of Swan Hill is only 4 or 5 cubic feet a minute.
The head work of the Swan Hill Irrigation Trust, now being constructed, is about 1 mile down 

stream from the town. The main channel has a bottom width of 10 feet; side slopes 2 to 1, fall of 11 
inches to tbe mile; and the bed of the channel is 11 feet 4 inches above summer level. One pumping 
plant of 16-horse power is being erected, and another of equal power will be provided when required. 
The inlet to the pump well is 2) feet below summer level. The quantity of water which the trust is 
authorized to divert is 1,500 cubic feet a minute for summer irrigation, and 900 cubic feet a minute for 
winter irrigation.

Some of the works for the diversion of water above described, especially the proposed Kow 
Swamp scheme, the Cohuna scheme, and the Swan Hill scheme, are of a costly and permanent character.

Between the last-named work at Swan Hill and the South Australian border there is no important 
diversion of water from the river except that at Mildura. Mildura is situated on the river 18 miles by 
road upstream from the junction of the Darling Biver at Wentworth. About two years ago Mr. George 
Chaffey and Mr. W. B. Chaffey, who had had experience of irrigation in California, acquired under an 
agreement with the Government of Victoria, a right to occupy, and ultimately to acquire in fee simple, 
under conditions and stipulations set out in the agreement, an area of land amounting to 250,000 acres 
at Mildura, and a license to take water from the river Murray, under certain regulations, sufficient for the 
irrigation of this area, so far as the Government could authorize them to do so. The place is known as the 
Mildura Irrigation Colony, and the business has been converted into a limited liability company under 
the title of “ Chaffey Brothers (Limited).” Some settlement has already taken place. The population at 
the time of my visit, including settlers on the land, tradesmen, workmen, women and children, was variously 
estimated at from 400 to 500, and I was told that it had previously reached a much higher figure. 500 
acres had been planted with vines and various kinds of fruit trees, and 1,100 acres more had been cleared 
and prepared for planting. Pumping plant had been erected, and channels constructed, sufficient to 
supply water for all present requirements, and a further pumping plant, capable of delivering 32,000 
gallons a minute to a height of 35 feet, was in course of erection, and altogether the company may be 
said to have achieved fair results for the time it has been at work. ' '

A great deal has been done in the way of keeping this Mildura irrigation settlement prominently 
under public attention, and it seems to be sometimes assumed that a great experiment is being tried, by 
which the value of irrigation in these colonies is to be tested and its progress in the future in a large 
measure decided. It would be a grievous mistake if any such idea got hold of the public mind, or if the 
value of the Murray water to this Colony should be estimated on such a basis. The degree of success or 
failure which settlers (not the licensees) at Mildura may attain can be no more than a measure of how 
far those people underrated or overrated the possibilities of irrigation in all the circumstances of soil, 
climate, position as regards markets, cost of land, &c., &c., which to so large an extent must have, in the 
face of competition, which is sure to arise in other localities more or less favoured, a determining influence 
on the ultimate financial result of their ventures.

The prices paid for land by settlers and others at Mildura are as follows :—
Eor horticultural land, £20 an acre,

• Eor agricultural land, £15 an acre.
Town lots, 33 ft. by 155 ft., £20 each.
Villa sites, of 2% acres, £100 each.

■ ’ _ Purchasers at the above prices have to prepare the land for cultivation, fence it, plant it, &c., at 
their own expense, and to pay a yearly charge per acre for water sufficient to defray the working expenses 
of the irrigation machinery and works, and maintaining and keeping the same in good order and condition. 
Every purchaser of land acquires an interest or part ownership in the property of the general irrigation, 
works proportional to the area owned by him, and transferable with the land or each acre of the land.

I have gone into some detail with regard to this place, as the water right conditionally ceded by the 
Government of Victoria, is of great magnitude, and one which might possibly lead to difficulty in arriving 
at an agreement between the two Colonies on the general question, if there should appear to be any 
reasonable probability of the right ever being claimed or claimable to its full extent. The
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The agreement sets out that “ Her Majesty doth hereby grant unto the licensees their executors 
administrators and assigns subject to the restrictions and conditions hereinafter contained and to the 
prorisions for determination and resumption hereinafter expressed license and authority to divert and 
take water from the River Murray at any point or points between the boundaries of the said portion of 
two hundred and fifty thousand acres as far as Her Majesty can authorize the licensees their executors 
administrators and assigns to divert and take the same” and then follows a lengthy statement of tho 
maximum quantities which may be diverted month by month subject to certain minimum quantities being 
allowed to flow past and also limited to a certain water duty for the area under irrigable culture. Tho 
terms and provisoes of this license I have for brevity and clearness put into tabular form.

Tabtoab Statement showing the maximum quantity of water which may be diverted each month at
Mildura, subject to the provisoes stated.

1,

Name of Month.

2.
Minimum quantity of water 

which must be 
allowed to pass down 

the river below Mildura, stated 
in cubic feet per minute.

3.
Quantity of water diverted must 

not exceed the rate of
1 cubic foot per minute for 

the number of 
acres stated in this column.

4.
Maximum quantity of water 

which may be diverted, subject 
to the provisoes of columns

2 and 3, stated in cubic feet 
per minute.

January ..................................................... ........ 30,000 8 30,000
February .......................................................... 24,000 10 24,000
March................................................................. 20,000 12 20,000
April ................................................................... 24,000 10 • 24,000
May .................................................................... 30,000 8 30,000
June ................................................................... 60,000 6 40,000
July.............................................................................. 60,000 5 48,000
August ............................................................. 100,000 5 48,000
September......................................................... 200,000 4 60,000
October .............................................................. 240,000 4 • 60,000
November .......................................................... 150,000' 4 60,000
December ......................................................... 60,000 6 40,000

It is further provided in the agreement that the license to divert this water from the river is 
granted subject to the right of Her Majesty at any time hereafter to make, or to authorize others to make, 
such diversions from the river, or from tbe Victorian tributaries of the river above Mildura, as shall still 
leave sufficient waters flowing through and below Mildura for the purposes of irrigation and water supply 
within the limitations contained in the license. This proviso I understand to mean, among other things, 
that the Government of Victoria shall not at any time hereafter make or authorize others to make such 
diversions from the river, or from the Victorian tributaries of the river, above Mildura as shall not still 
leave sufficient waters flowing through and below Mildura for the purposes of irrigation and water supply, 
within the limitations contained in the license, so that the water-right described seems to be fully 
secured to the licensees as far as the Government of Victoria could secure it.

The limitation expressed in column 3 of the tabular statement as regards the rights of the 
licensees is a very important one. It will be seen that the quantities stated in column 4 cannot be 
diverted in any month until an area of 240,000 acres is under irrigable culture. It must, however, be 
assumed that such a time may arrive, and that the quantities noted in column 4 may ultimately be 
diverted.

It will be convenient to recapitulate here, in a tabular form, the diversions described.

Name of Authority or Scheme 
diverting-.

Means employed for 
diversion.

Quantity diverted stated 
in cubic ft. per min.

Remarks.

Summer. Winter.

1. Mr. O’Shaugbnessy, Mu- 
dowla Park.

Pumping ................................... 1,000 1,000 Plant on barge, and can be employed 
on anv part of river.

2. Mr. Jeffrey.......................... do ................................... 12
55

12
30

Pays license to Grovernment of Victoria.

4. Turrumberry Trust ........ do ................................... 1,800 1,800 Sanctioned by G-ovornmcnt but tho 
plant not yet erected.

50 50
0. Messrs. Hayes and Darker do ................................... 225 225 Plant at work.
7. Kow Swamp Scheme....... Gravitation by artificial cut 

taking oft; at low flood.
7,000 Sanctioned, but new scheme not yet 

carried out.
8. Direct (Jut and Deep (Jreek Artificial cut and natural 

effluent deepened.
40,000 Supplies water for stock and for irriga

tion by pumping from Gunbower 
and other Creeks. Quantity
estimated.

9. Cohuna Irrigation Trust.. Pumping and gravitation ... 9,000 7,500 Works far advanced. Quantities sanc
tioned by Government.

10. Koondrook Irrigation 
Trust.

do ... 400 400 At work. Quantity estimated.

11. Benjeroop and Murrabit 
Irrigation Trust.

Flood wa!er by deepened 
natural outlet.

2,000 Ho do

12. Private Plant between 
Koondrook and Swan 
Hill.

Pumping ................................... 600 600 Do do *

13. Swan Hill Irrigation Trust Pumping and gravitation ...

Pumping .............................. ^

Totals .....................^

1,500

20,000 T

9C0 Works far advanced, but not yet work
ing. Quantities sanctioned by Gov
ernment.

14. Mildura .............................. to i 
40,000 ;

34,642) 
to > 

65,502)

150,000

211,517

Limit of license to Cliafley Pros. 
(Limited), for diversion.



^ a1 ? .Pr?P0Sal has been matured for diverting water at Koonoomoo, near Tocumwal, to
tne extent or 14,500 cubic feet a minute in winter and 6,000 cubic feet a minute in summer : and another 
proposal tor diverting water near Albury has received a good deal of attention on behalf of the Govern
ment ot \ ictoria. As neither of these proposals has, however, yet received the final sanction of the 
(government, I shall not refer to them further than to say that they are proposals of great importance as 
attectmg the interests of this Colony.

to illustrate the significance of the figures in the foregoing tabular statement, I may 
mention that Mr. George Gordon, C.E., of Melbourne, in his evidence before the late New South Wales 
Water Commission, m August, 1884, stated that he had had the discharge of the Murray, gauged at 
Koondrook, m the summer of 1881-82, and that it then fell as low as 50,000 cubic feet a minute, a 
quantity not suihcicnt to provide water for licenses already granted by the Government of Victoria 
without allowing any water for New South Wales. This is 'a startling result but it is not arrived at by 
any overstatement or straining of facts.

j* urged by Victoria, that a discharge so low as that quoted occurs hut seldom, but even
with a discharge 50 per cent, higher, viz.75,000 cubic feet a minute, there would be comparatively 
little or no water left for New South Wales after providing for the present arrangements of Victoria, and 
it must further be borne m mind that owing to the wholesale diversion of the Goulburn River and other 
/Xi<nAAiani5n r ^rleS Murray> carried out since 1881 or now being carried out, a discharge such as
the past; 10 a minu^e mus^ k® expected to be less exceptional in the future than it may have been in

The arrangements made by Victoria for the disposal of moderate flood waters, are also of very 
serious import as regards the rights and interests of this Colony. To illustrate this, I append a statement 
showing what would be the effect of the appropriations authorized by Victoria on the flow of the river in 
such a year as 1884. „

Month.

1884. 
January . 
February.. 
March....
April ___
May..........
June.........
July........
August.....
September 
October .. 
November 
December

Mean discharge at 
Echuca

in cub. ft. per min.

199,650
186,816
94,756
79,979

133,680
213,758
251,558
286,119
381,875
377,437
349,835
281,337

Quantity 
which would be 

diverted in Victoria 
above Mildura, 
under existing 

_ arrangements, 
in cub. ft. per min.

14,637
14,637
14,637
14,637
14,637
14,637
14,637
14,637
30,000
30,000
26.500
21.500

Quantity 
which Victoria 

has engaged to pass 
down for use 

at Mildura and 
compensation water 
_ below Mildura, 
iu cub.- ft. per min.

60,000
48.000
40.000
48.000
60.000

100,000
108,000
148.000
260.000
300.000
210.000
100,000

Balance 
available above 

Mildura
not appropriated 

by Victoria.

125,013
124,179
40,119
17,342
59,043
99,121

128,921
123,482
91,875
47,437

113,325
159,837

Remarks.

Kow Swamp channel and Direct 
Cut, &e., not flowing perceptibly.

Kow Swamp channel and Direct 
Cut flowing.

It will be seen from this statement that the water above Mildura not disposed of by Victoria, in 
such a year as 1884, is less than 50 per cent, of the entire flow during eight months of the year-being 
42 per cent, m March, 22 per cent, m April, 44 per cent, in May, 46 per cent, in June, 43 per cent, in 

ugust, 24 per cent, m September, 13 per cent, in October, and 32 per cent, in November ; while at the
ir1nnn1+leQtn nno PP1t? *2 ^ow S.wa“P fnd Gunbower schemes during the winter period would be from
46,000 to 30,000 cubic feet a minute.short of what would be diverted in a higher state of the river. -
t ^ JAfnd tr°m P™311® records which I have consulted in the preparation of this report, that the value 

ot the Murray waters for purposes of irrigation was forcibly pointed out by Mr. W. C Bennett 
Commissioner for Roads, more than twenty-two years ago in evidence given by him before the Deniliquin- 
Echuca Railway Commission ; but the question of irrigation seems to have secured little or no public 
attention m this Colony until the time of the appointment of the New South Wales Water Commission five 
years ago, under the Presidency of the Honorable W. J. Lyne, M.P, and this brings me to tbe concluding 
part of this report. Being a member of that Commission I had the privilege of hearing tbe question of the 
utilization of the Murray waters discussed as an intercolonial question at conferences between the New 
South Wales Commission, and a similar Commission which had been appointed in Victoria under the 
Colony0^ 0± ^ H°n0rable A- ;Dea]nn> now Chief Secretary and Minister of Water Supply in that

,T „ first Conference, held in Melbourne on 22nd and 23rd January, 1886, the members of the
IN. S W. Commission had to recognize amongst themselves that New South Wales by insisting to the full 
on what was thought to be its legal rights, would not-even if it succeeded in making good the contention- 
place itself m a position to make the most profitable use of the Murray waters in the interests of the 
Colony, ana toe convictionforced itself upon all the members of that Commission present that the only 
way m which New South Wales could succeed in making the most profitable use of the waters would be 
by making judicious concessions to some of the claims put forward by the Victorian Commissioners if
Victoria would make correspondingly valuable concessions to New South Wales. ’
. The Commissioners sitting in conference did not on that occasion succeed in arriving at an agree
ment, but a good deal was done to clear the ground in the way of moderating the claims originally put 
forward by either side, and at a further conference held in Sydney on 5th and 6th May of the same year 
a series of resolutions were agreed to for submission to the Governments of the two Colonies with' a 
recommendation that they should form the basis of an intercolonial treaty on the subject of the Murray 
River. These resolutions were published in the second report of the New South Wales Commission but 
1 append them here :— ’

They are as follows :— .
“ L a iodlt Trust shall be constituted, equally representative of the Colonies of New South 

Wales and Victoria, m which shall be vested the control of the whole of the Murray River and
its
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2.

3.

its tributaries from its source to Howlong, to bo known as tbe Upper Murray; and of the 
whole of the Murray River from Howlong to the eastern boundary of the Colony of bouth 
Australia, to be known as the Lower Murray ; and such Trust shall have power to regulate all 
diversions of water from the river and tributaries within its jurisdiction.

That the waters of the tributaries of the Lower Murray, except such proportions thereof as shall, 
under the direction of the. Trust, be required as compensation water for the mam river, may be 
diverted and used by the respective Colonies through which they flow.

The whole of the waters of the Upper Murray and its tributaries, and the whole of the waters of 
the Lower Murray, shall be deemed to be the common property of the Colonies of New South 
Wales and Victoria. And, subject to the reservation of such compensation water as the Trust 
may from time to time determine, each of the said Colonies shall have the right to take and 
divert one-half of such water at such point or points as may, with the sanction of the Trust, be 
flxed on as most suitable for the requirements of such Colony. Provided always that the totals 
of the quantities so diverted by the two Colonies, when the whole surplus (after providing com
pensation water as above) is utilized, shall be equal. , ,

That all natural diversions of water from the Murray shall be gauged under the direction ot tno 
Trust, and the portion of such diversions not returned to the channel of the main river shall be 
debited to the Colony into which such water is diverted, in the same manner as if such diversion 
had been made under the last preceding section. , . , „ , , , . ,,

That the Trust may fix and determine levels to be known as the high-flood levels ot the Murray, 
and may make such regulations for the disposal of water flowing above such levels as to it shall
seem expedient. i .i • •

That works for the storage and regulation of the waters of the Murray may, under the supervision 
of the Trust, be constructed at the joint cost of the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria, 
such cost to be borne by each Colony in proportion to the benefits derived by it from such w01"*3- 

That, so far as possible, the two Colonies shall take united action in respect of all works intended 
to provide for the utilization of the Murray waters. • . j i

That the Trust shall consist of not more than six members, three of whom may be appointed by 
the Government of New South Wales and three by the Government of Victoria, such members 
to hold oflice for terms of not more than five years. The expenses of the Trust and its oflicers 
to be defrayed by the two Colonies in equal proportions. ' . .

That a Bill, embodying the above resolutions, shall be prepared under the supervision or the 
AVater Supply Commissions, for submission to tho Parliaments of New South AVales and 
A^ictoria. The Government of each Colony, having approved of the measure, shall be requested 
to secure for it the earliest possible consideration by its Legislature. _

That the Governments of the respective Colonies of New South AVales and v ictoria shall be 
requested to hold themselves bound, ad interim, by the provisions of the above resolutions until 
they shall be dealt with by the Legislatures of both Colonies.”

As regards Resolution No. 9, no action was taken by the Commissioners. ' _
As regards the question of “ compensation water,” I would here point out that as the action 

already taken by Victoria in the matter of diverting water without consulting this Colony must seriously 
affect the navigation of the river above AVentworth, it seems ............... '

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

to me that this Colony may consider itself
relieved from any obligation to maintain navigation in the interests of Victoria at any future time. I 
mention this as it will certainly be found to the interest of New South Wales not to waste water on 
navigation when means are afforded for using it for irrigation. In this connection I may quote a 
reply given by Mr. W. C. Bennett in his examination before the late Water Commission where he said 
he considered the question of navigation entirely secondary to that of water supply; that the navigation 
of the rivers would be superseded in a few years by railways, and that in future the rivers would be 
utilized for the purpose of water supply, and in producing something to transport rather than m

^ Amorm the papers handed to me is some correspondence with the Government of South Australia 
in which a right is claimed for that Colony to have a voice in any settlement arrived at as regards the 
Murray River before it reaches South Australian territory. It appears to me that the recognition ot any 
such right would give South Australia a voice in the disposal of the waters of the Darling, the Murrum- 
bidgee, and any other rivers joining the Murray, and ultimately flowing through South Australian 
territory; but at the same time, having regard to views which may be taken of the law of riparian rights, 
I would venture to suggest that it would be advisable to have an Intercolonial Conference as regards a 
final settlement of this very important question, at which South Australia would be represented, as such a 
course would afford the readiest means of discussing the question aud removing possible misapprehension 
as to supposed rights.

I think it advisable to point out how highly desirable it is m the interests ot this Colony that steps 
should he taken to give effect to a recommendation made by the AVater Commissions of Victoria aiM New 
South Wales to their respective governments in these words “ That the Governments of New South 
Wales and Victoria are invited to take joint and immediate action for a thorough examination ot the 
Murray River and its tributaries, and the accurate gauging of the discharge at various^ points.”

'Another matter which attracted my attention in connection with the Murray River seems to me so 
important that I think it right here to refer to it briefly, and that is the disposal of the liquid sewage of 
the towns along the banks of the river, which I believe finds its way in most, if not in all, cases to the 
river in an unpurified condition. As these towns and residents generally along the river use the water 
of the river for domestic purposes, the importance of the question will be at once recognised. _

I have already stated that the Minister of Water Supply m A'ictoria and the Chief Engineer ot 
Water Supply kindly assisted me in every way possible in the prosecution of my enquiries, and I wish 
here to add that I met like courtesy from all the gentlemen along the Murray, whether chairmen, or 
members of trusts, owners of private pumping plants, or their managers, or others with whom the prose
cution of my enquiries brought me in contact.

I have the honor to be,
Sir, -

Tour most obedient servant,
D. M‘MORDIE, B.E., M. Inst. C.E.

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1889.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WATER SUPPLY, GUNNED AH.
(CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 3 July, 1889.

RETURN to an Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New 
South Wales, dated 7th June, 1889, That there be laid upon the Table of 
this House,—

“ Copies of all correspondence, minutes, and reports between the Govern- 
“ ment Medical Officer at Gunnedah, the Board of Health, and the 
“ Municipal Council of Gunnedah, in reference to the water supply of 
“ Gunnedah, together with copies of all analyses made at the said water.”

{Mr. Turner?)

Telegram from The Government Medical Officer, Gunnedah, to The Medical
Adviser to the Government.

Gunnedah.
Wateb in river here thoroughly unfitted for human consumption ; the Council will not prevent it being 
sold by carriers ; good water available at hand; advise what action to take ; writing to-day

E. J. A. HAYNES,
Government Medical Officer.

Request Dr. Haynes to forward a sample of this water for analysis. One Winchester quart will 
berequired.—H.N.M., 20/12/88. Done.—E.S., 20/12/88.

Telegram from The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Government Medical
Officer, Gunnedah.

Sydney, 20 December, 1888.
Telegeam respecting river water received. Send sample of water in Winchester quart bottle

EDMUND SAGER,
' Secretary, Board of Health.

358—
[920 copies—-Approximate Cost of Printing (labour and material), £6 Is. 7d.]

The
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The Government Medical Officer, Gunnedah, to The Medical Adviser to the
Government.

Sir, Grunnedah, 19 December, 1888.
In consequence of many complaints being.made to me of the filthy state of the water in the 

river here, which is being sold to the inhabitants, I made an examination, the result of which is contained 
in report attached herewith.

I may add here that at a very small expense water could be obtained good and in sufficient quantity 
by sinking a well on the bank of the river, and which could be pumped by the Government engine, which 
is close at hand. >

The only action the Council have taken is to make known that filtered water can be obtained at 
the railway tanks at 4d. per load of 100 gallons. New, I may state that the place from which this water 
called filtered water, is taken, is situated in the bed of the river, and from which a drowned man was 
taken some few weeks ago. At this place an iron cylinder is embedded, the mouth of which is on a level 
with the river-bed, so that when the river is a few inches higher than it is at present it flows in the top. 
It is not filtered water.

There are two slaughter-houses here, from which, in wet weather, refuse collects in the river, and 
at this time dead cattle and sheep are rotting in the waters of the river.

In conclusion, I may state that there are numbers of private wells in town from which water could 
be obtained, if the Council only took the matter in hand.

In the interest of the public I think carriers should be prevented from selling this river water. The 
police inform me that they have no power to act, and the Council will not interfere.

I am, &c.,
E. J. A. HAYNES.

\JSnclosure!\

THE RIVER WATER.
Dk. E. J. A. Haynes, Government Medical Officer, to his Worship the Mayor of Gunnedah, reporting on the state of the 
water now in the Namoi River, and which is being supplied to the inhabitants of the town of Gunnedah.

On the 13th December, 1888, I personally inspected the water which is being taken from that part of the river just 
behind Mr. Cohen’s store. The water is stagnant, dirty, and full of animal life, such as is found in impure water. There 
is also an enormous quantity of decayed animal and vegetable matter suspended in the water, which is to be seen in great 
.quantity when a water-cart backs into the river to be filled.

I give it as my medical opinion that this part of the river water is thoroughly unfitted for human consumption, and 
that unless immediate steps are taken to prevent it being sold to the inhabitants we will soon have an outburst of fever of 
the worst kind, viz., typhoid.

I have inspected the river up and down for about a mile, and I find everywhere that the water is in an impure state, 
full of decaying animal and vegetable matter.

I suggest that steps be at once taken to stop the further sale of the water, and that a well be sunk somewhere near 
the engine-shed below the bridge ; for I feel sure that there is a current of water at a depth of not more than 30 feet, and 
which water, although it may be a little hard, is better than the present soft water of the river, which is wholly unfitted 
for human food. I am personally aware of the beautiful rvater contained in the wells of Mr. Cohen and Mr. Matthias.
' The advantage of the well being near the engine-shed is that arrangements could be made with the Government to
pump water into iron tanks situated in the town, and could be supplied to the carters at about 2d. a load.

I send a copy of this report to the local papers, so that the subject be brought before the inhabitants of the town.
This report is drawm up in consequence of several complaints having been made to me as to the state of the river

water.

The Government Medical Officer, Gunnedah, to The Medical Adviser to the
Government.

Sir, Gunnedah, 22 December, 1888.
I am sending by to-day’s mail-train sample of river water which .is being sold to inhabitants. 

I drove into the river in my buggy to the place where water is obtained for sale, and filled the bottle.
I might add that at this place all the town horses are watered and vehicles are washed. On the 

shores of the river black looking mud is stirred up, and a smell of sulphuretted hydrogen liberated.
In private wells, sunk on the banks of the river, good and wholesome water is obtained ; so that 

at the outlay of about £30 the Council, if they wished, could obtain water by sinking, and could easily 
fix thereto a common town pump.

Every day from this out the water will get worse, and we are hardly yet into summer heat, and you 
may imagine at our temperature of from 106 to 112 degrees in the shade and bad water what the result 
will be in about a month’s time.

Diarrhoea is now very prevalent here, and I look on that as the forerunner of typhoid (enteric) 
fever. I have, &c.,

E. J. A. HAYNES.

Urgent. Will Mr. Hamlet kindly examine and report on this water as soon as possible.—E.S. (for 
the Medical Adviser), B.C., 28/12/88. The Government Analyst.

The
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The Government Analyst to The Medical Adviser to the Government.
Government Laboratory, Sydney, 31 December, 1888. 

Analysis of a sample of Water received from Gunnedah from the Medical Adviser, 28/12/88,
labelled, Namoi River, Gunnedah.

Results expressed in

Appearance in 2-foot tube ...
Odour on heating to 100° Rah.
Chlorine as chlorides... ...
Phosphoric acid in phosphates 
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites 

Do equivalent in nitric acid 
Do existing as free ammonia 

Organic nitrogen, or “ albuminoid ammonia 
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Rah.

Do 4 hours do
Hardness in degrees, Clark’s scale, before boiling 

_ Do do after do
Poisonous metals ... ... ... ... .
Total solid residue dried at 220° Rah. ... .

Grains per gallon. Parts per XOO'OOO.

Muddy deposit.
Much sulphuret ted hydrogen.

1-7 2-4
tra ces.

d 0
d o

•022 •032
•028 •040

•210 •300 .

No ne.
16-94 24-20

Culture examination for pathogenic organisms:—Rull of organic life.
General observations on the character of the water:—An exceedingly bad water and totally unfit 

for domestic purposes. "
WILLIAM M. HAMLET, R.I.C., R.C.S.,

Government Analyst.

. Inform Mayor of Gunnedah and Government Medical Officer in terms of this report. And 
inform Dr. Haynes that the Municipality have been communicated with.—H.N.M., 2/1/99.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Mayor of Gunnedah.
Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 3 January, 1889.

The Government Medical Officer for the Gunnedah District having drawn the attention of 
tms department to the condition of the water of the !Namoi Hiver, which is being used for drinking 
purposes by the residents of your Municipal District, a sample of the water was duly obtained and 
subjected to analysis. ' *

The analyst s report discloses that this water is full of organic life, an exceedingly bad water and 
totally unfit for domestic purposes. I have therefore the honor to request you to take such action as may 
be possible to prevent the public from using this river water.

■ I have, &e.,
EDMUND SAGER,

Secretary.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Governnaent Medical Officer, Gunnedah.
Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 3 January, 1889.

. I have the honor, by direction of the Medical Adviser to the Government, to acknowledge
receipt ox your letters of the 21st and 22nd ultimo, and also a sample of water from the river Namoi, 
which was immediately handed to the Government Analyst for examination and report.

-^he analyst s report discloses that this water is full of organic life, an exceedingly bad water, and 
totally unfit for domestic purposes. His Worship the Mayor has been informed accordingly and requested 
to take such action as may be possible to prevent the public from using the river water.

I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGER,

Secretary.

The Mayor of Gunnedah to The Secretary, Board of Health.
Council Chambers, Gunnedah, 9 January, 1889.

... have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 3rd instant, re the 
condition of the water in the Namoi River, and beg to enclose a copy of the sub-committee’s report 
appointed to examine the water in the tanks in the railway yard. I am also sending, by to-day’s train, a 
bottle of water from tbe railway tanks for analysis, and shall anxiously wait the result.

I have, <&c.,
JOHN J. SMYTH,

■ ■■■ Mayor.

i
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\J&iiclosure.~\
To the Municipal Council, Gunnedah,— Gunnedah, 18 December, 1888.
We, the Sub-committee appointed to make inquiry re water supply for the inhabitants, and to ascertain if water can be 
procured at the railway tank, and upon what conditions and terms, have to report :—

We waited upon the Stationmaster (Mr. G. Beal) to-day, and he informed us the water-carters and others can obtain 
water from the railway tanks at the rate of 2d. per hogshead of 56 gallons, or (say) 4d. per 100 gallons, and is procurable 
between the hours of 6 a.m. and 3 p.m., and no doubt, if necessary, more convenient arrangements might be made, upon 
application to the Department. This arrangement has been in existence since 1883, and the average demand has been less 
than Is. per month, of which Mr. Curll was the largest consumer, having used the tank when making bricks. Mr. Beal 
informs us that more than 200 miles on the line are being supplied with this water, and he has not heard a single complaint, 
or heard of any individual suffering from the use of it. ,

We visited the tank, and found it nearly full, looking clear, and without any appearance of vegetable or other 
objectionable matter. The water is pumped from the river every day, and the supply-pipe at the river passes into a per
forated iron cylinder sunk in the river.

We find the Department has gone to heavy expense connecting the tank by tubing attached to a stand-pipe on the 
side of the street, where the carts can be conveniently and expeditiously supplied.

Following up our inquiries, we authorized the Council Clerk to make the fact known, through the local papers, that 
water can be obtained at the railway tank at 4d. per 100 gallons, and we think the ratepayers that do not approve of the 
water being carted from the river have the matter in their own hands, by refusing to accept other than the tank water.

We are, gMYTH (Mayor)_

J. L. CUSHAN.
ROBERT DOOLAN.

Perhaps Mr. Hamlet will kindly examine and report upon this sample.—E.S., B.C., 11/1/89. 
The Government Analyst. ________________________________

The Government Analyst to The Medical Adviser to the Government.
Government Laboratory, Sydney, 16 January, 1889.

Analysis of a sample of water received from the Mayor and Municipal Council of Gunnedah, 11th
January, 1889 :—

Results expressed in

Appearance in 2-foot tube..............................
Odour on heating to 100° Pah. ... ...
Chlorine as chlorides... ... ... ...
Phosphoric acid in phosphates ... ....
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites ... ...

Do equivalent in nitric acid.................
Do existing as free ammonia ... ...

Organic nitrogen, or “ albuminoid ammonia ’ ’ 
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Pah.

Do d hours do
Hardness in degrees, Clark’s scale, before boilin;

Do do do after do
Poisonous metals ... ... ... ...
Total solid residue dried at 220° Pah. ...

Grains per gallon. Parts per 100,000.

Bright a nd clear.
no ne.

22 314
no ne.
no ne.
no ne.
no ne.

■002 •003

•028 •04
90

no ne.
2898 41-4

Culture examination for pathogenic organisms :—Negative results. _ _
General observations on the character of the water :—A good drinking water, suitable for domestic 

purposes.
* WILLIAM M. HAMLET, P.C.S.,

---------- Government Analyst.
A copy of this certificate should be forwarded to the Mayor of Gunnedah.—H.N.M., 17/1/89.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Mayor of Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 17 January, 1889.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 9th instant, forwarding a sample 
of water from the railway tanks in your town and in reply thereto to forward you, herewith, a copy of 

analysis of the water. I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGEE,

Secretary.
[Copy of Government Analyst’s certificate dated 16 January, forwarded herewith.]

The Government Medical Officer, Gunnedah, to The Medical Adviser to the
Government.

Sir, Gunnedah, 26 March, 1889.
Last Christmas I wrote you re the supply of water to this town and also sent you a bottle of 

the water on which the Government analyst reported as unfit for human consumption.
I am again compelled to write you, and you may well imagine in what state the water of the river 

is now after three months drought and a continued temperature of about 108° in the shade. The water 
now is simply filthy, and the inhabitants are using this for all the ordinary purposes, and that typhoid has 
not broken out, I attribute the excessive temperature, which I maintain is too high for its development, but

this
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the last few days we have had a fall in temperature, and as a consequence au enormous amount of dysen
teric diarrhoea, which I accept as the forerunner of an outbreak of enteric fever. No doubt, should an 
outbreak of typhoid take place, G-overnment aid will have to be applied for, as in the case of Balranald, 
and I submit that the Board of Health should devise some means of compelling the town Council of 
Gunnedah to prohibit the sale of this river water, and compel the water-carriers to take the water from the 
railway tanks. These are the tanks from which some water taken by the town clerk and sent to vou and 
reported as wholesome, but you should also be aware that, always presuming that this water was taken 
from the railway tanks by the town clerk, the inhabitants here say the tank water is worse than the 
river water. That the people admit this the sergeant of police here can testify to. I pointed out in my 
report last December that the water conveyed to these railway tanks was taken from an iron cylinder 
sunk in the bed of the river, the mouth of which was flush with the river-bed.

I have pointed out to the Council that a well sunk on the high bank of the river some 60 feet deep 
would reach well below the river bed, and natural drainage would take place from the bed of the river, 
and that we had proof of this in the existence of several wells sunk on private property. If a town pump 
were fixed to the well so sunk it would meet all requirements in drought and in flooded states of the 
river. This opinion is also endorsed by several competent judges amongst whom I can refer you to Mr. 
Dewhurst, district surveyor.

I wish also to point out that on the bank of the river, about 500 yards above the watering place, 
there is situated a slaughter-house; this is also within the municipal boundary. The river water flows 
from this place towards the town, and the stream is always small, about 10 feet wide and about 2 to 3 
feet deep. I have myself seen pigs after rolling in the filth of the slaughter-house go into the river and 
bogey. The natural consequence of this is that all offal and usual filth of the slaughter-house is carried 
down and so contaminates the drinking water the town depends on. I have pointed this out to the mayor, 
but nothing has been done, and may also mention that the owners of this slaughter-house are in the Council, 
one being an alderman and the other town clerk. I have been applied to frequently by the township 
above the place, so I now place the matter of this slaughter-house in your hands, as I am powerless.

T aim constantly annoyed by people calling on me to take action as Government Medical Officer, or 
to have the Board of Health in Sydney take action in the matter of water supply, but I see nothing 
further I can do than I did last December, and that which I am doing now by bringing the matter under 
your notice. I understand that an indignation meeting is to be held, when resolutions will be forwarded 
to the Government.

Trusting that you will, in the interests of the public here, make this matter urgent.
I have, &c., '

E. J. A. HAYNES, L.K.C.R, Loud., M.E.C.S., Eng.,
Government Medical Officer.

Letters forwarded to the Mayor and the Government Medical Officer of Gunnedah as instructed.— 
E.S., 30/3/89. __________________________

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Mayor of Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 30 March, 1889.

I have the honor to inform you that the Government Medical Officer for Gunnedah has 
directed the attention of the Board of Health to the fact that water is still being taken from the river for 
domestic purposes at a point below the spot w'here the refuse from a slaughter-yard enters the river.

I am directed to draw your attention to the certificate of analysis forwarded to you on the 3rd of 
January last, wherein it is shown that at that time the river,water was “ exceedingly bad, and totally unfit 
for domestic purposes,” and to urge upon your Council the desirability of taking immediate steps to cause 
a discontinuance of this and to obtain a supply from some other source.

I would specially point out the great danger arising from taking water from the river below the 
point where the refuse from a slaughter-yard enters it. I have, &c.,

EDMUND SAGEE,
Secretary.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Government Medical Officer, Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 30 March, 1889.

I have the honor, by direction, to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 26th instant, 
drawing attention to the river water used by the inhabitants of Gunnedah for domestic purposes.

In reply, I am instructed to inform you that the Board of Health has at present no power to 
compel the Municipal Council of Gunnedah to prohibit the sale of river water, but that a letter has this 
day been forwarded to the Council pointing out the objectionable character of the river water, as shown 
by analysis and the special danger arising from taking it below the point where the refuse from a 
slaughter-yard enters the river, and urging the desirability, in the interests of the public health, of 
obtaining some other supply. I have, &c.,

EDMUND SAGEE,
Secretary.

The Mayor of Gunnedah to The Secretary, Board of Health.
Sir, Council Chambers, Gunnedah, 2 April, 1889.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of the 30th ultimo re 
water being taken from the river for domestic purposes, and beg to inform you that a supply of good 
water can be obtained from the railway tank, a sample of which was forwarded to you for analysis, and to 
request that you will be good enough to forward me a copy of the Government Medical Officer’s report.

I have, &c.,
JOHN SMYTH,

' ---------- Mayor.
Extract forwarded with letter, 5/4/89.—E.S.

The
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The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Mayor of Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 5 April, 1889.

I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 2nd instant, and to forward you 
herewith an extract from a report by Dr. Haynes, Q-overnment Medical Officer for Gunnedah, dated 26th 
March, containing a suggestion for the better supply of water to your town.

I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGEE,

---------- ---------- Secretary.

[]£nclosure.~\
Exteact.

I have pointed out to the Council that a well sunk on the high bank of the river, some 60 feet deep, would reach well 
below the river bed, and natural drainage would take place from the bed of the river, and that we had proofs of this in the 
existence of several wells sunk in private property. If a town-pump were fitted to the well so sunk it would meet all 
requirements in drought and in flooded states of the river. This opinion is also endorsed by several competent judges, 
among whom I can refer you to Mr. Dewhurst, District Surveyor.”

The Mayor of Gunnedah to The Secretary, Board of Health.
Sir) Council Chambers, Gunnedah, 8 April, 1889.

I have the honor, by resolution of this Council, to forward you by to-day’s train two bottles 
water, numbered 1 and 2, taken from the river, for separate analysis.

Waiting for the report. I have, &c.,
JOHN J. SMYTH,

——Mayor.

of

Will Mr. Hamlet kindly analyse and report on these samples as soon as possible.—E.N.M., 
9/3/89. The Government Analyst. ■

The Goyernment Analyst to The Medical Adviser to the Government.
Sir, Government Laboratory, Sydney, 12 April, 1889.

I have the honor to report the following results of my analyses of the two samples of water 
taken from the river at Gunnedah, the details of which are given on the accompanying forms.

Both specimens are heavily charged with organic matter, some of which, being in a state of 
suspension, may be readily removed by suitable means ; but after such removal the amount of organic 
impurity is still excessive. ... . .

Owing to the small proportion of chlorine it may be inferred that the nature of the pollution is of 
a vegetable rather an animal character. No. 2 is on all points more polluted than No. 1.

In their present condition, I am of opinion that both are unfit for drinking purposes, but that 
No. 1 may be rendered sufficiently pure for ordinary domestic use by subsidence and efficient filtration.

I have, &c.,
WILLIAM M. HAMLET, E.C.S., E.I.C.,

Government Analyst.

Copy to Municipal Council of Gunnedah.—E.N.M., 12/4/89.

[Enclosures.']
Government Laboratory, Sydney, 12 April, 1889.

Analysis of a sample of Water received from the Mayor of Gunnedah, 10th April, 1889, labelled No. 1 :—

Kesults expressed in

Grains per gallon. Parts per 100,000.

Appearance in 2-foot tube ..., 
Odour on heating to 100° Fab.

Clear, with suspended matter. 
Slight organic.

Chlorine as chlorides .............................................
Phosphoric acid in phosphates ..............................
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites ..........................
Nitrogen equivalent in nitric acid ......................
Nitrogen existing as free ammonia ......................
Organic nitrogen, or “ Albuminoid Ammonia ” ...
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Fah...........

,, 4 hours „ .......
Hardness in degrees, Clark’s scale, before boiling 

,, ,, after ,,
Poisonous metals ......................................................
Total solid residue dried at 220° Fah.....................  •

1-7 2-4
Tra ces.

d 0
d 0

•045 •065
•025 •036

T75 •250
Und er 10.

d 0
No ne.

18'48 26-4

• General observations on the character of the water See Tteport. ____„ _ „ _ T _
WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.C.S., F.I.C.,

Government Analyst.

Analysis
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Analysis of a sample of Water received from the Mayor of Gunnedah, 10th April, 1889, labelled No. 2.

Result expressed in

Grains per gallon. Parts per 100,000.

Appearance in 2-foot tube ....................................
Odour on heating to 100° Fah. .............................

Chlorine as chlorides ............................................
Phosphoric acid in phosphates .............................
Nitrogen in nitrates and nitrites.........................
Nitrogen equivalent in nitric acid.........................
Nitrogen existing as free ammonia .....................
Organic nitrogen, or ‘ albuminoid ammonia ’.....
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes at 80° Fah..........

,, 4 hours „ .....
Hardness in degree, Clark’s scale, before boiling 

,, ,, after ,,
Poisonous metals ....................................................
Total solid residue, dried at 220° Fah..................

Suspended matter, but clear. 
Slight organic.

2-3 3-28
Traices.

d 0
d 0

•028 0-4
•053 •076

•234 -335
Und er 10.

d 0
No ne.

19-88 28-

General observations on the character of the water :—See Beport.
’ WILLIAM M. HAMLET, F.C.S., F.I.C.,

______________________________________ Government Analyst.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Council Clerk, Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 13 April, 1889.

. Referring to your letter of the 2nd instant, I have the honor to forward you enclosed copies
of report and certificates of analyses of samples of water forwarded therewith.

I have, &c.,
. EDMUND SAGER,

' Secretary.
[Copies of Analyst’s report and two certificates of the 12th April were forwarded herewith.]

The Mayor of Gunnedah to The Secretary, Board of Health.
Sir, Council Chambers, Gunnedah, 16 April, 1889.

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 5th instant, conveying an 
extract from a report by Dr. Haynes, Government Medical Officer for Gunnedah, and to request, in 
accordance with a resolution of this Council, that you will be good enough to forward me a copy of the 
full report by the Government Medical Officer for Gunnedah, dated 26th March last.

Tours, &c.,
JOHN SMYTH,

----------  Mayor.
Request cannot be complied with.—E.N.M., 18/4/89.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to The Council Clerk, Gunnedah.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 18 April, 1889.

I have the honor, by direction of the Medical Adviser to the Government, to acknowledge 
receipt of yours of the 16th instant, in which you request that a full copy of the Government Medical 
Officer’s report may be supplied, and in reply to inform you that your request cannot be complied with.

I have, &c.,
EDMUND SAGER,

___________________________________ Secretary.

The Mayor of Gunnedah to E. W. Turner, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Council Chambers, Gunnedah, 2 May, 1889.

I have the honor, by a resolution of this Council, to respectfully request you to obtain a full 
copy of the report sent by the Government Medical Officer for Gunnedah to the Board of Health, dated 
26th March last. Tours, &c.,

JOHN SMYTH,
----------  Mayor.

The Secretary, Board of Health,—May I ask that you will kindly comply with this request at an 
early date.—E. W. Turner, M.P., 8/5/89.

The Secretary, Board of Health, to E. W. Turner, Esq., M.P.
Sir, Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 10 May, 1889.

In reply to yours of the 8th instant, requesting that a copy of the report of the 26th March 
last from the Government Medical Officer for Gunnedah might be furnished to the Gunnedah Municipal 
Council, I have the honor, by direction, to inform you that such parts of the report as appeared necessary 
for the information of the Council with regard to sanitary matters have already been forwarded.

I have, &e.,
EDMUND SAGER,

Secretary.

[MJ
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S89
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(MESSAGE No 12.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 12.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making pro

vision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to make further provision for carrying out 

and completing the approved scheme of sewerage authorized by the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage 

Act of 1880,” to authorize the completion of certain sewerage works within the Municipalities, for which 

funds have been provided by the Councils thereof, and to amend the said Act in certain respects for the 

better carrying out of the approved and other schemes of water supply and sewerage thereby authorized, 

and for other purposes.

Government House,
Sydney, iih April, 1889.

[3d.] 129—

i
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1889.

jJE.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

METROPOLITAN WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT AMEND
MENT BILL (NO. 2.)

(MESSAGE No. 58.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 24 September, 1889.

Message No. 58.CAERINGTON,
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to make further provision for carrying 
out and completing the approved scheme of sewerage authorized by the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage 
Act of 1880”; to provide for the valuation and crediting of sewerage works constructed by Municipal 
Councils in certain cases ; to make special provision in the case of the Municipality of Redfern; and to 
amend the said Act in certain respects, for the better carrying out of the approved and other schemes of 
water supply and sewerage thereby authorized; for the making of fresh assessments and for providing 
for appeals therefrom in certain cases ; for simplifying the recovery of rates and other moneys by the 
Board; for increasing the rate of remuneration paid to the Board, and for other purposes.

Government Souse,

Sydney, 19M September, 1889.

[3d.] 661—

x
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

POTTS’ HILL STORAGE RESERVOIR RILL.
(MESSAGE No. 8.) '

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message Mo. 8.
Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the completion of a storage 

reservoir, in connection with the Sydney Water Supply at Potts’ Hill, in the county of Cumberland.

Government Souse,
Sydney, Ath April, 1889.

[3d.] 125—

A
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1889.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

• SYDNEY WATER SUPPLY (PARTIAL DUPLICATION) BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 9.) *

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, . Message No. 9.

Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 

provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the laying of a second pipe 

in connection with the Sydney Water Supply, between Potts’ Hill, in the parish of Liberty Plains, and 

Crown-street, in the city of Sydney, county of Cumberland.

Government Nouse,
Sydney, 4sth April, 1889.

[M.J 120—
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES,

Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Purlic Works.

REPORT

TOGETHER WITH

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE, APPENDICES, AND PLANS,

RELATING TO THE

PROPOSED DRAINAGE WORKS
FOR THE

WESTERN SUBURBS.

-L

$i*gentelr to parliament in accortiance initij tije probistons of tfje Public SEorEs 0ict,
51 5Jic. ^o. 37, section 8.

SYDNEY: CIIABLES F01TEE, GOVERNMENT PRINTER.

1889.

[10s.]
20—a
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NAMES OE THE MEMBERS OE THE COMMITTEE WHO HAVE 
INQUIRED INTO THE PROPOSED WORKS.

SECOND COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

The Honorable John Lackey, Chairman.
The Honorable George Campbell.
The Honorable William Henry Stjttor.
The Honorable James Watson.
The Honorable Frederick Thomas Humphery.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, Vice-Chairman 
Henry Copeland, Esquire.
Jacob Garrard, Esquire.
Alexander Kethel, Esquire.
Sydney Smith, Esquire.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esquire.
John Rendell Street, Esquire.
Daniel O’Connor, Esquire.

- THIRD COMMITTEE.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

The Honorable John Lackey, Vice-Chairman. 
The Honorable Andrew Garran.
The Honorable Frederick Thomas Humphery. 
The Honorable William Joseph Trickett.
The Honorable James Watson.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

J oseph Palmer Abbott, Esquire, Chairman.
Jacob Garrard, Esquire.

. Henry Copeland, Esquire.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esquire.
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esquire.
John Sutherland, Esquire.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esquire.

• John Hurley, Esquire.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esquire.

[Shortly after the first meeting of the third Committee John Sutherland, Esquire, became deceased, and his 
place was filled by the appointment of Charles Alfred Lee, Esquire. At a subsequent point of the 
inquiry the Honorable James Watson resigned his seat on the Committee.]
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LIST OF WITNESSES.

PACE.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works ................................................................... 1-2, 27-28
William Christopher Bennett, Esq., M.I.C.E., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Boads

and Bridges and Sewers............................................................................................................................ 2-4, 28-29
George Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Boads and

Bridges.............................................................................................................................................................  4-6,10,23-26,39-41
Hon. Henry Norman MacLaurin, M.D., M.L.C., Medical Adviser to the Government, and

President of the Board of Health .......................................................................................................... 6-10
John Norton Oxley, Esq, Superintendent, Sewage Farm, Webb’s Grant ....................................... 10-16
John Ashburton Thompson, Esq., M.D., Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government ............ 16-19
T. A. Cogblan, Esq., Government Statistician ......................................................................................... 19-23
Bichard Threlfall, Esq., Professor of Physics, University of Sydney ............................................ 30-38
Bobert William Hardie, Esq.............................................................................................................................. 42-43
John Hinchcliff, Esq..............................................................................................................   44
Henry David Bray, Esq , Mayor of Concord............................................................................................ 41-46
Henry Crichard Fraser, Esq , Alderman of Stralbfield ..................................................................... 46-47
Josiah Mullens, Esq............................................................................................................................................... 47-50
Charles Edward Pilcher, Esq., Q.C................................................................................................................. 50-51
Michael Stephen Foley, Esq., Mayor of Five Dock ............................................................................... 51-51
Joseph H. Wright, Esq., Mayor of Burwood ............................................................................................ 54
Bobert Dougan, Esq , Mayor of Ashfield...................................................................................................... 54-55
John Wheeler, Esq., M.P., Mayor of Petersham ............................................................................... .. 55-56
Joseph Jolly, Esq., Mayor of Newtown....................................................................................................... 56-58
Joseph Graham, Esq., Mayor of Marrickville.............................................................................................. 59-61
Andrew Murray, Esq., Mayor of Macdonaldtown................................................................................... 61-63
John Bowland Daeey, Esq., Mayor of Alexandria..................................................................................... 63-64
Bobert H. Judd, Esq , Mayor of St. Peters .............................................................................................. 64-65
J. C. Sharp, Esq, Mayor of Canterbury....................................................................................................... 65-66
William G. Coward, Esq., Alderman of Strathfleld.................... .................................................. 66-67
John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer, Water and Sewerage Board ........................................................ 67-72, 88-96
Edward H. Buchanan, Esq , Mayor of Balmain .................................................................................... 72-78
Benjamin Bobert Moore, Esq., Mayor of Leichhardt ............................................................................ 78-82
Benjamin Morgan, Esq., Mayor of Camperdown.................'.................................................................. 82-83
Percy Charles Lucas, Esq., J.P., Mayor of the Glebe ............................................................................ 83-85
William Crispin, Esq., Mayor of Darlington.............................................................................................. 85-86
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.

DRAINAGE WORKS FOR THE WESTERN SUBURBS,

REPORT.

The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during 
the present Session of Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888, 51 Yic.
No. 37, and the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. No. 26, to 
whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the expediency .

• of carrying out drainage works for the Western Suburbs, including the Boroughs 
of Alexandria, Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, Camperdown, Darlington, Glebe, 
Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, Petersham, Bedfern, and Waterloo, 
with the Municipal Districts of Canterbury, Concord, Five Dock, Leichhardt,
St. Peters, and Strathfleld,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient 
the works should be carried out; and, in accordance with the provision of sub
section IV, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their resolution to the 
Legislative Assembly :—-

1. The proposed scheme, so far as it has been referred by the Legislative General 
Assembly to the Committee, provides for the main sewerage with outfall works desoriPti°11 
of nineteen suburbs at a cost of £830,301. It forms a portion of a proposed scheme, 
complete scheme, and does not include the construction of subsidiary sewers; but
the position of the main and branch sewers has been devised to facilitate the con
struction of the subsidiary sewers in such a manner as to avoid all unnecessary 
depths and expense. The principal object sought in the scheme is the removal 
of as much of the sewage as is practicable by gravitation, and to attain this end 
the situations and points of termination of the various sewers and sub-mains have 
been determined with a view to serve as large a gravitating area as possible. Some 
parts of the districts included in the scheme—nearly 29 per cent, of the area—are, 
however, too low to admit of their being drained by a gravitating system, and the 
requirements of those parts will be met by means of low-level sewers and branches, 
which will be emptied by means of pumping machinery or other mechanical power, the 
sewage being discharged into and carried off by the gravitating sewers. The localities 
-included in the scheme which it is proposed to drain by gravitation are the high-level 
portions of the nineteen suburbs already mentioned. The low-level area, for which 
drainage is provided in the present scheme, is-a portion of Marrickville and St. Peters. ■ 
Darlington and part of Bedfern possess recently-constructed sewers, which are now 
in operation, these sewers being branches of the Prince Alfred Hospital sewer; but, 
in other respects, these two boroughs come into the general scheme for the Western 
Suburbs.

2. In addition to the low-level area in the Borough of Marrickville, there areLow-ievei 
twenty-two other low-level areas in the Western Suburbs—two at the Glebe, threeareas-
at Leichhardt, ten at Balmain, one at Ashfield, one at Five Dock, two at Burwood, 
one at Concord, and two at Strathfleld. Provision has been made in the capacity of 
the main sewers and sub-mains for the removal of the sewage from the whole of the 
low-level areas; but, in the case of most of these localities, the existing conditions

do .
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do not demand the immediate construction of sewers, and where this is so, no pro
vision for their drainage has been made in the estimate of the present scheme. The 
low-level system at Marrickville will necessitate the erection of a pumping station 
in-Marrickville Yalley, in the vicinity of Meek’s Road; and central compressing 
stations under the Shone system will he required in connection with some of the 
low-level areas in other suburbs.

The proposed 3. The drainage area of the scheme is 22 square miles, and the plan proposed
area’tobe for dealing with the sewage of this area comprises three systems of sewers, which, 
drained. respectively, are designated the Northern, Southern, and Western systems. The 

Northern and Southern will serve an area of nearly 5 square miles, dealing with the 
Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain; Newtown, Camperdown, and Petersham; Dar
lington and Redfern; part of the city, Redfern, and Waterloo; Alexandria, Mac
donaldtown, and Newtown; and these localities will he drained into the existing 
sewerage systems which discharge at Bondi and at the Sewage Parm, Webb’s 
Grant, Botany. The Western area, embracing nearly 17 square miles, and 
dealing with Marrickville, Petersham, Newtown, and Leichhardt; Marrickville, 
St. Peters, Macdonaldtown, and Alexandria; Marrickville, Ashfield, Petersham, 
and Leichhardt; Ashfield, Burwood, Strathfleld, Concord, and Dive Dock; 
Canterbury, and Southern Slopes, it is proposed to drain by an entirely new system 
discharging at the Sewage Parm, Webb’s Grant, Botany.

1. The proposed new works comprise,—
(1.) A main intercepting sewer and branches from Newtown Road and 

George-street West through The Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain, 
for the area which will be found coloured purple on plan No. Ill 
accompanying this Report.

(2.) An extension of the Prince Alfred Hospital sewer through Camper
down to Liberty-street, Petersham.

(3.) A main intercepting sewer and branches from the southern outfall 
sewer at Alexandria through Macdonaldtown to Wilson-strect, 
Newtown, for the area coloured green on the plan.

(4.) An outfall sewer for the Western Branch sewers from the outfall at 
Webb’s Grant to Marrickville, a distance of 2 miles 380 yards.

(5i) An eastern intercepting sewer and branches from Marrickville to 
Leichhardt, for the drainage of parts of Marrickville, St. Peters, 
Newtown, Macdonaldtown, Alexandria, Petersham, Leichhardt, and 
Camperdown, as coloured yellow on the plan. This includes a low- 
level system for Marrickville Yalley and St. Peters.

(6.) A northern intercepting sewer and branches for the western parts of 
Marrickville, Petersham, and Leichhardt, as shown in red colour on 
the plan.

(7.) A western intercepting sewer and branches from Marrickville and 
Strathfleld, for the drainage of Burwood and parts of Ashfield, 
Pive Dock, Concord, and Strathfleld, as .shown by blue colour on 
the plan.

5. It is proposed to resume about 250 acres of land near Webb’s Grant, Botany, 
as edged green on plan No. Ill, for the future disposal and purification of the sewage 
by means of filtration and irrigation, and to construct the necessary outfall works 
and carriers thereon.

Description of 6. The scheme generally has been designed, its author explains, with a view to
ie sewers. ^ie sewerg peing laid in straight lines as far as practicable, and at a sufficient depth 

to drain the lowest part of the adjacent premises. The main intercepting sewers 
are oviform, with the narrow part at the bottom, this form giving the greatest 
hydraulic mean depth, and consequently the greatest velocity or scouring power 
during the periods of minimum dry-weather flow. The areas and gradients, together 
with steps at the intersections, are so regulated as to ensure self-cleansing and to 
carry off effectively the maximum quantity of se ivage and rainfall. Due provision 
is made by shafts for inspection and ventilation, also for storm-water overflows, for 
automatic flushing tanks or chambers, and for air-flaps.

The new 
sewers.

The addi
tional area 
required 
at Webb’s 
Grant.

The
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7. The cost of the works, including land and compensation, is estimated as the 
follows:— wor s- .

£

158,348

13,145

602,211 

11,000 

45,600

Total.......................................... £830,304

8. This amount of £830,304, as already intimated, is only a portion of the cost Cost °f the 
of the entire scheme. There are works, consisting of the northern and southern entIreschemc* 
outfall sewers, already executed or nearing completion, a proportionate part of the
cost of which must he charged to the Western Suburbs, and that proportion of the 
cost is set down at £274,000. Then there is what is described as the first section of 
additional works which it is proposed shall follow the works comprised in the amount 
of £830,304, and these additional works will cost £340,741. Further additional or 
subsequent works will cost £372,851, and thus an estimate of the cost of a complete 
scheme, providing for every contingency, is made, amounting to £1,817,896. With 
the complete scheme, however, the Committee have nothing to do, except incidentally.
It has been necessary for them to take evidence to a large extent on the entire 
scheme, because ultimately the entire scheme will have to be carried out, and on 
the scheme as a whole must be calculated the sewerage rate which the residents of 
the Western Suburbs will eventually have to pay. With the scheme as referred to 
them by the Legislative Assembly the Committee have, however, more immediately 
to do.

9. In the consideration which they have given to the proposed works referred to The informa- 
them, the Committee have had before them very complete information. The author commHtee!116 
of the scheme is Mr. G. H. Stayton, M. Inst. C.E., an engineer of considerable English 
experience, who for some years, and until recently, was connected with the Sewerage 
Branch of the Department of Boads and Bridges in this Colony, and who devised
the works which are to be carried out for the drainage of North Shore and Manly.
After a close personal investigation of the suburbs, covering a period of nearly two 
years, Mr. Stayton produced an elaborate and comprehensive report, with accom
panying plans, in which the scheme for the effectual drainage of the Western 
Suburbs, as it has been before the Committee, was carefully explained; and this 
report with its plans has formed one of the principal features of the Committee’s 
inquiry. The report has been laid before Parliament, and has been distributed 
amongst the Borough Councils of the suburbs affected by tbe proposed drainage 
scheme, and it has been issued to the Press. Those chiefly concerned with its 
recommendations are, consequently, not unfamiliar Avith them; and as the document 
\Aras made public in tbe early part of last year there has been ample time for all 
interested to examine the details of the scheme, and to be satisfied as to its Aralue or 
otherwise.

10. In addition to having this report before them, the Committee have had Mr. witnesses 

Stayton and Mr. W. C. Bennett, late Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Boads the'eommi^ 
and Bridges and Sewers (who concurs in Mr. Stayton’s recommendations), under toe. 

examination as witnesses; and were accompanied by them and other officers connected
Avith sewerage works on visits of inspection to Webb’s Grant, Botany, the locality 

20—5 where

£
Northern System—Main sewer ... ... ... ... ... 75,518

Sub-mains ... ... ... ... ... 70,376
Camperdown branch... ... ... ... 12,454

Southern System—Main sewer ... ... ... ... ... 10,289
Sub-mains ... ... ... ... ... 2,856

Western System—Outfall sewer ... ... ... ... ... 190,557
Eastern high-level main sewer ... ... 56,690

,, sub-mains ... ... ... ... 27,530
„ low-level main sewers ' ... ... 62,076
„ ,, sub-mains ... ... ... 16,217

Northern main sewer... ... ... ... 65,776
,, sub-mains ... ... ... ... 20,434

Western main sewer ... ... ... ... 133,001
„ sub-mains ... ... ... ... 29,930

Marrickville pumping station (including duplicate engines, boilers, pen
stocks, buildings, &c., complete) ... ... ... ... ...

Outfall works (including additional land and laying out first section of 
Sewage Farm) ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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where it is proposed to deposit a large part of the sewage from the suburbs which 
■would be drained by the new system. The Committee have also examined, as witnesses, 
the Hon. H. N. MacLaurin, M.l)., M.L.C., late MedicaTAdviser to the Government 
and President of the Board of Health, and Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson, Deputy Medi
cal Adviser to the Government, as to the present unhealthy condition of the Western 
Suburbs, and the urgent necessity for a proper system of drainage as a preventive 
against the spread of disease and the existence of an abnormal rate of mortality. 
Mr. T. A. Coghlan, Government Statistician, has been examined with reference to 
the health statistics of the suburbs, and Mr. J. N. Oxley, superintendent of the 
Sewage harm at Webb’s Grant, in relation to the operations at present carried on 
there in the reception and disposal of sewage, and the probable effects from the 
increased quantity of sewage that would have to be dealt with under the proposed 
system, furthermore, there have been before the Committee as witnesses repre
sentatives from every Borough or Municipal Council interested in the scheme, and 
the opinions of those in any way opposed to it have been ascertained, as well as the 
views of those in favour of it. It should also be mentioned that, in order to obtain 
any evidence of importance Avhich might be available, apart from that given by 
persons summoned as witnesses by the Committee, an invitation to all who might 
be desirous of being examined with reference to the scheme to forward their names 
to the Secretary, was made by advertisement in the daily newspapers of Sydney.

11. By the appendices to the evidence attached to this Report it will be noticed 
that some objections have been raised to the scheme by three gentlemen, one of 
whom favours a rival system for one of the boroughs included in the present 
proposals. Only one of these gentlemen was called as a witness. The ideas advanced 
by the two others have been very completely answered by Mr. Stayton, and, in the 
case of one, by the Borough Council immediately concerned.

12. It has already been stated that in devising the main sewers and sub-mains 
provision has been made in their capacity for the removal of the sewage from the 
whole of the low-level areas. The first areas to he dealt with, apart from Marrick- 
ville and St. Peters, are, in the engineer’s opinion, at the Glebe, Leichhardt, and 
Balmain; the other low-lying localities can be provided for, from time to lime,, as 
may become necessary. It is considered prudent to postpone the full consideration 
of any such works until the gravitating sewers are complete and in operation, as 
under those conditions, it is pointed out, the actual requirements of each area can 
be better ascertained.

13. Storm-water may cause considerable difficulty in any system of sewerage, 
and the subject has not been overlooked in the present proposals. Overflow weirs 
will carry off any excess of storm-water, or, if necessary, at some future time relief 
sewers can be provided, and the small quantity of sewage contained in storm-water 
so discharged into natural watercourses would be so greatly diluted, it is considered, 
as to render it perfectly unobjectionable. These provisions for storm-water would 
not be sufficient to prevent flooding in a portion of the Marrickvillc Talley, and for 
the effectual draining of that locality from any excess of storm-water, certain 
special works would have to be carried out. The same thing would probably be 
necessary in some other localities.

14. In their examination of the report and plans and other documents before 
them, and of the various witnesses summoned to give evidence, the Committee have 
endeavoured to elicit information, and to come to a sound conclusion upon the 
following points

I. What the proposed scheme is in all its details.
II. What necessity there is for a drainage scheme for the Western Suburbs.
III. Whether the scheme is likely to meet the requirements of the suburbs 

proposed to he drained, and to prove generally satisfactory.
IV. Whether the cost of the proposed works has been accurately estimated, 

and is such as the population of the suburbs concerned can defray.
V. Whether there are any sound objections to the carrying out of the scheme.

" 15.
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15. These main points of the Committee’s inquiry embrace a number of ^tteTs in

relative matters which also have been kept in prominent view, viz.:— quiredinto.

I. The details of the scheme.
(a) Whether Mr. Slayton’s proposals are concurred in by the head of the 

Government Department with which Mr. Stayton was connected when 
the scheme was designed.

(b) Whether the details include everything likely to he required.
II. The necessity for a West Suburban Drainage Scheme.

(a) What is the present condition of the Western Suburbs in regard to 
, drainage.
(b) What is the method at present adopted for the disposal of nightsoil.
(c) What is the condition of the Western Suburbs in relation to disease and

death.
III. Whether the scheme will meet requirements and prove satisfactory.

(a) As to the comprehensiveness of the scheme in regard to the area it is 
proposed to drain.

(b) As to the style and capacity of the sewers. '
(c) To what extent storm-water, as well as sewage, will he dealt with.
(d) How the sewage is to be disposed of. . ,
(<?) Whether the scheme, as a whole, presents any feature indicating that,

. though the proposed works may he beneficial to the population of the
Western Suburbs, they are such as it is not in the interests of the people 
of the Colony generally to approve.

IY. The cost of the works.
(a) An examination of Mr. Stayton’s figures, and the extent to which they .

are supported by others.
(bJ The method proposed for paying the interest on the sum expended, and 

repaying the'principal.
(<?) The opinions of the Borough Councils upon the question of payment on ■

the cost of the works. '
(d) The cost to the ratepayers in the Western Suburbs in connection with 

the present method for disposing ’of nightsoil, and the difference between 
it and the rate that would be charged under the proposed sewerage system.

Y. Objections to the scheme.
(a) The nature of the objections raised. -
(b) Whether the objections are such as to justify the Committee in x’eporting 

against the scheme, or in recommending any modification.

16. One other important point which has engaged the attention of the Electrolysis. 
Committee is whether the experiments which have been made recently in England
to ascertain the effect of employing electricity as an agent for the purification of ■ .
sewage are of such a character as to justify a postponement of the whole or any 
portion of the proposed works until further information on the subject of electrolysis . 
has been obtained.

17. The evidence and appendices, including plans, which have been before the The evidence, 

Committee will show that the details of the scheme as prepared by Mr. Stayton are feCgarTto the 
very fully explained. Mr. Stayton’s report describes the proposed works minutely; details of the 
the accompanying plans illustrate in a clear and accurate manner the localities sclleme• 
affected by the scheme, and the routes and areas to be drained by the proposed
sewers; and the evidence obtained from Mr. Stayton, Mr. W. C. Bennett, and 
other witnesses who have been examined, supplements anything which the documents 
and plans before the Committee may in any respect have left incomplete. That the Concurrence 
late head of the department in which Mr. Stayton was employed by the Government gn^®eer_in. 
when he formulated his scheme entirely concurs in his proposals, will be seen from Chief in Mr. 

a memorandum written by Mr. W. C. Bennett at the date of forwarding Mr.
Stayton’s report to the Secretary for Public Works, and from his evidence before

the
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the Committee. In the memorandum referred to Mr. Bennett writes : .“He” (Mr. 
Stayton) “ has conferred with me from time to time, and I have studied the case 
sufficiently to enable me to concur in all his recommendations.” In his evidence 
he states that he has superintended the preparation of the plans, he has devoted 
considerable attention to the project, and the work has been done by Mr. Stayton 

whether the under his (Mr. Bennett’s) particular surveillance. The other point in. relation to 
the details of the scheme—as to whether they include everything likely to he 
required for the effectual drainage of the Western Suburbs—will be found .satis
factorily answered in both Mr. Stayton’s report and the evidence generally, keeping in 
view, of course, the fact that the works proposed, and under immediate consideration, 
consist of main sewers only.

18. As to the necessity for a drainage scheme for the Western Suburbs the 
evidence is overwhelming. Mr. Stayton, in his report, says the existing sanitary 
condition of these suburbs is most unsatisfactory, that glaring sanitary defects exist 
in nearly every municipality, and that great inconveniences and. nuisances are 
occasioned. The method in Avhich the land has been laid out for building purposes 
has been conducive to the soil becoming “charged with filth and fever-poison,”

scheme 
includes 
everything 
likely to be 
required.

The evidence 
as to the 
necessity for 
a West 
Suburban 
Drainage 
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MacLaurin states that during the period of his duties as Medical Adviser to the
additional surface drainage as a consequence of the increase in population.
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Government and President of the Board of Health his attention was especially 
drawn to the necessity, for sanitary improvements in the Western Suburbs; and the 
necessity for proper drainage in those and other suburbs, in the interests of the 
health of the community, was a subject that had frequently been brought under .the 
notice of the Board of" Health. It will be seen also from the evidence of the 
municipal representatives of the different suburbs, who were summoned before the 
Committee, that the necessity for a proper drainage scheme for these suburbs cannot 
be denied, and that it is a matter of great urgency. There is, in the case of most 
of the suburbs, absolutely no system of drainage, and sewage in the form of house 
slops remains upon the surface of the soil in tile vicinity of many of the houses, or 
sinks into and saturates it. In other instances there are open drains in which the 
drainage of populous localities frequently stagnates and becomes ill-smelling and 
pestiferous. Nightsoil is disposed of in a very unsatisfactory manner, and. in 
addition to being the cause of considerable trouble to the Borough Councils is a 
source of very great danger to the health of the public. The method adopted for 
getting rid of it is in most instances to send it anywhere outside of the municipality 
disposing of it. Each municipality is actuated by one idea, which is to get the night
soil outside its own boundaries, regardless of where it may be taken to afterwards. 
In this way the suburban municipalities have been a source of constant danger to 
each other, the only remedy for which, and this an ineffectual, one, has been the 
passing by some of the Borough Councils of a by-law prohibiting the passage of 
nightsoil from other municipalities through their boroughs. The enforcement of 
such a by-law in some cases, it can easily be understood, may place the residents of a 
suburb in a position of insurmountable difficulty, and greatly aggravate the danger 
to health to which, in common with the residents of other suburbs, they are now 

The condition exposed. This danger to health is undeniably very great. Dr. MacLaurin states 
the there is no doubt that there has been more sickness in the suburbs than in the city 

Suburbs in of Sydney, and that the diseases are largely traceable to the bad drainage, particularly 
in the case of diseases of childhood. The statistics of typhoid also show, that this 
fatal disease has been much more excessive in some of the suburbs than in Sydney, 
and it is “in all likelihood to be attributed,” he says, “to the want of proper means 
of disposing of nightsoil.” His evidence upon these matters will be found of much 
interest. “ It is absolutely necessary,” he urges, “ that there should be some means 
of getting rid of the nightsoil from the suburbs. As long as we go on as we are 
the death-rate will increase. At present it is higher than it ought to be, and steps 
should be taken to reduce it; and the first step to be taken, is to adopt some method 
of getting rid of the nightsoil.” Eurther, he gives it as his opinion with regard to 
the proposed scheme, that if it were brought into existence “ there can be no doubt 
there would be a decided reduction in the mortality, especially in the infant mortality, 
which is very high in the suburbs; and ” he proceeds, “ I think it would be money 
well laid out!” Mr. T. A. Coghlan, Government Statistician, in a statement furnished 
to the Secretary for Public Works respecting the occurrence of specific febrile , or

zymotic
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zymotic diseases in the Western Suburbs, and published as an appendix to the '
evidence given before the Committee by Mr. J. Barling, Under Secretary for Public 
Works, says, in allusion to deaths from these diseases, that “although it may not be 
possible, even with the most complete sanitation, to save all these lives, there is 
ample evidence that an efficient sewerage scheme would have prevented the sacrifice 
of many lives, have saved much sickness, and have ensured a greater length of life 
to those who survived.” •

19. Evidence pointing quite as strongly to the necessity for a proper sewerage Evidence 
system is given by residents of the suburbs who are not connected with either the resldent^asto 
Government or the Borough Councils, and one statement, made by Mr. Charles necessity for 
Edward Pilcher, Q.C., a resident of the borough of Burwood, is both important and ofTewerage!" 
serious :—“ Becently,” he says, in referring to the present method of disposing of 
nightsoil, “.they have begun to remove the nightsoil on a system which is very 
pernicious. It is what they call the interchangeable pan system, and it is extremely 
dangerous, because, although it gets rid of the offensive matter very completely, a
pan may be in a house where there is typhoid one day, and next day brought to your 
own house, and so the typhoid germs are spread throughout the district.” -

20. The third of the principal points kept in view by the Committee during the whether the 
course of their inquiry—whether the scheme will meet requirements and prove ^^"re^uire 
satisfactory—is, in the opinion of the Committee, very clearly established. The mentsrandire 
scheme as it was specially referred to them, estimated to cost £830,304, provides for ^factor 
the construction of the main sewers necessary for the drainage of the Westernsa 18 a° ory’ 
Suburbs, mostly by gravitation. Other works, however, will be necessary for the 
drainage of the low-level areas, and for completing the scheme as a whole, so that a
proper system shall be in operation throughout the Western Suburbs ; and for these The compre- 

there is a supplementary estimate and statement by Mr. Stayton which, to a certain o£
extent, have been under the consideration of the Committee, and will be laid with ’
this Beport before Parliament. This supplementary estimate amounts to £713,592, 
and is made up of £340,741 for what Mr. Stayton describes as “the first section of '
additional works,” and £372,851 for subsequent works. The first section of additional ' 
works consists of 300 miles of subsidiary sewers, costing £300,000 ; the first part of 
a main sewer for Canterbury and Enfield, to cost £20,741; and a provision for 
the storm-water drainage of Marrickvillc, estimated to cost £20,000. The sub
sequent works comprise another 100 miles of subsidiary sewers, costing £100,000; 
the completion of the Canterbury and Enfield main sewer, at an expense of £65,410 ; 
the establishment of low-level systems which are to cost £119,650; the com
pletion of the western outfall sewer, at a cost of £48,374; the completion of the 
Marrickville pumping station, costing £6,617; and the completion of the sewage farm 
at Webb’s Grant, at a cost of £32,600. These proposed additional works, considered 
in connection with those included in the estimate of £830,304, and with works 
described by Mr. Stayton as “ already executed or nearing completion,” and meaning 
the northern and southern outfall sewers, which will be used for the drainage of some 
portions of the Western Suburbs, are declared by him “ to provide for every contin
gency,” and to include “ all works which can possibly be foreseen at the present time.”
The total suburban area included in the scheme is 14,077 acres, and the existing popu
lation on that area is about 170,000 persons; but the scheme has been designed for 
a prospective population of 482,608 persons, which, at the present rate of increase,

.may be looked for in the Western Suburbs in from eighteen to twenty years. The 
comprehensiveness of the proposal is, therefore, quite apparent. .

21. The style and capacity of the sewers appear to have been well designed. It style and 
has already been stated that the scheme generally has been planned with the object th^wers 
of the sewers being laid as far as practicable in straight lines, and at a sufficient depth
to drain the lowest part of the adjacent premises; that the areas and gradients have 
been regulated so as to ensure self-cleansing and the carrying off effectively of the 
maximum quantity of sewage and rainfall; and that due provision has been made 
for inspection and ventilation and other necessary matters inseparable from an 
effective drainage system. In addition to this it has to be mentioned that the sewers 
will carry off the combined sewage and rainfall when flowing about three-quarters 
full, ample provision being made for the accommodation of an excess of storm-water.
The capacity of the sewers will be such, it should also be noted, that several years .
must pass before the catchment area will be so great as to cause overcharging or back-

flooding.
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flooding. The greater part of the intercepting sewers and suhmains is intended to 
he in tunnel, the cost of which through ordinary sandstone or shale formations is said 
to be not greater than for moderately-deep open cuttings, and the inconvenience from 
the closing of streets while the work of excavation is in progress much less. The 
details in relation to each sewer will be found in Mr. Stayton’s report.

Extent to 22. The extent to which storm-water as well as sewage will be dealt with is a
water a^weii matter of considerable importance. The scheme before the Committee is what is 
as sewage will caned the “partially separate system,” by which, as Mr. Stayton explains, all 
be dealt with. gewage^ arLC[ a iimite(i portion of surface water, are removed; and this he considers, 

after a careful study of the question, the best method to adopt. “ I have,” he says, 
“ no hesitation in recommending as the most practical, efficient, and economical 

• remedy, a comprehensive scheme upon the ‘ partially separate’ system.” His report
deals very fully with this question. The sewers, he explains, are intended not only 
for the removal of foecal matter from water-closets, but for all kinds of liquid refuse, 
such as domestic slops and urine, together Avith the waste water from baths, sculleries, 
wash-houses, stables, dairies, and other premises; and, in addition to this, the scheme 
provides for the carrying off of the rain water from back yards and from a certain 
portion of the roofed surface of the houses. An excessrre combination of rain water 
with sewage dilutes the sewage to a degree that injures it as a fertiliser,, and the 

. admission to the sewers of more than a certain proportion of the rainfall would
necessitate the construction of larger sewers than are considered desirable; and 
therefore Mr. Stayton recommends that a certain catchment area should be allowed 
for back yards and for roofed surfaces, and that the other part of the rainfall should 
be conducted to the street channels, whence it would floAv into storm-Avater drains 
or culverts, and be discharged into natural watercourses. All surface water from 
roads and streets is also to be excluded from the sewers. As a reason for admitting 
the rainfall from back yards, Mr. Stayton points out that “ rainfall from paved yards 
is invariably more or less foul, and should therefore be admitted to the sewers. In 
fact,” he proceeds to say, “it would materially help to scour out the house drains.”

23. The outflow from the sewers will be disposed of partly at Bondi, but chiefly 
at Webb’s Grant, Botany, Avhere there is Avhat is termed a sewage farm. This 
locality is at present receiving the drainage that runs through Avhat is known as the 
southern outfall sewer, which commences at Bedfern, and passes through Waterloo, 
Alexandria, and a part of Botany, and then crosses Cook’s Biver to the land upon 
which the sewage is discharged. There appear to be four methods of sewage 
disposal or treatment, generally stated as follows :—

1. By discharge into the sea or into a tidal estuary or river, Avithout treatment.
2. On land, by irrigation.
3. On land, by intermittent dowmvard filtration.
4. By chemical treatment.

24. Each of these methods is good, and has in one place or another proA-ed its 
value. But everything, Mr. Stayton points out in his report, “ depends upon local 
conditions, or, in other Avords, every place must be dependent upon its own physical 
circumstances and requirements.” In the case of the Western Suburbs the method of 
disposing of the sewage believed to be the best is on land, by irrigation, or, otherwise 
stated, by discharging it on the sewage farm at present at Webb’s Grant, and on land 
which will be added to the present area now operated upon there. “ Irrigation,” 
Mr. Stayton says, “ is not the universal mode of sewage purification, but where 
favourable conditions exist it is the cheapest and most efficient process, especially 
where sewage can be delivered by gravitation.” These conditions are present in the 
case before the Committee. A warm climate is suitable for irrigation; the area of 
land at present available for this system is twice as large as is required for the 
existing population, and can be increased as it may be wanted, from time to time, 
and what it may be necessary to do in addition to the mere discharge of the sewage 
upon the land, as the population increases, can be done. So far as relates to the 
method recommended for disposing of the sewage and the area of land upon which 
it will be discharged the advantages of the system appear to be unquestionable.

The sanitary Then arises the question as to the sanitary conditions and results attendant upon 
and results such a process. Will the discharge of such a large quantity of sewage upon an area 
attendant 0f iari(l3 however extensive, be in any way detrimental to public health or comfort ?

Is it likely to disseminate disease, or prove offensive to the residents in the immediate
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neighbourhood ? The evidence before the Committee goes to show that it will not.
Mi\ Stayton’s report deals minutely with the various provisions which it will he wise 
to introduce in order that the operations at the sewage farm may he entirely 
unobjectionable, and it is necessary here only to refer to the matter in general terms.
The area of what is called Webb’s G-rant is at the present time 300 acres, and it is 

x proposed to add 254 acres to it, part of the additional area being Government land 
and part land that will have to be purchased. The method of sewage disposal now 
adopted there is a combination of ordinary sewage irrigation and deep filtration, the • 
solids in the sewage being slightly separated from the liquids by passing through _
screens, and the system has been found most successful. The soil or sand is 
particularly suited to the purification of sewage, and there is practically nothing in 
connection with the process which can be called a nuisance. This is both the tenor 
of the evidence, and the conclusion at which the Committee have arrived after 
visiting the farm and carefully inspecting the operations carried on there. The most 
valuable testimony upon the question os to whether the discharge of the sewage '
upon the land in this locality is likely to prove detrimental to health, apart from the 
statements of the engineers, is to be found in the evidence of Dr. MacLaurin and 
Dr. Ashburton Thompson. The former states that he has visited Webb’s Grant, 
and gone into every part of it, and the system seemed to him to answer remarkably 
well. “There is practically,” he says, “no nuisance there at all. Of course you 
can tell on examining the etfiuent water that it is the result of sewage, but 
there is no apparent nuisance about it. * * * There is a certain
amount of smell if you go alongside the large open carrier for the sewage, but 
not very much.” “ I am sure,” he replies to another question, “ there is no .
nuisance at present, and I do not see any reason to suppose that there will be at 
any future time, because the water, as far as I could see, is absolutely free from 
any smell, though when you come to analyse it you caii see that it has been sewage 
water.” Nor does he see any danger in using sewage in connection with the 
growth of cattle food or vegetables. “There is not the slightest possible objection 
to it,’ he states, “ because when it is turned into vegetable matter any noxious •
quality it may have had before must be gone.” This is important in relation to the 
sale of vegetables or other produce that may he grown upon the sewage farm.
Dr. MacLaurin is of opinion that “if sewage is properly treated on a sewage farm
at a suitable place, it can be done without any nuisance or injury to the public
health,” and he does not think that a continuous deposit of sewage on the same '
piece of land for a number of years would destroy the absorbent and purifying
qualities of the soil, because every year the vegetation would consume the greater
part of the sewage deposited. Dr. Ashburton Thompson has very frequently visited
Webb’s Grant, and considers the system carried out there eminently satisfactory.
The place, die thinks, is most favourable for sewage farming, and the climate also ; 
and, as to the danger to the public health, “there is actually,” he says, “no evidence 
whatever that sewage farms are hurtful to the health of neighbouring populations, 
even in places very much less fitted for sewage farms than is Webb’s Grant.” The 
process at the sewage farm he describes in this way : The fresh sewage, “ which 
comes down rapidly, really has not very much smell of its own; it is only with ■ .
putrefaction that it begins to smell. If it is run on to the sand within twenty-four 
hours of its production it will go into the soil practically odourless; then it is 
attacked by chemical processes and begins to be oxydised. It has not time to putrefy, 
that is to give off offensive gases, before it is altered into odourless compounds.”
As for vegetables grown upon the farm, he is of opinion that the things which are A'
grown upon a sewage farm and are intended for human use should be those which 
require cooking before they can be eaten. Dodder for cattle thus grown, he says, 
is excellent, and quite devoid of harmful properties: hut the danger to man, he 
points out, is from the mechanical adherence to vegetables of particles of sewage—
“ just .a mechanical danger.” Much of the evidence given by both these medical 
gentlemen, and that by Mr. J. N. Oxley, who is the superintendent of the Sewage 
Darm at Webb’s Grant, bears in an important manner upon these matters, and is 
very favourable to the proposed system.

25. With regard to the area which will be available at the Sewage Darm, Area avaii- 
Mr. Stayton is of opinion that there will be more than sufficient land for a population ^ble at jj16 
of half a million. “ In the first instance,” he says, “ it would only be necessary to ewage arm' 
gradually clear and prepare a portion of the land, and month by month and year by 

' • year,
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increased; but as far as we can see there is not the slightest doubt that the area, 
including the additional part, will he more than ample for many years to come ; 
and then, if it should so happen that there is any difficulty in the question of 
disposal, it will be a simple matter to resort to some other mode of treating the 
additional volume of sewage—either by electricity, by a chemical process, or by 
continuing the outfall across George’s Biver to the Pacific Ocean.” '

26. It should also be stated that the evidence before the Committee respecting 
sewage farms in England is to the effect that they have, from a sanitary point of 
view, proved successful.

27. In considering any scheme such as that under review it is wise to inquire 
whether, while it may be beneficial to the people immediately interested, it is of a

to\ehegenerai kind likely to be objectionable to the general public, and this has not been lost sight 
public.8 of by the Committee. The manner in which extensive works such as those proposed 

for the Western Suburbs may affect the general public is chiefly in relation to the 
questions of cost and repayment, and whether the general body of the people will 
be burdened with the indebtedness brought about by making provision for what is 

• principally for the benefit of a certain number. This important matter, it will be 
seen further on, is disposed of satisfactorily. The money required for the proposed 
works will have to be obtained by loan, and to that extent the public indebtedness 
of the Colony will be increased. But the interest, and, within a fixed period, the 
principal, will be paid by the residents of the Western Suburbs—the general public 
will not be called upon to contribute in any degree.

28. The cost of the work, as at present proposed, is, as already mentioned, 
estimated at £830,301, and the complete scheme at £1,817,896. Mr. Stayton appears 
to have made his calculations with carefulness, and he has sworn to the correctness of 
his figures. In addition to this, his figures are confirmed by officers of the Sewerage 
Branch of the Department of Public Works, who have shared in the work of making 
the calculations or have checked them. The Committee have not thought it necessary 
to have the whole of the figures checked by a competent person outside the Depart
ment. To have handed the whole of the calculations to someone unconnected with 
the Department, with the intention that he should thoroughly examine and inquire 
into them, would have entailed upon that person the necessity to investigate the data 
upon which the calculations were made, and that would mean, if properly done, a 
labour for as long a period as Mr. Stayton was occupied in getting together the 
information upon which he based Ids report and made bis estimates. There is no 
reason to doubt the accuracy of Mr. Stayton’s figures, and in the opinion of the 
Committee it is quite sufficient to have them confirmed by other competent officers 
of the Serverage Department. This lias been done, and it is shown that Mi’- Stayton’s 
calculations and figures are substantially correct.

29. The method proposed for paying the interest on the sum expended and 
repaying the principal is that of charging a certain sewerage rate, which will bo 
paid by the residents of the Western Suburbs. The rate has been calculated for 
each of two periods—for twenty-eight years, as provided for in the Metropolitan 
Water and Sewerage Act, 43 Yic. No. 32, and for a suggested extended period of 
sixty years, so that posterity may share the expense as well as experience the

The sewerage advantages of the proposed works. Should the works he carried out under the 
will have to provisions of the existing Act, the annual payment to repay principal and interest, 
be paid. at 4 per cent, per annum, would amount to 6 per cent, on the sum expended, for a 

period of twenty-eight years, and this would mean an annual sewerage rate of 10-|d., 
calculated on the amount necessary to construct, not only the works included in the 
£830,304, but the works already executed or nearing completion, costing £274,000, 
and the first section of additional works, to cost £340,741. Under the suggested 
amendment of the Act, the rate would be 8d., and with interest at 31 per cent., for 
which possibly the money may be borrowed, it would be 7jd. The sewerage rate 
chargeable upon the cost of the entire scheme when completed would be, under the 
existing Act, 9^d., under the suggested amendment of the Act, at 4 per cent, 
interest, 7d., and with the interest at Sg- percent., 61:d. The sewerage rate upon the 
cost of the works immediately before the Committee, £830,304, would be, under the 
existing Act, 6-68d., and under the extended period for repayment of the loan 5’12d., 
but as this deals with only a portion of the entire scheme, and the entire scheme 
must eventually be carried out, it is advisable that the people of the Western
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Suburbs should understand what they ultimately will be called upon to pay, and 
that, as already stated, will he 7d. or 6^d. This rate will provide interest, repay
ment, and working expenses. Information in detail upon this subject will be found 
in Mr. Stayton’s evidence. Questions 111—113, on pages 21-22 of his report, 
published as appendix C, and in appendices 01, 02, and 03.

30. In eliciting evidence respecting the sewerage rate that will have to be 
charged to meet the cost of the proposed works the Committee have been careful to 
obtain the opinions of the Borough Councils upon the willingness or otherwise of the 
residents of the Western Suburbs to incur the expense attendant upon the carrying 
out of the proposed drainage scheme, and from the statements made it may be said 
that the Borough Councils are practically unanimous in favouring the proposals, and 
that the scheme has the approval of a large majority, if not of the whole, of the 
residents. There is apparent in the evidence of the representatives of municipalities, 
and in that of private residents of the Western Suburbs, not only a distinct approval 
of the proposed works, but an earnest wish that they should be commenced and 
carried to completion with the least possible delay. The readiness to incur the 
responsibility of repaying the interest and principal by a fixed sewerage rate of the 
amount indicated is, however, accompanied by a desire that the period of repayment 
should be extended to sixty years. At present the ratepayers are charged for the 
removal of nightsoil a sum which shows that the proposed sewerage rate will not be 
a seriously additional burden, and any excess of cost will be counterbalanced by the 
greater cleanliness, comfort, and freedom from the risk of disease, which will be the 
immediate results of the new system.

31. Some objections have been raised to the proposed scheme, but they are 
of the nature of rival schemes. It is remarkable that no one has come forward and 
challenged the soundness of the scheme referred to the Committee, apart from 
suggesting a system which it is thought might be better. It is noticeable also that 
these objections have come from only three persons, one of whom is opposed to the 
scheme so far as it relates to the suburb of Burwood; the second recommends a 
system—the Liernur system—which the Committee do not consider themselves in 
a position to recommend; and the other advocates a system which it is clearly 
shown does not, except in theory, exist in any part of the world. Only one of these 
three objectors was examined by the Committee. He advocates what is known as 
the separate system of sewerage, by which is meant a system that deals with the 
sewage and the rain water separately. The scheme before the Committee is the 
partially separate system, by which a portion of the rain water is admitted to the 
sewers. This partial admission of rain water is to be found, the evidence shows, 
even in cases where the system in operation is called the separate system; and an 
absolute separation of the sewage from the rain water could, in the opinion of the 
Committee, only be effected at an increased cost and with doubtful advantage. The 
witness’ ideas upon the advantage of the system he recommends are replied to in a 
special paper by Mr. Stayton, which is published as an appendix to Mr. Stayton’s 
evidence, and similar papers are included in the Appendix dealing with the schemes 
or systems recommended by the two other gentlemen who think that the proposals 
before the Committee might be improved by substituting for them something else.
In the case of one of these gentlemen his recommendations are effectually dealt with 
by the Borough Council of Burwood declining to support them, and accepting the 
scheme of Mr. Stayton. The objections that have been raised are, therefore, not 
such as to justify the Committee in reporting against the scheme or in recommending 
any modification of it. . .

32. The other point of importance which has engaged the attention of the Experiments 
Committee—whether the experiments in electrolysis have been such as to justify the Ind^efect 
Committee in recommending a postponement of the whole or any portion of the pro- of the 
posed works—is disposed of by the tenor of the evidence relating to this subject, this subject, 
which is that the process has not yet emerged from the stage of experiment, and is
very expensive. The possibility of purifying the sewage by means of electricity was 
brought prominently under the notice of the Committee by a report of a recent visit 
made, at the instance of the Secretary for Public Works,, by Professor Threlfall, of 
the University of Sydney, to some experimental works which are being carried on by 
Mr. William Webster, P.G.S., at Crossness, England, but the matter was mentioned 
in an early stage of the Committee’s inquiry by Mr. Stayton and Mr. W. 0. Bennett.

20—c It
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It would appear that almost simultaneous experiments in electrolysis were made 
by Mr. Webster, in England, and Mr. Roberts, of the Sewerage Branch of the 
Department of Roads and Bridges in Sydney, and the possibility of applying the 
process with advantage to the scheme for the drainage of the Western Suburbs 
became at once apparent. But, as already stated, and as will he seen from the 
very full information on the subject which will he found in the evidence and the 
Appendix, the experiments have not reached a point which would justify the Com
mittee in recommending that the process should he introduced in the scheme under 
consideration. Electrolysis, shortly described, means the purification of the sewage 
outflow by the precipitation of the solid portion of the sewage, produced by electrical 
agency, and the question to he determined in connection with it is, as a leading pro
fessional paper, the Engineer, puts it, “ whether an effluent, inoffensive to sight and 
smell, free from all secondary fermentation, exercising no precipitating action on the 
water of a river, and having no matters in suspension, can he produced at a reason
able cost.” This question has not yet been satisfactorily answered. It is clearly 
established that electrical action can he applied to sewage with a purifying result, 
hut it is not as satisfactorily shown that the process is a profitable one to adopt. In 

, a paper published in the Appendix, it will he seen that Mr. Robert Hickson, the 
present head of the Sewerage Department in this Colony, states, that according to a 
calculation made by an officer of his department it would cost something like 
£300,000 extra to apply the system to the scheme for the drainage of the Western 
Suburbs.

33. But while the Committee do not consider themselves to he in a position to 
recommend in this Report the application of the electrical process to the Western 
Suburbs Sewerage Scheme, they desire to point out that it may he advisable at 
some future time, when the experiments shall have reached a more advanced 
stage, and before the final completion of the works comprised in the entire scheme 
for the Western Suburbs, to introduce electrolysis as a means of purifying the 
sewage outflow. Where it would be of special advantage, supposing the cost of 
applying if to he reasonable, is in connection with the sewage from the low-level 
areas. But the time may arrive when it will be an advantage to apply it to the 
sewage outflow generally. When the population shall have increased so largely 
that the area of the sewage farm at Webb’s grant is insufficient to receive and absorb 
the whole of the sewage, it will be necessary to apply some special process, either 
electrical or chemical, for the treatment of the sewage before anything is permitted 
to flow from the sewers, and at that time electrolysis may be the best process to 
employ. At present, the Committee do not make any recommendation in regard to it.

34. One other matter it is necessary to mention before bringing this report to a 
close. On page 26, and in question 683, of the evidence, it will he noticed that 
Mr. Stayton recommends an alternative scheme for the drainage of the eastern part 
of Leichhardt, and for Balmain. The Committee are not disposed to recommend 
that this alternative scheme he adopted. The best course to follow is, in their 
opinion, to adopt the original scheme which proposes that the borough of Balmain 
shall he drained by gravitation sewers, supplemented by the “ Shone ” system. 
Any special process which in the future may he considered necessary for the more 
effectual drainage of the low-level areas can he attended to.

35. The final conclusion at which the Committee have arrived upon the scheme, 
as submitted to them by the Legislative Assembly, is expressed in the following 
resolution, which on Wednesday, 21st August, was moved by Mr. O’Sullivan, 
seconded by Mr. Trickett, and agreed to :—

“ That the Committee consider it expedient that the proposed drainage 
works for the Western Suburbs, as submitted to them by the Legis
lative Assembly, be carried out to the extent of the amount before the 
Committee, viz., £830,304.”

J. P. ABBOTT,
Chairman.

Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
27th August, 1889.
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The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and examined :—-
1. Chairman. ] You have considerable knowledge of the action proposed to be taken with reference to the t ■Rn-i;„1T
drainage works for the western suburbs % Yes. E«j.
2. The term western suburbs I suppose includes all the boroughs 1 It includes Alexandria, Ashfiold, Balmain, -----
Burwood, Camperdown, Darlington, Glebe, Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, Petersham, Bedfern, 7 Dec., 1888. 
Waterloo, Canterbury, Concord, Five Dock, Leichhardt, St. Peters, and Strathfield. Three of these 
municipalities however, viz., Darlington, Bedfern, and Waterloo are not immediately affected, as outfall
sewers for those districts have already been provided by the Government.
3. What.is the approximate cost of the works? I have a statement here containing the whole of the 
information, which I will read :—•

This question has frequently occupied the attention of the Government during the past four or five 
years, and voluminous correspondence has taken place between the Department and the various 
boroughs and. municipal councils. Joint deputations from the municipal authorities waited on Mr.
Secretary Wright, in September, 1885, on Mr. Secretary Lyne, in August, 1886, and on the present 

. . Minister for Works, Mr. Sutherland, in August, 1887, urging the preparation of a main sewerage
scheme. In July, 1886, on the strong recommendation of Mr. Bennett, the Commissioner for Roads 
and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, Mr. Lyne appointed Mr. G. H. Stayton, M. Inst., C.E., to 
specially deal with the question, and in January last a comprehensive scheme was prepared by him 
and submitted to and approved by Mr. Bennett, who forwarded the report to Mr. Sutherland, the 

. Minister for Works. The approximate cost of the works is £830,304. Copies of the report and plan 
were subsequently forwarded to the nineteen municipal councils interested. Up to the present time 
the following municipalities have expressed approval, viz. :—Ashfield, Burwood, Camperdown, 
Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, St. Peters, Strathfield, and Leichhardt. I may also mention 

• that yesterday, on the invitation of Mr. Sutherland, a conference, convened by circular, of the 
mayors and aldermen of the different Municipalities interested was held. We had a very large 
meeting. I think there were between thirty and forty mayors or aldermen and Members of 
Parliament interested in the districts, present, and the outcome of the meeting was that the following 
resolution was passed unanimously: ‘ That this conference of mayors and aldermen of the western 
metropolitan districts, after considering and discussing the proposed sewerage scheme of Messrs.
Bennett and Stayton, approve of the same, and respectfully urge upon the Minister for Works the 
necessity of obtaining legislative powers for the early and simultaneous commencement of the work 
at different points.’ ” [ Vide Appendix Ah\

This resolution was moved by Mr. Frederick Walsh, Alderman of Leichhardt, and seconded by Mr. E. Dean 
Mayor of Ashfield. . ’
4. Mr. Garrard.'] Have you a list of the municipalities represented at the meeting? I have not, but I think 
I could obtain it.
5. Chairman.] Are you aware whether any of the mayors are opposed to the scheme ? I do not think I
can say that there are any absolutely opposed to it. *
6. You do not recollect whether the whole of the mayors of the municipalities were present ? I am sure 
the whole of them were not present.
7. If there were any dissentients among the representatives of the municipal bodies you would probably be
aware of the fact ? Yes. is

20—A S.
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J. Barling, g_ Has there been any correspondence between the Department and any municipalities opposed, to tho 
Es<1- scheme ? No; the only thing is that there was a rival scheme proposed by Mr. Cowdery, an engineer at

'n”A tooo Burwood, and affecting Burwood only. ■ j. a -j. „
Dec., 1888. 9. If any corr.esp0nclence 0f the kihd that I suggest had taken place you would be cognizant of it ? Yes

I am aware of the correspondence referring to Mr. Cowdery’s scheme, but no other. Burwood has approved
of the Government scheme. . .
10. As far as you are aware, then, there is no dissentient feeling among the municipalities f 1 cannot say
positively, although I am pretty sure there is not. „ ^ mi. x a i
11. The scheme has been proposed by the Hoads Department, under Mr. Bennett? Yes. The total area
included in the scheme comprises 14,077 acres. The existing population on that area is about 170,000, but 
the scheme is designed for a prospective population of 482,608 persons, and at the present rate of increase 
this will be realized in eighteen to twenty years. Of the total drainage area of 22 square miles, 5 square 
miles will be drained to Bondi and Webb’s grant, by means of the recently constructed northern and 
southern outfall sewers, and 17 miles will be drained to the enlarged sewage farm at Botany by means of 
the proposed western outfall sewer shown on the plan. • .
12 We can obtain all that information from the professional officers? Very well. I should like m 
conclusion to say that Mr. Sutherland has taken great interest in this matter, and some correspondence has 
passed between the Department and the Government Statistician with the view of obtaining some statistics 
relating to health, and I should like, with the.permission of the Committee, to hand in Mr. Coghlan’s reply 
to the letter which was sent to him by the Minister. [Vide Appendix A 2.] There is also a sanitary map 
showing the deaths which have occurred from measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria, typhoid fever, cholera 
diarrhoea, and dysentery; they are illustrated on the map in different colours. [Vide Plan No. 1.] 
There is also a diagram showing the death rate of the city and suburbs from 1870 to 1888. This diagram 
shows the much healthier state of the city as compared with the suburbs. [Vide Plan No. 2.] .
13. Are there any other items of information you desire to submit? I think not, except a minute on
suburban sewerage by Mr. Sutherland, and some information in reply to that minute from the Medical 
Adviser to the Government, which I now hand in to the Committee. [Vide Appendix A 1.] _
14. Mr. OarrardA Is there any report from the Health Officer in regard to the health of the city and 
suburbs? Yes, and I now hand it in, but the Health Officer will appear himself. We propose to call Dr.
MacLaurin and Dr. Thompson. , . ,
15. Mr. Copeland.'] I understood you to say that the death rate was greater m the suburbs than m the
city ? Yes. ' ‘ • a t nr16. But the diagram you have produced shows the reverse? If so there must be some mistake. Mr.
Coghlan will explain that matter himself. It is his diagram, not mine. ....
17. Mr. Garrard.] Have you received from any municipality—the Balmain Municipality for example a
report antagonistic to the scheme ? I do not think so. , i i i aa
18. Is it a fact that to each of the suburbs interested the Department has sent out plans and also a letter
inviting their opinion upon the scheme ? Yes, in J anuary last. . _ .
19. Can you say how may direct replies have been sent—you have mentioned those who have given 
favourable replies ? I think I am right in saying that there has not been one unfavourable reply. ^
20. Will you let the Committee know whether you have received a report from the Balmain Municipality ?
Yes; I will inquire and make certain. ‘
William Christopher Bennett, Esq., M.I.C.E., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges

and Sewers, sworn, and examined:— _
W. C. 21. Chairman.] You have superintended the preparation of the plans of the prop>osed drainage works for 

Bennett, Esq. the western suburbs of Sydney ? Yes.
/—-a-' \ 22. You have devoted considerable attention to the project ? Yes. t i i. j

7 Bee., 1888. 23. Has it been done under your special surveillance by some officer of the Department ? It has been done 
by Mr. Stayton under my particular surveillance. ..... a j ■
24. The proposed scheme is intended to provide sewerage works for the municipalities enumerated in the
estimate? Yes; that is, Alexandria, Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, Camperdown, Darlington, Glebe, 
Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, Petersham, Bedfern, and Waterloo, with the municipal districts 
of Canterbury, Concord, Five Dock, Leichhardt, St. Peters, and Strathfield. _ .....
25. What is the difference in the provision made in the case of the last mentioned municipalities— 
Canterbury, &c. ;—is there a different system for them ? No; the difference is only in the mode of
description. 1 tj j - 9
26. Which of these drainage works is it proposed to connect with the general sewer emptying at iJonai! 
Balmain, and part of Leichhardt, and the Glebe. The drainage of Macdonaldtown, Glebe, and Balmain
goes to Shea’s Creek, and empties into Botany. _ . , . -a at.

27. Where will the other municipalities drain into ? They will all be drained into a point near the 
Warren. The three sewers will converge there, and will be carried by a main sewer under Unwin s Hill 
and the railway across to the other end of Webb’s Grant.
28. That is where you are now utilising the sewage from Shea’s Creek ? Yes.
29. And you propose emptying the sewage of these suburbs on to the same land ? Yes.
30. Will you have sufficient space for that purpose ? It is proposed to add to the land theie.
31. What area have you now ? 300 acres.
32. That is what is called Webb’s Grant ? Yes. ■
33. What area do you propose adding to it ? 254 acres. _ _
34. How do you propose to acquire the land;—is it Government land, or will it have to be purchased l
Part of it is Government land and part of it will have to be purchased. ,
35. And do you propose to use the sewage in the same way as you are now using the sewage fiom Sheas
Creek? Exactly in the same way. . .
36. That is by working it into the soil and using it for purposes of cultivation ? Yes ; it is a combination
of ordinary sewerage irrigation and deep filtration. .
37. Do you separate the solids from the liquids ? Yes ; they are slightly separated by passing through
screens. ,
38. As far as your experience goes with reference to the treatment of the sewage at Webbs Grant, do you
find it successful ? Most successful, ^
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39.. The nuisance is reduced to a minimum 1 Yes, and the soil or sand is particularly suited to the purifi- W. C.
cation-ot the sewage; it absorbs a greater quantity than ordinary land will absorb. Bennett, Esq.
40.. It is an important feature in the work that the soil should be of a sandy porous nature—the same „ 
successful result will not attend the working in a clay soil 1 The results as far as crops are concerned would 7 
be a more successful, but not with respect to absorption of sewage. The ground is much better suited
t°r Va .a9s°rPtl0n sewage, though perhaps so large a profit may not be obtained from it at first as might 
be obtained from the clay soil.
4V i^av® ^lerf any complaints from the people in the neighbourhood since you have been working at 
Webb s Grant.? None that I have heard.
42. There is not much population—the place is somewhat isolated ? It is.
43. It is not an island ? It is yery nearly an island—it is a peninsula.
44. Will the additional land proposed to be acquired join on to the land you already have ? Yes, at the
other end. ^ J ’

Cr0p? grow th61-6? Sorghum, and all sorts of vegetables, such as turnips, cabbages, andcauliflowers; also lucerne. -
46. Mr. Watson.} Do the Government sell the vegetables ? We have not grown them commercially, but 
experimentally. J ’
Yes ^ha™'nlan'^ Though you have not grown a considerable quantity you find the experiment a success ?

48. And you utilize what otherwise would be a source of great danger to the whole community ? Yes.
49. Have you sold any of the vegetables ? I think some of them were sold to the men on the farm. The 
sorghum has been bought with great avidity by the dairyme , and so has the lucerne.
50.. You grow lucerne too ? Yery favourably.

same success which has attended your operations so far can be continued upon the additional land ? Yes. 1
52. It is recognized, I believe, that in large populations this is one of the principal means of disposing of 
sewage ! Yes; it is the great means where the local body can afford to purchase the land. Sending it to 
sea, and getting rid of it, is the best. s
5.3. But it is not permitted in any populous part of the world that the sewage should be discharged into 
rivers, or creeks, or estuaries—it must be carried out to sea, or utilized ? Yes.
54. In fact modern science points to these as to two. means of disposing of sewage? Yes—either putting it
into the sea or into the land. ° a r s
55. You have not used any manure except the sewage? None.
56. That is quite sufficient for all purposes? Yes.
57. Then you regard the operation as a success? Yes, a great success.
58. How far are the works from Sydney? Six or seven miles.
59. Are they easy of access—could the Committee get to them easily? Yes, very easily. You have 
nothing to do after getting out of the tram at Botany except to walk about a quarter of a mile ; the other 
end, of course, would be easier of access from the other side.
60. What quantity of land have you cultivated? Only a very small quantity.
61. An acre ? Five or six acres.
6i'-1 !U£P0Se’®0rghum ’'!°uld l36 tlie largest cr°P? Sorghum and lucerne. There is one fact, however, 
which tells-against.us, and that is that the great sewage crop at home—the Italian rye grass—we have 
been unable to cultivate so well as other things.
63. Have you tried perennial rye grass ? I do not know. Mr. Oxley, who is down there, is much better
acquainted with these matters than I am. At any rate we do not find the rye grass a success, although it 
is the great crop on sewage farms at home. &
64. A successful crop here is perennial rye grass, but that is not, as far as I am aware, Italian rye grass •—
have you tried the red clover ? Not to any extent. j o >
f Rr grass requires a cool climate ? We have tried it at all times. I was persistent about
it with Mr. Oxley, because it is the great crop at home.
66. . I suppose the work is carried on under the supervision of a gentleman who has had some experience in 
agriculture . Yes, the best man I could get—Mr. John Oxley : he is a man of-high character, and can be 
thoroughly relied upon. He has spent all his life in farming. He is one of the best practical farmers I 
know^ He is a little fond of theory and experiment; but that is the sort of man we wanted
67. Have you kept any record of the produce per acre of the different crops ? Returns have been prepared
and I can supply them to the Committee. [Vide Appendix B.] i i .
68. It would be interesting to know what the production per acre has been under the combined influence 
of irrigtmn and-sewage, for that is really what the system amounts to? I will, have the information

69. What is the system of drainage that you propose ;—are the drains of brick, or of iron ? All the main 
ducts will be bricked oviformed sewers.
4°feeThat WlU be the diameter °f tlle main ducfcs? Tlley vary- In the lower, part they will be 5 feet by

71. What do you call the lower part—near the mouth ? Near the mouth.
72. The larger ducts are there, I suppose ? Yes. The outfall sewer will be 6 feet in diameter—that is, below 
the junction or the three main branches.
73. What will be about the length of the large duct of 6 feet diameter ? 11,700 feet.

will be about the diameter of the branches before they join the main sewer? They vary from 6 
feet 10 inches by 5 feet 10 inches to 4 feet by 2 feet 8 inches.
75. About what depth will they be in the ground ? Varying depths, according to the configuration of the 
country..
76;i. T>'e be means of access to the drains by means of manholes at different points ? Yes at every 
suitable -point. - r > j
77. About what depth will they be ? About 30 feet, or thereabouts.
1.8. I suppose every provision is made for purposes of sanitation—I mean that the ventilation will be suffi
cient to prevent danger to health ? The necessary provision has been made for ventilation and for checking

the
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W. C. the flow of sewer gas into the sewer. There will have to be additional legislation to provide for proper 
Bennett, lisq, ventilation. The provision for ventilation in the present sewers is only through the manhole grating at tho 

surface of the street. When the proposed enactment is passed we intend to have elevated pipes attached 
ec’' * to houses and trees and every possible place, and if necessary to have shafts in prominent p.aces. This 

plan has been a great success in Adelaide. _
79. In the construction of works of this sort ventilators are regarded as essential ? Yes ; if the sewers are 
not ventilated into the streets they will ventilate themselves through the connections into the houses.
80. And, therefore, are a source of danger ? Very great danger.
81. Of course an approximate estimate has been prepared in your Department of the probable cost of the 
work 1 An estimate has been prepared by Mr. Stayton, assisted by some of the trained hands in the Depart
ment. So that we had both Mr. Stayton’s experience and such experience as has been gained on the works 
here as to cost, &c.
82. Jfr. Copeland.] With reference to the green crops grown on the farm—has there been any attempt to 
trace the results from feeding on those green crops in the shape of typhoid fever? There has been no attempt 
of the kind here, but at Home there have never been any injurious effects traced to such a source ; there 
have been assertions, but the majority of the evidence goes to prove that the plants are perfectly innoxious.
83. What have you done with the crops ? Mr. Oxley has sold them to the dairy-people about.
84. You are not aware whether there have been any symptoms of typhoid at the dairy-farms, or amongst 
the people who have used the milk ? I am certain there have been none, or I should have heard of them.
85. There has been no special effort made to ascertain whether the fact is as I have suggested ? There has not.
86. You have not heard any complaint either that cattle, or that individuals who have used the milk, have
suffered from typhoid ? No. '
87. Have you grown any lettuce ? Water-cress has been grown, but T am not aware whether lettuce has 
been grown or not.
88. Has the water-cress been sold 1 I do not think so. _ 4
89. Mr. Street.] Have you any experience to show whether the continuous use of this sewage matter will 
not, after a term of years, destroy all that absorbent character of the native soil, supposing it to be sand, 
that is now so very necessary for the destruction of the noxious matters in it? It will not; the more sewage 
that is put on to the land the more crops are grown; and if you keep continually cropping it you remove, 
in an innoxious way, the elements of the sewage matter which are absorbed by the plants.
90. Then you may continue using the same soil for an indefinite number of years ? It es. .
91. Mr. Suitor.] I suppose the sewage matter is not poured on the living plants ? No; it is poured into 
little drains running near them, and is absorbed by the roots.
92. Of course there can be danger in that way? No; the lucerne is sometimes flooded, but that is when a 
large quantity of rain comes down, so that the sewage is very much diluted. We have the lucerne, beds 
made flat so as to turn flood-water on to them, and so that it will not have to be turned into the river ; it is a 
sort of safety-valve, as it were.
93. What is about the height of the lucerne crops? I think about a foot.

George Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and Bridges,
sworn, and examined :—

Gf. H. 94. Chairman.] You have been charged with the preparation of the drainage scheme for the western 
Stayton, Esq. suburbs ? I have.

'----n 93, Will you formally produce the information which has been placed upon the table;—I think you are the
1 Dec., 1888. authority of most of it ? I am. I now lay before the Committee a copy of the report [vide Appendix CJ 

with plans \yide Plan No. 3] and sections of the proposed works.
96. You have made a survey of the whole area ? I have made a close inspection of the entire district.
97. Both superficial and underground;—I mean that you have taken the bearings of the different sewers
and branches of sewers? Yes, so far as was necessary. ,
98. In fact there is a drawing on the table showing the depth of the sewers at difterent points? Yes; 
that has been prepared in connection with the report.
99. Under your superintendence ? Yes.
100. You have been engaged on this work for some time? Yes; it has taken very nearly two years to complete.
101. I think you told us before that you had had considerable experience of sewerage works at Home before 
you came to this country ? Yes; in London, Portsmouth, Coventry, Ryde, and other places.
102. And you consider the project submitted to us a very desirable one for the country to adopt? I do.
103. It will provide for the complete drainage of the districts enumerated? Yes; it provides for the
main sewerage of the nineteen boroughs mentioned in the report. •
104. During the time that you have been carrying out these works I suppose you had to make many 
personal visits to the different parts ? Yes; I had to make myself intimately acquainted with the whole 
of the area, both as to its physical conditions and requirements. When we first commenced to investigate 
the question there was no plan showing how the greater part of the suburbs were laid out, and the whole 
information which appears on the map accompanying the report had to be specially obtained for the purpose.
105. Did you communicate with any municipal officials during the time you were carrying on your investi
gations ? Yes. But the chief communications I had with them had reference to obtaining certain informa
tion as to what sewers and what length of streets they had, the number of houses, the ratable value, and 
population, &c., of each municipality.
106. From your observation, did you come to the conclusion that they were, as a rule, favourable to the 
carrying out of the project ? They are so undoubtedly. On several occasions, by deputation to various 
Ministers, municipal representatives have asked that the work should be carried out; and since the scheme 
has been prepared and has been considered by them, a majority of the Councils interested have signified 
their approval of it. None have informed the Department that they are opposed to it.
107. The gross estimate for carrying out the works amounts to .-£830,304, does it not? That is the gross 
estimate so far as the present scheme is concerned; but I have prepared certain information for the use of 
the Committee which will be found to have an important bearing on the general question. I therefore lay 
before the Committee an approximate statement showing what the ultimate outlay and annual cost will be 
in connection with the sewerage of the whole area of the western suburbs. \Yide Appendix C 1.]

108.
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108. Does that include a larger area than is provided for in the present scheme? It is for the satne area ; CK H.
but the present scheme, as explained in the report, is for main sewerage and outfall works only. The Stajton, Esq. 
figures now submitted relate to the completion of the entire scheme ; everything necessary to bring it into 
operation. 7 Dec-> 1888‘
109. That is to say that as the other portions of the area get populated, provision will be made for connect
ing them with the main sewerage system ? Yes, but it also provides for present conditions. Here is a 
paper which I think will be very serviceable to the Committee on account of the information it contains. I 
do not know whether it should be read now or be regarded as an appendix. There are several supplementary 
papers which it is desirable should be considered.
110. You propose to hand those papers in as appendices to your evidence ? Yes.
111. You had better hand them in formally, and they will be available at any time to refer to for infer 
mation ? The first supplementary paper is with reference to the ultimate estimated cost of completing 
the system of sewerage throughout the western suburbs. [Vide Appendix C 1.] It shows that the works 
already completed, in addition to the proposed works, which are divided into three sections, would result in 
an ultimate outlay of <£1,817,896. The next statement shows the annual ratable value of the boroughs 
and districts comprising the western suburbs. [Vide Appendix C 2.] This has a very important bearing 
on the question. It shows that the ratable value, which in 1884 was £1,116,000, is now £1,700,000; 
and that on the completion of the first three sections, according to the present rate of increase, it would be 
at least £2,200,000; in which case a penny rate would produce £8,900 net. At the final completion of
the entire scheme in (say) from 15 to 20 years time, when the population will be double or nearly treble .
what it was in 1887, the ratable value may be fairly estimated at £3,300,000, in which case a penny rate 
would produce £13,400 net. Then a statement follows as to the rate of interest, and it shows that money 
may be now borrowed at 3|- per cent, instead of 4 per cent., and it also shows what amount of rate would 
be charged. [Vide Appendix C3.] Although the total sum looks enormous on paper, yet owing to the 
increase in the ratable value, the actual rate to be charged to the ratepayers throughout the whole 
district in 1894, after the first three sections of the work, involving an outlay of £1,445,000, have been 
completed, would only be lOJd. in the £ under the existing Act, and 8d. in the £ under the proposed 
amending Act. The Minister for Works informed a conference yesterday that the Government had 
practically decided to extend the term for repayment from 28 years to 60 years, so that instead of a 1 OJd. 
rate an 8d. rate would be sufficient to pay for the whole. Then when the entire scheme is carried out in 
from fifteen to twenty years’ time the rate under the existing Act would be 9]d. ; whereas under the 
proposed amending Act it would be only 7d. If the interest were taken at 3 J, per cent., which seems now 
to be the current rate for loans, the 8d. rate would be reduced to 7]d., and the 7d. rate to 6^d. That 
would provide interest, repayment, and working expenses upon an outlay of £1,817,000.
112. That would be the gross expenditure to make the whole system complete ? Yes.
113. That would be about a million sterling in addition to what is proposed at present? Yes. I have not 
enumerated the works because the Committee apparently wish to save time, but the particulars are set 
forth in the schedule. They are the works necessary to make the scheme complete. Against the items 
I have read there is an important set-off, that is to say, the cost of the disposal of the night-soil throughout 
the western suburbs at the present time. [Vide Appendix C 4.] I may say that in 1887 the number of 
occupied houses was about 34,000 ; in 1894, at the present rate of increase, that number will have increased 
to 44,000 ; and taking the small sum of 15s. per annum as the expense for each house—and I may say 
that the cost now varies from 13s. to 26s. and upwards—but taking 15s. annually, that would represent the 
equivalent of a rate of 3'70d. in the £ throughout the suburbs, or, in other words, the proposed works would 
create an extra rate of about 4£d. in the £ only beyond the present expense. A house rated at £50, at 8d. in 
the £, would have to pay £1 13s. 4d., and if the present charge of 15s. is deducted, it would simply mean 18s. 4d. 
extra per annum. So that although the outlay seems very large, still, when the circumstances demand 
such a large expenditure, the ratable value will have so increased that the rate will, in consequence, be 
very much smaller. The next paper to hand in is a reply to Mr. Henson’s criticism on the scheme. [ Vide 
Appendix C 5.] Mr. Henson is connected with the Water and Sewerage Board. Ho read a paper before 
the Engineering Association in September last, which raised various points, and it was thought sufficiently 
importaht, that Mr. Bennett referred the matter to me to prepare an official reply, in order that the 
Committee might have every information on the question. It is a complete refutation of all that has been 
asserted in opposition to the scheme.
114. By Mr. Henson only, or generally? It deals with Mr. Henson’s objections and with the discussion 
that took place thereon. The next paper has reference to the reports and correspondence in connection with 
a proposed system of sewerage for Burwood. A counter scheme was prepared by Mr. Charles Cowdery 
and handed in to the Council, who forwarded it to the Minister for his consideration. [Vide Appendix C 6.]
A report upon the scheme was prepared and considered by the Burwood Council, who disagreed entirely 
with the counter scheme, and approved of the present scheme.
115. Is the Mr. Cowdery you speak of the' Engineer-in-Chief for Existing Lines of Railway? No, he is 
his brother. I may add that in each of these cases the type has been kept standing in order that if the 
Committee deemed it desirable the matter could be presented as an appendix to their report. The 
information which is given in the reply to the criticisms of Mr. Henson has a strong bearing upon the 
general question, and the paper contains even later information than the report which was prepared nearly 
a year ago.
116. You hand that in also? Yes, and there are sufficient copies struck off to supply all the members of 
the Committee at the present time.
117. Are there any other papers you would like to hand in, or any figures that would furnish the Committee 
with information that might help them ? This plan of the low-level areas has been prepared [vide Plan No. 4.]; 
it is in addition to the plan attached to the report. The latter shows the present scheme. This one deals 
entirely with the low-level areas which are described on page 17 in the report. Out of the 13,628'acres, 
which comprise the western suburbs, 29 per cent, of that area is below what is termed the gravitation 
area, and will have to be provided for by pumping or other power. The portion coloured yellow on the 
lithographed plan shows the low-level area at Marrickville, where it is proposed to have a pumping station, 
and to raise the sewage by pumps to a height of 34 feet. The frontages round the harbour and along 
Cook’s River are the places where the levels are too low to admit of gravitation, and where it is proposed 
to raise the sewage by means of the “ Shone ” automatic system. That is a system extensively adopted in 
England and on the Continent, and is making considerable headway. Under such circumstances as these it 
is cheaper than direct pumping.

118,
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St ?'HE 118‘ the nature of it? It is called the “ pneumatic-ejector ” system, and is worked by means of
ay ou» sq. Compresgecj ajri ipjjg particulars are given on page 20 of the report. The estimated cost of the low-level 

/Dec. 1888. system) which is included in the total of £1,817,000, is £119,650. Some sections would be required im
* mediately the present scheme could be brought into operation, but the other portions might not actually be 

required for fifteen or twenty years to come. The supplemental estimate is_ believed to be ample to provide 
for every contingency that may arise, as far as can be foreseen, to make the sewerage of the whole area 
complete and effective.

THURSDAY, 13 DECEMBER, 1888. 
fjresfcnt:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
The Hon. George Campbell..
The Hon. William Henry Suitor.
The Hon. James Watson.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery. 
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.

Jacob Garrard, Esq. 
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq. 
John Kendell Street, Esq. 
Daniel O’Connor, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

The Hon. Henry Norman MacLaurin, M.D., M.L.C., Medical Adviser to the Government and President of
the Board of Health, sworn, and examined :—

Hon. H. N. Chairman.!, You have held your present position fora considerable time? For a little over threeMacliaurin, J - 1 J
M.D., M.L.O. years- ._ a _ 120. During that time you have had brought under your notice the necessity for sanitary improvements m
13 Dec., 1888. the city and suburbs ? Yes ; especially in connection with the western suburbs.

121. Have you been much impressed with the necessity for sanitary improvements? Yes ; we have had a 
good deal of trouble in connection with it, and it has shown me the absolute necessity for something of 
the kind.
122. Has your attention been called to one portion of the suburbs more than another? The western 
suburbs chiefly. A great deal of trouble and inconvenience has arisen in the western suburbs from the 
want of proper means of disposing of night-soil.
123. Is it the case that certain infectious and contagious diseases have been found more prevalent in those 
localities than others ? It is not very easy to make an exact comparison, but there is no doubt, as far as we 
can judge from the statistics, that there has been more sickness in the suburbs than in the city. I have been 
preparing a list for several years of the deaths from various causes in the Colony of New South Wales. As 
yet only that for 1884 is ready, but it can be taken as a specimen. Taking the deaths from these causes, 
in the city we find they are 1,845 per 100,000, while in the suburbs they are 2,208 per 100,000.
124. Do you find that these diseases are traceable to drainage more than to other causes ? We have every 
reason to believe that bad drainage has a great deal to do with it, because first of all we find it is so very 
much shown in the case of diseases of childhood—children under five years of age, who are particularly 
liable to diseases arising from filth and improper disposition of night-soil. Take, atrophy and debility, 
a disease of childhood,—in Sydney the death rate for this year was 157 per 100,000, and in the suburbs 239. 
So also with diarrhoea and dysentery—in Sydney, 126, and in the suburbs, 213. So also with enteritis, dis
tinctly a disease of early childhood,—almost all the deaths occur under five years of age ; in Sydney the 
rate is 56 per 100,000, and in the suburbs, 134 per 100,000.
125. What is the nature of this disease? It is a disease of the bowels in childhood.
126. Approaching the character of typhoid ? Something like diarrhoea or dysentery ; it is inflammation of
the bowels. .
127. Then, as to typhoid ? There is a difficulty about typhoid for this particular year, which is the only 
year I have yet received from the printer, owing to the fact that Prince Alfred Hospital was not open that 
year, and a great number'of people came in from the suburbs to the Sydney Hospital and died there, and 
so the rate of Sydney was increased. Here is a return for the first six months of the present year of the 
patients brought into the metropolitan hospitals for treatment. It must be understood that we have no means 
of knowing how many people are actually suffering from typhoid fever at any time ; the only things we can 
find out are how many people are taken into the hospital and where they, come from, and secondly, how 
many people die of typhoid fever; but from this we may form an estimate of the relative prevalence of the 
fever in different portions of the town. Taking the persons admitted into the hospitals, we find that from 
the city the rate was 8'9 per 10,000, from the north-western suburbs—Balmain, Leichhardt, and the Glebe 
—11'44, and from the western suburbs—such as Newtown, St. Peters, Camperdown, and Macdonaldtown—• 
the rate ran up to 23-64, while from Bedfern, Darlington, Alexandria, Waterloo, and Botany, it was 14-22. 
That shows a very considerable excess of this disease in those suburbs over the rate in Sydney, and that is 
in all likelihood to be attributed to the want of proper means of disposing of night-soil.
128. Then, from your experience you have come to the conclusion that there should be proper drainage in 
the different suburbs in the interests of the health of the community ? There can be no doubt of it. It is a 
matter that has been frequently brought under the notice of the Board of Health.
129. Have you made recommendations officially ? .Yes ;. I made, a recommendation some time ago to the 
Colonial Secretary. During the latter part of 1886 public attention was drawn to this question by numerous 
complaints caused by the burying of night-soil. A number of companies at that time communicated with 
the Board, and I prepared a minute for the Colonial Secretary, in which I recommended that the Manchester 
plan should be adopted.
130. Mr. Garrard.~\ Is that Sir James Farmer’s process? It is Mantone, Alyott, and Fryer’s process. I 
recommended that at the time, because I thought it could be introduced with the greatest ease and most 
quickly ; and the Colonial Secretary accordingly summoned a meeting of the mayors of the different muni
cipalities, and put the matter before them. However they did not .care for this plan, and it was given up.
131. Chairman^] Has that plan been adopted by any municipality ? No. 132,
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132. We had it reported that the Municipality of Parramatta had adopted iti I do not think so; I do Hon- H. N.
not know. . MacLaurin,
133. Have you seen the machinery in the Colony at alii There was machinery of the same kind, but not MiP-i M.L.C.
fully worked out. It was not effectual; it was not complete. 13 D*
134. Sir James Farmer himself has been in the Colony, has he not! I do not know. The man I dealt °’ -*
with was Mr. Petherick, the engineer. When Mr. Stayton introduced his plan I withdrew the other,
because on the whole there is no doubt that a system of water sewerage has certain advantages, although 
it does not get rid as the other plan does of household refuse, street sweepings, and the like.
135. Some professional men recommended the adoption of the duplicate system—a system of drainage
for the sewage, and separate drainage tor the rainwater ? It is a very important thing to keep the storm
water separate from the sewage if you can. ’ •
136.. However, I suppose that belongs to a different profession-? Yes; that has more to do with the
Engineering Department. ■ ■
137. As far as the interests of health are concerned you have no hesitation in recommending the immediate, 
adoption.of some system of sewage? It is absolutely necessary that there should be some means of 
■getting rid of.the night-soil from the suburbs. As long as we go on as we are the death rate will increase.
At present it is higher than it ought to be, and steps should be taken to reduce it; and the first step to 
■be taken is to adopt some method of getting rid of the night-soil.
138. Even the present system in Sydney is not fully carried out ? Not yet. “
-139. So the results you have in your returns would be based on the old system ? Yes. Still it has been 
very much better in Sydney for many years past than in any of these suburbs, because there are no cess
pits nor huge accumulations of buried night-soil. •
140. Do you know how.they have been getting rid of their night-soil in the suburbs ? Some have buried
it; some have taken it into Cattanach’s steamer, or into punts lying behind Pyrmont. -.
141. What are the regulations of the municipalities now with reference to night-soil ? They make such 
by-laws as they think proper under the Nuisances Prevention Act which gives them authority to make 
by-laws or to combine to make joint by-laws. They generally contract with certain persons to remove 
-the night soil, and they have several ways of doing it. Many of them have it taken either to Cattanach’s ' 
steamer or the punt that is there, which is towed out to sea ; or they can get Executive authority to set 
.apart a place which is Gazetted as a depot for night-soil, and they can bury the night-soil in that place till it
is filled up. "
142. Then there are certain regulations as to depth, I suppose, and as to covering with dry earth? It 
ought to be covered with dry earth, hut it is exceedingly difficult to see that it is done. These regulations 
are entirely under the control of the municipalities themselves. In the case of one municipality, for 
example, they had a depot for night-soil which they were believed to conduct in such a way as to be a 
nuisance to the people in the neighbourhood. When they were prosecuted they pleaded that it had been 
Gazetted, but it was found that they had Gazetted it themselves without any Executive authority at all.
That shows that the matter is not very well understood. “
143. Have you given your attention to the dry earth system ? I have seen it in some places.
144. Is it your opinion tnat it has been carried out successfully ? It can be carried out successfully in
small places with a great deal of care and trouble. Then you have the difficulty of getting rid of all the 
urine and water of that sort. '
.145. That is to deodorise the fluid you require a much larger quantity of dry earth ? Yes.
146. And I take it that the objection to dry-earth systems generally is that they do not use sufficient for 
the purpose? Yes, and it requires great trouble and care bn the part of the persons using it, and, 
generally speaking, unless it is very well managed it is apt to cause a nuisance, especially where the 
population is large.
147. Then, you think on the.whole there is no better system than a complete system of sewage ? I think 
it is the best system where it can be carried out, and where there is an abundant supply of water.
148. Have you given any attention to tho use of sewage for purposes of fertilising? I have to a certain
extent; it is a matter on which I hardly like to speak with authority. "
149. Do you think, from your professional knowledge, that it would be quite safe to use sewage for the 
purpose of growing vegetables ? Perfectly safe. There is a good deal of it being done on the sewage 
farm on the other side of the river.
150. And it is being largely resorted to in different parts of the-world ? Yes. We find that there is a
considerable improvement in the water. The effluent water is very considerably deprived of its organic 
constituents, showing that a great deal of it has been absorbed. ‘
151. -Do you.think the soil about Sydney being sandy is particularly adapted for disposing of sewage of 
that description,—say Webb’s Grant ? It seems to do very well.
152. You have inspected it ? Yes ; I have gone over it, and gone into every part of it, and had the water 

, collected and analysed, and it seemed to me to answer remarkably well.
153. Is there any great nuisance about ? There is practically no nuisance there at all. Of course, you 
can tell on examining the effluent water that it is the result of sewage, but there is no apparent nuisance 
about it. It would never do to let it go into water that is to be drunk, but going into a tidal stream where
it is carried out to sea there is no nuisance. There is a certain amount of smell if you go alongside the '
large open carrier for the sewage, hut not very much. , b
J54. Is the tide at all active where the water is emptied into the bay ? It percolates through the sand.
There is a pretty good tide. "
155. Sufficient to remove any nuisance ? Yes.
156. You do not think there would be any nuisance or danger ? I am sure there is no nuisance at 
present, and I do not see any reason to suppose that there will be at any future time, because the water, 
as far as I could see, is absolutely free from any smell; though when you come to analyse it you can see 
that it has been sewage water.
15Y You are aware that under the proposed plan for disposing of the. sewage of the western suburbs it is 
intended to deposit the bulk of it in the neighbourhood of some land adjoining the land now being used ?
That is the plan. & '
158. You do not think there would be any danger from that ? No.
159. Have you seen any large sewage farms in other parts of the world? I have seen them, but it is a
long time ago, It is a long time since I was in the neighbourhood of London or Edinburgh. 160.
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Hon. H. N. 160. Have you seen them on the Continent at all ^ Not for a very long time. _
MacLaurin, 161. I believe sewage is now being very largely used in the reproduction of vegetable food ? Yes ; there is 

M.l)., M.L.C. noj. £jle slightest possible objection to it, because when it is turned into vegetable matter any noxious quality 
r it may have had before must be gone. .

13 Dec., 1883.162- Would that apply to all descriptions of vegetation,—of course cabbages or turnips, or anything of 
that description, would be cooked and their objectionable character would be limited ; but would it apply 

, equally to salads or cress 1 The only objection to salads and cress is that you might possibly by accident
have a direct application of sewage water to those things. That is perfectly irrespective of the fact that 
they had obtained growth from sewage; it would be an accidental contamination. . _
163. Mr. Garrard.] It could be removed by washing! Yes ; I suppose so. Still, I think people would 
rather not take salads of that kind ; cooking is more efficacious. _ ....
164:. Chairman^] So far as you have given your attention to the subject, which do you think is the more
desirable plan—to convey sewage to sea, or to utilize it in farms such as this 1 I think it is better to utilise 
it; it is a pity to see it lost. _ _ . .
165. In all largely populated places it is utilised! Wherever land is valuable, if sewage is to be got, it will
be turned to account in that way. But it comes to be a question of expense. If sewage is properly treated 
in a sewage farm at a suitable place, it can be done without any nuisance or injury to the public health ; 
and then it resolves itself mainly into the question what is the most profitable and convenient way of 
dealing with it. It does seem a pity to see valuable fertilising material thrown into the sea. _
166. Have you given any attention to the large outlay proposed for this system ? I see the calculations of 
Mr. Stayton in his report. It seems a pretty large sum—£830,000 ; I should hardly like to say anything 
about that.
167. I would like to have your opinion as a medical man—the head of your profession and the medical
adviser to the Government—as to whether you think it would be desirable to undertake an expenditure of 
this sort in view of the advantages which in point of health would be gained by it 1 There can be no. doubt 
that there would be a decided reduction in the mortality, especially in the infant mortality, which is very 
high in the suburbs; and I think it would be money well laid out. _
168. Mr. Copeland.] Do you not think that a good deal of the sickness that you have spoken of in the
suburbs is owing to the inefficiency of the water supply, quite as much as to the bad drainage! A water 
supply may be inefficient in two ways; first of all it may be defective, and secondly it may have been con
taminated by night-soil in the neighbourhood. The very first benefit of removing the night-soil in this way is 
that it diminishes the risk of the water being contaminated at all. I have no doubt whatever that a great 
deal of this sickness arises from contamination of the water owing to the night-soil not.being removed.
169. Therefore, giving the suburbs a better supply of water would, in all probability, remove a great 
proportion of the sickness! When you make perfectly certain that the water is quite pure.you diminish 
the sickness, but where you have large stores of night-soil in the immediate neighbourhood it is exceedingly 
difficult to say how it gets into the water.
170. Speaking of the effluent water at the sewage farm, would there not be danger of the sand where the 
water percolates through becoming charged with noxious matter ? I do not think so ; there is no evidence 
of it just now and I do not think there will be any particular danger, because the water that comes through 
just now seems to have been so very much acted upon by the vegetation, that really one can hardly fancy 
there will be very much harm at all. There is a large space of ground which is as yet untouched. .
171. Have you any knowledge of the areas that are generally attached to these sewage farms in other
countries; do you think the area proposed here would be sufficient to absorb the large amount of. sewage 
that would be available in the course of a few years ? That is a matter I have not gone into ; it is one 
that would require calculation. Judging from my recollection and speaking at hazard I think it would be 
quite sufficient for a very long time. _
172. Mr. Street^] Do you think that a continuous deposit of sewage on the same piece of land for a number
of years would destroy the absorbent and purifying qualities of the soil 1 I do not think it would, because 
the object of depositing the sewage there is to get it turned to account by vegetation. . .
173. You think then that the growth of crops from it in time would, as it were, recoup the qualities that
are taken out of the native soil! I believe so. I believe that every year the vegetation would consume 
the greater part of the manure deposited there. The more manure deposited the more vegetation you 
would get. ,
174. We have it in evidence that a sandy soil is particularly adapted for a sewage farm of this nature
as its absorbent character is peculiarly calculated to absorb all the excrement placed on it! A light 
soil of that sort seems to be the best; it enables the servage matter to be most thoroughly taken up by the 
vegetation. _
175. Do you not think the soil itself would become so charged with this sewage matter that it would 
cease to purify the sewage put upon it! 1 do not think the sand purifies the sewage itself; it is the vegeta
tion which assimilates the organic matter. The advantage of the sandy soil is that, being so very porous it 
allows the sewage to be so thoroughly distributed throughout the whole of the soil, and so every little radicle 
of the plants is able more readily to absorb it.
176. Mr. Campbell.] I think you said you did not think any mischief would accrue by the use of vegetables
grown on sewage farms ! I do not think so. '

• 177. You are aware that there is a strong objection to vegetables grown by Chinese gardeners by reason of
the fertilising agents they arc said to employ ? I do not think there is any reason for that objection. .
178. We know these fertilising agents are composed very largely of sewage? Quite so. I fancy that if
people have a reasonable objection to vegetables grown by Chinamen it is because of the hands through 
which the vegetables pass; the Chinamen may not be very clean. .
179. You do not think the fertilising agents they employ would make the vegetables objectionable? Not
in the slightest degree. _
180. Mr. Garrard.] You exclude from that assertion food such as salad ? Where sewage is frequently 
distributed you must always bear in mind the possibility of accidental contamination. I he mere fact that 
the salad is grown from a basis manured with sewage will not make it objectionable.
181. Mr. Kethel.] But does not the fact that the Chinese are reputed to be in the habit of watering their
plants with a substance called “ soup,” of a very objectionable character, affect the Chinese vegetables ? I 
do not think there can be any objection to liquid manure. 182.
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of -lucerne and other green

182. Not when poured on the growing plant 1 Not if you get it down to the soil and the roots take it up. 
Of course one would not like to take lettuce after it.
183. Mr: Garrard.] Would you eat lettuce grown under such conditions? No; 1 do not think so.
184. Mr. Suttor.] You made some reference to a duplicate system to carry off rain water and sewage 
separately;—what objection is there to having a uniform system for carrying away both ? I suppose you 
would require to have your drains considerably larger.
185. But from a sanitary point of view ? I do not think there is any very great objection from a sanitary 
point of view, except that it is not a good thing to have your pipes larger than you require ; there is a 
liability to stagnation, the evolution of gas, the difficulty of ventilation, &c. I think the objection is 
chiefly an engineering one.
186. Would it not be desirable occasionally to let the sewers be flushed by the heavy rainfalls ? I think 
the objection is chiefly from an engineering point of view; except that it is always recommended that you 
should not have your drains too large for the daily work they have to perform.
187. Is there any danger of gases forming in these drains if they are too large ? They say you are apt to 
get stagnation.of the flow, and there is more room for the gases to develop ; but I think the difficulty is 
chiefly frcm the point of view of the engineers. It is their business to arrange a system of drains so that 
they should be perfectly tight against the gas. We could tell what would be the evil result of any foul air 
escaping into the house, and it is the business of the engineer to tell us exactly the best way to prevent it.
188. I suppose you have studied the plans and seen how the escape of gas is provided for by ventilating 
shafts 1 It seems to me, from what I can tell, though it is of course a question for the engineers, that I 
would rather support the plan of Mr. Stayton, as adopted here, providing for the sewage by his drains and 
by the stormwater in another way.
189. J/r. Copeland.] Is it not a fact that some of these cases of typhoid have been traced to milk 
There is no doubt whatever that there was a very considerable outbreak of typhoid at Leichhardt which 
was traced to a dairy. That was the first.case inquired into carefully in this country, and there can be no 
doubt of it.
190. I suppose on these sewage farms there would be a considerable amount 
forage grown? Yes.
191. Do you think there is any danger of dairy cows becoming affected with typhoid through consuming 
green stuff grown with such a large proportion of sewage ? I do not think so. In places where typhoid is 
propagated from milk it is not on account of the cow becoming affected with typhoid, but from the con 
tamination of the milk after it is taken from the cow. It seems to be very liable to a great number of 
animal poisons of that kind, and the way it generally happens is this : that impure water is either used for- 
washing the vessels, or is absolutely added to the milk by an unprincipled dairyman. That was actually 
the case at Leichhardt, as far as we could see; the well used by the dairyman was supplied with water which 
came from a cemetery; it appeared to drain from the cemetery in the direction of this well. In all 
probability it was the origin of the infection of the milk in that particular case. It is not like other diseases 
which seem to come from the cows themselves. In the case of typhoid, so far as we know at present, the 
infection is acquired by the milk after it has left the cow’s body.
192. The cow itself does not become infected ? The cow may be perfectly well, but after the milk is 
removed from the cow and placed in vessels it is liable to infection of this kind, which is generally got by the 
addition of impure water.
193. You would anticipate no bad results from the green stuff grown on sewage farms ? None whatever.
194. Chairman.] Is not milk considered a very active agent in absorbing disease, flavours, or smells? Yes, 
an exceedingly active agent, and it absorbs even the poisonous matters of certain herbs.
195. Mr. Copeland.] You know that when cows have been fed with lucerne or Swedish turnips, the milk 
retains the flavour of the turnips or the lucerne ? Yes, and the butter too. There can be no doubt that the 
milk gets flavoured to a certain extent by the food the cattle eat, but what I mean is that the kind of . 
manure that is used for producing the food, so far as I know, does not produce any difference in the 
influence of the food upon the cow itself.
196. Mr. Sydney Smith.] How long is it since that case occurred at Leichhardt? I think it was in 1885 ; 
it was before the Dairies’ Act was passed.
197. Are you aware that a good deal of the typhoid in many of the suburbs was owing to the water supply 
not being laid on to the suburbs ? I believe that had a great deal to do with it. In administering the 
Dairies’ Act, we have always, if possible, insisted on the water used by the dairymen being city water.
198. And that has, to a large extent, removed that cause of typhoid ? I think the dairies are in a better
state. .
199. Mr. Campbell.] Would not the drinking of infected water by the cows affect the milk ? I do not 
know; it would depend very much upon the nature of the infection. I do not suppose the cows would be 
allowed on the sewage farm, and so they would not have an opportunity of drinking the effluent water. The 
feed would be cut on the farm, and carried away.
200. The cows’ milk is affected a good deal by what the cow eats or drinks ? No doubt to a certain extent. 
Of course diarrhoea is a thing commonly caused by milk, and that milk has been affected by the kind of 
food the cow has been eating ; that is perfectly well known, but I do not believe there is anything to show

. that a cow drinking water contaminated with typhoid fever germs, without suffering herself, would 
communicate the quality of typhoid fever to her own milk. I would not absolutely say that she would do 
nothing of the kind, but I do not think it has been proved that she would. Certainly by far the most 
common way in which milk gets contaminated is by the addition of water to it, either by washing the cans, 
&c., or by directly adding it to the milk.
201. Mr. Street^] It has been said that it may very likely be desirable at a future time to let out some 
portion of the sewage farm to fatten cattle for market;—do you think the consumption of the feed on the 
farm by the cattle would be injurious to the meat ? I should not think so ; as long as they did not get 
actual disease, I do not think the meat would be affected at all.
202. Mr. Garrard^] The only danger would be the possibility of their getting at the effluent water ? 
"Well, it would be very difficult to say; the water might upset them, but it would depend very much upon 
the condition in ■which it was. It would be very difficult for them to get the water because it really per
colates through the sand. -

20—B

Hon. H. N. 
MacLatirin,

M.D., M.L.C. 
X3De^X888.

203.
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Hon. H. N. 203. Mr. Street^] You do not see any danger in their consuming the feed on the ground ? I do not think 
iTc ^ wou^ injure them at all providing they were healthy cattle not affected with disease, but it would not 

' ' * ' be wise, I think, to feed milking cows on the place. _
13 Dec 1888 204. Mr. Sydney Smith.'] Have you inspected many dairies in the suburbs since the new A.ct came into 

’ ' force ? I have inspected some myself, and the officers of the Board have inspected all the dairies in the
neighbourhood over and over again. _
205. Do you find any improvement in them now ? Yes ; there has been a very great improvement under 
better supervision, and the municipalities have taken immense pains in the matter. I do not think there 
are any cases now like the one I mentioned.

George Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and Bridges,
sworn and further examined :—

01. H. Stayton, 206. Chairmani] You wish to put in some documents ? Yes. The Committee asked for any supplementary 
Esq. information which it might be useful for them to consider before the examination came on. I omitted 

' ' then to put in a statement which was prepared in accordance with Mr. Sutherland’s request, some three
13 Dec., 1888. (jr £our m0nths since, with regard to the Liernur system of sewerage. There was an article in connection 

with Mr. Backhouse’s letters, and as he will probably be examined, I think the information in this paper 
may be useful to the Committee. _ .
207. What is the paper? It is a paper prepared by me dealing with the merits of the Liernur system. 
[Vide Appendix C 7.] The only otfier matter is a paper written some months since, criticising tho 
Government scheme of sewerage. The Minister for Works sent it on, and Mr. Bennett sent it to me to 
prepare a memorandum. That memorandum was prepared, and submitted, and a minute was put on it, 
“The remarks herewith must be sent to the Public Works Committee for their information.” That 
gives a great deal of information with respect to sewage farms and points likely to arise in connection 
with this inquiry. [Vide Appendix C 8.]
208. What was the original paper ? It was an article in the Herald.
209. You put these in as additions to your evidence ? Yes.

THURSDAY, 20 DECEMBER, 1888.
flrmni:—

The Honorable JOHN
The Hon. Geoege Campbell,
The Hon. William Heney Suttoe.
The Hon. James Watson.
Heney Copeland, Esq.
Jacob Gaeeaed, Esq.

LACKEY (Chaieman).
Alexandeb Kethel, Esq.
Sydney Smith, Esq.
Thomas Michael Slatteey, Esq. 
John Rendell Steeet, Esq. 
Daniel O’Connob, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

John Norton Oxley, Esq., Superintendent, Sewage Earm, Webb’s Grant, sworn, and examined :
J. N. Oxley, 210. Chairman] You are at present in charge of the sewage farm at Webb’s Grant ? Yes.

Esq. 211. How long have you been in charge there? I was in charge four or five years ago ; but latterly I 
/ have only been twelve months in charge—since the sewage works commenced.

20 Dec., 1888. 212. How long is it since the sewage works were completed there ? A little more than twelve months. 
I think it was in September, 1887. . .
213. The farming operations have been under your control since that period ? Everything has been 
started since twelve months ago.
214. You are an old colonist, I think ? Yes.
215. You have had a good deal to do with agricultural and pastoral pursuits in the Colony in your time ?
Pretty well. _
216. Did you ever grow crops under a system of sewage before ? Never with sewage.
217. You have with manure, of course ? I have tried all kinds of manure.
218. You formerly lived at Kirkham, Camden ;—your estate was there? Yes.
219. When you cultivated there/the principle of irrigation, I take it, was very little considered ? 3
attempted a little irrigation scheme, but I found it was not wanted. It was all lucerne, and the lucerne 
roots went down to the very bottom and found their own nourishment.
220. To what depth do you suppose the lucerne roots would go down ? Eourteen feet.
221. At Camden? Yes. .
222. How far were you from the river ? The Narellan Creek meandered through the alluvial land, so 
that no portion of the cultivated land was more than 20 or 30 chains from the water.
223. You think that the lucerne plants and others that were sown got nourishment from that source ?
Just so. _
224. Did you ever grow other crops, such as those you are now growing at Webb’s Grant ? I used to
grow cereals, maize, and sorghum. ,
225. With fairly good results ? The result at Kirkham for sorghum was much better than I am getting 
now. I have grown as much as 80 tons to the acre.
226. That is without the sewage ? Without sewage at all.
227. It was a rich river deposit ? Rich black alluvial soil.
228. And with water percolating underneath ? Yes.
229. You could not cultivate under those conditions where you are now, at Webb’s Grant, without the 
advantage of sewage or manure? Wb could not cultivate at all. It is scarcely right to call it cultivation. 
It is pure sea-sand where we are now.
230. The soil in its natural state ? It is pure sand, and these crops are merely growing upon 3 or 4
inches of soil deposited from the sewage. 231.
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231. Do you find that the sewage mixes well with the sand ? No ; it does not amalgamate with it at all. N- Oxley,
It is there ; but a shower of rain will produce white sand again. a'^*_
232. The nourishment will get into the soil? No doubt the nourishment is there ; but the sand is pure 20 Dec 1888
silica, so sharp that the manure will not mix it. ,
233. But is not that the case also with the general run of the vegetable gardens about Botany? Yes ; 
but they make an artificial top dressing with horse-manure and other things, which, in the course of a 
number of year's, has decayed and become more or less alluvial. They would not venture to go where we 
are now. Where they are there is generally a flat bottom.
234. Peat, or something of that kind? Yes.
235. Do you not think that in course of time, with a continual accession of fluid and solid deposited by
the sewage, this land will eventually become of the same character as the other ? It will be a very long 
time first. ,
236. In the interim, you can produce fairly good crops ? What you saw. "
237. You do not require to do much better than that ? I have cut those crops since you were there.
238. Which ? The sorghum and the lucerne. The lucerne Droduced 55 cwt. for half an acre.
239. Since we were there ? Since you were there—that crop that you saw growing.
240. And you got 55 cwt. from the last cutting ? Yes; that was a month ago. We got 51 cwt. in 
November, and 55 cwt. in December.
241. That would be at the rate of 5 tons to the acre per month ? Just so.
242. That would be about 60 tons per acre per annum ? Yes ; but you must not take it all the year 9
round, because the winter crops are small. ’
243. Do you suffer from frosts there ? No ; but nevertheless the sand is so cold that vegetation does not 
go on during the winter.
244. That is the case everywhere; the cooler the season and the frosts, the less actual growth you get ? Yes.
245. I should have thought that you would have very little frost there, and that you would get an even
temperature ? The atmosphere appears to be sufficiently warm ; but the sand has not the ground-warmth 
that mould has. . •
246. But is not that warmth-supplied in some degree by the sewage? I rather think it is just the 
opposite way. I think that possibly the application of so much sewage chills the ground.
247. What do you call those partitions you have in the building ? Silt-pits.
248. Do you occasionally catch solid manure there ? The only manure that we get out of them is manure 
that is too heavy, or supposed to be too heavy, to go through the syphon.
249. What would be the character of that manure ? It consists principally of sand and rubbish; it 
would not be manure.
250. Night-soil? No. It is all kinds of heavy stuff—old rags, tin cans, and various things that come 
down the sewer that we would be afraid to let into the inlet well. It would go down and through the 
syphon, but it would not come up again by the outlet well, so it is better to intercept it and be on the 
safe side.
251. And how do you put that on to the ground ? Cart it on like ordinary farmyard dung. It is simply 
taken there for convenience sake, and the farm cart distributes it and pitches it on as you would ordinary 
farmyard manure.
252. You were getting at the rate of 5 tons per acre per month in November and December ? These last 
two months we have, of lucerne. •
253. Can you form any approximate calculation of what you would get for the year ? Well, we have only 
had two crops. I can scarcely tell.
254. You have not had experience enough to enable you to form an opinion? No; this is really the 
first crop that we have had.
255. What did you get from the sorghum ? Twenty tons an acre.
256. But it was hardly ripe ; the sorghum would have grown higher ? It was as ripe as the cow-keepers 
will take it. It becomes too woody if it is any riper.
257. You were speaking of having cut very large crops at your place at Kirkham;—when you cut that 
crop of 80 tons to the acre I suppose it was much older ? It was like sugar-cane—perfectly sweet, and 
past the flowering stage.
258. It fiad seeded ? It was forming.
259. Was it sorghum saccharatum ? No ; the ordinary green sorghum.
260. It had not seeded ? It was seeding. When I found that it had become sweet enough I put it in 
bundles, and stood them up on end in the stack yard for winter fodder.
261. Did you find that the animals ate it in that state ? Yes. It was put through the machine and mixed 
with chaff.
262. Was it under cover ? No. . '
263. Have you ever grown the English clovers—the large red or the white clover ? I used to grow it 
many years ago, but it ran out.
264. Bed clover is very profitable ? Very profitable ; but it seemed to exhaust the surface soil, and ran 
out. It simply disappeared.
265. Do you think that it is a plant that could be grown successfully under the influence of manure at 
Botany ? I am sure clover could not.
266. It is too sandy ? It is too sandy. I do not think the roots go deep enough.
267. Have you sufficient sewage to manure or fertilise a larger extent of land than you have under culti
vation now ? We are using the utmost quantity of land we can. We could not use another yard.
268. With your present supply of sewage ? With the present supply. •
269. Is it likely to increase ? Of course. There are now nearly 1,600 houses. The district engineer 
estimates that I have the sewage of between 8,000 and 10,000 people running on to that farm, and the flow 
is between 250,000 and 300,000 gallons a day.
270. How many water-closets did you say ? I do not know ; there are more than 1,500 houses.
271. You have got the sewage of the water-closets attached to them ? Whatever number of water-closets 
there may be; but we have gauged the flow in the city and upon my flumes, and I make it 250,000 
gallons of liquid sewage a day running on to the farm at least.
272. That would consist in a large measure of ordinary water, the emptying of baths, and so forth ? It
is everything; every description of water. Sometimes it is full of vegetable matter and fat from the 
kitchens. 273.
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**"• O^eyi 273. You estimate that in the course of years you will have a much larger supply of sewage than you have 
8<1' now ? It is increasing every week.

20Dec. 1888 274. Do you know how far the water-sheds reach which drain into Shea’s Creek? We start from tho 
’ * Victoria Barracks, and I suppose that there are 800 or 900 acres altogether to come in. Part of

Marrickville will come in by and by.
275. That is very sparsely built upon at the present time ? I don’t know the locality.
276. When it is more thickly populated the sewage will become greater ? Immensely so.
277. Do you think it desirable to augment your power of utilising that in growing crops ? The men are 
now employed in adding from day to day to the cultivation area as required. We cannot do it all at 
once, because it blows away. The farm was finished four years ago, and whilst waiting for the sewage to 
come it all blew away, and had to be remade this year.
278. I suppose you have studied the system of sewage farming and irrigation and all that since yon have 
had charge of the farm ? I made it almost a profession when in Europe to thoroughly understand the 
system of irrigation.
279. You gave considerable attention to it in Europe ? I went through every irrigation scheme I could 
find.
280. In what places did you find that irrigation was most successfully carried on ? In Lombardy.
281. That is watered by the snow from the mountains ? Yes, off the Alps. There are two or three 

* systems ; but this was the system that I thought the best.
282. That is the adaptation of the sewage of the nearest town ? No ; the laying out of the scheme—a 
perfectly level system. I believe that this is the system in use in India, though I have not seen it there. 
All the rice paddocks in Lombardy were like these, perfectly level.
283. How were they fertilised ? With water.

. 284. Did they receive stimulants in the shape of manure of any sort ? They may have manured them
when they cultivated them.
285. I suppose that the irrigation system of eastern and western California had not grown up in your
time ? No ; I do not know how they are managed. I saw only the European systems, and it struck me
that all irrigation systems must be either contour-irrigation or perfectly level. In this case the flow is 
constant, and must be got rid of whether the crops require it or not, so every bed is impounded by a 
small bank, some 1 foot and some 2 feet high.
286. Did you visit any other places where irrigation was carried on ? The south of France.
287. What was grown there—cereals? No, vegetables. That system was a perfectly level one, in rills.
Everything was grown upon a little bank.
288. With small drains at the side ? No ; one drain running along the top of the paddock, and the
water running from that between the rows of crop. The supply of water was not sufficient where I
was to irrigate the whole paddock at once, and so they used to run one drain full and then stop it, and 
then run another full, instead of, as I do, covering the whole field with water.
289. Were they successful in growing crops ? Immensely successful.
290. Were they grown for market purposes? Yes, and sent into the market every morning.
291. Did you study the nature of the manure? It was the ordinary town manure brought out and taken 
into the garden.
292. And watered by irrigation? Yes ; the water was pumped into a large tank by a donkey.
293. Then you think you have all appliances to utilise the sewage as it increases ? Quite so. I do not
think it is possible that I will live to see that place swamped with sewage.
294. Have you heard of the intention of the Government to convey the sewage from the western suburbs 
to a point on the same neck of land further west ? I have.
295. Do you think that the absorption there would be sufficient for the sewage that would be conveyed 
from the western suburbs ? I should think quite. It is all the same kind of ground.
296. Do you think that in course of time.it might be made profitable—made to give some return for the 
outlay ? I can scarcely tell. If the quantity of sewage I receive were applied to good agricultural land 
it would fertilize 50 acres, and be profitable now, whereas I only use twro.
297. The difficulty arises from the character of the soil ? I am not prepared to say that it is any difficulty. 
It is a question for the city to say whether they are satisfied with a few acres of filtering beds versus a 
farm. It is simply a filter bed now, and it will be a filter bed to all time. It will never be a farm. 
The whole tongue of land will have to be reduced into proper level beds, and each one will be a filter bed. 
When it becomes foul it will be more profitable to put a crop on it and cut the crop off, and sell it, than 
to take the manure off and throw it away. It may pay its way so.
298. Have you tried any other crops there besides sorghum and lucerne? We have grown various kinds
of vegetables. •
299. Cabbages ? Immense quantities of cabbages. They grow very well. Turnips, peas, and all the 
vegetable crops seem to grow very well.
300. Under the agency of liquid manure, could you not produce them at all times of the year ? They are 
a winter crop. We cannot grow them in the summer ; we have tried. The little miserable lot you saw 
was an experiment. They will not grow at all in the summer, but when the wfinter sets in they will grow 
almost without irrigation. The land being flooded all this time leaves a good deposit, and if you dig it up 
and put in cabbages they will grow on it.
301. Mr. Copeland^ Can you say what proportion of solid matter is contained in the sewage ? I have 
not the least idea. It all comes down, with the exception of a very small quantity of solids, in solution. 
Crude sew'age flows right on to the ground.
302. Do you know that the effluent water becomes clear, becomes filtered by passing through this coarse 
sand that you speak of ? It becomes perfectly bright.
303. I suppose that is evidence that whatever solid matter is contained in the sewage must be absorbed
and retained in the sandy soil ? Not in it. It does not appear to go into it. It remains on top as a 
thin skin. '
304. The sand forms a sieve, as it were ? It is. If you let the thickest sewage matter we can get on to 

. a sand-bed there,' in twenty-four hours you could take it all up and leave the sand-bed clean.
305. Do you not think that in course of time the finer particles will sink in and become absorbed in the

sub-soil ?
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sub-soil ? I am not prepared to say. It has not been found so. The oldest sewage farm is at Edinburgh, 
and that is not more than 3 inches deep. '
306. Is that sand also ? It is the same as this, I am told. I have never seen it.
307. I suppose that when this land is surcharged with sewage it becomes the same as undrained land ? 
We do not allow it to be surcharged. It must not be allowed. I can stop any one of the filtering beds 
by overdoing it.
308. I understood you to say that there was too much sewage and that it made the land cold ? Yes ; 
but the moment the sewage is off, it is dry land. It goes down to a certain stratum and passes away in 
the shape of effluent into the sea.
309. There is no sub-soil? Not that we known If we do not keep the ground ivet it will not grow any
thing ; if we do, it is too cold to do more than keep the vegetation growing.
310. That is the reason why you think it will not be more than a filter bed ? I do not think it ever will.
311. Therefore you do not anticipate making anything like a colossal fortune out of this land ? No. In 
the first place all the effluent is lost. We have no means of saving it. It passes away at the rate of 
300,000 gallons a day, simply wasted. It goes into the river.
312. The object is to get rid of the water, is it not ? Of course, but it ought not to be. If that 300,000 
gallons a day were applied to a farm it would make it a proper irrigation farm.
313. You do not think that this water, after it passes away from the filter-beds, contains any organic matter 
in the shape of manure? No; but good lands properly manured only require w7ater. All I do is to take 
the manure out, and the water immediately goes awray. In twenty-four hours I lose it.
314. According to your present anticipations, you do not expect to realize anything like an asset? I do 
not. I think that if it pays its expenses it will do exceedingly well.
315. Can you say what the current expenses of the farm are ? 15s. a day. Two men will look after the
sewage of 1,600 houses.
316. Does that include the expenses in connection with the sewers themselves ? I know nothing about 
that. I have got a piece of ground where they have to dispose of all their night-soil and all their kitchen 
stuff and dirty -water. Everything connected with the household arrangements is deposited on 2 acres 
of land, and two men look after it.
317. Then the expense of working this farm amounts to 15s. per house ? Per day, not per house.
318. Mr. Garrard.'] The wages of the two men ? Yes.
319. Mr. Copeland.] What is the total expense ? If the system were complete ?
320. Yes; I mean including your salaries ? It is not finished. You want to know what are the actual 
expenses now ?
321. Yes? We are making now. We are expending capital. We are spending £11 a week; but that
is not wholly for-----
322. What I want to get at is the expenditure by way of salaries and wages ? The wages are now about 
£11 or £12 a week.
323. All told ? All told.
324. Mr. Watson.] How many acres have you under cultivation now ? Two. ‘
325. Do you purpose putting any more under cultivation ? Jlvery day, as the sewage comes down, we 
keep putting in a fresh bed.
326. Where do you sell your produce ? By auction to the cow-keepers. That crop you saw was sold by 
auction.
327. What did it realise ? The lucerne £1 a ton, and the sorghum 12s. a ton.
328. That is at the rate of £5 an acre per month ? Yes, for lucerne.
329. What does the sorghum realise ? Twelve shillings a ton.
330. And they take it away ? From the office—from the weigh-bridge. We take it over, of course.
331. What is the weekly expense of carrying on that ? The weekly wage sheet is at £11 odd ; but that 
does not include the actual working of the farm. I can only arrive at that. I anticipated some inquiry 
would be made, and when I began to cultivate this year I put two men on to do it alone, and they have 
done it.
332. Do you keep any more than two men on the farm ? I have four men at the farm ; but they have 
made it as well as cultivated it. They have made the whole of that you saw. That has been all reduced 
from sandhills. It has all been cut down by the cubic yard.
333. Mr. Garrard.] What is the estimated amount of sewage that will come down when the western 
suburbs- are connected ? I have no idea.
334. You consequently do not know how much land you will then have under cultivation ? I have not 
the slightest idea.
335. You know the area they propose to add to the farm ? ' Two hundred and fifty or 300 acres, I think.
336. Is the quality of the soil similar to that where you are now operating ? The whole of that tongue 
of land is simply drift sand from the bay.
337. The proposed addition is included in the tongue of land ? I do not know what addition of area is 
proposed. I have nothing to do with anything but the piece of ground I am cultivating and levelling.
338. And you do not purpose levelling anything more than you need from time to time? That 
is all.
339. Your experience ------? Our experience is that 10 acres levelled before the sewage was applied put
themselves into sand hills again in three years, so that it is much better to go on from day to day.
340. Have you charge of the whole of the works there ? Everything.
341. The receiving house as well ? Everything.
342. Is there no solid manure in the stuff kept back by the grating ? Yery little, unless mixed with sand.
There is no solid manure really. .
343. And the manure that lies on the top when the water has filtered away—do you collect that and use 
it in any way ? Plough it straight in. We get it as thick as we can. When we have got three or four 
layers on it it will take no more sewage. We plough that in, and then there is another layer, and so on.
344. How long before you sow your crops ? When we think it is rich enough. We have tried several
times before, and lost many crops. This is the first crop we have been able to get. '
345. Is there no complaint about the smell from the neighbours ? There are no neighbours around to 
complain. You had the benefit of it when you were out, and are the best judges of the smell.

J. H7 Oxley, 
Esq;

20 Dec., 1888.
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Oriey, 340, js it true that in the neighbourhood of Botany there are boiling-down establishments ? Yery many, 
and very disagreeable ones.

20 Dee., 1888. 347. Have you smelt any noxious smells on the farm from them P Well, we are not supposed to smell 
anything.
348. If statements are made that unsavoury smells come from there it is quite possible that they come 
from the boiling-down establishments, and not from the farm ? I do not think they are from the farm. 
We are visited at all times by all sorts of people, and have never had any complaint. I may say that 
there were no preparations for your coming. You found it exactly in its ordinary condition.
349. Mr. Suitor.'] You said you could not grow crops in the winter. I suppose the temperature is much 
lower then P^The only crops we are able^to grow are cabbages and turnips.
350. Lucerne and sorghum require a higher^temperature ? The lucerne was cut, but it only produced 
about a ton during the winter.
351. As a matter of fact lucerne and sorghum do not grow as well then ? There will be a second cutting 
of sorghum, and it grows’all through the winter ; but^it does not grow high, and it will not cut.
352. Then there are times in the year when you cannot get crops ? We can get vegetables.
353. But as far as sorghum is concerned ? No ; it does not grow well in the winter.
354. What is the return of sorghum ? 20 tons an acre. The crop you saw was a good one, and weighed
20 tons to the acre.
355. At 12s. a ton ? Yes.
356. That is a much more productive crop than the lucerne ? . Oh, dear no. The lucerne comes once a 
month; but this is a yearly crop ; at any rate there are only two crops a year.
357. You say that all the solid particles of the sewage remain on the surface ;—how do you treat that ? 
Plough it in.
358. Do you find they become at all offensive ? There is not the slightest odour after it once goes on to 
the soil. No matter how filthy the stuff is, the moment it goes on to the soil the smell goes away.
359. It is not likely to make a nuisance in the neighbourhood ? It never can. It was tried hy the 
G-overnment chemist. 150,000 gallons of sewage were kept back until it became black filthy mud, that you, 
could almost walk over, and it was put upon half an acre, a foot deep. The next morning I sent him the dry 
manure in a paper, and he put it into his pocket. The effluent was analysed, and was quite good drinking, 
water.
360. Did he give any report as to the state of the solid matter ? He simply analysed it as farm manure. 
He gives its constituent portions, hut I forget what they are.
361. With reference to the expenditure, you spoke of it being about £11 a week ;—is not some of that
expenditure spread over some other part of the work ? All the levelling and everything is paid for out 
of that. That is the capital. The actual running expenditure is only 15s. a day.
362. Is not some of that used for the carrying on of the machinery ? The inlet-house you mean. I am
not including that at all; I am only including the farm ; the expenses of the inlet-house must be tacked 
on to the expenses of the syphon.
363. The making'of that syphon has saddled the general system with a heavy expenditure ? You cannot 
help that. There was a necessity to make it, and it has to be cleaned. The western suburbs scheme wall

• come right on to the farm, so that there will be no expenditure beyond the receiving and ploughing
in of the sewage.
364. Could not the sewage be carried on to the farm without the syphon ? No; because they would not 
allow the river to be blocked. The syphon is under the river.
365. It had to be used to prevent the navigation being blocked ? That was the reason.
366. Is there much navigation carried on there? No; but there may be. It is one of those navigable
parts of the harbour that might be used at any time, and it would not be safe to put a pipe across it.
367. Do you knowjhow much extra the effect of the syphon being there makes upon the cost of the whole 
scheme ? I do not know anything about the original cost; the running expenses are about £10 per 
week.
368. Ohairman'.] Have you tried any description of trees or vines there ? I have got a row of vines 
planted now ; but they are not looking well.
369. How old are they ? Only put in this year. •
370. Are they cuttings or rooted plants ? Cuttings.
371. Would it not have been better to try rooted plants ? I find that the cuttings come very nearly as 
soon as the others.
372. What description of vine have you planted? Table grapes. I am afraid it is too windy for them. 
I have also got a lot of orange and lemon trees.
373. You have not tried any other description of fruit trees ? Yes ; we have a few stone fruits, but the 
wind blows them all away. As soon as the young leaves come a sand-drift sets in and cuts all the leaves, 
off. I am afraid they will not be able to make headway against the sand-drifts.
374. You say that you have tried turnips ;—were they Swedes or the common white turnip ? Swedes.
375. Do you find them answer well ? Splendidly.
376. Have you ever tried pumpkins ? No; we do not plant them, but they come up everywhere from the 
sewage. The fruit is not any good.
377. Have you ever grown onions there ? No ; I have not tried any of those crops, because I know I 
cannot deal with them. I could grow them, but obviously I could not sell them at a profit; the manual 
labour necessary to put such crops in must result in a loss to the Government.
378. But it would be developing the uses to which the sewage farm could he put ? There would be no 
difficulty, but it must be done by somebody who could do the work himself. We cannot afford to keep a 
market garden.
379. It would be a matter of great interest to show what crops could be produced under the system ? 
They have been tried ; everything has been tried exfcept onions.
380. How do the tomatoes do ;—I suppose they grow like weeds ? They come up almost everywhere.
381. Mr. Copeland^] Would there be any chance of letting this land out, say to some other vegetable 
gardeners, letting them use the manure and the water to properly irrigate the land ? I think it is 
very likely that when there is a sufficient area that will be the proper way to dispose of it. If we had 10

- acres
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acres any enterprising gardener ought to take it and work it himself, under the inspection of the G-overn- J- N. Oxley, 
ment, of course, because all of these beds require attention. They cannot be used continuously, any of ■EsT
ihem. They are intermittent; the whole system is intermittent. The filtering power of any one of those ---- '
beds can be destroyed if it is not carefully irrigated. . '
382. I suppose you would hardly consider a piece of land of that character an advisable place to try an 
experimental farm to see what vegetables or fruits or other things would grow in the Colony? It is 
entirely experimental.
383. But as an experimental farm would you not prefer to have soil of a better character ? Ton could 
not have an experimental farm there. What you grow is simply growing upon the few inches of manure 
put on to the sand; it is not growing in the sand.
384. Do you think the sale of the produce of the 2 acres has paid the expenses of the men employed in 

• cultivating the land ? Well, scarcely.
385. What w'ages do you pay those men ? Seven shillings a day. •
386. Two men at 7s. each ? Yes.
387. Anyone else besides yourself? No.
388. What salary do you get ? £300. . .
389. So that the total expenditure on that farm by way of wages is this ; £300, and 7s. a day each for two
men ? It is hardly fair to put that down, because there are only 2 acres at present under cultivation. I .
could superintend 500 acres ; but it is not finished. It is in process of being made. . I am designing and 
carrying it out every day, and therefore I have got more men. As I thought the Committee might wish 
to know the difference of cost between the earth-closet system which they have inquired into and the 
system of simple filtration, I might say that the system of simple filtration costs about 15s. a day for 8,000 
people.
390. As you increase the area under cultivation do you think it would pay the Grovernment to employ a 
larger number of men to cultivate the land, or simply to leave it as a sewage filter ? It must be cultivated.
The whole of the system would break down if the ground were not cultivated. Every one of those filter- 
beds there would cease to be filter-beds in two months if they were not cultivated, and then the question 
is whether you will collect the manure and sell it in bags or whether you will grow something on it.
391. What is your opinion—do you think it would pay better to employ men to grow vegetables and 
fodder on it, or to sell the manure off the surface ? At present you could not sell the manure at all. I 
do not think it is saleable. We do not get enough, neither do we cultivate enough, to make it pay. I 
should not say positively which was the best. I would like a little more experience. I have really 
produced only one crop, and we can hardly tell whether it will pay better sold as manure or cut as a crop.
It will only go somewhat toward maintenance either way. '
392. Then, as a farm at the present time it is a mere experiment ? It is not an experimental farm at all, 
and never can be a farm.
393. It is termed a sewage farm ? You can call it what you like ; but it is not a farm. We have no soil 
there; we have nothing but sand. It is simply a filtering arrangement. The system of irrigation there 
may be adopted on any land.
394. You are perfectly satisfied with the results as a filter-bed ? Yes ; I believe everyone is.
395. It is perfectly satisfactory ? It is perfectly satisfactory.
396. The effluent water passes away in a clear state, free from smell? Yes ; the water is nearly as good 
as it might be. I would not like to drink it, and the chemist says that it ought not to be drunk, but the 
meu have drunk it.
397. Does it pass out as a stream ? At present it passes away a little above high-water mark in the form
of a damp line. Eventually it is intended to have an intercepting pipe all round the farm to carry off 
this water. '
398. Do you notice any effluvia from the saturated sand ? None whatever. There is no smell. It is 
perfectly clear water. Cattle and everything drink it.
399. Mr. SuitorAre you employed by the Q-ovemment ? Yes.
400. These filter-beds are not under the control of the Water and Sewerage Board ? Not at present; they 
are under the Works Department.
401. Chairman.'] I think you said it cannot be regarded as a farm ? I do not think so.
402. Do you not think the results you have given us—5 tons to the acre in a month—is a good result ?
Well, there may be different opinions about a farm ; I do not call it a farm. Whatever is grown there 
is simply forced out of pure sand by means of excessive manuring and watering. You put 300,000 
gallons of water a day on 2 acres of land; it is enormous. If we had it on a sheep run we could get the 
whole place under cultivation.
403. Have you ever followed the roots of the lucerne ? Yes ; they are about 3 feet down.
404. Do they reach moisture at that depth ? They get the moisture passing from one paddock to the 
other. The lucerne is not generally sewaged at all, but there is a sewage paddock on each side, and 
the effluent passes under it to get away to the beach, and the lucerne seems to pick it up.
405. Is that the case with sorghum as well ? No ; it dies in two days if it is not watered ; two hot days . 
will kill it. It has to be watered every two or three days at the very least.
406. Then you think there is a great deal more experience required before you can ascertain the real 
producing property of the soil under the agency of sewage ? I think so ; it is entirely experimental.
407. Do you know the.extent of the suburbs proposed to be drained? Not exactly; I believe 800 or 
900 acres.
408. With a tolerably large population? I have never inquired into the matter. I only made the
preliminary levelling there for 50,000 people. .
409. You have no data to enable you to form an estimate of the probable capacity of the soil to receive 
sewage ? Yes, as far as we can go we have.
410. With what result ? We can filter 300,000 gallons a day on an acre intermittent; that would be 2
acres—1 acre in operation and 1 off. 1
411. Have you had any estimate made of the number of gallons that would probably be received from
this large area ? No. I commenced with the understanding that there would be at least 50,000 people 
on it shortly, and the filter-beds are designed to receive the sewage of 50,000 people in conjunction with 
whatever cultivation we may carry on besides. '

412.
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J. N. Oxley, 412. Has it ever occurred to you, supposing that a system of farming were carried on at the places where 
■Es<l• the sewage is to be deposited, that the working might be profitably added to by the addition of soil of 

vorT^issa any sort? Ho doubt, but we would destroy another thing. It requires clay to keep the particles of 
20 Dec., 1888. gand an4 if we pUt that on we cease to have a filter-bed that will satisfy the sanitary authorities.

413. Is clay the property most required to make the sand reproductive ? I should think so.
414. No other description of soil? I do not think so. If we take a handful of that ground saturated 
with manure and dry, we can rub the whole of the manure out, and have the bright silica left. It never 
seems to mix. If there is a little clay in it it becomes soil at once ; and if it were saturated to the extent 
we saturated it, it would very likely be disagreeable.

John Ashburton Thompson, Esq., M.D., Deputy Medical Adviser to the G-overnment, sworn, and
examined:—

J. Ashburton 415. Chairman.] You have held your present position for some time ? Three or four years.
Thompson, 416. And of course in performing the duties of the office you have had a good deal to do with the health 
Esq., M.D. 0f citizens? Yes. Perhaps I may mention for this purpose that I am specially qualified in 

sanitary science by the University of Cambridge. It is my business to know something about the matters 
20 Dec., 1888. y01I are inquiring into. . .

417. That is a branch of the profession to which you have given considerable attention ? Quite so.
418. Have you had to do with town sewage and country sewage as well ? I have not had practically to

' do with either the one or the other. _ _ _
419. But in the course of your professional observations you have formed opinions as to the influence of 
the different descriptions of drainage upon the health of communities ? Certainly.
420. You understand the nature of the proposed sewage works for the western suburbs ? Yes ; I have
studied Mr. Stayton’s proposals. _
421. Of course you recognise that it consists of an elaborate and expensive plan ? I do.
422. It is proposed to cost something over £800,000? Yes. _
423. And when this shall have been done a greater outlay will take place before the scheme is a complete 
one ? Yes ; very considerable.
424. Have you ever visited the sewage farm at Botany ? Very often.
425. Have you noticed the absorption of the solid and liquid manure from the drains, and the uses to 
which it is put ? Yes, I have ; and I think it is eminently satisfactory.
426. Have you given any attention to the way in which it is utilised in producing vegetables and green 
crops ? Yes.
427. Have you ever had to do with analyses of soils at all ? Yes. . )
428. Do you know anything of the ingredients which compose the soil of what is called Webb s Grant—
that neck of land that the sewage is now deposited on ? I believe it is pure sand ; I think it contains 
really nothing but silica on the whole. ■
429. As far as you know, would solid or liquid manure be the best for the reproduction of crops on
silica ? Undoubtedly a liquid manure, I think. _
430. In the market gardens about Botany and in those swamps in the neighbourhood, they have something 
other than pure sand ? Yes ; there is a large quantity of alluvial soil there.
431. And peaty soil ? Yes.
432. Which works in well with ordinary manures ? Yes.
433. And that is not the case with Webb’s Grant? Not at all. On the other hand,^ of course, the 
areas you mention are for the most part water-logged, and not at all suitable for sewage farming in their 
present state.
434. You have seen the crops produced on Webb’s Grant ? Yes.
435. They are very satisfactory crops I think ? Very satisfactory indeed. _ _
436. Both in quantity and quality? Yes. I think the place is most xavourable for sewage farming, and
the climate also. There is great trouble very often in other climates caused by the excessive volume ot 
sewage as compared with the area available for utilizing it; but here where there is so much evaporation, 
I think we shall not be troubled in that way at all events. _ _ _
437. Erom a sanitary point of view you think it is a success—the deposit of the sewage at this point ?
Yes, I do, undoubtedly. ,
438. And there is no probability of danger to the health of the inhabitants round about ? I think there
would be no danger at all, even if the inhabitants were very much closer than they are. There is 
actually no evidence whatever that sewage farms are hurtful to the health of neighbouring populations 
even in places very much less fitted for sewage farms than is Webb’s grant. _
439. It is the case I think that whatever may be the experience as to farming there, as a filter it has 
been found very perfect ? Yes ; the effluent is a very good effluent. Of course, it must be remembered 
that at present only a very small area of the sand is being used. If necessary the sewage could bo

■ spread over a larger area, and then you would get probably a still better effluent; but it is good enough.
440. You have seen sewage farms in other parts of the world? Yes ; in England only, but I have seen
a great many there. Perhaps the farm at Croydon is the one with which I am most familiar, or rather 
the farms connected with the district of Croydon, because there are three of them. _ _ _
441. What is the description of the soil there ? On two it is gravel. One of the farms is entirely on 
clay, and it is therefore under-drained very carefully.
442. With subsoil drains ? Yes. _ _ . .
443. And ultimately where is the water conveyed to ? It runs into a stream. As it leaves the farm it is 
perfectly bright and clear and tasteless, and as a matter of fact, although it is not desirable, people 
occasionally drink that water. Also I know from my own observation that except from some occasional 
fault—as the temporary stoppage of a carrier—those farms are perfectly free from nuisance and offence. 
At Norwood there is a footpath crossing one of them, and that is a very favourite walk for people on 
Sunday afternoon. They do not know they are walking on a sewage farm—they think they are simply 
crossing a cultivation paddock.
444. Do you recollect the nature of tbe crops they mostly produce there ? BpptSj and some grass, market
produce, and Italian rye-grass. ’

445.
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445.. Do you recollect the proportion of solids as against liquids, or is it all in the shape of liquid ? It is J- Ashburton 
all liquid. Thompson,
446. They have no means of intercepting the solids in any way, as far as you recollect ? The sewage is ■®s<h> ^.D.
mechanically strained through Latham's extractors, by which a small proportion of foecal matter, garbage, othDecT^lSSS 
and the larger solid objects are separated. ’’ '
447. Then I suppose the solid portion of the manure would be ploughed into the surface ? Yes.
448. It is spread just as they do here on a smaller scale at Botany P Quite so ; but at Botany of course' 
there is all the advantage of a loose soil, devoid almost of any organic matter. There they are turning 
crude sewage on in a vastly larger proportion than is possible on a clay soil; and the sand will be all the 
better for it, no doubt.
449. I think you told us in evidence some time ago, that the system of sewerage was preferable to the dry 
earth system r Yes, I daresay I did ; I am quite of that opinion. The dry earth system is a delusion as 
applied, to large populations. It is all very well for an individual who will look after it, or for an 
institution where some officer can be told off to inspect the arrangements daily; but applied to a largo 
population it is entirely a delusion, the earth that is taken to the house not being supplied to the closet as
it is required ; people will not do that. Of course there is also the expense and labour of supplying the • 
earth to the households. In point of fact, we are supposed to have earth closets here in many districts. ‘
but you do not hud them they do not exist—the earth is not supplied. And that, is a very expensive 
way and a very imperfect way, because the slop-water has still to be disposed of, and, after all, the 
contents of closets are not a conspicuous constituent of the sewage of a town. The sewage of an entirely 
water-closeted town differs very little indeed from the sewage of a town which has earth closets or middens.
There is very little difference between the sewage of those two towns. The main difference is a little one 
of some 56 grains per gallon of solid matter in suspension. In offensiveness and harmfulness the sewage 
of a middened town is as had as that of a water-closeted town.
450. I suppose you keep records of the state of the health of the inhabitants of the citj’- generally ?
No, we do not do that, because we have not the means ot doing it. Of course I examine from time to time 
the monthly returns of the llegistrar-General; but as for watching the public health week by week,
I must sajr it is not done, because at present the means do not exist.
451. You have not the appliances ? The organization and so forth is wanting.
452. Then the only record you have of health is from the Kegistrar-Gcneral’s returns ? f rom the 
returns which the liegistrar-G-eneral makes in conjunction with the Government Statist. The Begistrar- 
General s officers abstract the register of deaths and forward a return to the Statist, who then arranges it 
and remarks on it. All that is done quite apart from the Health Department, whom point of fact ought to 
have charge of it. It is impossible for a layman to deal fully with vital statistics. Mr. Coghlan is of course 
as competent as any man; but a layman-does not know what are the points which should attract 
attention, and,. 1 should suppose, would be glad to he relieved of the duty.
453. As a medical man, are you not of opinion that records should be carefully kept ? I am of opiuion 
that they should, be kept with the greatest care, and that that is the most important thing for every nation 
to do, because that really is their book-keeping ; it is the nation’s account. You cannot stop waste if 
you do not know the health of your population—the death' rate, and the causes of death in particular 
districts. But if I were to go into that I am afraid I should detain you a very long time, because there 
are so many things that, as far as I am able to learn, seem to want adjusting. I have already said—to 
give you one single example that it is not possible to make comparisons between different districts. 
Comparisons are constantly proposed between the city and suburbs, and it is not possible to make those, 
for this reason alone if for no other: that no less than 15'7 per cent, of the deaths in 1887 took place 
m the public institutions; they are credited to the district in which those public institutions happen to 
stand; they are not referred back to the districts to which they really belong. Of course the Statist 
makes an attempt to minimise the error. In his summaries he puts in a separate line all the deaths in 
public institutions, and then strikes his rate upon the remainder; this causes a. good deal of unprofitable 
trouble and labour. The 15 per cent, of deaths in the hospitals ought to he distributed, hut the means 
of doing it do not exist. And then there are other reasons. However, of course I do study the tables, 
and I have brought with me, as I thought it might possibly he of some service to you, a copy of a table 
which I have constructed. [Vide Appendix D.] It does not exist in the statistical returns ; I made it 
for my own information. It shows the deaths from various causes, and the birth rate, and the natural 
increase, and so forth, and other particulars ; and especially the deaths from zymotic or preventable 
diseases, for the ten. years 1875 to 1884; and then strikes an average upon those ten years, and gives • 
the figures of 1885 for comparison. It is so far behind as 1885 only, because the returns for 1886 and 
1887 are not yet published.
454. Can you let us have that paper ? Yes.
455. Mr. Garrard.) Is that based on the figures supplied by the Eegistrar-General and the Statist, which 
you say are defective ? Of course the figures are from the Registrar-Generals returns ; there is no other 
source; hut this is an abstract for the whole metropolitan district, and is therefore not subject to any very 
great error on account of deaths in public institutions, because many of the institutions stand within the 
metropolitan district. The remark I made just now applied to a comparison between the several districts 
—as. between the city and suburbs and then again, between one district and another. Ror instance.
Darlington has a population of 142 persons to the acre, and the city has a population of only forty-six 
persons to the acre. Now it would be very interesting and very important to ascertain what the effect of ’
that difference of density is upon the health of the two populations. 1 should be very glad to do that
but I cannot. So with other districts. ’
456. Chairman) There would be other elements to he taken into consideration besides the mere density
ot population in a return such as that; for instance, the nature of the drainage? ' There are other 
considerations of course ;.but nevertheless it has been ascertained by Dr. Darr, who may he said to have 
founded the science of vital statistics, that death-rates do bear a constant proportion to density; they 
increase as the twelfth root of the density ; so that given these two districts, which in many respects are 
similar, one would expect to find that although Darlington has for about a year been sewered, and 
supplied with pure water, it would have a slightly higher death-rate than a similar district having in 
addition the advantage of low density. It is not very easy offhand to make clear the advantage of being 
able to make those comparisons ; one wants a specific example and then it is clear enough ; and that I am 
not prepared to give at this moment. '

20—0 457.
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J. Ashburton jjas y0ur Department at any time made application for means to have these compilations made ? I
Esq M d’ am no^ aware- .

458. You think it would be very valuable, of course, to have it? Just as valuable to a nation as a mer-
20 Dec., 1888. chant’s books are to the merchant. Without them he does not know what he :s doing ; nor do we.

’ 459. Has anything occurred to lead you to form any fixed opinions as to the influences of the recent sewerage
works on the citizens of Sydney? No, because although the outfall sewers have been constructed the 
connections are going on but slowly. There are only connected with the northern outfall about 150 
houses, and xvith the southern outfall about 1,500 houses, and that within the last year. _
460. Have you been led to form any opinions as to the influence of sewaje in the various bays where it 
is deposited; as for instance Darling Harbour, Woolloomooloo Bay, and Elizabeth Bay ? No, not speci
fically with regard to the populations in those neighbourhoods, for statistical reasons already mentioned.
461. Do you happen to know how far the sewage extends out into the water at those places? No ; I do
not know anything about that. _ .
462. Have you formed any opinion about the death-rate from time to time, from defective sewerage in 
Sydney? It is so very difficult, for the reason I have just given, to estimate the death-rate in different 
districts of Sydney. Defective sewerage fosters typhoid fever. Now, many of the persons who are attacked

' with typhoid fever are the newcomers, at ages between 15 and 35, or thereabouts for the most part; they are
immigrants of one sort or another who have not much money and who go to the hospitals. It is precisely 
those people wdiose deaths are not recorded in the districts 1o v'hich they are due. _
463. Then the town would be credited with the disease with which they were affected ? Yes ; if they 
happen to die in Sydney Hospital, then the city will bo credited; if they happen to die at Prince Alfred 
or the Coast hospital, then Camperdown or Waterloo will be credited. Of course, I know that our death- 
rate from typhoid for the whole of the metropolitan district is very much too high ; that is, it is 6'4 per 
10,000 living, upon the average of those ten years 1875 to 1884, whereas in London, during the ten years 
1877-86, it was never above 2'9, and in 1885 and 1886 was only T8.
464. Mr. Qopeland.] Are you personally acquainted with Webb’s Grant? Yes; I have often been there
to watch the works. _
465. Can you say what quantity of solids they conserve during the year? I do not think they conserve
any ; perhaps I do not understand the question. _
46(3. Have they not settling pits—some method of retaining the solid sewage befoye it goes on the farm 
itself ? No ; that is not the object of those pits. The object of those pits is to separate extraneous matters • 
tins, for instance, and stones, and things of that sort which get into the sewers. They are not in order 
to allow the sewage to precipitate, but to strain it. _
467. Can vou form any idea as to the percentage of solid matter contained in the sewage that goes on the
farm ;—I want to get some idea as to how long it will take for this clean sand to become charged with sewage 
matter? It is a very variable quantity. I do not think it is possible to state any general figure for that. 
The sewage contains variable quantities of water from rain and so forth. _ _
468. Do you know what population this system of sewerage serves at the present time? About 1,650
houses, and you can reckon roughly five persons to a house. • (
469. That would be roughly 8,000 persons;—what quantity of excrement could we reckon per head? 
Eour ounces of solid; but you cannot get at it in that way, there are so many other solids. They are now 
turning on 2 acre's, I understand, the sewage of 7,5(>0 people. The general canon is laid down by Professor 
Eobinson, who is one of the first authorities on such matters, that you may turn the sewage of 500 people 
on to an acre as long as you like, and it will be properly purified, and the soil will not get over-worked.
470. Is that where the land is under constant cultivation? The statement is general, and refers to filter- 
beds—to under-drained land, which may or may not be cultivated. But as soon as you approach 1,000 
persons to the acre the cleansing becomes uncertain. Then you must first of all precipitate your sewage, 
or allow it to settle at least.
471. In this case xve have approximately 8,000 persons to 2 acres—an average of 4,000 persons per 
acre ? Quite so ; but one must remember the circumstances under which Eobinson writes. He is speak
ing of England, and that is a very different place from this—a very different climate. This is a place where 
there is an immense evaporation. We have soil which is very porous, and which contains scarcely any 
organic matter at all, and therefore it will for a considerable period no doubt destroy a much greater

• quantity of sewage than that estimate of Eobinson’s.
472. It appears already to be four times the average—4,000 persons per acre instead of 1,000? Eour
times the average of England, under the circumstances of England, which are not the same as these. Of 
course, you may ask wdiy I should give that illustration which I imply is scarcely applicabie here, but you 
know conditions never correspond exactly, and one has to try the practical experiment by testing the 
conditions on the spot. _ .
473. At least you have no anticipation whatever that the whole of that land will become surcharged with 
organic matter ? I have not the least expectation of it. The only thing is that when you have the total 
expected outfall, then I believe it is intended, and I am quite sure it will be necessary, to allow for some 
settling before turning it on the land. I do not think you will be then able to run it straight on out of 
the sower as at present. You will have to allow it to deposit, and I believe use some chemical precipitant.

■ When that is done there is no limit to the time during which that area will continue to cleanse; there is 
no chance of its getting overloaded and clogged. As for the sludge, that will simply raise the surface 
farther above the tide level. It will always be good ; it will itself at last contribute to this filter-bed.
474. Mr. Street.] In speaking ot the comparative advantages ot liquid and solid manures, of course a good
deal depends upon the character of the solid ? Yes. _
475. You said just now you were in favour of liquid in preference to solid manure on soils for a sewage
farm ? I am not an agriculturalist, and all that I am thinking of is the getting rid of the sewage from 
the city. Your question, from that point of view, seems to resolve itself into one whether I think the 
water carriage the best system. I do think so. _
476. You have no particular preference for the deposit of liquid manure on a sewage farm over solid
manure ? In this climate, yes ; 1 believe the liquid form is preferable. _ ...
477. I suppose the success of the cultivation woxdd depend a great deal on the original soil in either 
system ? Well, yes, I suppose it would, only you are putting an agricultural complexion on your question.
478. You only gave your opinion with reference to getting rid of the sewage matter ? Quite so. '
479. Mr. Suitor.'] You are perfectly satisfied that a good sanitary condition is brought about by the use

of
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of this farm ? Tes ; perfectly satisfied. I have not the shadow of a doubt about that, judging by J. Ashburton, 
experience in other countries.
480. The use of the sewage farm is not at all likely to affect the health of the inhabitants of the neigh
bourhood ? Not at all. I repeat that there is literally not a particle of evidence to show that any20pec. 1888, 
properly managed sewage farm ever did affect the health of the neighbouring residents.
481. You think pouring out the sewage on the surface of the soil is a proper thing to do ? Entirely 
proper. If there is anything settled as to the disposal of sewage at the present day it is just this, that 
filtration is the only practical way of dealing with it. You may precipitate, but you must conjoin with 
that filtration, and your filtration may be done on filter beds or it may be done by what is called 
irrigation, that is to say on a sewage farm. Perhaps when you were at the farm you observed that the 
sewage which is fresh, which comes down rapidly, really has not very much smell of its own ; it is only with 
putrefaction that it begins to smell. If it is run on to the sand within 24 hours of its production, it will 
go into the soil practically odourless ; then it is attacked by chemical processes and begins to be oxydised.
It has not time to putrify, that is to give off offensive gases, before it is altered into odourless compounds.
There is not the least chance of offence from that farm, I am quite satisfied.
482. Mr. Campbell.'] With regard to vegetables or fodder grown on sewage farms,'—is there any objection 
to the use of them by men or cattle on the score of health ? I explained to the Committee once before 
that the things which are grown on a sewage farm and are intended for human use should be those which 
require cooking before they can be eaten; and as a matter of fact, I myself never do eat salad in Sydney, 
because it does not require .cooking, and it may not be sufficiently cleaned. As for cattle, fodder thus 
grown is excellent, and quite devoid of harmful properties ; and if I add that the managers of the Croydon 
farm have now 200 milch-cows, feeding and milking them, I give a very full answer to this part of your 
question, since the farm is familiar to every sanitarian in London, and is carried on under the immediate 
eye of that distinguished man, Dr. Alfred Carpenter.
483. Do you apply that to gardens generally ? Yes. The danger to man is not from the constitution of 
the vegetable, but from the mechanical adherence to it of particles of sewage ; just a mechanical danger.
484. Mr. Carrard.] By the. actual contact of the sewage matter with the plant itself ? Quite so.
485. Mr. Suitor.] With reference to earth-closets, I suppose that the earth-closet system is a good system
where it can be carried out ? That depends upon what you have in mind. If it were carried out it 
would be good as far as it went under all conditions ; the objection to it is that when you try to get a 
large number of people to use the earth-closets, they neglect them, and then they become a very serious 
nuisance. .
486. Chairman.] And probably a source of danger ? Yes ; undoubtedly.
487. Mr. Suitor.] But in country places where people can use earth-closets under their own inspection ?
There they are excellent; there is nothing better. '

.The Hon. George Campbell.
The Hon. Willtam Henry Suttor.
The Hon. Eeederick Thomas Humphery. 
Joseph Palmer Abbott, Esq.

FRIDAY, 21 DFCEMBFR, 1888. 
ijpi'LSLiti:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Chairman).
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Alexander Kethel, Esq.
Thomas Michael Slattery, Esq.

John Eendell Street, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

T. A. Coghlan, Esq., Government Statistician, sworn, and examined:—
488. Chairman.] You are at present holding the position of Government Statistician for the Colony of t.A. Coghlan
New South Wales ? Yes. ’ Esq. *
489. How long have you held that position ? Eor nearly two years and a half. /—^
490. Had you been engaged in statistical work before you commenced the duties of your present office ? £1 Pec., 1888. 
I was an assistant engineer in the Harbours and Rivers Department before that.
491. Had you paid much attention to statistical matters before you came into your present position 
A good deal.
492.. And since you have held the office of Government Statist you have constantly observed the statistics 
of births and deaths—all particulars relating to health ? Yes ; I have given them special attention.
493. Was a correct return of births and deaths kept before you assumed your present position ? Yes ; 
just as exact as at present.
494. Eor how.many years have the statistics been kept accurately ? Since about 1856, under the present 
system of registration.
495. Eroinyour knowledge of the method of collecting the statistics do you suppose they are collected 
accurately ? I think so ; the percentage would be so small as not to affect the details.
496. Do you keep account of the different diseases—zymotic and others ? Yes, full particulars of all 
diseases.
497. And how do you estimate the deaths or the proportion of people dying in the different districts—in
the suburbs and other places—the city as distinct from the suburbs, for instance ? I report monthly on 
Sydney and the suburbs surrounding Sydney, giving the number of deaths from specific causes and' the 
percentages. -
498. How would these be collected—are there returns from medical men ? Each death must be 
registered, and before that can be done a certificate has to be given, not necessarily by a medical man, but 
by a competent person. It depends on the Registrar-General.
499. Suppose a disease were to break out at Marrick'ville, and a great number of people were sent from 
there to the hospitals, would the death rate be credited to Marrickville or to Sydney ? To the hospitals.
500. There would be nothing to show where the disease was contracted ? Not unless I made special
inquiries, as I did at the first half of this year. Usually, if a person contracts a disease at one place and 
dies at another the death is debited to the place where he dies. 501.
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T. A. Coghlan, ^q^.. In your statistical returns have you any record of the number of deaths in the suburbs or 
towns? Tes ; I group the suburbs for statistical purposes according to their geographical distribution, 

21 Dec. 1888 an<^ aceording to the similarity of the circumstances obtaining in each suburb.
’ 502. Then could you at any time show the death-rate of any suburb ? Tes.

503. The death-rate of Petersham, for instance, or any other suburb ? Tes. _ _
504 And those that extend through the country? No, only for Sydney. The country is treated in 
districts. I make returns on districts separately ; treating the country as a district separate from the 
metropolis.
505. Do you report upon the country as a whole? As a whole. The record of deaths would be kept 
for districts in the country, but the percentages would be given for the whole.
506. Well, during the course of the collection of these statistics, have you been impressed by the 
unhealthiness of one portion of the suburbs as compared with another ? They are very much alike. 
I, at one time, thought certain districts showed unhealthy signs as compared with others, but there is 
very little difference, except that the North Shore is apparently very much healthier than any other part 
of Sydney.
507. The North Shore shows that in its results ? Tes ; invariably the North Shore comes out better
than the other suburbs. _
508. I suppose that would be from the better natural drainage ? I can hardly say, but it is evident this
is the case. .
509. Have you given any attention to the subject of drainage ? I was working with Mr. Bennett and 
Mr. Moriarty on the original scheme for Sydney. •
510. But you have not been called upon to give particular attention to one scheme of drainage more than 
to another, or in connection with one suburb as compared with another? No.
511. Tou know that North Shore is much more healthy than other suburbs ; that would be, perhaps, 
because the natural drainage is better—the deposit of matter would not be so stagnant as in other places ? 
Probably so ; and I think the population is very scattered.
512. Is it not the case that some of the Western Suburbs are very flat, and the drainage from them very 
sluggish? Tes.
513. Marrickville for instance ? Tes.
514. The Western Suburbs ? Tes, it is so.
515. Are your means for collecting the health statistics satisfactory ? As regards births and deaths, and 
kindred statistics the means are perfectly satisfactory. But, of course, I have no means of .telling 
the general health of the community, judged by the number of diseases ; the Board of Health would tell 
that.
516. Does the Board of Health supply their repiort annually to the Government ? I think so.
517. Is it not submitted to you ? No.
518. Do you not think it desirable to have it submitted to you to enable you to record your statistics 
satisfactorily ? I do not think it needful. I can at any time refer to the report after it has been laid 
before Parliament.
619. Have you made any recommendations for improvement in the system of keeping statistics ? I have 
no need to make recommendations, for I carry out my own ideas. .
520. Then you have the power to carry out such alterations and improvements as you think necessary ? 
Such as will not be affected by Act of Parliament.
521. I do not quite see how you get your returns from the Medical Board ? Tou are referring to the 
case of deaths.
522. And diseases ? The deaths are registered with the Registrar-General, and each month I get them 
from him. I see the original returns, or my ofBcers see them.
523. Tou have no reason to complain of the way in which they are furnished,—you think they are 
accurately kept ? Tes.
524. Then you consider your work purely of a statistical character ; you do not go outside to matters of 
drainage, or anything of that sort ? No.
525. Mr. Copeland^ Did you furnish Mr. Barling with a diagram showing the death-rate in figurative 
form ? Tes.
526. Have you a copy of the diagram with you ? No.
527. I was under the impression at the time that the diagram was in error, but afterwards on looking at it 
I found that it was I who had made the mistake in reading it. I just wished to correct this, because 
questions put to Mr. Barling at the time indicated that the diagram was wrong, whereas the error was mine 
not yours ? I think the diagram was all right.
528. Mr. Garrard.'] Are you aware that the Western Suburbs are included in this proposed drainage 
scheme? Tes.
529. Have you anything to show the death-rate of those suburbs as compared, for instance, with the 
city ? Tes. I have not particularly distinguished the Western Suburbs, because there is very little 
difference between the death-rate of the Western Suburbs and others.
530. Then your information would include the Western and Eastern Suburbs ? Tes.
531. Can you not give us the death-rate of the Western Suburbs ? Tes ; for the eleven months that have 
elapsed this year.
532. Take Balmain, for instance ;—what is the death-rate per thousand, according to'your last returns?
I include Leichhardt with Balmain.
533. Tou include Leichhardt, I suppose, because it is a Registrar-General’s district, and the returns refer 
to it ? No; but because I consider that geographically the two suburbs are one district.
534. Have you to go upon the mere geographical knowledge of the district? No; because I consider 
that the circumstances which obtain in Balmain obtain also in Leichhardt.
535. And also in Petersham ? No ; I include Petersham in another district.
536. Why ? Because I think the circumstances of Petersham, Ashfield, and Burwood, and all the western 
suburbs are alike.
537. In what respect ? In the sort of people who live there and the character of the houses.
538. In the natural facilities of getting rid of drainage, or anything of that kind ? There is a common 
want of facilities.

539.
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539. But they are well off? Well, the water gets off the ground. It all goes in the same direction. Con-Man Es
540. There are some eight or ten suburbs included in this Western Suburb scheme,—into how many dis
tricts would you group them. Tou said just now that you included Balmain and Leichhardt as one. 21 Dec. 1888. 
Would you give us the death-rate of Balmain and Leichhardt up to the last completed record ? Balmain, ’
Leichhardt, and the Grlebe--------
541. Tou said that the geographical features of those three districts are so similar that you can very well 
group them together so far as statistical purposes are concerned ? That is my main reason ; but 1 have 
another reason for grouping contiguous districts together, and that is because 1 want to eliminate the 
chance of error as much as possible. Persons living on the' boundaries of districts are apt to register at 
the nearest place. A person living just near Balmain, on the borders of Leichhardt, may think that he 
is living in Balmain.
542. But when that person goes to the suburban registrar’s office to register the death or birth, as the case 
may be, must he not state in what street he resides, and consequently is not the registrar in a position to 
say whether he is registering rightly ? In most cases that will be so ; but in other cases where the streets 
run right through two municipalities it happens that persons in one municipality will register in another, 
at the nearest registrar’s office. It does happen ; so, in order to avoid any chance of error, and because I 
can calculate the population better, I group these municipalities. It spreads the chance of error over a 
large number of persons.
543. As a matter of fact each of the three suburbs you have mentioned,—Balmain, Leichhardt, and the 
Grlebe—has a separate district ? Tes.
544. And you get three separate returns for those districts ? Tes.
545. But for your purpose you group them together as one ? Tes. In the average. I show the number 
of deaths in each place separately.
546. Tou say that you group these three districts together because of their geographical features ; but do 
you not also group them together because your previous return^ show that the death-rate is very near akin 
in these districts ;—is not that another reason P I cannot say that I was influenced by the death-rates.
547. Do you not think that is rather a misleading way to deal with statistics of that sort? I candidly 
think it is not misleading.
548. Do you not think, supposing one of these districts had a perfect system of sewerage, and another 
had not, that you would be charging against the district which had the good system the effects of the bad 
system of the other district ? If I knewr of a district which had a good system I would endeavour to show 
it.
549. Are you not aware that the Glebe is the best drained of these districts, inasmuch as it has a great 
deal of underground drainage ? I am not aware what system the Glebe has.
550. Can you give us the death-rate of these three districts which you have grouped together because you 
think their geographical features are similar ? I can give you them for eleven months of this year.
551. Perhaps we had better keep to one complete year,—last year will do ? I am excluding deaths in public
institutions. ^ . '
552. Deaths in public institutions you put altogether ? Tes.
553. Because, 1 presume, they come from all quarters, and are not fairly chargeable against one particular 
district? Tes ; Balmain, Leichhardt, and the Glebe have a low average, 14‘44.
554. The city for the same year ? 12'22.
555. In Waterloo and its contiguous suburbs, which I sunpose are included? We include Bedfern,
Waterloo, Alexandria, and Darlington, in one district. The death-rate of that district was 16'63.
556. Tou group all these in the same district ? Tes, and Botany.
557. Are you awrare what proportion of Bedfern, Waterloo, and Darlington is connected with the Sydney
sewerage vmrks ? I know that part of Bedfern is connected. "
558. Which part of Bedfern ? I fancy there is not a very large part of Bedfern reticulated.
559. What is your group immediately contiguous to Balmain, Leichhardt, and the Glebe? Westward?
560. Tes ? The Canterbury electorate practically. ■
561. The whole of it ? Tes ; Ashfield, Burwood, Dive Dock, Petersham, Marrickville, and West Botany.
562. What is the death-rate for that district ? 14'34. J
563. Is not that rather a large group ? I cannot get the population unless I take a census year by year.
It is all very well to ask for small districts, but I cannot get the population. I can tell the population of 
the electorate, but not of the individual districts unless a census is taken.
564. Do you take any cognizance of the age of persons dying ? Tes.
565. What was the mortality amongst children under 6 years of age, or whatever age you take as a '
figure ? Pive years. J
566. What were the deaths under 5 years of age in the two districts just referred to—viz., Balmain
Leichhardt, and Glebe, against Waterloo, Darlington, Alexandria, and Botany? I cannot give a per
centage of ages without reference to my papers. . b 1
567. Do you recollect whether the mortality in the former districts was larger amongst the infantile com
munity than that in Waterloo and Bedfern ? I do not think that Waterloo and Bedfern stand high in 
comparison with other districts. I may say that all the suburbs are fairly on the one line, except North 
Shore ; their death rate is much worse than that of the city. •
568. I think you answered the Chairman that you were perfectly satisfied with the way in which the 
returns of vital statistics were brought in through the machinery of the Begistrar-General and his officers?
I am quite satisfied of the accuracy of the record.
569. Tou cannot suggest any improved way of collecting these records ? No.
570. Who furnishes you with a record of the deaths at public institutions,—the Medical Board ? No •
they are all registered at the registrar’s office in the district in which the public institution or hospital is 
situated. ' r
^71:i:Dx1y0ut1abulotel?Tr makeuPthe numbers of cases of various kinds of sicknesses as well as the 
deaths themselves r JNo ; I have no means of knowing that.
5l2j'-J° .a-ttogetker the Medical Board may have returns of a number of cases m public institutions
01 ditterent kinds which would not go to you ? Certainly.
573. Tou deal merely with life and death ? Tes.
574. Tou are a civil engineer by profession ? Tes.

575
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T. A. Coghlan, 575. As an engineer, and also having had considerable knowledge of these vital statistics, do you think that a 
Eeq. system of sewerage has a very marked effect upon the death-rate of any locality ? I think it has a very 

marked effect. A good system of sewerage undoubtedly improves the rates, 
ec., 1888. jyg. j)0 T0U attribute it simply to the system of sewerage that the city has a lower death-rate than 

Eedfern, Leichhardt, and the G-lebc ? I do.
577. Do you think that is the sole cause ? I think it is because Sydney is sewered that it has a better 
rate than the suburbs.
578. Do you not think that the water supply of the suburbs has a very large effect on the death-rate? 
It certainly has a large eftect; but the suburbs you mention are supplied with water.
579. So that that consideration wmuld not affect them ? JSro. Of course there is a point to be considered 
with respect to a water supply which is this,—the more water you supply to a district which is not sew'ered 
the more would infection be liable to spread. When you give a copious supply of water to such a district that 
water after having been used for household purposes would have to be taken away in the open drains or 
the streets, and might give rise to conditions that would tend to propagate disease. Matter that would be 
perfectly innocuous in a dry state, when it is in a moist state becomes full of life.
5S0. Can you give us the death-rate of last year for the North Shore suburbs ? The North Shore death- 
rate was 10TG. ■
581. That is near the death-rate of the city ? Below that of the city.
582. That embraces the whole of North Shore ? Yes, including Manly. It includes a very large district
containing very few people, and stretching away towards Pitt Water. Although it is a large district 
there are not very many people m it. .
583. Have you the returns for any of those separate suburbs contained in North Shore ? No; I 
group them, for the reason that I have explained before.
581. I suppose the return of the Begistrar-General is given in for each of those boroughs ? No ; there 
are two districts, North Shore and Manly.
585. On the Begistrar-General’s books ? Yes.
58C. What is the highest death-rate in any of these suburbs ? For last year I think that of Bedfern, 
Waterloo, and Darlington was the highest.
587. J/r. Su/tor.] In collecting your statistics do you consider the density of population in the different 
districts ? Yes ; by the density I get the number per thousand.
588. I mean as to how many people there are per acre. We were told yesierday that in Sydney it is 
about forty-two, and in the suburbs about one hundred and forty, per aero ? I think you have 
been misinformed. I could get it, of course, but from memory 1 could not tell you the density of 
population in any particular district.
589. Of course the density would have some effect upon the death-rate ? It would have.
590. I suppose you are not much up in these matters ? I do not profess to be an expert.
591. Could you furnish the Committee with a statement of the density of the population in the suburbs 
and the .city ? Yes, I will do so.
592. Chairman.'] Is there any information you would like to volunteer? I have got some information 
which would perhaps interest the Committee about the increase in the mortality of the suburbs compared 
with that of the city. I have got some figures hero to show that the city has improved very greatly, while 
the. suburbs have deteriorated. As I have explained to you I have taken the suburbs as one district, 
because I can see very little difference in the mortality of one suburb as compared with that of another. 
This year one suburb may appear bad, but next year it may right itself, and taking the death-rate over a 
series of years there is not much difference, excepting in the case of North Shore! North Shore invariably 
stands out well in the returns.
593. Mr. Garrard.'] You make North Shore bear the sins of Waterloo ? No ; that is a mistake.
591. Mr. Humpheryh] You group them ? The figures correct themselves in this way : Waterloo has an 
apparently high death-rate, because a number of children are born there, and I distinguish the deaths of 
persons under 5 years from those of persons over 5, and that enables the relative death-rates to be seen, 
i find that, taking the children under 5 years, from 1872 to 1879, 64 children, speaking in round 
numbers, out of every 1,000 died within the year in the suburbs, and that in Sydney the average death-rate 
for those nine years was 77 to every 1,000. During the last nine years 75 children in every 1,000 died 
per annum in the suburbs, whereas in Sydney only 68 died in that number, and that increase has been 
pretty general during the last eighteen years, showing that Sydney has become fairly healthy. Although 
08 is still actually a high rate, being more than it ought to be, it is much better than that of the suburbs. 
Taking children under 1 year of age of course Sydney shows out very badly, because the Benevolent 
Asylum is in Sydney, and it is a lying-in hospital.
595. Mr. Garrard.] I thought you excluded the public institutions from these calculations and took them 
altogether? I do in the districts, but in taking the suburbs as a whole the hospitals must be included. 
Taking persons over 5 years of age I find that the suburbs have advanced from 9 per thousand to 14 per 
thousand, and that the city has sunk from 16f to 14 per thousand, showing an improvement in the death- 
rate of persons over 5 years of age. 'there has been an improvement in Sydney, but a deterioration in 
the suburbs.
596. Chairman.] Have you in your own mind found any reason why the death-rate of Sydney should be 
less than that of the suburbs ? I think it is entirely a question of sewerage.
597. That is they have fairly got sewerage in Sydney, but none in the suburbs ? The circumstances 
of Sydney are not different from the circumstances of some suburbs. Bedfern is just as thickly populated 
as some portions ot the city are. There is very little spare ground about those places.
598. Is there a sewerage system at Bedfern ? No. 1 am mentiojung this to show that there are just as
many people in some of the suburbs as in Sydney. ’
599. But you have a iairly perfect system ot drainage in Sydney that they have not in the suburbs ? Yes.
600. Should you attribute to that the higher death-rate? Yes ; in one piaee they have sewers, and in the 

. other they have not.
601. How does the death-rate of Sydney compare with the death-rate of other large towns ? Very
favourably indeed. When 1 speak of Sydney being bad, I mean bad compared with wdiat it might be; 
but compared with the cities ot the old world it is very good. Sydney has an average death-rate of 20'5 ; 
whereas London, which is reckoned to be an extremely healthy city, has a death-rate of 22'S ; Manchester, 
29'9 ; Dublin, 29'6 ; Liverpool, 29T ; Birmingham, 24'4. Among the continental cities St. Petersburg has 
a death-rate of 35-2, Berlin 26'4, and Paris 26'3. 602.
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602. Under those circumstances Sydney comes out very well as compared with other large cities ? Very T.A. Coghlan,
well indeed. There are very few cities with the population of Sydney with so low a death-rate.
603. Have you any record of the death-rate of the other large Australian towns ? Adelaide has a death-
rate of 19'2 ; that is somewhat better than Sydney; Melbourne 20'G, which is practically the same as 1 ec"’ ' 
that of Sydney ; Brisbane has arate of only 19'8 ; "Wellington 15'8. Hew Zealand is one of the healthiest 
countries in the world.
604. Mr. SuttorThe density of the population in the suburbs has very much increased ? In the last 
eighteen years I speak of ?
605. Tes P It has increased very much.
606. Of course the population in Sydney would not increase so much ? Nothing like so rapidly.
607. The buildings put up in the city are very much improved as well? Tes ; the buildings are better.
608. Both of these considerations would tend to establish the fact of a high death-rate in the suburbs and
a low one in the city ? There may be a dense population and fairly good health. The suburbs are not 
overcrowded. When they become overcrowded then another element of death comes in ; but you cannot 
speak of any of the suburbs as being overcrowded. "
609. Mr. Q-arrard?\ How do you arrive at the population of the city. Do you put dovm everyone. Eor 
instance, a large warehouse employs 100 men;—do you class all those men as belonging to the city, or 
only the caretaker who lives on the premises ? No ; only the caretaker.
610. Only the person who actually lives there, sleeping there,—is that the definition ? Tes.
611. Mr. Copeland.'] I think you said that in estimating the deaths' in the city and suburbs you keep the
deaths occurring in hospitals separate? Tes. ’
612. Tou do not debit Sydney, for instance, with any deaths occurring in hospitals ? I keep them separate, 
and show them both ways. I give all the deaths in the city, and I then show the number, deducting the 
public institutions.
613. In these general estimates, making a comparison between the death-rate of Sydney and that of 
Melbourne, do you include the deaths in the hospitals ? Tes ; they would be included.in both estimates.
614. ' Are they included in Melbourne ? Tes ; the year I gave you was a healthy year.
615. In that case a great deal will depend upon the locality of the hospitals in different places ? When
I use the term “ Melbourne ” I mean Melbourne and its suburbs, so that you see the objection would not 
count. '
616. It would be Sydney and its suburbs as against Melbourne and its suburbs ? Tes.
617. Mr. Garrard.] Can you give us the death-rate for Melbourne proper as against Sydney proper? I 
have the record, but I could not give it you at this minute.
618. Chairmans] But that wmuld not include the death-rate of the hospitals in the suburbs ? It would not.
619. Do you include the deaths of persons who go to the hospitals ? Tes.
620. Mr. Garrard.] And you base your calculations practically on the same grounds as those of other 
cities ? Practically on the same ground.

George Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Hoads and Bridges, -
sworn, and further examined :—

621. Chairman'] Tou are still connected with the Hoads and Bridges Department? Tes; in the O-.H.Stayton,
Sewerage Branch. Esq.
622. 'Tou have been actively occupied in connection with the survey and the designing of the sewerage '—
system of the Western Suburbs ? I have. ° 21 ®ec-> 1888.
623. And you know the point where it is intended to drain those suburbs ? Tes.
624. What point did you describe the other day as that at which these main sewers are to discharge ?
The main outfall sewer will cross Cook’s Kiver, and pass through a part of Arncliffe, on the south side of 
Cook’s Hiver. The total distance is 11,700 feet from Marrickville to Webb’s Grant, the point of 
discharge.
625. And that forms a portion of the neck of land which we inspected the other day at Botany ? That 
forms the western portion.
626. It is a sort of promontory coming down from Cook’s Hiver ? Tes.
627. Tou have given some attention to the purification of sewage in the old country ? Tes ; I had some 
years of experience there.
628. Have you always regarded the absorption of sewage on farms for the growth of vegetation an effec
tual means of disposing of it ? Tes, but it depends entirely upon the conditions. There are certain 
localities where irrigation is the best system to adopt, and there are others where it would not be 
desirable. Everything depends on the local conditions. The conditions at Webb’s Grant are most 
favourable to filtration.
629. And thus absorbing the sewage generally ? Tes.
630. Erom your experience at home have you formed any opinion as iothe character of the soils on which 
the sewage has been deposited ? Tes, and it has generally been considered that a light porous soil is the 
most suitable for irrigation.
631. Have you had any experience of soil similar to that at Webb’s Grant, where it was almost pure 
silica ? No ; except at Edinburgh. That is the only case with which I am familiar,
632. Is the ground very sandy there ? It is somewhat similar to the soil at Webb’s Grant.
633. Do you recollect the result of the use of the sewage ; I mean in producing crops ? I know
generally that it has been successful. . . .
634. I mean especially with regard to Edinburgh, where the character of the soil is similar to that at
Botany ? I have no special knowledge of what has been done at Edinburgh; but I have some 
information with regard to other sewage farms. The Croydon sewage farm is one of the largest sewao-e 
farms in England ; I lived in the locality and used to see it daily. • °
635. That is clay soil ? It is partly clay and partly gravel.
636. The water goes through a system of underground drainage ? Tes.
637. ' That is tile drainage ? No ; it passes through pipes.
638. Have you had any opportunity of knowing what depth the drains have been made ? No ; but they 
were not laid at any very great depth—3 or 4 feet probably.
639. They empty into main drains ? Tes. ' §40 ;
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Q-.H.Stayton, 640. Into open drains or larger pipe-drains ? Into larger covered drains, and the eiBuent is carried to 
Es<I- the nearest river and discharged there.

641. Is that a tidal river ? No.
21 Dec., 1888. 642 Is it the Thames ? No, the 'Wandle.

643. Did you say the Wandle? Tes; it flows into the Thames at Wandsworth. I noticed in a report 
of the sewage farm committee of Croydon some short time since the following particulars :—■

“1. That the monthly analyses of the several effluents from the sewage farm were of excellent quality. 
“ 2- That the mortality tables for the parishes in which the sewage farm is situated were equal to an 

annual death-rate of 6'78 per 1,000 of the population.
“ 3. That the bullocks and other grazing cattle were all healthy and well.
“ 4. That the milk from the cows was satisfactorily sold, and that additional cows were to be purchased 
“ 5. That the Chairman stated that the farm was in a satisfactory condition allround. The manager 

had grown and sold nearly £2,000 worth of grass ; had made a quantity of hay, and had grown 
some exceptionally fine specimens of mangold-wurzels, some weighing from 13 lb. to 16 lb. 
each. The financial return for the year would altogether be about £3,000 better than that of 
last year.”

This show's that it is a very large undertaking, and that after many years of labour the Committee have 
seen their way to make it a remunerative business.
644. And they have a mixed system of farming, grazing, and agriculture together ? Yes ; that is being 
done generally in England now. Apart from the question of sewerage irrigation, farmers have found it 
necessary to turn their attention to it. I am also acquainted with the sew'age farms at Coventry, Kugby, 
Warwick, Leamington, Wimbledon, Epsom, and Bedford. The Croydon farm is the most efficient of all.
645. Is that all covered drains ? Tes ; the Croydon farm is entirely sub-drained, I believe.
646. Do you recollect the diameter of the drain pipes ? Some are 3 inches, some 4, and others are larger.
647. The intercepting drains would be greater than the branches ? Tes. They varv from 9 inches to 12
inches and upwards. " .
648. I suppose the water clarifies as it percolates through the ground into the drains ? Tes, it is so 
purified.
649. Have you noticed any smell from it ? I have not; it was generally very satisfactory. No exception 
whatever is now taken to the farm by the residents in the neighbourhood. Some years ago there were very 
loud complaints, but the Corporation at that time had not sufficient land. They haYe since bought an 
additional 500 acres, and the system is carried out satisfactorily.
650. In viewing the irrigation systems which you saw at the places you have mentioned, were you 
impressed by the superiority of one system over another, or were they all carried on under similar 
conditions ? They were all carried on in a similar way, but some were better managed than others.
651. Could you discover any difference in the character of the soil, whether it was clay, marl, loam, 
sand, or gravel ? The soil varied between clay, marl, gravel, and chalk.
652. And you think the drainage was equally perfect under the different conditions ? I am not prepared 
to say precisely what the results were.
653. Tou heard no complaints ? No ; but in some instances the authorities produced much heavier crops 
than in others.
654. Have you any record of any of the returns of the crops at those sewage farms ? Nothing very 
recent.
655. Tou saw the crops at Webb’s Grant the other day ? Tes.
656. Did you see anything more luxuriant than that in the Old Country ? No ; I cannot recall anything 
better. I have seen very large root crops in England, mangolds and turnips.
657. They are used largely for feeding stock, I believe ? Tes.
658. What is your impression of the ultimate result of the adoption of sewage for the cultivation of the 
soil at Webb’s Grant;—do you think it will come ultimately to he made the means of using up the 
sewage? My impression is that such ought to be the case. Under good management and careful 
supervision I believe that in the course of time there will be a revenue from the operations there, and that

• the sewage will be perfectly purified and rendered innocuous.
659. When visiting the farm have you noticed any offensive effluvia from the water on its escape after 
percolating through the sands ? No, none whatever.
660. Have you observed any where it emptied itself ? No. I scarcely think it possible to notice where 
it escapes, except perhaps at low water.
661. I thought we had evidence of its having been seen percolating into the bay ? I am not aware of it.
662. Before the drainage works now before us have been completed, considerable work will have to be 
done ; that is before the system is perfect ? Tes.
663. Could you explain the nature of the work which will have to be done if the present design is carried 
out? . The Committee will probably recollect that a supplementary statement [Vide Appendix Cl.] was 
submitted to them at the previous meeting, and that it showed that in addition to the scheme now under 
consideration, which is estimated to cost £830,304 other works would be necessary. There would he what 
is termed the subsidiary sewers to be laid in 400 miles of streets. In the first instance it might only he 
necessary to lay 300 miles.
664. Is that comprised in the present project ? It is not. The present project comprises the trunk 
sewers as marked by the red and blue lines on the map. f Vide Plan No. 3.] The next thing to be taken

. into consideration is the first part of the Canterbury and Enfield main sewer, which is indicated on the 
map by a red dotted line, and referred to at length on page 16-17 of the report.
665. Mr. Qarrardi] Wliat is the estimated cost of those subsidiary sewers ? £1,000 a mile is the
average. I have taken it at that rate, which makes a total of £300,000 for the first section.
666. The sewer will have to be duplicated on this extension ? Tes; that work is described in the report 
as being very necessary, and on page 21 it is shown that it is estimated to cost £20,741. Then there is 
the question of the Marrickville storm-water drainage, described on pages 22 and 23 of the report, 
the cost of which is estimated at £20,000. That work is not only for the removal of storm-waters but 
also includes the raising of the low parts which are now flooded.
667. Eor actually raising the surface of the land where it is below high-water mark ? Tes. That brings
up the cost of the first section of the additional work to £310,741. it will subsequently he necessary to 
consider the works included in the fourth section, and to complete the subsidiary sewers, viz., the remaining 
100 miles, at a cost of £100,000. . 668.
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668. You have said that 400 miles of street sewers will be required, 300 of which you estimate going on 01. H. Stayton, 
withat once;—how much of those subsidiary sewers have to go into the dotted line ? Probably from 20 :Esq'
to 2o miles out of the 100. The completion of the Canterbury and Enfield main sewer is estimated to oi^rr^Tsss'
cost £65,410. It is shown by the red dotted line. The low-level systems were foreshadowed and ec'’ "
described in the report (vide p. 17), but were not included in the present scheme, because it was scarcely
possible to tell which portion would be first required. In four or five years time the main-sewer works
will have been so far constructed as to be ready for the low-level systems. I might, perhaps, describe
the low-level systems. The supplementary map \vide Plan Ho. 4] showing the present low-level area
west of the Grlebe, and the suggested mode of dealing with the sewage thereof, was recently laid before
the Committee. The area is divided into three parts. The northern part includes Leichhardt, Balmain, and
a portion of the Grlebe, and is estimated to cost £52,925. The western part, including the low-lying
portion only, of Burwood, Pive Dock, Ashfield,. Concord, and Strathfield, is estimated to cost £48,625.
The southern portion, comprising Canterbury and Enfield, is estimated to cost £18,100; making altogether 
£119,650 as the total cost of the low-level system. This is the cost of the complete system, but the whole 
of that may not be required for very many years. The annual cost for wages, fuel, repairs, &c., is esti
mated at £5,627. Practically this provides for the whole area of the western suburbs, and it may not 
be wholly required; but in order to make the estimate complete, the scheme is inclusive of everything as 
far as can be seen. '
669. The total cost would be £119,650? Yes.
670. Chairman^] That is of the low-level system ? Certainly. It is all mentioned in the report on page 17.
671. What was the extreme limit of this system ;—does it go beyond Cook’s Biver ? Ho.
672. Except where the main sewer conveys the sewage to Webb’s Grant ? That is so ; the area is between
Parramatta and Cook s Elvers, and does not go further westward than Homebush Station. I have also 
to explain the item for the completion of the western outfall sewer. The report distinctly foreshadowed 
that owing to the adoption of a 6 feet sewer in triplicate, a considerable sum would be saved by providing 
two sewers only until there was a necessity for the third sewer. It is included in the supplementary esti
mate ; and to make the triplicate sewer complete would cost £48,374 more. The next item is the completion 
of the Marrickville pumping station, which was also foreshadowed in the report, which stated in the first 
instance that only a 40 horse-power engine would be required, which would be supplemented from time to 
time until the 120 horse-power became necessary, increasing the cost by £6,817. There is also the completion 
of the sewage farm and the laying out of an additional 250 acres. The land proposed to be resumed is 
coloured green on the plan, and the cost is estimated at £32,600. These works bring up the total for the 
fourth^ section of the work to £372,851, making a grand total, including the works already executed, of 
£1,817,896. That is, as far as can be seen, the ultimate cost of the entire scheme. '
673. What mode of treatment would be adopted for dealing with the whole volume of sewage in ten or 
fifteen years’ time ? I should like to call the attention of the Committee to the remarks on pages 19-20 of 
the report. It is there shown what the effect of the whole volume of sewage would be on this area of 
land, and what the limit would be ; but I think that the figures, from what Mr. Oxley has told the Com
mittee, are very much understated, and that the sand would absorb a great deal more liquid sewage than 
we have any idea of ; but as far as I can tell there is more than sufficient land than would be necessary 
for a population of half a million persons. The prospective population is 351,545, so that we have a large 
margin. In the first instance it would only be necessary to gradually clear and prepare a portion of the 
land, and month by month and year by year, as additional sewage was brought in by the new sewers, the 
area would be increased ; but as far as we can see there is not the slightest doubt that the area, including 
the additional part, will be more than ample for many years to come ; and then, if it should so happen that 
there is any difficulty m the question of disposal, it will be a simple matter to resort to some other mode 
of treating the additional volume of sewage—either by electricity, by a chemical process, or by continuing 
the outfall across George’s Eiver to the Pacific Ocean.
674. Then have you given any consideration to the new system of purification by electricity? Yes, 
and I have certain information thereon. In fact, I might read to the Committee a few notes I made 
on the question some two or three months ago. The system of sewage purification by electrolysis is now 
being carried out at Crossness main sewerage outfall in London, where it is intended to treat 1,000,000 
gallons of sewage per day, or T4T part only of the entire daily flow. The Metropolitan Board of Works 
have allowed Mr. AYebster to construct tanks and provide engines, dynamos, electric light, and all plant 
at his own cost, estimated at £5,000 to £6,000. The time required to treat 100 gallons takes ten minutes 
at the outside, and the engine-power provided consists of two 25 nominal h.p. engines, which indicate to 
43 h.p. each. Mr. Webster says that electrolysis is nothing more than a chemical action produced by an 
electric current. The Engineer, a leading professional paper, states that the question to be determined 
is, whether an effluent, inoffensive to sight and smell, free from all secondary fermentation, exercising no 
precipitating action on the water of a river, and having no matters in suspension, can be produced at a 
reasonable cost. Very little data is given or known as to the cost of treatment; but I have endeavoured 
to arrive at an idea from the figures supplied by Mr. Webster. .The estimated cost can only be considered 
as very approximate. It will probably be several years before any definite results can be safely estab
lished ; and it may be, as in nearly all other cases of the application of electricity, that practical experience 
will greatly cheapen, if not transpose, the present ideas. I estimate the approximate cost of the process, 
according to Mr. Webster’s figures and at Sydney current rates, at £7 13s. 9d. for 1,000,000 gallons treated
per day, or if 20,000,000 were treated per day, at £4 7s. 5d. per 1,000,000 gallons. These calculations in- ■
elude interest and repayment of outlay, and depreciation, fuel, labour, iron, &c. Compared with the cost of ■ .
irrigation or filtration at Webb’s grant, as proposed by the western suburbs sewerage scheme, it is much 
greater, the latter being under £1 per 1,000,000 gallons disposed of. I have great hopes that the system 
will prove both a scientific and successful commercial undertaking; but I think that this will not be 
realised for several years to come. At the meeting of the British Association at Bath in September,

• 1888, the president of the mechanical section—Mr. W. H. Preece, M. Inst., C.E., E.E.S.—said of elec
tricity : “ Our sewers are likely to find in its active chemical agency a power to purify poisonous and 
dangerous fluids.” It is a remarkable coincidence that Mr. Webster, of London, and Mr" Eoberts, of the 
Sewerage Department, Sydney, should have been so close together in their investigations. Mr. Eoberts 
submitted his idea to the Government of Hew South Wales in Hovember, 1887, and patented his process 
m Sydney on the 19th Hovember, 1887. Mr. Webster made experiments in July, 1887, and had pro
visional protection in England on Hovember 17th, 1887, and in Hew South Wales a patent was granted
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G. H. Stayton, 0I1 jotli February, 1888. I distinctly recollect, however, reading an account of somewhat similar
experiments at some place pn the continent of Europe about two years ago, and that the process was found 

21 Dec 1888 ^00 coskly- The system may hereafter he found of much service in this colony ; but its present aspect 
' ’’ ’ would not justify any application of it to the system of sewerage under consideration. I believe that

Mr. Eoberts is still experimenting at the southern outfall works at Botany. _
675. Is it not found that electricity is expensive at first?. Tes; but the cost of its application has
generally been considerably reduced afterwards. _ _
676. Mr. Street.^ What is the effect of the system of electrolysis—does it purify the liquid ? Tes.
677. And then leaves the solids to be dealt with ? Tes, but the quantity is very small. It purifies the
liquid, and the effluent is clear, and the amount of sewage sludge is smaller than under the chemical 
process. _
678. Chairman.'] Are the ingredients used in any way afterwards ? No. As a matter of fact the question 
has not yet taken any definite position so far as I know. It is only in London and Sydney that 
experiments are being tried.
679. It would be a small arrangement I suppose ? At present, of course. It may prove a most valuable 
invention and be of great use in this country, especially in up-country towns ; but so far as one can see 
there is no likelihood of its being required at Webb’s Grant for many years to come.
680. How do you propose dealing with the low-level areas shown on the plan ? The plan and report 
show that 29 per cent, of the whole area is too low to be drained by gravitation. A pumping station

' would have to be erected at Marrickville, and central compressing stations under the “ Shone ” system
would be required at Leichhardt, Burwood, and Canterbury.
681. How will you deal with it at Marrickville ? By the direct pumping system. The sewage would flow 
to the station through the brick and pipe sewers, and would be pumped into a high-level sewer gravitating to 
Webb’s Grant.
682. Mr. Street.] Sewage is raised by the pneumatic system instead of pumping in some cases ? Tes,
under the “ Shone ” system ; and it is more economical. .

, 683. Chairman^] Is it working satisfactorily ? Tes ; it has been in use in various towns in England for a
number of years, and has been the means of rendering a part of Eastbourne habitable where formerly 
land was flooded. There is another matter which, perhaps, should be mentioned, and it is this : I have 
examined the various points of the scheme now under consideration to ascertain whether any modification 
could be made by which any portion could be made more effective or convenient. I venture to think that the 
Committee might very properly consider a modification of the arrangements shown on the plan for the 
sewerage of the eastern part of Leichhardt and for Balmain. Such proposal consists in the substitution of an 
aqueduct for the 42-in. syphon at Johnstone’s Creek, as shown on the supplemental plan which I now lay 
on the table \vide Plan No. 5] ; and in lieu of the 40-in. syphon at White’s Creek, and the gravitation and 
low-level sewers for the remainder of the district, as coloured red on such plan, to provide an entirely low- 
level system of main sewers and submains for an area of 1,200 abres, with a pumping station in the vicinity 
of White’s Creek. The extra outlay on the present scheme which this modification would involve would 
amount to £44,667, making a total of £874,971; but in consequence of the saving on subsequent works 
which such alteration would effect, the estimated ultimate outlay \yide Appendix Cl] would only be 
increased by £8,742, making £1,826,638 in all. The effect of such modification upon the annual drainage 
rate would be to temporarily increase the 8d. rate mentioned in the appendix to 8'36d. in the first instance, 
but such rate would gradually be reduced to 7'07d. instead of 7d., as shown in the general statement dated 
December 3rd, 1888. [Vide Appendix 03.] On the whole I am of opinion that the greater efficiency which 
would thus be ensured, together with the fact that some 600 or 700 acres comprised in the thirteen low- 
level areas in question (some of which are becoming thickly populated) would thus be provided with main 
sewers, without having to wait for the supplemental “Shone” system, is a sufficient justification for 
the slightly increased annual charge. Under the present scheme the borough of Balmain is proposed to 
be drained by gravitation sewers, supplemented by the “ Shone” system. Balmain, however, is more 
complicated than any other part of the suburbs, and I think if the Committee consider the figures they 
will probably deem it desirable to approve of this alternative scheme. In short, if the low-level system 
only is to be adopted for Balmain, instead of the two, the extra cost would only amount to £8,000, and 
would practically make no difference to the rating. •
684. Would that be the pneumatic system ? No; that would involve direct pumping.
685. Mr. Street.] Where would be your nearest gravitation main ? Close to ; within a few hundred feet 
at the most.
686. Tou are in favour of a low-level system for Balmain ? Tes, the extra cost would be small; it would 
not average one-fifth of a penny in the £ on the rate. Instead of being 7d. the rate would be 7'07d.— 
a very small addition.
687. Is it not a large area to pump ? Tes. It is 1,200 acres, and the population thereon will eventually 
be 50,000; but the extra cost of pumping as compared with the “Shone” system would not be more 
than about £1,760 per annum.

TlIUIiSDA V,
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THURSDAY, 20 JUNE, 1889. 
Present:—

The
The
The
The
The

JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Ohaibman).
Hon. John Lackey.
Hon. Andeew G-aeean.
Hon. Ebedeeick Thomas Humpiieby.
Hon. William Joseph Teickett.
Hon. James Watson.

John Hubley,

Jacob Gabeaed, Esq.
James Ebenezee Tonkin, Esq. 
William Speingthoepe Dowel, Esq. 
John Suthebland, Esq.
Edwabd William O’Sullivan, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage works for the Western Suburbs.

688.
689.

Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and further examined:—
Chairman.'] You are the Under Secretary for Public Works? Yes. ■ J. Barling
And you were formerly, I think, examined in connection with the proposed drainage works for the 

Western Suburbs, before the Public Works Committee ? Yes.
690. It has been stated that since your examination on that occasion experiments have been made upon 20 June, 18S9. 
sewage matter by electricity, and that by the use of that system a.great deal of the proposed expendi
ture in connection with these drainage works may be saved ? That is the case.
691. Will you tell us what this system is? I may mention that since the Committee last met experi
ments have been made both here and on a very large scale in England, in connection with the purification 
of sewage matter by electricity. The matter has assumed such importance that Mr. Bennett has thought
it desirable to write a minute to the Minister upon the subject, a copy of which I hold in my hand. It .■ 
is as follows:— . . .

Roads, Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 17 June, 1889.
Minute Papek.

Subject :—Drainage of Western Suburbs.
In further reference to the proposed purification of sewage by electrolysis, now that it begins to assume a practical 
form, and from experiments at home and in the Colony promises to be successful, it is my duty to bring under the notice 
of the Minister for Works the propriety of delaying action with regard to a great part of the scheme for the sewerage of 
the Western Suburbs.

Before that project is again brought under the notice of the Public Works Committee inquiry might be made to 
determine if by the aid of electrolysis a more economical system could not be adopted.

I do not concur with the view put forward by extreme advocates of the system of electrolysis, that each premises 
could be dealt with separately by a wire, but I think the most we can expect is that each catchment could be dealt with 
separately at its outlet as proposed by Mr. Cowdery, by chemical means, thereby avoiding the expensive long conduit and 
large sewers.

_ The electrolysis system seems to effect such a complete purification that the objections made to the imperfect 
chemical processes might not hold good. However, I think this matter should be inquired into in the light of the further 
information being obtained previous to going again before the Committee.

_ This will not apply to some portions. The Balmain drainage, which it was proposed to provide for by gravitation to 
Bondi, requires objectionable syphons and other adjuncts. It might, I think, be drained towards Long Nose Point, and 
the effluent there run into Port Jackson when the electrolytic purification is quite proved.

The remainder of the Western Suburbs scheme gravitating to the city sewers, that is, the Glebe, Camperdown, 
southern branch from Macdonaldtown and Newtown, might be dealt with by the Committee and carried out if approved of 
by them, also the Marrickville and Newtown low-level system. The estimated cost as per report will be shown on 
attached paper, £260,786. I send on this hurried memo, just to raise the question in the light of the latest information 
before the Minister pays his promised visit to some of these localities.

' WILLIAM C. BENNETT.
Under Secretary for Public Works.

Original scheme of Balmain, up to Johnstone’s Creek :—
Balmain and Leichhardt.—Inclusive of 46 shafts—9 man-holes and ventilators—17 automatic flushing chambers.

Main sewer, 2 miles 1,670 yards ..................•........................................................................................................... 48,401
Sub-mains, 3 ,, 136J ............................... . ..................................................................................................... 43,195

6 miles 46J yards.Note.—This scheme to be altered so as to come under the electrical treatment. 91,596

The Glebe from Johnstone’s Creek to Newtown Road :—
The Glebe.—Inclusive of 20 shafts—4 man-holes and ventilators—5 automatic flushing chambers.

Main sewer, 1 mile 610 yards ................................................................................................................................... 27,117
Sub-mains, 2 ,, 376| ,, ..................................................................................................................... .............. 27,181

3 miles 986§ yards. 54,298

Camperdown Branch.—Inclusive of 5 shafts—6 man-holes and ventilators—1 automatic flushing chamber.
Main sewer, 1 mile 140 yards ...............................................................................................................................  £12,454

Southern Branch.—to Main Botany Sewer.
Inclusive of 16 ventilating shafts and man-holes—2 automatic flushing chambers.

£
Main sewer, 1 mile 780 yard? .................................................................................................................................... 10,289
Sub-mains, 1,230 ,, ............................................................................................................................... 2,856

2 miles 250 yards, 13,145

_ Marrickvilll and St. Peters’ low-level system.
Marrickville and St. Peters.—Inclusive of 71 shafts and man-holes—6 automatic flushing chambers.

x
Main sewers, 3 miles 450 yards..............................................................................................................................  62,076
Sub-mains, 1 „ 1,074 ,, .......................................................................................................................:....... 16,217
Pumping station, including boilers, engines, &e............................................................ ..................................... 11,000

89,293
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J. Barling, Six months ago, when Professor Tlirelfall was about to visit Europe, he was asked to inquire into this 
®s1- matter, and to make a report thereon to the Government on his return. Experiments on a very large

’ 71 A "7 ' scale have been carried on there in connection with a system patented by Mr. Webster, I think. Pro-
une’ ’ fessor Threlfall has been to England, and is now engaged in preparing his report, which, I think will be

ready in a few days. I would therefore suggest that Mr. Bennett be examined again first, and that
Professor Threlfall be also called before the Committee. I have had a conversation with the Minister on 
the subject, but it has not been finally dealt with by him.
G92. Mr. Lackey.~] But I take it that it is the wish of the Department that this evidence should be given 
to the Committee ? Quite so.
693. Gliairman.~] And you think that until Professor Threlfall has reported, it is no use obtaining further 
evidence ? I think that Professor Threlfall will be able to give his evidence at once.
694. As to the dredge for Sydney Harbour;—are you ready to go on with that matter? No, we are not. 
I am not sure whether we shall not be able to do without it.
695. Tou have bought one ? No. We are getting out some sand-pump dredges, and it is just possible—-
I am speaking now subject to correction on further inquiry—that they may be used in places where bucket

. ladder dredges are now being employed, and thus release these dredges from work on which the proposed
new dredge would have been employed. Three of these sand-pump dredges have been ordered.
696. The Eichmond and Clarence Eiver matters;—are they ready ? Tes ; they can be gone on with as

1 soon as the Committee wish.

William Christopher Bennett, Esq., M.I.C.E., Commissioner, and Engineer-in-Chief for Boads and 
Bridges and Sewers, sworn, and further examined :— .

W. C. 697. Chairman.'] Tou are the Chief Commissioner for Eoads ? Tes, and Engineer in charge of the
Bennett, Esq, sewerage works. 1
9nr'~A~TsRQ ^r- Barling, the Secretary for Public Works, has produced a minute written by you to the Minister

unc, o»9. on treatment of sewage matter with electricity. Can you give us any information upon that subject ?
When I was last before the Committee, I referred to this process of electrolysis for clarifying sewage 
matter, and I mentioned that it was being investigated by the Department, having been discovered by one 
of the draftsmen. I directed this gentleman, Mr. Eoberts, as the discovery was a valuable one, to secure 
his interest by patenting it; and this he did. I then represented the matter to the Minister, and had his 
authority to incur some small expense to make experiments on a larger scale at Botany than could be 
done by Mr. Eoberts. During this time we received in the professional papers from England information- 
that a similar discovery had been made in London, and although the discovery here was made simultane
ously with that made at home, I have no doubt that Mr. Eoberts’ discovery was certainly his own, and 
that he had not had information of the other discovery. At my instance that matter was then referred by 
the Minister, Mr. Sutherland, to Mr. Threlfall; but he, because of the incomplete state of his laboratory, 
was unable to make any experiments until he went to England. There he visited Crossness, where 
experiments were being made on a large scale for the London Commission, and reported most favourably 
on the system. I therefore represented to the Minister that before the very large expense necessary to 
carry out the drainage proposals for the railway suburbs was incurred, this matter ought to be investigated, 
Balmain was connected with the Bondi sewer by a system of syphons ; but I pointed out that if the results 
obtained by electrolysis on a small scale could be obtained on a large one, a large proportion of the expense 
of these works could be saved, and that the effluent water from the sewage of that borough, purified by 
electricity, could be drained into Port Jackson without creating an offence. I thought that the portion 
of the scheme which has reference to the suburbs gravitating to Botany, such as Macdonaldtown and 
parts of Newtown, the low-lying portions which it was proposed by Mr. Stayton should be pumped, and 
which must be pumped, might be considered by the Committee, and if they were prepared to recommend 
the execution of those works, the scheme would be so much in advance. In the meantime a further 
investigation could be made into the application of this system to the more expensive parts of the project, 
so as to ascertain whether the sewers proposed by myself and Mr. Stayton should be carried out, or 
whether a number of smaller wmrks, draining into Port Jackson and the Parramatta Eiver, as proposed 
by Mr. Charles Cowdery, should be constructed, with a system of electrical purification at their mouths. 
I simply drew the Minister’s attention to the propriety of considering the matter in that respect; the 
time was too short to give any detailed estimates or comparisons.
699. Tou have not Professor Threlfall’s report upon what he witnessed at homo ? We have not. What 
ho will have to say will be very interesting.
700. Mr. Watson.} Is it your opinion that the Committee should proceed any further with the considera
tion of this general sewerage scheme until we get Professor Threlfall’s report ? I think it would bo very 
important to get Professor Threlfall’s report at once, before going any further.
701. Mr. Lackey.] Tou have not made tests of this system yourself at all ? Tes, at Botany. When we
found that Professor Threlfall was not able to make any tests, and that the matter was so important, 
w'ith the approval of the Minister I borrowed dynamos and steam-engines, and went to an expense of 
between £50 and £60 in making experiments. We found that the results on a larger scale corroborated 
Mr. Eoberts’ results on a smaller. ,
702. The experiments were successful ? Tes.
703. Does this process separate the liquid from the solid, or does it only purify the liquid ? It purified it 
so much that I had no hesitation in tasting the water.

• 704. Under those circumstances there could be no objection to its being drained into a harbour, creek, or
river ? No objection, provided that decomposition did not occur afterwards. Erequently, after effluent 
waters which have been chemically treated have been flowing down a river for two or three days, they 
become bad again, though I do not think they will do so when treated under this process. But it is a very 
important point, and Professor Threlfall’s evidence upon it—secondary decomposition I think they call it— 
will be very desirable.
705. Does this electric system lessen the quantity of solid as well? It precipitates it. It is simply 
oxidising the matter more rapidly than it would be oxidised by nature if deposited in a flowing stream. 
No matter how bad sewage is, if you put it into a flowing stream, after 10 or 12 miles it becomes purified. 
As far as I can see, electrolysis simply compresses the process into a shorter time. 706.
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706. Chairman.^ The water could be allowed to flow away, but the solid matter would still have to be 
removed ? Tes, but it would be small in quantity and comparatively easily dealt with. That is a point 
v'hich needs further elucidation.
707. Are the reports from the Board of Works in London, which is using this system, favourable;—do
you regard them as favourable ? So far as we have seen they are favourable. There was an article in 
the Engineer the other day about the matter ; but Professor Threlfall, who has just visited the works, 
can give you more information than I can about them. .
708. Dr. Garran.~\ Tou deal with this matter at the outflow? Tes.
709. If this system is carried out you will have certain collecting stations at which you will deal with 
the sewage ? Tes.
710. On the road? Tes; instead of bringing it all down to Webb’s Grant we would have collecting 
stations at more frequent intervals.
711. Tou will deal with it in sections ? Tes, if practicable.. I am not proposing this scheme ; I only 
offer it for consideration.
712. Then the less diluted the sewage is the better the system of electrolysis will deal with it ? I should 
think so. There would be less difficulty in dealing with a small quantity of fluid than with a large. I 
fancy that you would have to expose the larger quantity longer to the process.
713. If that were the case it would be important to keep storm-water out of the sewers ? Tes ; but we 
do that as much as possible now.
714>. But you admit a large proportion of it? We admit some; I think it is impossible to keep it 
all out.
715. If you are lessening the size of the pipes it is strictly important to keep the storm waters out? Tes.
716. Tou consider it necessary to take in water from back yards ? Tes. There is a paper by Mr. 
Stayton on that subject before the Committee, which I think is very valuable. It combats the com
plete separation of each.
71/. Do you think that the dirtiness of the washings from backyards is worse than that from the w'ashings 
of horse-droppings on the roads ? I rather think it is.
718. Still it would be important to keep the quantity of water down as much as possible ? Tes; but
there is always a minimum size for the pipes beyond which it is not well to reduce them, so as to prevent 
stoppages. Asa rule w'e never put down less than a 9-inch pipe. -
719. I understand you to say that you think the Committee may go on at once considering the Camper
down, Glebe, and Marrickville portions of the sewerage scheme without waiting for further evidence on 
the subject of electrolysis ? Tes. • •
720. But if that system is going to be a success ivould you not he able to use smaller pipes, or earthen
ware pipes, in those districts ? Tes; wo could substitute earthenware pipes for the sewers. The possi
bility of reducing the size of the sewers was the point to which I wished to draw the attention of the 
Minister.
721. Would it not be possible under this new system to drain the Camperdown area, which goes into the 
Prince Alfred Hospital Branch and the Glebe, with earthenware pipes ? It might be possible, but then 
you would have to have a place where this system of electrolysis could be carried on, and if you waited 
for that system you might have to adopt an entirely different scheme. I suggested that as we have the 
gravitation sewer to Bondi, the system of gravitation should be adopted.
722. Tour object is to throw into Bondi all that can be thrown into it by gravitation ? Tes, and into
Botany. ■
723. With the exception of the sewerage of Balmain, which matter you now propose to reconsider ? Tes.
724. With regard to Camperdown and the Glebe, if you carried out the scheme which is proposed by 
Mr. Stayton there, and afterwards found that electrolysis was a very great success, you would have gone 
into a larger expense than was necessary ? The sewers there are not large.
725. They are brick sewers ? Tes.
/26. And they are at some considerable depth ? Tou will have to go to that depth whether you have 
pipes or sewers, and if there was any tunnelling you would have to have the server the minimum size in 
which a man could work.
/27. If the other portions of the scheme are to be reconsidered, ought we not also to leave Camperdown 
until we find out more about this matter ? If you will allow me I shall answer that question when I am 
able to answer it categorically. I shall have the matter investigated.
728. With electrolysis could we not introduce the earthenware pipe system very much more than Mr. 
fstayton has introduced it, and with more economy ? It was with that view that I recommended that 
those portions of the scheme where-there was a large population should be reconsidered. The portions 
where there was a smaller population did not seem to me so well worthy of consideration ; but I shall have 
the matter furthor investigated.
729. With a view to that ? Tos.
730. Suppose the Glebe is treated by electrolysis, do you think it probable that the collecting place will 
be near the syphon in George-street, or near the head of the bay ? A. great deal depends upon the 
character of the effluent water. It might be desirable having it going into the syphon.
731. Bor the sake of the scour ? Not so much for that as to prevent injury to Blackwattle Bay.
732. I am not proposing to turn anything into Blackwattle Bay; but if you had electrolysis the quantitv 
of sewage to go through the syphon would be less than that under the existing system ? A good deal 
less.

w. c.
20 June, 1889.

WEDNESDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Richard Threlfall, Esq., Professor of Physics, University of Sydney, sworn, and examined :
733. Mr ’LackeyTou have been some time in England, I think ? . Tes. _
734. And have given some attention to this new system of treating sewage by electrolysis ? Tes. I
spent some days over it. _ .
735. Electricity is a science in which you have taken considerable interest, and a. subject to which you 
give your attention at the University ? Tes. Of course this system of treating sewage is partially 
a chemical problem ; but I am as much a chemist as an electrician.
736. The Committee are engaged in the consideration of a scheme to treat the whole of the sewage of the 
western suburbs, and wo think it desirable to have your evidence as to the effect of electricity upon the 
solids and fluids contained in the sewage. Tou have no doubt given considerable attention to this 
matter ? I have.
737. Erom what you saw in England while you were there, were you led to believe that the system of
electrolysis could be applied to ordinary sewage generally ? I have no doubt that all sewage could be 
purified by this means—it is merely a question of cost. The process is a purely chemical ono, and the 
chemicals employed are produced by electric agency in the sewage, and have not therefore to be added 
to it. ...
738. Then it is quite practicable if sufficient money is available? Perfectly. I think there is no question
as to the perfect success of the process, setting financial considerations on one side. We have only Mr. 
Webster’s figures as to the cost to go upon. _ .
739. Have you made any experiment yourself ? I made some small experiments of electrolysis on dilute 
solutions of salt, but, with that exception, I have made no experiments. ...
740. I take it that it would be very difficult to carry out experiments of this kind in consequence of the 
expense which would have to be incurred ? I have given an estimate as near as .1 could of the cost of a 
plant which would purify 1,000,000 gallons of sewage. I think that estimate is an outside one, because I 
have put the money on whenever I could; but of course it is not necessary to make experiments on such a 
large scale.
741. What is your estimate ? £5,214 for one year. At the end of that time you would have as an asset
about £300 worth of iron, together with the engine and dynamo, which would come altogether to about 
£1,8°0. ... . ......
742. I see from a statement of Mr. Webster that the precipitate is not likely to be used as a fertilizing
substance? Ho ; he does not say that it will. _ .
743. Would that be generally the case or would it be so only in exceptional cases ; in other words, would
all the objectionable and fertilizing properties be extracted from the precipitate during the operation of 
electricity ? The mineral principles are chiefly carried down with the sludge, but they are contaminated 
with iron, and although it is possible that the sludge might have some manurial value, still Mr. 
Webster does not claim that it would have a marketable value. There are many hundreds, if not 
thousands, of patents for treating sewage by chemical processes, and it has been usual for the inventor 
to claim that, not only could he get rid of the sewage, but that the sale of the manure manufactured 
would pay a large dividend upon the expense of the work. How, the experience in all countries on this 
matter has led to the conclusion that if you make a precipitate which is marketable as a manure, you 
spend more on it on the whole than you get for it, while if, on the other hand, you make a cheap preci
pitate, you cannot sell it. Mr. Webster, bearing this in mind, does not claim any marketable value for 
his sludge. That being the case, of course we want the sludge to be as small in quantity as possible, so 
that it may be more easily removed, and I think I may safely say that the sludge produced by this process 
is the smallest possible. It is mixed with oxide of iron. _ .
744. Is it the case then that the effluent, in proportion to the purity of the sludge, contain^ a greater
quantity of objectionable matter—oxide of iron, or whatever it may be. Does it vary according to the 
manurial value of the sludge ? The effluent has always to be brought up to a certain standard by getting 
rid of the sludge. . .
745. We are regarding the matter from a practical point of view. Our object is to see how far we can
separate the objectionable properties of the sewage from the effluent we take away from it ? The effluent 
is the sewage from which all objectionable matter has been removed. _
746. According to the manurial value of the sludge, is the effluent more or less pure. Eor instance, I see 
by the report that Mr. Webster drank half a glass of the effluent. I take it that that was.an evidence of 
the pureness of the water and of its freeness from any property that would communicate disease ? Tes.
747. In that case- would it be safe to convey the effluent to the nearest stream, river or harbour ? 
Certainly; that is the object of the process.
748. Then you think, if the process succeeded, the fluid may be taken into any stream, estuary, or creek,
near to which the operation was carried out ? Most decidedly. .
749. What is proposed to be done with the sludge at home ? The amount of sludge which has been
produced from the sewage treated by Mr. Webster is not a very serious matter. He happens to have 
large contracting works going on in the neighbourhood, and my impression is that it was just dug into the 
ground. That is what would have to be done with the sludge obtained from the process here. It is a 
nuisance and has to be got rid of. _ .
750. In that case it would not always be a fertilizer ? I think that we may take it for granted that it 
will have a certain manurial value, but whether it will have such a value as would make it worth while to
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sell I cannot say. Mr. Webster thinks it will not. If you are willing to pay for the removal of the E. Threlfall, 
shidge you would probably find that its fertilizing power is a small iisset, but it is not to be calculated upon. ®3<1-
751. Supposing the sewage of a large town were treated in that way, has any calculation been made to „
show that the system would warrant the expense which would be incurred by digging the sludge into the u •
ground ? It is a thing which we must look at from a different point of view. The assumption is that you
would have to get rid of it. If you are bound to get rid of it, if the protection of health requires that
you should do so, I think the experience of all countries shows that you must be prepared to pay for
getting rid of it, and not expect to get a profit. Out of no chemical process for treating sewage can
you, as far as I know, expect to make a profit.
752. Do you know the method by which sewage is treated in England at the present time ? I know that 
a good many ways have been tried.
753. By depositing it upon sewage farms? That has been, I think, a failure. Experience has shown
that when sewage is successfully treated by that system, the farm, as a farm, is not a success, because 
the land has to take the sewage at times when it does not want it. On the other hand where the sewage 
is dealt out to the land according to agricultural requirements, its purification is not a success. Sewage 
is a nuisance, and you have to pay to get rid of it. In this as in other things you cannot have vour cake 
and eat it. "
/54. Have you given sufficient attention to this subject to know which treatment, from a practical point of 
view, would be the least expensive for a town? That of course is a question for a sewage engineer,but 
as far as I have been able to inform myself by reading and conversation—never having had to treat the 
sewage of a town the cost of a chemical process will depend almost entirely upon local conditions. It is 
almost impossible to say which method would he the cheapest for a specific place without having the local 
conditions given. In one place for example alum may be cheap. There arc many chemical processess 
founded on the use of alum, which, as chemical processes, appear to he very efficient. "Where alum or 
aluminous earth is very dear, how'ever, these processes cannot compete in cost with certain other chemical 
processes. The process of treating sewage with alum is, I think, one worthy of attention ; because I am 
told that there are large deposits of that substance within a comparatively short distance of Sydney. Dr.
Tidy, whom I quote in the first part of my report, thinks that one of the alum processes, generally known 
as the A. "B. C. process, gives as good an effluent as any which he has come across, and it also gives a 
sludge which has a manurial value. The manurial value of the sludge, however, in England does not pay 
a dividend because their alum costs so much that it swallows up all the profits ; but in Sydney if we could 
get alum cheap that wrould not be the case. I think if the alum deposits exist they will have to be 
examined and experiments made in order to test their precipitating power. After such experiments have 
been made an idea may be formed as to the comparative cost of the alum and the electrical process. I think 
it would give a good year’s work to a very competent man.
755. Have you given any attention at all to the matter which has been submitted to tbe Committee for its 
consideration the drainage of the Western Suburbs ? I have not been informed on the matter at all.
756. The expense of the scheme immediately under consideration approaches £2,000,000, so we are anxious 
to have your evidence on the subject of electrolysis. What do you think would be the smallest expense 
which would have to be incurred in erecting a plant which would enable us to come to a decision as to 
whether the process could be made available for treating the sewage of the Western Suburbs ? That is a 
question which I am hardly in a position to answer. In my report I have given an estimate of the cost 
of a plant which would treat 1,000,000 gallons a day.
757. I take it that, for experimental purposes, it would not be necessary to go to nearly that expense ?
That, I was going to say, is a question for a sewage engineer to decide. I should be satisfied with a 
smaller experiment; but I am not a sewage engineer, and I should not like to express an opinion as to the 
smallest possible experiment which it would be necessary to make. There may be conditions of which a 
sewage, engineer is aware, but of which I know nothing, which would render a large experiment very 
necessary. We all know that it is very desirable to have an experiment upon a large scale, but it may be 
essential, and the fact that Mr. Webster has gone to the expense to which he has gone leads me to think 
that it may be important to make a large experiment.
758. Do you think, in view of the work which the Government propose to carry out, that it would be 
desirable to make the experiment ? I think it is well worthy of attention, in so far as the expenditure 
of a sufficient sum would enable a reliable experiment to be made.
759. Mr. Copeland.'] Ton are not aware of any corporation having adopted Mr. Webster’s process? Ho,
when I was in Dondon it had not been adopted by anv corporation, though I have an impression that 
several were in treaty with Mr. Webster. ‘
760. At the present time the matter simply assumes the experimental form? It simply assumes the 
experimental form, but the experiment is so large that it would represent the treating of the whole of the 
sewage of a small town.
761. I he Metropolitan Board of Works is the body which has the drainage of Dondon under its control?
Tes. Mr. Webster has contracted with them for other works, and they allow him to use a portion of 
their ground at Crossness.
^62. I suppose the Metropolitan Board of Works are not sufficiently assured of the success of the scheme 
to feel that they are warranted in incurring an expenditure on their own account ? Certainly not.
763. The sewage is being treated merely as an experiment? Tes.
764. Do you not think that it would be more judicious for a small community like this to wait until richer 
communities like London and other places had paid for experiments before we experimented ourselves ?
Certainly. If you can getother people to pay, it is always better to do so. I think that an experiment treating 
1,000,000 gallons a day is so large that the process may be considered to be shown to he practicable and 
deserving of being tried by somebody. There is no reason why this town should try it, provided that some 
other town will step in and do so.
765. Have you taken any interest in the treatment of sewage at the sewage farm at Cook’s Eiver ? I have 
been told about it but I have never been asked to examine it.
766. Ton are not aware that the people in charge of the sewage farm there emulate Mr. Webster by 
drinking some of the effluent water. I merely mention this to show that the effluent there is for all practical 
purposes rendered pure and clear, merely by passing through filter beds of sea sand ? Of course you can 
purify sewage in a thousand ways ; it is merely a question of cost.
767. The cost of an experimental plant you estimate in your report as £5,214 ? Tes, that is my estimate.

768.
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B. Tlirelfall, 768. Then there is the cost of management as well ? The cost of management has to be added to that, of 
■®8C1- course. This estimate is only the cost of the plant and maintenance for one year, but a considerable 

Porti°n th® plant will remain at the end of the year as an asset. You will have a large quantity of 
u ' iron, the engine, and the dynamo still remaining at the end of that period.

769. So I suppose the experiment would involve a risk of £4,000, or a little more ? Yes; if you decide to 
make the experiment on as large a scale as the one proposed by me, I do not think you could safely put 
the risk under £4,000. I should not be inclined, taking the cost of management into account, to go 
below £5,000.
770. With this system do you not require to use alum P No, that is an alternative process. I mentioned 
it because I thought it was one which might be looked into.
771. How long is it since you saw the process of electrolysis at work ? Just after I received the first 
letter from Mr. Webster, dated the 14th February, this year. During the beginning of February I was 
engaged in examining the process.
772. Is Mr. Webster, or any other person, making similar experiments in any other place except on the 
Thames ? I do not know, at first hand, of any other experiments being made. I am told that some 
experiments are being made out here by Mr. Eoberts.
773. Did you inquire into any other process in England ? No, I did not. I simply undertook to look 
into this particular matter.
774. Is it not a fact that large centres of population in England and Europe have their own special 

. systems of treating sewage ? Yes, and hardly two of them are alike.
775. And I suppose each has something to recommend it ? Yes. As I said before, the particular process 
which can be most successfully employed depends upon the local conditions of the place. Eor instance, 
if there are manufactories sending down a very alkaline sewage you have to adopt a different process in 
dealing with it from that which you would adopt if you were dealing with an acid sewage.
776. Has this system more to recommend it than numbers of other systems that have been adopted and 
are being worked in different places at the present time ? I think it has this to recommend it. First, that 
the amount of sludge produced is a minimum ; and secondly, that it may be considered a purely chemical 
process in which the coal, which is used to supply the engine, is the only chemical employed. Coal is 
cheap here compared with the lime, alum, or animal charcoal which are used in other processes. These 
latter substances are most of them dear. They are dear in England, and would be still dearer here, 
whereas coal is a cheaper thing to get.
777. In the system adopted at present, we are using no chemicals ? Yes.
778. Merely filtering the sewage ? Yes, merely filtering. I think there can be no doubt that if that can 
be done efficiently it is the cheapest process.
779. Mr. Garrard.'] I should like to ask you whether you were requested to report upon Mr. Eoberts’ 
discovery before going Home ? To the best of my recollection I was, some eighteen months or two years 
ago, asked not to report upon it, but to examine it. When I came to inquire about it I found there was 
nothing to examine or report upon. Mr. Eoberts had made a few experiments on a few gallons of sewage, 
but really from a commercial point of view there was nothing to be said at all.
780. Is it a fact that you were requested to make experiments at the University, but not having the 
necessary appliances you were forced to refuse ? I am not sure whether I was requested or whether I 
volunteered to do so, as soon as the laboratory was in a fit condition. At the time it w'as not in a fit 
condition, and, before I left England, it was never in such a condition that I could commence experiments 
of the magnitude required.
781. You are not aware that since you were asked to report upon Mr. Eoberts’ scheme further experi
ments have been made by the Department at Cook’s Eiver? No.

* 782. Can you inform me when Mr. Webster’s process was first made known in England. I presume he
has patented it ? Of course it is a patented process, but I do not know when his patent was filed>
783. You do not know when the process first became known to the English public ? The first I heard of 
it was just about the time I Came out here, three years ago, bo that I may safely say that it has not been 
before the public for much more than three years.
784. And it is about two years since you were asked to report upon Mr. Eoberts’ process ? It is two 
years since Mr. Eoberts’ experiments were mentioned to me.
785. The experimental plant you suggest would be capable of doing only the same amount of work as that 
done by Mr. Webster’s plant, viz., 1,000,000 gallons a day? Yes ; my estimate is for the treatment of 
1,000,000 gallons.
786. If a plant similar to Mr. Webster’s were erected here you would make several alterations in fitting 
up the different parts ? Yes.
787. For instance, as he suggests himself, you would place the dynamo nearer the shoots containing the 
electrodes, so as to diminish the length of leads, and so on ? Yes.
788. Do you know if Mr. Webster has patented his process in these Colonies ? I am not quite sure, but 
I think Mr. Webster told me that he had patented his invention both in America and in the Colonies.
789. Could the Department in this Colony make experiments without his consent? Of course if he has 
not secured himself by patenting his discovery they can do as they please ; but if he has done so I suppose 
he would object to their making experiments without his consent. I am not acquainted, however, with 
the legal aspect of the case.
790. Chairman!] The Crown can use any patent right ? In that case I suppose the Department could 
make experiments.
791. Mr. Garrard!] You prefer this system of dealing with sewage to other chemical processes, and 
next to it you think the process in which alum is used is the best ? As I said, the most advantageous pro
cesses depend upon the place, and there are some things about electrolysis which I think make it suitable 
for Sydney. The cost of chemicals to be used as precipitates would be heavy here, while I think coal and 
iron are nearly as cheap as they are anywhere, and they are the only materials used. I thought also, as 
the streets are watered with salt water, that the sewage would contain more salt, and that would be very 
favourable to the success of the process ; but I find from Air. Hamlet, the Government Analyst, that the 
sewage only contains the normal quantity of salt owing to the fact that the water with which the town 
is supplied has less than is usual.
792. I suppose no better site for the erection of a plant could be obtained than the outfall at Cook’s
Eiver;—you have been there ? No, I have not. I think the conditions to be observed in erecting a plant 
would be, first of all, facility for running the sewage into shoots, and secondly, easy means for conveying 
the sludge to a place where it would not be a nuisance. 793.
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793. If the sludge has already been used on an experimental farm, would it not be better to use that place Threlfall,
as a site P If the other conditions are favourable, you must remember that a certain amount of coal will
have to be carted to feed the furnace, so that the site must be on a road if possible. g
79±. I think I understood you to say that your estimate was based on very full prices. I see that you '
have estimated the consumption of coal per horse-power per hour at 5 lb. ? Tes ; that is estimated for a
high-pressure steam-engine, and I do not think it is too high under the circumstances.
793. Do you know what it cost Mr. Webster to erect his experimental plant? No ; I may have heard, 
but I do not recollect. I do not think it is likely that I should have asked him what it cost him.
790. Much of his expenditure he has found usc-less. As he has gone on he has found ways in which he could 
economise, and has discarded portions of his plant P A great deal of his older plant has been discarded.
797. So that if we had the amount which it had cost him to erect his plant at Crossness it would not be 
fair to take it as an estimate of the cost of erecting such a plant here ? No, I think not, since he has 
discarded many things ; and we have the advantage of his experience. Not only that, but even as things 
are, his electrical apparatus is not well arranged. He is not an electrical expert himself, and he did not 
call in Dr. Hopkinson, the electrician, until afterwards. There are many things which he might have 
foreseen which would have made the plant more efficient.
798. I understood you to say that several local G-overnment bodies were negotiating with Mr. Webster 
for the use of this process? Mr Webster gave mo to understand that he was in treaty with several 
corporations who wished to adopt his system.
799. The London Metropolitan Board of Works have not done so ? No, not to my knowledge.
800. But I presume they have been watching his experiments ? The experiments have been going on 
close to their pumping, station, so that I fancy they could not have faded to have noticed them. Mr.
Webster told me that the Metropolitan Board of Works were going to take the matter up, but it seemed 
to me to be a private matter, and I was careful to confine myself strictly to the scientific aspect of the 
question and its commercial applicability in general.
801. What is the height up which ho has to pump the sewage into the shoots ? It can only he a few feet,
because the ground is very low. I should think only 7 or 8 feet. ’
802. Of course if the sewage could be run direct into the shoots, and so save the pumping, the cost of the
process would he so much less ? Of course. . ■
803. I understood you to say that the sewage you saw being treated did not go through the last process, 
where coke is mixed into the iron electrodes, but that it simply came into contact with the iron electrodes ?
Tes. ‘ ‘
804. Are the electrodes parallel with the shoot or at right angles to it ? They may he placed either way.
In Mr. Webster’s experiments the plates were parallel, but I think in rearranging the plant I should place 
them alternately, parallel and at right angles, so that the sewage would have to run in and out.
805. Was there much deposit in the shoots themselves ? No ; it is part of the process to so regulate the 
speed of the sewage through the shoots as to allow no deposit.
806. .The speed at which the sewage would pass through the shoots would depend upon its density. It 
would have to travel quickly if it was thick, and less rapidly if it was diluted P Tes. I draw attention to 
that in the report in reference to the sewage coming down after a heavy rain.
807. How would the sludge he got out of the pits would it be dug out? I imagine that sludge is
generally dug out Sometimes an arrangement can he made, if a pumping station is available, to have the 
tanks at such a height that they can he tapped at the bottom, and the sludge run off. That has, I think, 
been done at or near Manchester. .
808. Would the small amount of iron in it very much depreciate the sludge as a manurial agency ? The .
value of the sludge as a manure depends really upon the state in which nitrogen exists in it. If I am 
rightly informed, when nitrogen is almost wholly converted into ammonia the sludge has not the manurial ’
value that it has before such conversion. I think it is part of the result of electrolysis with this process
that the organic compounds become converted into ammonia. The nitrogen passes out of its organic combi
nations into the form of ammonia, and thereby the manurial value of the sludge is diminished. This is a 
thing I know that happens in many chemical processes, and since Mr. Webster did not claim for his 
sludge any manurial value I believe it would happen in this process.
809. In many chemical processes the bulk of the sludge is increased by the chemicals used ? Certainly, 
by the precipitating agents, as they are called.
810. By this process the sludge is reduced to a minimum?. I think an absolute minimum. The iron
itself is precipitated with the rest of the sewage, and it carries down the flocculent matter in the same way 
as alumina will carry down the matter from logwood and make the paints known as crimson lakes. But 
in this case the precipitate is produced through the agency of electricity, and forms a kind of mesh- 
work, and by its density sinks more rapidly than the flocculent matter would by itself. It entangles the 
flocculent matter and carries it down. "
811. The Metropolitan Board of Works have, I believe, a test which they apply to any sewage matter or
effluent before it is allowed to go into the Thames ? They have. ” ~ ^
812. For the purpose of preventing the contamination of the stream, and thereby diminishing the supply 
of fish, I presume ? In the Thames the backwater, when the tide comes in, makes a great nuisance.
813. There is a great rise and fail of the tide there ? Tes. 'The condition of the Thames is so shocking 
under any circumstances that it is the very last river to consider as an example. The sewage which is 
now turned into it is, in all probability, cleaner than the water of the Thames itself, because of the large 
amount of drainage which goes into the river over which the Board has no control.
814. One of their reasons for making this test is to prevent the noxious effluvium being increased ?
Certainly.
815. Tou are clearly of opinion that it would he advisable, in view of the proposed large expenditure, to
undertake these experiments? Of course it is merely a matter of opinion. I went to Mr. Webster’s ’
place with the impression that the process was rather a humbug, and I came away very strongly impressed
in tire opposite sense. The more I think of it the more impressed I am.
816. The system is based on sound principles ? Tes ; and certain people with whom I have had occasion 
to converse—engineers and others in London—have expressed themselves in much the same way as I do.
817. Do I understand you to say that the Metropolitan Board of Works had works at Barking? .They 
have had some at Barking.
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818. I understood you to say that they had not heen a success ? No, I am informed not. _
819. Do you mean a commercial success or successful from a sanitary point of view ? I meant that if 

3/JurA~"l889 they were a success from a sanitary point of view they were not a commercial success, and if they were a
U ’ commercial success they were not a success from a sanitary point of view. My authority for that is

Dr. Meymott Tidy. ,
820. Tou are aware, of course, of the esistence of a sewage farm at Cook’s Diver, where we are now dealing 
with some of our sewage ? I have not visited it.
821. Do you think it desirable where sewage farms are necessary to have a number of small farms rather 
than one large one ? I do not think I am sufficiently acquainted with the practical difficulties to answer 
that question. 1 should not like to answer it without having devoted myself exclusively to the treatment of

■ sewage. _ .
822. Dr. Garran.~\ I understand that this process is partly chemical and partly an electrical process? It
belongs to a large class of processes known as chemical processes. The peculiarity of it is that the 
chemicals used are produced on the spot through the electrical agency. _ _ _
823. The electrical part consists in detaching minute portions of iron from the plates ? In dissolving it
The iron passes into solution, and, as a second operation, is reprecipitated as oxide of iron in the body of 
the sewage and carries down with it the fine matter, which gives such trouble in dealing with sewage, such 
as minute particles of paper, which will not settle unless some means are adopted to force them down, 
such as the use of extraneous precipitates. ... ,
824. The electrical part of the process simply consists in dissolving the iron from the plates ? No ; along
with that go other chemical changes. .
825. The chemical changes take place when the iron is separated from the plates and mixed with the 
sewage ? No ; when the current passes through the sewage a number of chemical changes take place—one 
of the most important of which is the solution of the iron, and another almost if not quite as important is 
the separation of a large quantity of oxygen and hydrogen trom the ivater. The wrater, together with 
common salt, is decomposed by the action of the electricity, consequently we have free chlorine which 
partially oxydises the organic matter which causes the nuisance, then we have oxygon given off which 
oxydises the matter in the same way as the atmosphei'ic oxygen does in the filter. . .
826. Then the electrical action is two-fold—first in dissolving the iron and putting it into the sewage, and 
secondly in acting upon the sewage itself? It may be put in that way, but it is not philosophical.
827. And there is a chemical as well as an electrical action ? The primary substances produced by
electrolysis are chiefly hydrogen, oxygen, chlorine, and sodium. The first result of this is the formation 
of oxide of iron precipitate, and a second is the oxidation of the sewage. _ _
828. To deal with the sewage thoroughly by this process, the electrical force must be in proportion to the
quantity of liquid passing down? if the quality of the sewage is constant the amount of electricity to 
be forced through each gallon is also constant. _ _ _
829. And by a series of experiments upon the sewage we can form an opinion as to how far the sew'age is 
constant? Tes. Wo know that with heavy rain it varies.
830. Supposing the rain goes into the sewage itself ? Tes. _ _
831. If we kept the rain out we should have more definite material to deal with? Undoubtedly.
832. I asked that question because in the report before us the separate system of sewage is disparaged.
What I want to get at is, if we take this system of electrolysis, it does not altogether compel a reconsider
ation of the drainage system ? I do not think so. Take the worst case—suppose heavy rain comes 
suddenly, then the quantity of sewage is increased by a large amount and its quality becomes worse it is 
more charged with foetid matter; but all you have to do is to have a margin of engine and dynamo power, 
and turn on a stronger current, or else have a weir by means of which you can shunt part of the extra 
sewage into a reservoir. I do not, however, recommend that. I have estimated for sufficient plant to 
allow a considerable strain to be put on the apparatus for 10 or 12 hours, and perhaps enable it to treat 
20 or 30 per cent. more. ^
833. Tou do not think it would be at all requisite to keep out the flood waters ? No. _
834. In this country especially heavy rains would only be occasional ? It would be far less expensive to 
deal with the sewage containing the flood water than to duplicate the sewers.
835. A large portion of the storm waters would run off on the surface, or be drawn off by a separate set 
of pipes ? I do not know what system is being adopted now.
836. It is proposed by the system we are considering not to carry off the flood waters, but only the 
washings from back yards ? Tou must remember that after a heavy rain the sewage is not only 
increased in quantity, but it is worse in quality.
837. But after the streets had been washed the water would be purer ? Tes. _
838. Then we should want some shunting apparatus to get rid of it ? That is a great consideration.
839. This process of electrolysis requires the water to be a little in motion, does it not? Tes. At first
Mr. ATebster had his plates in motion, but subsequently he discovered that if the flow were properly 
managed the motion of the liquid was sufficient. _ _ _
840. If he put his plates into the sewer the effect would bo to precipitate the solids in the sewer itself ?
If the flow was small, but it would not work, because the hydrogen gas has to be separated from the 
precipitate. . _ .
841. Then it is necessary to take the whole of the sewage through, the shoots and settling tanks ? I think so.
842. The shoots through which the fluid passes have a slight incline ? Tos, to give the requisite motion.
843. And the whole of the chemical process goes on in the shoots ? It does.
844. The settling tank is to allow the water to remain quiet so that the sludge may settle ? Exactly.
845. Is the process thorough—are all the solids taken out of the sewage ? That is shown by. the
analyses. All the solid matter in suspension could be absolutely removed. Supposing it wras not entirely 
removed at a cost of 14s. per 1,000,000 gallons, it could very likely be so removed for 15s. or IGs. It is 
merely a question of cost. .
846. If the sludge were not quite removed from the effluent after it passed from the settling tanks, a
second process wmuld completely purify it ? Tes. _
847. Tou could try the process twice over? Tes. I do not think myself that the second process is 
necessary, unless the effluent is required to be fit for drinking.
848. But if we were putting it into a river from which water was taken for drinking, to supply a town a
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]itt1c further derail, ive should have to be more careful. If the process were repeated twice it would be R. Threlfall, 
quite safe to do this ? The two processes are not identical. In the second process carbon-plates are ®sch 
substituted for iron-plates. 30^^1889
819. But if you were to treat the effluent with carbon-plates after it had been treated with iron-plates it " y’ ‘
would be perfectly harmless, and you would have a safe result ? As far as chemistry goes you would.
’Whether the process would destroy germs of typhoid fever and other diseases, is a matter upon which 
in the absence of information one would not wish to decide.
850. Bor the success of the process I understand it is necessary or desirable that almost every portion of
the sewage should touch the iron-plates ? Practically. '
851. Do you think the plates are sufficiently close for all the sewage to come into contact with them ?
Tou must either have them near together or you must have more of them. Mr. Webster says that there 
should be about a square foot of iron per gallon, but the ratio of the surface to the volume of sewage is 
not, I think, a matter of very great importance. .
852. Would it be any advantage to pass the sewage through fine iron net-work? No; I do not think it
would—the net-work would soon disappear. 1
853. It would be eaten away ? Tes.
854. Are the tables shaken or are they fixed ? The plates ?
855. Tes? The plates are fixed.
856. Would it be any advantage to shako them? No. In Mr. Webster’s original scheme they were 
shaken.
857. Mr. Copeland^] If the shoots were shaken the water would come more into contact with the iron ?
Tes. But by the time the sewage has gone through the troughs, 100 yards in length, it is found that 
that is sufficient.
858. Dr. Qarran.~\ I understood you to say that a little salt facilitates the process ? Tes.
859. If we had a little dribble of salt water going through the sewage it would be an advantage. Tes.
860. We have an advantage in being able to supply salt water from the harbour ? Undoubtedly.
861. Tou are unable to say upon what scale the experiments can be carried out to the greatest advantage ?
I can safely say that this, as well as any other, process can be carried out on a large scale at a com
paratively lower cost than if it were carried out on a small scale.
862. If you look at the map before the Committee, you will see that it is proposed to shoot most of the 
sewage into the main sewer which goes out to Bondi. Would there be any advantage in cutting that off 
before it goes into the main sewer, and treating it by electrolysis—or would it be better to treat it at the 
outfall ? I think that the larger the works are the more effectual the process. Other considerations 
might, of course, render it advisable to treat it before it reached the outfall.
863. There is no reason, as far as the action of the electricity goes, why the sewage should be treated at 
large works, or at small works ? None whatever.
861. It would be quite practicable for us to make a fair experiment at the Cook’s Biver outlet ? I should 
like to visit the place before I answered that question.
865. Tou could not say, unless you visited the place, whether an experiment there would be effective ?
No, I should require to risit it first.
866. If we were to treat the Bondi sewage, and pumped it from any part, say from Bushcutters’ Bay, 
would that afford a fair test? I should think so, but 1 have no special knowledge.
867. Although the sludge is not saleable as manure it would not be bad material to distribute over low 
lands for the purpose of filling in ? Bor filling in it would be very foul.
868. Does it remain foul long? When I saw it it was not foul at all, but Mr. Webster told me that 
during the summer it was foul, and that the foulness lasted of course until the sludge was oxidised.
869. By exposure to the air ? Tes, and the rapidity of the process would of course depend upon how 
much the sludge was broken up. If it was placed in heaps it would not oxidise rapidly.
870. If it were spread out into thin layers it would very quicklyoxidise ? I think so.
871. Is there any cheaper way of making it innocuous ? No, unless it is dug into the ground and treated
agriculturally. '
872. Tou think there would be an objection to banking it up in open places to reclaim ground ? I should 
not recommend its use in that way.
873 Then that is a reason why we should have these works away from human habitations ? Tes. I 
think you may regard the sludge as a nuisance whatever the process adopted.
874. Then the tendency of your evidence is to show that we must not break up the sewage, and treat it 
at intervals ? Certainly.
875. We must treat it at the outfall ? Certainly.
876. So that the system of drainage required would remain the same as it is proposed to construct ?
Exactly, unless you took the effluent into the harbour.
877. Take the case of Balmain ; there the sew'age could all go into the harbour, so that the engineering 
part of the scheme would remain unchanged whether or not we used electrolysis ? I think the process of 
electrolysis would purify the sewage so that you could take it into the harbour.
878. A large amouut of sewage collects in one pipe before going to Bondi. I want to know whether it 
would be an advantage to treat it before it entered the pipe ? There would be a gain by saving the 
sewer.
879. Tou can see by reference to the plan that the sewage of the Glebe, Balmain, part of Darlington, and
Camperdown is to go into the Bondi sewer ? Tes. .
880. If there is to be no alteration in the size of the sewers that part of the scheme might be carried out 
at once without further delay, might it not ? If there is to be no alteration.
881. If the electrolysis does not cause any change in the size of the sewers that part of the plan might be 
carried out at once ? Certainly, provided that the electrolysis takes place at Bondi or on the main Bondi 
sewer.
S82. I ask this because Mr. Bennett was rather of opinion that your scheme might enable him to substi
tute smaller pipes or earthenware pipes for those he proposes to use, thus diminishing the cost. It could 
only be done, 1 suppose, by having apparatus for electrolysis at intervals along the pipes? That, of 
course, would diminish the size of the pipes, but if you decided to take the sew'age into the Bondi sewer 
the pipes would have to be the same as they are now.

883,
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883. iTie question is rather an engineering than a scientific one ? Yes ; it would depend upon the 
amount Mr. Bennett could save on the cost of the pipes by going to the harbour at several convenient 
points.
884. It is simply a question of relative cost ? Yes. _
885. If the process were successful we could subject the whole of the Balmain and Grlebe sewage to it, 
close to the University, and discharge the effluent into Blackwattle Bay ? I think so.
886. The only trouble would be that the sludge would be a nuisance ? Unless promptly removed.
887. And that will always be a draw-back to carrying out the process in neighbourhoods in which people 
are living, unless you can deodorize the sludge ? Yes.
888. It will be better than to carry the sewage to Bondi P The quantity of sludge is not very much, and 
it might be quite a simple matter to remove it. It would depend very much upon the sewage.
889. A good deal depends upon the possibility of making a saving in the cost of the pipes ? Certainly, 
it is merely a question of money.
890. We have to make a particular recommendation, and the question is whether it is absolutely neces
sary to go into the intended expense or whether the adoption of electrolysis will effect a saving. On 
that point you do not speak positively ? If Mr. Bennett will let me knowhow much he could save by 
going into the harbour at two or three points, and would give me an estimate of the quantity of sewage 
expected to be discharged at each of the proposed outlets, I think I could fairly estimate the cost of an 
installation at each of these points. It would be a mere matter of relative cost. One thing could be 
balanced against the other. _
891. So far as you have looked into this system do you think the Committee would be justified in calling
a halt before we incurred the large expenditure of £2,000,000 ? I think it would be worth while to 
estimate the saving which would be effected. It need not take more than a few days. _
892. How long would it take to fairly test 1,000,000 gallons ? That is a very difficult question. First of 
all one wants the length of time during which the experiment is being made to be sufficiently extended to 
allow of all the varying conditions likely to occur actually to do so.
893. You want dry weather, a heavy rainstorm, and every possible condition ? Exactly. On the other 
hand it might happen that whoever was conducting such experiments was continually making great 
progress. He might from day to day effect improvements which would lowrer the cost and increase the 
efficiency of the process.
894. You think the promise of the scheme is enough to almost compel the G-overnment to give it a fair 
trial before we finally decide upon the system of sewerage which we should adopt ? Yes. There are also 
other chemical processes, and I think the alum process is almost equally worthy of consideration.
895. If you could guarantee that the effluent would not be injurious, we could have installations at the 
head of bays on the Parramatta Eiver ? That can be guaranteed, but the same result could be obtained 
from any other chemical process. It is all a matter of expense.
896. This system has been presented to us on the assumption that all the other chemical processes are 
failures, and that there is nothing to do but to connect the sewage and to force it down to Cook’s Eiver. 
We are proposing to go to great expense to take the sewers away from the natural fall of the ground, 
but if the electrolysis is a success, we need not go to that expense P If electrolysis can be a success at a 
cost less than the proposed expenditure.
897. If electrolysis were adopted we could let the sewage take the natural fall of the land and let the 
effluent flow into the harbour, so that it is a matter of extreme importance before deciding upon its 
adoption to know whether or not it is trustworthy ? When you say that the other chemical processes 
have been failures, I imagine that they have been failures taking their cost and setting it against the 
extra expenditure.
898. All things considered ? I think this process is at all events worthy of being considered.
899. Then your strong recommendation to the Committee is to try and make a fair experiment ? I 
think so certainly.
900. Mr. O' Sullivan.^ As the sewage would be discharged by the main conduit into the ocean, I presume 
there would be no necessity to apply the process to it at all ? Unless you do not want to -dirty the 
ocean.
901. You think it would be necessary to have an apparatus out there ? If you do uot mind having the 
ocean and beach of Bondi in a filthy state, it is not necessary, but if it is necessary that the effluent should 
be clean you would require to use some process.
902. You have stated that you have no doubt from what you have seen and heard in London of the 
success of this invention ? From an electrical and chemical point of view certainly. As to the financial 
aspect of affairs we have only Webster’s estimate to go upon. His estimate I think is a low ono as 
compared with other chemical processes, but still it is merely his own—but at present there is no evidence 
before the public as to the expense of these works.
903. I find that since 1762 there have been no less than sixty processes in use in the City of London ? I 
should have thought there would have been more. '
904. I presume that is a reason why the Metropolitan Board of Works are not in a hurry to adopt this 
process ? The Metropolitan Board of Works is of course defunct, but their successors are at present using 
a lime precipitate, but which process it is out of the sixty I do not know—they change nearly every month.
905. It is estimated that the cost of treating the sewage of London by this process would amount to 
£37,000 per annum ? At the rate of 14s. per 1,000,000 gallons, I suppose. I have not estimated that cost.
906. I suppose, allowing for the extra cost of labour and materials, we could fairly assume that the cost 
would not exceed £8,000 or £10,000 here ? You must find out first what the amount of sewage is; I have 
had very varying estimates. I have had one estimate of the quantity of the sewage of the western suburbs 
which came to considerably more than the whole sewage of London. I said, I thought that estimate was 
hardly correct. I daresay the Secretary has the details I received on the subject; but the position was 
defended. Heavy rain, I think, was given as the chief reason for this large amount of sewage.
907. I suppose by the time we have the sewage works constructed the matter will be decided one way or 
the other, and it will bo pretty safe for us then to adopt the process ? Of course the longer we wait the 
more information we get, and it is quite possible that some of the Municipalities which Mr. Webster 
mentioned to me may take the matter up and apply the process. In that way we should get a cheap 
experiment, but it must never be forgotten that the efficacy of any process depends largely upon the
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Conditions of the place, so that the result of an experiment here would not necessarily be applicable in Threlfall, 
Melbourne, and vice versa. There are some conditions prevaling at every place which distinguish it from any •EslT 
other place. I thought that salt water was a peculiar condition in Sydney, but it seems that it is not.
908. Mr. Humphery] In the event of the process of electrolysis being employed to deal with the sewage, u ^ ‘ '
would you recommend that the works should be constructed at the outfall of the sewer ; and, if constructed,
would you treat the whole of the sewage at the outfall P I think so ; but I should like to examine the 
run of the sewer very carfully before I answered. .
909. Could any quantity of sewage be treated at the outfall ? 1 think so ; the more the better.
910. What is the difference in cost. Assuming that the treatment of 1,000.000 gallons would cost so much, 
what would be the cost of treating 100,000,000 gallons ? That is a matter which will need a great deal of 
calculation, but I think that you might safely say that there would be a saving of 25 per cent. I can see 
a saving of 10 per cent, in the electrical conditions.
911. Therefore it would be more economical to have large works at the outflow of the sewer instead of a 
series of works at different points of the system P As far as the economy of the process goes, yes : but as 
far as the economy of pipes goes, I cannot say.
912. I asked the question because in the appendix to your report it is stated that the cost of treating 
3,000,000 gallons at Newcastle would be £10,800 per annum, while to treat 15,000,000 at North Shore, it 
will cost £5,400 per annum ; is there not an error there ? Tes ; a printer’s error—“ 3,000,000 gallons” 
should read 30,000,000 gallons. It is right in the manuscript.
913. In carrying out these proposed sewage works, the question is whether a saving of 25 per cent, upon 
the erection of the apparatus at the outfall of the sewer would amount to more than the difference between 
the cost of the pipes proposed and pipes of less dimensions ? That is the whole question. In order to obtain 
the data for its solution, 1 think it would be necessary to make an experiment here. That is the gist of 
what I have been saying, that although I can form an estimate to some extent of the expenditure necessary 
to carry out the work in London, I cannot make a reliable estimate here without special experiment.
914. Do you think that that special experiment should be attempted before the proposed works are 
commenced, and how long do you think it would take to conduct it ? I do not think you could get a 
satisfactory experiment made under a year.
915. That would mean a postponement oi the commencement of our drainage system for a year ?
Assuming that the question is between the adoption of this system and the adoption of another, certainly.
916. Would it really be necessary to postpone the commencement of this system for a year, because I
understood you to say in answer to Dr. G-arran, that you would have the v'orks at the end of a series of 
sewers ? Tes. "
917. So that portions at any rate could be constructed? If it is decided to operate on the whole of the 
sewage at Bondi, I take it that the scheme will stand as it is. If on the other hand it is decided to operate 
upon it at a number of small stations, so as to allow the effluent to pass into the harbour, the pipes could 
be made smaller, and the connection with the main sewer would not need to exist at all, and the other 
sewage works would be less expensive.
918. Would it not only lessen the size of the main sewer which collects the sewage of the other sewers ?
I understood the question was whether the whole of the sewage should go into the main sewer or be 
treated at a nearer or more convenient point.

. 919. Therefore would it not be more a question as to the dimensions of the main sewer ? Tes, and the 
junctions with the main sewer. '
920. So that the other pipes would remain the same ? The branch pipes would possibly remain the same.
921. So that part of the scheme which includes the branch pipes could be proceeded with without inter
fering at all with the adoption of the system ? Clearly on the assumptions.
922. So that in any event—? .In any case the capillary pipes could be gone on with. The adoption of the 
process would only affect the main sewer.
923. So that it would not be necessary to suspend operations for a year ? Not if you began with the 
small pipes.
924. Mr. Hurley] Having in view the works being carried out in England now for the electrical 
purification of sewers, and from your own knowledge of the action of electricity upon iron, what kind of 
pipes should be used if the process were adopted here? Eor a general sewage scheme?
'925. Tes. In the event of the process of electrolysis being adopted w'ould it be better to use pipes other 
than iron ? I think the same pipes might be used whatever the process was. I do-not think the effluent 
would have any effect upon the pipes. It is not a question for me to decide whether an iron pipe is 
better than an earthenware pipe, as it is a matter about which I know nothing. Whatever pipes are 
most suitable for any process or system I think wrould be most suitable for this.
926. In your description of the Crossness apparatus you say : “ The sludge was black and very nasty-looking, 
but it had not much smell at the time I visited the works. This was possibly due to the weather being 
very cold, for there is no reason why the sludge should not be foul under ordinary circumstances ” ?
Quite so. The sludge is the offensive portion of the sewage concentrated and collected together, and 
there is no reason why it should be more offensive when it is separated than when it is collected. •
927. At the time you visited Mr. Webster’s works you had not discovered anything which would do away 
with it ? He was carting it away. He was engaged in large contracting works near by ; but whether 
the sludge was dug into the ground I cannot say. There was a heap on the ground which I went to 
and examined, and it was not foul at all, bnt still I think it would have been foul had the weather been 
warm.
928. Erom your reading and general knowledge you are somewhat averse to this being utilized for
manure ? No; but I am averse to anybody adopting the process with a view to making a profit by 
selling the sludge. I think if it were supplied for nothing a good many people would probably be very 
glad to have it. - ' ’
929. Mr. Tonkin] If we are given to understand that the expense of disposing of the sewage at the 
outlet of the sewer, wherever it may be, will be repaid by the manure produced by an ordinary process, 
do you not think it would be cheaper to treat it in that way than by electrolysis ? If you can get hold ot 
such a process adopt it by all means.
930. If we can do that—and it has been represented to us by men who knew what they were talking
about that that is the case—it would be much the cheaper process ? If there is a process which will treat 
the sewage for nothing it is clearly cheaper than the electrolysis process. ■ 931.
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TlwclMl) 931. 'W’e have been informed that the sewage farm at Cook’s Eiver pays for itself ? \_It was explained io 
Mr. TonJcin that he was under a misapprehension with regard to this matter.1^ _

3,JuIy 1889 ®32. Have you any idea what the treatment of 1,000,000 gallons would cost besides the cost of machinery 
’ and so on—I mean the total cost ? Mr. Webster’s estimate was 14s., but his latest estimate is about 13s. 

—that is in England. _
933. The wages are higher here, and that would increase the cost ? That is where a saving would come 
in if we had a big plant. The machinery is practically automatic, and you would not require more men, 
except for. the removal of the sludge. The engine tending would be the same, though of course more boiler 
men would be required. I think the difference between the English price of coal and iron and the price 
here, together with the difference in wages, would not be very great if the process were carried out on a 
large scale—that is assuming that Mr. Webster’s estimate is correct, though, as I pointed out, it is absolutely 
unchecked. I should think that the addition of a couple of shillings for this Colony would make it right, 
and that would bring the expense of treating 1,000,000 gallons up to IGs. or 17s.
934. As it is absolutely necessary to cart away the sludge, would it not be better to have the works at
“Webb’s Grant? If it is far enough away for the sludge not to be a nuisance. Private owners generally 
find that they have building sites near the place where it is proposed to deposit the sludge. I imagine 
from the way the sew'age has been treated there that the Government have a considerable quantity of 
land. If they had not they ivould not be able to carry out the work, because everyone would say that 
it was a nuisance. _
935. If ivo should dispose of the sewage without any special treatment it would be much cheaper than to
treat it by electricity ? Certainly. I think myself that if the sand filtration -were enough to purify the 
sewnge before it passes into the ocean, and if the farm itself and the filter beds do not become a public 
nuisance and a source of danger, it would be a folly to adopt either this or any chemical process. I do 
not think any chemical process could compete with the process in which the sewage is left on the sand to 
take its own way. .
936. Mr. Doweld\ Do you know of any other place, except Crossness, where operations or experiments of
the electrical purification of the sewages are being carried on ? 1 a.m informed that some are being
undertaken by the Works Department here ; but otherwise I know' of none, and I feel pretty sure that 
there arc none.
937. What are the special advantages that you claim will result in the adoption of Mr. Webster s process ?
I do not know7 that I claim anj7 particular advantages. I do hold no brief for Mr. Webster’s process; 
but, looking at it from a purely chemical point of view7, I should saj7 that the cost of the chemicals is less 
than in any other chemical process which you could adopt. The process is just as efficient and requires 
the employment of less labour. . _ ^
933. In what way "would the electrical purification of sewage reduce the cost of the construction of the 
sewers? That depends entirely upon what part of the drainage you are referring to. It might increase 
it very much in one place and not alter it in another. If you were close to the harbour the process w7ould 
caable you to save five or six miles of sewer. If, on the other hand, you were not situated conveniently 
it might not save you anything.
939. Have you any knowledge of the various modes of treatment adopted in different parts of the world ?
I have a large amouut of information in note-books, but I have hardly any in my head. I know that there 
are hardly two towns trying the same system, and I believe hardly two towns are using the same systems 
now that they adopted five years ago. _
940. Do you know anything about the systems in use at Chelsea and Tottenham ? I have not the slightest 
knowledge of them.
941. Have you given any attention to the proposal to purify sewage by the action of fire? I happen to 
know that it was tried" largely in Manchester, and I examined the process on the occasion, I think, of 
the last Inventions Exhibition in London. There it was reported to be very successful, but since then 
I have heal’d that the Manchester Corporation have discontinued the process, and given up the works.
942. Mr Garrard.'] Was that Farmer’s patent ? I am not sure. On the other hand, more recently still, 
I believe the process of destroying sew'age by fire has been successfully in operation at the town of 
Newcastle under Lyne, under the management of a certain Mr. Jones. Whether or not he has patented 
the process I cannot say. With reference to Mr. Eoberts’ process—at the time it came before me it was at 
that stage in which I have three or four things every week in my laboratory—there was nothing at all to 
report on. However, when I visited Mr. Webster, I intended to say something to him about Mr. Eoberts’ 
discovery, but when I got there and found he was treating 1,000,000 gallons a day, it struck me it would 
be ridiculous to mention experiments which had been made pei’haps on 10 or 20 gallons. In the course of 
conversation I learnt from Mr. Webster that he had tried electrolysis with lead-plates, which is one of 
the peculiarities of Mr. Eoberts’ process. According to Mr. Webster, the lead-plates failed, as no oxide 
of lead could be obtained as oxide of iron could. On the other hand, a great deal of lead w7as rendered 
soluble, and passed into the sewage. Thirdly, the lead was about ten times as dear as the iron. All those 
remarks seemed to me very just, but on the other hand Mr. Eoberts may have found some advantages in 
the uses of lead-plates, of which I know nothing. Mr. Hamlet told me that some of Mr. Eoberts’ 
effluent was contaminated with lead to a poisonous extent, and I am inclined to think on general grounds 
that the lead-plates cannot compete with iron-plates. As to who has got the patent rights to the process 
I neither know nor care; it is a matter for the parties to fight out themselves.
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The Committee further considered the proposed drainage works for the Western Suburbs.

G-eorge Henry Stayton, Esq., M.I.C.E., sworn, and further examined:—
943. Dr. Garran.~] The particular point upon which I wish to ask you some questions is the relative G- II.
economy of the drainage scheme as designed by you, and the possible amendment of it under the electrolysis *;S<P
system submitted by Professor Threlfall. We understand that that system requires a certain amount of •••-'• 
apparatus, which, of course, will cost a certain amount of money; so that in that way the system would be
dearer than if the sewage matter were simply deposited on the ground, unless there were an economy U 
effected by having smaller sized pipes and sewers ? That system would certainly be dearer, because there 
are several natural valleys to be taken into consideration and provided for ; in other words, the machinery 
and appliances necessary for treating the sewage in that way would be multiplied.
944. If the electrolysis system were effective, we could treat the sewage of every valley that runs into the 
Parramatta River by an apparatus at its outlet ? Tou could have it treated at the natural outlets ; but 
the system would not be effective without the aid of pumping ? The levels are such that considerable 
areas wmuld have to be excluded from a system of drainage by gravitation.
945. What areas do you refer to ? The low-level areas. .
946. Each of the valleys that debouch into the Parramatta River discharges its drainage into the river at 
least by one creek ? Tes.
947. And if you put a purifying apparatus at the mouth of each creek, you could deal with all the sewage 
of the area which it drained, supposing that the pipes were laid according to the conformation of the 
country ? But at the same time it is perfectly true that the wdiole area could not be dealt with except by 
means of pumping. The levels would not admit of it. All these operations wmuld have to be carried on 
at a considerable height above high-wrater mark, and considerable areas are too low to alloiv that to be done 
by a system of gravitation.
948. Tou mean to say that we have already alienated the land on the beds of creeks, and that people have 
already begun to build there ? The beds and the adjacent areas.
949. And in order to deal with the sewage by a system of electrolysis, we must have the outlets a certain 
number of feet above high-water mark ? Tes.
950. Then, however effective the system would be, there are a certain number of houses built upon low* 
lying ground which could not be included? A considerable number.
951. And that considerable number is dealt with under your scheme? They are all provided for.
952. Supposing wre could deal with the greater part of the sewage at the mouth of each creek, we should ' 
still have all the peninsulars upon the Parramatta River to deal with ? That is so.
953. All the shore line ? Tes, all the margin.
954. All the water-frontage houses ? Tes.
955. Tou do not think, then, that there would be any economy in having a number of separate systems to
deal with the drainage of each bay ? I think quite on the contrary, notwithstanding any additional 
expense that might have to be incurred by making one main sewer, as proposed, to Webb’s Grant, that it 
would unquestionably bo cheaper to treat the whole of the sewage at one spot—that is, if the necessity 
arose for such treatment. I go further, and say that I do not think it is at all likely that such a necessity 
will arise for some years to come. The area of Webb’s Grant, and the natural facilities are so great that 
they will meet all requirements for not only the present population, but for a considerably increased 
population. ■
956. Then, after having considered both systems, you think it is a preferable plan to concentrate the 
whole of the sewerage at one outlet ? I do, and I had stuck to that opinion all through, notwithstanding 
the last evidence that was given on the subject. I think that it is unquestionably better to treat the 
whole of the sewage at one spot, instead of dividing the operations as under the other system. There are 
at any rate four or five valleys on the northern boundaries that would have to be treated. A sewage farm 
at Webb’s grant is already established, and, comparing the additional expense of taking the sewage from 
the northern watershed to that place, with the extra cost of having five or six installations, I think the 
Webb’s grant system would be the more advantageous.
957. If we have one outlet, as you propose, at the sewage farm at Webb’s Grant, and the process of 
treating the discharge there is perfectly innocuous, there would be no necessity for the adoption of the 
electrolysis process ? I think it is a matter that really need not be taken seriously into consideration at 
the present time. I think I fully stated my opinions about the matter in answer to question 674, on page 
25 of the evidence.
958. But if the electrolysis system is effective, and if the operations at the sewage farm hereafter prove 
the nuisance, we can still apply the system to disinfect the sewage at the outfall ? Tes ; and apply it 
nmre advantageously than you could at the natural valleys that have heen referred to.
959. Tou think one installation would be better than a great many ? I am sure of it. ■
960. So that, even looking to the future, there is nothing to be gained by a subdivision ? I fail to see
that there is at the present time. .
961. Do you deliver the sewage at a sufficient height at the sewage farm to admit of tbe process being 
applied ? Tes. I forget for the moment the number of feet above high-water mark ; butat some thing ‘ 
like 10 or 12 feet, I believe, and that is ample for the whole operation.
962. When we first began to inquire into the electrolysis system it was because of an impression that Mr.
Bennett seemed to have that if it could be applied we might make a saving in the size of the pipes and 
sewers ; do you think any such saving could be effected ? It would necessitate a remodelling of the

whole
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G-. H. whole system. You could not reduce the capacity of the main sewers marked red on the map without very 
Stayton,Esq., mucjl increasing the inclination; because it naturally follows that if a large and tolerably flat sewer were

_’ reduced in size, the velocity ivould he very much diminished ; and therefore, if you had smaller sewers,
24 July, 1889 you could not have nearly so large a gravitation area, and you would have an increased pumping area, 

which would mean an additional annual cost. ...
963. You mean that to take in the whole of the area you propose to take in we must have the inclination
of the sewers as low as you have put it ? I think so. ■ _ . .
964. And therefore we cannot afford to have the seweis and pipes of smaller dimensions than those 
proposed by you P You could not do so to get the accommodation that that system as proposed will

965. Your answers then amount to this: That it is better to have one outlet than several outlets?
Certainly. It has been the experience of sanitary engineers in the old country that, it is more 
economical in administration to have only one outlet, and that the operations can be carried on much 
better by that plan, especially at such a place as Webb’s Grant. .
966. Looking at your proposal in the light of all that has heen stated about the matter since you
submitted it, you do not see any way in which to reduce the expenditure and make the scheme equally 
efficient ? I have been unable to find anything, or to suggest any improvement up to the present time. 
I have looked into the matter time after time. .
967. Taking the expense of the scheme as estimated by you, together with the margin which we always
feel it necessary to allow to provide for unforeseen circumstances in works of this kind, it seems to me that 
a rate will have to he charged equal to nearly Is. in the £—that the suburban residents must be prepared 
to pay a rate of Is. in the £. You think there is no way of reducing the cost so as to make that rate less. 
I do not think that I can admit that the rate is likely to be so large, because a large expenditure has to be 
incurred now by each householder in connection with the removal of night-soil, which would be done away 
with if the scheme were carried out. . „ ,
968. You make a reduction on that account? . Yes; it would he a very large reduction. In. one ot the
appendices to my evidence the whole question is treated at great length; and, taking, into consideration the 
large expenditure at present incurred for the removal of night-soil, I think, especially if the period tor 
repayment is extended, that the rate would be very small. .. i v i j
969. There is no rate levied at the present time ? No ; but a charge is made on each householder.
970. Equivalent to a rate ? Equivalent to a rate. . j- n t. i i •
971. Mr. Garrard.^ I suppose you have read the evidence given by Professor Threlfall on the electrolysis 
system as he saw it in operation in London ? I have read his paper ; but I have not been able to digest 
it thoroughly, as I am leaving for London to-morrow, and during the past week it has been high pressure 
work with me night and day. I have simply gone through it and made certain notes.
972. Last time you were before us, you mentioned the fact of electrolysis having been.tried by Mr.
Webster and Mr. Eoberts, and anticipated possibly good results from it so far as the purification of sewage 
was concerned; but you did not commit yourself as to the commercial aspect of the question . No. 
What I stated with regard to the cost of the system was very approximate indeed, and was only from the 
information which I then had. . _ .
973. Under your system many of the northern portions included in the scheme will have to be pumped in 

■ order to allow the sewage to flow into Webb’s Grant ? The northern parts, such as Balmain and Leich
hardt, will drain into the Bondi sewer; the sewage from those localities will not go to Webbs Grant

3;1.1
974. If it were possible to take the whole sewage of a borough like Balmain to one place, and deal with it 
locally by electrolysis, or by any other system which might be found to be efficient, would it not be a great 
deal cheaper for the inhabitants than the continual pumping of the sewage to a higher level r But it is 
not possible to drain Balmain, even locally, without a low-level pumping system. It is absolutely impos
sible to drain the whole of Balmain and treat it by the electro-chemical process, without resorting to

975. The sewage must be delivered to the electrodes at a certain height above high-water mark . ^es‘
976. A considerable quantity of sewage would still have to be pumped, even if electrolysis were brought
into operation P Yes. I think that the system of drainage shown on the map by red lines would be the 
most effectual for carrying away the sewage at Balmain. If you attempted to design a local scheme the 
same amount of tunneiling would have to be resorted to, owing to the natural configuration of the district; 
and if you wished to obviate that by treating the sewage locally in each valley, you ivould multiply the 
expense enormously. . . , ,
977. But if you cut off a large borough like Balmain from the main Bondi sewer, does not that at once
do away with the necessity of having the Bondi main as large as would be needed if the sewage had to go 
through it, and thus reduce the expense? Bnt the Bondi sewer is already constructed to the point where 
the red line commences, and the syphon in Parramatta-street has been devised to take the whole of the 
sewage. This was determined upon ten 3rears ago, and the scheme has never been altered. _
978. I suppose large expenditure would be incurred in continuing the Bondi main to Leichhardt, where it 
branches away to Balmain ; but with a local treatment of the sewage there would be no necessity for that 
work ? No ; but then I take it that Balmain will, without doubt, simply be merged, so far as. the 
expense is concerned, into the whole district. That is, if the part coloured yelloiv should cost relatively 
more per head to drain than some of the other parts the residents of Balmain would not be called on to 
pay an additional rate on that account. The whole thing is treated financially as one . work, and as y 
there were only one municipahty. That is so all over the world, wherever there are different boroughs 
constituting a metropolis, or the suburbs of a metropolis, and I do not see how it could be obviated.
979. When you were examined before, you gave same evidence with reference to a rival scheme proposed
by Mr. Cowdery for dealing with the lower levels of Burwood; and, if I remember rightly, you wei‘® 
under the impression that the nuisance created by pouring the sewage into the Parramatta Eiver would 
be very great, and you therefore would not adopt the scheme r That is scarcely the ground I took. 
My chief objection was that Mr. Cowdery delivered the sewage at such a low level, at so few feet, or 
rather inches, above high-water mark, that he could not possibly purify his sewage without creating a 
nuisance. ■ .
980. And if a system of purifying the sewage locally were adopted there, a large area would remain that
could not be treated, as in the case of Balmain ? That is so. 981.

*
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981. A very largo quantity of tbe sewage at Burwood would of necessity have to be pumped. Would tbe
sewage from that place run to Bondi or to Webb’s Grant ? To Webb’s Grant.
oqo" ?0-W v?'11? ^ ^°U exPec^ .^e a^sent from the Colony ? I think I shall be back in December.
983. Is it likely that your attention will be directed whilst at homo to the process of dealing with sewage
by electrolysis . Tes. I have instructions from the Secretary for Public Works to inquire into the 
electrolysis system of purification, and into one or two of the other systems which appear to be most 
successful. ■L ■L
984. But even supposing that electrolysis is all that its inventors claim for it, you think it would be
desirable to have one place in which to deal with the whole of the sewage instead of dealing with it in 
several localities ? 1 have no hesitation in saying I do.
985. Indepondently of that, you think you have sufficient ground at Webb’s Grant to deal with all the 
sewage tor a long time to come, 'without requiring any artificial process ? Tes.
986. .Mk Tonkin.In the event of electrolysis being the system adopted, would the main sewers be very 
much smaller than they will have to be under your scheme ? As I explained just noA it would necessitate 
the remodelling of the whole scheme. There is a certain amount of sewage and rainfall which has to be 
carried oft, and my object in devising that scheme was to carry off as much of it a^ possible by gravitation, 
it you reduce the gravitating area, as I explained in answer to Dr. Garran, it is possible of course to have 
small pipes laid at a greater inclination.

i° ?etiatr1-S t 1̂1?~woulcl make a material difference in the cost. Supposing a sewer 
could be 4 feet instead of o in diameter, would that make a material difference ? Oh dear, no ; nothing 
like relatively the difference between 4 and 5 feet.
988. Then, if we determined to treat the sewage by electrolysis, that would not make a great difference in
would °iUte C°St SC^eme’ as ^ar as ^le making of sewers was concerned ? I fail to, see that it

989. The cost of. construction would not be so much reduced ? What I state in answer to that is only an 
expression of opinion. To give a definite answer I should have to go into the matter carefully, and make 
a thorough examination of it. Broadly, J do not think any economy would be effected

11 v tilm i i electrolysis process would actually cost more than your system, considering
^lch. .you at 8 Grant for disposing of the sewage ? That is unquestionably the

tact. I he purification of sewage by filtration as now carried on at Webb’s Grant, and as proposed for 
this scheme,_ will undoubtedly be cheaper than by an electro-chemical process. I worked the figures out 
some time since. a ^

~Sfr' ^umP^'y^\ Mr. Garrard referred to Mr. Cowdory’s paper upon the drainage of Burwood, and 
ink you said that you had given it some consideration;—have you given any further consideration to 

Mr. Bensons proposed scheme since you were last examined? No special consideration; because I 
submit that the replies which I have given to the Committee, and those contained in an appendix to the 
report, are unanswerable. 1 i
sbgiitest1 ^aV° n° reaSOn t0 the views to which you give effect in that appendix ? Not the

993. With regard to the cost of completing the scheme shown on the plan, I think you expressed an
opinion that there should bo a uniform rate to cover the interest upon the outlay ? The interest and the 
working expenses—a uniform rate throughout the suburbs. '
994. Mr. O Sullivan.']' Do you regard tbis system of electrolysis as being in its experimental stage ? I do. 
dJo. I see that there is a great discrepancy between your estimate and that of Professor Threlfall He 
estimates that at the most it will not cost more than 15s. or 16s. to treat 1,000,000 gallons ; but you say 
that it will cost £7 13s. 9d ;-can you explain that difference ? Tes. 1 would ask the Committee to notice 
the guarded reply which 1 made when submitting those figures. I said, “Very little data is given 
or known as to the cost of treatment; but I have endeavoured to arrive at an idea from the 
figures ^ supplied by Mr. Webster. The estimated cost can only be considered as very 
approximate. It will probably be several years before any definite results can bo safely established • 
and d; may be, as in nearly all other cases of the application of electricity, that practical 
experience will greatly cheapen, if not transpose, the present ideas.” I think that it'is apparent from 
Professor Threlfall s evidence that the system has already been modified considerably—that it has been 
unproved from time to time. With regard to the cost, my estimate included ono or two items which I see 
Prolessor Tlirelfall has not included. Por instance, I allowed £1 5s. per 1,000,000 gallons for' pressing 
and dealing mtn the sludge, while he has made no provision whatever for that. Possibly my labour item 
is more than his is; but I do not think, from the figures which he has submitted, that he has allowed

T8* °f macllme1rT- He said 13s. would be the cost of treating 1,000,000 gallons in London 
whiie Mr. W ebster appears to have said 14s. Then Professor Threlfall says that, allowing for the hiaher 
rates paid for wages and materials, he would put it at £1. I went very fully into the question of treating 
sewage by means of the filtration effected at Webb’s Grant, and, allowing for what the scheme will cost 
when m lull operation, I make it considerably under £1 per 1,000,000 gallons. I must ask the Committee 
to understand that the estimate of £7 13s. 9d. was submitted at the time as very approximate, and only 
based upon the figures we then had Another point to bo noticed is this, that Professor Threlfall’s 
estimate ot £1 per 1,000,000 gallons is based upon Ihe idea that 20,000,000 gallons a day will be treated. 
All those matters, as far as I can get the information, will be thoroughly inquired into by me whilst at 
home; but as tar as 1 can see at the present moment, considering the enormous interests at stake through 
the want ot proper sanitation in the suburbs, I do not think there is likely to bo any alteration of the 
scnemc.
996. I find, by reference to a work on sewrage, that in London during the last century they have tried no
loss than sixty systems of dealing with sewage. Have we any guarantee that we have anything like the 
best system now ? They aro improving the systems from year to year, and I have no doubt that what is 
being done now will be further improved during the next five or ten years. At the same time, we must 
remember that they have not anywhere m England such natural facilities for the purification of sewage 
that 'we have at \V ebb s Grant; at any rate, I know of no place. &
997. I suppose the sunshine and the fresh air play very important parts uith regard to the purification of
our sewage ? i es. -1

G. H.
Stayton, Esq., 

M.I.C.E.

21^July, 1889.
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Eoliert 'William Hardie, Esq., sworn and examined:—
998. Chairman?^ I understand that you are Mayor of Burwood.? I was the year before last. 

arJe^ 3^' 999. You are an alderman of that borough now ? I am.
24 July 1889 Have jou been connected with the municipality for any length of time ? Eor about six years.

’ 1001. During that time have you given any consideration to the necessity for drainage in the suburbs ?
Yes ; it is one of those questions which is always cropping up, and which can never be properly dealt 
with. ■
1002. I suppose you are satisfied, like most people there, that there is a necessity for the adoption of some 
system of drainage without very much delay ? I think that is generally admitted.
1003. Have you given any consideration to the scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton, and shown on the plan ? 
Yes. I may say that a number of meetings were held by the Burwood Council to deal with Mr. Cowdery’s 
system first, and subsequently with the more comprehensive scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton; and, after 
many nights consideration of both, they unanimously decided to recommend Mr. Stayton’s scheme.
1004. Then, as a municipality, you may safely say that they intend to adopt the proposal before the Com
mittee ? Yes. I may say that the Municipal Council consists of nine members,, eight of whom voted for 
the scheme, whilst the remaining member did not record his vote at all.
1005. Has the matter been discussed by the public at all ? Yes ; we have had several public meetings. In
the year when I was Mayor we had a crowded meeting in the local Town Hall to consider the matter. 
Medical men and others were present, and I think the general consensus of opinion was in favour of Mr. 
Stayton’s scheme. Practically, the chief reason of that is, that we are very desirous to keep the Parramatta 
Eiver pure. .
1006. I suppose you have given some consideration to the question of cost, as it is a matter that affects 
the boroughs P That of course is the ticklish question. We have been agitating for years for three 
things. Eirst of all, the water ; second, the City Railway; and third, a sewage scheme. We have the 
water ; but when we were about to get it, the ratepayers in the Western Suburbs certainly grumbled at the 
prospect of having a large rate to pay ; though I do not think that they would now give up the water for 
the sake of the rate.
1007. Under the law, as it stands, you know that the municipalities are liable to pay back to the central
G-overnment the cost of a system of sewerage within a certain number of years—twenty-eight years;—do 
you think that is too short a time, or is it too long ? That question has been gone into, and we think that 
the time should be extended to the greatest possible limit. I believe that in England it is extended to 
fifty or sixty years. Our principal argument is that we are a young community, and that we are doing a 
large wurk by which posterity will benefit more than we shall ourselves. _
1008. Mr. Copeland.'] I suppose in Burwood, and in the boroughs there with which you . are acquainted, 
the majority of the people could be connected with a system of drainage? I think so. There is a small 
portion of Burwood that does not come within the gravitation area—a low-lying part that is undoubtedly 
unhealthy ; but the greater part of the borough comes within it, as I think the whole of Strathfield does.
1009. Has the Council at any of its meetings committed itself to the payment of rates if this system is 
carried out ? No ; the only meetings that we have had have been to give, for what it is worth, the 
adherence of the Council to the comprehensive scheme of taking the sewage to Webb’s Grant at Botany in 
preference to sending it into the Parramatta River or dealing with it locally.
1010. You have never had the question submitted to the ratepayers as to whether they would bind them
selves to repay the cost of carrying out this work ? I think it is a work that ninety-nine out of one 
hundred of the ratepayers would be glad to see carried out.
1011. They are doubtless all anxious to see it carried out; but would they agree to repay the cost? I do 
not think they have objected.
1012. Has the question been discussed by the Council ? It has been thorougly discussed by the Council 
at meetings extending over a period of some months. It has also been dealt witly at public meetings 
when prominent persons in the municipality have argued about the matter from different standpoints ; 
and the outcome is, I think, speaking for Burwood and Strathfield, that they heartily agree to the scheme 
for taking the sewage to Webb’s Grant, and they are anxious not to have the purity of the Parramatta 
River endangered. Parramatta itself at the present time is suffering from the pollution of the river. 
Some years ago there was a suggestion to put the abbatoirs on the Homebush estate ; but there was a strong 
protest against it, and the scheme was abandoned, though I do not say that it was abandoned simply 
because of that protest.
1013. I suppose they have considered the question as to the rate which it would be necessary to 
charge ? ' 1 do not think they have; but it is a question of .rate against human life. There are many 
hundreds of persons dying every year in these suburbs who ought not to die, and the question is whether 
this is to continue.
1014. You know that the estimated cost of the scheme is £830,000 ? Yes. 1
1015. Pour per cent, on that would come to £33,200, and a heavier rate than that would have to be levied 
so as to repay the principal along with the interest. I think it is a question for the municipalities them
selves to consider, through their aldermen, what rate they are prepared to pay ? The question of rate has 
been considered as an important one, and a deputation waited upon the late Secretary for Works, Mr. 
Sutherland, requesting an extension of the period in which it was necessary to repay the money, from 
twenty-eight years to the longest term possible.
1016. Chairman^] It was pointed out to that deputation that if the period were extended in that way, a
rate of 8d. in the £ would do instead of lOd ? I do not think the suburban residents would object to pay 
a rate of 8d. in the £, if it were necessary, in order to have a proper system of sewerage; because, 
naturally, every year, as population increased, the rate would decrease. .
1017. Mr. Copeland.] That is your opinion as an alderman of the municipality of Burwood? Yes; and 
as one who has taken a great deal of interest in the question during the last six years.
1018. Do you know that similar views are entertained by the majority of the aldermen ? Not only by the

’ majority of the aldermen ; but I believe that the whole of the Councils of the Western Suburbs have inti
mated their unanimous approval of the project. -
1019. Mr. O’ Sullivan.] You say that the period for repaying this money is too short—it is now twenty-

N eight years ;—what do you think would be a fair extension? I think the longer the time the better it
would'be. I think it should be at least sixty years.

1020.
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1020. Mr. HwmpTiery.~\ In what way do you dispose of the night-soil of the borough at the present time ? The '
night-soil is taken away in carts. We .have' just inaugurated a new system—^the interchangeable .pan ?r.le. 
system—which is a great improvement upon the old one. The full pans are covered with a lid, surrounded 2<j j , 
by an india-rubber band, and are removed without creating a nuisance. _ '
1021. And an empty pan is substituted? An empty pan, cleaned with steam, is substituted. ' /.
1022. Where is the night-soil deposited? I cannot tell you, but outside the borough. '
1023. What does this cost each householder ? 5d. or 6d. for each pan—5d. I think. '
1024. Do you know how frequently they are emptied ? They are bound to have them emptied once 
a week; but I am perfectly certain, for healths sake, the pans should be emptied more frequently.
1025. Is it not a fact that very few householders are visited more frequently than once a week ? Very likely.
1026. So that there is the accumulation of a week’s night-soil at each house? Not at each house ; but at
a great mapy. ‘ . . . ' -
1027. Are there many low-rented houses in Burwood ? Not so many as in more thickly populated suburbs.
1028. Are there many paying a lower rent than £1 per week ? A great many.
1029. A lower rent than 15s. a week ? Tes; and some are paying only 10s. a week ; but the majority of
the houses, I think, are more than £60 a-year. •
1030. In many cases the payment of 6d. a week would actually" amount to a rate of more than 8d. or Is. 
in the £ ? Yery likely.
1031. £26 a year at 6d. would be 13s., so that the cost of removing the night-soil to a great many of the 
householders is, at the present time, greater than the rate of 8d. in the £ ? Yes; and the system is very 
imperfect in regard to the smaller houses.
1032. It is your opinion that in every way, both with regard to the cost and for sanitary reasons, it would 
be advantageous if the proposed system of drainage were carried out ? Undoubtedly. '
1033. Dr. Oarran.~\ I gather from your recent replies that you have not worked out minutely what the , 
present rate really is ? The rate I think is 5d. I am not on the Committee now ; but I believe it is 5d.
1034. Do you. think you could get from the authorities a statement showing the actual cost of removing 
the sewage at the present time ? Undoubtedly.
1035. Will you supply the Committee with that information ? Certainly. \Vide Appendix I^\
1036. We desire to compare the present cost with the cost of the more efficient system. In Mr. Stayton’s 
report the greatest cost of the whole scheme is put down at £1,817,896. Have you had any experience of 
the cost of public works ? No ; I have not.
1037. You do not know whether they are generally carried out in accordance with the engineer’s estimate 
or not ? I believe that sometimes they are under that estimate ; but that generally they exceed it. .
1038. Do you know whether the cost of carrying out the Sydney water - supply works was under the 
estimate ? It exceeded the estimate.
1039. Was the cost of the Bondi sewer under the estimate ? It exceeded it.
1040. Do you think it possible that this work will exceed the estimate ? That I cannot say ; I cannot
express an opinion. >
1041. As an alderman you think it would be wise to allow,a margin ? ' I think so.
1042. And if we can get the work for £2,000,000 we may consider ourselves pretty fortunate ? I think so. 
■1043. Do you think there is a general feeling in favour of paying a rate to defray the cost and the interest? . 
There is a feeling in favour of getting a sewerage system; and if that work were carried out, the ratepayers ■ 
would be willing to pay the rate.
1044. Then it is only an opinion of your own that they are willing to pay a rate ? I am perfectly certain 
that they would be willing to pay a rate if they had a sewerage system there.
1045. Has the Corporation given any assent officially to the adoption of this scheme, or will they simply 
allow the Government to carry it out as they think fit ? I imagine it will be done exactly the same’ as 
the water.
1046. The Government carry out the work, and take steps to enforce payment of the rate ? Exactly.
1047. And you do nothing to express concurrence with their action ? Only by meetings of the ratepayers.
1048. What do you do officially ? We have officially, by resolution, informed the Minister of our 
concurrence with the scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton.
1049. Supposing it cost 50 per cent, more than it is estimated to cost, would you still consider yourself 
bound to pay the rate ? I suppose that whatever the rate was it would have to be paid.
1050. Do you think you would have any good ground for resisting? We should have no ground.
1051. If vou bound yourself to the scheme you must submit to an extension of the cost ? I think so.
1052. Do you think that is the general feeling ? Yes ; but the cost will not be 50 per cent: more than is
estimated. , • .
1053. Do you think the opinion of the ratepayers is that they are in honor bound to pay the rates ? More
than that, they consider that they are legally bound. ■
1054. You think that they could have no objection to paying the rate ? I think so.
] 055. It is estimated that the rate will be lO-Jd. for a short term, and GJd. for a long term, .whilst the longer , 
the term the greater will be the charge for repairs ? Yes. -
1056. If you do not pay off the cost in less than sixty years you will towards the end of that time have a
larger amount to pay for repairs ? Yes. , '
1057. You think that will be fairly met by the larger income from an increased population ? Undoubtedly.
If I remember rightly, the population is 250 to each mile of sewage, whereas in London it is as high as 
2,000, and in Paris, 4.000, so that in the course of fifteen or twenty, years we may expect the population to 
quadruple itself, since in ten years it has increased 170 per cent. . ’
1058. So far as you can express the public opinion in your district, it is strongly in favour of the scheme
being carried out, notwithstanding the expense ? Yes. •
1059. You would rather pay Sd. or Is. in the £ than allow the present state of things to continue ? Yes.
1060. I suppose there is much that is offensive in the present way of dealing with the sewage ? Yes. 
The nuisance is reduced to a minimum, but' it is not a very civilized way of treating it.
1061. You can distinctly trace illness and death to result from it ? Yes.
1062. That is the opinion of all the medical men in the district ? 1 think so. Might I be allowed to say,
noth reference to Mr. Cowderv’s scheme, that if such a scheme were carried out in Burwood and the 
neighbouring suburbs, during the summer time, the prevailing north-easters which blow over the suburbs 
might create a nuisance and be dangerous to health. .... . .
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John Hinchcliff, Esq., sworn, and examined:— ,
J. Hinchcliff, 1063. Chairman^ What are you ? A merchant.

■Es1' 1064. Residing at Homebush ? Yes.
24^T*~18^9 I®®®- i-8 the borough known as Strathfield, is it not ? Yes.

u "1066. Are you connected with the Municipal Council ? Yes ; I am an alderman.
1067. The municipality has only recently been created ? It has been in existence three or four years.
1068. I suppose you know all the Western Suburbs very well? Yes ; very well, I have a large property 
at Newtown.
1069. Have you given careful consideration to the scheme for the drainage of the Western Suburbs, 
known as Stayton’s scheme ? No ; I have not had much opportunity of doing so. I only got notice to 
attend last Monday. I had a glance at the plan this morning.
1070. Has the scheme been considered by your municipality at all ? Not during my time ; but they are 
more or less in favour of it.
1071. Public feeling generally is in favour of it?, There is no doubt about it, as far as 1 can see.
1072. What is your opinion, as one of the community ? 1 think it is a very good scheme indeed.
1073. As a sewerage scheme, do you think it will serve the requirements of the Western Suburbs ? I 
think so; I do not think the sewage should go into the Parramatta River. I quite agree with what 
Mr. Hardy said with reference to the north-easterly winds.
1074. You heard what Mr. Hardy said about the people in the borough being quite willing to bear the 
cost of the construction of the work ? I have no doubt about it. We arc a very small municipality, and 
we arc better situated than Burwood is.

THURSDAY, 25 JULY, 1889.
■Present'.—

JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Andrew Garran.
The Hon. Erederick Thomas Huwphkry. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. 
Jacob Garrard, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq. 
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esq. 
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Henry David Bray, Esq., Mayor of Concord, sworn, and examined :—
H. D.Bray, 1075. Chairman.] You are Mayor of Concord? Yes.

Es!1- 1076. How long have you held that position ? Since February last.
-YTr""'—\ 1077. Have you been an alderman or a resident of the municipality for any length of time? I have been 

2o Ju y, 1889. resp]ent aq my ]jfCi an(j an alderman for the three previous years. _ _
1078. Have you given any consideration to the sewerage scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton, and indicated 
on the map before the Committee ? I cannot say that I have. We received a diagram in the Council 
Chambers some months since, but very little attention was paid to it, seeing that we at present are not 
troubled to any extent by our drainage. The suburb is thinly populated, and the idea has not occurred to 
us to provide for the drainage in any way.
1079. But if the sewerage is provided you will have to pay for it, and probably you will not be asked to
assent to it. Do you not think it is a matter worthy of your consideration ? That is the question. I 
thought it was almost implied that we should contribute, but the matter has not been brought before our 
Council. •
1080. Your Council has expressed no opinion one way or another since you have been an alderman, with
reference to it ? No. .

■ 1081. At present where is the sewage or drainage of your municipality discharged ? On the western side
* into Powell’s Creek.
* 1082. Does that creek flow into the Parramatta River? Yes. On the eastern side the drainage runs into 

Hen and Chicken Bay, on the Parramatta River, bounded by the municipality of Five Dock.
1083. What method do you adopt at present for getting rid of the night-soil of your municipality ? We 
have adopted the earth system.
1084. Pans ? Yes.
1085. Do you know what that costs each householder per week, or per annum ? Sixpence per week.
1086. Each householder ? Yes.
1087. Is that 6d. a pan or 6d. for each house? I think it is 6d. a pan.
1088. How many householders are,there in the municipality? 1 can scarfiely answer that question.
1089. You have not given the matter any consideration, then ? No, we have not entertained it,
1090. Have you formed any opinion about the matter yourself—have you looked into it ? I have never 
seen it described on paper. \_Mr. Garrard here described the scheme as setjorth on the map before the 
Committee. ]
1091. What do you think of it now, having had it explained to you? I think it would be desirable, if we 
are bound to connect, as you state we are. I think it would be the best way of getting rid of the sewage.
1092. Mr. Trickett.'] Concord is a municipal district, not a borough? Yes.
1093. You have explained how you dispose of your night-soil; what becomes of your house-slops, and sur
face sewage of that character;—how does the municipality deal with that ? There is no provision made 
for it at present; but we have not felt any inconvenience from it in any way. I suppose it is absorbed by 
the ground. The buildings are very far apart there.
1094. Are there any terraces of houses ? No.
1095. Any shops ? There are three at Mortlake, and three on the Parramatta River.
1096. Not in successive rows? No.

1097.
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1097. Have you any means of dealing with your surface drainage, or do you let the people do just as they 
like 1 We have no means of dealing with it; but in going through the district, I have not remarked any
thing approaching a nuisance.
1098. You have no kerhing and guttering as a general thing 1 Hot as a general thing. One or two of the 
localities have a little kerhing, but nothing of any consequence.
1099. Ts the borough a progressive one;—do you think the population is likely to increase 1 It’is rather 
slow ; but no doubt the population will increase. It is a matter of time, I imagine.
1100. What is your way into Sydney by train ; do you not come through the borough of Burwood ? Yes.
1101. In approaching Burwood from Concord, I suppose you see some of the ill effects of surface drainage 
in the streets? Ho, I have not, between the railway station and the Parramatta Road; but I have on the 
other side of the railway.
1102. You know that there slops, and so forth, run along the streets, in fact, just gravitate to their natural 
level ? Yes.
1103. Do you think that a desirable state of things? Ho ; I do not. I think it is very undesirable ; but 
I suppose they have no other means of disposing of their drainage.
1104. With regard to a locality of that kind, do you think it would be an advantage or otherwise to have a 
sewerage system by which such a state of things could be got rid of, and the drainage taken to a distant 
part where it could be treated without being a nuisance ? Yes.
1105. Mr. Garrard.] What do you do with your night-soil now ? It is deposited somewhere towards the
back of Enfield. , .
1106. The night-soil is not buried anywhere within the borders of your district? Ho; nor within the 
district of Burwood.
1107. Does the Council or a contractor take it away ? It is contracted for.
1108. So far as your knowledge goes, it has to go through two or three other municipalities before it 
reaches the place of deposit ? I think two.
1109. Have you experienced any inconvenience because of other municipalities stopping the conveyance of
night-soil within their borders ? We have not had any complaints. ;
1110. Are you aware, as a municipal representative, whether objections have been lodged and proceedings 
taken by -some boroughs, to prevent the conveyance of the refuse of other boroughs within their borders 1 
I am not aware.
1111. You have never had any complaint from the municipalities of Burwood or Strathfield about your 
night-soil being taken through their territory ? Ho.
1112. Mr. O’Sullivan.] In view of the probable increase of population at Concord, do you think the
present means of disposing of the surface drainage and night-soil satisfactory, and do you think they are 
likely to be so for some time to come ? They are, and they will be for the next ten years. .
1113. Supposing the borough of Enfield objected to your depositing night-soil in it? Then I suppose 
we should have to go further afield. The contractor lives somewhere on the Liverpool Road, and I suppose 
he would have to take it further.
1114. Then you would have to adopt some other means ? Yes.
1115. Mr. Tonkin.] Do you not think that if this sewerage scheme were carried out it would be beneficial 
to your municipality, supposing it gave you a proper means of getting rid of your sewage 1 Possibly ft 
would; but, as I remarked before, our population is so slight that the drainage causes no nuisance ; and 
for that reason our people might object to the taxation.
1116. That is your objection to the scheme—that there may be a little extra taxation ? Yes.
1117. But the scheme itself would be beneficial to your district if it were carried out ? Possibly. I should 
not like to say that it would be. I think it would be of very little use at the present time.
1118. What is the average weekly or yearly rental of the houses in your municipality ? I think you might 
average them (say) at £60 per annum.
1119. Do you know whether houses rented at that amount would only have one or two pans to be emptied
at 6d. per week ? That I am not prepared to say ; but I am under the impression that one pan is the rule. 
There may be exceptions. •
1120. What do you think the average number of pans per house would be ? One.
1121. It would have to be more than one, because every house must have one, while some may have two or 
three ? Erom that point of view it would be more than one; but I may state that in many cases the 
pit system is adopted, and consequently that brings down the average. The average may be a shade 
over one.

H. D. Bray,
Esq.
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1122. If it were shown to you clearly that there would be no extra taxation at all for this sewerage scheme,
do you not think that you would then prefer it to the system which at present exists in your municipality 1 
I do not see that we require it. If we required it we only should be too happy to fall in with the scheme 
as suggested ; but at the present time we do not appear to be in want of it. '
1123. Do you then think that a system of cess-pits is preferable to a proper sewerage system, whereby you 
get rid of the whole of the refuse and drainage.? I should,of course,prefer the water-closet system myself ; 
but when I speak of cess-pits, it is in connection with properties as large as 8, 10, 20, and 50, and more 
acres in extent, and on such areas of land as those, cess-pits cannot be objectionable.
1124. Mr. Humphery.] I think you said that the average rental in your municipality is about £60 per 
annum ? About £60 per annum.
1125. Is it not a fact that subdivisions have been made, and that a number of small houses have been built 
there within the last few years ? There has only been one subdivision, that is of the Powell Estate ; but 
not one-tenth, or one-twentieth part of that has been built upon.
1126. You said, I think, that one pan a week was about the extent of the use made of the earth system ? 
Yes.
1127. With a family of six, would not the pans become very offensive at the end of the week ? I am not 
prepared to say. I have never used them myself; so I have no personal experience.
1128. Does it not occur to you that that would be so? I should say so; but the pans may be emptied 
more than once a week.
1129. For sanitary reasons, do you not think it would be very advantageous to be connected with the

proposed
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proposed sewerage scheme so as to provide for the natural increase of population in your locality 1 I should 
say most decidedly; “ abandon the earth system and adopt the water system,” and, if that were done, a 

r i -icoo system of drainage would be of very great service. 
u ‘1130. Would you offer any objection to the proposed system of sewerage if it could be shown that the 

uniform rate which it is proposed to charge would not be greater than the amount which the people are in the 
habit at present of paying for the removal of their night-soil ? It is not a matter of cost at all with us, 
so far as I am able to learn the feeling of the aldermen and the people of the district; it is simply that we 
could not utilize such a system ; the people are too scattered. From where the termination of the sewer is 
shown upon the map, to the boundary of the municipality is 2| miles. ■
1131. At present your contractor, I suppose, undertakes to remove night-soil at a fixed rate? Yes.
1132. And you do not inquire where he deposits it? We know tolerably well where it is deposited—off the 
Punch Bowl Road.
1133. If the adjoining municipalities objected to the night-soil of your municipality passing beyond your 
boundaries, how would you then dispose of it? We should have to make some other provision then, I

' suppose.
1134. In view of such a difficulty as that arising, do you not think that it would be advantageous that 
you should be placed upon the same footing as other municipalities, and would there then be any objection 
to all being charged a uniform rate, thinly populated districts having to pay no more than those which 
were densely populated ? As far as my own personal opinion goes I should prefer a system of sewerage 
before the present system immensely.
1135. On the whole, after giving it* consideration, you think you would ? That is so.
1136. Dr. Garran.\ Do you know how much the corporation receives as income from these pans ?
No.
1137. You cannot tell whether your present charge amounts to a rate of 2d. or 3d. ? No, I cannot. .
1138. Could the council clerk work it out ? He could of course give you the information.
1139. Mr. Copeland.'] Where do you get your water supply from? The water is laid on for about a mile, 
and there is a stand-pipe that is possibly of service to half a dozen persons—not more. The water used 
is principally tank water.
1140. Off the roofs? Yes. _ _
1141. And I suppose you also get water from wells? I do not think there are many wells in the munici
pality ; tanks principally are used.
1142. Do you think that tank water is sufficiently pure for drinking and domestic purposes generally ?
Yes. We have used it for the last thirty years, I suppose. _
1143. Are there many sparrows and pigeons in the district? No, very few. I do not think we are likely 
to suffer in that way to any extent.
11*44. Do you know what the death-rate of your borough is ? I think ic compares very favourably with 

. that of any other borough in the Colony.
1145. Have you had any cases of typhoid there? I think I have only heard of one case of typhoid during 
the last six years.
1146. What do you reckon is the population of the borough ? I am not prepared to say.
1147. Have you had any cases of diarrhoea or dysentery there ? Not that I heard of; on the whole it is a 
very healthy place.
1148. Do you say that there are a very few people in the municipality who are supplied with water from 
wells ? I do not know of any. I know of one or two wells in the district; but the persons who own them 
have provided themselves with tanks.
1149. I sunpose the night-slops, as a matter of fact, are simply thrown out on to the surface of the ground?
Yes. * .
1150. Thrown out into the back yards ? Yes; there is not much nuisance created by it. I have been 
through the district frequently, and have never detected anything.
1151. I suppose the houses are sufficiently far apart to allow each household to consume its own smells ? At 
any rate there is nothing evident in the way of a nuisance.
1152. Do you think that the people of your borough would be willing to pay such a thing as lOd. in the £ 
rate, for the benefit of having this system of sewerage extended to them ? I scarcely think they would, 
because they could not apply it. The majority of the people in the district could not apply it.
1153. The question has not been discussed in your council ? No.
115.3jt. Therefore you are not in a position to say either what are the views of your fellow councillors, or 
of the ratepayers generally upon the subject? No. •
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H. D. Bray, 
Esq.

Henry Ohrichard Fraser, Esq., Alderman of Strathfield, sworn, and examined :—
H. C. Fraser, 1154. Chairman.] You are an alderman of the borough of Strathfield ? Yes.

Esq. 1155. Have you resided there for any length of time? For the last nine years.
/-----  ---- 1156. Has your council taken into consideration this proposed scheme for dealing with the sewerage of the

25 July, 1889. western suburbs? Yes. We have gone as carefully as we could into the matter, and we believe that the
scheme will benefit the borough ; inasmuch as the highest point in it is in the borough. There is a very
nasty drain, especially after a heavy rain, flowing from Burwood to Strathfield. The nuisance is so great 
that after a heavy fall of rain the road is completely covered, and I have had to walk round a block to get to 
the Railway Station.
1157. What are your present means of disposing of your night-soil ? We use the pan system.
1158. Can you give us any idea as to what that costs each householder upon the assessed value of his 
property ? If I had the figures with me I could give them to you.
1159. Could you give us a guess, an approximation? We charge 2s. 6d. a pan per month, and certain 
arrangements are made with the contractors. For instance those who have a larger number of pans than 
others have get the work done at a lower i ate. Of course the more pans the man with whom we have 
contracted has to empty the better it pays him. There is no doubt that the earth-pan system is far 
preferable to cess-pits or dome-pits. I was mayor of St. Kilda at one time. In Victoria the municipalities 
have greater powers than those in this Colony have, because our Act is about twenty years old. At St.

Kilda
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Kilda the council determined to close up all the cess-pits and all the dome-pits within the municipality, H. C. Fraser, 
dome-pits are very expensive. There is a dome at the top of them, which is so arranged that the vitiated ' ■Es<l' 
air goes up through it. We had a great deal of trouble there in getting rid of these pits, because the people 
preferred them to the pan system ; but before I left Melbourne there was not a cess-pit or dome-pit within U ’
the municipality. Prahran has done the same thing. Of course some persons h'ad an arrangement of a 
double set of pans, and the pans used one week were not used the next, so that they became perfectly dry.
1160. I suppose you look upon the proposed scheme as even superior to that? There is no doubt about it.
1161. And you think your borough would be content to pay an additional rate for the benefit which they 
would receive from this system of sewerage ? I think so. We have not sounded our ratepayers.
1162. Dr. Garran.~\ Could you get your council clerk to send us a statement of what the present system 
would cost the ratepayers in the form of a rate. How much would the amount which they have to pay 
now be, if charged as a rate 1 You mean what rate would be struck ?
1163. Yes. You do not levy a rate, at present you levy a charge ? For the pan system ? -
1164. Yes? We appoint a contractor to carry out the work. He signs an agreement and has to carry
into effect certain resolutions passed by the council. Of course, he can make any arrangements he likes 
privately with the ratepayers so as to suit their own convenience. Some will only have a pan emptied once in /
two months, while others use two, three, and four pans. A larger number of the ratepayers who own a
good quantity of land bury the night-soil in their own gardens, and that I think is a good plan where there 
is a large piece of ground. It is the system which I adopt. .
1165. Chairman.] And so consume it in the shape of vegetables ? Yes.
1166. Dr. Garrani] I understand that the ratepayers pay the contractor, not the council? Yes.
1167. Then you have no means of knowing what they pay ? Ho.
1168. Could you make an approximate estimate of what the gross amount would be as a rate, supposing 
they had to pay as a rate the amount contracted for with the contractor ? You want the payments in the 
shape of a rate.
1169. Yes ? I will let you have it.
1170. Mr. Trichett.] You say that the pan system is chiefly used now? Yes.
1171. That does not dispose of your slops and waste water? No.
1172. What becomes of that ? Unfortunately some of it is allowed to run into the street, though we are 
trying to stop that. We have, however, very little power under the Act, which was the most miserable 
Act that was ever passed by any legislature in the world. We say to these people, “You shallnot do this,” 
and they ask us to quote the clause of the Act which prevents them ; but we cannot, and therefore cannot 
enforce our resolutions.
1173. And thus the refuse water finds its way into the street ? Not all; some of it. Wb have a very good 
plan for disposing of the water from washing tubs. A Scotch drain is made, but with larger stones than 
usual, and if a house has an acre of land adjoining it there is never any offensive smell.
1174. But that is only applicable when there is a considerable area of land attached to each house-? Yes.
Several of the ratepayers have adopted the plan, and no disagreeable odour has been experienced.
1175. But, when the place becomes more built upon, that system would be impracticable? Yes; it can . 
only be carried out where you have a large area of land. I have 3 acres of land. All along the Boulevard 
the houses have large areas of land attached to them, and they could easily carry out that plan.
1176. Is the city water laid on in the municipality ? Yes ; the water from the Nepean, and I am thankful, 
to say that it is.
1177. Do you find that any nuisance arises from the surface water forming pools? No; except in some 
places where the water-tables had not been formed. We are only a municipal district, not a borough yet.

,1178. Any surface water that escapes runs into the street, and you pass it on to the next street, or borough, 
as the case may be ? Yes. ,
1179. Do you not think it would be desirable to alter that by having a system of sewerage ? Most certainly; 
and, as a council, we are in favour of the scheme—that is as laymen. W e know nothing about the 
engineering part of the work.

Josiah Mullens, Esq., sworn, and examined :—
1180. Chavrman^] You reside at Burwood ? Yes.
1181. You have lived there for some time? For many years.
1182. I suppose you knew the locality almost before it was populated at all ? Yes.
1183. Have you taken into consideration this question of sewerage for the western suburbs? I have taken 
considerable interest in the question, but only as an amateur. I have read Mr. Stayton’s report.
1184. You have followed out his scheme as shown on the plan? Yes.
1185. It is of course as a layman that we ask you to give evidence. Do you think the scheme would 
satisfy the requirements of the residents of the locality in which you reside, as well as of those of the 
other western suburbs ? I do. I think such a scheme is urgently required.
1186. You have nothing better to suggest ? No. The reserves in the neighbourhood of Burwood upon the 
other side of the Parramatta Road are too small to allow of the treatment of sewage that is likely to come 
from Burwood and Ashfield, ami the population is increasing so rapidly that it would not be safe to do 
anything but to take it right away.
1187. Having regard to the present system of dealing with sewage and night-soil, and the possible doctors’ 
accounts which it occasions, do you think a rate of Is. in the £ upon the assessed value of property would be 
a saving to the residents of Burwood;—do you not think the benefits conferred by the system would be so 
great that it would pay the inhabitants to pay such a rate ? I think they would cheerfully pay more than 
that if necessary
1188. Mr. Copdani^ Has the question been considered by the council ? Yes, although I am not a member 
of the council.
1189. You are only speaking as a resident ? Yes. I have spoken at public meetings on tlie subject and 
have advocated the scheme.
1190. Do you know what the death-rate is ? I could not tell you. I have made a memorandum of one or 
two facts that have come under my own notice which I think may be useful to the Committee. During the 
first six months of last year four cases of illness, at almost the same spot, came under my notice, resulting

from

J. Mullens . 
Esq. j
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J. Mullens, from the open drain that passes the Burwood Station on its way to Five. Dock. In one case a young lady 
■ks<l- died of malignant typhoid fever; in another case a young man of 20 died of diphtheria; my own daughter- 

25~j"u]A 1889 an a^ack of typhoid ; and a young man in the neighbourhood was attacked by typhoid and
•*"’ ‘ recovered. The houses in which these people were living were all good houses, and their illnesses no doubt

were caused by the smell from the frightful open drain through ^hich all the refuse of Burwood flows down 
to the bay at Five Dock.
1191. What generally becomes of tlie night-slops there; are they merely thrown upon the ground? The 
council is trying to initiate a system of earth closets, and to make it compulsory. Most people use earth 
closets at the present time.
1192. Do they empty the slops into the earth closets ? No ; the drainage runs into the creeks and makes 
the smell.
1193. Or into the back yards ? Yes. In my own case the drainage is all absorbed by the garden; but 
then I have 13 acres of ground. There are, however, many houses that have only a small area of land 
attached to them, and in those cases the slops are turned into the streets.
1194. In the case of-smaller houses the slops are very often thi'own into the back yards, and allowed to 
fester in the sun, in the summer time ? Yes, and the smells are very bad at night sometimes.
1195. You think that the people as a whole would gladly pay a contribution towards defraying the cost of
the scheme ? I have no doubt of it. ’
1196. Has the question been discussed at any public meeting? Yes.
1197. And has met with general approval? We have had enthusiastic meetings in Burwood on the subject.
1198. Dr. Garran.'] Has there ever been anything like an opposition to the payment of a sewerage rate in 
your district ? Not that I know of.
1199. At present you are contributing to foul the Parramatta River? Yes.
1200. And if you became a nuisance to people lower down you would be open to a law action ? I do not 
know anything about that.
1201. So far as you know the opinion of your neighbours, they cheerfully acquiesce in this system ? Yes.
1202. They would bo thankful to see it carried out ? Yes.
1203. J/r. Lee.] Is there any system of sewerage in the borough ? None at all.

' 1204. Is the pan system in existence there ? Yes.
1205. Is the population about Burwood increasing rapidly? Yery rapidly.
1200. And there is plenty of room for a further increase? Yes ; there is plenty of vacant ground.
1207. The borough in the near future is likely to be densely populated? As densely as Ashfield is.
1208. The people have taken this scheme into consideration ? Yes.
1209. And I presume they have had all the data before them? All they could get.
1210. They have probably a fair idea of the extra rate they will have to pay in order to meet the interest ? 
I have not heard that gone into ; but I do not think it is a matter of any consequence as compared with the 
public health.
1211. Do I understand that a system of sewerage is absolutely necessary to the borough ? I think so.
1212. And, in your opinion, a general scheme would be better for Burwood and the neighbouring boroughs 
than separate systems ? We are advised that a separate system would be much more expensive ; in fact we 
are told that a small system would be expensive and inefficient. Such a scheme was once propounded by a 
mayor of Burwood ; but was rejected by the community as insufficient.
1213. If it is a matter of grave consideration now, it will be still more so in the course of a fevr years ? Yes.
1214. Inasmuch as the population is annually increasing ? Yes.
1215. And the residents have fairly considered this, and therefore agitate for the scheme? I think so.
1216. They arc almost unanimously of opinion that it would be desirable to have the scheme carried out? 
Yes.
1217. Mr. O’ Sullivan.] At the public meetings to which you referred, was there any opposition to the
project? None at all. . ” .
1218. Mr. Trickett] Where were these meetings held ? At the School of Arts.
1219. In the centre of the borough ? Yes; and advertisements and placards were stuck up all over the 
place. We had full and enthusiastic meetings.
1220. You have experienced the greatest nuisance in the neighbourhood of the Railway Station where it is 
thickly populated 1 Yes.
1221. Is there not a very extensive open drain upon the western side of the railway line? It has recently
been covered, and I think the nuisance has been modified, and the drain confined in a narrow channel; but 
an officer of the borough could tell you more about that than I can. •

■ 1222. But even with that improvement, the drainage is simply being passed on to the lower lands beyond
without any system ? Yes. Might I suggest that I hope the scheme will extend over fifty years, instead of 
twenty. I thought that probably I was called to give evidence on that particular point.
1223. Chairman.] The Committee have already represented to the Government that they think the period 
should be extended ; but I dare say they would be glad to hear the views of one -who is so good an authority 
on- the subject. At present the whole debt is to be wiped off in twenty-eight years. In England the term 
is generally about sixty years, and in one case eighty years. This is what Mr. Stayton said upon the 
subject; “ It shows that the works already completed, in addition to the proposed works, which are divided 
into three sections, would result in an ultimate outlay of £1,817,896. The next statement shows the 
annual ratable value of the boroughs and districts comprising the Western Suburbs. This has a very 
important bearing on the question. It shows that the ratable value, which in 1884 was £1,116,000, is now 
£1,700,000 ; and that on the completion of the first three sections, according to the present rate of increase, 
it would be at least £2,200,000; in which case a penny rate would produce £8,900 net. At the final 
completion of the entire scheme in (say) from fifteen to twenty years time, when the population will be 
double, or nearly treble, what it was in 1887, the ratable value may be fairly estimated at £3,300,000, in 
which case a pgnny rate would produce £13,400 net. 1 Then a statement follows as to the rate of interest, 
and it shows that money may now be borrowed at 3|- per cent., instead of 4 per cent., and it also shows 
what amount of rate would be charged. Although the total sum looks enormous on paper, yet owing to the 
increase in the ratable value, the actual rate to be charged to the ratepayers througl out the whole district 
in 1894, after the first three sections of the work, involving an outlay of £1,445,000;, have been completed,

. ’ would
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would only be lOJd. in the £ under the existing Act and 8d. in the £ under the proposed amending Act. J- Mullens,
The Minister for Works informed a conference yesterday that the Government had practically decided to ®S<1-
extend the term for repayment from twenty-eight years to sixty years, so that instead of a 10|d. rate an 8d.
rate would be sufficient to pay for the whole. Then -when the entii-e scheme is carried out, in from fifteen to u '
twenty years time, the rate under the existing Act would be 9|d., whereas under the proposed amending
Act, it would be only 7d. If the interest were taken at 31- per cent, which seems now to be the current
rate for loans, the 8d. rate would be reduced to T^-d., and the 7d. rate to 61-d. That would provide interest
repayment, and working expenses, upon an outlay of £1,817,000.” “That would be the gross expenditure to
make the whole system complete 1 Yes.”
1224. What have you got to say about the sinking fund ? I was only going to suggest that a sinking fund "
of 2 per cent, be provided to continue until the whole is paid for.
1225. That is provided for now ? It is obvious that 2 per cent, in fifty years will pay off the money. I do 
not propose the sinking fund to be cumulative; but that the Colonial Treasurer should buy debentures each 
year with the proceeds of the sinking fund and absolutely extinguish them.
1226. Mr. Humphery.'] A 7d. rate provides for a sinking fund so that at the end of sixty years the entire 
loan will be wiped out 1 That is a most beneficial provision. I think fifty years would be a fair term.
1227. Hr. Qarran.~\ You do not mean to buy any particular debentures; but any debentures? Yes. They 
should be bought in London, or elsewhere, and cancelled by him as a diminution of the debt every year. .
1228. I should like to ask you another question. Mr. Stayton estimates that he can borrow money at 
3 J per cent. With your financial experience can you say that with all the charges such as interest, the 
transmission of money for repayment, &c., it could be borrowed at that rate? I have not gone into the 
question so minutely as that; but practically when a loan is made, extending over thirty or forty years, 
you leave posterity to pay that.
1229. Posterity means the suburban residents in this case? Yes; but you might borrow the money at 
2J per cent, before the loan became due.
1230. And if we borrow the money for fifty years, 2 per cent, would enable us to repay it? Yes. You
could buy something else, though you would have to buy at a very dear rate of course, and I should say 
that the sinking fund should be applied at the market price of the day to purchase debentures until every 
bit of the debt was extinguished. ■ •
1231. Do you take 31, per cent, as the fair percentage, and assume that we really could borrow at 31,- ? Yes.
1232. Because there are a large number of charges to be considered ? They are not always disclosed ; but" .
I think some of the recent loans have shown a profit of a few shillings.
1233. Does that include the remission of interest to England? That is an annual charge ; you cannot go 
into that. If you borrow money from the other side of the world, the charge of repaying it half-yearly has 
nothing to do with the cost of the loan.
1234. The Government has to send the money to England? It generally borrows money in England, and 
pays the loan with that money.
1235. As long as we are borrowing money in England, we have not to send any home; but when we are 
not borrowing we have to send it home. The Colonial Treasurer stated the other day that he had sent 
home £500,000, and I remember that that has been done on other occasions. That is paid out of the 
annual revenue, which would therefore be paying a charge created by the suburbs, and which should be 
paid by them? Yes.
1236. Have you any idea whether these charges have been met in this way ? I do not think they have.
We have very few scientific accountants called in to help the Government.
1237. As far as I know the money has been remitted—it has been put down to the annual cost, and no one 
has asked what loan has caused it ? Yes.
1238. Suppose we stop borrowing for thirty years, the cost of remission to England would be charged to 
the annual revenue, and the suburbs would never pay for it ? I should charge it to them every year.
1239. Then you would inaugurate a new .system ? I should.
1240. As far as you know that has never been done yet ? Ho.
1241. We have treated the debt in the lump ? Yes.
1242. And have never asked who were the contributors? Yes.
1243. Then you think that if we have to pay this money upon the debt incurred in carrying out the water 
supply works, it should be charged to those works ? Against the rate.
1244. We should send in the bill to the Commissioners for Water and Sewerage ? Yes, each half-year.
1245. You still think 3£ is a fair basis to calculate upon ? Yes.
1246. Mr. Hunip/tery.] And, on the other hand, you think the principal cost should be charged against the 
rate? It should be charged against the rate until every charge was paid. The scheme should be self 
supporting ; it would be easy enough to make it so.
1247. At the present time the rate of exchange is fths? Yes.
1248. So that money in England would be worth |ths more than in Sydney? Yes. :
1249. So that should be included in the cost ? Yes ; that should be charged against the rates.
1250. Mr. Gopeland.] Do you think we are justified in undertaking responsibilities for our unborn grand
children ? I think we are justified in taking measures to protect the lives of our grandchildren.
1251. But supposing that during the next thirty or forty years an improved system is discovered, and these 
works are found to be virtually useless, do you think that the people then will be inclined to thank their 
grandfathers for having saddled them with this expense ? The}7 will have to take the world as they find it.
The English people are paying now for the powder and shot fired off at the beginning of the century. They 
have to pay.
1252. You think we are justified in placing this responsibility upon the shoulders of people still unborn ?
I think we have to act with regard to existing circumstances, and not with regard to what may be. We 
are now attacking a positive evil, and I think it is the duty of every sensible man to attack an evil when he 
finds it. ,
1253. But would it not be as well to pay the bill in this generation, say within twenty-eight years? . It is
a very heavy bill, and we are conferring a benefit possibly upon many generations, just as a similar system 
in England has conferred benefit upon generation after generation. ■
1254. You are strongly of opinion that the term should bp extended over sixty years ? Sixtv years is a fair
pompromise, “ ' " ' ' ' ' ■ * • '
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J. Mullens, 1255. It would be perpetrating no injustice on the people to come 1 Well; I shall not be here then, so I 
®s<b cannot say.

o^t^^tsqq 1256. Supposing they were to rebel ? That would not trouble me. _
& July, 1889. J257. Dr. Garra>i.] I understand that you prefer to have a sinking fund of 2 per cent, instead of extending 

the period to sixty years ? That is for the Committee to decide, 2 per cent, would pay tlie debt off in fifty 
years. If you made the sinking fund 11 per cent, that would lighten the annual burden.
1258. Would you prefer doing that to keeping up the fixed sum 1 You relieve the annual burden by the
interest paid off each year, so that in fifty years by my system you would have to pay interest on £6,000 
instead of on £300,000. _
1259. Then you would have a diminishing payment 1 There would be a diminished charge for interest, on
my system, every year. _
1260. Mr. Humphery?^ You would be quite confirmed in your view if you were informed that the works
are likely to cost £1,000,000 ? Yes. _
1261. Mr. Trickett.] Supposing the Government determined to effect a loan for the purpose of carrying out 
works of this kind, would it not be an advantage if they made it a separate loan 1 Yes ; and a distinct 
account should be kept from the beginning.
1262. That is the course that has been adopted in the case of London, Liverpool, and other places? I
think so. .
1263. Are you acquainted with the value of stock of that character in England. Is the London Metropolitan
Board of works stock, and the Liverpool stock good ? It is sure to be. It is a quasi-Government stock, 
and of the highest character. _ _
1264. Do you think it would be clearly of an advantage to borrow for a specific purpose in a work of this 
kind, instead of taking the cost out of the general loan fund ? I think so, - and to keep a separate account 
from the very beginning in the Treasury.

Charles Edward Pilcher, Esq., Q.C., called in, sworn, and examined :—
Chairman.] Where do you reside? In the borough of Burwood, on the borders of Strathfield.
Have you been living there for any length of time ? There, and in the neighbourhood, for 15 years. 
Of course you have seen a great deal of the growth of population in the railway suburbs during that 
An enormous growth.

Can you say whether these suburbs are suffering at the present time for want of a sewerage system ? 
Most undoubtedly, to a very large extent. _
1269. I suppose the inconvenience increases as the population does, and that every year it becomes propor
tionately greater ? Decidedly. _
1270. Have you given any consideration to Mr. Stayton’s scheme? I had it explained to me once, I think
in this room, by Mr. Lackey, by means of diagrams, and so far as I could form an opinion, as an outsider, 
it seemed to me to be exactly the thing we want. _
1271. There has been a good deal of discussion in the suburbs up the line in reference to the disposal of
sewage, has there not 1 I believe so. _
1272. Have you heard any objection against this proposal? None whatever, except quite recently, by 
certain gentlemen, who do not object to the scheme, but who thought that the particular portion of the 
western suburbs in which they resided did not want such a scheme.
1273. They want to escape the taxation ? That I do not know.
1274. Otherwise the scheme is generally approved of ? Undoubtedly. _ _ _
1275. Mr. Copeland.] As a ratepayer, you think that the Government would be quite justified.in incurring
this large expenditure, and in imposing the necessary rates upon the people to repay it ? I have not a 
shadow of doubt about it, because in my opinion a sewerage system is an absolute necessity to health, and 
is a necessary means of preserving and contmuing life. _
1276. I suppose you are aware that the first cost of the scheme is _set down at £830,000, and that that will 
probably be considerably exceeded. Do you think, notwithstanding that, that Parliament would be justified 
in incurring the expenditure ? My own idea is that whatever the expenditure, Parliament will be fully 
justified in incurring it, and that the annual expense would be willingly borne by the people who derived 
the advantage of it. Of course, I do not mean to say that people would be pleased if money were thrown 
away, or lavishly expended ; but I believe that if the money were spent in securing an efficient system of 
sewerage the people would willingly pay for a justifiable outlay.
1277. Would they pay a rate of 7d. or 8d. in the £ ? That is not for me to say. I could not commit other 
people to that opinion.
1278. That is your opinion from what you have heard? I should think so, but that, of course, would 
depend a great deal upon the number of years over svhich the expenditure extended. The annual outlay 
would increase or decrease according to the number of years over which the expenditure was extended.
1279. That is your opinion with inference to this matter ? It is a matter of which I have had no expe
rience, and my opinion would be so crude as to be valueless at best.
1280. At any rate, you believe that if a sewerage system like that proposed were carried out it would 
decrease the mortality and improve the health of the people in the suburbs ? I am sure of it. The supply 
of water to the suburbs has caused a marked improvement, and the council have done away with all cess
pits within the district ; that has effected a very marked improvement. Recently they have begun 
to remove the night-soil on a system which is very pernicious—it is what they call the interchangeable 
pan system, and it is extremely dangerous, because, although it gets rid of the offensive matter very 
completely, a pan may be in a house where there is typhoid one day, and next day brought to your own 
house, and so the typhoid germs are spread throughout the district. The corporation are alive to this, but 
their difficulty is great in guarding against it. I may mention that several medical men hold the views 
which I now express. *
1281. In the meantime how are the night-slops got rid of? Kitchen slops?
1282. Yes? They are being absorbed day by day and week by week, and that is sowing the seed of untold
disease in the future. 1283.

* Note (on revision) : And, X may add, I know, from gentlemen residing in Melbourne, that the spread of typhoid 
there has, in cases, undoubtedly been traced to the change of pans.

C. E. Pilcher, 126'J' 
Esq., Q.C. 1266.
----------, 1267.

25 July, 1889. time ?
1268.
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1283. I suppose very few people are dependent on wells for their water supply 1 I do not think anyone is. C. E. Pilcher,
1284. Even for bathing purposes ? I do not think so. Nearly all the people out there still have their E*q., Q.C.
underground and above ground tanks ; but they are useless, because the water supply is very good and a——x
very liberal. * 2o "u^> 1889.
1285. I suppose your opinion is that they would be quite as willing to contribute towards the expense of
providing drainage as they are now to pay for a supply of clean water 1 I have not a shadow of doubt 
about it. _
1286. Mr. Dowel.] Can you say what is the population of Burwood 1 I cannot give you that exactly. It
goes into thousands, but I cannot give it to you exactly. •
1287. You have no idea of the number of ratepayers 1 I could not give you that. . ■
1288. Have you known many cases of typhoid? Yes; I remember an epidemic of typhoid about two and
a half years ago ; but I believe that was attributable to the milk supply. There were twenty odd cases at 
once, and there is no doubt that there were many others which I did not hear of. Out of that number I 
know for certain that eight very valuable young lives were sacrificed—some vigorous young men, trades
men of twenty-four or twenty-five years of age, and as fine young fellows as you could wish to see.
1289. Are you aware that public meetings have been held in Burwood in reference to this matter ? Yes.
1290. "What has been the result of those meetings ? My impression is that public opinion as evidenced by ' 
those meetings is in favour of the system.
12,91. It has been publicly expressed by resolution ? I think so.
1292. Mr. Humphery.] You have a very large property at Burwood? A good sized one.
1293. At the present time you suffer no inconvenience from the night-soil and slops from your own dwell
ing ? I do and I do not. My kitchen slops run out into the paddock, and they grow grass, at least, the 
water helps to grow very rank grass; but at the same time, in hot summer weather, you can perceive a 
smell, and that is objectionable.
1294. How many acres have you ? 33 or 34 acres ; I am not quite sure of the exact area. ,
1295. If a rate were struck for the purpose of paying the cost of constructing these works, you would be 
subject to a very heavy annual charge ? No doubt; but so I am now for other purposes.
1296. Notwithstanding that, it is your opinion that the advantages to be derived from this sewerage system
will be equal to the increased cost ? I am perfectly satisfied of that, and for this reason alone. The 
average temperature in the suburb in which I live is considerably lower than the average temperature in 
Sydney, and it is therefore much more healthy, and the only thing you want is to get rid of this 
necessary evil from your kitchen. When you multiply that it pollutes the atmosphere. If I wanted to sell 
my property, and people knew that they could get their sewage and night-soil taken away, they would 
be ready to pay more for the land, so in that way I should get back the amount I paid in rates in another 
form. ■
1297. You are of opinion that the owners of land would derive advantages from a system of sewerage 
which would make it quite worth their while to pay the additional rate ? I have not the shadow of a 
doubt of it.
1298. Therefore it is your opinion that these works should be carried out ? Yes ; that is my opinion.
1299. Dr. Oarran.] Supposing a considerable minority were opposed to the construction of these works ; 
do you think the Government would be justified in proceeding with them ? I do. Supposing that there 
were now in the city such spots as existed many years ago, where the worst class of criminals and wretched 
low people concentrated, I assume that some people would object to an interference with those places ; but 
I think it will be admitted that a small majority would have a right to sweep them away.
1300. You think that even if the reformers were in a minority the Government would be justified in 
carrying out the work ? Yes : but I think the reformers would be a very large majority. Of course you 
only ask me what in my opinion is right or wrong.
1301. You do not think it is necessary for the Government to get the formal consent of the people of these 
suburbs to the carrying out of this work if in their opinion it is a wise one ? I do not think so.
1302. You do not think there is any necessity to take a public vote ? I do not think so.
1303. Mr. Trickett.] You are aware, I suppose, that all the sewage is to be taken to "Webb’s Grant? So '
I believe.
1304. Have you heai d any other system spoken of in the locality, which the people favour in any way ?
No. The only other system mentioned at all is the electric system. Of course that is only a new idea, and 
an experiment, and may or may not be effectual. What strikes me is this, that all we can do-is to deal 
with these matters according to what science knows at present. We cannot keep a bad tooth in our heads 
now because twenty years hence dentists may have a very much better way of dealing with it.
1305. I was not speaking of the treatment; but of the destination? I never heard any other destination
spoken of. ■

Michael Stephen Foley, Esq., Mayor of Five Dock, sworn, and examined.
1306. Chairman.] You are Mayor of Five Dock ? Yes.
1307. How long have you occupied that position ? During the present year.
1308. Have you been an alderman for any length of time ? For the last three or four years.
1309. Have you given any consideration to the proposed scheme for dealing with the sewage of the western 
suburbs 1 Personally I have not. It has been discussed in our council, and a majority of the aldermen 
have come to the conclusion that it would be little or no use, because where the sewer terminates, which is 
at the highest point, there is little or no population. The great bulk of the population is on the water- 
frontage, and the council as a whole felt very much disappointed that there was not more provision made in 
the scheme for Five Dock. I think there has been a good deal of correspondence relating to it. I believe 
the scheme would be acceptable to the larger portion of the inhabitants if it were general; but if it 
terminates where it is shown to do on the map, it will be of little or no use.
1310- You complain that the scheme will not benefit Five Dock in proportion to the population—that, as 
proposed, it will not be of much benefit to the bulk of the population ? No ; because they could not connect 
with it unless there was some lifting apparatus, it would be too high.
1311. Mr.. Trickett.] What is your system of drainage at the present time ? Pans. .

M. S. Foley, 
Esq.

25 July, 1889.

1312.
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M. S. Foley, 1312. I mean drainage such as house-slops 1 There is none whatever, and this causes a great nuisance. It 
®S<1- is a big trouble to the council now.

2'^JulA-1889 -D°es th® drainage find its way into the streets and public thoroughfares 1 Yes.
o u Ji • ]314_ And accumulates there, and fosters on the surface, and becomes a nuisance generally ? Yes.

1315. Has the council had under its consideration any mode of dealing with the nuisance of house-slops 
and surface drains 1 No. They have not had any other sewerage scheme submitted to them. I think 
that they have stated that the proposed scheme would not materially benefit them.
1316. Have you had many complaints from the ratepayers of the nuisances which arise 1 We have had a 
great many.
1317. Do you not attempt to treat it in any way ? We can effect very little improvement. We have 
by-laws framed so as to prevent these nuisances as much as possible, and where possible, we do prevent it. 
In the larger portion of Five Dock the areas of the land attached to the houses are very large, in some cases 
amounting to GO and 90 acres; that is where the proposed system will terminate. The northern portion of 
the borough, however, is more thickly populated.
1318. Do you not kerb and gutter there! Yes.
1319. Where does the drainage go ? Into the street.

■ 1320. And into the river? Yes ; the river runs right round.
1321. Chairman.'] Does the borough go right down to the Parramatta Eiver? Yes; the portion I allude 
to is between the two bridges.
1322. Mr. Garrard.] The municipality comprises the whole area bounded by Hen and Chicken Bay, 'the 
Parramatta Eiver, and Long Cove? Yes.
1323. Mr. Trickett.] What is the character of the country between that part of Five Dock coloured lavender, 
and the water frontage ? It is high, undulating country.
132-1. Is the part which the sewerage system will touch higher or lower than that ? It is higher.
1325. No part of it is very hilly ? It is not hilly.
1326. Would there be any difficulty in dealing with the other parts of the municipality so as to connect it 
with the small portion at some future time ? I think that difficulty was explained when it was considered 
in the Council, that it would be impossible to connect the more northern end of the municipality with it.
1327. Your chief objection to the scheme is that it would benefit so small a portion of the municipality, and 
that it would not find favour with the aldermen ? Yes.
1328. Have the people expressed any opinion ; have any meetings been convened 1 Nothing further than 
that the matter has been brought before the council. They decided that it would not bo a very great benefit.
1329. Mr Garrard] How do you dispose of your night-soil ? By a contractor.
1330. Where is it buried—within your own borders? No ; I think it goes through Balmain.
1331. Has there been any objection raised by any of the boroughs through which your contractors pass ? 
Yes ; objections have been made. In fact it is a difficulty which we shall very shortly have to face.
1332. Can you tell us whei-e the contractor bears it, or where he disposes of it ? I think it is shipped at 
Balmain, where the Balmain people ship theirs.
1333. You are not burying it anywhere? I think not.
1334. Did you not at one time use some land at Enfield for the purpose of burying it ? It must be a very- 
long time ago.
1335. Is the pan system in operation at Fi\c Dock ? Yes.
1336. What do you charge the ratepayers each ? About 6d. for each pan.
1337. For one attendance a week ? Once only.
1338. Do you know the number of houses that have adopted the pan system ? J could not tell the exact 
number- I think £80 or £100 a-year is about the cost of the removal of night-soil.
1339. I suppose where the thick red line terminates is about where your Council Chambers are ? They are 
somewhere about there.
1340. The ground there begins to fall toward the Parramatta Eiver? Yes ; on each side.
1341. Are you aware that it is intended to deal with your municipality on what is called the low-level 

. system ? I am not aware of it.
1342. You do not know that it is the intention of the framers of the scheme to embrace that portion of the 
municipality ? This is the only scheme that came under my notice.
1343. So far as the scheme extends it would be a benefit—it would benefit that part of the municipality 
tapped by it? Yes.
1344. Do you think the people there would be prepared to pay an equitable tax ? For the reason that they 
have so much land about their premises there, I do not think that they would be very partial to it.
1345. Is there any by-law in your municipality to prevent people from burying night-soil on their estates ? 
Yes ; there is ; but when a man has an estate of sixty acres it is very difficult to prevent him from doing it.
1346. The authorities wink at it ? They cannot help it.
1347. If you had a system of sewerage which would get rid of the house-slops, it would be a very great 
benefit ? The system would be a benefit if it served the whole of the municipality ; but it would not be a 
great benefit if it onlv served the parts shown on the plan.
1348. It would be a benefit to the portion of the municipality which it went through ? Yes.
1349. But it would be a greater benefit if it went through the whole district ? Yes.
1 350. The principal portion of the district is near Birkenhead ? Drummoyne ; yes.
1351. And drains into the ri\er? That is the natural fall of the water. The drainage is as imperfect there 
as in other places.
1352. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Are the waters round Five Dock polluted by the drainage of Burwood and Strath- 
field ? No ; though they are at Iron Cove. I do not think the main Parramatta Eiver has been materially 
affected yet.
1353. Then yon cannot say that the drainage in the eastern municipalities is a nuisance to the people at 
Five Dock ? So far it has not been so to any extent.
1354. Can you suggest any way in which the scheme could bo made better than it is at present ? No ; I 
do not say that I can, unless it could be put at a lower level, as far as regards Five Dock. .
1355. Do you think it would be advisable for you, as mayor, to call a meeting to test The feeling of the
people of Five Dock ? I should have very little doubt about their decision, if wo were to submit that plan

and
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and ask if they would be taxed to pay for that length of sewerage, they would say, almost to a man, “No,” M.S. Foley, 
if they were to get no further benefit. s<*'
1356. Mr. Dowel^\ Can you say what is the population of Five Dock? I cannot say exactly—it 25^111^^1889
somewhere about 3,000 people. ’ . '
1357. Are you aware of the number of ratepayers 1 I think the number on the roll is about 900.
1358. Is the population increasing 1 Oh, yes.
1359. You say that you have given some attention to this scheme. As far as you are personally concerned, 
do you approve of it ? I should approve of it if it took in all the drainage from the river. Eventually we 
may expect the municipalities to be built upon very thickly, and the water of the river must of necessity be 
defiled if the sewage is allowed to run into it. Unless the scheme could be made to drain the whole of the 
districts along the Parramatta River, I do not think it would do any good by only draining a very small 
portion of the area.
1360. You know of your own knowledge, that many very offensive smells .exist in certain portions of your
municipality % Yes. .
1361. Do you not think that there would be a very considerable improvement in the health of the com
munity if the smells were removed 1 Undoubtedly, if some scheme were submitted which would remove 
them; but, as I pointed out, this scheme would not have that effect, because the sewer would not go within 
3 or 4 miles of the end of the municipality.
1362. I think you were given to understand recently that it was determined to connect with this system of 
sewerage a pumping system, of which you would receive the benefit % A pumping system was suggested ; 
but I cannot say that the municipal council fell in with the idea. They looked upon it, firstly, as too 
e pensive ; and secondly, that it might be many years before it was carried out.
1363. You are aware that the present system is an expensive one 1 Yes.
1364. Do you think a rate of lOd. or Is. in the ,£ would not be very considerably cheaper than the present 
system 1 It would not be cheaper at the present time ; but it must be in the near future—within the next 
ten years.
1365. Have you known of many cases of typhoid fever or sickness in the district? No,"we are very free 
from that. I have not known more than one or two cases during the last four years.
1366. Mr. Tonkin.] Have you any idea what depth from the surface the sewer will be at its termination at 
Five Dock? If my memory serve me right, when the plan was submitted there were some further 
instructions; but I remember that it was decided at the time that the greater portion of the municipality 
could not be drained by this sewer.
1367. That you know from the figures ? Yes, that was our conclusion.
1368. You see the junction of that sewer with the sewer at Burwood;—have you any idea whether the 
land is lower there than it is at Five Dock? From my knowledge of the country, I fancy it is.
1369. You are quite satisfied that the sewer would not serve any portion of Five Dock beyond that coloured 
on the map ? I am quite satisfied that it would be of no benefit to the surroundings. The land on the 
water frontages is much lower than the land where the sewer terminates.
1370. But if this plan of sewerage were carried out and extended over the whole of the municipality you 
would have no hesitation in saying that it would be a great benefit to the residents ? I think so 
undoubtedly.
1371. And you think that the ratepayers then would welcome it gladly, and be prepared to pay a proper 
and a fair rate? I believe they would.
1372. Mr. Humphery.'] Are you aware that the intention is to specially provide for the drainage at Five
Dock together with that of the other low-lying districts? I cannot say that I am aware of it. I heard it 
explained to some degree that it was the intention after the scheme had been constructed to have something -
of the kind if it were found necessary.
1373. If’such a scheme wers submitted to the Five I>ock Municipal Council for their consideration you 
think it would meet with their approval ? I fancy it would not. They think that nothing would satisfy 
them except a gravitation scheme.
1374. The only objection to the scheme is that it does not take in the whole municipality ? Yes.
1375. Dr. Garran.] There is a main ridge going through Five Dock which is high land? Yes.
1376. Could not the main sewerage be extended along that ? It could be extended along the ridge ; but the 
difficulty would be to get the shores to drain up to the ridge.
1377. But Mr. Stayton has provided a plan which he calls the “Shone” system, by which the sewage 
would be collected and pumped up into the pipe on the ridge ? I understand that it is proposed to do so, 
but I myself could not fall in with the idea of a pumping system.
1378. If you do not have a pumping system you must drain the sewage into the bay, and filter it before it 
enters the water ? Either that or a lower level.
1379. That might be more expensive than pumping it up ? Yes, it might be. ~ .
1380. If the pipe were to branch into two directions it would catch a good deal from the houses in low 
land ? Yes.
1381. What I mean is that wo could carry the gravitating system out further than the line shown on the
plan ? I think so. .
1382. And take in a good many of the houses on the ridges ? It would not take one-fifth.
1383. The remainder would have to be dealt with either by a pumping system or by some system of filtration 
at the outlet ? I think so.
1384. Has your corporation considered which would be the better system? I cannot say that they have.
They are of opinion that some system of gravitation would be much the better.
1385. But supposing it is impossible to put all the sewage into the pipe by gravitation and you must have
some other system—you have to choose between two. At present I suppose you are fouling the river? To 
a certain extent. .
1386. Supposing the Government came down and said, “ You shall not foul the river,” you would then have 
to choose some other system ? I suppose they look upon it as the natural flow of the water.
1387. Chairman.] But not of foul water, if somebody obtained an injunction from the Supreme Court to 
prevent you from allowing this sewage to drain into the river, what would you do? We should have to 
adopt some means to have it removed, as with the night-soil.
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Dr. Garran.] Have you any idea of what that costs in the gross, at present ? I think about £100

That is the whole sum the contractors receive 2 About that.
Hot more than that ? Hot more than that.

Joseph H. Wright, Esq., Mayor of Burwood, sworn, and examined :—
Where do you reside 1 At Burwood.
You are the Mayor of Burwood? Yes.
How long have you been in that position ? Six months.
Have you been an alderman for any length of time ? I was an alderman for three years before that. 
How long have you resided in the locality ? About ten years.
Have you given any consideration to this proposed system of sewerage for the western suburbs ? 

Yes ; in fact the whole council went down to Mr. Stayton’s office to have it explained. We also considered 
a scheme drawn up by Mr. Cowdery specially for the municipality of Burwood, but we decided in favour of 
the scheme under the consideration of the Committee. We understood, however, since, that you have got 
something superior.
1397. There was some question as to disinfecting the sewage by electricity, but it has not been shown that 
a system of sewers could be done away with. It is only a question of purifying the sewage before you 
discharge it. Have many meetings been held in your borough to deal with this subject 1 Ho special 
meetings ; only council meetings.
1398-9. Can you say that the scheme is generally approved of in the borough ? Yes ; so far as it went the 
borough was satisfied with it at the time ; but we understood that there was some alteration and improvement.
1400. You think this scheme would be effective, that the whole borough would be drained by it ? Yes, so 
far as we can judge.
1401. Mr. Copeland.] You heard the evidence given by Mr. Mullens, did you not.? Yes.
1402. I suppose you endorse his evidence? Yes.
1403. You believe the people generally would be quite willing to pay a reasonable rate to defray the cost 
of constructing these works ? Yes ; we are suffering now from the want of drainage.
1404. In health ? Yes ; and the present drains cause a great deal of inconvenience.
1405. There is a large quantity of very valuable property in Burwood, is there not ? Yes.
1406. I suppose you have no idea of what the total value of the property is ? I cannot say just from 
memory. There is no doubt that we want a system of sewerage there.
1407. The borough council will approve of this expenditure? Yes; we did approve of it once, when it 
was first started.
1408. Mr. Trickett.] As Mayor of the borough, have you heard any objection to the scheme? I have not.
1409. Or any better suggestion ? Ho better suggestion.
1410. You think that it would be a great advantage to have the work carried out ? Yes. We are certainly 
in need of a scheme of some sort.

Robert Dougan, Esq., Mayor of Ashfield, called in, sworn, and examined :—
R. Dougan 1411. Chairman.] Where do you reside? At Ashfield.

Esq. 1412. You are Mayor of Ashfield I understand? Yes.
25j'T*'”l889 How long have you held that position? During the present year.

u y> •1414. You have been an alderman for some time ? For about four or five years.
1415. How long have you resided in the Borough ? Going on for thirty years—twenty-nine years.
1416. Do you know whether this sewerage scheme has been under the consideration of your council ? Yes,
it has. -
1417. What is the opinion of the council in reference to it;—is it acceptable or otherwise ? It was ulti
mately acceptable to them. Some few of our aldermen thought that they should give it further 
consideration; but I, for one, have always strongly urged that the matter be carried forward as much as 
possible. Some of our aldermen thought the scheme required further consideration ; but I told them that 
there were very few at the table fit to criticise the report, as the survey had been made, and the engineering 
done by experts.
1418. The area of Ashfield is rather large ? About 1,800 acres.
1419. It is not so densely populated as the adjacent boroughs ? It is pretty thickly populated.
1420. I see by a return here that in Ashfield the number of persons to the acre is 4-48, while in Hewtown
it is 36'03. You think the proposed scheme would meet the requirements of the whole of the borough so 
far as you are capable of forming an opinion ? I do. '
1421. You have not heard any strong objections urged against it ? I may say I have heard none at all.
1422. I)r. Garran.] Do you think your ratepayers would kick at a 6d. rate ? I think that would be 
cheaper than the present system.
1423. Do you think they would stand a 9d. rate? They would like it as cheap as possible.
1424. You do not think there would be any serious grumbling, even if a shilling rate were charged,
provided that the scheme were successful ? 1 think there would only be grumbling from those who did not
require it. In some parts of the borough, where the population is thick, there is a great difficulty in getting 
rid of the drainage
1425. Supposing a 6d. rate were charged, you do not think that would be unfair—it would be better than 
the present state of things ? Yes.
1426. Mr. Humphery.] The residents who have large properties, and who may not require a system of 
sewerage, would derive a great advantage from the improved sanitary condition of the borough, if the 
scheme were carried out ? Certainly they would.
1427. And they could afford to pay for it ? Undoubtedly.
1428 Mr. Tonkin.] Did you say that some of the aldermen want to reconsider this plan ? When the report 
was first submitted, one or .two of the aldermen were anxious that the matter should be forwarded back 
to the Minister, urging the speedy commencement of the work, because they saw the urgent necessity for it.

1429.
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1429. Would all the aldermen be satisfied if the work were carried on now, as it is proposed ? They have R. Dougan,
unanimously decided in favour of it. ®81-
1430. Mr. Dowel.~\ What is the system at present in use % The pan system. 25Jul^889
1431. To deal with sewage 1 We ha,ve no system whatever. We have a by-law compelling people to use '
up all sewage matter in their own yards, but if a yard is not more than 20 or 30 feet square we find it a
cruelty to enforce the by-law, and so it is not enforced, and the sewage runs into the street.
1432. You consider the present system very objectionable 1 Certainly.
1433. And you think the proposed scheme would be a considerable advantage! I do.
1434. -Have you any idea what would be tlie cost of the.pan system ? I cannot say exactly ; but it is about
£1,000 annually. ,
1435. Chairman?^ You could let us have a return? Yes.
1436. Mr. Dowel ~\ The proposed system of sewage, with a rate of 6d. or Is., in the £, would be much 
cheaper in the interests of the ratepayers than the present method of getting rid of the night-soil ? T 
believe it would.
1437. I presume that you are of opinion that the public health should be considered before everything else, 
and that that is one reason why you are in favour of the scheme ? - Yes.
1438. Mr. Zee.] You have seen the proposed plan ? I see it now for the first time.
1439. Do you think the system will sufficiently serve the borough of Ashfield, or will it not need to be 
extended ? If it were extended somewhat it would be a great advantage.
1440. Your present system is to be looked upon as a bad one? Yes.
1441. And in a rapidly increasing community like that, things must go from bad to worse ? The nuisance 
.is getting worse every day.
1442. And consequently must be highly dangerous to human life ? Yes.
1443. Under these circumstances it becomes not an actual question of cost, but almost compulsory, that
they should have some proper system of sewerage ? Yes. .
1444. Bad as the present system is you can see that in the future things will be very much worse, and 
that a proper system of sewerage will become compulsory ? That is mv opinion.
1445. Are those opinions held in the densely populated suburbs ? Y and aldermen are urged to try and
hasten matters on. •
1446. Ho public meeting has been called to enable the people to express their feelings on the subject? Ho 
public meetings. The people of Ashfield generally leave such things in the hands of their municipal repre
sentatives.
1447. Mr. Garrard.~\ Is there a by-law in force in your municipality which prohibits the ratepayers from
burying their own night-soil ? Yes, we have such by-law. .
1448. Have you many cess-pits in your borough ? Hone.
1449. All use the pan system ? Yes.
1450. How often is the service ? Weekly.
1451. Where do you deposit your night-soil ? At Punch Bowl.
1452. You pass through Canterbury then? We pass through Canterbury and the new borough of Enfield.
1453. You have heard no objections raised by these municipalities to your night-soil passing through them?
Hot yet.
1454. You anticipate some ? We have not heard.
1455. Has your borough objected to any other municipality carrying its night-soil through it? Ho.
1456. Ashfield, I think, drains both into Cook’s River and into the Parramatta River ? Principally into
the Parramatta River, at Long Cove and Iron Cove Creeks. .
1457. All your house-slops go down by gutters, and eventually find their way into these coves ? Yes.
1458. Is it a fact that a great nuisance arises from this? Yes.
1459. Is it a fact that there have been frequent complaints from the adjoining borough of Leichhardt? They
have no reason to complain, because they are in the same condition. -
1460. That is not the question. Have there been fx-equent complaints ? I have heard of complaints, and 
have been surprised. What we require in the meantime is a kerhing and guttering Act.

John Wheeler, Esq., M.P., Mayor of Petersham, sworn, and examined:—
1461. Chairman.] You are Mayor of Petersham? Yes. j Wheeler
1462. And also a member of the Legislative Assembly, as one of the representatives of Canterbury ? Yes. Esq., M.P.’
1463. How long have you been Mayor of Petersham ? Three and a half years.
1464. Previously to that were you an alderman ? I had been an alderman for about six years. 25 July, 1889.
1465. Have you lived long in that municipality? Between twenty-three and twenty-four years.
1466. Then you know all the western suburbs very well;—have you given any consideration to this pro
posed scheme of Mr. Stayton’s ? As a council we have considered it two or thi-ee times.
1467. What determination did you come to about it ? To allow the Government to proceed with the 
work.
1468. You approved of the scheme ? Yes.
1469. You think it would meet the requirements of your municipality ? Yes ; because we are placed in a 
peculiar position. Haturally we are receiving no drainage from anybody else ; all our drainage runs away 
from us and passes through Leichhardt into Long Cove Creek, Johnston’s Creek, White’s Creek, and a creek 
at the foot of what is known as Taverner’s Hill.
1470. Mr. Garrard.] How about the drainage on the other side ? The quantity of drainage that goes to 
Marrickville is very small.
1471. They kick up a row about it, though ? Hot with us. We can deal with the drainage that runs from 
Petersham into Marrickville. There is only an area of ten or thirteen acres that drains into Marrickville.
1472. Chairman.] Do you know as a resident of one of the western suburbs that the scheme is generally
accepted there ? Yes. ’
1473. You had many opportunities of hearing it discussed ? Yes. Petersham has an area of 880 acres and
about 10,000 inhabitants, • . - -
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J. Wheeler, 1474. Mr. Dowel.} Is the population increasing in Petersham? Yes, and will increase more when the 
E-q., M.P. large areas such as the South Annandale Estate are subdivided. If that and other estates are sub

divided the population will increase by 3,000 or 4,000.
2o July, 1889. jp.is any ot,]ier scheme of drainage been considered by your council ? None whatever other than our

own subsidiary scheme. We have a sufficient number of sewers of our own to drain into the creeks and to 
connect with the general scheme.
1476. Mr. Lee.\ You noticed by the map that the sewer will run in three directions through your borough ?
Yes. ■
1477. That will serve it tolerably well? Yes; with the exception of one low lying spot, which is known 
as the Park Area, Although Petersham is densely populated the tenements are not small.
1478. Are the inhabitants generally satisfied with this proposal? Yes.
1479. As being so much superior to the system in use at present? With our present system the drainage 
runs away from us.
1480. You have the pan system I presume ? Yes. _
1481. The contents of the pans have been removed and deposited in some other locality ? Yes.
1482. Would the inhabitants consider this scheme as one of the most suitable that could be designed ? 
Yes ; they are thoroughly in accord with it.
1483. You think it would carry off the sewage matter both solid and fluid? Yes.
1484. And reduce the death-rate ? The death-rate is not a large one.
1485. Has any objection been raised to the scheme 1 None whatever.
1486. Is it generally approved of ? Yes, it is.
1487. The scheme is pretty well understood ? Yes.
1488. It is pretty generally’understood that it means taxation ? It does undoubtedly, and the people are 
willing to pay for it.
1489. But, notwithstanding that it will cause taxation, they are anxious to have that work constructed? 
Decidedly.
1490. Mr. Gai'i-ard.} Do you allow cess-pits in your borough? There are very few.
1491. How do you get rid of the night-soil at present ? By contractors.
1492. How much do the ratepayers pay a week ? 5d. a pan.
1493. For one attendance? For one attendance, or more if required.

■ 1494. Where do the contractors take the soil? To Belmore, the other side of Canterbury.
1495. Then they have to pass through several municipalities ? Only through one—Canterbury.
1496. Has any objection been made to their passing through that borough? They have objected to the 
contractors passing through once or twice.

* 1497. Did they summon them ? No—they did not persist in it.
1498. ' You spoke just now of a system of drainage you had in operation, that is of the ordinary surface
channels, is it not ? Some of the drains are underground. ■
1499. Mr. Trickett.} Do you think that your ratepayers will object to pay a tax of lOd. in the pound upon
the assessed yearly value of their properties ? They are prepared to pay more if you give them a proper
system of sewerage.

WEDNESDAY, 31 JULY, 1889. 

present:—

The Hon. ANDREW GARRAN (Tempoeaky Chaieman.)
The Hon. Feedeeick Thomas Humpheey. 
The Hon. William Joskph Teickett. 
Heney Copeland, Esq.

James Ebenezee Tonkin, Esq. 
Edwaed William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
Chaeles Alfbed Lee, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Joseph Jolly, Esq., Mayor of Newtown, sworn, and examined :—
J. Jolly, Esq. 1500. Temporary Chairman] Are you officially connected with any of the western suburbs ? I am the

/------—\ mayor of Newtown. _
31 July, 1889. 1501. How long have you been mayor ? About six months.

1502. How long previously have you been alderman ? About four years.
1503. You are thoroughly familiar with the want of drainage in that locality ? Yes.
1504. It has occupied your attention ? Yes.
1505. Has the matter come officially before your council ? Yes.
1506. What system are you now adopting ? We have the dry-earth system, and we have the old system—■ 
the pit system.
1507. You have not found it necessary as yet to abolish the pits? No; because we have found that 
system the best, and we thought a system of sewerage would be shortly introduced.
1508. Is it a little expensive for the householders to shift from the pit to the pan system ? Yes. In the
first place they would have to fill up the pits, and then make preparations for the pan system, and that 
would cause expense. _
1509. It is the general opinion with sanitary engineers that the pit system is bad, because it fouls the 
soil;—is that your view ? Yes.
1510. Your observations as mayor have satisfied you that the pit system ought not to he extended ? That
He pit system ought not to be extended. _ _
1511. Have you any power under the present law to prevent the extension of the pit system ? We have
no power. We are trying to get the public to adopt the pan system, but we have no power to compel 
them to do so. _
.1512. Do you think it would b§ an improvement ip q pew Municipalities 4ct if you had that power ? I 
Relieve it would, ’ ' '
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1513. What is the araount of expense involved in changing from the pit to the pan system ? You have, J- Jolly, Esq. 
in the first place, to have the pits emptied, although they may only be a quarter or half full. They have ' —'■
then to be filled up, and preparations have lo he made for adopting the drv-earth system. The matter of ^ Ju^y> 1SS9. 
expense would not be very much ; but a great many of the residents of Newtown are people oavning small 
properties, and to them the expense would be a consideration.
1514'. Does the objection come Irom the freeholders, however small their properties, or from the owners of 
small tenements, who let them ? It comes from the owners of small tenements; because tenants will not look 
after the dry-earth system as well as the owmers of the property w'ould if they w'ere living upon it.
1515. Then, practically, the objection comes from the capitalists who own small houses, and not from the 
people living in those houses ? From those who own small houses.
1510. How much a week do you charge for emptying one pan ? At the present time xve are charging 5d. •
per week per pan if it is emptied once a week. If it is emptied twice a week double that amount is 
charged. Most of tlie people, however, and especially the poorer class of people, only have their pans 
emptied once a week. .
1517. Do you think that in an ordinary workingman’s family, consisting (say) of a husband, wife, and four 
children, one removal of the pan a week is really sufficient for the preservation of health ? I think one 
removal a week is sufficient, but where there are larger families I think the pans should be emptied twice 
a week.
1518. 5d. a week would he about 250d. per annum ;—how7 much do you make it? 21s. 8d.
1519. Then what they pay is equal to a rate of 21s. Sd.’? Yes. ^
1520. Do you think that with the proposed system of drainage the rates will exceed 21s. 8d. for the 
smallest houses ? N'o.
1521. If there were a rate under the proposed system the smallest houses would not be taxed more than
they are now ? Not more than they are now. •
1522. While the larger houses would be taxed more heavily in proportion ? Yes.
1523. A gentleman who had servants and a large family would want more than one pan a week, and 
would pay twice as much, or three times as much, as a poor man? Yes.
1524. Therefore, under the present system, a rich man may pay twice as much, or three times as much, as 
a poor man docs ? Yes.
1525. Would the rate on his improved or more valuable properly he greater than the present charge ? Yes.
1526. It is your opijiion that under the proposed system the effect of rates would be rather to let the 
poor man off a little, and to put the burden on the shoulders of the rich man ? Of course the property 
would be more valuable, and he would gain a benefit from that.
1527. Apart from the question of the increased value of his property, a rate w'ould press more heavily
upon the rich man than upon the poor man ? I think it would. " ”
1528. Then you think if any objection could be made, from the position of the taxpayer, to (his outlay, •
it would come rather from the rich than from the poor man? By keeping so many servants and men 
about the place the expense would be increased. ^
1529. Then, comparing tlie two classes, the present s37siom is more in the interests of the poor than in 
the interests of the rich ? Yes.
1530. Have you considered the scheme before the Committee ? Yes.
1531. Do you personally approve of it ? The council approve of it.
1532. Do you personally approve of it ? Yes.
1533. The council approved of it by a majority ? Entirely.
1534. They have no objection whatever to the expenditure ? Not the slightest—they agreed to the 
scheme upon an unanimous vote.
1535. So far as you know the opinion of the ratepayers do you think they would willingly pay a rate for 
this system ? They are paying it now.
1536. But sometimes people forget that when a rate is imposed ? I have not the slightest doubt they
will pay it when the system comes into operation. "
1537. Have your people to pay for deodorizers ? Yes.
1538. That is extra ? No, the man includes deodorizing in the 5d. charge. The contractor finds the 
deodorizer.
1539. Does he clean the pans in any way ? No, he merely empties and replaces them.
1540. They are returned smelling and dirty? Smelling and dirty.
1541. During the whole time the pans are on the premises they are more or less foul in their smell? Yes.
1542. Then the present system simply stores a foul smell upon every man’s property ? It is a very bad
system, and leaves a smell upon every man’s property. ‘
1543. If the proposed system were introdueedand were effective you would get rid of the whole of the filth 
before it had lime to ferment ? Yes ; and that would be a boon to the public and to the ratepayers generally.
1541'. The people would be willing to pay a rate to make the system self-supporting ? Yes.
1545. They could pay a rate and not be out of pocket by so doing ? Yes.
1;)46. Do you think you could commit your municipality to an adhesion to the scheme? Yes.
1567. There would bo no attempt afterwards on their part to break away—to say that they had not been 
parties to it and did not approve of it ? No.
1548. Mr. TrickeU.'] T.ou have explained to the Chairman the mode of the disposal of foetid matter from
closets ; hut how do you get rid ot the house-slops ? The contractor for the night-soil has tlie contract 
for the pits and the dry earth-pans, and the contents of these are taken out to works between Newtown 
and Botany, and destroyed there. The works^are called the poudrette-ammonia works. The slops 
from the houses go down into a sewer between Newtown and Camperdown, and thence through Leich
hardt into Johnston’s Creek. °
1549. Is that sewer underground, or is it a surface-drain ? LLiderground as far as possible. Newtown 
stands on the rise of a hill, and a portion of her drainage goes down to Macdonaldtown, ou the left-hand 
side, as you go to Newtown into Alexandria, and on the right-hand side into Camperdown, aiid thence 
into Johnston’s Creek.
1550. Through what borough ? Through Leichhardt.
1531. Does that municipality objeet? They have never objected to Newtown though they have objected 
to Camperdown ; and the Camperdown people have sent us a writ requiring us to prevent our drainage 
from entering their sewer.

20—H 1552.
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J. Jolly, Esq. 1552. They are now seeking to prevent you from allowing your drainage to enter their sewer ? Yes. 
q/TT*~is«o 1558. If they succeed you will he in a very great difficulty ? We shall.be in a very great difficulty, t

u^’ ‘1551. Where does the sewage eventually go to—does it find its way into the Pai’ramatta Eiver? Yes.
' If we only got the sewer from Prince Alfred Hospital to Liberty-street it would get rid of all the

nuisance, and it would he no hindrance to our neighbours. . . .
1555. Looking at the scheme as affecting Newtown, do you know any other scheme which is as good or 
better ? I think this is the best scheme that could be adopted.
1556. You see Newtown marked on the plan marked light green ? Yes.
1557. You see the red lines running through it, indicating the positions of the proposed sewers;—have you 
examined the scheme sufficiently to know whether those sewers would serve the borough of Newtown ? 
I have examined the plan at the Council Chambers, and I find that it could not be better.
1558. The sewers wouldbe in the best place in the interests of Newtownfor getting rid of the sewage? Tes.
1559. With regard to paying a sewerage rate, do you think the people would pay as much as lOd. or Is.
in the £ on the j'early value of their property r I do not think lOd. or 1 s.; I think that is rather high.
1560. With regard to the small tenements that you have spoken of, it comes to as much as that at present,
if they have to pay 5d. a week ? It does not come to quite as much as lOd. _
1561. Fivepence a week on houses worth 10s. a week would equal a rate of lOd. in the £. That would
amount to 26s. a year, while at present they have to pay fifty-two five ponces, or 21s. 8d. ? My opinion 
about the ratepayers is that if they got the sewerage they would not mind a reasonable charge even though 
it were a little more than they pay now, because it would get rid of the existing nuisance. The pans are 
not cleansed but are returned in a filthy state. . .
1562. Independently of that, does it cost your borough very much for scavenging and cleaning gutters ? 
Yes ; we pay a lot for that. We have four contractors, and they get £18 or £20 a month each.
1563. That is for keeping the gutters clean? Yes ; and for taking the garbage away from the hack yards.
1564. That would be in a measure saved by the proposed system ? I do not think so ; you could not get
rid of it in that way. _ _
1565. But the house-slops, instead of going into the gutters would go right into the sewers ? You could 
not go without the scavenger, because the rubbish would need to be swept up.
1566. Do you not disinfect your gutters ? No; we are fortunate as far as the gutters are concerned,
because we are on the rise of a hill. The gutters are swept out once or twice a week.
1567. You have heard no objection to the scheme? Not the slightest. I have brought a map of the
borough with me. [Produced.-] ^
1568. Mr. O’ Sullivan.] Have you held any public meetings in Newtown with regard to this proposal ? ^o.
1569. Do you know whether any opposition is likely to be offered to it ? I do not think any opposition
will he offered to it at all. _ , .
1570. I suppose the borough council have seen the necessity for a scheme of this character being carried 
out? We have for a long time.
1571. Can you trace any illness to the present system of disposing of sewage matter? Yes ; we have had 
a lot, not lately, but six months ago, and it was caused by the bad drainage.
1572. I suppose that if the scheme were carried out there is a reasonable prospect that the amount of
sickness would be minimized ? It would be done away with nearly altogether. _
1573. Mr. Humphery.] At present is the sewage of Newtown carried out to the adjoining borough of
Macdonaldtown ? The sewage on the left-hand side, after you pass the Deaf and Dumb Institution, goes 
down to Macdonaldtown. .
1574. That is a separate municipality ? Yes. On the right-hand side from Prince Alfred Hospital to 
Liberty-street, in Stanmore, it goes to Camperdown.
1575. That is another municipality ? Yes. _
1576. Have you had complaints from the adjoining boroughs ? There is an action pending now between
Camperdown and ourselves because of our drainage running into theirs. _
1577. That is unavoidable ? Yes; we cannot help it. If we stand on a hill the drainage must taAe its course.
1578. The only way you see of getting rid of the present objectionable system is by adopting the system
proposed? Just so. _ _
1579. Mr. Copeland.] Have you not had difficulties with Macdonaldtown and Alexandria? No we have 
not, They had an action against Macdonaldtown, and if it had not gone against them we should have 
heard from them.
1580. Temporary Chairman.] How many houses are there in your municipality ? About 4,000.
1581. What is the annual value of them? £7,850. ,
1582. That is the return that you get from them in the shape of rates ? Yes.
1583. The rate is Is. in the £ ? Tes.
1584. With a rate of 3d. in the £ how much would you get? £1,962. ■
1585. With a rate of 4d. ? £2,617.
1586. With a rate of 6d. ? £3,925. At the present we alse receive for the cesspits £1,100, and for the
pans £1,600, making together £2,700 per annum.
1587. Mr. Humphery.] Tou pay that for the night-soil ? Tes. _ _ _
1588. Temporary Chairman.] I understand that the taxation at present for the disposal of night-soil is 
£2,700 per annum? Yes.
1589. And a 4d. rate would give slightly less than that per annum ? Yes.
1590. That is, at present they are paying rather more than a 4d. rate ? Yes.
1591. If they were not taxed more than 4d. in the £ they would be as well oil as they are now, and they 
would have the additional advantage of having their sewage properly disposed of, and the general health 
would therefore be better ? Yes.
1592. In consideration of that advantage they would pay a higher rate?. Yes.
1593. Mr. Copelandd] The houses in Newtown are increasing rapidly ? Tes. _
1594. I suppose you anticipate that they will continue to increase, and that that would reduce the rate if 
the drainage works were carried out ? Tes.
1595. Mr. Humphery.] A 4d. rate would give about the cost of the present sewerage system, and a lOd. rate 
upon houses rented at not more than £26 a year would only be equivalent to what the tenants arc at 
present paying ? Tes ; that is the case.
1596. 4d. is the average rate? Tes.

Joseph
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Joseph G-raham, Esq., Mayor of Marrickville, sworn, and examined : —
1597. Chairman.'] Do you hold office in any municipality ? I am Mayor of Marrickville.
1598. How long have you occupied that office ? I became an alderman in 1869. I was mayor in 1870, 
and I have held that office off and on ever since.
1599. You have never ceased to be an alderman all that time ? No.
1600. You are thoroughly acquainted with the district? Yes; perfectly.
1601. And with the existing system of dealing with refuse ? I am.
1602. Is yours a thickly populated locality ? No. We estimate our population at 10.000 people,
1603. Have you not several market-gardens in your municipality ? We have.
1604. Then some parts of it are thinly populated and some more thickly ? Yes.
1605. And it is only in the thickly populated parts that the drainage difficulty exists ? No ; I think not. 
The red lines on the map show where the sewers pass through the district, and the blue lines show the 
sewers going through the low-level country. There is also a pumping station marked, which will be at 
Meek’s Koad. It is contemplated to run that up to what they call the Illawarra Eoad.
1606. Is the present drainage in your municipality satisfactory? No ; it is very unsatisfactory, when we 
have the drainage of Newtown, St. Peters, Petersham, and I do not know what coming into it.
1607. You have a great deal of low-lying land in the municipality ? It is not so much low-lying land; 
but it is lower than the surrounding country-.
1608. And your neighbours discharge some of their surplus filth into the borough ? They do to a 
certain extent.
1609. You have no remedy ? There was some talk of getting an injunction, but that would not do it.
1610. You wish that they would adopt a better system of sewerage ? Certainly.
1611. If they did that they would greatly relieve you ? Yes.
1612. Is that your principal difficulty—the trouble with your neighbours ? We have all our own sewage 
besides.
1613. Leaving out of the question the trouble caused by your neighbours sewage, is the sewerage system 
in your municipality a bad one ? Certainly.
1614. And greatly needs altering ? Undoubtedly.
1615. Has the matter received .the attention of your council? It has.
1616. Has the scheme before the Committee been considered? It has. '
1617. Is the council in favour of it or against it? Our council was the first to adopt unanimously the 
scheme showm on the map, which is known as Stayton’s scheme for dealing with the sewage of the 
western suburbs. As perhaps you know the late Hon. John Sutherland sent a copy of the proposal to 
each of the boroughs, and wevrere the first municipality to unanimously resolve that the system appeared 
to us perfectly satisfactory.
1618. Since that date has there been any reversion of opinion upon the matter ? None at all.
1619. You know the views of your neighbours pretty well in the matter ? Yes.
1620. Do you think they v'ould cheerfully pay the necessary rates ? Undoubtedly.
1621. What do they at present pay a pan? Eire shillings a quarter. Yfb do our own night-soil work. 
We pay 5s. for every load that is taken to the Poudrette Ammonia Compan3r, and W'e empty the pans at 
5s. a quarter with our own carts.
1622. Do you sell the material to the company ? We pay 5s. a load to them for taking it.
1623. By that means you are able to dispose of it without creating a nuisance ? Yes, as long as they let 
it stop there.
1624. Where are the works of the company ? At the end of Rickety-street, towards Botany Road.
1625. They are not in your municipality ? They are in the Municipality of West Botany.
1626. You are dependent upon another municipality for a place to which to send your refuse ? Yes.
1627. If you could not do that it would be difficult to dispose of it ? Yes.
1628. Could you find any place within your own boundaries on which to deposit it ? Certainly not.
1629. You must get rid of the stuff, and you do not know where to put it ? Yes ; all the municipalities 
are in the same position.
1630. They all want to deposit the stuff away from their own boundaries ? They do not like to deposit it 
within their owm boundaries.
1631. The pressure which is put upon them in that way makes them willing to fall in with a general 
good scheme ? I. do not know that the pressure does so. I believe they vrould be glad to have a good 
scheme for sanitary and financial reasons. No money would be badly spent in constructing works that 
would conserve the health of the people. I have not heard so much about the expenditure as about the 
great benefit that ■would result from the carrying out of the works.
1632. You think the people value health and comfort sufficiently to be willing to pay more than they are 
paying now for a better scheme ? Undoubtedly.
1633. Do you think if this system were adopted and proved a success there would be no reversion of public 
feeling against paying the rate ? Ido not believe there would be.
1634. Have you cesspits in your municipality ? Yes.
1635. How much is paid to the council for emptying cesspits ? £488 9s, 2d. was paid during last
year. ■
1636. How much do you collect for emptying earth-pans? £1,406 15s. 8d.
1637. That is to say, your ratepayers at present pay you altogether £1,895 4s. lOd. for the disposal of 
their night-soil ? I beg to add that a large number of people who have gardens of considerable area are 
allowed to empty their pans themselves. The amount which they would pay if the council disposed of 
their night-soil would be about £250, making a total of £2,145 4s. lOd.
.1638. That is what your people pay at present, exclusive of getting rid of the slops ? Yes.
1639. If they were provided with a system of sewerage which 'would get rid of the slops they would have 
to pay more than that ? We have struck a sewerage rate, but they are kicking at it. .
1640. What rate have you struck ? Three-pence in the £. “
1641. You levy a rate of 3d. in the £ in addition to the charge of £2,145 per year ? Yes.
1642. Could you tell me what that would amount to ? I could not.
1643. How much will the 3d. rate bring in? I think about £1,600, as well as my memory serves me. A 
rate of 6d. in the pound would be eheap for this system, because we could then get rid of everything.

' ■ ' 1644.

J. Graham,

31 July, 1889.
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J. Graham, IGM. The amount paid for your pan and cesspit system is aboutequal to a rateof 4d. in the £, and asyou 
■E3C1' are levying a sewerage rate of 3d. in the £, your people are paying 7d. in the £ for a very unsatisfactory

s/TT'^tssq system ? Yes.
11 ' 1645. Do you think they would pay 8d. or lOd. in the £ for a good system? Undoubtedly.

1646. How many houses are there in your borough? 2,700. '
1647. And what is the population ? It is roughly computed at 10,000.
1648. What do your rates for this year amount to? £5,700. The rate is Is. in the £.
1649. Supposing the sewerage rate were equal to the general rate you would have to pay £5,700 per 
annum ? Yes.
1650. A sixpenny rate would bring in half that amount? Yes.

. 1651. Could your borough be quickly served if the works were put into hand at once ? We are the first
after the sewer crosses the river, taking all the arms which they branch off.
1652. If the outlet works were completed you could very quickly be joined on to them ? Yes. Three main 
sewers pass through the municipality.
1653. Part of your district is low-lying land which is apt to ho flooded in wet weather ? An area of about 
250 acres ; but it is a very small part of the borough because the whole municipality contains upwards of 
2,000 acres.
1654. Por that area it will he absolutely necessary to have a pumping system? Yes, that is shown on
the map. .
1655. Is that low-lying land still being built upon ? The last floods have stopped it to a certain degree, 
and we are trying to get the G-overnment to pass a trust Bill so that we can resume the whole of the land.
1656. Have you any power to prevent people from building on land which is too low for drainage?
We have not unfortunately. _
1657. People can build where they like and then ask you to drain their properties ? We cannot drain 
this land. There is not more than 6 feet fall in 2 miles.
1658. If a pumping system were adopted would the low-lying land be good for the purpose of residence ? 
Hot unless it was raised. It must be raised at least 4 feet.
1659. Kothing can make the swampy land healthy unless it is raised ? Ho.
1660. Ho amount of pumping can do it? It was part of the river once, and was filled in, and sold to 
unfortunate people. I knew the place twenty-five years ago, and I know almost every house that has 
been built upon it.
1661. Your people are quite wide awake to the evils of the present system ? Yes.
1662. Those evils make them approve of the proposed system ? Without any dissent at all.
1663. So far as your council are concerned they give their warmest assent to the Government going on 
with the work ? We do.
1604. Mr. Triclcelt.~\ At present you have no system of drainage at all ? We have no system.
1605. The sewage merely gravitates to the lowest spot ? Those who have money get the street in front

- of their property kerbed and guttered, aud they shoot their sewage out into the gutters, and the nuisance
is thereby increased.

’ 1666. And when the sewage reaches a place where there is’ no kerhing and guttering, does it not, if there
is not much rain, lie and fester, and become offensive ? Ts it not notorious that this is the case in Mar
rickville ? For that reason we have tried to get a system of sewerage in order to get rid of these spots, 
We argue that there cannot he a fever spot without its affecting the whole neighbourhood, but wc have 
no power to compel the people to assist us in kerbing and guttering.
1667. I suppose a heavy rain is a God-sendto you, because it clears out the drains ? Yes ; but the water 
lies on the flat places, and when dry weather comes the effect will undoubtedly not be beneficial. It is 
very strange that the lower parts of Marrickville are the healthiest; hut that I account for by the pre
sence there of brick-kilns. I believe they.keep down the fever germs.
1668. They are destroyed by the smoke and heat ? Yes.
1669. Is there much sickness in your district ? Yery little, and we have to thank the brick-kilns for that.
1670. I suppose you think that this scheme is the best that could be adopted ? Yes. It has been before 
us since it was promulgated, and I have been over it with Mr. Stayton and Mr. Bennett. I also take an 
interest in the matter because I am on the Water and Sewerage Board ; and it further interests me. 
because I have represented Marrickville so long.
1671. A portion of your borough is really below high-water mark ? Virtually it is, because the water 
used to come up for nearly 2 miles on the low land before the dam was built. This land was virtually 
a part of Cook’s Eiver.
1672. Without speaking from a professional point of view, do you think the position of this land will 
interfere with the success of the scheme ? We have an idea of getting it filled up, or of utilising it in 
various ways, either for lakes or canals. By the excavation of the sewers we should got an immense quan
tity of stuff, and that might enable us to fill the swamp up. The main sewer is a large tunnel, and would 
give a great deal of earth.
1673. You have lived a great many years in Marrickville ? Over twenty years. I bought land there over 
twenty-five years ago.
1674. I suppose you have come into contact with a great many of the ratepayers ? I have. I know 
almost every house.
1675. Do you think they would he willing to pay as high as lOd. in the £ for a sewerage scheme ? I 
think that would be a saving on the present rate.
1676. lOd. in the £ upon the annual value of property would be a saving on what is at present paid? 
Undoubtedly. The pans are only emptied once a-week, and in many cases they are a great nuisance.
1677. Speaking as a representative man, you think they would pay as high a rate as lOd. in the £ ? 
Undoubtedly. A shilling in the £ would be an advantage over the present system.
1678. Mr. O' Sullivan.~\ Is it not likely that the sewers would he flooded if, as you say, the tide goes over 
the land? The floods would he at that part whore the blue lines are; that is all low-lying land. The 
sewage would have to be brought to a point and pumped up. There are very few houses on that land of 
any value. It is the only part that would be affected, as the rest of the borough is high land.
1679. AYhat portion of Marrickville was recently flooded ? Where the pumping station is marked, as far 
as the crooked line goes.
1680. Are not the floods likely to occur again ? Certainly, 1681.
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1681. Do you think then that the works should be carried out? They could be kept above flood-level. J. Graham, 
The place will never be fit for building upon until it is raised. Wo have taken the levels of all the flat
land, with the idea of asking the G-overnment to form a trust to take charge of it—to expend money upon 31 j, 188g 
it, and to make charges to repay that money. y’ ‘
1682. Have you held any public meetings with regard to this scheme ? Not as regards the general scheme.
We have had some with regard to the low part. -
1683. Speaking just now with regard to the feeling of the people upon the subject, you were only giving 
the feeling of the borough council ? The council had the scheme before them for perhaps a month.
1681. Tou have no reason to believe that any opjiosition will be offered to a scheme like this ? Certainly 
none whatever.

. 1685. And people will be willing to pay a rate of Sd. or lOd. in the £ ? Undoubtedly; because that 
would be cheaper than the present charge, and we do not knovr for a day where wre are going to deposit 
the night-soil. Every municipality has a by-law prohibiting people from carrying the night-soil of other 
municipalities within their boundaries. We cannot drive a cart through Newtown, and the mayor of 
Sydney has prevented us from taking the stuff through the city. It used to be taken round to the iron 
works at Pyrmont, but that has been stopped.
1686. Mr. Gopeland.~\ Howr do you get rid of it ? At the present time it is taken by a company called the 
Poudrette-Ammonia Company, which does splendid work. I think the Committee should inspect the 
works. The stuff passes through revolvers and through a vacuum pump, and when dry it is sold at £5 a 
ton.
1687. Where is this ? At the end of Eickety-street, near Botany Eoad. Thejr are doing a great w7ork, I
advised them to try and have it gazetted, because they make a very valuable manure. The night-soil is 
dried so that any. one can handle if, and it is not touched by fire. The objection to the process at first was 
that the fire destroyed the ammonia. "
1688. Tou said just now7 that you have to thank the brickmakers for the good health of the borough—in 
what way ? Because of the large fires and the smoke.
1689. Tou think that causes a current of air? It draws the germs from a long distance. There are very 
few7 houses in this locality, and instead of the trade being a nuisance w7e look upon it as a benefit, both as 
an industry and as a sanitary agent. Upon this flat of 150 acres is deposited the drainage of 1,500 people.
It comes from St. Peters, Petersham, and Marrickville, and during the summer there is no current to take 
it awray. Without some sanitary agent it would certainly produce fever.
1690. Mr. 7D<«ip7<e?-y.] Where is the sewrage carried at the present time—where is it deposited? When 
floods come it is taken into Cook’s Eiver.
1691. But before the floods ? It goes as far as Providence will allow7 it, and there stagnates.
1692. Tou keep it in the borough ? Tes.
1693. It does not go beyond the borough ? When it. is flooded out it goes into another borough, West 
Botany ; but all tho summer it lies upon the flats. We have spent some money in making a drain there,
by which we are able to do a great deal of good, intercepting tho Newtown and other sewers with old '
temporary iron pipes. We broom it, and intercept the solids, and thus keep it as healthy as w-e can.
Before the whole place was a quagmire from one end to the other.
1694. Close to the railway station a largo area of land is frequently under water ? Tes.
1695. When there is a heavy flood ? Tes. The railway station is about 10 feet above flood-level.
1696. The land in the immediate vicinity is usually under -water in flood time ? Tes.
1697. Are there many houses there ? A number of people have put up houses, worse luck, hut they 
have had to abandon them.
1698. Ihe scheme you speak of for creating a trust to take over this low-lying land is the scheme known
as Carruther’s scheme ? It was he who laid down the lines that we have followed,
1699. The object of the scheme is to raise all the low-lying land some 4 feet ? 3 or 4 feet..
1700; And to deal with the land so that it will pay interest on the sum which it is proposed to borrow ?
The interest is to be paid by the people draining upon the land, and the capital would be paid back by its 
resale after it had been properly improved. ’

Andrew Murray; Esq., Mayor of Macdonaldtown, sworn, and examined :—•
1701. Temporary Chairman.'] To what municipality do you belong ? Macdonaldtown.
1702. What office do you hold there ? I am mayor.
1703. How long have you been mayor ? About six months.
1704. How long have you been an alderman ? Two and a-half years.
1705. How7 long have you been a resident of the municipality ? Eor nearly ten years.
1706. Tou have seen the municipality grow7 gradually to its present dimensions ? Tes.
1707. Tou are pretty w7ell acquainted with all the streets and lanes ? Tes.
1708. Where does the surface wrater naturallv drain ? On to the low-lying grounds ; it goes through 
part of the borough of Alexandria.
1709. Into Shea’s Creek ? Into Shea’s Creek.
1710. Tou helped to foul Shea’s Creek ? That is where our drainage goes.
1711. Is the present state of things satisfactory ? No. °
1712. Do you use the system of pans, or cesspits, or both ? Both.
1713. Are most of the houses served by pans or by cesspits ? By cesspits.
1714. How much a pan do you charge ? 4d. a pan for once a w7eek, and 6d. for twice a week.
1715. How much a year does the removal of your night-soil cost the municipality? £700 per annum.
1716. How7 much a year would a sixpenny sewerage rate yield there ? £850. ”
1717. Then you are paying very nearly a sixpenny rate now ? Tes.
1718. Tou make no provision for your kitchen slops ? Only in the gutters.
1719. Have you considered the scheme before the Committee ? It has been before the council.
1720. Does your council generally approve of it ? Tes. •
D21. If that scheme were carried out you w7ould have some provision for slops as well as for ni'j-hfc, 
soil ? Tes. °
1722. Tou would be very much better off than you are now ? Tes.
1723. The present system costs you nearly 6d. in the £ ? Nearly Gd. in the £.

A. Murray, 
Esq.

31 July, 1889.

1724.
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A. Murray, 1724. Do you think your people would he willing to pay 9d. for an improved system ? I think so—this 
would be much better than the present system.

31Julvl889 1^5. You think that in your district there would be an intelligent appreciation of the advantage of the 
’ ' scheme ? I do.

1726. The people are crying out for some improvement ? Yes.
1727. They know the value of health and sweet air ? Yes.
1728. They would be glad to have their back yards and houses sweet ? Yes.
1729. Has there been any public meeting iu your district to discuss this matter? No.
1730. You only gather the public opinion from what you know of the people ? Yes.
1731. You think you may speak confidently on their behalf? Yes.
1732. Mr. Trichett.~] I suppose your drainage goes chiefly into the adjoining borough ? A small part of 
it into Alexandria.
1733. The flow is very sluggish, as it is mostly low level land ? Low lying land.
1734. Betweenyourmunicipality and Alexandria there are somevery offensiveopcn drains,aretherenot? Yes.
1735. I suppose in all places where kerbing and guttering has not been been carried out the effect of the 
present system is very bad ? Very bad.
1736. Very injurious to health ? Yes. -
1737. And causes a very offensive smell ? Yes.
1738. I suppose you know of no better scheme for getting rid of the sewage which you can suggest to the 
Committee ? I know of no other scheme. There are two streets in the municipality,—Pleasant and 
Prospect Streets, which it will be very hard to deal with. I do not know how you are going to connect 
them, unless through private property.
1739. You see the two sewers marked on the plan as going through Macdonaldtown ? Yes.
1740. Do you think those are well situated for the purpose of the scheme ? I do.
174T. The greater part of your borough could be conveniently connected with them ? Yes.
1742. It would be a great advantage to the borough generally, to have the scheme ? It would.
1743. Is there much sickness there ? Not at present. Sometimes we have a little.
1744. I suppose in hot dry weather, when the water lies about, it becomes worse ? Yes, but we generally 
keep the gutters scavenged.
1745. Well flushed ? Yes.
1746. Mr. Copeland.'] You have had considerable difficulty with Newtown, in connection with drainage, 
have you not ? Yes. We had an action lately with regard to the drainage from Newtown.
1747. The whole of the drainage from one side of Newtown runs under tho railway and into your borough, 
does it not ? Yes.
1748. You have had difficulties with your other neighbours—with Alexandria? No, we have had no 
difficulty with them. Of course we put it on to them, but we have had no difficulty.
1749. Do they take it kindly? We have had no difficulty so far.
1750. I suppose Macdonaldtown would be a difficult borough to drain in any case, would it not? Yes, 
unless it went through that way.
1751. I suppose you have a considerable amount of vacant land there yet ? There is some vacant land in 
low-lying places.
1752. Have you any idea of the number of houses in the municipality? I am not prepared to say what 
the number is.*
1753. At any rate you spoke of the number of houses as increasing very much? Yes.
1754. You expect that the municipality will be a pretty densely populated suburb ? Yes, and is at pre
sent in some parts.
1755. I suppose mostly by the working classes ? Yes.
1756. The houses are generally small ? They are small.

. 1757. That I suppose you will consider a reason for carrying out drainage works—the houses being small
and close together ? Yes.
1758. You anticipate a pretty dense population there soon in connection with the railway works? Yes.
1759. The Macdonaldtown council are quite in favour of the works being carried out ? Yes.
1760. You do not think the people will be likely to object to paying the necessary rates ? I do not think
there will be any difficulty at all with the people. They will only be too glad to have the scheme.
1761. Mr. O' Sullivan.] Have you any sewerage at all in your Municipality ? Only the gutters.
1762. The ordinary street channels? The ordinary street channels.
1763. Do you notice that any deleterious effect arises from this—any sickness ? It may be so. AVe 
have had some complaints ; but we have always attended to them.
1764. What is the general state of health of the people in Macdonaldtown ? It would compare favourably 
with that of most other municapilities.
1765. I suppose you have taken steps to consult the people as to whether they approve or disapprove of 
the scheme ? The scheme has only been before the Council; but every person to whom I have spoken 
has been very much in favour of it.
1766. You have no reason to doubt that there -will be no opposition to it? No.
1767. I suppose the peeple will be quite prepared to pay the rate in preference to the present system ? 
I think so.
1768. A portion of the municipality would come under the low-lying system ? Yes.
1769. That portion is subject to floods? We are flooded sometimes.
1770. How are you disposing of your night-soil at the present time ? The contractor finds the depot.
1771. I suppose you have to trust to chance wdiether he can find it? He contracts to take it away 
from us.
1772. AYhat would happen if he were unable to find a depot? He would have to try to find one.
1773. At the present time you realty have to trust to chance to get rid of this daugerous matter? When 
we call for tenders it is to take Ihe night-soil and find a depot for same, and they contract according to that.
1774. In point of fact it is absolutely essential, as far as Macdonaldtown is concerned, that some system
of sewerage should be carried out ? Yes. ”
1775. Mr. Humphery^] I suppose you are not curious about where the night-soil is deposited? I do not
know where it is deposited. 1776.

* Note (on revision) 1,107.
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1776. "What is the population of Macdonaldtown ? I am not prepared to answer that question.* A. Murray,
1777. How many houses are there in the municipality P I do not know. I did not post myself up in that.t
1778. I think you said that the cost of the residents at the present time is about 6d. per week That is TT'-
for emptying the pans twice a week. u y’ '
1779. That is about equal to a rate of 6d. in the £ ? About equal to that.
1780. That is for disposing of night-soil alone ? That is for disposing of night-soil alone.
1781. Do you consider that the system of sewerage would be worth 3d. or Id. in the £ ? I think it would 
be worth that.
1782. 8d. or 9d. ? Well, of course, we are only a poor electorate.
1783. But still you would cheerfully pay 8d. or 9d. in the £ to get rid of the surface drainage as well as

.of the night-soil and nuisances generally ? Yes. ■

John Rowland Dacey, Esq., Mayor of Alexandria, sworn, and examined:—
1781. Temporary Chairman^ To what municipality do you belong ? To Alexandria, J. R. Dacey,
1785. What office do you hold there ? I am mayor of that municipality. -Esq.
1786. How long have you been mayor ? Eor two years. r--------—'
1787. How long have you been an alderman ? About four years. 31 JuIy>18s9-
1788. How long have you been a resident of the municipality ? About five years.
1789. Are you familiar with the drains and streets ? I might preface my evidence by stating that this 
scheme will be of very little advantage to Alexandria, as it merely, so to speak, passes through it. Some 
parts will be as high as 12 feet above the surface of the ground, and we shall get very little good from it, 
so that it does not interest us much at all.
1790. Has it been officially considered by your council ? Yes.
1791. They are not much in favour of it because they do not see the advantage to be derived from it?
They are m favour of it so far as it goes, hut they consider at the present time that; they are simply made 
a convenience of.
1792. Do any of the other suburbs at present throw their drainage into your municipality ? A large 
number of them do. Redfern, Waterloo, part of St. Peters, Macdonaldtown, and Newtown all do.
1793. Practically, Alexandria is a natural cesspool for the other suburbs ? Yes.
1791. Would it not be a great thing to get rid of that ? Yes.
1795. That alone would be worth something? We arc most anxious to do it.
1796. You have no power at present to prevent the surface water of your neighbours running within your
boundary? None whatever. '
1797. Do any of them deposit their night-soil within your municipality ? No.
1798. Where do you deposit your night-soil ? Lately, we have been taking it to Moore Park ; but it is 
a very difficult question to answer. I think the nightman goes w'herever he gets a chance, when nobody 
is looking.
1799. You contract with the nightman and ask no questions ? Yes.
1800. Do you think it better to have no eyes or ears ? Yes.
1801. But you have noses ? Yes. ,
1802. Are they occasionally offended ? It depends where the smell comes from. If it comes from another 
borough they are very much offended.
1803. Do you use the pan system or the pit system ? The pit system. We have a few pans, but not
many. '
1804. Are the pans emptied by the corporation ? Yes ; by contract.
1805. Do you know what you get ? £450 per annum.
1806. How much would that be as a rate ? We just charge them what it costs us.
1807. What do your rates bring you in ? £3,000 per annum.
1808. AVhat rate do you.charge? A shilling in the pound.
1809. At present, the cost of emptying the cesspits is only small ? Yes.
1810.. Would the cost of dealing with the pan system be greater ? That I could not say—we have no
experience.
1811. If you were connected with the proposed scheme, a great deal of your sewage would have to be 
pumped up ? The sewage of a large portion of the borough would have to be pumped up.
1812. Do you think your people would be willing to pay their fair share of the cost of tho system ?
1813. They would rather do that than remain as they are ? Yes.
1814. The fact that you are on low ground makes it*a matter of necessity to get rid of the slops in a 
satisfactory way ? It does.
1815. If you were on the top of the hill you would not be so particular? Yes.
1816. Although your present cost is not so great, you would be willing to pay a rate, if the proposed
scheme were satisfactory ? Yes. ■ "
1817. What rate would you be willing to pay ? The general impression is that we should have to pay a 
rate of Is. in the £. The people are prepared to pay what is-a fair thing.
1818. They are quite prepared to pay a rate of 6d. ? Yes. -
1819. If it were proved that 8d. or 9d. would be absolutely necessary, you do not think there would be 
much grumbliug ? I do not think so.
1820. Your people value health ? Yes. .
1821. They wish to live in pure houses and sweet yards ? Yes.
1822. There is general feeling in favour of sanitary reform ? Yes.
] 823. You can confidently say that they will not stick at a few pence in the £ ? Yes.
1824. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Your present system appears to be as uncertain and insufficient as that of many 
other municipalities. I suppose you have no security whatever that some day you will not be stopped ?
None, whatever; we have been stopped lately by the Mayor of Sydney. ’
1825. In the event of your being stopped altogether, what would you do ? We would have to put it in
another borough by force. '
1826. Notwithstanding the fact, as you say, that you will not be very well served by the proposed scheme,
it is essential that some scheme shall be carried out ? I am informed by the G-overnment officials that 
they have some very good thing for Alexandria, but I have not seen it yet. 1827.

* Note (on revision) :—5,535. ■j* Note (on revision) :—1,107.
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J. R. Dacey, 1827. Are you not served at the present time by the outfall sewer to Webb’s Grant ? J^Tot at all. It is 
above the level of the ground where it passes through the municipality. _

irTT*-i«co 1828. I suppose a great deal of inconvenience is caused through there not being an efficient system of 
u y’ ° ' sewerage in the borough ? A great deal. _ _

1829. Notwithstanding that this scheme does not appear to offer you much relief, you think some scheme 
should be carried out ? Yes.
1830. And the people are quite prepared to pay a fair rate to maintain that scheme? Yes.
1831. Have you held any meetings to discuss this matter ? No.
1832. It has merely come before the Borough Council? Just so.
1833. You think that you can say that the people see the necessity for some safe system. They have
experienced so much inconvenience from the bad sewerage that they are quite prepared to endorse any 
proposal of that character ? I believe they would do so. _
1834. Temporary Chairman.^ When you say that the scheme does not do you any service, you mean the
existing out-fall sewer to Webb’s Grant ? I mean the proposed sewer. There is a Y shape there, running 
up into two streets, which would be of use to us, but the rest of the scheme is for the adjoining 
municipalities. _ _
1835. But when that is constructed it will take all your stuff by gravitation to the pumping station ?
There is only that Y-shape portion of the scheme that will affect us at all, as far as I am aware, and it 
only affects a couple of streets. The aldermen felt aggrieved until they were informed that there was 
another scheme in store for us. _
1836. If any extension of the scheme will make the system as available for you as for the other people 
included in it, you will he quite content to fall in with it ? Yes. There is a feeling on the part of some 
of the aldermen that the crossing of the main southerly outfall sewer would interfere with the work at 
Shea’s Creek, through not passing at a sufficient height above the waters of the canal.

Robert H. Judd, Esq., Mayor of St. Peters, sworn, and examined 
R. H. Judd, 1837. Temporary Chairman.~\ What municipality do you serve ? St. Peters.

■Es4- 1838. What office do you hold ? I am mayor.
' *----- - 1839. Ho long have you been mayor ? During the current year only.

31 July, 1889. qg^Q jjgw i0Bg Payg y0U been an alderman ? Por three years.
1841. You have been a resident for a long time, have you not ? Por five and a half years.
1842. Is your municipality thickly populated ? It has a population of 5,000 inhabitants. .
1843. Have you had much trouble with your drainage ? Not as far as we are concerned, because there is 
a watershed running through the centre of it and so some portions of the borough drain one way and 
some another.
1844. Is the ground low lying or high ? Practically it is high.
1845. Your houses are mostly on the ridge? Yes.
1846. With a fall both ways*? With a fall both ways. _
1847. Do you throw your sewage into any adjoining municipality ? To a certain extent, but not to any
great extent. .
1848. You do not complain ? No. _
1849. Do your neighbours complain ? Marrickville complained once. We receive the whole of the 
drainage ultimately, inasmuch as it all runs into Cook’s River, and Cook’s River is within our boundary.
1850. The drainage from the eastern side of the ridge goes into Shea’s Creek ? Yes, but there are few 
buildings on that portion, with the exception of tho northern end. The land is pricipally occupied by 
brick-yards, and they hold the water.
1851. What falls on the western side of the ridge goes into Marrickville? Yes.
1852. Have your neighbours ever made any formal complaints ? Marrickville called a meeting on one 
occasion, asking us to try and deal with the matter. Wb have met them amicably, inasmuch as we offered 
to put down filter beds. The proposal for the formation of a sanitary trust came before us, _ but it is

‘ meeting with some opposition in our borough, the ratepayers objecting to pay a rate towards improving
another borough.
1853. Do you use the pan system or cess-pits ? We have both. We charge 4d. a week for each pan 
emptied, and 4d. per cubic foot for each cess-pit.
1854. What is the total amount you receive from the cleaning out of pans and cess-pits ? During tho 
last municipal year we received from pits £182 6s. 6d., and from pans £280, making a total of £462 
tis. 6d.
1855. How much -would that be as a rate—what would you have to levy to get £462. What do you get
by a shilling rate ? £2,000 from the general rate.
1856. The £462 would be about a 3d. rate ? Yes. _
1857. You are really paying now a 3d. rate for an ineffective method ? Yes.
1858. Do the people of your municipality ardently desire an improved system ? When Mr. Stayton’s
sewerage scheme came before us I was the first to agitate for a public meeting. _ There was no public 
meeting called however, but a special meeting of the council was held, and the majority of the aldermen 
were in favour of the scheme ;—they were not all in favour of it. _
1859. There is a somewhat divided opinion ? As far as the aldermen are concerned ; but if you went to 
the ratepayers I believe they would be entirely in favour of a better system of sewerage.
1860. Is there much sickness in your district ? Yery little. _
1861. You cannot say that the present system is distinctly unhealthy ? Not by any means. We have 
very few complaints with regard to typhoid or other fevers. No doubt the danger is minimised greatly 
because of the brick kilns in one portion of the borough.
1862. Do you think they are healthy ? Yes. The sulphurous fumes arising from the burning brick 
purify the air. We are troubled of course by Alexandria and other boroughs.
1863. You do not think your district would want to stand out of this system if it were carried out? Not 
by any means.
1864. They would be willing to come in and pay their share of the cost ? If it were not exorbitant;
The majority of the residents in the vicinity of the brick kilns are working men, and they could not afford 
to pay a heavy charge. 1865.
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1865. Does not the present system press more heavily upon the poor than upon the rich ? It does. B- H. Judd, f,
1866. But a rate would press more heavily upon the rich than upon the poor ? Tes, it would. 17s. 4d. ■E3!-
a year is the average. ■
1867. So that if a rate were charged on the value of property a gentleman living in a good house would 31 Ju y’1889, 
pay relatively more than a person living in a cottage P Undoubtedly.
1868. So that there would be a distribution in favour of the poor man ? Yes. ‘
1869. The poor man has to pay 4d. a week for his pan—there is no charge below that? No.
1870. So that the rate would not be more than the present payment ? I think it would not.
1871. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] Are you in the same uncertain position with regard to the disposal of night-soil as -
the surrounding municipalities ? We are. We called tenders at the beginning of the municipal year, and
the contractor has to find a place in which to deposit the night-soil. I understand that his depot is in 
Canterbury at present. .
1872.1 suppose it does not matter very much to.you where it is as long as you get rid of the nuisance ?
It would if he deposited just outside the boundary of the municipality. There is a Poudrette 
Ammonia Company which has works on the border of the municipality, the operations of which 
seem to be very satisfactory, but I understand that the night-soil contractor is still depositing it in 
Canterbury.
1873. St. Peters is on low-lying ground, is it not? Not particularly. Some portion of it is,but none
of it is flooded. '
1874. Have you any power to restrain people from building on land which is liable to be flooded? The * 
Municipalities Act does not give us any.
1875. I suppose in the absence of drainage a good deal of trouble might arise and possibly some danger of
sickness through the ground being charged with filth? Not so much now, because we have recently 
borrowed £10,000 and expended it upon kerbing and guttering;—that prevents the earth from absorbing 
the drainage. '
1876. Does that carry outmost of your refuse? Tes; and scavengers clean them out.
1877. Where does the water go to ? Into Shea’s Creek and Cook’s Eiver.
1878. _You said just now that although there was some opposition offered on the part of the borough 
councillors the people generally would approve of being connected with the scheme? I believe they 
would. A resolution in favour of it was passed by a large majority. My experience of the municipal 
councils is that one or two will always oppose anything in the shape of taxation, whether it be beneficial 
or otherwise.
1879. Where was this carried ? In the municipal council. I convened a special meeting. I read the
proposal through, and I thoroughly agreed with it, with one or two alterations. J

J. C. Sharp, Esq., Mayor of Canterbury, sworn, and examined :— .
1880. Temporary Chairman.] To what municipality do you belong ? To Canterbury. J. C. Sharp,
1881. What office do you hold there ? I am mayor. Esq.
1882. How long have you held that office ? This is the fith year ; but I have not held it continuously. —--------- -
1883. How long have you been an alderman ? About six years I think. 31 JuIy> 1889
1884. How long have you been a resident ? Seven or eight years.
1885. Tou are thoroughly familiar with the streets of the municipality ? Tes.
1886. And with the present system of drainage? We have none.
1887. Is the present disposal of your refuse satisfactory ? It is just the opposite.
1888. Do you think at present it is injurious to health ? Well, I can scarcely say that, seeing that we 
have a very large district, and that the people have, as a rule, large areas of ground attached to their 
dwellings.
1889. Tou have no very dense population in any part of the district ? No.
1890. Tou think if the matter of sewage is not attended to soon there is a likelihood of bad sanitary
conditions ? Our council have always advocated a scheme such as is now proposed. .
1891. Has this scheme been officially considered by the council? More than once or twice.
1892. And always favourably ? We wish that it would serve a greater number of people than it appears 
it will do.
1893. Tou think it will not include the whole of your district ? It will not.
1894. But as far as it will go it will be very favourable ? Tes.
1895. Is the cess-pit system in vogue in your municipality ? We have that system as well as the pan system.
1896. What charge do you make for removing the pans ? 4d. per week.
1897. How much for cleaning the pits ? 4d. per cubic foot.
1898. How much do you think that is in the shape of a rate ? Perhaps £100 in each case. I am scarcely 
able to say, because men having large areas of land are allowed to dispose of their own night-soil on their 
own premises.
1899. Tou charge them nothing? We do not charge them.
1900. Tou cannot say exactly what the cost is ? Not exactly.
1901. Do you think the people would be willing to pay a rate for this system ? Tes.
1902. There is no popular feeling against the sewerage rate? I have not heard any one express an
objection to it. .
1903. Where do you dispose of the night-soil which you take away ? Those matters are attended to by a 
contractor. We had considerable difficulty, because we had to receive it from other places though very 
much against our wish.
1904. Do you continue to receive it from other places ? No. They go beyond the borough now.
1905. Tou do not prohibit their going beyond the borough ? We object to their depositing night-soil in 
the borough, and we take every precaution to make them go beyond it.
1906. They sometimes will empty it in your borough ? Tes. ”
1907. Tou have no objection to their going through the borough if they go beyond? Not if thev tro 
beyond, but that is the difficulty,
1908. All those contractors want watching? Tes; and they put us to considerable inconvenience ana
expense. 1908.

20-1
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J. C. Sharp, 1909. Then the present system is expensive, merely because you have to watch your neighbours ? It is. 
Esq. 1910. Besides being very unpleasant and unneighbourly. You would be very glad to see this scheme

carried out ? Yes. .
u ‘ 1911. It would improve the health of your district? Yes. It is necessary for something of the kind 

to to be done, as the river is getting fast polluted and made foul.
1912. Taking the suburbs as a whole, you think the system would be a great advantage to all of them?
I do.
1913. 3fr. O' Sullivan.'] While you are sending your night-soil to other people, are you aware that other
people are sending theirs to you ? We do not send ours to other people. _
1914. I understood you to say that the contractor took it away ? Bight through the bush, but not into
another borough. .
1915. Why ? Because the place to which they take it—Salt-pan Creek is outside the borough, and is 
not part of a municipality.
1916. Then the night-soil is deposited on Crown land ? It may be so. _
1917. While you are taking all that care to send it away, however, other people are depositing their night- 
soil upon your territory, so that you do not benefit very much from your system ? I did not say that 
other people sent theirs to us, but the contractors for other boroughs bring it into our district whenever 
the opportunity arises. It they can steal in quietly and deposit it unseen they do so.
1918. Is there any law to prohibit that—have you any power to prevent it ? We could prevent them 
from creating a nuisance, but we cannot always be on the watch.
1919. You could take action in the court to restrain them ? That has been done several times, but still
they do it.
1920. You are in a hazy and uncertain condition, similar to that in which other boroughs are—you cannot 
tell for a moment when you will be debarred from depositing your night-soil? No. You do not under
stand me to say that we have a depot for night-soil within our own boundaries.
1921. I understood you to say that you had a depot on some Crown lands near Canterbury ; No ; the 
contractor goes through our district and deposits the night-soil somewhere beyond it. I do not know 
where, but the place is outside our district.
1922. I suppose you do not care so much where as long as it is deposited outside your district? No,
very little. . .
1923. If this depot is outside your district, and some one took action to restrain you from depositing your 
night-soil there, you would be powerless to get rid of it ? I do not know what we should do at all. We 
should be in a mess.

W. G.
Coward, Esq.

31 July, 1889.

William Gr. Coward, Esq., Alderman of Strathfield, sworn, and examined:—
1924. Temporary Chairman.'] Do you hold office in any of the western municipalities ? I am an alderman 
of the borough of Strathfield.
1925. Have you lived long in that borough ? About three years.
1926. Is the pit system or the pan system in use there ? The pan system.
1927. How much a pan is charged ? 6d.
1928. Can you say what that would be as a rate? No. I cannot; because the fees for emptying the 
pans are not paid to the council, but to the night-soil contractor direct, and he does not at present empty 
the whole of the pans. Some of the residents bury the night-soil on their own ground, so we have no 
means of ascertaining the actual cost.
1929. Do you know how much the contractor gets ? No.
1930. You cannot form a relative estimate of what the present cost is as compared what rate it would
be? No. l • i i
1931. Do you think that the people generally are in favour of a good system of sewerage ? I think they 
are, because at the present time they experience a great difficulty in disposing of the slops. The council 
will not permit the slops to run into the streets, and therefore the people have to get rid of them themselves.
1932. Every man is shut up to his own yard ? Yes.
1933. And he must somehow or other purify his stuff or get rid of it? Yes.
1934. Did you allow people to make cesspits in the borough ? Yes.
1935. You encourage it practically ? Yes, because they have no other means of disposing of their slops.
1936. Where do your contractors take the closet refuse ? I have not the remotest idea.
1937. You leave them to find out a place ? We leave them to dispose of it. I do not think it is deposited 
anywhere in the borough.
1938. Do you prohibit that being done ? That I cannot say. At the present time there is a lot of bush- 
land in the borough.
1939. Do any other corporations send their refuse into your borough ? Not to my knowledge.
1940. Do they send it through to any place beyond? .1 am not certain whether the night-carts from 
Burwood pass through it.
1941. So far as vou know the borough is favourable to the scheme and willing to pay the expense of it ?
Yes. " ' .... ....
1942. Mr. Copeland.] It seems to me that each of these municipalities shoots its night-soil into some 
other municipality—you send yours away to some other place, but does another municipality deposit its 
night-soil within your boundaries ? I do not think so—not to my knowledge.
1943. Are you aware of some general depot for night-soil ? I am not aware of any. There is a lot of 
bush-land beyond Strathfield, and possibly it is taken there.
1944. You are under the impression I suppose, that it is taken there? Yes. The person who contracts 
for Strathfield I believe contracts for Burwood and some other municipalities, so I suppose he deposits it 
all in the same place.
1945. Are there any residences near this bush-land ? Some scattered houses.
1946. Do they complain ? I never heard of any complaint, .
1947. Have you any idea of the average value of the houses in your district ? £24,000.
1948. That is the total value ? The total rental value of the house property.
1949. Comprising how many houses ? 250 houses. 1950
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1950. I suppose you anticipate a large increase in the number of houses ? The district is rapidly W. G.
growing. Coward, Esq.
1951. It is quite a favourite borough ? I believe so.
1952. On account of the many through trains ? Tes ; and because of the way in which we have laid out 31 July. 1889; 
some of our streets. We have planted trees along them.
1953. I suppose the houses there are of rather a superior character ? Tes. There are a good many houses 
of the rather superior class.
1954. Not belonging to the working classes ? No. It is by no means a working man’s suburb.
1955. Therefore the people will be well capable of paying a reasonable rate for drainage ? Certainly.
1956. You think they would be inclined to do so ? I am sure they would.
1957. Has the matter been considered by your council? It was considered by the council and the then 
Mayor, Alderman Yon der Heyde, myself, and the Council Clerk were deputed to wait upon Mr. Stayton to 
inquire into the scheme. We afterwards made the report to the council, and they unanimously approved . 
of the scheme. Mr. Stayton’s scheme does not provide for the drainage of the whole Borough—there 
are some high parts the scheme will not take in. I do not know whether they would be able to levy a 
sewerage rate on those portions.
1958. Could you not drain from the high parts to the lower parts ? Mr. Stayton told us that these parts -
would have to come in later by some other scheme. If you notice on the map there is a sewer marked by
a dotted line going through Enfield and Canterbury—that would take in the portion of Strathfield which 
the other sewer would not take in.
1959. Then I suppose you would be glad, speaking as the Mayor, to see the G-overnment carry out these 
works? Tes; the council would be glad to see them carried out. I am not the Mayor—the Mayor was 
unable to attend, and asked me to come in his stead.
1960. Mr. JIumpheryP\ You can give us a professional opinion as to the desirableness of the scheme ?
Tes. .
1961. Do you speak in your capacity as an alderman or from your professional knowledge ? In a dual
sense. . "
1962. You have ho doubt that the scheme is a good one,? It is. It is the best scheme that they have 
placed before us.
1963. You fully approved of it ? Yes; we looked at Mr. Cowdery’s scheme, but we did not consider it
at all suitable for the purpose, because at Hen and Chicken Bay at high tide we thought that the filter 
beds would be flooded, and of course the drainage would be unable to get away, and a great nuisance 
might have resulted. ' _
1964. I suppose at the present time you really do not know where the night-soil from the municipality is . 
deposited ? I do not.
1965. You make no inquiry when the contractor removes it for a certain sum ? Yes.
1966. Mr. O' Sullivan.] Have you any subsidiary sewers or channels in your municipality—any drains?
Yes. We have one or two creeks. We have one creek called Powell’s Creek, which at the present 
time is a great nuisance.
1967. Does the foul water from houses drain into these creeks ? It is not supposed to do; we do not 
allow it to be done. The creek comes from Burwood, and it brings with it a lot of dirty water.
1968. Where do the creeks flow to ? The creek, I believe, eventually empties itself into the Parramatta 
Biver.
1969. All the way down I suppose the air is pervaded by a smell from the bad water ? Yes. Of course, 
with a storm like that which we had recently, it gets well flushed out; but after a time, as the water begins 
to run off and to dry up, a number of little pools are formed, in which the water stagnates, and becomes 
very offensive.
1970; I suppose a great deal of inconvenience and damage is caused from the want of drainage in the 
district ? There is not much damage done. Sometimes the creeks overflow after a heavy downfall, but 
the greatest objection is the nuisance from the smell.
1971. You appear to be pretty well in the same position as your neighbours in regard to the night-soil 
question—you have no certain depot ? We have no certain depot.-
1972. Temporary Ohairman.~\ As an architect, you are familiar with the cost of the constructive works ?
Yes.
1973. Have you checked the calculations of Mr. Stayton at all? No.
1974. You could not give the Committee any evidence as to whether you consider the estimate a sound 
one ? I have not gone into the question at all.

THURSDAY, 1 AUGUST, 1889.

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY 
The Hon. Andrew G-arran.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphrey.
The Hon. William Joseph Triokett.
Jacob G-aerard, Esq.

John Hurley,

(Vice-Chairman.)
Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq. 
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esq. 
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer, Water and Sewerage Board, sworn, and examined :—
1975. Dr. Garran.~] What is your position in the Civil Service ? I am engineer to the Board of Water j rp jones
and Sewerage. ' jacl ’
1976. You know something about the scheme of Mr. Stayton’s, into which the Committee are inquiring? ,—
Yes. . . _ ' 1 Aug., 1889.
1977. If it is carried out, and water-closets supersede the present privies, there will be a large demand for
water for the service ? There will. ' 1978.
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1978. Can you give tlie Committee any estimate as to the probable quantity per individual that would be 
consumed? I have been called unexpectedly to attend this meeting of the Committee, so I can only give 
you such an estimate as occurs to me from my long experience. I fancy it would be about five gallons 
per individual.
1979. Is that an estimate based upon present experience? It is not based on any calculation from present 
experience, but from a recent experience in Surry Hills, where the carrying out of sewerage works made 
that difference in the consumption of water.
1980. There was no other cause to stimulate the consumption ? There may have been, but I do not know 
of any other. The increase was immediately noticed, and my attention was drawn to the fact that the 
pressure was less in certain portions of Surry Hills after the sewerage works were carried out there, I 
then took the matter into consideration, and the pipes being too small, I was obliged to lay down larger 
pipes to meet the new demand. I tkink I am correct in saying that 5 or 6 gallons per individual per diem

• would meet the extra consumption. _
1981. I suppose there is always some risk of waste in connection with water-closets ? There is some risk; 
but with the careful inspection such as we profess to apply just now, the risk is very much reduced. It 
is reduced in proportion to the inspection.
1982. You are looking forward to having to supply the whole of the district with water for sewerage 
purposes ? The reticulation of water pipes was laid out with that view.
1983. By the time the scheme is ready you will have an abundant water supply for the purpose ? Every
where. Had I not been called unexpectedly I might have looked over the plans and obtained a little 
information, but I have a very good knowledge of the reticulation, and also of the proposed sewerage 
system. I do not remember at present that it goes into any place that we cannot supply with water.
1984. What population are you now supplying with water for closet purposes ? Including Darlington, 
we are now supplying close upon 35,000 houses. I think we are supplying that number of houses.
1985. What do you estimate is the quantity consumed per house? I should estimate that each house 
consumed 25 gallons per day for water-closet purposes
1986. Have you any idea of the additional population that you will be called upon to serve ? By the
time the sewers are made, I expect that the population will be very largely increased. I take it that if 
the sewerage were ready to start to-morrow there would be in the western suburbs close upon 40,000 
houses, and estimating five persons to a house, that is 1,000,000 gallons a day more than we have to supply 
at present. _
1987. The population in a few years time in the western suburbs may be quite equal to the population 
which you are at present supplying ? Yes ; the population will then be considerably increased. _
1988 And the demand upon you would be doubled ? Yes ; but the pipes are laid with a view to meeting it.
1989. Will you have the water to meet the demand ? The water will be there. The Board has passed 
the duplication of some of the larger supply mains, and that will keep us ahead with all requirements in 
the way of water.
1990. You expect that the dam at Prospect will be thoroughly settled by that time ? Yes ; and even 
without that, I do not expect that there will be any want of water.
1991. Where is the storage besides that ? The storage there is abundant for the present population. 
It was designed for a very largely increased population in fifteen or twenty years time.
1992. Is the Prospect reservoir half full now ? I fancy it must be about half full.
1993. That would be about a six month’s supply ? Ear more than a six month’s supply. We do not depend
upon that—the river is always flowing in and keeping it full. _
1994. Hot in dry weather ? It has never stopped yet. If it were allowed to flow in the canal there 
would always be enough.
1995. But are you not obliged to allow the people at Camden a certain amount of water ? 10,000,000
gallons per day is the quantity directed by the Act to be allowed to flow down the river to satisfy 
riparian claims.
1996-1 am asking these questions because I want to know whether in case of a drought there is a possible 
risk of all these water-closets being thrown out of gear through the want of water ? There is not any 
reasonable possibility.
1997. You think we may confidently recommend this immense extension of the water-closet area without 
any fear of the water supply running short ? I quite think so. You must not forget that Botany will be 
available for some years hence.
1998. But we are told that the quality of the Botany water is being deteriorated by the manuring of the 
Centennial Park, and through other causes? Whatever deterioration there is is not to be discovered by 
any test that has been made.
1999. Not as yet ? Not as yet. _
2000. Have you had the water tested lately ? Not for some time. It is unfair to test it now, since the
heavy rain has washed the road sweepings into it, and it is very muddy. I should only test it in its best 
condition. _
2001. Have you tested it since the manure was put on to the Centennial Park ? Not chemically.
2002. Then you cannot possibly say whether the sand filtration has been enough to take away any bad 
effects of the manure ? I cannot say.
2003. The tendency of settlement in that district will be to destroy by degrees the quality of the water ? 
I am making strenuous efforts to prevent that, and to keep the water clean. The Kensington Syndicate 
who bought the Terry and Winder grants propose to sewer their property and to carry away the drainage 
from the stream altogether, allowing the stream to pass through the ground without pollution.
2004. If you can keep the water clean you have all your works in good order, so that you could fall back
upon that supply ? Yes. '
2005. Are the pipes sufficient to bear the pressure ? Yes; there would be 5,000,000 gallons a day 
available from Botany.
2006. The reservoir is full ? We have been obliged to hasten its flow into the sea to relieve the dams on 
account of the wet season.
2007. The water has been running over for many months ? Yes ; you are probably aware that one of the 
dams in the Centennial Park was washed away.
2008. You are an engineer yourself, and although this matter does not come under your department, I 
think it is a fair question to ask you if you have looked into the scheme ? I have.
2009. Do you as an engineer commend it ? I do. ' 2010.

J. T. Jones, 
Esq.

1 Aug., 1889.
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2010. Tou do not know of any bettor plan ? I think there is no better plan which the Committee would J- ^ Jones,
be justified in accepting. The plan I did favour goes further in the way of excluding all rain water <s<*' 
than this does. It is what is called the separate system, hut it has had so little experience to justify it i AueA'l889 • 
that I am going upon theory. Upon a former occasion I said that this was perhaps the best plan that ° ’ '
could be reasonably recommended to Parliament, and I still hold the same opinion. The separate system
has been so little tried that an engineer has to go largely upon theory. While this evidence is being taken 
a most valuable treatise by Col. Waring has been published and received here. The volume was placed 
on the table. Col. Waring is perhaps the highest authority in America on the question, and he has 
demonstrated to my satisfaction the superior efficiency as well-as cheapness of the separate system, as 
proved from the experience of fifteen years at Memphis, U.S., as well as a large number of other towns • 
in America and Europe.
2011. The principal advantage of the separate system would be that smaller pipes could be used and the 
Work could be done more cheaply ? That is one advantage. Tou could also more efficiently cleanse small 
sewers artificially, instead of allowing the work to be done by the rain water. There are many months in 
the year when no rain falls at all, so we have to make artificial provision for flooding the sewers, so • we 
must use all the other water which we can get, such as the waste from baths, to cleanse them. In a 
small sewer the sewage would probably be less in quantity and more intense than in a large sewer, and if 
it were required to purify it before it went into the harbour, it could be more easily dealt with, while on 
the other hand if it were wanted for fertilising the ground it would be richer for the purpose.
2012. In order to thoroughly flush the sewer do you require a full bore of water? Eor a certain distance.
2013. Then the smaller the pipe the less water you waste ? That is one of my reasons for advocating
the separate system. .
2014. Tou admit that the experience of large cities has not yet been sufficiently in favour of the separate 
system to recommend it ? It has not been sufficiently tried, and therefore I take it that Messrs. Stayton 
and Bennett’s scheme is all that could be desired, leaving out for want of proof the excellence of the other.
2015. Have you gone into Mr. Stayton’s estimate of expenditure at all ? No. !
2016. Tou are not able to tell us whether he has under estimated anything ? I have not gone into it at 
all, but I have sufficient faith in Mr. Stayton to think that his estimate will be quite correct.
2017. Tou think we may rely upon him? He has had large experience and has been practically
connected with many sewers in England, so I think that he can he relied upon in that respect. . .
2018. Mr. Copeland.'] Tou say that you are at present supplying about 30,000 houses in the western
suburbs with water ? I think the number must be about 40,000. .
2019. I understood you to mention Surry Hills and other places ? Surry Hills drainage is discharged at 
Botany, therefore in that respect it is analagous to parts of the western suburbs, or at least the lower part 
of it is. Still it is within the city and has been sewered for a few years. There are 30,000 houses ! believe 
to be supplied by this scheme. I am at a disadvantage because I have not the plans with me and I am not 
quite sure of my figures.
2020. I understood you to say that you were supplying 30,000 houses now, and that when this scheme was 
completed you would have to supply 20,000 additional houses ? I did not say that. I may have expressed 
myself badly. I take it that there will be 40,000 additional houses to be supplied when the scheme is finished.
2021. How many houses are you at present supplying with water for sewerage purposes ? I think we are 
now supplying in the city some 20,000 houses ;—rather over that number than under it in the city alone.
2022. Taking the average of five people to a house, you will have to supply a population of 250,000 
inhabitants when this scheme is carried out, then ? Tes.
2023. Have you any information as to the ratio of the increase of population in the suburbs and in the 
city ? As you probably know the population has increased from 200,000 about five years ago—I am speaking 
from memory—to 250,000 at the present time ; that is an increase of 100,000 a year by rough calculation.
2024. An increase of about 20 per cent. ? Tes. .
2024!-. Vice-Chairman.] Is that in the whole of the suburbs ? I am alluding now to the western suburbs.
2025. Mr. Copeland.] How many years would it be likely to take the Grovernment to complete this 
system of sewerage ? That is rather a large question ; but I think the work ought to be finished in five years.
2026. Taking the increase of the population during those five years, and the additional supply of.water
which will be required for sewers and domestic purposes, could you give us any idea of the quantity of 
water which would be consumed daily ;—have you computed what the population will be ? I have not 
computed anything, but I could put it down in a very few minutes. . . .
2027. Dr. Carran.] Could you send us in some statement ? Certainly. I think that would be the
best way. [Vide Appendix J.] . . . ;
2028. Mr. Copeland.] I presume these works, when completed, will last for a great many years ?.
Practically they will last for all time. . .
2029. "What I should like to have is an estimate of the probable population, say twenty years hence. . I
think I understood you to say that the watervvorks at Prospect are calculated to be able to supply the: 
city and suburbs twenty years hence? Tes, I think the supply will be sufficient during that time without 
a supplementary dam. .
2030. Is that calculation based upon the ordinary supply for domestic purposes, without sewerage? No,: 
it takes into consideration the sewerage as well. It is estimated to give a liberal supply. .
2031. Tou are of opinion that the present water supply will be sufficient to provide for the population 
twenty years hence if it increases at its present ratio ? I am with such supplementary works attached'
as may be found necessary in the interim. Works may be found necessary to distribute the water; but .
I think the supply at Prospect will be sufficient twenty years hence. . .
2032. Vice-Chairman.] Without increasing the catchment area? Certainly ; but it might be necessary
to increase the storage ;—to build another dam like Prospect, though I think it is doubtful that that will 
be necessary. :
2033. Mr. Copeland.] Tou had something to do with the inspection of that dam recently ? No,-1 was .
not called upon to inspect it. .
2034. Tou stated just now that the engines at Botany were being kept in order? Tes.
2035. Is it not a fact that those engines are perfectly worn out ? No. .

' 2036. I think we had it in evidence upon a former occasion that the engines were quite unsuitable for the 
work ? I have had them recently roughly examined, but I purpose to have a more minute examination 
of them made. The engines are said by an English engineer, who has just come out from home under 
the service of the Board, to be fit for excellent work. He also said that tie boilers, which were condemned 
eome time ago, are still fit for many years work. 2037.
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Jones, 2037. Tou are not using the works now? Not unless there is a breakage of a pipe, or some stoppage. 
We hare been obliged to use them three times through such stoppages.
2038. Do you think any danger is to he anticipated from the connecting pipes going wrong in connection

■’ ' with the sewerage, and so polluting the water ? Not any.
2039. I think I have known cases where that has occurred ? Where the water in the pipes has been
polluted ? . ,
2040. Tes ? No ; it could not he so theoretically. Tou can easily understand that the force of water is 
very much greater in a water-supply pipe, and any pollution with which it comes into contact is driven 
away from it, instead of being allowed to enter it. Water issuing from an orifice in the pipe would drive 
everything away—nothing could pass it, because of the great force of the water coming out. Of course 
we take care not to lay pipes in contact with sewerage. There is one source of pollution—and perhaps I 
have only just now seized your meaning. Some years ago it was found that people connected water- 
closets with the water system directly, without any intervening cistern.
2041. That is what I mean? Well, of course, very great care will he taken by the Sewerage Board to 
prevent any connections being made direct. When pipes are entered, for putting in anew service or 
anything like that, they will suck in anything that comes into contact with their ends ; hut the cocks which 
have been put on since I have been here, and which will be used in future, prevent any flow into the pipe. 
The cocks are of a high pressure, and they act by means of a valve which prevents anything going more 
than one way, and that is outwards.
2042. Would not the cost to the individual houses he greater under this system than it is under the 
present system of pans ? Quite the other way. It will be a great saving.
2043. Would not the water-closets he more likely to get out of order? No. By this system there will 
be a great saving to the citizens.
2044. A monetary saving ? A monetary saving.
2045. Do not the water-closets frequently get out of order? Very seldom. I probably do not hear of
every case; but if there were anything serious I should know of it. It is very seldom that a water-closet 
properly managed gets out of order. n
2046. I know that at the Legislative Assembly they are continually getting out of order ? I am afraid 
they were badly laid in the first instance, then. The older sewers in Sydney are very badly laid, and the 
result is that the best houses are the worst sewered and the worst ventilated.
2047. Are you of opinion that the water-closet system is better than the dry-earth system ? I very much 
prefer it to the dry-earth system.
2048. Mr. O’ Sullivan.^ What is the minimum sewage-flow allowance for these works ? Dor an
individual ? _
2049. What would be the allowance it would provide? About 2 gallons at each flush. That is a liberal 
allowance—each individual would use 5 gallons a day.
2050. I suppose on washing-days it would be greater ? Tes.
2051. I find that in London the main sewers carry off half the sewage matter in six hours ;—do you think 
that could be accomplished here with the quantity of water that you could supply ? I think so. It has 
less distance to travel, and I should judge from that that it could be carried off in less time.
2052. I suppose it has come under your notice that upon several occasions recently in the higher parts of 
the city the water has not ascended to the top rooms of the houses—that has happened in Darlinghurst, 
for example ? There is one point in Darlinghurst to which the water does not reach; but preparations 
are being made to carry it higher, though they will be very costly, considering that only one or two houses 
are concerned. The houses stand at the top of Albion-street.
2053. Does not that indicate that the pressure is very weak? It is optional with the Board to give a 
higher pressure. They have five sources, every one of them with an increasing pressure.
2054. Do you think it would be an improvement, as far as the sewerage scheme is concerned, if by-and- 
bye we carried out the Kenny Hill pressure scheme ? I think the Kenny Hill scheme is too late now. 
I was amongst the first to advocate it; but I think it is too late now, because if you introduced it it would 
confuse the systems. As it is now there is a certain pressure to every zone of levels. Crown-street has 
its own zone, which it supplies. The next zone is 70 feet above that at Paddington, and the water is 
distributed from there to every place to which it can be conveniently and perfectly supplied. If the 
Paddington water supply cannot be distributed to a place, we are obliged, as in the case to which you 
have referred, to draw from the Woollahra reservoir, and if we cannot avail ourselves of that water we 
draw from the 360 feet level at "Waverley.
2055. Tou have no doubt in your own mind that there will be ample pressure for flushing the sewers ? 
I have no doubt of it.
2056. Mr. Humphery.] What is the total consumption of water daily at the present time? About 
10,000,000 gallons.
2057. What could you supply ? We could supply 18,000,000 gallons, and when the duplicate main comes 
in we shall be able to supply over 40,000,000 gallons.
2058. If you had to provide for the flushing of water-closets, with a population of 400,000, you would only 
require 2,000,000 gallons of water per diem to do it at the rate of 5 gallons a head? Tes.
2059. So that there is not the slightest probability of the water supply being insufficient ? I never looked 
upon the sewerage system as being at all likely to trespass upon it over its capacity.
2060. Therefore the question of making provision for the flushing of water-closets gives you no anxiety ?

• No.
2061. Mr. Hurley.'] Have you given any consideration to a proposal made by Professor Threlfall for 
dealing with sewage matter by electricity ? As much as I could. I read Professor Threlfall’s paper, and 
I have spoken with other scientific men about it. It is a highly scientific paper ; but Professor Threlfall 
does not speak of the system as the best system. He seems to be of opinion that, after all, there may be 
a chemical system that will answer the same purpose.
2062. Have you read a report of, or have you any information with regard to, the works at Crossness ? 
Tes. There are a lot of things to be considered apart from such results which you get from new experi
ments. I never allowed myself to run after new experiments to any great extreme.
2063. Tou look upon this system as an experiment upon its trial? Precisely so. I think that is the state 
of the case at present. I am assured by other analytical chemists that this is only another way of

. applying
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applying a chemical system which could be applied with equal efficiency chemically instead of by J- T. Jones, 
electrolysis. It is most efficient; but the expense is yet to be proved. ®S<1'
2064. I suppose you have given some consideration to the sewage farm at Botany? I have a little, 1
though it has never come before me. It belongs to another department, and they do not supply me with 1 1889'
any information with regard to it, so I have a little delicacy in asking for it.
2065. Mr. Doivel.~\ Tou have stated that you believe the water-works scheme at present is sufficient for 
all requirements in regard to the carrying out of this sewage scheme ? Such is my opinion.
2066. Bor the next twenty years, probably ? With such additions as may be called for during those 
twenty years. We may need a supplementary reservoir over Prospect; but that is not very likely.
2067. Are you aware that applications for water for hydraulic lifts have been refused because there was 
not sufficient water to provide for them ? Tes, I am pretty well aware of that fact; but it requires a 
little explanation. Hydraulic lifts are worked at a time of the day when it is difficult to supply enough 
water for domestic purposes. When they are at work they consume very largely, and thereby deprive the 
domestic system of its proper pressure, and would prevent the water from being delivered to the very 
lofty houses now being built. Bor that reason it was deemed wise not to be too free in allowing water 
for these lifts. In Melbourne, where they have twice the pressure that we have—they have 300 feet to 
our 140 feet—the water elevators have been found to embarrass the supply. They have been known not 
to work during the middle of the day, because of the extra consumption in other places during the 
dinner-hour. If that is the case in Melbourne, where the pressure is twice as much as ours, it would 
require twice the amount of water to do the same work here, and if the water supply in Melbourne is 
embarrassed by these lifts it will be much more the case here.
2068. Tou stated that our water supply was sufficiently ample for all public requirements, and yet you 
now state that you could not give a little water for these lifts ? I did not say a little water—it is a very 
large quantity.
2069. Is it not a fact that only a very small quantity of water is required ? It is a fact that every lift of 
a ton takes 80 gallons of water.
2070. Bor how long ? It takes 80 gallons of water in the course of a few seconds.
2071. Continuously ? These lifts are very cheap. They are much cheaper than any other means of 
raising weights—such as by gas-engine lifts, and it appears to me that hereafter they will be so popular 
that every lodging-house and every public-house must have one. They are getting fashionable, and they 
are also very useful; but if they were so numerous they would to a certainty- interfere with the domestic 
water supply. They would not do so of course at present, nor would they if there were fifty or 100 of 
them, but when they came to thousands, which I expect they would do, they would interfere. I am only 
nipping the matter in the bud. I have also in view that an hydraulic-power system will be inaugurated 
in Sydney, and I am doing my best to encourage such a state of things. It is not that we cannot supply
the quantity of water, but we cannot supply it at the time when it is needed, because that is exactly the .
time when it is most required for domestic purposes.
2072. Tou practically admit that you are not able to supply that public requirement ? Tes, that public 
requirement.
2073. And yet you stated that you were prepared to supply a sufficient quantity of water for this large 
aud extensive sewerage scheme ? It bears a small proportion to the quantity required for the system of 
lifts, and, apart from that, it is extended over the whole day and night. It is not all taken at once.
2074. Under any circumstances, I suppose there should be no real difficulty in duplicating all your 
services ? Tou mean mains. There would be no real engineering difficulty, if it could be shown that it 
would pay.
2075. There would be sufficient water under any circumstances ? There would be plenty of water if we 
could only have the mains enlarged for it.
2076. Tou consider that the water-closet system would be a great advantage over the present pan svstem ?
I am certain of it.
2077. A large quantity of water would have to be taken to considerable heights? Tes. Those people 
would be deprived of water in the event of hydraulic lifts being largely used.
2078. Vice-Ohairman.~\ "Where do you measure the gravitation from—from the head of the catchment area, 
or from the storage reservoir at Prospect ? Only from Crown-street.
2079. The pressure only comes from Crown-street? Bor one system—the lower system. We have 
another system supplied from Paddington. That is a very extensive system, and goes as far as Peter
sham. The water comes in one way, and goes back to Petersham from Paddington. Another zone confined 
to the eastern suburbs, is that supplied from Woollahra.
2080. Was the storage reservoir at Petersham constructed in order to supply parts of Sydney which could
not be reached by other means ? No. .
2081. Part of the suburbs ? Part of the western suburbs.
2082. How are the high levels in Macquarie-street and North Shore supplied ? They are supplied by the 
higher level—Paddington. This particular part is supplied from Paddington.
2083. When you tap the reservoir at Prospect, will that give you an additional pressure ? If brought all 
the way in a pipe it would give us 25 feet more if the reservoir were full, but that pressure would be 
variable. It would only give us 25 feet at the highest level.
2084. Supposing you were to increase your storage supply, as you stated might have to be done, could 
that be done in such a way as to give you an increased pressure ? As I said before, it would throw out 
of gear the whole system. That is where the higher pressure was desirable in the first instance; but now 
that everything has been arranged, and sometimes the pipes of the three systems interlace, to introduce 
water from a large head into all those would rather interfere with them. Still, there is nothing 
impossible in it.
2085. Could it not be done in such a way as to increase the storage at Prospect, and not interfere 
with the reticulation in any way. Supposing the increased storage were above Prospect, and its opera
tion kept the Prospect reservoir full, would not that give you an additional pressure ? It would give us 
25 feet, but that would not be enough ; we want another 100 feet. Then there would be no pumping 
worth speaking of.
2086. Tou are keeping your Botany dams in fairly good order? Tes. The engines are sometimes fired 
up in order to move them, and keep them from going out of repair.

2087.
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J. T. Jones, 2087. Is it the case that some of the principal dams have been giving way recently ? Tos. Some fresh 
turf was put on to one of the dams by the Centennial Park authorities, and the by-wash carried away 
some of the turf. It only required that to throw the whole surface back, until one dam was emptied into 

1 Aug., 1889. or neariy g0. If it had all been emptied considerable damage would have been done.
2088. Had the soil of the dam been shifted ? Yes. As the water came to the bottom, which was newly 
turfed, it carried away one turf, and that was quite enough to start all the rest.

Edward H. Buchanan, Esq., Mayor of Balmain, sworn, and examined :—

E. H. 2089. Vice-Chairman.'] You are Mayor of Balmain? Yes.
Buchanan, 2090. How long have you held that office? This is my second year of office.

Esq. 2091. How long have you been a resident of that suburb ? Eor fifteen years. _
/----- *----- - 2092. Have you become impressed with the necessity Eor an improved system of drainage there? What

X Aug., 1889. (irajnage there is in existence is very good, but there are some streets still undrained. As regards the 
surface drains I do not think anything could be more satisfactory. We adopt a system of concrete 
guttering.
2093. What system of sewerage have you ? We have scarcely any underground sewerage. _ _
2094. What is done with the foetid matter ? The earth-closet system is adopted. Each bucket is emptied
twice a week and the contents are towed out to sea. _
2095. They are towed out to sea twice a week ? At least twice a week. _
2096. Haye you given any attention to the proposed system of drainage set forth on the plan ? I did 
when the matter was referred to us last year. I was in the chair when a motion was carried asking the 
Works Department to omit Balmain from the scheme.
2097. They do not desire to have it included ? No. _
2098. Is that their opinion still? The matter cropped up again about a fortnight'back, when one of the
aldermen moved, “ That we adopt the scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton.” The motion received scarcely 
any support, and as we were then experiencing some difficulty with regard to the disposal of our night- 
soil, the matter was postponed indefinitely. _
2099. You would not give it as the opinion of the residents of Balmain that they are opposed to the
scheme ? I think that 99 out of 100 of the residents know very little about.it . .
2100. Of the representatives of the residents in this municipality ? The majority are against it.
2101. You think that is their fixed conclusion ? Yes. ...
2102. What is your own individual opinion ? My own opinion is that the scheme will be inefficient aud too
expensive. We are so very far removed from the outfall, and so much of Balmain is below the level of 
the main sewer, and will require to be pumped up to different levels, that the scheme will not be as 
effectual as if it were one continuous drain, while the expense, £91,000, will be a tremendous sum with 
which to saddle the public. Even at that cost Mr. Stayton does not propose to sewer the whole of the 
borough, but to drain the lower levels into the harbour and into the river. . . .
2103. Do you find any great inconvenience to arise from your having to carry the night-soil in carts to 
the punts ? Lately we have been chased from pillar to post. -Recently we used to take the stuff over the 
river into the bush', but when those suburbs became populated they objected. Then, along with other 
boroughs, we used to deposit it in Brown’s yard, at Pyrmont; but within the last month the Mayor took 
action to prevent that, and we were forced to seek for a place of deposit further afield. We then went 
over the river again, but the Hunter’s Hill people objected, and wo have now been forced to purchase a 
piece of land at the head of Iron Cove in order to deposit the stuff there ; but as it will take some time to 
get this system into working order, I have had to arrange for a depot at the foot of Adolphus-street, in 
Johnston’s Bay. We have not had any objections from the people there, because we have gone to great 
expense in disinfecting the stuff. The municipality distribute half a pound of disinfectant to each closet 
gratuitously. The powder is put into the closets and the empty tins are collected twice a week.. .
2104. Is the dry earth system regularly used ? There is no dry earth used. The refuse is simply
collected in the pails, and they are emptied twice a week. The supply of disinfecting powder has reduced 
the nuisance which used to arise from the passage of the carts through the borough to a minimum. 
The question is, can the Council still maintain this course without charging the ratepayers for the 
disinfectant ? • _ . . .,,
2105. Do you think the inhabitants of the surrounding neighbourhood, as the population increases, will
become consenting parties to your system going on for any length of time ? I do not think so. Of 
coqrse as the place becomes more thickly populated, and improved methods of collection and disposal are 
discovered, we must move on with other people; but what those methods will be I do not know.. I 
believe that we shall eventually, if we are allowed to keep outside this scheme, adopt a system of burning 
the refuse. Sir James Earmer’s system of disposing of the refuse by fire would receive more consideration 
than any other system. . , ,
2106. Have you had evidence of how that system would work? Only from Sir Janies Earmer’s writings.
2107. Do you know that there are one or two of his machines in the colony already? Yes.
2108. And that they are working very successfully ? I have heard very favourable reports from the one 
at the Auburn Meat "Works.
2109. Mr. Triclcett.] Is the pan system universal in your borough, or are cesspits used as well ? There 
are 4,300 pans and 300 or 400 cesspits.
2110. How much a week do you charge the people who use these pans? The average cost would be 4Jd. 
per week for a double emptying, and 2|d. for a single emptying.
2111. What is the total for the year? It averages upon 4,300 closets at £1 per annum.
2112. That is your revenue from the emptying of the earth closets ? Yes. . .
2113. Is your borough generally thickly populated, or is there much vacant land? Where it is populated
it is what you may call thickly populated. I had a calculation made not long ago, and the . number of 
allotments 20 feet by 100 feet, allowing a superficial area of 2,000 feet for each allotment, is 5,000. I 
think there is still that quantity of land left. . . ...
2114. Are there any localities in the borough to which you can point as being prejudicially affected by
the present system of drainage ? Yes ; what is known as Happy Yalley ” is such a .place. There was 
originally a creek there running from Beattie-street to the head of Wide Bay, and it is now a very nasty 
and unhealthy drain. 2115.
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2115. It is a low-lying portion of ground P Tes. There is another such drain running from the head to t. ■
the foot of Keynold-streefc, from below Lees Hotel, and the other end of Beattie-street. Ujj. *nan’
2116. The same primitive drainage exists there as in other parts of the borough? We have not been
able to have any drains there. We have simply cut traces in the rock and allowed the drainage to flow i Aue 1889 
through. '
2117. It is not kerbed and guttered ? Those two places are not guttered.
2118. Is the health of those localities bad—is there much sickness there? I do not know that we could 
attribute any, or but very little, of our sickness to our drainage, because we keep these places flushed.
We never allow the stuff to lodge there.
2119. Seeing that you do not appear to approve of Mr. Stayton’s scheme as applicable to Balmain, have 
you or the Council generally any alternative scheme which you could suggest to the Committee? No. I 
did not want to propose anything until this proposal had been submitted and gone through again by the 
Council, but I thought^ of proposing the burning process. I have all the figures ready. We have a 
piece of land which I think could be used without any objection being taken by the Government or by 
surrounding municipalities, and we think that by joining three or four municipalities together the cost 
could be very much lessened. Live Dock and other suburbs on the western side could use this scheme.
Bor towing the night soil we now pay per month £110 ; but when we, in conjunction with some twenty 
other municipalities, had it conveyed to Brown’s yard at Pyrmont, we only paid £43 a month, so that 
through our working by ourselves the cost is considerably increased. In fact, we have now to go to 
an extra expense of £700 or £800 a year.
2120. Before, you were working conjointly with other municipalities ? Tes ; with some parts of Sydney,
Paddington, Bedfern, Leichhardt, Balmain, and the Glebe. Those municipalities all used to go to Brown’s 
yard at Pyrmont.
2121. Do you pay a heavy sum for the water supply to flush your gutters ? No; the Water and Sewer
age Board allow the water free for flushing purposes, so long as we pay for the cost of stand-pipes, and 
maintain them. Of course this system is under the supervision of a man with a turn-cock, to whose salary 
we contribute some trifling sum, but I forget how much.
2122. Do you not regard your present system of disposing of both closet refuse and drainage matter as 
very primitive and undesirable ? I think the surface drainage is right enough. Of course in some places 
where there are large areas to drain, it could be improved by allowing the drainage to pass through silt- 
beds before it reached the harbour. As regards the system of disposing of the closet refuse, there is no 
doubt that it is primitive, but I do not think the people would agree to pay a taxation for the interest 
upon an expenditure of £91,000, and that is only the probable cost of the scheme.
2123. Is the liquid matter, such as bedroom slops and soap-suds, thrown into the streets ? Tes.
2124. Speaking as a representative of Balmain, would you go so far as to say that the people generally 
would rather not have the scheme applied to Balmain—would you say that from your general contact 
with them, and. from your knowledge of their views ? I should not like to speak of the public generally.
We are very differently situated from any other suburb, because there are so many drains. The gutters 
are so formed that the smaller the quantity of drainage passing down them, the smaller the nuisance. We 
have also very steep falls.. In that respect we are not like many of the other suburbs, where the gutters 
are flat, and the drainage is likely to bo blocked by paper or some other obstacle.
2125. Speaking as Mayor, you say that the majority of the aldermen do not desire this scheme? I do . 
not desire to say that they would give the present system the preference before a better system. Of course,
I believe that the underground sewerage system, if it could be carried out for anything like a reasonable 
amount, would be preferable. '
2126. Has the question of a sewerage rate ever been discussed by the Council? No. The lowest that we 
expect to pay is 4 per cent, on £90,000.
2127. Mr. Copeland^\ Tou say that at the' present time you send the night-soil away by punts to sea?Tes. o ^ ^ j.
2128. By that system, is not a very bad smell created in the neighbourhood where the punts are loading ? 
At times. If there is a heavy wind blowing you certainly get the effluvium. I have been down there on 
two or three quiet nights when the smell was scarcely perceptible. It is greatly lessened now, because 
the pans are disinfected, and we also use a liquid to disinfect the carts. The nuisance is nothing like as 
bad as it used to be.
2129. The night-soil is emptied from the carts into the punts ? It is tossed into the shoot, and thus finds 
its way into the punt.
2130. Are there any houses in the immediate vicinity of where the punts load? The Premier does not 
hye a stone s throw away. This was the most accessible place we could get, because the land at the back 
of the shoot is fairly high. Even though the carts have to pass down Adolphus-street, where there are 
a number of small tenements, we have not had an objection from one householder.
2131. How far out do the punts go before they discharge? According to the specifications they have 
togo out five or six miles—they will not go out further than they are forced.

■ 2132. There is no supervision to see that they go out that distance ? No. ' .
2133. A ou say tliat the cost of emptying the night-pan is 2 id. per pan? Eor each emptying.
2131. "We had it inevidence yesterday that in some of the other boroughs it cost 5d. per pan? Tes. I have 
paW as high as 6d. in some of the other suburbs. Tou had also to give notice.
2135. How is it that ^y on manage to dispose of yours so much more cheaply? I think because in years
gone by we were witnin easy reach of a dcqiot. Having a depot at Hunter’s Hill, we were rather favoured 
in the matter of price. The Council have never lost anything by that charge; in fact I think thev have 
reaped a little profit from it. *
2136. Have you noticed any sickness prevalent in the neighbourhood of where the punts are loading?

2137. Tou think the people there are just as healthy as those living in other places, notwithstanding the 
bad smell. I never heard of any sickness which could be attributed to anything connected with the 
removing of the night-soil. The contractor for collecting it has twenty or twenty-five men in his employ 
and they all board and lodge at his place.
2138. They seem to thrive on the smell ? I do not know whether they thrive on it; but they keep them
selves free from disease. '

20—IC 2139.
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2139. Has this question been brought up before the council formerly ? It was brought forward last year; 
but I do not know exactly the date. We had a letter from the Works Department asking us to take the 
matter into our consideration, and to forward a report, or something to that effect. The matter "was gone 
into, and referred to the works committee, and considered by them. I think it stood over for three or 
four months. It was spoken of at various times, and we finally passed a resolution asking the Government 
to omit Balmain from the scheme.
2140. That resolution was carried unanimously by the council ? Tes. _
2141. Since then no public meeting has been held ? I do not think the public as a whole know anything 
of the matter. There may be a few people who interest themselves iu public works but outside of them 
I do not think the general public are seized of the nature or the extent of the scheme.
2142. Is the £91,000 you mentioned your proportion of the cost? I believe so. I think Mr. Garrard 
informed the council that that was the probable estimate.
2143. Did you calculate what rate it would be necessary to levy on property to cover the interest on 
£91,000? No ; we took it on the lump sum.
2144. Have you information as to the number of houses in your borough? It is over 4,300. I could 
let you know the exact number.
2145. Then I suppose we may estimate the population at about 20,000 ? At least 26,000, according to 
the latest returns.
2146. You anticipate, I suppose, a considerable increase in the population as time goes on? If we get an 
electric tramway, I anticipate that there will be a very big increase, but otherwise I expect that there will 
only be the usual increase. Last year the buildings in the borough only increased by fifty or sixty, and 
the year before that by something like 150.
2147. Have you plenty of spare land? We have a fair quantity. I think in the future many of the 
present one-storied buildings, and especially weatherboard buildings, will come down, and be replaced by 
buildings of two stories. That will be especially the case on the main road.
2148. And yet you are satisfied to continue this primitive pan system rather than pay for more modern 
appliances which would get rid of the bad smell altogether? I should not like to answer for the whole of 
the public they are not fully seized of the nature of the scheme.
2149. Individually it is your opinion, as Mayor, that you would rather put up with the present bad smells
than pay for a cleaner system ? I do not admit that there are the bad smells attached to the system which 
we carry out, that many might imagine. _
2150. Mr. Q-arrard.'] I think you told us that the revenue you receive from the dry earth system is £4,300
a year? Tes. _
2151. What is the total cost to the municipality of the collection, disinfecting, and disposing of the night- 
soil by punts ? At the present time the cost of collecting per month is £210, the cost of deodorants and 
disinfectants £80, the cost of punting to sea £110, and the allowance for depreciation of plant in the wear 
and tear of the night-carts £5 ; making a total of £405 per month, or £4,860 per annum.
2152. Then you are losing about £500 a year through the transaction ? At the present time. _ _
2153. Because you have to' dispose of the stuff yourselves ? Tes ; and because we charge nothing for 
disinfectants.
2154. But you mentioned nothing as to the cost of supervision;— I understand that yon have two inspectors 
of nuisances ? Tes.
2155. What are their salaries ? £130, and £100 per annum.
2156. Is it a fact that a principal part of their duties is in connection with the disposal of night-soil ? 
Tes ; the greater part of their time is taken up in that way.
2157. Is it a fact that a large amount is owing to the council as arrears for the pan system ? There is
about £3,000 outstanding.
2158. Is it a fact that you have no remedy at law7; that you cannot sue these people for attendance. Is 
the contract merely between the council and the ratepayers, or can it be enforced by law? I do not think 
we could sue them at law for the recovery of the money.
2159. In the event of a ratepayer not paying the debt which is due, have you any means of forcing him to
do so ? No.
2160. Tou can only discontinue the service ? Tes. ■
2161. Will you tell the Committeee what are the average bad debts incurred per annum by the council 
in connection with the dry earth system ? I could not answer that question. I know that last year I 
reduced the amount considerably, although some of the property-holders, if they had liked, might have 
withstood my action. Several paid, and the amount was reduced considerably.
2162. Is it a fact that the allotments in Balmain are comparatively small in area? They are very small.
2163. Therefore Balmain is likely in the future to be very densely populated ? Tes.
2164. And a defective system of drainage wdll consequently have a bad effect upon the public health ? 
Tes.
2165. Owing to the density of the population ? Tes.
2166. Is it not a fact that the greater part of the time of the council is taken up in inquiring into and 
remedying complaints concerning nuisances which are supposed to arise from the pan system and the 
surface drainage ? No.
2167. How many miles of streets are there in the borough? ’Forty-four.
2168. How many miles of surface guttering are there ? About 30, I think, finished.
2169. And they all fall into the harbour at various points ? Eventually.
2170. The two worst places that you know of being the Happy Valley drain and the Beattie-street sewer, 
where the drainage lies upon mud flats at the foot of the outfalls ? Tes.
2171. Is it a fact that the Balmain night-soil carts have been prevented from going through other boroughs 
to a place of deposit ? Tes.
2172. In the event of Sir James Earmer’s process being adopted, the night-soil would have to be collected 
and carted to a depot ? Tes.
2173. That system would not deal in any way with the ordinary house and kitchen slops—those would 
still have to go into the surface gutters ? Tes.
2174. Can you tell the Committee whether all the members of the council were present when this matter
was discussed last year? I could not say whether every member was present; but certainly three-fourths 
of them were. 2175.
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2175. Can you tell the Committee whether this scheme was decided against by a unanimous vote, or what 
proportion of aldermen were against it P I think the vote was unanimous. Those who favoured the 
scheme at first, after their objections were spoken to, withdrew them, or at any rate they did not press 
them, and no one voted against the resolution.
2176. What was the result of the division the other day of which you spoke when it was proposed to 
reopen the discussion ? When the matter came up it was decided to postpone the consideration of it. 
Because of a paper which you sent me in reference to some evidence that had been taken with regard to 
the electrolysis system, I advised the aldermen that they should hold this matter over.
2177. In view ol the possibility of dealing with the^sewage at the local outfalls, it was decided not to 
reopen this question at the present time ? Tes.
2178. There was a municipal election between those meetings ? Tes.
2179. Do you know whether the sewerage scheme formed a platform for any of the candidates during the 
campaign P I do not think so.
2180. Kb public meeting has been held for or against the scheme nor has any protest been made against 
the supposed excessive burden which it would place upon the shoulders of the people ? No.
2181. Then I understand that you gather from the opinions expressed at the council meetings that the 
objections to this scheme are ;—first, the cost of the works, and, secondly, that they will not be applicable 
to the whole borough ? Quite so.
2182. Considering the extra amount which you are now paying for the present efficient or inefficient 
system as you like to call it, do you not think that it would be better to have a thoroughly efficient 
service, although it would cost you as much or a little more than the present system ? If it were only 
a little more.
2182-J-. Tes ? Decidedly.
2183. Is it not a fact that at almost every meeting of the council complaints come from the ratepayers as 
to the inefficiency of the present method of dealing with the night-soil and the nuisance caused by the 
night-carts going round the borough at all sorts of hours ? At the last meeting of the council a petition 
was sent in signed by a number of persons, complaining of the non-attendance of the night-carts on a 
certain street^ The inspector visited this place, and it turned out that the people had been induced to 
sign this petition under the impression that they were signing for a water main. That is the only com
plaint of inattention for the last three or four months. Complaints of inattention are scarcely, worth 
mentioning since the present contract began.
2184. One reason why you favoured Parmer’s scheme was that it would deal with the house rubbish ? 
Tes.
2185. Have you any difficulty in dealing with that now7 ? It is hard enough now to get a place in wdiich 
to deposit it, and as the locality becomes more populated it wdll be still more difficult.
2186. That is one reason why you favour Parmer’s scheme ? Tes. We thought that with an improved 
system of collection there would be more economy, and that good material would not be wasted.
2187. What is the population of the borough now7 ? I think about 26,000 people, as near as I can get 
at it.
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2188. Judging by the size of the allotments, I suppose it is capable of carrying a population of nearly 
double that number P I do not know about double it; I should not like to say that, but it certainly 
could be considerably increased.
2189. Is it a fact that the council have recently gone to considerable expense in buying land, and erecting 
a wharf for the purpose of getting rid of the night-soil ? We bought a property for £1,150, and it will 
take £300 or £400 to make a shoot and construct a wharf to use it temporary for a depot. Eventually, 
if we adopt the burning process we shall erect the works there.
2190. Dr. Garran.~\ Do you think that your people would grumble at Is. rate ? I think so.
2191. Tou say that at the present time Is. a house is charged ? That is about it. .
2192. Tou think that a man who has a house worth £20 a year would grumble very much at a shilling
rate P I think he would. ‘
2193. What is a shilling rate on £20'a year P It would be £1 a year. ' '
2194. Well, that is what he would be paying now ? Tes. A small tenant pays 4s. 9d. a quarter, which 
comes to 19s. a year.
2195. And no provision at all is made for his slops ? No.
2196. And no earth is provided for the pans ? No.
2197. The faeces are kept in the pan for half a week ? Tes.
2198. Do you think that is a nice sweet way of doing things ? It would be far better out of sight,
of course. - •
2199. And a man pays a pound a year for that ? Tes.

„'®e W0U1<1 have to pay a pound a year for an efficient sewerage system wdiich would take away the 
slops from the back yard as w7ell ? Tes.
2201. He would grumble at the sewerage rate ? I do not know that an individual in that position would 
grumble.
2202. I want to know why he should grumble at paying a rate for a better system when he has at present 
to pay the same amount for a bad system ? I think that if everybody was sure that the better system 
which you suggest could be carried out at the same price as the present system cost there would be no 
objections to it.
2203. You say they do object at present P The aldermen object.
2204. They object to being taxed? They object to the carrying out of this scheme owing to the many 
levels.. There is one from the School of Arts for something like 60 feet. The sewer then goes over the 
next hill into Happy Yalley, and I believe the scheme is to carry it over there on tressels, to connect with 
the main outfall sewer in the Newtown Hoad. They all have an idea that this will not be done for 
£90,000.
2205. Supposing it could be done for £90,000, it w7ould not much matter if part of it were on tressels 
No ; I do not think it would.
2206. Supposing it did not cost more than £90,000, that, at 4 per cent., would be £3,600 P Tes.
2207. Tou admit that you are now paying £4,860 a year for disposing of your night-soil ? Tes.

2208.
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2208. So that you would gain by this system £1,260 per annum ; what I want to know is, why tho 
Balmain ratepayers prefer a bad system to a good one, and why they object to be £1,260 per annum to 
the good P When we get properly fixed up we expect to lessen the present cost very much. There is

5 Aug^Tsso nearly £1,000 a year given away, I think, for disinfectants, and I expect that eventually we shall have to 
’ ’ charge a rate ot Id. or |d. in the £ to cover that.

2209. But still, with the present system, you have to disinfect, collect, and carry away the stuff, and pro
vide a private wharf in order to ship it, besides keeping a perpetual stink on each property, and losing 
£1,260 a year ? Yes.
2210. Yet your people prefer the dirty to the clean plan ? Presuming that there are some evils connected 
with the present system the council are under the impression that it is better to put up with the evils 
fhey know rather than with those that they do not know. Besides, we have never been assured that this 
work will cost only £90,000, and we do not know that there is a length of sewer of 1,200 feet with a fall 
of only 1 foot, which is large enough for a population four times the present size. There is scarcely 
sufficient water to flush this, and the aldermen want to know where the required velocity is to eome from 
to sweep out the sewage. We really do not find so much objection to the present system of collecting 
and disposing of the sewage as to wish for a system of which we are somewhat frightened.

- 2211. Balmain is a great district for engineers, is it not ? We do boast of a few.
2212. I gather from your last answer that the great objection to this scheme is from an engineering point 
of view ? That objection has been brought forward. I do not wdsh to criticise Mr. Stayton’s proposal, 
though I have studied it. You seem to think that we prefer the dirty system to what you call a cleaner 
system, and I do not w7ant it to go forth that I, as a representative of Balmain, am so thick-headed as to 
wdsh to continue a dirty system.
2213. I called it a dirty system because you say you do not use dry earth. You simply keep the human 
excrement in a pail for half a wTeek at a time ; I call that a dirty system, do you not ? Yes ; but the 
cesspits are w'orso, because they may not be emptied more than every three or six months.
2214. They rot the earth in the neighbourhood ? Tinder the old system wo had more than we have now. 
I think we have now only 300 or 400, and thej7 are properly constructed with bricks.
2215. Still I understand you to admit that your existing system is a dirty one ? I should not like to say 
that it is a clean one.
2216. You admit that it costs £1,260 more than 4 percent, on £90,000? Yes.
2217. 8b that it cannot be cheaper than the proposed system? Xo.
2218. Then it must be dearer. The question is, what is tho basis of the prejudice against having a clean 
and cheap system. I gather from your evidence that you distrust the engineering part of the scheme ? 
That is one very great objection to it.
2219. You do not believe it could he done for the money ? No.
2220. You do not believe that the stuff would be freely carried away ? No.
2221. Viee-Chairman.'] What disinfectant do you use? Permanganese of potash, carbolic acid, and dry 
ash.
2222. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] What would happen if an injunction were taken out to restrain you from carry
ing the nightsoil down to the harbour, or taking it to any depot outside the municipality. What system 
could you adopt then? That is a very difficult matter. Of course if we could not get out of Balmain 
w7e shordd have to stay in it. ’
2223. Are you not liable to such an impediment ? I do not think so, as long as we commit no nuisance. 
We could take our punt auyw'here down the harbour and nobody would know anything about it.
2224. Possibly what you might not consider a nuisance other people w7ould, and it is within the bounds of 
possibility that the Supremo Court might uphold their application? I do not think the harbour autho
rities, unless w7e emptied the stuff in the harbour itself, would be justified in doing anything of that sort.
2225. If the repayment of the cost of the scheme were extended over 50 or 60 years, aud the rate reduced 
to Sd., do you think your aldermen would take it up ? If the cost were lessened it would go a long way 
in removing our objections.
2226. What you are afraid of is the high rate of Is. in the £ ? And, as I said before, the distance from 
the out-fall at Bondi, and the almost dead level of some of the lines of sowers. Another 
objection is, that when the sewers get down to the bottom of various valleys, the sewage will have to 
be pumped up again to the heights, in order that it may enter the main front sewer.
2227. But these dangers have not arisen in large cities like London and Paris, where such sewrers have 
been constructed. You have not heard of them in those places ? No.
2228. Is it not quite possible that if the scheme is based on scientific lines it will be as good as those 
schemes ? Yes ; but large cities such as Birmingham and Manchester collect their refuse and burn it.
2229. But of course you are aware that they cannot send it away by gravitation to a suitable place of 
deposit, like we can? No.
2230. We have every reason to believe, from the evidence of scientific experts, that this scheme is feasi
ble. We have every reason to believe that it will be a success. That being so, and there being a possi
bility of tho rate being lowered to 8d. in the £, do you think the .people of Balmain will adopt tho 
scheme ? I think lhat if they get an assurance that it will not cost more than a certain amount, and 
that the repayment will be extended over a considerable period, they may reconsider the scheme, aud, 
perhaps, look at it more favourably.
2231. In view of the fact that you have not had a very definite decision upon the matter, or that you 
appear to have had two decisions, would it not be advisable to call a public meeting of the ratepayers ? I 
decidedly think that the people ought to know something about it. I do not believe that 99 out of 
100 know anything about it at the present time.
2232. You think that if a meeting of the council w7ere called, and you explained to them the possibility of 
only an eight-penny rate being charged, they would be likely to adopt it ? Presuming that it is extended 
over the term mentioned—yes.
2233. Mr. Humphery.] What is the annual value of the ratable property at Balmain? You mean our 
annual revenue ?
2234. The annual value. I suppose you charge a rate of Is. in tho £ upon it, and get a revenue in that 
way ? We expect close upon £14,000 this year—£13,800.
2235. That is with a shilling rate ? Yes. .
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'2233. Mr. Garrard.'] That includes gas? Yes ; it is from a Is. 4d. rate ;—4:1. heing charged for gas.
2237. Mr. HumpheryWhat is the annual value of the ratable property ? About £180,000.
2238. Do the Committee understand that the bedroom slops from 26,000 people are cast into the streets
daily ? Do you mean urine, and so on ? .
2239. Yes ? They are thrown into tho pails, I presume. We should not tolerate urine being thrown into
the surface gutters. ' '
2240. But, for all you know to the contrary, these slops may be emptied into the gutters or thrown into 
the back yards ? I do not think so. I do not think you could throw urine into the gutters or yards with
out creating a perceptible nuisance.
2241. Would the soil-pan hold the house slops of a family for three or four days ? I think so. •
2242. You gave us an estimate of the cost of treating your nightsoil at the present time, and it came to 
£5,090 without the £3,000 arrears. Do you anticipate to lose that £3,000 ? I do not anticipate that 
we shall lose much because, supposing property is transferred, and a debt is owing by the previous 
owner, we can discontinue the service to the incoming tenant or owner if he will not pay up. I think 
this large amount of arrears is due to the neglect of the council officers in not having been sharper with 
the tenants in previous years.
2243. You can make the new tenants pay the arrears of emptying previous tenants’ earth-pans ? We have 
done it in many instances, in the case of the owners of property.
2244. Do you provide the punts ? No.
2245. The contractor provides the punts ? The punts, all the labour, and the towing.
2246. And he provides the carts—or do you ? We provide the carts.
2247. What is the cost of them ? We have not had any new carts since I have been mayor? I suppose 
each cart costs about £40.
2248. What do you value your plant at ? At from £400 to £500.
2249. It occasionally requires to be renewed ? It has to be repaired. The contractor has to keep it in
repair. .
2250. I daresay you would be surprised to hear that you' are paying now what is equivalent to 4 per cent,
on £130,000 ? I know that it looks very bad against us in that way, but then when we get into our own 
place we shall be able to reduce the cost of collecting, because the place of deposit for the carts will be 
so much nearer home, and there will be far more competition in the way of towage. We are paying a 
great deal now, because we were throwui into a corner, and had to take the first man we could get. The 
stuff was sent back from Hunter’s Hill one day and it was standing about, so that we had to try and get 
rid of it as soon as possible. •
2251. In the face of the difficulties which you perceive before you, under the present condition of things 
do you not think it would be well for the Council to reconsider their resolution, and to ascertain ■whether 
the cost of treating the whole of the sewage of the borough, by its being included in the general scheme, 
would not be less than you are paying at present ? Decidedly. After what I have heard to-day I shall 
consider it my duty to see the matter opened up again. I might say that after the last resolution was 
passed—leather than do anything that might be thought absurd or pig-headed—we wanted Mr. Stayton to 
come over and have an interview with us about the scheme ; but in the meantime he had left the 
Government service.
2252. From what you have heard during your examination to-day you are inclined to modify your own 
views, and you think that your brother aldermen may be inclined to modify theirs when you explain to 
them what you know in connection with the proposed system ? I think so.
2253. Mr. Tonkin.] You say that the rate of valuable property in Balmain is about £180,000 ? Yes.
2254. Do you know that 4 per cent, upon that would be £7,200 ? Yes.
2255. And that 4 per cent, upon £90,000—the estimated cost of the work—would be £3,600 ? Yes.
2256. So you would only have to levy upon your ratepayers a rate of 6d. in the £ would they object to
that ? I do not think so. • '
2257. They are now paying, ! think I understood you to say, something like £4,860 a-year ? Yes.
2258. That is without counting inspectors of nuisances ; and, in all probability, if this scheme were carried 
out, one would be sufficient to do your business ? Yes.
2259. The total cost at present is £4,999, or nearly £5,000 a year. If you get the work for £3,600 do 
you not think it would be much better to the corporation ? Decidedly.
2260. Even if tho proposed system cost the same price as the present system it would be better ? Yes.
2261. But if it can be done at a less price you would be perfectly satisfied? If we could get a better 
system we are perfectly willing to pay for it, as long as the price is reasonable.
2262. Are you not satisfied from the questions asked you that the charge upon the ratepayers would
actually be less than it is not ? Y es. . *
2263. Under the circumstances what objection could the aldermen have to the proposed scheme ? Once 
the difficulty of the cost is got over I do not think there will be any objection, though they would like to 
see more fall in the sewers. However, if the ground will not permit that there is an end to it.
2264. But supposing it is proved to the satisfaction of your council that the water supply will be so much 
increased that it will be quite sufficient to flush the sewers, no matter what the gradient, will not the 
council be satisfied that they are doing a good thing ? That is why we wanted to get Mr. Stayton over, 
so that we could ask him about the flushing, and also as to the working of the Shone system—the 
pumping up.
2265.. Dp you think that an engineer of so much experience as Mr. Stayton would bring forward a scheme 
of this kind without having given sufficient attention to the drains ? No. That is the reason why I 
have never liked to propose anything against this scheme. I know Mr. Stayton personally, and I do not 
think he would father a scheme which he did not think practicable.
2266. You are not so much opposed to the scheme now as you were at first ? No.
2267. Do you think it would be advisable to call a meeting of the council and place the matter before 
them in a different light ? I shall certainly, next Tuesday evening, as far as I am able lay before the 
council a report of the information given to me, and the conclusion to which I have come.
2268. Mr. Bowel.] You stated that you had given some considerable attention in your official capacity 
to the sewerage and drainage question as affecting the borough of Balmain ? Yes.
2209. Have you given attention to this particular scheme ? I have read Mr. Stayton’s report through; 
that is the only opportunity I have had of examining it. 22170.

E. H. 
Buchanan, 

Esq.

1 Aug., 1889.
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2270. I understood you to say that one of your principal objections to the scheme was that the sewers 
were so flat; or, in other words, that they were elongated cesspools, and that you could not see a proper 
mode of flushing or getting rid of the contents ? That was one of the objections raised at the time, that 

1 Aug. 1889 gradients were so trifling that the question was whether the system would not be a nuisance.
’ '2271. Have you an ample supply of water in your borough? I should not call it ample. There are

hundreds of houses not yet supplied from the mains, and these people are simply relying upon tank water.
2272. Many of the allotments in the borough, I think, are very small ? Very small.
2273. And the population in some parts very thick ? Tes.
2274. Is it not a fact that some parts of the Borough of Balmain are as dirty as can be found in the
neighbourhood of Sydney—for instance, Happy Valley ? No ; you could find far dirtier places than 
Balmain. ■
2275. Portions of it ? No.
2276. Have you not in your travels through the borough observed very obnoxious smells? From tho 
drainage ?
2277. From surface drainage and other causes ? The only places which could be taken exception to are 
Happy Valley creek and the Beynold-street creek.
2278. Those places are very offensive at times ? In summer-time. They require cleaning almost every day 
to keep the nuisance down.
2279. From your knowledge of sewerage and drainage do you not think the appliances which you have at 
present are unsuitable for the requirements of the public health ? I know they are not the best.
2280. They are anything but cleanly I should imagine ? It is certainly an objection to the scheme.
2281. Although you propose to dispose of your sewage by fire, will not the present objectionable means of 
conveyance exist? We should still have to collect.
2282. Have not numerous complaints been made to you in your capacity as mayor, about the nightmen 
coming at unseasonable hours, and about other things in collection of night-soil ? No, not for the last 
eighteen months. The system is in good working order. The men have certain districts to go to every 
night, and I do not think that during the last eighteen months we have had any complaints about 
inattention on their part, or of their entering premises at improper hours.
2283. Have you any system you would propose in lieu of this one ? No.
2284. Tou are aware that a large portion of this scheme will be carried out with stoneware pipes ? Tes.
2285. And that your objection to flushing would not stand good with regard to those pipes, that flushing 
would cleanse them well ? No.
2286. Mr. Garrard.'] Are you aware that Mr. Stayton has put forward an alternative scheme to bring the 
sewage together by gravitation and then pump it up ? No.
2287. I presume you will lay this matter before the Council, and that a special meeting will be called to 
consider it ? I could call one.
2288. I understood you to say that it would be considered on Tuesday night, and that probably there would 
be a meeting following that;—would the presence of an officer of the Sewage Department be of assistance to 
you in laying the matter before the Council ? I think perhaps we had better discuss it first, and then 
narrow the whole thing down to the question of cost, etc ; we could then have another meeting, when I 
shall be glad to avail myself of any assistance.

H.
Buchanan,

Esq.

WEDNESDAY, 7 AUGUST, 1889.
Ikeaent:—

JOSEPH PALMER ABBOTT, Esq. (Chaieman.)
The Hon. John Lackey.
The Hon. Andbew G-abean.
The Hon. Fbedebick Thomas Humpheby. 
The Hon. William Joseph Teickett. 
Jacob G-aeeabd, Esq.

Heney Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezeb Tonkin, Esq. 
William Speingthoepe Dowel, Esq. 
Edwabd William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
John Hueley, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Benjamin Robert Moore, Esq., Mayor of Leichhardt, sworn and examined:—
B. B. 2289. Chairman.] Tou are Mayor of the borough of Leichhardt ? Tes.

Moore, Esq. 2290. How long have you occupied that position ? Since February last.
2291. Had you been an alderman for any time previous to that ? For five years ; this makes the fifth year. 

' 2292. Tou are a resident of some considerable standing? I have been a resident for about thirteen years.
2293. Have you given any consideration to the proposal to drain the western suburbs ? I was at a
meeting in the Public Works Office, at which the late Hon. John Sutherland presided, and the borough 
of Leichhardt unanimously agreed to this scheme. _
2294. Have there been any meetings in the borough of Leichhardt to discuss this scheme ? Not public 
meetings.
2295. So far as you are able to form an opinion, can you tell us what is the feeling of the people of 
Leichhardt in reference to the scheme ? The general opinion is that a system of sewerage ought to be 
carried out, more especially in the lower levels of the borough. The plan does not show the lower levels, 
but that is really where the sewerage is required.
2296. Tou have done a great deal yourselves for the disposal of night-soil and drainage? Johnston’s 
Creek and White’s Creek are done down for a considerable distance with concrete inverts, and I might say 
the same of Wentworth Creek.
2297. The effect of that, I suppose, is only to throw the filth of your municipality into another ? Into 
the harbour.
2298. Have you any idea what it costs you at the present time to get rid of your night-soil ? The average 
annual expenditure for wages, salaries, tools, and sundries is £1,248 5s. 5d. ; for horses’ keep, feed, &c., 
£250 ; for rent of depot and punt, £335 ; for deodorant, £280 ; making a total of £2,113 5s. 5d.

2299.
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2299. You have 2,700 pans in the borough and 750 pits? Yes. B. R.
2300. And a population of 14,600 ? Yes. ' ‘ Moore, Esq.
2301. And the total income, if all paid, would be £2,500 ? Yes ; that is under the new rule of charging
for pans at 4s. per quarter, and for piis at 6d. per cubic foot. Formerly we charged 8d. a cubic foot and 7 ug'’1889, 
6d. a pan. I might state that it is the opinion of the aldermen that the term for repaying the money 
incurred upon the proposed works should be extended from twenty-five to fifty years. The burden upon 
the ratepayers would then be lighter. If the money has to be paid within twenty-five years, 1 think the 
tax will be very heavy. ' ’ - '
2302. Mr. Lackey.'] You confine yourselves, I suppose, to the dry-earth system ? It is called the dry- ■ 
earth system ; but that is all you can say.
2303. You do not regard the system as a success ? I do not. .
2304. You do not use any deodoriser, or any other agency, for the purpose of destroving the smell from 
the fcscal matter? We do use a deodorant ; and 1 may say that some of the medical gentlemen from 
Callan Park have seen it tested, and are quite satisfied that it gets rid of the bad smells and 
disagreeableness.
2305. What becomes of the accumulation eventually ? Lately we have had to carry it to a punt at 
Pyrmont; but there is some Government reclaimed land, where we can place it when the weather is fine.
2306. But when the weather is bad you have to place it on board the punt? Yes; and take it out 
to sea.
2307. When it is deposited upon the reclaimed land, is it merely thrown on the surface or dug in ?
Trenched in and properly deodorised.
2308. Is the land cultivated at all ? It will be cultivated.
2309. Is the locality near Leichhardt? It is just within the municipality.
2310. Is there a depot where the soil is collected in the first instance? Of course there is a depot where
the horses and carts stay, but it is never taken there. ■
2311. It is taken direct from the houses to its place of deposit, or to the punt ? Yes. '
2312. What is the state of the health of the people in your municipality—is it pretty good ? At the 
present time the health of Leichhardt is in a very good state.
2313. What reputation has Leichhardt, as far as the health of its inhabitants goes ;—have you had 
typhoid fever there to any large extent? We have not had any cases within the last eighteen months.
The late Mayor, the Honorable Sydney Smith, inaugurated a system of underground drainage, and I 
think we have now 8 or 9 miles of drain pipes, which carry the filth underground instead of on tho surface.
2314. They carry off surface drainage ? Yes.
2315. Have you compared the sanitary condition of your municipality with those of other municipalities 
in the neighbourhood of Sydney ? We have.
2316. How does it compare ? There are less deaths from fever in Leichhardt than in any borough 
around. We had statements from the Prince Alfred Hospital certifying what cases might be taken 
away from the borough, and I believe that on the average the deaths are fewer in our borough than in 
any other borough around. We had a little diptheria two months ago, but that seems to have disappeared.
2317. Is it usual to provide a supply of dry earth ;—how is the dry earth provided ? There is no dry earth 
provided; a deodorant is provided. The system is only called the dry-earth system. I think there is 
hardly a municipality around Sydney which provides dry earth for its closets.
2318. What regulation is there regarding the emptying of the pans ? They are emptied once a week, and
if it is required, they can be emptied twice a week. -
2319. Mr. Copeland.] What is the nature of this deodorant ? It is an acid made up by our inspector.
Dr. Ashburton Thompson in his report seems quite certain that it will kill all disease germs.
2320. It is a local production ? No ; we have to get it from the chemists.
2321. Has it no name ? The name of it is deodorant. It seems to have done very well.
2322. Do you know the number of houses in your municipality ? I should take it to be about 3,500.
2323. Is the land pretty well occupied, or do you expect that the population will increase ? It will 
increase considerably. The borough contains 2 square miles, and there are 70 miles of streets in it at the 
present time.
2324. So that you have no fear of undertaking the responsibility of paying for these works, because you 

' know that the increase in the population will reduce the rate ? There is an immense amount of land yet
to be occupied, not only on the Annandale side, but also on the other side of the borough. Only half the 
land is occupied at the present time. I think Mr. Hurley could certify to that.
2325. Do you think the people would be willing to pay a rate of 8d. or 9d. in the £ for the benefits of the 
proposed drainage system ? The amount of money is the main thing. I believe that Mr. Stayton’s estimate, 
if the term of repayment were twenty-five years, would not come to much more than that. If the term is 
extended to fifty years, it must reduce the amount of cost to the public at large. I think that a rate of 
from 6d. to 7d. in the £ would be quite sufficient.
2326. You think the people would willingly pay that? For the preservation of their own health they ought to.
2327. Are there any wells in the municipality—how are the people supplied with water ? Pipes have 
been laid down by the Water and Sewerage Board through almost the whole ox the borough.
2328. Are many wells used ? Very few; and wherever 1 could have them filled in I have done so. I had 
several filled in the year before last, when I was in office, because of cases of fever which were brought 
under my notice.
2329. What becomes of the night-slops and general house-slops—are they put into the pans ? I do not 
know. Sometimes they are thrown into the gutters, and sometimes into the yards,—you do not know 
what they do with the slops.
2330. Dr. Curran.] You think that it would be a great improvement to your district if the slops were
dealt with as well as the contents of the night-soil pans ? I do. -
2331. Then it would be worth while paying something extra to have that done ? Yes, in the interests of ■ 
the public health.
2332. You think that the general public opinion in your district is in favour of a good system and a fair
rate ? I have never heard anyone say a word against the scheme. •
2333. Do you think, if it were necessary to go as high as a 9d. rate to make the scheme a success, that
there would be any opposition to it in the locality ? I could not say that there would be no opposition 
to a 9d. rate; but I think there would be no opposition to a 7d. rate. ‘ 2334.
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2334. Tou see, as a public man, that if we go into this system at all we must do it thoroughly and well, 
and run the risk of whatever the ultimate cost may be • so I ask—supposing it should turn out that a 9d. 
rate will have to be paid, will there be any rebellion against such taxation ? As far as I am concerned, 
and from what I have heard, I conceive there would not be any. There is not the least doubt that health 
is the first consideration. This filth lying about disseminates the germs of fever. Twelve years ago 
doctors could not live in Leichhardt, but now there are four or five. At the time I speak of, the nearest 
doctors were at Ashfield and at Balmain.
2335. Mr. Copeland.'] How many have you now ? There are several, besides four or five chemists shops. 
When I first went to the borough to live the revenue derived from rates was not above £400 a year; but 
now the revenue from a shilling rate is £6,000 a year.
2336. Dr. Carran.] Your experience of public works leads you to expect a certain margin upon the 
calculation of engineers? Mr. Stayton told us at the meeting over which the Hon. John Sutherland 
presided, that the estimate which he had given was more than the works would actually cost.
2337. But still you always exercise a little discretion in taking an engineer’s estimate ? I think so.
2338. You would prepare yourself for a margin ? It is my experience that most G-overnment work costs 
more than the first estimate.
2339. So that if the estimated rate were 7d. your ratepayers would be prepared to see it increased 
to 9d. ? I think they would.
2340. Is the deodorant which you use, used in other municipalities as well ? Balmain on one occasion 
sent over to us, and got some of our deodorant. They were satisfied with it: but you have to use 
it in large quantities.
2341. Is it a liquid ? It is a liquid.
2342. Do you distribute it ? Tho ratepayers can have it if they wish for it. They have only to come 
and get it.
2343. How many people do take it ? I cannot tell you.
2344. Do the majority of the ratepayers take it ? Ho.
2345. The majority of the ratepayers prefer the smell to paying for the deodorant ? They do not pay for
it if they come for it. .
2346. They will not even take the trouble to come for it? Ho.
2347. Yet you think that people who would not take that trouble would pay a 9d. rate ? When the pans 
arc deodorised the bad smell from them is got rid of. Some of the ratepayers come to get the deodorant, 
and some is taken to them. It is there if they like to come for it. A motion was passed in the council to 
the effect that anyone who wished for the deodorant could come aud get it.
2348. You admit that the pans ore very offensive ? I do ; and I think that the pan system is a terrible 
nuisance.
2349. I understand that your system is the dry earth system without the dry earth ? Without the dry earth.
2350. This deodorant is required to make the system inexpensive. Have you made any attempt to take 
it round for a week, so that the people may test the improvement made by using it ? It would bo a very 
expensive affair for the borough to have to take it round every week. There are 2,700 pans in the 
municipality, and if we had to call at 2,700 houses to distribute tho deodorant we should have to employ 
several people to do the work.
2351. Have you tried the experiment for a week—just to see how the people would like it, and then made
them pay for it? Ho. '
2352. If they had tried it do you think they would adopt it? Some of them would.
2353. Do you not think it would be a great improvement if they did so ? I do. I may say that although 
the pans were emptied some of the ratepayers refused to pay for the work. They will not pay unless a 
great deal of trouble is taken to get the money from them, and if they are above paying for the emptying 
of their pans they are above paying for the deodorant.
2354. What would they do if they did not empty their pans ? Bury tho contents in the back yards.
2355. Or in somebody else’s back yard ? Yes. I have known people to actually bury their night-soil 
upon a property having a frontage of only 18 feet.
2356. Arou prevent that as far as you can? Yes.
2357. There is a by-law prohibiting its being done ? Yes ; stopping anyone from burying night-soil in 
their ground.
2358. Even if their land is 3 or 4 acres in extent ? It is supposed to be the same.
2359. Mr. Humphery.] YVhat is the total amount you receive from a rate of Is. in the £ ? £6,000 per
annum, and £2,000 as a gas rate. '
2360. That would make the annual ratable value of the property about £120,000 after deducting 10 per 
cent., so that the average rental of the properties in your municipality would be between £35 and £40 a 
year ? Yes ; a great deal of the land in the borough is unoccupied, and not more than one half of it is 
really built upon. It runs away from Battle Bridge to Camperdown, and from there on to Balmain, and 
the foreshores of Eoselle Bay. Taking the average value it would not be £40 a year.
2361. You have a large number of low-rented houses? Yes.
2362. Houses valued at from 6s. to 15s. a week. Quite so.
2363. To houses of that class the cost of the sewerage system, even with a rate of Is. in the £ would be 
loss than that now paid by them for the earth closets ? I think it would.
2364. Mr. Murley.] The cost of the dry-earth system is £2-,113 5s. 5d. you say, and the receipts from it 
£2,500, so that the receipts exceed the expenditure by £400 per annum ? Yes, they would do so if all 
tho ratepayers paid up, but they do not do so.
2365. You say that you use a deodorant besides dry earth—practically there is no dry earth used at all ? 
Hot unless people provide it themselves.
2366. They have to supply their own dry earth ? Yes.
2367. If they wish it they can have this deodorant ? They can.
2368. Are they made acquainted with the fact that they can become possessed of this deodorant on ■ 
making application to the council ? A motion was passed in the council so that every one could know 
that they could have the deodorant by applying for it.
2369. Do you think it is to the interest of the health of the borough to have these pans in use, and not to
supply them with earth ? The men who empty the pans carry the deodorant with them, and they 
generally put a little of it into each pan after they have emptied it. 2370.
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2370. "Would you be surprised to hear that not 5 or 10 per cent, of the persons in the borough are 
acquainted with the fact that they can secure the deodorant by applying for it ? I am not acquainted with 
it. It was given out officially that they could get it. .
2371. You have an Inspector of Nuisances, of course ? Yes.
2372. Have many pits been reported to the council recently as being dangerous to the health of the
people of Leichhardt and Annandale ? 1 have not heard of any recently. Whenever any cases of that
kind are reported to me I give the Inspector power to fill them in or give the people who own them notice 
that they will have to be filled in within so many hours.
2373. As the Mayor of Leichhardt, you believe that the people generally are in favour of connecting with 
the scheme set forth on the map ? I have heard no objection raised against it. •
2374. Mr. O' Sullivan.'] Have you held any meetings of the ratepayers to discuss this matter ? I have 
not.
2375. Do you not think it would be desirable to do so? If the gentlemen present think it is requisite I
shall call a public meeting. •
2370. Do you think that it is desirable that the ratepayers should be called together? I have never heard 
anyone pass an opinion antagonistic to this scheme of sewerage. It has been well ventilated, and the rate
payers know very wrell that it is likely to be constructed, because at public meetings and elections it has 
been talked of. Every one seems to be in favour of it, and I am not aware up to the present time that 
anyone has objected to it.
2377. In view of the fact that your opinion now may commit the ratepayers to a charge for meeting the
expenditure upon this work, do you think it would be advisable to carry it out ? I think that we should 
not consider the interests of a few people to the detriment of those of the many. We must have a 
system of sewerage, whatever it costs, and the people will have to pay for it. The present system, by 
which the filth is cast upon the foreshores of the bays cannot continue. If something is not done soon 
with regard to Long Cove, I believe there will be more fever in that locality than anywhere else near 
Sydney. This work must be carried out in the interests of the public health. ^
2378. You think that on sanitary grounds you are quite justified in giving it as your opinion as Mayor of 
Leichhardt that work ought to be done ? I think so.
2379. Mr. Garrard/] Has the matter been specially before your council? Yes ; several times.
2380. And gone into in all its details ? They had the plan sent out to them. What they are specially 
anxious about is the drainage of the lower levels. We can drain the higher parts ourselves; but it is 
the lower levels round the bay that want draining.
2381. That is to say, you can drain the high levels into the lower levels; but so far as the scheme'shown 
on the plan is concerned, the Borough Council, as tho representatives of the ratepayers, are fully in accord 
with it ? They are.
23S2. And they understand the cost and expense involved in it? They understand that they will have to 
pay a rate. ' *
2383. Is there any by-law in your borough prohibiting tho burial of night-soil in private properties ? 
There is such a by-law.
2384. You stated the number of cesspits and pans in your borough. Are you increasing the number of
cesspits, or are you trying to introduce the pan system in every instance ? We are trying to make every 
one adopt the pan system. ' ”
2385. Where did you deposit your night-soil before you had the present depot ? It was taken out to 
Homebush to Tresseder and Bartlett’s nursery for some time. The system was then altered, and we took 
it to Brown’s yard at Pyrmont.
2386. Is it a fact that you had to pass through several municipalities in order to reach the depot at Home- 
bush ? We had to pass through Ashfield and Burwood.
2387. Was any objection to your passing raised by- either of those municipalities ? No"; they never 
objected. The carts were all properly deodorised, though there is always a sourish smell with them. We 
have our own carts and horses.

B. R.
Moore, Esq.
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2388. Is it a fact that the City Council prevented you from going to Brown’s wharf ? Yes ; they took 
action to prevent us from going there, but they seemed to have withdrawn their prohibition again with 
regard to some of the other municipalities.
2389. Owing to the action of the City Council you were obliged to secure a depot within your own boun
daries ? Yes.
2390. That depot is the Callan Park Asylum grounds ? It is the reclaimed land there.
2391. The whole of your surface drainage and house slops at present find their way down to White’s Bay,
Eoselle Bay, and Long Cove? Yes; that is where it goes. . '
2392. Causing a very great nuisance ? At low water, and when the sun is strong, the smell is very bad.
2393. Is it a fact that the greater part of the drainage of Ashfield, and part of the drainage of Petersham, 
goes into Long Cove ? Yes ; it flows under Battle Bridge.
2394. Any sickness that occurs in Leichhardt is generally among the people residing near this locality ? I
cannot say that. There was a little sickness there two months ago—diphtheria, but there was no typhoid. 
This being winter time, the nuisance is not so bad. "
2395. I suppose if there had been any objection on the part of the ratepayers you would have heard of it? 
They are very fond of public meetings iu Leichhardt; but with regard to "this matter they have not 
agitated at all. "
2396. You think that if there were any opposition to the scheme it would have been expressed ? I do.
2397. Mr. Triclcett.] What is the area of land upon which you deposit your night-soil ? I think about
40 or 50 acres. - '
2398. Is it all made land ? It is all reclaimed land. The place was filled up with the silt from the
harbour. '
2399. Is it cultivated at all, or merely used for grass growing? Not at the present time. The land is 
lying idle, and has to lie idle for two or three years.
2400. You say that in wet weather you cannot use it ? Yes.
2401. And that then you are driven to use the punt. May I ask you how long the punt lies at the wharf 
at a time ? I do not know how long it lies there; but it is supposed to go away every night.
2402. Do you think it does ? I could not sav. The wharf is over in Pvrmont.

20—L ' ‘ 2403.
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2403. Tou cannot tell us how long the punt remains at the wharf? No, I should not like to say how 
long it lies there, Mr. Brown is the owner of it.
2404. So far as you know, all the ratepayers of Leichhardt are agreed that it would he far better to adopt 
this system, which would take away this stuff direct from the houses, than to have it carted away ? I am 
sure of it.
2405. What rate does the 4d. which you now charge represent upon the annual ratable value of the 
property in the municipality? The system that we have had in operation up to the 31st of this month makes 
a charge of 5s. a quarter if the money is paid in advance, or 6s. 6d. a quarter if it is allowed to stand 
over ; but the new system only costs the ratepayers, 4s. each a quarter, which need not he paid in advance. 
That really only means 16s. a year, while before it was a pound or £1 6s.
2406. That is only on small houses ? On all houses large or small.
2407. It is a charge of so much a pan ? Tes.
2408. What rate would it represent upon a house worth £20 or £30 a year ? They would still have to 
pay 6d. a cubic foot, or 4d. a pan, and the charge would he just the same for a house worth £50 a year.
2409. Would the people be willing to pay as much as a shilling rate? I could not say. I think that if 
the term of repayment is extended, the taxation of the public will he relieved, although it will take longer 
to pay the money off. The rate would he lowered, and the next generation would have to pay for the 
work as well as ourselves.

Benjamin Morgan, Esq., Mayor of Camperdown, sworn, and examined:—
B. Morgan. 2410. Chairman.'] Tou are Mayor of Camperdown ? Tes.

Es<l 2411. Have you held that position during any length of time ? Since February last.
2412. How long have you been an alderman ? Eor about six years.

7 u&> • 2413. Mr. O’Sullivan.] I suppose you have pretty much the same method of removing night-soil as other
municipalities have ? Tes, pretty much the same.
2414. Where is your depot ? At Botany.
2415. Are there any complaints made about your depositing it there ? We have never experienced any 
difficulty as regards the depot. The man who contracts to do the work provides his own depot. That has 
always been the case with regard to Camperdown.
2416. Have you had an opportunity of testing the feeling of the ratepayers of the borough with regard to 
this project ? Not by public meeting—only casually, by mixing with prominent ratepayers.
2417. I presume the matter has been discussed in the Council ? Certainly.
2418. Are they in favour of the scheme? Tes, unanimously.
2419. And you think that the ratepayers generally would be ? From my general knowledge, I think they 
would. I have never heard any objection to the scheme.
2420. I suppose there is no certainty at all that you can go on using the depot at Botany ? No ; there 
is no certainty, hut we have never had any difficulty so far.
2421. Supposing some one took out an injunction to prevent you from depositing it there, what would 
happen ? I suppose the contractor wmuld throw up his job.
2422. For that reason I suppose you think it is absolutely essential to have some such scheme of sewerage 
as that proposed ? In my opinion, and in the opinion of the Council which I represent, it would be very 
desirable.
2423. There is no doubt that it would be a very great improvement to your borough from a sanitary 
point of view ? Not the slightest doubt.
2424. Do you think that the ratepayers would he willing to pay for it ? I believe they would be willing 
to pay a fair rate, but not too high a rate, towards the cost of carrying out the scheme.
2425. Did you come to any decision as to the length of time over which the repayments would extend ? On 
two occasions when this matter was before the Council it was their opinion that if the time in which the 
money should he repaid -were extended from twenty-five to fifty years it wmuld reduce the amount which the 
present generation would have to pay, and make posterity pay some of it. They thought 6d. or 7d. in the 
£ would be a fair rate. That would about meet what we are paying at present.
2426. Mr. Garrard.] What system of collection of night-soil have you—do you use pans ? We use both 
pans and cesspits.
2427. What proportion do the pans bear to the cesspits—are there more pans than cesspits ? At the 
present time there are 707 pans.
2428. And how many cesspits ? I have not got the number with me. The cost of removing the night
soil from the earth-pans is £612 14s. 8d. per annum.
2429. Is that the total cost ? Tes, and the average cost of removing the night-soil from the cesspits for 
the past two years has been £243 Is. 9d.
2430. Did the borough make any profit out of it ? In regard to the earth pans, the contractor contracts 
to empty them twice a week, for 4d. a pan, and he collects his own money.
2431. And does he supply dry earth to the residents ? No.
2432. Does he supply deodorant of any kind ? He is supposed to deodorize the pans when he empties 
them into the carts.
2433. He leaves the deodorant in the bottom of the empty pans? Tes.
2434. In getting to the depot he has to passthrough other municipalities? Through Newtown and St. 
Peters.
2435. Has there been any objection raised by these municipalities to the night-carts passing through them ? 
I have never heard of any objection.
2436. If permission to pass through were refused what would you do—you are entirely surrounded by
municipalities ; you do not touch any arm of the sea? No. .
2437. There is no place within your boundaries where you can bury it ? No ; I do not know of any place.

' 2438. Therefore it is of the utmost importance to you that some efficient system for dealing with this
matter should be adopted ? It is of great importance.
2439. How does the health of Camperdown stand with regard to that of other municipalities—is the death- 
rate high or low ? The health is very good.
2440. Where do the night-slops and kitchen-slops go—into the surface gutters, or have you a system of
underground drainage ? Up to within two or three years ago it ran down the surface gutters ; hut within 
the. last five years we have spent £6,000 or £7,000 upon underground drainage, so a great deal of it is now 
carried beneath the surface. 2441.

B. B.. Moore. 
Esq.
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2441. It all finds its way into Orphan School Creek ? Into Johnston’s Bay.
2442. Does not a great nuisance arise from the depositing of drainage upon the flats of Johnston’s Bay ? 
I have never heard of any.
2443. The Grlehe and Leichhardt intervene between you and the place of deposit ? Tes.
2444. Tou are quite willing to send your drainage to your neighbours and let them deal with it? We 
have to be content with that.
2445. Tou have no other alternative ? "We have no other alternative. We receive the drainage from 
Newtown—we all share and share alike.
2446. I suppose your Council upon the two occasions to which you refer went thoroughly into this matter 
as to the probable cost, &c. ? Upon two occasions. The first occasion was some months ago; and the 
scheme was again considered when I received notice to attend the Committee.
2447. Have any public meetings been held in your borough to protest against the scheme, or to discuss it ? 
There have not been any public meetings.
2448. The ratepayers are content to leave the matter in the hands of their civic representatives ? They
are quite willing to leave it in their hands. .
2449. Dr. G-arran.'] The main sewer passing through your borough is marked red on the map ? Tes.
2450. That would connect with the Prince Alfred Hospital sewer ? Tes.
2451. Then the greater part of Camperdown would be drained into the Bondi sewer ? Tes.
2452. And only a small part of the north-western portion would drain down to Webb’s Grant? Tes.
2453. Tour municipality is peculiarly situated in this respect, that you will be indebted to each system 
for doing part of the work ? Tes.
2454. The main portion of the Camperdown sewage will be drained into the Bondi sewer ? Tes.
2455. So that if the scheme were approved of only a small extent of sewerage would he necessary to drain
three-fourths of your municipality, leaving only the north-western portion undrained ? Tes. -
2456. Tou state that you have some underground sewers; have they been made out of current revenue or 
by borrowed money ? By borrowed money.
2457. They would be superseded ? In constructing our sewers we were guided by the knowledge of the 
fact that this scheme was in hand, and therefore endeavoured, as far as possible, to take the sewage in 
the way .required.
2458. But the sewers all go down hill towards Orphan School Creek ? Tes.
2459. Then, can they run into a sewer the level of which will be much higher ? 
have already made are upon the higher ground.
2460. They could all flow into a sewer which would join with the main sewer ? 
them could.
2461. But you would have to write off a certain amount of money ? Tes.
2462. "VVIiat you have done is only to deal with your surface water ? Tes.
2463. Tou admit that at the present time you are making a nuisance? 'Tes.
2464. Supposing the Government forbade you to do so what would you do ;—at present you are creating
a nuisance for your neighbours ? Leichhardt and Camperdown joined in the cost of cementing the 
creek. TVe spent £100, and I think Leichhardt a similar sum. The work was done at the time when the 
unemployed were so numerous. -
2465. Still you admit that you do foul the head of the bay ? Tes.
2466. If an injunction were obtained to restrain you from doing so you do not know what you. would do ? 
No.

B. Morgan, 
Esq.

7 Aug., 1889.

The sewers which we 

The greater portion of

2467. Then it is very important that this system should be carried out ? Certainly. '
2468. And you think your people would appreciate that when a rate was imposed. A heavy lawsuit with 
an injunction following upon it would cost them almost as much as the rate. Do you not think that you 
should be very thankful of having the chance of getting such a scheme ? I believe the aldermen are 
thankful that the scheme has been proposed.
2469. And they would be willing to connect with it as soon as possible, and would pay a rate as soon as 
the work was completed ? That is the opinion of the Council.
2470. Mr. Dowel.] How long have you resided in the borough ? I do not think I ever resided away from 
it, with the exception of a few months now and again in the country.
2471. I presume then that you have a thorough acquaintance with the whole of its area ? I have a 
thorough acquaintance.
2472. What is the area of the borough? I suppose about 13 acres—I mean the populated portion; I do 
not include the University grounds.
2473. Tou have stated that yourself and your fellow councillors have given considerable attention to the
proposed sewerage scheme ? Tes. . ,
2474. And that you consider it a desirable one ? Tes.
2475. Tou have also stated that you have constructed a considerable length of sewers; what are they, 
brick or stoneware pipes ? We have both kinds of sewers ; but they are principally stoneware pipes.
2476. What provision have you for flushing them ? We have no provision, except the ordinary stench 
traps. We have had permission from the Water and Sewerage Board to flush the gully shafts.
2477. Have you a good supply of water ? A man goes round twice a week and fills the shafts with 
water. That prevents the stench from rising.
2478. Independently of the sewer that you have constructed for the purpose of receiving the surface
drainage, is it not a fact that a large portion of the borough is now inconvenienced from the want of such 
drainage ? Certainly. .

Percy Charles Lucas, Esq., J.P., Mayor of the Glebe, sworn, and examined:—
2479. Chairman.] Tou are Mayor of the Glebe ? Tes.
2480. Have you occupied that position for some time ? This is the second year of office.
2481. How long have you been an alderman ? Eor ten years. I was Mayor of the Borough of Camper
down for four years consecutively, and an alderman for about nine years.
2482. Have you given any consideration to this proposed scheme of sewerage ? Tes.
2483. What is your opinion about it ? Speaking with regard to the Glebe, it appears to me that the 
sooner we have a system of sewerage there the better. I feel certain that the ratepayers of the Glebe

P. 0. Lucas, 
Esq.

7 Aug., 1889.
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P. C. Lucas, will have no objection to paying a rate, because we have bad some experience of the benefits of the system. 
®s1‘ A few years ago the whole of the drainage of the Glebe ran along the surface gutters, and sickness was 

then very rife in the borough, and the death rate high. The Council then commenced to put down drain 
7 Aug., 1889. pjpe^ an(j fljgy have Spent £8,890 in laying drain pipes to carry away the kitchen slops and the drainage 

from the yards. As a consequence of this, the death rate has decreased from 24 in 1,000 to 15 iu 1,000, 
while the population has increased from 12,000 to 15,000. Judging from this experience, I think that 
the sooner W'e have a system of sewerage the better. I, personally, shall be pleased to see the scheme 
carried out, and I have no doubt that the whole of the ratepayers are of the same opinion. While we have 
spent this £8,890 in putting down drain pipes, we have effected a saving of £500 per annum in the 
sanitary department of the borough, so that although we borrowed money for the work, the ratepayers 
are actually getting the benefit of it for nothing.
2484. In what way do you save £500 a year ? In the cleansing of the borough. 11 costs us £500 a year 
less to keep the borough clean now, and it is kept very much cleaner than it used to bo for the larger 
expenditure.
2485. Do you think the ratepayers of the Glebe would be satisfied to pay a rate of lOd. in the £ for the 
purpose of getting a sewerage system of the character proposed ? I do not suppose the ratepayers of the 
Glebe wrould object to pay more than they paid in other boroughs.
2486. Do you know what it costs now to cleanse the borough? The removal of night-soil costs £1,386 
per annum.
2487. You could not tell us what rate that would be ? The rates received for this year amount to 
£7,569, but I might say that while it costs us £1,386 to get rid of the night-soil, 200 houses in the 
borough are connected with the existing sewerage scheme. If they had to pay to have their night-soil 
removed the amount would be increased. There are 3,300 houses in the borough altogether.
2488. Mr. Garrard.'] Have you the pan or tho cesspit system in operation iu your borough for the 
collection of night-soil ? Both.
2489. What proportion do the pans bear to the cesspits ? There are 205 dry earth pans.
2490. And the rest of the houses are provided with cesspits ? Yes.
2491. Properly constructed ? Constructed according to the by-law. They are bricked and cemented, 
and puddled outside.
2492. How do you get rid of the night-soil in the dry earth closets ;—by contract ? By contract.
2493. Is dry earth supplied to the ratepayers ? The contractor who removes the night-soil has contracted 
to supply dry earth, and as I have never heard any complaints, I presume he does so.

. 2494. He does not deodorise the contents of the pans in any way except by dry earth? Yes.
2495. Does he use a deodorant for each pan, or for the carts only ? At the Glebe we pursue, I think, a
different course to that pursued in any of the other boroughs :—we provide the disinfectant ourselves. I 
am now speaking with regard to cesspits. It is the duty of the Inspector of Nuisances, when he receives 
an application for the emptying of a cesspit to go round with the nightman, to measure if, and at the 
same time to see that the cesspit is disinfected or deodorised.
2496. What about the pan system ? In the same wray he provides the contractor with disinfectant.
2497. And does the contractor leave this disinfectant in the pan every time it is emptied ? Yes.
2498. Where is the night-soil taken to from the cesspits ? To Johnston’s Bay.
2499. To Brown’s Wharf ? Yes.
2500. Have you had any objection to that on the part of the city authorities ? Yes.
2501. Have you been prevented from going there ? The contractor has been stopped on two or three
occasions ; but the plan is still being continued, until the Council can adopt some other means of getting 
rid of the night-soil.
2502. Where did you deposit it before the punt was provided ? The Council never had a depot. ■ They 
always called for tenders, and in the contract the contractor agreed to find his own depot.
2503. You do not know where the depot of the contractor has been? A considerable amount of the 
night-soil went to Moore Park, I believe, until that was stopped. Some of it went to Botany.
2504. Has the proposed system of sewerage been specially before the Council? We have never had any 
special meetings to consider it, but the matter has been before the Council several times.
2505. Have you held any public meetings ? No. It is very difficult to get up a public meeting in tho 
Glebe upon anything.
2506. The people there are quite content to leave these matters in the hands of their municipal repre
sentatives ? Evidently^. .
2507. Will the proposed system of sewerage deal with the greater part of the Glebe, or will there be 
levels of the borough which cannot be dealt with ? There will be some levels too low to be dealt with. 
Some parts of the Glebe are only 4 feet above high-water mark.
2508. But those parts do not embrace a very large area ? No., ■
2509. The principal part of the borough is elevated ? Yes.
2510. And only places around the shores would be left undrained ? Yes. The height of tho land above 
high-water mark ranges from 120 to 4 feet.
2511. I suppose the great part of the land which is only 4 feet above high-water level is round Johnston’s 
and Bozelle Bay, and in Allen’s Bush? Allen’s Bush, Toxteth Park, and Wentworth Park.
2512. Mr. Dowel?] What is the population of your borough ? 15,600.
2513. What is the area of it ? About 1 square mile.
2514. What number of houses does it contain ? 3,300.
2515. You state that you have constructed a considerable length of sewers in your borough, chiefly'of 
drain-pipes, stoneware-pipes, I presume ? Yes; though some part of it has been done with square iron- 
bark boxes filled in on each side.
2516. Have you any water-closets connected with the sewers ? I think 200 of them arc connected with 
the sewers. They empty themselves into the sewer running through Wentworth Park.
2517. Have you at all a good water supply ? Yes, excepting on the very highest levels. The water service 
of the Glebe has been down for very many years. When it was first put down the houses were fewer 
than they are now. The service has not been replaced, but steps are now being taken to replace it. I have 
drawn the attention of the Water Supply and Sewerage Board to the necessity for relaying the service 
and putting down larger mains.

2518.
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2oi8. Do you think the system you have adojited of allowing the night-soil to go into the sewers by means IV 0. Lucas,
of water-closets preferable to the pan system ? Tes. The difficulty I find with regard to the pan system
is the getting it properly attended to. ^ Auir 1889
2519. Mr. Humphery.'] I think you said that you have no doubt that the sanitary conditions of your - >'
municipality would be greatly improved if the proposed system were carried out ? Tes.
2520. And for that reason alone, without any other, you think it advisable that there should be no delay
in proceeding with the works ? Tes. _
2521. Hr. Oarran.] Tou say that some of the houses in the municipality are drained by sewers ? Tes.
2522. Where do they discharge ? Into the sewer running through Wentworth Park.
2523. Into the bay ? Into the bay.
2524. That does not improve the bay ? I presume not. The sewer drains the whole of Chippendale.
2525. Most of the houses draining into that sewer would be capable of draining into the main sewer? .Tes.
2526. It would be a great advantage to get the sewage of these houses diverted? Tes.
2527. There is only a small quantity of low flat land at the head of the bay the sewage of which would 
require to be elevated ? Tes.
2528. Are you aware whether or not the sewage coming down the Orphan School Creek from Camperdown 
is very offensive ? It is.
2529. It would be a great advantage if it could be diverted? Tes.
2530. No complaints have been made about it by the adjoining municipality ? No; what would be 
the use ?
2531. It would benefit you both if the proposed scheme were carried out, and it might jsrevent lawr suits 
being commenced betwTeen you ? It wmuld benefit not only the Glebe but also Leichhardt, because 
Johnston’s Creek, through which tho Camperdown and New town sewage flow's, is the dividing line betw'een 
the Glebe and Leichhardt, so that the whole of Annandale is drained into it.
2532. Then your neighbours are a nuisance to you, aud you are both aware of the fact but cannot help
it ? Tes. .
2533. Then you would both gain if the proposed scheme were carried out ? Tes.
2534. Even if you had to pay a small rate ? Tes.
2535. What is the cost of the deodorant wdiich you use ? It is almost infinitesimal; 5d. worth of it would 
disinfect a cesspit containing 50 or 60 cubic feet.
2536. Is it included in the £1,386 ? Tes. .
2537. Tou have not tried the liquid deodorant used at Leichhardt ? We use a liquid deodorant.
2538. Is it an acid ? Several combined.
2539. Do you know whether it is the same they use at Leichhardt ? I should not be surprised if the 
basis were the same.
2510. Is it any kind of patent? No; the disinfectant.w'as made under my instructions. Wc had an 
officer wdio superintended the pumping of salt water to water the streets, and to save expense and to use •
the extra steam from the boiler I gave instructions that it w-as to be made at the engine-house. He, of 
course, learnt how to make it, and applied for and obtained a patent, and I think the disinfectant is now- *
being called “ The Erederick Disinfectant.”
2541. Tou say that you pump up the salt water;—do you flush the drains with it ? Not now. This was 
previous to the fresh water supply.
2542. Tou have given it up ? Tes.
2543. The Glebe system of sewerage could be connected with the Bondi sewer? Tes. .
2544. And the work could bo carried out whether the Balmain chose to be connected or not ? Tes.
2545. And could be put in hand as soon as it w'as determined to cany it out ? Tes.
2546. Has it occurred to you to consider whether the cost of the Bondi sew-er should be separated from 
that of the other sewer or whether the two should be put together ? We have never taken the question 
into consideration at all. We thought that a thing of that sort was too large for us.
2547. Tou think the Glebe people would be contented whatever way it was done ? We presume lhat 
when the matter is decided upon wc shall be dealt with fairly.
2548. Do you think that the city and metropolitan area will be taken as one and treated as a whole ? Tes ; 
so that the cost is justly distributed.
2549. Tou said that a few houses in the municipality were outside the level which would enable them to 
be drained by gravitation. They would not be one-tenth of the whole number of houses? No ; I do not 
suppose that there are ten houses upon land only 4 feet above high-water mark, and I hope that no more 
will be built there.
2550. Do you know what the level is where the sower ends at the corner ? I do not.
2551. It will have to be raised from there to the other point ? Tes.
2552. Tou do not know the level of tho highest point of tho Glebe sewer ? The highest point of the 
Glebe is 121 feet above high-water mark.
2553. But the highest point of the sewer ? No.
2554. There could not possibly be at present many houses which would not be drained into it ? No ; very 
few, I think.
2555. So far as the Glebe is concerned you have a very satisfactory system ? I think so. .
2556. But by getting rid of the sewage as well as the night-soil we shall have a great additional gain ? Tes.
By the present system the death-rate has fallen considerably, and if this system were carried out it would
be still further decreased. ;
2557. But you understand that it will be an increased cost as well as a gain ? Certainly.
2558. And as Mayor of the borough you think tho residents will he prepared to pay a reasonable price ?
I think so.

William Crispin, Esq., Mayor of Darlington, sworn, and examined :—
2559. Chairman^] Tou are Mayor of Darlington ? Tes. W. Crispin,
2560. How long have you occupied that-position ? I have been an Alderman for 6 years, aud I was Esq.
Mayor 3 years ago. x
2561. Tou have held that office twice? Tes. 7 Aug., 1889.
2562. How long have you been a resident of the borough ? I have not resided in Darlington for eighteen
years ; I have been residing in the Glebe. 2563.
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4d.
been very much improved by the 

Three or four cases were reported by

W. Crispin, 2563. You have given some consideration to the proposed scheme of sewerage for the western suburbs ?
■Es<l- The fact is, we have got our borough completely sewered.

<7,T<~A"t,shq 2564. Draining where ? To Bondi.
• 7 Aug., 1889. 2.505. You are connected with the Bondi sewer P Yes ; the Government constructed a sewer running 

along the boundary between us and Bedfern, and 3 years ago I had the whole of the borough connected 
with that sewer. There is not a cesspit, a pan, or anything of the sort in the municipality.
2566. Then you approve of the scheme ? Yes.
2567. Mr. Lachet/.~\ How far does the main sewer with which you are connected go towards Newtown ? 
Up to Porbes-street, the boundary between Darlington and Newtown. It is only a small sewer, with a 
12-inch pipe.
2568. Darlington is almost part of the city ? It is close to the city.
2569. And I understand that you have a thorough system of sewerage there ? Yes. _
2570. And, therefore, the proposed scheme does not interest you ? We have not a wet gutter in the 
borough. Slops and everything else are taken right away.
2571. Mr. HurleyWhat amount do you charge as a sewage rate ?
2572. Is the health of the people in the district good ? Yes, it has 
system of sewerage.
2573. Have you had any cases of typhoid during the present year ? . . . _
the Medical Board; but we found that they occurred outside the boundaries of the municipality. .
2574. The health of the residents generally is good ? Yery good. There was one case of typhoid last 
month, and the patient died. I wrote to the Medical Board complaining that his death was due to the 
bad smell arising from the Prince Alfred Sewer, which runs through the borough, and Dr. Ashburton 
Thompson came out to see it. He has since recommended to the Government that they should put up 
ventilating shafts to carry away the foul gas. A most abominable smell arises from this sewer in tour or 
five places.
2575. Having complained of the smell, the annoyance to the people is all the greater? Yes.
2576. Have the Government replied to you? Yes ; they sent an engineer out a week ago to-day.
2577. And the evil is likely to be remedied ? Yes, if I can induce some of the property owners to allow
ventilating shafts to be erected on their own properties. I have interviewed some of them ; but I did not 
get a direct answer. I hope, however, that they will allow it to be done.
2578. What is the area of your borough ? I do not know exactly. There are 4 miles of streets and lanes.
I do not know how many acres it contains.
2579. Can you say what number of houses there are in the borough ? 725.
2580. What is the population? 2,988.
2581. You have stated that the whole of the houses in your borough are connected with the main sewer
by a proper system of sewerage. Have you an ample supply of water for flushing purposes ? We have 
plenty of water. _
2582. You were acquainted with the borough I presume previous to the present sewerage scheme being 
carried out ? Yes, I was an alderman previous to the work being taken in hand.
2583. Have you found from experience that the present system is superior
every way. . .
2584. And you would strongly recommend other boroughs to do what you have done, in the interest of the 
public health, not to say a word about convenience ? Yes, independently of convenience.
2585. Mr Humphery.'] To whom is the rate paid ? To the Council.
2586. To the Darlington Council ? Yes ; 2d. will pay the interest on the money expended.
2587. By whom was the main sewer constructed ? By .the Government.

At your cost? At their cost. We do not pay for that. It was constructed 4 or 5 years ago.
At present you are not being charged anything for the use of the main sewer ? No.
All you have paid for is the construction of the subsidiary sewers ? That is all.
And the rate of 4d. is sufficient to cover that cost—in fact 2d. would be enough ? Yes.

2592. You expect later on to be charged for the use of the main sewer ? We expect that.
2593. And are willing to pay ? Yes.
2594. Dr. Garran.] I understand that the rate of 2d. covers the cost of reticulation ? Yes.

■2595. And when you pay for the complete scheme, you will have to pay a charge not only for your own 
borough, but an average rate on the schemes as a whole ? I do not know about that.
2596. The little piece of sewer in your borough would be of no use to you if it were not for the other
2-g- miles leading to Bondi ? It will be perfectly fair to make us pay our share of the cost of the sewer 
to Bondi. _
2597. And the residents of Darlington would be quite willing to come in with their neighbours and pay a
rate upon the construction of the work ? Yes. _
2598. At present you are in an exceptionally favorable situation. You are only paying rates upon the 
cost of your own subsidiary sewers, and are having your sewage carried 3 miles away from you? Yes.

to the old one ? Yes, in

2588.
2589.
2590.
2591.

John Crowe, Esq., Mayor of Bedfern, sworn, and examined:—
J.Crowe, 2599. Chairman.] You are Mayor of Bedfern? Yes.

Esq. 2600. And have been an alderman for some time ? Eor seven years. 
r———n 2601. And a resident for a still longer time ? Eor 36 years.

7 Aug., 1889. 2602. Have you given any consideration to the proposed system of sewerage for the western suburbs ?
I have not to this particular scheme, but I have to the Bedfern scheme, which is new being carried out.
2603. What is being carried out at Bedfern forms part of the whole scheme. You have given some
consideration to the part which relates to Bedfern alone ? Yes. We borrowed money to carry out our 
part of the scheme some 12 months ago. _
2604. Was that to connect with the sewer which tho Government are making ? To connect with Bondi

t- and Shea’s Creek.
2605. Does your Council generally approve of the scheme ? Yes, and the residents too.
2606. And they are prepared to pay their fair proportion of the cost of the whole work ? When we

•’ borrowed the money we calculated for a rate of 4d. in the £. We will carry out our scheme for £30,000.
2607. You are connecting yourselves ? No, the Sewerage Department is doing the work, which is being
carried out under the direction of Mr. Smail, the engineer. 2608.
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2608. Will it drain the whole of the borough of Kedfern F The whole of it. J. Crowe,
2609. To Shea’s Creek ? Tes, and to Bondi. ■ Csq.
2610. Mr. Lackey.'] Tou said that the Bedfern works are now being carried out ? Tes. 500 connections ■
have been made since February of this year. The work has been in progress for eight or nine ' u®’'*
months now. ”
2611. And it is being carried out in conformity with the plans and designs of the general system? Tes, 
under the Sewerage Department. They have taken our loan over, and they are carrying the scheme out.
2612. Have you any drainage in operation at the present time ? Tes, there are about seven miles laid at 
the present time.
2613. Does that go to Shea’s Creek ? Some of it, and some into Bondi.
2614. What is the nearest point of the Bondi Sewer ? I think it is at Cleveland-street.
2615. Cleveland-street is the boundary of the borough ? Tes. .
2616. As far as the operation of the sewerage has gone, have you found it to be an advantage ? A great 
advantage.
2617. Do the sewers carry off the sewage pretty freely ? We have never had a complaint since the 
system was started.
2618. Has your attention been drawn to any marked difference between the state of the health of the 
borough now, and before the sewerage was carried out? Bedfern has always been a very healthy borough.
It has had a natural drainage. Waterloo and Alexandria have had to suffer from Bedfern.
2619. The surface drainage from your municipality goes into Waterloo ? Tes.
2620. How long have you resided at Bedfern ? The whole of my life.
2621. Then I suppose you are one of the oldest authorities ? I lived there before it was a municipality.
2622. When you were there first it was nothing like the populous place which it is' now ? It was all 
paddocks then.
2623. Mr. Triokett.] Tou have had the advantage of seeing the working of the old system and of the
new? Tes. “
2624. 1 suppose there is no comparison between the two—the water closet system is far the better ? In 
my opinion it is. I have certainly approved of the sewerage scheme.
2625. Tou still have cesspits to empty in some parts of the borough? We have ; but that will terminate 
at the end of the year, because by that time the whole scheme will be finished.
2626. Do you charge the people who use this particular scheme a sewerage rate ? Hot at present. We
found that according to the Water and Sewerage Act we should have to hand the money over to the 
Board, and it would be a great deal of trouble for us to collect and hand it over for nothing. .
2627. These people are getting the benefit now for nothing ? We have the dates of their connections, 
and we shall hand the record over to the Department whenever they choose to ask for it, so that they can 
charge from the date of connection.
2628. Do you know what rate you will be asked to pay in connection with this scheme ? We calculated 
4d. in the £ when we borrowed the money. The Government has taken that over from us.
2629. I suppose the people would pay even more than that if necessary ? I think they would complain ■
if they had to pay over 6d.
2630. Mr. Garrard^] The rate of 4d. in the £ is only for the local subsidiary sewers, and does not take in 
the cost of the main sewers ? We did not calculate for that. We thought we should be allowed to drain 
into the main sewer without being called upon to pay anything.
2631. Then how did you expect that the large expenditure upon the main sewer would be met? That 
question did not occur to the Council when they were considering the matter.
2632. They thought that the Government had provided them with two main outlets, and all that they had 
to do was to find their own drainage ? That is the view the Council took.
2633. Before you were connected with the main sewer what was the cost of dealing with night-soil ?
£1,800 a-year.
2634. Is that what it is.now ? Ho, it is only £1500 a-year. now.
2635. I suppose at that time you had frequent complaints from the neighbouring boroughs of Alexandria 
and Macdonaldtown ? We used to have complaints about our storm-waters washing the roads away.
2636. But your ordinary house-slops before you adopted this scheme were conveyed into these munici
palities ? They were pretty well dried up before they got there.
2637. In your own gutters ? In our own gutters.
2638. Much to the detriment of the health of your own people ? Tes.
2639. How are you dealing with your night-soil now, other than that which goes into the sewers ? The 
contractor removes it, and takes it to Brown’s Wharf, at Pyrmont.
2640. Have you been interfered with by the City authorities ? The contractor has been fined twice.
2641. And does he still continue to go there in spite of the fine ? The Poudrette Works at Horth Botany 
offered to take it, and I am not certain whether he takes it there or to Brown’s Wharf.
2642. In that case he would have to go through two other municipalities ? Through three.
2643. So that it is a general passing on of your nastiness through other people’s domains ? Tes.
2644. Do you not think that the people would be willing to recognize the responsibility by paying an 
increased rate ? As long as it was not too high.
2645. Mr. O’Sullivani] What reason have you for believing that they would be favourable to this 
sewerage scheme ? The matter was thoroughly discussed before we borrowed the money, and whenever 
a resident or ratepayer of Bedfern met an alderman, he would say to him, “ 1 hope you will soon have 
the sewerage scheme carried out,” and it is the same now. They are all anxious to see the scheme 
finished as soon as possible.
2646. Tou have had no public meeting, or any manifestation of public opinion ? Ho ; we had the matter 
settled twelve months ago.
2647. Tou feel justfied iu saying that the ratepayers will approve of the scheme ? Tes. • .
2648. -Tou have seen the efficacy of it in regard to the outfall sewer to Webb’s Grant ? Tes.
2649. Does that take away some of your sewage matter ? About half of it. ’
2650. Mr. Dowel.] What is the area of your borough ? 750 acres.
2651. What is the population of it? 20,000.
2652. What is the number of houses in it ? 4,300. . ■

2653. ;
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J. Crowe, 2653. The system of sewerage to which you refer as being in existence comprises a large part of the 
Esq. borough ? No ; about one-third of the borough has been done.

„ 2654. The results of the system were so satisfactory to the ratepayers that they wanted it to be extended
' ug-> ® 9. j-jlc w}K)}e borough ? It is to be extended. _

2655. They are quite satisfied with the present results ? They keep urging us to have the matter finished,
and the Sewerage Department is carrying out the work as fast as possible. _ _
2656. And your opinion is that this system is far superior to the cesspit system ? I am quite sure 
about that.

THURSDAY, 8 AUGUST, 1889.
$3re0.ent:—

The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Vice-Chairman).
The Hon. Andrew Garban.
The Hon. Erederick Thomas Humpherx.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Jacob Garrard, Esq.

John Hurley, Esq

Henry Copeland, Esq.
James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq. 
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esq. 
Edward William O’Sullitan, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

John Trevor Jones, Esq., Engineer, Water and Sewerage Board, sworn, and further examined:—
J. T. Jones, 2657. Vice-Chairman.~\ Have any circumstances come to your knowledge since you last gave evidence 

^S<1- upon the sewerage scheme for the western suburbs, which you would like to give to the Committee f 
Yes. When I was here last some of the members of the Committee asked me what I thought of the 

8 Aug, 1889. egtimated cost, and whether the work could be carried out for the amount estimated. The question was 
a surprise to me, because I had not thought it my duty to go into that matter, and, as it was a very large 
question, I had not had time to consider it properly. 1 saw that the works were to cost £833,000 and my 
answer to the Committee was that I considered Mr. Stayton a fully competent person to furnish a reliable 
estimate. The question, however, came to my mind during the evening, and upon the following day I 
brought the matter before Mr. Henson, who, with myself, went into the matter. Mr. Henson pointed 
out to me that £833,000 only provided, so far as he could judge from the report, for the carrying out of 
the main sewers, and that a rate of 6d in the £ would only pay for the cost of that work, together with 
the interest upon the money. This seemed to me a very serious matter, because I knew at once that the 
reticulation would add to the cost very largely. As I thought the Committee were just about to report 
upon the matter I hastily wrote a note to the Secretary, informing him what my impression was, and as 
a result of that letter I am here to-day. In my letter, I stated that 1 thought half as much again as the 
estimated cost would be required for completing the work, which would bring the rate up to 9d. in the £.
2658. The gross cost of the works would amount to 50 per cent, more than the estimate ? Yes. I have 
heard since that the Committee are aware of this, and that they have got Mr. Stayton to. address himself 
to the question, and that he has furnished them with information upon it in the form of an appendix, to 
his report. That appendix I have not seen. Mr. Stayton having done that, and the Commmittee having 
considered the matter, my anxiety with regard to it is at an end, and I do not think that I have anything 
further to say about it.
2659. Of course the increased charge to meet the interest upon the expenditure would be 50 per cent,
more than the present estimated charge ? Yes, more than the charge based upon the estimate of 
£833,000. I find also, through the same channel by which I obtained the other information, that Mr. 
Stayton’s estimate for the whole work exceeds mine, that it amounts to over 100 per cent, more than the 
first estimate. _ .
2660. This is then the original estimate ? Yes, without providing for the reticulating mains through the 
streets. Nearly 300 miles of streets will be embraced within this system, and the cost of the smaller pipes 
required to drain those streets will be over half as much as the cost of the original works. With regard 
to another matter, I have something to say however, and that is, that some of the western suburbs drain, 
or are proposed to drain, into the existing sewer, that is to say, into the large intercepting sewer built by 
the Hoads and Bridges Department.
2661. The main sewerage system to Bondi ? The Bondi sewer. There is nothing in the report to show
that the residents of the municipalities which drain into that sewer will have anything to pay towards the 
cost of it, and this, I think, should be added to the charge to be imposed upoon them. .
2662. You think an additional charge for the main Bondi sewer would be a fair charge ? Yes. I think 
a quota of the expense of that sewer should be met by the residents of the suburbs which drain into it.
2663. That would add to the amount they would have to pay for the sewerage service ? Yes; so that 
when you finally came to strike a rate for those suburbs tho amount would have to be added to the rate 
of 6d. in the £.
2664. Together with the cost of reticulation ? Together with the cost of reticulation.
2665. Then the rate would be 9d. with an additional amount, which would be a proportion of the cost of 
the Bondi sewer ? That is what I wished to convey to the Committee.
2666. You have thought no more of the system of electrolysis, which has been so much spoken of ? I 
have had no further opportunity of inquiring into it.
2667. Have any further developments, so far as you know, taken place in reference to. the electric 
system? No further developments, except those contained in the very excellent paper written by Pro

. fessor Threlfall. Nothing with regard to the matter has come before me since I read his paper, beyond
statements from chemists and others, which show that the same end might be obtained by chomical 
means.
2668. Some startling evidence has been given by some of the mayors of these suburbs with regard to the
dry earth system. The Committee were rather surprised to find that in a great many places no dry earth 
is used at all ? Very little indeed is used, and then oply by careful persons, who wish to suppress all 
nuisance. ■ 2669.
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2669. Some of the mayors say the system is impracticable—that the earth cannot be used, and is not used ? J. T. Jones,-. 
The practice of using dry earth always falls into disuse in large communities.
2670. And in addition to that, that the deodorant, which is given gratuitously, is not always used P It is -
not always used. ' 8 Aug., 1889.
2671. In view of these circumstances, is it not your opinion that the community runs a great risk of 
plague or pestilence ? There can be no doubt (hat sickness is greatly brought about by this system.
2672. Is it not an alarming state of things, as far as the health of the community is concerned? I quite 
think so. I tkink we are in a very perilous position with regard to this question, and the greatest haste 
is necessary to provide a cleaner system. I should like to say one thing further. I have found from 
various sources that there is more to support my views with regard to the separate system than I believed 
available before. If the Committee approve of the scheme as it is, there is nothing to prevent the G-overn
ment considering whether the separate system should not bo carried out upon the same lines, in order to 
effect a great saving of expense. I have found various books' which support my views, from one of which 
(one of Colonel Waring’s, a great American authorit}’, published this year) 1 could make very favourable 
quotations. It quotes the greatest authorities in London and elsewhere upon the subject as being in 
favour of the system. The book is by an American author, and is the most recent work upon the subject.
I never heard of it until the day before yesterday.
2673. Mr. Garrard.~\ Tou do not know the names of the authorities who support your views—you say 
that the highest authorities in the world are favourable to the separate system ? 'Tes. The author of 
the book is a Colonel "Waring.
2671. I suppose Sir Robert Itawlinson is an eminent man in his profession? Tes ; he is in favour of the 
separate system, and so is Colonel Jones.
2675. Do you know whether Sir Robert Rawlinson was in favour of the system in the earlier part of his 
professional experience, or later on in life ? He must have taken it into favour later on in life, because 
I know that at one time he was in favour of the combined system.
2676. Sir Joseph Bazalgelte is also a man standing high in the profession ? He stands very high in the
profession. .
2677. He is not in favour of the separate system ? He is not quoted, to my recollection, in the work to 
which 1 have referred.
2678. If the separate system were carried out the sew-ers would of course be smaller, but there would be
two sets of them ? No ; there would not be two sets ; that is where the mistake lies. People think that 
if the separate system were adopted there must be another system, providing for the rainfall; but there need 
bo no such thing. Tho rain-water will follow the same course as it does now, upon the surface of the 
ground, where it ought to be, until you take it to the foreshores. The tank stream provides what you may 
call the foreshore drainage ; that is to say, rain water could flow over the street gutters until, as it 
approaches the outfall, it becomes too bulky from aggregation. A t this point an under-ground channel must 
bo prepared for it; but ihcse are usually short, and, moreover, are necessary under the combined system, 
thereforo they add little or nothing to the cost. ”
2679. Remembering the heavy downfalls which wo had during our summer thunderstorms, do you not 
think that a large volume of water running down the gutters would be a greater danger ? It is not so now.
2680. Is it not a fact that in Melbourne, where there is no under-ground drainage, it was found to be 
so? Tes; but they made what is called a culvert for some distance up Elizabeth-street to carry the 
water away, similar to the system I now advocate.
2681. In any case, there would have to be a duplicate set of pipes near the outfall ? I admit that; but 
it would be a very small matter, and you would have to do the same with the combined system. Tou 
could not think of repeating what has been done in Sydney before, and put the sewage into a stream like the 
tank stream again. Tou would have to duplicate that, whether you had a separate or a combined system.
2682. Do you think there is sufficient merit in tho separate system to warrant the Committee putting off 
their decision upon this work for some time, in order to inquire into it, or do you think we have had suffi
cient evidence upon the subject ? I think the Committee would be under no necessity—I am giving this 
as my own opinion—to do that on determining on the scheme put before them. The proposed scheme with 
regard to routes and everything like that would answer every purpose of the separate system, but the size 
of the sewers would be lessened.
2683. Then the whole scheme would have to be recast—in other words, the main sewers, if the separate 
system were brought into operation, would be too big for the work which they were called upon to do ?
Tes.
2684. But they are already partly built ? Tes.
2685. So that only the continuation of the main sewers would be diminished in size ? Tes.
2686. Mr. Copeland.] Do you not think it would be an advantage to have the water from the summer 
storms to cleanse the sewers ? So long as the showers came it would be a decided advantage, but you 
cannot depend upon the rain to cleanse the sewers ; you must have an artificial system. If you depended' 
upon the rain, for many months in the year the sewers would not be cleansed at all.
2687. But suppose we combined the two—suppose we had artificial flushing as well as natural flushing— 
it would in any case bo necessary to use conserved water for flushing sewers ? Tes.
2688. And we could save a large amount of water whenever a storm occurred by allowing the stormwater 
to run through the sewers ? Tou would get, perhaps, twenty or thirty flushes in tho year from the rain, 
whereas the sewers would require flushing much more frequently than that. An artificial system of 
flushing would not be a great drain upon the water. At the top of each smaller sewer a chamber could 
be constructed, which would be filled with water, and that water, when it wras discharged, would have 
sufficient velocity to cleanse the setver. Then all tho small sewers pouring their contents into the larger 
sower would cleanse it too.
2689. But would it not be a benefit to have these thirty natural flushes ? The benefit is very dearly- 
bought when such a large increase of cost is incurred, and when the flushing can be done artificially at 
little cost of water.
2690. But considering the rapid increase of population, and the consequent increase in the consumption
of water, both for domestic and drainage purposes, would it not be desirable to make use of the summer 
storm supplies for flushing ? They are so precarious that I think we had better not depend upon them, 
unless we can get them at stated periods, and, for that matter, they could be used under the separate 
system under restriction. ’
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J. T. Jones, 2691. Of course you cannot order a rain-storm at a stated period ; but, supposing you were intending to 
^8<1- have a drain flushed out with the conserved water aud a storm came on, you could put off the flushing by

8 /Au~*—1889 ^10 consel,ve^ water and use the rain water, and you would thereby save a large quantity of water. That 
'• ' seems to me a great object ? The water scheme was designed having in view the flushing of the sewers.

That was one of the first things thought of when tho scheme was projected. The Government has given 
water free for flushing purposes.
2692. But has not our water consumption increase 1 oeyond all expectations ? No; it has not come up 
to my expectations ; but it will increase when we aet a higher pressure.
2693. Tou stated the other day that -we have not enough water to supply hydraulic apparatus ? ~We have 
plenty to do so now ; it is the pipe system that is too small, but I am nipping the matter in the bud, as it 
were, to prevent the use of water for lifts, &c., becoming general.
2694. But if hydraulic lifts are a convenience to the community, instead of nipping the matter in the bud 
would it not be better to allow their use to extend ? If we could supply the water. I am informed that 
another scheme is on foot in order to supply water for this purpose, and it will perhaps be cheaper for the 
people to get water from a hydraulic power company than to get it from us. There would be a great 
increase in the number of these lifts in the future if water were allowed for the purpose, and the same 
thing would happen here as has happened in Melbourne—the water being largely used in the middle of 
the day for lifts, the top floors of private houses would be deprived of it for domestic purposes ; and I 
think the scheme was principally designed to supply water for domestic purposes. Very tall houses are 
being built now, and it is my belief that it will become very popular to place the kitchens and other offices 
upon the top floors, so as to get rid of the smells.
2695. All this goes to show that our water supply, instead of being over-abundant, is, if anything, not too 
abundant? Far from that. I only say that the pipes have been laid to supply water for domestic 
purposes, and that the supply of water for lifts is foreign to the first design. I tried very hard at one time 
to get a higher head of water in order that it might be used for these purposes ; but I failed to get it. I 
represented it to Mr. Moriarty, who was then Engineer-in-Chief, that it would be desirable to have water 
at a higher head for lifts and other things ; but he said it would be useless to bring water at such a head 
for these purposes, seeing that 7001b. would be required per square inch. You can see that the designer 
of the scheme had it in his mind to refuse to supply water for lifts, knowing that a very large quantity is 
consumed that way, and at a time of the day when it is most required for domestic purposes. It takes 
100 gallons of water to lift a ton to an altitude of 40 feet. That water is drawn in a few seconds, and when 
there were three or four places working their lifts at tho same time one would interfere with another, as 
in Melbourne. There they are replacing the hydraulic lifts with steam and gas-engine lifts.
2696. Still, if your water supply were unlimited, do you not think that it would be a desirable thing to 
encourage the use of hydraulic lifts ? I do ; but in that case you would have to lay a second set of mains 
for them. At present we could supply a large number of lifts.
2697. Is it not advisable to make our water supply go as far as it can for that purpose? It would be if 
we could stop it at a convenient time hereafter ; but when once these lifts began to be used it would bo 
very difficult to stop them.
2698. Passing away from that aspect of the question. Tou referred to the people who are now draining 
into the Bondi sewer, and you said that you thought a rate ought to be levied upon them to defray the 
cost of that work. By doing that you would reduce the general rate to cover the sewerage system ? I 
take it that the people who will drain into the Bondi sewer will be assessed for that work. According 
to Mr. Stayton’s scheme, Balmain, Camperdown, part of Newtown, Darlington, and other suburbs will 
drain into that sewer, and it seems to me that when they come to use it, it would be fair to make them 
pay a portion of the cost. The point I wish to bring before you is that the rate will have to be increased 
to meet that, and instead of it being 6d. in the £, which I conceive is the amount put before the Committee, 
it will have to be 9d. or more than that. According to Mr. Stayton’s last estimate, it will be over 9d., and 
in addition to that there will be the cost of the Bondi sewer.
2699. Mr. Stayton’s estimate for a rate of 6d. was based upon a period of repayment of twenty-eight 
years ? Tes.
2700. If that time were extended to fifty or sixty years the rate would be reduced ? Tes.
2701. Mr. HwmpTieryTo 6id. ? It would be less than that with a longer period—5'22d. I think.
2702. Mr. O'Sullivan^ Have you had any experience of this separate system ? No; and that is why I 
did not urge it upon the Committee before, because I was not backed up by the authority of people who 
have tried it, although I felt certain that the theory was a good one. Without authorities I felt that I 
should only be drawing a red herring across the trail, as it were, in urging the matter upon the considera
tion of the Committee and thereby delaying the present proposals, which, though in my opinion not quite 
equal to the separate system, are still excellent and much required. Some years ago I was called upon to 
advise Newcastle as to their sewerage system, and I placed before them the advantages of the separate 
system. I think thatwas in 1884 or 1885. I advised them then to adopt the separate system altogether, 
shutting out every drop of rain water, and I gave them what I considered to be a proof that it was the 
best. The aldermen, however, kept saying, “ You will have to duplicate the pipes.” I said, “ The city is 
very hilly, and the water will follow its natural channels to the foreshores. N ear the foreshores you can 
put drains to prevent it passing over the streets and carry it out into the river.” Notwithstanding that, 
I did not convince them. Since then I have had several occasions to speak in favour of the system, but 1 
was all the time speaking theoretically, my arguments not being strengthened by the experience of other 
people. A city like Newcastle would be an excellent place in which to try the exper iment.
2703. Do you know of any places where the separate system has been a success in this part of the world ? 
No. It has not been tried in this part of the wurld.
2704. Do you think it would be advisable for us to alter the proposed scheme so as to fit it in with the 
separate system ? I am positive it would, and I can produce arguments to back up my opinion.
2705. I suppose you have read Mr. Stayton’s reply to Mr. Henson’s paper? Tes.
2706. I see that he quotes Sir Bobert Rawlinson as an authority against the system, and also Mr. James 
Lemon, who, he says, stated, “ that the opinion of Sir Joseph Bazelgelte, coming from so eminent an 
authority, was a heavy blow to the separate system”? Sir Joseph Bazelgelte is against the system, but I 
do not know that he struck a heavy blow at it.
2707. Do you take Mr. Stayton’s reply as conclusive ? Not with regard to this part of the system.
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2708. Dr. Garran7\ Tour first impression was that Mr. Stayton had only charged upon the original esti- J- T. Jones,,
mate of £800,000 odd ? Tes. ®8<h
2709. Tou now see that he has based his rate upon an estimate of £1,817,896 P Tes, I have found thatout since. 1 8 AuS" 1889‘
2710. Then you withdraw the statement you made in your letter to the secretary, saying that the 6d. rate 
would have to be increased 50 per cent, to include the cost of reticulation ? No, I do not. I see that Mr.
Stayton has proved my statement to be correct in a report not yet available to me.
2711. Mr. Stayton’s rate of 6id. in the £, extending over a period of sixty years, is based upon the total
outlay of £1.817,896 ? That is only another way of looking at it; that would come to the same thing as 
my increase of 50 per cent, upon the smaller sum. -
2712. Tou led us to believe by your letter that you thought that 50 per cent, would have to be added to
the rate—do you still hold to that opinion ? I had not anything before me then to show me what the 
amount of the rates were ; but supposing an expenditure of £833,000 had to be paid off, and that that 
amount would be met by charging a certain community a rate of 6id. in the £, that community would ’
have to pay a rate of 9d. in the £ if the expenditure were increased by 50 per cent.
2713. Vice-Chairman.'] That is extending the period? No. Mr. Stayton has now included the cost of
reticulation, and he now says that a rate of 6d. in the £ will pay for it. That I cannot gainsay, because 
the community may be large enough at the time he estimates to make a rate of 6d. in the pound pay for 
the work. . .
2714. Dr. Garran.] 'Tou see, as an engineer, that it is important that we should have extremely clear 
opinions upon the point ? That is my idea.
2715. Mr. Stayton in the appendix to his report, pages 24 and 25, after stating that the main sewers and 
other works would come to £830,304, goes on to say that 300 miles of subsidiary sewers will be required,- 
and 100 miles of subsequent subsidiary sewers, showing clearly that the reticulation is included in the 
additional sum ? Tes ; but it was not included in the report supplied to me.
2716. There could not be 400 miles of sewers unless the reticulation were included in the scheme ? I 
said 300 miles,
2717. He allows for 400 miles ? I had not the same means of measuring.
2718. This information is contained in the appendix to Mr. Stayton’s report? I have not been furnished 
with the Appendix—it was not attached to the copy of the report which I had.
2719. In the appendix he has added to the £830,000 other expenses, bringing the cost of the work up to 
£1,817,896—that is the total cost which we have been considering ? I am quite satisfied now that you 
have got the correct information.
2720. Tou see that in section C of the Appendix that the comparative annual rates for the western 
suburbs sewerage are calculated under the existing Act, with interest at 4 per cent., and repayment in 
twenty-eight years ; under the proposed amended Act, with interest at 4 per cent., and repayment in 
sixty years ; and under a further amended Act, as to reduced interest, with interest at 3| per cent., and 
repayment in sixty years ? I believe so.
2721. Tou see that during the last fifteen years Mr. Stayton brings the rate down to 6jd. ? I believe so.
2722. Which will pay the interest upon the full amount of £1,817,896 ? Tes, I can clearly see that 
from the information now given; but I had not the information before mo when I wrote my letter.
Perhaps you will allow me to withdraw it. -
2723. Tou will easily understand that your letter was rather alarming to the Committee ? I only alarmed
them in the same proportion as I was alarmed myself. '
2724. Tou see now that Mr. Stayton estimated the rate upon the larger amount? Tes. I desire to 
insist on the fact that I was correct so far as I went; further reports have put a new complexion on 
the matter.
2725. And you wish to withdraw your former opinion? Entirely.
2/26. Looking at the map, and speaking of the system, as, I suppose we should, from an engineering point 
of view, as separate in respect to their outfalls, the scheme provides for three systems—one opening into 
the sea at Bondi, one into the eastern side of Webb’s Grant, and one into the western side of Webb’s 
Grant? Tes ; I look upon the last two as one.
2727. The Glebe, Balmain, and part of Camperdown are to be drained into the Bondi sewer? Tes.
2728. Is the Bondi outlet at work ? Tes.
2729. The sewerage is running down it now ? Tes. .
2730. Then we may speak of it as the Bondi system ? Tes.
2731. When the Glebe, Balmain, and Camperdown are drained into that sewer, will it be the view of the 
Water and Sewerage Board that the whole should be treated, financially, as one work, and that a common 
rate should be charged upon all who use the sewer, irrespective of the local expenditure ? I think so.
2732. Tou would not say that because Balmain was more expensive to drain than the other municipalities, 
the residents of that municipality should pay a higher rate ? That is my view, and I think it is the view 
which the members of the Board will take.
2733. What rate are you now charging the citizens ? The Board is not yet in possession of the rates. A 
rate of 6d. in the £ is charged by the City Council.
2734. Is that adequate for the outlay at present? Tes ; but then the Government reduced the debt very 
largely, and they have some debentures which they are not paying off yet, so they are making what may 
be called a profit.
2735. Then financially you are not in possession of the Bondi sewer at present? No.
2736. Perhaps that explains what was told to the Committee yesterday, that the residents of Bedfern are 
using both the Bondi and the Shea’s Creek sewer, without paying anything ? Tes.
2737. They are specially favoured at the present time ? They are specially favoured at the present time, 
because we cannot make any arrangements. I have tried for years to make arrangements with the City 
Council, but there has always been a difficulty.
2738. As soon as the whole thing gets into your hands that will be remedied ? Tes.
2739. And every district, however remote, that makes use of the main trunk sewer will have to pay its 
quota towards the cost of the work ? Tes.
2740. Has the matter been considered by the Board, whether you are going to keep separate accounts for 
each of the three separate outfall systems or put them altogether, and treat the metropolitan system

financially
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financially as one work. Are you going to ask whether the Bondi or the Webb’s Grant system is going 
to cost most, or will you treat them both as one ? That is a very large question, and will have to be 

» a 1880 considered by the Board, but I am inclined to think that they will make two systems.
' 2741. Treating the two outfall sewers to Webb’s Grant as one system ? Tes.

2742. And the Bondi as another ? Yes.
2743. Making the people who use them pay their own rates ? Yes.
2741. Yo do not do that with regard to your water-rates ? No.
2745. You do not charge the locality 4 miles out more than another which is nearer ? No ; but with 
regard to very distant places we do make a difference. Liverpool and Camden will not be assessed upon 
the city rate, unless it is found possible to do so without injustice.
274!!. Simply because they should not be charged for the long length of pipes which they do not require 
for their own particular supply ? No ; but because it would make a heavy charge to so small a population.
2747. They are not on the main line ? No.
2748. Will the Balmain w'ork increase the rate, or keep it as it is ? It will tend to lower it.
2749. You think by extending your business you can do more work for a smaller relative rate and
expenditure ? Yes.
2750. And that the extension of the scheme to the Glebe and Balmain will lighten the expense ? Yes.
2751. You think that the inclusion of the Glebe and Balmain within the system will not increase the
rate beyond Gd ? Gd. will do. If the money can be had at 3| per cent., and if Od. will pay the interest 
upon that, the addition of those suburbs to the scheme wall lighten the burden. '
2752. The addition of those suburbs will be no grievance to the citizens, but rather a help ? I think they
will be rather a help. The cost of the sewers necessary for these boroughs bears no comparison to the 
cost of the large outfall sewers, and therefore the amount received will be increased by the larger number 
of houses, while the cost of making the sew7ers will be less.
2753. At the time the Bondi sewer was designed, it was not intended to include the Glebe and Balmain 
in the system ? I think the Glebe was. I do not think that they intended to go beyond the Glebe, but 
I am not quite sure. Plans were very scarce until quite recently.
2754. So far as you know the Bondi sewer is quite capable of taking all that ? Yes, more especially with 
the separate system.
2755. If we do not have the separate system, do you think they would still be large enough? J’or this 
sewage certainly, and it is proposed to include a portion of the rainfall, and to make overflows for the 
rest, so that they will be competent to carry it.
2756. With the partial system, in a storm the sewers will be quite full? I quite expect to see them full, 
although I have been informed that they never have been full.
2757. You think there is no fear of there being a bursting force ? There will be safety-valves to prevent that.
2758. If we do not have the united system we shall have to get rid of the back-yard washings, and washings 
from the streets, by some other process ? No ; everything but rain water, and a proportion of that, would 
go into the sewers.
2759. Would you allow the drain waters from the back yards to go into them ? Not necessarily. I 
should exclude a great deal of it unless where it flowed under the houses. That occurred at Surry Hills 
recently, but wherever the water could drain into the street it wras made to do so.
27GO. But looking at the bad way in which part of the suburbs are laid out, it is simply impossible to find 
an exit for water from the back yards ? That may be so in some cases. There were cases in Surry Hills 
where the yards drained towards the houses, and then in some instances where it was quite easy, I made 
a drain under the house, and laid a new system to carry the sewage, so as to exclude as much rain-water 
as possible, because the sewers there are rather small.
2761. There is another point about the separate system ;—if all the surplus water is carried into the 
harbour, as you propose, will not an enormous quantity of clay and debris be washed into the harbour? 
That is the case now.
2762. But if the water went out to Bondi this sediment would be carried into the sea ? The surface- 
gutters will not be done away with. AYhen the sewage is carried out to Bondi the surface drains will 
not be done away with. The Bondi sewers certainly will carry away some of the surface mud, but a great 
part of the mud and dirt which now goes into the harbour will always do so.

' 2763. As long as the storm water goes into the harbour, that mud will do so, too? Yes. None of the
systems will prevent the surface drainage from going into the harbour in heavy rains.
2764. So you think there is nothing to be gained by the parlial system in that respect? I do not think 
there is.
2765. W ith regard to the western suburbs, and the area included, we have been told that, in order to take 
in that area, we must submit to large sewers and small inclinations, and that that increases the cost. Do 
you think anything would be gained by taking a smaller area and having a greater fall ? That would be 
restricting the scheme.
2766. Multiplying the number of schemes, but making each one cheaper ? Would that contemplate 
pumping from one to another ?
2767. You might have to do that ? It is within the bounds of possibility. I went into it once partly, 
with regard to Burwood, and I found that it was quite competent to have a series of small schemes, which 
afterwards could be combined into one large scheme.
2768. I mean that supposing we had the scheme marked out by red lines on the map, but extending over 
a smaller area, with a number of outfall sewers to the Parramatta River, and pumping arrangements, we 
should then have a steeper inclination to Webb’s Grant ? Yes.
2769. That would bo cheaper ? I am inclined to think it would. That is to say, you would have the 
steepest fall you could get without going very deeply underground, and you could give it a greater fall by 
raising its inland terminus. The sewage of the valleys you could pump up, and the sewer would then take 
a better grade. The subsidiary sewers would in that way be lessened, and they would carry less sediment.
2770. Then you think there is room for calculation for a scheme having small tributaries and a steeper
fall ? Without having made any calculations, I think it could be done. _
2771. But you do not think there would be any gain which would justify the Committee in pausing in its
recommendation ? Unless the Committee is going to recommend that the work be carried out at once, I 
am inclined to think that there will be reason for pausing before recommending the construction of the 
large sewers. 2772.

J. T. Jones, 
Ksq.
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.2772. These detached pumping schemes would require large reservoirs at the head of each hay ? Tes ; J. 
they would require chambers. '
2773. Would any nuisance arise from that ? I do not think so. They would be all closed.
2774. Do you think such a scheme would be as effective as the one before us P More effective I fancy.
It might turn out on calculation to be more expensive—that I will not answer for ; but I think it will not.
2775. Tou know the configuration of the country near the Parramatta River? Fairly well.
2770. Tou see that there are a number of peninsulas there, many of which are not properly treated by 
this system ? Tes. . . *
2777. Then it becomes probable that we shall have to drain these peninsulars to some low flat, and there 
deal with the sewage either by electrolysis, or by pumping it up into the large sewers ? Those are the two 
alternatives, one of which must inevitably be adopted.
2778. We call this the Western Suburbs scheme, but it really does not deal with the whole of the suburbs 
as far as it goes. How are we to deal with the peninsulas ? In either of the two ways which you have 
suggested, either by pumping the sewage into the larger sewers, or by treating it by some process, and 
then allowing the clean water to pass into the bay.
2779. Both the Glebe and Balmain peninsulas are able to drain by gravitation into the Bondi sewer ? A
portion of them. *
2780. As we go west the peninsulas cannot do that ? No ; the fall will not he enough.
2781. We cannot avail ourselves of gravitation and drain the peninsulas into the Western Suburbs sewerage
scheme ? No. .
2782. In dealing with such places as Five Dock and Concord, we must either treat the sewage and then 
allow the water to go into the Parramatta River, or pump it up into the main sewers and allow it to flow 
to Webb’s Grant ? Precisely.
2783. Looking at that contingent, and the fact of the Webb's Grant sewers having to carry more sewage 
than is provided for, it would be a great mistake to make them smaller than they are designed? They 
would be ample to carry the sewage, because the quantity of sewage without the rainwater is very small.
2784. Tou think they are three times as large as is necessary to carry the sewage alone? Tes.
2785. And it is only because they have to carry rainwater as well that they need be so large ? Tes. I 
should make them carry less water.
2786.. Taking them at the size they are now, and looking to any contingency in the future, they are amply 
sufficient to take any quantity of sewage if we keep out storm waters ? Tes.
2787. And has not Mr. Stayton a good reason for making them as large as be proposes, in view of the
probabilities ox the sewage from the lower levels being pumped up into them ? They could be greatly 
reduced, because the sewage without the storm water is very much less. ' '
2788. If we make the pipes unnecessarily lai’ge we shall have to use an unnecessarily large quantity of
water for flushing purposes ? Tes, . .
2789. How often in the interests of the public health should a sewer be flushed ? That depends upon a 
great many circumstances. If the sewer is very steep, once a week will do very well. I should mention 
in connection with the flushing of sewers, that Sydney is a very good place to enable it to be done, because 
in the hot weather the people are great bathers, and if the bath water is caught near the top of the sewer, 
and is allowed to fill the sewer for a certain distance before being released, it provides a very effectual 
flushing without any additional water being taken from the water supply pipes.
2790. The mere trickling of bath water through the sewers if not collected would he of no value for
flushing ?' No. It would have to be conserved by a valve in the main which would fill a certain part of 
the sewer, or it could be caught in a special chamber, and then used for flushing. •
2791. Is not bath water more or less dirty ? It does splendidly for flushing the sewers. In London they 
use very filthy water for flushing—they do not use clean water for it.
2792. - Is it not undesirable to store this water ? They do not store it for more than an hour.
2793. Do not the foul matters in the sewer begin to ferment and give off gases within twentv-four hours ?
If they are very foul ; but with bath water added they would not begin to ferment in that time. If the 
hath water were stored for twenty-four hours it would not do much harm, because it is very nearly pure 
water. Of course other things would be mixed with it which would help to make it a nuisance ; but I do 
not contemplate keeping the water for twenty-four hours.
2794. After a good storm the sewers are pretty sweet, and the foul air is all washed out ? Tes.
2795. Have you had any opportunity of noticing how soon after that again the sewers begin to give off 
bad gases ? In warm weather the next day.
2796. Then the offensiveness of the sewers depends upon the weather, to some extent ? Tes.
2797. Does not that show that we must have more frequent flushings ? The flushing will not carrv awav 
the sewer gas.
2798. Then we want a more thorough system of ventilation ? Very badly,
2799. Tou look to that more than to the flushings to get rid of the bad smells ? Tes.
2800. What is the flushing wanted for? To wash the sides. The sides of the sewers begin to get 
clogged, and the sewers give out more gas as they become more foul.
2801. Does not a good flushing wash away the greasy matter ? It washes away that which is most
soluble. “
2802. And it is the greasy matter principally that sticks to the bricks ? Tes.
2803. Mr. HwmpheryPx Do you know any part of England, or any place upon tlie Continent, where the 
separate system has been tried ? I have been trying to think of the name of a place, but I cannot do 
so. My memory for names is very bad. The separate system has been tried in America, but I forget the 
name of the town. Mr. Henson will probably supply you with the names.
2804. I see a place called Abingdon mentioned in the report—are you aware what system is adopted
there ? I have not had the hooks necessary to make myself acquainted with it. ’
2805. Tou have no personal experience with regard to the matter? No.
2806. Neither in this Colony nor in Victoria ? Not in any of the colonies. There has been no experience 
to be had upon the question. I do not profess to have had any experience with regard to the separate 
system.
2807. Or of any sewerage works? I have had charge of the Sydney Sewerage Works for ten vears.
2808. With the exception, of Sydney? No. "

2809.
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2809. Tour experience, with regard to sewerage works, has been wholly gained from you connection with 
the Sydney Sewerage Works ? Yes, and from what I have read with regard to other sewerage systems, 
though I was an hydraulic engineer before.

' 2810. In the event of the separate system being adopted, would there have to be separate drains in the 
backyards of the various dwellings. Would there be a separate drain'for the house-slops? No, they 
would go into the sewer.
2811. Into the main sewer ? Yes.
2812. What would become of the ordinary kitchen-slops ? Everything would go into the sewer;—every 
nuisance would go into the sewer.
2813. How would you dispose of the rainwater in the yards ? Very easily. It is already disposed of 
in Surry Hills. In some places the fall of the land takes it towards the houses, while in other places it is 
drained into the street or lanes.
2814. By a separate drain ? Yes.
2815. Have you two drains, one for the sewage, and another for the surface-water ? In such cases we 
have two drains.
2810. How can you be sure that the slops from the houses are not cast into the surface water drains ? 
The construction of the drains will make it inconvenient.
2817. It is simply a matter of inconvenience then ? Yes, and people are very soon caught at that work.
If there is a drain to carry the rainwater into the street gutter, the gutter is always dry when there is no 
rain. In dry weather, if there is any wet in the gutter, the inspector soon sees it, and, if it creates a 
nuisance, ho proceeds against the parties for allowing their sewage to flow into the gutter. In wet 
weather, of course, the sewage is sufficiently diluted to make it clean enough for the street. •
2818. Is there not much less danger of the surface drains becoming foul, with the combined system pro
posed by Mr. Stayton, than there is with the system you suggest ? I do not see any danger of their 
becoming foul—they would have a better fall, owing to the sewers being smaller.
2819. There will be a great deal of surface drainage with the system which you recommend ? There will 
be no surface drainage whatever. The flushing will be entirely artificial.
2820. If there is no separate system will it not be necessary to have a separate set of pipes ? What for ?
2821. If you have only one set of pipes for sewers, and you propose to get rid of the rainfall ? Not 
underground.
2822. Then that would be a surface drainage ? Yes, there would be no objection to it, because it would 
clean the streets.
2823. Does it not also carry away the filth from the yards ? There is no filth in the yards unless the 
place is very badly managed. Horse dung, etc , is washed off the surface of the streets and carried into 
the harbour; but that would be the same under Mr. Stayf on’s system. The street filth will always go into 
the harbour, or wherever it goes now. Mr. Stayton does not propose to get rid of the street surface water.
2824. He does of a portion of it ? Only a small portion of it.
2825. Have you been to Adelaide ? Yes, but soon after I got there a telegram was sent to me asking 
me to come back as quickly as possible.
2826. You have not investigated the sewerage system there ? Not thoroughly. I have seen their sewage 
farm.
2827. Have you made any estimate of the cost of the separate system which you suggest should be carried
out ? No. ■
2828. You have not gone into figures ? No, but I conceive it would be cheaper because of the smallness 
of the sewers required.
2829. Mr. Tonkin.] What are the advantages of the separate system which you advocate over the com
bined system ? In the first place the economy is first cost, and in the second place, as Dr. G-arran 
remarked, the small quantity of water necessary to flush the sewage. It might be said that the rain 
water would fill any sewer and flush it, but I say that the rainfall in Sydney is so precarious that the 
flushing by that means would be very ineffectual, because of the dryness of our climate, we must flush 
sewers artificially, either by collecting a quantity of water by valves, or by using the water from the 
water supply pipes.
2830. What do you estimate would be the difference in size between the main sewers and the separate 
system, and those under the combined system ? I have not made any estimate, and I do not care to 
mention any figures, because my estimate might not turn out to my own satisfaction afterwards.
2831. You said that one of the principal advantages of the system is the decrease in the first cost of 
construction ? Yes.
2832. How do you know that there would be a decrease, if you have not made a calculation ? There 
would be less excavation with the separate system, because you would not have to go to such a depth 
with the sewers as with the combined system. The brickwork would be less, and everything else would 
be less, so that the total cost of the works would be decreased.
2833. But have you no idea what the difference would be. What would be the difference in cost 
between a sewer 4 feet in diameter and one 5 or 6 feet in diameter ? I have not estimated what 
amount would be saved, and I do not care, as an engineer, to give an estimate which I have not made a 
calculation for.
2834. You have not made any calculation ? No.
2835. It is only a surmise of yours that the cost would be less ? It is not a surmise ; 1 am certain that 
there would be a saving, but I will not give an estimate of what it would amount to.
2836. I understand you to say that it would not be advisable to flush these sewers, or even the large 
sewers with the stormwater? You might let the storm water run into the larger sewers at the outfall, 
but I am speaking now of what are called the sub-mains.
2837. But do you not think it would be advantageous now and then to have the sewers completely filled 
with water, gorged with water as it were, so long as they were not bursted ? With the larger sewers you 
could do that.
2838. But you would never be able to do that with the whole system; you could not waste sufficient 
water to gorge all the sewers ? I could give sufficient water to cleanse all the sewers that would come 
under the name of subsidiary sewers.
2839. I am speaking now of the large sewers ? You might admit the rain into those so far as they would
bear it. 2840.
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2840. That would be the same as the combined system ? Tes ; but the combined system Would carry J. T. Jones,
these large sewers far a-field, where I should replace them with smaller sewers which could be artificiallv ®S<1- 
flushed. " /——s
2841. But I understood from your answers to Dr. Garranthat you considered it a disadvantage to have ® ■^•US>> 1889, 
the rain water going into the sewers? No. It is no disadvantage. What I meant to say was that I
should not build the sewers so large as to carry the rain water.
2842. .Mr. Dowel.Is it not a fact that the surface water, the storm water, carries a large proportion of 
silt with it, and that if it went into the sewers it would be a means of filling them up to a large extent ?
They are generally designed so as to carry it aw7ay. It is calculated that the velocity of the water will 
carry it away.
2843. Is your system of water works designed to cover the highest point of the sewerage system now
before the Committee ? Not without pumping. *
2844. Can you say what is the highest point in this scheme ? There are two places with an altitude of 
360 feet;—Waverley and part of Ashfield.
2845. What is the elevation of the Waverley reservoir ? 360 feet.
2846. Paddington ? 210 feet; 214 feet we sometimes call it, but 210 feet is the top of the water.
2847. Crown-street ? 141 feet, and Woollahra 280 feet.
2848. The main portion of the scheme would be supplied by water by gravitation. The only two points
you state which will not be served will be Ashfield and Waverley? We have to pump to everything 
above 141 feet. ‘
2849. At the present time ? At the present time.
2850. Yet you say that the elevation of the Waverley reservoir is 360 feet? Tes, by pumping.
2851. How is the pressure in London obtained ? By pumping. '
2852. And by water towers ? And by water towers.
2853. I think I understood you to tell Mr. Copeland a short time back that although you had this large 
water supply you could not supply a few hydraulic lifts ? I did not say a few ; I said a great many.
2854. Is it not a fact that very high buildings are being erected in the City of Sydney ? It is.
2855. Aiid is it not absolutely necessary to provide a pressure which will convey the water to the top stories 
of those houses ? We are doing the best we can for that, and when we get the new7 pipes laid we shall 
be able to supply the water freely to the tops of the highest houses.
2856. I understood you to say that you declined to grant the request of the proprietors of large hotels, 
and of other people wdio own high buildings for water for hydraulic lifts? Yes, and I think the two 
things arc quite consistent. If I alkwed the water for lifts it w7ould not rise to the tops of houses where 
it would be required for domestic purposes.
2857. Is it not a fact that in London the water for hydraulics lifts for a large number of years was sup
plied by the ordinary system of pumping and water-towers ? So far as they had hydraulic lifts ; but I do 
not think they had a large number of them. They certainly allowed them water. I am among the first 
to oppose the application for water. Mr. Mestayer, who is now living in Sydney, told me that when he was 
in. Adelaide, and the people applied for wrater for lifts, he said to them, “ Well, you can have the water, 
but at your own risk. In summer time there will not be sufficient to supply the lifts, so I ask you whether 
it is worth while to use a power which you cannot depend upon.” In Melbourne thev constantly find 
themselves without water, and a lift at times cannot work for half a day at a time. There they have had 
to use gas-engine lifts, or supplement the hydraulic power in some way.
2858. Is it not a fact that they use more water for flushing the sewers in Melbourne than would supplv 
all the water lifts likely to be established in the colonies? The water comes partly from the hydraulic 
lifts, but on the other hand the water supply scheme was designed to allow it. It is partly a domestic 
purpose. What I want is not to acknowledge that our water supply scheme has been designed to supply 
hydraulic lifts, because otherwise there might be a run upon it which would limit the supply for domestic 
purposes.
2859. Melbourne, I believe, depends upon one reservoir ? Tes; but it is double the height of ours. It is
300 feet high, instead of 140 feet. “
2860. Do you think our supply is equal to the Melbourne supply, although we have several reservoirs ?
I think it may be said to be superior for that reason, though it is a little costly, because every zone of 
levels is able to get a proper supply of water, and the supply is more constant.
2861. The Botany supply is held in reserve at the present time ? Wholly in reserve.
2862. Tou are aware that the Borough of Darlington is at the present time connected with the main 
sewer? Tes.
2863 Have you given any attention to the matter, to ascertain whether or not the sewerage system is 
working well there ? I have not had the means of ascertaining. They were out of the City, and I had 
not the right to interfere. I pointed out to the City Council that they were getting the benefit of the 
sewers which had been constructed at the public cost for nothing, and that some representation should be 
made to the Government in order to have a revenue collected from Darlington for the use of the main 
sewers, but that is the furthest I ever went. All these works were done under another department, and 
I had no means of investigating the matter, or finding out anything about it.
2864. Tou are still of opinion that although you cannot supply water for the hydraulic machinery in the 
City, you have an ample supply for all the requirements of the sewerage scheme for the next twenty 
years ? I think so. The scheme was designed for the purpose. It was one of the recognized conditions 
that we should have to supply water for the scouring of the sewers.
2865. Mr. Humphery."] When you get the pipes duplicated ? There is plenty of water, but the pipes 
would not carry it freely enough if there were a large number of lifts.
2866. Yice-Chairman.~\ Tou said something about an hydraulic-power company—is there such a com
pany? Tes.
2867. Is there such a company in course of formation, or in existence? A Bill for the establishment of 
such a company was brought before Parliament, but what became of it, or why the matter has not been 
pushed on, I cannot understand. I wish it was in existence, to supply water for the lifts.
2868. From what source do the company expect to get their water ? They propose to get it from Botany,
I believe. . '
2869. Do you think that supply would meet the requirements ? Tes. I have a scheme in preparation 
for the purpose, and for supplying other industries which do not require the most perfect water. '

2870.
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J. T. Jones, 2870. Is it tlie case that the demand for water for lifts has exceeded the anticipations of those who 
®sfl‘ designed the present waterworks. Did they contemplate, when the present waterworks were being 

designed, that the demand for water for hydraulic lifts would he as great as it is ? I am sure I don’t know 
ug-> • w]lat ]\ir- Moriarty, in designing the scheme, had in wiew. He has laughed at and publicly ridiculed my 

proposal to supply hydraulic lifts with water from the pipes. He was certain then that hydraulic-power 
should be obtained at 700 lbs. to the square inch, and that there were no other means practical of providing 
for lifts. That was one of my arguments in trying to urge on a high-level scheme; but Mr. Moriarty 
objected to it, and gave me to understand that he did not intend to supply water for hydraulic-lifts, 
as it was such a lowr pressure.
2871. "What is the high level—Kenny Hill ? Yes.
2872. Of course you are aware that there were difficulties by reason of the uncertainty of that supply ? 
I do not mean to say that Kenny Hill was a perfect scheme. What I advocated was a careful inquiry, to 
see whether it would not answer the purpose. It wyas only a branch of the Prospect scheme.
2873. Was not the scheme to convey the water to Sydney by pipes, which would have had to cross an 
occasionally flooded river ? Yes.
2874. And there wras a risk of the pipes being washed away ? It was stated so, though there would have 
been no risk. What I wanted was a close investigation of the wdiole scheme.

J. B. Henson, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Water and Sewerage Board, sworn, and examined :—■
J. B. Henson, 287o. Vice-Chairman.'] You are Assistant Engineer of the Water and Sewerage Board? I am.

Esq. 2876. How long have you been engaged in that capacity ? Since the formation of the Board.
c——v 2877. How long ago is that ? May, last year—fourteen months ago. _

8 Aug., 1889. 2878. Have you had considerable experience in your profession as an engineer? I was engaged in He
City Engineers’ Department, under the City Council, for a period of about thirteen years, from 1874, 
until I was transferred to the Water and Sewerage Board.
2879. You have given some attention to the drainage of the western suburbs ? I have. _
2880. I think you have written to the public press in reference to it, on several occasions ? I think only
to the Engineering Association. _
2881. You understand the whole scope of the project before the Committee ? I believe I do, so far as 
Mr. Stayton’s published report goes. I know practically nothing about his supplementary report. It 
never came into my hands. I tried to get it, but failed to do so ; so I cannot say anything about it.
2882. I suppose you know the localities which will be drained by the proposed scheme ? I may say that 
I have a thorough knowledge of the whole of them.
2883. You know where it is proposed to empty the sewage? Yes.
2884. You are aware that some of it will be conveyed to the sea by the Bondi sewer? Yes. _
2885. It is being done now to a certain extent, is it not ? Yes. The main intercepting sewer to Bondi 
is already discharging the sewage emptied into it from some of the existing sewers of the city system.
2886. And bv any of the suburban sewers? Yes ; 1 think Darlington is at present draining into it.
2887. Any other ? Redfern goes to Shea’s Creek, I think ? I think it does.
2888. And half of it into the Bondi sewer. Are you aware of the configuration of the country proposed 
to be drained by this new system ? Yes.
2889. Have you given any attention to the pumping that it is said will be necessary ? In a general sense
I have. ....
2890. As far as you have investigated that portion of the project, do you think that it is likely to be a
successful one ? I think the proposal to deliver the sewage on to the sewage farm at Shea’s Creek is 
practicable from the elevation proposed ; but there is an area along the frontage to the Parramatta River, 
and to Cook’s River, including Marrickville Yalley, from which the sewerage will have to be raised by 
pumping. It is quite practicable to raise the sewage by pumping. _ _
2891. Have you given any attention to the system of using sewage upon a farm, and making it repro
ductive ? I have not given very much attention to it; but I am quite satisfied that it is a practicable and 
very desirable application of the sewage, and can bo carried out effectively. I have not the slightest 
doubt about it.
2892. Have you given any attention to the cost of the drainage works generally ; some correspondence has
taken place in reference to it ? In regard to Mr. Stayton’s report, estimating the cost of the western suburbs 
sewerage scheme at £833,000, I saw at once, when the publication came into my hands, that the estimate 
was misleading, that it only referred to the main intercepting sewers, and took no notice whatever of the 
subsidiary sewers. My experience in the construction of these minor sewers led me to see at once that 
that part of the work would be very costly, and I thought that the statement that the scheme would only 
cost a rate of 6'6Sd. in the pound, or 5T2d. in the pound, if the period of repayment were extended to sixty 
years, wras not putting the matter fairly before the ratepayers. The complete cost of the whole works 
should have been shown from beginning to end. I thought it was misleading to the residents of the 
western suburbs to give only the cost of the main sewers, and not to say anything about the subsidiary 
sewers. Then there is another thing. It is proposed by the scheme to drain Balmain, part of Leichhardt, 
I believe, the Grlebe, and part of Newtown, into the main Bondi server. Mr. Clarke, in his report, recom
mended that provision should be made in the Bondi sewer for the accommodation of an additional area to 
that which it was first proposed to drain, at the Parramatta-street end. I believe that that provision has 
been made. In fact, I conclude that it has, seeing that it is proposed to drain these areas into it.^ As 
the Bondi sewer has cost an immense sum of money, it does not seem to me to be fair to saddle the citizens 
and the residents of the eastern suburbs with the total cost of the work, seeing that it will also be utilised 
by the residents of Balmain and the Glebe, &c. •
2893. They should contribute their share ? They should contribute their share, not of the total cost, but 
only of the cost of the main trunk sewer by which they are served.
2894. That would apply to any other sewers made use of ? Yes ; and the proportionate expense of that 
work added to Mr. Stayton’s estimate, together with the cost of the subsidiary sewers, and the accumulated 
interest,—I believe no rates are being paid now—would amount to a large sum. I estimate roughly that 
it would double the amount of the rate for the areas referred to that Mr. Stayton gives in his report.
2895. That is extending the term of payment from thirty to sixty years ? Whatever the term is it would
apply equally. ' 2896.
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2896. Would it not be so much less for a longer term ? If he said it would be 5'12d. for the sixty year J* B. Henson, 
period, and he did not take into consideration the Bondi sewer, and the subsidiary sewers, the amount ■Es<l• 
would he doubled; and the same thing would he the case if he said 6'68d. for the twenty-eight year period.
2897. In the original estimate it was known that Mr. Stayton did not provide for the reticulation pipes ? u®'’ 9'
Tes ; hut Mr. Stayton has, in his report, put forth to the residents that the cost would he so much per
head.
2898. Have you any means of knowing the wishes of the residents of the different suburbs—as to whether 
they are willing to incur the obligations which they will have to incur when their properties are drained 
into this system ? I am afraid that they take little trouble about the matter.
2899. Some of these suburbs are thickly populated now, are they not ? Tes, towards the city.
2900. How do they get rid of their night-soil fcecal matter ? I am not intimately acquainted with the 
various methods. Some adopt the dry-earth system, and some still use the pit closets ; hut I believe the 
dry-earth or pan system is coming more and more into use.
2901. Have you had any personal experience of that system ? Tes. I lived at Burwood for some time.
There they had the dry-earth system.
2902. The night-soil is covered with dry earth? It is supposed to be so, hut that is never done. It is 
really only a pan system.
2903. Do you not think it is an alarming state of things to exist among a thick population ? It is to a
certain degree unhealthy, hut it is a long way in advance of the pit closet system. ■
2904. How often is the nightsoil removed ? Once a week.
2905. Then the fcecal matter is allowed to accumulate for a week before it is removed ? It is.
2906. Are people supposed to use any disinfectant or deodorant in the form of a liquid or powder ? I am
not quite certain ; I believe that in some of the municipalities there are regulations in force respecting the 
management of the pans, hut I am not aware what they are. "
2907. Do the people complain of the inconvenience and the nuisance of having this matter removed from 
one place to another;—do you know whether it is taken out to sea or dug into the earth ? Some of the 
municipalities dig it into the earth ; I believe they do so at Burwood.
2908. ITom some places it is taken to sea, is it not ? I believe it is taken from Balmain to sea.
2909. In punts ? I believe so.
2910. Mr. Triolcett^] Tou are an advocate of what is called the separate system ? I am; I believe in that 
system—the absolutely separate system.
2911. Have you estimated the probable cost of the separate system for supplying these suburbs ? It would 
csrtainly he an intricate matter to go into, and I have not had the time at my disposal to do it. Moreover,
I have not had the information upon which I could base an estimate. Before the cost of any system can 
he estimated, the ground requires to be very carefullly surveyed, hut I am not aware that a sufficiently 
accurate survey of the western suburbs has been made, for the purpose.
2912. Then you cannot give the Committee any idea of what the cost of the separate system would be ?
I can only give an approximate estimate in this way—that the size of the sewers necessary for removing 
the sewage alone would be much less than the size of the sewers required for removing the sewage and 
storm-waters. I think the proportion of sewage to storm-water is as 1 to T3—that is, the volume of the 
storm-water is nearly one and a half times the amount of sewage. Sewers, therefore, to remove sewage and 
storm-water would have to be greater than those required to remove the sewage only ; but there is one 
matter to be considered, and that is the tunnelling. It costs as much to make a tunnel to carry a 6-inch 
pipe as it would to make a tunnel to carry a 12 or 15-inch pipe. That is the only point about which I 
am uncertain. I think by the separate system there would be a saving of one-third, if not more. In other 
places it has been carried out at a saving of two-thirds.
2913. What places are those ? In some of the American cities. But that statement may be somewhat 
misleading if I do not supplement it with another—and that is, that in those places the rainfall admitted 
to the sewers may be much greater than is proposed here ; so you can hardly make a fair comparison.
2914. With the separate system you have to construct drains or sewers for carrying off the surface- 
water have you not ? No ; that is one way in which a great saving is effected by the separate system— 
you have no need to construct a duplicate set of sewers or drains.
2915. The water runs away on the surface ? On the surface. ' '
2916. Entirely ? Entirely.
2917. Is not the surface-water very apt to get into the other sewers—how can you prevent it from doing 
so ? It can be prevented, and in a practical application it must be prevented by proper designs.
2918. Can you tell us any place where the separate system has been designed and successfully carried 
out ? In England the separate system was not applied until recently ; but in America they have made 
great advances. The drainage of Henley-on-Thames is carried out on the separate system. The largest 
sewer there, if I remember rightly, is 7 inches in diameter. They also apply the Shone system there ; 
but it is a separate system notwithstanding. The rain-water is excluded. In America there are upwards 
of thirty towns drained by the separate system, and the aggregate length of the sewers is 200 miles. One 
of the earliest installations was that at Memphis, and another at the city of Pullman. I believe the 
city of Orange has recently been drained on the separate system ; and the system has given such good 
results that James T. Q-ardiner, Director of the New Tork State Survey, and a'member of the State 
Board of Health, investigated the matter. He condemned the combined system, and the result of his 
report to the State Board of Health was that they decided to recommend all applicants who came to them 
for information as to drainage to adopt the separate system. *
2919. Do you know the date of that recommendation ? The volume from which I gained the information
only came into my hands yesterday. It arrived by tbe mail steamer, and was published in 1889. I really 
had not time to thoroughly peruse it. .
2920. Do I understand you to say that, according to the book, the State Board of Health would be pre
pared to recommend a separate system without regard to locality or of the configuration of the country;—■ 
would the system be equally applicable to towns situated on hilly country and those situated on flat 
country? A separate system is capable of universal application, no matter what the gradients or how flat 
the country may be.
2921. Do you mean that it is capable of application, or that it is desirable above all others ? It is above .
all other systems under any circumstances whatever. I know of no case in which the combined system 
will be preferable to the separate system. 2922.
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J. B. Henson, 2922. With regard to the district which we are now considering, even with the separate system, pumping 
stations would be required in many places to get rid of the sewage in low-lying districts ? Certainly. 
^23. Have you thought how many pumping stations would be required P The pumping stations would he 

s'' ‘ practically the same as those designed in Mr. Stayton’s report. Mr. Stayton’s gravitation sewers are above
certain low-lying areas, and pumping stations would have to he constructed to elevate the sewage at these 
places. With the separate system only the sewage would have to be pumped up at these places, but under the 
combined, or partially separate system, the storm waters would have to he elevated as well, consequently the 
cost would be increased proportionately.
2921. Have you gone thoroughly into the question of separating the sewage from the surface water, or 
rather of preventing the surface water from going into the small sewers ? A total separation of the 
storm waters is very easily effected, but this scheme proposes to take in a limited amount of storm water. 
That limitation is absolutely impossible of attainment by the scheme which is laid down in the report.
2925. How do you get the water from yards and places of that kind into the drains, and separate the rain 
water ? With a separate system of sewage no inlet to the sewers should be on the ground level. It need not 
be on the ground level. The sewage or foul water removed from a dwelling practically equals the amount of 
water supplied to that dwelling. The quantity of sewage is proportionate to the quantity of water used. The 
only inlets to the sewers would be from the water-closet, from the bath, and from the kitchen sink, and you 
can easilyisee thatrainwaterneednotgetinto any of those openings. The housedrain to discharge the surface- 
water would be of brick—an open brick drain, or, in many cases, simply the natural surface of the ground. 
The storm water is got rid of in this way in nearly every instance in the western suburbs. At the present 
time the people there have few underground drains, and I think the system might continue. There is no 
reason to make underground drains to carry off the storm water. I may say that I have studied this ques
tion for some considerable time. The necessity for putting in two drains at first seemed to have some

* foundation in fact, but I do not now see any necessity for it. I might also point out that the proposed 
Scheme would not do away with the necessity for two drains where two drains would be necessary under the 
separate system. The rainfall, as you are aware in the metropolitan area, is very heavy at times. In 
Mr. Stayton’s report you will find it stated that rain very unfrequently falls at the rate of 2 inches a day. 
Mr. Clarke in his report upon the drainage of Sydney says the same. But it is not the amount of water 
that falls in a day, but the quantity which falls in a shower that you want to know. I made some inquiries 
from .the Q-overnment Astronomer upon this point, and I found that in 1887 rain fell at a rate of 2 inches 
and greater per diem in showers of upwards of a quarter of an hour in duration no less than 100 times. 
A rainfall at the rate of 2 inches per diem is the basis upon which Mr. Stayton calculates the size of his 
sewers, and he takes that basis because he says the rain falls very unfrequently at that or a greater rate, 
but, as I just said, that is a wrong basis upon which to calculate. "When I say that this is thoroughly 
recognised in America I quote from a paper which I received from one of the institutes there a few days 
ago, m which this question is largely dealt with, and in it I find confirmation of my view that a calculation 
based upon the daily rate of rainfall is misleading, and should be abandoned. It is the actual length of the 
storm, and the rate of the fall during that period which should be taken into consideration. I just now 
referred to some information which I received from Mr. Russell, the Government Astronomer, which 
showed that rain often fell at a greater rate than 2 inches per diem. As Mr. Stayton’s scheme can only 
carry away a fall of 2 inches a day, the back premises of the various houses would be flooded unless there 
were escapes for the surplus water ; notwithstanding the large size of some of the sewers in the City, 
which have been calculated to carry away rain-water falling at the rate of 2 inches an hour, I have often 
had to advise the holders of property to put in safety-pipes to prevent water from rushing through their 
houses in heavy rains, and with this proposed scheme the necessity for similar pipes in the suburbs will 
not be done away with. They would have to be used if this scheme were adopted as much as they would 
if a separate system were adopted.
2926. Are you not aware that Mr. Stayton proposes to put in safety valves, or relieving drains, to get rid 
of the occasional surcharging of the sewers ? Tes.
2927. Will not they be effective ? No ; for this reason. The pressure of water in the main sewers would 
be relieved, but a lot of filthy stuff would be brought down by the water and would lie about the ground. 
Since the water would be taken from the roofs into the sewers everything would tend to gorge the sewers 
at once, and there would be a vertical hydrostatic pressure, which, if the pipes were weak, might crack 
them and allow the sewage after the storm to leak out into the soil. In a rain storm there is a very large 
quantity of water running off the roofs.
2928. But the quality of the surface water which would flow down the streets under your system would 
be much the same as that discharged from overflow pipes by Mr. Stayton’s system ? It would be all 
comparatively clean water.
2929. "What would become of the horse manure, urine, and stuff like that from the streets ? That should
be get rid of by a proper system of scavenging. It is the duty of the Municipal Councils to see that the 
street filth is got rid of, and that the householders look after the filth in the yards. It should not 
encumber the system of sewerage. '
2930. Would that be practicable in a large city. Unless the streets could be sluiced and the water run 
quickly away would not the city be unhealthy ? The bulk of the street refuse could be got rid of, and, in 
fact, is got rid of at the present time, by scavenging, but under Mr. Stayton’s system the surface water 
from the streets is to be excluded.
2931. He proposes to exclude the storm water; but not the water used for washing down the streets ? 
I think he proposes the total exclusion of rain water which falls on the streets.
2932. I understand that your first objection to Mr. Stayton’s scheme is the expense ? My main objection 
is that it provides for the inclusion of part of the storm water when the exclusion of that water would 
mean a reduction in the expense and increased efficiency.
2933. Dr. Garran.~\ Supposing we adopted the separate system for these western suburbs exclusively, 
would earthenware pipes be large enough to take away the whole of the sewage ? No.
2934. What is the largest diameter of earthenware pipes which it would be safe to use P Very good 
earthenware pipes are made up to 2 feet in diameter. We possess clays of very superior properties ; and 
pipes 2 feet in diameter, and of excellent quality, can be manufactured.
2935. Would it be safe to fill pipes 2 feet in diameter with sewage ? Tes, but I should not submit them 
to pressure.
2936. But is the pressure of sewage like a water pressure—it is not laid on from any great height ? There
should be no pressure in a sewer—a sewer should not flow under pressure. 2937,
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2937. Would a 2-foot pipe carry all the sewage which would be carried on the ordinary, inclination of ^ 
sewage pipes in this district ? Tou must have a certain grade to get rid of your sewage with a velocity 
which will ensure its entire removal before putrifaetion sets in, and if you have a known volume of 8 
sewage, there are only two sizes of pipe which will give the desired velocity—one flowing half full and ■ 
another flowing about full.
2938. It would never do to have the pipes quite full? Tou might have them quite full; but not underpressure.
2939. As a rule they run half full ? It depends entirely upon the design.
2940. None of the principle parts of this scheme could be made with earthenware pipes ? Certainly not,
2941. How far would you have to go before the branch pipes become earthenware pipes ? That is 
a matter that would require careful calculation. To adopt, the separate system you would have to 
increase the grades, because the rain water would not be admitted. By admitting the rain water you get 
a combined flow of sewage and storm water which gives a greater velocity.
2942. Sewage proper is not so fluid as sewage plus water? Practically there is no difference. •
2943. But during the dry seasons, when we get no storm water, the sewage has its own fluidity ? Tes,
2944. The sewers are flushed either by storm waters or artificially ? Artificial flushing should be adopted.
2945. It has not been yet ? Mr. Stayton according to his report proposes to adopt the system of flushing.
2946. But the ordinary sewage has a certain degree of fluidity? Tes. ,
2947. With that fluidity would it pass along an earthenware pipe at the same level as these brick sewers 
would be ? In ordinary dry weather you would have an inferior flow, but a superior flow to that designed 
by Mr. Stayton is required.
2948. Tou think that if, after having carried out the proposed system we apply the separate system, the 
result will be unsatisfactory ? It would be a failure, and the attempt would bring discredit upon the 
separate system.
2949. If we are to have a separate system we must alter the design ? Tes.
2950. Tou could not apply it to Mr. Stayton’s design ? Not very well, without increasing the grade.
2951. To make the separate system a success we must have a uniform system of flushing? Tes.
2952. Otherwise the sewage will not move fast enough ? Tes. ’
2953. If we could use earthenware pipes, would it not be better to use them ? It would be very much cheaper.
2954. The greater the extent to which vre could use earthenware pipes the greater the economy ? Tes.
2955. But to do that we must have steeper gradients ? A smaller pipe requires a steeper gradient than 
a large pipe. JTo get a proper flow in a large pipe we must have volume. Tou may have great volume 
and small inclination, or a sharp inclination and a small volume.
2956. Then if we were to adopt the separate system to the western suburbs, we could not include so great 
an area? No ; you could not carry the pipes so far before you reached the surface of the ground.
2957. Then with the separate system vre should have to go a certain distance, and have some subsidiary 
system ? Not necessarily.
2958. Tou would pump it up ? Tes.
2959. We would still have to have the present system of a number of subsidiary sewers emptying into the
main sewer ? Tes. ‘
2960. But with the separate system the main sewer would not be convenient for that ? By pumping you 
can send the sewage any reasonable distance which you desire. The principal difference between Mr. 
Stayton’s system and the separate system is, that with the separate system the main trunk sewers— 
shown on the plan—could not be extended quite so far as is now proposed, but they would be smaller in 
size. The pumping stations would be erected in the same places, but the area draining down to each 
pumping station would be greater than that proposed by this scheme, and consequently a greater volume 
of the sewage would have to be pumped. Mr. Stayton proposes to pump both the sewage and the storm 
water, but against the increased volume of sewage, the diminution of storm water under the separate 
system would be an ample set off.
2961. "What is the relative cost of pumping sewage and pumping water ? I have not gone into calcula
tions, but to pump sewage I think would cost from 5 to 20 per cent, more than to pump clean water. 
The reason of this is, partly, that in pumping sewage there is a great slip in the pump. The pump also 
does not work under such favourable conditions as when it is pumping clean water. The grit and slimy 
matter causes great wear and tear.
2962. Tou see that Mr. Stayton requires a pumping station on every peninsular to deal with the sewage 
on the low-lying land ? Tes.
2963. Tou also would require pumping stations,—but you would only pump sewage and he would pump 
sewage and rain water ? Tes.
2964. Would the volume he pumped be very much less or greater than the volume which you would 
pump ? I do not think there would be very much difference.
2965. Tou think that the sewage of one of these peninsulars would not amount to very much more than 
the sewage and water which Mr. Stayton would pump ? I am under the impression that it would be less.
2966. When there was no rain he would have less to pump, unless he pumped the water used for flush
ing ? He would have to pump that.
2967. And in rain-storms he would have an additional quantity ? Tes.
2968. Tou would have to pump your sewage and your flushing-water ? Tes.
2969. Then he would only have the rain-water more than you ? He would have proportionately more 
flushing-water than I should have, because the large sewers would take more water to flush them than 
the smaller ones.
2970. Do 1 understand you to say that the pumping of your sewage would not amount to much less-than 
the pumping under Mr. Stayton’s scheme ? I do not think there would be much dfference.
2971. Do you think this answer is given with a degree of decision and accuracy with which you are satis
fied ? I have considered the matter, though I have made no actual calculations, and the conclusion I have 
come to is that there would be practically very little difference—that the larger area which I should take 
in would increase the quantity of sewage to lie pumped; but, as a compensation for that, I should not 
have to pump so much flushing-water, and I should exclude the storm-water. I am inclined to think that 
I would occupy a much more favourable position than Mr. Stayton would. Only the same number of 
attendants to look after a large pumping station would be required as to look after a small station.
2972. "Would not larger pumps be required ? Not any. .
2973. Would there not be more expense ? I do not think so.

2974.
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2974. Take a peninsular like Balmain—that is a rocky promontory, and a very difficult place in which to 
construct sewers. Could you with the separate system, more nearly follow the contour of the ground and 
avoid deep cutting, than with Mr. Stayton’s system ? I am inclined to depart from Mr. Stayton’s scheme 
altogether, because it will be enormously expensive. It will be all tunnelling. No tunnels can be made 
less than 4 ft. x 2 ft. 8 inches in diameter. Tou must have them that size to enable the men to work, 
and in many cases only a 9-inch pipe has to be put through them.
2975. With the separate system, would it be possible to drain half of the sewage of Balmain down to the 
western side of the peninsular, and half down to the eastern side, and have a pumping station for each 
side and so lift the sewage up ? That would be practicable.
2976. Would you not then to a great extent avoid all this steep cutting? Certainly,—the tunnelling.
2977. Do you think it would be possible to carry out the separate system by drains comparatively near 
to the surface of the ground ? That would be entirely a matter for calculation, to see where the outfalls 
could be put with a view to the greatest economy. I should not multiply the pumping stations more than 
I could help. There is a system by which one pumping station could serve the whole area.
2978. Suppose there were one pumping station on the eastern side towards the centre, to which all the 
sewage would converge, and another on the western side, would you then be able to follow the surface 
contour more than by the proposed system ? Certainly.
2979. Could you economise in that way ? I believe so.
2980. From such points you could pump into the main sewer to Bondi ? Tes.
2981. Do you think that is feasible ? Tes.
2982. Do you think it would be more economical ? The economy would come in by excluding the storm 
water, and reducing the number of stations if possible.
2983. The economy would not come in by any diminution of the tunnelling ? I think there would be a 
considerable saving on that point; but it is a matter upon which it would be impossible to give a precise 
answer, without a very careful examination of the levels.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

J. B. Henson, Esq., Assistant Engineer, Water and Sewerage Board, sworn, and further examined:—•
J. B. Henson, 2984. Dr. Garran.~\ When the Committee last adjourned we were discussing the separate system. I should 

Esq. like to put a few more questions to you about it. I understand that whether we adopt that system or the 
system Mr. Stayton proposes, we must have three things :—First, underground pipes ; second, surface storm 

14Aug., 1889. water channels; and third, pumps for lifting a certain portion of the sewage which cannot be otherwise 
disposed of? Tes; that is correct.
2985. We cannot dispense with any of these requisites in either system ? No.
2986. Then it is simply a question of the relative cost of these three expedients under the two systems ? 
Looking at it from a financial point of view, it is.
2987. If we adopt the separate system we shall allow the storm water to run off by surface channels as it 
has done since the Colony was founded ? Tes.
2988. We shall leave the surface channels to carry the surface water? Tes.
2989. And simply make artificial arrangements underground for carrying off the artificial results of cities’ 
sewage ? Tes.
2990. The underground pipes will be devoted for that purpose exclusively ? Tes.
2991. And there will always be a certain proportion of low-lying ground which will necessitate a system of 
pumping under any scheme ? Tes.
2992. Applying these principles to the scheme you advocate; if we were to adopt the separate system for 
the Western Suburbs we should have to have smaller pipes ? Tes.
2993. And therefore a steeper inclination ? Tes.
2994. Therefore the red lines on the plan which indicate the full length of the underground sewers would 
not by a mile or half a mile be so long as they are shown ? They would not be so long.
2995. We should practically come nearer to a scheme of following the contour of the surface of the ground 
by making the dividing ridge between Cook’s River and Parramatta River the separation between the 
gravitation and the pumping area ? In carrying out the separate system the course of the sewers would 
have to be closely considered. As you first said, it would simply mean a steeper grade and taking the 
drainage from a less area; but as to the exact limits of that area, I could not say.
2996. Still, in the main, the gravitation of the sewage would be all to the south ? The bulk of it would be 
to the south.
2997. What we should have to lift would be the sewage flowing naturally towards the Parramatta River ? 
Some of the sewage flowing towards the Parramatta River could be taken by gravitation ; but the bulk of 
the sewage which would have to be lifted would be on the Parramatta River side of the dividing range.
2998. Tou think the red lines marking the gravitation sewers would go under the ridge and catch a certain 
portion of the sewage which would naturally fall to the north ? It would be found advantageous to do so.
2999. And we should only have to pump the sewage which could not be put into the sewers by gravitation ? 
Tes.
3000. Looking at the number of peninsulas that run into the Parramatta River, and to the impossibility of . 
diverting their sewage by gravitation into the main outlet at Webb’s Grant, is that not an additional reason 
why we should look forward to some pumping arrangement by which the sewage of all those peninsulas 
could be brought to some low-lying place and there pumped up? Tes ; it will have to be concentrated.

3001.
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3001. The red lines deal very slightly with the peninsulas 1 Very slightly indeed. J. B. Henson,
3002. Even if you carry out the scheme as proposed we shall have hereafter to provide for the drainage of ®scl-
these separate peninsulas? Yes. By the scheme I think -29 of the entire area is to be pumped, that is, '^Trsq 
over ^th will have to be dealt with by pumping. 14 Aug., 1889.
3003. But that does not include all the land in Concord and Five Dock marked white on the plan 1 I do 
not think it does. •
3004. That is not provided for at all ? I think not.
3005. Supposing we had an adequate and efficient pumping scheme could we deal with Five Dock and 
Concord by bringing the sewage down to the head of one of the bays and then pumping it ? It could all be 
dealt with by pumping, the sewage being transferred by means of pumps to some suitable locality such as 
Webb’s Grant.
3006. Take Five Dock for example. Suppose that locality were populous enough to require a system of 
sewerage, would it not be possible by the separate system to draw the whole of the sewage of Five Dock to 
some low point at the head of the bay, from which it could be pumped into the sewers ? That certainly 
could be done, but the question would be whether it was not cheaper to erect two or three minor pumping 
stations, and thus save the cost of large tunnels.
3007. But unless you are going to allow the sewage to flow into the river you must pump it ? Yes.
3008. Is there any more convenient way of disposing of it than by pumping it into the sewers and allowing 
it to flow out to Webb’s Grant? No. If the scheme were carried out as proposed the sewers would be 
very convenient to pump into.
3009. So far as the separate system is concerned you do not quarrel with the general outlet of the scheme ?
At the sewage farm ? • *
3010. Yes? No.
3011. All you are inclined to dispute is that the pipes are unnecessarily large and made so for the purpose 
of taking away a certain quantity of storm water ? _ Yes, that is one point—another is the sanitary efficiency 
of the scheme.
3012. You think that the small pipes should be kept clean more certainly than large sewers ? Yes.
3013. If a sewer is larger than is necessary to carry away the sewage matter the waste space is injurious 
rather than beneficial ? Yes.
3014. It gives room for the development of gases ? Yes.
3015. Therefore for sanitary reasons the smaller the pipes as long as they are sufficient the better ? Yes, 
because they can be better ventilated and better flushed.
3016. On the whole they are kept cleaner ? Yes.
3017. If that is the case can you give us any estimate of what the saving will be on £1,800,000 by the 
separate system ? I could not say without a very careful investigation of the whole scheme which would 
take a considerable time.
3018. How long would it take you ? That would depend entirely upon the plans available. You could not 
work it out without an accurate survey of the contour of the whole area at every 5 feet of level. You 
could not make an accurate estimate without that.
3019. Without doing that you would not like to say whether the saving would be 10, 20 or 30 per cent?
I should not like to say as to the saving or the expense of carrying out the scheme on the totally separate 
system without having very complete plans of the whole area.
3020. You see that the Committee is very anxious to make a speedy report upon this matter, but it materially 
does not wish to report favourably upon a more expensive scheme than is necessary. It is therefore extremely 
important that we should have reliable evidence as to whether the separate system would be cheaper and more 
efficient than that proposed ? That is a matter that occurred to me, but I could see no way of arriving at an 
estimate that would be satisfactory to myself or the Committee unless the proper plans were available.
3021. You are an officer of the Water and Sewerage Board? I am.
3022. Do you know at all whether it is in contemplation to carry out the sewerage scheme by the Water and 
Sewerage Board or by the Public Works Department, and then hand it over complete to the Water and 
Sewerage Board ? I do not think any decision has been come to, but I heard it mentioned that there is a 
probability of the Government carrying out the main works, leaving the minor works and the administration 
of the scheme to the W ater and Sewerage Department.
3023. Do you know whether Mr. Stayton’s calculations have been checked at all in your Department ? No ;
not in the Department. .
3024. Do you know whether they have been checked by anybody ? . I am not aware.
3025. Have you looked into them at all yourself? I did into a few of them.
3026. You will observe that Mr. Stayton makes the rate 5d. and a fraction upon the smaller amount of 
£800,000, and 6£d. upon the larger amount of £1,300,000;—do you know whether that small increase of 
rate with so very large an increase of the principal is due to the extension of the term for repaying the 
debentures ? I am not familiar with the items to which you are referring.
3027. You have not studied the appendix ? No ; I have not seen it.
3028. So far as you have studied the question you are distinctly in favour of the separate system ? Yes.
3029. Can you mention any place where that system is carried out ? At Memphis and Pullman, in the 
United States. Thirty towns in America are drained on the separate system.
3030. Are there any places in England ? Henley-on-Thames is drained by the separate principle.
3031. How many years has it been in operation at Henley ? Not many ; not more than three or four at the 
outside. The principle has not made so much headway in England as in America.
3032. Do you know whether it has given satisfaction in America ? From the reports that I have seen I 
should say that it has given satisfaction.
3033. Have you seen any reports as to the working of the system at Henley ? It has given satisfaction 
there.
3034. But the majority of English engineers at present do not favour it ? I am not aware of that. From 
what I can learn they are in favour of it.
3035. Do the majority of American engineers favour it ? They did not favour the principle of separation at 
first. They were against it until it was tried ; but now it is making great headway.
3036. You think it is growing in favour in America? Yes.

3037.
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J. B. Henson, 3037. Is there any recent authority upon the subject? I have a work here upon the separate system 
Esq. * -written by Staley and Pierson, American engineers, and another by Mr. Waring, one of the leading, if not 

ta 7 A the leading, sanitary engineer in America.
. ‘3038. You think the system is growing in favour in America? Yes. .

3039. And that the American experience of it justifies us in looking into the matter carefully ? 
Decidedly.
3040. Mr. Humphery.^ Do you know if any of the towns in America to which you have referred are near 
the sea coast 1 I could not say but I think they are chiefly inland towns.
3041. You do not know that their conditions are in any respect similar to the conditions of Sydney and its 
suburbs ? I am not aware.
3042. Mr. Trickett.] Do you know the population of any of them ? I do not think that the principle has 
been applied to any of the very large cities, but only to cities of 20,000, 40,000, or 60,000 inhabitants.
3043. Mr. Humjjhery.] Have you had any experience out of Sydney with sewerage systems ? I have only 
been connected ■with the existing sewers of the city.
3044. You have not been at Adelaide ? Yes, I have been there.
3045. What system is adopted there—is it the water carriage system ? The water carriage system, and I 
believe they admit a portion of storm-water into the sewers. It is somewhat similar to what is proposed 
for the Western suburbs.
3046. You do not know what system is adopted in the various towns in England ? No, I do not, except 
that at London they have the combined system.
3047. That is similar to the system proposed for the Western suburbs? No, it is similar to the existing 

, sewers in the older portions of the city, such as the Tank-stream sewer, Hay-street sewer, and the sewers
emptying into Woolloomooloo Bay.
3048. Have you any reason for saying that the separate system would be superior to the system now in use 
in Sydney ? Decidedly.
3049. In what way would the separate system be superior to the combined system as applied to the City of 
Sydney ? The separate system would secure the complete removal of the, sewage within a few hours, and the city 
sewers do not do that. The Tank-stream sewer is 5 feet 6 inches in height, by about 10 feet in width, and 
you can walk along the floor on one side while the sewage trickles along the centre. It is the totally 
combimed system. It was a creek originally, and is simply a huge gas-holder—matter sticks to the sides, 
and in summer putrifies and gives off gases which find their way through the smaller sewers to the highest 
parts of the city.
3050. You think that from a sanitary point of view the separate system would be superior to the present 
system ? It would. The separate system, from a sanitary point of view, is superior to any other.
3051. How do you propose to get rid of the storm-water from the roofs of houses ? It would to a great 
extent have to go the way which it does now in the Western suburbs.
3052. It would not enter the pipes provided for the carrying away of refuse and excreta? No, it would 
not. It would run into the street gutters, and follow them down to the nearest creek or watercourse.
3053. It will be necessary to have separate drains from the houses in order to carry away the water falling 
from the roofs ? It would not be necessary in many cases—in many instances the water would flow over 
the surface.
3054. Over the back yards ? Yes.
3055. Would not that be very inconvenient to householders ? No. In some instances it might be incon
venient ; but I do not think it would be so to any large extent.
3056. But in many of the suburbs would it not be impossible to get the water away ? That water could 
only be got away by a system of drains constructed to deal with the storm-waters exclusively.
3057. The water falling from roofs of houses could not be conveyed by the combined system ? It could not 
be conveyed by the proposed system—not the whole of it.
3058. Mr. Garrard.] Have you given any attention to Liernur’s system ? Yes.
3059. That is a separate system? Yes, but the term separate has a different signification in that instance.
3060. Instead of gravitation a pneumatic force is brought into operation ? Yes.
3061. Are you favourable to that system of dealing with the sewage from closets, <fec? No.
3062. Do you believe in the water carriage system ? Yes.
3063. Although in favour of a separate system you are not in favour of Liernur’s system ? No. That system 
deals only with the solid matter, and leaves the slop and dish-water to go into a system of sewer-pipes.
3064. You spoke just now of the Tank-stream being a huge gas-holder. Are there any means of ventilating 
it ? Yes, it could be ventilated.
3065. Is it ventilated at the present time ? Not that I am aware of.
3066. The, whole of the storm-water of the city falling within a certain area goes into that sewer? The 
bulk of it does.
3067. Is that one of the reasons for making it such a large size ? Yes.
3068. Could we improve it so far as the matter of gas is concerned by proper ventilation? Very little 
improvement to that sewer could be effected by ventilation.
3069. None of the main lines of sewers projected in the Western Suburbs Scheme approach this sewer in 
magnitude ? No; but they will not be under similar conditions to the Tank-stream. The amount of sewage 
flowing into the Tank-stream is very small.
3070. Then it is more a storm-water channel ? Yes, with a trickle of sewage along the bottom of it.
3071. Mr. Tonkin.] Do you know Mr. Stayton? Yes.
3072. What position does he hold as a sewerage engineer? I am only acquainted with him through having 
met him in the Colony.
3073. You do not know what position he holds as an engineer? No, I do not.
3074. Do you know that he has a preference for the combined system over the separate system ? I do not 
know that he has a preference for the combined system. His scheme for the drainage of the Western 
suburbs is a partially separate system. It is between a totally separate system and a combined system.
3075. Do you not think that if we had the separate system entirely, the water running along the gutters 
after a heavy storm would at times be dangerous to foot psssengers ? I do not think it would in the 
majority of cases. In places where it would be dangerous, it would be necessary to provide storm-water

channels
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channels or culverts to deal with the flood water ; but those channels would have to be provided under the i. B. Henson, 
proposed scheme. Esq.
3076. You know that the forming of streets concentrates the water, so that it collects more rapidly than it
would do if the streets were not formed? Yes, the formation of streets and the building of houses 1889.
contentrates the water very rapidly on to the low-lying part.
3077. There would be a certain amount of danger if the storm-water were carried on the surface instead of 
under ground ? There would be danger in certain places from the water flowing along the street.
3078. What are the principal advantages which you claim for the separate system. I think I understood you 
to say, that one of the principal advantages was, the saving of expense ? There would be a less expenditure, 
and there would also be a greater sanitary efficiency. The health of the residents should be the first 
consideration—the cost of the scheme is in a measure a secondary consideration. The work if carried 
out under the separate sytern would be cheaper, and from a sanitary .point of view more efficient.
3079. I suppose you have no idea as to what the difference in cost would be between the separate system 
and the system proposed by Mr. Stayton ? It is so large a matter to go into, that I could not give any 
estimate.
3080. The tunnelling required for the main sewers is nearly all through solid rock 1 "Nearly all of it.
3081. Do you know what difference there would be, if any, between the cost of a tunnel through solid rock,
3 feet 6 inches in diameter, and that of of a tunnel 5 feet in diameter ? The difference would not vary 
according to the diameters, because the smaller a tunnel is, the more difficult it is to work in it.
3082. Then it would cost as much to drive a 3-feet 6-inch tunnel through rock as a 5 feet tunnel 1 I should 
not undertake to say that it would.
3083. It would cost very nearly as much—there would be very little difference in the cost 1 I could not 
say for certain. The difference would certainly be in favour of the smaller sewer.
3084. Then the principal advantage which you advocate for the separate system is the sanitary advantage, 
because if there were no difference, in the cost of the tunnelling, there would be very little difference as far as 
the cost of construction altogether was concerned. The real advantage would be from a sanitary point of view ?
There would also be an advantage with regard to the expenditure. The expenditure would be less^ because it 
does not follow that the whole of the work under the separate system would be tunnelling. If it were a mere ' 
question of large and small tunnels, I do not suppose there would be a great difference ; but it is possible that 
under the separate system there may not be as great a length of tunnelling as under the partial system.
3085. But with the separate system which you advocate, you could hot follow the contour of the ground, 
you would have to take sewage away by gravitation ? As much as possible by gravitation.
3086. You could not follow the contour of the ground as a pneumatic system would. The sewage would 
have to be conveyed by gravitation ? As much as possible by gravitation.
3087. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] You appear to hold very decided views as to the superiority of the separate system, 
although they are in conflict with the opinions of some of the leading sewerage engineers. Has your 
attention ever been drawn to this opinion of Sir Robert Rawlinson, who was for many years Engineer-in
Chief to the Local Government Board in England, and who was invited on behalf of the Government of this 
Colony, in 1875, to advise on the question of the water supply and drainage. “Two sets of main sewers 
with two sets of house drains will be costly to construct : and, if constructed, would often lead to complications 
tending to defeat the proposed uses ” ? I have heard statements made similar to that, but they are very 
misleading. -
3088. But do you not think that Sir Robert Rawlinson would be cautious before giving an opinion on this 
matter ? It depends upon the date upon which he gave that opinion.
3089. In 1875. Further on he says “The so-called clean water sewer cannot in many cases be large enough 
to receive storm-water, and in dry weather it should of course be dry. The sewer proper would thus be 
without the flushing and cleansing given by roof water during falls of rain and the washings off yards, &c., 
during the first falls of heavy rain would in many cases be as polluted and as polluting as sewage in the true 
sewer.” He there suggests a danger that might possibly exist in a warm climate like this? In regard to 
Sir Robert Rawlinson’s remarks I would refer you to the second and final report of the Royal Commission 
upon metropolitan sewage discharge in 1884. The question of separation was there referred to by Sir 
Robert Rawlinson in answer to question 17102.
3090. Will you kindly quote his remarks ? “ If you had to begin at the beginning and sewer London de novo
the Fleet ditch should not be a sewer; the Ranelagh River should not be a sewer; all the valley lines 
should not be sewers ; they should have been surface water channels alone and the sewage should have been 
intercepted on both sides and carried into the main outlets which are now provided.”
3091. But that does not imply that he has changed his opinion in favour of the separate system? That, I 
take to refer to the separation of the sewage from the storm-water.
3092. I will direct your attention now to the opinion of Sir Joseph Bazelgette who says “ How to dispose 
of the rainfall is a question of considerable difficulty and has given rise to much diversity of opinion. This 
arises from the fact that whilst in itself harmless, it sometimes falls suddenly in large quantities. These 
considerations have induced theorists to advocate that the rainfall should not be allowed to flow off with the 
sewage, but should be dealt with by a separate system of sewage. The theory is however, most 
impracticable,” how do you get over that? In the report to which I have already referred, paragraph 
182, and question 19372, Sir Joseph Bazelgette says “To carry out such a scheme as I am suggesting, or 
any scheme suitable for those districts, it would be necessary to separate the sewage from the rain fall.
The areas are so large, and the quantity of sewage is so small, that it would be impossible to take them 
together; they must be taken separately.’
3093. Mr. Garrard.] Upon what was he speaking then ? The drainage of London.
3094. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Will you allow me to direct your attention to this paragraph of Mr. Stayton’s 
report “ It would be undoubtedly misleading to assert that any one special system of disposal is the best for 
adoption. Everything depends upon local conditions, or, in other words, every place must be dependent 
upon its own physical circumstances and requirements. Irrigation is not the universal mode of sewage purifi
cation, but where favourable conditions exist it is the cheapest and most efficient process, especially where 
sewage can be delivered by gravitation.” So that Mr. Stayton makes it a matter of circumstance and condition, 
that this system should be adopted here ? I have considered that point in the light of the condemnation of the 
present system of drainage in London, where we have the union of the storm-water and the sewage in one

• set
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J. B. Henson, set of channels. The proportion of rain water allowed for in London is at the rate of \ inch in 24 hours j 
Esq. but the admixture of rain and sewage there has been condemned. Mr. Stayton’s scheme for the western
/a *~*T88a suburbs is to carry a rainfall at the rate of -31 inches in 24 hours, which is greater than that allowed for in

14 Aug., 89. jj0rL(j0I1) s0 j£ the London sewerage system be condemned, that condemnation would apply to the system 
which the Committee are considering.
3095. I notice in the paper which you read before the Engineering Association that you say that the
English principle of a maximum sewage-flow will not apply here ;—what are the reasons for that 1 Mr. 
Stayton, in his report, page 10, near the bottom, says :—“The rule adopted for town areas in England by 
Mr. T. Hawksley, one of the foremost hydraulic engineers in the world, is to allow one square of roofing and 
one square of paved yard as the contributing area of each head of the populationbut then the rainfall in 
England is generally only half what it is here. I think our average rainfall is double the average rainfall in 
England, or at any rate is very much larger than it. Therefore, if the same principle were applied here,
double the amount of rainfall would be admitted into the sewers, so that the rule cannot possibly hold good
under these circumstances.
3096. Supposing the separate system is applied here, is there not a danger that it may be found ineffective

. through the carelessness of servants, who may throw slops into the street channel ? Tes; there would be
that danger, but it would be a breach of the regulations to do so, and would be followed by punishment. It 
is a matter of detail which is of no importance.
3097. Do you think the separate system could be safely applied to a small area like Balmain 1 I think so. 
with great advantage.
3098. Supposing that we recommend that the scheme shown on the map, with the exception of that portion 
draining Balmain, should be carried out, as designed by Mr. Stayton, and we applied the separate system to 
Balmain alone, it would very likely prove a success 1 You cannot very well pick out a piece and deal with it 
like that; you may upset the whole arrangements.
3099. It seems to me that if there is any efficacy in the separate system it might be applied to a small place 1 
Supposing the proposed scheme were carried out to the boundary of Balmain, it would be worth while con
sidering how the separate system could be applied to the whole of the sewage of that municipality. This 
scheme (Mr. Stayton’s) will provide for the removal by gravitation of the sewage of a little better than half 
the area of Balmain, which contains altogether about 900 acres.
3100. Mr. Garrard.] Six hundred ? Well, the proposed sewerage scheme will provide for a little over half
that area, leaving the portions near the margin of the water to be dealt with in some other way, by a
system of pumping. If the rainwater is combined with the sewage the pumps will have to lift both the

. rainwater and the sewage, but if it is separated from the sewage, and the sewage only is dealt with, it
will be possible to concentrate the whole of it near the water’s edge, and pump it up into the nearest sewer. 
I think this could be done at the same cost as it would take to put in the intercepting sewers ; but then the 
whole of the area will be dealt with instead of only the better half.
3101. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Mr. Garrard questioned you about Liernur’s system, has not that system been 

■ adopted by the German Government in their barracks at Prague, and in other large cities! It has been
adopted in some of the towns in Europe.
3102. And found to be a success 1 I cannot speak on that point.
3103. Have you not heard or read that it has proved successful in many of the smaller cities and towns in 
Germany 1 I have read so.
3104. Mr. Bowel.] You stated that you have given considerable attention to the sewerage and water 
supply in various parts of the world! I have read as many accounts of the various systems as came to my 
hand.
3105. Have you any knowledge of the sewerage and water supply system adopted in any of the towns in 
England under the Board of Health ! I suppose London is such a town.
3106. Any of the towns in England ; you are aware that most of the towns in England have a sewerage
and water supply system which is carried out under the Board of Health ! I believe there is a central 
authority. _
3107. And local boards have control of works in the various towns! I believe that is the system carried 
out.
3108. You have no knowledge of the nature of their works ! No particular knowledge of them.
3109. Not of any one town in England 1 Only by the reports which I have read ; and I have read so many 
that I really could not undertake to describe the works of any particular town.

* 3110. Can you refer to any one town of which you have a knowledge, either through reading or in other
ways 1 I am aware of the system of drainage in London, and that is a representative of the system of 
drainage adopted in England.
3111. I think you will find that it is vastly different from the system adopted at such towns as Chelmford, 
~VVatsford, and other places similar in surroundings and population to Balmain. I understand that you 
have no knowledge of the system which is in vogue at those places! No.
3112. In reference to the scheme which you are advocating, can you state on the score of economy, whether 
you think your system would be cheaper than the system now under the consideration of the Committee! I 
believe it would be cheaper.
3113. You are aware that to carry out this scheme a very large quantity of water will be required! There 
will be a large quantity of water to be removed.
3114. A large quantity of water will be required for the purpose of flushing drains and water-closets! 
There will be a certain quantity of water required for flushing the drains, but that quantity will depend 
upon the system adopted. You may adopt a system which will require a large quantity, and you may adopt 
a system which will require a minimum quantity.
3115. Are you not aware that all the water-closets will be connected with this system of sewerage ! That 
is the object of it.
3116. And a large quantity of water will be required for the purpose! Yes.
3116J. Do you consider the quantity of water which you have ample for the requirements, supposing the 
population were to increase considerably during the next ten or twelve years 1 The present water supply 
is one which is expansive to meet the requirements, just as the sewerage scheme is expansive. When more 
water is wanted it can be obtained.

3117.
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If tbeSe subm^s could at any time become manufacturing suburbs you would want a larger capacity 
of sewers to carry off the refuse than you would do if you were merely providing for a residential suburb ?

vil! be necessary to consider that, but I do not think the increase will be very much. Taking the water 
supply to the inhabitants at tO gallons per head, as in the report, which is very liberal, I think that we 
could provide for any such contingency. * ’
greatly1?' aYet11Ct ^ beC°“e 3 nlanufacturillS suburb> 1 suppose the value of property there would increase

olqQ vlld an eXtlf Pi1Pi.e ^gbtrr,be,laid without the increased rate being severely felt? I think so. 
ol39. You were asked by Mr. Tonkin about the water from the water-closets. Have you in the separate
It7Tl!ndeial °iVanCe f01i tb* fvU qUailtity of water re<luired fou tbe water-closets of‘the whole district? 
glin v 1,6 bfSed 011 a rate of abowt 70 gallons per head per day, which I think is very liberal

t v Can7,tVra7a8mU^ fl’°m each h°USe aS the water supply department delivers?
ll ’ b7 lnactlcal7 ^ ''vould be less, excluding rainfall, because you would not take in the water used 
for gardens, or that used for steam engines and other purposes.
3141. Then if your pipes can carry as much as the water delivered thev will be large enough for all
sewerage purposes ? Quite. a ^ a 1
3142. 71/r //iwip/teri/.] You referred I think to the system of sewerage adopted in London having been
condemned? The combination of the rainfall with the sewage. °
m!3' I)°/ou krlow the reason why that system was condemned by the Royal Commissioners on the 
- etropolitan Sewerage Discharge ? I tried to get their report, but was not able to do so. I gathered that 
SI 4Aean°n was,that 1l,gav® th,e“ an llnwieldy quantity of sewage to be dealt with at the outfall, 
in tol lD° y°U “iT Z 16 dlftculty in dealing with the rainfalls as well as the sewage in London is owing 

86 quarf7°f sewage matter, caused by the enormous population there ? I am not aware. If thf 
lamfall were excluded the quantity would be reduced. -
i^KaiTtuthoritv?'”^^11^011 f6 qUeST “ the Encyc.loPsedia Britannica, written by Professor Ewing—
18i ap alLau*b°nty ■ I could not say. I have not met with his name. S
the wZ d,SCUSSeS th+e t'V° separate and combined, and he seems to be of opinion that what is called
t e water carnage system is best adapted to meet the requirements of the present day ? Certainly it is.

° * 3147.
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3147. Mr. Irickelt.} What was the American authority which you mentioned in the early part of your 
examination ? A work written by Staley and Pierson.
3148. That is an American work written on American sewerage systems 1 Yes. . .
3149. Judging from two paragraphs in that work does it not appear that the separate system is only in 
force in America, in cities having a very limited population 1 One paragraph says, “ We see from an
• .• n 11 _ i _ 1. 1 _ J.1__a ~T____ A ^.T-vAl-ir\¥ +1-wa nTfioo /vrinspection of the table that about seven-eighths of_ _ „ _ __ _ the cities of the United States have less than 25?000
inhabitantsTand about two-thirds less than 10,000 inhabitants. It is probable that most of these do not 
require a system of sub-surface removal for storm water, and that in the few remaming the system ot con
duits for sub-surface removal may be very limited.” (The table referred to is a “ Comparison of Cities in
the United States by Population.”) _ , , ,, , , , ,
3150. Reading that paragraph with another further on, does it not appear that the system has only been 
tried in America in places having a comparatively small population t I am not quite certain ot the popu
lation of the cities to which it has been applied, but the principle is not affected whether the population is
20,000 or more. . i i ,
3151. Surely the principle is affected if the city is closely built, or not closely built, beeause m a closely 
built city it would be a great inconvenience to have the surface water running about the streets ana 
accumulating in the gutters ? There is no other way for it to escape except along the street gutters, unless 
you construct an underground system of drainage, which will remove the whole of the water from tne 
surface. Mr. Stayton’s report is certainly against the taking in of the whole of the storm-water.
3152. He takes in the ordinary storm-water 1 Only from the roofs and the yards. I go further and say 
exclude that, and have none of it. In his report he recognizes the difficulty there would be in dealing with 
the whole of the storm-water, so that if his scheme were carried out, wherever the storm-water was Jncp^' 
venient on the surface, separate channels would have to be constructed to remove it. The question is the 
degree of separation which should be adopted.

Robert Hickson, Esq., Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges and Sewers, sworn,
and examined :—•

B. Hickson, 3153. Vice-Chairman.] You are Engineer-in-Chief for Roads and Bridges as well as Sewers 1 Yes.
Esq. 3154. The sewerage works in Sydney are being carried out under your supervision? Yes.

/--- A—. 3155. Together with the scheme under the consideration of the Committee ? It will be.
14 Aug., 1889. 3i5g. The designs have been made by officers in your Department? Yes. . , , . ,

3157. You, of course, have given your concurrence to the scheme for draining the Western suburbs which
is now before us ? As far as I have been able to attend to it in the short time during which I have been m 
the Department. I think it is the best system. .
3158. I suppose you have officers whose duty it is specially to look after this particular work ? Yes-
3159. Who has been in charge of it ? Mr. Stayton was the officer who worked out the whole scheme. 
Unfortunately he is not here now; but we have two officers who have given great attention to it, and I suggest 
that they be examined.
3160. What is the name of the officer in charge of the work now ? The sewerage branch is divided into 
two districts ; Mr. Smail has one district, and Mr. M‘Mordie the other;. but the officer in charge of the 
sewerage generally, Mr. Baggie, together with Mr. Smail, worked out the scheme with Mr. Stayton, so that 
they are well up in all the details, more so than I am.
3161. Their evidence is available? Yes, I have sent for them.
3162. Have you, since the matter has been under consideration, given any attention to the system of elec
trolysis ? Yes; I went into it. , , • . o w r
3163. Have you made any estimate of the probable cost of the work under the electric system ! Yes, 1
had an estimate made. [Vide Appendix K.] .
3164. Does that show that the cost would be very much greater ? Yes, considerably. . _ .
3165. Is it your opinion that a system of electrolysis would be successful—I mean that it is practicable to
carry it out ? I think it is quite practicable to carry it out. _
3166. But it will be more expensive than the proposed system? Yes, very much more expensive. I think 
it will cost something like £300,000 more.
3167. Have you given any attention to what is called the separate system? Yes, as far as reading
engineering works in connection with it goes. _ _
3168. Do you think it would be advisable to adopt in any measure the separate system in carrying out the 
scheme ? I think it would be a great mistake to make any alteration in the scheme proposed by Mr. Stayton.
3169. Then after mature consideration you consider this scheme to be the best ? Ido. _
3170. Have you ever heard of Lienur’s system ? I have heard of it, but I cannot say that I have given any
attention to it. .
3171. So far as your information goes, has the system been regarded a success in any way? I could not say.
3172. Has it ever been tried in the Colonies? That I could not say. _ .
3173. Mr. Trickett.] Have you checked the estimated expense of the scheme at all ? No; it was designed
before I came to the Department. _
3174. Does the actual expense connected with the system of electrolysis provide for a system dealing with 
the sewage at more than one place, or only near the outfall at Webb’s Grant? It only deals with it at one 
place, not at Webb’s Grant at all. This plan shows where it is proposed to treat it. I should divide the 
city into two districts—a northern and a sputhorn district. The whole of the drainage from the southern 
portion would go out to Webb’s Grant, -while that from the northern portion, including Leichhardt, 
Camperdown, and Ashfield, would go to a point between Iron Cove and Long Cove. We thought that the

■ most suitable point at which to concentrate it. It would there be treated, and the sludge removed by water.
3175. If that system were adopted you would get rid of the stuff at two localities instead of one, as at
present proposed ? Yes. '
3176. In what way would the expense come to the extra sum of £300,000 ? 1 have the details hero. Ihe
engine and the working expenses connected with the dynamos would probably run the expenditure up to 
that amount. .
3177. The cost of machinery and electric appliances would be the chief cause of the extra expense ? And 
the working capitalised; that is the main expense.
3178. You have inspected Webb’s Grant sewage farm ? Yes. 3179.
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3179. More than once ? Yes. ■ R, Hickson
3180. What is your opinion as to its efficiency ? I think there could only he one opinion, and that is that Esq. 
you could not get a better place for it.
3181. But as to the result; do you think that the manner of dealing with the sewage is satisfactory ? I do 1889.
not think that, you could get a better place for dealing with it. .
3182. Do you think that it is better, apart from the expense, than electrolysis ? I think it is.
3183. Do you think that the area that is available at the present time will be ample for dealing with the 
sewage for some time to come 1 Yes.
ul84. As far as you have been able to think over the matter, I understand that you endorse Mr. Stayton’s 
system 1 I do. .
3185. Have you had much experience in sewerage works i Not very much.
3186. f)r. tr&rrrwi.J Mr. Stayton has now left the Public Service ? Yes, he has gone home.
3187. You are not prepared, individually, at the present moment, to endorse his calculations, I 
presume? No.
3188. Could you, without much difficulty, get those calculations re-examined by some competent officer still 
m the Service—some responsible man ? Yes.
3189. The Committee at present have only Mr. Stayton’s calculations to depend upon? We can have the
■whole thing calculated. We have all the plans. It would take some time to do. .
3190. Do you think it would be advisable, before committing ourselves to the scheme, to make sure, that 
there is no mistake ? I think you are perfectly safe in depending upon Mr. Stayton. He is a most careful 
man, and this is a specialty of his. I should be perfectly satisfied in taking his figures as correct.
3191. You, as an engineer, would rest your confidence upon him? I would.
3192. Do you know whether it is contemplated that your Department should carry out the work, or whether 
it is to be left to the Water and Sewerage Board? We contemplate carrying out the work shown on the 
plan. All the reticulation is to be carried out by the "Water and Sewerage Board.
3193. It is not intended to put the whole work on them ? No.
3194. If you become responsible for carrying out the main portion of the work you will be anxious that it ' 
will not cost more than is estimated? Yes.
3195. And in Mr. Stayton’s absence you are responsible in trusting to his figures? Yes.
3196. Then we may take it that your Department endorses his figures? Yes.
3197. The rain-water which Mr. Stayton proposes to take is only from the roofs and yards ? Yes.
3198. That would not be one-tenth of the whole of the rain-water—would it? About one-tenth.
3199. So that although this is a combined system it is only so to a moderate degree? Yes.
3200. You are of opinion that it would be best to deal with that portion of the rain-water in that way ?
I am. •'
3201. It is the quickest and best way of getting the yards clean? Yes.
3202. And prevents them from becoming sloppy by the water from the roofs draining upon them. You 
have no hesitation in recommending the system to the Committee in preference to the wholly separate 
system ? None whatever.
3203. Mr. Humphery.\ Are you prepared to accept the responsibility of Mr. Stayton’s calculations?
Yes; I am.
3204. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] Have you given any attention to the system of electrolysis ? Do you mean as a 
system or as applied to this scheme ?
3205. As a system ? As a system I believe it can be made perfect. .
3206. It is perfect ? Practically, I think it is.
3207. You think that it is past the experimental stage? Yes ; that is the opinion I have formed.
r 8’r')0 y°U ** would be wise for the Committee to recommend its adaptation to any portion of

the scheme ? I do not. I do not think it would be wise from a pecuniary point of view, and I think it 
would be very unwise to cut the scheme up into different systems.
3209. You will be the responsible officer for it ? Yes.
3210. You prefer it to be carried out as designed by Mr. Stayton ? Decidedly.
3211. Without any modification or alteration whatever to fit in other schemes with it ? Yes.
3212. Mr. Garrard.] When Mr. Stayton was last before us he spoke of an alternative system for Balmain 
making it all a low-level system, and pumping the whole of the sewage up into one main receiving sewer!
Has anything more been done in that respect ? Nothing more has been done.
3213. Supposing Balmain -was made an entirely low-level area, what would be the difference between pump
ing the whole of the sewage up into the Bondi Sewer; and the cost of treating it locally by electrolysis •— 
have you given any attention to it? I did not take that part by itself, and cannot say what the difference 
would be ; but it would be considerable, because the Committee should understand that if a system of elec
trolysis were adopted it would not get rid of the pumping. You must pump the sewage to a certain height 
to allow it to gravitate to the tanks. &
3214. It would not have to be pumped more than 10 or 12 feet at the outside? ' Rather more than that 
—between 15 and 20 feet.
3215. Are you aware that under the present system only about two-thirds of Balmain is served, and that
the remainder will have to be pumped ? Yes. .
3216. Do you know whether anything has been done in the Department with reference to the alternate 
scheme for Balmain ? Nothing has been done.

C. H. Ohlfsen Bagge, Esq., Chiei Assistant Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and Bridges,
sworn, and examined:— ’ '

3217. Vice-Chairman.] You are a civil engineer ? Yes.
32!8. And you have been engaged in the design of the scheme before the Committee for the sewerage of the Bagee' Esq. 
VV estern Suburbs ? I have not been engaged upon it myself.
3219. Not many way? I have been checking the sewers in various ways. All the calculations were 14 Aug., 1889. 
based upon our prices, and I supplied them to Mr. Stayton.
3220. You were engaged during Mr. Stayton’s time in making these calculations ? I assisted him by
giving him all the information in my power. . 3221 J
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They would hardly 
think that since the sewerage

■ 1 I was connected with that office for eighteen

It is a matter 
authorities at home

3236.
3237.
3238.
3239.

?hen required.
jen used in your time at home as a means of'separating the solid portion ot the 
! The electric system, so far as I know, is based upon the celebrated Faraday’s 
In issn Then ‘in 1885 lectures were coven upon the same thing in Bohemia—I

3221. To form the general estimate ? Mr. Stayton’s estimates are based upon the contracts let at the lima
for similar works. v
3222. You took measurements, diameters, lengths, and all that sort of thing l .
3223. You are of opinion that Mr. Stayton’s estimate is approximately correct 1 I think it is a very
fair estimate. ., „
3224. You say that it is based upon a contract price being paid for work at the time you made the 
calculations 1 Yes.
3225. On the Government contracts 1 On the Government contracts. '
3226. Did you consider the price of the brickwork and stonework—I suppose you did? Yes. .
3227. Were you guided in that by the prices being paid then? Yes. _
3228. Did you base any of the estimates upon the prices paM by private individuals .
bear comparison, since our work is totally different from private work. I think tt 
works started the contractors have gradually cut down the prices to such an extent that there are scarcely 
any profits left, rather the reverse at times. . . „
3229. The competition has been so keen that they have done the work at a loss m some instances . Yes.
3230. Has your particular branch of the engineering profession brought you into contact with the construc
tion of works of that sort ? I am one of the oldest living hydraulic engineers in Victoria ? I have had 
forty-eight reservoirs under my charge there.
3231. Before you came to this Colony ? Yes ; reservoirs, aqueducts, and so on.
3232. Had you anything to'do with the Yau Yean reservoir ? 
months. I was at one time engineer of Goldfields Reservoirs.
3233. Have you given any attention to what is called the separate system ? Yes.
3234. Do you approve of this system in preference to what is called the separate system . 
of opinion; but as far as the broad principle is concerned, it is the opinion of leading aut 
that the system here proposed is the only practicable system that can be carried out for tne public benei .
3235. That is, that this is the only system ? Yes. ^

You have also heard of Liernur’s system ? Yes.
Have you seen it in operation ? Ho, I know it only from books.
Do you know whether it was tried in Victoria on a small scale ? I am not aware.
However you are clear in your opinion that this is by far the best system to adopt 1 I am positive that

you will find it the cheapest system to carry out. There is no cheaper system than a water carriage systenl-
3240. Have you any misgivings as to the water supply being insufficient for working the system ! JNot at 
all; we have plenty at present, and the water-works here could be augmented if it were necessary to do so. 
In a large progressive town it is necessary to use plenty of water, and to provide it, and I have no doubt 
that it will be provided when required
3241. Had electricity been ’ '
sewage from the liquid ? .
system, first made known in 1850. Then in 1885 lectures were given upon , ,
have forgotten the name of the university—but the water used there was manufactured for the purpose ot 
being decomposed, whereas in this case sewage is to be experimented upon on a large scale Ihe theory has 
been known since 1850 ; lectures were given upon it in 1885, but it has only been turned to a practical u»c 
lately by Mr. Webster in London for dealing with the London sewage. The other waters treated were 
composed for the purpose. Mr. Webster’s invention consists in the apparatus, and the manner and mode ot
using the principle for sewage. . ■ n i i
3242. Do you think it has been found practicable to treat sewage by electrolysis .- 1 believe it is thoroughly
practicable to do so. . .
3943 Havino' regard to economy as well? I think you will find it veiy expensu e. ] .
3244. ' More expensive than these systems ? Far more. I am sure there is nothing cheaper than the piaui

3245. The use of electricity is generally found to be very expensive for other purposes besides the purifi
cation of sewage? I have prepared certain estimates from Professor Threlfall s paper, and upon Mi, 
Webster’s estimate, and I find that this system is much more expensive than that proposed. With the best 
knowledge that we possess it would only be after long experiments that we could arrive at a conclusive 
estimate. The thing is thoroughly unknown, and has to be tried, but from what we know of what Mr.
Webster has done the system must be a very expensive mode of treating sewage.
3246. Mr. TrickeU.~\ The system Mr. Stayton proposes to adopt we must call, I suppose, a modified separate 
system 1 Mr. Stayton has'adopted a system now in vogue in all the large towns of England. It is a

3247. It (kies not carry off all the surface water from the streets—it simply takes the roof water and tlie

3248. Have you sufficiently studied Mr. Stayton’s scheme to know whether the pipes and sewers that he
proposes would be large enough to carry off the sewage and the water collected from the roofs of houses and
soon? Yes. I think you will find them ample. , , x , T• 1 m
3249 There is no fear of the water and sewage bursting up the sewers and destroying them f I tfiuit not.
3250. You are quite sure of it? In a large scheme like that which Mr. Stayton has proposed some slight 
alterations in details may have to be made when the working plans are designed but 1 think on the whole
that it is a very fair proposal. • . '
3251. And ample allowance is made for the sewage ? Yes ; there is nothing to cavil at.
3252 You have read the appendix to Mr. Stayton’s report ? I have studied it here and ^nere.
3253. Page 21 of that appendix gives the estimated cost of the proposed works? Yes, it is L830 304.
3254. Have you checked the figures in the preceding items which make up that amount .■ I have not
checked every item here ; but we had occasion to go through the work when we made a report upon the 
electrical system. We had to take Mr. Stayton’s report and reverse it, and cut a trial line through it, as a 
•surveyor would say. We came to about the same figures. . ,
3255. But you will see that in arriving at the amount of £830,304 Mr. Stayton has divided the sewers into 
various parts. Have you gone sufficiently into the details of the scheme to be able to check the cost ot the 
various sewers. He talks of the northern system, the southern system, and the western system ? VV e 
have gone piece-meal through it j but not through the identical figures.
3256. You have gone through it sufficiently to check it? Yes. 3257.
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3251. On pages 24 and 25 Mr. Stayton gives estimate of the cost of the subsidiary sewers; have you C. H. O. 
checked those figures, or have you made calculations which would enable you to say that they would be about Esq.
the cost of the subsidiary sewers. Mr. Stayton adds this foot-note, “ The above sum is believed to be ample i 
to provide for every contingency7, and is inclusive of all works that can possibly be foreseen at the present U^’’ ‘
time. Does that foot-note agree with your idea of what the expense would be 1 T think that as far as a 
man can foresee, without making full details, Mr. Stayton’s estimate is a very fair one.
3258. Do you. think that it is desirable to treat the sewage by electrolysis, or to adopt the sewage farm 
system, which is in partial working order at the present time 1 I should never adopt electrolysis unless I 
could help it. •
3259. You therefore think that the sewage farm treatment is desirable 1 I think so.
3260. Have you seen the working of that farm 1 Yes.
3261. Do you think it is satisfactory ? I do not think you could have a better site for a sewage farm.
3262. Do you think that 400 acres would be suificient for a long time to come 1 I think so. We are only 
using 2-£ acres now, and dealing with the sew'age of a population of 10,000, which is hardly sufficient to 
supply the requirements of that area.
3203. So you approve of that treatment ? Yes. When the Melbourne Sanitary Board w:ere here, after they
had gone through the whole of the Colonies they saw that farm and said, “ it is the very thing we want.” ’ ■
3264. l)r. G-arran,.] I understand that you furnished a large portion of the material for Mr. Stayton’s
calculations! Yes. .
3265. Was any other engineer working with you ? Yes ; there is a large office.
3266. Several people furnished figures for Mr. Stayton 1 Yes. When Mr. Stayton was preparing this 
scheme Mr. Bennett sent him to me with a message asking that I would give him every information,'and I 
gave him the prices of all our contracts.
3267. You gave him the prices as far as you were concerned, but did ymu estimate the area of all the cuttings 
which you would have to make ? They7 harmonize exactly with the sewers which we have done.
3268. But have you worked out the quantity of work to be done ? Not the exact quantity.
3269. Who besides Mr. Stayton worked out the quantity of work to be done 1 Mr. Hammer.
3270. He worked out all the figures of Mr. Stayton 1 Yes.
32/1. And no one else? I think Mr. Hammer was his principal assistant.
3272. Was he with Mr. Stayton all through ? Yes.
3273. Will 3011 look at page 22 of the appendix. Tou will see that Mr. Stayton there lowers the rate from 
Od.^to 5d. in the £ on the gross capital of £830,000 ? Yes.
3274. Xow look at page 25. 5 ou will see there that with a reduced estimate for a longer term, and a lower
rate_of interest brings the rate down to 6td. in the £ on the larger capital of £1,817,000 ? Yes.
327o. Tou do not know anything about these calculations ? I did not check them.
3276. Did this other gentleman, Mr. Hammer, check them? It is very likely.
3277. You do not know ? I could not say. "
327b. Mr. O'Sullivan^ From your knowledge of the system of sewerage carried out in large centres of 
population in Europe you consider the system recommended by Mr. Stayton as the one best suited for the 
requirements of Sydney ? I do honestly. ' -
3279. Could you suggest how it could be improved in any direction ? No. At present I do not think it is 
possible for any person to improve it, even with more knowledge than I have with regard to it, and I have 
a good deal. Even with my knowledge and cognizance of the whole scheme, it is very difficult to suggest 
at this moment any modifications, lhat cannot be done until the detailed plans are prepared. 
o280. Did I understand you to say that you had assisted to supply the figures for the estimated cost ? I 
jneiely said that I supplied Mr. Stayton with the cost of similar works being carried out at the time ho 
prepared his design.
3281. I suppose in your opinion the cost of the woik w'ould be something near the estimated cost?- They
were.the prices for which we got similar work done. I know that they were carefully checked through at 
the time, and that the figures put down were thought reasonable. -
3282. Did y7ou make any allowance for probable extras or variations? You cannot go in for those
things in a large scheme of this kind. You allow a certain percentage and that I think Mr. Stavton has 
calculated for. ■'
3283. I suppose another £100,000 would any way cover the probable extras? That is difficult to say 
because the population is increasing so rapidly that although Mr. Stayton’s estimate may cover everything for 
the next ten cr twenty years, by the end of that time the suburbs may hav7e increased to such an extent that 
y7ou would not know them. I have seen the most extraordinary changes during the nine y7ears I have been 
here. You can understand that it is extremely difficult to say that these figures will cover everything.
3284. But did not Mr. Stayton take into account the rapid increase of the population 1 He did, but you
have no laws of increase. The increase of population has not been calculated here as in the case of a town 
where during the last 6ity years it has only varied from 2lj to 2|ths. We have not got such data here, and 
,we can only guess the increase as near as possible. -
3285. Mr. Tonkin.] Are we to understand that Mr. Stayton’s estimate is founded on the information
which he received from your office? Tes, naturally. We were the constructive office at the time, and we 
had all the prices in our possession showing the cost of work. We provided him with all those prices, as he 
was a stranger here and did not know the Colonial prices. - -
3286. .Mr. Stayton furnished you with certain work required to be done, say tunnels to be driven, and vou 
gave him an estimate of the cost ? Wo gave him the cost of similar works and checked them through.
3287. Supposing he wanted kalf-a-milc of a certain sized tunnel driven, and wished to know what it would 
cost, you gave him the figures ? Yes.
32.88.. Tfr. Dowel.] Were you engaged on any of the surveys for this scheme? No. I was engaged all 
this time in getting out large contracts for the city.
3289. Did you take out a principal portion of the' quantities in this scheme ? No. -
3290. You have only furnished the prices upon which the estimate is based ? Yes. • ■
o291. That is all you know of the scheme ? Yes, and the check calculations made, when wc revised a lar<m 
portion of the scheme so as to adapt it for electrical treatment.* - °

THURSDAY,
*Tote (on revision):—Sec reply to question 3254.
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The Honorable JOHN LACKEY (Vice-Chairman).
The Hon. Andrew Garean.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery. 
The Hon, William Joseph Trickett.

John Hurley, Esq.

Jacob Garrard, Esq.
Henry Copeland, Esq.
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq.

shown green on Mr

No.

dividing ridge

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

John More Smail, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Assistant Engineer, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and
Bridges, sworn, and examined :— '

3292. Vice-Chairman.] You are assistant engineer in the Sewerage Branch of the Roads and Bridges

3293. You have had something to do with the scheme before the Committee 1 Yes ; with the preliminary 
part of it before Mr. Stayton’s appointment.

‘ 32931. With the survey 1 Yes. • i . i t j '
3294. You understand the design which it is proposed should be carried out f 1 do.
3295. Other than the experience which you have had in the commencement of the work, have you had any
thin®' to do with it. Has your attention been called to the work in any way as far as it has proceeded l 
That*portion of the design which includes Macdonaldtown I am dealing with now..
3296. You are the surveyor in charge of it? Yes; and of Alexandria, which is
Stayton’s plan. , . , c o
32961. That would not be very far from the main tunnel going to the sewage larm f
3297. What do you call that tunnel ? The southern main outfall sewer.
3298. How far does the work extend which you are now superintending ? As tar as the
between the Marrickville valley and the Sheas Creek valley. , ,
3299. And it consists of three branches? Yes ; of a main branch and two subsidiary brane ms .
3300. Have you completed the survey of this work? All the surveys have been completed. - We are just
waiting for instructions from the Minister to go on. -m- cn j. > f r
3301. Have you made any approximate estimate of the cost? Wo have taken Mr. Staytons estimate. I
have checked it; I have found that he is well ‘within the mark. .
3302. Taking the part of the work upon which you are now engaged, or the gross work . Taking the work
as a whole. . ...... . , ^3303. You think that as a whole his estimate is within fair bounds ! Yes. . x ,. .
3304. I suppose it is usual to leave a margin in cases of this kind ? Yes ; to provide against contingencies.
3305. For fluctuations in prices and other circumstances? Yes. The principal item is the resumption of 
land. Land which has to be resumed may increase in value by the time the work is carried out.
3306. Whose duty has it been to check or correct the estimates for the proposed work all through? Mr. 
Hammer has taken out the whole of the quantities for the scheme, and they have been estimated at the
SSOL5 WhlTofficeToes Mr. Hammer hold ? He is a draftsman. He was attached to Mr. Stayton’s staff,

SSOS^Has Imbeen engagelTin other works of a similar character? Prior to going to Mr. Stayton he was

engaged on the Bondi scheme. ,, -r, ,
3309 Had he to do with the making out of the prices? No; Mr. Bagge did that.
3310. Who checked the estimate of cost in the Bondi scheme ? They were made by Mr. Bagge and checked 
by one of the draftsmen.3311 Has Mr. Hammer had any special experience in this kind of work; this is a large work and the 
Committee are very anxious to be assured that the estimates are correct, or approximately correct, and we 
want to know whether they have been checked in such a way as to give us a guarantee that they aie 
actory ? They are, as far as I know. Mr. Corbett was the other assistant to Mr. Stayton. Mi. Stayton 
would have had them checked before he decided on the matter finally.
3312. They have been checked practically by Mr. Corbett and Mr. Hammoi . Yes. . . '
3313. You have not gone into the matter yourself ? I have checked them more as a matter of curiosity.
3314. As far as you have examined the estimates you think that they are correct? 1 think so.
3315. In your own mind, as far as you have gone, have you any doubt of the accuracy of the estimates l I
think everything has been liberally provided for. _ v
3316. Provision has been made for fluctuations in the price of materials ( Yes. . , , . ,,
3317. I suppose the material consists principally- of brick, cement, concrete, and other things of that ?
Yes ; the prices of those articles might fluctuate.3318 Dr. GarranJ I understand that you have not taken out the quantities^yourself at allYes.
3319. You have simply checked the prices ? We have taken out the quantities partly, su&ciently to enable 
us to form a gross estimate.
3320. Have you taken out half of the quantities ? No.
3321. Have you taken out a quarter 1 I have taken out one or two of the mam Imes-
and the eastern branch—and I find that they are well within the maik. , , .
3322. You found the calculations correct as far as you did check them? Not the calculation of quantities,
but the estimate. ... , , ., ,. .
3323. You have not taken any quantities ? Just sufficient quantities to get at the estimate.
3324. You have assumed that their quantities are correct ? Yes. _ .
3325. And you have compared their quantities with the prices ? With the prices ruling at present.
3326. Your calculation simply amounts to this, that assuming the quantities to be correctly taken out, the 
prices are correct ? J ust so.
3327. You have not otherwise checked the scheme as a whole ? No.

-the western branch

3328.
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3328. Hare you checked the ratio of rates that would pay the iriterestl No; there is one part which I have
checked, and that is the part in reference to the reticulation. I see that Mr. Stayton, in the appendix to 
his report, has given £200,000 as the amount which it will cost to carry out the reticulation. Taking 
the ratio of the gross amount and what we have already carried out, I think he is within bounds there. , ioqo
3329. Has Mr. Stayton s estimate for the reticulation been as exact as that for the whole work! I U^"’ *
think so.
3330. We have been given to understand that the Public Works Department will only undertake the main 
tunnels, leaving the reticulation to the Water and Sewerage Board. I thought therefore that the reticula
tion might have been a mere general calculation 1 As a rule they go into detail more with the reticulation, 
because it is a more detailed work.
3331. As far as you have glanced at it, you think the estimate for reticulation is trustworthy ? I think so.
3332. You know that this is called the combined system—that it is a separate system, including the water 
from the roofs and back yards 1 The partially separate system.
3333. Do you think that on the whole that system is the best for the district? Yes, and for any district.
3334. Have you given any attention to the relative merits of the two systems? I served my articles in 
the City Engineer’s office, Town Hall, where the combined system was carried out—that is the present 
system.
3335. The system that at present exists in the city? Yes. That system takes the whole of the street- 
water and the sewage. What we are carrying out at present is the partially separate system, which excludes 
all the rainwater, with the exception of that from roofs and back yards.
3336. You think the sewage of Sydney would have been got rid of better by having a partly separate 
system, in the first instance 1 I think so.
3337. Are the additions to it—the Bondi Sewer extensions being made on the partially separate system ?
Yes. ‘
3338. All of them ? Yes ; we exclude as much rain water as practicable.
3339. Can you tell me any parts which have been added on the partially separated svstem ? Yes, Redfern.
I am carrying that out now. We take no water from the streets. '
3340. Only from the roofs and back yards ? Yes.
3341. Has that sewer been at work ? Yes.
3342. Do the pipes keep themselves clean? We have had no complaints. At one place over 1,000 people 
have been connected with it for nine months, and the system was fully tested by the late heavy rains. We 
.take the water from the roofs and yards as natural flushing agents. If we did not do so the drains would 
become very bad.
3343. But do you not think that it is very undesirable to trust to the rain storms in a climate like this ?
We do not do so altogether ; we trust to the water supply. '
3344. Have you any artificial system of flushing ? Yes. We flush by hoses; and turn each length of sewer 
into a tank. It is filled by the water-hoses, the plug is drawn, and the water washes out the sewer below.
3345. You use a certain length of sewer as a flushing tank ? As a flushing section, to flush the section 
immediately below.
3346. You holdback the flow of water, and suddenly let it go ? Yes. The head gives the velocity.
3347. Do you find that system satisfactory ? Yes.
3348. There is no necessity for flushing tanks ? There is no necessity at all, in fact I object to them.
3349. There is no danger of overfilling the small supply pipes ? No.'
3350. In fact during the heaviest rain storms which we had recently the water was easily carried off? Yes.
Even the storm water was carried off by the storm-water sewers.
*351. Do you think the pipes are being made needlessly large ? I think not j you take all the water supplied 
from the water mains. If we adopted the totally separate system perhaps a 9-inch pipe would do where we 

use a 12-inch ; but then we would have to have a duplicate set of sewers.
3oo2. Not if we let the rain water off by surface channels? You have to carry it out to the nearest 
water-course.^ That is an objection to the separate system, that it necessitates two sets of pipes.
3353.. Allowing for the rain water which you carry off, how much of the capacity of your pipes is really 
occupied by the sewage proper, and how much do you allow for the occasional rain discharges ? On the 
south we have taken 3 feet of rain water and 1 foot of sewage per head per acre, so we allow i for the 
sewage. 4
3354. The pipes are four times as large as is necessary to take the sewage proper? Not necessarily. The 
pipes have to flow not full but about two-thirds full; according to the scientific way of designing them.
3355. But I understood you to say that the sewage proper only occupies £ of the pipe ? Yes.
3356. Then three-fourths is ready to be filled up by air and gas as a rule ? As a rule. '
3357. Do you think that is a desirable space to allow for the accumulation of gases ? The more gas space 
you have the more chance there is for its dilution, if the sewer is properly ventilated.
3358. Have you ventilated the sewers ? Yes.
3359. By upright pipes ? In some cases I have induced people to allow me to erect upcast pipes alongside 
their houses, and in the streets I have placed downcast pipes.
3360. Do you get any foul smells from the gratings in the streets ? Yes ; but very few.
3361. The gratings would be upcast ventilators if you got smells from them? Yes. They would be up
casts until we got ventilators at a higher level. y
3362. Have you a sufficient number of high buildings to carry the ventilation to a great height ? Yes.
Redfern is well suited in that respect. There are many high places. ' ’ °
3363. Do you think there would be any means of ventilating the sewers in the district like the Western
Suburbs—where there are few private houses more than two stories high? I think so. You can run the .
ventilating pipes up through the trees in the parks. You are not restricted to houses. In a mile of street 
you might only want twenty ventilator-pipes.
3364. Have you formed any kind of estimate as to the number of pipes which you want for a 4-foot sewer ?
That depends upon the size. If you reduce their number you must make them larger. You cannot lay 
down a hard and fast rule. You must act according to circumstances.
3365. Have you made any experiments in the district with which you are now dealing, to satisfy yourself 
that there is no great quantity of foul air imprisoned in the sewers ? We have. We have tested the

• question

J. M. Smail, 
Esq.,
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J. M. Smail, question in every case where we have erected an upcast pipe. We have tested the current with an
Esq., anonometer and have found that there is a decided current. In the street ventilators the fresh air is

.M. Inst. C.E. . .drawn in.
j5 ^ 1889 3366. Have you tested at the top of the ventilators to find whether there was a draught 1 Yes, and have

found that there was a decided draught. '
3367. I ask you these questions, because you are now making an experiment of Redfern as it were of the
whole scheme 1 Yes. ’•
3368. I am trying to find out if the experiments have been satisfactory enough to justify us in recommending
the expenditure? They have. The aldermen of Redfern are perfectly satisfied with the system. In the 
borough of Darlington they have carried out a system of their own and the sewers are totally unventilated. 
When the man-hole cover there was lifted, the Mayor admitted that the smell was certainly abominable ; 
but when I took him to Redfern he said he would not know that there were any sewer ventilators unless 
his attention was drawn to them. ■
3369. You have no complaints from people getting the foul air in their bed-rooms 1 We have had one or 
two complaints, but I think it is mere sentiment.
3370. Have you ever seen the Adelaide system ? No; but I have heard a great deal about it. We have 
two or three men in the Department now that came from there.
3371. The ventilators there are very numerous, and not very tall? Yes. Every house has to be ventilated 
as well as the sewers. The more you oxidise the gas the less dangerous it becomes.
3372. Except the flaps to hold back the water there are no impediments to the flow of the sewage? We 
divide each system into zones. Supposing we have a low flat and a rise and wish to prevent the accumulated 
gas from passing into the higher regions, we cut it off by means of a gas flap and cause it to rise, so that 
each district is shut off to itself.
3373. You never block off a district so as to prevent the gas from getting out? Never.
3374. You do not imprison it? Never.

‘ 3375. The only object of the flap is to prevent the gas from rising to the higher parts of the sewers and
becoming obnoxious to the people residing in the higher districts? Yes.
3376. You leave plenty of escapes ? Yes. Each district consumes its own gas.
3377. You have had something to do with the Bondi sewer? No ; only with the southern sewer.
3378. You do not consider that that sewer is too large ? The main outfall sewer ?
3379. Yes? No.
3380. It will not have any great tributaries ? It will have the whole of the subsidiary sewers, as far as the
rise to Newtown and Strathfield. .
3381. But not beyond that—it is comparatively limited ? It is.
3382. It is not too big for the work ; the sewer will not become a great gas-holder ? No ; but you could 
spoil the best system of sewers by not attending to it. These sewers will have to be properly attended to. •
3383. You have no hesitation in saying that you prefer the partially separate system to the absolutely 
separate system ? I do on sanitary grounds. I think it should be the only system adopted in hot 
climates.
3384. You do not .think the gain through the smallness of the pipes under the separate system is worth 
considering ? It is not, because you have to put down large storm-water sewers as well as duplicate pipes.
3385. So that one expense compensates the other ? Yes ; and under the separate system you have to have 
twro sets of pipes for each house, one to carry away the water from the roofs and yards, and the other to 
take away the slops. In nine cases out of ten the slops go into the street gutter instead of into the sewer. 
I judge that from the report of the inspector which I received this morning. We can see the faults of the 
system by the work carried out at Surry Hills. Instead of the slops going into the sewer they flow into 
the gutters.
3386. But as far as I understand all the closet discharge and the kitchen discharge are connected with the 
sewer proper? Yes. But if you have servants they will generally put the slops down the nearest sink. 
A proof of that is seen at Surry Hills, where the system is now in operation.
3387. But would it not be safe to calculate that a girl woidd always go to the nearest sink ? Yes. -
3388. Would not the difficulty be met by putting the yard drain as far as possible from the house drain ?
Yes, but if you laid down a hard and fast rule like that you would put people to the trouble of altering 
their yards to suit it. 1
3389. You think that as the yards are built at present the people naturally throw their slops into the 
gutters ? They naturally go to the nearest point.
3390. Still that is a matter of detail that could be obviated? It could be obviated ; but with the partially
•separate system it would not occur at all. •
3391. You think that on the score of economy the completely separate system is no gain ? Most decidedly.
3392. And secondly from a sanitary point of view that there is no risk under the partially separate system 
of the sewers becoming dangerous gas-holders ? I am sure of it.
3393. You think the ventilation you provide will be a perfect check on that ? I do.
3394. Mr. Garrard.] Have you carried out any of the works already in operation? Yes, the whole of that
sewer coloured dark green on the map which goes to the sewage farm. -
3395. The main southern outfall sewer? Yes.
3396. You have carried out the whole of that ? Yes, and I am dealing wich the sewerage of Redfern, 
Waterloo, and Alexandria now.
3397. I understand that you have dealt wdth the whole of the reticulation of Redfern, which now falls into 
the Bondi and southern outfall sewers ? Yes.
3398. Your work is in connection with the surveying in the first instance and then wdth the carrying out 
of the scheme? I am designing the whole of the reticulation wmrk myself. I made all the previous surveys 
and helped in the designing of the original works, and carried them out eventually.
3399. Have you had anything to do wdth the laying out of the proposed extension of sewers shown by the
red lines ? 1 am dealing wdth the portion which falls into the southern outfall sewer now.
3400. In Macdonaldtown and Redfern ? Yes.
3401. Have you had anything to do with the proposed sewers ? Only that portion draining into the
southern outfall sewer. . . •

3402.
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Just so, and it is the

The Western

' 3402. I suppose the sewers that fall into the main sewer are made on the partially separate system 1 That
is the system carried out. ... .
3403. This is an extension of an already agreed upon principle of sewerage?
principle carried out by engineers of experience. _
3404. Do you know how the scheme came to be designed, and whether it was reported upon
Suburbs scheme ? . „ „ i it un
3405. Yes, and the Bondi sewer ? That was the outcome of the report of the Sewerage and Health
Board in 1877. . ,
3406. Was it reported upon by anybody ? Yes, Mr. Clarke was brought out to report upon it, and upon
the Nepean water supply. ’
3407. It was on his recommendation that the Bondi and main outfall sewers were adopted! 1 es.
3408. In other words the partially separate system ? Yes. I do not believe there is a place in the world 
where there is what they call the absolutely separate system existing in its entirety.
3409. Except the Liernur system—that is absolutely separate ? Yes.
3410. Have you given any attention to it ? Just by mere reading.
3411. You do not think there is sufficient in it to warrant our considering it ? I should not waste time

J. M. Smail, 
Esq.,

M. Inst. C.E, 
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over it. ^ n t a i T-3412. You know that it has been successful in some of the continental towns ? In one or two places where
it has been adopted; but it has never been adopted since.
3413. What is your objection to it ? I consider that -water carriage is the best. _ . .
3414. Do you object to anything but the water carriage system ? Yes, because there is no gain m the 
Liernur system ; it is only adapted to towns or flat country. It is on the exhaust piinciple.
3415. There is a concentration of the sewage and it has to be taken away from the depot ? . Yes. What 
gave a start to the system was that people thought that they could .get so much for the Poudrette made from 
it; but that idea is exploded now. It has no commercial value whatever.
3416. Have you read Mr. Henson’s paper on Mr. Stayton’s.proposed scheme? I have. I discussed that 
question at the Engineering Association and I defended this scheme.
3417. Have you read Mr. Stayton’s reply to Mr. Henson’s paper? I have. ■
3418. Do you think that what he says there is perfectly correct? Perfectly correct. .
3419.. I suppose Mr. Stayton has been dependent upon various officers in the Department for information as 
to quantities and prices in designing his scheme? He has had assistance to take them out, and he has 
supervised the whole thing himself. t i „
3420. Then he has corrected the whole and has based his report upon these sub-reports and other data . 
Yres, he has had reliable information as to the prices. The prices given to him have been those at which we 
have actually carried works out. There is only a question as to the quantities, and I believe that they aie 
correct. For my part I should be quite prepared to start the work, and take them as they stand.
3421. You spoke just now of a probable increase in the price of land which would have to be resumed. 
Will much land have to be resumed ? Land was resumed on the sewage farm.
3422. Independently of that—I mean for the main sewer ? Possibly we may have to go through some 
market gardens to make a direct line of sewer, and it is probable that that land in five or ten yeais time
may increase in value. . . .
3423. That is the only part of the estimate which you think may be exceeded ? Yes ; but it is a contmgcncy
which no engineer can foresee. , . .
3424. Is the tendenev for the price of work to increase or decrease ? lo decrease, because competition is
getting more keen. .
3425. So that you have every confidence in believing that Mr. Stayton’s estimate will not be exceeded in any
way ? I am quite confident on that point. ‘ -
3426. You have had a good deal to do with the Cook’s Elver sewage farm, have you not? Yes. _
3427. You are perfectly satisfied with the way in which it is working 1 I am perfectly satisfied that from a
sanitary point of view it is a perfect success. It has been proved by the chemical analysis of the effluent 
water which has been made. ^
3428. Have you had anything to do with the electrolysis experiments ? Yes ; it was at my suggestion that Mr.
Bennett allowed Mr. Roberts to go to Botany. We had the sewage there with which to deal,, and we 
erected the requisite apparatus. I think some of the Board saw it. We tested it on se\ eral occasions, and 
got a splendid result from it. _ ,
3429. Who is Mr. Roberts is he a gentleman employed in the office ? He is a draftsman in the office. He 
patented the system in Sydney.
3430. He was not aware of the fact that Mr. Webster was making experiments of a similar nature? He 
patented his a month or so before we heard of Mr. Webster’s experiments.
3431. Have your experiments been discontinued ? The matter was put into Professor Threlfall’s hands
first; but as he waited so long we took it up ourselves. He then returned from England, where he had wit
nessed Mr. Webster’s experiments, and we thought that we were not justified in expending any more money 
till the Minister had given his decision. .
3432. Do you know anything about the proposed alternative scheme for Balmain ? I believe that there is 
some alternative scheme for dealing with the sewage of Balmain by electrolysis, and turning the water into 
the harbour, instead of pumping it up into the northern outfall sewer.
3433. If Balmain is to be a low-lying area, do you think it would be a good place to make an experiment of
the electrolysis system or to deal with the sewage by some other means, instead of pumping it up into the 
out-fall sewer ? All down to the 30-feet contour will flow by gravitation into the main outfall sewer, and 
there is very little below that in Balmain. If it is intended to make an experiment, that will be a very good 
place to make it. ....
34:34. Do I understand that you would favour the proposed system being carried out, • or the dealing with 
the lower levels by a system of local purification ? If you did not wish to bring the sewage on to the sewage 
farm, then, of course, electrolysis would supersede any other system of purification. It is by far the best. 
3435. Mr. Humphery.'] We have been told that two sets of drain pipes or sewerage pipes would be neces
sary in the separate system ;—is that the case ? I am-positively sure that if the absolutely separate system 
is carried out two sets of pipes must be used. That is the opinion of all the engineers in England.
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J. M. Smail, 3436. We have evidence here to the effect that one set only is necessary, and that the storm-waters would 
T^3?'p i? run away 011 the surface 1 In some places it is possible that they might do that, but you cannot lay down 

any hard and fast rule. You will find even now that we have to construct storm-water sewers to carry 
15 Aug 1889 away heavy rainfall.

’ 3437. You think that it is a mistake to say that the whole of the rainfall could be carried away by surface
gutters! Yes. As I said before I do not believe that there is a place in the world where the absolutely 
separate system is carried out in its entirety—it is a misnomer altogether.
3438. Have you made any estimate of the cost of the application of electrolysis to sewage i An estimate 
was made of the cost of treating 1,000,000 gallons from the experiments at Botany, and it showed that that 
process was half as cheap again as treating it with chemicals ; but I would never substitute treatment by 
electrolysis where suitable land could bo obtained upon which to deposit the sewage as at Webb’s Grant.
3439. You think Webb’s Grant is suitable in every way to receive the sewage and purify it! I am 
sure of it.
3440. And that it would be quite unnecessary to apply electrolysis 1 In this shape ; but in detached places 
I certainly would apply it—in places where you would otherwise have to treat it chemically.
3441. Mr. O’&illivan.] You appear to think that the separate system will not be a success in Sydney? 
As I understand the separate system, it would not. There are two kinds—the absolutely separate system, 
and the partial separate system.
3442. I am talking now of the absolutely separate system as advocated by Mr. Henson. You appear to 
think that that would not be a success in Sydney ? I am positive that if it were introduced the whole 
thing would prove a failure in a few years.
3443. I suppose to work it throughly we should require a large quantity of water ? That is one of the 
objections against it. In summer-time you would require a larger quantity of water to flush the drains and 
wash out the sewer gases than you would if you used the rainfall.
3444. Would there not also be another danger that damage might be caused through the streets being 
flooded owing to the convergence of a number of drains into one particular street ? Having a duplicate set 
of pipes ?
3445. Yes ? There would not be a danger from that, because the storm-water sewers would be made large 
enough. There would be a danger in this way, that if there were two sets of pipes a man might connect 
with the one nearest to him, which might be the storm-water sewer, and then his sewage instead of going 
on to the sewage farm would go into the harbour. From my experience at the inlet house, Cook’s Itiver, 
the first rush of water is foul enough to go into any sewer, and in fact should not be allowed to go into 
the water-courses. I can say this without fear of contradiction. One morning at two o’clock, when I was 
in the house, and there was no sewage coming down the sewers, a shower of rain occurred and I can assure 
the Committee that the water coming down the sewer was as bad as the sewage. After a time the organic 
matter was washed out, and the water was pure enough to go into the river. The first shedding should not 
go into a storm-water sewer.
3446. You also apprehend a danger from the ignorance of servants who might allow the slops to go down 
the wrong channel ? That is one fatal objection.
3447. Mr. Henson imagines that that could be prevented by the regulations of the Water and Sewerage 
Board;—do you think that in spite of those regulations there would be that danger ? I think so. In 
England they have the best system of by-laws possible and yet their engineers find that their work cannot 
be carried out because of this difficulty. I think the system also puts the public to an unnecessary expense.
3448. Mr. Trickett.] I presume that, with the absolutely separate system, it would either be necessary to 
have a second pipe for the purpose of carrying off the storm waters, or to have very wide water-channels 
through the streets ? Yes ; you must have one or the other.
3449. A second sewer, or wide water-channels in the streets, similar to those which they had in Melbourne ? 
Just so.
3450. In Melbourne after heavy rains the streets are frequently flooded, and loss of life has taken place ? 
Just so.
3451. You have made a number of subsidiary sewers in Redfern ? Miles of them.
3452. What size have you made them ? They vary. The largest sewer would be 24 inches in diameter.
3453. What length of street would that be? Probably on a very flat grade. A steep grade reduces the 
size of the pipes. The 24-inch pipes would be in the main branch. The subsidiary sewers are, with few 
exceptions, not larger than 9 inches.
3454. Has experience in Redfern proved that the 9-inch pipes are quite sufficient to carry off the exci’eta 
and house slops ? Yes, and the rainwater from the roofs.
3455. In a street half a mile long with a fair incline, would a 9-inch pipe be sufficient to carry off the 
sewage from a pretty thick population ? Yes, provided a suitable grade is obtainable.
3456. Has experience proved that in Redfern ? Yes.
3457. There have been no cases of the pipes being blocked up 1 No, and we have had them pretty well tested.
3458. Even during the last heavy rainfall the pipes were not blocked up ? A 9-inch pipe that drained quite 
600 houses was not even half-full. My calculations in many instances give a 6-inch pipe as ample, but it 
is not advisable for practical purposes to put down less than a 9-inch pipe, because there are many things 
to be considered, such as stoppages.
3459. In Redfern are there many manufactories that discharge their water into the sewers ? Yes; Redfern 
and Alexandria are almost a city of manufactories.
3460. What kind of manufactories are there ? Jam manufactories, boot and bedding manufactories, and 
others.
3461. Using steam power, and a large quantity of water? Yes.
3462. Notwithstanding that, these pipes have proved sufficient ? Ample.
3463. Mr. Stayton, when examined, was asked this question—

665. What is the estimated cost of the subsidiary sewers ? £1,000 a mile is the average. I have taken
it at that rate, which makes a total of £300,000 for the first section.

What I wish to ask you is this. In constructing the subsidiary sewers in Redfern are you able to state 
whether that is a fair average cost for such work ? Yes, for the sort of ground we shall have there, I think 
Mr. Stayton is well within the mark. It is a very fair estimate.
3464. It is not likely to cost more than that 1 I think not. There is a probability of the work being done
much more cheaply. 3465.
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3465. Did you come across verymucli rock at Redfern? Yes. The nature of the excavation of course will J- M. Smail,
rule the price of the work. g .
3466. Judging from the other localities which have to be treated under Mr. Stayton’s system, do you think "
the cost is likely to exceed an average of £1,000 a mile 1 I think not, because out there there is very little isAug,, 1889. 
rock, except where the main ducts go. The reticulation pipes are not required to be very deep. They will 
probably not have to be more than 7 or 8 feet deep. That is the reason why I am sure that this is a fair 
estimate.
3467. Dr. Garran.] All the reticulation pipes will be stoneware pipes ? Yes.
3468. Will any part of the main ducts be stoneware pipes? No; except the top part near Strathfield, 
where 24 and 18 inch pipes can he used.
3469. Stoneware would not be safe for a main sewer? No. They never make stoneware pipes larger
than 24 inches, and you might want a 3-foot sewer. It is cheaper to work with concrete. .
3470. Will these sewers be made of concrete and brickwork? Yes.
3471. What is the smallest? 3 feet 6 inches.
3472. What is the difi'erence in price ?-----
3473. Do you intend to use concrete? Yes. Concrete is replacing brickwork altogether. All sewers 
which we are making now are of concrete.
3474. Is the Bondi sewer of concrete ? Yes.
3475. Is it found to be more satisfactory than brick ? Yes. .
3476. Taking that as a guide, the bulk of the main ducts would be in concrete? Yes. We can reckon it 
at so much a chain.
3477. What makes you think that the price of work may be cheaper ? Competition, and the prices going 
down.
3478. Is cement at a moderate price now ? At a very fair price. In England it costs 6s. to 8s. a cask, 
while out here it costs 15s. There is no doubt that when the supply increases the price will decrease.
3479. Have you considered the Balmain portion of this scheme ? Not in detail.
3480. You could not say whether it is better to take what we can by gravitation or make the whole a low- 
level system ? As a general principle, I say take all you can by gravitation.
3481. That will be expensive because of the rock tunnelling? Yes ; the tunnelling is expensive.
3482. But you think it is cheaper to take one main sewer than two side contour pipes? I think so. The
whole of the low-level sewage could be worked up by a Shone ejector. If you turn the whole of it into one 
pumping-station you have the whole cost of the lifting. •
3483. You do not think there will be any serious difficulty with the two syphons between Balmain and the 
Bondi sewer ? I do not think so. The Cook’s River syphon is working so well that it justifies me in 
saying so.
3484. The bottom of the syphon is always full ? Yes.
3485. You can blow it out whenever you wish ? By impounding the water at the top end you can get an 
extra head of 6 feet.
3486. That is enough to scour it ? Three feet would scour it out.
3487. Is the syphon under the Parramatta Road, near Newtown, at work ? No ; it is awaiting the con
sideration of this scheme. Directly the Committee report upon it we shall commence on the Balmain and 
the Glebe portions.
3488. The Prince Alfred Hospital sewer goes the other side of the syphon ? Yes.
3489. There is no sewage going down on the Newtown side? No.
3490. So you have not tested the syphon? Not with sewage.
3491. In case of a stoppage you have a valve by which you could discharge the drainage into the bay?
Yes. ■
3492. The other syphons are constructed in the same way ? Yes. Whenever we cross a creek we have a 
chamber into which to discharge the sewage while repairs are being effected.
3493. So that the syphons can never be blocked up ? They can never be blocked up.
3494. Mr. Copeland.] Are the sewage pipes which you laid down made of earthenware? They are stone- ■ 
ware pipes.
3495. Where are they manufactured ? At Fowler’s, Goodlet and Smith’s, and other places.
3496. All locally ? All locally. We test all the pipes that we get.
3497. Are they set in cement ? If the ground is very bad we make a foundation of concrete. The pipes 
are laid upon that, and jointed up with a ring of gaskit; the joint is then filled up with cement.
3498. So that the pipes are made perfectly water-tight ? Yes.
3499. And gas-tight ? Yes. I may say that we put a length of pipe through a swamp, and when it was 
filled in there was no water in the pipe.
3500. With reference to the sewer-gas that generates in the pipes, is it of a greater or less specific gravity 
than air ? It would be heavier—it is carbonic acid and other gases. There is, however, a difference between 
sewer-gas and sewer-air. The sewer-gas is a totally different thing, and if it does generate it has no right to.
3501. The gas will be generated in the sewers ? Possibly in the outfall sewer, but not in the subsidiary 
sewers. It takes from twenty-four hours for matter to decompose, and in that time it should have been 
conveyed out to the ocean, or on to the sewage farm.
3502. But supposing there should be a stoppage. You were speaking just now about the escape of this 
gas. If the gas is of a greater specific gravity than the atmosphere, how can you get a current to remove 
it ? That is one of the anomalies of sewage-gas, that the heaviest gas rises. It is according to the law of 
diffusion of gases.
3503. Is there not a possibility that it is forced up out of the sewers by the air below it, but that when it 
leaves the shaft its greater specific gravity causes it to sink ? Although it is heavier than the air, it 
ascends, according to the theory of diffusion.
3504. Assuming that you have ventilating shafts, after the gas has left those shafts, would it not be liable 
to sink down to the earth again ? It gets oxidized and diffused, and diluted, and is not dangerous.
3505. It would be diffused as I understand if it were lighter and rose ; but as soon as the gas gets away 
from the current of air in the upcast shaft, if there is no other current, as on a frosty night, will it not, 
come down again ? If it came down, it would be diluted, and would be harmless.
3506. You do not anticipate any bad smells from the gas ? No. 3507.-
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J. H. Smail; 3507. Have you ever experimented with the ventilator popularly known as the Smelling Bottles for a 
M inst C E meau Wr. Thornton’s ; I think that is more use as a monument than anything else. It is usele 

‘ n ‘ ‘ ’ sewer-gas shaft. It does not affect the sewers beyond 300 feet away from it.
15 Aug., 1889. 3508. You are not aware of any bad smells emanating from that shaft 1 No.

3509. You do not think there is any danger to be anticipated from the descent of the sewer gas % No. I 
think it would be perfectly safe to put shafts above the roofs of houses.
3510. How high? The Act says that the top of the ventilating shaft must be 6 feet above the highest 
point of the roof.
3511. That is where they are attached to houses ; but what height must they be when they are separate ? 
That would be according to circumstances. In a locality where the ground was high and open you would 
not be required to take the ventilating shafts up so much.
3512. You said it would be necessary to resume some land for the main sewers ? I said that that was 
possible.
3513. Do you not think that it is desirable that these lands should be resumed as soon as possible? I think 
so. Eight years ago I recommended to Mr. Bennett that extra land for a sewage farm should be resumed, 
which we want now for the Western Suburbs. It was then so much an acre; it is now so much a foot. .
3514. The longer it is left the more you will have to pay for it 1 Yes ; but I must say that the public are 
meeting the Department very well by giving us permission to go through their land without paying 
compensation.
3515. You are not aware whether the Government have taken any steps towards resuming the whole of the 
land along the course of the drains 1 No.
3516. Is it your opinion that steps should be taken to resume that land as soon as it is decided to carry out 
the work ? Yes ; I should resume it.

Frederick Hammer, Esq., Surveyor and Draughtsman, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and Bridges,
sworn, and examined :—

Dr. Garran.] Are you engaged in the Sewerage Department ? Yes, at the head office.
Were you engaged under Mr. Stayton at the time he made these plans ? Yes.
What service did you render to him ? I prepared the plans and estimates.
Were you engaged on the ground in surveying? No.
Your work has all been in the office ? Yes.
Haveyou taken out all the quantities as to the depths of all the cuttings and all the work in the 

tunnels ? Yes.
3523. You have estimated all the brickwork ? Yes.
3524. And all the stonework? Yes.
3525. And all the earthenware pipe work ? No, only partially.
3526. Did Mr. Stayton make his calculations on the basis of the figures you gave him? Yes, he approved 
of them.
3527. Did he check any of your calculations? All my calculations.
3528. Did any one else besides Mr. Stayton check your calculations? No.
3529. Did you go over your own calculations yourself more than once? Twice, and sometimes thrice.
3530. You are reasonably sure that the estimate of expenditure is a correct cne ? Yes.
3531. Did you also calculate the rate that would have to be paid to cover the expenditure? I simply
checked Mr. Stayton’s figures. ,
3532. You are familiar with his report ? Yes.
3533. You will observe on page 22, when he was dealing only with the main works, and fixed them at 
£830,000, he reckoned that the rate would be from 6d. down to 5d. in the £ per annum ? Yes.
3534. I now draw your attention to C 3 in the Appendix, where he estimates that by taking sixty years to 
repay the debt the rate will be 6 Jd. in the £ on the larger sum of £1,817,896 ? Yes.
3535. So that you see the estimate is 5d. in the £ on £830,000 ? Yes.
3536. And only 61,d, in the £ on an estimate of nearly £1,000,000 more? Yes.
3537. Have you checked both those calculations? I checked the calculations; but I cannot remember 
whether it was exactly on that sum, though I think it was,
3538. You see that the larger sum is the amount that the work will cost when all the reticulation is 
included ? Yes.
3539. Therefore we have to make the rate on the larger amount ? Yes.
3540. Do I understand that you are clear in your own mind that 61-d. in the £ will pay the rate, interest,
and principal in sixty years on the large amount, or would you like to recalculate it ? 1 think Mr. Stayton’s
calculation ought to show it, but I should like to check it.
3541. Have you his calculation ? Yes.
3542. Could you look it through and send to the Committee a statement as to whether it works out this 
result ? Yes.
3543. What the Committee wants is some check on Mr. Stayton’s calculation to satisfy them that 6id. is
the correct estimate, and that it will pay off the principal and interest on the outlay. "
3544. There are three estimates in the Appendix;—one calculated under the existing Act for a rate of 9^d. ; 
another, under the Amending Act, for a rate of 7d.; and a third, with interest at 3J per cent, and repay
ment in sixty years, for the rate of 6 Id. The Committee want to know whether that last amount will be 
the rate necessary to pay off £1,817,000 ? Yes.
3545. Your work is solely in the office ? Yes.
3546. You have no particular business with the contractors? No.
3547. You took the current prices paid from the gentlemen who have charge of that part of the work ? Yes.
3548. So far as you have noticed the prices given to you, they are the prices paid by contract ? Yes.
3549. You have been able to check that ? Yes.
3550. So that you are able to say that at present prices of the material and labour this work could be done 
for £1,817,000 ? It depends upon the market prices.
3551. Taking the present prices ? I think it ought to be. 3552.

F. Hammer, 3.) 1 7. 
Esq. 3518.

---------- - 3519.
15Aug., 1889. 3520

3521. ’
3522.
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3552. You have worked all this out at these prices 1 Yes ; I took the average of three or four contracts. !’• Hammer,
3553. Assuming that these contracts would not cost more than current contracts, the work could be done. s3‘
for this amount 1 Certainly. 15 ^ug iggg
3554. And if the Committee were to say £2,000,000 for this, you feel reasonably sure that that amount ’
would be within the margin 1 It should be within the margin. .
3555. What is the plan which you produce? It shows the low-level system.
3556. The blue patches show where the sewage will have to be raised to get it into the main sewers ? Yes.
3557. What are the pink patches ? They show part of the low-level system.
3558. What is the marking in Balmain? Also low-level, and will have to be pumped.
3559. Roughly speaking, one-fifth of the whole area dealt with by the scheme will have to be pumped ?
About one-fifth.
3560. Mr. Trickett.] How long have you been in the Department? Since 1881,
3561. Where were you before that ? In Germany.
3562. Has this been your business all your life ? No; I have been connected with various engineering
establishments. , .
3563. In what capacity ? As constructing engineer. I was three years at locomotive works, and some 
years in a shipbuilding yard.
3564. You have had considerable experience in calculating works of this kind ? Yes.
3565. Has this been your chief work since you have been here? Yes, principally.
3566. How did you get the information to enable you to arrive at the cost ? I made cross sections of 
the sewers, and calculated therefrom the various quantities, such as excavation, concrete, brickwork, &c., 
appertaining to an estimate.
3567. But the length of the sewers and all that kind of thing was supplied to you by someone else;—you 
did not make the actual survey ? No; the length was taken from the map.
3568. Did you take those tunnels ? Mr. Stayton and I took the various lengths of tunnels and cuttings 
from the plan.
3569. You went into all the details—the length of the streets and the sewers—and so on, and worked them 
out by scale to get at the estimate? Yes.
3570. And went into the matter carefully ? Yes.
3571. Have you had experience of drainage works on a large scale elsewhere? No.
3572. Have you read much about the subject ? Yes.
3573. What do you think of the scheme generally ? I think generally it is a very good scheme. Probably 
a few improvements might be made.
3574. Only in matters of detail ? Yes.
3575. Taking this as a whole, you think it is the most advisable of all the modern schemes for draining a 
large area like the western suburbs ? Yes.
3576. Mr. Humphery.\ How did you arrive at the cost of the subsidiary sewers ; Mr. Stayton provides for 
about 400 miles ? Mr. Stayton made the calculations ; I made no estimates for subsidiary sewers.
3577. You do not know how he arrived at his estimate of cost? No; but the probability is he calculated 
the cost of miles in various localities and averaged it.
3578. Did he know what he would have to average, what depth? The excavation will be very little, and 
would not exceed the usual depth in pipe laying.
3579. Have you ascertained how he fixed the depth for these subsidiary sewers? No.
3580. It is only an approximate estimate at best ? I do not know. Mr. Stayton did his own calculation ;
I was otherwise engaged.
3581. You do not know whether anyone checked the calculation ? No ; but I think it is reliable.
3582. You think the estimate for the first portion ;—for the main drains is ample ? Yes. .
3583. You speak from your knowledge of the cost of work which you have gained in the Department ? Yes.
3584. You think ample provision has been made in Mr. Stayton’s estimate ? Yes.
3585. Mr. Garrard.] The plan you produce dealing with the low levels only embraces a very small portion 
of some districts, such as Five Dock, and Concord, for example ? Yes.
3586. What is it proposed to do in future with the remaining portions. The area you bring under the map is 
very small ? The remaining portions are excluded, and will have to be specially considered afterwards.
3587. They are excluded because there is no population there ? I think that was Mr. Stayton’s main reason.
He pointed that out to the Council.
3588. Much of it could be brought in by gravitation to the main sewers? The levels are too low.
3589. Valleys intervene between the present system and that cut off, necessitating either an aqueduct or a 
pumping station ? Yes, valleys intervene, and I believe it was intended to deal with the excluded area by 
a separate system, as the proposed mains are not calculated to carry this sewage.
3590. Do you know anything of an alternative scheme for dealing with Balmain as a low-level system ?
Yes ; the low-level system is shown on a special map.
3591. But we have been told that this system will not serve a. great deal of Balmain, and Mr. Stayton said 
that he had an alternative scheme to make the whole of Balmain, and a portion of Leichhardt a low-level 
system, and raise the drainage by pumping ? The alternative scheme referred to is that shown on the 
special map.
3592. Do you think it would be better to make the whole of that district—namely, Balmain and the low- 
lying portions of Leichhardt part of this scheme and pump the sewage into the main outfall sewers, or to 
deal with it locally ? I would bring it into the Bondi sewer.
3593. By pumping ? By gravitation, and by pumping the low-levels.
.3594. You do not favour the idea,:of making the whole of Balmain part of a pumping system ? No. .
3595. Have you given any attention to the purification of sewage by electricity, or in any other way. ? I 
have only heard of it from Professor Threlfall’s report.
3596. Your work has been confined to making calculations in the office from data supplied by yourself, or 
someone else ? Yes.
3597. Who has taken Mr. Stayton’s place in the Department ? Nobody. .
3598. Has not somebody been recently gazetted as Assistant Engineer for Sewerage ? No.
3599. Was not Mr. Stayton classed as Assistant Sewerage Engineer ? He was. He was specially appointed
to get out the Western Suburbs scheme. 3600.
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I. Hammer, 3600. And was he next in command to Mr. Bennett in sewerage matters? Yes, as regards the Western 
■B,s<h Suburbs sewerage scheme.

15 Aug., 1889. 3601. What position did Mr. Bagge occupy during that time ? Mr. Bagge was and still is Chief Assistant 
’ .Engineer for Sewerage. He had to do with the construction of the Bondi sewer.

3602. He was in charge of the construction ? Yes.
3603. Is Mr. Bagge in charge now not only of construction, but also of general designs? Yes.
3604. Were you next in position to Mr. Stayton in preparing this scheme ? We were the only two.
3605. Had you no assistants 2 No.
3606. Excepting the surveyors in the field, I suppose 2 Yes.
3607. You were furnished too with the prices of current contracts? I obtained the prices from the head 
office.
3608. Erom the office records ? Yes.
3609. I understand that you do not anticipate any increase in those prices in carrying out the work ? I 
think not.
3610. I think you have told Mr. Trickett that you have read extensively on the subject of dealing with
sewage ? I have read something of it. •
3611. Have you given any attention to what is called the separate system ? . Yes.
3612. Do you favour that system as against the partially separated system? I prefer the partial system.
3613. Do you know anything about Captain Liernur’s system 2 I have read something about it, but it is 
not much favoured on the continent.
3614. You have not seen it in actual operation ? No.

William Dugald Campbell, Esq., Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., Surveyor and Draftsman, Sewerage Branch, 
Department of Roads and Bridges, sworn, and examined :—•

_ ^ 3615. Dr.Garrani\ Are you in the Government Service? Yes, in the Sewerage Department.
CampMl,.^ 3616. Hnderwhom? Under Mr. Smail, immediately.
M.Inst. C.E. 3617. What experience have you had in sewerage works 2 I have had experience in London under Mr. Louis

s-S'__s Angell, who is the engineer to the West Ham Local Board. We did a good deal of sewerage work in the
16 Aug., 1889. district, and I subsequently made out the drawings for the drainage at Maidstone, on the separate system 

for him. I afterwards obtained a premium for one of the best designs for the drainage of Seven Oaks, in 
public competition. I have reported upon two towns in New Zealand since.
3618. Mr. Garrard?\ Where are they 2 Hamilton and Hokitika. Altogether I have had sixteen years 
experience as a qualified engineer. I have examined Mr. Stayton’s design, and I think it is suitable, more 
particularly so, as the configuration of the ground is such that it facilitates the rapid discharge of storm
water. The system that Mr. Stayton advocates is, I think, the best that can be adopted.
3619. Dr. Garran^\ You would not change his system from one of partial separation to one of complete 
separation 2 No. I think that his is the only workable system owing to the heavy rainfall. Indeed there 
is no precedent for the absolutely separate system, with two sets of pipes for house connections.
3620. You said just now that you had dealt with Maidstone on the separate system? Yes, on what is
known as the separate system. What is generally known as the separate system is that which Mr. Stayton 
calls the partially separate system. I looked through a number of accounts specially to refresh my memory 
upon the subject. The writers repeatedly describe instances where they have carried out the separate 
system, and they say that they have admitted the roof and yard water. I know of no instance, unless 
perhaps it is at Henley, where the absolutely separate system is carried out, but I do not think the system 
there could be considered as an absolutely separate system. ,
3621. Have you checked Mr. Stayton’s calculations at all? I have looked into his figures of the population 
and rainfall, and such matters pertaining to construction, but I have not gone into the prices at all.
3622. Did you make calculations as to the rate that was necessary? The interest.
3623. Yes ? No, I have not. I should like to say that the rate Mr. Stayton intends to adopt in taking the 
rainfall of the yards and roofs is about -22 of an inch rainfall over the entire area, and that is almost equal 
to what the London sewers are calculated for, which is ^ inch per day, but there all excess is discharged 
into the Thames by storm over-flows, after it has been contaminated by the sewerage.
3624. Have you made any estimate as to what the yard and roof area is as compared with the whole area ? 
Yes, taking Mr. Stayton’s figures at 34T1, it comes out at 15'66 per cent.—that gives -22 of an inch over 
the entire area.
3625. We shall have 15 per cent, of the rainfall in these pipes? No. 15 per cent, of the entire area.
3626. The yard catchment is rather greater than the roof catchment ? Mr. Stayton takes it at the same.
3627. In a place like the Western suburbs, where there are so many gardens, it surely would be greater 
A great deal is absorbed into the ground. I think Mr. Stayton is quite correct in taking that proportion, 
because where there is a large area there will be absorption, and the water will not reach the sewers at all
3628. On the whole he takes the size of the yard as equal to the size of the roof ? Yes.
3629. Mr. Trickett^\ I understand that with the separate system if a place becomes more thickly populated 
the inconvenience of getting rid of the storm-waters would become greater, the greater the number of houses 
and the more the yards are paved the sooner the water is collected? It varies according to the nature of 
the ground.
3630. Supposing the place were thickly built upon the storm-water would flow along the streets in much 
greater quantities than if there were only a few houses, and the water was absorbed into the earth 
Provision is always made for a future population in laying down a sewer.
3631. Has that provision been made here ? Yes.
3632. Looking at the requirements of the future as well as the requirements of to day, does this scheme 
sufficiently provide for getting rid of the water from roofs without a probability of the sewers becoming too 
small for the purpose. Do you think this matter has been well considered? I think the provision s 
sufficient. The reticulation is a matter which is not minutely described in Mr. Stayton’s report however.
3633. Did you say just now that to your knowledge the house-water did not go into the sewers by the 
separate system, or that it did 2 No towns with which I am acquainted have adopted a separate system of 
sewerage in which the rain-water from the roofs and the yards does not go into the sewage.

3634.
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3634. The same pipe is used for both purposes? Yes. /W*®-
3635. Have you read of the separate system in America? No, I have not.
3636. You do not know anything of its working thore? No ; I have been acquainted with it in England, M.Inst.C.E.
where it has been used for a great number of years. Tottenham was the first town that was drained under ^_ . _
the separate system—in 1851. The system was similar to the one Mr. Stayton proposes here. Halstead 15 1889
was similarly sewered in 1863; and Canterbury, in 1868, partly. Since then a number of towns have
been sewered on this principle. .
3637. It is not really the separate system but the partially separate system? Yes, what Mr. Stayton calls 
a partially separated system.
3638. 'Mr. O' Sullivan.] Then the system which we are given to understand is a separate system exists only 
in theory ? I think so.
3639. You know of no instance where the totally separate system has been applied in Great Britain?
Henley is the only place I know of.
3640. Even there it is not an absolute^ separate system ? No, they take the back-yard water I understand.
3641. From your experience and knowledge you think we are perfectly safe in adopting the system proposed 
by Mr. Stayton as the best for the City of Sydney and the Suburbs ? I think so taking everything into 
consideration.

The Honorable JOHN 
The Hon. Andrew Gaeean.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery. 
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett. 
Jacob Gaeeaed, Esq.

WEDNESDAY, 21 AUGUST, 1889. 
ftasrni:—

LACKEY (Vice-Chairman).

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

James Ebenezer Tonkin, Esq. 
William Springthorpe Dowel, Esq. 
Edward William O’Sullivan, Esq. 
John Hurley, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.

Frederick Hammer, Esq., Surveyor and Draftsman, Sewerage Branch, Department of Roads and Bridges,
sworn, and further examined :—

3642. Vice-Chairman.] You were examined before this Committee' upon the Western Suburbs Sewerage 
scheme at our last meeting, and you now produce a statement supplementing the evidence which you then 
gave? Yes. [Vide Appendix Y.’]
3643. You now state upon oath that to the best of your belief the contents of this paper are true? Yes.
3644. Are there any further observations which you would like to make? I must state that the £2,200,000 
in 1894, and the £3,300,000 in about seventeen years’ time, is a fair estimate. The £2,200,000 in 1894 
is about 5 per cent, of the ratable value in 1887, and the amount in about seventeen years’ time is about 
4J per cent, of the ratable value in the same year.
3645. Those figures are contained in the statement you produce ? No, but they are the results of 
calculations made after the completion of the statement I produced.
3646. Mr. Humphery.] £3,300,000 will be the ratable value of the property at the time when it fs estimated
that the work will be completed ? Yes. '
3647. The rate will have to be paid upon £3,300,000 ? Yes. It will be about 3 per cent, under the 
amended Act.

F. Hammer, 
Baq.

21 Aug., 1889.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WOBKS.
(Drainage Works for the Western Suburbs.)

APPENDIX.

\To Evidence of J. Barling, Esgi] .
A.

Sewehage and Drainage of the Western Suburbs, -
Heeling of Representatives of Municip>alities.

®ir) , _ _ Department of Public Works, Sydney, 9 January, 1889.
Referring to the .evidence given by me before your honorable Committee on the subject of 

the Sewerage of the Western Suburbs, in which I referred to a meeting of representatives of the various 
municipalities interested which had taken place, I have now the honor to request permission to have the 
enclosed report of the proceedings at the meeting referred to added as an appendix to my evidence.

I have, &c.,
The Honorable John Lackey, M.L.C., J. BARLING-.

Chairman of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. Under Secretary.

A meeting of representatives of the various municipalities concerned in the Western Suburbs Sewerage 
Scheme was held in the Board Room of the Public Works Department, on the 6th December, 1888. The 
following is a copy of the letter convening the meeting, which was addressed to the several Mayors :—

Dear Sir, Department of Public Works, Sydney, 30 November, 1S88.
As the proposals of the Government respecting the sewerage of the Western Suburbs will probably come before 

the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works some time during the latter part of next week, Mr. Sutherland 
suggests that it would be as well for those immediately interested to have an informal meeting with the Government 
Engineers who have prepared the plans, &e., so that all the witnesses who will be called will have the advantage of 
becoming thoroughly acquainted with the scheme in all its details.

lam therefore to invite you, and any of your Aldermen who may desire to come, to meet Messrs. Bennett and 
Stayton at this office on Thursday next, the 6th December, at 10 a.m. If you could bring with you any statistics as to cost 
of the removal of night-soil, &c.,. by the system at present in operation in your borough, it would be of great assistance.

I have, &c.,
J. BARLING,

Under Secretary,
The following gentlemen amongst others attended Joseph Abbott, Esq., M.P. ; J. H. Carruthers, 

Esq., M.P.; W. L. Davis, Esq., M.P. ; 1ST. Hawken, Esq., M.P.; J. S. Hawthorne, Esq., M.P.; W. Henson, 
Esq., M.P. ; A. Hutchison, Esq., M.P. Ashfield—Alderman T. Dean (Mayor), Alderman J. Mills, Aider- 
man J. A. Lyttle. Alexandria—Alderman J. R. Dacey (Mayor), Alderman John Turner, Alderman John 
Harden. Burwood—Alderman H. Lipscomb (Mayor), Alderman R. W. Hardie. Camperdown—Aider- 
man Sparkes, J.P. (Mayor), Alderman Abigail, J.P. Canterbury—Alderman J. Quigg, Alderman P. J. 
Scahill, Alderman A. Brown. Leichhardt—Alderman Sadler, Alderman Moore, Alderman Walsh, 
Alderman Neale, Alderman Winkle. Macdonaldtown—Alderman John Baldwin (Mayor), Alderman J. 
Peake, Alderman H. Knight, Alderman J. Jacobson. M.arrickville—Alderman Charles Moves (Mayor). 
Strathfield—Council Clerk, Mr. J. H. Balmain.

The Chair was taken by the Hon. John Sutherland, Secretary for Public Works, who, in opening 
the meeting, stated that its object was—First, to elicit the opinions of the Municipal representatives on 
the scheme prepared by the Government; secondly, to hear any objections which any of the gentlemen 
might have to urge against the scheme, and answer any questions which the meeting might desire to put; 
and thirdly, to obtain the names of witnesses who were prepared to give evidence in favour of the 
Government proposals. ,

With regard to the first matter, the Chairman pointed out that the scheme prepared by the Govern
ment provided for the sewerage of nineteen municipalities, viz :—Alexandria, Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, 
Camperdown, Darlington, Glebe, Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, Petersham, Redfern and 
Waterloo, Canterbury, Concord, Five Dock, Leichhardt, St. Peters, and Strathfield ; but that three of 
those municipalities, viz., Darlington, Redfern, and Waterloo, were not immediately Effected, as works' for 
outfall sewers had already been provided. He further stated that copies of the report and sketch-plan 
referring to the scheme were sent to the boroughs concerned early this year, and up to the present time 
the following municipalities had expressed approval, viz. :—Ashfield, Burwood, Camperdown, Macdonald
town, Marrickville, Newtown, St. Peters, and Strathfield.

With regard to the second matter, as the question involved was of the utmost importance to the 
welfare of the citizens, and affected both the sanitary conditions of their neighbourhood and also intimately . 
concerned their pockets, Mr. Sutherland said he should he glad to have the fullest discussion on the subject. 
The Government engineers were present and would be prepared to give any information, and answer any 

20 Q • questions;
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Questions ; and should any gentleman have objections to offer against the scheme, it would be the most 
favourable opportunity for ventilating them, and the Department would endeavour, as far as possible, to 
meet objections. Whatever took place, the fullest discussion, whether for or against, was, he said, invited.

With regard to the third matter, Mr. Sutherland stated that, while it would be one of the objects 
of the meeting to obtain the names of those gentlemen who were prepared to give evidence in favour of 
the scheme, and these need not be confined to those of the gentlemen present, or who were members of 
Municipal Councils, the Government did not for one moment wish it to be understood that they wanted to 
burke discussion, and it would of course be within the province of anyone who wished to give evidence 
against the scheme to appear before the Committee for the purpose.

He then stated he would call upon Dr. MacLaurin, the Government Medical Adviser, to give his 
opinion as to the urgent necessity for the sanitary measures proposed, and afterwards call upon Messrs. 
Bennett and Stayton to fully explain the scheme, and answer any questions which the meeting wished to 
put, and then obtain the names of the witnesses.

Dr. MacLaurin said: The question of the disposal of night-soil from the . western suburbs has 
received great attention for sometime past, and he, himself, had taken an interest in the matter for more 
than three years, as Medical Adviser to the Government. At present, the principal way of disposing of 
nio-ht-soil in many parts of these suburbs was by burying, and it was now hardly possible to find any place 
sufficiently isolated and accessible to be suitable for this purpose. Hence it was clear that some measure 
must be introduced, embracing a scheme which should be general and comprehensive, for the whole of 
the western municipalities. It was impossible to go on as we are doing at present, as the population 
was increasing so rapidly that the present state of matters could not continue without causing great 
inconvenience. It was scarcely necessary to bring forward any arguments in this connection from a 
sanitary point of view as it was well known what injury would arise from an accumulation of foul 
matters in many ways, and particularly by contaminating the water-supply. The evil results of the 
accumulation of fsecal matters show themselves in two ways—first, by the existence of typhoid fever, 
and, secondly, by the high rate of mortality of young children under 5 years of age. With respect to 
both of these matters, it is very clear that the health of the suburbs is not what it might naturally be 
expected to be. There was a table prepared some time ago by the Board of Health which gave the 
relative mortality from typhoid fever between the city and suburbs, and although they would not be 
justified in taking these statistics as giving the absolute sickness from typhoid fever, still they might be 
assumed to convey a good general idea of the relative health of the different places. It would be seen 
from this table that whereas the death-rate in Sydney from typhoid and other infectious fevers was 
at the rate of 4’38 per 10,000 of the population, in the north-western suburbs it amounted to 9-48, and in 
the west central suburbs—that is to say, Newtown, St. Peters, Camperdown, and Macdonaldtown,— 
it amounted to 12'll.

Now, one would have expected that in these suburbs, where the population was not so dense as in 
the city, and where the allotments were larger, the death-rate, instead of being higher, would not have 
been so high as in the city, and the fact of the present high death-rate of the suburbs was therefore 
strong evidence as to the necessity for the adoption of improved sanitary measures.

The other point which he mentioned was with regard to the high rate of mortality of children 
under 5 years of age. According to Mr. Staytoifs report the death-rate of children in the suburbs has 
exceeded that of the city since 1880. It might have been expected that the suburbs would have been 
more healthy than the city, yet the result has proved to be quite the other way..

When we considered, therefore, that the death-rate from typhoid fever in the western suburbs and 
the death-rate from infantile complaints were both of them excessive, and when we considered further 
that these were the natural results of an improper accumulation of fecal matter, he thought there could be 
no doubt that the Government were justified in bringing forward a scheme which should be suitable as a 
general provision for the removal of night-soil from the whole of tho western part of the metropolitan 
district. Such a scheme as that proposed by Mr. Stayton would in all likelihood reduce the excessive 
death-rate of the suburbs, and he thought it was one with which they should all agree. ■

Dr. AMtirlon Thompson then spoke as follows in support of the Government scheme “ Mr. 
Secretary Sutherland, your Worships, and gentlemen,—None of you, I am sure, have come here toAay 
prepared to argue that sewerage is unnecessary in any of the districts over which you preside. The convenient 
and cheap disposal of slop-water is the question which probably has given you most trouble to answer during 
the past few years; and although the matter has been earnestly debated from time to time, nothing 
practical has resulted. This has happened, I believe, not from want of earnest good will, but because it 
has gradually come to be seen that nothing but a scheme of water-carried sewage would meet the case. 
But*to regard this matter from the standpoint of convenience alone is to take a superficial and therefore 
inadequate view of it. It is true that, with the steady and rapid increase of population, it has become more 
and more plain that the present unsystematised methods of nuisance removal could not much longer be 
followed ; but in the prevalence of fevers—and this prevalence has been steadily kept before you—there 
is evidence that not comfort alone is being sacrificed, but life itself. I say that this has become clearer 
as the population has increased in density, and that is a phenomenon which has been observed every
where. Sanitation is very fitly described as the art of living in towns. Inhabitants of isolated country 
dwellings can with small trouble keep their houses free from sources of illness; but as soon as houses 
begin to accumulate in towns, and in "proportion as they so accumulate, the problem of cleanliness becomes 
more complicated, and cannot be solved without carefully organized co-oporation. Well, you have seen 
this, and you have co-operated to the best of your powers, and you have done very much valuable work. 
I am onxious to take this opportunity of acknowledging it, for the course of my duty has obliged me 
sometimes to find fault; and‘yet I am very well aware of the restrictions under which you labour, both 
in respect of powers and in respect of revenues heavily weighted with various charges. But, with your 
very best endeavours, what is the result! Are you not, after all, obliged to make the best of a number 
of intollerable nuisances—of open sewers, of garbage heaps, of night-carts % And, with that, what is the 
net effect of your efforts on the public health? Why, after doing the best you can do under the 
circumstances, I can tell you that the city and suburbs together, upon an average of ten years past, have
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an infantile death-rate of 173 per 1,000 ; and that that is a rate no less than 13 in the 1,000 above the rate 
for London. Now I must explain that I choose this infantile rate for several reasons -which I need not 
enlarge upon now. I need only say that it is generally regarded as the best available test of the public 
health, in default of very elaborate calculations ; for the delicate organisms of the very young respond 
readily to the influence of their surroundings, and succumb readily when that is unfavourable. And 
then I choose London for the standard of comparison for several reasons again, but among others, 
because in fact it is a very low standard for us, and one which we ought to excel so far that for 
purposes of comparison it would be useless to us, for London is a large town, and death-rates are 
observed to bear a constant ratio to the density of populations; the larger a town becomes the more 
unfavourable to infant life are many of its conditions. We, on the other hand, have a thousand 
advantages over the people of London, besides that inestimable advantage of a greatly lower rate of density. 
This being so, it may be said that London should have a much higher death-rate than we have, or rather 
that we should have a much lower one ; and yet, in fact, notwithstanding the density of the population, the 
position is reversed—in truth, the London rate is lower than ours. What then has intervened to bring 
about this result—to counteract the bad effects of a very large city 1 Why I repeat that what we refer to as 
sanitation is in fact the art of living in towns, and the difference between us and London is that that art 
has been cultivated there so that that city surpasses ours. We must admit that we have thrown away our 
natural advantage's. Now this art of living in towns is merely the art of providing the unwieldy population 
with the means of decent cleanliness, of which, after pure water, good sewers are the most important by fax’. 
Water, by the wise liberality and foresight of the Government—water of excellent quality—is in course of 
extension to the most distant corners of your very large districts, and the same authority, careful of the 
best interests of the country, now asks you to accept its aid to get that other essential of healthy town life, 
good sewers. Given these in addition to the water, and I do not for a moment doubt that our infantile 
mortality-rate will be reduced, not to London’s 160, but perhaps to something not very distantly approach
ing the same rate for our own country districts, which is about 98. Now I have mentioned the mortality, 
the death-rate—and that of infants only. You know how prevalent typhoid has been for many years ; 
but you may not perhaps have sufficiently observed that the importance of this disease is not to 
be measured by the number of deaths alone, but also by the number of non-fatal attacks of sickness, 
and best of all by the ages of the persons seized with it. I can tell you that here this prevalent 
and fatal disease attacks by preference, roughly speaking, persons between the ages of 15 and 35 ; 
persons, that is to say, at ages when their usefulness is highest, their ordinary liability to death lowest, and 
when their sickness causes the greatest pecuniary loss to the community. But this is not the only disease 
of this kind from which we suffer very heavy losses; diptheria, diarrhsea, cholera, and dysentery are others 
of the same kind ; and all of them are preventable diseases which, under the most favourable conditions 
might undoubtedly be almost abolished. Now, you are asked to join in spending money ; and many things 
in the world have to be brought to the test of the pocket. Even in matters of life and death we have to 
consider profit and loss, ways and means. I am afraid I cannot show that the money you are now 
asked to spend on behalf of your individual municipalities will clearly return a profit to your individual 
coffers; but I think you must be ready to admit that a life saved is in reality money saved, and above that, 
that a diminution in the average annual number of days of sickness (such as sewerage will undoubtedly result 
in) is a real and great pecuniary saving. You see, a saving of seven days sickness per annum per head upon 
52,000 males means in fact a saving to the community in one year of all the profit and advantage derivable 
from 1,000 years of toil, for every single year|that that reduction is effected in that population. Now the 
prosperity of nations is correlative with the prosperity of its parts—say of its municipalities. I do not wish 
to push this argument too far, but if you spend money in reducing sickness—and you will spend it to 
that end if you spend it on sewers—I think you will on reflection see that this expenditure—this bread 
cast upon the waters—will at last be returned to you. There is another branch of this argument which it 
may be well just to mention. You are, each in his district, doing with nineteen seperate and independent 
establishments a certain work, and you know the advantages of co-operation ; you know that work is better 
done under it, and with that more cheaply done. Now in point of fact you have, by the exertions of the 
Minister, an opportunity offered of co-operating for your purposes in the very best way; these sewers will 
render unnecessary all your expensive separate establishments. They may or may not cost a little more— 
I am not sure that on a careful review it would be found that they would cost more—but it may be so ; 
against this however is to be set the fact that they will do at least twice as much work, all of it necessary to 
be done; and the greater part of it, the removal of slop-waters, you have found you cannot possibly do 
effectually for yourselves. As to the actual scheme before you it would ill become me to attempt to criticise 
in detail the finished work of the accomplished engineer who has prepared it. But there are many general 
points on which it is my duty to express an opinion, even if I may not mention the details of grades, 
dimensions, and velocities. With that limitation then, I beg leave to express very high approbation of it, 
and to recommend it to you very earnestly. I need say no more on that point at this time.”

Mr. Bennett, Commissioner for Roads, said that the details of the scheme were fully stated by Mr. 
Stayton in his report, which had been prepared under his instructions and in accordance with the directions 
of the Minister for Works. The co-operation of Mr. Stayton was very valuable, because it was advisable 
to have the latest information from England in such matters ; he had, therefore, recommended the Govern
ment to secure the services of Mr. Stayton. This was the second work of the kind he was now connected 
with, and he entirely concurred in all the recommendations made with regard to the proposed scheme. He 
had been dealing with these matters for over forty-five years, so that he was no novice. He was prepared 
to answer any questions. Mr. Stayton’s Report, at his request and by direction of the Minister, had been 
forwarded to all the municipalities, and otherwise spread as widely as possible to give the necessary infor
mation. They had been fortunate in securing the approval of municipal authorities.

Mr. Stayton said he did not think he could add much to what had been stated by Mr. Bennett. He 
thought that from the information regarding the proposed scheme which had been supplied, and a glance at 
the large map or cartoon which was exhibited in the room, they would be enabled to form a very good idea 
of what was contemplated. If any further explanation were needed he should be happy to give it, in order 
that all those present might be thoroughly acquainted with the work proposed.

The
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The Chairman at this stage called for questions. .
Y.—The Mayor of Ashfield asked how long it would take to bring the scheme into operation? Mr. 

Bennett, in reply, said that the date of the completion of the works would be 1894. It was proposed, 
however, to bring into operation parts of the works as completed before that time.

2. —Mayor of Ashfield- Referring to page 17 of the report, what provision would be made by the 
proposed scheme for the sewerage and drainage of the places mentioned when the population had increased ? 
Mr. Bennett : At present the resident population was very sparse, and there was very little sewage to be 
disposed of. When it ultimately became necessary the sewage could be lifted into the main sew'er.

3. —Mayor of Ashfield: Was it the intention of the Government to construct branch sewers ? 
Would the work connected therewith have to be done by the Municipalities ? Air. Bennett: The estimate 
provided for the construction of the works as indicated on the plan. The minor sewers would be provided 
for afterwards as may be determined by the local bodies.

4. —Mayor of Ashfield : If the sewerage works of Adelaide cost £3 per head, and London £2 per 
head, how will this scheme be brought into operation within the limits of the estimated cost when the 
higher rates of our labour are taken into consideration ? Air. Bennett: There are two reasons for the 
low price estimated for the works, compared with the cost of those in Adelaide and London. In Adelaide 
the sum mentioned includes the whole of the works from the sewerage farm to the ventilating pipes. The 
scheme proposed is not so comprehensive. In London the sewers were made 30 years ago when things 
were not so economically managed as now. This experiment has enabled us to reduce the amount very 
considerably.

5. —Mayor of Ashfield'. The greatest difficulty was with regard to the disposal of the slop-water, 
and not the night-soil. That they could deal with. But a large amount of slop-water flows into the creeks, 
which are a source of danger to the public health. Is the Government prepared to deal with this question ? 
Mr. Bennett: The Government consider that provision is made by the scheme. When the storm-waters 
are separated trom the sewage there will be nothing to be apprehended from them.

G.—Alayor of Ashfield: Will the cost of dealing with the storm-waters have to be borne by the 
municipalities? Mr. Bennett: Yes. It will not be provided for by the Government.

Mr. Bred. Walsh, one of the aldermen of Leichhardt, apologised on behalf of the Mayor for not having 
before the present time sent in the approval of the scheme by the Council; but their Mayor had thought it 
best to get tho fullest information possible before seeking approval of the scheme. It was acknowledged, so 
far as his borough was concerned, that the proposed scheme would not subject the ratepayers to more taxa
tion than they at present paid for the removal of night-soil. Or at any rate, taking the necessity of 
scavenging into consideration, the increased taxation in connection with the proposed scheme would be little 
or none. One great obstacle was the sewerage of the low-lying portions of Leichhardt. It was found that 
there were 6^- miles of streets which would not be served by the scheme. This area contained 332 houses, 
representing a population of about 1,500, who were now suffering. There was an urgent necessity for 
steps being taken to apply a remedy so far as the low-lying portions were concerned. He urged, therefore, 
that some temporary measure should be placed before the Works Committee for consideration. He sug
gested that the sewage to be thus dealt with might, as a temporary measure be taken into the 
Parramatta River, even though it had to be dredged away afterwards. It was necessary, he said, that 
something should be done immediately. This aspect of the question was not touched upon in Mr. 
Stayton’s report.

Air. Bennett said, in reference to what Mr. Walsh stated, that a great deal of the nuisance caused 
to the inhabitants of the low levels arose from the sewage from the higher parts flowing down. When 
the proposed scheme, therefore, was brought into operation, the nuisance, it would be found, will decrease 
very considerably. He thought he might say that the Government did not contemplate leaving such places 
as those referred to exposed to the evils described when the scheme was brought into operation. He 
thought, therefore, that the objections pointed out would be met to some extent.

Mr. Walsh desired to add that what he had remarked was not urged as an objection. They were 
told that the scheme would be ready in 1894 ; but he thought something should be done immediately to 
remedy the evil complained of.

Mr. Bennett said he thought the remedy in question could be applied in very much less time than 
that, and thanked Mr. Walsh for supporting the scheme. ’ .

Mr. Carruthers, M.P., said he wished to know'which of the alternative schemes for repayment of 
cost it was intended to submit to the Public Works Committee, and whether the term of such would be 
twenty-eight years or sixty years. He considered it only fair that it should be sixty years, as it was only 
just that posterity should contribute towards permanently beneficial works. He also desired to know 
whether it was intended to make early provision for the drainage of the low waters, as referred to in Mr. 
Stayton’s report. It would be unjust to the people concerned to allow the present state of things to 
continue. Another thing he wished to know something about was whether any precedent had been estab
lished for having sewerage pumping stations in the midst of a large population. It seemed to him that 
the effect of furnishing such information would be to allay a certain amount of suspicion and distrust. It 
being intended to convey the sewage to a place known as Webb’s Grant, he thought it was only reasonable 
to inquire whether any nuisance would be caused to the municipalities in which this dejsGt existed.

Mr. Bennett replied that the first matter alluded to was one for the Minister and Parliament to 
deal with. With regard to the storm-water arrangement at Marrickville, he thought the present one was 
complicated by the water being defiled by the sewage. He thought the difficulty could be met by having 
the dam a little higher up Cook’s River. With regard to the position of the jmmping station, he should be 
happy if some one would accompany him on a visit with a view to a suitable site being adopted.

Air. Abbott, M.P., suggested that a return showing the actual cost of removing the night-soil 
should be obtained from each of the municipalities. It should, he thought, also show the cost they are 
put to by providing for the slop-water drainage. He considered, however, that the scheme now proposed 
should be brought into operation. If it were so expensive as to become a burden there should, he 
considered, be some expression of opinion as to whether the term of repayment would be extended to a

period
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period within which the rates could he paid, so as to minimise the present cost. He thought posterity 
should be called upon to bear a share of the burden which would be imposed. He would undertake, on 
behalf of the municipalities in his electorate, to get the figures to which he had referredj and he hoped' 
all the mayors and aldermen would co-operate to the same end. He would support the suggestion 
advanced by Mr. Carruthers as to extending the time of repayment to sixty years. On behalf of 
Macdonaldtown it was stated by one of the aldermen present that the Council was prepared to come for
ward in support of the proposed scheme. It was not, he urged, a question of cost, but of health. Whatever 
the cost might be, he hoped the measures proposed would be brought into operation as expeditiously as 
possible. What the municipalities desired was that the work should be commenced at once. He knew', 
as had been explained, that the people in the low land suffered from the flow of sewage from the 
high levels. No one Council could undertake to bring a temporary scheme into operation, as this v'as 
a question which concerned other municipalities. The difficulty, he added, was not connected so much 
with the disposal of the night-soil as with the drainage of the slops. The Councils in his electorate were, 
he understood, ready heartily to support the scheme.

Mr. Haivlcen, M.P., who represented Darlington, said he concurred entirely in what had been said 
by the last speaker. The work, he thought, should be undertaken at once. The sewerage scheme was a 
necessity. He suggested, that if possible, the scheme might be carried out simultaneously. He con-' 
sidered the cost a matter for the Treasury and the Water and Sewerage Board. They had had enough 
of cesspits, and the removal of night soil in the way it had been removed. He thought the Government 
scheme should bo accepted. He quite concurred in the view that if the sewage of the upper levels was 
properly dealt with the evils complained in the low lying parts would be very much less than at present. 
The point raised by Mr. Carruthers, with regard to the pumping machinery used in the low lying parts, 
was an important one, as he considered there should be no nuisance created amidst the people. It made no 
difference whatever how long they were allowed to make repayment for the outlay. They always had 
the fatherly government to fall back upon. They might safely leave the matter in the hands of the 
Government so far as the money was concerned. He would have liked a scheme which did not necessitate 
pumping machinery or a sewage farm. He had seen some of these farms, and they were an intolerable 
nuisance for miles around. The sewage farm at Adelaide he regarded as a nuisance. He felt satisfied, 
however, that the whole of the engineering ability of the Colony had been brought to bear upon the 
scheme under review. He hoped the work would be taken in hand simultaneously in all the munici
palities.

Mr. Stayton stated, with regard to pumping-stations, that his experience in London and other parts 
of England where they had been established, enabled him to assure them that the operations were carried 
on without any nuisance whatever.

Mr. Henson, M.P., said : Taking it for granted that the proposed scheme is the most efficient and 
the cheapest, he thought there was some mistake in the answer given to the question put by the Mayor 
of Ashfield, viz., that the municipalities would have to deal with the storm-water apart from tho sewage. 
If he was correct, it was proposed to provide overflows along the line of sewers to let off the storm-waters. 
This being so, the above storm-water would be let from one valley to another, which, he thought, would 
be illegal, and, if carried out, would lead to litigation. He also asked whether the rate of 8d. in the £ 
applied to all the suburban municipalities as well as Balmain and Leichhardt, and Whether there would 
be any higher rate.

Mr. Alderman Hardie, of Burwood, said he thought the whole of the aldermen would thorough!/ 
support the scheme proposed by the Government. He thought the work should be pushed on at once, without 
delay being caused by collecting statistics. There was quite sufficient information on the subject already." 
The Secretary for Public Works was to be commended for urging the scheme on. He did not agree with 
what had been said by a speaker representing Darlington with regard to money matters. He thought the 
Government should have a voice in the matter. He thought the Government should be asked to extend 
the time within which repayment was to be made to sixty years. He understood that for similar works 
elsewhere 100 years had been allowed. He would like to ask what arrangements it was proposed should 
be made financially where sewers had already, been laid down by Councils.

Mr. Bennett replied that the cost of any well-constructed sewer suitable to the circumstances of the 
scheme would be credited to the municipality concerned.

The Chairman then spoke on the subject of the length of time within which repayment is to be1 
made. He stated that the law did not empower engineers to alter enactnents. The present law provides 
twenty-eight years, and therefore that was the position of the matter which had been seriously discussed 
in the Cabinet. The Government, he stated, intended to extend the time under the proposed Local 
Government Bill, but until this became law the existing provisions must be carried out.

Mr. Hardie, of Burwood, asked whether any danger to health was to be apprehended in connection 
with the sewers.

Mr. Bennett replied that the question had been dealt with in a paper by Mr. Stayton to be laid 
before the Committee on Public Works.

Mr. Hardie further asked whether, in view of the mistakes which were at first made at Adelaide 
with regard to the ventilation of sewers and drains, the Government would take the necessary steps to 
amend the law in this Colony in order to ensure ample ventilation and efficient house drainage.

Mr. Sutherland replied that he was aware that the powers in this respect given by the Metropolitan 
Water and Sewerage Act were insufficient, but that the Government had decided to introduce a Bill to 
amend that Act at the earliest possible opportunity.

One of the speakers asked, with regard to the proposed rate of 8d. in the £,, what guarantee there’ 
was that the amount would not be largely increased to cover the cost of carrying out the scheme. If it 
should afterwards happen that the estimate was doubled or trebled it would be a very serious item, and 
some reasonable assurance should be given. He would therefore be glad to hear what there was to be said' 
regarding the point. ,

The Chairman stated that this was a question for the engineers to deal with. They were responsible 
to Parliament for the estimates given. Mr.
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Mr. Stayton then read the following statement, which he had prepared after much consideration, 
with a view to giving a definite idea as to the ultimate outlay to be incurred, and its effect on the necessary 
drainage rates to be hereafter levied :—

Sewerage op Western Suburbs.
Statement showing the estimated ultimate cost of works for a complete system of sewerage throughout 

the Western Suburbs ; prepared 20th September, 1888—
(1.) Works already executed or nearing completion. £

Northern outfall (proportionate part) ... ... ... 88,000
Southern outfall and sewage farm (proportionate part) ... 186,000

Note.—These may be regarded as maximum proportionate 
amounts for the Western Suburbs.

£

274,000

(2.) Present Scheme.
Main sewers and other works, as per report ... ... ... ... 830,304

(3.) First Section of Additional Works.
Subsidiary sewers (300 miles) ... ... ... ... 300,000
Canterbury and Enfield main sewer (first part) ... ... 20,741
Marrickville storm-water drainage ... ... ... ... 20,000

----------- 340,741

(4.) Subsequent Works.
Subsidiary sewers (100 miles) ... ...
Completion of Canterbury and Enfield main sewer 

. Low-level systems (Shone’s) ... ... ...
Completion of Western outfall sewer ... ...

Do. Marrickville pumping station ...
Do. sewage farm ... ... ...

£1,445,045

100,000
65,410

119,650
48,374

6,817
32,600

---------- 372,851

Total..................................... £1,817,896
The above sum is believed to be ample to provide for every contingency, and is inclusive of all 

works which can possibly be foreseen at the present time.
Statement showing the annual ratable value of the nineteen boroughs and districts comprising the 

Western Suburbs of Sydney :—
In 1884 ........................................................................ £1,116,000
„ 1886 .......................................................... . ... 1,437,000
„ 1887 ........................................................................ 1,571,000
,, 1888 (estimated) ... ... ... ... ... 1,700,000

On the completion of the first three sections of the scheme in 1894, it is estimated that the annual 
ratable value will have increased to £2,200,000, in which case a rate of Id. in the £ would probably 
produce £8,900 net.

At the final completion of the entire scheme, in (say) from fifteen to twenty years’ time or upwards, 
when the population would be double or nearly treble what it was in 1887, the ratable value may be fairly 
estimated at £3,300,000, in which case a Id. rate would produce £13,400 net.

As to possible lower rate of interest.

The magnitude of the work and its importance to the ratepayers is such that special consideration 
will doubtless be necessary with regard to the financial part of the question. Under the “Metropolitan 
Water and Sewerage Act” the rate of interest chargeable on cost of works is fixed at 4 per cent., and the. 
term of repayment twenty-eight years. This rate was doubtless in accordance with current rates in 1880, 
when the Act was framed.

It is now proved that the Government of this Colony can effect loans in London for 3§ per cent. 
From my knowledge of the London market I feel sure that there would be no difficulty experienced in 
obtaining a loan for such reproductive works as sewerage and water at 3-1- per cent., especially as the money 
will not be wanted for two or three years, and the security would be on the rate of the whole district.

The London Metropolitan Board of Works 31 per cent, stock is now at about 112. The Birming
ham, Liverpool, Nottingham, and other corporation stock is practically as good. In all these cases the 
security for interest and repayment is upon the rates and for long periods. ■

Comparative
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Comparative annual rates for Western Suburbs sewerage, including interest on outlay, repayment, and 
working expenses. (Prepared December S, 1888.)

If under existing Act, with interest at 4 per cent, and repayment in twenty-eight years.
If under proposed amended Act, with interest at 4 per cent, and repayment in sixty years.
If under further amended Act as to reduced interest at 3| per cent, and repayment in sixty years.

Existing Act. Proposed 
amended Act.

Proposed amended Act 
if interest be 

taken at 3 J per cent, 
per annum.

In 1894 (sections 1 to 3)... ... ,.. •... 10dJ. 8d. 7|d.

In 15 to 20 years (being final completion of entire 
scheme) ... ... ... ... ... 9|d. 7d. 6Jd.

Particulars showing the estimated annual cost oj disposal of night-soil throughout the Western Suburbs under
existing systems.

In the Western Suburbs the charge varies from 3d. to 6d. per week per house for emptying dry- 
earth pans. The charge for cesspits is probably not quite so much.

3d. per week = 0 13 0 per annum.
4d. „ = 0 17 4
5d. „ = 1 1 8 j)
fid. ■ „ = 1 6 0 })

For the purpose of comparison I have taken the low average of 15s. per house as the annual cost.
Fn 1887 the occupied houses numbered about 34,000 ; in 1894 the number of houses is estimated 

at 44,000 ; 34,000 houses, at 15s. = £25,500 per annum in 1887; 44,000 houses, at 15s. =£33,000 per 
annum in 1894.

A sum of £33,000 per annum would be equivalent to a rate of 3-70d. in the £ throughout the 
suburbs ; or, in other words, a house assessed at £50 would, at 8d. in the £, be rated at £1 13s. 4d. for 
sewerage purposes, less the present cost; which, if put at 15s., would merely involve an extra outlay of 
18s. 4d. per annum.

With regard to the estimated cost it was pointed out by Mr. Stayton that it must he distinctly 
understood that it was simply an estimate based upon the present and future requirements of the districts 
and also upon past experience. It was therefore an approximate idea as to what the cost of the works 
would be. ■

Mr. Alderman Abigail, of Camperdown, said he had nothing to urge in opposition to the scheme. 
It was only about a fortnight ago that the Camperdown Council were engaged in the consideration of this 
question all day to see what could be done for the municipality. As to cost, it was nothing beside the 
importance of saving life. His own family had suffered through typhoid fever, and was, therefore, anxious 
so far as he was concerned, to see improved sanitary measures promptly adopted. There was a considerable 
quantity of filth which came down to Camperdown and Marrickville, which were low-lying districts, and it 
was necessary that a remedy should be applied at once. He trusted that the question would not be dealt 
with in a slow jog-trot sort of way, and that everything would be done without unnecessary delay in order 
that blooming health and prosperity might result.
. One of the aldermen of Leichhardt {Mr. Fred. Walsh) suggested that the meeting would be more 
effective if some resolution could be passed on the question. He therefore moved as follows :—

“That this Conference of Mayors and Aldermen of the Western Metropolitan Districts, after consider
ing and discussing the proposed sewerage scheme of Messrs. Bennett and Stayton, approves of the 
same, and respectfully urges upon the Minister for Works the necessity of obtaining legislative powers 
for the early and simultaneous commencement of the work at different points.”

Mr. Barling, the Under Secretary for Public Works, then read the foregoing resolution, which was 
seconded by Mr. Dean, the Mayor of Ashfield, and carried unanimously.

Alderman Moore, of Leichhardt, then moved, that a vote of thanks be extended to the Chairman for 
the deep interest taken by him in the matter.

Mr. B. W. Hardie, ex Alayor of Burwood, said it afforded him much pleasure to second the motion. 
Instead of its having been necessary for the Municipal. bodies to urge on the consideration of the matter 
the reverse had been the case. They had been urged on by the Chairman, who had afforded every facility 
to enable the question to be properly dealt with. The thanks of all were due to him for the deep interest 
he was taking in their welfare, which, he was pleased to recognize, was in safe keeping so far as this 
question was concerned. The motion was carried with acclamation.

The
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The Chairman, in reply, said he had done no more than his duty in furthering this matter, which 
■was of such great importance to all. The present proceedings were only of a preliminary character, and 
there was yet the race to win. He said he had done his best to bring the question to the present stage, 
and he would certainly not allow it to remain unsettled; everything he could do would be done to bring 
the scheme into operation. He was pleased to recognize their unanimity, and it might be reasonably 
expected that the matter would soon be got through Committee quickly. He hoped that every effort 
would be made by the Municipal bodies to render assistance by giving evidence before the Committee. 
Having thanked the gentlemen for their attendance in response to the invitation the proceedings 
terminated.

The following is a list of the names of the gentlemen who expressed their willingness to adduce 
evidence in support of the Government scheme before the Parliamentary Standing Committee :—

Mr. Dean, Mayor, Ashfield.
Mr. Mills, Alderman, Ashfield.
Mr. Lyttle, Alderman, Ashfield.
Mr. R. W. Hardie, Alderman, Burwood. 
Mr. E. A. Redman, Alderman, Burwood. 
Mr. J. H. Wright, Alderman, Burwood.
Mr. John Baldwin, Mayor, Macdonaldtown. 
Mr Brown, Alderman, Canterbury.

Mr. Scahill, Alderman, Canterbury.
Mr. Quigg, Alderman, Canterbury.
Mr. B. R. Moore, Alderman, Leichhardt. 
Mr. N. C. Neal, Alderman, Leichhardt. 
Mr. W. H. Sadler, Alderman, Leichhardt. 
Mr. Fred. Walsh, Alderman, Leichhardt. 
Mr. T. Winkle, Alderman, Leichhardt.

- [To Evidence of J. Barling, LV/.]
' ' A 1.

Minute by The Secretary for Public Works.
' ’ SUBURBAN SEWERAGE.

_ Department of Public Works, Sydney, £G June, 188S.
My attention has for some time past been directed to the very serious condition into which things are 
drifting with respect to sewerage matters affecting the large population which inhabit the suburbs outside 
the metropolitan area. To enable me to more clearly grasp the question I should feel much obliged if my 
Honorable colleague, the Colonial Secretary, will instruct the Statistician to place himself in communication 
with this office with the view of affording me more information on the vital statistics.

, It is well known that the averages dealing with this subject are taken out in connection with tho 
population of large areas, the consequence being that the really unhealthy spots almost escape attention, 
while a character of apparent unhealthiness is given to districts which, if the particulars were taken out as- 
affecting smaller areas, would be found to be really healthy.

_ For some months pa,st I have been considering how I could get more definite information on the 
point I have referred to, and I think, after conference with Mr. Coghlan, I shall be able to obtain from 
him such information as will unerringly point out the plague spots of the city and suburbs.

_ My impression is that when this is done a startling revelation will be made on tho subject w'hich 
will clearly show the Department where tho first efforts of amelioration should be made.

' ’ JOHN SUTHERLAND.

Principal Under Secretary.—J.B., 20/6/88. Perhaps an expression of opinion should be obtained 
from the Medical Adviser in the first instance.—CAW, 12/7/88. Medical Adviser.—H.P., 11/7/88. 
The Medical Adviser to tho Government.—B.C., 16/7/88. C.W., P.U.S.

’ ’ Report by Medical Adviser.
■ _ _ _ Board of Health Office, 127 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 10 July, 1888.

Thebe arc two distinct questions involved in this matter—first, the localization of the cases of typhoid 
fever or other infectious diseases occurring in the city and suburbs; and second, the localization of the 
deaths from typhoid fever or other infectious diseases in the same area.
, , For the first of these, as there is no provision for the compulsory registration of infectious diseases, 
it is at present impossible to obtain the requisite information ; but it is within the power of this Depart
ment to furnish an approximate idea of the unhealthiness of the different areas from a statement of the 
number of cases admitted to the hospitals from particular localities.
• The second question could be answered partly by the Registrar-General and partly by this Depart
ment, the former officer giving a statement of the deaths wdnch occurred in private dwellings, and this 
Department furnishing a list of the places from which the patients were taken who died in the hospitals.
. . I may state that I have already requested the Registrar-General to be good enough to furnish me 
with the information above referred to in connection with an inquiry alreadv in hand.
B.C., 16 July, 1888. ^ H.N.M.

Inform Works Dept.—C.W., B.C., 28/7/88. The Under Secretary for Public Works. Sub
mitted.—rJ.B., 31/7/88.

. . I am very pleased the Medical Adviser is taking this matter up, and shall be much obliged if he.
will kindly furnish me with the result of his inquiries at an early a date as possible. I intend to strain 
every nerve to grapple with the serious difficulties which the defective sanitary arrangements of our city 
and suburbs present.—John Shtheeland, 2/8/88. ■

B-C., Principal Under Secretary.—J.B., 3/8/88. Retd., C.S.O., 6/8/88. The Medical Ad- 
riser.—B.C., 14/8/88, C.W. Read and considered at meetings of the Board of Health, held on the 22nd 
and 29th inst—E.S., 30/8/88.
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The Secretary to the Board of Health to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Board of Health Office, 127 Macquarie-street, Sydney, 30 August, 1888

' In returning the enclosed minutes of the Hon. the Secretary for Public Works respecting
suburban sewerage, I. have the honor, by direction of the Board of Health, to forward enclosed returns 
showing (a) the localization of persons suffering from typhoid fever who have been admitted to the 
metropolitan hospitals; (6) the deaths amongst those cases; and (c) the distribution of persons dvino- 
irom typhoid fever, measles, and scarlet fever in the metropolis of Sydney. * °

I have, <S:e.,
EDMUND SAGER,

. ----------------- Secretary.
The Secretary to the Board of Health to The Colonial Secretary.

_ . ' Sydney, 29 August, 1888.
The attached Returns prepared by the Board of Health, are forwarded for the information of the 
Colonial Secretary.

• No. L shows the number of persons suffering from typhoid fever who were admitted to the metro
politan hospitals during the seven months ending July 31st, 1888, arranged according to the localities 
trom which they were removed, together with' a calculation of the ratio' of cases per each 10,000 of the 
population. Prom this return.it appears that the Eastern and West Central Districts have supplied by 
far ihe largest proportion of typhoid fever patients to the hospitals. ‘

In^No. 2 are shown the deaths'which took place in the hospitals among the cases mentioned in the 
Return No^ 1; in this return it has not been deemed necessary to calculate the ratio per 10,000.

. N0-3. which is based upon information supplied by the Registrar-General, as’well as that
obtained from the metropolitan hospitals, there is shown a statement of the mortality from typhoid fever, 
measles, and scarlet fever, in the city and suburbs during the six months ending June 30th, 1888 dis
tributed according to the districts in which the deaths took place—those deaths which occurred in the 
hospitals being, however, referred to the districts Irom'which the patients were removed to hospital. It 
is further to be stated .that no deaths.from scarlet fever or measles occurred in the hospitals, only fifty- 
one cases having been treated at the Coast Hospital during the first half of the present year. ’

It would have been more satisfactory if a return could have been given of the cases of zymotic 
disease actually occurring in the city and suburbs during the period in question; but, owino- to the 
absence of any provision for the registration of infectious disease no data exist on which such a return 
could be founded. J}y order, •

■ ■ ' ■ EDMUND SAGER, ■
. Secretary to the Board of Health.

■ No. 1.
RETURN showing the number of persons suffering from Typhoid Fever, who were removed to the 

Metropolitan Hospitals for treatment, from each district of the metropolis, during the seven months 
ending 31st July, 1888. ' •

Districts.

SYDNEY...........................:............................

SUBUEBS. •
Worth- ( Balmain .....................

, < Leichhabdt.................
western. ( glebe.............................

(‘Newtown ...................

( Macdonaldtown......
f Redjfern .....................
i Darlington ...............

East Central. \ Alexandria................
| Waterloo....................
(.Botany.........................
( Paddington ...............

Eastern........... ) Randwick....................
) VVaverley ................
( WOOLLAHRA......
f Ashfield .....................
Burwood .....................

ITT | Canterbury................
Western and j Five Dock ................

Southern. , Kogarah .....................
Marrickville.........

'! Petersham ...............
LWf.st Botany............
( East St. Leonards .. 
| St. Leonards............

North Shore., i AND Lane
] Cove .........................
| North Willoughby
(.Manly' .....................

Shipping ....................................................

Totals.........................

Estimated
Population,

30 June, 1888.'

125,896

49,803 | 

33,845 -J

44,081 J

1,
37,520

46,641

20,070

357,856

Coast
Hospital.

Prince
Alfred

Hospital.
Sidney

Hospital.
Saint

Vincent’s
Hospital.

Children’s
Hospital. Total.

43 14 22 27 6 112

2 3 1 6
' 7 19 4 2 32

10 . 5 3 1 19
19 24 4 4 1 52

3 1 4i 4 .... -I 1 6
6 10 1 1 18
5 • 7 2 2 1 17
3 . 2 1 i 7
7 5 2 14

10 5 1 4 1 21
4 1 5
6 i 2 3 1 13
3 2 2 3 1 11

17 4 9 19 49
16 5 2 _____o 25

2 i 3
3 3

1 1
3 3

9 4 2 1 16
5 1 6

3 3 "V 7
2 2 1 5
1 • ■ 2 i 4

1 i 2
2 i 3
i i

........
2

179 130 71 71 15 466

Total
of

District

112

► 57

■ 80

J-64

t98

S-32

-21

466

Cases per 
10,000 of 

popu
lation.

8-90

11-44

23-64

14-52

26-12

6-86

10-46

13-02

20—R No. 2.
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No. 2.

RETURN showing the number of persons suffering from Typhoid Eever, who were removed to the 
Metropolitan Hospitals for treatment from each district of the metropolis, during the seven months 
ending 31st July, 1888, whose cases terminated fatally.

Districts. Coast
Hospital.

Prince
Alfred

Hospital.
Sydney

Hospital.
Saint

Vincent’s
Hospital.

Children’s
Hospital. Total.

SYDNEY ................................................................. 4 4 5 4 17

SUBURBS.

/

Leichhardt............................ 3 2 5
...............1

2 ' 2

1 4 2 1 i 9
1

1 1
West Central ...............^

1 11

^Macdonaldtown ............. 2 2

1 1 2

j
1 1

Hast Central ............... < 1 1

Watebloo ................... 1 1 1 3

^Botany .......................... 1 1

1 1 1

Eastern ....................... <
1 1 2

1 1 2

1 1

Western and Southern...

1 1

1 1

/East St. Leonards ..... 2 2

1 1

North Shore ............... . Gordon and Lane Cove..k
1 1 2

North Willoughby ..... ...

9 25 16 7 i 58

1

Total
of

District.

17

13

1- 5

58

No. 3
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• * . ' No. 3.

RETURN showing the number of deaths from Typhoid Eever, Measles, and Scarlet Fever, during the 
six months ending 30th June, 188S, which were registered in the City of Sydney and Suburbs 
including the eases which died in the Metropolitan Hospitals—the latter being distributed according 
to the places from which they were removed.

Districts.

SYDNEY

• SUBURBS.

{Balmain .......

Leichhardt 

Glebe ............

West Central.

/Newtown 

I St. Peters

East Central
|'Redeern

Darlington 

Waterloo ..

Eastern

/Paddington 

I Rand wick .. 

j Waverley ..

\ W OOLLAHRA

Western and 
Southern ...

("Ashfield .......

Burwood .......

Canterbury ...

Five Dock ........

Hurstville ...

Kogarah............

Marrickville

Petersham........

L West Botany

North Shore

Totals .

Estimated 
Population, 

30 June, 1888.
Typhoid
Fever.

125,896

49,803^

j Camperdown.......

\Macdonaldtown

33,845<i

44,08U

37,520/

46,641

St. Leonards............

Manly..........................
20,070

357,856

24

9

9

3

14

3

1
2

0
1 
9

2
1
6

Measles.

*111

23

15

1
7

14

77

Scarlet
Fever.

11

38

Total.
Total

of
District.

25

10
12

32

7
1
2

7 
1

12

8 
2 
6

11

1
1

20

226

55

47

42

20

16

39

226

: Fifty-six of these deaths occurred in the Metropolitan Hospitals.

Rate per 10,000 
of District.

4-38

9-48

12-44

4-54

4-24

8-36

3-49

6-31

A 2,
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A 2.
Sanitabx Condition op the Westeen Shbhebs.

Sirj Government Statistician’s Office, Sydney, 27 September, 1888.
In accordance with the instructions o£ the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works, I 

DiaKramPiah II. havc the honor to transmit a plan* of tho western suburbs, showing the localities where deaths irom 
specific febrile or zymotic diseases occurred during the first six months of the current year. .

In order to make the plan complete the fatal cases in the hospitals have been assigned to the 
localities where the persons affected originally lived. The deaths from zymotic diseases only have been 
shown, as these are held to be directly traceable to the absence of sanitary measures, and therefore 
directly preventable. The following table shows the number of fatal cases in each municipality : •

Deaths from Miasmatic and Diarrhoeal Diseases, from 1st January, to 30th June, 1888.______

Municipality.

Alexandria..........
Ashfield...............
Balmain...............
Burwood...............
Camperdown......
Canterbury ......
Concord ...............
Darlington ......
Five Dock..........
Glebe....................
Leichhardt ......
Macdonaldtown
Marrickville ......
Newtown ..........
Petersham..........
Bedfern...............
St. Peters ...........
Strathfield ......
Waterloo ...........

Total

Number of deaths from

Measles. Scarlet Fever. Diphtheria. Typhoid Fever. Cholera. Diarrhoea. Dysentery. Total.

1 3 5 9
8

13
1
1
1

4
1

13
3

7 5 37
9
3

1 13
1

i 41
5

2
2

2 fi 11
i 3 2

1
i 10

1
i 1

2 i 3
8 o o 1 16 . i 37
i o 30

8
1 4 IS

1
6
1

2 6—
3

14
19

10 <> i 35
3 5 2 i 17

3 5 2 14 i 25
4 2 o 4 12

1 2 i 5 i 7 o 19

51 29 43 72 9 94 8 306

It will be seen that deaths have been most numerous in joaiimnn, Asmituu, crieuc, mux >
but such was only to be anticipated from tho greater density of population found m these districts. The 
total number of these deaths was 306, or at the' rate of 3'62 per thousand of the population per annum ; 
and although it may not be possible even with the most complete sanitation to save all these lives, there 
is ample evidence that an efficient sewerage scheme would have prevented the sacrifice of many lives, have 
saved much sickness, and have ensured a greater length of life to those who survived. That such opinion 
is not one of mere speculation may be shown from the experience of the cities ot Sydney and London, 
where in the former case the death rate has declined about five per thousand since the sewerage system 
has been completed, while in the case of London the rate has fallen four per thousand since the mam
intercepting scheme came into operation. . , , , , , • i j. -x - -u c iThe number of cases of-each disease which have occurred cannot be given, but it may be safely 
assumed that the number which proved fatal practically bears the same proportion to the total number ot 
cases m each district. f QQQ.jj£jAjf>

The Under Secretary for Public Works. Statistician.

Sir,

[To Evidence of W. O. Bennett, Esq^]
B. .

Sewage Paem—Webb’s Geant.
. .. ... Webb’s Grant, 15 November, 1888.

’ I have the honor to submit for your information a short report covering the first twelve months’
operations on this property under “ sewage.” ' ., ,, , . , , , ,OQ.

Although a commencement was made and ;i considerable amount of work done so long ago as L381, 
the first sewage was only received on the land in August, 1887. Duringthis long period thefloors of the 
filter beds had blown so'mueh out of level as to necessitate their almost reconstruction, and the levelled 
formation on the north side of the main carrier so much so as to require entirely renewing

On the 28th of September, 1887. the first seeds were sown on a plot ot about 10 perches, and on the 
5th of November 2 roods of lucerne, and later on 2 roods of rye-grass;. even this small patch of 1 acre 10 
perches proved too large for the quantity of sewage available, and all the plants excepting the lucerne and
sorghum died off^ ^ February> 1888; the sorghum began to mature, and three rows were cut and weighed, 
showing an average weight of 60 tons an acre; the remainder yielded 3 bushels of seen, worth £3; and m
A nril a. stubble crop o£ 61 cvvt.j for wbicb X obtained £2 Os. 6d. • ^ i -i i nrk j

^ The half-acre of lucerne sown in December, 1887, has been cut four times, and produced 80 cwt,
and sol,ifrjr ^ ^ gowll in March has only been cut twice and yielded 28 cwt. 2 qrs.—£1 8s. 6d.

Half an acre of barley sown in Pebruary only returned 150 cwt. 2 qrs., at 8s. Gd. a cwt., alter
nceupving the ground six months. ,

^ Appended is a tabular statement of all crops sown, areas of ground to each crop, and money return.
Total area under crop, 1 acre 2 roods 16 perches ; net proceeds, £17 17s. od.
In the absence of a self-recording gauge I have no reliable data to enable me to estimate what 

quantity of sewage this ground will take up, but for these last two months the whole supply has been 
taken up by 1 acre, and now that the crops are becoming somewhat bulky, they are tailing off for want 
of more’moisture and manure. 1 !l j^t’oxlEY

The Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage. . Superintendent.
________ _ Abstract
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Abstract of crops sown on Webb’s Grant from September, 1887, to September, 1888, showing area sown,
quantity produced, and value.

Lucerne.......................

, Areas and Produce. . a. r. p.

2 roods. 2 roods. 2 roods. 2 perches. 10 perches. 2 perches. 2 perches. 1 2 16

cwt. qr. 
89 I

cwt. qr. cwt. qr. cwt.
1/
1/
/6

/6

20/

£ s. d.
4 9 3 
18 6
3 15 3
2 7 9
2 0 6
0 6 2
0 10 0
3 0 0

Do.......................... 28 2
Barley ..................... 150 2
Turnips...... .............. Not we igbed.
Sorghum ...............
Cabbage.....................

61
Not wp

P
ighed.
0.Cauliflowers ............

Sorghum “ seed” ... ........ 3 bushels

! 1 2 16 £17. 17 5

[To Evidence of G. H. Stayton. Asy.]
C.

' SEWERAGE AND DRAINAGE OE THE WESTERN SUBURBS. ,
(Repojit op Mu George H. Stayton, M. Inst. C.E., on.)

Presented to Parliament by Command.
Department of Public Works, Roads Branch, 30 January, 1888.

I POEWAUi) to the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works Mr. Stayton’s report on the drainage of the 
Western Suburbs. He has conferred with me from time to time, and I have studied the case sufficiently 
to enable me to concur in all his recommendations. I would suggest that the report be distributed amongst 
the Municipal Councils and the press for discussion before taking any definite action on it.

TT , c . -------- W.C.B.. Lnder Secretary, B.C. Submitted; and I would suggest that this report of Mr. Bennett form 
the first page of the printed matter.—J.R., 30/1/88. Approved ; and distribute copies of this report as 
suggested; send also copies to the press. No time should be lost; the matter is one of the utmost 
importance.—J. Sutherland, 31/1/88. .

Report on a System of Sewerage for the Western Suburbs of the City of Sydney.
With a view to the preparation of a comprehensive system of sewerage and drainage, my best considera- ■ ..
tion has been given to the sani'ary conditions and requirements of the western suburbs of the city, of 
Sydney, and I now have the honor to submit the following observations and recommendations thereon.

The boundaries of the district comprised within the scope of the inquiry may be briefly described Extent of 
as extending from the city boundary to Botany on the cast, along Cook’s River to Liverpool Road on the "'csternAuburbs. 
south, through Strathfield on the west, and along Parramatta River on the north. This area contains 
about 31 square miles, and it includes the Boroughs of Alexandria, Ashfield, Balmain, Burwood, Camper
down, Darlington, Glebe, Macdonaldtown, Marrickville, Newtown, Petersham, Redfern and Waterloo, 
together with the Municipal Districts of Canterbury, Concord, Eire Dock, Leichhardt, St. Peters, and 
Strathfield. ‘

In comparison with large cities in other parts of the world, the suburbs of Sydney present a some- Extraordinary 
what peculiar feature, and one which must have an important bearing on the cost per head of population of
.for the execution of sanitary works. 1 refer to the extraordinary provision of streets and roads, as formed S ee 8 
or laid out for building purposes. In the city of Sydney the proportion may be taken on the existing 
.population as 1 mile for 1,380 persons ; lor the city and suburbs generally (which contain 1,032 miles, and 
an estimated population of 350,000 persons) the proportion is 1 mile for 339 persons; but for the 
western suburbs it is 1 mile for 254 persons. By way of illustration it may be mentioned that about four 
years since the population per mile for large cities and suburbs in America varied from 500 to 3,640 ; in 
London it is about 2,000, and in Paris 4,000. These figures prove that the provision is largely in excess ‘
of ordinary requirements, and if the streets of the western suburbs alone were built upon to the same 
extent as London and its suburbs, over a million persons could occupy the area, without overcrowding.

J-'^e population of the metropolitan suburban area may be said to have increased by leaps and increase of 
bounds during the last ten years; inasmuch as it has increased from 83,000 to 200,000 persons, or popuMon- 
141 per cenL The Metropolitan Suburban District includes the eastern suburbs of Paddington,
TV oollahra, W ayerley and Randwick ; also St. Leonards, East St. Leonards, and Victoria at North
Shore; none of which are considered in connection with the subject of this report, as they do not
form part ot the western area.. Reference is made on pasie 10 to the still greater rate of increase which is
taking place in the western suburbs, viz.—100 per cent, since the year 1881, or at a rate equivalent to 166 .
per cent, for ten years. In certain municipalities the population is somewhat dense, whilst in others,
where the houses are much scattered, it is obviously small. The latter conditions, however, will very shortly
disappear, in consequence of the rapid nature ot the further developments which are taking place, and of
the extent of the building operations now in progress. It may therefore be reasonably anticipated that '
the population will continue to increase in a very marked manner. ' ‘

The foregoing remarks and figures may serve to show that the question under consideration is one Preliminary 
or some magnitude.. Erom the extent of the aiea it will be readily understood that a considerable amount work- 
of time has necessarily been expended in making a close personal investigation throughout the district.
Without such examination it was of course impossible to acquire a thorough knowledge of the several '
areas, or of the conditions and requirements of the various localities, which information was absolutely ' '
necessary prior to devising the measures hereinafter referred to. . , The
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The existing sanitary condition of the western suburbs is most unsatisfactory, and owing to the 
want of efficient sewerage and drainage, great inconveniences and nuisances are occasioned. The inquiries 
show that glaring sanitary defects exist in nearly every municipality. It is the old tale of impure air 
and water resulting from defective drainage, and it is doubtless owing to the favourable climatic con
ditions of the Colony that the existing mortality from preventable disease is not greater, especially as 
tho evils are becoming aggravated by additional surface drainage, owing to the increase in the population.

The mode in which land is subdivided and laid out for building pui’poses without due regard to 
proper levels or drainage, and in which dwelling houses are erected thereon, is a question which materially 
affects suburban sanitation. The. existing laws do not. apparently provide regulations governing the 
laying out of new roads and streets and the erection of dwelling-houses, requirements which are urgently 
needed. Neither is there any power to restrain persons from building on low-lying areas or unhealthy 
sites ; therefore, in the absence of proper drainage, the soil is liable to become charged with filth and 
fever-poison, and such premises are not only a source of danger to the health of the occupants, hut to the 
locality generally. The present system ought to he emphatically condemned, as without doubt ‘ fever- 
beds ” and “ rookeries ” are being created in certain localities, which will not only cause endless trouble 
hereafter, but will be most difficult and expensive to deal with. _ _ _

It may not perhaps he desirable to allude to any particular premises, hut it must be obvious that 
during the course of the inspection of the suburbs my attention was naturally drawn to the existence of 
dwelling-houses in positions utterly unfitted for human habitation and quite contrary to all modern 
sanitary laws and requirements. In Marrickville, Leichhardt, and elsewhere, premises have been erected 
on most unsuitable sites, the level of which in some instances is scarcely above high-water mark, and where 
effectual drainage is out of the question, unless a large outlay is incurred at the public cost. In 
Marrickville Valley, drastic measures will he required to remedy the evil, and until those can be accom
plished, it would certainly he for the public good to prohibit b}r law the further erection of dwelling- 
houses below a certain prescribed level, both in that and other unsuitable parts ot the suburbs. The 
question may hereafter he raised whether portions of the lowest areas should be resumed and any 
specially objectionable dwellings be demolished.

, Under the provisions of the Public Health and other Acts in England, every person who intends to 
lay out or form a new street is required to submit plans and sections thereof to, and receive the approval 
of, the authorized sanitary authority; and no dwelling-house or building can be erected. without a similar 
application and approval. I am acquainted with several instances where the attempted creation of 
insanitary areas was thus frustrated by the action of the sanitary authority. It is not only important 
that the erection and drainage of all premises should he governed by efficient sanitary regulations, but, 
previous to any dwelling-house being occupied, its proper completion should be duly certified. In New 
Vork, the health authorities are even more stringent in their regulations, and any violations thereof are 
dealt with in a very summary manner—e.y., only four or five months ago, both the owner and the builder 
of certain new houses were “ arrested ” and convicted for improper work. Considering the immense 
importance of efficient sanitation, it may not perhaps he a matter of surprise to find persons representing 
it as absolutely criminal that the creation of future plague spots should be permitted, more especially 
when stringent quarantine regulations for the prevention of other diseases are in operation. _

According to the Statistical Kegister, it appears that prior to 1885 the yearly death-rate of the 
entire suburban district (which includes North Shore) was less than that of. the city of Sydney, hut 
subsequently it has invariably exceeded it; the deaths for the year 1886 being 21'04 per thousand for 
the suburbs and 17-06 for the city. The death-rate per thousand of children under 5 years of age in tho 
suburbs has exceeded that of the city since 1880, the figures in 1886 having been 74'58 for1 the former 
and 60-91 for the latter. These facts clearly indicate a considerable waste of human life from preventable 
diseases, independent of debilitating sickness, and represent a serious money loss to the community ; 
.they are therefore highly significant of the necessity for improved sanitation. The mean suburban death- 
rate from 1881 to 1886 has exceeded 21 per thousand per annum, but it may be confidently asserted that. 
efficient sanitation would reduce such rate to at least 15 or 16 per thousand ; in fact, a,higher .death-rate 
ought to be regarded as unsatisfactory. Irrespective of deaths from other preventable diseases, the 
following fatal cases of typhoid fever have been recorded in the suburbs of Sydney since 1882, viz.:

1882. 1883. 1884. 1885. 1886. 1S87.

71 93 109 130 229 16f

The ultimate object of sanitary science is the health and convenience of communities and the 
reduction of the death-rate. The sanitary improvements carried out in England during the last fifty 
years (although much yet remains to be done) have been greater than in any other country, and the • 
death-rate has been so much reduced that it is now 3 per cent, less than France, 6 per cent, less than 
Germany, 8 per cent, less than Italy, and 1L per cent, less than Austria. Since the completion of the 
London main drainage, the improvement in the death-rate of that city has been continuous, the annual 
saving of life being no less than 16,000 persons. Sanitation has very materially lessened the mortality 
from typhoid fever, inasmuch as official returns show a reduction from iO'S to L8 per 10,000 of the population 
in some instances ; whilst the deaths from typhoid fever, in England generally, which from 1861 to 1870 
were at the rate of 19,000 per annum, fell to 7,000 per annum during the ten years ending 1880. An 
efficient system of sewerage lowers the subsoil water-level, and has a material effect on the healthiness of 
a low-lying locality ; a result which has been specially well marked by a decrease in the number of deaths
from phthisis. . . . . .

Pure air is essential to healthy existence, and in populous towns and their suburbs it is absolutely 
necessary to adopt measures for its preservation. The whole of the filth which is produced, of whatever 
kind, should be removed at once and completely before decomposition can take place. A. comprehensive 
system of sewerage not only provides for the effectual removal of tho faical matter and urine, but removes 
the water supply after it has done its duty and become filthy. . .

The method which prevails throughout the greater part of the suburbs for getting rid of household 
slop-water and other liquid refuse, is to allow it to flow into the surface channels at the sides of the 
streets, from which it eventually finds an outlet in the natural watercourses. Even where open channels

have
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have been formed,_ the sight and smell are very offensive; but where the channels are unformed and the 
surface inclination is slight, the nuisance is greatly intensified, especially in hot seasons, as the filth 
becomes stagnant and highly offensive. It is obvious that the many miles of these gutters which are in 
existence must cause tne air to become so polluted as to be detrimental to the public healtli.
j-t. Several of the Municipal Councils have expended considerable sums of money from time to time in Existing drains, 
the construction of drains and culverts in various streets, for the removal of refuse water from the surface 
c anneis. Ihe adoption of these measures may have afforded relief in the immediate vicinity but the 
nuisance has only been removed to an adjacent watercourse or creek. Although these works cannot he 
otherwise regarded, than as temporary expedients for the removal of liquid refuse, thev mav, however, be 
nereaiter utilized with advantage for tbe removal of surface waters during rainfall. - ^

It is obvious that under such a system the watercourses and creeks become fouled with liquid Pollution of 
sewage ; and owing to their imperfect condition and to the number of holes and places of deposit which ZwX63 
they contain, most offensive smells are frequently given off. In a hot climate especially, this cannot he '
otherwise than dangerous to public health. As the outlet of the various creeks is either in the Parramatta 
Kiver or Cook s Paver, the offensive matter must eventually be discharged into the harbour or into Botany 
Bay, and it is evident that these waters are becoming more and more polluted. The foregoing remarks 
refer particularly to Orphan s School, Johnstone’s, White’s, and Long Cove Creeks, on the north side, and 
o Shea s and Marrickville Creeks, on the south side ; but it is only a matter of time for the watercourses •

which discharge into Iron Cove Creek, Hen and Chicken Bay and Homebush Creek on the north, and 
xe™ ^'an*er°urJ an<^ Strathfield into Cook’s Biver on the south, to become similarly fouled, and unless 

emcient measures are taken this will most assuredly result.
The only portion of the western suburbs which possesses recently constructed sewers in active Recently con- 

operation is Darlington and part of Bedfern. In this instance the sewers were constructed by the s4™0461* 
Department, and form branches of the Prince Alfred Hospital sewer.

brief inspection, of the condition and requirements of certain portions of the area described on Areas omitted, 
lehrstpage, showed that no immediate necessity existed for the construction of sewers, throughout 

-Dobroya, Live Dock, and .Concord. The greater part of these districts consists of hush or partially- 
cleared land, the houses being much scattered. The Alexandria swamps and adjacent low-lying lands are 
also excluded as from the nature of the conditions which exist, building operations will doubtless be 
greatly restricted upon sites so extremely unsuitable. The parts thus excluded from further considera
tion cover an area o± about 9 square miles.

The only available map of the western suburbs, when the question first came before me, was the Plan and levels.
0± nln1 a • suburb® Yblcl:L accompanied the Sewage and Health Board’s Eeports in 1877.

Although the map is a compilation and consists merely of a skeleton plan showing the outlines of certain 
streets as they then existed, and does not extend further westward than Ashfield and Live Dock 
plan.1* been 0f Sreat SerV1Ce aS a foundation to work upon in preparing a revised and extended

Tbe preparation of a plan showing the whole of the existing and proposed streets and the areas New map and 
built upon, together with the ridges, creeks, and water-courses, and taking the levels thereof, has occupied Ievels- 
several months, during which about 600 miles of streets have been inspected and partially surveyed, and 
a great ^“ber taken. Levels had been taken from time to time by departmental officers
between 1881 and 1885, at Marrickville, St. Peters, Bedfern, Newtown, Camperdown, and Petersham, and 
they were of much service, but it should be noticed that they did not extend beyond Petersham or 
liarrickville. Ihe new map is a compilation from various Government surveys and municipal maps. It 
is drawn to. a scale of 20 chains to the inch, and shows approximately the position of the houses and 
buildings; it also shows the intended reclamations and other improvements at Cook’s Biver. It is 
certainly the best map extant tor the purpose of this report, hut prior to the preparation of working 
plans and sections, detail surveys, such as are already in progress under the Surveyor-General’s Depart- .
meut for Sydney and Suburbs, and plans drawn to a scale of 40 feet to an inch, will be necessary.

Ihe physical conditions of the district present peculiar features, and although favorable for ■ the Physical con- 
disKhaige of rainfall and stormwaters from the surface, they render the drainage question unusually ditions- 
difficult to determine A reference to the map shows that very nearly the whole area consists of ridges 
i*nd valleys. Some of the slopes present considerable declivities ; whilst other parts, such as the Glebe,
Annandaie, Leichhardt, and Balmain, extend towards the Parramatta Biver and are nearly surrounded 
by bays and coves. - -

Commencing at Bedfern, near the city boundary, the main ridge which separates the northern and Ridges, 
southern watersheds passes westward along the north side of tbe railway works at Eveleigh ; thence alon<v 
or near to Newtown Bead, Enmore Boad, Stanmore Bead, and Canterbury New Bead, to the south end 
of Queen-street, Ashfield. After crossing the latter it continues parallel to it on the west side; thence 
along Goodlet-street, crosses George’s Biver Boad near Brighton Avenue, and passes on to the Liverpool 
Boad at its pncuion with Burwood Boad. At Emu-street it leaves Liverpool Boad and passes across 

ja fu i0ad ^ Homebush Boad, and continues further westward on the south sides of Busby Hill 
^The northern watershed discharges into Parramatta Biver and the ’

lnn Cool\s Elvoi;- There are six principal spurs on the north side, and they extend through
the Glebe; Camperdown; Petersham, Leichhardt, and Balmain ; Ashfield and Dohroyd; Burwood and Fire- 
dock , and Burw ood and Concord. On the south side there are three, viz., through Newtown and St. Peters ; 
from the west, end of Marrickville Boad to the Warren, at Tempe; and along the west end of Liverpool Boad.
Ihe height of the main ridge averages about 120 feet above high-water-mark, but at the summit, which ' 
is at Seaview-street, Ashfield, the surface level is 175 feet. In several instances the levels of portions 
ot the various spurs exceed 100 feet in height. 1
„ .ol •Bf0st of, .the creeks and watercourses possess good natural inclinations, but the flats which call for Creeks, water- 
special observation are at Marrickville and Shea’s Creek. Marrickville valley is practically at a level of «Tses’ and 
1 foot only above high-water-mark for a distance of over a mile north of Cook’s Biver, whilst considerable 
portions of the area are at least a foot below high-water-mark. During the heavy rains in April last no 
ess than 141 acres were under water, and a number of dwelling-houses were flooded ; the greatest depth • 

of water, as measured at the time being about 3 feet 6 inches. The land adjacent to Shea’s Creek, 
between.Eicketty-street and Cook s Kiver, is at a similar level to Marrickville valley, and is inundated at 
floodedrlDg tldeS‘ Abcmt 53 acres a building estate near Undercliff Bridge, Cook’s Biver, were also

‘ Proposals
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Proposals for Sewerage.
I have perused the correspondence, reports, and minutes relating to the question, together uith 

the statements o£ various deputations to the Government thereon, but there is no evidence whatever that 
any proposal for the drainage of the Western Suburbs has hitherto been definitely formulated. Ihe 
northern and southern drainage systems for the City of Sydneyas devised, and constructed by the 
Department, are intended however to receive the sewage from a limited portion of the suburbs, ihe 
position of these sewers is shown on the plan by black lines. _

The northern outfall sewer is about to be extended to George-street West, terminating at the city 
boundary at Newtown Eoad ; at which point its dimensions will be 45' in diameter, and the invert level 
28'68 feet above datum. This will permit the construction of a main sewer and sub-mains to dram the 
Glebe, the northern part of Leichhardt, and Balmain, an area (exclusive of reserves, &c.) amounting^ to 
1,641 acres. A branch sewer to the Prince Alfred Hospital has already been constructed; its terminating 
dimensions are 4' X 3' and level 53 feet above datum. As explained on page 7, the Borough of Darlington 
and a part of Bedfern, comprising an area of 120 acres, are drained into this system, and the proposed 
extensions westward of the hospital will receive the drainage from certain parts of Camperdown, Newtown, 
and Petersham. The total area draining into the Prince Alfred Hospital sewrer will thus amount to 443 acres.

The southern outfall sewer is 5' 6" in diameter, and on the western side of Botany Boad its invert- 
level is about 26 feet above datum. This svstem will receive the sewage from a portion of the City and 
from parts of Bedfern and Waterloo (an area of 5S3 acres), and the construction of a branch sewer 
across Shea’s Creek, Alexandria, will further provide for the drainage of 329 acres, being portions ot 
Alexandria, Macdonaldtown, and Newtown. ,

The various methods which have been devised for the sewerage of towns may be bneny described as—
(«) The “combined” system, by which all sewage, surface wrater, and subsoil waters are carried 

off in the same sewer. . . .
(S) The “ partially-separate” system, by which all sewage and a limited portion of surface water 

are so removed. .
(c) The “ absolutely separate” system, which involves separate sewers for seivage, for surface

water, and for subsoil water. _ ....
(d) The “ Liernur” pneumatic system, by which sewage is removed by exhausting the air in

specially constructed sewers and drains; the collected matter being subsequently conveyed 
to works, where it is converted by evaporation into dry manure. _ _

(<?) The “ Shone” pneumatic-ejector system, by which sewage is collected in receivers and 
■ ejected by compressed air, forced into cast-iron main pipes, and deliveredto the outlet provided

at a higher level. ij-i.-i.-l
Various dry systems of collecting and intercepting excrcincntitious matters (all of which, however, 

necessitate some system of sewers to carry off liquid refuse), such as earth-closets, “ Goux closets, and 
“ Bochdale” pails, have been adopted in towns to a limited extent; but none of tne dry systems can be 
considered suitable for large communities. The collection and disposal of large masses of excrement is 
very troublesome, and often creates much unpleasantness. In fact I can testify that the whole process ot 
collection and removal under the “ pail system,” as carried out on a large scale at Nottingham (where 
nearlv 30,000 of these closets are in use) is so offensive, that it would never be tolerated in the western 
suburbs of Sydney. Indeed the Medical Officer of Health for Nottingham has stated that he did not 
regard the pail or tub system as perfect; but on the contrary most decidedly gave the preference to 
properly constructed and well ventilated water-closets, as being free from all danger. At the best, the 
so-called dry systems are but inferior substitutes for water carriage, which, if efficiently constructed 
throughout, is the cleanest and most convenient of all. Moreover, it has already been adopted for a 
part of the district in question, and the desirability of its extension throughout the area is obvious.

Brom a careful study of the question of the best mode of draining those portions of the district 
which must necessarily be excluded Irom the beforementioned existing systems, I am fully convinced 
that any proposal which fails to embrace a joint sewerage scheme for the entire area, is undesirable. The 
various municipal boundaries are not concurrent with the natural watersheds, and even if they were, 
purely local systems for each borough would be found both difficult and expensive. I have therefore no 
hesitation in recommending as the most practical, efficient, and economical remedy, a comprehensive 
scheme upon the “ partially-separate ” system.

Position of Outfall.
The next question which arises has reference to the best available position for the outfall and the 

method of disposal to be adopted, and from the following remarks it will be observed that consideration 
has been given to the possibility of utilizing the existing sewer outfalls, to conveying the sewage to the sea 
or various rivers, to the establishment of local systems of treatment, and to the adoption of a sewage farm 
at Bookwood or Botany. _ _

The main outfall sewer of the northern system discharges into the sea at Bondi, but the sewage 
of the southern system will be removed by the outfall sewer which discharges at the intended sewage 
farm at Webb’s Grant, Botany Bay. Neither the dimensions nor the levels of the above outfall sewers 
would permit of the remainder of the area being drained into them by gravitation, and to convey the 
sewage to any other point on the coast south of Ben Buckler, would necessitate the construction of an 
outfall sewer of great length and the erection of powerful pumping engines, involving a great outlay and 
large annual cost.

The remarks on page 7 show that the greater part of the area to be sewered falls towards 
Parramatta Biver and the remainder towards Cook’s Biver. Although the former is a tidal river, it 
contains numerous bays and coves, in several of which mud flats of considerable extent are exposed 
at low water ; moreover, it is so situated at the head of Sydney Harbour, that any proposal to utilize 
its bays or heads as outlets for the discharge of sewage, without treatment, ought not be entertained 
for one moment. Such a system would unquestionably create serious pollution of the waters, and 
much inconvenience would be caused by the silting up which would ensue. In the case of Cool:; s Biver, 
which discharges at the head of Botany Bay, the objections are even stronger, inasmuch as above the dam 
at St. Peters there is little or no current; in fact the velocity in dry seasons is practically nil. George s 
Biver, to which the sewage of a great part of the area could be conveyed by gravitation, is nearly 6 miles

further
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further south. It discharges a large volume of water into Botany Bay on the ebb-tide, and having a 
catchment area of 375 square miles, its discharge after rainfall is very great. Notwithstanding these advan
tages it cannot be deemed suitable as an outfall for the discharge of a large quantity of crude sewage.

The objections to the discharge of crude sewage in the before-mentioned rivers are insuperable, 
and it does not appear that suitable sites can be procured on the south side of Parramatta River for the 
adoption of local systems of treatment, such as precipitation and filtration. Even if practicable, however, 
such systems would certainly be open to serious objection, and apart from this, they would necessitate 
considerable extra expense in separate management.

A suggestion was recently made that the sewage from the greater portion of the Western Suburbs 
might be conveyed to the model farm at Rookwood, and there be utilized by irrigation. 1 have considered 
the proposal and have made a preliminary investigation of its merits, with the view to the preparation of 
an approximate estimate of the cost. The primary objection to the scheme is the great outlay it would 
entail in the construction of works and erection of machinery, also in the acquisition and preparation 
of a large area of land, amounting eventually to 2,000 acres. Moreover, as the summit of the farm is 
about 160 feet above sea level, it is obvious that the cost of transmitting the sewage to the requisite 
altitude by steam power would be a very serious matter. The scheme would necessitate the reversal of 
the Western system hereinafter described, and its execution, including the capitalised cost of pumping, 
would involve an outlay of £1,222,000. This amount is £550.209 in excess of the estimated cost of the 
intended Western system (vide p. 21), and it would involve an additional annual charge, to cover interest 
and repayment of principal, amounting to £24,000. The cost of pumping would be proportionately 
greater as the population increased, the estimate being based on a prospective population of 100,000 
persons. The strongest point in favour of the proposal is that the levels of the main sewer would be 
sufficiently low to enable the intended gravitation area to be increased, but I am decidedly of opinion 
that tbe adoption of such a scheme is undesirable.

The fact that the establishment of a sewage farm at Botany had already been determined upon for 
the Southern system was naturally a strong inducement to consider whether a sufficient area would be 
available for the purification of the sewage from the Western system, and if not, whether additional land 
could be procured and rendered suitable for the purpose. The area of Webb’s grant is 309 acres; of 
this, however, about 270 acres only are at present available for the purpose of sewage farming; an area 
clearly insufficient for the Southern and Western systems combined. The resumption of about 250 acres 
of unused land to the south and west of Webb’s grant is practicable, and its immediate acquisition is 
highly desirable. Of the additional area it is probable that 100 acres could easily be made available, and 
the remainder would need to be filled up and levelled as hereafter found requisite.

The nature of the soil and the situation of the land render the Botany site admirably fitted for the 
utilization and purification of sewage. The former consists of a free sandy soil and open subsoil, and 
for the greater part of the area the surface level is at least 8 feet or 9 feet above the sea. The site is not 
only compact in itself, but is also sufficiently removed from buildings and population to enable it to bo 
used in the manner proposed, without risk of reasonable objections being raised; it. also has extensive 
water frontages, and convenient access could be provided. Under these circumstances I feel convinced 
that it would not be possible to provide a better position for the outfall and for the efficient and 
economical purification and disposal of the sewage of the Western area, Certainly there is none within 
reasonable distance, nor any which can be so confidently recommended.

Proposed Scheme.
The drainage area of the proposed scheme comprises nearly 22 square miles, and the sewerage 

thereof can be best effected by the adoption of three systems, hereinafter referred to as the Northern, 
Southern, and Western systems respectively. The Northern and Southern suburban systems will 
embrace an area of nearly 5 square miles, and they will be drained into the existing systems which 
discharge at Bondi and Webb’s Grant. The Western area, embracing nearly 17 square miles, will be 
drained by an entirely new system discharging at Botany.

The total area of the district included in the scheme contains 14,077 acres ; from this, however, 
must be deducted the area of public parks, reserves, and cemeteries therein, amounting to 449 acres; 
consequently the net drainage area is 13,628 acres. The latter is more or less built upon or laid out for 
building purposes, and as doubtless the whole will eventually require drainage, provision should be made 
for it in the scheme. Although it is essential that the capacity of the main sewer and sub-mains shall 
be devised to meet the future requirements of the entire area, it may not become necessary to construct 
sewers in every street within that area until a considerable period has elapsed.

The various systems into which the drainage area is subdivided are as follows, viz.

No. Municipality. Colour on plan. Area in acres. Total area of each 
system in acres.

Noethekn System.
1 Grlebe, Leichhardt, and Balmaiu ... ... ... ... ... Purple ... ... 1,641
2 Newtown, Camperdown, and Petersham ... ... .. ... Neutral tint ... ... 323
3 Darlington and Bedfern....................................................................... j Dark brown................

' Southeen System.

120
2,084

4 City (part of), Bedfern, and Waterloo ................. ... ...
Alexandria, Macdonaldtown, and Newtown ................. ...

Westeen System

Light brown... ... 583
5 Green... ... ... 329

912

6 Marrickville, Petersham, Newtown, and Leichhardt ... ... Light yellow... ... 1,477
7 Marrickville, JSt. Peters, Macdoraldtown, and Alexandria ...

Marrickville, Ashfield, Petersham, and Leichhardt ... ...
Dark yellow ... .. 1,180

8 Bed.............................. ' 2,005
9 Ashfield, Burwood, Strathfield, Concord, and Lire Dock ... Blue ... ... ... 4,100

10 Canterbury and Southern slopes ... ... ... ... ... Light blue ... ... 1.870
10,632

Total... ... ... 13,628
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At the commencement of the past year the drainage area contained about 32,704 houses, and an 
estimated population of 154,000 persons; but in order to determine the prospective population, the 
circumstances relating to each municipality have been separately considered. The existing number of 
persons per acre varies very materially, e.g. :—

In Ashfield there are 4'48 persons per acre.

The prospective rate per

Burwood )5 479 „
Marrickville 5) 5-66 .,
Leichhardt 7-80 „
Petersham 3? 10-63 „
Balmain 33 26-37 „
Glebe 34-83 .,
Newtown J3 36-03 „
acre for the entire area has been determined in accordance with the

conditions peculiar to each district, that is to say—In Bedfern, Darlington, Camperdown, and other well 
populated parts near the city, it is taken at 47 or 45 persons ; and in Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain, the 
average is 42 persons. In Marrickville, Petersham, and other districts coloured yellow on plan, it is 40 ; 
in Ashfield and those parts coloured red, it is 33 ; and in Burwood, Strathfield, Concord, Canterbury, and 
other outlying places where coloured blue, it is taken at an average of 30 persons per acre. It may be 
recollected that the prospective rate allowed for the city of Sydney was 47 persons, but for the eastern 
outlying districts it was 31 only. The following table shows that the average number of persons for the 
entire drainage area is estimated at 35'41 per acre, and that the total prospective population for which 
provision is made in the scheme amounts to 482,608 persons, or nearly three times the number of the 
existing population:—

System.
-

Area in acres. Average number of 
persons per acre.

Total prospective 
population.

Northern ... ........................... .............. ... ... 2,084 . 42-637 88,857
Southern ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 912 46-28 42,206
Western... ... ... ... ............... ... ... 10,632 33065 351,545

Total ... ... .............. ... 13,628 35-41 482,608

The growth of the Western Suburbs has been enormous. According to the Census returns, the 
population contained within the area which constitutes the nineteen boroughs or municipal districts 
referred to on the 1st page, was 41,716 in 1871, and 82,273 in 1881; but it is estimated that at the 
present time the numbers have increased to 164,103. At this rate of increase it may. be fairly assumed 
that the total prospective population of 482,608 will be realized in the course of eighteen or twenty 
years. ...

The quantity of fouled-water to be removed by the sewers, even from the existing population, 
amounts to a considerable volume. It will, however, be largely increased so soon as the new 
water supply works have been completed and brought into operation throughout the area.

The Sydney intercepting sewers provide for the removal of a daily consumption of 72 gallons per 
head, and although this may appear to be a liberal allowance for domestic purposes in the suburbs, it is 
no doubt desirable to make provision in the proposed sewers for carrying off an equally large volume of 
water, the consumption during the hot season of the year being especially great. At Adelaide the 
sewers were designed to carry off 50 gallons per head per diem, but this quantity is exceeded in the 
summer. The sewers are intended not only for the removal of faecal matter from water-closets, but for 
all kinds of liquid refuse, such as domestic slops and urine, together with the waste-water from baths, 
sculleries, wash-houses, stables, dairies, and other premises.

Careful observations and experience have proved that sewage is not discharged into the sewers at 
an uniform rate throughout the period of twenty-four hours ; but in order to provide for the removal of 
the maximum quantity of sewage likely to enter the sewers, provision is made in their capacity for one- 
half the quantity to pass off in six hours, or at the rate of 1 cubic foot per head, per hour. On washing 
days and in very hot weather this quantity will doubtless be exceeded. The estimated maximum sewage 
discharge for the whole area, on a prospective population of 482,608 persons, amounts to 8,044 cubic feet 
per minute. .

The provision to be made for the rainfall to be carried off by the sewers is a question of much 
importance, demanding special consideration. The extent of the area to be dealt with, and the quantity 
of rain which sometimes falls in a short period, render it somewhat difficult to determine. In London 
and nearly all the principal cities and towns in England, the sewers and stormwater overflows are 
sufficient in capacity to carry off the ordinary rainfall from the streets, roofs, paved yards, and other 
surfaces; but in order to similarly remove the semi-tropical rains which from time to time are recorded in 
and near Sydney, the dimensions of the sewers would require to be very large, and the cost of construction, 
even if financially possible, would be enormously increased. Erom a sanitary point of view such sewers 
are extremely undesirable, because the maximum sewage or dry-weather flow would scarcely be sufficient 
to ensure a self-cleansing velocity, and the increased internal surface which would thus be exposed, would 
greatly facilitate the formation of sewer gases. ,

The principal points to be determined are those relating to catchment area and depth of rainfall. 
Eor the city of Sydney and Bedfern, the late Mr. Clarke, M.Inst.C.E., recommended an allowance of .40 
per cent, of the entire drainage area, as the proportion of roof and paved-yard surfaces forming the rain
fall catchment. The rule adopted for town areas in England by Mr. T. Hawksley (one of tbe loremost 
hydraulic engineers in the world) is to allow one square of roofing and one square of paved yard as the con
tributing area of each head of the population ; which, if applied to the City and Bedfern at the rate of 
47 persons per acre 1,044square yards), would amount to 21'58 per cent, of the entire area. I
am of opinion that it is preferable to determine the catchment area in this manner by the ratio of 
population per acre,, instead of assuming a certain percentage of the whole area. The prospective 
population of the Western Suburbs is estimated to range from 30 to 47 persons per acre.

Doubtless
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Doubtless the dwelling-houses in the suburbs of Sydney present a greater superficial area of roof 
surface per head of population than that allowed for English towns, in consequence of so many of the 
houses consisting of “ cottage ” or ground-floor residences ; but to allow for the interception of more than 
100 feet of roof surface per head would necessitate the construction of larger sewers than are desirable.
The sewers of Adelaide were designed to carry off all the rainfall from roofs, paved yards, and courts, 
but during recent heavy rains they were said to be incapable of discharging the quantity of rainfall which 
had found its way into them, showing that the water allowed ingress was greatly in excess of the quantity 
intended. It is obvious, therefore, that the greatest precautions will be necessary in dealing with the 
quantity of rainfall to be admitted into the sewers. A further and by no means unimportant reason may 
be urged in favour of restricting the admission of rainfall, viz , that excessive dilution of sewage greatly 
depreciates its value as a fertilizer. The estimated quantity of sewage per head to be admitted to the 
sewers is much greater than the usual allowance ; therefore all additions of rainwater will still further 
depreciate the market value of the sewage when applied to land at the sewage farm.

The catchment area allowed for in the Southern and Western schemes is 200 feet superficial per 
head of population, that is to say, 100 feet for paved yards and 100 feet for roofed surfaces. Rainfall 
from paved yards is invariably more or less foul, and it should therefore be admitted to the sewers ; in fact it 
would materially help to scour out the house drains. With respect to rainwater from roofs, I think that 
the allowance of 100 feet superficial is the utmost provision that should be made ; in which case it will . 
doubtless be necessary, wherever practicable, but especially in the case of the low-level systems, to conduct 
the water which falls upon the front part of the houses to the street channels, from whence it would flow 
into storm-water drains or culverts, and be discharged into natural watercourses. All surface water from 
roads and streets should be likewise conducted to storm-water culverts and channels, and be absolutely 
excluded from the sewers. The estimated prospective population per acre for the Western and Southern 
areas is 3Til persons (-'Viy-.V’T = 34T1) and the before-mentioned allowance of roof surface per head, is 
equivalent to 15'(iG per cent, of the entire area.

In the case of the Northern area, it will be absolutely necessary to further restrict the admission 
of rainfall into the sewers. The main sewer in G-eorge-street West, at the point where the Prince Alfred 
Hospital branch sewer joins, is designed to carry 2,103 cubic feet per minute when flowing | full, or 2,469 
cubic feet if flowing quite full; it would however, carry more than that quantity under a temporary addi
tional head without creating inconvenience, but it would not be desirable to allow a much greater internal 
pressure. Fortunately there are great facilities for the natural discharge of rainfall at Glebe, Leich- ' 
hardt, Balmain, and Camperdowm, and therefore the whole of the water falling uponroofs should be excluded 
from the sewers, and be made to discharge into street channels. The catchment area allowed in this • •
system (100 feet superficial per head) is intended to provide for backyards only, and, if calculated at the 
prospective average of 42'64 persons per acre, is equivalent to nearly 10 per cent, of the entire 
area.

The depth of rainfall intended to be removed by the main intercepting sewers of Sydney is calcu- Depth of rain- 
lated at It inch per diem for the Northern catchment area, and 3 inches for the Southern. The former fal1' 
amounts to a discharge of T26 cubic feet, and the latter to 3'02 cubic feet per minute per acre for the 
entire area. The calculations for the present scheme are based on a rainfall measuring 2 inches in depth 
during twenty-four hours, and although the official returns show that the rainfall in the suburbs of Sydney 
sometimes falls at a heavier rate for shorter periods, in all probability it would not frequently occur during 
the actual period of maximum sewage flow. The foregoing allowance for the Sydney Northern area is 
equivalent to i-inch in depth if distributed uniformly over the entire area, but for the Southern area it 
equals li inch over all. The present scheme provides for an average of '313 inch in depth for the 
Southern and Western suburban systems, the discharge from which amounts to '79 cubic feet per acre 
per minute. The restricted catchment area in the Northern suburban system will reduce the discharge 
therefrom to '49 cubic feet per acre per minute. The following table of areas and discharges shows that - 
whereas the total maximum sewage flow amounts to 8,044 cubic feet per minute, the quantity of rainfall 
proposed to be carried off in addition thereto, is 10,143 cubic feet per minute. If, however, 40 per cent, 
of the entire rainfall wrere removed by the sewers, the resultant discharge of rainfall only would be no 
less than 27,483 cubic feet per minute.

The various details explanatory of the volume of sewrage and rainfall from each of the ten areas, are Volume of 
given in tabulated form in the appendix to this report, and it is therein shown that the resultant flow of and 
sewage and rainfall combined will furnish discharges in cubic feet per minute as follows, viz.:—

System. Prospective
Population. Area in Acres.

Rainfall per 
Acre.

Volume of 
Sewage.

Volume of 
Rainfall.

Combined
Maximum
Discharge.

Cubic feet per minute.

Northern ............................... ........................ 88,857 2,084 ■4935 1,481 1,028 2,509
Southern ............................................................. 42,206 912 1-071 704 977 1,681
W estern ............................................................. 351,545 10,632 •7654 5,859 8,138 13,997

Total...................................... 482,608 13,628 8,044 10,143 18,187

Proposed Sewers.
The primary object to be attained in devising the proposed scheme is to provide for the removal Advantage of 

of as much of the sewage as practicable by gravitation, or in other words' to reduce the amount 0f gravity sewers, 
pumping fo a minimum. Nearly 29% of the entire drainage area, however, is too lowr to admit of the 
former system, and low-level sewers and branches will be necessary at Marrickville and other places. These 
sewers will require to be emptied by means of pumping machinery or other mechanical power, the sewage 
being discharged into and carried off by the gravitating sewers.

The proposed sewers are designed to carry off the foregoing combined quantities when flowing 
about f full, but should a heavier rate of rainfall occur during the six hours of maximum sewage flow, the 
excess of stormwater would be carried off by overflow-weirs, which would act as safety-valves in case of

sudden
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sudden emergency. It must be borne in mind that the capacity of tbe sewers is such, that several years 
must necessarily elapse before the actual catchment area would become so great as to cause over-chargiug 
or backilooding. This, however, could always be prevented by making sufficient stormwater overflows, 
or by providing relief sewers hereafter, as may be found necessary. The small quantity of sewage 
contained in stormwater so discharged into natural water-courses, would be so greatly diluted as to be 
rendered perfectly unobjectionable. During the night and at other periods of minimum flow, the sewers 
would be available for a much larger quantity of stormwater.

. It will be observed that the greater part of the proposed intercepting sewers and sub-mains is 
intended to be in tunnel; in fact a specially close study of the topographical features of the district was 
not required to show that a considerable amount of tunnelling must necessarily be resorted to in their 
construction. Experience tends to prove that the cost of executing such sewers in tunnel, through 
ordinary sandstone or shale formations, is not greater than for moderately deep open cuttings, and it is 
obvious that much public inconvenience is saved from the fact that streets do not need to be closed to 
traffic for considerable periods, and that carriage-way surfaces are only slightly interfered with during tho 
construction of the works.

The plan and sections which accompany this report show the position, dimensions, and levels of 
the proposed sewers and works. The situations and points of termination of the various sewers and sub- 
mains have been determined with a view to facilitating the construction of the necessary subsidiary sewers 
hereafter, and securing as large a gravitating area as practicable. The plan illustrates the drainage areas 
and extent of the various systems, the position of the proposed sewers being indicated by red lines, but it 
is possible that further investigation may render it desirable to make certain minor modifications. 
"Without entering into the detail requirements of an efficient sewerage system, it may perhaps be 
mentioned that the present system is designed with a view to the sewers being laid in straight lines as 
far as practicable, and at a sufficient depth to drain the lowest part of the adjacent premises. The main 
intercepting sewers are oviform, with the narrow part at the bottom; this form giving the greatest 
hydraulic mean depth and consequently the greatest velocity or scouring power during the periods of 
minimum dry-weather flow. The areas and gradients, together with steps at the intersections, are so 
regulated as to ensure self-cleansing, and to carry off effectively the maximum quantity of sewage and 
rainfall. Due provision is made by shafts for inspection and ventilation, also for storm-water overflows, 
for automatic flushing tanks or chambers, and for air-flaps.

Northern System.
The main intercepting sewer for the Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain portion of the Northern 

system, colored purple on plan and referred to on page 8, commences at the intersection of George-street 
West and Newtown Road, at a level of 28'68 feet above high-water-mark, and after passing through the 
Glebe and across Johnstone’s Creek, it enters Leichhardt at the east end of Piper-street, through which it is 
continued to and across White’s Creek. On the west of White-street its direction is changed, and it passes 
across Bronan’s Estate and enters Balmain at Eoucart-street, on the west side of Brock ley-street. The 
sewer is continued through Evans-street to Reynolds-street; it then crosses Montague-street, Palmer- 
street, and Booth-street, and enters Darling-street opposite Elwin-street. It continues through Darling- 
street to a point north of Johnson-street, where it terminates at a level of 53'54 feet. The total length 
of the northern main sewer is 4 miles 520 yards, and with the exception of inverted syphons at 
Johnstone’s and White’s Creeks, and at the valley at the north end of Darling-street, the sewer will be 
practically in tunnel throughout. Twelve branch intercepting sewers or sub-mains are intended to be 
constructed at the Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain, as shown on plan. The total length of these sewers 
is 5 miles 513 yards, the greater part of which will be in tunnel.

The main sewer for a distance of 700 yards from its commencement is intended to be of oviform section, 
the dimensions being 5 feet by 4 feet. A sewer of this size is necessary to carry the estimated maximum 
discharge of 1,947 cubic feet per minute when flowing three-quarters full, but as the intended 45-in. 
syphon in George-street West will only carry off 1,600 cubic feet per minute at the ordinary rate of flow, 
provision must be made at the inlet for the discharge during heavy rainfall of at least 400 cubic feet per 
minute by means of a storm-water overflow. The foregoing circumstances, however, will render it 
possible to secure an additional temporary head of 9 inches for the purpose of flushing the syphon whenever 
necessary, which will be decidedly advantageous. At the Glebe Point Branch sewer the size is reduced 
to 4 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 9 inches, and the dimensions are further decreased at the various branches 
until at the intersection of Darling-street and Ann-street, Balmain, the size is 4 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 
6 inches. North of the latter it consists of 15-in. and 12-in. pipes. The parts of the sewer in tunnel are 
intended to be lined with concrete and faced with cement. The inverted syphon at Johnstone’s Creek 
will consist of wrought-iron pipes, 42 inches in diameter, carried across the flat on masonry piers at a 
height of 12 feet above the surface for a distance of 600 feet. The syphon at White’s Creek is 40 inches 
in diameter, and could be so arranged as to form part of the proposed bridge at Piper-street, Leichhardt. 
With respect, however, to the 12-in. iron pipe syphon and pipe sewer beyond it at the north end of 
Darling-street, Balmain, it may perhaps be found desirable to postpone the construction of the portion of 
the main sewer north of St. John-street, or to omit it entirely, with a view to that part of the district, 
both high and low level, being dealt with by pumping the sewage into the intercepting sewer. The 
inclination of tbe main sewer for a length of 5,466 yards from its commencement is 1 in 1,509, or at the 
rate of 3 feet 6 inches per mile, while the intervening syphons have a fall of 1 in 1,200. From Reynolds- 
street to Ann-street, Balmain, the inclination is 1 in 800, north of which it is 1 in 500 and 1 in 450, the 
syphon being 1 in 400. The levels of the sewers have been so regulated and adjusted at each branch 
that an uniform flow-line will be secured, and the velocity, which, at the estimated maximum flow in the 
5 feet by 4 feet sewer is calculated at 165 feet per minute, will gradually decrease to 141 feet per minute 
in the 4 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 6 inches sewer. -

The drainage area of this portion of the Northern system is 1,641 acres, of which about 1,000 
acres can be drained by gravitation into the before-mentioned sewers. The remainder of the area consists 
of houses on the water frontages, and of various parts of the district which are below the contour level, 
and its drainage may necessitate the adoption of the special means hereinafter described for raising the 
sewage to the required height. The extent of tho gravitating area is shown on the plan by green dotted 
lines.

The
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_ The Callan Park Lunatic Asylum at Leichhardt coutains an area of about 100 acres. The pre- Caiian Park 
mises are fitted with a large number of water-closets, and for the drainage thereof and the removal ot Asjlum- 
liquid refuse of all kinds, a complete system of sewerage and drainage has been provided. The maximum 
dry-weather volume discharged into the waters of Long Cove from the outfall sewer at all states of the 
tide, is about 13,000 cubic feet per diem. It may perhaps be mentioned that part of the liquid sewage is 
utilized by irrigating the vegetable garden in dry weather, but the arrangements, however, are somewhat 
crude. The proposed main sewer at Balmain will permit of the interception of the greater part of the 
dry-weather or sewage flow from the asylum, should it be deemed desirable.

The Prince Alfred Hospital branch sewer is proposed to be extended through Camperdown to the fJtn™si^,nfr®j 
north end of Liberty-streel, Petersham, a distance of 1 mile 140 yards. Commencing by a junction with Hospital 
the existing sewer, about 4 chains to the east of the hospital, at a level of 50'5 feet, it passes into and branch sewer 
along the lane on the north side of the hospital; thence in tunnel under the ridge at Missenden Hoad, 
and through Grose-street; across Church-street; thence continuing in a westerly direction under 
Australia-street and the ridge at St. Mary-street to the north end of Kingston Hoad, through which it 
passes to the south end ; terminating at Liberty-street, at a level of 58'36 feet. Prom the junction with 
the existing sewer to the north end of Kingston Eoad, a distance of 1,400 yards, the sewer is 4 feet by 2 
feet 8 inches of new oval form ; tho rate of inclination from the commencement to Church-street being 
1 in 1,150, and from Church-street to Kingston Eoad 1 in 1,000. The remainder of the sewer will consist 
of 21-inch and 18-inch pipes, laid at inclinations of 1 in 650 and 1 in 600 respectively. The area is 
shown by a neutral-tint color on plan ; it amounts to 323 acres, inclusive of the University, and its 
drainage can be entirely effected by gravitation. As previously explained, the Borough of Darlington and 
a part of Eedfern, colored dark brown on plan, and comprising 120 acres, are already provided with 
efficient main sewers.

Southern System.
_ The southern outfall sewer referred to on page 8, together with the Bourke-street sewer, will pro

vide for the drainage of Waterloo, for the greater part of Eedfern, and for the southern slopes of the 
city. In this case a separate scheme is nearly perfected by the Department for the construction of the 
necessary subsidiary sewers and for connecting the house-drains ; consequently no further reference to 
this portion of the area need be made, beyond mentioning the fact that it contains 583 acres, and is 
tinted light brown on plan.

_ Tor the drainage of the district lying to the south of the ridge at Newtown Eoad, and between Macdonaldtown 
Eosehill-street, Alexandria, Macdonaldtown Park, and Erskineville-street, Newtown (colored green, an(t branohsewer, 
containing an area of 329 acresl, it is proposed to construct a branch from the southern outfall sewer, 
opposite Eeserve-street on the Waterloo Estate. The most practical route is across Shea’s Creek Swamp 
and Creek to Harley-street, Alexandria, continuing across Mitchell Eoad and the Park, thence via Park- 
street and Henderson Eoad, under the Illawarra Eailway at Erskinevilio to Burren-street, and terminating 
at Wilson-street, Newtown ; a distance of 1 mile 780 yards. The prospective maximum discharge from 
the area is 590 cubic feet per minute, and a sewer of circular form will best meet the requirements of 
construction and level across the swamp, where, for a length of 400 yards, it is proposed to be carried as 
an aqueduct on masonry or concrete piers, the maximum height of the iron pipe being about 12 feet 
above the surface. The commencing level is 25'95 feet above high-water-mark, and at the termination at 
Newtown it is 78'48 feet. Erom the southern outfall to Mitchell Eoad, a distance of 1,100 yards, the 
sewer is 30 inches in diameter and the inclination 1 in 1,000 ; the fall then increases to 1 in 600 and 1 in 
200. The variation of level between the south end of Burren-street and Wilson-street is about 42 feet, 
but, by breaking tbe fall of the sewer into four steps of 3 feet each, an inclination of 1 in 50 is obtained.
On the west side of Mitchell Eoad the sewer consists of 21-inch and 15-inch pipes, except in Burren- 
street, where, owing to the before-mentioned fall of 1 in 50, a sewer 9 inches in diameter is ample. The 
maximum depth of flow in the 30-inch circular sewer is 1'8 feet, the corresponding velocity being 154 feet 
per minute ; in the 21-inch and 15-inch sewers the velocity is 165 feet and 239 feet respectively, but iu 
the 9-inch it is no less than 375 feet per minute when flowing half full. With the exception of the aqueduct 
and embankment at each end, the sewer will he in open cutting at a moderate depth. The only 
proposed alteration in the surface level consists in slightly raising the old Bourke-street Eoad at the 
sewer crossing.

A branch sewer or sub-main is intended to he constructed in Mitchell Eoad extending to Sub-mains 
Henderson Eoad, a distance of 730 yards. The sewer consists of 24-inch, 21-inch, and 18-inch pipes, 
laid at inclinations of 1 in 800 and 1 in 500, the terminating level being 33'98 feet above datum. These 
levels will permit the interception of the dry-weather flow from the sewer recently constructed by the 
Department in Alexander-street, Alexandria. This sewer temporarily discharges into the watercourse, 
which is thus rendered very offensive in hot weather. A further branch sewer is shown along Bifckland- 
street for a distance of 500 yards ; it consists of 9-inch pipes laid at an inclination of 1 in 250, the level 
at the. upper end being 38'50 feet. The reason for devising these branch sewers to fall towards Mitchell 
Eoad is to ensure a greater dry-weather flow and more satisfactory velocity through the aqueduct, the 
levels not permitting a greater inclination than 1 in 1,000.

Western System.
Notwithstanding that the only available routes for the outfall sewer of the Western System 0utfall scwer 

(referred to on page 9) between Webb’s Grant and the north side of Cook’s Elver are confined within 
narrow limits, the question of the best position required much consideration. The main points to bo 
determined were how best to ensure, consistently with efficiency, tho highest practicable level at the 
outfall on the one hand, and on the other, the lowest in the penstock chamber at the termination. Also 
that the direction and levels of the sewer should ensure a minimum amount of interference with public 
roads and private property, that no interference whatever should be made with the navigation of Cook’s 
Elver, and that the sewer should pass under the Illawarra Eailway at the least objectionable point.

From the physical nature of the locality, the foregoing conditions practically prohibit the adoption 
of a direct route, and render it desirable that Cook’s Hiver should be crossed at a point to the west of 
Marrickville Valley ; in fact, tbe only alternative would be to cross it by means of an inverted syphon 
below the dam. From the nature of the works to be constructed this would be a very costly undertaking,

and
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and the route would further necessitate an embankment or aqueduct across the intended reclamation 
works on the north side of the river. Moreover, it would either be necessary to cross Marrickville 
Valley by a syphon or aqueduct of considerable length, or to make a detour on the north side. Either 
method would result in the invert level at tbe extremity of the various main sewers being so much 
raised as to- materially decrease the extent of the gravitating system in the outlying portions of the 
suburbs. .

The proposed outfall sew'er commences at Webb’s Grant at a spot about 20 chains east of Muddy 
Creek, and after passing through the additional land proposed to be resumed, the route selected would 
enable the sewer to pass under the twro main roads and the Illawarra Eailway at Tempe in tunnel, across 
Wolli Creek, through Unwin’s Hill in tunnel, across Cook’s Eiver opposite the west side of Mansion 
street, Marrickville, and in tunnel under the high ground on the "west side of the “Warren,” terminating 
in a penstock chamber at the junction of the intercepting sewers in Premier-street, the length being 2 
miles 380 yards. It is apparent that the outfall sewer will be a work of special construction, and that, 
like some of the London main sewers, some parts of it will be raised above the level of the surface in 
an embankment; whilst in others it will be carried by aqueducts over creeks, swamps, and flats. At 
the crossing of Cook’s Eiver, the level of the bottom of the sewer will be at least 14 feet above high-water
mark, thus affording an increased headway of 5 or 6 feet,'as compared with the Illawarra Eailway Bridge.

The importance of embracing as large a gravitating area as possible has already been mentioned, 
consequently each extra foot in height at the head of the outfall sewer is an important factor. The 
invert level at the outfall is fixed at 9 feet above datum, a height which will practically command filtration 
through at least 6 feet of earth, at any portion of the western part of the sewage farm. The distance 
from the outfall to the penstock chamber at Premier-street is 11,700 feet, and as the intended inclination 
is 1 in 1,700, the invert at the intercepting chamber will therefore be 15'88 feet above datum. The - 
inclination is equivalent to a fall of 3T1 feet per mile. _

The most suitable form of sewer is circular; it combines the greatest strength and capacity with 
the smallest amount of brickwork ; but from tho following remarks it will be seen that it is most undesir
able that the outfall should consist of one large sewer only. The dimensions of a sewer capable of 
discharging the estimated maximum flow of 13'997 cubic feet per minute, when running full, would 
require to be 9 feet in diameter; but as the flow-line in the largest intercepting sewer at the penstock 
chamber would only be 5’12 feet above the invert, it is obvious that a step of nearly 4 feet would have to 
be provided, a loss of level which would most seriously restrict the gravitation area. Notwithstanding 
that the construction of an outfall sewer of smaller dimensions in triplicate may involve a greater outlay, 
yet the advantages to be gained thereby are highly important. Three sewers, each 6 feet in diameter 
and flowing about 4 feet 9 inches deep, would not only furnish the required discharging capacity, but 
would obviate any loss of level by the step previously alluded to. This form of outfall would enable the 
intercepting sewers to be continued to Petersham, Leichhardt, Ashfield, Burwood, and Strathfield, and 
permit the extension of the high-level system in various districts, which would otherwise be impracticable. 
Further, by adopting three smaller sewers instead of a single one of larger dimensions, the crown would 
be about 3 feet low^er; therefore greater lateral stability would be ensured where it passes above ground 
as an aqueduct.

The discharging capacity of a sewer G feet in diameter is sufficient to enable the sewage of the 
existing population of the drainage area to be carried off by one only of the three intended sewers ; it 
would, however, be advisable to construct the outfall in duplicate. This would enable internal examina
tion or repairs to be carried on, and would also provide for sudden emergencies and future requirements. 
Storm-water overflows would be provided, and the wrorks would be so arranged that the third sewer could be 
added whenever necessary. Another advantage may be mentioned—viz., that, inasmuch as the sewage 
from the existing population is relatively small in comparison with the prospective discharge, a much 
better velocity would be secured by conveying it through a smaller sewer for the time being. At an 
inclination of 1 in 1,700, each sewer will have a velocity of 189 feet per minute when flowing at a depth 
of 4'75 feet. The outfall sewer being a main carrier and not an intercepting sewer, the flow will be 
uniform throughout its length ; consequently tho probability of deposits taking place therein is very small, 
even during the period of minimum flow. Although the proposed gradient is flatter than the one adopted 
for the northern outfall sewer at Sydney, viz., 1 in 1,509, I have no hesitation in recommending it, having 
had practical experience of the working of circular sewers of similar dimensions in London, with inclina
tions of 1 in 1,751 and 1 in 1,915 respectively.

Eor the effectual drainage of the Western area, it will be necessary to provide for the construction 
of four intercepting sewers, as follows, all of which will commence at the before-mentioned penstock 
chamber, viz.:—

Eastern. (1).-—An intercepting sewer and branches, which will provide for the eastern area colored 
yellow on plan, and will take the drainage of Marrickville and St. Peters, also parts of Newtown, 
Macdonaldtown, Alexandria, Petersham, Leichhardt, and Camperdown. The total drainage area is 2,657 
acres, of which 1,477 acres are upon the gravitation principle, whilst the remainder (1,180 acres) comprises 
the low-lying parts of Marrickville, St. Peters, Newtown, Macdonaldtown, and Alexandria, which will be 
embraced in a low-level system. The latter sewers are shown by blue lines on plan. The high-level sewer 
commences at the penstock chamber, at a height of 16T3 feet; its route is along Illawarra Eoad and 
across Addison Eoad, Stanmore Eoad, and Pai*ramatta Eoad; thence along Eerris-street and Alfred- 
street to Booth-street, Leichhardt, a distance of 2 miles 1,590 yards, its terminating level being 32'09 
feet above datum. The estimated maximum discharge from the 2,657 acres is 4,231 cubic feet per minute, 
of which 2,352 cubic feet is from the high-level system. The inclination of the main sewer is in 1 in 
1,509 for a distance of 4,240 yards, and 1 in 1,000 for 590 yards, the remainder being 1 in 700. The 
dimensions to the outlet of the low-level delivery main, which is at a distance of 720 yards from 
the intercepting chamber, are 6 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft. 6 in. ; the size is then reduced to 5 ft. 2 in. xby 4 ft. 2 in., 
and is afterwards decreased at the various points of interception until it becomes 4 ft. 0 in. x by 2 ft. 8 in., 
the termination at Leichhardt consisting of 18-inch pipes. The maximum velocities vary from 193 feet 
to 135 feet per minute. Except at the three depressions in Illawarra Eoad and at Alfred-street, Leich
hardt, the sewer will be in tunnel, the greatest depth of shaft being 78 feet at Petersham. The crossing 
of the valley at Sydenham Eoad is intended to be effected by means of an inverted syphon 870 feet in 
length, the inclination of which is 1 in 737. An iron pipe 33 inches in diameter will ensure a velocity of
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183 feet per minute, and it will be sufficient in capacity to discharge tlie maximum flow from considerably 
more than the existing population ; but should it hereafter be found necessary to increase the provision, a 
second pipe could be added. The syphon is so devised that for the purpose of examination or repair, its 
contents could be temporarily drawn off into the low-level 'sewer.

The first of the branch intercepting sewers shown on plan is on the southern side of the main Sub-mains, 
ridge, the second one being at Leichhardt, north of Parramatta Road. The former commences at and 
passes along Addison Road, it then crosses Enmore Road and continues under the ridge in tunnel to 
Edgeware Road, thence through Camden-street and in tunnel under Cook’s River Road to within a short 
distance of the south end of Toogood-street, Macdonaldtown. The length of this sewer is 1 mile 190 
yards, the invert level at its termination being 34'71 feet above datum. The size of the sewer in open 
cutting is 24 inches and 21 inches in diameter, but where it passes under the ridges at Enmore and 
Cook’s River Road in tunnel, the dimensions are increased to 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in. The inclinations 
vary from 1 in 900 to 1 in 500. At the lowest places in Addison Road and Camden-street it will doubt
less be advantageous to substitute iron for stoneware pipes for short distances. The northern branch 
consists of a 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in. sewer, 1,670 yards in length; it commences at Albion-street, through 
which it passes to Johnstone’s Creek, thence to Pyrmont Bridge Road, Camperdown, continuing under 
Booth-street and the ridge in tunnel, and terminating near the Orphan School Creek in the Old Parra
matta Road, Glebe, at a level of 36T1 feet above datum. A short branch consisting of 12-inch pipes is 
also shown in Susan-street, extending to Booth-street, Annandale; a distance of 570 yards, the terminating 
level being 35T6 feet above datum. It is possible however that bn closer examination it may be found 
desirable to carry the sewer along Nelson-street for a part of the distance, the levels being more 
suitable.

The low-level system will necessitate the erection of a pumping station in Marrickville Valley, the L°I7|CV<:! 
site selected as the most convenient being in the vicinity of Meek’s Road, adjacent to the proposed “y m' 
.Liverpool loop-line, and it is probable that the best position for the delivery main, which would discharge 
into the eastern intercepting sewer in Illawarra Road, would be alongside such railway. The invert of 
the low level sewer at the pumping station is 7 feet below datum, and at the upper end at Macdonald
town, on the eastern side, it is 10'74 feet above. The levels at the extremities of the branch sewers are 
5'95 feet above datum at South-street, St. Peters ; 6'87 feet at the south end of Harber-street, and 11'56 
feet at the south end of Mitchell Road, Alexandria. On the western side the level of the invert at the 
south end of Meeks’ Road is 0'31 feet below datum ; at the intersection of Meek’s Road and Sydenham 
Road it is 1'61 feet below datum, terminating at a level of 6 69 feet above datum at the intersection 
of Victoria and Cook’s Roads, Marrickville. The low-level main sewer on the eastern side would pass 
under the Illawarra Railway, along Bridge-street, Unwin’s Bridge Road, and May-street, crossing under 
Cook’s River Road, Mitchell Road, and the railway, thence to Devine-street, terminating at Macdonald- 
street, Macdonaldtown. The length of the low-level main sewers on the eastern side of the pumping 
station is 4,170 yards, and on the western 1,560 yards, amounting to 3 miles 450 yards in all. The 
prospective maximum discharge is 1,389 cubic feet per minute from the eastern section, and 490 cubic 
feet from the western, making a total of 1,879 cubic feet per minute to be pumped into the high-level 
sewer. The inclinations vary from 1 in 1,509 and 1 in 1,200, to 1 in 300 at the upper end. The largest 
sewer is 4 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 6 in., oviform in section, the dimensions being reduced by the several steps to 
4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in. and from 21 inch to 12-inch pipes ; the maximum velocities varying from 154 feet 
to 172 feet per minute. About 1,460 yards in length would probably be in open cutting, the remainder 
being in tunnel at a moderate depth, the deepest shaft being 38 feet in May-street. Due allowance is 
-made in the estimates for increased cost in providing sub-ducts and additional concrete under and around 
the sewers, owing to unsound foundations and to the probable existence of sub-soil waters. The sub-main 
to St. Peters is a 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in. sewer in tunnel, its inclination 1 in 500, and length 700 yards.
The Campbell-street sub-main is also partly in tunnel and the remainder consists of 12-inch pipes, the 
total length being 1,000 yards. The branch to Mitchell Road is an 18-inch pipe sewer, SSd^yards in 
length, laid at an inclination of 1 in 550, and the length of the 12-inch pipe-sewer at the south end of 
Meek’s Road is 600 yards.

In determining the measures to be adopted for raising the sewage from the low-level system into Pumping 
the high-level sewer, a lift of 34 feet, it is necessary to consider both existing and prospective conditions. cngines'
The low-level area contains 1,180 acres, and at the prospective rate of 40 persons per acre, the estimated 
future population is 47,200 persons, whereas the existing population does not probably exceed 12,000 
persons. To provide steam-power for raising the combined maximum flow of 1,879 cubic feet per minute 
direct from the sewers, without storage, would necessitate pumping engines equivalent to 120 horse-power; 
but it is only intended in the first instance to provide for a population of 15,000 persons, in which case 
the maximum discharge would be 597 cubic feet, or 3,731 gallons per minute; consequently an engine of 
38 horse-power would be sufficient to perform the actual duty required. The maximum dry weather or 
sewage flow would not exceed 250 cubic feet per minute, the additional quantity being the limited amount 
of rainfall intended to be carried off from back yards. The combined quantity to be raised per annum is 
as follows, viz. :—

Gallons,
Sewage ..............................  15,000 population x 50 gallons x 365 days 273,750,000 »
Rainfall .......  15,000 population x 200 sq. ft. x ft. x 6'25 gallons = 78,125,000

Total............................................ 351,875,000
The engines generally adopted for the purpose of raising sewage were, until quite recently, com- Type of engine 

pound condensing rotative beam-engines, or compound vertical direct-acting engines. This type of 
engine, however, is much more costly than the “ Worthington” pumping engine, which is now being largely 
used and which is recommended in the present scheme. The “ Worthington” engines will give a duty of 
100,000,000 foot-lbs. per cwt. of coal, and the class of pump best fitted for the requirements at Marrick
ville is the “ direct-acting low service steam pump,” which is not only economical in first cost, but saves a 
very considerable outlay in the expense of foundations and buildings. Duplicate engines, each capable of 
raising 4,000 gallons per minute will be necessary, and it is estimated that the adoption of “ Worthington” 
engines will ensure a saving of £5,000 on the existing requirements.

Northern (2).—A branch intercepting sewer, which will provide for the area colored red, amounting 
to 2,005 acres, and comprising the western parts of Marrickville, Petersham, and Leichhardt. A sub- 
main at Summer Hill will take the drainage of the eastern portion of Ashfield, and its capacity will be

. sufficient
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sufficient to include Dobroyd, should that district hereafter require drainage. The main sewer com* 
mences at Premier-street, at a level of 16'88 feet above datum ; and after passing, under Warren Eoad, 
Livingstone Eoad, and Marrickville Eoad, it enters Wardell’s Eoad, through which it continues and passes 
under the main ridge at Canterbury New Eoad and under the railway to Canterbury Old Eoad, Peter
sham. After crossing Parramatta Eoad, and passing along ITood-street, Alien-street, James-street, and 
Commercial Eoad, Leichhardt, it terminates at Church-street at a level of 38'71 feet. The total distance 
is 3 miles 960 yards, and, with the slight exceptions hereafter referred to, the sewer will be entirely in 
tunnel, the deepest shaft being 58 feet at Prazer Eoad, Petersham. The levels of those parts of the area 
which front Long Cove and Iron Cove Creek, together with a strip on each side of Long Cove Creek, as 
shown by dotted lines and containing an area of about 490 acres, are too low to permit of drainage by 
gravitation; therefore these places will probably have to be provided for hereafter in conjunction with 
low-level areas on adjacent systems. . , • • mi

The prospective maximum discharge from the above area is 2,635 cubic feet per minute. The 
inclination of the sewer is 1 in 1,509 for 2,740 yards from the commencement ; it is subsequently increased 
at various points from l in 1,200 to 1 in 800, the fall at the upper end of Leichhardt being 1 in 600. The 
dimensions vary from 5 ft. 6 in. x 4 ft. 6 in. to 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in., and the maximum velocities from 
175 to 140 feet per minute. The portions of the sewer in open cutting occur at and near the crossings of 
Parramatta Eoad and Lord-street, and in James-street, Leichhardt, and at Lord-street it is intended to 
slightly raise the level of the surface. The branch sewer or sub-main from Prazer .Eoad, Petersham, to 
Parramatta Eoad, Ashfield, is 1 mile 3i0 yards in length, the terminating level being 32'75 feet above 
datum. The route selected passes under Denison Eoad, Yictoria-street, and Canterbury Old Eoad, at 
Petersham; across Long Cove Creek, and along Smith-street and Pleet-street, at Summer Hill; thence 
under the Eailway, and across G-rosvenor, Crescent, and Bogan-streets, to the intersection of Sloane-street 
and Kensington Eoad ; thence to and along Parramatta Eoad to the watercourse near Ormond-street, 
Ashfield. The inclination varies from 1 in 1,509 to 1 in 500, and the size of sewer decreases from 4 ft. 
4 in. x 3 ft. 4 in. to 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in., nearly all of which is in tunnel; the only special work of 
importance being at the crossing of Long Cove Creek, where iron pipes will require to be used.

Western (3).—An intercepting sewer, extending to Strathfield. Its length is 5 miles 240 yards ; 
and, aided by three branch-sewers on the north side, it will provide for an area of 4,100 acres. This area 
is shown by the blue colour on plan, and includes the western part of Ashfield and a portion of Enfield, 
also the Borough of Burwood, the south portions of Pive Dock and Concord, and so much of Strathfield 
as lies south of Parramatta Eoad, east of the ridge beyond Homebush Eailway Station, and north of the 
main ridge described on page 7. The main sewer commences at a level of 15’88 feet above datum; and, 
after passing in tunnel under the ridge at Livingstone Eoad, it enters Terrace Eoad and continues in a 
direct line therefrom in tunnel under the main ridge and various spurs, to the intersection of Alt-street 
and Albert Parade, Ashfield. It then proceeds in a westerly direction, via Albert Parade, across Croydon 
Eoad, Young-street, and Cheltenham Eoad, to the intersection of Shaftesbury Eoad and Yictoria-street, 
Burwood. and passing through Yictoria-street under Park Eoad and Wentworth Eoad, and across 
Eedmyre Eoad, it continues along Eedfern-street to Homebush Eoad, Strathfield, where it terminates at 
a level of 36'76 feet above datum. The area between the main ridge and the proposed sewer, together 
with the higher parts on the north side thereof, can be drained by gravitation ; but the lower parts of the 
area in the vicinity of Iron Cove Creek at Croydon; of the water-courses which drain into Hen and 
Chicken Bay at Burwood, Pive Dock and Concord; and of the water-courses leading to Homebush Creek 
at Strathfield, as shown by dotted lines on plan and containing a total area of about 1,100 acres, will not 
permit of that system, but will have to be specially provided for hereafter, in connection with other low-
level areas. . _ _ i • r 4-

The prospective maximum discharge from the above area is estimated at 4,897 cubic feet per 
minute, and the inclination of the sewer being 1 in 1,509, its dimensions at the commencement require to 
be 6 ft. 10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in. The size will be reduced at the various points of interception, until, at the 
termination at Strathfield it is 3 ft. 9 in. x 2 ft. 6 in. The inclination of 3 feet 6 inches per mile extends 
to Eedmyre Eoad, Strathfield, at which point the level of the invert is 34'37 feet above datum, but west
ward thereof the fall is 1 in 1,200. The maximum velocity of the 6 ft. 10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in. sewer is 
calculated at 198 feet per minute, decreasing to 146 feet per minute in the smallest sewer. With the 
exception of short lengths in open cutting at Terrace Eoad, Marrickville ; at Etonville Parade, Croydon ; 
at Burwood Eoad, Burwood ; and at Eedfern-street, Strathfield, the sewer will be in tunnel, the deepest 
shaft being 102 feet at Ashfield. The construction throughout will be simple, and will only interfere with 
the surface at the before-mentioned depressions, at which points the levels thereof will require to be slightly 
raised, the watercourses deepened, and a special form of covering provided; all of which, however, are
mere matters of detail. _ _ <• » -lc u u

The three branch sewers or sub-mains will provide for the drainage of parts of Ashfield, Croydon, 
Pive Dock, Burwood, and Concord. The sub-main at Ashfield commences by a junction with the main 
intercepting sewer at the intersection of Alt-street and Albert Parade, and passes along Alt-street in 
tunnel to Parramatta Eoad, the terminating level being 35'09 feet above datum. The dimensions of the 
sewer are 4ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in., and the length is 900 yards. The sub-main for the southern portion ot 
Pive Dock branches off from the main sewer at Young-street, Croydon; it then passes along Young-street, 
crosses Queen-street and Lang-street, and enters Church-street; thence under Bay-street, across to Parra
matta Eoad, and along Cross-street to King’s Eoad, Pive Dock ; a total distance of 1 mile 130 yards, of 
■which about two-thirds will be in tunnel. The size of the sewer is 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in., and the invert 
level at the termination is 40'21 feet. The Concord sub-main commences by a junction with the main 
intercepting sewer at Wentworth Eoad, Burwood; it then passes along Wentworth Eoad in tunnel, and 
crosses Parramatta Eoad ; passes along Broughton-street, across Gripps-street, and terminates at the inter
section of Crane-street and Bay Eoad, Concord. For a length of 970 yai’ds the internal dimen
sions are 4 ft. 0 in. x 2 ft. 8 in.; the size is then reduced to a 21-inch pipe. The total length is 1,640 
yards, and the invert level at Crane-street is 44'67 feet above datum. _ .
" Branch to Canterbury (4).—A sewer for the future drainage of the district, coloured light blue on 
plan, containing an area of 1,870 acres, a prospective maximum discharge of 2,234 cubic feet per minute, 
and comprising the portion of Canterbury on the north side of Cook’s Eiver, together with Enfield and 
the part of Strathfield south of the main ridge. Cook’s Eiver, from Marrickville to Liverpool Eoad, forms

the
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the southern boundary, and the main ridge the northern. Although it may not be imperatively necessary 
to construct this sewer at the present time, it is desirable to make provision for it in the general scheme, in 
consequence of the fact that the population of Canterbury and Enfield is rapidly increasing. The position 
i u ProI“ ma*n intercepting sewer—a considerable part of -which would be in tunnel—is shown 
by red dotted lines ; and as the portion between the penstock chamber at Premier-street and the bend in 
lerrace Jtoad would be parallel to the intended western main sewer, it would doubtless be advantageous 
and economical to construct such length in connection with the latter. For the reasons expressed on 
pages 13-14, with reference to the dimensions of the main outfall sewer, it would be extremely undesirable to 
provide a larger single sewer in preference to a double one as proposed. The commencing level is 17T3 
reet above datum, and at the termination at Homebush, a distance of 5 miles 250 yards, it is 44'63 feet. 
Ihe route west of Terrace Eoad, Marrickville, is across Garnet-street, Canterbury Old Eoad, Holden- 
street, King-street, Croydon Avenue, George’s Eiver Eoad, hnd Burwood Eoad; along part of Church 
Koad and Dean-street, Enfield, and thence northward along Homebush Eoad to the watercourse near 
hairhome-street, Strathfield. The inclination of the sewer varies from 1 in 1,509 at Marrickville to 
1 in 500 at btrathfaeld, and the dimensions from 5 ft. 2 in. x 4 ft. 2 in. to 4 ft. 0 in. s 2 ft 8 in.

Length of proposed Sewers.
. The total length of sewers comprised in the foregoing systems and included in the present scheme, 

exclusive ot the proposed mam sewer for the future drainage of Canterbury, Enfield, and other districts, 
is 67 miles 967 yards, as will be seen by the following summary, viz.:—

System. Mains. Sub-mains. Total.

Noethebn System.
Miles. Yards. Miles. Yards. Miles. Yards.

Glebe, Leichhardt, and Balmain branch ... 4 520 5Camperdown branch .....................

5 660 5 513 10 1,173
Southebn System.

Alexandria and Macdonaldtown branch . 1 780 1,230 250
’ 'Westebn System.

Outfall sewer..............................
Eastern branch—Inch-level... . 2

Do. low-level ........
northern branch .................
Western branch.............................. 5

17 100 7 1,204 24 1,304

Total....... 37 967

Low-level Areas.
_ It has already been explained that, m addition to the low-level system at Marrickville, certain Description 

ow-tying parts ot the western suburbs are below the gravitation leveli About one-fifth of the remainder 
ot the drainage area will thus be excluded from the gravitation system ; and although at the present time al'°aS' 
there may not be any absolute necessity for the construction of sew-ers therein, it was necessary that the 
tuture provision tor those areas should receive full consideration. There are twentv-two low-level areas, 
in all—viz two at the Glebe, three at Leichhardt, ten at Balmain, one at Ashfield, one at Five Dock, two 
at Burwood, one at Concord, and two at Strathfield. The low-level areas at the foot of the eastern slope 
of the Glebe would no doubt be dealt with at Blackwattle Cove, iu connection with the city system of 
sewerage. In devising the main sewers and sub-mains, provision has been made in their capacity for the 
removal of the sewage from the whole of the low-level areas; but in the majority of those instances the existim*- 
conditions do not demand the immediate construction of sewers, therefore no provision has been made 
tor the same in the present estimate. Doubtless the first areas to bo dealt with will be at the Glebe 
Deichnardt, and Balmain; and, as the population increases in the western districts, it will hereafter 
become necessary to make further provision from time to time. It would, however, in my opinion be 
prudent to postpone the further consideration of any such works until the gravitating sewers are complete 
and m operation, as under those conditions the actual requirements of each area could be better 
ascertained. It is considered that the actual volume of sewage to be dealt with below the gravitating 
level will not only be relatively small, but, when diluted, its discharge into deep water would be 
inottensive; and as portions ot some of the areas front the Parramatta Eiver, it is quite possible that 
under proper arrangements the drainage from the several houses thereon might be so conducted as to 
ischarge below low-water mark, and thus obviate considerable expense in the construction of sewers in 

extreme cases.
bom, °f th°f m°Snt e®cioilt economical modes of dealing with the several areas which are situate The “Shone
below the gravitation level would doubtless be by the adoption of the “ Shone pneumatic-ejector system ” sJ'stcm- 
which is a most valuabm adjunct to a sewerage system where various parts of the drainage area are too 
low tor gravitation, or too small in area and not sufficiently compact for an ordinary low-level system 
involving pumping. Without entering into a detailed description of the machinery and apparatus the 
principle of the system may be explained m a few words. In each area, ordinary stoneware pipe sewers 
would be laid in the streets for conveying the sewage by gravitation to an iron receiver, fixed at the 
lowest convenient part ot the area to be drained. The sewage would then pass into an ejector made of 
cast-iron and placed m an underground brick chamber. The ejectors are made to contain from 500 to 

20—1 1,000
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1,000 gallons each, and are fixed in groups of two, three, or four, according to local requirements. 
Immediately one is filled with sewage, an automatic arrangement admits compressed air into the. 
cylinder, thus expelling the contents and forcing the sewage through an iron sewage-main into the nearest 
gravitating sewer. The system has been in operation for some time at Eastbourne and Southamption, where 
it has given great satisfaction, and it has recently been adopted in several other towns in England. A 
station for air-compressing machinery at the south end of Balmain would supply compressed air through 
cast-iron mains to ejectors at Balmain, Leichhardt, and the west side of the Glebe, and it is probable that 
a station in the vicinity of Hen and Chicken Bay, at Burwood, would serve for the remaining ejectors.

Sewage disposal.
Sewage is an uninteresting subject to many persons, but there is no greater problem than how to 

dispose of it effectually. The methods of treatment generally adopted for cities and towns were referred 
to in the recent report on the North Shore Sewerage and in various departmental reports, and the latest 
information from England shows that very little modification has since taken place. In London the 
Metropolitan Board of Works are now expending about £750,000 in the construction of tanks and other 
works for the precipitation process, in order to improve the condition of the River Thames at the main 
outfalls. At Portsmouth £120,000 has just been expended in the erection of additional pumping engines 
and iu the construction of large storage tanks at the outfall which will enable 4-| million gallons of crude 
sewage to be discharged into the sea, within one hour from the commencement of each ebb-tide. In other 
important sanitary works, where irrigation is inadmissible, precipitation (*.e., chemical treatment) and 
earth filtration appear to have been largely adopted.

The Adelaide Sewage Earm is 470 acres in extent; it is worked upon the broad irrigation principle, 
combined in the winter months with intermittent-downward filtration. The expenditure for land and 
works has amounted to £65,000. The experience of colonial sewage farming at Adelaide is valuable, for 
on the one hand it has shown that about £10,000 might probably have been saved by the non-erection of 
buildings for dairy purposes which are no longer used, irrespective of a considerable sum for levelling 
land, which might have been saved by the use of modern appliances. . On the other hand, however, it 
shows that liquid sewage is an especially valuable fertilizer in a hot climate, and that under good manage
ment a substantial income can eventually he derived from grazing and lattening stock, and from the' 
growth and sale of root crops, fodder, plants, fruit, and vegetables. During the first two or three years’ 
operations the farm did not pay working expenses, but a recent return indicated a profit of £700 on the 
operations of the previous half-year. _

The report'of the Sewage and Health Board in 1876 renders it unnecessary to enter into details 
of the various systems of sewage disposal or treatment, but they may be recapitulated as follows, viz.: —

1. By discharge into the sea or into a tidal estuary or river, without treatment. .
2. On land, by irrigation.
3. On land, by intermittent downward filtration.
4. By chemical treatment.

It would he undoubtedly misleading to assert that any one special system of disposal is the best 
for adoption; everything depends upon local conditions, or, in other words, every place must be dependent 
upon its own physical circumstances and requirements. Irrigation is not the universal mode of sewage 
purification, but where favourable conditions exist it is the cheapest and most efficient process, especially 
where sewage can be delivered by gravitation. The conditions essential to efficiency and financial success 
necessitate,—

(o) Suitable soil of a sufficient depth ;
. (6) Sufficient area of land ; ■

(c) Straining the sewage ; .
{d) An artificial filter as a stand-by for use in wet seasons.

A warm climate suits irrigation, and so far as the available area of land will allow, the process could he 
economically carried on at Botany in the manner hereinafter pointed out. It is essential to the success 
of sewage farming, when conducted under sanitary obligations—that is to say, jointly for the production 
of remunerative crops and for the complete purification of the sewage—that the area to be employed shall 
be sufficiently large to enable the cultivation to be frequently varied, and to prevent the land from becoming 
either drowned with water or overgorged with excretal and other organic matters. _

Mr. Hawksley states “ that in the moist climate of England 6,000 tons per aero per annum is the 
desirable limit for broad irrigation on land of average suitability.” This is equivalent to 60 inches in 
depth. Sir Robert Rawlinson, however, states “ that 12,000 tons is not too great a volume to be used on 
well-prepared land without swamping it, if the sewage is equally and evenly distributed.” Professor 
Robinson states “that open porous land, drained to a depth of 6 feet, will take the sewage of 600 or 700 
persons per acre per annum, but there must be an artificial filter for use in wet seasons.” Other 
authorities state that a less depth than 6 feet will suffice to purify the effluent after chemical treatment or 
precipitation. Professor Tidy recommends a combination of “ precipitation and irrigation ” as a sound 
process to adopt. It is, of course, well understood that whereas chemicals will clarify sewage, earth alone 
will absolutely purify it and render it unobjectionable.

The combined volume of sewage and rainwater to be discharged at the sewage farm from the 
southern and western outfall sewers will eventually assume large proportions. It is obvious that the 
sewage flow will vary throughout the year in proportion to the increase in the consumption of water 
during hot summer days, and to the decrease during the winter months. The range affects the quantity 
consumed very materially; for instance, for a population of 100,000 persons at iho summer rate of 72 
gallons per head, the daily volume would amount to 32,140 tons; at the mean rate of 50 gallons, to 
22,320 tons ; and at the winter rate of 25 gallons, to 11,160 tons. The rainfall catchment area being 
calculated at 200 square feet per head of population, a rainfall of 2 inches in twenty-four hours from a 
similar population would give the following results, viz. :•—108^°°^x x - =93,006 tons per day. It is
therefore apparent that for a population of 100,000 persons the volume will vary from a minimum dry- 
weather flow of 11,160 tons per day, to a maximum flow of sewage (taken at the mean rate) and rainfall 
combined, amounting to 115,326 tons per day. #

Assuming
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Assuming the commencing population at 100,000 persons, the volume of sewage and rainfall com- nnua 'oume' 
v. ^ormer bemg calculated at 50 gallons, or "2232 tons per head per day throughout the year, 

and the latter based upon an annual rainfall of 50 inches) would amount to the followin'* quantity per 
annum, viz.:— ' o ^ j i

• • ■ Popu. Gals. Days. Tons.
Sewage 
Rainfall .

100,000 x 50 x 365.
224 gallons. 

100,000 x 200 x 4£ 
35 *84 cubic.feet.

8,147,321
2,325,149

Total ......................... 10,472,470 .
or at the rate of 104'72 tons per head per annum. From these figures it is a simple matter of calculation 
to determine the annual volume to be dealt with as the population draining into the sewers increases; 
e.g., the quantity would amount to 20,944,940 tons per annum for a population of 200,000 persons, 
whereas for the entire prospective population of the southern and western areas, as described on page 9, 
it would amount to 41,235;454 tons. "

’Arrangement of Sewage Farm and Outfall Works.
The various volumes requiring to be utilized and purified having been described, the best mode of Mode of appii-

sewage to the land, after it has been strained, will consist in the combined processes of catl0n 40 laud•
irrigation and intermittent-downward filtration. Although the area of land at present available for this 
system of treatment is sufficient for a population of over 200,000 persons, it will probably be unnecessary 
to provide for more than half that number in the first instance. As the population further increases, it 
will become necessary to enlarge the effective area from time to time, and to adopt the process of 
“precipitation ” for a portion ol the additional sewage, the effluent being subjected to aeration and earth 
filtration, or further .chemical treatment. With a 'total area of 550 acres it will thus be practicable to 
utilize and purify the sewage and rainwater from a population of about half-a-million persons.

■ u W5^ k® cles’rahle to so arrange the outlet works that the contemplated “ precipitation ” tanks Provision for
can be added whenever deemed necessary. Sewage should not be unnecessarily exposed before its appli- *anIcsan(i dcs*
cation to land, and although it may materially add to the cost of construction, it will doubtless be found rU° °r 
desirable to cover the tanks and main carriers. The results obtained will justify the extra outlay. It 

0SS^^ deemed advantageous on sanitary grounds to establish a “ Destructor ” on the farm for 
the disposal of household, and other refuse. If so, steam-power might thus be obtained for the purpose of 

water or sewage, or for working machinery ; moreover, noxious gases from tanks could be drawn 
off and consumed by the furnaces or be carried away by the chimney-shaft. Convenient access to the -
farm from each end should also be provided.
. . dh® work of draining, forming, and preparing the effective area winch ivill eventually be required Preparation of
m addition to the 370 acres referred to on p. 9, could be gradually proceeded with. A considerable area9' 
quantity of superfluous material could be removed from the higher parts and levelled where required, and 
other parts couid be filled in by the deposit of dredged material. These operations could be greatly 
facilitated by the use of water and suitable appliances. The solids extracted from crude sewage, after 
being deodorised, together with sludge from the precipitation tanks, could also be dug in and covered up 
with earth ; thus, the swampy area would gradually be reclaimed and the level brought up to the requisite 
height above high-water. An effective area for the purification of a precipitation effluent, need not 
necessarily have its surface more than 5 feet above high-water-mark spring tides.
r 4.1, v°lume to be delivered at the seivage farm is apparently very great in proportion to the area Annual allow-

of the land, but, under all the circumstances, I have no doubt whatever that the latter is capable 0f ance P6*1 acre> 
effectually purifying the sewage. The soil, which at present is uncultivated, is of an extremely porous 
nature, and its surface is well above high-water-mark ; it is therefore scarcely possible to place a limit on 
its powers of absorption. It will certainly purify an excepdionally large quantity for the first few years, 
and under the favorable climatic conditions which exist, provided the crude sewage be first strained, an 
allowance of 18,000 tons per acre per annum for broad irrigation, and from 1.600 to 2,000 tons per acre 
per day tor intermittent-downward filtration will be within a safe limit. ’
. . The irrigation allowance is equivalent to 178 inches in depth, and 186'4 persons per acre. Broad filtration • 
irrigation alone would require an area of 582 acres for each 100,000 population, irrespective of a small aIlowaDoe- 
filtiation area in reserve ; and as so extensive an area is impracticable, the advantage of a combined system •
is obvious. A daily allowance of 1,600 tons per acre of filtration area on 120 days is equivalent to 1,833 
persons per acre per annum. The allowance under this process in England varies from 1,000 to 2,000 
persons and upwards per acre, consequently it may be safely assumed that ihe proposed filter at Botany 
will easily provide for the before-mentioned_number. A well-formed filtration area 6 feet deep, will pass 
2,000 tons per acre per day intermittently with facility ; in fact, the filter at Adelaide is designed to purify 
sewage at the rate of about 3,000 tons per acre per diem.

If a volume Or sewage amounting to 22,320 tons (the estimated mean dry-weather flow from a Capacitj of 
population of 100,000 persons, vide page 18) were delivered upon a filtration area of 34 acres in one day 
it would cover the whole area to a depth of 6^ inches = 6i), or at the rate of 656 tons per acre ;
but if rainfall to the before-mentioned depth of 2 inches in twenty-four hours (93,006 tons) passed into 

m Edition, the depth would be increased 33'6 inches, and the rate per acre would amount to 
3,392 tons. In practice, however, it would scarcely ever be found necessary to discharge the entire 
volume on the filtration area, because some portion of the irrigation area would be available. Moreover, 
as the rainfall throughout the entire area of the western suburbs would only amount to or exceed 2 
inches m twenty-four hours upon very few days per annum, it maybe taken for granted that the capacity 
ot the filters would seldom be tried to such an extent.

j. •, rwf ex's^l:ng population of the area to be drained into the southern and western outfalls is estimated'Area to be first 
at 100,000 persons, and in the appropriation and laying out of the sewage farm, provision should be made,'prepared' 
tor a ^ least that number of persons. The quantity of sewage and rainwaterto .be treated would thus 

.. • ' amount
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sewers

Construction.

Ventilation,

House-drainage

amount to nearly 101 million tons per annum (vide page 19), and for its effective disposal, 254 acres of 
land would require to be cleared, levelled, and prepared in paddocks for broad irrigation and intermittent- 
downward filtration, in the following manner, viz.

For irrigation 
,, filtration...

Acres. Tons. Day?. Tons per annum.

220 x 18,000 • . • = 3,960,000'
34 x 1,600 x 120 = (5,528,000

Total ... ... 10,488,000

In order to show the extent of the progressive areas and necessary future arrangements to meet 
the requirements of the constantly increasing population draining into the systems, the following figures 
are given, viz. :—

For a population of 200,000 persons,—-

Irrigation area ... ... ...
Filtration „ ... ...

For a population of 393,751 persons,-

Irrigation area ... ... ..
Filtration ,, .. ... ..
Additional filtration area for \ 

precipitant effluent j ''

Acres. Tons. Days. Tons.

300 X 18,000 • • • = 5,400,000
73 X 1,800 x 120 = 15,552,000

Total ... ... 20,952,000

Acres. Tons. Day?. Tons.

350 X 18,000 = 0,300,000
100 X 1,800 x 120 = 21,600,000

50 X 2,250 x 120 = 13,500,000

Total ... 41,400,000

The proposed system can be confidently recommended as the one likely to secure the best results. 
Under special, experienced, and efficient management, there should he not only a good remunerative pros
pect, but an absence of any grounds whatever for reasonable complaint of nuisance or smell arising from 
the process, or from the discharge of the purified effluent. The latter would he removed by deep drainage, 
and be conducted to and discharged in deep water.

Subsidiary Setters and House-drains.
It is obvious that the scheme now submitted provides only for the main sewerage of the western 

suburbs ; it does not therefore include the construction of subsidiary sewers, although in several instances 
the depth of the main sewers and sub-mains will be sufficiently moderate to permit the adjacent houses 
and premises to be connected. The position of the main and branch sewers has been devised to facilitate the 
construction of the subsidiary sewers in such a manner as to avoid all unnecessary depths and expense. 
The hack streets and lanes will permit back-drainage to be conveniently adopted in numerous instances, 
and the cost of constructing, a sewer in the street (or for the greater part thereof) together with increased 
lengths of private drains, may thus he avoided. In several instances sewers will probably cross private 
lands, in which cases the works will have to he carried out by arrangement, or under the compulsory 
powers usually provided to meet such emergencies. ■

The construction and ventilation of the subsidiary sewers is a matter which will hereafter demand 
special consideration. The greatest care and attention will also he required in constructing sewers and 
drains, especially in the low-lying parts, to ensure their being perfectly watertight and capable of ex
cluding subsoil waters. The importance of works of sewerage, when considered in reference to the health 
of the district, makes it desirable that the most perfect works, including the latest improvements in con
struction, should be adopted. To ensure the sewers being under perfect control and easily examined at 
any time without breaking up the ground, the chief requisite is the construction of all those which cannot 
he entered, as far as possible, iu perfectly straight lines; man-holes or lamp-holes being provided at every 
lateral point of deviation, and ventilators at every vertical deviation.

Sir Robert Rawlinson, C.B., whose experience in sanitary engineering exceeds that of any other 
engineer, says :—“ Better he without sewers and drains than have them unventilated.” Efficient ventila
tion cannot he fully secured unless the sewers and drains are constructed with special reference thereto, 
and it is highly important that ample provision he made for frequent changes of the atmosphere in the 
sewers, and for the escape of sewer gases, in such a manner that no nuisance will be created, and all danger to 
public health will he avoided. At the changes of gradient in the main sewers, and at each junction or 
branch in the lateral sewers, a few inches should he taken at the bottom of the shafts or man-holes to 
form a step, iu order to break the sewer into lengths. Air-flaps should he provided at each break for the 
purpose of preventing the sewer gas from traversing the whole length of the sewer and escaping at the 
summit, and for ensuring its escape up the shafts. Fresh air will he admitted into the sewers by certain 
shafts, and polluted air allowed to escape by others. The outlets at the top of the “ upcast” shafts will 
he extended in such a manner that the gases will be discharged into the open air at a level considerably 
above the street surfaces.

The work of house-drainage has been forcibly described as the “crowning-point” of a system of 
sewerage, and unless it is efficiently carried out under proper regulations and superintendence, not only 
is the advantage to health and comfort of a good system lost or minimized, but a positive source of evil 
and expense is established. Prior to commencing the house-drainage works in connection with the pro
posed sewers, no effort, should be spared to ensure the due framing and passing of modern regulations in 
reference to house-drainage. “ Disconnection” or “ isolation and ventilation” is a subject even now not 
so fully understood and practised as it should be, therefore the regulations must provide for the insertion 
of a disconnecting “ trap” or “ chamber” in each instance, together with ventilation to the open air by 
vertical pipes carried well above the tops of adjacent buildings. Effectual sewer ventilation will thus he 
ensured, and the only “open” gratings in the middle of the streets will be those intended to act as fresh, 
air inlet or “ downcast” shafts.

Cost
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Cost of Proposed Works.
The entire sewerage scheme, as hereinbefore described, comprises a total length of 37 miles 967 

yards of sewers, 42 automatic flushing chambers, and 351 shafts, manholes, and ventilators; and the 
estimated cost thereof, together with the execution of the undermentioned works, and including land and 
compensation, is as follows, viz.:—

Northern System—Main sewer........................................................ 75,518
Sub-mains..........................................   70,376
Camperdown branch .............................    12,454

Southern System—Main sewer........................................................ 10,289
Sub-mains................................................................................... 2,856

Western System—Outfall sewer ... ■.............................. 190,557
Eastern high-level main sewer................. 56,690

- ,, sub-mains........................................... 27,530
,, low-level main sewer .................. 62,076
,, ,, sub-mains ................. 16,217

Northern main sewer .............................. 65,776
,, sub-mains............................................ 20,434

Western main sewer ................ .. 133,001
,, sub-mains............................................ 29,930

Marrickville pumping station (including duplicate engines, boilers,
penstocks, buildings, &c., complete) .....................................................

Outfall works (including additional land and laying out first section of 
- sewage farm)..........................................................................................................

£

158,348

13,145

602,211

11,000
45,600

Total ...........................................£830,304

Note.—Should it be decided to make provision for the first section (1,620 yards in length) of the Canterbury 
branch main-sewer as explained on pp. 16-17, the sum of £20,741 should be added to the above estimate.

The above expenditure upon the proposed system of main sewerage, inclusive of the outfall and Comparative 
other works, represents an outlay of nearly £2 per head upon the prospective population of the western poputation™" 
suburbs. This is apparently a large sum, therefore a few remarks upon the cost of sewerage works else- 
w'here may not be uninteresting. The only colonial -work of importance executed to which reference can 
be made is the Adelaide sewerage system, and its cost furnishes certain data as to the probable outlav for 
sewerage works in the Colonies, when carried out under favorable conditions. The total expenditure has 
amounted to £360,000, which is at the rate of £3 per head on the estimated future population. In 
European and American cities a remarkable variation has been experienced in the cost of sewerage and 
drainage -works. London contains some 2,400 miles of sewers, and the cost of the main and subsidiary 
sewers, together with pumping machinery, storm-water relief-sewers and outfall works, has amounted to 
over £2 per head. In a large number of English towns the cost varied from under £L to over £4 per 
head, whilst in some of the more recent sewerage works, such as Reading, Oxford, and Portsmouth, the 
cost was about £2 2s., £2 10s., and £3 per head respectively. The recently constructed sewerage works 
and sewage farm at Berlin have cost £2 os. per head, whilst the sewerage of Hamburg, Dantzic° Frank
fort, and other continental cities, has cost from £1 8s. to £3 15s. per head. In American cities’the cost 
has ranged from £1 to £5 per head,
t The higher rates for labor and materials in Sydney as compared with English prices, obviously Comparative 
increase the cost of sanitary works ; cy., the contract rates for cement concrete for sewers in tunnel is * 
about 26s. 6d. per yard cube in England, but in Sydney it is 65s., whilst for ordinary cement concrete the 
respective prices are_ 14s. jmd 45s. per yard cube. “Brickwork in cement in sewers costs 39s. per yard 
cube in London, against 85s. in Sydney. The most recent sewerage works which involved a large amount 
of tunnelling in rock, were executed at Torquay a few years since, where an outfall sewer 7 feet in 
diameter and 9,000 feet long was constructed, the deepest shaft being 205 feet. The actual cost of 
driving the more difficult portion of the tunnel, including shafts, was £2 17s. per foot lineal, whereas the 
execution of the same quantity of work calculated at the Sydney prices, would amount to £5 11s. per 
foot. The cost of the sewer complete for the entire length averaged less than £3 per foot lineal, against 
£8 Ilshat the Sydney rates. It should be mentioned that the removal of the rock was effected by means 
of the “ Ingersoll” rock-drill and “Sturgeon’s” high speed air compressor, and engineers of the highest 
eminence assert that this enabled the work to be carried on at three times the speed as compared°with 
hand labour ; indeed, Sir John Goode stated that “ foot for foot of length of holes drilled, the work 
would be done at one-half the cost.” It was however actually found at Torquay, that three holes were 
drilled by the rock-drill for one hole bored by two first-rate miners. “

Annual Cost. • .
Should the works be carried out under the provisions of the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Terms of 

Act, (43 ’Viet., Ho. 32), the annual payment to repay principal and interest at 4 per cent, per annum, i>a-vmeat- 
would amount to 6 per cent, on the sum expended for a period of twenty-eight years. In England, under 
the provisions of the Public Health Act of 1875, the Local G-overnment Board sanction loans for the 
execution of _ water and sewerage works, not only at a low rate of interest but for a period of sixty 
years; it being deemed just and equitable that a succeeding generation should contribute towards the 
cost of permanently beneficial works. By extending the period to sixty years in this Colony, the annual 
payment would be reduced from 6 per cent, to 4’42 per cent.—a result obviously advantageous.

According to particulars recently ascertained from the various Council Clerks and from other Ratable value of 
sources, it appears Hat at the commencement of the past year, the annual ratable value of the nineteen i>roPet'fc-''- 
Boroughs and Municipalities which constitute the area included in the scheme, amounted to £1,460,000.
During^ the two previous years the ratable value of the whole of the suburban area increased no less 
than 35 per cent., and it may be reasonably assumed that the subsequent increase in the western portion 
has at least maintained a similar rate. Under these circumstances the ratable value will probably amount 
to at least £2,000,000 at the end of 1889, in which case a rate of Id. in the £ throughout the area to be 
sewered, would produce about £8,300.

The
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Annual cost.

Extent of 
recent floods.

Watershed.

The annual cost of management and maintenance of the sewers and works, including pumping at 
Marrickville, also office and incidental expenses, is estimated at £5,650. It is anticipated that the 
working expenses in connection with the sewage farm will scarcely be counterbalanced by the receipts, 
during the first two or three years, but the subsequent operations should undoubtedly result in substantial 
profits, which would go towards reducing the annual cost. The charges for interest and repayment 
on the outlay of £830,304 if taken at 6. per cent, would amount to £49,818, but if taken at 4'42 per 
cent, they would not exceed £36,699. The annual cost of the scheme may therefore be summarised as 
follows, viz. :— • ...

For repayment in 
, , 28 years.

For repayment in
60 years.

Interest and repayment .............................................. . ...................................
£

49,818 .
5,650

£
. 36,699

5,650Working expenses ............................................... *........... .................................

55,468 42,349

The balance in favour of the extended period for repayment of loan therefore amounts to £13,119 
per annum, and the effect would be to reduce the amount of the drainage rate from 6'68d. to 5T2d. in the 
£ per annum.

Honey Value of Sanitation.
It will no doubt be asserted that the scheme will entail a heavy charge upon the community, and 

a question may arise as to the advantages to be derived from the outlay, and also what is the probable value 
of human life saved and sickness prevented by efficient sanitation ? In the first place it may be answered 
that greater cleanliness is obtained, and that purer air, and increased comfort and convenience are 
ensured; and secondly, that where sanitary measures have been properly carried out, experience has 
proved that in the course of comparatively few years the money value of lives saved and sickness averted- 
has exceeded the full cost of the works executed.

It is well known that for every death from preventable disease there are at least twenty cases of 
serious sickness. Leading authorities assert that six-tenths of such deaths are those of persons over' 
twenty years of age, and that one-tenth of that number are probably infirm. Life is priceless, therefore 
it is exceedingly difficult to estimate its money value ; but there can be little question that the labour 
value of each life saved in the suburbs, in addition to the cost of maintenance, would average at least £50 
per annum. The funeral, nursing, and other expenses in each fatal case would probably average £10; 
and the value of the labour in each case of sickness prevented, together with medical and other expenses, 
would no doubt average £2. Applying these figures to the existing population only of the western 
suburbs (164,000), that is without any allowance for the increase of population constantly going on, and’ 
assuming that the death-rate of 21 per 1,000 (see page 6) should be reduced to 16 per 1,000, it will be 
found that there are no less than (164 X 5) 820 deaths per annum from preventable disease, and that the. 
annual money loss to the community, which may be stated as follows, amounts to more than the annual 
cost of the entire sewerage scheme, viz.:—■

Lives saved—Value of labour, 413 eases................................................... ................... @ £50 = £22,150
Luneral and other expenses saved, 820 ....................................................................... @£10 = 8,200
Sickness prevented—820 x 20 = 16,400 eases......................................................... @ £2 = 32,800

Total..................................................................................................................... £63,150

Stoem-wateb Draifage.

A sewerage scheme alone will certainly not meet the whole of the sanitary requirements of the 
western suburbs. The frequent floods at Marrickville Valley and the removal of storm-waters generally 
is a question which must necessarily be dealt with ; and although no sum is included in the foregoing 
estimate for sewers and other works, the following remarks will show that the subject has received careful 
investigation, that it has been fully considered, and that the execution of certain works is absolutely 
necessary.

Drainage of Marrickville Valley.
The flooding of Marrickville Valley after heavy rainfall has already been referred to on the sixth 

and seventh pages; it is, however, a matter requiring special consideration. In June, 1885, and in the 
months of April and May last, the area under water extended for more than a mile in length and from 
150 yards to 630 yards in width on the north side of Cook’s Eiver ; the thoroughfares inundated being 
the low-lying parts of Marrickville and Sydenham Eoads, Eitzroy-street, Meeks Eoad, Saywell-street, and 
Eenwick-street, at which places the level of the surface is either below ordinary high-water-mark, or only 
slightly above it. The levels of the flood in April were taken, and prove that the waters rose considerably 
above high-water-mark. The ordinary level of Cook’s Eiver opposite Marrickville Creek is from 2 to 3 
feet below high-water-mark, but on the above occasion it rose to 1 foot above. At Premier-street foot
bridge the level was T03 feet ;. at Eenwick-street, l-40 feet ; at the Eeserve on the south side of 
Marrickville Eoad, 1'75 feet; at Marrickville Eoad, 2'37 feet; and at Sydenham Eoad, 2'68 and 2'92 feet. 
In Eitzroy-street the level was about 2'34 feet; but at the store in Marrickville Eoad, the waters headed 
up to 3'84 feet; and at the tramway crossing at the corner of Victoria and Sydenham Eoads to 5'37 feet 
above datum. A number of houses, principally cottage residences, were flooded, and it is obvious that 
inundations of this character not only cause public inconvenience and damage to private projjerty, but the 
after effects must be very prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants.

The approximate area of the Marrickville watershed draining into Cook’s Eiver is 1,712 acres, or 
nearly 3 square miles, therefore the volume of surface-water to be carried off during continuous heavy rain
fall obviously assumes large proportions. The existing conditions do not afford sufficient facility for the 
discharge of flood-waters. The channel is by no means straight, clear, or uniform in its course ; the levels 
of the bottom are irregular, and at the several streets which have been formed over it, insufficient openings 
have been left lor the passage of storm-waters. Apart, however, from these defects, the physical condi
tions of the locality are such, that flooding must inevitably occur during periods of continuous rainfall, 
unless an efficient remedy is afforded. The
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The works recommended to be carried out are estimated to cost £20,000, and they consist in—
(1.) Cutting and embanking a main channel of sufficient capacity to effectually carry off all storm

waters from the valley, both at high-water and when Cook’s Biver is in flood.
(2.) Baising the levels of the low-lying streets to a prescribed height above flood-level, and 

increasing the facilities for the discharge of storm-waters at the various bridges, also at the 
intersection of Victoria and Sydenham Boads. ■

To give effect to the above recommendations legislation would doutless be necessary, which should 
also extend to the whole area, it being made compulsory that the ground-floor level of existing houses and 
the land on which the premises are erected shall be raised above flood-level; also, that no further building 
operations be permitted until the sites of the intended buildings have been filled up to an approved height. 
The suggested future level for the south end is 2 feet above datum at Premier-street, gradually rising to 
4 feet at Sydenham Eoad. The levels of the remainder of the low-lying area could be raised from time to 
time, and if the proposed Liverpool loop-line is carried out, an excellent opportunity might be afforded 
for the supply of material for that purpose. I think that the foregoing provisions would, in a measure, 
equalise the cost between the ratepayers generally on the one hand, and the owners of land and property 
in the flat on the other.

To afford a really effective remedy it is necessary to provide for carrying off heavy as well as 
continuous rainfalls under adverse conditions. It is not an uncommon occurrence for rainfall in the 
district in question to amount to 1 inch per hour, which depth over the entire area would equal 103,576 
cubic feet per minute. Under certain conditions the actual quantity flowing off the surface would be 
materially less on account -of evaporation and soakage, but taking into consideration the geological 
formation of the area and the impervious nature of a large portion of its surface, I think that an 
allowance of 75 per cent, of 1 inch per hour during continuous rainfall, is not too liberal a provision to 
ensure safety from flooding. This would represent 45 cubic feet per acre per minute, or 77,040 cubic 
feet from the entire area, a small portion only of which would be carried away by the sewers.

To discharge about 75,000 cubic feet per minute into Cook’s Biver at flood-level, allowing a fall at 
the rate of 24 inches per mile belowr Sydenham Boad, would necessitate a channel flowing 5 feet deep and 
of an average width of 50 feet at the northern end, gradually increasing to G6 feet wide south of 
Eenwick-street. Obviously the width of the channel could be decreased by adopting a deeper section, 
but as the bottom would be below the level of Cook’s Biver, the water iu it -would undoubtedly become 
stagnant in dry seasons ; which, considering the nature of the water flowing into it, might prove extremely 
objectionable from a sanitary point of view.

I have considered the desirability of recommending alternative measures, such, for instance, as the 
resumption of the flooded area, the demolition of the houses thereon, and the conversion of the site into a 
park or reserve; also making a smaller cutting and providing pumping power for flood-wmters; also 
making a direct channel for' storm-waters to Cook’s Biver below the dam, or a tunnel under the ridge at 
St. Peters to Shea’s Creek, hut on examination, neither of these proposals commends itself financially or 
otherwise.

Creeks and Watercourses qencralhj.
The necessity for utilising the existing creeks for the removal of rainfall has already been strongly 

urged. Natural streams or watercourses should not he arched over to form sewers, "but should be 
improved, regulated, and lined in accordance with local requirements, in order to more readily remove 
surface water and extreme falls of rain. Owing to its impurity, the surface water from streets during 
slight rains will pollute natural watercourses, but during heavy rainfall it will flow off comparatively pure.- 
A great portion of the silt from street surfaces carried off during storms could be prevented from flowing 
into the Parramatta Biver, hut even if some did so, it could be easily and inexpensively removed by 
dredging. Certain works which have recently been carried out in parts of Johnstone’s and White’s 
Creeks at Leichhardt will facilitate the discharge of storm-waters in that locality, but it will doubtless 
become necessary to deal effectively with the entire length of those creeks in the course of a short time, 
together with parts of Orphan’s School, Long Cove, Iron Cove, and Shea’s Creeks. It may also be 
desirable to consider whether the resumptions of portions of the creeks, and reclamation in the vicinity of 
their outlets, would not be a prudent course to adopt.

G-EOEGKE H. STAYTON,
. M. Inst. C.E.

Department of Public Works, Sewerage Branch, Sydney,
January 10th, 1888.

APPENDIX. 
TABLE A.

Northern System.—Drainage areas and discharges—the maximum sewage-flow being calculated at 1 cubic foot per head
, per hour.

District. Area 
in acres.

Number of 
persons 
per acre.

Total
prospective
population.

Rainfall 
per acre.

Volume of 
sewage.

Volume of 
rainfall.

Combined
maximum
discharge.

Cubic feet per minute.

Glebe, Leichhardt and Balmain .................................. 1.641 42 OS, 9-2-2 •4861 1,149 798 1,947
Camperdown, Newtown, and Petersham ................ 323 45 14,535 ■5208 242 108 410
Darlington and Bedfern ............................................ . 120 45 5,400 •5208 90 62 152

Total.............................................. .................. 2,084 88,857 1,481 1,028 2,509

Note.—The average number of persons per acre is 42-637. The amount of rainfall per acre averages 0-4935 cubic foot per minute.

Works recom
mended.

TABLE
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TABLE B.
Southern System.—Drainage areas and discharges—the maximum sewage-flow being calculated at 1 cubic foot per head

per hour.

District. . Area 
in acies

Number of 
persons 
per acre.

Total
pro«pective
population

Rainfall 
per acre. Volume of 

sewage Volume of 
lainfall.

Combined
maximum
discharge

Cubic feet pei minute.

City (part of), Redfernand Waterloo................... 583 47 27,401 1-008 457 634 1,091
Alexandria, Macdonaldtown, and Newtown......... .329 45 ] 4,805 1042 247 343 590

Total .................. . ........................ 912 42,206 704 977 1,681

Note.—The aveiage number of persons per acie is 46 28, The amount of lainfall pei acre a\ eiages 1 071 cubic feet per minute.

TABLE C.
Wesiern Sysiem.—Diamage areas and discharges,—the maximum sewage-flow being calculated at 1 cubic foot

per bead per hour.

Distuct. Aiea 
m acres

Numbci of peisons 
pci acie.

Total
prospective)population

Rainfall 
pei acie Volume of 

sew age.
Volume of 
rainfall.

Combinedmaximum
discharge

Cubic feet pci minute.

Eastern branches (Vide page 14) ...............
Northern branch ( ,, 15) ....
Western branch ( ,, 16)............................

Canterbury and Enfield branch (p. 16) .

Total . . .

2,657
2,005
4,100

8,762
1,870

40
33
30

30

106,280
66,165

123,000

•9259
•7639
■6944

1,771
1,103
2,050

2,460
1,532
2,847

4,231
2,635
4,897

295,445
56,100

•7805
•6944

4,924
935

6,839
1,299

11,763
2,234

10,632 351 545 5,859 8,138 1 13,997
1

XorE —The aiciage number of poisons per atic is 33 001 The amount of lainfall pel acre a\eiages 0 7Gj4 cubic foot per mmutc

TABLE D
Summary of Southern and Western systems combined.

Sj stem Aiei Numbei of 
pei sons

Total
piospectne

Rainfall 
pei acie Volume of 

sevuage \ olume of rainfall
Combinedmaximum
discharge

pei acie population
Cubic feet pei minute

Southern . . . 912 46 28
42,206 1 1 071

704 977 1,681
W ester n .............. . 10,632 33 065 351,545 | *7654 5,859 8,138 13,997

Total . 11,544 393,751 . 6‘,56S 9,115 15,678

Jfort.—The aier.igc number of poisons pel acic is J4 11 The amount of i onfall per auc aveiagcs 0 7S9o cubic foot pci mmutc 
loi summan of Noithein, f-outhcin, andostein s\ stems combined, ude pages 9 and 11.

C 1.
SrATEMEM showing the estimated ultimate cost of worts for a complete system of Sewerage throughout the Western Suburbs,

prepared September 20tb, 1888 —

(1 ) Woilcs aheadij executed or nearing completion.

£
^Northern outfall (pioportionate part) 88,000
fcouthern outfall and sewage farm (do) . . 181^009

(Note.—These mat bo regarded as maximum proportionate amount* for 
the Western Suburbs )

(2 ) Present scheme.

Main sewers and other works as per Report . ..............

£

274,009

839,304

(3) Pint section of additional isoiis

Subsidiary sewers (300 miles) ............... ............... 300,000
Canterbury and Enfield mam sewer (hist pait) ... 2o’74I
Mariicknlle storm-water drainage ... ............................. 20 000

..............  .......... .—■ 340,741

£1,445,045
(4)
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(4.) Subsequent works. £ £
Subsidiary sewers (100 miles) ................ . ............................................... 100,000
Completion of Canterbury and Enfield main sewer ................................. 65,410
Low-lerel systems (Shone’s)............................................ .......................... 119,650
Completion of western outfall sewer ....................................................... 48,374
Completion of Marrickville pumping station .......................... ................. 6,817
Completion of sewage farm ............... ....................................................... 32,600

---------- 372,851

Total ..................... ................................................................. £1,817,896

o3

The above sum is believed to be ample to provide for every contingency, and is inclusive of all works which can possibly 
be foreseen at the present time. ' *

C 2.

Statement showing the Annual Eatable Yalue of the nineteen Boroughs and Districts comprising the Western Suburbs of
Sydney.

In 1884...........................   1,116,000
In 1886............................................................................................................................ 1,437,000
In 1887..........................................................................................  1,571,000
In 1888 (estimated) ..................................................................................................... 1,700,000

_ On the completion of the first three sections of the scheme in 1894 it is estimated that the annual ratable value will have 
increased to £2,200,000, in which case a rate of Id. in the £ would probably produce £8,900 net. '

At the final completion of the entire scheme in (say) from fifteen to twenty years’ time or upwards, when the population 
would be double or nearly treble what it was in 1887, the ratable value may be fairly estimated at £3,300,000, in which case a 
Id. rate would produce £13,400 net.

^ As to possible lower rate of interest.
The magnitude of -the work and its importance to the ratepayers is such that special consideration will, doubtless, be 

necessary with regard to the financial part of the question. Under the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act the rate of 
interest chargeable on cost of works is fixed at 4 per cent., and the term of repayment twenty-eight rears. This rate was, 
doubtless, in accordance with current rates in 1880, when the Act was framed. ” "

. It is now proved that the Government of this Colony can effect loans in London at 31- per rent. From my knowledge 
' of the London market, I feel sure that there would be no difficulty experienced in obtaining a loan for such reproductive works 

as sewerage and wafer at 31 per cent., especially as the money' will not be wanted for two or three years, and the security 
would be on the rates of the whole district. . . ' "

^ The London Metropolitan Board of Works Three-and-a-half per Cent. Stock is now at about £112. The Birmingham, 
Liverpool, Nottingham, and other corporation stock is practically as good. In all these cases the security for interest and 
repayment is upon the rates, and for long periods. .

C 3.

Comtaeative Annual Bates for Western Suburbs Sewerage, including interest on outlay, repayment, and working expenses.
(Prepared Dee. 3, 1888.)

If under existing Ad, with interest at 4 per cent, and repayment in 28 years.
,, proposed amended Act, with interest at 4'per cent, and repayment iu 60 years.
„ further amended Act, as to reduced interest, with interest at 31 per cent, and repayment in 60 years.

Existing Act. Proposed amended 
Act.

Do. if interest be 
taken at 3A per cent, 

per annum.

’ In 1894 (sections 1 to 3)............................................................. 10?rd. Sd. ' ■ • 7id.

In 15 to 20 yeais (being final completion of entire scheme) ........ 91d. 7d. 6id.

C 4.

Paetiotflaes showing the Estimated Annual Cost of Disposal of Nightroil throughout the Western Suburbs under existing
systems.

In the Western Suburbs the charge varies from 3d. to 6d. per week per house for emptying dry earth pans. The 
charge for cesspits is probably not quite so much.

£ s. d.
3d. per week.......................................................................................... 0 13 0 per annum.
Ad. „ ........................................................................................................  0 17 4 „
5d. „ ........................................................................................... 1 1 8 „
Gd............................................................................................................  16 0 „

Eor the purpose of comparison I have taken the low average of 16s. per house as the annual cost. In 1887 the
occupied houses numbered 34,000 ; in 1894 the number of houses is estimated at 44,000. • •

34.000 houses at 15s................................................................ £25,500 per annum in 1887.
44.000 „ „ ............................................................... £33,000 „ in 1894.

A sum of £33,000 per annum would be equivalent to a rate of 3'70d. in the £ throughout the suburbs ; or, in other 
words, a house assessed at £50 would, at 8d. in the £, be rated at £1 13s. 4d. for sewerage purposes less the present cost, 
which, if pat at 15s., would merely involve an extra outlay of 18s. 4d. per annum. ■

CEO. II. STAYTON.
Sewerage Branch, Dec, 3) 1888.'

, Sydney, . .
—— ----------- C 5.20—U
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C 5.
DEPARTMENT OE PUBLIC WORKS, SEWERAGE BRANCH,—WESTERN SUBURBS

SEWERAGE SCHEME.

Memorandum upon a paper by Mr. ,T. B. Henson, as read before tbe Engineering 
Association of New South Wales, on September 13th, 1888, and subsequently 
discussed by the members of the Association.

I have perused the ahovenamed paper with much interest, more especially as it is the only professional 
criticism of the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme, which has appeared since the report thereon was issued 
in February last. The paper is ably written, but it is to be feared that the author’s obvious inexperience 
has led him into serious error. The leading feature of the remarks contained therein is the advocacy of 
the absolutely separate system of drainage, which is by no means a new proposal; and in order to point out 
the fallacies enunciated by Mr. Henson, .the following observations are submitted for consideration.

The author has given expression to various theoretical views, which are diametrically opposed to 
the opinions and practice of the most eminent engineers in the world. This, however, has occurred in 

, older countries; and even where efficient sewerage systems have long been in operation, many persons of 
limited experience, or possessing only a book knowledge of the question, have fallen into similar errors, 
and have formulated “ ideal” systems of drainage, which almost invariably are incapable of pi’actical 
application. With more practical experience, the author will find it absolutely necessary to considerably 
modify such theories, that is, if he wishes to render them consistent with sound practice. In several 
instances his figures are incorrect, and certain of the statements are apt to mislead. Moreover he has 
failed to furnish any corroboration of his ideas, nor has he quoted any authority of eminence in support 

r of his views. _
' Practically Mr. Henson’s objections to the system adopted in the scheme are:—
" (1.) That the dimensions of the intercepting sewers are unnecessarily large, and that owing to the
' large prospective population provided for, it will be many years before the maximum sewage flow

will be sufficient to ensure a self-cleansing velocity. _
.(2.) That, owing to the adoption of the partially-separate system, the sewers will become huge gas

holders, especially during the periods of minimum dry-weather flow. _ _
(3.) That the admission of rainfall to the proposed sewers would cause complications in their efficient 

working, which would be seriously felt in the case of local thunderstorms, and that all rainfall 
should, therefore, be rigidly excluded.

(4.) That it is contrary to the teachings of sanitary science to make the efficiency of a system of 
sewers dependent on so uncertain an element as local rainfall. _

. (5.) That the velocity of the maximum dry-weather sewage flow in the western intercepting sewer will
. not exceed 109'2 feet per minute for a reasonable time after the completion of the works (taken 
at from three to five years hence), whereas the standard velocity is 180 feet per minute.

(G.) That the provision in the capacity of the sewers for the removal of a maximum daily consump
tion of water at the rate of 72 gallons per head is too liberal, 36 gallons being a fair allowance 
at so early a period. _

(7.) That the'English practice for ascertaining the maximum sewage flow (viz. one half the total 
. daily flow to pass off in six hours) will not apply, and a deduction from that rate is necessary.

(8.) That the provision for a prospective increase of population for twenty years hence is too remote 
a contingency. _

(9.) That the horse-power of the pumping engines for Marrickville has been greatly under-estimated, 
(10.) That the spyhons on the eastern branch and northern main will be injurious to public health.

The Separate System (1 to 4).
As the desirability of the adoption of the “absolutely separate” system in lieu of the “partially 

scpai’ate” system constitutes the key-note of Mr. Henson’s objections to the scheme, it may be more con
venient to discuss the question in the first instance, instead of dealing with the various points at issue 
seriatim. In support of the principle adopted in the scheme, I shall not hesitate to embrace tho 
opportunity to quote from recognized authorities of eminence. _

The separate system per se is a method which necessitates one set of sewers and drains for 
sewage, and a second set for surface waters from roofs, paved yards, and streets, and for sub-soil waters. 
In the few towns where the so-called separate system has been carried out, it has involved the construction 
of either a duplicate or triplicate set of channels, but in no single instance has it been found practicable to 
rigidly exclude the rainfall from roofs and paved back yards.

It is clear that the separate system requires duplicate drains for each dwelling-house. In .the 
back-yards, therefore, there must be at least one yard-trap so placed as to be above the surface-level, into 
which slop waters would be discharged ; whilst the inlet for surface waters would be slightly below the 
yard level. It has, however, been found in pmactice where the system has been tried (even in the southern 
part of Sydney) that, either through the laziness or ignorance of domestic servants or others, the surface 
water drain, instead of the sewer drain, has received the slop waters. The insanitary results of such 
a system in dry seasons must be obvious, and as the population annually increased the evil would be 
magnified. _ ...

On pages 10 and 11 of the official report it will be seen that the rainfall question received special 
consideration, and that the English practice has been considerably modified with a view to meeting Colonial 
conditions. The report states that wherever practicable, but especially in the case of the low-level systems, 
the rain-water from the roofs of the front part of the houses should be excluded from the sewers, and that 
all street surface waters should be absolutely excluded. The rainfall catchment, for which allowance is 
made is but 15'66 per cent, of the entire western and southern areas, and but 10 per cent, of tho northern 
area. The western suburbs scheme provides for much less rain-water than the City main outfall sewers, 
which are intended to receive the rainfall from 40 per cent, of the entire area.

■ Under
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• _ ^ Under the separate system the sewers would certaiuly be of smaller dimensions," but their internal-
conditions would invariably be less sanitary, because they would be sewage carriers only. It will therefore 
be readily understood that the sides of such sewers would become much fouler, and that during the 
periods of minimum flow, the gases given off therefrom would be more concentrated and virulent than in 
sewers of larger capacity in which they would be diluted, and where the limited quantity of rain water 
Dot only dilutes the sewage and.retards putrefaction from time to time, but scours the internal surface. 
During the night period the flow would be very slight, and nearly the entire capacity of the sewers would, 
be filled with sewer-gas, the greater part of which w’ould be expelled on the following morning by the 
early moruing discharges. By way of illustration, it might be mentioned that the length of the intciided 
western branch sewer in tunnel, from Ashfield to Marrickville (the dimensions of which are. 6ft. Gin x 
5ft. Gin., the fall 1 in 1,509, and the length 8,580ft.), to which Mr. Henson particularly draws attention,- 
would require to be 5 ft. 3 in. x 3 ft. 6 in., at an inclination of 1 in 1,000, for the purpose of carrying 
scu'age only. The following statement indicates the air capacity, wetted perimeters, and velocities' for 
the various flows in' each of the foregoing sewers from a drainage area of 3,500 acres, and an average 
population (vide p. 4) of 10 persons per acre, viz.:— ’ . ■ " ' ■

Discharge per 
minute in cubic 

feet.
Depth of 

flow.
Sectional area 
above flowline 

in sup. ft.

Sectional area 
below flowline 

in sup. ft.

Wotted 
perimeter 

in ft.

Velocity 
per minute 

in ft.
Remarks. .

Intended westei n sewer (6 ft. 6 in. x 5 ft. 6 in). ‘ ‘
4,186 ' i full " 585 21-99 12-51 193 Prospective maximum combined flow. ‘
1,753 2-76 ft. 17-16 10-6S 8-30 1G5 Do do sewage do

‘ 1,402 2 45 ft. 18-90 8-91 7-42 159- Maximum combined flow in 1894.
584 1-58 ft. ■ 23-30 4-54 5-52 131 Do sewage do .

•00 ft. 27-81
f .

Sewage sewer under 11 separate system ” (5 ft. 3 in. 3 3 ft. 6 in.)
1,753 3-69 ft. 425 9-40 8-24 194 Prospective maximum sewage flow. '

• 514 1-98 ft. 9-84 3-81 5-09 151 Maximum sewage flow in 1894.
•00 ft. 13-65

It is obvious that the maximum sevTage flow velocities are slightly in favour of the smaller sewer,- 
but the minimum flow in either system would be under 2 ft. per second. A further calculation gives the 
following comparisons:—. ’ .

. System. . Air space in 
cubic feet.

Wetted perimeter 
in sup. feet.

Percentage of air 
space during night 

period, to max. W.P. 
of previous day.

Remarks.

Intended system ................. 238,867 . . 71,214 .
335 At prospective maximum sewage flow.

Separate system..................... 117,117 ' 70,699 165 Do do

Intended system ...... .......... 238,867 47,366 500 Maximum sewage flow in 1894.

Separate system............... . 117,117 43,672 268 Do do

and show's that the sewer-gas dilution during the night period would be less under the “absolutely 
separate” system than under the intended partially separate system. Surely Mr. Henson could not have- 
considered these points when he asserted that the sewers under the separate system were superior from a 
sanitary point of view ? .

Mr. Henson says that a system which is dependent on rainfall for keeping the sewers clean cannot 
be a sanitary one. I would like to remind him, however, that the efficiency of the sewers is otherwise 
attained in dry weather, inasmuch as, in addition to the constant flow from ordinary subsoil waters, 
subsoil-w'ater flushing wells near the sewer man-holes would be provided, which w'oukl be fitted with 
sluices or otherwise arranged for automatic flushing. This system is proved to be both beneficial and- 
economical, and in dry seasons the additional water would be of great advantage at the sewage farm. -

The storm-water drains for conveying rainfall and surface waters from streets, roofs, and paved 
yards would practically become sewers. Washings from paved yards are so highly impregnated with1 
organic matter, that it is necessary to intercept such waters and deal [with them in the same way as. 
ordinary sewage. The sides and inverts of the storm-water sewers would become fouled, and in dry 
weather the gases evolved would be nearly as offensive as in the case of a sewage sewer. Thus the evil 
complained of would be duplicated. '

The conditions where the separate system has been advocated are (1) where it is necessary to 
pump the sewage on to land for purification, precipitation, or filtration; or (2) where the sewers are 
tidelocked. In towns drained by gravitation, -where there is, a free discharge, it is considered that a 
limited amount of rainfall may be admitted to the sewers-with.beneficial results. .

The additional fall required to ensure satis'factory working velocities in the smaller sewers under 
the separate system would so curtail the extent of the gravitating area of the western suburbs, and 
increase the extent of the low-level system, that the cost of the works and annual expense of pumping" 
would be enormous. Moreover, such a system would necessitate the entire rearrangement of the sewers 
comprised in the scheme.
, Neither the author nor Mr. Trevor Jones, who supports his view's, has had any English experience 
in sewerage, and it is obvious that their Colonial experience has been of a limited nature. The only cities 
in Australia possessing efficient sewerage systems are Adelaide and Sydney, and in each case the schemes

were
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were approved by tie late Mr. W. Clarke, M. Inst. C.E., an English engineer, and tbe works were subse
quently carried out by the Government. In each instance rainfall from roofs and back yards was admitted 
to the sewers. On page 19 of the report on the Sydney drainage, Mr. Clarke referred to the separate 
system, and stated that rain-water from roofs and paved surfaces should be removed by house drains ; 
that such course would be a benefit to the inhabitants, and that the partially-separate system is the better 
practice, being of even greater importance to the comfort and health of a community, inasmuch as it has 
the effect of scouring out the house drains.

The author does not refer to a single instance where the separate system has been successfully 
carried out and maintained in its entirety, nor does he quote any authority of repute in confirmation of 
his theories. He contends that colonial conditions vary so much from the English, that the same system 
will not apply here, but I am inclined to think that he would be a bold man who dare assert that the 
washings or scourings from the paved back yards of our suburban residences are not as foul as those in 
English suburban districts. The removal of these fouled waters by the sewers is, after all, the funda
mental difference.

The author gives as a further reason in favour of the separate system, that rainfall cannot be 
depended upon to flush the sewers, it falls at such uncertain intervals ; and mentions this year’s drought. 
as an instance when such sewers would become very foul. It has also been urged that as Sydney has so 
large a proportion of fine days, the experience gained in England will not apply. On this point I would 
like to remark that in London, c.y., the mean annual rainfall is 25 inches, falling upon 155 days; whereas 
in Sydney, the average number of days on which rain has fallen during the last twenty-eight years is ' 
1511 Last year, which was unusually wet, rainfall was recorded on 190 days, upon 157 of which the 
rainfall would have been of service in the sewers and drains. During the present year (to October 9th) 
rainfall was recorded on ninety-five out of 282 days, of which the quantity falling on sixty-four days 
would have been serviceable for flushing. The fact may have been overlooked that the allowance of 
rainfall proposed to bo admitted to the sewers under the scheme (2 inches per day), is only at the rate of 
one-twelfth of an inch per hour. _

In the course of the discussion on Mr. Henson’s paper, Mr. Trevor Jones is reported to have 
expressed himself entirely in favour of Mr. Henson’s views, and to have stated that under the partially 
separate system large spaces would be left in dry weather in which sewer gas would accumulate. I would, 
however, remind him that in a recent paper on Suburban Sanitation, he said that “ sewage flowing in 
sewers does give off deleterious gases, and which if not excluded from the dwelling, renders the breathing- 
air unwholesome ; but in the opinion of men who have had most experience in Europe and elsewhere, 
such objections can be met by ventilation.” He advocated the “ exclusion of storm-waters from the 
sewers, or what is known as the separate system.” He also stated that “the system now obtaining such 
unqualified approval in Adelaide is identical with that proposed herein, so far as_ the mode of conveyance 
is concerned. It is called the separate system, because if underground drainage is desired for both storm
water and sewage they shall flow in separate channels. * * * The water-carriage system is the best,
it receives indifferently all sewage, as ivell as a proportion of the rainfall'’ I am quite unable to reconcile 
the above-quoted opinions of Mr. Jones with his more recent statements. _

The following opinions upon the question of the “ separate system,” coming from engineers of. 
the greatest experience, may not be uninteresting, viz._ . .

Sir Eobert Eawlinson, K.C.B., for many years Engineer-in-Chief to the Local Government Board 
in England (and who was first invited on behalf of the Government of this Colony, in 1875, to advise on 
the question of water supply and drainage), says:—“Two sets of main sewers with, two sets of house 
drains will be costly to construct ; and, if constructed, would often lead to complications tending to 
defeat the proposed uses. The so-called clean-water sewer cannot, in many cases, be large enough to 
receive storm-water, and in dry weather it should of course be dry. The sewer proper would thus be 
without the flushing and cleansing given by roof-water during falls of rain, and the washings off yards, &e., 
during the first falls of heavy rain would, in many cases, bo as polluted and as polluting as the sewage in' 
the true sewer. Again, supposing two sowers in a street, and two sets of drains from each house on each 
side of such street, the house drains must interlace the duplicated sewers, the foul-water drain communi
cating with one, the surface-water drain with the other. Under such circumstances it would be almost 
impossible to prevent builders and workmen from entering the sewers with their drains indiscriminately.”

In a paper on the sewerage of London, Sir Joseph Bazalgette, C.B., Engineer-in-Chief to the 
Metropolitan Board of Works said, “How to dispose of the rainfall is a question of considerable difficulty, 
and has given rise to much diversity of opinion. This arises from the fact that whilst in itself harmless, 
it sometimes falls suddenly in large quantities. These considerations have induced theorists to advocate that 
the rainfall should not he alloioed to flow off with the sewage, hut should he dealt ivith hy a separate system of 
sevjers. The theory is, hoicever, most impracticable. It would involve a double set of drains to every house 
and the construction and maintenance of a second series of sewers to every street.##The interference with 
private property would alone render such a proposition intolerable.” With reference to the sewerage of 
Abingdon, Sir Joseph more recently said, that “ It might be cheaper and in many cases it was necessary 
to separate the surface water, the subsoil wa ter and the sewage. Where there was a large rural district 
and a small town area, it was impossible to deal with the rainwater, and -where the sewage was pumped, 
it became of the utmost importance to reduce the quantity. But in dealing with a large town where 
the sewage could be mainly removed by gravity, the one expense of forming a tunnel sewer, saved much 
inconvenience and outlay.” _

■ Mr. James Lemon, M. Inst., C. E., a strong advocate of the separate system, said that “The 
foregoing opinion of Sir Joseph Bazalgette, coming from so eminent an authority, was a heavy blow to the 
separate system.” In an able paper on the question which he read at an Annual Congress of the 
Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, he says, “ What is the ‘ separate system,’ so-called ? Does it mean 
the entire and absolute separation of the rainfall from the sewage ? If so, then I say at once that there is 
no town in England where it is carried out.” With regard to the sewerage of the City of Winchester,' 
which he had recently carried out, he stated that he “ knew of no town where there are such natural 
facilities for carryingout the separate system in its integrity. In the scheme, however, he excluded surface 
drainage, and provided for the sewage and a small quantity of rainfall from the houses, feeling confident, 
that a margin for rainfall under the most favourable circumstances was necessary. The city authorities 
passed stringent by-laws, which were ably carried out by the City Surveyor and his assistants, but in 
Spite of aH these precautions, some other portion of the rainfall is connected with the sewers.” Mr.'

■ Lemon
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Lemon added that “ it is neither desirable nor practicable to entirely exciude'rainfaH'from the sewers, for 
the reason that the rain is a scavenger and flushes the drains and sewers, and prevents noxious gases from ‘ 
forming therein, and he favoured the partial admission of rainfall in the interest of the separate system.”:

t Amongst other recent instances of the so-called separate system, the Abingdon sewerage may be 
mentioned. Three sets of sewers and drains are provided (as recommended in Mr. Henson’s paper) viz., 
for sewage, storm-waters, and sub-soil waters. The sewers proper, hoivever, admit ihe, rain-water from roofs 
and back yards. The maximum velocity of the sewers varies from 145 feet to 117 feet per minute ; but 
the ordinary or dry weather flow is only sufficient to cause them to flow a quarter full, and with a decreased 
velocity. Owing to the fact that all road detritus is excluded, flushing is easily effected ; it is periodically 
carried out and renders the sewers thoroughly efficient. The system is a costly one, and has involved an. 
annual drainage rate of Is. 7d. in the £. Other instances within my own knowledge where the separate 
system has been recommended, were for the sewerage of Oxford, Eton, and Windsor, in which cases the' 
engineer, Colonel Ewart, E.E., proposed to carry out the system “ as far as practicable” only. .

_ In a paper on the separate system submitted to the Institution of Civil Engineers in 1884, Mr. 
White said, “ It probably is necessary in almost all cases, in order to avoid an unreasonably complicated^ 
arrangement of branch drains, to admit the water from back roofs and back yards to the sewers, even 
where there are separate drains for surface water.” " ;

I venture to think that the evidence in favour of the principle on which the Western Suburbs 
scheme is based, and in opposition to the system advocated by Mr. Henson, is overwhelming. I must also 
differ with him in respect to his assertion that “ the common idea as to the admission of rainfall must be 
relegated to that obscurity which is the fate of so many old notions which the advance of science has driven 
from their vantage grounds,” and am inclined to reply that the very place he suggests appears to be 
admirably adapted for the reception of unsound theories like those propounded in his paper. I think it 
has been clearly shown that tbe system contemplated is not only in accord with common sense, but its 
efficiency must be obvious to all practical men. I am, however, perfectly aware of the fact that it is' 
useless to expect to convince enthusiasts who possess a limited practical experience only.

IttEFFtciENT Working or Western Sewers (1).
Mr. Henson alleges (vide pages 9 and 10) that “ the volume of sewage and rain-water which will 

pass down the three western sewers from the existing population will cause a variation in the flow-line of 
the three sewers at the point where they join,” and “that the maximum sewage volume alone will cause 
the flow-line of the western branch to be considerably below" tho flow-line in the other sewers, and the 
result will be that it will be back-watered to a considerable extent.” ’

To test the soundness or value of this assertion, it is necessary to first consider what the population1 
and relative discharges will be in 1894, that being a reasonable period at which the works could be fairly 
in operation, and the efficiency of the system ascertained. ■

In 1887 the eastern drainage area averaged 11 persons per acre, the northern 8, and the western 5. 
In the preceding six years the population of each of the municipalities in those areas doubled itself, the 
increase being even threefold in some instances. ’

. The population contributing to the rainfall and sewage discharges in 1894 may therefore be safely 
estimated at 22, 10, and 10 persons per acre for the eastern, northern, and w'estern areas respectively ; the 
maximum discharges in cubic feet per minute being as follows, viz.:—* 1

Nature of Flow.
East'.-rn Branch.

6ft. 6in. x oft. Gin.

Northern Branch.

5ft. Gin. x 4ft. Gin.

Western Branch.

Gft. 10 in. x 5ft. lOin.
Outfall Sewer. *

Combined ................ ............................... 2.338
974

1,640 5,261
2,192Sewage only ............................................

. „ .The depth of flow and velocity in feet per minute for the foregoing discharges is shown in the 
following statement:—

Nature of Discharge.
Eastern Sewer. Northern Sewer. Western Sewer. Outfall Sewer.

Depth. Velocity. Depth. Velocity. Depth. V elocity. Depth. Velocity

Combined ........................................ .......
Feet. 
3'36 

. 1-94

Feet. Feet.
2-57
1-62

Feet.

Sewage only ............................................... 146 1-81 136 134 1-83 147

Mr. Henson must have overlooked the fact that the relative flow-line in the outfall sewers, which 
are of circular form, would be lower than that of the oviform sewers; and that, although the flow-line in 
the eastern and northern mains would be higher, yet the water surface in the lengths next to the inter
cepting chamber w7ould form an inclined plane to the wuiter-level in that chamber. It is obvious, 
therefore, that the water-level in the intercepting chamber at the head of tho outfall sewers 
will correspond with the flow-line in the latter ; and, from the above figures, it is apparent 
that the variation, which Mr. Henson says “will backwater the western branch to a considerable extent,” 
will be 2) inches only for the maximum sewage flow and but O’, inches for the combined maximum 
discharge. Ihe practical effect of such backwatering would be to temporarily decrease the mean velocities 
of the western branch to 118 ft. in the one instance, for a length of 1,800 ft., and to 144 ft. per minute 
in the other, for a length of 3,000 ft. Tiny inconvenience or irregularity thus created would invariably 
be counterbalanced towards the termination of each period of maximum sewage flow, because the length 
of the western sewer being considerably greater than either of the others, the higher flow and, ■ conse
quently, greater velocity, would be maintained for a correspondingly longer period, thus effectually removing 
any temporary deposit.

A
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• A careful and impartial investigation of the question would liave shown the author of the paper 
that the matter was altogether of too trivial a nature for consideration, especially with the knowledge 
that the equilibrium would be established and maintained in the course of a few years.

Velocity (5). '
On page 5, Mr. Heusou says:—“Many of the velocities given are below the standard of 180 feet 

per minute.” Subsequently, he states, “that in England it has been found that a velocity of 150 feet per 
minute, at the least, is necessary to maintain the sewers in a sanitary condition; and considering the 
warmer temperature which here prevails, a velocity of 180 feet per minute is required to insure a speedy 
removal of the sewage before decomposition sets in.” I join issue with him, both in his statement of 
facts and theory, and especially in a further assertion, which is to the effect that “ a velocity of 180 feet 
per minute has been shown to be necessary.” There is absolutely no authority whatever for the assertion 
that the standard velocity is 180 feet; doubtless, however, it suited the argument to especially assume 
one for the western suburbs of Sydney. ■ -

The opinions of some of the most experienced English engineers vary somewhat, e.y., Mr. Eailey 
Denton, M. Inst. C.E., says that a velocity of 60 feet for well-watered sewage, and 150 feet for 
ordinary sewage, is necessary. Mr. Baldwin Latham, M. Inst. C.E., says that 120 feet should be tho 
smallest velocity for the maximum sewage flow in sewers of a greater diameter than 2 feet; and in one 
of the latest sewerage schemes carried out by him and embracing an area of over 10,000 acres, the main 
sewers have a 120 feet velocity. The London main sewers were designed by Sir Joseph Bazalgette to 
have a velocity of 132 feet when flowing half-full, the dry weather flow being 31i gallons per day. When 
it was first proposed to adopt 150 feet per minute as the minimum velocity, the water supply was Upon 
the intermittent system and only from 20 to 25 gallons per head per diem, and at that time many 
thousands of untrapped street gullies discharged into the sewers, causing frequent deposits of silt. •

In Mr. White’s paper, referred to on page 4, it is stated that “150 feet is an ample self-cleansing- 
velocity for ordinary (not separate) sewers, and 135 feet is probably quite sufficiont for a shallow flow.”

The late Mr. Clarke reported that 3 feet per mile was a fairly good fall for main sewers ; the 
western main, however, has a fail of 3i feet per mile. And with reference to the Sydney main inter
cepting sewers that gentleman stated “that in consequence of the large extent of drainage work already 
in existence it will be difficult to exclude substances such as road detritus from the sewers, thefefore- 
the velocity should be greater than usual. It should be 150 feet per minute at maximum dry weather 
flow.”

In the western suburbs sewerage report, page 11, it states that “ all surface water from roads and 
streets should be absolutely excluded from the sewers.”

On first checking Mr. Henson’s velocities for the western branch sewer, I noticed that there was 
some discrepancy, and upon subsequently seeing the form of sewer which he had taken as the basis of his. 
calculations (as illustrated in the Building and Engineering Journal of Sept. 22nd) it became apparent 
that he had not adopted the correct formula for determining the form of the intended sewer. He had 
also understated the estimated number of the population. The maximum velocities decrease from 190. 
feet to 146 feet per minute, the length being 9,040 yards ; it should, however, be mentioned that, for 
7,200 yards of that distance, the velocity averages 181 feet. The length of sewer in which temporary 
backwatering (see p. 4) might occur, would have ordinary velocities as follows, viz :— .

Nature of flow. In 1894. In from 12 to 15 years afterwards.

Maximum combined flow. 163 feet. 198 feet.
,, sewage ,, 134 „ 172 „

or, if the maximum sewage flow were taken at the rate of 50 gallons per head per diem, the velocity 
would be 125 feet at the former and 157 feet at the latter period.

In consideration of the fact that there will be an entire absence of silt from road detritus, and 
that the sewage of the western suburbs will be greatly diluted by a liberal water supply, it is perfectly 
clear that the intended velocity will be ample, even from the commencement. •

With regard to Mr. Henson’s inference that the temperature of servers here is higher than in 
England, the statement must be received with reservation. He evidently is not aware of the circumstance, 
but it is nevertheless a fact, that not only in London, but in the majority of English cities and towns, 
various operations and manufactures are carried on, from which hot water or steam is discharged in great, 
quantities into the public sewers. I have frequently seen such sewers nearly filled with steam day after 
day, and in London the vast number of warm baths alone materially raises the sewage temperature. 
It is quite true, as Mr. Baldwin Latham says, that heat is one of the most powerful agents at work within 
a sewer, and that the air of every sewer and drain is subject throughout the day to repeated expansions 
and contractions by the admission of hot or cold water. The entrance of hot liquids into the most perfect' 
sewer increases the temperature of the sewer, and hence offensive gases arc liberated, whereas cold water 
has the opposite effect. It is obvious that the western sewers will not receive discharges at so high or 
fluctuating a temperature, or to so great an extent, as the English sewers referred to. Barometric changes 
also affect the amount of foul air in sewers,-—e.g., a sudden fall in the barometer decreases the barometric 
pressure, and leads to the escape of gases from sewage solids, and favours decomposition ; whereas 
increased pressure has the effect of retarding decomposition, and causes the retention of gases in sewage. 
In short, whether the maximum velocity be 134 feet or 180 feet per minute, there is a period each day- 
when sewer gases will be given off, and although the temperature above ground in summer in this country 
is higher than in England, yet from the before-mentioned circumstances it would appear that the 
actual temperature of the sewers will not be so relatively high as to necessitate an increased velocity in the 
sewers. Efficient ventilation will amply provide for the dilution and egress of foul gases. And with regard 
to the general question of sewer gas it may not be uninteresting to state that at the annual meeting of 
the Br.tish Association at Bath, in September last, the president of the mechanical section (Mr. "W. H. 
Preeee. M.lnst.C.R, E.B.S., Chief Electrician to the English Government) in his opening address stated 
that “ in electricity our sewers are likely to find in its active agency a power to neutralize offensive gases.”'-

"Water
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- • Water Supply (6). .
In referring to the . sewage volume in the western branch sewer, Mr. Henson states that “72 

gallons per head, however, will not he used at so early a period; 36 gallons, or one-half, is a fair 
estimate.” He further remarks that “ if the present rate of increase be maintained, the population of the

• metropolitan area, 20 years hence, will be 900,000, and at 72 gallons per head the daily consumption of 
water in the summer would be nearly 65 million gallons.” Mr. Henson then proceeds to compare the 
feydney water supply with that of Glasgow, but the figures and assumptions are hopelessly incorrect; in fact, 
the quotations from the Sydney Water Supply report are not even accurate. These errors are of so 
serious a nature that it is not at all surprising to find that other deductions are wrong.

. ■ With regard to the rate of 72 gallons per head on which the maximum sewage flow is based, the
report distinctly states that such rate is for the summer consumption, and that 50 gallons is the average 
daily consumption throughout the year. Whenever^ it is found that the 'supply falls much below the 
mean rate it may be safely assumed that the weather is either cold or wTet. The annual sewage volume is 
taken throughout the report at the mean rate of 50 gallons per head per diem.

' In .a hot climate like this, a liberal water supply is most essential; therefore 72 gallons per head
cannot be deemed an excessive summer rate of consumption. Mr. Clarke concurred in such allowance

. for the Sydney sewers, and the works have been constructed accordingly. The western suburbs report 
refers to the desirability for making equal provision in the suburbs for the maximum sewage flow, and it is 
shown on the following page that the rate may be exceeded on washing days in very hot 'weather. The 
Adelaide water supply averages 50 gallons per day, but in summer the consumption rises to 70 gallons

• and upwards.
The mean daily rates per head for cities in various parts of the world, some of which have a 

summer heat as great as Sydney, are as follows, viz.:—
London .......................... . 31i gallons
Paris .........................
Manchester (new scheme) .. . 44
Hamburg ................................... • 45-1
Philadelphia ........................... . 54
Baltimore ........... .
Glasgow......................... . 55
Montreal........................... . 60
New York ................................ . 61

Boston ..................... . 63 gallons
ban Prancisco ...... • 64| „
Greenock ................ . 72 .,
Ottawa ..................... • 102 „
Chicago..................... . 102* „
Columbia district.. • 143 „
Marseilles ................ . 158 „
Borne......................... . 160 „

According to a statement prepared nearly a year since, it was shown that the prospective popula
tion of Sydney and suburbs, twenty years hence, is estimated at 730,000 persons, and not 900,000, as 

. assumed by Mr. Henson; the summer rate of consumption would, therefore, amount to 52i million 
gallons per day instead of 65 millions. The conduits from Prospect reservoir to Potts’ Hill are capable of 
delivering 50 millions per day, and at the latter place a storage reservoir of 100 millions is being provided. 
Ine tunnels to Prospect are capable of delivering 155 millions per day, and by an extension of the catch- 
muV\area coul<i be largely increased; it is, therefore, obvious that a very liberal water supply
will be available. Mr. Jones, Engineer to the Water Board, recently stated that in six years time 30 
millions^a day would he required, which would he equal to a mean rate of 60 gallons per head. The 

'.recent Kenny Hill Water Supply Commission allowed for a mean rate of 50 gallons to be pumped to the 
^ Paddington and Woollahra. It will thus be seen that there is no apparent iustification
for Mr. Henson’s “fair estimate of 36 gallons.”

' _ In his extract from Mr. Moriarty’s remarks in reference to tho Glasgow water supply, Mr. Hensou
. entirely omits an important statement, which is to the effect that “ Glasgow is acknowledged to be the 
best watered city in Great Britain,” and no doubt inadvertently quoted “30 millions per day” as “30 
gallons per head:’ The actual figures show that the water supply of Glasgow is at the rate of 55 gallons 
per head,. This very materially upsets, the calculations, inasmuch as the estimated maximum rate for 
the existing population of Sydney and suburbs is 4i millions less instead of 10 millions more, as asserted : 
and at 50 gallons per day; it is 12 minions less, instead of being equal to the Glasgow consumption.

. Sewage Plow (7).
nr m rU^e ^own ^ the Sydney Sewage and Health Board, in 1875, and subsequently adopted hy 
Mr. Clarke,, was for a maximum sewage discharge of 1 cubic foot per head of the population per hour, 
ivr r ga per iead day- The Adelaide sewerage system was designed by Mr. Oswald Brown, 
M Inst O.E., to carry off 50 gallons per head per day, one-half of which was estimated to he discharged 
in tour hours, which is also at the rate of 1 cubic foot per head per hour. '

Mr. Bailey-Denton has stated “that it is always safer to consider the amount of water supply per 
head as sewage to ho carried off hy the sewers.” The Kenny Hill Commission reported “ that it is an 
established tact that one-half the daily supply is consumed in six hours”; and Mr. Trevor Jones, 
concuned therein, and stated in evidence that “ he regarded such standing rule as an excellent one, 
and applicable in hot weather.” The maximum sewage-flow allowance of 1 cubic foot per head per hour 
tor the bydney sewerage was also approved by Mr. Moriarty, M. Inst. C.E., who as Engineer to the 

. 1 lospect Walter Supply scheme has doubtless a better knowledge of the requirements of the city and 
suburbs than Mr. Heilson; who says that “the common or English practice for ascertaining ihe 

. maximum now of sewage, viz., one-half tbe total daily flow to pass off in six hours, is not applicable to 
the conditions which will prevail in the western suburbs.” He then proceeds to explain that a deduction 
wveCeSSarJ fr°m • estimate(i maximum volume of sewage on account of the use of water for gardens. 
_Why, even assuming that over a million gallons per day were so used in 1894, it would only represent an 
average-oi 8 gallons per head. Mr. Henson first assumes that 30 gallons per head is a proper allowance 
tor cool climates, and then asserts that a large proportion of the excess of 42 gallons (making a total 
72 gallons as allowed for in the scheme) will pass into the sewers within the six hours period. Therefore 
we have 30 gallons; ^12 = 2* gallons, and 42 gallons—8 gallons -t- 6 = 5+ gallons, or a total maximum 

ow o. 8 gallons per head per hour, instead of 6J gallons as provided. This at any rate appears to be 
the only logical deduction to be drawn from the observations which the author has made. -
.... The
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Tlie London main sewers pro vide for the removal of one half the water-supply volume in six hours 
or at the rate of 2 G gallons per head per hour. The provision in English towns generally varies from two 

' to three gallons. Mr. Baldwin Latham, who has had great experience in various parts of the world, says 
that one-half the daily volume of sewage flows off in six hours. .

It has not apparently occurred to Mr. Henson that the maximum discharge is always greater during 
the forenoon on washing days (generally speaking Monday and Tuesday in each week), and he has made 
no allowance whatever for subsoil waters. In Mr. Clarke’s report, p. 18, it says, “ In addition to house 
drainage and surface water there will also he a considerable quantity of subsoil water to be carried off ; 
and hy adding to the quantity, will, in the dry time, assist the flow in the main sewer.”

' It is well known that percolation will take place in pipe sewers, even if kept down to a minimum;
and it may be regarded as absolutely certain that the many miles of such subsidiary sewers in the western 

■ suburbs, irrespective of house connections, will be no exception to the general rule. In the case of a 
12-inch pipe sewer which was constructed in Sydney by the City Council last year, I am informed by a 
most reliable authority, that on completion it had a constant flow of clear water fully an inch in depth. 
In the case of one of the most recent sewerage systems carried out in England, the subsoil-water leakage 
into the pipes amounted to 1 cubic foot per minute per mile, and it was estimated that “ one drop only of 
water per second from each pipe joint, would amount to 25 cubic feet per minute throughout the system.”

Enough has been stated to show that the sewers must provide for the maximum sewage or dry 
weather flow, and the evidence is distinctly in confirmation of the estimated volume. The rule has also 
been found applicable to both American and European cities, where the climate is hotter than in England.

Prospective Population (8). . .
Mr. Henson is.apparently of opinion that the prospective population for which provision has been 

made in the scheme “is only, an assumption, and one that may not be realised,” and that it is wrong to 
base the efficiency of the.sewers, on a contingency so remote. : ......................

The marvellous-expansion of the western suburbs since 1871,'but particularly the increase of the 
population from 1881 to 1887, has been clearly shown in the report,'and there is no indication whatever 
that the rate of increase has decreased. In fact there is every probability of the estimate being realised, 
especially when measures for the improved sanitation of the district have been initiated.

When the Water Commission made its report in 18G9, the population of the city and suburbs was 
- .107,000, and the Commissioners recommended that provision be made fora prospective population of 
250,000, whereas the present population is officially estimated at 300,000.

I would also remind Mr. Henson that in his paper on the “ Sanitary Aspect of Sydney and 
Suburbs,” in 1887, he said, “The growth of the metropolis during the last two decades has been very 

■ great, and instances are common where public works have been constructed of an extent estimated at the 
' time to be ample for future requirements, but have been scarcely finished before their limited capacities 
have been perceived and additions demanded. * # In deciding such schemes it will be necessary to 
provide for a very large population.”

_ I heartily concur in these statements, but every practical engineer knows, that in providing works for 
all time, it is difficult to so devise the -works that they may be equally efficient for existing as well as 
prospective requirements. No one in his senses would dream of designing main sewers in tunnel suitable 
to an increase of, say, 50 per cent, only on the existing population, and in the course of a few years having 
to duplicate such sewers, for the sole reason that a slightly more favourable maximum-flow velocity might 
be attained when the system is first in operation.

■ Marrickville Pumping Engines (9).
With reference to the proposed power of the Marrickville pumping engines, Mr. Henson says on 

page 10, “ If the calculations for arriving at the engine power necessary for raising sewage be accepted 
as the system adopted throughout, the report should be amended,” and he proceeds to show that after 
making certain allowances, the engine-power required will be 223'2 horse-power instead of 120 horse

- power as proposed.
To show how utterly wrong the conclusions are upon this question is an extremely simple matter. 

■ The author ought to have known better, considering the official position he occupies, and I am greatly 
- astonished that in his anxiety to criticise the sewerage scheme, he should have laid himself open to correc
tion in so obvious a manner. Any one having practical acquaintance with sewage pumping machinery 

' would know that a 40 horse-power (nominal) engine would indicate to upwards of 70 horse-power, the 
latter being the figures on which the estimate of coal consumption is based.

' ^ The complete pumping arrangements comprise three 40 nominal horse-power engines, together with
a fourth as a stand-by in case of repairs or accident. In the first instance it is intended to provide two 
only, the additions being made hereafter as the requirements increase.

With regard to the lift on which the calculations are based, I have only to remark that the 
formula ordinarily adopted by engineers of the highest eminence has been used, viz., to provide a margin 
of 10 per cent, in the net lift for friction, and to make no other allowance. The indicated horse-power 
of modern pumping engines so exceeds the nominal horse-power, that no further provision is necessary to 

. overcome additional frictional head and other resistances and slip, when working at full speed.
The net lift at Marrickville is 31 feet; the 34 feet is therefore inclusive of tho 10 per cent, 

allowance. Applying the usual rule we have :—
1,879 cubic feet x 1,440 x 34

, 762,088
or three engines of 40 nominal horse-power each. .

120-7 horse-power.

In
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' In confirmation of my previous statement as to tlie practice of well-inown engineers, it may bo 
interesting to quote the following particulars, viz.:— .

Abbey Mills Sewage Pumping Engines, London. '
. (Sir Joseph Bazalgette, C.B., Engineer.) .

The duty required is to raise 15,000 cubic feet per minute to a net lift of 36 feet. Adding 10 per 
cent, to the latter it amounts to 39'6 feet, say 40 feet. We therefore have

15,000 x 1,410 x 40 .
----------------------------= 1,134 horse-power.

_ 762,088 . . .
The actual power of the engines provided is 1,136 nominal, in eight engines of 142 horse-power

each. ’
At the Deptford pumping station the same rules were observed in the design of the engines.

Portsmouth Sewage Pumping Engines, 1887.
(Sir Eredk. Bramwell, F.It.S., Engineer.)

Dutv, 18,000 gallons per minute to a maximum lift of 40 feet.
' 18,000x1,140x40

---------------------------- ------  218 horse-power.
_ 4,752,000 .

Two engines capable of indicating to 150 horse-power each were provided.

Kidderminster Sewage Pumping Engines.
(Mr. T. Hawksley, E.B.S., Engineer.)

Duty, 1,400 gallons per minute, 120 feet lift. .
1,400x 1,440 x 120
------------------------------ ------  50'9 horse-power.

4,752,000
' ' Two engines of 25 horse-power nominal were provided, each of which actually indicated to 44’8

horse-power.

Oxford Sewage Pumping Engines.
(Mr. J. F. Bateman, F.E.S., Engineer.)

Duty required, 8,000,000 gallons per day to a 60-feet lift.
8.000. 000 x 60
---------------------= 101 horse-power.

_ • _ 4,752,000
Two engines of 50 nominal horse-power each were adopted. _

Boston, U.S.A., Sewage Pumping Engines.
(Worthington type.) ■

Duty, to raise 25,000,000 gallons per day to a net lift of 43 feet. The latter -f 10 per cent. = 
47'3 feet. Therefore,

25.000. 000x47-3
' -------------------------- = 248'84 horse-power.

4,752,000 -
Duplicate engines of 250 nominal horse-power each were supplied, which indicate to nearly double.

- Norwich Sewage Pumping Engines.
' (Mr. T. Hawksley, F.B.S., Engineer.)

Duty, 3,000,000 gallons per diem to a height of 150 feet. In this case, owing to the length of 
the rising main and height of lift, the frictional allowance was increased to 12 per cent., making the lift 
168 feet.

I could give further instances as to the soundness of the rule adopted for the Marrickville 
engines, and numerous cases respecting the power of water-works pumping engines, the rule for which is 
practically the same as for sewage pumping. The Hunter Biver district water supply pumping engines 
were fully described to the Engineering Association of N.S.W. in a very able paper by Mr. H. Davies. 
The duty in that case was 833'3 gallons per minute to a height of 298 feet. Applying the same rule we 
have 298 feet + 10 per cent. = 327'8 feet lift, and

833-3 x 1,410 x 327-8
. ---------- 1--------------------- = 82 horse-power. •

. ' 4,7.52,000 . ' .
The engines actually adopted being of 80 nominal horse-power indicating up to 145'8 horse-power. 

In Mr. Clarke’s reports on the Sydney water supply, the pumping power was determined on the same basis.
I was engaged in the designing and erection of the first set of the Portsmouth sewage pumping 

engines in 1872 (which were approved by Mr. Hawksley as consulting engineer, and who has designed and 
carried out no less than 130 water or sewerage systeriis) in which the same rule was adopted.

I think that Mr. Henson’s assertion that ‘-the calculation has been worked out for clean water, 
without any allowance for slip or friction,” has been clearly shown to be wrong. He does not appear 
to be aware that sewage, after being strained, is practically the same as clean water, so far as tho 
pumping power is concerned. In fact I do not suppose that ho ever heard of the “ clean-water” question 

- 20—X until
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until it was doubtless suggested to him by the Worthington Pumping1 Engine Company’s pamphlet,'in one 
part of which they ask to be informed whether the liquid to be pumped is salt, fresh, acid, clean, gritty,; 
hot, or cold. No experienced engineer would entertain for one moment so extravagant a proposition as 
that formulated in the paper. ... , ,

The author refers to the duty of the Worthington engines, and points out what is an obvious truth, 
that no such high duty could be expected at Marrickville. 1 would mention however that the intermittent 
character of the pumping was well considered beforehand, and the estimate of coal consumption, which at 
the guaranteed duty rate would not have exceeded 100 tons per annum, is for over 300 tons. The 100 
million foot-lb. rate was merely mentioned in the report to show that the Worthington type is an efficient’ 
and economical engine.

. Eastern Branch-sewer Syphon (10).
lleferring to the proposed syphon on the eastern branch sewer, Mr. Henson says, on page 11, that 

11 the sewage flow from the present population will not be sufficient in volume or velocity to thoroughly 
cleanse the syphon out or prevent undesirable stagnation, # # more especially during the period
of daily minimum flow, lasting over twelve hours.” Mr. Henson also asserts “ that the contents of the 
syphon will decompose under pressure,” which, by the by would not be increased more than about 4-j lb. 
per square inch. On this point, however, 1 submit that he is entirely wrong. It is not only a most 
unscientific assertion, but, as will be seen from the remarks on page 5, is distinctly contrary to natural 
laws. It would certainly be interesting to learn on what grounds he bases his theory that sewage would 
thus decompose under pressure or that “ gases would be liberated in volumes in the morning” to a greater 
extent than in a sewer for the removal of sewage only under the separate system. Mr. Henson says 
that “sewage should be ever on the move at quick march.” Theoretically this is very pretty, and it has 
often been urged by various writers ; but practically it is not so easy to accomplish. The separate system 
would not ensure it during the minimum flow' period. It is a great pity that tho author did not 
explain in detail how the “.quick march” is to be constantly maintained.

The contents of the 33-inch iron pipe syphon, having a gradient of 1 in 750, would be displaced by 
the combined flow from the population first draining into the system above it in 4'6 minutes, the velocity 
being 189 feet per minute. The maximum sewage flow alone would displace tho contents in eleven 
minutes, but the latter period would be accelerated year by year until the prospective population allowed 
for (40 persons per acre) is realized. By temporarily increasing the head at the inlet, the sewage flow could 
be so commanded as to ensure a velocity of 250 feet per minute, for short periods, sufficient to thoroughly 
cleanse the syphon and. remove any ordinary matters therefrom. _

A reference to the report show's that it will be necessary hereafter to lay an additional pipe, which 
could however be so adjusted as to. carry off the waters above a certain level at the inlet, and that it is 
contemplated to so arrange the syphons that their contents could be drawn off into the low-level system 
whenever necessarv, an advantage not usually secured in such syphons. Moreover, should it ever be found 
necessary, the syphons could be similarly drawm off at night, and the dry-weather night-flow be likewise 
diverted. ■ •

Syphons on Northern System (10).
Mr. Henson particularly mentions that “ four syphons are proposed on the main line of sewer of 

the Northern system, viz.:—One at George-street west; one at Johnstone’s Creek; one at White’s 
Creek; and one at tho north end of Balmain.” With reference to the first-named, the author must 
doubtless be aware that it forms part of the City system and is already constructed, consequently no 
further reference will be made thereto. Also that on page 12 of the report, it is clearly intimated that 
the construction of the syphon at the north end of Balmain might, be omitted entirely. Under these 
circumstances the syphons to be specially considered are those at Johnstone’s Creek and White’s Creek. 
Of the syphons generally, Mr. Henson says that “ they will always be full of sewage in a greater or less 
degree of decomposition, and if the decomposition prove serious, as may be expected in warm weather, 
the sanitary efficiency of the whole system below them will be endangered.”

. Objections to sewage-syphons have been advanced more from unfounded prejudice than from 
positive experience. In many important cities and towns, such syphons are worked without any of the 
dificultios being encountered which Mr. Henson foreshadows. The only colonial experience as to tho 
working of such syphons has been at Cook’s Eiver, Sydney, and at Adelaide, South Australia, at which 
place the main sewer passes under the river by an inverted syphon, which is found to work admirably. 
There are a great many sewage-syphons in various parts of England, and amongst such places, with which 
I am acquainted, may be mentioned :— .

Oxford—One syphon in the city and two deep ones under the Thames.
Warwick—A 24-inch syphon under the Avon.
Bugby—A syphon 1,000 yards long, which works well and saves pumping.
Bristol—Three 42-inch syphons under the Bloating Harbour, and three others for the main outfall 

•- under the river. >
In Dantzic, which has a population of 100,000 persons, there are five or six syphons in all, one 

being 22J in. in diameter and 480 ft. long. In Hamburg the sewer-syphon is so effective that cannon 
balls will pass through it. In the United States there are syphons at Norfolk and at Boston. At the 
latter place the main sewer passes under the bay as a syphon, at a depth of 135 ft. Its length is 7,000 ft. 
and diameter 7ft. Gin. The sewage allowance per head is 62f gallons daily, together with iin. of 
rainfall. The minimum velocity is 1 ft. per second, and the maximum 4 ft.; it is therefore self-cleansing.

The maximum combined flowthrough the Johnstone’s Creek syphon would displace the contents 
thereof at a velocity of 158 ft. per minute in a period of 7'2 minutes, and the maximum sewage flow in 
12'3 minutes; the periods at the White’s Creek syphon being G'8 and Hi minutes respectively. It is 
thus obvious that there will be no time for decomposition to take place as suggested, and it has already 
been shown that the author’s theory is wrong with regard to the alleged sanitary inefficiency of syphons 
and their tendency to develop sewer gas in warm weather. The syphons would be provided with catch- 
pits for arresting sediment, and being always full and the internal temperature very little varied, the 
contents would not specially decompose or give off offensive gases during the few' hours of minimum flow'. 
By closing a penstock at the upper end of either syphon for a short time, a greatly accelerated velocity

could ‘
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could be temporarily secured whenever deemed necessary. The syphons could be drawn off into the 
intended low-level (Shone) system at Leichhardt, if required, as similar arrangements to those already 
explained for the eastern-branch syphon are intended to be provided. ■ - ; •

' When the general scheme was designed, alternative proposals for the syphons on the northern 
inain sewer were considered ; one being the substitution of an aqueduct for the 42-in. syphon at John* 
stone’s Creek, and the other to dispense with the 40-in. syphon at White’s Creek and convert the 
remainder of the drainage area (which includes the eastern portion of Leichhardt and the whole of BaL 
main) into a low-level system, with a pumping station in the vicinity of White’s Creek. Compared with 
the proposed scheme and inclusive of the “ Shone system” for the low-level areas, the additional charge 
for_ interest and repayment of outlay, together with the cost of pumping to the required height, wa3 
approximately estimated at £1,500 per annum.

1 Surcharged Sewers (8).
' Mr. Henson states that the sewers will be overcharged several times during the summer season in 
consequence of. severe rainfall during sharp thunderstorms, and that the diluted sewage will be passed by 
means of the overflows, into the open water-courses. He adds : “That a thunder shower of short duration 
will quickly charge the sewers and no doubt perform the object for which the rainwater is admitted, viz., 
to scour out the drains and disturb the heavy and lingering matters that the ordinary volume of sewage 
has not power to remove.” He also deprecates the discharge of such diluted fouled waters into the open 
channels.in the summer time. Mr. Henson likewise says that a heavy thunderstorm may pass over-the 
northern watershed chiefly, and surcharge the sewers, and that the diluted sewage would thus overflow 
into the open channels on the southern watershed, where there would be no rain falling to further dilute 
and wash it away. Upon first reading these objections they are apparently of a serious nature, but on 
examination it is evident that they are entirely groundless. -

_ It is only right, I think, that the exact words of my report in reference thereto should be given; 
It is therein stated that “ the proposed sewers are designed to carry off the foregoing combined 
quantities when flowing about f full, but should a heavier rate of rainfall occur during the six hours of 
maximum sewage flow, the excess of stormwater would be carried off by overflow-weirs, which would 
act as safety-valves in case of sudden emergency. It must be borne in mind that the capacity of the 
sewers is such, that several years must necessarily elapse before the actual catchment area would become 
so great as to cause over-charging or backflooding. This, however, could always be prevented by making 
sufficient stormwater overflows, or by providing relief sewers hereafter, as may be found necessary! The 
small quamtity of sewage contained in stormwaters so discharged into natural water-courses, would be sq 
greatly diluted as to bte rendered perfectly unobjectionable. During the night and at other periods of 
minimum flow, the sewers would be available for a much larger quantity of stormwater.” It has already 
been shown on p. 5, that the velocity of the maximum dry weather flow even in 1894 will be sufficient to 
keep the sewers clean, consequently there would be very little “heavy and lingering” matter to disturb; 
and it is obvious that such velocity would become greater year by year until the prospective population 
allowed for is realized. It should also be remembered that the western suburbs will be fully provided 
with water, in which case a supply for the sewers would be available. Under such circumstances, and 
until a larger volume of sewage is attained, the discharge would be, to a great extent, from water, which 
would increase the velocity of the sewage flow, but would not add to the suspended matter to be carried; 
Practically, the conditions of discharge would thus be more favourable prior to the period when the full 
volume of sewage is attained. .

On page 7 of Mr. Henson’s paper it states that “ rainwater falling on yards will no doubt be 
polluted, but not more so than the water from street surfaces, which, according to the report, is to be 
excluded from the sewers, and rightly so ; and the yard water should be treated in a similar manner.’’ 
It is manifest, therefore, that the author advocates the discharge of fouled waters from back yards into 
the open water-courses. During heavy rainfalls the dilution would of course be as great as in the case of 
the proposed sewers and such discharge would be unobjectionable, because the stormwaters from the' 
entire surface of each watershed would effectually wash the filth down the channel's ; but on the other- 
hand, the effect of slight rainfalls only in hot weather would be such as to merely disturb the accumulated 
filth and probably convey it a short distance, instead of effectually carrying it away in the sewers, as 
would be the case under the proposed scheme,—an obviously more sanitary arrangement. ' ■ ■ ■ .

There is therefore an inconsistency in the remarks. In the case of the proposed system he'objects 
to highly diluted filth being discharged into the natural water-courses during times of heavy rainfall, but 
he apparently approves of polluted yard waters being so discharged, whether the rainfall is slight or heavy.

• With reference to the statement that a heavy thunderstorm in the northern area would surcharge 
the main sewers and cause an overflow of diluted sewage into the open channels on the southern water
shed, I think that it must have required a great stretch of imagination on the author’s part to have 
assumed such conditions and results. ' It would be, to say the least, a somewhat peculiar and remarkable 
circumstance to find that a heavy thunderstorm should fall precisely on the northern slopes between 
Leichhardt and Strathfield, and that no rain should fall on the southern slopes. The thunderstorm on 
September 21st last, was remarkably limited in its range, but the heavy rainfall extended throughout the 
city and western suburbs, and on both the northern and southern slopes. Assuming however, that such a 
storm as Mr. Henson refers to did take place at Ashfield, Burwood, and Strathfield during the period of 
maximum sewage flow, the temporary rise in the flow line in the intercepting chamber at the. head of the, 
outfall sewer would not exceed 6 inches. The effect of such a storm on the western branch, although it 
would bring the overflows on the northern area into operation, could not possibly surcharge the sewer on 
the southern side of the main ridge. At the Ashfield end of the tunnel the sewer would flow about £ 
full, whereas at the Marrickville end, for the reasons already expressed on p. 4 the depth of flow would' 
be 3'25 feet only. . •.

. Sewer Ventilation. '
. _ Deference has already been made to the presence of foul gases m sewers and to the necessity for
efficient ventilation. It might also be-pointed out that however possible it may be to make a wilderness- 
“ blossom as a rose,” it is utterly put of the question to make and use sewers and drains which are 
invariably free from foul smells. The main sewers, however, will not become “ huge gasholders”- as-asserted' 
by Mr. Henson. They will be isolated in sections by means of 'flaps'and shafts, and'the'submains and

subsidiary
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subsidiary sewers will also be discounected. There is no royal road to efficient sewer ventilation, but of 
the various systems which have been tried, none have proved so beneficial as those by which fresh air is 
admitted to the sewers in sufficiently large volumes to dilute the foul air and carry it off by means of 
proper shafts. This can be done effectually, and is one of the best safeguards against the danger, of 
accumulations of gas in sewers. To thoroughly prove the efficiency of sewer ventilation, it is necessary to 
make observations in the sewer to determine the velocity of the currents, the temperature and humidity, 
and the chemical constituents of the sewer air. It has been found by experience, that, with, sufficient 
openings for the admission of fresh air and ample flushing, the temperature of sewer air can be 
reduced from 59° to 52°. If sewers can be kept below 55°, it is asserted that gases, of putrefaction will 
seldom be found. Carbonic acid is the principal gas inimical to health found in fairly-constructed 
sewers. Pure air has 332 parts in 1,000,000; but it has been ascertained that a ventilated sewer has 
1,000 parts, and an unventilated sewer no less than 23,000 parts, in 1,000,000. .

One of the latest systems of sewer ventilation in England is that invented by Mr. Harrington, 
formerly Mayor of Eyde, in the Isle of Wight, and which .was applied under my superintendence in 
London in 1884. Particulars of the system and results of the observations subsequently made, are to be 
found in the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers for May, 1886. The plan was 
first tried in connection with a comparatively new sewer in Jubilee Place, Chelsea, which had frequently 
been complained of as smelling offensively, and the system effectually remedied all cause of complaint. 
The principle consists in forcing fresh air into a sewer by means of specially-devised wind cowls, fixed 
at a height of 20 or 30 feet above the surface, and connected to downcast shafts ; thus diluting the gas 
generated in the sewers, and driving out the foul air above the houses by means of Upcast shafts.

On testing the efficiency of the system in 1881, at a time when the wind tvas blowing at the rate 
of 4 miles an hour only, I found that 4,300 cubic feet of fresh air passed into and through the sewer in 
twenty-eight minutes, which was equivalent to a complete displacement of the sewer air fifty-one times a 
day. A further series of tests were made by Mr. (x. R. Strachan, Assoc. M.Inst. C.E., between Eebruary 
26th and April 11th, 1885, who recorded ithe results in the before-mentioned paper. He states that 
during the forty-four days the gaseous contents of the sewer were changed on the average every 31} 
minutes, or forty-six times a day, simply by the force of the wind on a self-acting cowl. The beneficial 
effect of this current on the interior of the sewers was most obvious, as instead of the slimy coating of 
bluish-white matter so frequently found adhering to the crown and sides of sewers ventilated by 
ordinary “ open” street gratings, there was dryness for at least 100 feet on each side of the downcast 
shaft. The moisture at the further end near the upcast shafts was more apparent, but clean as compared 
with that of an ordinary sewer. The air passing out of the upcast shafts had a very slight smell of sewer 
gas, but none of the inhabitants of the locality complained of any annoyance therefrom. Before I lelt 
London, the residents petitioned the authorities to extend the system, and this has been done with equally 
satisfactory results.

I am decidedly of opinion that the local conditions of the western suburbs are favourable to such 
a system of sewer ventilation. The strong winds which prevail here in the summer could unquestionably 
be made to act beneficially in drying the moisture on the sides of the sewers, and in constantly diluting 
and expelling the foul air. . #

Since the date of the report on the western suburbs sewerage scheme, several interesting facts 
having reference to the results of good drainage have appeared. It must, however, be understood that 
“ efficient disconnection and thorough ventilation of the house drains ” form a most vital part in. good 
drainage. In a recent address, Sir George Bruce, the President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 
stated that “ it is now known to be perfectly easy to prevent with absolute certainty the passage of 
sewer gas into the interior of houses, and to mitigate almost entirely any offence from public sewers, by 
providing numerous openings into them, so as to secure a full and free intermixture of common air.” In 
a paper read last year by Sir Douglas Gallon, K.C.B., it was stated that “ in England the average number 
of lives saved by sanitary improvements in the five years, 1880 to 1884, has been 102,240 per annum.”

The immense importance of making proper provision for the escape of sewer gas is clearly shown 
by recent events at Baltimore, U.S. A., where, owing to the greatnumber of fatal cases of scarlet fever and 
diptheria, the authorities instituted stringent regulations regarding the construction of house-drainage 
works. The regulations came into operation in 1884. The deaths from scarlet fever in the previous year 
amounted to 334, but they subsequently decreased to 36 in 1887. Mortality from diptheria was also 
greatly influenced by the reform, being reduced by one-half. We have frequently seen what has been 
accomplished in other parts of the world, but, coming nearer home, the results achieved at Adelaide are 
far too important to be overlooked. Before the commencement of the drainage works, the annual death- 
rate was 23'55 per thousand, but in 1886 it was reduced to 14‘34, whilst the deaths from zymotic diseases 
were reduced from 217 to 98 per annum in the same period. *

Conclusion.
Mr. Henson has had the advantage of a scheme to criticise, but beyond a general advocacy of. the 

absolutely-separate system, he has submitted no counter proposal for consideration. It is true that in a 
former paper on the “ sanitary aspect of the suburbs ” he foreshadowed a course for the sewerage of the 
suburbs, viz., “ to treat each valley separately, and to conduct the sewage therefrom to filter-beds on 
reclaimed areas in the vicinity of the heads of the bays or coves.” I have only to remark that such a 
system would mean the establishment of a series of sewage farms throughout the district, would involve a 
considerable outlay for pumping, and would be enormously costly to initiate and maintain. Mr. Henson’s 
alternative scheme was “ to collect the sewage at the various outfalls and pump it to such an elevation as 
may be necessary to enable it to descend by gravitation to the coast or to some sewage farm.” This, too, 
to say the least, is a proposal necessitating a totally uncalled for outlay and annual expense. . .

In the proposed scheme every care has been observed to adopt the latest and most scientific sanita
tion to both the existing and prospective conditions of the suburbs. Doubtless, however, certain of the 
details would be amended in practice ; but the principle is sound. When the works are completed and 
in reasonable operation, more especially as the main sewers will intercept new sewers and drains only, 
instead of a network of old and defective sewers, I am convinced that the scheme will be found one of the 
most effective which could be desired, and that its efficiency will be undoubted.

GEORGE H. STAYTOH, M. Inst. C. E. 
Nov. 12. 1888.

0 3,
To the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage.
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.—SEWERAGE OF WESTERN SUBURBS. 

Reports and other papers relating to tlie Sewerage of tlie Borough of Burwood. '

Letter from tlie Bunvood Council to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir, Council Chambers, Borough of Burwood, 25 July, 18S8.

In reply to your letter of the 17th instant, notifying that if the plans and estimate of the 
sewerage scheme for Burwood, prepared by Mr. Charles Cowdery, C.E., be submitted for the inspection 
of the Minister for Works, a day will be appointed to receive a deputation from this Council on the 
subject, I have the honor herewith to enclose Mr. Cowdery’s report, including therein his estimate of the 
cost of the works ; and under cover of brown paper, also herewith, fourteen sheets of plans and section, 
showing the manner in which he proposes it should be carried out. .

It is, of course, to be understood that the report, together with the fourteen sheets of drawings 
accompanying same, are the property of, and to be returned to, Mr. Cowdery.

When the date is fixed by the Minister, kindly allow sufficient time that I may notify the Mayor 
and Aldermen to attend. I have, &c.,

W. REDFEARN,
----------  Council Clerk.

B.C., Mr. Bennett, with report and plans.—J.B., 26/7/88. Will Mr..Stayton please look 
through the plans herewith, make a rough approximate estimate of cost, and prepare a comparison with 
the Departmental proposal, dealing with Mr. Cowdery’s figures, and pointing out defects and discrepancies ? 
—W.C.B., 30/7/88. Mr. Stayton, B.C. Report herewith.—G.H.S., 15/8/88. ,

Mr. Charles Cowdery’s Report to the Burwood Council.
To the Mayor and Aldermen of Burwocd,—• .

Gentlemen, 50, Castlereagh-street, Sydney, July, 1888.
I have much pleasure in laying before you for your consideration a scheme for the sewerage of 

Burwood, with plans, sections, &e., of the same. *
’ I propose to take the whole of the sewerage by gravitation, following as nearly as possible the 

natural fall of the land to the Parramatta Road. Burwood is so situated that I have been able to divide 
the system under three sections, which I have coloured differently on plan ; that going in an easterly and 
southerly direction blue, that in a westerly red, and that in a south-westerly yellow. By dividing the 
district in this ’way, I have been enabled to dispense with brick sewers; in all cases using glazed pipes.

From the Parramatta Road I purpose continuing the western and south-western sewers hy two 
separate pipes through the Police paddocks into the Government reserve, to a point shown on plan, and 
where I purpose putting in a screening tank, after which the sewage will be taken to the sewerage farm. 
The easterly sewer will be conducted to the sewerage farm in a similar manner. • '

I propose reclaiming from Hen and Chicken Bay, some -10 acres of land, to be used as a sewerage 
farm, the sewage to be treated under the Intermittent Downward Filteration principle ; this is carried out 
in the following manner :—The whole of the filtering area should be drained 6 feet under the surface, as 
shown on plan, and the surface properly prepared as per plan; the sewage should then be admitted on the 
surface through properly constructed channels, the ground being prepared for crops ; all the liquid that 
the earth and crops do not absorb, must then pass through at least 6 feet of earth before it reaches the 
underground pipes ; it will then be conducted by them to the effluent chamber, where it will be found to 
l)e quite bright and clear, andean be no nuisance whatever; the surface will be so arranged, and chambers 
made in the outfall pipes, so that the sewage can be conducted to any part of the farm at will.

In making my calculations, I have allowed for a possible population of 36,371, or at the rate of 
33'065 per acre, but as there are now not more than from five to six thousand, the portion of the farm I 
have coloured red, will be ample for the present requirements. The other portion could be prepared as 
required, thus lessening the burden to the present population.

I may say that the reclaiming of this portion of the Bay will be a great boon to the inhabitants, 
for in its present state of mud and filth, it is an abominable nuisance, and as I purpose putting a bank or 
road across the Bay, 20 feet wide, it will be found of great convenience by the residents of the district. 
It will also immensely improve the Government reserve, which is now worthless, but will then become of 
value, as the tide will not be able to reach it.

In order to allow7 the surface of the farm to be kept as low as possible, I have allowed for an area 
inside the bank or road to be excavated to low water mark, with self-acting tide flaps and pipes through 
bank ; into this all the effluent water will run, and not direct into the Bay. This area is sufficiently large 
to allow the effluent to be constantly discharging at any state of the tide, and will empty itself into the 
Bay as the tide lowers. •

The material for raising the levels of the filtering areas could be procured—some from the surplus 
from the sewer trenches ; and the rest out of the Government reserve, between Stanley and Gibbs streets, 
where I should think, the Government would allow it to be excavated in consideration of the immense 
improvement the works v-ould be to the reserve.

Provision can easily be made for irrigating the Police paddock and Government reserve, which in 
dry seasons would be a great advantage.

I also purpose straightening the ditch now running through the reserve.
I have given this matter great consideration, and am of opinion that the “ Intermittent Downward 

Filteration ’’ is the best to meet all the requirements of Bunvood. I feel sure the success of a sewerage 
farm here will be greater than at any place in England, as this country being so much drier, it will of 
necessity take more sewage per acre, and the crops will grow much more rapidly.

I cannot see that, the Government can have any objection to this scheme, as I believe they purpose 
treating the sewage under Mr. Stayton’s scheme in a similar manner. Now if there can by any possible 
means, be found any objection to the situation of the farm, as proposed by me, there must be an equal or 
greater objection to a larger one, situated at Botany. In
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In Mr. Stayton’s scheme he provides for a single brick sewer, running in an easterly direction through, 
the borough, with a uniform gradient of one in 1500, the proportionate cost of which, for Burwood, will 
he 662,574, independent of which the whole of the reticulation pipes, some 22 miles, would have to be 
laid. The reticulation on my scheme I estimate at 628,995. Under Mr. Stayton’s scheme it would 
probably cost more, as all that portion lying north of the line of the main sewer, would have to be carried 
against the natural fall of the land, and therefore taken to a greater depth, in any ease the reticulation 
will have to be done, and must be added to the 662,574. Now the cost of my outfall works, that is from 
the Parramatta Eoad to and including the sewerage farm, should be taken as against Mr. Stayton’s 
662,574; the work actually required to be done at the present time I estimate at 614,160, but as the 
population increases that amount will have to be increased to 633,455. This takeii from Mr. Stayton’s 
scheme leaves a balance in favour of my scheme of some 629,119, or on the present expenditure of 
648,414. The total cost of my scheme including the reticulation is 662,450, or as near as possible the 
same as Mr. Stayton’s scheme for the main sower only. You will also have some 40 acres of land. .
, It will be seen by plan that I drain the whole of the borough by gravitation,- no portion of it 
requiring, to be pumped. There is a portion of Burwood that lies too low to be drained by gravitation 
into Mr. Stayton’s system, these on page 20 of his report, he proposes not to deal with at present. It. is 
“ considered that the actual volume of sewage to be dealt with below the gravitation level will not only be 
relatively small, but when diluted its discharge into deep water would be inoffensive; and as portions of some 
of the areas front the Parramatta Eiver, it is quite possible that under proper arrangements, the drainage 

. from the several houses thereon, might be so conducted as to discharge below low-water mark, and thus 
obviate considerable expense in the construction of sewers in extreme cases.” This I contend should on 
no consideration be allowed, and would cause more nuisance than any sewerage farm, and as there are 
some 1,100 acres so situated in the western suburbs, I consider it not a very small matter, but altogether 
is of about the same area as Burwood.

In calculating the proportional cost for Burwood, of Mr. Stayton’s scheme I have taken the total 
cost of the scheme 6830,304 which is for a population of 482,608, the population which is possible for 
Burwood, 1,100 acres x 33'005 per acre equals a total of 36,371, the proportion for which will be 662,574.

My scheme could be carried out at once while Mr. Stayton’s will be some years before it is in a 
state to admit the reticulation of Burwood.

In Mr. Stayton’s scheme, the cost of main sewer for Burwood 662,574, added to the 
reticulation 628,995, gives 691,569 or 62 10s. 4d. per head of probable population. Total cost of my 
scheme 662,450, or equal to 61 14s. 4d. per head of probable population ; thus showing a saving of 16s. 
per head in favour of my scheme.
' One great advantage of my scheme is that the lengths of sewers being short the sewage matter is 
carried through them and treated on the farm before decomposition has had time to take place.

I will quote a few remarks from J. Bailey Denton, Esq., C.E., for whom I have carried out several 
works. He is, I believe, the greatest sanitary engineer using this principle.

. Great Malvern.—There are 1.1-j acres prepared for intermittent filteration and 24 acres for surface 
irrigation. The filtering areas are 11 in number, each area approximately one acre in extent, and such is 
the absorbent character of the soil, now that it is thoroughly drained, that the whole of the present dry 
weather sewerage, some 350,000 gallons, has been disposed of for several days in succession on a single 
area, and effluent of a superior character obtained at the same time. Balance in favour of farm for 1884, 
6162 15s. Id.

Kendal (Westmoreland).—Mr. Banks, Borough Surveyor, writes to Mr. Denton:—“I have now 
given up being Borough Surveyor, and have discontinued the management of the farm ; a Committee have 
it in hand. I however take great interest in it, as I think it one of the most successful schemes for 
dealing with sewage that there is in the country.”

The farmer who is farming the sewerage farm at Abingdon, Berkshire, objects to the solid ingredients 
of the sewage being removed from the liquid, saying, “ the richer the sewage the better I like it.”

. Porfair (Scotland).—There was a balance in favour of the farm for the year 1882-3 of 6247 6s. 2-jd., 
and 1883-5 of 6284/0/0. . .
' The Eivers Pollution Commissioners said it would be difficult to decide between filteration and 
irrigation, but there are some reasons why the filteration process would seem to have the advantage. In 
the first place, the system and motive of working would be totally different, the purification being the 
principal thing aimed at, and the vegetation only secondary and subsidiary, so that the attention of the 
management would naturally be directed to the quality of the effluent as the chief aim.

Moreover iu filteration ground properly laid out, there ought to be no communication between the 
influent and effluent channels, except through the pores of the land, so that the sewage, in order to get 
away must necessarily pass through the filter. By this means the process of purification becomes not 
optional (as in broad irrigation) but compulsory. .

Dr. Prankland estimates that the sewage from 3,000 people can be used per acre, but Mr. Bailey- 
Denton puts it at 1,000. This quantity has often been exceeded.

By this process no part of the crops above ground is ever touched by the sewage, the sewage being 
distributed by furrows of different depths so regulated as to feed the soil with the liquid and keep back 
the solid matter in the furrows or carriers, which solid matter after the sewage has been turned off that 
section quickly dries and is reduced considerably in the act of drying. It is then dug into the land and 
forms an excellent manure; the crops taking up what moisture they require through the roots only.

Flushing.
' I propose to fix at the positions shown on plan, Doulton’s Automatic Blushing Syphons. These I 

.should advise being filled with the waste water from drinking fountains, the water running from the 
fountain into dog-troughs, arid then to the flushing chamber ; those at the head of 6 in. pipes, to hold 
300 gallons, and those at the end of 9 in. 400 gallons, these to be emptied say once a day. Eor large, 
sized pipes I use Disc Blushing Valves ; in the manholes these will be manipulated by hand, and will 
effectually keep the sewers clean.

Sewers.
. The sewers will all be in Glazed Stoneware, with the joints in tarred gask’in and cement, so'that 

the joint will be perfectly watertight, the pipes to be laid in straight lines from manholes to man-- 
hples dr manholes to lamplioles and true td gradient. Manholes.
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. ' ' ' ' Manholes. ' ’ • ............
'• Manholes to be built at all intersections of streets and change of gradients. ’ ;

Lampholes.
Lampholes to be built where manholes are more than 300 feet apart,

• , - Ventilation. • • ■
This is a very important matter and cannot be given too much attention to. I purpose making the 

manhole and lamphole covers open to admit air, and air shafts to be carried up the houses, in any case’; 
taken above the roofs or above any window of any adjacent house. This will cause a current of air to be 
constantly passing down through the openings in manhole and lamphole covers, and up through the air 
shafts, where the sewers of one line come above the level of the other sewers in a manhole. I fix a flap 
valve over the sewer end, this divides the sewers into sections and improves the ventilation ; at ends of 
streets where there are no houses the air shaft can be carried up the inside of a lamp post, in fact a lamp 
post can be made to answer a triple purpose,—lamp, air shaft, and drinking fountain.

' House connectious. .
In all house drainage I should recommend a combined automatic 20-gal. flushing tank, and grease 

interceptor, and allowr the water from bath and slops to be discharged into it; this will always keep the 
drains well flushed.

Surface Drainage.
. I keep as much surface drainage as possible out of the sewers, and it will be allowed to flow in its 

natural directions to the nearest streams. .
..............................Velocity. -

To prevent deposit in sewers it is necessary to get a velocity of 3 feet per second or 180 feet per 
minute. In no case have I a less than this amount; the flatest gradient being one in 450 for a 24-in-, 
pipe. This.gives a velocity of 200 feet per minute. ■ ’

Trusting you will give this your best consideration,— I am, .
' Yours respectfully,

' • 1 CHAS. COWDERY, ,
--------------------- Sanitary Engineer.

Letter from the Under Secretary for Works to the Burwood Council.
Sir,' ’ ' ' . " Department of Public Works, Sj^dney, 4 September, 1888.

• Referring to your letter of the 25th July, forwarding the report and plans prepared by Mr. 
Charles Cowdery, C.E., for a system of sewerage for the Borough of Burwood, I am directed by thd 
Secretary for Public Works to forward herewith, for the information of your Council, copies of reports 
thereon, which have been received from the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage, and I am to state that 
Mr. Sutherland scarcely thinks it necessary for a deputation to wait upon him in reference to the matter '; 
but if, after 'considering the Departmental reports, the Council still think it desirable to adopt Mr. 
Cowdery’s scheme, they had better take steps to appear before the Parliamentary Standing Committee in 
opposition to the scheme prepared by Mr. Stayton, which has, at Mr. Sutherland’s instance, been referred 
to that body. So far as Mr. Sutherland is concerned, he has no doubt that the latter scheme is by far the 
more efficient and economical; but, notwithstanding this, he will be only too pleased to see the subject 
thoroughly thrashed out.

What, however, Mr. Sutherland desires to impress upon every Municipality is, that what is to be 
done should be done quickly, for every day’s delay means valuable lives lost.

The report and plans forwarded by you are returned herewith. I have, &c., '
' J. BARLING,

The Council Clerk, Burwood. --------------------- Under Secretary. ’

' ' Minute from Engineer-in-Chief for Sew7erago.
- . Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 22 August, 1888.

, Subject: Eorwarding Mr. Stayton’s report on Mr. Cow7dery’s Scheme for the Drainage of Burwood. -
In accordance with the Minister’s instructions to supply report on Mr. Cowdery’s scheme for drainage of 
Burwood, I have to forward a detailed report by Mr. Stayton on same. The objections as to the position 
and level of filter beds and appurtenances are in my opinion, as Mr. Stayton states, fatal to the project. 
They would be entirely inoperative, so that the project would, if carried out, ultimately have to be turned 
into a pumping scheme. All the appliances, filters, &c., are outside the limits of Burwood. Mr. Cow'dery 
compares this farm or filter with that proposed by the Department at Webb’s Grant, but the difference is 
great—one is to be clay debris or mud ; the other is pure sand, and is a proved success.

Mr. Stayton points out that the outfall will discharge less than one-half the quantity stipulated 
for by Mr. Cowdery with maximum flow, and similar deficiencies in the adjoining main sew'er.

■ For a length of over 4,000 feet the sewers, as proposed by Mr. Cowdery, are to be in tunnel which 
he does not propose to line, but simply la}r an earthenware pipe along bottom of tunnel; the escaping 
sewage and gas would permeate the subsoil, and be a most fertile source of sewage gas and illness, and 
the tunnels wmuld in time collapse, when it would be cheaper to abandon the pipes and excavate new. 
tunnels for new pipes than to try to restore the old pipes. :

It is also shown that the drainage of considerable areas within the limit is not provided for. .
Mr. Cowdery, as far as can be seen, under-estimates the cost of his proposal, and over-estimates 

the cost of the Government scheme. Mr. Stayton shows that even by Mr. Cowdery’s own estimates, the 
project designed by him, will cost more than that proposed by the Government.

The management of separate systems of sewerage and dispmsal, will inevitably cost more than a 
concentrated arrangement for1 all, and a separate staff must be provided for each; and, in addition, the 
real or imaginary evils of sewerage disposal.will be repeated in several ocalities, instead of concentrated 
at one point as in the Government scheme. Finally,
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Finally, large expense has been incurred to relieve Port Jackson from all chance of sewage defile
ment, both on the works to Bondi outlet and those proposed for North Shore, and all this outlay will be 
rendered nugatory if each separate locality is to pour its sewage after ^Masf-purification into the Parra
matta Hivcr.
The Under Secretary for Public 'Works. WILLIAM C. BENNETT.

Report from Mr. Gf. H. Stay ton to tlie Engineer-in-Cluef for Sewerage.
Burwood Sewerage. Mr. C. Cowdery’s Scheme.

Me. Cowdery’s scheme is stated to provide for the sewerage of Burwood by gravitation—no portion 
of it requiring to be pumped. He proposes to use pipes throughout, in order that the necessity for 
constructing brick sewers may be dispensed with. The sewage is to be conveyed by two outfall sewers to 
Hen and Chicken Bay, where it is intended to reclaim some 40 acres, which at low-tide consists of mud-flat 
andman grove swamps, and to dispose of the sewage upon the “Intermittent-downward Piltration” principle. 
The scheme includes 24 miles of sewers, and the entire cost is estimated at £02,450.

I have examined the plans, sections, and report, and find that the scheme is so imperfectly pre
pared that if it were carried out it could only result in failure. The following remarks deal with so many 
important points that they are necessarily lengthy, but they have been condensed as far as practicable.

Several municipalities in the western suburbs (especially Burwood) apparently possess obvious 
natural facilities for drainage towards Parramatta liiver, but the difficulty is to secure efficient outfall 
sites locally, without causing nuisance to adjacent districts. This question was fully considered in 
connection with the general scheme for the western suburbs, and it was pointed out in the report that 
grave reasons exist for objecting to the discharge of sewage in any form into the Parramatta Itiver. 
Apart from this, the additional expense incurred in separate management would be unnecessarily great. 
The proposed plan was not designed until local systems were found to be impracticable—unless at a 
largely increased aggregate outlay.

The fatal objection to Mr. Cowdery’s scheme is the intended method of sewage disposal; but apart 
from this, the proposed system of sewers has evidently not received proper consideration, and it is obvious 
that they have not been designed upon the usual scientific principles.

The Borough of Burwood contains an approximate area of 1,100 acres, and an estimated population 
of 5,500 persons. The prospective population provided for in the “ Western Suburbs ” Sewerage Scheme 
is 33,000, being at a rate of 30 persons per acre. Mr. Cowdery’s figures of 36,371, and his comparisons 
of cost deduced therefrom, are so far incorrect.

Outfall Works.
The intermittent-downward filtration process of sewage disposal has been described as similar to 

lung action—taking in and giving out—a “ free ” outlet being a sine qua non. It can only be recom
mended where suitable land can be cheaply acquired, and where 6 feet of earth as a filtration medium 
can be ensured. Solids must be absolutely excluded from the filters, or the earth becomes clogged and 
efficient purification ceases. All authorities agree that the system does not pay commercially7, except 
under the most favourable conditions. “

# Mr. Cowdery’s scheme would not allow the filter beds to have full play, even if suitable and 
sufficient material could be obtained for their formation; neither would a free outlet be secured. The 
level.of high water shown on his sections is 6 inches too low, and instead of the tidal range being 6 feet, 
the limit should not exceed 5 feet 6 inches. Low-water mark is therefore 1 foot higher than shown—an 
important factor in connection with the proposal.

The surface of the filter-beds, according to the sections, will be actually 6 inches below high-water 
mark spring tides, and as the filters ai’e 5 feet deep, the bottom would be level with the low water springs. 
The tide is intended to be kept back by a bank to be formed across the bay, the top being 18 inches above 
high water. * ‘

The effluent from the filter beds is intended to be discharged into an area 5 or 6 acres in 
extent, to be formed behind the bank, by excavating to low-water mark; its final discharge into the bay 
at low-water being through the bank by means of two 30-in. iron pipes, fitted with tidal flaps.

The above area or reservoir would not, however, be restricted to the effluent from the river beds, 
for the reason that it forms the natural outlet for the storm waters from more than one-third of the 
Burwood watershed. During continuously heavy rainfalls, especially if such rains fell two or three hours 
before high water, the reservoir would fill up and the filters and bank would be seriously damaged, if not 
destroyed. The. proposed outlet pipes would be insufficient to carry off such storm waters, even at low 
spring-tides; it is therefore obvious that the filters would be liable to back-flooding. The prospective 
maximum dry-weather flow at neap-tides would mean complete saturation of the lower part of the filter 
beds for several days at a time, because the entire effluent could not be drawn off as at low water spring
tides. A. rainfall of 2-in. per day only, in addition to the maximum sewage flow, would rapidly fill the 
reservoir on a rising tide. The foi’egoing are some of the risks which would be incurred on the land side 
of the bank, but there is also a great probability that the tide flaps would occasionally fail in their action, 
in which case sea water would gain access to the filter beds. '

. The level of the filtration area is such that it would be impossible for the filters to constant!y- 
discharge a purified effluent “ at any state of the tide,” and instead of the beforementioned “ lung action” 
going on, the frequent sealing of the effluent outlets by back waters would so completely drench the filter 
beds at the lower part as to render them utterly incapable of purifying the sewage. As the filters could 
not be effectually oxidised, they would speedily become congested or clogged, and thus create an intolerable 
nuisance—quite the reverse of the “ boon ’’ to the inhabitants which Mr. Cowdery asserts that the recla-. 
mation would effect. "

The situation of the outfall sewers, the screening tanks, and the filtration areas, is entirely outside 
the municipal boundary of Burwood. It is in fact partly in Eivedock and partly in Concord; and the 
scheme could not therefore be effected without special Parliamentary powers, which would, no doubt, be 
opposed by both municipalities. ’ ’

. Neither the report nor the plans contain sufficient information to enable me to prepare any 
serviceable estimate of the cost of the proposed outfall works. The local conditions are unfavorable to

construction
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construction except at an excessive outlay. The excavated material for forming tlie filter beds would 
doubtless be of clay, shale, or other impervious nature, and it has long since been determined that the 
former can only be used in sewage filters, in the form of burnt-ballast. There are strong indications at 
the Fivedock end of the bank that rock would have to be excavated to enable filter beds to be formed, and 
it would be necessary to sink trial holes or make borings in other parts to ascertain the nature of the 
bottom and depth of mud. The greater part of the land marked “ Government Eeserve ” on plan is too 
lew and altogether of an unsuitable nature for irrigation as proposed, and it could not be so used unless 
efficient drainage is provided.

The intermittent-downward system of filtration has not been largely adopted in England on account 
of the expense. Mr. Cowdery states that his scheme would be successful; but can he point to an instance 
where such a farm has been established below high-water mark ? .1 know of none.

. I’rom the foregoing observations it wall readily be understood why the site is so stronglv condemned 
as being utterly unfitted for the proposed process. Mr. Cowdery submits that “if there'can by any 
possible means be found any objections to the situation of the farm, there must be an equal or greater 
objection to a larger one at Botany.’ There is, however, a most important difference in the respective 
schemes, inasmuch as the sewage would be delivered at Botany at a level of 9 feet above high-water mark 
instead of 4 foot below. IVEoreover, the filtration medium consists of a free sandy soil, and open subsoil of 
the most desirable description, entirely above sea level. The success of the farm at Webb’s Grant, and 
its efficacy ay a sewage purifier, has already been amply demonstrated. 4he maximum velocity of the 
sewers comprised in the G-overnment scheme is such that only three hours would elapse before the 
sewage of Burwood would be delivered at Webb's Grant; a period sufficiently short to obviate any 
question of sewage decomposition during its transit, as referred to in Mr. Cowdery’s report.

. Outfall Sewers.
. The total length of the eastern and western outfall sewers is nearly 8,0C0 feet, and, for an average 

distance of 400 yards north of the Parramatta Boad, the sewers w7ould be underground ; but the remainder 
(5,600 feet) is entirely above the existing surface level, and would have to be formed in an embankment, 
the maximum height being 7 feet. The invert level of the outfalls at their extremities is 1 foot below 
high water mark spring tides. .

The combined maximum discharge _of sewage and rainfall which the outfall sewers should be 
capable of canying off amounts to 1,320 cubic feet per minute, but the discharging capacity of the combined 
outfalls when flowing half-full, is 313 cubic feet only. The eastern outfall consists of an 18-in. pipe at 
an inclination of 1 in 453, and its discharging capacity when flowing half-full is 151 cubic feet per minute. 
It is intended, however, to carry off the contents of a 24-in. pipe sewer at 1 in 450, together with a 9-in. 
pipe at 1 m 74 ; the combined discharging capacities of which, when flowing hall-full, amount to no less 
than 382 cubic feet per minute. The western outfall sewer has a similar discharging capacity of 1G2 
cubic feet, but the sewers emptying into it would deliver 483 cubic feet per minute when flowing half-full. 
It is therefore quite evident that m his anxiety to avoid brick sewers, Mir. Cowrdery has failed to provide 
effective substitutes. J 1
. extra fall has been al 1 owed at the screening lanks or change of gradient, and no step in the
invert is provided where the outfall sewers join the main sewers. In one instance this is especially 
remarkable, inasmuch as the junction is at a right angle, and yet the invert levels are preciselv similar.

Main Sewers.
. The directions and levels of the eastern and western main sewers have not been skilfully designed. 

In its course, the eastern main sewer contains no less than fifteen right angles, and the diameter diminishes 
from 24 to 6 inches. The western main has from 18 to 20 right angles and similarly diminishes. "While 
credit is apparently taken in every case for the discharge due to the gradients shown on the sections, 
no allowance whatever is made for the difference in the size of the pipes, the gradients being calculated 
on the uniform inclination of invert; nor is there any allowance for the number of right-angled junctions, 
which w ould absorb an additional. 8 or 10 feet of the fall to secure the calculated velocity. The amend
ments which are therefore absolutely essential would materially affect the dimensions and inclinations of 
the entire system of sewers shown on Mr. Cowdery’s plan.

Subsidiary Sewers.
There can be no doubt whatever that the construction of the subsidiary sewers would he more costly 

than under the Government scheme, in consequence of the greater facilities ottered by the latter in tlie 
intended main intercepting sewer which runs through Burwood and the branch sewers which extend to 
Parramatta Boad.

Similar defects as to invert levels and absence of steps at the manholes are also apparent in the 
proposed lateral sewers, as already explained in reference to the main sewers. In several streets the 
sewers are too deep to admit of a convenient and inexpensive mode of connecting house drainage, and in 
others, sewers wouM he laid at so shallow7 a depth as to he useless for house drainage purposes. In some 
instances, the sewers would be above the existing surface-level, whilst in several parts of streets no 
sewers whatever are provided, the surface being too low' to permit of drainage by gravitation.

In such a case as the Parramatta Boad, w'hero a portion of the sewer is over 30 feet deep, a supple
mental server at a shallower level will he required for house drainage connections, the same as intended 
in similar instances in the Government scheme. The other streets, whci’e sewers arc from 20 to 33 feet 
deep are Eailway Parade, Conder-strcct, Hornsey-strcet, Lang-strcet, and Willie-street. The total 
length of sewers in these streets at a greater depth than 20 feet is nearly 4,000 feet, and tunnelling must 
necessarily be resorted to in construction. Such provision has been made in the Government scheme, and, 
except where the headings are in rock, they will he lined so as to provide permanent access in case of 
necessary repair or accidental stoppage. The sewer in Eitzroy-street, although 5 or 6 feet deep, would 
not be at a sufficiently low level to drain the back yards of the houses on the south side, and in Milton- 
street and part of Eneas Boad, the sewer is about 2 feet deep only. Before devising a system of lateral 
sewers it is always essential to ascertain particulars of the levels of hack yards, where^the adjacent land is 
below the street level.

Sewers are shown to be above the street-levels at Parramatta Bead, near the Avenue, the Avenue, 
Crogan-street, Lang-street, and Belgrave-street. and on the south side of Parramatta Boad, towards Esher.

' 20-Y . ’ street.
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street. Tliis would necessitate raising the surface level of the streets and the land before house drains 
could be connected. At the east end of Ethel-street the sewer is shown to pass through a house at a 
depth of about 4 feet.

Areas Omitted.
Mr. Cowdery submits that “ by his plan he drains the whole of the borough by gravitation.” I 

find, however, that no sewers are provided for the following streets, the levels being presumably 
unfavourable for gravitation, viz.:—

Shaftesbury Eoad, Brooklyn-street to Eailway, for a distance of about 400 feet.
„ south of Parramatta Eoad, „ 500 „ .

Parramatta Eoad, lowest parts, „ 1,600 ,,
Burwood Eoad, north end, ,, 1,300 „
Lang-street, part of, „ 300 „
Eussell-street, west part, ,, 700 „
Norwick-street, west part, „ 600 „
Lyon-street, west part, ,, 500 „
Parnell-street, west part, „ 300 ,,

With regard to the proposal to ventilate certain sewers by means of street lamp-posts, I have only 
one remark to make, viz., that in England the plan has been found useless and dangerous, and that the 
idea has long since been abandoned. And with respect to Mr. Cowdery’s statement that in no case would 
the velocity of the sewers be less than 180 per minute, I would call attention to an instance in Parramatta 
Eoad where the velocity of a 12-in. pipe does not exceed 158 feet per minute.

On page 6 of Mr. Cowdery’s report he condemns an alleged proposal to drain some 1,100 acres of 
the low-lying areas of the western suburbs direct into the Parramatta Eiver, and quotes a portion of a 
paragraph in my report. Had he carefully read the entire paragraph he would have seen that there was 
not the slightest intention of doing any such thing. Burwood is distinctly referred to as containing two 
low-level areas to be hereafter dealt with in such manner that the sewage therefrom would be carried 
away to Botany, for which purpose provision has been made in the intercepting sewers, as described in a 
previous sentence in the same paragraph.

Cost of Works.
Mr. Cowdery estimates the total cost of his scheme at :662,450; but, in the absence of details of 

construction and other particulars upon which estimates are usually based, I am not in a position to state 
what the probable cost would amount to. I have seen sufficient, however, to enable me to form the opinion 
that his outfall and sewage farm works would entail a very large outlay. Mr. Cowdery’s mode of comparing 
the cost of the Government scheme according to the prospective population is entirely wrong ; but even 
on his principle the figures should not exceed £56,776 for the main sewerage, or £85,776 in all. It will 
be seen by the accompanying extract from the Sydney Morning Herald that Mr. Cowdery recently gave 
the proportional cost of the Government scheme as £109,222 (instead of £56,775), and he asserted that 
a local scheme could be carried out at one-third of the cost of the former. Now, one-third of £85,770 is 
£28,590, whereas his local scheme is now estimated to cost £62,450. Mr. Cowdery entirely omits any 
reference to working expenses and maintenance.

Annual Cost.
The proper basis on which the cost of sewerage works should be apportioned is the annual ratable 

value of the district in question. The expense of the sewerage of London and suburbs and of all large 
cities in England has been satisfactorily decided on this principle. The ratable value of Burwood was 
recently returned at £55,000, or about l-26th of the entire ratable value of the western suburbs. If, on 
completion of the works, the ratable value is l-26th ol the estimated total of £2,000,000, it will have 
increased to £77,000.

Annual cost of Mr. Cowdery s scheme.
6 per cent, on £62,450 ... ... ... ...
Add working expenses and general maintenance ... ...

£3,747
400

Total ... ... ... ... £4,147
Estimated annual cost of Government scheme.

Eate of 6'68d. in the £ on £77,000 ... ... ... .. £2,1-13
Add interest and repayment on cost of subsidiary sewers, 6 per cent, on

(say) £25,000 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,500
Add proportional cost of pumping sewage from low-level area ... 350

Total ... ... ... ... ... £3,993
Assuming therefore that Mr. Cowdery’s scheme could be carried out at his estimate, and setting 

aside for the moment the question of its impracticability, the financial question proves beyond doubt that 
the annual cost of the Government scheme compares favourable with a local one.

GEO. H. STATTON,
Sewerage Branch, August 15th., 1888. M. Inst. C. E.

Letter from the Burwood Council to the Under Secretary.
' Council Chambers, Borough of Burwood. 25 September, 1SS8.

To the Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney,—
Sir,

Sewerage Scheme for Western Suburbs.
I have the honor to give you below copy of a resolution passed at a special meeting of this 

Council held last night on the above subject: “ That this Council having considered the sewerage schemes 
of the Government and of Mr. Cowdery, gives its hearty support to the comprehensive scheme of the 
Government.” I have, &c.,

HENEY LIPSCOMB,
_ —------------- Mayor.

Letter
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Letter from the Burwood Council to the Under Secretary.

' ' Council Chambers, Borough of Burwood, 22 October, 1888. ‘
To the Under Secretary for Public Works, Sydney,—

Sir, '
- By the request of Mr. C. Cowdery, C.E., to this Council, and under a resolution carried thereon,
I have the honor, by direction of His Worship the Mayor of Burwood, to forward you, under a separate 
cover per book post, Mr. Cowdery’s reply to the criticisms of Messrs. Bennett and Stayton upon his 
sewerage scheme for the Borough of Burwood, and to ask that you will kindly submit same to the 
Honorable the Minister for Works for his perusal. I have, &c ,

W. BBDFEARN.
----------  Council Clerk.

Beads.—J.B., B.C., 24/10/88. Mr. Stayton for reply. The best course in this case will be to 
prepare a paper for the Committee.—W.C.B., 26/10/88. Mr. Stayton, B.C. Memo, submitted — 
G-.H.S., 27/11/88. '

Mr. Cowdery’s reply to the Departmental criticisms.
50 Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 21 September, 1888. 

To the Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough of Burwood,— /
Gentlemen,

I now beg to lay before you my reply to Mr. Stayton’s criticism on my scheme for the 
sewerage of Burwood. I could not have expected a very favourable report from the author of a rival 
scheme, and think the criticism should have come from some independent person; but I will endeavour to 
answer any objections Mr. Stayton has made. I should therefore be glad if you would read Mr. Stayton’s 
report with this as I purpose taking each item as they appear.
■_ Mr. Stayton states the question was fully considered in connection with the general scheme, and 
it "was pointed out that grave reasons exist for objecting to the discharge of sewerage of any form 
into the Parramatta River. Why, may I ask, under these conditions, does Mr. Stayton terminate his 
sewer at Strathfield ? What is to become of Rookwood, Auburn, Granville and Parramatta, all having a 
watershed toward the Parramatta River, and with a considerable population ? I suppose that it was not 
convenient to go farther than Strathfield, where his sewer ends at a level of 36-76 feet, above high water, 
the sewer ending at a size of 3 ft. 9 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. He evidently does not intend to continue this 
farther. If, therefore, it is not intended to include the abovenamed places, why should he include 
Burwood at such an enormous cost.

The separate management will not cost so much as the proportional cost of pumping it. In fact 
there will be a profit from the farm. This I will show further on.

Mr. Stayton accuses me of not properly considering my scheme, and that I have not designed it 
upon the usual scientific principles. I will call Mr. Stayton’s attention to the old proverb : “ Those who 
live in glass houses should not throw stones,” and leave it with you to judge which is the more suitable 
scheme. •

Population.
This is too- trivial, the difference in population is so small. I have taken the average prospective 

population of the western suburbs. (See p. 8 of Mr. Stayton’s Report.) Mr. Stayton has taken Burwood
n I r»TJ

’ . Outfall Works.
Mr. Stayton states that the system does not pay commercially, except under the most favourable 

.circumstances, therefore he spends some £56,775 to take it to what he considers a most suitable place. 
Wouldn’t it be more advisable to spend £14,160 now, or £33,455 distributed over (say) 20 or 30 years, 
in the neighbourhood, to make a suitable place, and thus save £42,615 and £23,320 respectively ?

_ Solids, Mr. Stayton states, must be absolutely excluded from the filters. We will see what Mr; 
Bailey Denton says on this matter. “ Experience has not warranted these fears ; but at the same time, 
it appears to be advisable previously to separate the solids” to some extent. It is certain that the more 
the liquids approach clarification the less land will be required, and the less danger will there bo of 
unpleasant odours. For a small number of people (say 500 to the acre), the sewage may be applied as it 
comes, leaving the grosser matter to become amalgamated with the soil; but if the number be increased 
the previous removal of the sludge would be desirable, and for 1,000 or more, it would probably become 
absolutely necessary. .

Levels.
Mr. Stayton is in error here. He has evidently not tried the levels, and should not make statements 

without first proving them. My high water is taken from actual high-water in the Bay, the levels being 
connected to the levels of streets in your possession. Mr. Stay-ton has evidently taken high-water at 
Sydney, which is not the same as at Hen and Chicken Bay. It will thus be seen that he is in error about 
the levels of filtering areas. I may also state that the surface of each bed towards Burwood is 3 inches 
higher than the one more remote.

Mr. Stayton states that the area for water inside the bank is not restricted to the effluent from the 
filter beds, but is the natural outlet for more than one-third of Burwood. Again Mr. Stayton is in error. 
It is a fourth, and this is not intended to be allowed to run into the water area. The major part will be 

■ conducted outside the filter area. This will reduce the area which will drain into the water area to about 
50 acres, or a twenty-second part of the area of Burwood. Now, as the area inside the bank is 5|- acres, 
it is obvious that if the 50 -acres are subject to the very heavy downpour of 1 inch per hour it could only 
raise the water in the reserve a little under 9 inches per hour. At the same time, the effluent would be 
discharging at the rate of about 4 inches per hour, so that it would be seen that if the pipes through the 
bank were not discharging at all it would take something like five hours before any damage could possibly 
be done ; but as the outlet pipes will be discharging (say) half that time, they will be reducing the water 
at the rate of about 4 inches per hour. This amount of rainfall is never likely to occur; but even if it did 
it could not damage the irrigation works, as all the effluent chambers will be provided with tidal valves.

It
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It will be seen, Mr. Stayton states 2 inches per day; I hare allowed 5 inches in five hours. If, providing 
the flap-valves on tide side of bank fail—a very improbable case—no damage would be the result. It would 
simply stop the action of the lower filter-beds whilst the tide was up. .

Mr. Stayton seems to harp about the level of the filter areas, but, as I have previously shown that 
he is not correct, it is unnecessary for me to refer further to it. The. filters can act at any state of the 
tide, and in the event of a heavy rainfall the beds at the higher level would be used, and nothing would 
cause “ an intolerable nuisance.” The ordinary fine-weather discharge from the effluent chambers will not 
raise the water area more than inches per hour.

The filter area is, I take it, in neither Five Dock or Concord, but on neutral ground, and I do not 
anticipate much opposition from either. I have lately had an interview with the Mayor of Five Dock, and 
he stated that they should only be too pleased to have a farm there ; and I believe one of the aldermen 
wished they had several of them in their neighbourhood. They would also be pleased to join with Burwood 
to drain a portion of their borough situated near Burwood. This would cheapen Burwood’s work, and be 
a convenience to Five Dock. From Concord I do not anticipate much opposition, for only at the last 
meeting of the Council one alderman proposed that they should oppose a sewage farm, but could not get 
a seconder.

Again, I will refer to Mr. Bailey Denton as to material for fibers: —<:Withington, Lancashire.—The 
land situated for the treatment of the sewage is situated close to the Mersey, at a point where Charlton 
Brook joins that river. Before embanking, this land was subject to frequent floodings. The soil is an 
alluvial deposit, partly of a free character, well adapted for filteration, and partly of a loam, inclining to 
clay, which, though porous as clay, is very much less active than the remainder of the farm. The whole 
of the utilised land has been drained about 5 feet deep at intervals between the drains, varying according 
to the porosity of the soil.” This is very similar to what we shall have to contend with. Again, speaking 
of Merthyr, he says : “No arbitrary law applicable to all soils was intended to be laid down at Merthyr. 
Every day’s experience since that work has served to prove that with the most suitable free soils it is 
hardly possible to overcharge them with liquids, or to overtax their cleansing powers; whereas in less 
suitable clayey and peaty soils the limit of absorptive power is reached before one-quarter of the liquid 
that would be absorbed by gravity, and sandy land is applied.” If we avoid the denser clays as altogether 
unsuitable (unless they are so altered in their condition by mixing, burning, &c, as to lose their natural 
character), and regulate the application of the sewage to other soils within the limits of 1,000 persons to 
the acre of those most suitably constituted, and 250 persons to the acre to those least suitably con
stituted, all other descriptions of cultivatable land may be made capable of filteration, and the 
advantage of being able permanently to cleanse the sewage of a district where any land more or less 
suitable is to be purchased or leased in sufficient quantity to meet these limits cannot be over estimated.

The intermittent downward filtration has been largely used in England. Mr. Stayton evidently 
knows very little about the country towns in England. I certainly cannot point to a similar place in 
England, because I know no place geographically the same; but a man is no engineer who cannot adapt 
himself to the material to hand, and there are many engineers who would only be too glad to reclaim 
some 40 acres for the purpose at a comparatively cheap cost, especially when the only alternative scheme 
would cost the borough £56,775.

Mr. Stayton states that the sewage is discharged (under his system) in three hours. How does he 
make this out P His western sewer begins with a size of 6 feet 10 inches by 5 feet 10 inches, and is 
reduced to 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. He does not give lengths of each, so I will take it as 5 
feet 6 inches by 3 feet 8 inches new form as the average. This, if we turn to Baldwin Latham’s on 
Sewerage, the velocity when running one-third full, at 1 in 1,500, will give 120 feet per minute. This, for a 
dislance of 5 miles 240 yards, or 27,120 feet, will take three hours fifty-one minutes, to which, added the 
outfall G-ft. sewer 11,700 feet long, at 1 in 1,700, gives a velocity of 177 feet per minute, equal to one 
hour six minutes, or a total of four hours fifty-seven minutes as against Mr. Stayton’s three hours or 
nearly two-thirds longer. Nowr that I am on the question of velocities, Mr. Stayton continues his sewer for 
the western suburbs at a uniform gradient of 1 in 1,500 without the slightest regard to the size of sewer. 
I will therefore take the sewer on the last length which he gives at 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. 
This, when running full, only gives 128 feet per minute. Now, as the sewer for many years is not likely 
to be running one-third full it will only have a velocity of about 100 feet. Now what will be the result ? The 
velocity will be totally insufficient to prevent deposit, w'hich will quickly accumulate, and the district 
will be saddled with an elongated cesspit which will require a large expenditure to keep clean. If the 
sewer should by any possible means ever run full it will then not be capable of removing deposit.

Mr. Stayton seems fond of running into error. He states the greatest depth of embankment to 
carry pipe to outfall would be 7 feet, whereas it is 5 feet.

It is my intention of separating the storm water from the sewage before it is carried to the filtering 
area. An 18-inch pipe will therefore be sufficient for many years. Should another eventually be required 
it could be laid by the side of the other. All this would be shown on detail drawings.

It is not necessary to put steps in manholes. Thousands are put in without them. I have put in 
hundreds during the last fifteen years. Steps are only necessary where flap-valves are required, or wffiere 
a gradient wants checking.

What does Mr. Stayton mean'by complaining about the sewers being at right angles to each 
other ? Does he mean that streets should not be laid out at right angles to each other, or does he wish 
to increase the cost by introducing more manholes, or by curving the sewer—which is not now done? 
Neither of the above are necessary or desirable : the direction being given on the invert of the manholes 
where the sewrers join.

I have certainly not supplied Mr. Stayton with any of my calculations respecting gradients, &c. 
Although he asserts no allowance is made in the difference in the size of pipes, I fail to see how he has 
arrived at this conclusion, and must treat it as merely an assertion on his part.

I do most emphatically deny that the reticulation under my scheme would cost more than under 
his. It does not require an engineer to tell that. It will be the other way about, as all that portion of 
Burwood lying to the north of his main sewer will have to be carried against the natural inclination of 
the land.

Parramatta Moad—Where deep, does not require a supplemental sewer, as the houses can be drained 
into Burwood-street and Park Eoad. There is also a private road running in a southerly 
direction and which I take it must be sewered by the proprietor. Jtailwag
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' Railway Parade,—As there will eventually tea sewer up the proposed road this will obviate an
additional sewer. _

Gander street—There will only be the school, which will be drained into road at back, and the Council 
Chambers, which can be taken to manhole.

Hornsey street—Portion of this is only 11 feet deep.
Lang street—About 5 chains of this is more than 20 feet deep.
Willie street—Is under 4 chains, and this can be drained into Henry-street.
Lilzroy street—Does not require sewer deeper than shown, as there is a sewer at the back of the 

south side and it would be folly to put the sewer deeper.
Lucas .Road—Nearly all 4 feet deep and not 2 feet as stated by Mr. Stayton.
Milton street—Is shallow for a very short distance, but the houses can be drained.

It will thus be seen that I have disposed of the question as raised by Mr. Stayton for additional 
sewers. At the same time I wish to state that the plans as prepared by me were done at my own expense, 
and are only intended to show you that it is practicable to sewer the district as shown, and I have no doubt 
that in some cases it would be necessary to deepen the sewers and in some cases to make them shallower—; 
the cost being practically the same. I have worked the streets from the levels in your possession.

I believe there is a new house built at the end of Ethel-street, but there is plenty of room at the 
side for a sewer.

What Mr. Stayton terms “areas omitted” are Shaftsbury Road. Brooklyn-street to railway does 
not require a sewer as part will be drained into Park-street, and the remainder into Railway Parade.

&haftslur.y Road, south of Parramatta Road, can be drained when required down Parramatta Road to 
Lucas Road. This also takes the lower part of Parramatta Road, but is not required at present, 
as there is only an old brickyard. _

Burwood Road (north end) not required. No houses on west side. East side can be drained into 
private lane at back. •

Lang-street.—The houses ou this are, I believe, very near, and can be drained into manhole at Crogan- 
street. [This part, in the event of Burwood joining with Five Dock, will be slightly altered.] 

Russell, Norwich, Lyons, and Parnell Streets are intended to go with Strathfield if arrangements can 
be made.

Lamp-post ventilators are used at Slough, near Windsor. It is not my intention to use these 
permanently, but only at the highest points of sewers, where there are: no houses near.

The sewer in Parramatta Road will have to bo increased from a 12 in. to a 15 in. pipe, which will give 
a velocity of 178 ft. per minute.

Why does Mr. Stayton make the assertion that he is of opinion that my sewage farm will cost 
more than I have estimated it at ? All I can say is, I can get a conti actor to do the work at the price 
named; and may I ask—How are wo to know that his scheme will cost as little as he states-? We har e no 
detail plans to base an estimate upon ; but simply a plan with a line of sewer draxvn down it, for which we 
are told we shall have to pay £85,770. Before receiving Mr. Stayton's report, wo had not the least idea 
what proportion would be charged to Burw ood. I am very glad he has been able to estimate it £5,850 
less than I estimated.

Respecting my previous estimate, as published in the S. M. Herald, I acknowledge I was wrong. 
The error arose in this way: in Sands’ Directory the area of Burwood is given as 1,020 acres.

What I quoted in my report respecting drainage direct into the Parramatta River, will be found 
on page 20 of Mr. Stayton’s report. He distinctly states that the pumping of this low-lying area can be 
postponed.

Annual Cost.
The way Mr. Stayton has worked this out is, I should think, enough to condemivhis 1’eport entirely. 

He endeavours to show that his total cost of £85,770 should be at a less yearly cost to the borough than 
my £02,450. This he very easily does by working his one way and mine another. This is very convenient 
for him. This, I think, everyone will admit is a very unfair way of placing the relative cost before the 
public. We now know wliat his calculation of cost in his scheme is. I see he has allowed £350 cost of 
pumping, &c. This is for night and day men, coal, oil, and deterioration of plant (duplicate engines, 
pumps, etc.). This item, I should think, will be nearer £1,000. We will now see what my yearly cost will 
be. In the first place, I don’t require £62,450, but £48,414, w'hich, at 41 per cent, at which price your 
clerk informs me you can get money, will amount to £2,178 12s. 7d. Mr. Stayton has put my working 
expenses as £400. Why it should be more than his, I fail to see, without it is to make the yearly 
difference more. I shall be able to pay more than working expenses off the farm. I can thus cut out 
the £400, which will leave a balance in favour of my scheme of £1,814 7s. 5d.

Lisr of some farms at Home, with profit on same.
£ s. d. 

1881=452 9 7 
1883=247 6 2£ 
1884=284 0 1 
1884=162 15 1 -
1875=289 0 O 
1880=225 0 0 
1878= 41 1 0

7, 1,701 11 11-| 

£243 0 0

&c.,
CHARLES COWDERY.

Merthyr Tydvil (South Wales) ... ... ... ..
,, ,, ... ... ... • •

Eorfair (Scotland) ... ... ... ... ... ..
Great Malvern ... ... ... ... ... ■■
Kendal ... ... ... ... ... ■ ■ • • •
Abingdon (Berks) ... ... ... ... ... ••
Oakham (Rutland), 3,000 inhabitants to 2)- acres of land

an average of £213 above expenses.
I fail to see why better results cannot be obtained here.
Trusting I have explained matters to your satisfaction,—■

I am,

MeMOEA-NDUSI
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Memorandum to the Engineer-in-Chief for Sewerage re Mr. Charles' CowcTery’s 
- • • Sewerage Scheme for Burwood. •
Mr. Cowdery’s reply, dated 24th September last, to the departmental criticisms upon his proposed 
Sewerage System for the borough of Burwood has received consideration.

Only the more salient points will"be dealt with in the following rejoinder; in which, for convenience, 
Mr. Cowdery’s remarks and the replies thereto are placed in juxtaposition.

I venture to assert that he has entirely failed to satisfactorily answer the objections to his scheme. 
There is absolutely no necessity to modify any of the remarks in my former report, but on the contrary 
I have again to correct errors on Mr. Cowdery’s part. ' ‘

From Mr. Cowdery’s Eeport.
“ Mr. Stayton spends some 

£56,775 to take the sewage to what 
he considers a most suitable place.”

“ My high-water is taken front 
actual high-water in the Bay. Mr. 
Stayton has evidently taken high- 
water at Sydney, which is not the 
same as at Hen-and-Chicken Bay. 
It will thus be seen that he is in 
error about the levels of filtering 
areas. The surface of each bed 
towards Burwood is 3 in. higher.”

Outfall Works (1).
Remarks thereon. .

This assertion has no foundation. The error is fully explained 
under the headings “Cost of Works” and “Annual Cost” (13 and 14).

Levels (2).
In the report in question it will be observed that I referred to 

high-water spring tides, not to ordinary high-water. A series of 
levels extending over spring and neap tide periods would confirm the 
accuracy of the departmental figures. Assuming that Mr. Cowdery’s 
contention, that the range of tide at Burwood is less than at Sydney, 
is correct, the argument is obviously against his own scheme.

The plan shows three filter beds only on each side of the area, con
sequently the beds nearest to Parramatta Road are 6 in. higher than 
the lowest. This variation in level makes no practical difference in the 
objections to the proposed filters, and Mr. Cowdery appears to entirely 
ignore the serious question of their ineffectiveness at neap-tides.

Effluent Area inside Bank (3).
“ The area of the watershed is 

not as Mr. Stayton says, more than 
one-third; it is a fourth of Burwood. 
It is not intended to allow the 
storm-waters to run into the water 
area; the major part will be con
ducted outside the filter area.”

The area of the watershed contains over 400 acres. The area of 
Burwood is 1,100 acres, but a part of the 400 acres is in Concord 
and Five Dock. Further comment is unnecessary. Mr. Cowdery’s 
detail plan and sections show most distinctly that the storm-waters 
referred to are intended to be discharged into the head of the area 
by means of a new direct channel. It would be a very costly matter 
to properly and effectually conduct such waters outside the filtration 
area. It is impossible to reconcile his more recent statement with 
his former plans and report. '

Situation of Filtration Area (4).
“ The filter area is neither in Five 

Dock or Concord, but on neutral 
ground.”

“ From Concord I do not antici
pate much opposition, for only at 
the last meeting of the Council one 
alderman proposed that they should 
oppose a sewage farm, but could not 
get a seconder.”

The portion of the area at the bank-end is doubtless outside the 
boundaries of Five Dock and Concord, and within the waters of 
Port Jackson, but a considerable part of the land proposed to be 
dealt with is within these municipalities.

The facts of the case are as follows :—At the meeting referred to 
a resolution was moved as stated, but on the Mayor remarking that 
he was under the impression that action was not required, as the 
Government would not be likely to sanction the proposal, the question 
dropped.

Withington Sewage Earm (5).
“ This land is close to the Mersey. 

Before embanking it was subject to 
floodings. It has been drained 
about 5 ft. deep.”

It must not be overlooked that the tidal-range in the Mersey is 27 ft. 
6 in. for spring tides instead of 5 ft. 6 in. as in the Parramatta River, 
and there is nothing to show whether the site is at the outlet of a 
large watershed as at Burwood, or what the levels are. Obviously a 
tide five times greater than that at Hen and Chicken Bay, would 
enable the land to be more effectively drained to a depth of 5 ft.

Period of Discharge in Western Main Sewer (6).
“ Mr. Stayton states that the 

sewage is discharged in three hours. 
His western sewer begins with a 
size of 6. ft. .10 in. x 5 ft. 10 in. 
and is reduced to 3 ft. 9 in. x 2 ft. 
6 in. I will take it as an average 
of 5 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft. 8 in., the 
velocity of which when running one- 
third full at 1 in 1,500, is 126 ft. per 
minute. This for 27,120 ft. will 
take 3 hours 51 minutes, and the 
6 ft. outfall, 11,700 ft. long, and 1 in 
1,700, with a velocity of 177 ft. per 
minute, makes a total of 4 hours 
57 minutes.” "

I stated in the report that • “ the maximum velocity is such that 
only 3 hours would elapse before the sewage of Burwood would be 
delivered at Webb’s grant.” This is perfectly correct, and refers of 
course to the conditions for which the sewers were designed. Mr. 
Cowdery’s figures are wrong and his method of reasoning is absurd. 
The distance from Burwood to the outfall sewer is 16,840 ft., not 
27,120 ft., and the velocity for the prospective dry-weather flow 
averages about 164 ft. per minute. This equals a period of 1 hour 
42 minutes for the main sewer, to which must be added 1 hour 6 
minutes for the outfall sew^er, making 2 hours’48 minutes in all. If 
Burwood road be considered as the commencing point instead of the 
eastern municipal boundary, thirty-three minutes should be added.

Velocity
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From Mr. Cowdery’s Report.
Velocity of Western Main (7).

Remarks thereon.
“ Mr. Stayton continues his sewer 

at an uniform gradient of 1 in 1,500 
without the slightest regard to the 
size of sewer. The sewer on the 
last length, 3 ft. 9 in. x 2 ft. 6 in., 
when running full, gives 128 ft. per 
minute. Now as the sewer for many 
years is not likely to be running 
one-third full, it will only have a 
velocity of about 100 ft.”

. “Mr. Stayton seems fond of 
running into error. He states the 
greatest depth of embankment to 
carry outfall pipe would be 7 ft., 
whereas it is 5 ft.”

“It is my intention of separating 
the storm' water from the sewage 
before it is carried to the filtering 
area. Should another pipe sewer 
eventually be required, it could be 
laid.”

This statement is absolutely incorrect. Mr. Cowdery must have 
observed in the report that the sectional areas and gradients of the 
sewers, together with steps at intersections, are so regulated as to 
ensure uniformity of surface gradient. He ought also to have 
noticed on page 18 that the fall of the 3 ft. 9 in. x 2 ft. 6 in. sewer 
is 1 in 1,200; the velocity of which, when flowing one-third full, is 
117 ft., and when two-thirds full, 149 ft. per minute.

Outfall Sewers (8).
The report states that “ the sewer would he formed in an embank

ment, the maximum height being 7 ft.” Mr. Cowdery’s statement is 
obviously wrong ; moreover, his sections show that the embankment 
is 7 ft. high, as asserted.

The plans and report make no mention of this intention. The 
cost of constructing a proper storm water outfall, together with the 
two additional sewer outfalls, should be added to the estimate.

, “ Steps are only necessary where 
a gradient wants checking.”

“ What does Mr. Stayton mean 
by complaining about the sewers 
being at right angles to each other?”

“Neither steps nor curves are 
necessary, the direction being given 
on the invert of the manholes where 
the sewers join.”

Manhole Steps and Junctions (9).
Mr. Cowdery seems to be unaware that the term, “step” (some

times called “drop”) is a mere technicality for increased fall to 
compensate for sudden changes of direction or increased sectional 
area. Mr. Cowdery’s sections clearly show that no such allowance 
has been made in the invert level at the numerous junctions. This 
is emphatically wrong.

No complaint was made against the principle of right-angled 
junctions; it was the neglect to provide the extra fall for the change 
of direction on the invert of the manholes which was referred to.

Calculations for Gradients (10).
“ I have certainly not supplied 

Mr. Stayton with any of my calcula
tions respecting gradients. Although 
lie asserts no allowance is made in 
the difference in the size of pipes, I 
fail to see how he has arrived at 
this conclusion.”

From the manner in which the sections have been designed, it is 
quite obvious that Mr. Cowdery “failed to see” why I arrived at the 
conclusion that it was improper to have a continuous invert level 
where the size of pipes diminished. The “ inverts” shown on the 
sections so clearly demonstrated the reason for my statement that 
calculations were unnecessary.

Cost of Subsidiary Sewers (11).
“ I most emphatically deny that 

under my scheme the cost would be 
more than under his. It will be 
the other way about, as all that 
portion of Burwood north of the 
main sewer will have to be carried 
against the natural inclination of 
the land.”

In five or six instances only will the sewers require' to be carried 
as Mr. Cowdery states. It is, therefore, incorrect to include all the 
portion to the north of the main sewer.

Mr. Cowdery has made no reference to the fact that, in addition to 
the main sewer (which runs right through the borough), two sub- 
mains^ are continued to Parramatta Boad. These will give greater 
facilities for street sewers, consequently the latter will be less costly 
than under the three systems which he proposes.

Depth of Sewers, and Areas omitted (12).
' Sewers over 20/7. deep.

Parramatta Boad, Bailway Pa- It is admitted by Mr. Cowdery that additional provision m.ust be 
rade. made.

Oonder-street, Hornsey-street, The explanation is extremely vague and unsatisfactory, and 
Lang-street, Willie-street. entirely fails to meet the objections named in the report.

Shallow Sewers. 
Fitzroy-street.

Mil ton-street.
Lucas Boad.

Sewers above existing street surfaces.
Parramatta Boad (part of), The 

Avenue, Crogan-street, Lang-street, 
Belgrave-street, Parramatta Boad, 
near Esher-street.

The sewer referred to by Mr. Cowdery would be on private land 
some 300 ft. away, and constructed entirely for another purpose.

No specific reply given.
The level of the road at the part in question has been recently 

raised, and is now above the level of the adjoining land.
Mr. Cowdery has made no comment or explanation whatever on 

this question,--------  -------------------

Areas omitted.
Shaftesbury Boad, near Bailway ; 

Shaftesbury Boad, north end; Par
ramatta Boad (part of), Burwood 
Boad, north end ; Lang-street, Bus- 
sell-street, Norwick-street, Lyon- 
street, Parnell-street.

Mr. Cowdery has failed to prove that the levels will allow these 
places to be sewered by gravitation. The fact remains, notwith
standing his observations, that no provision is made in his estimate 
for their effectual drainage.

Cost
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From Mr. Cowdery’s Report.
“ We have no detail plans to base 

an estimate upon; but simply a 
plan with a line of sewer drawn 
down it, for which we are told we 
shall have to pay £85,770. Before 
receiving Mr. Stayton’s report we 
had not the least idea what pro
portion would be charged to Bur
wood.”

‘‘The way Mr. Stayton has worked 
this out is, I should think, enough 
to condemn his report entirely. He 
endeavours to show that his total 
cost of £85,770 should be at a less 
yearly cost to the borough than my 
£62,450. This he very easily does 
by working his one way and mine 
another.”

“ I see he has allowed £350, cost 
of pumping, ifec. ; this is for night 
and day men, coal, oil, and deterio
ration of plant. This item I should 
think will be nearer £1000.”

“ The yearly cost of my scheme 
for interest at 4J per cent, on 
£48,414 will amount to £2,178 12s. 
7d. In the first place I don’t 
require £62,450.”

“ I shall be able to pay more than 
working expenses off the farm. I 
can thus cut out the £400, which 
Mr. Stayton allows, leaving a 
balance in favour of my scheme of 
£1,814 7s. 5d.”

Sewerage Branch, Sydney,
November 27th, 1888.

Cost of Works (13).
. Remarks thereon.

There is not the slightest foundation for this statement. My report 
distinctly explained that the principle on which that amount was 
ascertained was Mr. Cowdery’s (viz., on the prospective population 
instead of the annual ratable value—an entirely wrong basis), and it 
showed that £56,776 was for the main sewerage; or, £85,770 for 
the complete system. It is obvious from further remarks in my 
report that there is not the slightest intention of charging Burwood 
£85,770, and that Mr. Cowdery’s version is a complete distortion of 
the facts.

Annual Cost (14).
I have already explained that the cost would not be assessed at 

£85,770, and that it would be apportioned pro rata on the annual 
ratable value. Under these circumstances it did not appear possible 
to work out the comparative cost in a' clearer manner. Taking the 
ratable value of Burwood at one twenty-sixth of the entire western 
suburbs, the proportional cost would be £31,9.35 only, for main 
sewerage, instead of £56,776.

The sewage would be raised from the low level areas under the 
“ Shone ” pneumatic system. A central station at Burwood would 
also supply the necessary power for low-level areas at Ashfield, Five 
Dock, Concord and Strathfield, at a gross annual charge of £4,516. 
The £350 was stated to be the proportional cost.

Mr. Cowdery has made no provision for repayment of loan. At 
the 28 years period this alone would amount to £1,729 for the 
smaller outlay. At 4 per cent, for 28 years the annual charge on 
£62,450 is shown to be £3,747. .

I would call attention to the following words in my report, viz. :—• 
“ All authorities agree that the system does not pay commercially, 
except under the most favoiirable conditions.” I re-affirm that under 
Mr. Cowdery’s scheme it is proposed to do here more than has ever 
been attempted in England to my knowledge, and that the conditions 
would be most unfavourable. A provision for working expenses is 
therefore most essential.

The financial question, however, can be best illustrated as follows, 
and it is obvious that by participating in a joint-sewerage scheme 
for the whole of the western suburbs, Burwood would have not 
qlily a sanitary but a financial advantage. According to a calcula
tion which has been carefully prepared for the Parliamentary Stand
ing Committee on Public Works, it is shown that a drainage rate of 
about 8d. in the £ throughout the suburbs would pay interest and 
repayment, together with working expenses for the main and subsi
diary sewers and the low-level systems complete. At similar rates 
for interest and repayment, under Mr. Cowdery’s scheme, Burwood 
would have to pay at least £3,160 per annum, which would be 
equivalent to a local drainage rate of lOd. in the £. Mi*. Cowdery’s 
balance of £1,814 is therefore a complete myth.

Of course it will be understood that under either scheme the rate
payers would have the present cost of emptying the earth closets 
(about £1 per house per annum) as a set-off against the new rate.

CEO. IT. STAYTON,
M. Inst., O.E.
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C 7.
THE LIERNTTR SYSTEM OE SEWERAGE.

\JFx!ra?tfrom Sydney Morning Herald, 1C July, 1883.]
Suburban Sewerage.

■ To the Editor of the Herald.
Sir, Sydney, July 11.

, . . ^ie 11UW'R interest I beg to call the attention of the suburban municipalities to Ihe enclosed letter from
Captain Liernur to Dr. Mackellar, sent through me in answer to one from the latter ashing for information as to places on 
the Continent of Europe where the system is in operation. It is now published with Dr. Mackellar’s assent, as it explains 
how any public body or company should proceed to obtain specifications and estimates of works required for small or large 
districts. I assert confidently that relief can be obtained this way in perhaps one-fifth of the time, and at one-fifth the 
cost of the methods proposed in the reports already submitted for treating the suburbs. If I can be of any service in 
explaining or affording documentary evidence of the Liernur S37stem I shall do so with pleasure ; and before closing this 
letter I desire briefly again to epitomise some of the advantages of this system. ~

1st. It requires no costly main sewer to he first constructed, but can be applied at once to a single street or a 
populous section of a district. “

_ 2nd. Pollution of the atmosphere by foul gases is impossible.
3rd. Excrementitious and deleterious matters are dealt with, harmlessly and in a cleanly manner; a valuable 

manure, made conveniently portable, is saved.
4th. The cost is less than the water-carriage system. '
5th. Some of the best sanitarians and civii engineers of the day declare that in the pneumatic system alone we 

have the solution of the sewerage system, the combined water-carriage system being wroucr in principle, 
• cumbrous in working, costly and wasteful. . I am &c D

" BENJAMIN BACKHOUSE.

I(,r . “ Berlin, 78 Thurmstrasse, 10 December, 1887.My dear Dr. Mackellar,—I gladly wmuld have answered your favour of December 1 at once if only you had not 
forgotten to give some address to forward the letter to. Having, however, been daily disappointed in hearing from you from 
some Continental town, 1 will not wait any longer, but answer under cover to Mr. Backhouse in the hope he will know your 
whereabouts, or will meet with you before leaving for Australia.

“My system is introduced in Amsterdam (at present to about 85,000 inhabitants) and in Leiden to portions of the 
city ; m Riga (Russia) and Hanau (Germany), to the county hospitals ; in Prague, Brunn, and Olmutz (Austria), to a 
number of military barracks ; and in St. Petersburg, to the Zemenosky district. In all these instances the arrangements 
are different, a standard form being, as a matter of course, impossible. 0 -

Only the principle is in all cases alike—namely, the removal of excremenlal matter and putrescible fluids by means 
of suction through a subterranean network of iron air-tight pipes.

. “By these means I remove (which no other system does) with the substances also the gases and micro-organisms 
contained therein and developed in the pipes, and I discharge these in the hearths of my vacuum-engines at the pumping- 
station, so that all that is dangerous or noisome is destroyed by heat.

“At the same time, the matter itself is collected at the pump-station in large vacuum-reservoirs in order to be 
converted into a dry manure powder. This has now become financially possible on account of the inamirial ingredients 
being neither mixed with large masses of worthless street detritus nor diluted with enormous quantities of valuefess rain
water, as is the case with the very stupid so-called ‘combined’ system in use in England, this resulting in all sorts of 
abominable stinks in the town, a horrible pollution of the rivers and harbours outside of it, and perplexities of the most 
embarrassing kind for State and town authorities.

“As to the comprehensive description of the plant required for my system, I am happy to be able to point to the 
pamphlet recently published by Mr. Backhouse, which contains everything required for giving a general idea. With 
questions of detail of the plant the thing stands differently to non-professional men, who naturally are not versed in the 
various ways in w'hich physical and mechanical law's can he made subservient to our purposes. The applicability of the 
system to a special case can only be made evident by a plan exhibiting the application in that particular case. It suffices 
for this to have prepared a few drawings showing the leading features of the. principal apparatus, and a so-called skeleton 
plan showing their general disposition. This, in conjunction with an approximate estimate of cost, goes further towards 
proving the fitness of the system for any particular place in question than thousands of descriptions in the most eloquent 
language, and does not cost much besides. If, therefore, there is at Sydney an actual want for the sanitary improvement 
effected by my system, I cannot practically give any better advice than to get the authorities to order me to make for them 
a general plan, with approximate estimate of cost. I assure you it will be very promptly attended to.

“I remain in the meantime, my dear doctor, yours very respectfully,
“Charles T. Liernur.”

• {Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, 6 August, 1888.]
Suburban Sewerage.

_ To the Editor oj the Herald.
_ Sydney, July, 1SS8.

_ Referring to my letter under the heading “ Suburban Sewerage,” and with a view to the avoidance of future
mistakes and wasteful outlay with regard to sanitary and sewerage matters, I now ask you to insert for the information of 
the public the undermentioned extracts :—

The Secretary of the State Board of Health, Maryland (C. W. Chancellor, M.D., member of the American Public 
Health Association, Fellow' of the Society of Science, Letters, and Art, London, &c., &c.), a man fully qualified to make 
the inquiries sought, was not long since directed by resolution of that board to proceed to Europe to investigate the most 
recent plans in practical operation for the disposal and utilisation of household sewage, and I desire to prominently bring 
under notice the conclusions which he arrived at, believing them to be worthy of serious consideration. They were 
presented by him in May, 1887, to His Excellency Henry Lloyd, the Governor of the State of Maryland, U.S. “1. That 
the proper disposal of sewage involves the beneficial appropriation of refuse matters, so as to make them actually productive, 
avoiding interference with those domestic uses of inland waters for which thej' are properly adapted. 2. That sewage 
matters should be made available for agricultural purposes, and the results in this respect are limitable only by consider
ations of expense as weighed against the value of the result. 3. That the great importance of avoiding all sources of 
unhealthy and offensive effluvia, and of preserving the foundations of buildings and the sub-strata of towns and cities in a 
dry and clean condition, creates an absolute necessity for relinquishing cesspools and all receptacles for sew'age connected 
with any building or other place, except such as are thoroughly rvater-tight and, for the most part, air-tight. 4. That all 
unhealthy putrescible matter should be removed at short intervals from within the limits of centres of population, either 
by means of air-tight pipes or in vessels or tanks hermetically closed. 5. That privy pits, unless they are perfectly water
tight, will infect (a) the surrounding soil by transudation of their liquid contents ; (6) the air by exhalations or gaseous 
emanations through a polluted soil; (c) the sources of domestic water supply by percolation through intervening strata of 
earth. 6. That the use of water from dug wells should be prohibited for drinking and culinary purposes in every 
instance where privy pits not absolutely water-tight exist in proximity to or within 1,000 feet of such wells. 7. That, 
without considerable fall or grade, flushing is utterly inefficient for cleansing sewers, except where the matter is carried 
by pneumatic pressure or aspiration, even in the case of small sewers with large quantities of water. 8. That the 
impermeability of brick sewers can never he absolute ; and, therefore, should they convey excrementitious matters, the 
surrounding soil and the water of the neighbouring wells will be at all times liable to dangerous contamination. 9. That 
excrementitious matters ought to be rigidly excluded from all storm-water sewers. 10. That the epuration of sewer water 
by soil alone is not efficient in a sanitary point of view, as has been demonstrated by both experience and chemical analysis.
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11. That no system of sewage can be approved which permits the pollution of either air, water, or soil; and that, in order 
to fulfil the requirements of proper sanitation, all excrementitious matters and kitchen slops should be conveyed from 
towns by pipes absolutely air-tight, or in hermetically-closed vessels to a point sufficiently distant, where they may be 
manufactured into a dry manure powder without offence.” .

I have advocated from time to time in your columns, during the past five years, the adoption^ of the pneumatic 
system of Liernur, because it appears to fulfil more completely than any other the conditions required by the above 
extracts ; but any system that will do this will have my hearty support. Look to it, ye suburban authorities and low-lying 
untouched city districts, ere it is too late. Let the proposed oppressive water rates (mild by comparison) warn you against 
the adoption of a cumbrous, extravagant, costly, old world system of sewage removal.

I am, &c.,
_____  BENJAMIN BACKHOUSE.

Mr. Sutherland would like a report from Mr. Bennett on this.—J.B., 7/8/81. Mr. Stayton.— 
W.C.B, 8/8/88. ■ _ . .

I have given this to Mr. Stayton to deal with. He has not yet had time. I think the best thing 
would he for the Minister to have him down to deal with Mr. Backhouse. Mr. Stayton is the last 
authority from England, and dealt extensively with such questions there.—W.O.B., 8/8/88. The Under 
Secretary, B.C.

lieturn to Mr. Bennett.—J.B., 9/8/88. Mr. Stayton.—W.C.B., 10/8/88. Eeport here
with.—G.H.S., 21/8/88. See 88-0,075,

Eeport by Mr. Gr. H. Stayton, M.Inst.C.E., upon tlie Liernur Pneumatic System.
' SuntraBAir Sewerage.

I have perused the letters which Mr. Backhouse recently wrote to the Sydney Morning Herald, in which 
he strongly advocated the adoption of the “ Liernur Pneumatic ” system of sewerage for the western 
suburbs of Sydney. I have also read his latest pamphlet, containing an account of his inspection of the 
system at Amsterdam in August, 1887. These papers do not, however, contain much serviceable informa
tion concerning the details and working of the system in the several continental towns in which it has been 
adopted, other than that which has previously appeared either in pamphlets or in the public press ; neither 
are the necessary figures supplied as to the actual cost of constructing the complete system where no 
sewers already existed ; nor are any official statements quoted showing the financial and other results of 
recent operations. It appears, however, that Captain Liernur’s system of evaporating the liquid excreta 
into poudrette has not been adopted in Amsterdam, owing to the opposition of the City Council.

The Liernur pneumatic system is certainly an ingenious invention for the removal of excreta and 
urine from dwelling-houses; hut, however well-fitted it may he for flat and thickly populated cities in 
Holland or for other continental towns, it cannot be recommended as being applicable to the conditions 
of the western suburbs, where the existing population only averages about twelve persons per acre, and 
where the estimated prospective population does not exceed an average of 35'41 persons per acre. The 
density of the population in that; part of Amsterdam which is drained by the Liernur system (about one- 
quarter of the entire city) averages no less than 121-5 persons per acre.

Tlie latest information of practical value which has appeared in print, so far as I am aware, is a 
paper by Dr. E. Blasius, of Brunswick {vide the German quarterly papers for Public Health) who in 1885 
had recently inspected the operations of the Liernur system at Amsterdam. After describing the nature 
of the works and explaining the modus operandi, he gave the cost of the treatment as set forth in an official 
report of the City Engineer, by which it appears that the working expenses of removing and evaporating 
the excreta (including interest on cost of construction, renewals and repairs, &c.), amount to 4s. lOd. per 
head per annum. It should, however, be particularly noted that the quantity of sewage treated and 
evaporated is only 385 gallons per head per annum, and this is supposed to represent the excreta and 
urine of each person, together with the water used for ablution in bed and dressing rooms, and a small 
quantity for keeping the closet pans clean. "With regard to this small allowance per head, I might here 
remark that Professor Tidy, E.E.S, lias recently shown that the annual quantity of urine and fasces amounts 
to over 300 gallons per head. It is obvious, therefore, that either the quantity treated has been under
stated or else a large volume of impure water must have passed into the sowers, in which case the expense 
of evaporating it would be avoided.

Dismissing for the moment all question as to the alleged superiority of the Liernur system over 
the scheme proposed for the western suburbs, the greatest objection to the former is in the unnecessarily 
large outlay it would entail. The system requires—

(1.) Cast iron airtight sewers and house-drains for the removal by pneumatic force of all excreta 
and urine from closets, together with bedroom slops and sedimentary products of kitchen sinks. 

(2.) Sewers proper for removal of rainfall from street gullies, together with a second system of 
house-drains for carrying oil'by gravitation the rainfall from roofs and hack yards, the sub-soil 
waters and all liquid refuse from kitchen, scullery, and wash-house sinks, and from baths, 
dairies, stables, &c. The excreta is evaporated and converted into poudrette, and sold as an 
agricultural manure, hut the liquid sewage and waters carried off by the sewers proper are 
passed through filters of gas-coke before being allowed to pass into streams. Where the supply 
of water is limited, a specially shaped “ pneumatic ” or “ air ” closet is recommended, in which 
no water is used for cleansing.

The social habits of the majority of the inhabitants of the suburbs are similar to those in the old 
country, hut they greatly differ from those in many of the continental towns in respect to the quantity 
of water made foul in their dwelling-houses. And as the relative population covers so much larger an 
area here, it is apparent that the cost per head for collecting and evaporating the excreta and liquid refuse 
would be greatly in excess of the figures quoted for Amsterdam. It has already been stated that the cost 
of the Liernur system in that city is 4s. lOd. per head per annum, but neither Dr. Blasius nor Mr. Back
house has given the amount of the annual receipts from the sale of liquid manure. Mr. Backhouse 
explains that time did not allow him to obtain such particulars from the city authorities ; but Dr. Blasius 
states that from the experience gained at Dordrecht, where the complete system is in operation, the value 
of the poudrette is £6 8s. per ton. He therefore assumes that as each person yields 50 kilograms per1 
annum, its value is Gs. 5d., showing an estimated annual profit of Is. 7d. per head.

In
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In order, liowever, to ascertain tlie probable cost of the Liernur system, if adopted in the suburbs 
of Sydney, I have compared the Amsterdam statistics with the local conditions, and find—

(1.) That the working expenses and interest on cost of construction (inclusive of evaporation) instead 
of being ll'23d. per head would be relatively increased to 39'87d., in consequence of the smaller 
prospective population per acre; and as these items are at the Amsterdam rates it is tolerably 
certain that the prices for material and labour in Sydney would amount to at least double.

(2.) The value of sulphuric acid instead of being 4s. Id. per cwt. is quoted at 16s. per cwt. in'Sydney, 
an increase of Is. 6d. on the allowance per head.

(3.) That the labour item ought to be at least doubled, labourers wages in Holland being from 
3s. 6d. to 4s. only per day of ten hours ; and that as the cost of construction, together with main
tenance and renewals would amount to at least 100 per cent, more here than in Amsterdam, the 
item of interest should be similarly increased. Labour and materials should, therefore, be 18’72d. 
more. The total working expenses and interest would thus amount to 13s. 6d. per head, which, 
after crediting the assumed value of the poudrette, leaves the annual cost per head at 7s. Id. nett.

On the other hand I estimate the cost per head on the prospective population of the southern and 
western areas of the Government scheme, including interest and repayment of loans for constructing the 
main and subsidiary sewers and low-level systems, and thewmi’king expenses of the sewage farm at 3s. lOd. 
per annum or about one-half the estimated cost of the Liernur system. After a few years of efficient 
management at the farm this amount should be reduced by the profits derived from the sale of crops.

It would take too long to refute the errors advanced by Dr. Chancellor and various advocates of the 
Liernur system. I have shown that the cost is greater instead of less than the water-carriage system, and 
that costly main sewers w'ould be necessary for the Avestern suburbs. And as to pollution by foul gases 
being impossible, I do not hesitate to assert that unless the sewers proper and house-drains arc dis
connected and ventilated as in an efficient water-carriage system, the stinks in them would be unbearable. 
I cannot admit that a system by which excreta, urine, and fouled waters are retained in closet pipes and 
traps on the premises for nearly twenty-four hours, or which fails to purify liquid refuse through land can 
be regarded as pre-eminently sanitary. These are doubtless, some of the reasons why the Liernur system 
has not been adopted in any city or town in England, where sanitary engineering has achieved the leading 
position throughout the world, and where the most eminent sanitarians have deemed it unsuitable and too 
costly.

The modern systems of water-carriage sewerage and house drainage in England are perfect in 
principle and in action, and I can imagine no arrangement more convenient, cleanly, or healthy than some 
of the recently constructed sewers and house-drains which I have seen. And with respect to the purifi
cation of sewage, it must be remembered that the Earm at Webb’s Grant will not only purify the sewage 
in the best manner, but will utilize it under most favourable circumstances.

21 August, 1888. GEO. H. STAYTON, M. Inst. C.E.
The Engineer-iu-Chief for Sewerage. •---------- •

It is hardly necessary that I should add to all that has been written on this. Papers herewith 
contain information extending back to 1877. There is really nothing new of any importance. The 
question was exhausted by the old Sewage and Health Board. I personally conferred with Sir Eobert 
Eawlinson when in England in 1881, and he advised me not to waste time going to Amsterdam to see what 
had been done there.—W.C.B., 24/8/88. The Under Secretary.

Submitted.-—J.B., 24/8/88. Send copy to Mr. Backhouse with my compliments.—John 
Sutherland, 27/8/88. Write.—J.B., 27/8/88. B. Backhouse. Esq.. 31/8/88. Loads,—D.C.M‘L.
.(for H.S.), B.C., 1/9/88. Pile—W.C.B., 3/9/88. ' '

C 8.
SCHEMES EOR SUBURBAN SEWERAGE.

[Extract from Sydney Morning Herald, %7 February, 1SSS.~\
Government Schemes pok Suburban Sewerage.

(Communicated.)
The problems which had to be dealt with by Mr. Stayton in his reports on suburban sewerage are so difiicult and so 
urgent that critics may well hesitate about raising objections. Still, it is for the express purpose of eliciting, the fullest 
possible light that these reports are now under consideration by the suburban councils concerned; and, for obvious reasons, 
the municipal authorities will be the better of independent suggestions. For years past the vexed question has pressed 
upon them like a night-mare, and the temptation will be strong to welcome with scant scrutiny any scheme that offers 
relief. In the first place, it ought to be noted that whereas the question of city sewerage was maturely considered by a 
board of no fewer than fifteen experts before the country was committed to an estimated expenditure of a quarter of a 
million, this much larger and more complicated matter, involving an estimated expenditure of nearly a million, has been 
left in the hands of a single engineer. It may be said that Mr. Stayton had the advantage of the board’s inquiries and 
conclusions, and that, having these, time and money were economised by a single authority. But, as a matter of fact, it 
will be found that in one of his schemes Mr. Stayton has greatly developed the proposal of a sewage farm, which the board 
only admitted into their recommendations as an experiment to be tried on a moderate scale ; and that in the other he has 
relied upon chemical treatment, in the face of the board’s strong opinion as to its impracticability on any thing like a large 
scaie. * * * * * * * * * * * * * i:' ■ * *

With regard to the much larger questions covered by Mr. Stayton’s recent report on the sewerage of the western 
suburbs, similar difficulties present themselves in a still more aggravated form. An area of 31 square miles has to be provided 
for with a respective population of nearly half a million within eighteen or twenty years, according to Mr. Stayton’s estimate. 
For nearly half the area the altitudes admit of connection with the Bondi sewer, but the remaining 17 square miles present 
difficulties which seem to have driven Mr. Stayton to adopt a system, which in the nature of things, can only serve as a 
temporary recourse. The “ Sewage Farm’’ at Webb’s Grant, which seems to have been reluctantly turned to by the board 
of 1875, as an outlet for the sewage of the southern parts of the city, is now to be deliberately fixed upon as a receptacle 
for the sewage of all the southern and the low-lying western suburbs. An immense volume of sewage is to be concentrated 
in a srvamp, from which, after such processes of filtration as are possible, the liquid portions will flow into Cook’s River. 
This is what the board of 1875 said of such a scheme :—“ Such systems may be well-adapted to large establishments, 
whether private or public, but are obviouslj'inapplicable to the sewage of a populous city.” The probability is that if 
this extensive experiment is tried at Botany the term “farm” will serve as a mere euphemism to cover, as long as the 
rapidly extending population will allow, a huge sink of disease-breeding matter. At best this scheme can only serve as a 
temporary relief for the perplexed authorities of the southern and western suburbs. Shea’s Creek was endured a long 
time, too long for the health of hundreds of families, but it had to be dealt with at last. So will it be with any attempt 
at a sewage farm after the fashion of Webb’s Grant, in the neighbourhood of the city. Till science finds a better way, the 
example'of London and other British coastal cities will have to be followed as closely as possible, in sending all sewage 
to the sea. . . As
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As to questions of cost, effective works must be paid for at a proportionate rate. But less the municipal authorities 
■who arc now considering Mr. Stayton’s figures should forget the lessons of experience in their natural anxiety to find a 
solution of sewerage problems, it may be as well to remind them that for Government works of this kind the actual cost 
usually exceeds the estimate by 50 to 100 per cent., as witness the Bondi Sewer and the Nepean Waterworks.

Mr. Stayton in the first instance. Urgent.—W.C.B., 3/3/18S8. Memorandum submitted to
Engineer-in-Chief.—G.II.S., 12/3/88.

Memobandum upon tlie Government Scheme for Suburban Sewerage.
The principal objections to the proposed scheme for the sewerage of the western suburbs of Sydney, as 
contained in a communicated article to the Sydney Morning Herald, on the 27th ultimo, appear to be 
based upon the report of the Sewage and Health Board of 1875.

The evidence which the Board procured, the opinions which they expressed, and the recommenda
tions which they submitted, were thoroughly and entirely in accord with the practice and experience of 
the most eminent authorities at the time, hut since that period the science of sewage treatment has 
undergone considerable modification. Subsequent experience has proved, that several points which were 
then considered doubtful and processes which the Board deemed somewhat experimental, have 
satisfactorily emerged from that stage.

Since the publication of the report of the Local Government Board in 187(5, several lengthy and 
important investigations have taken place in England, and the reports of the Eoyal Commission (Lord 
Bramwell’s) on the London sewage discharge in 1883, the Thames Valley Main Sewerage inquiry in 
188-1, and the papers and discussion at the Institution of Civil Engineers in' 1887, have been issued, and 
contain most valuable information.
' The intention of the following remarks is to demonstrate the groundlessness of the objections to 
the proposed processes of sewage treatment at Botany. I venture to remark that it is obvious that the writer 
has no practical knowledge of modern sewage treatment; in fact, his own observations support this assertion. 
My recent reports show that due consideration was given to the question generally, and that the 
treatment recommended is in full accord with modern practice.

Nearly the whole of the more recently executed sewerage systems in England (not on the sea 
coast) have comprised either irrigation or precipitation combined with earth filtration. It is therefore 
manifest that both “sewage farming” and “chemical treatment” have made great headway, the local 
conditions entirely determining which is the better system to adopt. These methods of disposal are 
recommended by such eminent engineering authorities as Sir Kobert Kawlinson, K.C.B., Sir Joseph 
Bazalgette, Mr. Thomas Hawksley, E.E.S , Professor Eobinson, M. Inst. C.E., and Mr. Baldwin Latham, 
and by chemists of the highest eminence, including Sir Ercderiek Abel, E.E.S., Professor Tidy, E. K.8., 
l)r. tidling, Ur. Dupre, and Mr. Dibden.

The Board’s hesitation to recommend experimental sewage farming on a largo scale had special 
reference to the sewerage of Sydney, and they very properly decided to adopt the Bondi outlet in 
pweference. At the same time they reported that the land at Botany was well adapted for sewage 
fanning, and that this climate would produce results far more favourable than in the north of Europe.

The science of sewage farming as then practised in England had been subjected to much hostile 
criticism, partly because it had been greatly abused by improper management, and next by the false hopes 
which certain enthusiasts had raised as to the agricultural value of liquid sewage.

The Board of 1875 had evidence before them as to the results of sewage farming at Croydon, 
Bedford, Dantzic, Carlisle, Eomford, Doncaster, Eugby, Banbury, Cheltenham, Warwick, and Leamington. 
These farms are now administered with much better financial success, and create no nuisance. There are 
also sewage farms at Worthing, Tunbridge Wells, Northampton, Norwich, and Birmingham, and since 
the Board’s report was issued the towns of Nottingham, Wolverhampton, Eeading, and Oxford have laid 
out large farms, and as recently as 1888 an irrigation farm of 1,375 acres was established at Leicester. 
These facts ought to convince the mo?t sceptical that sewage farming is growing in public favour—the 
result of being better understood.

That the Board were right in their view as to the Australian climate being favourable for sewage 
farming is very apparent, inasmuch as the recently established farm at Adelaide has proved successful— 
both practically and financially. The probabilities of a sewage farm proving remunerative depend mainly 
upon capable and experienced management, and upon local conditions, such as suitable soil and the 
absence of pumping.

I cannot recall any place in England where so favourable a site exists for a sewage farm as at Webb’s 
Grant. My opinion is that if the municipal authorities of any city elsewhere had so available a site for 
sewage purification, they would literally have jumped at it. The quality of the sewage delivered at the 
farm would be of the most favourable class for treatment, because the greater part of the rainfall is 
to he excluded, and no noxious-trades refuse—such as dyes or chemicals (which caused so much trouble in 
English manufacturing towns), will he discharged into the sewers. I feel confident that if the area is 
judiciously laid out, drained, and skilfully managed, it will prove to he one of the best natural sewage-filters 
iu existence.

The article infers that Webb’s Grant is a swamp. This is incorrect, the greater part being a sand 
hank averaging at least 8 or 9 feet above the level of the sea. It has also other advantages for purification, 
as explained on page 8 of the report.

The system of filtration proposed to be carried out is very different to the filtration process which 
the Board of 1875 reported as inapplicable to a populous city. The Board’s final report (paragraph 31) 
had special reference to such processes as were then in use at the Stoke-upon-Trent workhouse. The 
extent of the drainage area favourable for Bondi is only 5 and not 15 square miles as inferred, the 
area draining to Webb’s Grant being 17 miles.

The late Mr. W. Clarke, M. Inst. C.E , agreed with the principle of utilising the sewage of the 
southern part of the city and suburbs by irrigation, and thoroughly believed in its possibility. In his 
report he stated “ I am however unable to point to any instance where,this is accomplished without some 
loss to the community, and where an alternative of discharging the sewage at once into deep water, 
without nuisance, presents itself, I should have no hesitation in adopting it. Botany Bay is too shallow 
a basin to receive the sewage without causing great nuisance, and the necessity for some process of 
dealing with the sewage, either by irrigation or otherwise, would be imperative. The
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The process of precipitation which the Sewage and Health Board considered and reported upon as 
undesirable in 1876, is entirely different to the combined system of “straining, precipitation, aeration, and 
earth filtration,” now in use in England. The modern.process is carried on without creating nuisance, the 
effluent is purified and clear, and the sludge is reduced to one-fifth of its bulk by the use of “ filter-presses,” 
and is thus rendered fit for agricultural purposes. ^

Prior to 1875 various processes had been tried ; in fact, over 400 patents for sewage purification 
had been taken out during the previous ten years, very few of which had any practical value. Eor 
several years past, howrever, the systems adopted have become more consolidated, patent processes being 
generally avoided. .

One of the latest proposals for the defecation of sewage is the use of electricily. The outline 
of such a process has recently appeared in the London newspapers, and according to the Standard, 
satisfactory experiments have been made, and enough has been demonstrated to gain for the new 
process, a respectful consideration, if not something more ; but the financial part remains to be proved. 
In addition to steam engines and dynamos, the system necessitates outfall works, tanks, and machinery, 
as in an ordinary precipitation process, the practical difference being the substitution of electricity for 
chemicals. ’

Lastly, as to the estimates ; tlie accuracy of which has been doubted. In this matter I desire to 
point out that they have been most carefully prepared, that the prices are based upon the Contract 
Schedules and experiences gained by the department in the construction of the Bondi and other sewerage 
works, and that they will bear the most critical investigation. It is certainly incorrect to assert that the 
cost of the Bondi sewerage system has exceeded the estimate by 50 to 100 per cent., but doubtless this 
question will be dealt with by the Commissioner and Engineer-in-Chief.

' GEO. H. STAYTON, M.Inst.C.E.
Department of Public Works, Sewerage Branch, 12 March, 1888.

[To Ecidence of J. Ashburton Thompson, Esq., il/.Z).]
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18S0 ... 214-221 1- 6 38-99 22-90 192-24 •ooo 9- 93 1- 02 3-92 4- 57 4’ 15 18- 71 42-38 22- 87 9- 95
1881 ... 227-731 2- 3914 19-11 162-02 •746 •614 •395 1-97 2- 1 4- OS 15- 63 25 55 19- 71 10- 31
1882 ... 241-761 1- 9 39-83 20-77 183-23 •951 .124 •206 2-56 •744 6- 9 21- 17 32-72 28- 08 13- 52
18S3 ... 258-514 2- 1 39-80 18-75 163-26 •ooo .889 •386 5-02 •309 6- 57 16- 24 29-43 22- 82 12- 16
1884 ... 278-999 213 42-62 21-24 171- 9 •107 •250 2- 11 3-29 3- 98 7- 49 17- 52 34-78 25- 01 16- 36

Average for 
ten vears—
1875-84 211-430 1-81 39-33 21-17 170-47 •222 2-487 3 831 4-54 2-284 6-419 18-999 38-79 25 444 12-005
1885 ... 301-426 1-91 40-69 21-54 186 08 033 •099 2- 02 4-54 •862 7- 39 18- 77 33-73 26-17 12- 15

[To Evidence of J. Ashburton Thompson, Esq., M. T).~\
Dl.

Remarks on the Separate System of Drainage, made by Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson at the Annual 
Meeting of the Engineering Association of New South Wales, December 19th, 1888.
Sir, Health Department, 21 December, 1888.

I enclose with this note a copy of a speech I made by invitation at the annual meeting of the 
Engineering Association last night, upon the comparative merits of the separate and combined systems of 
sewerage, for the consideration of the Chairman of the Parliamentary Standing Committee. I venture to 
do this both on account of the importance of the subject in connection with the Western scheme, and 
because I have observed that it is one but ill-understood by some engineers who have remarked upon 
Mr. Stayton’s proposals. .Faithfully yours,

J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON.
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

Mr. President,
I thank you for your invitation to be present this evening and to join iu the discussion this 

Association has initiated on a most important subject. I have read Mr. Henson’s communication with great 
care and close attention ; and I find that he deals with a good many technical points very fully. Upon 
these I have not the least intention of saying much before this Association. But his criticisms are so 
sweeping and so energetic—in some cases even so novel—that I must mention one or two of these points, 
which in fact pass my comprehension. I am at a loss to conceive, for instance, what he means when he 
refei's to a standard velocity of 180. It is impossible to refer to a standard velocity except in relation to a 
sewer of specified dimensions. But then, if he is speaking of that standard in relation to the western out
fall sewers, I am obliged to remember that no engineer with whose works I am acquainted ever has 
recommended a velocity of 180 for sewers at all resembling in their dimensions those of Mr. Stayton’s plan. 
Nor do I understand, for another instance, the objections he raises to the employment of syphons. 1 fail

entirely
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entirely to feel tlieir force on the one hand, while on the other I know very well that syphons are used 
successfully in several parts of the world, and indeed that in some situations they are. practically indis
pensable. He does not pretend to show how they may be dispensed with here. He relies entirely on 
theoretical objections to them; and this being the case he makes a most serious omission in neglecting to 
refer to the working of a syphon which he might easily watch, and in failing to tell us what amount of 
practical support to those objections is furnished by this contrivance as it stands in use to-day on the southern 
outfcxll sewer. There are other points to which I take exception ; but I conclude that as far as I am con
cerned as far that is as it is suitable for me to join in a discussion between civil engineers—the paper 
before you resolves itself into an advocacy of the separate system. Now, Mr. Henson concludes with a 
very judicious remark ; he observes that it will not be safe in planning sewerage for Sydney to trust too 
much to English practice. I entirely approve of that, as must every man with the least pretension to 
thoughtfulness. English principles—the principles of engineering science as they are taught by English 
professors—those are applicable all over the world, for they are deduced from a right appreciation of natural 
laws; but English practice merely exemplifies the manner in which those professors are guided by universal 
principles under the special circumstances in which they work. Those circumstances are in very many 
respects different to ours, and the so-called separate system finds in them much to recommend it. But Mr. 
Stayton has just considered our circumstances; and after deliberate study he has rejected the separate 
system, and has adopted the partially separate plan. This—unless, indeed, Mr. Henson is prepared to show 
that Mr. Stayton has not given the matter careful and intelligent consideration—this course, I say, one 
■would expect to meet with the approval of a gentleman who crowns his essay with the sentence just quoted. 
But he falls into the very error which he points out for avoidance; his whole argument advocates the 
separate system—a theoretical plan which, in practice, is nowhere to be seen.

I wish to be quite clear; and I must therefore ask you to excuse me if I define the sense in which 
I use certain expressions. By the word “sewer” then, I understand a conduit to carry off liquid filth ; by 
“drain” I mean a conduit designed to collect liquid of which filth is an accident; by “separate” system I 
understand the exclusion from sewers of all clean-water, whether that-be rainfall or water from land; and 
by “ partially separate-’ system I understand that plan by which the greater part of the rainfall, surface-water, 
&c., is excluded from the sewers, but by which a small proportion is admitted to them. Those are the meanings 
usually attached to the several expressions ; and it is necessary to bear them in mind, for a very great deal 
of tedious argument would have been saved the world had they not too often been forgotten. Now' the 
separate system finds its chief advocates in England; they first appeared there, and not less than forty years 
ago in tlm persons of the late Mr. J. O. Ward and of Mr. Edwin Chadwick. You are acquainted with 
Mr. Ward s. aphorism “ the rainfall to the river and the sewage to the soil.” It is an excellent aphorism, 
sound in principle; we are, I do not doubt, to go as hear to realizing it as we may ; but we can only do 
what is possible—we work under limitations. What gave rise to this idea? Why, the circumstances of 
the country suggested it; the laws, the physical configuration, the moist and cold climate of England. 
Until about 1813, you will remember, it was penal to turn sewage into drains; and then as population 
increased it was found absolutely necessary to provide for selvage, and in 184-7 it was made penal, on the 
contrary, not to turn sewage into those drains. But the majority of the important towns of England stand 
on rivers ; and the consequence of turning sewage into surface-drains which very properly fell into the rivers 
was that presently pure drinking water was hardly to be got. Hence the Rivers Pollution Commission and 
its several reports ; and thence the enactment under which it became penal to turn crude sewage into rivers 
—the enactment under which, in fact, it once more became penal to turn sewage into drains. Then, local 
authorities being compelled to bring their sewage to a certain degree of purity before they could get rid of 
it by means of natural channels—of the rivers—all that long and expensive series of experiments on the 
practical scale began, which yet are far from being concluded, to ascertain the best, speediest, and cheapest 
way of effecting the necessary purification. These soon showed that there were but two plans worth serious 
attention precipitation and filtration; and while it was at last found that the best effluent could be got 
only by a combination of these two, it was learned that the filtration could be sufficiently well done by a 
plan which allowed of the use of the sewage as a fertilizer. Then a new problem presented itself, namely, 
how most money could be made out of sewage by farming, and how the heavy expenses incurred by local 
authorities could be best lightened. But, you see, as soon as sewage farming became a feature in the 
sewerage schemes of those ' authorities, as soon as they began to look to the farmer to lighten their expenses, 
the latter became a factor in the problem, and his convenience had to be consulted. He found that he could 
not utilize the immense volumes of combined sewage and drainage which in that cold and moist climate 
were brought to the farm by the combined system ; and indeed, besides that, it was found that these immense 
volumes of very dilute sewage could not by cheap processes of irrigation be sufficiently purified. Besides, 
to reduce even expenses out of pocket it became necessary to reduce the volume. Hence, in towns to bo 
newly sewered, systematic attempts began to be made to exclude drainage ; so that the farms—or I may even 
add the filter-beds—instead of receiving variable quantities of fluid often in quite unmanageable volumes, 
might receive a nearly steady flow of sewage of tolerably constant constitution, and so that the farmer 
might get a chance to raise his crops with reasonable certainty. These, in fact, are the considerations which 
led to the prosecution of the search for an effectual means of separating drainage from sewage ; and they 
are considerations to a large extent not furnished by our conditions. Now I may-be thought thus far to 
have referred to rainfall alone, in speaking of drainage; and at all events I have not yet specifically men
tioned subsoil waters. But it is not the rainfall alone which on the combined system dilutes sewage. 
England has a much smaller rainfall than we have; but the manner of its fall is vastly different. It 
falls so that the tendency is to keep the subsoil saturated ; and since not all that falls finds its way into the 
ground, for even in England tlie loss by evaporation is very considerable, that saturation is there ensured 
by defect of heat. Are our circumstances then so similar to these that we should advocate the separate 
system here, merely because it has much to recommend it there? I think not. We have (I speak 
of the neighbourhood of Sydney which is the area to be sewered) for the most part a comparatively shallow 
soil which overlies the sandstone and the shale; we have a country of good surface grades, consisting in part 
of a series of anti-clinal ridges with ample falls by valleys to the sea; we are not environed by rivers whose 
waters must be kept pure ; and we have a sun which sometimes we think almost too brilliant, too constantly 
seen in his splendour. Under these circumstances we are not at all likely to be embarrassed by the 
excessive volume of our sewage as compared with our cultivable area. We may safely reckon on evaporation 
for much. Our climate—I do not say our soil—is more like that of Italy than of England; and perhaps

the
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the difference may be pointed by a reference to sewage farming as it has for very many years been success
fully carried on at Milan. There no attempt is made to separate drainage from sewage. The sewers 
converge to an open canal called the Vettabbia, and thence the sewage is drawn off to the surface of about 
4,000 acres of land arranged for broad irrigation, which for very long it has fertilized in a remarkable 
manner. Notwithstanding the extremely dilute character of the liquid it is actually possible from time to 
time to pare down the surface of several meadows, not to preserve the levels, but in order to sell the parings 
which are carted away as manure to more distant estates. We have, I say, a climate—and we are to make 
use of a soil—which renders the dilution of our sewage of small consequence ; we are better placed in these 
respects than the Milanese, successful as they have been. And how much more fortunately situated than 
the people of Berlin ; yet the new sewers of that city are calculated to carry off a rainfall of -fv of an inch per 
hour, and that although every drop of it has to be raised to a vertical height of no less than 33 feet before 
it can run on to the several farms. I believe I have now said enough to show that the choice between the 
separate and the combined systems is one which- must be guided by the circumstances of the place to be 
sewered; that like a good many other things which here we have to decide upon for ourselves it is not by 
its essential qualities absolutely good or absolutely bad ; and -therefore is not to be advocated in any place 
merely because it has been found suitable to some other different place. Thus, in fact, it happens that at 
Portsmouth, where the area to be sewered is in small part raised, and in a larger part is below the level of 
ordinary spring-tides—actually within this one area in the very birth-place of the separate system—both 
the separate and the combined systems are exemplified. For it was thought necessary to relieve the lower 
levels of the sui’face water running off the higher level, and therefore to the sewers of the latter all surface 
waters were admitted ; but as the sewage from the lower level had to be pumped it was thought desirable 
there to exclude as far as possible all rain-water from the sewers. That appears to me to be a truly scientific 
application of principles, and to form a striking contrast to a course which involves the irreflective adoption 
of mere practice. .

‘ It is to principles that I have thus far addressed myself; but, even at the risk of being tedious, I. 
cannot sit down without saying something upon the degree of separation which hitherto has been found 
practicable. I concluded a sentence just now by observing that the separate system should not be adopted 
here just because it has been successfully employed elsewhere. But what do I say? Has it ever been, not 
successfully employed, but has it ever been found possible anywhere ? I do not know of any place—at least 
not any place in area and population at all resembling Sydney—where it exists.* But such a place might be 
known, though not to me; and I will therefore repeat what is said by its very advocates. You are 
acquainted I have no doubt with the name of Mr. Lemon; and perhaps you know that the city of 
Winchester, sewered by him, is often referred to as an example of the working of the separate system. 
Well, here is what Mr. Lemon said about Winchester at the annual meeting of the Association of Municipal 
and Sanitary Engineers, held in London in 1879 :—He said, “ In the city of Winchester there is not a single 
gully connected with the sewers* * * some people called that the separate system, but he said it was nothing 
of the kind ; it was impossible to prevent houses being connected with the sewers in all directions, or to 
prevent houses being drained into the sewers in all directions; if they carried out the separate system in its 
integrity they must have a double set of conduits, and that in his opinion-was an absurdity and could not 
be carried out.” And again he said—he is often regarded as a main advocate of this system—“ He had 
little difficulty-in carrying out the separate system, and it is astonishing how that system is growing, but he 
had not yet been able to keep the water of back-yards out of the sewers, and did not consider that prac
ticable.” So also Mr. Angell, at one time borough engineer for Portsmouth, said,—“ The separate system 
can, of course, only be carried out in its general features and not in every detail; it would be a mistake to 
have a duplicate set of drains to each house ; back yards would usually drain into sewers, but for the most 
part roofs can be drained into road-channels or surface drains ; about 90 per cent, of surface waters can be 
diverted without causing difficulties of detail.” Professor Robinson is an eminent authority on all matters 
of sewerage, and this is what he says of the separate system :—“ Its advantages appear chiefly where sewage 
is disposed of by irrigation, and where it is absolutely necessary to lift sewage by pumping ; for irrigation 
it appears desirable to have sewage as concentrated as possible, but when pumping is unnecessary dilution 
within certain limits is not detrimental—a duplicate system involves greater cost—it would also exclude from 
the sewers street and road-washings which are unfit to be admitted to streams, and it would also prevent 
natural flushing.” Some of these objections have but little force here ; as I said before we are not in danger 
of fouling streams, from which drinking water might be taken ; and it would in my opinion be a mistake 
to consider our extended road-surfaces from just the same standpoint as the less extensive road-surfaces in 
England. With proper catch-pits intervening there can be no objection to the passage to the harbour of 
such surface-water. I don’t wish to continue these quotations with which most of you are already doubtless 
familiar ; but I cannot conclude them without repeating the following lines from Mr. Denton’s invaluable 
work :—“ If,” he says, “ we recognize, as we certainly ought, a difference between towns situated in districts 
of rapid inclinations, impervious surfaces, and heavy rainfalls, and those where the reverse conditions 
prevail, it will be considered advisable to admit into the sewers of the former only such rain as falls on the 
back parts of dwellings, on impervious surfaces so situated that there would be a difficulty in connecting 
them with any system of surface drainage, and on those streets and courts which from their position collect 
refuse almost as foul as sewage itself; in the latter having flat inclinations, porous surfaces, and smaller 
rainfalls, it is better to admit such additional quantity as may be advantageously turned to account in 
flushing.” To which of these sets of conditions do you think ours are most like?

I conclude my quotations with this one, apologizing to -you indeed for detaining you to hear their 
twice-told tale. Now, what do they amount to ? Why they amount to this, that the separate system is a 
practical impossibility however desirable it may be thought on theoretical grounds. Whenever an author 
speaks of the “ separate system” you may find that he is speaking loosely, and that in fact he means the 
partially separate system. The difficulty is a purely practical difficulty ; and although it is inadvisable for 
a hundred different reasons to admit all waters to sewers, it is not possible either to exclude all. As for 
subsoil waters, you know that unless you are prepared to lay iron pipe-sewers with gas-tight joints you cannot 
entirely keep them out except by laying in the same excavation a special drain for them.' This it is often

very

* The separate system was adopted by Colonel Waring at Memphis. Granting that it exists there in the strict sense, 
this city contains but 35,000 inhabitants altogether, and a very large proportion of them are concentrated on a single square 
mile of country.
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very necessary to do in the case of pipe-sewers but not necessary in the case of main-sewers; while as for 
rain-water, although the greater part can easily be excluded, the exigencies of house-building simply render 
it impossible to keep the whole of it out. In the latter case there is also the difficulty which arises under 
the general heading of working errors. The separate system demands a double set of conduits and a double 
set of yard-gullies ; besides the very great expense of the former there thus arises an intolerable confusion 
beneath the soil of the two sets of pipes ; and in the very few places where these have been laid it has been 
found by practical experience that even authorized workmen inevitably confuse the two and from time to 
time connect the sewers of houses with the drains and vice-versa. And then in respect of the two yard- 
gullies you import into the elaborate scheme the domestic servant, and place it entirely at his mercy ; for 
wherever yards slope towards houses there the two must be side by side, and wherever yards are already 
formed they are so graded that any gully to take their ■water must be placed next to the present gullies, 
unless you are prepared to cause rll the yards to be relevelled. Now I have drawn illustrations on other 
points from several different parts of the world : but on this I believe I need not go farther than our owrn 
Surry Hills. I ventured to find fault with Mr. Henson just now for not availing himself of the opportunity 
of watching the action of a syphon as it may be watched in Sydney ; and now I must ask Mr. Trevor Jones, 
who I see supports Mr. Henson’s views why he did not detail to the Association his own experience of the 
■working of the separate system as instituted by himself at Surry Hills 1 For, sir, although you may not 
know' it, Mr. Jones, with the courage of his opinions, has initiated the separate system in this very city ; 
and I want him to tell you whether it is not the case that in the district mentioned there are to be found in 
back-yards two gullies, and whether it is not the case that those two gullies are confused in the manner I 
have just suggested, so that although the houses I refer to are sewered, sewage from them not infrequently 
still finds its way by the drain to the road gutter 1

I am afraid that I have addressed you on this subject at unconscionable length ; its importance must 
be my excuse for one pait, and for the rest its inherent difficulty. The drift of my argument has been first 

■ to show' that the separate system has been advocated in England to meet that country’s special requirements ; 
secondly, that our circumstances differ from those to an extent and in a manner which renders it unnecessary 
to seriously consider the separate system here ; thirdly, that the separate system is deemed by the best 
practical authorities to be impossible of execution, and, as a matter of fact is nowhere carried out, or at 
least in no city at all resembling ours in the matters of area and population ; and lastly', that the partially 
separate system is both practicable, economical, and wise. But then the partially separate system is exactly 
■what Mr. Stayton adopts. “About 90 per cent, of surface-water may be diverted without causing difficul
ties of detail,” says Mr. Angell. Well, Mr. Stayton proposes to divert exactly that amount over a part of 
his area, and over the rest 85 per cent. In short he adopts the approved practice.

\_To Evidence of T. A. Cogltlan, -ZTs^.]
E.

RATES OF MORTALITY IN SYDNEY AND ITS SUBURBS. AND IN THE COLONY OF
NEW SOUTH AYALES. '

Sir, Government Statistician’s Office, Sydney, 2 January, 1889.
In accordance with the desire expressed by you at the conclusion of my evidence before the 

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, I beg to transmit herewith returns showing,—
(1.) The density of population in the city and suburbs of Sydney.
(2.) Rates of mortality in the city and suburbs for the past 18 years.
(3.) Tables showing the rate of mortality, per thousand of population, of the suburbs of Sydney, 

for the year 1887.
(1.) Tables showing mean death-rate of the colony, city and suburbs of Sydney, as well as 

country districts, for the period 1872-79 and 1880-87. I have, &c.,
T. A. COGHLAN,

The Honorable John Lackey, M.L.C., Statistician.
Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

No. 1.
Rinur.N showing approximately the density of population in the city of Sydney and the principal

suburban Municipalities, June, 1888 :—■

Municipalities.
Approximate
population

in
June, 1888.

Area
in

acres.

Popula
tion
per

acre.

! Approximate
Municipalities. population

j June, 1888.

Area
in

acres.

Popula
tion
per

acre.

Cifcv of Sydney....................
Alexandria ..................... .
Ashfield.................................
Balmain.................... ............
Burwood ............................
Camperdown.........................
Canterbury .........................
Concord...............................
Darlington.............................
Fire Dock.............................
The Glebe.............................
Hunter’s Dill .....................
Hurstville.............................
Kogarah .............................
Leichhardt.............................
Macdonald Town.................
Manly .................................

125,896
10,306
9,204

22,219
5,442
5,496
2,378
1,170
3,615
1,322

11,009
2.C02

772
1,601

13,575
7,701
2,870

*2,200
998

1,981
576

1,050
435

7,101 ' 
2,560

49
'1,626

461
1,139
7,010
3,648
1,242

198
2,272

57-2
10 3
4- 6 

38-6
5- 2 

126
0-3
05

75 0
08

30-4
1 7
0- i
04

10-9
38-8

1- 3

Marrickville ...... ............. .
Newtown .........................
Paddington .....................
Petersham.........................
Rand wick ...... ..................
Eedfern .............................
Rockdale .........................
Ryde ................................
St. Leonards .....................
St. Leonards East..............
St. Peter s .........................
Strathfield ..........................
Victoria.......................... .
Waterloo .........................
Waverley .........................
Woollahra .........................
Mean of Suburbs.............

11 528 
16,215 
16,569 
9,098 
3,859 

20,136 
3,081
2.302
6.303 
5,451 
4,433 
1,012 
3,054 
9,029 
8,228 
8,864

1,638
442
403
762

8,320
412

4,442
8,640
3,360

544
640

1,280
211
736

1,965
2,355

70
36-7
41T
11 9 

0-5 
488 
07 
0'3 
19 

10-0 
69 
OS 

14-5 
12-2 
43 
3-8 
34

* Excludes Moore Park.'
No. 2.
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.No. 2.

Deaths and Death-rate of New South Wales, 1872-1SS7.
Yearly death-rate of the colony, city and suburbs of Sydney, and country districts, 1872-87.

Year.'
Deaths per thousand of the population.

Colonj\ City
of Sydney. Suburbs. Country.

1872 ....... 14-18 2303 1415 12 37
1873 .................. 13-99 22 37 14 63 12-15
1874 .................. 15-33 2516 16-59 1312
1875 .................. 18-42 31-65 2147 15-23
1876 .................. 18-52 28-87 20-79 16-05
1877 .................. 1569 2243 15-13 14-47
1878 ........ :........ 16-36 25 05 1737 14 44
1879 .................. 14-76 23-47 15 83 12-82
18S0 .................. 15-47 2726 1916 12-34

1881........
1882........
1883 .......
1884 ........
1885 .......
1886 ........
1887........

Mean

Deaths per thousand of the population.

Colony. City
of Sydney. Suburbs. Country.

15-17 21-50 17-07 13-48
1612 23-30 18 71 14-09
14-68 19 76 18-65 * 1268
16 14 21-36 21-14 1378
1641 21 58 21-46 13 97
14-89 17-99 2015 1269
1315 15 52 16-57 1162

15-40 22-99 17-83 13 28

Death-rate per 1,000 of tlie mean population of persons over 5 years of arc in the colony, city and suburbs of Sydney, and
country districts, 1872-87. ' "

Year.

1872 ..
1873 ..
1874 .
1875 .
1876 ..
1877 .
1878 .
1879 .
1880 .

Colony. City. Suburbs. Country. Year. Colony. City. Suburbs. Country.

9-68 14-89 7-64 9-31 1881.................. 10-25 15-42 894 952
10-28 15-79 8-53 9 44 1882.................. 10 86 16-38 9-90 10 00
10-31 16-30 8-65 9-3S 1883..;............. 9-75 1311 1002 900
11-81 19-43 11-23 10-35 1884........ ......... 10-60 14-26 1125 968
1278 19-70 1102 11-71 1885.................. 10-86 14-86 11-46 9-89
10-47 15-38 7-91 998 1886.................. 9-86 12-02 11-01 9-08
10-51 16 20 8-85 9-71 1887.................. 8-92 10-67 958 8-39

9-90 16-35 8-22 8-97
1021 16*61 9-12 9-07 Mean ...... 10-34 15-31 9-48 9-49

Death-rate per 1,000 of the mean population of children under 5 years of age in the colony, city and suburbs of Sydney, and
country districts, 1872-87. •

Y ear. Colony. City. Suburbs. Country. Year. Colony. City. Suburbs. Country.

1872 ............... 3716 69*26 46-95 29-53 1881....... 43*63 61*79 71*00 35*911
1873 .............. 32 97 59-91 46*02 25*81 18^2 46 61 70'27 74,-93 36 66
1874 .............. 41-37 76 51 59* 18 32 07 1883 . ' 43-46 6532 73 48 33-19!
1875 ........ ...... 53-64 105-61 80-35 40-37 1834.......... 48 92 71*49 R9.-99. 36 98
1876 ............. 49-66 86 55 fo 71 38:52 . 1SS5 . 49-86 69 59 81 50 37*81
1877 .............. 44-41 6712 61*56 37-83 1886.......... 45*42 60-91 7492 3103
1878 ............. 4939 82 08 73 91 39’77 1887 .. . 38-66 50-50 57*05 30-82
1879 ............... 42y5 69-34 67-13 33-88
1880 ............... 45-83 95-30 86 f,9 3162 Moan ...... 43-90 7219 68-56 3401

Deaths cf children under 1 year of age per 1,000 birth', in the colony, citv and suburbs of Sydney, and country districts,
1872-87. ‘ ' '

Year. Colony. City. Suburbs. Country. Year. Colony. City. Suburbs. Country.

1872 .................. 104-4 176*1 139*1 85*0 1881.................. 115-2 162*5 3616 9t‘4
1873 .................. 92 5 158*8 1234 74-0 1882................ 131*2 196*3 1749 106'2
1874 .................. 109*4 188-4 1416 88-3 1883 ............... 114*7 177-8 154*8 90 9
1875 .................. 119-6 193 S 158'5 98*4 1881.................. 326-2 18G-2 164 2 101*6
1876 ............ . 112-8 169*4 1703 91*3 1885 ................. 131*1 200 7 180-4 101*1
1S77 .................. 116-7 165*3 146-6 101-5 1886................. 127 7 383-1 169-2 101 9
1878 ........  ....... 123-4 180-5 160-8 103-7 1887.................. 105-9 151-7 136-6 86 3
1879 .................. 1071 164-7 143 2 83-0
1880 .................. 113-6 210-1 177-7 80-4 Mean ....... 114-2 178-1 154-6 92 0

20—2 A Ko;
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No. 3.
Ketuen showing the rate of mortality per thousand of the population of the suburbs of Sydney, 1887.

(Deaths in Public Institutions not included.)

Districts.

Isorth-wcsiern

WesUcentral

JLa&t’Central

JSaslem

Western anX Southern

North Shore {

Balmain ........... .
Leichhardt.......
Glebe ......... -......
Newtown........
Camperdown ... 
St. Peter’s ......
Macdonaldtowh
Eedfern ............
Darlington ......
Waterloo............
Paddington
Eandwick ........
Waverley............
Woollahra .......
Ashfield ............
Bnrnood............
Canterbury.......
Five Dock ........
Hurstville ........
Kogarah ............
Marrickville ...
Petersham .......
West Botany ... 
St. Leonards ... 
Manly ............ .

Estimated population i Itate of mortality 
on | per

30th June, 1887. | 1,000 persons.

46,665

33,713

41,304

35,156

14*44

1526

16 63

12 69

43,703 14*35

18,806 11*69

No. 4.
Mean death-rate of the colon v, city and suburbs of Sydney, and country districts, for the periods 

1872-1879, 1880-1887—ail ages.

Deaths per thousand of the mean population.

Colony. City of Sydney. Suburbs. Country.

1S72-1S79 15-91 25-25 16-99 13-83
18S0-1887 15-25 2103 1911 1308

Persons over 5 years of age.
1872-1879 10-72 16-75 901 9-86

: 1880-1887 10-16 14-17 10-16 9-33

Children under 5 years of age.
1872-1879 43-92 77-09 64-48 34-73

' 1880-1887 45-30 68-15 75-26 34-53

Children under 1 year.
1872-1879 110-74 175 37 148-31 91-27

. 1880-1887 120-70 183*55 161-92 95-35

F.
ELBCTE1CAL PUEIFICATION OP SEWAGE. '

Eeport by Eicuaed Theeefald, Esq., Profetsor of Physics, University of Sydney. '
: (Dear Sir, . University of Sydney, 25 June, 1889.

_ I send herewith my report on the Webster’s process ; it would have been sent iu much sooner 
had. I obtained the information asked for at an earlier date, but I daresay it was tiresome to get together. 
]. have estimated the cost of a large experiment, but there is no reason whjr one should experiment on 
such a large scale, except that other things being equal the larger the scale of the experiment the more 
reliable and instructive the results. You will jterhaps be kind enough to let me know at what time the 
Committee would like to examine me. Wednesday is my best day.

Yours very truly,
EICHAED THEELEALL,

Professor of Physics.
I enclose papers containing answers to my questions, for which I desire to express my thanks.—B.T. 

J. Barling, Esq. *

Eeport
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. Report on ‘William Webster’s process for tlie electrical purification of se-wage.

• , University of Sydney, 23 June, 1889.
Limitation of Report. . . .

The general question of the treatment of sewage has been admirably dealt with by so many authorities 
that it will be only necessary to refer to the properties of sewage in so far as is necessary for the elucida
tion of the-problem under discussion. A sufiBcient account of other chemical processes is given in a 
book on “ The Treatment of Sewage,” by Dr. Meymott Tidy, published by Van Ivbstrand, of New York. 
The book in question is an abridgment of an essay on the subject, originally published in the “ Journal 
of the Society of Arts,” and is as good a concise account as I have seen.

. Conditions of Problem. , , „
Sewage may be roughly said to consist mainly of water carrying in suspension flocculent organic 

and granu]a,r inorganic matter ; and in solution organic matter of indeterminate composition, inorganie- 
and ammonium salts ; gases—chiefly nitrogen, carbonic acid, and ammonia—and the germs oforganisms- 
capable of producing putrefaction of the organic matter. There may also clearly-be contained germs of 
organisms capable of producing changes in the constituents of the human body—the amount of these 
depending on local and variable sanitary conditions. Larger bodies, such as cats, dogs, rats, walking- 
sticks, &c., can' be separated by strainers before the sewage comes up for treatment. Any system of 
purification has for its object the removal or oxydation of the organic matter present in the sewage, as 
well as the destruction as far as possible of the lowly organisms existing in it. The separation of the 
suspended matter is in all cases the first step towards purification, the second step being the oxydation of 
the soluble organic matter—which otherwise is liable to subsequent putrefaction—accompanied if possible 
by the direct killing of the living constituents. The precipitated flocculent organic matter, together with 
its precipitant and any inorganic insoluble matter separated from sewage with it, is generally called 
“sludge.” The liquid flowing away from this precipitate is called the “effluent.” In some chemical 
processes it is claimed that the sludge has a manurial value, but it is now a matter of experience that this 
value is almost proportional to the cost of the chemicals used to produce it, and it remains questionable 
whether any chemical process has yet been devised capable of producing manure profitably (except under 
very exceptional circumstances) when all costs are taken into account. Mr. Webster does not claim any 
marketable value for the sludge produced by his process ; but on the other hand, shows tolerably clearly 
that the amount produced is as near as may be an absolute minimum. .

, • . Statement of Webster's Process.
• The process of Mr. Webster depends on the decomposition of the components of sewage by sub
jecting the sewage itself to electrolysis between iron electrodes. The sewage as it flows through a long 
shoot, passes backwards and forwards between the iron plates, between which the current is passing. Briefly, 
part of the' iron is dissolved, and reappears as hydrated ferric oxide in the liquid ; as the treated sewage flows 
into a settling tank this ferric oxide sinks' to the bottom, carrying with it all suspended matter. A certain 
amount of oxydation of the soluble organic matter has also been brought about through the action of the 
chlorine and oxygen, liberated by the electrolysis. Hydrogen is given off. If the effluent is not now suffi
ciently purified to become completely oxydized through exposure to atmospheric oxygen, it may be run 
through a second shoot, where the electrodes are of iron and carbon, or of carbon only, and there receive 
the complete oxydation which nascent oxygen, ozone and chlorine habitually bring about. ‘

- ‘ ' ' ' Electrical Principles Involved. •
A liquid capable of being decomposed by an electric current is called an electrolyte; the con

ducting plates, by means of which the current enters the liquid are called electrodes. With sewage the 
chief primary products of decomposition are oxygen, hydrogen, chlorine, caustic soda, and ammonia; 
The current to be used is supplied by a dynamo driven by a steam engine ; the brushes of the dynamo 
require to be connected to the electrodes by copper conductors generally called “leads.” In order to 
arrive at an estimate of the most efficient way of coupling-up the plates to the dynamo, as well 
as of constructing the latter and setting up the leads, we refer to fundamental principles. 
Faraday long ago discovered that the amount of decomposition produced in a given electrolyte 
depends only on the time-integral of the current. The time-integral of a current is called for 
convenience, “ a quantity of electricity.” So that we may say a given quantity of electricity 
always produces a given amount of decomposition when forced through a-given electrolyte. Now, 
the purification of sewage depends on the amount of electrolytic decomposition produced in it, and con
sequently our object is so to arrange matters that wo get the greatest quantity of electricity forced 
through the electrolyte with the least expenditure of coal in the boiler of the steam engine. "Without 
going into details it will suffice to state that this condition is fulfilled when the “ resistance” of every part 
bf the installation is reduced to a minimum. In practice this'may be taken to mean that the iron plates 
in the electrolysis tanks, or shoots, should be large, numerous, and close together, and that the leads 
should be as short and thick as possible (within limits determined by the price of copper), and that the 
dynamo should be so built as to have a resistance small—say 5 percent.—compared with the resistance 
of the rest of the arrangements. For the sake of economy in the leads, &c., I should recommend that the 
dynamo have an electro-motive force of about fifty volts, and that-the plates in the shoot be arranged in 
groups, and these groups put in series. The electro-motive force required to get the current through each 
group will then be about two volts, plus the product of the current used by the resistance of the groups: 
As Mr. Webster’s plant is at present arranged, these principles have not been very carefully attended to; 
find consequently he is using more coal than would be used in treating the same quantity of the same 
sewage with a properly thought out installation. It is clear from what has been said that the efficiency of 
the process will depend in a measure in keeping down the resistance. Now, there can be no doubt -that 
samples of sewage from different sources will not all have the same specific resistance (resistance of a cube 
of-;unit size). By this I mean that with plates of a given size and at a given distance apart, more electro* 
motive force will be required to produce a given current,—and hence a-given amount of decomposition
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and purification—in some cases tli-an in others. • Roughly speaking, the more dilute the sewage the higher 
will be its specific resistance, or looking at it from another point of view, the worse the sewage the greater 
will.be the comparative economy of its treatment. The quantity of salt in solution will also greatly affect 
the specific resistance. The more salt the lower will the resistance become, and consequently the more 
efficient the process. The quantity of salt is also a very important consideration from a chemical point of 
view, as will be shown directly.

■ Chemical Actions.
Roughly speaking the chief ultimate results of the chemical electrolysis process are as follows 

Hydrogen is given off at the negative pole ; and iron is dissolved from the positive pole. I have some 
reason for thinking that the iron is dissolved first as chloride, and it certainly appears as hydrated ferric 
oxide in the liquid—probably as a result of the subsequent decomposition of the chloride by the trace of' 
caustic so la present as the product of another part of the reaction. Common salt is thereby reformed. 
Whatever the details of the chemical process may be, ho-wever, we find that after the electrolysis has 
gone on for a certain time, we have a flocculent precipitate of ferric hydrate buoyed up in the liquid by 
entangled bubbles of gas—chiefly hydrogen. As the sewage rests in the precipitating vats the hydrogen 
is given off, and the ferric hydrate subsides, carrying with it the flocculent suspended matters of the sewage 
and thus forming the sludge already noticed. It will thus be seen that the employment of iron plates is a 
very essential feature of the process, and it fortunately happens that iron is on merely economical grounds 
about as good a material for electrodes as can be obtained. The plates should be roughly and strongly 
cast from ordinary pig iron, the graphite crystals of which will do no harm, but quite the contrary, as 
will be shown directlv. The positive plates will require renewing every now and then, as there is a 
continual and essential solution of them going on. Mr. Webster considers that London sewage is 
sufficiently treated bv the solution of about two grains of iron per gallon. In order to carry the purification 
still further, Mr. Webster has a further device. The last few sets of plates are formed of lumps of 
carbon (gas-coke) cast in the iron, so that the plates expose a mixed carbon and iron surface. The result 
of this is that some free chlorine is evolved, and has an opportunity of acting in its characteristic violently 
oxydizing manner on the sewage, especially as it is presented to it in the nascent state. In this part of 
the process the free chlorides will diminish in amount, and a corresponding oxydation of the organic 
matter will take place. Personally I am of opinion that this part of the itrocess had better be effected 
on the effluent after it has left the sludge, fer then all the oxydation would take place in the soluble 
matter, and I should suggest that the final portions of the shoot bo fitted with gas carbon plates of large 
size and thickness free from iron ; at all events the positive electrodes should be so. The negative plates 
may be of iron or carbon, according to considerations of economy. I venture to add the further 
suggestion that in cases where the chlorides are deficient a certain amount of sea-water might be 
advantageously run in with the sewage to help the final treatment. The effluent after passing through 
this process is very good indeed—a good deal better, I fancy', than is ordinarily required. If this be so the 
latter portion of the process may be suppressed. If, on the other hand, the effluent be required for 
drinking or similiar purposes it is advisable to allow it to filter through a tract of sandy country ; or an 
artificial filter made of broken ironstone.

It must bo remembered that though great stress has been laid on the precipitating action of the 
iron it corresponds to a small part only of the chemical changes taking place in the shoot. There is a 
good deal of free oxygen given off, as well as some chlorine, and these together produce a very energetic 
oxydizing effect on the organic matter in solution. In the analyses which follow the latter part of the 
process here described (with the carbon electrodes) has not been used. The purification is simply due to 
the two grains per gallon iron plate electrolysis.

Description of Crossness Apparatus.
The plant at work at Crossness has been put up and is being maintained in action by Mr. Webster 

at his own expense, and is therefore of a temporary and experimental character, though large enough to 
allow of the treatment of about a million gallons of raw sewage during the twenty-four hours. The 
engine is an ordinary portable engine of the kind generally in use for agricultural purposes, and capable 
of working up to, or rather over, 30 h.p. The dynamo was built specially by Messrs. Mather and Platt, 
of Manchester, and has a capacity of 1,600 amperes at 20 volts. Mr. Webster considers that it 
would be advisable to use a higher E.M.F. for reasons already given. The sewage is passed through a 
coarse straining arrangement consisting merely of a hurdle, and then flows direct into the electrolysis 
shoots. These shoots are in the form of long wooden troughs of square section (or nearly so), and 
measuring somewhere about 18 in. by 15 in. The shoot is not continuous but in several sections, 
each section being rather lower than the preceding one, as will be seen by a glance at the picture 
contained in the appendix. The plates of the electrodes are arranged alternately at a distance of about 
an inch from one another; arrangements are made for letting the electrolysed product flow without 
too great disturbance into the settling vat. The troughs in which the electrolysis took place were 
perhaps somewhere about 100 yards long in all. The settling pits were two in number, so that one could 
be cleaned out while the other was in use. The sludge was black and very nasty looking, but it had not 
much smell at the time I visited the works. This was possibly due to the weather being very cold, for 
there is no reason why the sludge should not be foul under ordinary circumstances. The quantity of 

. sludge appeared to be comparatively small, but the sewage was rather dilute when I saw it, owing to 
continued rain. Each pit was about 65 feet long by 28 feet wide, and deep enough to hold about 6 feet 
of sewage. The size of the pits depends, like all the other arrangements, on the average composition of 
the sewage, but is probably considerably less for this than for other chemical processes. The effluent was 
clear to look at, and almost free from smell. 1 should certainly call it a good effluent. I saw no signs of 
frothing or subsequent putrefaction, and was informed that the experimenters had not been troubled by 
anything of the kind. Possibly a visit at another time of year and during warm weather, might have been 
more instructive on this point. On the other hand it is fair to recollect that with a rise of temperature 
the electrolytic resistance would be diminished, and consequently rather more electrolysis might be done 
for the same money in hot weather than in cold.

Mr. Webster drank half a tumbler of the effluent to show me that it was safe, but I did not 
consider it any part of my duty to accept a courteous invitation to join him. I did, however, accept a 
sample which I saw prepared from the raw sewage in the laboratory, and found the taste suggestive of

“ warm
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l: warm flat-irons,” but otherwise not unlike that of ordinary brook water. Some attention requires to be 
given to the running of the treated sewage into the settling pits. A certain amount of agitation is 
necessary to enable the gas bubbles to escape from the flocculent precipitate ; and consequently to promote 
deposition of the latter. On the other hand, if the agitation is too violent, the flakes get broken up and the 
settling takes longer. The rate at w'hich the sewage runs through the shoots is also a matter depending on 
eireumstances. It is clear that the flow' must be strong enough to prevent settling in the vats (shoot) 
themselves, and in the case of sewage heavily laden with inorganic sediment (as at the beginning of heavy 
rain) would require to be more rapid than under ordinary circumstances. But this is just the time when 
the sewage is in other respects most foul, and comes down in greatest quantity. In any complete system 
therefore, it would be necessary on all accounts to have some precipitating tanks in reserve, for I do hot’ 
consider it desirable to have spare reservoirs to catch an unusual flow of sew'age during stormy weather. 
As I have not, however, had any practical experience in treating sew age, I offer the above remark as a 
suggestion merely, which must not be taken for more than it is w'orth. Mr. Webster was good enough 
to perform a good many laboratory experiments before me, whereby I saw the way in which the precipitate 
is produced, and had an opportunity of judging of the efficacy of a coke filter, together with several other 
matters of analysis which w'ould be out of place in this report. The sew-age treated was drawn from 
the main sewer draining South London, and falling into the Thames at Crossness, on the south bank of 
the river. I may, perhaps, bo permitted to add that I found Mr. Webster extremely anxious to give every 
kind of information, and dwelling at least as much on his difficulties as on his successes. Tw'o letters 
which I received from Mr. Webster in answer to various questions appear in the appendix. The following 
analyses, however, maybe fitly introduced here. It will suffice to say that they wrere taken in the interest 
of a Company against Mr. Webster. The degree of purification, as I take it, represents the degree fixed 
by the Metropolitan Board of Works for sewage passing into the Thames, or, for all I know, may exceed 
that degree by any amount. >

Bor comparison there is also added an analysis of average Sydney sewage; for w'hich I am indebted 
to the kindness of Mr. William M. Hamlet. . *
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E. J. MIDWINTER, F.S.C., &c.

Effluents only.—Parts per 100,000.
The sewage was treated by the continuous-flow process, 9,000 gallons passing per hour-2,000 amperes.
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Analyses of raw sewage and effluent obtained from the Sewage Farm, Webb’s Grant, Botany (Shea’s Greet).

Grains per Imperial gallon.

Description.
Chlorine. Free

Ammonia.
Albuminoid
Ammonia.

Oxygen 
absorbed in 
three hours.

Total
solid matter.

. Loss on 
ignition of the 
total solids.

Unpurified sewage before treatment, as i«
' comes from the sewers.

11-25 2-67 -388 2'512 48-25 12-15

Effluent .................................. ........................... 6'30 •007 •042 1-08 24-19 7-42

Another sample of effluent.................................. 7-6 •280 •105 2-06 30-45 702

>» >j .................................. #12-3 •260 ■072 1-086 3850 7-00

* Contaminated with tidal water.

Taking Mr. Webster’s estimate of 2 grains of iron per gallon as a basis, I will proceed to calculate 
roughly the plant and expenditure required to treat a million gallons per twenty-four hours. When the 
quantity treated is greater the relative expense will be less. The outline of the calculation is given so 
that the results may be easily checked. Mr. Webster’s estimate, based on his practical experience of 
London sewage, will be found in his letters and notes contained in the appendix ; they approximate very 
closely to the theoretically calculated results. ,

Calculation of engine-power and plant required to precipitate 1,000,000 gallons of 
sewage per dien?, on the basis of 2 grains of iron being required per gallon of sewage.

2 grains = T296 grams.
Hence 129,GOO grains of iron have to he brought into solution daily.

. Now, from the known Electro-chemical equivalents of silver and iron, and from the experimental 
fact that one ampere of current will deposit 4'025 grains of silver per hour, we find that if the iron is 
dissolved in the ferric state the amount per hour will come to 1'042 grams, while if the iron goes into 
solution as a ferrous salt an amount of '692 grains only will be removed from the plates. The action being 

■ rather indefinite, we will assume that the smaller quantity is taken and call it "7 grams, which will he 
near enough for the purpose.

Hence 1 ampere per diem will dissolve 16'8 grains of iron.
Hence to dissolve 129,600 grains of iron per diem, we shall require 7,715 amperes, nearly. .
The electro-motive force required is 2 volts per cell, consequently the horse-power required is 

which comes to 20'7. '<40 #
To this must be added, say, 20 percent, for loss in leads, dynamo, shafting, &e., bringing up the 

total horse-power required to 25 horse-power. ■
' Mr. Webster’s experiments show that 27 horse-power is requisite, an agreement which in itself 

is very satisfactory, and tends to show that his figures are probably reliable.
I shall assume that it is proposed to erect a plant capable of dealing with 1,000,000 gallons daily, 

and will proceed to estimate the cost of plant on the assumption that a, 34 horse-power indicated engine 
is requisite. The cost of the items is as follows, assuming that the plates must last one year :—

PLANT.
Two portable high pressure steam engines to deliver 34 horse-power 

(indicated) each ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
Two settling tanks, 65 x 28 feet, to hold 6 feet of sewage, concreted lightly ...
1,000 feet of wooden shoot 2 ft. x 18 in. redwood boards 1) inch thick £60, 

fitting £14 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
100 tons iron castings for plates at £8 ... ... ... ... ... ...
(50 tons of these plates will be left at the end of the year, worth perhaps £300.)
Coal at 5 lb. per horse-power per hour, and margin 700 tons at 17s. per ton, say
Wages, three engine-tenders at 12s. per diem ... ... ... ... ...
Wages, three labourers at 7s. per diem ... ... ... ... ... ...
One Manchester dynamo to give 50 volts and 360 amperes, at Sydney, with 

spare brushes, tightening gear, &c., about ... ... ... ... ...
Copper leads, fixing plates, &c., say ... ... ... ... ... ...
Engine-shed and store, and sundries, say ... ... ... ... ... ...

£
1,000
1,100

74
800

600
657
383

250
150
200

£5,214
. After a year’s experimenting, the engine, dynamo, and about 50 tons of iron plates would remain 

as an asset. The settling tanks would probably be as good as ever but would be of no further service 
except for- farther experimenting.

To the above would be added cost of superintendence; this I do not think could be adequately 
obtained under a salary of say £600 for the year’s work. I should not advise apparent economy in 
this item. _

■ It would ho premature to estimate the cost in detail of a large..permanent plant, subject to 
a depreciation of 10 per cent, per annum, as it so much depends on the nature of the sewage and on the 
degree of purity required for the effluent. Local conditions also would greatly affect the price of settling 
pits.and the cost of sludge removal. In the face of these uncertainties it .seems to me unadvisable to 
endeavour to form an estimate. In addition to which, Mr. Webster’s estimate for London sewage is 
available, and I have no reason to think it too favourable. The estimate is about 13s. per million gallons : 
if we add 50 per cent, to this for Sydney—though on what grounds one should do so except for the 
higher price of labour and machinery it would be hard to say—the cost would seem to be of the order of 
£1 per million gallons.

This
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This would give as cost for—
North Shore with 15,000,000 gallons 
Parramatta with 4,000,000 gallons 
Newcastle with 30,000,000 gallons

£ ■ 
5,400 per annum 
1,410 „

10,800 „
It must be borne in mind that these prices are 50 per cent, higher than Webster’s estimate, and 

we can only hope to form a really reliable judgment in the matter after a proper experiment has been 
made. Throughout this report I have endeavoured to look at the process in the most unfavourable light!

Various details will be found in the appendix. A good account has boon published in the 
“ Engineer” for March 28th, 1889.

APPENDIX.

1 Letters from Mr. Webster. '
- . - 8, Sfc. Martin’s-place, Trafalgar Square, London, W.C., 14 February, 1889.

' Dear Sir,
. ’ . Enclosed are copies of analyses of tlie sewage before and after treatment. The E.M.F. necessa’y for treatment

varies with the quality of the sewage, that is, the percentage of chlorides present; but taking the average'of the London 
sewage, the actual E.M.F. is 2 volts, and this multiplied to the number of sections will give the total E M.F. required, 
subjeec to a flight allowance in loss of leads, the said sections being in series. For instance, at Crossness we have been able to 
run with a total loss in the leads, &o., of 2 volts—for instance, 14 volts at the terminals of the dynamo, and 12 at the 
terminals of the shoot—and this loss can easily be reduced to a minute amount, as the present works should have had the 
dynamo worsing in the centre, instead of one end of the shoot; this of course would shorten all the leads and reduce the 
resistance. The dynamo I use at Crossness has a crpacity of -20 volts and 1,800 amperes, but, after a multitude of 
experiments, I find that the E.M.F. of this machine is too low ; it is better to arrange more than six sets in series, but 
Dr. J. Hopkinson recommends at least twenty—this would mean a dynamo with the E.M.F. of 42 volts. The quantity of 
current required under the above conditions is only 200 amperes delivered from the dynamo, which passing through six 
sections, gives a total of 1,200 in the shoot. .

- In reference to the secondary decomposition, I find that the effluent I produce is particularly free, and if properly 
treated by this process no secondary decompcsition will take place. I have in some eases kept effluent for months without 
any decomposition taking place, but of course this is only the ease when the effluent is separated from the precipitated organic 
matter. This goes without saying. I have treated putrified . sewage on a small scale, obtained from a cesspool, with the 
result that 97 per cent, of the suspended matter was precipitated. In some cases of treatment on a large scale I have obtained 
an effluent entirely free from suspended matter, but in this case the sewage acted upon was protected from the wind, so as to 
prevent any particles of dust, &c., blowing into it.
. The analyses enclosed have been taken in the interests of the Electrical Association against me. Please note that the. 
number in one of the analyses, the total of 48'85, was reduced to ’74, which goes to prove that the larger - th i quantity of 
suspended matter in the crude sewage the better the quality of the effluent obtained. You will notice there is no reduction 
in the chlorides. This I have reason to believe is entirely due to the fact that the surface of iron was reduced to about 1 foot 
per gallon, for in every other case there is a reduction in the chlorine, and a corresponding larger reduction of the organic 
matter in solution. This will show you that it is necessary to have a larger surface of electrodes if the organic matter in 
solution is to be reduced by at least 50 per cent. With respect to the sludge I am trying a new process, which I hope will 
prove suitable for all conditions. 1 .
. The consumption of iron, as far rs we have been able to obtain results, does not exceed 2 grains per gallon. If shoot 
is arranged with plates 1 inch apart, then 1 horse-power == 1,000 gallons per hour; if half inch apart, 1 horse-power = 1,5C0 
gallons. This applies to London sewage, which requires '25 ampere hours per gallon, and contains only an average of 10 
grains of nacl per gallon. Better results can be obtained from stronger sewage.

The above has been delayed, as I wished to give you the results of experiments tried at Crossness, when you visited the' 
works; Only the matters in suspension are given, as that portion of the analyses is very important.
- Yours,'&c.,
Professor Threlfall. WILLIAM WEBSTER.

Parts per 100,000.

Matters in suspension.

Total. * Organic. Mineral.

Feb. 7. From tank, top flow, after 3 hours............................................................ 2*01 0-20 1-72
1-86 -a „ From tank, bottom flow, after 6 hours .......................................................... 2 14 0'28

8, St. Martin’s-place, Trafalgar Square, London, W.C.,
Dear Sir, _ 7 March, 1889.

I have waited until your return to England before replying to your note of the 17th ultimo.
In reference to the quality of the sewage in Australia, I think your suggestion of erecting experimental works there a 

very good one. The average reduction of organic matter in solution you may take to be somewhere about 60 per cent., but by 
special arrangement of elect rodes it is possible 1 o exceed that, although on a large scale, I should imagine, this is not necessary, 
as the oxygen of the air would do all this, especially as by running the effluent through an artificial channel containing broken 
rocks or ironstone the said effluent is churned up with the air, which, of course, oxidises the organic matter left in solution! 
One of the reasons why aeration will nut oxidise sewage is due to the fact that the large amount of organic matter in sus
pension prevents any sensible reduction of the organic matter in solution, for, if particles of organic mat!or are churned up 
witli pure water, the result is that a certain proportion becomes dissolved, but, if suspended matter is removed first of all, one can 
easily understand that, oxygen will purify, as there is nothing to supply fresh organic matter to replace that which is oxidised. 
As to the horse-power required per million gallons it will be possible to work with twenty-seven, but, of course, this very 
much depends upon the quality of the sewage. I think you had better deal with depreciation of plant as 10 per cent, per 
annum. The cost per million gallons for London sewage should not exceed Its. per million gallons. You will, of course, 
understand that this cost is taken at per 1,000,009, treating at least 20,000,000 gallons per diem. At foot I hand you the 
average results of forty analyses.

Yours, &/■.,
Trofessor Threlfall. WILLIAM WEBSTER.

Organic
Free ammonia.

Organic
Solution. Oxygen. Suspended. Chlorides. .

4-34
3'22

*55
•28

2'83
1'23

33'35
1'56

21-G4
1862Effluent.............................. .....................................

Oxygen means amount required to oxidise organic matter before and after treatment.
SECOND
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SECOND SERIES OF NOTES ON SEWAGE PURIFICATION BY ELECTROLYSIS.

By AY. AYebstee, F.C.S.
Since writing my former notes on the above question I have carried out a long and exhaustive series of 
experiments at my Experimental AYorks at Crossness, which have proved beyond doubt that I can produce 
on a commercial scale results at least equal to those obtained in the laboratory, and probably better. The 
mode of treatment adopted is the same, with the exception that for the slight motion of the electrodes, 
which was found necessary to bring the sewage into intimate contact with the plates, a movement of the 
liquid to be treated is substituted, the sewage being acted upon as it passes through the electrolytic 
channels leading from the sewer to the reservoirs or settling tanks. The enclosed plan shows the arrange
ment of the Experimental AYorks referred to.

Starting with the eugine shed, the engines, of an old type, made some twenty-five years ago are each 
20-horse power nominal. By the arrangement of gear, one engine is only used at any one time, both 
for pumping and for driving the dynamo.

The dynamo is an Edison-Hopkinson, capable of developing an energy of 43-horse power. Irom 
the dynamo the leads run through resistance frames, by moans of which the amount of current can be 
regulated without varying the speed of the engine. These are then connected with the iron electrodes in 
both the precipitating tanks and the shoot. The precipitating tanks are u-ed for taking experimental 
measurements, so as to discover the best mode of arranging the electrodes, hereinafter called plates, made 
of cast iron, run direct from Hast furnaces, a quality of iron commonly known as pig.-’ _

Owing to want of space I have found it desirable to fit the shoot with wrought iron plates, which 
of course are more convenient for experimental work, as they are thinner and weigh less than if made of 
cast iron.

The shoot is of wood ; but in any permanent work it would be built of bricks, concrete, or iron, 
and the bottom would be lined with asphalte or other suitable material.

The sewage is discharged into the shoot from the pump connected with the main sewer. The shoot 
is fitted with plates, as shown in the accompanying drawing. In travelling along the shoot every particle 
of the sewage comes in contact with the plates, ami finally the whole is received into one or other of the 
settling tanks.

The plates in this shoot are divided into twelve sections. All the plates in each section are con
nected in parallel, and tbs sections can be connected either in parallel or in series, as may be most convenient.

I find it best in this instance to run them arranged as six sections in series, as, owing to the low' 
tension of the dynamo, it is inconvenient to split them up into a greater number of sections. I may here 
casually observe that the dynamo should be near the centre of the shoot, and practice has proved* that it 
must be so constructed that as many sets of plates as possible may be arranged in series; but the space at 
my command in these works does not admit of the most effective arrangement being adopted.

It is not my intention to enter into any electrical technicalities. I therefore content myself by 
stating that my experiments prove that with 27-horse power it is possible to treat one million gallons of 
sewage in twenty-four hours. AArith this statement I must couple the remark, that the figures relate to 
average London sewage.

As to the cost of the engine power, I need hardly state that the newest type of engines suitable for 
driving dynamos may be taken to consume two pounds ot coal per horse power hour, and according to the 
price of the coal will be the working cost. The experiments carried out with reference to the amount of 
iron consumed by this process tend to prove that the consumption in continuous w'orking should not be 
more than two grains per gallon. Here again the cost entirely depends upon the position ot the works, 
or more properly speaking, the district in which the works are situated. The prices in the pig iron 
market aie so well known that I need not enlarge on this point. The plates are one inch thick, and if 
used in sufficient numbers would last for many years when once fixed, lor instance, I will take a town 
with a flow' of ten million gallons of sewage per day, corresponding to a population of 330,000 at 30 gallons 
per head. To treat this amount of sew'age, the consumption of iron should not exceed 464f tons per annum.

On calculating the amount of mechanical power required per head of the population, I find it 
represents Tobw °f a horse power, or 8-horse power per 10,000.

It will be seen that the above plant is practically in lieu of the mixing tanks, machinery, and 
chemicals employed in chemical processes for the treatment of sew'age, and if such electrical plant is 
designed to meet the peculiar requirements of any particular district it must, iu my humble opinion, cost 
loss and have a greater efficiency than any other process known, for not only does this electrical method 
precipitate the matters in suspension, but it also removes organic matter in solution, and forms a 
precipitating and disinfecting process in one operation.

The cause of any successful precipitation of suspended matters in sewage is entirely due to the 
formation of flocculent particles by means of chemical action. In the ordinary processes used this is 
obtained by the introduction of chemicals in a liquid form, and a large amount per gallon of sewage must 
be used to produce the necessary fiocculency. Electrolysis with oxidizable plates produces this effect, 
with a consumption of material ranging from one grain per gallon, and the stronger the sewage the less 
the power required to produce the effect. The action that takes [dace manufactures the necessary 
precipitating agent iu the sewage, whereas precipitation with solutions of chemicals meaus a consumption 
of several grains per gallon of sew'age. if the action is intended to cause an adequate deposition ot matters 
iu suspension, and the’ resulting effluent requires further treatment with some oxidizing agent to remove 
the organic matter in solution. •

AYith my electrolytical process, at the same that the precipitation of the suspended matter is taking 
place, the organic matter in solution is being oxidized by means of free nascent chlorine and oxygen 
given off at the positive plate.

The appended analyses of sewage and effluents show the reduction of both suspended and soluble 
matters by means of one treatment and also at the smallest possible cost.

* Theory would have shown this at oncei

ELECTRICAL
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ELECTRICAL TREATMENT OF SEWAGE.
' [From The Metropolitan, March 30, 1889.]

IV)e nearly 130 years past the question of the disposal of sewage has occupied the attention of scientific 
and practical men. As a rule, some kind of chemical process has been the form chosen, and up to a 
certain point it was successful. Sewage can easily be deprived of its noxious qualities by the addition of 

‘cheriiicals, but it has been found that in most cases when the combination so formed came in contact with 
certain other salts,' &c., in clear water, some other chemical result was produced as objectional as the ori
ginal sewage. The use of lime and other ingredients has the effect of increasing the bulk of the sludge, 

.which in the case of large quantities, as in London, is not desirable. Since the year 1762 upwards of 
sixty processes have been introduced, but no one can say any of them is entirely satisfactory. The great, 
though occult, power of electricity is, however, a feature in sewage treatment which has not wholly escaped 
"the notice of scientific men, but till lately no practical step has been taken in the matter. Tor some ten 
years Mr. 'William Webster, T.C.S., of St. Martin’s-place, has been engaged in experiments with electri
city in connection with sewage treatment; but a decade since there was not that perfection of current- 
producing apparatus which is now available. He has succeeded in perfecting a process of sevrage treatment 
by which the necessary chemical changes requisite to render the sludge and the effluents innocuous are 
effected bj1' electricity, or, scientifically speaking, by electrolysis.

It is not our purpose to make this article too theoretical or technical, but it is necessary before 
describing the mechanical part of the matter to touch upon the principles which are brought to bear upon 
it.- Electrolysis is the operation of decomposing a compound substance—in other words, of separating the 
component parts of a liquid or other material. Despite all assertions to the contrary, it is quite possible 
to decompose water by electricity, provided the currents be strong enough ; but it does not require so 
powerful a current to electrolyse ether substances, such as sewage, that may be found in water. Thus 
the chemical changes which takes place in electrically-treated sewage are based upon the fact that the 
water and sodium, magnesium, and other chlorides are split up into their constituent parts. At the 
positive pole chlorine and oxygen are set free, and in such a powerful condition that the organic matter 
in the. sewage is burnt up or oxidized, and thus rendered inorganic and harmless. At the negative prole 
ammonia, potass, soda, magnesia, &e., are freed. - These electrodes have pieces of carbon cast into theni, 
so as to secure a supply of feirous hypo-chlorous acid, whidris most powerful oxidizing agent. As some 
of the iron is dissolved at the positive pole, theie electrodes are of thick castiron, hut the negative plate?

2U—2 B ' may
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may be of thin rolled sheet iron: The consumption of iron occurring at the positive poles is equal to about 
one grain per gallon, but upon the negative plates there is no deterioration. Successful precipitation of 
suspended matters in sewage is entirely due to the formation of flocculent particles by means of chemical 
action. In the ordinary processes used this is obtained by the introduction of chemicals in a liquid form, 
and a large amount per gallon of sewage must be used to produce the necessary flocculency. Electrolysis 
with osidizable plates produces this effect, with a consumption of material ranging from one grain per 
gallon, and the stronger the sewage the less the power required to produce the effect. The action that 
takes place manufactures the necessary precipitating agent in the sewage, whereas precipitation with solution's 
of chemicals means a consumption of several grains per gallon of sewage, if the action is intended to cause 
an adequate deposition of matters in suspension, and the resulting effluent requires further treatment 
with some oxidizing agent to remove the organic matter in solution. Analysts and statisticians will note 
with interest the subjoined table, showing analyses of raw sewage, and subsequent effluents, showing the 
reduction of both suspended and soluble matters.

Parts per 100,000.

Nitrogen as Oxygen re
quired to oxy- 

dise organic 
matter.

Suspended Matters.
Chlorine as 
Chlorides.Appearance. Odour.

Free
Ammonia.

Albumenoid
matter. Total. Mineral. Organic.

Raw sewage, very turbid 
and opalescent.

Bad.. 3o7 0-0 14-61 4 03 14-52 5-95 8-57

(A) KfHuent, clearrawsewa?c, 
very-turbid and onales- 

* cent.

None. 2-9 0-2S 13-39 1-34 1-48 1-05 0-43
Very

bad. 1-89 Oat 29-5 ' 2-57 15-43 7 43 s-oo
(A) ) Effluent, clearrawsewagc, None. 1-8 0-24 29-0 1-21 2-20 1-91 0-29
Average r very turbid and opales- Slight t-34 0-5 21-64 1-24 33*35 not esti mated

of 20 ( cent.
' Analyses ) Effluent, clear. None. 3-22 0-2 18-62 0-52 1-56 not esti mated

(A) Time of Settlement 1 hour in open reservoirs.

"We fear we must not go further into the chemistry of the matter and treat of precipitated hydrates, &c., 
but will content ourselves by saying that to such a degree can sewage be purified that it will become itself 
a disinfectant by reason of the hypo-chlorous acid produced.

In order to show that the system is practicable outside the laboratory, Mr. "Webster has erected, at 
considerable private cost, some experimental works at the Crossness pumping station, the accompanying 
sketches showing the general arrangement. On Wednesday last a number of gentlemen visited the works 
and witnessed the process in operation, the amount of sewage under treatment being 14,000 gallons per 
hour. So that the visitors might the better understand the action of his invention, Mr. Webster also 
performed the operation upon a small scale. A glass jar was filled with crude London sewage and a pair 
of electrodes plunged therein, the poles being connected with a small battery. In a few seconds a com-

'Shoot with Iron Electrodes.

11 il I ti !'/ Tanks with Iron Etectrodes.\^ycEi; zz=.Prficipnaiing
settling, tank.. SETTLING TANK.

Engine'.

PLAN UNDER SHED.

IMPLEMEN T SHED. EXPERIMENTING SHED.

motion was perceptible in the black turbid liquid. Small bubbles began to rise, and soon film was apparent 
on the surface. This increased in thickness, while the lower part of the liquid was visibly becoming clear. 
In about two minutes the electrodes wmre withdrawn!, sufficient electric action having been .set up. The 
ilquid was now found to bo of a straw colour, but thickly interspersed with light flocculent matter, which 
soon found its way to the top, leaving the liquid clear, the chemical action described in the preceding 
paragraph having taken place. Although “ precipitated,” the solids were, however, at the surface, being 
held there by the bubbles of hydrogen that had been formed, but in about an 
hour they began to descend to their proper position at the bottom, of the jar.
This is precisely what happens on the larger scale in the precipitating tanks and 
shoot, as seen in the engraving. The sewage is discharged into the shoot from a 
pump connected with the main sewer; the shoot is fitted with iron plates or 
vdectrodes, and the sewage, in travelling along the shoot, comes in contact with 
the plates, and the electrolysed liquid then passes into one of the settling tanks.
The dynamo employed is an Edison-Hoj)kinson, and the leads run through 
resistance frames, by which the amount of current can be regulated.

Naturally the cost is an important item, and is generally the crucial point in all systems. This will 
compare most favourably with any chemical system, for it averages, for cost of working, about 13s. per 

■million gallons; so that the cost of treating the sewmge of London, which is about 1G0 millions per day, 
would be about £37,960 per annum. "What is to become of the sludge is another matter, this being a 

■ puestion for the consideration of the local engineers. What Mr. Webster professes to do is to rapidly 
precipitate a sludge that is harmless and to produce an effluent which cannot set up any deleterious chemical 
action when discharged into the river. In this he has unquestionably succeeded, and there is now a 
prospect of settling one of the most vexed questions of the day—namely, how to dispose of the sewage of 
great cities and towns. •
. . eh

Detail of Shoot, with Iron 
Electroides.
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G.

NOTES ON SEWAGE PUKIEICATION BT ELECTEOLTSIS.

By William Websieb, E.C.S.
[Proceedings of the Association of Municipal and Sanitary Engineers and Surveyors, Vol. XIV, 1887-8.]

The question of the disposal of sewage has occupied the attention of engineers and chemists for 
many generations past, and regarded from a hygienic point of view cannot be too thoroughly considered.

Before entering into the particular subject upon which I have the honour of being invited to 
the yea/17621 Sh°U d llke t0 turn your attention to the various processes tried, and found wanting, since

We have lately heard a great deal about the treatment of sewage with sulphate of iron lime 
sulphate ot alumina, permanganates, &c., &c.; it is a most remarkable fact that claims have lately been 
made m re the sulphate of iron process as if it were entirely new. The following list will show the fallacy

Names of Substances. Inventor. Date.

Sulphate of iron ............................................................
Chlorine................................................................. .........................................
Lime ...................................................................................................................
Powdered charcoal ............................................. ..............................................
Chlorine and chloride of lime ..........................................’ .............................
Ashes ..................................................... .....................................................
Sand ................................................................. .............................................
Sulphate of iron ................................................................................................
Chloride ef soda ................................. ............................................................
Waste chloride of manganese ..................  .........................
Sulphate of lime ............................................ ........................................... '
Animal charcoal ..................................... .................................................
Peat.......................................................... ............................................................
Charcoal and calcined marl or river mud..........................................
Sulphates of iron and zinc with tan and tar .................................................
Earth, lime, and waste substances ..............................................
Peat ashes .......................................................... ...........................................
Metallic oxides and carbon............................................ ill]!]!]]........................
Chloride of zinc......................................... ..........................................................
Schist coke.............................................................” ' .........................................
Trade refuse, charcoal, and ashes....................................................................
Powdered lignite ........................................... ....................................................
Impure alum................................................ ..................... ..................................
Sulphate of zinc, charcoal, and clay ...........................
Persulphate of iron ............................................ . . . . . . . . . . ..................................
Schist coke........................................... ..........].....................................................
Chlorides of iron and zinc .............................!..................................................
Lime and precipitating tanks........................................ - ...........
Nitrate of lead ....................................................................................................
Vaste salts of iron, lead, zinc, &c., with pyrolig matters, ashes, Ac..........
Pyrohgnate and perchloride of iron...............................................................
Impure chloride of manganese ............................................................. .......
Dried seaweed, lime, and sulphate of lime and zinc............................ .........
Peat charcoal...........................................................................  ..........................
Charcoal, soot, mineral salts, &c....................................
Spent tan, carbonised ................................................. ....................
Eresh bark, sulphate of iron, and peat charcoal ........
Metallic sub-salts, as of iron, alumina, &c..........................
Milk of lime and collecting the deposit ......................................
Acids and metallic salts, and nitrations through charcoal, clay neat 

- _ gypsum, &c. r >
Lime, sulphates of alumina, and zinc and charcoal .....................................
b]]116’ magnesian earth, sulphate of zinc or iron, and vegetable charcoal...
oifted ashes, breese, or peat charcoal ................................................

of zinc, potash, alum andsand with waste tan, ashes, lime, soot, &c. 
Metallic sulphates, metallic chlorides, or charcoal and magnesian salts ... 
baits produced in working galvanic batteries.................................................
Peat or bog earth containing salts or oxides of iron ......................

_ Peat and other charcoal and chloride of sodium, &c.....................................
Animal charcoal, alum, carbonate of soda and gypsum .................. ...........
Magnesia and lime with sulphurous and carbolic acids..."”'.!!!'.!!’.!".!!!......
Lime and finely-divided charcoal ......... ............................................. ! !!......
Boghead coke................................................................. ...................................
Soft sludge from alum works with lime and charcoal !!!!•!!'!!!!!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
Peat charcoal carbonised with oil of vitriol.................................... !!!!!!!!!"!
Alum schist or shale, and other aluminous minerals, with lime and charcoal
Manganates and permanganates ...............................................
Superphosphate of lime with magnesia and lime ......................... !!!!!!!!!!

Deboissieu ................
Halid .........................
Estienne .....................
Giraud .........................
Guyton Morveau .....
Chaumette .................
Duprat.........................
Briant .........................
Labarraque .................
Payen and Chevalier..
Siret................. .........
Erigerio .....................
Guibourt and Sanson..
Pottevin .....................
Siret ............................
Bossier........................
D’Arcet ......................
Krafft and Suequet ..
Sir Wm. Burnett __
Hompesch .................
Albert ..........................
Jourdan ......................
Siret ............................
Gagnage and Begnault
Baronnet ......................
Du Boisson ..................
Dubois ..........................
Higgs ..........................
Ledoyen ......................
Brown ..........................
Ellerman ......................
Young ..........................
Salman..........................
Rogers ..........................
Legras ......................
Tarling................. ........
Angely..........................
Browne ......................
Wicksteed ................
Dover ........................

Stothert ...................
Gilbee .......................
Perks .......................
Pinel...........................
Herapath ..................

'Dering .......................
Dimsdale ...................
Macpherson ...............
Manning ....................
Smith and McDougall
Wicksteed ................
Herapath....................
Manning .....................
Longmaid...................
Manning .....................
Condy ........................
Blyth............................

1762
1785
1802
1805
1805
1815
1818
1824
1824
1825 
1827 
1829 
1833
1836
1837 
1837 
1840 
1840
1840
1841
1842
1843
1843
1844
1845
1845
1846
1846
1847 
1847 
1847
1847
1848
1848
1849
1850 
1850
1850
1851 
1851

1852
1852
1852
1853 
1853 
1853 
1853. 
1853
1853
1854 
1854 
1854
1854
1855 
1855
1857
1858

. • r ^ be added others containing combinations of the above, ringing the changes upon
iron, nine, alumina, &c., which illustrate the reckless way in which inventors endeavour to apply their 
knowledge without first ascertaining what has been previously done in the matter, and how far it has 
been found to be successful. .

In’
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In tlic year 1841 lime, mixed with water, was used for the precipitation of sewage: the sewage 
precipitate was called sewage guano, and, to cut a long story short, it was found that the product had 
little or no agricultural value. The late Dr. Tjotheby (whose pupil I was) in the year 18o/ recommended 
the Metropolitan Board of Works to adopt the lime process to precipitate the sewage of Dondon.^ _ Ho 
also suggested that sulphate of iron might be tried. In this short paper it is not my intention to criticise 
the many processes in use at the present time, as there is no doubt all are doing their best to solve the 
question ; but I must protest against sewage farms, where sewage is allowed to percolate through the 
land without previous treatment. Bye-grass is grown and ultimately eaten by cattle ; sewage contains 
myriads o£ ova; they become attached to the grass and other green fodder. This affects the cattle, 
produces measly meat, and I need hardly enlarge upon the results of eating it.

It may perhaps seem curious that I should say so much ahout chemical treatment, when the special 
subject of my paper is electrolytical; hut electrolysis is nothing more than a chemical action produced 
by an electric current.

. It is quite ten years since I carried out my first experiments in electrolysis, but in those days the 
available electric apparatus had not attained such completeness as we now have it. I first of all wish to 
remove an impression which, I have been given to understand, is lurking in some minds that it is 
impossible to electrically decompose pure water. "Water is easily decomposed provided the current of 
electricity is of such intensity that it can overcome the resistance. Nicholson Carlisle decomposed water 
in the year 1800; the decomposing effects produced are precisely in accordance with the chemical 
equivalents of the substances electrolysed ; for instance, the same amount of electricity that would reduce 
5G parts of iron from its solution would reduce 207 parts of lead, or 10 parts of oxygen, &c., &c. This 
is practically the explanation of the whole system ; for the chemical changes which take place in sewage 
when it is electrolysed depend chiefly on the well-known facts that water and sodium, magnesium and 
other chlorides (which are always present in sewage) are split up into their constituent parts. Thus wo 
have at the positive pole chlorine and oxygen set free, and these elements are liberated in a nascent 
state, a condition in which they are intensely active, so that the organic matter in the sewage is rapidly 
oxidised and burnt up to innocuous compounds. So rapid is this action that I will now act on a little 
Crossness sewage, and produce a disinfecting liquid, which is nothing more nor less than hypochlorous 
acid, the strongest oxidising agent that is known. To obtain this quickly I must separate the positive 
action from the negative by a porous diaphragm. At the negative pole I obtain ammonia, potass, soda, 
magnesia, &c. So strong is the action of oxide of chlorine that I have, found no pressed carbon plates 
would stand its action ; I am therefore compelled to use cut carbon or coke.

It wms this fact that made me investigate the cost, and the result was, knowing that iron salts 
were of great use in precipitating organic matter in solution, that I experimented with iron electrodes, 
for the oxidising acids produced by this action being probably 100 times more active than any acids 
produced by chemical processes alone, it necessarily followed that the iron salt produced must have similar 
properties. The nascent chlorine and oxygen generated partly unite, and, with the water, form hypo- 
chlorous acid, the positive iron plate being attacked, and ferrous hypochlorite formed ; but a portion of 
the hypochlorous acid attacks the organic matter, for it is well known that putrefying sewage has a 
strong affinity for oxygen.

To still further strengthen this action I have lumps of catbon cast Into the iron plates, thus 
securing a supply of the before-mentioned add.

The iron plates are common casts run direct from the furnace into this form instead of pigs, and 
are used for the positive poles, the negative plates being thin rolled sheets. The positive plates are 
gradually acted on by the acids produced, but the negative plates are not acted on, and will remain in the 
same condition for years ; this is so well know'll that I need not enlarge upon it. I have estimated that 
the waste of iron at the positive pole is about one grain per gallon, but of course this entirely depends 
upon the electric current used. The hypochlorite of iron formed at the positive pole is acted on by the 
free ammonia, sodium, potassium, and magnesium hydrates and the ferrous hydrated oxide precipitated. 
This particular oxide of iron has the property of combining with organic matter, and it is a peculiarity of 
this salt to take a white hue, and then by exposure to the atmosphere to become green, and ultimately an 
ochrey red colour.

This action can he seen almost daily in any dye-house during the dyeing of buffs ; the cotton goods 
(representing organic matter) are dipped into an iron solution, and then passed through an alkaline hath ; 
the shade is green, but slight exposure to the air produces the buff colour; the oxide of iron being pre
cipitated w'ithin the fibres of the cotton. The ferrous hydrate or protoxide of iron is so beautifully 
precipitated, one may say, in its most active condition by this electrolytic process, that it takes up more 
organic matter than if precipitated chemically, for by chemical precipitation the iron oxide carries a large 
part of the suspended matter in the sew'age with it, hut only traces of the dissolved organic matter.. In 
the electrical process the whole of the matter suspended is carried with the oxide of iron, together with a 
considerable portion of the organic matter in solution, and, if necessary, the whole of the soluble organic 
matter can be oxidised. The precipitate itself is carried to the surface .by the numerous bubbles of 
hydrogen issuing from the negative pole, and the effluent may ho run off quite clear from below, or may be 
run with the precipitate into settling tanks, where the deposit will take place in from half an hour to two 
hours ; the precipitate being exceedingly flocculent subsides readily. The sludge formed does not hold so 
much water as by chemical process, and presses without any addition of lime. The effluent is less 
alkaline than the natural sew'age, and, if necessary, can be rendered neutral by passing through coke 
filters arranged in such a way that the electric current can he applied, thus further purifying the effluent 
and delivering it in such a state that, personally, I should have no objection in drinking it. The reason 
of the alkalinity being reduced is that a small quantity of free ammonia is carried off with the hydrogen 
gas at the negative pole, and also by the formation of hypochlorous acid. It is by means of this coke 
filter that potable water can be purified either on a large or small scale, and the treated sewage is not 
liable to secondary fermentation, nor does it form a precipitate when mixed with ordinary river water. 
The chlorides are slightly diminished in quantity owing to the escape of nascent chlorine at the positive 
pole. The amount of soluble mineral matter is not increased in quantity as in ordinary precipitating 
processes,
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The chloride o£ lime of commcive is really hypochlorite of lime. It has been suggested that the 
hypochlorous acid may possibly be as objectionable in its after eftects a-s the salts of lime, but tins is not 
the case, as hypochlorous acid is an unstable eonrpound, which, having delivered up its oxygen in oxidising 
organic matter, changes into hydrochloric acid, which neutralises the alkalinity of the sewage. ,

As I have already demonstrated that hypochlorus acid can be obtained in quantities by means of 
a porous cell enclosing positive pole, so likewise by enclosing the negative pole a solution of ammonia, &c., 
can be obtained from the raw sewage. ... , .

I have brought with me a weak solution of the disinfecting fluid obtained from sewage twelve 
months ago, also a sample of an effluent eight months old. I have shown that the sewage can be purified 
to any extent, even to conversion into a disinfectant; it therefore only remains for me to enter into the 
question of cost, which I will do as briefly as possible, and it is1 just as well to mention that this will be 
partly ruled by the particular state of purity you require in the effluent. _ ...

The chief expense is the engine-power. My experience up to the present time is limited to treatment 
of about 100 gallons of sewage at any one time ; and from a large number of experiments I found it would 
be possible to treat this quantity with about one-third horse-power. The dynamo and engine were unsuitable 
for my experiments, as the dynamo was only fit for electric lighting, and the engine twenty-fir e years old, 
without a governor; I should therefore prefer to think the horse-power over-estimated. The time 
occupied in treating every 100 gallons varied from 5 to 10 minutes. Ihe consumption of iron.was 
1 grain per gallon. ° The cost of this is easily estimated when one knows the market price of pig-iron. 
T5y kind permission of the Metropolitan Board of Works I have erected works at my own expense at the 
Crossness Outfall of sufficient capacity to treat sewage at the rate of 1,000,000 gallons per diem, as I have 
sufficient confidence in this process to risk the large outlay entailed. Por this I have had an Edison- 
Hopkinson dynamo specially constructed, giving an output of 1,000 amperes and 20 volts.

Unfortunately the electrical portion of the works is not yet completed, or I should have hoped to 
have had the pleasure of inviting you to inspect them. _

The question of cost resolves itself into this: The more iron plates you introduce into the system 
the greater the surface and the lower the resistance, consequently the less horse-power required. The 
increase of the iron plates is only an increase of prime cost, and does not mean a greater waste of 
iron. This means a saving of labour, as the more iron originally used the less frequently it would require
renewal. _ . ,

I hope to prove that by using positive plates 1 in. thick their duration will be from five to ten 
years. If the proportion of one-third horse-power to 10J gallons in 10 minutes holds good, as I am 
inclined to think it will, then twenty-five actual horse-power would be capable of purifying 1,080,000 
gallons' of sewage in twenty-four houis. I should muc \ have liked to have gone into more minute details 
connected with these experimental tests, but until I have verified the present results on a practical 
working scale I feel it would be premature to quote figures.

.Appended are the results of a few Analyses of Sewage before and after treatment : —
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Raw Sewage, very turbid Bad ...... 2-59 0-47 None...... 9-74 1-9061-72 12-57 65-2S 39-47 25-79 7-09
and opalescent.

2-30 0 30 None...... 919 1-07 57-43 914 None

Raw Sewage, very turbid Slight ... 1-88 0T9 Trace .. .. 5-27 1T7 42-43 7-90 47-31 33 01 14-30 613
and opalescent.

None...... 1-63 0T4 0 029 4-67 0-53 38-60 4-10 2 01 1-74 0-27 1-69

Raw Sewage, very turbic Slight .. 2-65 0-42 None...... 16-43 1-24 41-93 5’8( Not estimated.
and opalescent.

Effluent, clear ..................... None...... 2-28 018 0017 13-79 0-52 37-4C i 2'85 
1

None
L'L

a. rt. Time allowed for settling:, two hours, 
ft. „ ,, ,, half an hour.

Canal Wateb Contaminated with Sewage.—Ladokatobt Experiments.

Before treatment 
After treatment

CARBON PLATES.
Average of 40 Analyses.

Per gallon.
Free Albumenoid 

Ammonia. Ammonia.
.......................................................................................... -073 ... *037

.................................................. *053 ... '014

IRON AND CARBON PLATES. 
Average Result of 5 Analyses of Sewagf,.

Before treatment 
After treatment

Per gallon.
.. '431
. -08

H.
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H.
THE ELECTBICAL TREATMENT OE SEWAGE.

(Erom The Engineer, March. 29, 1889.)
0if Wednesday Mr. William Webster gave a practical demonstration of his electrical method for the 
purification of sewage, at the main drainage outfall at Crossness. The electro-chemical features of 
this process have already been described in our columns, and the physical success of the method invented 
by Mr. Webster seemed sufficiently proved some time back. But it was necessary to show that the 
process could be carried out on a working scale at a cost that should not be excessive. Eor this purpose 
permission was obtained from the Metropolitan Board to erect temporary experimental works on a piece 
of vacant ground at Crossness, the expense being defrayed by the inventor, who had his sewage for 
nothing, except that he bore the cost of pumping. On the present occasion Mr. Webster showed how he 
could deal with a flow of sewage equal to 12,000 gallons per hour. The works were avowedly not the 
best that could be devised for the purpose, the ground being limited in extent, and experience being 
wanting at the outset. By the time the works were finished it was easy to propose some better mode of 
setting them up. The dynamo was not in the best place. The two portable engines, used alternately, 
were made a quarter of a century ago, and the provisional nature of the works showed itself in various 
ways.. On Wednesday one engine was absent, having been removed for a temporary purpose. The 
experimental works have a capacity for dealing with half a million gallons of sewage per day.

Mr.. Webster describes Ins invention as consisting of an improved mode of electrolysis for oxidising 
and precipitating organic matter, and decomposing inorganic salts, such as chloride of sodium, potassium, 
magnesium,. &c., and all salts contained in sewage. Eor this purpose, in treating sewage and similar 
:mpure liquids, he subjects the liquid, while flowing through channels or reservoirs, to the electrolytic 
action of positive and negative electrodes made of iron and having very extended surfaces. Ammonia and 
other alkalies are evolved at the negative electrode, and assist the precipitation of the iron salts formed at 
the positive pole, where at the same time nascent oxygen and chlorine are evolved, partly acting on the 
iron and producing an acid reaction whereby the organic impurities in suspension are precipitated, while 
those, in solution are oxidised and converted into innocuous compounds. Of course the nascent 
chlorine will have much greater efficiency than the chlorine present in chloride of lime, and the nascent 
oxygen will have much more effect on the organic matter in the form of albumenoids than the oxygen of 
the atmosphere.

The mode in which this process is made to operate will be seen by the accompanying engravings. 
The ground plan, Eig. 1, representing an area of about 250 ft. by 60 ft., shows the position of the two

SETTLING TANK. SETTLING TANK.

IMPLEMEN T SHED.

S^oot witn lron Electrode}).

EXPERIMENTING SHED,

PLAN UNDER SHED.

Engine')

Tanks with Iron 'Electrodes}

Fig-. 1.—Ground Plan of Experimental Tanks.

engines and the dynamo. At a little distance to the rear of the latter is the pump for raising the sewage ; 
the shed containing the engines and dynamo appears on the right in the perspective engraving, Eig. 2.

' Fig. 2.—Upper portion of Sewage Channels.

Racing the shed in this engraving and in the ground plan are a range of precipitating tanks. These 
tanks were used for taking experimental measurements, so as to discover the best mode of arranging the 
electrodes. Practically they form no part of the present working arrangements, and they would not be

repeated
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repeated in any future works. The sewage raised by the pump passes on through the shoot which runs 
along one side of the ground plan, and is finally received into one or the other of the settling tanks-. A 

-portion of the shoot appears on the right-hand side in Pig. 3, opposite the.implement shed. Between the

3.—Lower portion of Sewage Channels and Precipitating Tanks

Fig. 4.—Detail of Shoot 
with Iron Electrodes.

shoot and this shed appear fte tanks, as on the plan. In Pig. 2 another portion of the shoot is seen 
opposite the engme-shed, with the precipitating tanks intervening. The shoot is an electrolytic channel 
in winch are the iron electrodes, arranged as shown in the small sectional drawing. Pig. 4. The shoot is 
made ot wood, but m any permanent work would be constructed of some stronger material. Owing to 

le restricted space, the shoot at Crossness is fitted with wrought-iron plates, but in practice it is intended 
to make use of cast-iron, run direct from blast furnaces. As the sewage travels along the shoot, every 
particle of the liquid comes into contact with the plates, and is thereby subjected to the electrolytic 
action. A separation the solid particles from the actual liquid speedily shows itself, and increases in 
its intensity as the sewage approaches the settling tank, into which it ultimately descends, and where the 
separation reaches its final stage.

. P01dahle engines is of 20-horsc power. Only one engine is used at a time, both for
pumping the. sewage and for driving the dynamo. The dynamo is an Edison-Hopkinson, capable of 
developing an energy of 43-horse power. Prom the dynamo the leads'run through resistance frames, by 

means of which the amount of current passing on to the electrodes can be regulated 
without varying the speed of the engine. Prom the statements, made by Mr. 
W ebster it appears that with 27-horse power it is possible to treat 1,000,000 
gallons of sewage in twenty-four hours, presuming the sewage to be of the same 
strength a,s average London sewage. In estimating the cost of the engine-power, 
lererenceis made to the fact that the newest type of engine for driving dynamos 
may be take.n to consume 2 lb. of coal per horse-power hour. The price of coal 
regulates the result. As for the iron consumed in the process, the experiments 

- . „ . tc™- Prove consumption in continuous worlsing should not exceed-2
grams per gallon of sewage. Plates 1 in. thick, if used in sufficient numbers, would last for many years 
when once faxed. By way of illustration, it is stated that the consumption of iron in the case of a 
town with a populatwn of 333,000, having a volume of sewage equal to 10,000,000 gallons per day or 
30 gallons per head, should not exceed 404 tons por annum. The amount of mechanical power required 
per head ot the population is shown to be' TaVr-horse power, or 8-horse power per 10 000 of the 
population. A very small electro-motive force, only a little over 2 volts, is used and ahout 11 square 
channels r°n electr°de surface l)er aillP&re- Tllere seems to bo no polarisation of the electrodes in the

liunning from the shoot, and allowing one hour for settlement in the open tanks, the average of 
twenty analyses shows that under this treatment raw sewage of a very turbid and opalescent character 
ymlds a clear and odourless effluent. Estimated in parts per I00,0C0, the suspended matter is reduced 

" dragon as free ammonia is reduced from 4 34 to 3-32, and albumenoid matter from 
O o to Chlorine as chlorides becomes 18-62 instead of 21-04, and the oxygen required to oxidise the 
oigame matter becomes O'o2 instead of P24. A sample of raw sewage, very turbid and opalescent, and 
with a bad odour, yielded a clear effluent without odour. The sewage contained 14-52 parts of suspended 
matter, o 9u being mineral and 8-57 organic. Lithe effluent these quantities became respectively 1'48 

Oo, aiffl 0 43. The free ammonia declined from 3-.57 to 2-9, the albumenoid matter from O'G to 0'28 and 
tee chlorine as chlorides from 14-61 to 13-39. The oxygen required to oxidise the organic matter was 4-03 
m respect to the sewage, compared with 1-31 for the effluent.

The disposal of the sludge is a final consideration in this as in other processes where precipitation 
takes place. But the sludge from the electrolytic action is not swollen by the admixture of any foreign 
ingredients beyond one or two grams of iron per gallon, which as oxide becomes somewhat more. ° 

in the course of the day’s proceedings Mr. Webster stated that he estimated the working cost of 
this process at 13s per million ga Ions of sewage treated. This was irrespective of interest on capital, 
and the allowance to be made for depreciation, except that it included the waste of iron. On 150 000 000 
gallons per day, representing the whole of the London sewage, north and south,, at the present time,’the

, ... ■ cost.
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cost at the rate' aboveuamed would amount to £36,000 per annum. Mr. Webster, in reply to various 
questions, said he had not undertaken any calculations as to anything beyond the working cost. He 
subsequently stated that the charge for interest on capital and depreciation of plant would not he likely 
to exceed £5,000 per annum.

Dr. Thudicum, who was present, said he was induced, from what he had seen, to look upon the 
process with the utmost hope, if Mr. Webster succeeded, as he trusted he would, the process would 
open up a new era in the history of the sewage question.

Sundry experiments followed, showing the action of the electric current on samples of sewage in 
glass vessels. In another instance the current was made to act on water coloured with an aniline dye, in 
order to illustrate the effect of organic matter in solution. In each case the solid particles were buoyed 
up by the liberated hydrogen, and collected on the surface of the liquid. On the escape of the gas the 
solid particles began to descend so as to form a precipitate.

The parties present were shown over the works by Mr. Webster, accompanied by his electrician, 
Mr. March. Attention was also given to an autoiratic weir, invented by Mr. 1<\ Houghton, jun., dealing 
with eight or nine million gallons of sewage per. day. By this apparatus a great saving of labour is 
effected,'it being completely self-acting, while the process of precipitation is materially assisted, water 
Cowing in or out without disturbing the deposit at the bottom of the tank.

[To Evidence of If. TV. liar die. Esq.~\
I.

Ciixiiots ron Hi.xioval or ISichitsojl, Bonorcn or Bimwoon. 
gj,. Burwood, 29 July, 1889.

I have the honour, as directed by yourself, to supplement my evidence respecting the “ Western 
Suburbs Sewerage Scheme” by the following’statements as to present charges in the Borough of Burwood,
for emptying earth closets„ , . , , , , , j.

(i) The minimum charge is Gd. per pan, of which od. goes to the contractor, and Id. to form a 
sinking fund to cover cost of pans.

(u) The number of houses within the Municipality is about one thousand, and the average rent value 
may be stated at £100 yearly. _

(;n) The following table will show the relative cost under the present imperfect municipal system 
and under the proposed Government sewerage works, taking the latter rate at 8d. in the £.

j
Kent value of dwelling. !

It
]0 weekly, 23 yearly
15 „ ' 39 ,. *
20 „ 52 „
25 05 .,
30 „ 78 ..
35 ., 91 „
40 104 „

Annual cost if pans arc emptied

Once weekly. j Twice weekly.

.e ib £ Si. d.
i 0 0 2 12 0
i 6 0 2 12 0
i 6 0 2 12 0
i (! 0 2 12 0
i G 0 2 12 0
i 0 0 2 12 0
i G 0 2 12 0

Annual cost if under a sewerage 
rate of Ed. in

& s. d.
0 17 4
1 fi 0
1 14 8
2 3 4
2 12 0
3 0 8 
3 9 4

Tp to £78 yearly the Sd. rate for a perfect and continuous system is more economical than the 
present primitive "and dangerous svstem. i.e., taking as a basis that pans are emptied twice weekly. The 
charge appears heavier up to and beyond £100 yearly, but I feel sure no valid objection could be made 
to a charge of £3 9s. 4d. on a £100. a-year dwelling. , , T ^

Many houses have two, three, or four closets, and the owners of these would, I think, prclcr the 
proposed comprehensive system to the present one, which necessitates the visitation of their homes by the
nightmen between the hours of 10 p.m. and 5 a.m.

I would emphasise what I stated before the Committee, that I am confident nine-tenths ot the 
residents in the Western Suburbs would welcome t,l c new- scheme on the grounds of domestic comfort 
and as absolutely necessary for health, especially as there never have been any restrictions as to buildings.

I have, &c.,
The President, Public Works Committee, Sydney. BOBERT W. ITABDIE.

! To Evidence of John Trevor Jonts, Esq]
J.

PkOBABLE J’Orl'LATlOX' A>'n COX SI'MPT lev OF WATEB AX J I! K PEKlOD OF COMl'LK’l'JXO THE WeSTEKS

' Subvbbs Sewerage Scheme.

Sir. Water Supply and Sewerage Department, Sydney, 27 August, 1889.
1 forward herewith, at your Committee’s request, an estimate of the increase of population in 

city and suburbs, based upon the ratio of the increase that took place between 18/9 and 1889, which was 
furnished me by Mr. Coghlan, statistician. ■ . .

The population in 1879 was 200,€09 ; the population in 1889 is 374,755. .
This ratio represents G-j per cent, nearly per annum. At this rate the population will double its 

present number in twelve years, and at the end of that time would, under these conditions, amount to 
749,510 in city and suburbs, ^
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■ This is my own deduction, based upon the above ratio ; Mr. Coghlan refuses to pledge himself to an 
estimate, hut adopting the above figure of (say) 750,000, and allow a consumption of 40 gallons per diem 
per individual, the daily consumption of Sydney and suburbs will then demand 30,000,000 gallons daily.

The delivering capacity of the 6-feet pipe at Potts’ Hill is 50,000,000 gallons per day. The 
proposed duplicate along with the present mains thence to the city and suburbs will be capable of delivering 
together 36,000,000 gallons.

I am inclined to think that the estimated ratio of increase if it err at all is on the side of excess ; 
nevertheless it is plainly evident that the supply is abundant for at least fifteen years, unless for some 
abnormal increase of population or other excessive demand for water.

I have, &c.,
_ J. TREYOE JONES,

The Secretary Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works. Board Engineer.

[To Evidence of Robert Hickson, Esq.~\
K.

Cost op applying Electrolysis to the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme.

Roads and Bridges Department, Sydney, 7 August, 1889.
Sir, ■

Since Professor Threlfall’s evidence before the Public Works Committee with reference to the 
purification of sewerage by Webster’s process my attention has been directed to ascertain how far this system 
could be economically used in connection with the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme, and I submit here
with a statement made out by Mr. Bagge, which, I suggest, should be sent on to the Committee.

Mr. Bagge has gone as fully as time would permit into the whole matter, and from his figures I 
think any doubt as to the inapplicability of this process as applied to the Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme 
is at once removed. Roughly speaking, he estimates it would cost something like £300,000 extra to adopt 
this system. ROBERT HICKSON.

The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Forwarded for the information of the Public Works Committee.—J. Barling, 7/8/89.

Roads, Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 7 August, 1889.
Subject:—Comparative cost of Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme as proposed by Mr. Stay ton and when

proposed to be purified by electrolysis.

Northern Division.
1. In order to arrive at a comparison of the relative probable cost of the two different schemes, 1 had

to ascertain first: what areas could be judiciously drained into one outlet on the shores of the 
harbour; where the apparatus for purifying the sewage by electrolysis could be conveniently 
placed and constructed ; and from where the sludge could be easily shipped and deposited in deep 
sea water.

2. This outlet, I find, may be placed on the northern point of the peninsula between Iron and Long
Coves, and the following areas : part of Strathfield, Concord, Burwood, part of Enfield, part of 
Five Dock, Ashfield, Petersham, Leichhardt, part of Camperdown, and Balmain, comprising a 
total of about 7,574 acres, can be drained to this point.

3. The Glebe, of about 371 acres, is drained as before into the Bondi sewer.

Southern Division.
4. The now, much curtailed, Southern Division, draining south as before, and proposed to be 

discharging on to the Sewage Farm, Webb’s Grant, comprises the following areas : parts of 
Strathfield, Enfield, Canterbury, Marrickville, St. Peters, part of Newtown, part of Macdonald- 
town, and part of Alexandria, of about 4,328 acres.

The revised scheme comprises, therefore, viz. :— acres.
Northern Division (paragraph 2) ... ... ...
The Glebe (paragraph 3) ... ... ... ...
Southern Division (paragraph 4) ... ... ...

... 7,574

... 371

... 4,328

Total ... ... ... 12,273

Mr. Stayton’s original areas of the same territory are :— acres.
Western System (page 30 of his report) ... ...
Northern System (Balmain, Glebe, and Leichhardt)...

... 10,632
... 1,641

Total ... ... ... 12,273

20—2 C
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The probable estimates of the cost of construction of main and branch sewers (reduced in size where 
practicable, <fcc.) for, and of purifying the sewage from the northern 7,574 acres by electrolysis, &c., would 
be as, viz. :— .

£
Cost of main and branch sewers ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 330,593

Probable cost of plant for electrical treatment:— £
10 100 h.-p. engines ... ... ... ... ... ' . . 10,000
20 45 h.-p. boilers, at £450 ... ... ... ... . . 9,000
10 dynamos, at £350 ... ... ... ... . . 3,500
Copper, lead, fixing plates, machinery, etc__ ... . . 2,800
Engine sheds, stores, etc. ... ... ... ... . . 3,000
3 settling tanks ... ... ... ... ... . . 18,000
Cement troughs ... ... ... ... ... . . 7,300
Cast iron plates ... ... ... ... ... . . 8,400
Straining chambers, penstocks, etc.... ... ... . . 2,000
Land resumption at Long Cove ... ... ... . . 6,000

Probable total ... . . £70,000 70,000

Probable working expenses of cost—electrical treatment:—
Note.—According to Professor Threlfall’s published reports the working 

expenses would come to £4 19s. per million gallons; according to Mr. 
Engineer Macdonald’s calculations it would he £3 2s. .per million gallons ; 
and in this calculation it has been reduced to £2 16s. per million gallons 
approximately.

. £/
Coal, 9,400 tons, at 15s. per ton ... ... ... ... • 7,050
Salaries and wages, per annum ... ... ... ... 5,000
Sundries ... ... ... ... ••• ... 1,000

Approximate annual working expenses ... ... £13,050
Which, capitalised at 4 per cent., gives ... ... ... ... 326,250

Probable cost of all main and branch sewerage works for the Glebe ... ... 32,507
Probable cost of construction of main and branch sewers (reduced in sizes where 

practicable) to discharge the sewage of the 4,328 acres of the revised 
Southern Division on to the Sewage Farm at Webb’s Grant... ... 294,293

The working expenses of this scheme at £5,200 per annum, capitalised at
4 per cent. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 130,000
Note.—The cost of removing the sludge from the settling basins to the deep 

sea is not included in the grand total, but is left to final consideration.

Approximate total cost of the revised sewerage scheme... ... £1,183,643

Mr. Stayton’s original scheme of Western Suburbs would be :— £
Original Western system, as per his report (see page 25) ... ... ... 602,211
Northern system ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 145,894
Working expenses at £5,650 per annum, capitalised at 4 per cent. ... 141,250

Total of Mr. Stayton’s original estimate ... ... ... £889,355

From the foregoing it will appear that the revised scheme including the electrical treatment would 
cost £1,182,393, whereas Mr. Stayton’s proposed works for the same areas are set down at a total of 
£889,355 ; this shows the original scheme to be £293,038 cheaper than the revised electrical scheme.

C. H. OHLFSEN BAGGE, 7/8/89.
The Engineer-in-Chief of Sewerage, &c.

[2b
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\To Evidence of Erederich Hammer,
L.

• Ee Western Subuebs Sewerage Scheme—Check Calculations.

. Eoads and Bridges Department, Sewerage Brancli,
Sir, Lincoln’s Inn Chambers, August 19, 1889.

In accordance with instructions received last Thursday from you, I forward herewith the 
result of-my calculation of the points in question. My figures agree within a very small fraction with 
those of Mr. Stayton’s. The slight increase of rate from 5T2d. in the £ per annum on £830,301 (cost 
of main sewers and other works) to 6gd. in the £ per annum on £1,817,896 (cost of final completion of 
entire scheme) results from Mr. Stayton’s estimated ratable value in 1889 of £2,000,000 increasing to 
£3,300,000 on the final completion of the entire scheme. •

The result of my calculation is as follows:—
Interest 4 per cent.. / Interest and repayment on £830,304 in 28 years.

• Interest and repayment ... ... ... ... ... ... ... £49,829
! . Workingexpens.es ,.. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5,650

Section 2 of 
Cl.

Appendix^. Total

Estimated ratable value in 1889, as per Eeport, £2,000,000. 
Id. rate thereon will produce about £8,300 net.

55 479Eate in pence per £ : -- ’ ■ ■ = 6’68d.k o.oOO

£55,479

Section 2 of Appendix 
Cl. '

’ Interest and repayment on £830,304 in 60 years.
Interest and repayment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Total ...
Estimated ratable value in 1889, as before.

Bate in pence per £ : = 5'lld. against 5T2d., 8,300

£36,778
5,650

£42,428

Interest 4 per cent.
Eepayhent under existing Act.

/ Interest and repayment on £1,445,045 in 28 years.
Interest and repayment ... ... ... - ... ... ...
Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Sections 1, 2 and 
of Appendix Cl.

Total

Estimated ratable value in 1894, as per Eeport, £2,200,000.
1 d. rate thereon will produce about £8,900 net.

91182Bate in pence per £ : ^ = 10'24d. against 10 25d.

( Interest and repayment on £1,817,896 in 28 years.
Interest and repayment ... ... ... ... ..............
Working expenses.............. ... ... ... ... ...

£85,532
5,650

£91,182

£109,097
12,296

Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4 
of Appendix Cl. '

Total £121,393

Estimated ratable value on final completion of the entire scheme, £3,300,000. 
Id. rate thereon will produce about £13,400 net.
Eate in pence per £ : 121,393

13,400 = 9 06d. against 9‘25d.

Interest 4 per cent.

Sections 1,2 and 3 of 
Appendix Ct.

Eepayhent under proposed amended Act.

' Interest and repayment on £1,445,045 in 60 years.
Interest; and repayment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Total ...
Estimated ratable value in 1894 as above.

. 69 524Eate in pence per £ : — ’ - = 7'81d. against 8d. » o.yuo
f Interest and repayment on £1,817,896 in 60 years.

Interest and repayment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working expenses ,.. ... ... ... ... ... ...

Sections 1, 2, 3 and 4<J 
of Appendix Cl. Total ...

Estimated ratable value on final completion as above.
xEate in pence per £: 92,651

13,400 = 6'91d. against 7d.

£63,874
5,650

£69,524

£80,355
12,296

£92,651
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Eepayhent under puethee amended Act.

Interest 3£ per cent. / Interest and repayment on £1,445,045 in 60 years.
Interest and repayment ... ... ... ... ... ...
Working expenses ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Sections 1, 2, and 3 
of Appendix Cl. ' Total

Estimated ratable value in 1894, as above. 
63,580Eate in pence per £ : 8,900 7T4d. against 7'25d.

Sections 1, 2, 3, and] 
4 of Appendix Cl/

Interest and repayment on £1,817,896 in GO years. 
Interest and repayment ... ... ... ...
Working expenses......................................................... . ...

Total ... ... ...

Estimated ratable value on final completion as above.

Eate in pence per £: = 6‘35d. against 6'5d. .. 13,400
The Chairman

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

£57,930
5,650

£63,580

£72,874
12,296

£85,170

E. HAMMEE.

[5 Plan*.]

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government^Printer.—18S9.
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1889.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT OE 1880.
■ (BOROUGH OP GOULBURN—AMENDED BY-LAWS.)

&
•JPrmnteb txr parliament, pnrsttant to Jtct 44 L]ic. |Tcr. t4, sec. 13.

‘ Colonial Secretary’s Office, **
Sydney, 25tli Januai’y, 1889.

GOtTLBURN MUNICIPALITY—AMENDED BY-LAWS UNDER COUNTRY TOWNS WATER AND SEWERAGE ACT. 
The accompanying Amended By-La-ws, made by the‘Council of the Borough of Goulburn, under the Cduntry Towns Water and 
Sewerage Act of 1880,” having been confirmed by His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, are 
published in accordance ‘with the requirements of the above cited. Act.

GEORGE R. DIBBS.

- I 41
Amended By-laws oe the Borough oe Goulbtjen.

The following rate shall take effect from the first day of 
January and the first day of July in each year upon all 
lands and tenements within the area of any water district 
within which water is authorized to be supplied : —

1. The rates and charges hereinafter specified are those
which the owners and occupiers of lands and tenements shall 
pay in respect of water supplied. .

2. On every house, tenement, or plot of unimproved land 
there shall be paid to the Council for water supplied, otherwise 
than by meter and for domestic purposes only, the annual 
minimum sum of ten shillings, and in no case shall water be 
supplied at less than that sum.

3. On every house or tenement for water supplied otherwise 
than by meter and for domestic purposes only there shall be paid 
the rate of five shillings per room for each and every room in 
such tenement; all out-houses to be included except water- 
closets ; in all stables every two stalls to be rated as one room,

4. The charges for water supplied by meter for steam-boiler 
purposes shall he at the rate of one shilling per thousand 
gallons, the minimum quantity to he charged for water supplied 
to any. such boiler-shall be five thousand gallons per month.

5. The charge for water supplied by meter for manufacturing 
and other purposes, unless otherwise specified, shall be at the 
rate of one shilling per thousand gallons; the minimum 
quantity to be charged for water supplied shall be three 
thousand gallons per month.

6. The charge for water supplied by meter to charitable 
institutions (hospitals excepted) for all domestic purposes shall 
be at the rate of two shillings per thousand gallons, the 
minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied shall be 
five thousand gallons per month.

7. The charge for water supplied by meter to cricket and
bowling clubs, and all other pleasure or show grounds whatso
ever shall be at the rate of two shillings per thousand gallons ; 
the minimum quantity to be charged lor shall be two thousand 
gallons per month. ‘

8. The charge for water supplied by meter for irrigation,
gardens, nurseries, and private fountains shall be at the rate of 
two shillings per thousand gallons ; the minimum quantity to 
be charged for shall be at the rate of two thousand gallons per 
month. ^

9. The charge for a temporary supply of water during the 
erection of new buildings and required for building purposes 
shall be an the rate often shillings per centum on the amount 
of contract for stonework, brickwork, and plastering, or the 
council may require a meter to be fixed and the charge shall be- 
two shillings per thousand gallons.

‘ 10. The charge f;r warehouses and stores not being 
domiciles, shall be two shillings per thousand gallons ; the 
minimum quantity to be charged for water supplied shall ha 
two thousand gallons per month.

11. The charge for water supplied for motive power, public 
baths, and troughs in streets, shall be at the rate of two 
shillings per thousand gallons; the minimum to be charged for 
shall be two thousand gallons per month.

12. The Council.may in any case in which it thinks fit where 
water is being used by any person for any purpose other than 
domestic purposes compel such person to use a meter, and such 
person shall either hire a meter from the Council, or purchase 
one at his own expense; and any person using water for such 
purpose as aforesaid, after being cautioned by the Council, or any 
of its duly authorized officers, not to do so until a meter shall be 
fixed, shall be liable at the discretion of the Council to have 
any of the pipes by or through which water is supplied to such 
person or for his or her own use cut eff until a meter shall he 
provided and fixed for such person.

13. In case of a meter being hired from the Council by any 
consumer of water, such person shall pay for the hire of same 
in the following manner, viz.:—Eor three-quarter inch meter at 
the rate of five shillings per year, for one inch meter at the rate 
of seven shillings and six pence per year, and for one and a 
quarter inch meter at the rate of ten shillings per year.

14. All accounts for water supplied under special agreement 
or by meter shall be paid monthly.

15. Upon receiving a petition signed by two-thirds of the 
ratepayers in any public way in the said city or in any part 
of such way, the Council may .cause the same to be 
watered, or they may in their discretion cause any public way 
to be watered, and may impose on the tenants or owners 
of buildings in such public way a uniform rate sufficient to 
cover the expense, which rate shall be assessed upon, and 
according to the amount for which such buildings are assessed 
for the purposes of the city rate, in addition to every other rate 
hereby authorized and made payable, and every such rate may 
be made, levied,’enforced, and received in like manner as any 
city rate.

Amended by-law in substitution of existing by-law 143, 
and sub-sections 1 to 13, adopted, by the Municipality 
of the Borough of Goulburn, thD twenty-ninth day of 
November, 1888.

(L.S.) H. S. GANNON,
- Mayor.

J. B. Salmon, Town Clerk.

[3d.] 66—



NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION OE LAND UNDER, EOR SEWERAGE PURPOSES, AT PADDINGTON.)

to parliament, pursuant to JUt 44 Hie. £io. 16.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, ) By His Excellency The RightHonourable 
to wit. | Charles Robert, Baron Carrington,

a Member oi Her Majesty’s Most 
' Honourable Privy Council, Knight

(l.s.) Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished
Carrington, Order of Saint Michael and Saint 

Governor. George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

Whereas I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain worts for and in connection 
with the sewerage of the City of Sydney and its 'suburbs, 
in the said Colony, for and towards the comple'ion of 
which said works public funds are available under the pro. 
visions of the Loans Vote 52 Vic. No. 17 : And whereas the 
lands hereinafter described are required for the construction 
of the said works: Now I, the Governor of the said Colony, 
with the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in 
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested in. me 
by the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” do, by 
this notification published in the Gazette and in a newspaper, 
that is to say, in the “ Sydney Morning Herald,” circulated in 
the Police District wherein the said lands are situated, declare 
that the lands hereinafter described have been resumed for the 
public purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, for and 
in connection with the sewerage of the said City of Sydney 
and its suburbs, to the intent that upon the publication 
of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said 
lands shall forthwith bs vested in the Minister for Public Works 
and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for the purpose of 
the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of inheritance in fee 
simple in possession, freed and discharged from all trusts, 
obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, rates, rights-of- 
way, or other easements whatsoever; and to the intent, 
further, that the legal estate therein, together with all powers 
incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall he vested in 
the said Minister as a trustee, with the powers stated in the 
said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that the following is the 
description of the lands hereinbefore referred to, that is 
to say :—

All that piece or parcel of land containing by admeasurement 2 
roods 27 perches and four-tenths of a perch, situate in the parish 
of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales: Commencing at the north-west extremity of Good Hope- 
street, in the Municipality of Paddington ; and bounded 
thence on the north by a line bearing north-westerly 101

degrees 20 minutes 36 seconds for a distance of 293'5 links ; on 
the west by a line bearing south-westerly 30 degrees 53 minutes 
51 seconds for a distance of 466'53 links to the northern 
boundary of a resumption for sewerage purposes, dated 18th 
Julv, 1881, and published in the Government Gazette No. 287 
of 22nd July, 1881 ; thence on the south by a line running 
along the northern boundary of said resumption hearing south
easterly 296 degrees 24 minutes for a distance of 100 3 links ; 
thence on the east by a line bearing north-easterly 210 degrees 
53 minutes 51 seconds for a distance of 388'06 links ; thence 
further on the south by aline bearing south-easterly 101 degree3 
20 minutes 36 seconds for a distance of 195'9 links to the 
western extremity of Good Hope-street; and thence further 
on the east by Good Hope-street, being aline bearing north
easterly 26 degrees 25 minutes for a distance of 103'56 links, 
to the point of commencement, and being a strip of land one 
chain in width, said to be the property of J. R. Street.

Also, all that piece or parcel of land containing by ad
measurement 1 rood 27 perches and six-tenths of a perch, 
situate in the parish of Alexandria, county of Cumber
land, and Colony of New South Wales aforesaid: Com
mencing at a point on the western boundary of Alma-strec-t, 
being the first angle in that street after it leaves Glen- 
more Road, and distant from said road about 280 links; 
and bounded thence on the south by lines bearing north
westerly 302 degrees 34 minutes and ’96 degrees 43 minutes 
37 seconds for distances of 141‘63 links and 241T2 links 
respectively to Good Hope-street ; thence on the west by the 
eastern boundary of that street, being a line bearing north
easterly 9 degrees 40 minutes 40 seconds for a distance of 
47'3 links, and by a line curving westerly, having a radius of 
66 feet for a distance of 54 3 links ; thence on the north by 
lines bearing south-easterly 95 degrees 43 minutes and 
97 degrees 11 minutes .52 seconds for distances of 116 8 links 
and 271'66 links respectively to Alma-street ; and thence on 
the east by the western boundary of that street, being a line 
bearing south-westerly 11 degrees 20 minutes 30 seconos for a 
distance of 162-25 links, to the point of commencement, and 
said to be the property of J. H. Cole.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this fifteenth 
day of March, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty- 
second year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH.

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!
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NEW SOUTH WALES

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
(RESUMPTION, FOR EXTENSION OF SHEA’S CREEK CANAL.)

JJresttitfcb ttt farliameitt, pursuant to JLt 44 lit. ilo. 16 etc. 6.

NE'vV South Wai.ks, ) Proclamation by His Excellency The 
to wit J Right Honourable Charles Robert, 

Baron Carrington, a Member of Her 
Majesty’s Most Honourable Privy 

(l.S.) Council, Knight Grand Cross of the
Carrington, Most Histinguished Order of Saint 

Governor. Michael and Saint George, Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief of the Colony of 
Hew South Wales and itsDependencies.

Whereas the Minister for Public Worts is desirous of 
extending the navigable channel of Shea’s Creek on the land 
described in the Schedule at the foot hereof, and for the 
purpose of confining the waters thereof within defined limits ; 
and it is estimated that the cost of carrying out the said works 
will not exceed the sum of nineteen thousand nine hundred 
pounds: And whereas, under the provisions of the Public 
Works Act of 1888, I, the Governor aforesaid, with the advice 
of the Executive Council, have in due form directed that the 
said works shall be carried out under the provisions of the said 
Act by the Minister for Public Works aforesaid, who, in 
respect of the said works, I have declared shall be deemed to 
be the constructing authority; and also, that the land required 
for carrying out the said works shall be acquired under the 
provisions of the said Act: And whereas the land described 
in the Schedule at the foot hereof is the land required 
for carrying out the said works : Now, therefore, I, 
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, the Governor 
aforesaid, by this notification, to be published in the Govern
ment Gazette, do declare that the said land in the said 
Schedule described has been and is hereby appropriated for the 
purpose of mating the channel of Shea’s Creek navigable and 
abating the nuisance arising from its present undefined limits. 
To the intent that upon the publication of this notification 
in the Gazette, the legal estate in the said land hereafter 
described shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for Public 
Works, as the constructing authority on behalf of Her Majesty, 
under the provision in that behalf in the 21st section of the said 
Public Works Act of 1888 : And I declare the following is the 
description of the lands hereinbefore referred to, that is to 
say

let. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish 
of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New 
South Wales, being part of a grant of 1,400 acres to William 
Hutchinson, known as part of the Waterloo Estate, and con
taining 20 acres 2 roods 21 perches or thereabouts: Com
mencing at a point on the northern boundary of a grant of 12 
acres 2 roods to P. and T. M'Guire, distant westerly 760'6 
links from the north-eastern corner of the said grant to M’Guire; 
and bounded thence on the west by other part of the grant to

376—

w. Hutchinson, as follows:—By 539'38 links of a concave 
curve of 2,968'17 links radius, the chord of which bears north 
55 degrees 56 minutes east 538'5 links ; then north 61 degrees 
8 minutes east 1,234'34 links; then by 733'56 links of a 
convex curve of 2,431-8 links radius, the chord of which bears 
north 52 degrees 29 minutes east 730’77 links; then south 46 
degree 9 minutes east 1,136-3 links ; then by 1,037'5 links of 
a concave curve of 3,568 18 links radius, the chord of which 
bears south 52 degrees 11 minutes west 1,033’8 links ; then by 
a line bearing south 89 degrees 56 minutes west to the eastern 
boundary of the aforesaid grant of 12 acres 2 roods to P. and T. 
M'Guire ; thence on the west and south by that grant, to the 
point of commencement, and said to be in possession of Vv. 
Cooper, and in the occupation of Hop Kee and others not yet 
ascertained.

2nd. Also, all that piece or parcel of land situated in the 
parish of Botany, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New 
South Wales, being part of a parcel of land adjoining the 
Gardener’s Road on tho northern side, grantee unknown : 
Commencing on the northern side of Gardener’s Road, at a 
point distant 6,668 links westerly from its intersection with the 
western side of the Botany Road ; and bounded thence on the 
east by 217 links of a concave curve of 1,831*81 links radius, 
the chord of which bears north 57 degrees 49 minutes east 
213*12 links; then north 61 degrees 8 minutes east 1,234*34 
links ; then by 39*12 links of a convex curve of 3,568*18 links 
radius, the chord of which bear north 60 degrees 49 minutes 
east 39 links ; thence on the north by a line bearing south 89 
degrees 56 minutes west to the eastern boundary of Collins’ 
12 acres 2 roods grant; thence on the west by that grant 
southerly to the northern side of Gardener’s Road ; thence on 
the south by that road bearing north 89 degrees 47 minutes 
east 660-6 links, to the point of commencement,—containing 
6 acres 2 roods 21 perches, or thereabouts. Owners and 
occupiers unknown.

3rd. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of 
Petersham, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales, containing 10 acres 0 roods 26} perches or thereabouts, 
being part of portion 11: Commencing on tho north-east side 
of a road 50 links wide from Botany to Newtown, known as 
Ricketty-street, at a point on the northern side of the said 
road, distant 269 5 links south-easterly from the southern 
corner of portion 10 of 4 acres 1 rood ; and bounded thence on 
the west by other part of the said portion 11 as follows:— 
Bearing north 24 degrees 23 minutes east 98"5 links; then by 
1,364 links of a concave curve of 2,968*17 links radius, the 
chord of which bears north 37 degrees 36 minutes east 1,352*14 
links ; thence on the north by W. Hutchinson’s 1,400 acres 
bearing easterly 760 6 links to the foot of the embankment; 
on the eouth-eaet by that embankment south-westerly to Shea’s
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Creek.; and by Shea’s Creek downwards, dividing it from T. 
Wa’ker’s 11 acres and from part of T. Walker’s 12 acres, to its 
intersection with the aforesaid road known as Ricketty-street; 
and on the south-west by that road, dividing it from part of 
portion 8 of 4 acres and 1 rood, bearing north 41 degrees 52 
minutes west 601£ links, to the point of commencement,—being 
part of the land sold in pursuance of the proclamation of the 
21st February, 1859, and said to be in the possession and 
occupation of — Collins.

4th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish 
of Botany, county of Cumberland, and Colony-of New South 
Wales, containing 3 acres 2 roods and 30 perches or there
abouts, being part of a grant of 11 acres to Thomas Walker : 
Commencing at a point on the southern side of a road 1 chain 
wide, known as Q-ardener’s Road, distant westerly G,7Sli- links 
from its intersection with the western side of the Botany Road; 
and bounded thence on the east by other part of the said grant, 
being 648'48 links of a convex curve of 1,S3T81 links radius, 
the chord of which bears south 39 degrees 11 minutes west 
615*4 links ; thence on the south by T. Walker’s 12 acres grant 
bearing north 89 degrees 10 minutes west 585£ links to Shea’s 
Creek; thence on the west by that creek northerly to the 
southern side of the G-ardener’s Road aforesaid ; thence on the 
north by that road easterly 931 links, to the point of com
ment, being part of the land sold as lot No. 80, in pursuance of 
the advertisement of the 11th May, 1839, and said to be in 
the possession and occupation of T. Walker.

5th. All that piece or parcel of land situated in the parish of 
Botany, county of Cumberland, and Colony of New South 
Wales, containing 1 acre 1 rood and 20 perches or thereabouts,

'’being part of a grant of 12 acres to Thomas Walker: Com
mencing on the northern side of a road 50 links wide, known 
as Ricketty-street, at its intersection with Shea’s Creek ; and 
bounded on the south by that road bearing easterly 503'32 
links; thence on the east by other part of the said grant as 
follows,—North 21 degrees 27 minutes east 151*76 links, then 
by 150 links of a convex curve of 1,831-81 links radius, the 
chord of which bears north 26 degrees 58 minutes east 149*74 
links; thence on the north by a grant of 11 acres to T. 
Walker, bearing westerly 585| links to Shea’s Creek ; thence 
on the we.st by that creek, to the point of commencement, being 
part of the land sold as lot 81 in pursuance of the advertise
ment of the 11th May, 1839, and said to be in the possession 
and occupation of — Keep.

Given under my Hand and Seal of the said Colony, at 
G-overnment House, Sydney, this thirteenth day of 
June, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,
BRUCE SMITH. 

GOD SAVE THE QUEEN!

[3&]
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Prmter.'-Ttl889.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LANDS FOR PUBLIC PURPOSES ACQUISITION ACT.
((RESUMPTION OF LAND FOR SEWERAG-E, CITY OF SYDNEY AND SUBURBS.)

flcmitteb to fatlimnmt, imrsHitut to Act 44 lie. |to. 16, sec. 0.

NOTIFICATION OF RESUMPTION OF LAND UNDER 
~ 44 VICTORIA No. 16.

New South Wales, 
to wit.

(L.S.)
Carrington,

Governor.

ByHis ExcellencyThe RightHonourable 
Charles Robert, Baron Carrington, 
a Member of Her Majesty’s Most 
Honourable Privy Council, Knight 
Grand Cross of the Most Distinguished 
Order of Saint Michael and Saint 
George, Governor and Commander-in
Chief of the Colony of New South 
Wales and its Dependencies.

■ ^heeeas I, the. Governor aforesaid, with the advice of the 
Executive Council of the said Colony, have duly sanctioned 
the carrying out of certain works for and in connection 
with the Sewerage of the City of Sydney and its Suburbs, 
in the said Colony, for and towards the completion of which 
said works public funds are available under the provisions 
of the Loans Act 52 Vic. No. 17: And whereas the land 
hereinafter described is required for the construction of the 
said works : Now I, the Governor of the said Colony, with 
the advice of the Executive Council of the said Colony, in 
pursuance of the powers in this behalf given to or vested 
in me by the “ Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,” 
do, by this notification published in the Gazette and in a 
newspaper, that is to say, in the t( Sydney Morning Herald,” 
circulated in the Police District wherein the said land is 
situated, declare that the land hereinafter described bas been 
resumed for the public purpose hereinafter mentioned, that 
is to say, for and in connection with the Sewerage of the 
said City of Sydney and its Suburbs, to the intent that upon the 
publication of this notification in the Gazette, the legal estate in 
the said land shall forthwith be vested in the Minister for 
Public Works and his successors, on behalf of Her Majesty, for 
the purpose of the said last-mentioned Act, for an estate of 
inheritance in fee simple in possession, freed and discharged 
from all trusts, obligations, estate, interests, contracts, charges, 
rat»s, rights-of-way, or other easements whatsoever ; and to the

intent, further, that the legal estate therein, together with all 
powers incident thereto or conferred by the said Act, shall be 
vested in the said Minister as a trustee with the powers stated 
m the said last-mentioned Act: And I declare that the follow
ing is the description of the land hereinbefore referred to, that 
is to say :—

All that piece or parcel of land containing by admeasurement 
5 perches and three-fifths of a perch more or less, situated in 
the parish of Alexandria, county of Cumberland, and Colony 
of New South Wales, and being part of allotment number eight, 
section fifteen, on the plan of the subdivision of the Underwood 
Estate deposited in the Lands Titles Office, Sydney, and 
numbered 238: Commencing at the south-east comer of 
allotment 8 on the said plan; thence bounded on the south
west by a line, being the south-west boundary of said allotment 
8, bearing north-west 309 degrees 21 minutes for a distance of 
151-4 links to Point Piper-lane ; thence bounded on the north
west by the south-eastern boundary of that lane, being a line 
bearing north-east 2.1 degrees 3 minutes 39 seconds for a 
distance of 23'26 links ; thence bounded on the north-east by 
a line bearing south-east 129 degrees 21 minutes for a distance 
of 154-6 links to Point Piper Road; and thence bounded on 
the south-east by the north-western boundary of that road, 
being a line bearing south-west 207 degrees 34 minutes 30 
seconds for a distance of 23*21 links, to the point of commence
ment, and said to belong to H. Zions.

In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my Hand, and 
caused the Great Seal of the Colony to be hereto 
affixed, at Government House, Sydney, this seventeenth 
day of June, in the year of our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and eighty-nine, and in the fifty-second 
year of Her Majesty’s Reign.

By His Excellency’s Command,

BRUCE SMITH.
GOD SAVE THE QUEEN !

[3i.] 417—





1889.

Ild5

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

MANLY DRAINAGE WORKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 7.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 7.

Governor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain 
drainage works at Manly, in the county of Cumberland.

Government Some,
Sydney, 4<ih April, 1889.

[3A] 124—•
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1889.

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

NORTH SHORE DRAINAGE WORKS BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 5.)

Ordered by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 4 April, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 5.

' Governor.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 
Governor recommends, for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly, the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of certain 
drainage works on the North Shore of Port Jackson, in the county of Cumberland.

Government Souse,

Sydney, kth April, 1889.

[3d.] 122—
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1889.
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tf*

Legislative Assembly. 

NEW SOUTH WALES.

WESTERN SUBURBS OF SYDNEY DRAINAGE BILL.
(MESSAGE No. 59.)

Ordered, by the Legislative Assembly to be printed, 20 September, 1889.

CARRINGTON, Message No. 59.

Qovernor.
In accordance with the provisions contained in the 54th section of the Constitution Act, the 

Governor recommends for the consideration of the Legislative Assembly the expediency of making 
provision to meet the requisite expenses in connection with a Bill to sanction the carrying out of 
certain drainage works for the Western Suburbs of the City of Sydney. • ■

Government House,
Sydney, 26th September, 1889.

[»*] 678—
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